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-G-M WINS!
AMERICA picks the World's
TEN leading directors
AND five of them are
M ETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer :
One Hundred and
Ninety of America's
leading photoplay
ii-riters and critics
voted in Film Daily's
nation-wide poll
iuhich iM-Q-M wins
with 5 out of 10 leading directors.

'KING VIDOR- "The Big Parade"
"The Croivd" — coming!
CLARENCE BROWN -"Flesh and the Devil"
"The Trail of '98"~coining!
REX INGRAM-"The Garden of Allah" -coming I
VICTOR SEASTROM-"The Wind"~coming!
ERNST LUBITCH -"The Student Prince" -coming!

THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY
Vol. XXXV
No. 26

July 1
PRICE 20

Get the Combination
Productions of quality usually
reflect the use of Eastman
Negative Film.

Specify prints on Eastman
Positive and you get the
combination that carries
photographic quality through
to the screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER.

COMPANY
N.Y.

The

Exhibitor
Books the

Paramount Program
and cashes in

52 weeks in the year!

Once More—
Ws Par AMOUNT'S yearl
Don't take our word for it. It's right out where you can
see it. PARAMOUNT is the WHOLE SHOW! You knew
it when you read the announcement of Paramount's 100%
Program. Now you're SURE. Every other announcement of product has only strengthened Paramount's.
Month for month, week for week — there's nothing to touch
it. All BIG Stuff— all MONEY Product— all KNOWN
Values — from the one company BIG enough and STRONG
enough to deliver »
Once more, it's Paramount's year! Book the 100% Paramount Program SOLID and make it YOUR year too!

V.

J

60 Features ^^ 20 Long
Run Specials ^^ Paramount
News ^^ Paramount Short
Features*
♦
♦
♦
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Paramount
^

The

Whole Show
in 1927-28!

r

GREATER THAN EVER

fI

He will make new box -office History

C. GARDNER

SULLIVAN

presents

^^^^^V

Rod La RocQue
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PHYLLIS HAVER
Adapted by Douglas Z. Doty

"The

from

Adventures
of Gerard"
by A. Conan Doyle

de mille pictures
PATHE NEWS - PATHECOMEDIES

- PATHESERIALS-

PATHEPICTURES

HERE'S
LOOKING
AT YOU, GIRLS !
MARIE

DRESSLER

May your future as a comedy team he
as great as its beginning in

THE CALLAHANS
AND THE MURPHYS

A GEORGE HILL
PRODUCTION
wUh
MARIE DRESSLER
POLLY MORAN
LAWRENCE GRAY
SALLY QNEIL
Scenario by Franca
Marion
Hovel b> Kathleen Norr\s

READ THIS
TELEGRAM:

WE urge exhibitors
AS we have never urged before
TO tell your patrons about
CALLAHANS and the Murphys.
IT is positively another
''ROOKIES" for the box-office.
TAKE our advice now!
YELL!
Shout! Advertise!
ITS money possibilities are
UNLIMITED!
Go and get the dough!

METRO - GOLDWYN

Callahans

&. Murphys

opened State Los Angeles to
packed house. L.A. Examiner
says: A riot of laughter. L.A.
Record says: Comedy wow
destined to be one of best
box-office bets of year. Dressier and Moran are a riot as
team. L. A. Times says:
Customers howled with glee.
L. A. Evening Herald says:
Audience screamed and
howled.

- MAYER

hits and hits and hits and hits!
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//r^ Wonder Specta
of the Ages !

i Showmen o£ the World— Crash the First Colossal
''' of the Season Into the Great Roxy Theatre!—
Love Story of All Time Amid the Stupendous
of Old Egypt!

€

Opens June 25ti

ROXY
Theatre, N. Y^j

From the world^read ixovel h
SIR H. RIDER HAGGARl
/
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Other Units
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Giant

Short Product

Progran]

IFTEEN
SHOWMEN

THO
CAN'T B
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The stampede begins! The paui^ i.> un.
jrhey all want their good old hox-o/?" r ^wf7

Al Cooke and Kit Guard
in their greatest featuretic

The Kid

Hinu

Fontaine Fok

success

Mickey McGuire

H. C. WiTWER^s ^^Beauty Parlor

Comedies
from

the cartoons in 500 neaspaper.s

Itandard Fat Men: Al Cooke in ICarnival Com^me
News Laffs*

i((Qm

The CHINESE

PARROT

EARL DERR BIGGERS' popular Saturday
Evening Post story. With Marian NixOn, Hobart
Bosvvorth and other stars.

A PAUL

WE

LENI Production.

AMERICANS

The sensational Broadway hit by Milton Gropper
and Max Siegel. With an all-star cast.

An EDWARD

SLOMAN

Production.

ALIAS THE DEACON
The stage hit of the year by John B. Hynier and
Leroy Clements. Starring Jean Hersholt, with June
Marlowe, Ralph Graves, Myrtle Stedman, etc.

An EDWARD

SLOMAN

Production.

BACK TO GOD'S COUNTRY
RENEE ADOREE starring in James Oliver
Curwood's tremendous story. With Walter Long.

An IRVIN WILLAT

Production.

SURRENDER!
Based on Lea Lyon the immortal European stage
play. Starring MARY PHILBIN and IVAN
MOSJUKINE.

An EDWARD

SLOMAN

The SMALL

Production.

BACHELOR

Written by P. G. Wodehouse, ace of humorists.
An all-star cast including Andre Beranger and
Barbara Kent.

A WILLIAM

SEITER Production.

The IRRESISTIBLE
Norman

LOVER

Kerry and Lois Moran

N A WILLIAM

in a

BEAUDINE

PRODUCTION
"Little Annie Rooney."
the director who made
Supervised by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

has the BIG
this year!

]
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THE vI^JRFWORKS .THAT
Two -Re el

(' __ Uct/i/aj Se/mon
^^^^ Comcdks

IN
ANY
P
PE
PUT,
=
=^^Bang!
JPCrack!
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Bingl just watch the

fans as they see these cannon crackers
loaded with laughter and novelty. And
how they like it!

Every one of them a sure-fire explosion.
There's never a dud in the pack — never
a fi::-out. You can bank on that, because
back of them are seven years of specialized experience in charging these one and
two-reel features with the T N T of laughter, novelty and good entertainment.
Get this fxicket of cannon crackers for
1927-1928 lined up now. Then touch them
off tvith the spark of local exploitation.
The explosions ivill bring more patrons
— and added profits — to your box-office.

One26-Reel
Felix tke Cat
Cartoons

by Pat Sullivan

12
One -Reel
Curiosities
PRODUCED
WALTER
BY

^

NfEMBER-MOTlON PICTURE PRODUCERS
■y>.
OF AMERICA .INX. - WILL H.HAYS
DISTRIBUTORS
AND
?/

, PRESIDENT

FUTTER

Htiest a
Sea Drama
Featuring

Hobart Bosworth
Jacqueline Logan
mchard Arlen
(Courtesy Paramouut )

Story by l^ORMAN SPRINGER

GEORGE

B. SEITZ

Production

ri
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Established
THE

BOOKING

GUIDE

and THE

STUDIO

DIRECTORY

For Six Years Serviceable and Recognized Authorities

Complete
A Full Record of Pictures and People
Outlining the Picture and Furnishing Data on Artists

Helpful
Over Two Thousand Exhibitors Have Written Us
About the Guldens Usefulness— **they buy by it"
It is Filed and is An Important Part of a Theatre's Equipment

Needed
Photoplay Editors on Newspapers and Magazines
Have Asked For a New Edition of the Directory
In Keeping Posted and Answering Questions It Is Unequalled
BOTH
WE

ARE

NOW

PUBLICATIONS
WILL
BE
IN ONE HANDY VOLUME
COMPILING

THE

ISSUED

COMBINED

EDITION

Producers and Distributors
Are Requested to Send in a List of Their Productions
Artists
Are Advised to Write Us Regarding Biographical Listings

MOTION
Booking

PICTURE
Guide And

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City, N. Y.

NEWS

Studio Directory
Hollywood Security Bldg.
Hollywood, Cali£.

Go like H--I!
Now's your chance to beat
out all competitionWhile others mark time—
you foriie ahead !
Hake EYEny Summer Day
count for you— not against
youS
While others DOZE
The First National Showman
DOES !
Because
Only FIRST NATIONAL
Is delivering Hit*after-iiit
THIS summer:

Here's the

next

Mtmber gT Motion Picture Producers Mtd Distributors
of America Inc.— Will H.Hays prutderd

• • •

^ovl\[ never
ign Blind
..Unknown
WILL they

have a moment's peace if you
for 1927-'28. — Doubts....Regrets
quantities.....Hazy promises....
deliver?^..You donH KNOW!

lut when you buy FIXED STARS in
:N0WN stories with set casts and
4CKED DIRECTORS— then you can sit
ack without a care in the world You
now what youVe getting and you know
t's the BEST—

\%\\A

I

Member < Motion Picture Producers
tMi Distributors of America Inc.
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Apathy
By William A. Johnston
HAVE
the season's pictures been
Apparently not.

sold?

Sales conventions have just been held by all the disThe
tributors from Atlantic City to San Francisco.

to two million dollars.
'!"!!'"'!.^; ',?!!; Z!}^^^!^ gatherings was, probably, close
especially
not buying—
are watching
in block.Exhibitors'
They are
product
with
Their object, of course, was to furnish an army of
They want facts, a lot of facts,
a wary eye.
salesmen
with the spirit and equipment of the year's
before they buy.
selling- campaign.
We assume that the salesmen are now busy. I
Naturally.
should think, however, they would feel rather sick

How. may we ask. are the\- getting this
information?
*

*

*

*

In last week's issue of this publication,
three current release features were advertised
to exhibitors by as many companies.
Another company called attention to the
fact that two so-called road show pictures
are to be included in its program for the
year.
Two newsreels referred to Lindbergh.
And this comprises the advertising news
of the week in a representative trade paper.
This is the offering to some 15.000 picture houses by a trade which spends several
hundred millions a year in making and selling pictures.
This is to be the reflection abroad of the
one American industry which at present
dominates a world trade, and has its own
selling exchanges all over the globe.
*

*

*

*

In considering- this situation let us. at once, put completely aside all thought of the trade paper — its welfare, present and future.
That is, comparatively, an exceedingly small matter.
The issue is the welfare of an exceedingly large
Inisiness, and one in which advertising is a major
economic factor.
And the query we put here is simply this: why th-.s
all but negative effort to promote the distribution of
several
dise ? hundred million dollars' worth of merchan^
^
^
^
Is there no competition between the distributingcompanies ?
Apparently there is.

when they observe their companies' support given
them in the trade papers.
*

*

*

*

So much for the new pictures.
What about the pictures contracted for and beingplayed
? a week in which 15,000 theatres are ex])ected
During
to collect some ten million dollars from the public no
service whatsoever is oft'ered the exhibitor on any picture by any compau)- in any trade paper.
Most of the people who pay in the weekly millions
at the box-office are brought there by advertising.
And the exhibitors who do the advertising for the
trade take trade papers, we happen to know, to get information and ideas which will help them advertise.
Very well. There are. we repeat, five pictures men •
tioned in the advertising- pages of our last issue. And
they are merely announced. No booking or exploitation service is given.
Pictures which were made because of exploitation
advantages are flopping right and left. They are not
])eing advertised.
The countrv right now is aviation mad. Exhibitors
everywhere have been fighting to get the Lindbergh
newsreels and have cleaned up on them.
Yet only a single aviation feature is advertised in
MoTONT Picture News.

If a trade paper is a reflection of its trade — and if
not, what on earth is it? — it would appear that advertising eft'ort at its headquarters in New York — the
fountain head of trade information — has just lain
down and died.
^

ijC

3JS

5f;

This is an amazing and a serious situation.
So serious that it calls for the best and coolest
thought of the men at the top of this trade.
check the unbridled exjust now,on topage
We are keen,' Continued
254J '
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Motion

The Week in Review

Picture

N c -o
and the result w iss
a combination of
twenty German
street bands in

HE question before the
house of motion
Comment on Passing Affairs
pictures today is
plush dinner
coats and vaudewhether the pubville acts that never got beyond Little Rock, Ark."
lic wants picture entertainment or an amazing conglomeration ofvaudeville, jazz and circus stunts.
Sidney Cohen's Screen Press also explodes editorially as follows:
Isn't it about time we found out?
James R. Quirk seems to be pretty sure of his own
t'j you will find
"In every large city in America
elabopublic. In the July issue of Photoplay he says :
rate motion picture theatres in which the pictures
"What this country needs more than good five cent themselves are the least important features of the procigars is good twenty-five cent movies.
gram. These programs have symphony orchestras,
jazz
bands,
soloists and choruses, ballets, Black Bot"If I w^ant acrobats, Swiss bell ringers, contortionists, clog dancers or mammy sobbers I can go to a
tom contests, vaudeville headliners, atmospheric ( ?)
vaudeville theater. If I want second-rate Italian bari- prologues, and all manner of acts and stunts to entones or German sopranos I can go to grand opera and
tertain the patrons. These theatres are nominally
motion picture theatres ; actually, they are nothing of
be bored.
If I want symphonies, I don't w^ant to hear
them
murdered.
the kind. They are glorified vaudeville houses, with
"I like
the voice
out for a
and three

iny pictures straight, and I am but echoing
of millions of cinema enthusiasts when I cry
theater where I can get a fairly good movie
reels of news pictures for fifty cents.

"Big exhibitors have gone dafify on fantastic architecture, symphony orchestras, prologues, toe dancers,
and other forms of cinematographic sauces. A chap
wants a nice square meal of steak and fried potatoes
with a large cup of cofi^ee, and he has to wade through
a ban(|uet beginning with hors d'ouvres and ending
with fromage avec cre}ne fonettee and demi-tasse, or
goes hungry.
"I love to go to the movies, but I am tired of hearing the '1812 Overture.' "
"When the drums begin to bombard Moscow^ and
the Kremlin starts to blaze I burn up.

motion pictures thrown in as a sort of afterthought."'
And this observation is followed by what seems to
us a most practical statement, one that an exhibitor
Avould make :
"It is the vast public which patronizes the neighborhood houses and the thousands of theatres in the
smaller communities that make possible the profits
of this industry. These theatres have little but the
picture to ofifer this public. If the chief makers of pictures, therefore, are indififerent to the quality of the
pictures they turn out because of their own big theatres, in w hich the picture is not the thing, they entirely
overlook the fact that these big theatres of theirs represent only about 3 per cent of the theatres of the
country, and that the other 97 per cent will never

tolerate a continuous supply of inferior pictures."
It is our OW'U belief that a lot of communities todav
"Sometimes I sigh for the good old days when I
are merely suffering vaudeville to see some pictures or
could slip into a seat to see 'Tillie's Nightmare,' and
else staying away in good measure because a lot of
see Tillie's instead of the theater manager's.
people
simply cannot stomach such downright cheap
"The best of the picture palaces are worthy enter])rises, marvels of diversified entertainment. You can
and tiresome attempts at entertainment. We believe
take your vaudeville or leave it, and you can telephone
that a lot of theatres will soon be faced with opposition
and learn the exact hour at which the feature is shown,
— new and more attractive houses offering good nnisic
enjoy it, and leave the toe dancers and operettas for and featuring the excellent short subjects w ith which
the market abounds.
the folks who don't dare to go home because Pa is trying out a new loud speaker on the radio.
But let's find out.
"But the Lord preserve us from those second rate
Theatres can go direct to their public with quesmovie palaces which initiate high class presentations
tionnaires, and find out what the people want.
like the little Japanese imitate American-made locomoThat will tell the truth quickly enough.
tives. They imitate everything, including the defects.
July I, 1927
Motion Picture News
Vol. XXXV, No. 26
Published weekly by Motion Picture News, Inc. Founded in September, 19 13. Publication Uftice, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York, N. ¥.; Editorial and General Offices, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City; Branch Ofnces 845 .S". Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.; Room 616 Security Bldg., Hollywood, California. William A. Johnston, president; E. Kendall Gillett, vice-president;
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eatures

F^ictorial Review
of Theatres.

Merchandising
Entertainment
on a National
Scale.

Study the Other
I'ellow's
Ads
and Don't Copy
Them.

Stage
Lighting
Equipment
and
Its Uses.

Winning New
Patrons \v i t h
Plain Facts
A h out the
Movies.

XECUTIVES of a theatre circuit in
upper New York State propose to establish a school for the training of young
men in the business of theatre management, as related in an article in this issue.
More than ever competent management is
needed in the theatre business, for no matter how
attractive the theatre architecturally, no matter how
excellent the technical equinment, no matter how
appealing the pictures and supplementary units
of the program, it takes sound, efficient management to bring these individual elements into proper balance and harmony.
The problem of training in theatre management
for the young man turning to this work to make
his mark and fortune in the world is an important
one. and possibly the school conducted by theatre
operating companies will provide the solution.
No less important is the need for the constant
extension of knowledge and grasp of the business
of management by those actively engaged in the
work. For the longer a man serves the more
responsibility is saddled upon him, the more is
expected of him by his organization and the public to whom he caters. For such the wav is clear.
It lies through the path of contact, information,
news concerning the accomplisments and activities of other men similarly occupied. "Business
reading" is one of the most important phases of
this "graduate work".
The trade paper, and perhaps particularly
those specialized features of the trade paper service—among which "The Showman" occupies a
place of marked prominence— supplies a means
to greater knowledge and accomplishment which
forward-looking and ambitious theatre men are
using to their own advantage and that of the business in which they are engaged.

*i^Jg/'^*>4o d^iiir^

J udge a Motion Picture Camera
by the pictures it has produced^ and you will choose

^ Bell & Howell
The BELL & HOWELL

PIONEER
Standard

hsrt Glennon. head cinematogratiher for Cecil
B, De Mille Productions, and through the *« in.
aperture of the lens, of which was drawn the
$2, 000. 000 worth of gorgeous spectacle and thrilling drama for the biggest cinerna production
yet made, Cecil B. De Mille's "The Ten Commandments," story by Jeanie Macpherson.

WHAT
has it done?" is always a question more to
the point than "What will it do?" Ask Famous
Players-Lasky, Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Associated First National, De Mille, Universal, Vitaphone, Warner Brothers, Fox, Kinograms, International
and the other leaders for their lists of super-productions
made with Bell & Howell cameras.
Bell & Howell cameras started with the industry
over twenty years ago, made standardizations and opened
the path to cinema progress.
Producers have found that the Bell & Howell quality
of photography has taken that end of the gamble out of
mammoth scale productions. It follows that you can
depend on a B. 6^ H. camera for the smaller requirements as well. Write for descriptive information.

BELL & HOWELL
1827 Larchmont

CO.

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Netv York, Hollyuood, London [B & H Co., Ltd.]
ESTABLISHED

1907

BELL & HOWELL
ffj/rfs MOvirs AS THF CYf sen

Standard h.utomatic
This ii Eyemo, the Bell & HoweU automatic professional
camera. Used in leading productions jcr stunt shots, locations and special effects. Unequalled for news reel worh.
Theatres use it for taking neighborhood movies. Nearly all
exfjloring ex{)ecii(ions use it. Permits iris dialing or follow
focus with camera in operation . Highest grade Anastigmat
Ta)'!or Hobson-Coohc F 25 lens in micrometer focusing
mount is standard equijimcnt. Fourteen other lenses interchangeable. Look through sj)>-glass vietu/inder, preis button
and pictures are taken automatically. Tahes 100 ft. daylight loading (or 120 ft, darhroomj, standard (35 mm-J
film. Price $264. Write for circular.

i

Formal Design for Theatre in Sydney, Australia
Playhouse in Louis XIV Style to be Built by Australasian
Films Ltd . — Large Capacity a Feature
JOHN

EBERSON, ARCHITECT, IN ASSOCIATION
WITH HENRY E. WHITE,
S Y D N E Y, AUSTRALIA,
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT

CAMERA

VIEWS

OF

NEW

YORK'S LATEST
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE
lILT

from

plans by Thomas

W.

Lamb, in
architect,
the of
newtheF. Vorkville
F. I'roctor theatre
the heart
section of New York City, is a playhouse
of beauty and elegance combined with
modem improvements and equipment.
This theatre is located at Eighty-Sixth
Street and Lexington Ave. The playhouse
and the office building of which it is a part
stands out as the most imposing and pretentious structure in that vicinity.
The interior decorations and furnishings,
arranged under the personal supervision of
Mr. Edward F. Albee, head of the KeithAlbee Circuit, with which this new theatre
is affiliated, are one of the distinguishing
features of this newest addition to the
])alatial neighborhood houses in New York.
The color scheme is a rich rose and gold,
with draperies of gold hung in Italian style.
Ebony and gold chandeliers with crystals
and flame tint lamps provide a warm and
restful illumination in lobby and auditorium.

On the left is slioicn a z'iezv of the organ louvre and stage boxes, ivith i>.\ill
treatment of auditorium
BeloW' — The mezzanine pro m e n a d e,
fitted
with
cunifartable
ehairs
and
di-.'ans, a pleasing and restful lounge

On the right is
a view of the
ladies' cosmeticroom at Proctor's Vorkznlle
Theatre

Decorations of the theatrical t\t>e are often successful for treatment of a
casual room. An especially
fine example is the "Sheik'i
Harem." pictured above,
which serz'es as the ladies'
rest room at Loezv's Stale
Theatre in St. Louis.

FURNISHING
THE
REST

AND

DECORATING

LOUNGES

ROOMS

OF THE

AND
THEATRE

Belozv — a portion of' the artistically furnished mezzanine
of Loezc's State
Theatre,lounge
St. Louis.

Above is shozoi a corner of
the men's smoking room at
Loezv's State, St. Louis.
The mantelpiece is constructed of stones indiyinous to the locality and is
one of the outstanding
features of this comfortable
and artistically arranged
public room.

On the right is a viezv of the main
foyer of Loevfs Theatre, Canton.
Comfort
and inexpensive
liveable ' atmosphere
achieved ivith
pieces of
furniture

II

,ln antique table and clock, purchased
at a cost less than new pieces, are an
attractive addition to the mezzanine
lounge at Loe'd/s Canton
Treatment of one of the panels in the
mezzanine floor of Loew's Canton.
The antiques include an old Italian
gaming table, center, zvith handcarved marble top. .Shoiwi on the
right
Belozv — Another successful setting for
antique pieces, one of the features of
the furnishings used in lounges and
rest rooms at Loeiv's Theatre, Canton

On the right is a view of the "Pioneer's Room," featuring Colonial furniture and glased chintz draperies and
coverings. One of the rest rooms at
Loczv's, Canton

V';-

J-rsr;

CHICAGO'S NEW MARBRO
PROVIDES LAVISH
SETTING
FOR PICTURES
picture theatre, deANOTHER signed bymagnificen
Levy & tKlein, architects of
Chicago, and built by Marks Brothers at a cost
of $3,ooo,cxx), was opened to the Chicago theatregoers the latter part of May with the formal
launching of the Marbro, located on West
Madison St. near Crawford Ave.
The Marbro has a .seating capacity of 4.100
and, with its addition to the houses operated
by this circuit, brings the Marks Brothers into
the front ranks of de luxe theatre operators in
the Chicago territory.
The theatre is massive in its proportions,
and colorful as to design. The architecture
is
•^
an interpretation of the Spanish Renaissance
style.
Luxurious surroundings are provided for
hold-out crowds in the spacious and magnificently decorated grand foyer, and the auditorium likewise presents a scene of splendor.
The opening of the theatre, at noon on Saturday, May 28th, was accompanied by a celebration, which included a street pageant staged
by local business organizations. The Marbro
programs will feature motion pictures, music
and stage presentations.
At left — Sketch shmving the grand lobby
of the nczv Marbro Theatre, built in Chicago by Marks
Brothers.

The exterior of the
M ar b r 0 features
the rich detail and
massive proportions
lu h i c h distinguish
this new playhouse
In Chicago.

Jul V
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19 27

Ma^nh
e ri^t^
n atthta
^hite Light!

T H E ATRE
The Complete
Carrier System
is
noiv
available
and
fiy^ancially pos'
s I b I e for
the
fine
Small
Theatre

S

People have learned to recognize immediately the health-giving
comfort prevalent everyday in the year in Carrier Conditioned
Theatres. Theatre owners and Architects have learned that the
Carrier Contract is not a sale of individual pieces of equipment
but a "Contract for Results", a guarantee to create and automatically maintain ideal atmospheric conditions for comfort
within the theatre at all times. The design, the equipment —
the results are backed by a responsible corporation.

Ask for the
Book,
"Theatre
Cooling arxd Coyxdi-'
tioni^ig."
Ask for a
visit
from
our
Engineers.

Cbrrier Fnaineerina (brporation
Offices and Laboratories

Newark, N. J.

NEW

YORK

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

KANSAS

CITY

LOS ANGELES
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Motion

Picture

News

The auditorium of the new Universal-Brody theatre in Cleveland.

OUTDOOR

EFFECT

FEATURES

NEW

CLEVELAND

THEATRE

Hilliard Square is Beauty Spot of Residence Suburb
Milliard Square theatre, the
THE
newest link in the UniversalBrody chain of local motion picture theatres, and recently opened to
the public, sets a new high standard
for neighborhood houses. Located in the residence suburb of
Lakewood, at the intersection of
Madison Ave. and Hilliard Ave.,
the $350,000 building stands out
as a beauty spot. There are two
entrances into the main foyer.
One is on Hilliard Ave. and resembles the average entrance to
a theatre. The other, however, is
unique, in that it opens on Madison Ave. and the foyer is reached
by means of a fascinating arcade
way in which tapestry brick is
arranged in fancy patterns. ThiN
arcade entrance smacks of foreign lands and is a fitting introduction to the theatre itself.
The theatre oiTers something
entirely new to Cleveland.
It is

strictly Spanish in style. Once in the
auditorium you think you are in a true
Spanish patio. Everything is done to
obtain an outdoor effect, starting in
the
fover,
which
features
circular

staircases with small grilled windows
at different heights to break the line
of the stairway.
There are 1,700 seats in the new
liilliard Square theatre — 1,100 on the
main door and 600 in the balcony.
Everything in the auditorium is
planned with the idea of getting
the outdoor eft'ect. The walls are
done in exaggerated anticjue plaster, such as is generally used for
exteriors. The exit doors are
toppedteriorwith
manjuees
and exdoor overhead
decorations.
On one side of the wide stage are
columns two story high, and on
the top is a roof garden such as
is found in Spanish homes. Trees
stand forth. Pots of dowers and
hanging dowers are in evidence.
And embroidered Spanish silk
shawls hang over the balustrade
of the balcony. .\ red tile roof
extends over this balcony, adding
color
reality also
to the
efi'ect.
.^^niall and
balconies
decorated

Right — another
view of the auditorium, comparison with photo above.
shows dissemmetry of the side zvaU
treatment.

J

site
l)reak the wall on the oppo
rs and Spanish shawls
with ofdowe
the auditoriinn.
side
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A Message to Builders
of Better Theatres »
Who will be responsible £or the
mechanical correctness o£ your
theatre when finally its doors are
opened to the public?
Can you check that responsibility up to ONE INDIVIDUAL or ONE FIRM
or will it be necessary to rely on as many different firms as there are different
articles of equipment in your house?
Through the NATIONAL ONE-CONTRACT EQUIPMENT PLAN, this
great organization of theatre equipment specialists is ready to assume full
and final responsibility for your ultimate satisfaction.
National Engineering Service insures a correct start through a pre-conceived plan of procedure. And then on through the entire process of making
a superb theatre out of four bare walls and a roof, National Service relieves
the builder of wasted time, worry, expense and the possibility of errors in
construction or selection of the equipment.
Service before and after sale — service at installation — service in maintenance.
Is there a more logical appeal to your good judgment?

Any National Representative Will Explain to You the
Economy, Efficiency and Many Other Advantages o£ the
One^Contract Equipment Plan.

I
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have full charge of all productions tobe shown here.
The building is being

construction
N
WHEon
the new 5.027
Fox theatre is completed.
Detroit will have the second largest theater in the
country.

constructed for the Colwood Company of Detroit.
It will be of face lirick
with terra cotta trim and

Several novelties in the-

granite base, in rough
co'-or and texture. The
architects are C. Howard
'
Crane and his associates, &

atre huilding are introduced in its design. Seating arrangements of the
older-type theatres have
been eliminated by the inclusion of a 3-foot aisle in
front of each row of seats,
allowing passage for patrons without making it
necessary for those seated
to rise. Escalators, or
moving stairs, will carry
theatre - goers from the
lobby to the mezzanine
and balconies. These will
be erected in addition to
the regular stairways required by law.
The large elaljorate lobby is planned to house a
special organ for the benefit of people entering the
theatre or waiting for
seats. Its dimensions are

Elmer George Kiehler and
Ben A. Dore.

SketcJi sliu<i<iii(j dcsitin of the huge auditorium of the I ox
Detroit theatre, adapted from the Oriental style of architecture. The design is by C. Hozcard Crane and his as<;ociates, Elmer George Kiehler and Ben A. Dore, of
Detroit.

Fox Detroit Theatre
of Massi\^e Desien
Palatial Cinema Seating Over
Five Thousand, Adapted From
Oriental Architecture, Will Be
Located in Large Downtown
Office Building

65 feet wide, 125 feet long
and 80 feet high.
Interior design has
been adapted from the
Oriental style of architecture, both sides of the auditorium

spanning a distance 175 feet in width
and I io feet in height being flanked
by large colonnades and behind these
a promenade where patrons may stroll
will be situated.
The auditorium's main ceiling will be
erected as a huge canopy and decorated
in the magnificence of the Durbar.
Lighting effects in the sky above this
canoi>y and behind the column will
give the theatre an atmospheric effect
and a glow that will cause the house to
be practically lighted in such a manner

tliat the decorations may be appreciated during the usual dark periods
when films are shown.
An elevator platform, raised and
lowered by pneumatic pumps, .will seat
the lOO-piece orchestra and a similar
mechanical device will change the
stage's ])Osition for imusual effects.
The theatre and office building costing $7,000,000 is a unit of the chain
of houses to be operated in St. Louis.
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Brooklyn, Philadelphia and other large cities.
S. L. Rothafel, it is understood, will

The Detroit theatre will
be one of the key houses
in the greatly expanded
Fox circuit, which is
planned
under program
an amIjitious building
now being carried out by
the company.
Detroit now has a total
of about 132,000 seats in
theatres coming within the
classification of picture
houses, and this addition
to the capacity of the
city's cinema resorts is not
regarded with the alarm
among theatre men that
the Fox theatre for St.
Louis, on which excavation has been started at a

site at Grand and W^ashington Boulevards, has
aroused in picture circles
in that city. The St. Louis house is to

have a capacity of 5,OD0 seats, according to the annuonced plans.
According to reports current since
Fox acquired the Roxy theatre in Xew
York, it is likely that presentations of
the Roxy type, and possibly personally
supervised by Rox}-, will l)e offered to
Detroit theatregoers when this new
cinema palace is completed, for it has
been rumored that stage divertissements arranged and produced at the
Roxy will be circuited to other de luxe
theatres in the Fox chain.
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A Complete Service

O LOCAL
OFFICES
• DISTRICT
OFFICES
a G-E. SALES
OFFICES
A WAraEMOUSE.S
a FACTORIES
■

DlSTKIBUTOieS

Edison Mazda Lamp factories, warehouses and distributors are so located that
an immediate supply of all types and sizes of lamps is always available in every
section of the country.
Sales offices are located in seventy-five cities. Lighting engineers at these ofifices
are ready to lend advice and assistance on any matter pertaining to the lighting
of a theatre. Free service on theatre lighting and projection is offered also by
the Edison Lighting Institute at Harrison, N. J.
Edison Mazda Lamps are of the highest standard of quality. Through Mazda
Service the benefits of world-wide research and experimentation carried on by
the General Electric Company, are given to the manufacturers of Mazda Lamps.

LAMPS
MAZDA
EDISON
GENERAL
E LECTRIC

-'^^Oj^1f
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Winning New Patrons With Plain
Facts About the Pictures
F & R Booklet Informs Public
FINKELSTEIN & RUBEN, which
controls more than lOO moving picture theatres in the northwest, has
set out to educate its patrons in the problems of exhibitor, in the intricacies of
the movie business, and incidentally to
win many new friends and picture-goers
in the territory which it now serves.
To this end Ben J. Ferriss, general
manager of advertising and publicity for
F. & R., has prepared a 1 6- page booklet
which the firm is distributing to its patrons. A first edition of 50,000 copies
is
oft' thepatrons,
press and
in the
hands
of already
the theatre
while
a second
edition is being prepared.
The booklet is an attractive publication titled "What the Public Doesn't
Know About the Movies," and has the
smiling face of Colleen Moore upon its
cover page. Under the heading of

Concerning

nized and reliable leading companies of
the movie industry."
"Where the Stars Twinkle" explains
that the booking of pictures is a very
complicated matter. The firm explains
that it must book about 15,000 feature
pictures, comedies, scenics and other special movie subjects each year, and that
certain types of pictures must be booked
for certain types of theatres. "You may
not always agree with us that a certain
picture should have played a certain

Picture

Industry

show' class by their producers." The
book then goes on to tell what a road
show is. This section will no doubt be
particularly effective, as many often express wonderment that the legitimate
houses are able to show the biggest pictures while F. & R. must sometimes wait
for months until they can be shown.
Under "Key City Advantages" the
booklet explains why "some pictures play
the smaller cities on the Finkelstein &
Ruben circuit befort they are shown in
Ruben circuit before they are shown
in the Twin Cities." The answer, it
says,
simple. "Theatres
the
smalleris communities
change intheir

programs three and four times a
week." The film companies, it points
out, cannot hold back pictures from
the country districts to enable the
larger cities to play them first. And,
since the country districts use film at
"Making
You Happy."
book'sin pura faster rate, they often obtain the
pose is explained
to the the
reader
this
pictures first. This section also states
fashion : "We designed it [the booklet]
that the northwest often sees pictures
primarily to acquaint the 500,000
before they are shown in Chicago,
weekly patrons of our theatres witli
some of the inner workings of the
and that in the case of "It Must Be
movie business. Its second purpose is
Love," the northwest was introduced
to the picture before New York.
to interest and inform the people of
"Artists in Person" deals with the
this community who are not regular
vaudeville acts which are shown in
movie patrons. You'll know a lot more
connection with the movies at many
about the movies when you have finof the F". & R. houses. It tells how
reading sentence
the following
This ishedlast
is notpages."
an idle
much time and eft'ort are expended
getting acts of merit, and of the great
boast. The booklet actually contains
cost connected with this end of the
dozens of facts which are of extreme
business.
"Single acts, and by that
interest not only to the casual theatrewe mean acts with one person, get
goer but to tlie person who makes picanywhere
from $250 to $3,000 a
tures his hobby. Various phases of
the exhibition game as well as of the
week,'' the reader is told. "In the case
SO.OOO copies of this booklet, designed to acquaint tlie
of Gilda Gray, the noted dancer, more
industry itself are covered thoroughly
public zeiith some of tlie inner zvorkings of the moincs
and in a very interesting way. Under
than '8,000 was paid for one week's
have been circulated by F&R. The first edition, zcith
appearance in one of our Twin City
the picture of Colleen Moore. First National star, on
the heading "Friends of Millions" there
is a short sketch of the liistory of movtheatres."
The uncertainty of this
its cover, is titled "What the Public Doesn't Knozv
phase of the business is likewise stressed :
ing pictures, with a reference to the
About
the Movies!"
how Lee Morse, the blues singer, suffered
fact that "movies are now being shown
a sore throat during her Twin Cities enin 20,000 theatres in the United States"
theatre," the book goes on to say.
and that "fifty-five million fans, or half
"However, you may rest assured that a
gagement and how one of Gilda Gray's
particular i)icture was booked only after
the population of the country, enjoy the
dancing girls injured her ankles, detracting
from
the
effectiveness of the act.
movies every week. Here, too, the reader
careful consideration
pref"To the Kiddies" is the title of the next
is told that the business employs 300,000
erence. We want you oftotheseepublic's
the pictures
section. Here is related the story of F.
men and women, and represents an inyouThelikenext
bestsection
in yourof favorite
vestment of a billion and a half.
the book theatre."
deals with
& R.'s effort to please the children, of the
special matinees it has staged for the
"First Run Pictures." Here the differUnder the next heading, "Miles of
youngsters, of the gifts it has given away
Amusements," the public is told of the
ence between "first run," "second run"
to them, and of the opportunity it has
great number of pictures produced, and
and "general release" is explained. Here,
I'aul.
afforded
talented children to get stage
of the efforts which are made to select
too, it is pointed out why I'inkelstein &
those which will have the widest popular
Ruben is unable to procure certain "first
ex{)erience through the annual Kiddies'
appeal. In this connection the book says:
runs." "Sometimes we are even unable to revues staged in ^linneapolis and St.
"So you see that we must purchase all buy 'first run' pictures," the book reveals.
"It's a Gamble" tells how the boxkinds of pictures to meet the varying
"This was notably the case with 'The Big- office value of a picture can never be
demands made upon us by patrons from
Parade.' When it played 'first run' in the
definitely gauged in advance ; how some
every walk of life. We buy pictures to Twin Cities we were asked why Finkelstein
& Ruben did not show it. Pictures
of the pictures which promise the biggest
suit your tastes, not ours. We want you
to have the best on the market. Therethings
flop the hardest at the box office,
like this are not offered to us for 'first
{Continued on page 2531)
fore we contract with all of the recogrun' showing. They are put in the 'road
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It keeps theatres

CROWDED

At last, a sure shot attendance builder for
the summer months, at a price every exhibitor can pay.
Does everything
a
more expensive cooling system can do — and at an
unbelievably low price.
The device is the quiet Lakeside Cooler and Ventilator— an amazing invention. Nothing like it on the
market for the money. A size that will keep your
theatre delightfully fresh and cool during the most
stifling weather is offered, ready for easy installation
on remarkably easy terms.
A little a day for one year
and it's paid for
Successful exhibitors consider cooling and ventilating as business insurance not expense. And the quiet
Lakeside has no competition on that
basis. Set aside a small sum a day
and in one year the size you require
is paid for. It will keep on giving
dependable service for year after
year. It's unreservedly guaranteed. All metal construction.

Leading engineers endorse it highly
Nobody can offer you a cooling system at quiet Lakeside low prices that
equals the quiet Lakeside for efficiency. With its low speed motor, S K F
ball bearings and Tex-rope drive you
have to strain your ears to hear it running. Engineers say that this feature
plus its special improved method of
deflecting air without drafts puts the
quiet Lakeside in a class by itself.
All the air that the quiet Lakeside
takes in is circulated through the
theatre — none stays in the drum.

^

\%e Siuiet.Jbw Cost

Reserve one now — mail the
coupon — no obligation
At these prices we expect to be oversold
before the summer half starts. If you want to
make sure of getting a quiet Lakeside, mail
the coupon and it will act as a reservation
order without obligating you to buy. Remember your theatre needs ventilation all
year as well as cooling ventilation in hot
weather. Your quiet Lakeside circulates
fresh warm air as efficiently as fresh cool air
— meets ventilating requirements of all health
boards. Take a real step in the direction of
net profit protection. Clip coupon now
while it's before you.

THIS BRINGS
LAKESIDE

VENTrLATING

INFORMATION
CO.,

Dept M. P. Hermansville. Mich.
Without obligation, please send further information
about the quiet Lakeside. Our theatre has a seating

<►

mejast Word in Cooling &l^ntilating
IT'S

CERTIFIED"
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Its Mission is Best Fulfilled When it Serves as
Slave and Not Master of the Showman
By Victor M. Shapiro
Advertising and Publicity Director
United Artists Corporation
see the attraction ? Has it a concentrated, high-power introduction
that tells in the fe,\vest possible
words all the exceptional appeal to
he found in the film ? Does it present ideas to develop this appeal — •
ideas such as are found in logical
sorts of presentations, preludes,
ballyhoos, front, lobby and house
decorations, cutuouts and all varieties of attention attracting devices?
Does it suggest tie-ups or parallel
[jublicity with all appropriate standard books, photoplay editions, sheet
music, records, public libraries, merchandise and social or official organizations? Does it present original ideas for contests that will help
the film through human interest in
competitions and a popular desire
for rewards ? Has it these ideas in

showman who only projects his fihn and fails to project his presshook is doing his
pocketbook a great injnstice. Just as
film has the power to entertain when
light hits it, so do presshook ideas
have power to draw when a showman's imagination shines through
it.
Today, in showmanship, the idea
is the thing. Ideas are dollars. But
ideas asleep between the covers of
a presshook with a desk weight as a
blanket are useless. Showmen can
THE

and should give "light and more
light" to presshook ideas, thereby
transmitting ideas into cold cash.
Consider the presshook. It is of
three kinds. First, there is the useful presshook without any attem])t
at embellishment or beauty ; secondly, there is the presshook that combines beauty and usefulness; and
thirdly, the pres.sbook which is just
a beautiful thing.
For the purpose of this article,
we shall consider only the useful
presshook — beauty being a matter of
taste, anyway.
What is the purpose of the jjressbook? Does it fulfill its mission to
the showman? How can a showman
get the most out of it?

Every film has at least
makes it attractive to an
and around this idea the
ally centers his

Try those questions on your "Ask me
another" man.
In general, the answer will be its purpose is to provide a groundwork for the
most eflfective exhibition of the film. It
fulfils its mission when the contents of
the presshook are sensibly applied. A
showman gets the most out of it when he
adapts presshook ideas to his own experience and to local conditions which he is
best situated to appraise.
Why is the presshook created? In particular itis meant :
First, to help, aid, assist in putting over
films with dollar delivering ideas.
Second, to present money-making ideas
which will be practical and useful to the
greatest number of exhibitors.
Third : To give showmen adequate
idea of what the posters, lobby, ads and
cuts look like.
Fourth, to present the selling points,
ideas, stunts, ballyhoos, catchlines, mail
campaign, accessories and the news
stories in a crisp, concise, readable and
interesting manner.
The presshook should ex[)ress the spirit.

one distinctive idea which
audience, says Mr. Shapiro,
creator of a presshook usuticket-selling ideas.

mood, temper and tone of the picture and
convey the exploitation punches and attraction highlights in picture and story
form. It must be a glorified catalogue of
everything and anything pertaining to
film. It must tell how the keynote of the
film can register inside the mind of pros-

form to use by any exhibitor — that
is to say, fully worked out and in
ready form? And are they of a nature acceptable to newspapers or
organizations likely to cooj>erate ?
Has it specimens of original cartoons, or of unusual art. suitable for
reproduction, that relate to the star
or to the story? Has it within its
covers forceful and clever copy for

circular letters, postcards and programs? Does it carry a selection of
catchlines or slogans that will put punch

picture
How : well does the presshook fulfill its
mission? Is it easy to handle? Is it easy
on the eye and easy to read? Is it practical? Is it full of facts? Is it short? Is it
concise? is it interesting? Is it full of
ideas? Are these ideas money ideas?
Do the stunts appeal to the imagination ?
Do the press stories stimulate? Do the
ads have urge ? Do the posters and lobby
and other accessories tempt and lure one
to the attraction ?

into every set of printed or painted advertising matter? Has it graphic and faithful illustrations of the lithographs which
are depended upon to attract the public?
And of the lobby cards, insert cards, slides
and those other aids which rely upon pictorial merits ? Has it a liberal and enthusiastically planned series of ads covering the needs of the greatest number of
exhibitors ? Are the ads shown in exactly
the way they will look when reproduced
on the amusement page of the exhibitors
home newspapers ? And do they comprise
first class art and business pulling text
in the right proportions?
Has it a well chosen variety of intriguing and sharply etched scenic illustrations
and star portraits? Does it offer an adequate amount of cut and mat material for
delivering the service outlined within its
l)ages? Does it give a complete key to
the still photogra])hs available?

Is the material distinctive and oi-iginal ?
Does every accessory, from the 24-sheet
to the slide. ])ique the interest and create
a desire for peojjle to part with money to

1 las it a .sample
attached?
Does it
and description of
{Coiifiinicd

Created with this service competently
pects.
rendered, a presshook gives the exhibitor
his basic material for a campaign on the

of the
carry a
posters,
oji page

film's heralds
full price-list
heralds, win2531)
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1 ne Only Reason for Reseating /
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

|l; y ' LnLbRE IS only one good reason for reseating your tkeatre,
1. e., to bring in more f)rolits. Heywood - Wakefield
tneatre cnairs do just tnis. They offer tne kind of comfort tnat increases box omce receipts. Tkey kelj) you
Duild and kold steady {patronage. In tkis long line of well- designed
tkeatre ckairs you will be sure to nnd a seat tkat will jl^lease
your jl^atrons and t)ay you Dig dividends. Just drof) a line to tke
nearest rieywood- W akeneld tkeatre seating ofiiee. An exf)erienced ret)resentative will call on you — ready to make moneymaking suggestions for reseating your tkeatre.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:^

HEY WOOD -WAKEFIELD
1 neatre
iJaltimore
Doston

Buiialo
Chicago
JK.ansas dty
Los Angeles
JNew 1 ork
PKiladGlj)liia
Portland
ot. JLouis
^an r rancisco

beating

iJivision
1 housands of this inexf)ensive.

Maryland
MassacKusetts
New York
Illinois
JVlissoun
California
. New York

yet excef)tionally comfortable
cnair have been sold to tne Saxe
Amusement EnterJ)rises, A. H.
rJlank t/nterf)rises, PudIix
Soutnern 1 keatres. and hundreds or inde{)endent owners.

Pennsylvania
Oregon
Missouri
California

Pnis design can now^ be suf)J)lied
with tne new round-front seat
used m tne Roxy Tnc^atre, if
desired.

O. C. 437
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Available
Equipment
Stage Lighting

The Operation and Function of Various Special Devices
Produce Natural and Bizarre Effects
s
STAGE lighting in general exemplifie
many of the principles of correct
illumination, for instance, we never
see a brilliant glare light source on the
stage. Footlights, border lights, floods,
etc., are invisible to the audience. The
stage manager knows that unshielded
lamps distract the attention, fatigue and
annoy. When he finds it necessary to
have a chandelier, portable lamp or
])racket fixture as part of the setting, he is
clever enough to provide merely enough
light in this to render it luminous and
does not depend on it for any actual illumination of the scene. A single glaring
light will destroy the efifect of the most
pleasing set. In order that the picture
may appear natural, the mechanism of
the lighting is entirely concealed from
view. One does not even see the reflectors or lamp housings. They are
"masked" by some part of the scenery. In
spite of this, full advantage of the possibilities of light are not yet universally
realized.
In order to supply lighting on the stage,
it is necessary to know what mechanisms
are available or standard for stage lighting, how they operate, what they can do,
why they are useful and how they can be
applied. With a knowledge of these feat*ures one then can adapt standard equipment to the requirements of a particular
problem.
At best, stage lighting is a "cut and
try" proposition, and its solution cannot
be had by following any set rules. Experience inthe handling of light and lighting apparatus is an essential as in no
other field. One must have the light just
where it is wanted, just when it is wanted.
For an artistic production, the distribu-

By A. L. Powell
Manager,
Engineering
Edison Lamp Works

Department
of G. E. Co.

tion must be accurately controlled, and
skillful manipulation of dimming devices,
following every line of the play or movement, is necessary.
Standard equipment probably will not
always fill the bill, and in many instances
it
tus.is necessary to construct special apparaC TAGE lighting devices may be divided
in two main groups, those for providing general illumination and those for providing localized lighting. In the first
grou pfall the foot, strip, proscenium and
border lights; in the second, the bunch
and spot lights and eft'ect machines or
sciopticons.
The footlights direct a rather strong
light from below which intensifies the
facial expression and assist to a great
degree in holding the attention of the
audience. However, such lighting tends
to reverse natural shadows and while still
an important factor, is much more subdued than in the early days of the art.
Some of the most artistic productions of
recent years have been well lighted without the use of footlights. It is doubtful
whether this practice should be imiversally applied and it is always well to provide suitable footlights for use when
necessary. The actor must take into consideration whether or not strong footlighting is in use and adjust the make-up
to compensate for the reversal of shadow
eiTects.
The footlight in common
use a few

Above — some modern types of footlights. Upper center individual
reflectors of white painted metal. Left — disassembled viexv of removable unit footlights. Right above — assembled viezv of rcmovableable unit lights. Shoivn at the right are some modern types
of proscenium and strip lights.
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years ago consisted of a sheet metal
trough painted white and fitted with porcelain receptacles close together. In many
cases the design of this was given but
little consideration and the distribution
of light secured was not of the most desirable character, in other instances the
lamps were visible to persons sitting in
the balcony. Such equipment is open to
severe criticism. An inverted form of
footlight with the lamps burning base up
and concealed by an overhanging ledge
was sometimes used to overcome these
difficulties. Blit with either type, colored
lamps were mingled promiscuously and
purity of color was out of the question
for much of the light was modified in
passing through adjacent bulbs, either directlv or after being reflected.
A T best, the old style footlights were
'^^ inefficient. The more modern type of
footlight employs MAZDA C lamps with
individual reflectors. This prevents the
mixing of color, and also more efficiently
directs the light where needed.
In one of the most recently developed
types lOo or 150 watt ]\IAZDt.\ C lamps
are used in small bowl shaped, spun aluminum reflectors, pointing toward the
scene, the lamps burning at an angle of
about 45 degrees. A glass color plate fits
across the oijening.
Another tyj>e consists of white pyramidal shaped boxes with the lamps burning vertically with gelatin color screens
across the opening. A third type uses
mirrored glass reflectors with glass or
gelatin color screens.
The choice of reflecting material for
theatrical apparatus will dejjend on the
efi"ect desired.
White paint is etificient,
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but must be renewed frequently to maintain its good qualities. It has the property
of giving splendid diffusion and thus reducing sharp shadows. It cannot be used
where accurate control of distribution is
desired. Aluminum reflectors are also
efficient and permit of a certain amount
of light control. ^Mirrored glass or polished metal must be used where a very
accurate control is necessary or where
concentration is important.
At least four and preferably five circuits should be provided for the footlights, so that red, green, blue and unmodified (white light) may be available,
with the fifth circuit for amber or yellow.
Some of the most artistic results are secured in those theatres where the electrician or scenic artist understands the fundamental principles and uses green light
in its proper place.
'T'HE footlights should be divided into
^ at least three sections and preferably
three, rather than having one circuit run
the entire width of the stage. With tliis
sectional arrangement, one half may l>e
darkened and the other half light — one
half may be of one color and the other of
some other tint. With the three-section
arrangement, it is evident that still
greater flexibility can be secured.
The border lights furnish general illu•mination from a natural direction, that is,
overhead. They are therefore a necessary
part of the stage equipment. Border lights
formerly in use were virtually inverted
footlights, susi>ended from the gridiron
structure in such a manner that they could
be raised and lowered. The number of
sets in use will depend on the depth of
stage. Some of the theatres, for example,
the Metropolitan and Manhattan Opera
houses, employ seven or eight rows.
The size of lamp used for the border
will depend entirely on the character of
the production. In practice, we find from
25 watt round bulb MAZDA B lamps in
miniature mirrored glass reflectors for
lighting an interior to loo watt MAZDA
C lamps in the average theatre and 1,000
watt MAZDA C lamps in such show
houses as the New York Hippodrome.
The old style border light is open to
the objection stated above in connection
with the footlights in improper distribution of light, low efficiency and mixing
of color. The newer forms of border
lights employ individual reflectors with
MAZDA C lamps. They control the light
to a certain degree and enable one to employ the higher efficiency MAZDA C
lamps. These make it possible to get
greater illumination (generally the desire
of the producer) for the same wattage.
Gelatin screens or glass color caps are
ordinarily employed with this equipment
to obtain color modification, and special
precautions should be taken to have a
suitable holding device for this to prevent
its being knocked out of place or punctured as a drop is being raised.
For certain productions it is desired
to control the light from the borders to
a still greater degree such as is obtained

Illustrating modern types of border and
footlights. The suspended unit .is a bor,-der light, and belopn Js illustrated a
footlight of the double projecting type/
which throws the light both iipward .
and backward. Colors and zvhites are-^,
staggered in both roivs.

through the use of lens equipment. Borders are in use which are virtually rows
of small spot lamps with concentrated
filament lamps and remotely controlled
color filters.
The remarks given under footlights as
to the desirable number of circuits and
division into sections apply with equal
force to the border lights.
Proscenium and strip lights are virtually border lights hung in vertical positions, and assist in reducing the sharp
contrasts which might prevail in the vertical plane. Individual reflectors and lens
lamps are now being successfully applied
to this service.
A most useful device for lighting a
given area to a greater intensity than the
rest of the stage is the bunch light, often
known as the "open box" or "olivette."
Handfed arc lamps were formerly used
for this service, but with the introduction
of the high wattage MAZDA C lamps,
arc equipment has been replaced by the
1,000 watt unit. Its advantages are remote control (direct from the switchboard,) ability to be dimmed and simplicity of operation, which facts materially
reduce the number of operators for a
given production. Spun aluminum or
white painted reflectors are commonly
used in the bunch lights although some reflectors are built up of sections of mirrored glass to obtain more accurate light
control. Color modification is obtained
by the use of gelatin screens. The units
are portable and adjustable as to height
and direction, and can be plugged in at
will from any stage pocket. Open box
lights also prove very useful suspended
from the gridiron to illuminate cycloramas.

When it is desired to draw the atteu;^
tion of the audience to an individual per-iformer, a group, or a special part of, the
scene, it is common practice to illuminate
this area to a very high intensity of light
relative to the surroundings. This is accomplished bymeans of the spot lamp
which directs a strong, concentrated beam
of light. The spot lamp is fitted with a
single condenser lens which enables the
operator to adjust the size of the spot at
will. For the very highest intensity the
direct-current hand-fed open arc is still
used. For most purposes, concentrated
filament (floodlighting and stereopticon)
MAZDA C lamps with a spherical mirror
behind the filament to obtain a higher utilization of light are used. The direction
of the beam can be changed at will and a
performer moving about the stage "followed with the spot." The handle at the
base of the housing permits one to move
the lamp toward or away from the lens
enlarging or decreasing the size of the
spot. Color modification is obtained by
the so-called color wheel or by individual
gelatin screens fitting in grooves directly
in front of the lens.
One of the most useful recent developments in stage lighting equipment is the
suspension type spot lamp which uses a
500 or 1,000 watt concentrated filament
MAZDA C lamp and, as its name implies,
is hung from the gridiron or other support. A color screen holder will be noted
at the base of the unit.
One can readily picture the effects
which are produced with the general
lighting of a moderate intensity in color
and spots of different colors of higher
intensity superimposed on the general
{Continued on page ??)
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Schools for the Theatre Manager
Special Courses for Student Managers

I

Saenger Summer

Session

and

Manager

Students

Increasing;

Completed — Schines Plan Beginner's Course

N an age of specialization and under
the urge of an economic situation
which finds millions invested in theatre enterprises — very business-like and
efficient — theatre management becomes
a science, or at least a branch of the
science of big business, and exists as a
"game"

only in isolated cases and instances, which are lessened in number almost daily.
Training schools for managers are
growing in number and importance.
Within the past few days, one large circuit completed its summer course for
managers, and another announced the
formation of plans to conduct a school
for young men wishing to enter upon
careers as managers.
The graduate course recently completed was held in Bay St. Louis, Miss.,
by the Saenger Theatres, Inc., and was
conducted by John F. Barry, director of
the
Publix Theatre Managers' Training
School.
The Schine Brothers, operators of a
circuit of houses in upper New York
State, are preparing to open a school to
train new material for positions as managers.
The summer course held by the Saenger company extended from June 6th to
the 1 6th. One hundred and twenty-five
managers and executives of the organization attended the course of lectures arranged by Mr. Barry. The managers
were addressed by leading men and womertt of New Orleans, which is fifty
miles from Bay St. Louis, and by officials
of the Saenger corporation.
The scribes
word
"intensive"
perfectly
dethe course.
The hours
were from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., with from four to eight
hours at night for "home work." Few
colleges can boast of such strenuous pursuit of knowledge.
rpOLLOWLNG a meeting of the dis■^ trict managers of the Schine
organization, held in Syracuse on
Friday night, June lo, all plans have
practically been completed for the opening of a school for theatre managers
which will be maintained by the Schine
organization during the coming months.
The school will open the latter part
of June and it is expected that there
will be an enrollment of at least thirtyfive persons. While it is hoped that the
majority of those enrolled will be college
students or high school graduates, there
will be no limitations either as to age,
previous experience or lociality. Persons will be accepted from anywhere in
the entire United States, although their
ap]:ilications will be passed upon by
James Carrier, of Utica, a general manager in the Schine organization, or by

One hundred and tu'enty-five Saenger officials, def'artment chiefs, and managers at Ehmvood
Manor, Bay St. Louis, Miss. John F. Barry is addressing the meeting, one of several held during a intensive course in theatre management and of'cration recently concluded.

Harry Long, his assistant, both of whom
are connected with the Avon theatre in
that city.
The exact date on which the school
will open cannot lae definitely fixed at
this writing, owing to the fact that sufficient applications must first be received
to determine the date for the opening.
It is generally expected that the school
will be conducted in Rochester, where
the Schine organization is operating
four theatres. Therre is a possibility,
however, that divisional schools may be
maintained in Ctica and in Watertown,
for the Schine organization has four
houses in each of these cities. This is a
matter that will be decided at a later
date.
The only qualification demanded by
those behind the movement is that applicants must possess a certain amount
of ability along the lines rec^uired. The
school will be conducted in a most practical manner. The students will start
backstage and will do everything from
pulling the rope on a drop to dressing a
set. They will be shown the value of
lighting efifects and will also be required
to figure this out for themselves in a
practical way, doing the actual work.
"C'ROM backstage the students will be
taken through the theatre and will be
re(|uired to oljtain a knowledge of the best
methods of cleaning carpets. They will
Ije instructed as to the preparation of all
sorts of advertising and exploitation, the
value of fronts, the value of outdoor advertising. The students will be called
ui)on to address the doormen upon their
duties and methods that might be emI)Ioyed to Ix'tter their work.
The students

will address the ushers, the cashiers and,
in fact, every department of the theatre.
The students will be taken into the projection rooms and before they graduate
from the school, they must be able to not
only operate a machine, but also to repair
one. Students will be obliged to. do the
booking for the house. In fact, the whole
thing simmers down to requiring students
to operate a theatre as though the house
was their own and represented their own
investment. Students will be obliged to
arrange their budgets, do their banking,
count their cash. They must be perfectly
conversant with all fire prevention methods and all fire laws.
T T is expected that the first class will be
graduated in September. While some
of the students, by their own work, will
demonstrate, perhaps, that they are not
fitted as executives, but are better qualified to serve as projectionists or floor
managers, others will be graduated and
given positions at once as managers of
Schine houses.
There will be no string tied to the
students insofar as their work is concerned after the graduation. If they are
not measuring up to the demands of the
Schine organization, they will be so told
and permitted to seek a position where
they can find one. But if they come up
to the Schine requirements there will be
no questions as to their being given a
position with the Schine organization.
Editors
of the trade papers will he
asked to appear before the students and
give practical talks. High officials of producing organizations will be invited to
{Continued OJi page 2534)
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Capitol

is cooled with

Theatre,

Broadway,

New

a W ittenmeier-'V itolyzed-Air'

York
System

About Cooling Your Theatre
The question of cooling your theatre in Summer is not a
matter of philanthrophy but of cold dollars and cents.
Put yourself in the theatre goer's place for a minute — look
at it through his or her eyes and decide what you would do
under similar conditions.
Take a steaming hot night in August. Suppose there are
two theatres in town — one equipped with air cooling apparatus,
the other not. In the unequipp>ed house the thermometer
rises steadily up into the nmeties. The humidity increases.
The perspiration streams down your face and body. Your
collar wilts. Your handkerchief becomes damp and soggy.
So does every stitch on you. You start out for pleasure and
end in misery.
In the artificially cooled house, no matter how crowded,
no matter how hot out-of-door?, it is delightfully cool and
comfortable, no perspiration, no undue humidity, no wilted
clothes. You see a good show. You are far more comfortable than you would be out-of-doors or at home. You are
highly pleased. You have a kindly feeling in your heart for
the theatre and its management and you tell your friends.
To which of these theatres would you go?
You would go to the artifically cooled theatre just as the
crowd does.
As it is working out,
equipment are paying in
the theatres that do have
it anyway, why not have
From coaet to coast,

the
lost
it.
it?
all

theatres not having air cooling
patronage for the equipment in
So, if you are going to pay for

A FEW

Capitol Tkeatre, New York, N.Y.
Warner
Bros.
Theatre,
New
York, N.Y.
Fox Academy
York, N.Y.

'Vitolyzed-Air' cooled theatres draw capacity houses. Among
the oldest and strongest concerns in the air conditioning field,
we have facts, figures and detailed information about theatre
cooling and the resists it brings that can easily mean many
thousands of dollars in increased box office receipts to you
each year.
We will furnish it gladly upon request without cost or
obligation to you.

of

Music,

New

Keith's Fordham, New York, N.Y.
Loew's Canal Street, New York,
N.Y.
United
Artists'
Theatre,
Los
Angeles, Calif.
Majestic Theatre, Dallas, Texas
Loew's State, Memphis, Tenn.
Loew's Palace, Washington, D.C.
Loew's Palace, Memphis,
Famous
Players-Lasky
Long Island, N. Y.

Tenn.
Corp.,

United

Artists'

Theatre, Kansas

City, Mo.
Capitol
Theatre,
N.Y.

Portchester,

Loew's New Rochelle, New Rochelle, N.Y.
Metropolitan
Mass.

'^

Riviera
Central

Theatre,

Theatre, Chicago, HI.
Park Theatre, Chicago,

III.
Davis Theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Wichita Theatre, Wichita, Kans.
Ritz Theatre, Birmingham,

New

Ala.

Loew's State, Los Angeles, Calif.
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urtdoor tetnperalin-e
Dotted line -C
Heavy- line- Indoor temperature mtli cooKt^ t

Itft

Light line-Indoor temperalin^ without cooliiig apparatus

In the above graph the dotted
represents ippart
outdoor tem,^m line
perature on a moderately hot day
summer. The heavy black
ime shows the correspondmg
temperatures of a theatre
^indoor
mwi"

—

,^'
equipped with Cooling apparatus which opens its doors
at onethirly P.M. During the morning while the apparatus is inactive
the indoor temperature rises, but at one-thirty when the cooling
system is turned on the temperature abruptly drops to any re/<
quired degree and there remains. Without cooling apparatus
the
indoor temperature as indicated by the fine line continues to rise
to a suffocating degree. Is it any Wonder the public prefers
artificially cooled theatres?

WlTTENMEIER-^IT0LYZED-Al5i
1926 Broadway,

Boston,

9am
too

80

over the country, Wittenmeier-

WITTENMEIER-'VITOLYZED-AIR'
INSTALLATIONS

York — Phone Trafalgar 4522
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Novel Radio Presentation Inspired
Ingenious

by
"News" Editorial
Interpretative Effects Add to Appeal of Feature

i iT TJLESS you put your ideas into
I J practice there is no use having
ideas" is a favorite expression
fre(juently uttered by leaders in all lines
of endeavor, and the stimulating force
that drives the idea from the theory into
the practical phase is often as important
to accomplishment as the invention itself— a fact forceably illustrated by a
recent stroke of ingenious showmanship
that resulted in profit for a theatre and
the manager who executed it.
The case in point involves an idea
developed by an enterprising theatre
manager, and an editorial— the stimulating force which encouraged the manager to go ahead with his novel plan —
written by William A. Johnston and
published in the issue of Motion Picture News dated May 20.
Harry F. Storin, manager of the Leroy
Theatre, Pawtucket, R. I., attracted by
the fight scenes in "Oh Baby" and the
fact that the picture showed Graham
McNamee, celebrated radio personality,
at the microphone giving a blow-byblow description of the glove contest,
was intent upon developing this feature
in some novel presentation number. He
hit upon the plan of giving more
realistic effect to the scenes by interpolating a radio presentation in conjunction with the scenes. He worked the
plan out in some detail but then other
matters engaged his attention and his
interest in the presentation idea was
diverted.
"I was about ready to lay aside and
forget the plan when I read the editorial
in Motion Picture News," Storin
writes. "It served as an inspiration to
go ahead and put into practice an idea
which jjroved a popular novelty and a
good box office asset."
The editorial referred to was the concluding article of a series written in
Hollywood about the production activities and studio developments there, and
dealt with experiments in sound effects
for presentation with "Wings," the new
Paramount special.
The iM-esentation which Storin staged
with
follows"Oh: Baby" is described by him as
"In reel five of the picture, Graham
McNamee is shown announcing the fight
from the ringside at Madison Square
(jarden. The fight sequence runs
through part of reel five, practically the
entire footage of reel six and into the
opening of the seventh.
"We have at the theatre quite a bit of
radio apparatus and the thought of presenting this fight
in 'ringside-radio'
ion occurred
to me.
1 am more orfashless

T DID not add, by the way, in speaking of
■■■ "Wings". that out at the Paramount lot,
and under cover, a good deal of experimental
work IS going on with sound effects. The
droning of the aeroplanes will be reproduced
. —the varying makes of machines, and at
varymg distances. Also there are to be some
brand new and startling projection tricks.
Don't minimize the
nce of these
mechanical developmentsimporta
— by any means.
We have been admirably progressive with
the camera, but pretty deficient with projection. And while musical and stage accompaniment has been highly developed, J
almost over-developed, we have not as yet •
put the interpretative effects — and how important they are!— into the picture itself.
r\OES anyone recall the Regent Theatre
*^ m New York, in 1913, when Roxy first
made there his bow to the New York public ;
back-of-the-screen-shout when the columns
crashed down in "The Last Davs of

Not a great advance, surely, from then to
Pompeii?
1927 and "the reproduction of the weird noise
of an aeroplane.
Reproduction of an excerpt from William
A. Johnston's editorial in the May 20th
issue of MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
which Harry F. Storin declares encouraged him to proceed with a showmanship
idea that proved highly successful with
his patrons.
familiar with McNamee's style of announcing fights, at least sufficiently so
to give me confidence to essay an impersonation of him broadcasting the
fight.
"I had the radio man at the theatre
rig up a microphone offstage, and run
another pair of wires from the radio
control room down to the stage and set
an ordinary loud speaker down near the
foots.
"We had a little trouble at first because in using sufficient amplification
there was much static. So we hooked
up another ami)lifier, which overcame
that difficulty.
"I took over the microphone the instant the picture showed McNamee on
the screen and proceeded to give a running account of the happenings about
the ring and, when the fight started, to
give a blow-by-blow description.
"This feature of the show won considerable applause at each performance
and, owing to the realistic effect obtained
by combining this bit of actual broadcasting with the screen action, the interest of patrons was aroused to a point
which brought the theatre much valu- .
able word-of-mouth publicity."
The presentation of interpretive
effects similar to those wdiich Storin
offered with "Oh Baby," though proving

most popular as occasional novelties,
nevertheless indicate the need for
further development along the lines
urged in the editorial which encouraged
this enterprising exhibitor to go ahead
with his idea.
Many showmen regard this phase of
motion picture presentation the next important feature to occupy the attention
and interest of the creative minds now
engaged in all branches of the industry.
W'ide experimentation and considerable progress have followed the introduction of successful synchronization of
sound with pictures by the Vitaphone
and other processes.
It was during the past year that the
enlarged screen, reflecting images great:
ly increased in size, had its first practical
application to a presentation. This was
used for some of the spectacular marine
views in "Old Ironsides," and it made a
tremendous impression on first night
audiences at the Rivoli theatre. New
York, where that picture had its world
premiere. The same device, worked out
in the mechanical method now being
used at the Rivoli and the Criterion in
New

York by Harry Rubin, chief projectionist of the Publix organization,
was employed with equal success for the
stirring stampede of elephants which
forms the atclimax
of "Chang," current
attraction
the Rivoli.
News reels with synchronized sound
recordings, as presented by Movietone
features included in some recent Fox
news reels, are proving a great popular
success, particularly in connection with
the celebrations accorded Colonel Lindbergh in Washington and New York.
The stimulant to greater activity in
the development of the mechanical resources in projection is having its effect.
That this important feature of showmanship isreceiving the attention of picture producers as well as the engineers
is evident in the experiments made in
conjunction
with the production of
"Wings."
An important part is being played by
the exhibitors who evolve original and
novel presentation effects. Interpretative effects supplied by musical arrangements and special devices had their beginning in the theatre, being developed
by showmen intent upon increasing the
entertainment value and appeal of product from the studio. As their value to
the picture demonstretes itself these
ideas often find their way into the studio
and the laboratory, where they are applied as integral features of the pictures
or mechanical devices for general use in
conjunction with presentations.
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the vital factor in accomplislmieat
Control is the factor in
baseball — and nearly
everything else. I've
found — uhich makes for
continued successful
arcomplishment. "
Signed
W idler John'on

LL is quite a game. Fans are
BASIEBA
nearly as loyal in their attendance to
the various ball parks scattered over
this country as are theatre-goers to their
favorite playhouse.
Arguments concerning the exact reasons
for the popularity of baseball are usually
futile. But we all agree that there is color
■— a dash of the romantic — ■ and a fair
amount of excitement in a well played
ball game.
The fact that the "Babe" socked the
ball lor a home run or two in yesterday's
fracas is a good story. However, when the
winter league argues how the Yankees
won^ — 'Or lost' — the pennant, Babe's feat is
not so important. It was the coordination
of the entire team's efforts and "inside
stuff" that counted.
For the whole of the season a flick of the
wrist or turn of the head from that
slightly gray man on the bench directed
the day's campaign. Planned every play,
most probably.
But the paying customers don't see it.

They're not supposed to. A fan would
enjoy a game no more by knowing that
Alex was pitching a low ball to his man
because a statistician figured the odds were
even that he'd miss it.
You know the importance of "inside
stuf?" in the successful presentation of
theatre performances. Cues are not given
for the audience to hear and the wisdom
of entrance from left center or right is not
decided on the stage.
Lighting control apparatus is one of the
most important factors in the successful
operation of your theatre. Is it helping you
"put over" performances as it should? Is
the control of lighting it affords flickerless
■— accurate^ — complete?
If you are planning a new theatre, if
your present dimmer equipment is inadequate or obsolete, get in touch with Ward
Leonard Engineers. They have had more
than a quarter of a century's experience in
the solution of theatre lighting control problems. Their services are freely at your disposal. May we help you ?

Ward Leonan:t^ctric Company
37-41 South Street

Mount Vernon, New York

Vitrohm Dimmers. — back-stage in the great theaters of the world.
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Merchandising Entertainment on
A National Scale
"Buy Publix Chex and Save" Sales Slogan

of New

Publix

Plan

4 4 "1 Tf TiLL, the 1)oy certainly has
V V S™^'^" higger. But why
shouldn't he? He belongs to
the family of picture theatre showmanship, and showmanship has grown bigger— maybe better, but certainly bigger
— in these past few years !"
Remarks, those, of a veteran showman commenting in reflective mood on
the newest move in "merchandising"
•[)icture theatre entertainment on a national scale by means of the "Publix
Chex" books recently introduced Ijy the
Publix Theatre organization.
It is quite true that Publix Chex, purchasable at any one of the P*ublix theatres and good for admissions at any of
the Publix theatres wherever located, is
basically only an old idea, whose humble
beginnings were in a small town in the
middle west, grown bigger, and decidedly more useful as a national figure.
The Publix Chex were introduced
only after many months of planning, investigating and preparing. The feasibility of the idea, which would offer to
Mr. Collins, of Columbia, S. C, opportunity to budget his entertainment expenditures and assure him that his Publix tickets, bought at a saving, would be
good for admissions to the Paramount
in New York, the Palace in Dallas, the
Granada in San Francisco, and hundreds
of other theatres in cities scattered
throughout the country, as well as at the
Ideal Theatre in his own Columbia, was
looked over, turned inside out, weighed
in the scale of "Good Business Practice"
and submitted to all sorts of tests accomplished with sharp pencils and merchandising theories and principles before
the ]\iblix organization engaged in this
newest of plans to sell admissions and
promote prestige of a national circuit.
There are few of the progressive individual theatre owners and local chains
who have not at some time or another
used coupon
books to good advantage.
As a special plan for the holidays,
used to provide another item helping to
solve the gift problem, the coupon books
have figured prominently in several of
the metropolises of the country. The
Skouras Bros.' theatres in St. Louis developed the plan to a high point, the B
& K theatres in Chicago have used the
holiday coupon books for several years,
in San cessful
I'rancisco
have had
a succareer, and they
numerous
individual
theatre owners in large towns and small
villages have made holiday profit out of
the coupon idea.
Some time ago the Saxe Enterprises
offered its patrons a 'Thrift Book"
system of admission as a regular year-

A trio of newspaper ads used by Publix Theatres in local papers shounng how the "Publix
Chex" are being featured in the displays for current attractions at these houses.

'round feature. Books containing $5.75
worth of admissions are sold for $5.00.
The coupons, in various denominations,
five, ten,' twenty-five and fifty-cent
tickets, are good for admission to any
one of the eleven Saxe theatres in Milwaukee.
The Publix Chex follow the same
plan, only with the national angle to give
it The
possibly
flash."
booksmore
are "advertising
issued in three
sizes, a
$10 book selling for $9, a $5 book selling for $4.50 and a $2.50 book selling
for $2.25. E^ch book contains 25-cent,
lO-cent and 5-cent coupons which may
be exchanged for their face value when
presented at the box office for any performance.
C' ACH book contains, in addition to the
coupons, a- complete list of all the
publix theatres throughout the country
where the coupons will be honored. Almost without exception the regular admission charges at these theatres does not require the payment of an additional tax.
In the few exceptional cases where the
admission charge is more than 75 cents,
necessitating the collection of a Government tax, the amount of the tax is to be
paid in cash at the box office when the
coupons are redeemed.
A home office dei)artment under the
supervision of L. L. Edwards is maintained to operate the new Publix Chex
book enterprise. The selling plan
worked out by the home office outlined
many advertising ideas for the use of
theatre managers of the circuit in making their local campaign.
Screen trailers and announcements
launched
the
selling drive
for these

coupon books, and small cuts for incorporation in the regular newspaper displays of the theatres were prepared. The
newspaper ads of the theatres have been
carrying announcements of the plan for
some time, and many of the managers
are reporting very favorable reaction.
The points stressed are that the Publix Chex are good for any theatre on
the circuit, enabling the traveling man
and the occasional tourist to enjoy a convenience and a saving not hitherto provided the picturegoer.
The saving to the patron is a point of
leverage used in the selling matter on
the books. The purchaser saves ten per
cent. But for selling purposes on this point
the books are quoted in terms of dollars
and cents — the patron gets $10 worth of
theatre admissions for $9. The appeal in
this direction is strengthened by tying up
the books with family budget systems. In
cities where there are more than one Publix
theatre this feature has added appeal,
for different members of the same family
may attend different shows — with the
head of the house dealing out coupons.
bought at a reduced price, instead of
coin of the realm, for the coupons are
"good if detached."
Probably the most salient point is the
gift angle of the.se books. They are
promoted as ideal suggestions for birthday gifts, bridge prizes, Christmas presents, etc. Several of the Publix managers are making great capital of the
books as bridge prizes. Special advertising in newspapers, direct mail appeals,
and screen announcements have brought
especially fine results along this line of
{Continued on paue 2536)
appeal.
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Southeast
turns to

"American"

Chairs
Strand, Birmingham, Ala.
RiTz, Birmingham, Ala.
Empire, Birmingham, Ala.
Saenger, Mobile, Ala.
Empire, Montgomery, Ala.
PuBLix, tAontgomery, Ala.
Ambassador, 'Washington, D. C.
Earl, Washington, D. C.
Takoma, Washington, D. C.
Cosmopolitan, Washington, D. C.
PoLi, Washington, D. C.
Flamingo, West Palm Beach, Fla.
Florida, /acJ^sonville, Fla.
Sunrise, Palm Beach, Fla.
PuBLix, Miami, Fla.
Hippodrome, Miami, Fla.
TivoLi, Miami, Fla.
Duval,
Jcicf(soni'ille,
Fla. Fla.
Coral Gables,
Miami,
Florida, St. Petershurgh, Fla.
Capitol, Miami, Fla.
Lakeland Amusement Co.,
Miami Beach Com., Lakeland, Fla.
Miami Beach, Fla.
cTHain ^loor and iBalcony

Garolina theatre, Charlotte, 3V. G.

Saenger,
Kettler,
Stanley,
Imperial,

Pensacola, Fla.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
Augusta, Ga.

'=W. 9. Tff^^U & Co.. .9lrchit€CtS

TSlationally Organized
for Sales and Service
Bijou, Savannah, Ga.
Orpheum, Waycross, Ga.
Republic, Annapolis, Md.
Valencia, Baltimore, Md.
Dunbar, Baltimore, Md.
Parkway, Baltimore, Md.
Keith's Vaudeville Exchange,
Ba\tim.OTe, Md.
Carolina, Charlotte, A(. C.
Playmakers, Chafjel Hill, ?{. C.
Carolina, Elizabeth Cit\, A(. C.
Mason, Goldsboro, A[. C.
Lyric, Lexington, J<[. C.
Capitol, Raleigh, 7^. C.
Palace, Raleigh, >{. C.
Cameo, Rocl^y Mount, J<1. C.
Capitol, Salisburv, ?{. C.
Capitol, Southern Pine, ?sj. C.
Garden, Florence, S. C.
Parr, Lancaster, S. C.
Cumberland, Appalachia, Va.
Loew's, J<iorfol\, Va.
Granley, ?iorfol}{, Va.
Capitol, Richmond, Va.
Venus, So. Richmond, Va.
McCrory, Winchester, Va.
Orpheum, ClarJ^sburg, W. Va.
Fairmount, Fairmount, W. Va.
Strand, Morgantow^n, W. Va.
Metropolitan,
Morgantouin, W. Va.
Court, Wheeling, W. Va.

AMERICAN
SEATING
COMPANY
113 W. 40TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
77-D
CANAL

. lo E. JACKSON
BLVD.,
CHICAGO
. 121 i-K CHESTNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA
STREET,
BOSTON
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New Type

Light Source

High Intensity Arc

Constructed on Reflector Arc Principle Recently Demonstrated Lidicates Success of Development

Lamp

that has been
DEVELOPMENT
promised for some time now appears to be a reality. A hig-h intensity arc lamp constructed on the reflector arc principle recently was demonstrated in Chicago and practical tests in
local theatres seem to indicate that success
will Ije the ultimate result of the various
efforts to bring about greatly increased
efficiencies with this type of light source.
Looking at the problem in a purely general manner, there would seem to be no
reason why such a lamp should not be a
logical .development and one to be expected in the natural course of events.
Theoretically, it would involve but a
simple substitution of high intensity carbons for those used with the ordinary reflector arc. Practically, it would involve
a mechanical arrangement which would
provide for such things as proper feeding
of the carbons, regular burning of the
crater, and a reduction of heat at the
aperture plane and mirror location.
The last named item of cooling is an
important one and undoubtedly has acted
so far to retard more rapid development
of the high intensity reflector arc. The
method of accomplishing this in the lamp
referred to above is by means of a motor
driven air fan placed on the floor beneath
the projector and supplying a blast of air,
conveyed by a pipe, to the aperture plane
where a wide, flat nozzle forces a stream
of cool air past the aperture.
In order to protect the concave mirror,
which intercepts the light from the arc
and then condenses it to pass through the
film, a disc of heat resisting glass, as
large as the mirror itself, is placed slightly
ahead of it and a second air line from the
A

fan on the floor is brought into play between the protecting glass disc and the
mirror.
In this manner the film is kept relatively cool and the mirror is shielded from
the intense heat of the lamp so that little
trouble, so far, at least, has been experienced in the matter of mirror breakage.
With the earlier forms of experimental
lamps it was estimated that the mirrors
would have to be replaced on the order of
two or three each week. The more enthusiastic supporters of the new lamp
have always contended that a small item
like two or even three mirror replacements a week would be as nothing compared to the other economies which such
a device would bring about. With mirrors
listing at fifteen dollars apiece, however,
a thirty dollar weekly mirror expense
would hardly seem like a practical solution, not to mention the annoyance resulting from such constant replacements.
The solution of the mirror breakage
problem, therefore, was of major imjwr-

tance and represented a distinct step forin the evolution of a truly successful ward
lamp.
Some method for cooling the film as it
passed the aperture of the projector was
a foregone conclusion, since thi,s has been
a much discussed factor in connection
with even the low intensity lamp, and the
higher operating temperature of the high
intensity arc would, therefore, make this
a point of vital importance.
The efi^ect of the light (and heat) from
the old form of high intensity arcs in even
the lower current sizes is well known.
The efifect of the highly efficient reflector arc form of arc may, therefore, well
be imagined, since its increased efficiency
will be by no ineans confinecf merely to
its light transmitting properties, but will
include that of heat also.
It is necessary, therefore, to make
proper provisions for the cooling of the
film with this new lamp.
Efficient operation of the high intensity
arc calls for the maintenance of a well
formed crater of the proper depth, since
this crater acts as a receptacle for the incandescent gas ball which serves as the
real source of light. Any irregularities in
crater formation are almost certain to
afifect the resultant screen illumination.
With a stationary positive carbon it is
almost unreasonable to expect the projectionist to exercise the necessary care
in aligning the carbons so as to obtain
proper crater formation, since even with
the present condenser form of lamp it
seems as though all efiforts to make it
fool-proof are defeated by projectionists
who either carelessly or ignorantly persist in advancing the positive carbon too
far forward.
TT hardly seems possible, therefore, to
■^ avoid rotation of the positive carbon
in order to obtain symmetrical burning of
the crater and it is surprising, in view of
this, that the lamp demonstrated in Chicago lacked this necessary adjunct to its
mechanical equipment.
Reports of still another lamp, soon to
be brought forth for public view, are to
the effect that positive rotation will be
one of its features, so that this point does
not seem to be entirely overlooked.
Aside from the various mechanical
features so far discussed, theric seems to
be a serious doubt in the minds of soine
concerning the need for a high intensity
arc on the reflector lamp principle.
These people argue that from a current
economy standpoint such a device would
be quite the thing since it would do, with
50 amperes, the same work now teing
done with 150 amperes on the present
form of lamp.

Now

Picture

Ready

x'\n increase in screen illumination with
the new lamp is already being claimed —
and certainly such a claim seems reasonable in view of what has already been
said on this point in past articles.
OUT after all, is this extra illumination
'^ really required for satisfactory presentation of pictures in even the larger city
houses? True, there are some theatres
so large as to require the utmost in the
way of screen illumination since great
projection distances usually call for large
pictures and the total area of the screen
along with the projection distance are the
two things that determine, in the final
analysis, the demands made upon the
light source and the optic system.
Large houses, therefore, are great consumers of light and, by the same token,
small theatres do not require nearly so
much as their bigger brothers.
The great danger with the high intensity reflector arc rests in its ultimate application intheatres. If it is confined to
the so-called de luxe houses liaving large
seating capacities and thus requiring commensurate degrees of screen illumination,
all will be well, since such theatres will
then have the advantage of somewhat
greater screen light along with great reductions incurrent consumption.
If, however, this lamp is installed indiscriminately inall sizes of theatres regardless of their requirements, then all
will most certainly not be well since there
are even now many small houses operating reflector arcs at such currents as to
render the viewing of the picture exceedingly uncomfortable.
The most effective means for establishing aline of demarcation, or rather a barrier between the different sizes of theatres, isby the current required to operate
the various projection devices used by
each size class.
LJnder the old conditions, a theatre
which normally would require about 6o
amperes with a condenser form of arc
would hesitate a long time before installing a 120 ampere high intensity arc because of the greatly increased cost of
operation and maintenance.
Now. however, with a difference of
only 25 amperes between the reflector arc
and the new high intensity lamp very few
theatres are apt to quibble about expenses
for current, especially if they feel that by
using this nominal extra current they
can obtain the absolute maximum in the
way of screen illumination.
Here, then, will lie the ultimate danger in the indi.scriminate application of
this
new
form of lamp to theatres in general.
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Spot

"^FLOOD
or

^'

>
At the twist
of your wrist!

No single lens spotlamp can produce both
spots and floods to the best advantage. One
of these conditions must be slighted in order
to obtain favorable results on the other since
the optical conditions for spots differ greatly
from those for floods.
The practical solution to this problem lies
in the use of two lenses — one for producing
small spots, the other for bright floods.
The BRENKERT C-14, therefore, is a
true form of spot-flood lamp as it possesses
two different lenses, each selected to give maximum results, whether on spot or on flood.
A twist of the wrist will place either lens
in use so that precious seconds need not be
sacrificed to obtain this desirable feature.

The

A

A post card with your name and address
on it will bring complete information regarding this lamp.

C-14 Spot-Flood
Lamp
Brenkcrt
Product

\\

mm

'i'//.

7'1>V

PROJECTOR
Distributed in the United

DETROIT, MICH

Sand EFFECT^tlGHTI
Stales

nTdEVICES

by National Theatre Supply Company and in Canada by Motion Picture Supply Dealers

7'|'\'
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Study the Other Fellow's Ads
And — Don't Copy Them
Develop Your Own Style and Don't Be Afraid to Pay a Good Artist
Jl
His Price for Making a "Seller" Says

Harold B. Dygert

Advertising Director Stanley-Davis- Clark Theatres, Pittsburgh

SPENDING money on the make-up of
his newspaper ads is the exhibitor's
best investment, according to Harrold B. Dygert, director of publicity for
Stanley-Davis-Clark's theatres at Pittsburgh, Pa., whose job it has been to develop five different styles of advertising
for his organization's five first-run houses
in Pittsburgh.
"Watch the style of the other fellow's
advertising — and don't copy it," says Dygert. "Go as far and as fast as you can
in the opposite direction. Make your ads
distinctive, develop a style of your own,
and don't be afraid to pay an artist and
an engraver to make your ad a seller.
"Art work is about seventy per cent of
exhibitor newspaper advertising. Copy is
always secondary to display. It's the first
wallop that counts — and if your ad lacks
that, the chances are you're wasting
space."
Dygert points out that in planning his
own advertising, he keept in mind the
fact that all of his displays appear on the
same page of the newspaper — and therefore to avoid a monotony that would spoil
the effect of the whole, it is necessary to
handle each display in a distinctively individual manner.
For the Grand, Dygert uses a startling

^TATTE

bill-board effect, made-up in billI)oard
shape, four columns across and seven
inches deep. Box-lettering is used
throughout, with a few lines of italic here
and there to lighten the effect. His illustrative matter is usually set in a solid
black
background
across the center of his
display.
While the Liberty, running the same
attraction simultaneously with the Grand,
uses the same general dope for its news?
paper display, it is made up in entirely
different style, even as to shape. This display is set two-columns across and eight
inches deep — with the lettering in attractive open poster style — and no illustrative
matter except a head-cut of the star. The
entire display is laid on a line Ben-Day
background. The two ads, appearing side
by side, Dygert points out. are as different
as day and night — which is necessary to
preserve the individuality of the two
theatres.
In like manner, Dygert handles the displays of the REGENT and OLYIVIPIC
PENN&

HIGHLAND

theatres, which usually play the same attraction simultaneously. The Olympic ad
is set four columns acro9s -and three
inches deep — and is made up in reverse
plate entirely — that is to say, white lettering on a solid black background. The
effect is startling, and while the space is
smaller than that used for other of the
houses, it dominates its section of the
page completely.
The Regent display is set in the same
shape as that of the Liberty, but an individual effect is gained Ijy splitting the ad
diagonally, and using the upj^er half white
background, and' the lower half black.
The lettering, of course, is reversed on
the two backgrounds. A distinct lower
case style of lettering likewise helps to
preserve the individuality of the display.
For his State theatre, downtown,
Dygert gets his individuality across with
an ultra-neat make-up — using an overabundance of white space, with only a
minimum of copy — and the illustrative
matter grouped jn the center of the display, and reproduced in half-tone. In this
display alone, Dygert resorts to the use
of screen-cuts, and it separates this ad
immediately from the rest, even though in
shape it is similar to two of the others.
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Above is one of Pyijert's ads jov the Regent.
featuring "The Better 'Ole" (Warner Bros.).
On the left is a reproduetion of one of the
(//.v/'/n.v.? for the State theatre, with "Irish
Hearts" (IVarner Bros.) as the siibjeet.
Right, a typical display for the Liberty
theatre.
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'Like the Roxy Thea-^
tre, theivill
Roxy
Stvitchboard
be the
peer
and criterion of the
industry
for
many
.Years.
,

ONE THOUSAND

CONTROLS

operated by one man, made possible and simple by the continued use of Hub equipment. Roxy, the largest user of
electricity for theatrical productions, is provided with
smooth, flexible and sturdy lighting control by the most
up-to-date installation extant.
Stage floor work made easy and
positive by the use of the latest
development in floor pockets. Self
cleaning receptacles and interior
illumination with positive indentification of controls by going
color indicators eliminate a potential hazard to smooth production work. This is another feature
of the world's greatest.

Main office and works:
IS etc York office:
2219 West Grand Ave.,
1457 Broadway,
Chicago, Illinois New York City, N. Y.

The Electrical Folks for

Theatre Folks

Motion
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News

The Hogaktisa under the direction and operation of Pamous-Lasky raraiiiount lias become a de luxe picture house of the presentatioit^
type. Above are tzvo vieivs of this modern playhouse, formerly the leading theatre in 'l okio devoted to Japanese drama.

Japan

the

Hails

Paramount Organization

De

Cinema

Luxe

Introduces Modern Presentation Policy in Tokio Theatre

re has
THE de luxe presentation theat
made in its appearance in Tokio.
Japan, and from an auspicious start
with a premier of gala proportions similar in ceremonial imi>ortance to those
which attach to the opening of new
cinema palaces in America, has continued
to extend its popularity as an entertainment resort in this metropolic of the
Kingdom. The theatre is the
ery
Flow
Hogakuza, operated by Famous-Lasky
Paramount Films, Ltd.

lighted and given the prominence accorded this unit of the entertainment at
large American theatres.
Mr. Koschak Yamada, considered one
of the foremost composers and conductors
in Japan, is director of the orchestra at
the Hogakuza. He was the organizer of
the Japan Symphony Orchestra, which
occupied a leading position as one of the
important musical organizations for some
time. He conducted the Symphony until
there arose financial dit^culties which
ultimately brought to a close the career

The stage portion of the programs even
more than the music feature gives the
Hogakuza the Western flavor. Stage
l^resentations are a regular attraction of
the de luxe })erformances. These numbers
bring to the stage a wide variety of entertainers and specialists. Vocal and instrumental music, dancing and other specialties are presented.
One of the recent programs at the
Hogakuza gives an indication of the ([uality of the shows offered to Tokyo theatregoers at this modern picture i)alace.
The bill contained a stage revue featuring
Marsao Takata and Sieiko Hara, well
known dancers. The ballet program was
in two parts, opening with a presentation

The Hogakuza was formerly the leading legitimate theatre in Tokio. It is lo- of the Japan Symphony, and its reorganicated in a central section of the city, ad- zation as the present New Symphony
joining a newly completed business build- Orchestra,
a few minutes'
ing andof within
the Im[«rial Hotel.
walk
The structure is of modern reinforced concrete. The seating capacity is seventeen hundred. The equipment, since its
conversion to a de luxe picture policy, includes a modern
heating and ventilation system,
an air cooling system being
available for conditioning the
inside atmosphere during the
summer weather.
The policy of operation and
entertainment features follows
the up-to-date lines of the
leading presentation houses in
/t~% iL
America. Feature pictures are
:.*JW»T"'' "»WfW««l«,Pillll il'W iliHI
supplemented with stage numbers and musical presentations.
The Hogakuza orchestra is
featured as one of the leading
attractions. The overtures at
An orchestra comprising 37 musicians under the direction of
the de luxe performances are
Koschak Yamada, one of the most prominent composers and conpresented with the orchestra
ductors in Japan, is one of the features offered patrons of the
Hogakuza.
api)earing on the stage, spot-

^f^

is^' y^^.

%^

called
"A Struggle
of Love,"
a dramatic
pantomime
by
Kanzi Kunieda. This was followed by a specialty introducing Air. P. A. Maiahov-Xevsky, accordionist. The latter
portion of the ballet offered
"The Nautch Dance" and ".A.
The Hogakuza
orchestra
Looking
Glass."
opened the program with a
rendition of Bizet's "L'ArleThe film portion of the bill
contained two features, "Silence"' and Harold Lloyd's
"The Kid Brother."
The Tsu-ben, or title reader,
sienne.''
was
the one purely Japanese feature included in the
presentation. In Japan the title
reader is a star and commands
a

popular following corresponding to that of favorite
screen personalities. Most of
{Continued bii page ^532)
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Winning New Patrons With
Picture Facts
{Continued from page 2514)
and how no one can actually predict what
the audience reaction will be to any given
film.
Why most premieres, or first showings,
take place in Nqw York is txplained
under the heading of "In the Beginning."
This section also declares that "for the
past three years the trend has been towards enlargement of the smaller exhibitor chains. Now they comprise circuits of 100 to 300 or 400 theatres operating from one pivotal point. The advantages of such consolidations are
naturally pointed out here.

of the pressbook? The si>ecific answer i=
found in the following recommendations :
Read it and re-read it. Every film has
at least one distinctive idea which makes
it attractive to an audience. Around this
idea the creator of a pressbook usually
centers his ticket-selling ideas. Live
shownien pick out those ideas that fit the
individual and particular conditions of his
theatre and public. They adapt, adjust
these ideas to the mood" and mind and
imagination of their patrons. They take
the pressbook, inspect it and then project
it ^yith the light of their own experience,
their own problems and their own ideas.
Hand in hand with the showmen who
can prepare a good pressbook is the showman who knows how to use it.

Frankhn Stressing
Goodwill Policy
Uftider the plan of realignment of the
West Coast Circuit, under the direction
of Harold B. Franklin, new president of
the corporation, and announced at the
convention of managers of the Los Angeles Division of West Coast, held June
1st, in Los Angeles, four distinct divisions have been created for tbe oi:)eration
of the circuit
It is the purpose of Mr. Franklin to
stress particularly to the managers the
West Coast policy of service and good
will, to bring to them a full realization of
their obligation to the public.

"Musical Moods" tells how experts are
employed at the studios to work out
scores. "A million dollar motion picture
mood cannot be expressed with a hurdygurdy," it very aptly remarks, and goes
on to tell how the expensive organs and
orchestras are maintained to give the
theatre-goers the best in music."
The last section is headed "Onions or
Artichokes?" It is dedicated to the
proposition that "there is no set rule for
gauging the public's tastes." It tells how
the public's likes and desires in film fare
shift from day to day, from week to
week, and from year to year, and how
earnestly and conscientiously the theatre
exhibitor must strive to anticipate these
changing tastes and to cater as nearly as
possible to the whims of the patron.
Mr. Ferriss was formerly a Minneapolis newspaperman, and he has done
an excellent piece of work in the writing
of this book. Anyone who reads it must
be convinced that here is a way to make
new friends and to hold old friends. It
can scarcely help to create a closer bond
between Finkelstein & Ruben and its vast
i:)ublic. The mysteries of the movie business are made suddenly plain to the theatre-goer who reads it ; and he is very apt
to wonder, considering the difficult nature
of tht theatre business, how it is conducted as efficiently and capably as it is.

Why

Not
Project
Press Book

Your

(Continued from page 2516)
dow cards, insert cards, photographs,
mats, cuts, slides, trailers, music cues and
novelties? Has it an understandable and
easily used order blank? Has it a really
practicable set of synopses, and cast,
newspaper feature stories, during run
stories, advance notices, "shorts," biographies, anecdotes, feature art: in short,
press material that seems to both the exhibitor and his newspaper contacts a readable, bunkless and interesting selection of
motion picture copy ?
IF THE PTIESSBOOK ANSWERS
"YES"

TO ALL OF THESE QUESTIONS, THEN IT FULFILLS ITS
MISSION AND EVERY SHOWMAN
HAS SOMETHING TO BE THANKFUL FOR.
How can a showman get the most out

Popularity
that only performance
can explain
XJO higher endorsement than its almost
^ ^ unanimous selection b y this industry's
leading builders can be given a product.
To Peter Clark equipment is this endorsement
given, for no other equipment enjoys greater
popularity.
Peter Clark stage rigging, counter-weight
system, organ console and orchestra lifts and
special equipment are installed in the finest
theatres throughout the country. For a
quarter of a century Peter Clark equipment
has maintained this popularity—a popularity
that can be explained only by unmatched
excellence of performance.
To have equipment that fulfills the exacting
requirements of such super-theatres as the
Paramount, the Roxy, Balaban & Katz
theatres and the like, installed in your theatre
is to be guaranteed the most advanced ideas
in design and efficiency of operation.

Peter Clark, Inc*
534 W. 30th St.

New York City
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Stanley-Fabian Theatres In
Newark Issue House Organ
Dignity in the treatment of its
news will be found in the StanleyFabian Review, the house organ of
three Stanley Fabian Theatres, Direction Stanley Company of America, in
Newark, N. J. The tabloid magazine is
made up of eight pages, is profusely illustrated and is devoted to the news features
of the Branford. Mosque and Rialto
Theatres for the week it is published.
The Stanley-Fabian Revue receives
lengthy consideration every week.
It is

a professionally-made publication every
week. Instead of just clipping stories
and features from press .sheets, and
throwing them into the Review, the focusing points are first analyzed and treated
in accordance with that analysis. The
local considerations form the chief basis
of the matter incorporated in the Review.
Four men have a hand in the making
of the publication. The Stanley-Fa1)ian
Review is under the supervision of J. E.
r'irnkoess, director of publicity and advertising for the Stanley-Fabian Corporation. The text is written in his office,
while the cartoons and layouts are handled by special assistants.

The

Picture

News

Stanley-Fab'ian Review is published on Tuesday and mailed the same

day.Thursday
It reachesandreaders
on \\'ednesday
and
its material
treats of
the programs which open on the current
Saturday, which is the publication date of
the house organ. The Review, which
reaches 30,000 persons in the Newark
area, is thus found in the home picturegoers two days before the opening showings of new programs.
An intelligent check-up is kept of the
mailing list, sometimes requiring the service of half-a-dozen girls to keep it always
up to date, addition of new names, and
eliminating of "dead" names. These girls
_work under the supervision of a mailkoess.
expert who, in turn, reports to Mr. Firn\ popular feature of the publication is
a question and answer column. Queries
sometimes are so numerous as requiring
no little time to satisfactorily complete.
One of the check-ups shows that the Review remains in the home of readers for
a week at least. The two telephone swtichboard girls are the thermometers in this
respect. The hundreds of phone calls
daily requesting the program offerings at
the Branford, Mosque and Rialto are
now cut down to a minimum ; the information now being gleaned from the house
organ.

Japan Picturegoers Hail the
Presentation Theatre
( Continued from page 2530)

Controls Your Theatre Lighting

■and howl

0^^i

h is the "how" of theatre lighting control that puts the @ INIajor
System in unquestioned leadership. With hundreds of installations
— many of them in the most successful of larger theatres — many of
them in the successful small theatres — there must be something to
this "how!" Imitators copy the appearance without duplicating the
performance.
Learn for yourself the difference that marks the distinction— the more you investigate the more certain
you are to have an @ Major System for your
theatre.
Send for the new

@

Major BuUethi

^rank c/Ldam
ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. UOUIS

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore,
Md.
Boston,
Mass.
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Chicago,
111.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Memphis,
Tenn.
Miami,
Fla.
Dallas, Texas
Minneapolis, Minn.
Denver,
Colo.
New Orleans, La.
Detroit, Mich.
Omaha, Nebr.
Kansas
City, Mo.
Winnipeg, Canada

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco,
Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Vancouver,
B. C.
Walkerville, Ontario

the readers are actors of long training
and
accomplishment
in the
Japanese
drama, and they draw salaries of a star.
At the Hogakuza the chief title readers
are Mr. Raiyu Ikoma and Mrs. Shiro
Atsuzi, both of whom are ranked among
the most accomplished and popular artists specializing in this semi-dramatic
profession. The reader's running account
of the action portrayed on the screen
makes the pictures more understandable
and enjoyable to the Japanese picturegoer. The reader's diction and dramatic
eloquence in d'escribing the characters
and details of the story are as essential
to the success of the screen play as are
the acting, story construction, direction
and plot, so far as Japanese picture jiatrons are concerned.
The theatre is operated on a continuous
policy, shows running daily from noon
till late in the evening. It is the "key
house" of Paramount in Japan and its direction is under the supervision of the
Paramount organization, headed by
Thomas Cochrane, in that country.
The exploitation and advertising conducted for the Hogakuza are as Western
as the policy of ojjeration. Lobby displays
and outside posters are used to attract the
attention of the public and arouse interest
in the presentations at the house.
The house is of efficient design. The
exterior is elliptical in shape, carrying out
the lines of the auditorium. There are
two balconies, both rather shallow.
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More
Patrons

More
Profits

An Invitation to Those Interested in the
Manufacture and Sale of Equipment in the
Motion Picture Industry
\ou are cordially invited to attend the coming Convention of

THE

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

ASSOCIATION

To Be Held at the Pennsylvania Hotel, New
July 18th and 19th

York City

at which time further plans will be formulated for the continuance of our Better Efjuipment
Program.
It will be a session of National Importance and Interest.

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT
Association

ASSOCIATION

Offices, Old Colony Building
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

"Better EQUipmenf Means ^effer business

GALLAGHER

nd deputation Built
on a Record of
Continuous Per^i'manco.

Stcinci the tesi of
day-after- day and
month after month
ticket sellir^ with
complete satisfaction
to theatre managers.
Send foT T^cifiiculars &7^rices

ORGAN and PIANO
MUSIC RACKS
These are great racks for these important players.
Does not stop the vision on the screen, because it
is made of the finest plate glass. The illumination is evenly distributed downward and does not
reflect to screen.
Send for complete particulars
and prices.

Gallagher Orchestra
EQUIPMENT Company
613 West Elm Street, Chicago

Automatic Ticket Register Corp.
723 SEVENTH
CHICAGO

AVE.

NEW

jit^ia^^

YORK

CITY

(.OS ANceuES

Send

for details on the
New

Improved

Gallagher Resonator
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Motion

Standard

direct as much
in the beam.

Equipment Available for Stage Lighting

of the light as possible

There are times when a very sharply
defined spot or i:)icture effect is desired
and an apparatus known as a sciopticon,
similar to a regular stereopticon, is used
to produce this. This has objective lenses
in addition to double condensers. By using an opaque slide with an opening of
the shape desired, a spot of some particular contour can be obtained.

(Continued froui page 2519)
lighting. Ornamental vases, urns and
decorative features of this character can
be made very effective by the appHcation
of suspension type spot lamps. It is often
desirable to bring out an individual performer with a spot from overhead, instead of by one in the balcony or "front
of the house." Shadows are more natural
and the harsh, defined spot does not show
up on the drop.
Other useful devices are the so-called

Effect apparatus can be fitted with a
special head containing a revolving disk
which is painted in a certain manner and
driven by an adjustable speed motor or
clock-work mechanism. This is used to

"baby spots" which can be plugged in at
the footlights or suspended from the borders. These employ 250 or 400 watt concentrated filament MAZDA C lamps.
Spherical mirrors should be used to re-

produce the effect of running water, falling rain or snow, moving clouds, flames,
fireworks, sand storms and innumerable
special illusions.

0/ CouYsel r
THE

MARBRO
THEATRE
OF CHICAGO

TRANSVERTERS

Manujactured
exclusively by

112th STREET

CLEVELAND,

CONSTANTLY

O.

ALERT

Striving to maintain .md ]>rMniot<.' ])rt-M-nl >tan(lard,s and c|uality nf
Noiseless Curtain Cohh-mIs and 'J'rack^.
'J'hat's why Vallcn It-ads!
HE'S THE MAN BEHIND

^. r-„-'~:.>s,.

MLLEN
''

f

REIVIOTE
CURTAIN

Vallen

Electrical

225 Bluff Street

ELECTRIC
CdtNTROL

Company
Akron,

the

(Continued from page 2520)
address the students, as will also Will
Hays and others of like calibre.
There will be a conventipn of Schine
managers in Syracuse, probably late in
June, and at tliat time the #]itire plan will
be outlined, although jt is expected that
between now and the latter jiart of the
month there will be an enrollment sufficient for the school to start on or about
the date of the convention.
The Schine organization now numbers
106 theatres, all but two of which are in
New York state. These two are located
in Ohio. The Schine circuit has been expanding with great rapidity of late, particularly in northern and western New
York. In Syracuse, plans are now under
way for the erection of four residential
houses, the company operating one of the
large downtown theatres which was acquired from Nate Robbins at the time the
company secured control of the theatres
in Watcrtown.
It was only a few years ago that the
Schine brothers, Louis and Myer, acquired their first theatre on a mere shoestring of what is said to have l)een about

EQUIPMENT

E. J. VALLEN

A section of a motion picture film
showing breaking waves has been used in
a powerful motion picture projector for
simulating the dashing surf in spectacles.
The uses of electricity for stage elifects
are varied indeed and space is not available for discussing all of these. In the
early days lightning was produced by
blowing a stream of powdered magnesium
through a flame. Now, flashing electric
arcs give an infinitely more realistic
effect. By the aid of electricity, the glowing coal in the fire place is imitated. Until
comparatively recently, red light thrown
on rising steam was used to produce a
conflagration. Now, a number of ingenious substitutes are used for flame etifects.
A patented device utilizes strips of thin
silk put in motion by an air current from
a blower or fan. With projecting apparatus and properly colored slides the low
portion appears yellow, the central red,
and top smoke color, thus simulating actual flame much more effectively. This
principle has been utilized in cotmection
with urns and torches, a miniature motor
fed from a dry cell being employed in the
portable torch to produce an air stream or
rotary motion.
Some very interestmg effects can be
tained by the use of phosphorescent paint
on scenery, properties and gowns. Ob-^
with Balmain's paint (caljects painted
cium sulphide) glow for a while with a
bluish light after being exposed to the
bare carbon arc or quartz mercurj^ arc.
Paints with certain salts of zinc, strontium, cadmium and barium as part of

Training
Schools
for
Theatre Manager

thus installed.

The Transverter is used the world over because it
insures less current cost, better projection and easier
operation, with better control.

1900 W.

News

their composition, give other phosphorescent tints, such as yellow, red and green.
Combinations of these colors can be used
to good effect when the stage is darkened.

the second largest theatre in the world, having 5,200
seats, is equipped with

It is one of over 3,000 Theatres

Picture

Ohio

$500.
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EVENHEETERS

The Strive for Perfection
prompted the following theatres
and road shows to equip with

Perfection Rheostats

NATIONALLY known Architects have
placed their stamp of approval on EVENH'EETERS. They include them in all their
organ chamber equipment specifications, for
the}' know the importance of maintaining a
steady even temperature in the organ chamber.
They realize too that EVENHEETERS are a
necessity to prolong organ life and to reduce
organ maintenance expense.

Roxy Theatre
— New York City
Paramount Theatre
— New York City
Rialto Theatre
— New York City
Rivoli Theatre
— New York City
Loew's — New
State York
Theatre
City
Astor Theatre
— New York City
Cohan Theatre
—New York City
Publix Theatre
—Buffalo, N. Y.
Keith's Circuit
Loew's Circuit
M. & S. Circuit
What Price Glory — Road Shows
Big Parade — Road Shows
Beau Geste — Road Shows
Simplex Division, International Projector Corp.
Vitaphone Companies
Eastman Kodak Company
U. S. Navy, and others
•

HOFFMANN

& SOONS
New

522 First Avenue
Moving

York

City

Join this list of

The following
architects endorse

endorsing chitects.
Ar-May

EVENHEETERS and include
them in their organ equipment
specificat
Rapp & R ion
a p ps .,

we

send y o ii

some EVENHEETER particulars?

Eberson & Eberschlager.
son, Walter Ahl-

CRAMBLET
286 MILWAUKEE

ENG. CORP.

ST.

MILWAUKEE

Contracting
Electrical Engineers
Picture Theatre
Electrical Specialists

Another beautiful joh

MONTAUK
MONTAUK,

MANOR
LONG

ISLAND

THE newest and most beautifully furnished hotel
in the most magnificent seashore development
on the Atlantic Coast. Open June to November.
200 rooms each with bath. American and European
Plans.
A sporty 18 hole Golf Course
All water sports including surf bathing
Convenient
train service — special accommodation
— all Pullman extra fare — trains daily in each
direction from New York.
BERNHARD
Winter
Flamingo

LUNDBERG,

Hotels in Miami

Nautilus

Lincoln

Proscenium Treatment
Embassy Theatre
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Novelty
340 WEST

Scenic

41st ST.

Studios

NEW

Manager

Beach, Florida.
King Cole

Boulevahd

LET

US SERVE

YOU

YORK

CITY
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M-G-M Trackless Train
Touring South America
Sdirec
the ER'
under- MAY
Train
Trac
DVv, YX
O kles- sGOL
METR
tion of Eddie Carrier, left the
European shore last April. It was ship])ed to South America aboard the Lloyd
Sabaudo Steamship the I'rincippa Cio\anna. The journey from the European
port to the South American port lasted
twenty-five days. On May 8th the steamship docked in the port of Buenos Aires,
Argentine. The train was immediately
unloaded and parked in a garage, where
painters started to r6-letter the advertising copy in Spanish. The mechanics also
attended to the necessary repairs.

"It Just CAN'T Ba Torn"

The Tear-Proof Silversheet is the only
screen made which offers these four recognized points of superiority all combined
in one screen, and selling at a price no
higher than that of ordinary screens:
1. CANVAS BASE
The Tear-Proof Silversheet is built on a nontearable, abuse-resisting, puncture-proof canvas
base. This fabric is so tough it resists the damage that would ruin a screen built on a lighter
base.
Z. SPECIFICATION SURFACE
The Tear-Proof Silversheet is the only screen
made with a specification-built surface on a canvas base. This is the same Knobel-built pebble
surface that has brought Silversheet world-wide
fame for its projection qualities.
3. GENUINE REDWOOD FRAME
The genuine Redwood Silversheet tension frame
is fitted with our well known steel jacket tension device, which always keeps the screen taut
and gives the frame unlimited life.
4. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We back each Tear-Proof Si Iversheet with a
money-back, absolute guarantee of satisfaction
in every respect. Why experiment when you
KNOW youSilversheet?
can't go wrong on a positively
guaranteed

AMERICAN

SILVERSHEET

Saint Louis

CO.

IFr/V^ direct or to the nearest "National"
Branch for details and prices.

STOCK PROGRAMS
PROGRAM For COVERS
o; Moving Picture HoosesN
Joseph Hoover €) Sons Company
Maikcl

and

49th

Sis.,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

On Thursday, May 12, the train left
the garage and officially started its South
American tour. r)n driving to the city
hall in Buenos Aires a numlier of officials
and a battery of newspaper men received
the train. The crowds were tremendous
and, as the train passed through the city,
the cheers and the curiosity on the part

started, where fully one hundred thousand
people viewed the sj>ectacle. Thousands
of heralds were distributed.
The third and fourth day was devoted
to various stops at the theatres. Newspaper representatives accompanied the
members of the train, writing several
articles of the trip.
The South American tour of the Trackless Train is doing wonders in the line of
exploration, for Metro-Goldw\n-}kIayer
is practically a newcomer in this section
of the world. The train is convincing the
exhibitor that M-G-I\I means business,
and is back of its product to the nth degree. Confidence to the exhibitor and
proof of the company's large scale plans
are what this trip through South America

Merchandising Entertainment on a National Scale

of the public to get a glimpse at the train"
were as great as in the other countries it
has toured. There were representatives
from the cable company, the United
States Tire Company and the Remington
company to greet the Trackless. They
voiced great enthusiasm at the wonderful
reception accorded it. With the Pullman
loaded to capacity the train made a threehour tour of the city. Thousands of people crowded the narrow business streets
to view the train. A great quantity of
folders were distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. United States Tire Company, Remington and All America Cables.
The reception on this day was one of the
greatest e^•er accorded the Trackless on
its entire tour. The Trackless was an
immediate sensation.

(Continued from page 2524)
One of the managers, concentrating
on this phase of the coupon books,
launched his drive by organizing a
l)ridge party, under the auspices of a
local women's club, which was held in
the theatre — a sort of special morning
matinee. The prizes were Publix Chex.

The second day of the tour was a riot.
The route over which the Trackless
traveled was packed with people. Traffic
^\■as jammed a number of times, but even
the police officials received a big kick
from seeing it. To conclude the morning's tour the train stopped in front of the
San Martin theatre, where "The ]\Ierry
Widow" was playing. In the afternoon
the officials of the train were received by
the President of 'the Argentine. The

The plan fits in with the "merchandising idea" which the picture theatres are
developing and adapting to their particular purposes. In its national application the plan has some of the features
of a "stunt," but while the advantages
from a general advertising and exploitation angle are being capitalized, the

President was delighted with the "big
toy" as he called it, and lauded the officials who conceived this great stunt. After
the reception another tour of the city was

api)reciable degree l)y means of this atlded
appeal, and thus establish and maintain

HALLBERG
ARE
BUT
$225 BUYS

GENERATORS
THE RIVAL
THE COST

At the Rialto theatre in Xew

coupon books are now a definite showmanship feature of the Publix theatres.
It is expected that every theatre in the
circuit will increase its business to an

the system
as good "box office" and profitable showmanship.

and REFLECTOR

ARCS

ARC LAMP
OPERATE!

»1) LAMP WITH
(1) STEREOPTICON — $450 BUYS
(1) STEREOPTICON
FREE!!

27-7B-WEST

York,

there is a special booth, set up well forward in the lobby, with a cashier on
duty to sell only these coupon books.

OF THE HIGH INTENSITY
IS ONLY i/i TO BUY AND

(1 ) LAMP — $255 BUYS
WITH

J. H. HALLBERG,

[nirchased by the organization conducting the party. With this as a starter, he
has succeeded in giving the coupon books
a place of first rank as the correct and
desirable thing for private bridges in the
homes.

(2) LAMPS

57th STREET, NEW

YORK
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Temple Emanu-'El

1i0iiial IPalact
C_^ on the Beachfront

ATLANTIC

CITY

No "Seasons" at Atlantic City
Hotel operates under

<^0 o' MATTER
•^v.
year you-what
cometime
to
Atlantic City you are "in
season. Palace
" So, Hotel.
too. with
the
Royal
Situated
on the Boardwalk and radiating' an air of restful
hospitality. All rooms havo
running water — most rooms
have private bath — all baths
both sea and fresh water.
Send for Illustrated Booklet

STITZER

American Plan and presents a distingiaished cuisine. On the
premises: Private Sea Water
Swimming Pool. Tennis
Courts, Dancing, Children's
Play Room, Therapeutic
Baths, Barber. Beauty Parlor, Roller Chairs — truly
— a Resort in Itself!
and Schedule of Rates

HOTEL

Ownership Management

CO.

ORGAN
ALSO

PEWS

FOR SALE
Temple Emanu-El of New
York, being about to vacate
its present premises, will sell
its four manual Odell organ.
55 stops on main organ,
vacuum exhaust action; 10
stops on echo organ, electric
action. Condition good, excellent opportunity. Case
and display pipes not for sale.
Handsome oak pews for sale
also. Address Secretary,
Temple Emanu-El, 521 Fifth
Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
=tv

blame
't weather
You canthe
You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.
You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.
So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.
Why not write for
our Booklet N-12?

Typhoon Fan Company
345 West 39di Street
Jacksonville

New York
New

Orleans

:*?■

Motion
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Pep and Beauty
for Your Old Sign
^

with

f^

W.

Projects

Color Hoods

A Utah Bank whose sign was equipped witb
RECO Color Hoods, wrote; "Our sign appears
to be entirely new and its appearance has been
wonderfully improved." RECO Color Hoods
enap over lami>s of standard size, easily removed lor cleaning; never fade or wash out;
outlast the sign.
Write
for Bulletin
No.
75
2628

Building

Congress

St.

Chicago

Manufacturers
also of Motors,
Flashers,
Traffic
Controls,
Signboard Reffectors. Food Mixers, Vegetable
Peelers, etc.

Gary — Owners,
Kalleros
& Loupas.
Cost
3,000. No other details.
AlarioH — Universal
Film
Corp.,
owners.
Cost, -400,000.
Location, North
Washington
Street.
Winamac — Owner,
Charles
Wolfe.
Location, Alonticello and Pearl Streets.
KENTUCKY
Lvuisvillc — Owner, Marcus Loew Corp.
Cost $1,500,000. Seating capacity, 3,300. Construction work to begin soon.
MAINE
Portland — Owner, M. Greenspan.
Architects,
Rapp & Rapp.
Cost $2,000,000.
Lessee, Famous Players. Seating capacity, 3,200.
Location, Congress Street.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

MARYLAND
Salisbury — Owner,
Jas. A.
Bailey.
Cost
$100,000.
Location, Dock Street near Comden
Avenue.
Plans being drafted.

Motion Picture Presentation
for
THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Lackawanna

MASSACHUSETTS

7876

1579 Broadway, New York City

«'BiHP

j*>J !LmiiLiN J

Im^
HHift

'^S|l| imiiill Wm
■liiMl:
MURPHY &BRODE
INC

510W.45'ST.N.Y.
CHICKERING 6100
REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seata. 30%: under 500. 70%: under 800. 85%,:
over 800. 15%.
Tbe most economical method of reaching theatre* la our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4 00 PER M UP. Llate If
desired 30 to 50% saved In postage, etc.. throuKh elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING — ENCLOSING — MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
709 Sixth Ave. at 4lat St.
New York CItj
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

Chkopee Falls — Owner, • Wernick Brothers.
Architect, Geo. P. B. Alderman, Holyoke.
Seating capacity, 1,000. Type — White front
with marble work and terra cotta ; includes
four stores and twenty-four offices. Cost $75,000. Location, Broadway near Main Street.
East IVeyinouth — Owner, Arthur L. McGory.
Architects, Batty & Gallagher, Quincy. Type
— Frame, one story, 57 x 140. Location, Jackson Square. Bids closed.
Plytnouth — Owner, A. S. Friend Co. Construction started. To be completed in August.
Under Loew management.
Springfield — Owner, Sylvester Z. Poli. Location, Vernon Street.
No other details as yet.
Springfield — Owners, Goldstein Bros. Amusement Corp. Architects, Blackall, Clapp &
Williams, Boston. Seating capacity, 1,600.
Style — Gothic, stone construction and marble
trim.
Taunton — Owner, Donovan Amusement Co.
Architect, John Edmund Kelly, Boston. Contract awarded to Walter H. Barker, Taunton.
Cost $250,000. Seating capacity, 1,700. Location, Broadway.
IValtham — Owner, Moody Theatre Trust of
Boston. Seating capacity, 2,200. Location,
Moody Street near Pine.
MICHIGAN
Hart — Owner, Fred N. Harris. Work begun.
No other details.
Niles — Contract awarded to Nelson Construction Co. Seating capacity, 1,250. Cost
$275,000 to $300,000. Location, Main and 5th
Streets.
Excavation work finished.
Plaimvell — Owner, Harold Kortes. Name,
Sun. Seating capacity, 300.
Pontiac — Contract awarded to Pryale Construction Co. Name, Eagle.
Work started.
Port Huron — Harry Goseline, owner. Cost
$50,000.
Under construction.
St. Clair — Owner, J. Christensen. Cost $25,000. Location, Riverside Avenue between
Adams and Thornapple Streets.

Advertising In
The Showman
Pays
COSTUMES FOR HIRE

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis — Owner,
Minneapolis
Theatre
Corp.
Contract awarded
to Lundoff-Bicknell
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

News

Co.
Seating capacity, 4,200.
Cost $2,000,000.
Location, 9th Street and LaSalle Avenue.
Minneapolis — Owner, David W. Onan &
Son. Architects, Magney & Tusler. Seating
capacity, 550. Cost $25,000. Location, 16
Washington Avenue.
NEW

INDIANA

Picture

MEXICO

Albuquerque — Architect, E. H. Norris. Seating capacity, 400. Type — Brick and covered
with stucco; Spanish mission type of construction. L<JCation, East Central Avenue between
Solana and Aliso Avenues. To be completed in
NEW JERSEY
July.
CItatham — Owners, Roth-Strand M. P. Corp.
Cost $200,000.
Details not given.
Highland Park — Owner, Mark Block. Cost
$300,000. Seating cpacity, 1,400. To be completed in Fall.
Architect, Wm. E. Lehman.
Lund hurst — Architect, Wm. E. Lehman.
Seating capacity, 1,475. Cost $300,000. Contract awarded to Osschwald Construction Co.
Location, Ridge Road and Valley Brook Street.
li'estmount — Owner, Chamber of Commerce.
Ground broken.
Details not given.
NEW

YORK

Amityville — Owner, Amity ville Theatre, Inc.
Architect, Paul B. La Valle. Contract awarded
to Isaac A. Hopper's Sons. Seating capacity,
1,750.
Location, Montauk Highway.
Brooklyn — Owner, Rosengonerg Bros. Location, Bedford Avenue between S. 9th Street
and Division Avenue.
Brooklyn — Owners, Samuel Rhonheimer &
Ira J. Ginsberg. Seating capacity, 2,000. Cost
$500,000. Location, Kingston and New York
Avenues. Construction started, to be completed in September.
New York City — Owner, Isaac Miller.
Architect, C. A. Sandbaum. Cost $400,000.
Location, Westchester Avenue between Boynton and Ward Avenues.
Rome — Owners, Comerford & Kallett. Architect, Leon H. Lemport, Rochester. Seating
capacity,
2,500. Location, 212-24 W. Dominick
Street.
Utica — Owner, Stanley-Mark Strand. Location, Genesee Street near Hopper. No other
derails.
Utica — Owner, Rolu Theatre Corp. Architect, Rushmer & Jennison, L^tica.' Seating
capacity, 1,400. Cost $250,000. Location,
Genesee Street.
OHIO
Mansfield — Owners, Knights of Pythias.
Architect, Frank W^ Bail, Cleveland. Cost
$400,000. Negotiations completed and contracts
signed.
Yoimgstown — Owner, State Theatre Co.
Architects, Chas. Bates, Wheeling, W. Va., and
Wm. Cook, Youngstown. Seating capacity,
2,000. Location, W. Federal Street between W.
Boardman Street and Dutton Alley. To be
completed late this year.
OKLAHOMA
Shaiimee — Owners, A. G. Hornbeck and R.
E. Griffith.
Cost $100,000.
Location, E. Main
Street.
OREGON
Portland — Owners, Portland Paramount
Corp. Contract awarded to L. H. Hoffman.
Cost $1,000,000. Tyi>e— Steel and concrete.
Location, Broadway, Main and Park Streets.
The Dallas — Owners, Guy E. Mathews and
Mr. Phillips. Location, 3d and Court Streets.
Work to start in May and be completed in
September.

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentouti — Owner,
Henry
B.
Friedman.
Location, 535-7 Hamilton Street.
Name, The
Family.
Cost $75,000 to $100,000.
Seating
capacity, 900.
To open in September.

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
Tel. 5S80 Penn.

July

1,
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Stage Lighting
Anything required, from a color cap to a dimmer bank.
FOOTLIGHTS
BORDERLIGHTS
SPOTLIGHTS
FLOODLIGHTS

SCENIC
EFFECTS
SCIOPTICONS
COLOR
WHEELS
COLOR
MEDIUMS

Write

for

descriptive

CONNECTORS
STAGE
CABLE
RESISTANCES
MUSIC
STANDS

literature

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc.
321 WEST50th Street
N EW

YORK.

NY.

Stand of Iron
filled
with
natural
prepared
ferns
drooping ivy vines and artificial flowers
50 X 24 inches, complete, $6.00.
Write for copy of our SPRING CATALOGUE NO. 7 with illustrations in
colors of Artificial Flowers, Plants,
Vines, Trees, etc., mailed FREE ON
APPLICATION.

FRANK NETSCHERT, Inc.
61

Ne%r York, N. Y.

Barclay Street

No trip to Sew York is cotnplete without a visit to "CONEY"

First In Reader Interest,
And Why —
*WM. A. JOHNSTON'S
EDITORIALS
* ACCURATE, RELIABLE NEWS
* REVIEWS
* RELEASE

CHART

EXHIBITOR'S
SERVICE
* REGIONAL NEWS
THE CHECK UP
— AND

BUREAU

—

The HALF
Coney

MOON

Island, New

York

New — Fireproof — 300 Guest-Rooms on the Boardwalk, facing the sea with excellent bathing beach.

Select Patronage Solicited

THE SHOWMAN— BUYERS' GUIDEBOOKING GUIDE AND STUDIO DIRECTORY—SHORT FEATURE SERVICE GUIDE.

Motion Picture News

Frequent de luxe motor bus service direct to The HaJf
Moon from The Roosevelt Hotel, Madison Avenue at
Forty-Fifth Street, New York City.

CONVENTIONS:

A working

headcjuarters

Write

GEORGE

The

by ihe sea

for booklet

H. WARTMAN,
Half

Moon,

with

all New

York to play in

or reservations
Coney

Direction of the American

Managing
Island,

Hotels

N.

to
Y.

Director

Corporation
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IwcdwUllead
ihomandsto
(bmfortaWe^BR
cooled theatres
Add the "CAMEO"
The best known antidote for that dread
poison "summer slump'' is a York theatre cooliiijg system. Not only does it
eliminate the hoi weather handicap,
i)ut supplies an endowment policy in
which your box office is chief beneficiary.

The unit illustrated above is ihe York vertical
single acting carbon dioxide compressor. This
equipment has been developed particularly for air
conditioning requirements. It is compact, all parts
readily accessible, quiet and odorless in operation.

% T
A ^^
V/1DM
y ringQ
Jm» Man
pan
ctu
Com
ufa
^r
Ice Making and Refrigerating MacUnerjr Cxdusfvdy

York, Pentia*

The popular "Cameo", 42nd near
Broadway, will be York equipt before
this coming summer is well under way.
This theatre is one of the latest additions to the fast growing list of York
cooled motion picture houses, where
entertainment plus comfort is assured
drring the most torrid weather.
Write for full information
and list of York projects.

,-'^^^'5^J.''k''fi:A

YOHRAirCoolii^g fi)rlh^atres

J ulv

1 .
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PICTURES

S

Hen Lyon, t irst .\(ilion(it star, recently
sailed for a short European vacation ivilh
his mother and sister. Here they are together on the Leviathan. {Cosmo News
photo)

Snookums Says Farewell to
New York

'NOOKUMS, the Stern Brothers starlet, who
has been enjoying a triumphant personal appearance tour of the East, has left New York on
his return trip to Los Angeles, where he is due
to start woi-k on the new series of "The Newlyfor next year 's
and Their
weds
Universal
JuniorBaby
Jewel' ' comedies,
release.

Lindbergh

started

something,

all

right!

Here
LorraineParlor"
Eason, Series,
featuredwith
in Floyalty
B O's
"The isBeauty
to Lindy written all over her

^^"^"Jf T'Wings" to Be Syndicated
V V INGS,"" a novel telling the story of
the Paramount road-show attraction, which will
have its Broadway premiere at the Criterion
Theatre August 1, is to be syndicated in the
newspapers by the Chicago Tribune Syndicate.
The novel was written by John Monk Saunders,
who wrote the original story for the picture.

andtheDunlop
Grossett
fall. will publish "Wings" in
form in
book

A,

Harold
Schumate,
Fox Films
scenarist,
ivho has just finished "The Circus Ace"
for Tom Mix and is notv busy on another
original screen story for the same star

Dewey Bloom Leaving

■ PTER a brief visit to his home in Hamilton, Canada, Dewey D. Bloom sails from New
York June 25 on the S.S. Carmania, to make his
future residence in London, where he will be
identified with the British film industry. His
publicity agency at 1658 Broadway is being
taken over by Lavner & Benedict, who have been
his associates.

Ivan Petrovich, Serbian actor, discovered
by Rex Ingram playing bits and given the
leading male role in "The Garden of Allah," a Metro-Goldwyn
production

For the past eight years Mr. Bloom has specialized inmotion picture publicity and exploitation. He left the newspaper field to do theatrical
publicity for the Selwyns, handling campaigns
on their Chariot Revnes, "Spring Cleaning,"

What the well dressed man tvill do;
Warner Oland abandons sleek hair for
curly to play a comedy role in Warner
Brothers' picture, "What Happened to
Father"

Morris Safier. head of the Extended Run department of
Warner
Bros., visits the company's
studio and meets
Warner Oland, ivho is at ivork on 'The Jazz Singer"

Three reasotis why the ^atlve Sons all
iwear by California as the garden spot of
the world; Barbara Kent, Barbara Worth
and Ethlyne Clair, of Universal
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Apathy: By Wm. A. Johnston
(Continued from page 24.gg)

■

travagances of production. But there is no thought
to stop production, nor to let it deteriorate into a feeble
and meaningless gesture.
Advertising, on the other hand, has never been extravagant. Ithas simply never been understood and
therefore never organized. Tt has never really started.
Either it will start — eventually: or else this much
vaunted industry will go into the discard.
If it is a fact that the treasuries of the trade have
so been drained that no funds are available for advertising, then let there be a definite and outspoken policy.
Better a f]at policy of no advertising whatever than
the present one of feeble attempts based on utter
apathy.
{Confiniied from preceding page)
and Jane Cowl's serie.s of classic productions. His varied
picture experience includes the management of a Broadway
theatre for Fox, publicizing the Barbara La Marr series produced for First National by Sawyer-Lubin, handling studio
publicity for Pathe, publicity and exploitation for Associated
Exliibitors, New York exploitation representative for Fox,
and publicity and exploitation representative in Canada for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. He organized his own publicity
agency a year ago.
The best wishes of his many friends in picture and newspaper circles will follow ' ' Dewey ' ' across the Atlantic, where
the splendid reputation he has gained through his work here
presaojes considerable success for him in the rapidly-developing picture industry of Great Britain.

D^

Dolores Costello Leaves

_ 0L0RE8 COSTELLO, Warner Bros, .star, accompanied
by her mother, Mrs. Maurice Costello, and her sister Helen,
who is also a Warner Bros, player, left New York on Thursday, June 23, after a two-weeks' visit in the East, the main
purpose of which was to attend the world premiere of Miss
Co.stello's new starring picture "Old San Francisco."
Tlie Costello party left on the S.S. President Adams bound
for Havana. After a few days in the Cuban port they will
proceed by boat through the Panama Canal to California.
Their present plans provide for their return to Hollywood
on July 11, immediately following which Dolores will' begin
work on her next Warner picture, "The College Widow," by
George Ade.
While the star was here H. M. Warner introduced her to
members of the press at a luncheon given in her honor at the
Park Lane Hotel on June 15.

nivicalClub will hold their
y Car
bers of the Jo
HE o
memx
Fox
Athlet
TF

annual Joy Carnival at the Claridge Hotel on July 1st. At
that time medals will be presented to the Fox bowlers and
basketball players, various trophies won by the Club awarded,
cial
d. al' Music rd
and thenishedoffi
ptegin
FoxStaA.
flagtheadoori
beenafure F.
by Luk
gerC.and
dBluebi willSer
ers. At midnight a special buffet supper will be served, and
prominent entertainers— the kind who add sparkle to any
affair — will be on hand.
Fox Athletic Club directors and officers for 1927 are: William Fox, honoraiy president; Jack G. Leo, honorary viceprcs. ; Douglas N. Tauszig, executive advisor and chairman of
Council; Fred Bullock, Jr., president; George Blake, attornev

Norman Springer, author of "The Blood Ship," and George B. Seitz, tvho
recently finished directing it for Columbia Pictures, examine their tickets before leaving for New York with the first print.
Standing are Jack
Cohn, Harry Cohn, and Hobart Bostvorth, who is featured

of club; Harry Reinhart, vice-pres. ; Deon De Titta, treasurer ;
Ida
Myckon, recording secretary ; and Doris Berman, financial
secretary.

"Cro
forick,
Here
e Freder
ActorFreddi
YEAR-OLD
is playing an
whowd"
F IVE-Child
important juveruile role in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 's "Tlie
Crowd," has arrived in New York to join King Vidor's unit,
now making sequences here for this story of big city life,
written by the director of "The Big Parade."
In traveling all the way from Los Angeles to appear here
in "The Crowd," this remarkable child actor, who is said to
have played more parts in his short career than any other fihn
youngster, sets still another movie record, since he is the
youngest individual ever to journey across the continent to
work in a motion picture.

George K. Arthur in New

York

EORGE K. ARTHUR, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer featured
player, arrived in New York last week, coming on from the
Shriners convention in Atlantic City. This is Arthur's first
visit to Manhattan since his brief stop-off en route from London to Hollywood three years ago. Before accepting a film
contract with M-G-M, he was a favorite of the London music
halls.

G.

ng New York
ClairwhoVisiti
hlyEneCLAIR,
EEtTHLYN
went to Los Angeles a year ago
ed
to
play sMrs.
"The Newly
and Their
s, andwedswhose
s has
comedie
forNewlyw
the Sternin Brother
progresBaby"
y
been so rapid that she recentl played the leading feminine
role in two Universal Jewels opposite Hoot Gibson, has just
arrived back in New York on vacation.

An F B O Wedding
, . ORK stopped for an hour in the auditing department,
of F B O Pictures Corporation one day this week when it was
learned that Daniel M. Creed, traveling auditor for the company, had slipped down to City Hall quietly with Agnes M.
one of the girls in the auditing department, and
Crowley, her.
married

w,

s No. 30
Gould Sell
Paula handling
PAT'LA GOULD,
publicity for F B O sold her

thirtieth short storv this week. The latest opus from Miss
Gould's busy pen is called "A Very Charming Person," and
will be published, in an earljr igsvi? of Snappy Stories.
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All the Film Board secretaries in the iuited States were present at the recent meeting at French Lick; here they are, jroni left to right: Milton
A. Nathan, San Francisco; D. T. Lane, Salt Lake City; J. D. Abramson, Chicago; Harry Meyer, Butte; Charles R. Zears, Oklahoma City; Col.
John A. Cooper, Canada {representing all Canadian secretaries) ; Jack Levine,Neiv York; Louis Fliiin, New York; Don C. Douglas, Dallas; John
Gentile, New York; M. McCullough, Indianapolis; Gabriel L. Hess, New York; Mrs. Alma A. W alton, Memphis; G. O. Burnett, Toronto; Mrs.
Mabel Parkhouse, New York; James B. Fitzgerald, Washington; L. B. Schofield, St. Louis; Charles C. Pettijohn, New York; Clare Foley, Omaha;
Dr. B. B. Pettijohn, Indianapolis; M. Benjamin, Des Moines; E. L. Cole, Atlanta; E. McNamee, Cincinnati; George Borthwick, Neiv York; Martha
W. Ferris, Boston; Ben Koenig, Milwaukee ; Olive J. Harden, Pittsburgh; Kathryn Sullivan, New Haven; Therese E. Drazin, Neiv York; George B.
Wiggins, Minneapolis; Audrey Littell, Charlotte; Edna Phister, Albany; Mrs. Georgia Moffett, Cleveland; Louis Phillips, New York; Jane M. Halloran, Albany; Mrs. Sitckow, Cleveland; Mrs. Julia B. Heine, New Orleans; A. L. Menagh, Kansas City; Lola Adams Gentry, Los Angeles; Mrs.
Simon, Cleveland; E. K. Oppenheimer. Portland; Joan Lyons, New York; Helen L. Reinemann, Neiv York; Mrs. Roberta B. Lynch, SetUtle; Duke
W. Dunbar, Denver; Emma Abplanalp, Buffalo; Jack H. Greenberg, Phi ladelphia; David Palfreymnn, Detroit; Jack Connolly, Washington.

w.

Eat More Snails!

Cheery Maxims

ARREN NOLAN, a good newspaperman gone publicity with United Artists, sends us a few jolly lines culled
from the writing of Leo Tolstoy, author of "Resurrection,"
which that company is distributing. Here are a few of them —
paste them in your hat, and the next time you feel blue and
depressed, try them as a toiiic for your wavering spirits :
"For 70 years I have been lowering and lowering my
opinion of women and still it is to be lowered more and more. ' '
"In general music is a dreadful thing.
They say music

'AVID BUTLER, working in the cast of "The Rush
Hour," learned to like snails in France, and during the filming of a French restaurant scene for the picture persuaded
Director Mason Hopper to include them in the action. Other
members of the cast declined to follow suit, however, and took
his word for the daintiness of the French delicacy without
sampling it.

D.

M.

Marie Prevost Injured

_ARIE PREVOST was slightly injured recently when
thrown from an aquaplane board during the filming of scenes
for "The Rush Hour" at Catalina Island, necessitating a few
days' lay-off by the unit.

K.vn

Title Team Here

■ HERINE HILLIKER and H. H. Caldwell, the well
known team of title writers, liave arrived from Fox Films
West Coast Studios to work for about two months at the company 'sNew York plant.

The recent dedication ceremonies at the Harvard School of Business Administration brouglit together, many remarkable figures among the
alumni; left to right: Thomas I\. Perkins, Harvard, 91, former Reparations Committeeman in Europe; Bishop William Lawrence; Joseph P.
Kennedy of F B O; and Oiven D. Young, administrator, Dawes reparations plan and chairman of the board of General Electric

exalts the soul. Nonsense, it isn't true — it has neither an
exalting nor debasing effect, but it produces agitation."
"Woman is a necessary evil which man must bear with as
patiently as he can."
"Military life in general depraves meji."
"There is no future. It is made by us."

e
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Seeking Actors

who is to begin production on Dolores
ing
del Rio's first starr
vehicle, "Ramona,"
in August,
is seeking two suitable male actors for the roles of Allesandro
and Felipe, characters in the Helen Hunt Jackson novel.

Gordon S. White, the gentleman at the right wearing what appears to be
a medal but is really one of the identification tags pinned on all delegates to the Educatiomd convention so they wouldnt get lost in Loi
, and
Angeles, is the director of advertising and publicity of EduciUional
the convention gave him the opportunity to become better acquainted
with Lupino Lane and Dorothy Devore, two of that company s comedy
stars

Motion
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Many iiniisiiut character types appear in "Moon of Israel" the picturization of H. Rider Haggar(Fs
at the Roxy theatre in A'ett; York on June 25. Left, Maria Corda who plays the title role, and is
tract; centre, A. Weisse as Pharaoh, Adelqui Millar, now one of the leading players in France,
under a Paramount contract, as Userti; right, Adelqui Millar.
The picture
is being

Picture

News

famous novel, which has its American premiere
notv in this country tinder a First National conus Prince Seti, and Arlette Marchal, notv here
released in this country by F B O

'F
The luncheon at the Park Lane Hotel last week for members of the I\ew York film press, given in honor of Dolores Costello by Warner Brothers
Miss Costello came East for the opening of "Old San Francisco."
and attended by writers on the fan, trade and daily papers.

r!^;2 A-

X

\

.'it the left, delegates to the Paramount convention in'Frisco ivho spent a day at Harold Lloyd's Beverly Hill estate; standing, left to right: Emanuel Cohen, John Day, O. R. Geyer, Stanley Waite, Harold Lloyd, Mel ,1. Shauer, E. E. Shauer. Gordon Dunlap. I. F. Koverman, James Clark, Tom
Crizer, Creed !\eeper, Joseph A. Seidleman, "Kitty" Howe, .4. O. Dillcttbeck, ffilliam R. Eraser, Jack Curry. Charles Christie. fV. IT. Caldivell,
John L. Murphy, Albert Deane, Joe Reddy; kneeling: Jay Haas, Ollie Traggarth, Leslie F. If helan, Russell Holnuin, Charles E. McCarthy, John
Cecil Graham, Mike Lewis, Leon Bamberger, Eugene Zukor and Carl York. The vieiv at the right is a sketch of a mammoth set note being built by
Lloyd on his studio site in If'estwood Hills, reproducing a portion story
of the
Sheridan
in August

Square

district

in I\eiv York,

where he will film part

of the
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Theatres
' Value $1,349,208,400
Total Sum Invested in Film Houses in United States
According to Figures Compiled by Motion Picture News

Average

l)y
to figures compiled
ACCORDING
Motion Picture News the total valuation of the motion picture theatres
of the United States is $1,349,208,400.
This stupendous sum does not include
legitimate houses nor does it figure in office
buildings where only a small portion of the
total investment is in the theatre proper.
These figures have been checked so far
as practicable and in the compilation many
regional authorities have been consulted.
The general method of appraisal was to
select at random in every state a sufficient
number of theatres, by classification of A,
B, C, D, and E, to permit the law of averages to become effective and then to appraise by inquiry, research and consultation
with persons in a position to know the actual valuation of each of these ijidividual
theatres.
With ah average valuation in each classification, plus more checking in the case of
large theatres in the larger cities, the total
number of theatres in each classification
was multiplied by the average valuation
figure and the totals for each state made
into a grand total.
The next step in checking was to compare dollars to percentage of population,
also divide into groups of city, urban, village and strictly rural sections. Eliminating strictly rural population from all states
and allowing for the percentage of colored
population in the South, it was possible to
prove to a reasonable degree that the law
of averages held good when the five groups
were taken separately.
In the larger cities the number of seats
was also used in comparison to the dollar
totals. This check proved of assistance except in New York City, where land valuations ran too high to make comparisons
with other cities, even Chicago, average up
in the grand total.
It will be noted that the valuations of
Class A and B theatres vary greatly in individual states. This is brought about in
obtaining a common figure for multiplication purposes, through the fact that individual theatres in the two classifications
vary to the extent of from one hundred
thousand to several million dollars and that
a class A or B theatre in a city of fifty
thousand population and one in a large
city are two entirely different propositions,
each being comparative to the other houses
of the same city and not with each other.
It will be noted also that District of
Columbia leads the list in the highest valuation of Class A theatres. Washington
was found an exception in compiling an average, for obvious reasons, and the figures
given are actual valuations as given by
acknowledged authorities.
Motion Picture News presents the following table of theatre valuations as a definite
attempt at appraisal and with the belief
that in its total by states and in its grand
total it represents the approximate worth
of the theatre property of the country.
Projected theatres or houses under construction and not yet in operation are not
included in these figures. Table follows :

ALABAMA
Average
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Theatres
6
20
35
64
34

Valuation
$400,000
200,000
70,000
35,000
7,000

159
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

ARIZONA
3
$250,000
9
140,000
17
55,000
13
25,000
17
6,500

Total Valuation
for State
59
Average Valuation for State.
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

ARKANSAS
5
$250,000
16
175,000
32
70,000
74
30,000
65
7,000

192
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

CALIFORNIA
$600,000
58
300,000
105
210
90,000
40,000
152
50
9,000
575
Total Valuation for State. . .
Average Valuation for State.
A
B
C
D
E

Total
Total
Valuation
$2,400,000
4,000,000
2,450,000
2,240,000
238,000
$11,328,000
$71,245

.13,380,500
$57,296
$1,250,000
2,800,000
2,240,000
2,220,000
455,000
$8,965,000
$46,745

$91,730,000
$159,531
$3,300,000
2,550,000
2,340,000
2,010,000
455,000

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$10,655,000
$53,275

CONNECTICUT
22
$350,000
150,000
48
39
75,000
55
30,000
13
7,500
177

$7,700,000
7,200,000
2,925,000
1.650,000
97,500

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$19,572,500
$110,580

DELAWARE
$450,000
4
250,000
4
5
80,000
21
50,000
406
7,.500

$1,800,000
1,000,000
320,000
1,500,000
45,000

A
B
C
D
E

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

50
Total Valuation for State. . .
Average Valuation for State.

$12,870,000
$257,400

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

$4,665,000
$116,625

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
$6,130,000
$890,000
7
Class A
Class B
4
400,000
1,600,000
Class C
18
260,000
3,880,000

FLORIDA
22
$350,000
33
200,000
60
80,000
54
40,000
47
10,000
216

$7,700,000
6,650,000
4,800,000
2,160,000
470,000

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for Sta te.

$21,780,000
$100,833

GEORGIA
11
$450,000
25
150,000
45
80,000
59
30,000
48
5,000

$4,9.50,000
3,250,000
3,700,000
1,770,000
336,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

188
Total Valuation for State
$14,006,000
Average Valuation for State. $74,490
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

$34,800,000
31,500,000
18,900,000
6,080,000
450,000

COLORADO
$300,000
11
150,000
17
39
60,000
. . : 67
30,000
65
7,000
200

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Valuation
60,000

Valuation
1.260,000

Class D

$750,000
1,260,000
935,000
325,000
110,500

Theatres
21

A
B
C
D
E

IDAHO
1
.$250,000
9
100,000
23
80,000
28
30,000
44
6,000
105

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

54
115
266
286
309

ILLINOIS
$550,000
200,000
100,000
40,000

.1250,000
900,000
1,840,000
840,000
284,000

$4,114,000
$39,181
$29,700,000
34,500,000
26,600,000
11,440,000
1,8.54,000

1030
6,000
Total Valuation for State . . . $104,094,000
Average Valuation for State.
$101,062
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

INDIANA
31
.
.$400,000
67
200,000
120
80,000
177
35,000
154
6,000

530
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.
IOWA
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

22
40
66
144
298
570

$300,000
250,000
50,000
25,000
6,000

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$12,400,000
13,400,000
8,880,000
924,000
6,195,000
$41,799,000
$78,866
.$6,600,000
10,000,000
3,300,000
3,600,000
1,788,000
$25,288,000
$44,365

KANSAS
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

8
37
58
85
249
437

$250,000
150,000

$2,000,000
5,550,000

70,000
25,000

3,860,000
2,125,000
1,992.000

8,000
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State,

$15,527,000
$35,531
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Legitimate Houses Not Figured in Estimate
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Average
Total
Theatres
Valuation Valuation
KENTUCKY
9
$350,000 $3,150,000
25
200,000 5,000,000
56
70,000 3,920,000
85
30,000 2,550,000
78
7,000
546,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

243
Total Valuation for State . . . $15,166,000
Average Valuation for State. $62,412
LOUISIANA
7
$450,000
18
200,000
56
80,000
74
30,000
60
7,000

$3,150,000
3,600,000
4,480,000
2,220,000
420,000

215
Total Valuation for State. . .
Average Valuation for State.

$13,870,000
$64,512

MAINE
9
$200,000
17
100,000
32
50,000
46
20,000
98
6,000

$1,800,000
1,700,000
1,600,000
920,000
588,000

202
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$6,608,000
$32,713

MARYLAND
12
$400,000
18
300,000
39
60,000
78
35,000
15
7,000

$3,600,000
3,600,000
2,340,000
2,730,000
105,000

162
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$12,475,000
$77,062

MASSACHUSETTS
54
$500,000
103
250,000
133
80,000
107
40,000
9
10,000

$27,000,000
25,650,000
10,640,000
4,280,000
90,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

A
B
C
D
E

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

MICHIGAN
41
$.500,000
61
300,000
130
80,000
189
35,000
145
10,000

$20,100,000
18,300,000
10,400,000
6,615,000
1,450,000

566
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$56,865,000
$100,468

MINNESOTA
20
$300,000
27
200,000
81
70,000
110
35,000
166
7,000

.16,000,000
5,400,000
5,670,000
3,850,000
1,162,000

A
B
C
D
E

A
B
C
D
E

404
Total Valuation for State . . . $22,082,000
Average Valuation for State. $54,659
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

MISSISSIPPI
6
$200,000
11
150,000
17
50,000
35
25,000
37
5,000

106
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average \'aluation for State.

Total; Valuation for^ State. . . $37,330,000
Average Valuation for State. $81,864
MONTANA
6
$200,000
11
100,000
22
60,000
17
30,000
52
6,000
108

$1,200,000
1,100,000
1,320,000
510,000
312,000

Total Valuation for State. . .
Average Valuation for State.

$4,442,000
$41,129

NEBRASKA
9
$450,000
19
200,000
36
70,000
64
35,000
279
7.000
407

$4,0.50,000
3,800,000
2,520,000
2,240,000
1,953,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

Total Valuation for State. . .
Average Valuation for State.

$14,563,000

Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D

Average
Total
Theatres
Valuation Valuation
Greater New York
79
550,000 43,450,000
106
250,000 26,500,000
190
100,000 19,000,000
. . . . 186
60,000 11,420,000

561
$100,370,000
Total 1251 theatres
Total Valuation for State. . . $184,971,000
Average Valuation for State. $147,858

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

NORTH
10
35
46
92
74
257

$1,200,000
1,650,000
850,000
875,000
185,000
$4,760,000
$42,883

NEVADA
1
.$200,000
4
150,000
2
80,000
8
40,000
6,000
238

$200,000
600,000
160,000
320,000
48,000

Total Valuation for State. . .
Average Valuation for State.

1,328,000
$57,739

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Class A
8
$200,000
Glass B
9
150,000
Class C
21
60,000
Class D
32
25,000
Class E
10
6,000
80
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$1,600,000
1,350,000
1,260,000
800,000

NORTH DAKOTA
3
$200,000
4
150,000
14
70,000
16
30,000
232
7,000
269

$600,000
600,000
980,000
480,000
1,624,000

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$4,284,000

OHIO
62
$550,000
90
300,000
235
150,000
292
50,000
144
7,000

$34,100,000
27,000,000
34,250,000
14,600,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

$5,070,000
$63,375
$32,000,000
19,500,000
10,700,000
3,360,000
280,000

351
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$65,840,000

A
B
C
D
E

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

NEW MEXICO
5
$200,000
3
150,000
8
60,000
13
35,000
17
6,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

$187,578
$1,000,000
450,000
480,000
455,000
102,000

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

$2,487,000
$54,065

NEW YORK
68
$450,000
112
250,000
176
100,000
141
50,000
193
7,000

$30,600,000
28,000,000
17,600,000

690

$84,601,000

A
B
C
D
E

$15,922

1,108,000

Total Valuation for State . . . $111,058,000
Average Valuation
for State.
$134,943
823
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

OKLAHOMA
9
$300,000
29
150,000
65
60,000
119
30,000
164
7,000

.$2,700,000
4,3.50,000
3,900,000
3,570,000
1,148,000

386
Total Valuation
for State . . . $15,668,000
Average Valuation for State.
$40,590
OREGON
.13.50,000
Class A
8
$2,800,000
Class B
20
3,000,000
150,000
2,310,000
Class C
33
70,000
35,000
Class D
61
343,000
2,135,000
Class E
49
7,000
Total Valuation for State . . . $10,588,000
Average Valuation
for State. $61,912
171
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

7,050,000
1,351,000

A
B
C
D
E

PENNSYLVANIA
88
1500,000 $44,000,000
146
250,000 36,500,000
287
150,000 43,0.50,000
377
60,000 22,620,000
121
7.000
847,000

1019
Total Valuation for State. . . $147,017,000
Average Valuation for State. $144,275

46

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

60,000

NEW JERSEY
60
$550,000
65
300,000
107
100,000
84
40,000
35
8,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

CAROLINA
$250,000 $2,500,000
150,000 5,250,000
80,000 3,680,000
30,000 2,760,000
7,000
518,000

Total Valuation for State. . . $14,708,000
Average Valuation for State. $57,235

$35,781

406
Total Valuation for State . . . $67,660,000
Average Valuation for State. $166,650
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Average
Total
Theatres
Valuation Valuation
MISSOURI
25
$500,000 $12,500,000
58
200,000 11,600,000
95
80,000 6,750,000
166
35,000 5,810,000
110
6,000
660,000
456

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B . . ..
C
D
. .
E

RHODE
9
13
16
16
6
60

ISLAND
$350,000 $3,150,000
200,000 2,600,000
70,000 1.200,000
35,000 560,000
7.000
42,000

Total Valuation for State .
$7,.552,000
Average Valuation for State. $139,852
{Continued on page 2548)
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Colleen Moore Exploitation Prize
Awards of $100 and $50 to Exhibitors Sending in Best Suggestions on ''Naughty But Nice" Before August 1, 1927
Two

prizes of $100 and $50, respectively, have been offered by Colleen

roll, the tf)wn 's handsomest and most eligible young bachelor, who ignored her on her
arrival, becomes deeply smitten.
The school principal surprises Bernice
and her chum in the lobby of a downtown
hotel, where they are to meet Paul Carroll
for a theatre date. They explain they are

Moore, star of First National 's
"Naughty But Nice," for the best exploitation suggestions for publicizing this
picture sent in by any exhibitor. The
judges in the contest will be J. S. Dickerson,
of Motion Picture News, A1 Rockett, of
the First National studio forces, and C. F.
Chandler, director of publicity and advertising. The closing date is August 1, 1927,
and entries should be mailed to "Colleen
Moore Contest," in care of First National
Pictures, Inc., 383 Madison Ave., New York
City, or care of Motion Picture News, Inc.,
729 Seventh Ave., New York.
No elaborate rules govern the contest.
Submit your suggestions for exploiting

there to see the chum's parents upstairs.
She follows them and in desperation they
are forced to make their bluff good and
enter a room.
Ralph Ames, of the secret service, is in
his bath when they enter and they try to
escape without being seen; but just as they
are about to leave, the chum's parents.
Judge and Mrs. Atwold, enter. Berenice
introduces the stranger as her husband.
The girls leave with the judge and his wife
and the flabbergasted Ames is left without
an explanation.
Through a series of coincidences, Berenice and Ames are brought together that

"Naughty But Nice" in whatever form is
most convenient. It is not necessary to see
the picture. Every "fan" is familiar with
the type of photoplay in which Miss Moore
appears, and a short synopsis of "Naughty
But Nice" follows for further guidance:
Bernice Summers, plain, long-haired,
spectacled, freckled and dumb, gains freedom from her uncle's Texas ranch when oil
found on his property makes him disgustingly rich.
In mail-order house wardrobe, she invades
an Eastern
finishing
school.
There
she

night at the judge's house. Paul Carroll is
there, too, and is stunned when Berenice's
"husband" is introduced. Every effort is
OoUeeii

Moore,

First National

star

blossoms from an unnoticed wall-flower into
the school's most stunning girl.

Paul Car-

made to induce the "bride" and "groom"
to enter the bridal suite, before they are
finally herded in. Berenice sleeps on the
roof, rolls off, is chased by a policeman, finds
Carroll, marries him and they return to the
bridal suite.

Sponsors Name N. Y. Film Club
Organization Selects '^Motion Picture Club of New
Activities
Under Way Seeks 'Location
held
meeting,
organization
an
AT
The

Wednesday noon at the Hotel Astor,
a name
and officers for the first
moving picture industry club were chosen.

Ala. to Tax Carnivals
If Bill Becomes Law
G shows, whether vaudeTRAVELIN
ville, carnival or motion picture,
will be forced to pay a tax for
the privilege of operating in Alabama
if the general revenue bill which passed
th eHouse of Representatives last Friday, Jun 17, becomes a law.
The measure provides that "Vaudeville or motion picture shows operating
as transients shall pay $100.00 per week
where the seating capacity is less than
300; $150.00 a week when the seating
capacity reaches, but does not exceed
500; and $200.00 per week when the capacity is 500 seats, or more."
The bill is so worded as to spare the
established vaudeville and picture
shows any additional tax burden, and
obviously is intended to exact a tax
from the traveling shows that heretofore, without paying any such taxes as
are imposed upon the regularly operated legitimate amusement enterprises,
have constituted an unfair competition
for those established enterprises.

name

is to be The Motion

Picture

Club of New York, and the temporary officers elected were : Al Lichtman, president ;
Arthur Loew, first vice-president; William
A. Johnston, second vice-president; Bruce
Gallup, secretary, and Arthur Stebbins,
treasurer. Mr. Stebbins offered his offices
as temporary headquarters for the organization, and reported a total of $5,100 collected from prospective members.
It was voted to ask Nathan Burkan to
draw up a charter and to make an application therefor to the State of New York.
A By-Laws Committee was elected, consisting of M. H. Hoffman, chairman, Lou
Metzger and Joe Brandt. A scouting committee consisting of David Chatkin, Lee
Ochs and Paul Berger was appointed to
seek temporary quarters.
The report - of the Ways and Means
Committee and the Name of the Organization Committee were read, discussed and
accepted.
A committee was appointed to bring in
suggestions for an appropriate location for
an elaborate permanent club house and
every one of the eighty individuals present
was constituted a committee of one to
bring in four prospective members to the
next meeting of the organization, next
at the Hotel Astor.
Wednesday

York";

Widespread interest is being sho^vn in
the new club throughout the entire industry, and it is expected that next Wednesday's meeting will be attended by every
important executive now in the east.

Sister of Stern Bros.
Dies in Germany
of the
d
newsSigmun
of his sister,
of the Mrs.
the result
As death
Alexander, in Fulda, Germany.
Abe Stern, vice-president of the Stern
Film Corporation, sailed for Europe
early this week, aboard the S. S. Aquitania. Julius Stern, who sailed for
Europe several weeks ago, was at the
bed-side of the deceased. Her son, Max
Alexander, technical director at the
Stern studio, was called to Fulda two
months ago, when it was first learned
that his mother had no chance for life.
Mrs. Alexander was one of three sisters, the other two being Mrs. Car!
Laemmle, who died about eight years
ago, and Mrs. Maurice Fleckles, of Chicago.
Abe Stern was accompanied to Europe by Herman Stern, sales manager
for Stern Brothers Comedies. Both
men expect to be in Europe about six
weeks. Julius Stern will not return
until September.

.1/
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Lasky

Announces Paramount
Cut Salaries Ten Percent

ANIVOUNCEMENT

of drastic economy

measures

Will

throughout

bv Jesse L. Lasky that gives details of what Paramount Famous-Lasky Corporation proposed to do to effect this economy.
According to Mr. Lasky a retluction of 10 per cent in salary of all employees of the company of over $50.00 will be effective immediately although observers are unable to accept this statement literally when it is a
known fact that a considerable number of people have contracts obligating
the company to definite salary payments of specified amounts.
His own and that of other officials of the company were the first to be
cut, Mr. Lasky said, and added that the reduction had been accepted by the
entire New York end of the organization.
The first indication that a drastic retrenchment move was intended bv
the Paramount organization was made
returned to Hollywood.

known

last week, when

Mr. Lasky

Steffes Warns of Merger
Independents Must Be Kept Alive, Says No' west Leader,
Pointing Out Danger in Trade Marked Product
STEFFES, who as president
of the M.P.T.O.A. of the North• west, represents and takes care
of the booking problems of over nine hundred exhibitors believes that the independent theatre owner has reached a ei-ueial
time in his affairs.
In an official bulletin of the organization
which was sent to every exhibitor in the
Northwest, Mr. Steffes reviews briefly the
situation of the man who is not connected
with a poM'erful chain organization in the
following language :
WA.

' ' With the amalgamation of larger film
companies now taking place, it certainly behooves the independent theatre owners to
do everything they possibly can to keep the
independent producer and distributor in
business. This business is narrowing down
to a few. One or two more announcements
of amalgamations, and if the independent
theatre owner is not careful, he is going to
be without any product for his theatre.
"There is an amalgamation movement on
foot now involving some of the larger producing companies, and when this takes
place, which eventually will, you are going
to be at the mercy of one or two large companies. Take your records for the past
few years and check back and find out for
yourself if your money-making pictures
were not those released by the so-called independent companies.
"The officers of your organization found
it necessary to secure all of the worth while
or A-1 independent companies' product and
distribute it throughout the territory.
Never in the history of the film business in
this territory has one company had the
wonderful line-up or product that your organization has to sell this year.
"We bought Columbia's Perfect Thirty.
You all know what Columbia has done in
the past in the way of making pictures.
Columbia this year are starting out with a
picture that if it was handled by some of
the other companies would be road show.
You wouldn't get it for two vears, viz.,
'The Blood Ship.'

Theatres
Class
D
Class E

"If it is trade marks we haven't got
them. Those of you who think you need a
trade mark to operate your theatre should
see what is happening in the larger cities
in the East at the present time. Theatre
owners who have built up these trade marks
find that the trade mark companies are now
their direct competitors and are using their
trade mark pictures themselves. Why not
take independent pictures and advertise independent productions on their merits, satisfy your clientele, and build up a steady
patronage for your theatre that cannot be
taken away when the trade mark is removed."

Motion
Picture News
Gives Theatre Valuation

63
42
173

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average
Valuation for State.
67
VIRGINIA
15
$225,000
Class A
22
100.000
Class B
33
60,000
Class C
50
25,000
Class D
Class E
79
6,000
199
Average
Total Valuation for State. . .
Valuation for State.
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

WASHINGTON
19
.$250,000
22
1.50,000
48
70,000
89
35,000
71
7,000
249

A
B
C
D
E

Total
for State . . .
AverageValuation
\'aluation for State.

Total Valuation for State . . $5,936,000
Average Valuation for State. $43,970

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
D
E

SOUTH DAKOTA
2
$200,000
5
100,000
15
50,000
31
25,000
129
7,000

182
Total Valuation for State
.
Average Valuation for State.

$17,736

TENNESSEE
Class A
Class B
Class C

11
13
44

.$250,000
125,000
60,000

$2,750,000
1,625,000
1,860,000

WEST
12
18
36
75
135
275

A
B
C
D
E

VIRGINIA
$200,000
125,000
60,000
25,000
4,000

Total Valuation for State . . .
Average
\'aluation for State.

$400,000
500,000
650,000
775,000
903,000
.$3,228,000

UTAH$300,000
200,000
70,000
25,000
7,000

5
5
20
32
40

A
B
C
ED

102
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average \'aluation for State.
VERMONT
2
$200,000
Class A
8
100,000
Class B
7
70,000
Class C
20
35,000
Class
D
Class E
30
6,000

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

TEXAS
.$350,000
200,000
70,000
35,000
7,000

620
Total Valuation for State . . .
Average Valuation for State.

Average
Total
Theatres
Valuation Valuation
SOUTH CAROLINA
.5
$250,000 .$1,250,000
8
150,000 1,200,000
32
60,000 1,920,000
.54
25,000 1,350,000
36
6,000
216,000
135

A
B
C
D
E

Valuation
25,00u
6,000

30
58
217
132
183

A
B
C
D
E

{Continued from page 2546)

Class
Class
Class
Olass
Class

P i c t ur e

Average

Total Valuation for State. . .
Average Valuation for State.

the pro-

ducing end of the industry as outlined in last week's issue of Motion
Picture News was amplified this week by a Los Angeles statement

0 t io n

20
32
129
93
144

A
B
C
D
E

WISCONSIN
$400,000
250,000
90,000
25,000
7,000

418
Average
Total Valuation for State . . .
Valuation for .State.
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

A
B
C
ED

.

1
5
9
11
28

WYOMING
.$200,000
150,000
70,000
35,000
6,000

Average
Total Va hiation for State . . .
\'aluat[on
for State.
54

News

Total
Valuation
1,975,000
252,000

$8,462,000
$48,95
$10,500,000
11,600,000
15,190,000
4,620,000
1,281,000
$43,191,000
$69,663
$1,500,000
1,000,000
1,400,000
800,000
280,000

$4,980,000
$48,825
$400,000
800,000
490,000
700,000
180,000
.$2,570,000
$38,358
$3,375,000
2,200,000
750,000
1,980,000
47,400

$8,352,400
$41,971
.$3,7.50,000
3,300,000
3,360,000
3,115,000
497,000

$14,022,000
$.56,313

$2,400,000
2,250,000
2,160,000
540,000
1,875,000

$9,125,000
$33,182
$8,000,000
8,000,000
11,610,000
2,325,000
1,108,000
$31,043,000
$74,266
7.50,000
$200,000
()30,000
385,000
168,000
.$2,133,000
$39,500
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Arthur Friend Resuming Theatre Control
FRIEND will resume
HUR
ARTcontr
ol of the theatres in New
England which he leased to
e
s, Inc., some
it becam
ago, des
time inclu
Loew'
houses
known this week. This
in New London and Derby Conn.,
Springfield and Worcester, Mass., Providence, R. I., and Portland, Me.

Atlantic City Movie
$167,000 Loss

Fete

"The Million Dollar Movie Pagaent,"
promoted and directed by Harrj' Brown,
Los Angeles contractor in studio equipment,
and Avhich was to have been the most brilliant ever held in Atlantic City, was a total
failure, a deficit of $167,000 being chalked
up against the affair. BroTsm contracted
heavy expenses in transporting over a score
of motion picture folk across the continent,
setting up elaborate electrical equipment,
and building 26 costly floats. But it is understood that Brown has arranged to pay
or has paid all remaining debts and is a
heavy loser.
BroAvn and a staff of workmen worked in
Atlantic City for several weeks preparing
for the enterprise. Brown was to have
given three pageants. The first was held on
Thursday night and Brown is said to have
given all the money from the sale of seats
to the Shriners. All of Friday night's proceeds above the expenses were to have gone
to Atlantic City charities, but the motion
picture ball which he staged on the Steel
Pier Thursday night netted only $700. The
parade on the following night was a failure,
the public showing very little interest and
the receipts proving negligible. Following
a protest from a former mayor of the summer resort that the pagaont was commercializing the boardwalk, Brown held a conference with Mayor Anthony Ruffu and several hotel men, agreeing to call off the Saturday parade.

Franklin
Outlines
New
Combine Policies
Bearing with him the announcement that
a new corporation is being formed to take
over the management of the Publix and
Loew Theatres recently merged into West
Coast Theatres, Inc., Harold F. Franklin,
arrived from Los Angeles and outlined the
new policies of the gigantic theatre combine.
He talked at a luncheon conference of more
than 50 executives of the Northern California division of the West Coast Theatres
held in the Palace Hotel. Altogether the
corporation controls more than 300 theatres in the West, representing a $250,000,000 merger. The new corporation, he explained, will in effect be a subsidiary of the
West Coast Theatres. Publix and Loew
interests will have equal shares wdth West
Coast in the corporation, though the latter
\yill have supreme control, President Franklin asserted.
Outlining the policies of the new combine,
he told the executives that all these will be
founded on the main principle of "the best
possible service to the public." One point
on which President Franklin laid emphasis
was that of "truthful advertising."

Wembley to Become Studio

Ralph Pugh Announces Purchase by British Incorporated Pictures for More Than $700,000
director
managin
J. PUGH,
RALP
atedg Pictures.
ofH British
Incorpor
Ltd., of England, has announced
that 35 acres of property in the late British
Empire Exhibition at Wembley have been
purchased for approximately $716,000 for
the establishment of the world 's largest film
studio, according to Kine Weekly. This,
deal has been rumored for some time.
This property includes the Palace of Engineering, the largest covered concrete
building in the world, with half a million
feet of floor space, making possible the production of 150 features a year within the
four walls of the single plant. It is 110
feet above sea level, an important atmos-

pheric factor. lines already run through the
Five railway
building, below the floor level, for the transportation ofheavy articles ; a restaurant for
serving 300 persons at one time is fully
equipped; electric, gas and water mains,
fire hydrants and a drainage system are
fully installed.
The company's own producing unit,
British Authors' Production, will begin
work here next January, and it was primarily for this that the property was acquired, but the space and facilities available are so enormous that a separate rental company has been formed to attract
other producers as well.

Ohio Film Business Poor
Falling Off in Theatre Grosses Reported For Cleveland
and Northern Part of State; Houses Closing
A
that
poor
with
have

picture
of the
ncimotion
rn theaSURVEtresYof Clevela
Ohio
and northe
has brought to light the information
the picture business in this section is
for this time of the year. Coupled
the fact that the weather conditions
been ideal for sustained seasonal business, the report clearly indicates that busi-

Jersey M.P.T.O. Meets
At Asbury Park
0. is holdP. T. ntion
this
ing its annua
Y'S lM. conve
NEW JERSE
week at Asbury Park.
The sessions began Tuesday at the
Berkeley-Cartaret hotel but up until
the time of going to press no official
business other than that transacted in
executive session had been accomplished.
Both Tuesday and Wednesday were
devoted almost entirely to pleasure. A
ball and carnival was the feature attraction for Wednesday evening with
the banquet held on Thursday night.
Among the prominent national figures in M. P. T. 0. A. circles who were
in attendance were President R. F.
Woodhull, Business Manager M. J.
O'Toole and A. Julian Brylawski, chairman of the Board of Directors of the
national organization.
The result of executive meetings
open
exhibitors
was that
not New
disclo.sed only
but to
it is
understood
Jersey will follow the lead of the
parent organization in inviting producer owned theatres to affiliate with
the M. P. T. O. of New Jersey.
An informal subject of debate was
the protection of clauses that the
Stanley-Fabian circuit is requiring
from distributors which has handicapped independent theatres in the
matter of bookings. Just what action
will be taken if any and what such action would mean in this connection,
was not disclosed at this writing.
A number of accessory dealers and
manufacturers had displays in the hotel
adjoining the meeting room where the
convention was held.

ness is way off. In Cleveland it is underment. stood that there is a great deal of unemployIn other sections a spirit of business unrest exists. Perhaps this condition accounts
for the unusually large number of theatres
which are closed. The latest list totals 70
houses in northern Ohio which have ceased
operations either temporarily or permanently. Cleveland has fifteen dark houses.
In other key points the following list was
obtained : three in Toledo ; one in Youngstown; one in Lima and two in Steubenville.
Everything
Sandusky. is open in Akron, Canton and
Counterbalancing this pessimistic outlook there is, on the other hand, the largest
theatre building program in the territory
than ever before in its history. Variety
Amusements, Inc., has a $3,500,000 program.
Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., is building a
new 2,000-seat West Side house. Keith is
reported to have plans for a West Side
house. M. B. Horwitz of the Washington
Circuit is taking bids on a 2,000-seat East
side house. Henry Lustig and associates
are building a large house on Lake Shore
Blvd. All of which indicates that local exhibitors feel that the depression is temporary, and that relief will soon be in sight.

Robert
Lieber's
Indiana
Opened With Rork Picture
Robert Leiber, chairman of the board of
directors of First National Pictures, opened
his new Indiana theatre in Indianapolis last
Saturday, June 18. The film attraction was
Sam E. Rork's latest production, "The
Prince of Headwaiters," in which Lewis
Stone is featured.
Among New York picture personages who
attended the opening of the Indiana were
Richard A. Rowland, general and production manager of First National; Samuel
Spring, secretary-treasurer; Ned E. Dipinet,
general sales manager; Sam Katz of Balaban & Katz ; Sidney R. Kent of Paramount ;
and Robert Kane, First National producer.

Motion
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Newly Incorporated Firms
File Papers at Albany

Compelled to use two studios because of
the imusually large number of sets in ' ' Sorrell and Son," the United Artists picturization of the English novel, Herbert Brenon
recently transferred the entire company
from the United Artists lot to the Buster
Keaton studio, which has been turned over
to the dramatic company while Keaton is
preparing for his next comedy.

First National
Has 8
Pictures in Production
seven productions in the
WITH
cutting room, in various stages
of editing and titling, First
National Pictures, Inc., has eight in
production, with preparatory work in
progress on a dozen more. Just emerging from the cutting room are "Lonesome Ladies," featuring Lewis Stone
and Anna Q. Nilsson; and Johnny
'
Hines "White Pants Willie." "The
Stolen Bride," starring Billie Dove,
"Smile, Brother, Smile," with Dorothy
Mackaill and Jack Mulhall, will require
two weeks or so longer in the editing
and cutting process. Richard Barthelmess' "The Patent Leather Kid," went
into the cutting room at a later date
and will not emerge for some weeks
yet. "For the Love of Mike," formerly
called "Hell's Kitchen, went into the
cutting room last week.
Now in various stages of production
are:
The new Harry Langdon picture
tentatively called "Gratitude," with
Gladys McConnell; "Breakfast at Sunrise," the Constance Talmadge picture;
"Red Raiders," starring Ken Maynard,
with Ann Drew as the leading woman;
"Hard-Boiled Haggerty," starring Milton Sills, with Molly O'Day opposite
the star; "The Rose of Monterey"
(working title), Mary Astor and Gilbert Roland; 'American Beauty," starring Billie
Dove; "The
Drop Kick,"
starring
Richard
Barthelmess,
and
"The Life of Riley" (working title),
starring Charlie Murray and George
Sidney.

News

Fox
Gives
Chamber lin's
Town "De Luxe" Service
The little Iowa town of Denison, boasting

Newly incorporated motion picture companies and companies operating motion
picture theatres, tiling papers with the department in Albany, N. Y., during the past
week, included the following: Zakaro Film
Corporation, $1,000, Anna Sisman,, New
York City; Sylvia Halpert, Ethel Beaver,
Brooklyn; Famous Italian Pictures Corporation, $50,000, Samuel Freedman, Isidore, Brody, Julius Levine, New York City;
Sansaw Productions, Inc., $100,000, Joseph
Santley, Great Neck; A. M. Wattenberg,
L. E. Bresser, New York City.
aarvey Theatres, Inc., Utica, $50,000,
Leonard H. Garvey, Fred D. Curtis,
Oriskany Falls; Harry M. Garvey, Utica;
Whitney Productions, Inc., $50,000, John
W. Green, Baldwin, L. I.; Clarence J.
Elmer, Verner M. Whitney, New York
City; C-K Amusement Co., Inc., $5,000,
William A. Marks, Ignace M. Ingianni,
Abraham K. Zaldin, Brooklyn; Christian
Andersen Fairy Tale Films, Inc., $5,000,
Gunnar Sommerfelt, Finn Hannevig, Sylvia
Hackman, New York Citp; Bellrose Amusement Corporation, $50,000, Gertrude Hoffman, Philip Maron, Robert Eliasberg, New
York Citv.

Brenon Uses Two Studios
to Film "Sorrell and Son"

Picture

Sid Katz, new Eastern Division manager for Tiffany
Production

Warner Bros. Working on
Seven New Productions

a population of 3,473, produced "a hero of
the hour" in Clarence Chamberlin, who
with Levine spanned the Atlantic in the
airplane Columbia. Pictures of Chamberlin's arrival in Kottbus, Germany, were exhibited inDenison a little more than a week
after the successful termination of the
aerial feat. It was decided by Truman H.
Talley, director-in-chief of Fox News, that
it Avas altogether proper to give Denison the
best "Broadway service" possible. A telegram received by Mr. Talley from the town
says that a holiday prevailed in Denison
upon the arrival of the news reel shots, the
entire populace trooping to the Opera House
where they viewed the pictures over and
over again, standing in a drenching rain to
do so.
The pictures, following their showing,
were presented to E. C. Chamberlin, father
of the flyer. All records for the delivery of
the film between Germany and the United
States were lowered in the Fox service to
the Iowa town. Delivery records between
New York and Omaha were also shattered.
Upon the arrival of the pictures on the
S. S. Olympic they were rushed to Hadley
Field, N. J., where they were placed aboard
a special air mail plane and carried to
Omaha. A Fox agent in Omaha sped them
by fast motor to Denison, a distance of 80
miles.
24 hoursThey
afterwere
theirshowing
arrival inin town
New ^A-ithin
York.

Activity at the Warner Studio continues
at a fast pace with five Warner features
and two extended run productions now in

Fox is also giving the same "de luxe" service to other pictures of Chamberlin.

production.
Four new players have been added to the
cast of George Jessel's starring picture
temporarily titled, "The Broadway Kid."
They are Lincoln Stedman, William Demarest, Douglas Gerrard and Walter Rodgers. Rin-Tin-Tin's new picture, "Jaws of
Steel," is now in the second week of production. Jason Robards and Helen Ferguson have the leading human roles. Director Howard Bretherton utilized the Los
Angeles baseball park this week for exteriors on Monte Blue's starring vehicle,
"The Bush Leaguer."
Another company from the Warner
Studio is busy on exteriors taking location
scenes in the desert for Irene Rich's forthcoming picture now being made under the
temporary title of "The Outpost." Archie
Mayo is busy with the first scenes of
"Slightly Used" starring May McAvoy
with Conrad Nagel. He has added Eugenie
Besserer to the cast. Director Alan Crosland
making "The Jazz Singer," has temporarily suspended work in the West and is
now in New York for special scenes. Work
is progressing on "Ham and Eggs at the
Front" with Roy Del Ruth wielding the
megaphone. Louise Fazenda, Mjrrna Loy,
Heinie Conklin and Tom Wilson are in this
story.

Halt Corinne Griffith Film
to Enlarge Theme

Morris Safier Back From
West Coast
Morris Safier, head of Warner Bros, extended run department, is back at his desk
in the home office after a two weeks' visit
to the company's studio in Hollywood
where he confeiTed with Jack L. Warner
on plans for extended run productions on
the new season's line-up.

Work on "The Garden of Eden," Corinne GrifiSth's first United Artists picture,
has been temporarily halted so the theme
can be enlarged and elaborated. Production will be resumed within a week or ten
days.
It has been decided to increase the scope
of the story and enlarge the budget for the
picture.

Gomersall Starts Sales
Trip for Fox
Shorts
manager of
the
ET. appointed
"PECK" sales
GOMERSALL,
newly
• short subject department of
Fox Films, departed Monday on a six
weeks' sales trip through the various
Fox branches throughout the country.
Gomersall made Boston his first
stop, conferring with Harry Campbell,
the popular Fox district manager for
New England. He remained there two
days. Albany was the next town on the
list. Gomersall will be in the New York
capital Wednesday and Thursday.
Friday and Saturday he will look over
the situation in Buffalo and the itinerary of the rest of the trip is as follows:
Pittsburgh, June 26-27; Cleveland, 2829; Detroit, June 30-July 1; Cincinnati,
July 2-3-1; Indianapolis, 5; St. Louis,
6-7; Chicago, 8-9; Milwaukee, 10; Minneapolis, 11-12; Des Moines, 13: Omaha,
14; Kansas City, 15; Dallas. 16-17;
Oklahoma Citv, 18; New Orleans, 1920; Memphis, 21; Atlanta, 22-23; Charlotte, 21; Washington. 25-26; Philadelphia, 27; returning to New York July
28.
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Herman
Starr Keturns
Returns T? j
erman
l^tarr
j^l
-p^ m^
-^^ ^
•
From
Europea
n
Trip
Jb^Cll
lCat
1
OUSllV
LYOOMCIXI^^^
Herman
erman Starr, chief office executive of
of
•^
Warner Bros., returned this week an the
Every Unit Except ''Big Boys' Hard at Work; Lane,
S. S. Olympic from eight weeks in Europe
Arthur and Hamilton Making New Comedies
where he accomplished extensive business
relating to the foreign distribution of Warner Bros, pictures.
Mr. Starr's first task was the complete
reorganization of Warner's Paris branch,
the Cie. Vitagraph de France. Proceeding
then to Berlin Mr. Starr began negotiations
for the sale of various territories throughout Central Europe.
Before sailing for home he spent some
time in Great Britain, British Isles, traveling through England, Scotland and Wales
and personally meeting the prominent British exhibitors. He then presided over a
specially called convention in London attended by all Warner salesmen for the
United Kingdom.
Mr. Starr reports that not only Warner's
business but conditions in general throughout England are infinitely better than they
were on his last trip abroad. The same is
true, he adds, of the industry in Germany
and France.

Labor
Difficulties
Again
Beset Atlanta Metropolitan
Following the giving of notice two weeks
ago that, unless there was an adjustment
of differences between the striking musicians and the theatre management, the four
operators and the electrician at the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, did not report for
work Friday morning of this week. Manager John Crovo, of the Metropolitan, stated
that the vacancies had been filled and that
there was no delay in manning the booth.
The differences between the musicians
and the theatre arose several weeks ago
over the intei-pretation of the clause in
contract relative to change in policy. The
Metropolitan had sought to reduce the number of musicians in the orchestra and this
precipitated the controversy.
When the musicians left the house, after
conferences failed to reach an adjustment
of the matter, the operators and electrician
served formal notice that, unless a settlement was eft'ected, they would go out when
their day's work was ended Thursday night.

Pathe
Schedules
Eight
Releases for July 3
A feature and seven short subjects will
be issued by Pathe on July 4. The feature
is a five-reeler, "The Little Firebrand,"
story by Frederick Chapin, and directed by
Charles Hutchinson. Edith Thornton and
Lou Tellegan are the featured players.
George Fawcett, Eddie Phillips, Lincoln
Stedman and Joan Standing are also in
the cast.
Max Davidson is the star of "Don't Tell
Everything," a Hal Roach two-reel comedy,
which was directed by Leo McCarey; "The
Big Reward,',' the current release of the
^Esop Film Fables series; "When Thieves
Fall Out," the third chapter of "The Crimson Flash," and Pathe Review, Number 27,
showing "Dry Land Skippers," "Fix
Bayonets," "Fashioning Faces" and
"Trapping Wild Game in Africa." Topics
of the Day, Number 27, and the two issues
of the Pathe News, Numbers 56 and 57,
complete the Pathe releases for July 3.

WITHof July
the approach
day
every unitofatthethefirst
Educational studio with the exception
of the "Big Boy "-Juvenile company is
busily engaged in the making of new comedies for the 1927 season. After a short
rest, Lupino Lane is again ready to start
working on a new two-reel comedy; Johnny
Arthur is in the midst of his first Tuxedo
comedy; Lloyd Hamilton has finished his
training camp comedy; Dorothy Devore
has begun work on her initial star production; George Davis is starring in a Mermaid comedy and the first Cameo onereelers are now in the course of production.
As soon as "Big Boy" has recovered from
the illness that has indisposed him, he will
start the "Big Boy "-Juvenile series probably under the direction of Charles Lamont.
Lane, who has just finished the role of a
fire fighting recruit, portrays a frontiersman
in his new picture, the background of
which is supposed to represent Kentucky.

Estelle Bradley is his leading lady. The
company, under the direction of Mark
Sandrich, is now at Newhall, Cal., working
on the mountain scenery.
Johnny Arthur is being directed by
Charles Lamont in his initial Tuxedo
comedy. Anita Garvin is the principal
feminine player in his support. Lloyd
Hamilton's first comedy is practically finished after four weeks of work. The
appears as a raw rookie in a
comedian
training camp.
George Davis, the featured player in several Mermaids with Clem Beauchamp and
Phil Dunham, is the sole starring player
in a comedy Avhich Stephen Roberts is directing. Davis has just returned to the
Educational studio after two months spent
in feature length productions. During his
absence he appeared in "The Small Bachtures. elor" for Universal and two Goldwyn pic-

Pathe News Seeks Flyers
Camerama

n, Sent With Airplane
Expedition, Brings
Encouraging Hopes for Nungesser and Coli

News
, Pathe
HOGAN
man sent out
by Pathe
Newscamera
withTOM
the airplane searching expedition
for Nungesser and Coli, lost French flyers,
has brought back to New York encouraging hopes for the welfare of the ill-fated
French aces, who are believed to have been
lost on their Trans- Atlantic flight starting
May eighth. Editor Ray Hall of Pathe
News has received reports from correspondents in Canada that mysterious flares
have been seen nightly in the 600 mile
square forest area of the Price Brothers
property, located at the Saguenay River in
Quebec.
If the flares continue, there is every
likelihood that if either Nungesser or
Coli are still alive, that a rescue may be
effected.
Cameraman Hogan left New York June

21st to continue flying over the territory
and hopefully watch for the signals which
it is hoped will lead to the rescue of the
trans-Atlantic heroes.
Hogan believes that the Nungesser-Coli
plane, which was flying in a snowstorm,
had been forced to a low altitude and in
the gale they crashed against a mountain,
resulting, perhaps, in the slight injury of
at least one of the aviators. The cameraman believes that perhaps the gasoline tank
was not punctured and that Nungesser and
Coli have made flares with this fuel with
the help of pieces of the fuselage and
other light material.
The films, taken by Cameraman Hogan
were shown throughout the country during the past week, and they present views
of the great Canadian area of vast forests
and lakes.

M-G
Buys 'Student Prince'
Acquisition of Operetta Founded on "Old Heidelberg**
Will

Enable

Exhibitors

nt
Stude
"The
screen
nally
e," ingtherights
THEPrinc
intertonatio
successful operetta founded on the play
"Old Heidelberg," have been purchased by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Ernst Lubitsch has
been making the play into a motion picture for many months now with Ramon
Novarro and Norma Shearer co-starred.
Immediately following the conclusion of
the long negotiations for the screen rights,
the title of the Lubitsch production was
changed from "Old Heidelberg" to "The
Student Prince," with a subtitle, "In Old
Heidelberg. " The beautiful effects achieved
in the operetta will be transferred to the

to Use Romberg Score

cinema version, it is said, and Sigmund
Romberg's musical score is made available
for theatres showing the film. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer ofiicials feel that exhibitors
should be allowed to accompany the "Student Prince" with the operetta music without extra expense to themselves.
One factor that influenced the negotiations was the compelling qualities which
the music is certain, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
believes, to add to the possibilities of the
picture. The company points to the favor
with which the musical score of "The
Merry Widow" was received by exhibitors
and public alike.

Motion
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Picture

News

of

Two
Films
in Work
at
First National Studio

Changes in ownership and management
of several motion picture houses in the
Pacific Northwest were announced in
Seattle, Washington, recently. Included
are the following:
The Strand Theatre at Miles City, Montana, held on lease by H. W. Knutson, has
been released to Charles Hanson; Rose
Theatre at Cheney, Washington, formerly
operated by Miss Lulu Neilson, purchased
recently by H. H. Hanson, formerly an exhibitor at Harrington, Washington; Blue
Mouse Theatre, at Davenport, Washington,
taken over recently by A. B. Fowler;
Beaver Theatre at Beaverton, Oregon,
turned back to N. Gr. Freeman last week
by J. H. Stiles, who has been operating it
for the last ten months ; Woodlawn Theatre, suburban house in Portland, taken
over by C. E. Yeager, owner of the Sunnyside, and renamed the Sunset. Mr. Yeager
also took over Warnock's Ideal Theatre in
Portland, which he has renamed the
Senate.

Two new pictures were recently launched
at the First National studio at Burbank
and are now well in production. Thev are
"The Drop Kick" and "The Life of
Riley." Following the completion of "The
Patent Leather Kid," Richard Barthelmess
began work on "The Drop Kick," under
the production management of Ray Rockett
on June 13th at the company's Burbank
studios. Millard Webb is directing.
Virginia Lee Corbin has been assigned to
a leading role, and Alberta Vaughn has been
especially signed for an important part.
The leading players have been engaged
for the next Charlie Murray-George Sidney
production which went into work on June
10th under the tentative title of "The Life
of Riley." Supporting players include
Myrtle Stedman, Sam Hardy, June Marlowe and Stephen Carr with others are still
to be selected. E. M. Asher is the producer
while William Beaudine has been signed to
direct the picture.

Changes in Ownership
Northwest Houses

$3 Top for Society Preview
of Jannings Film
The world premiere of "The Way of All
Flesh," Emil Jannings' first Americanmade picture, opening this week at the
Rialto Theatre in New York, will have a
price of $3 top. The showing will be in the
nature of a society previews, sponsored by
the Union Settlement vacation camp committee, composed of a number of socially
registered New Yorkers. The preview will
be held at the Rialto at 9:30 o'clock this
Friday night. The picture will open for a
run on the day following the preview.
Arrangements for the special showing
Tvere made by Miss Jessie Bancroft Payne,
representing the Settlement Committee,
which is receiving cooperation from the
New York Evening Telegram and the Paramount staff. The proceeds from the showing will go to the vacation camp fund to
defray the expenses of vacation camps for
poor children.

New Ingram Film to Have
Premiere at Embassy
While the exact date has not been set, it
was learned last week that Rex Ingram's
picturization of Robert Hichens' novel,
"The Garden of Allah," soon will have its
premiere at the Embassy Theatre, New
York City, where "Annie Laurie" is now
running. Announcement of the closing date
for "Annie Laurie" and the oi>ening of
"The Garden of Allah" will be made later.
The print of Ingram's latest film for MetroGoldw^n arrived in New York the other
day from Ingi-am's studio headquarters in
Nice, Fi'ance.

Charles
R. Condon
Gets
Long Warner Contract
Charles R. Condon, scenarist, this week
signed his name to a long term contract
with Warner Bros. Mr. Condon wrote the
scripts for "What Happened to Father"
featuring Warner Oland, and "Jaws of
Steel" which he has just completed as RinTin-Tin's next starring story.

Lee Laslo, Hungarian
Actor,
raontFilm
Pictures

Signed by Pier-

Piermont Signs Hungarian
Film Star
Piermont Pictures Corporation, independent producers of features and comedies
for state right release, has just signed Lee
Laslo, Hungarian screen star, for the leading role in "Wings of Fate," which will go
into work shortly with an all-star cast under the direction of Joseph Ornato, who
recently directed "A Broadway Adventure," starring Maurice Costello. Laslo appeared in Hungary with Vilma Banky and
made several pictures for the Hungarian
First National Pictures Company. He also
made several pictures for Ufa in Germany.

Le Baron Signs Directors
for F B O Studio
William Le Baron, who recently took the
position of vice-president in charge of production at the F B 0 studios in HoUyTvood,
believes in young blood. Just this week he
has signed three new directors — Phil Carle,
Louis King, and Wally Fox.
For eight years Carle has been assisting
Robert Vignola. Louis King, is the brother
of Henry King. Fox has been Edwin
Carew's assistant for eight years. Since
coming to the F B 0 studios he has assisted
Ralph Ince.
It was Le Baron who first gave Frank
Tuttle, Gregory LaCava, Paul Sloane, Luther Reed and Richard Rosson, their start
in the directing game.
"The ranks of motion picture directors
are sadly in need of new timber," explained
Mr. Le Baron in discussing the new policy
of F B 0 in giving young men their chance
at directing pictures.

"The
New
"The

Thirteenth
Juror"
Title for "U" Film
Thirteenth Juror" has been chosen

as the title of a Universal crook drama,
which Edward Laemmle is now producing
at Universal City from Henry Irving
Dodge's story "The Counsel for the Defense." This picture has had the working
title of "Honor and the Woman."
Francis X. Bushman. Ana Q. Nilsson,
George Siegmann and Walter Pidgeon have
the leading roles.

Mary

Pickford
Sued
$100,000 Damages

for

In a $100,000 damage suit filed in the
Federal Court in Los Angeles last Saturday,
June 18, Mary Pickford is named defendant
in the accounting of all profits derived from
"Sparrows" asked by the plaintiffs, Phillip
Edgerton Hubbard, scenarist, and James
M. Sheridan, lawyer. The plaintiffs assert
that an infringement exists on a story by
Hubbard entitled "The Cry of the Children." Hubbard claims that he ■wrote the
scenario in 1919 in collaboration with the
late Harry Hyde Flanagan, whose estate is
represented by the plaintiff attorney. According to Hubbard the work, upon being
submitted to Miss Pickford, was rejected,
but thethesuit
charges story.
that "Sparrows" is
really
Hubbard
The suit also mentions the Mary Pickford
Company, Winifred Dunn, seven persons
named
"Roes."as "Does" and five more named as

Filming
on
New
Wren
Story to Start July 27
Filming of "Beau Sabreur," the P. C.
Wren
sequel to "Beau
Geste," will get
under
way June 27 at the Paramount
studio.
The company will leave for location on July 4, and will remain at Guadeloupe, California, for several weeks until
the desert scenes are completed.
An advance organization of mechanics and builders leave Hollywood next week for location
to construct a camp for several hundred
players, technical men and assistants.
An
artificial lake will be formed for the creation of an oasis for which water will be
piped several thousand feet.

Phil Carle Assigned Direction F B O Film
Phil Carle, assist;int director for eight
years to Robert Vignola, has just been
signed to direct "In a Moment of Temptation," from a storj' by Laura Jean Libbey
adapted for the screen by Doris Anderson,
at F B 0, according to an announcement
by William Le Baron, vice-president in
charge of production.
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Rothacker-F. N. Deal Concluded

Weil-Known Film Man Becomes Vice-President of Company
and Managing Director of West Coast Studio Activities

RICHARD A. ROWLAND, General
and Production Manager of First
National Pictures, Inc.. today announced the election of Watterson R. Rothacker as Vice-President of First National
Productions Corporation and Managing Director in complete charge of all activities at
the West Coast studios.
Mr. Rothacker will leave for California
shortly and will assume his duties on the
West Coast early in July. He is one of
the pioneers in the film industry and long
associated with the production of pictures,
one of his projects being the First National
success, "The Lost World."
Mr. Rowland and the other First National officials express high gratification at
obtaining the services of Mr. Rothacker,
whose ability and experience is firmly
established throughout the industry both
in this country and in Europe.
Al Rockett, who succeeded John McCormick, continues as West Coast production manager.
Born in Chicago, May 6th, 1885, Mr.
Rothacker came from a long line of ancestors noted for their accomplishments.
His father was 0. H. Rothacker, editor of
various western newspapers; his grandfather, Honorable Sterling Parker Rounds,
owner of a string of newspapers and prominent in the councils of Presidents Garfield
and Arthur. His godfather was Col. Henry
Watterson.
True to the adventurous
spirit of the

Realizing the future possibilities of motion pictures, he founded the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company in 1910 in
association with Carl Laemmle and R. H.
Cochrane, and became the pioneer specialist in the production of industrial pictures.
He was also founder and president of the
Rothaeker-Aller Laboratories, Hollywood,
both of which concerns were recently sold
to Consolidated Film Industries.
Throughout his association with the motion picture business, Mr. Rothacker has
been noted for his readiness to accept and
promoted new ideas. It was through his
initiative that "The Lost World," one of
the most unusual and successful pictures
ever made, was produced for First National. It was Mr. Rotliacker who had the
of sending
"jMiles
Smiles,"
ahappy
recordidea
of mothers,
sisters
and of
sweethearts
liack home, to the doughboys in Europe.
He also conceived and carried through the
plan of projecting motion pictures for an
audience in an airplane. For more than
fifteen years his record has been one of
consistent achievement.
Watterson R. Rothacker, Vfest Coast studio managing director for First National

Rothacker family, young Watterson abandoned the courses at the Lewis Institute of
Technology, where he was preparing for
West Point, to take part in the Thunder
Mountain gold rush. After this experience,
he engaged in newspaper work in various
parts of the country.

Mr. Rothacker was at one time member
of the board of directors at the United
Studios in Hollywood and was vice-president of the first Motion Picture Board of
Trade. He is a member of the Lambs Club
of New York; American Club of London,
Eng. ; Chicago Athletic Association; Chicago Riding Club ; Sons of American Revolution and The Forty Club.

New Eng. May Stop Double Bills
Large Circuit Will Cease Practice, is Report; Smaller Chains
Expected to Follow Same Policy
ELIMINATION of double feature bills
in one of the largest circuits operating in New England is being planned,
it became known this week, when representatives of this circuit conferred with representatives of some of the larger distributors with a view to forming plans whereby
this phase of motion picture exhibiting
might be carried beyond the confines of the
circuit.
Until such time as the announcement is
forthcoming from the circuit, representatives of that company have asked that the
name of the company be withhheld. To
most of tlie exhibitors in the larger New
England cities, however, the move is already
known and a number of them have been
approached, it is said, ^vith a view to cooperating inthe move.
Already in some of its theatres, this circuit has eliminated double features but in
a few it has recently eliminated vaudeville
and has added the double features. Officials
say that this was done because of difficulty
in securing a sufficient variety of short subjects or enough news reels to fill in the gap
caused by the elimination of vaudeville.
Developments in the exchanges during re-

cent days, however, have changed this complexion. There is now available an abundance of short subjects and an abundance of
news reels including those of the exchanges
which have recently added newsreel departments. It is believed probable that within
a very few months showing of newsreels
will be greatly augmented in all of the
larger theatres in New England.
In no other section of the counti-y has
the double feature plan gained such headway as in New England. Gradually, however, the first run houses have been drop])ing the two features for a single feature.
Other theatres than first run houses, however, and in many first run theatres too,
double features are still shown. For years
the distributors have sought to have the exhibitors discontinue the double feature
try.
practice for the general good of the indusThe difficulty has been in securing coof the varioperation among thetoexhibitors
ous communities
discontinue double
features. Managers have been willing to
run only a single feature provided all of
the other theatres would agree to do likewise but there has never been anyone will-

ing to carry out the proposition to the extent of bringing it about. Circuits which
have found the double feature practice
profitable have been unwilling to discontinue it.
It is believed by many distributors and
exhibitors who are aware of what is taking
place in the circuit referred to, that as soon
as this circuit discontinues the double feature programs many smaller circuits and independent exhibitors will readily follow
their example.
Sales policies adopted by some of the
exchanges recently are expected to assist
in cutting out two feature films and in
providing greater variety in program in
theatres Avhich do not present stage attractions. Increase in the number of theatres
presenting stage attractions has already
eliminated the double features from their
The Capitol Theatre at Worcester, Mass.,
programs.
has added presentations and has cut out
the double features.
In the reopening of the Opera House at
Barre, Vt., the single feature will be used.
The double bill plan has been abandoned
at the Empire Theatre, New Bedford, Mass.
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Circuits Back of Equipment Move
Leading Chains Financing E. E. Fulton
Expansion, is Report
g theati-e chains
of leadin
R ed
AXUMBE
are declar
to be back of a move
on the part of E. E. Fulton Co.,
well-known accessory dealers of Chicago, to
open branches throughout the country immediately. Circuits named in this connection are Publix, Loew's, Stanley, Skouras. Universal, West Coast, and perhaps
Kunsky, with others expected to come in.
The present Fulton branches in Chicago,
Indianapolis and St. Louis will be augmented by branches in New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Omaha, San

Twelve Year Limit Set
on British Quota
original
thehave
ONS
ICATI
MODIF
British
film
quota inbill
been
proposed which would limit the
application of the quota to a period of
12 years from April 1, 1928, according
to Kine Weekly. Other amendments
proposed would make the maximum
quota of British films required 20 per
cent during the last four or five years
of operation, instead of the 25 per cent
originally proposed, with the fate of
this in doubt.
Francisco, Atlanta, Dallas and Jacksonville.

A little later branches will be opened in
Washington, Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle,
New Orleans and Minneapolis. Permanent
sales representatives will be located also in
Albany, Banff, Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Memphis, Des Moines, Oklahoma
City, Salt Lake City, Portland and Tampa.
Although nothing has been announced, it
is understood that the capitalization will be
$500,000, with 10 circuits putting up $25,000 each to cover half of this, with Fulton
retaining the other 50 per cent.
The move is intended to keep competition alive in the equipment field, and the
circuits do not bind themselves to purchase
everything from Fulton, depending solely
on prices quoted.

Combine to Aid Flood Exhibitors
Hays

Office and M.P.T.O.A. Work Out Relief Method in
Matter of Theatre Programs and Payment of Bills

Moof the
effort
the joint
THROUGHtion Picture
re s Owne
rs of
Theat
America and Will H. Hays office the
exhibitors in the flooded areas of the Mississippi Valley are being cared for as much
as circumstances will permit in the matter
of picture programs and along other lines.
A conference was held at the Hays office
yesterday on that situation in which National President R. F. WoodhuU and Business
Manager M. Owners
J. 0 'Toole
of the Motion
Picture Theatre
of America
and C.
C. Pettijohn and Gabriel Hess of Mr. Hays'
organization participated. This meeting
was arranged in conformity with the resolution passed at the recent convention in
Columbus.
The work already handled in this relation was reviewed. A form of moratorium
now prevails in the affected districts where
Theatre Owners are not pressed for the payment of bills by the exchanges and reasonable credit allowed on new picture programs. Where extreme conditions exist
these are handled with additional consideration and in a general way the theatre proposition isbeing cared for in a satisfactory
manner.
The motion picture industry in Hollywood raised $54,273.84 for the Misissippi
Valley flood sufferers.
In addition to this, 3,780 cans of foodstuffs were contributed to the Red Cross
Relief Unit in Memphis, Tennessee.
In a preliminary report, the Indianapolis
Film Board of Trade states that 57 theatres
in the Indianapolis territory raised $7,715.12
for the Mississippi Valley flood sufferers.
In a preliminary report, the New Haven
Film Board of Trade says that three New
Haven theatres have raised $2,477.85 for
the benefit of the Mississippi flood sufferers.
With 10 theatres still to be heard from,
the Kansas City Film Board of Trade reports that 33 theatres in the Kansas City
Territory in benefit performances raised
$5,079.16 for the Mississippi flood sufferers.
A preliminary report from the Dallas

Details

of F. N. German Unit Announced

BerlintheCorrestate that
spondent our
new
ADVICES from
National distributing organization in Germany will be known as
"Defina," while the producing firm will
be "Defu." Half of the 30 pictures to
be handled will be made by Defu. The
concern, half of which is owned by
German capital, will be managed by
Phil Kaufman and Hermann Rosenfeld.
The business end of production will be
looked after by J. Haiman with production in the hands of Friedrich Zelnik,
leading German producer. A. C. Bermann and K. J. Fritzsche will also occupy important positions.
Lya Mara will be featured in three
productions. The Danish producer,
W. A. Sandberg, has been engaged, as
well as R. Land, one of the youngest
German film directors. Prominent
First National stars will appear in
some of the films, it is reported.
A late cablegram from Berlin states
that Zelnik has acquired the world
screen rights to "Theresa Raquin," by
Zola, to have worldwide First National
release. Whether American distribution is contemplated is not announced.
Film Board of Trade says that 141 theatres
raised $15,294.22. 59 theatres are still to
bo heard from.
The Film Board reports that a number
of theatres gave benefit performances and
forwarded money to the Red Cross without
reporting to the Motion Picture Flood Relief Committee. It is estimated that the
motion picture industry in Texas has contributed more than $50,000 to the fund.
In the Atlanta Territory, 22 theatres have
contributed $2,507.05. More contributions
are expected in this territory.
The Buffalo Film Board of Trade reports
that theatres in the Buffalo Territory col-

leeted $11,686.37 for the Mississippi flood
sufferers. Gratis film service valued at
$2,025.50 was contributed by the distributances.ing companies for these benefit perform16 theatres in the Buffalo Territory are
still to be heard from.

Pacific
Northvs^est
Buys
Bellingham Theatres
Announcement was made in Seattle,
Washington, last week to the effect that
Pacific Northwest Theatres, Inc., affiliated
in the new West Coast combine, has just
purchased the entire holdings of the Bellingham Theatres Company, Inc., in Bellingham. This included the American, Grand,
Egyptian and Dream Theatres, which are
said to have brought a price close to $750,000. Fred B. Walton, managing director
of the houses under the old regime, is understood to be remaining in charge of the theatres for West Coast, but it is expected that
two of the houses will be closed and the
other two extensively remodeled.
The only opposition house remaining in
Bellingham is the new Aval on Theatre,
owned by Albert Finkelstein and E. P.
IMathis.

Hal Hodes
Leaves
New
York for Extended Tour
Hal Hodes, sales manager for short product for Universal, left New York this week
for an extended tour of the middle-western
exchanges.
He will be away from New
York from five to six weeks and will visit
Cleveland,
Detroit,
Chicago,
Milwaukee,
]\Iiiinpapolis and several other exchange
centers. The trip is being taken in the interests of Universal 's line-up of short product for next year, including the now Collegians, the new Newlyweds comedies, the
new Oswald, the Rabbit comedies and other
one and two-reelers.
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Universal
Will Build
Phoenix, Arizona

in

A $500,000 theatre in Phoenix, Ai'izona,
is planned by the Rieards and Nace Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., a subsidiary of the
Universal Chain. Ground was broken last
week by Mayor Frank A. Jefferson, who
was the central figure of the elaborate ceremony in which practically all of the city's
notables were present. The structure will
occupy the southwest corner of Second
Avenue and Adams Street and it is anticipated that the building will be finished for
opening before December or, at the very
latest, January 1.
The theatre will be a class A house. It
will be strictly fireproof and built of reinforced concrete and brick. The plans call
for a three-story building which will house
the new theatre and offices in addition to
modern storerooms and business establishments on the ground floor.
Jo E. Rickards made a special trip from
Los Angeles to attend the ground breaking
ceremonies. Others present were A. T.
Pickett, local manager for Rickards and
Nace, Harry L. Nace, H. B. Watkins, general manager of the Phoenix Chamber of
Commerce; City Manager Harry Riger and
City Comissioners A. L. Boehmer, C. E.
Morten, Ben Carter and Cliff Maddox, together with other city officials.

Rogers Well on Road to
Recovery After Operation
Will Rogers will be back at his home
within a short period in better condition
than ever to begin working on "The Texas
Steer," latest reports from Los Angeles indicate. Sam E. Rork, producer of the Hoyt
farce, is preparing to have everything in
readiness for the beginning of the shooting
of scenes early in August. While convalescing from his recent operation, Rogers will
have an opportunity to go over the script
of the picture and to assist in planning production details.

North Carolina T. O. to
Convene on June 27
ILLE BEACH, North
WRIGHTSV
Carolina, will be the scene on
June 27 of the opening day of
the convention of the Theatre Owners
Association of North Carolina. Urgent business will occupy the convention the first day while the following
day will be given over to unfinished
business. On the night of June 27 a
banquet will be held at the Oceanic
Hotel at which all members of the
association are privileged to attend.
President Charles W. Picquet of the
North Carolina Association has departed for the national convention in
Columbus. L. Royster is secretary and
treasurer of the T. O. A. of N. C. The
subject of Arbitration and rules governing arbitration will be discussed by
the meeting.
From June of last year the Association has grown from a paid membership of eight persons to its present
count of 150 paid members. This total
is said to be the greatest number of
paid members ever in the history of
the North Carolina Association in its
15 years' standing.

Hatrick, for Hearst, Arranges With
Mussolini for Exchange of Films
EDGAR

B. HATRICK, vice-president and general manager for all motion pictures companies of William Randolph Hearst, returned this
week from a six weeks' trip through Europe, where he journyed for
the purpose of adding to the Hearst film activities.
One of the most important alliances made by Mr. Hatrick was that between Premier Mussolini, of Italy, and the Hearst organization whereby
the Hearst interests will have practically exclusive use of the Italian motion picture output, while the Hearst news reels and similar subjects will
be turned over for distribution throughout Italy through the National Institute Luce, a government organization in Italy controlling all motion
pictures in that country; the Premier heads the Institute.
Speaking of the distribution of the Hearst news reels in Italy, Mr.
Hatrick said: "So intent is Mussolini on educating his people that, because of the limited number of motion picture theatres in Italy, he is now
having built 500 camions which will penetrate the entire country where
they have no cinema houses and show instructive and educational pictures
to the rural folk."

What Temperature Heat?
St, Louis Judge Asked to Decide Proper Degree for
Theatre in Winter in Damage Suit
RT W. HALL
E ROBEtaken
JUDGhas
T Louis
CIRCUI
the diffiunder
of St.
cult task of deciding at what temperature patrons of motion picture theatres can comfortably view their favorite
screen stars in the winter time. On his decision will depend whether Samuel G. Hoffman's lease on the Delmonte Theatre, Delmar boulevard near Clara avenue, St. Louis,
shall be cancelled and how much damage up
to $10,000 Hoffman should be awarded.
The defendant in the suit is the Delmonte
Company, owner of the theatre
Inves
ng.
builditment

did not operate the heating plant properly.
Under his lease Hoffman was to pay a
minimum rental of $140 a week but he
operated but two and a half weeks and the
Delmonte Investment Company in a counter claim is demanding payment of rent
for the balance of the year.
Hoffman produced several witnesses who
testified they had patronized the theatre
but were obliged to keep on their wraps
throughout the performance. Two witnesses
for the Delmonte Investment Company were

The suit is an echo of Hoffman's effort
to make a winner of the Delmonte Theatre.
He had been a successful exhibitor in
smaller communities and believed he could
make good with the Delmonte.
He told Judge Hall that he didn't have
a chance of putting the house over last
January because the owners of the building

Kreismann, who
defendant company,
had gone over the
made all necessary

former mayors of St. Louis, Fz-ederick H.
Kreismann and Henry W. Kiel.
is also secretary of the
stated that steamfitters
heating apparatus and
repairs before Hoffman

opened the theatre. William J. O'Mara,
steamfitter, who did the work, also testified
the plant was in first class shape.

F. N. Embryo Actors Start
Ten Winners in College Screen Tests Cast For Barthelmess Picture; Local Screenings of Men
winners in the First NationalTHECollten
ege Humor screen tests conducted at thirty-three of the country's foremost colleges and universities,
will make their first screen appearances in
the coming Richard Barthlemess production
c"The Drop Kick," which went into produrd
tion last week under direction of Milla
Webb. The story has a college football
theme and was adapted from Katherine
Brush's novel "Glitter." The screen aspirants will appear in small roles in various
nces.
seque
According to word from the First National home offices exhibitors in the 34 college towns in which the screen tests were
conducted, are having considerable success

with the screenings of the tests which were
made, as they arouse popular interest. At
several theatres the ten men given tests at
each college were guests of honor at th-e
"takes."
of the test
first
Theshowing
ten winners
of the
college screen
tests are John Westwood of Princeton;
Richard Miles Clendenin of the University
of California; Leland S. Wilcox of the University of Michigan; John Vancleave Morris of Purdue; Stuart Clayton Knox of
Yale; Walter Graham Smoot of Northwestern; Thomas Kelsey Denton of Michigan; Edward E. Karges of Northwestern;
John Howard Stambaugh of Chicago
University; and Daniel C. Cassidy of
Georgia Tech.
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F B O's "Moon of Israel" in Roxy
Theatre, New York, Week of June 25
STARTING the week of June twenty-fifth the Roxy theatre. New York
City, will show "Moon of Israel," an F B O release with Maria Corda
in the stellar role; Michael Curtix directed. H. Rider Haggard wrote
the story and the adaption was made by Ladislans Vadja with production
titles by the author. It is the intention of Roxy to surround the production with a presentation program of unusual beauty and brilliance.
The story has for its theme the enslavement of the children of Israel
and their miraculous deliverance by way of the Red Sea; the love story of
Merapi, an Israelite maid, played by Miss Corda, and an Egyptian prince.
Arlette Marchal, now a Paramount player, appears in the role of Princess
Userti. In addition to the principals the cast is enlarged by 30,000 extras.

Commission
Completes
Quebec Theatre Probe
Petti John, of Hays Office, Among Witnesses Heard at
Inquiry; Report in Preparation
Royal Commission which was appointed to investigate theatre conditions in the Province of Quebec
concluded its hearings at Montreal on June
18, according to formal announcement by
Ernest Bertrand, K. C, who has represented
the Crown during the inquiry of the past
month. Mr. Justice Boyer, who conducted
the investigation, is now engaged in preparing his report which will be presented Hon.
L. A. Taschereau, premier of the Province
of Quebec, and his recommendations will
come before the next Quebec Legislature.
An important witness during the concluding days of the inquiry was Charles C.
Pettijohn of New York, general counsel of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Association of America. Mr. Pettijohn
gave the Commission a comprehensive review of the steps taken by his association
to raise the standards of motion pictures.
In this, the association, which was made up
of 98 per cent of the United States film
industry, required that good should always
triumph over evil and, for this reason, the
screen was fundamentally clean and wholesome.
THE

Mr. Pettijohn 's evidence was valuable in
view of the fact that the scope of the investigation had been widened to consider
"The Morals of Moving Pictures."
Martin Singher, censor of theatre posters
for the City of Montreal, described the
methods which he pursued. Posters depicting nudity or violence were banned as well
as those of a suggestive nature. He declared
that during 3926 he had condemned 3,914
posters, window cards and still photographs
in Montreal.
Alexander Marier, representing the St.
Francois D'Assisi Societj', Montreal, presented a resolution advocating the prohibition of all children from moving picture
theatres at all times.
Dr. Dufrense, also representing this society, made the drastic recommendation that
all moving i)ictures be suppressed. He
thought that adults had everything to lose
and nothing to gain by attending moving

picture theatres. He admitted that he had
attended the theatre a few times.
Many local exhibitors had previously given
evidence as to the importance of Sunday
patronage to their business in answer to
recommendations that theatres in the Province of Quebec be closed on Sundays.
Several important witnesses appeared before the Royal Commission at Montreal,
Quebec, which has been investigating the
moving picture theatre situation in the Province of Quebec, on June 14, to give their
views on the subject of film presentation.
Count Roussey de Sales, chairman of the
Quebec Board of Moving Picture Censors,
described the method of censoring moving
pictures, outlining Avhat scenes or subjects
were invariably banned. Special attention
was given to portrayals pertinent to religion, he said. It was impossible, he thought,
to censor pictures so that they would be
entirely suitable for children. If this were
done, there would be so many eliminations
that little would be left and the theatres
would have to close. An attempt had been
made to co-operate with the other Provinces of Canada on film censorship but this
had proved to be impossible because of differences in standards.
S. Morgan PoAvell, dramatic critic of the
Montreal Star, declared that film censorship in Quebec was the most severe in the
Dominion. He believed that pictures could
not be censored for children only. If this
were done, there would be little left of the
pictures. For adults, the film with a moral
lesson was a moral film.

New
Manager
for New
Stanford in Palo Alto
J. Edward Tjowery, formerly of the Varsity Theatre, Palo Alto, has been appointed
manager of the New Stanford Theatre,
Palo Alto, California. He succeeds Harry
C. Seipel who has purchased several theatres in Oroville. George F. Teckemcyer, for
the past two years assistant manager of the
New Stanford Theatre has been appointed
manager of the Varsity Theatre.

Picture

News

Harry Scott Returns
From Pathe Convention
Harry Scott, general sales manager who
has been presiding at three Pathe conventions in the East, Mid-West and West, hasreturned to the Pathe home office from
California. Accompanying Mr. Scott were
his aides : W. A. V. Mack, director of exploitation and publicity; E. A. Eschmann,
feature sales manager; P. A. Parsons, advertising manager; Pat Campbell, Southern
division sales manager; Charles Henschel^
Eastern division sales manager and W. C.
Smith, comptroller.

General Tripp, Chairman
of Westinghouse, Dies
Brigadier General Guy E. Tripp, chairman of the board of directors of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, died Tuesday evening at 6 :55 in the
New York Hospital, New York. His wife,
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hemphill, were present when the end
came. Guv Eastman Tripp was born in
Wells, Maine, April 22, 1865, a son of
Alonzo K. and Abbie F. Yeaton Tripp.

Stahl Temporary Manager
Educational Exchange
Max Stahl, special home office representative of Educational, has just arrived in
Minneapolis to assume charge of the Minneapolis exchange in place of G. Ralph
Branton, who has resigned to take an active
part in the activities of Finkelstein and
Ruben. Mr. Stahl, as special representative,,
will remain in charge of the Minneapolis
exchange until a permanent successor toMr. Branton has been selected.

Owen

Davis Back
Again
in New York

Owen Davis, President of Paramount 's
Authors' Council, has returned to New
York following several weeks spent in
Hollywood where he Avrote for Esther Ralston. While at the West Coast studio Davis'
also devoted much time to the organization
of the newly formed group of authors and
play^^Tights which he heads.

Douglas Kimberly Head
Tacoma T. O. Assoc.
al ERLY
er
for PaTheatr
of theS Coloni
, e manag
KIMB
DOUGLA
st Theat
res, Inc..
cific Northwe
last week was selected president of
the Tacoma (Washington) Theatre
Managers' and Owners' Association for
the current year. He succeeds H.M.S.
Kcndrick, retiring president, whose departure for the East necessitated his
resignation last month. Mr. Kimberly
a few weeks ago was the guiding light
for the monster midnight show staged
at the Broadway Theatre for the Mississippi Relief Fund, and achieved a
ghout the entire Pathrou
reputationNorthwes
t for
the success of this
cific
venture.
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Accident Brings Carnivals
Into 111 Favor
Minneapolis may absolutely prohibit travelling carnival companies from operating
within the city limits as a result of an accident which occurred last week. A ferris
wheel which was operated by a carnival
company in Northwest Minneapolis figured
in the accident, in which three persons
were dumped from the top car, and fell 30
feet. One of the occupants of the car was
seriously injured, and the two others suffered minor injuries. A little girl standing
nearby had her skull fractured by a falling
piece of iron. The injured persons have
filed damage suits against the carnival operators, David J. Lachman and Andrew
•Carson, for $.56,000.
The city council at once revoked the
carnival's license and the police closed it
immediately. John Ryan, one of the aldermen, took immediate steps to frame an ordinance absolutely prohibiting carnivals
from making their stands in the city, and
there seemed little doubt that the ordinance
would have the approval of the other council members. All three of the Minneapolis
dailies came out urging the council to take
this step against the carnivals.

Prominent Detroit Theatre
Man Dies Suddenly
Word reached New York this week that
Eugene Sloman, long identified ^\'ith theatrical activities in Detroit, Mich., recently
passed away at his home in that city. Mr.
Sloman owned the Bonistell Theatre in Detroit and was also actively engaged in the
real estate business under the firm name
of the St. Clair Realty Company. He was
also prominent for his many charitable
enterprises. Milton Kronacher, of the New
York Pathe branch exchange, is a relative
of the deceased.

Hartford
Petitions for
Sunday Opening
E action on the petiFAVORABL
tion of theatre owners and managers of Hartford, Conn., will
be recommended by the ordinance committee of the Hartford, Conn., Board
of Aldermen to the next meeting of
the full board. The theatres have
asked that they be permitted to open
Sunday afternoons. Heretofore local
ordinance has limited Sunday opening
seven
to
ter. o'clock in the evening and
thereaf
Although objection to the afternoon
openings was voiced by some of the
clergy and representatives of some of
the women's organizations, the committee recognized the arguments of the
theatre managers and of a large number who desired the earlier openings
to keep young people off the streets on
Sundays.
Among the theatre officials who
spoke in favor of the afternoon openings before the committee were Col.
Clarence W. Seymour, president of the
Allyn Theatre Corp.; Managers James
F. Clancy, of Poll's Palace Theatre;
David VVeinstock, of the Grand Theatre; and Henry Needles, of the Strand
Theatre.

New
Jacqueline Logan Signs
De Mille Contract
a
has signed
LOGAN with
LINE
JACQUE
m contract
long-ter
the De
Mille Studio. No decision has been
made as to what her first picture will
be under this new arrangement.
Jacqueline Logan has been in screen
work for a comparatively short time.
She has been under contract to Paramount, Fox, and Ince during her career, climaxing this series of performances with her role of Mary Magdalene in "The Kings of Kings."

Southeast
Film
Men
to
Honor Dan Michalove
What

promises to be the most pretentious affair of the kind ever held in •
Atlanta, Ga., will be the informal dinner to
be given in honor of Dan Michalove, general manager of Universal Chain Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., at the Atlanta Athletic
Club at 11 o'clock on the evening of Monday, June 27.
The dinner will be given by the motion
picture and theatrical industry of the
Southeast and, from acceptances already received, indications are that it will be attended by fully 150 persons. In addition to
the dinner itself and program of short addresses, arrangements have been made for
the appearance of acts from various theatres.
Exhibitors from the Southeast, executives
from Universal 's New York office, state and
city officials, theatre executives around Atlanta, exchange managers and prominent
citizens, will be present and pay tribute to
Mr. Michalove.

Los

Angeles
Holds
First
Place in F. N. Drive

At the conclusion of the second week of
Fii-st National's summer billing drive, instituted by Ned E. Dipinet, general sales
manager, the Los Angeles branch, which
held sixth place at the end of the first week,
had forged up to first place. Its standing
was 120.81 per cent of its quota.
Omaha, which stood in first place last
week, dropped back to second place. Oklahoma City went from second to third place,
while St. Louis forged up into fourth position. These four exchanges exceeded their
quota.
The standings by districts at the end of
the second week were: 1st, Eastern; 2nd,
Canadian; 3rd, Western; 4th, Southern.

Planned
$100,000 Theatre
for Brantford, Ontario
T. H. Moorehead and G. eJ. Filman, owners of a chain of theatres in Brampton,
London and Welland, Ontario, have announced that they '^'ill build a theatre at
Brantford, Ontario, to cost $100,000. The
construction of the new house has already
started, the site being the former Imperial
Hotel at Dalhousie and King Streets. The
theatre will have one floor, seating 1,800.
The building, which is of brick and concrete, has a frontage of 92 feet.

Distribution
Firm
Formed in England

A new move in the campaign for the
wider distribution of British films is indicated by the formation of a private company in England under the title of British
Controlled Films, Ltd. It has hitherto been
difficult, it is said, to obtain outlets for
English films owing to the system of block
booking and the fact that distributive
agencies were not under British control. An
Australian company, the British Dominion
Films (Australia), Ltd., has been formed
with capital of $500,000, and will be affiliated with British Controlled Films. Another affiliated company controls 146 theatres in New Zealand. Negotiations are now
in progress for linking up the entci-prise
with distributive companies in Canada,
South Africa, and India. Arrangements are
also being made for the production of films
in the colonies, these pictures to be handled
for Empire distribution by this company.

Firms
Granted
Charters
of Incorporation in Pa.
Pennsylvania charters have been granted
at the Capitol in Harrisburg to the J. S.
Davis Amusement Company, of New Castle,
Pa., and to the Stanley-Effinger Company,
of Philadelphia.
The J. S. Davis Amusement Company is
capitalized at $15,000, of which $1,500 is
paid in and the par value of shares is $100.
The treasurer is Gillis F. Falls, New Castle,
who is also one of the incorporators. Other
incorporators are: J. S. Davis, New Castle,
and Ray Stroebel, New Castle.
The Stanley-Effinger Company is capitalized at $5,000, of which $500 is paid in on
the basis of $100 par value of shares. The
treasurer is Irving D. Rossheim. Incorporators are: Joseph Sloane, Herbert Effinger and Jennie Effinger, all of Philadelphia.

No'west T. O. to Present Requests to Labor
nel week
of the
entireg person
by
held last
a meetin
AT the
Minneapolis Theatre Owners
of the Northwest, Inc., it was unanimously decided after lengthy discussion to ask the musicians, stage hands,
and operators of the various TwinCity theatres for a reduction in the
scales. The wage scale commitwage was
tee asked to meet with the unions
and present the request with an explanation that the prevailing poor
business conditions made the move
necessary to the welfare of the theatre
owners.
A meeting has already been held by
the committee with the musicians'
union and it is thought that the musicians will agree to revert as requested to their 1925 scale, which is
approximately 5 per cent less than that
in effect at present. The stage hands
will be asked for a similar reduction
and the operations for a 10 per cent
reduction. The committee will also request the crafts to substitute a nine
months' contract for the present oneand two-years' agreements and also to
agree to a two weeks' notice from
either side before men shall be discharged or pulled off a job in case of
dispute.
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Alabama Fears State Tax
Strong Likelihood of Levy on Film Reels; Exhibitors
Asked to Unite to Prevent Contemplated Legislation
THERE is a chance, and a very strong
chance too, that a state tax will be
placed upon motion pictures in Alabama, unless exhibitors and others in the
industry bestir theinselves in a concerted
effort to prevent this contemplated legislation.
The Assembly of the State of Alabama is
now in session at Miontgomery and, notwithstanding the efforts made by exhibitors
of the state, ably led by H. C. Farley, in
opposing a film tax, leaders of the Legislature, according to news from the State capital, are now considering Avaj^s and means
of placing a tax upon motion pictures.
According to report, the Tunstall measure, House Bill No. 360, gives the tax commission or its agents the right to enter the
offices of the businesses affected bv the bill

for the purpose of examining their private
books, records, equipment and the like.
This appears almost confiscatory in character. There can be no doubt but that if
such a bill, as outlined in the foregoing, is
enacted into laAV, more than one hundred
theatres, in towns of less than 20,000 population, will be forced to close their doors.
Thus, such a measure would defeat its own
purpose by putting out of business completely those from whom it endeavors to
collect revenue, to say nothing of the fact
that those hundred theatres would not pay
taxes or licenses that they are now paying,
•to their cities, county and the state.
Conditions in Alabama are, on account of
a slacking in industry and the past low
cotton market, sub-normal and many theatres in both large and small towns are barely able to keep their doors open.

F. N.-McGuirk Sales Drive
Salesmen Out for Month Sales Record in Honor
Company President; Plaque Offered as Prize
First National sales force has
THE
inaugurated a sales drive in honor of
the company's new president which
will be known as John McGuirk Month.
Ned. E. Depinet, general sales manager for
First National, has officially approved the
idea and has appointed a committee comprising the four district managers, L. 0.
Lukan, R. S. Bell, Tom Spry and Roy C.
Seer^^ and W. J. Heenan, manager of the
Philadelphia, and Floyd Brown, manager
of the Indianapolis exchange, to arrange
the details of the contest.
The committee decided that the John McGuirk Month sales drive should cover a period of nine weeks, as did the 1926 contest,
starting on August 28th and extending
through to the last week in October. The
prize to be competed for will be a very
Ijeautiful plaque, offered by the sales managers, as was done last fall for the Lieber
Month drive which was won by the Buffalo
Exchange. The plaque will be presented to
the winning
branch at next year's annual
sales
convention.
Pictures released just prior to and during
the contest, which will furnish the chief
ammunition for the salesmen, are Jess
Smith's production of "The Poor Nut,"
featuring Jack Mulhall and Charlie Murray ;

Damon Runyon to Do
Story of Denny
with
ERSAL has , just closed
UNIVDamon
Runyon newspaperman
and sports writer, to turn out
an original story for Reginald Denny,
the farce-comedy ace of the Carl
Laemmle organization.
Denny has never done a newspaper
story. It is understood that Runyon
will make a news cameraman of his
hero. Runyon will turn the manuscript over to Universal within a few
weeks.

of

Milton Sills in "Hard-Boiled Haggerty";
Norma Talmadge's special, "Camille";
Ken Maynard in "The Red Raiders";
Richard Barthelmess in "The Drop Kick";
"The Crystal Cup" with Dorothy Mackail
and Jack Mulhall; the first of the George
Fitzmaurice specials, the picture now in
work under the tentative title of ' ' The Rose
of Monterey, ' ' with Mary Astor and Gilbert
Roland;
in "The Stolen Bride;"
and one Billie
or twoDove
others.

Titles

of Two
First National Pictures Changed

Picture
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Vocafilm Corp. Finishing Opening Program
THECorporation
technical staff
of the Vocafilm
of America,
is putting the finishing touches on the
numbers to be used in the opening
program at the Longacre Theatre, New
York, early in July.
Among the artists already under
contract for Vocafilm recording are
Ciccolini, Chicago Opera tenor; Yasha
Bunchuk, cellist; Lewis, Smith and
Dilworth,
Drug Store
Cowboys'
vaudeville entertainers;
Wilson
Sisters
and
Washburn, girl entertainers with songs
and dances; the original Radio Franks,
Moss and Frye, whose query is "How
high is up?"; and the Vocafilm Greater
Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Abe Essig. Leedom and
Stamper are also under contract.
David R. Hochreich, president of
Vocafilm, has secured the Babe Ruth
picture
"Babe theComes
Home,"
be
shown during
premiere.
The toRuth
picture will be scored with special
Vocafilm synchronized orchestration.
This will be a demonstration of the
possibilities which lie in such synchronization for the releases of all feature producers, says Vocafilm.
The Longacre showings will be on
the basis of two shows a day, with a
two-dollar price prevailing.

"The
Masked
Patheserial

in

Menace,"
Work

"The Masked Menace" will be the release title of the new Patheserial now in
production and adapted from the Clarence
Buddington Kelland story which was
printed in the Saturday Evening Post untitle in
of its
"Still
chapterplay deristhe now
sixthFace."
week ofThe'
production
at the Cosmopolitan studio in New York
under the direction of Arch Heath. The
featured roles are in the hands of Larry
Kent, Jean Arthur and Thomas Holding
and the support includes John F. Hamilton, Laura Alberta, Gus de Weil, Tom
MacLarnie, Ed Roseman, Agnes de Dome,.
William Norton Bailey, William Cavanaugh, Sydney Paxton, Neill Bridges and
Tullv Nash.

"For the Love of Mike" is the title decided upon by Robert Kane and his production associates for his new picture for First
National, recently completed, except for
some shots of the Harvard-Yale boat race,
under the title of "Hell's Kitchen."
Another title change is that of the new
Ken Maynard film now in work under the
production mniiagement of Charles R.
Rogers with Alf)ert Rogell directing. The
new title is "Red Raiders." It was formerly known as "The White Horse Troop"
and "Captain of the Strong."

Soon after the comi)letion of her
sea picture, "Shanghaied," announcement
comes that Patsy Ruth Miller has been
signed for the feminine lead in "South Sea
Love," soon to enter production under the
direction of Ralph Ince at F B 0. Alan

Billy Engle
Signs LongTerm Christie Contract

Brooke, also of the "Shanghaied" company, has been chosen to play an important
role in "South Sea Love." This picture
is to be made from a story "Game in the
Bush" bv Georges Surdez.

Billy Engle, who apoared in several of
the Christie comedies during the last season, has signed a long-term contract as a
regular featured player in the Christie
comedies which will be released by Paramount. He will fill the place vacated by
Jack Duffy in the Christie releases, Duffy
having been promoted to a starring position in the series of twelve Christie comedies in which he will alternate with Anne
Cdi-invall and Neal Burns.

Patsy

Ruth
Miller
"South Sea Love"

in

"Camille" Goes to Rivoli
for Extended Run
"Camille," the First National special
starring Norma Talmadge, lias been booked
into the New York Rivoli for an extended
run at popular prices l)egiiiiiing Saturday,
July 2. The picture closed its run at the $2
admission scale at the Glol)e Theatre last
2L
Saturdav evening. It opened there on April'
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Ship"
of "Blood
First Print
York
in New
George B. Seitz and Norman Springer,
director and author, respectively, of "The
Blood Ship," the first special Columbia
production for the new season, arrived at
the Columbia home office in New York this
week with the first print of the picture
after attending several previews of the feature in Los Angeles. They will sit in at the
previews in the East and will make whatever changes necessary.

Universal Opens Capitol Theatre,
Atlanta, June 27; Cost $1,500,000
THE Capitol theatre, Atlanta, Ga., opens June 27 to an audience which
will include Governor Walker of Georgia, Mayor I. N. Ragsdale of
Atlanta, Ethlynne Claire and Walter Hiers, who will head a delegation of movie stars, according to present plans of Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., which controls the house. The announcement
was made by Dan Michalove, general manager for the chain; Willard C.
Patterson,
southern district manager, supervised final construction details.
The theatre, seating 2,500, is located at Peachtree and Spring streets,

Collings
to Direct
His
First Film for F B O
Pierre Collings, former scenarist for
Paramount, has signed a contract with
F B 0 to direct a picture based on the H. C.
Witwer novel, "Alex, the Great." Collings
is now engaged on the adaptation and, although no starting date has been set, the
production will probably get under way
early in July. Collings has been in motion pictures for ten years.

Pathe Releasing Its Fifth
Rogers Travelesque
"Through Switzerland and Bavaria With
Will Rogers," a one-reel release from
Pathe, continues the inimitable tours of
"Will Rogers, Our Unofficial Ambassador
Abroad" and is the fifth issue of the series,
the first four having been screen rambles
through Dublin, Holland, Paris and Berlin.
There are twelve in all of the Will Rogers
Abroad series.

Paramount Lists Short
Subject Releases
schedule
THE Paramount rerelease ction
for
produ
of short featu
s
the first three month of the new
season beginning August 1 is now complete. In addition to two weekly issues
of the new Paramount News, there
will be 13 two-reel comedies and 13
animated cartoons, or 52 releases in
all.
The complete release schedule follows:
Aug. 1, "No Publicity," Horton
comedy, "Sealing Whacks," Krazy Kat
cartoon; Aug. 6, "The Elegy," novelty,
"KoKo Plays Pool," Inkwell cartoon;
Aug. 13, "Short Socks," Bobby Vernon
comedy, "Tired Wheels," Krazy Kat
cartoon; Aug. 29, "Row, Sailor, Row,"
Billy Dooley comedy, "KoKo's Kane,"
Inkwell cartoon; Aug. 27, "Hot Heads,"
Jimmy Adams comedy, "Web Feet,"
Krazy Kat cartoon.
Sept. 3, Christie comedy, "KoKo, the
Knight," Inkwell cartoon; Sept. 10, "A
Short Tail," novelty, "School Daze,"
Krazy Kat cartoon; Sept. 17, Bobby
Vernon comedy, "KoKo, the Kop," Inkwell cartoon; Sept. 24, Billy Dooley
comedy,
"Loco Motifs," Krazy Kat cartoon.
Oct. 1, Christie comedy, "KoKo Explores," Inkwell cartoon; Jimmie
Adams comedy, "Aero Nuts," Krazy
Kat cartoon; Oct. 15, novelty as yet untitled, "KoKo Chops Suey," Inkwell
comedy; Oct. 22, Bobby Vernon
comedy,
"Uncle Tom's Caboose," Krazy
Kat cartoon.

adjoining Macy's department store. The policy of the house will be pictures and Pantages vaudeville. Martin L. Semon has been appointed manager and Carter Barron, assistant manager.

Paramount

Sets Releases

Two Road Shows and 25 Productions
Scheduled
for
Quarter Starting August First; Filming Finished
ces its
announ
week the
T this
MOUNschedu
PARA
le for
release
first three
months of the new season beginning
August first; the list comprises 25 productions and two road shows "Beau Geste"
and "The Rough Riders." Most of the
productions have already been completed,
and others are now in the filming stage.
"Beau Geste" will be released August first,
and "The Rough Riders" goes to the theatres October first.
The complete schedule is as follows : Aug.
1. "Fireman, Save My Child," co-starring
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton, under
the direction of Edward Sutherland; Aug.
(i, a re-issue of Cruze's "The Covered
Wagon," and "Service for Ladies," starring Adolphe Menjou; Aug. 13, "Metropolis," which ran at the Rialto Theatre,
New York, and "Madame Pompadour,"
starring Dorothy Gish and Antonio
Moreno; Aug. 20, "Running Wild," with
W. C. Fields and Mary Brian ; . Aug. 27,
Clara Bow in "Hula" and Douglas MacLean in "Soft Cushions."
Sept. 3, "Chang," now at the Rivoli

Gotham

Theatre,, New York and "We're All Gamblers," starring Thomas Meighan and directed by James Cruze; Sept. 10, "Barbed
Wire" starring Pola Negri, and "Nevada"
with Gary Cooper starred ; Sept. 17, Bebe
Daniels in "Swim, Girls, Swim," under the
direction of Clarence Badger and ' ' Stark
Love," a Karl Brown production, which ran
at the Cameo Theatre, New York; Sept. 24,
"The Glory Girl," in which Josef von
Sternberg will direct Esther Ralston, and
"Tell It to Sweeney," on which Chester
Conklin and George Bancroft are new working under the direction of Gregory La Cava.
Oct. 1, "The Way of All Flesh," Emil
Jannings' first American-made picture, directed by Victor Fleming, and Florence
Vidor in "A Celebrated Woman;" Oct. 8,
' ' The Big Sneeze, ' ' a .James Cruze production with Wallace Beery and Ford Sterling,
and ' ' Shootin ' Irons, ' ' the first of a series
of Westerns featuring Jack Luden ; Oct. 15,
' ' Shanghai Bound, ' ' a Luther Read production starring Richard Dix, and Adolphe
Menjou in " A Gentleman of Paris ; ' ' Oct.
22, "Jesse James," starring Fred Thomson.

1927-28 Pictures

Stories Set, Turned Over to Scenarists; Released One a
Month; Two Mrs. Wallace Reid Specials Independent
unced this week that
SAX e anno
SAM
line-up of Gotham pictures
tlie entir
is set for the 1927-28 season, and that
stories have been turned over to scenarists
for preparation of continuity and adaptation. One production has been completed;
the pictures will released one a month as
follows: August release: "The Rose of
Kildare;" Sept. 1st, "The Girl from Rio;"
Oct. 1st, "Blondes by Choice;" Nov. 1st,
"The Cheer Leader," this being a college
story and especially desirable for the football season; Dec. 1st, "Through the Breakers;" Jan. 1st, "United States Smith;"
Feb. 1st, "The Head of the Family;" Mar.
1st, "The Fruit of Divorce;" Apr. 1st,
"Turn Back the Hours;" May 1st, "The
Chorus Kid;" June 1st, "Bare Knees,"

and Percy Marmont in "The Man Higher
Up," as the last release for July, 1928.
The two Mrs. Wallace Reid Gotham
Specials will be released independently of
tlie Gotham program. Mrs. Reid in "The
Satin Woman, " to be ready for August 1st,
and her second production, "Hell Ship
Bronson, " to be held for later in the season, the exact date not yet being set.

Paramount Signs Hersholt
for Negri Picture
Jean Hersholt, character actor, has been
signed by Paramount for a featured role in
Pola Negri's forthcoming vehicle, which
Rowland V. Lee will direct.

Motion
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M-G-M Definitely Plans
"The Enemy" for Gish
Goldwyn-Mayer corporMetroation has now definitely decided
to star Lillian Gish in "The
Enemy," the stage play by Channing
Pollock. The star is now finishing her
work in "The Wind," a screen adaptation of the Dorothy Scarborough novel
which Victor Seastrom is directing.
The Pollock play has been scenarized
by Willis Goldbeck and is to be directed by Fred Niblo.
THE

Samuel Zierler Sailing for
Europe, June 25
Samuel Zierler, president of Excellent
Pictures Corporation, sails Saturday, June
25, on the S. S. Majestic to transact important business in England and on the Continent. Until a week ago he had intended
to go to the Pacific Coast on about that
date to give his personal supervision to the
production program on which Excellent
Pictures Corporation is engaged. Certain
events made it advisable for him to go personally to Europe and he rearranged his
plans to travel Eastward in stead of Westward.
The Excellent production program calls
for eighteen pictures, with the distributing
program arranged well into the next year.
Pauline Frederick in "The Nest" will probably be picked for initial release in Septemb r. ' ' Your Wife and Mine ' ' will probably follow.

Lois
Wilson
Signed
for
"Alias the Lone
Wolf"
The feminine lead opposite Bert Lytell
in Columbia's "Alias the Lone Wolf" will
be portrayed by Lois Wilson, whose signing
for the role was announced this week by
Harry Cohn, vice-president of production
for Columbia Pictures. This production will
be the third of the series by Louis Joseph
Vance to be brought to the screen with Bert
Lytell as the central figure.

Warner Brothers Plan
Premieres for Charity
announced
WARNER haseds
HM. that
of the
the proce
• opening performances of
Warner Bros., extended run productions, "Old San Francisco" and "The
First Auto," will be turned over to the
Hebrew Orphan Asylum as the company's contribution to their Gymnasium Fund to provide recreation facilities for 800 Jewish children cared for
by that organization.
The place
premiere
of "Old
San Theatre
Francisco"
took
at the
Warner
on
June 21. Dolores Costello, its star, attended in person along wilh Director
Alan Crosland, Warner Oland, and
.\nna May Wong.
The first showing of "The First
Auto" atreison June
scheduled
the Colony
27th. atThis
also willThebe
attended by its principal player, Barney Oldfieid, now on his way from the
coast by motor car.
Advance ticket sales indicate that
both these benefit performances will
be successful.

Sloman
at "U"
After Back
Location
TripCity
Edward Sloman, veteran Universal director, returned to Universal City this week
after a successful location trip to New
York in the interests of "We Americans,"
the LTniversal production now being adapted
from the Broadway stage hit of last season,
by Milt Cropper and Max Siegel.
While in New York Sloman had a luncheon conference with a large group of prominent New Yorkers interested in immigration and social service affairs. A co-operative plan was worked out by which Universal will get the advice and aid of all such
organizations in the making and exploiting
of this film, which deals with the struggles
of middle-aged immigrants to keep pace
wth their American off-spring.
Sloman also took many pictures while in
the East. He went down the bay aad
boarded the incoming S. S. George Washington at Quarantine,
getting "shots"
of
the routine
which immigrants
go through
to the time they arrive at the portals of
the New World. He also took many scenes
at Ellis Island and in New York's East
Side section.
Sloman was accompanied by his wife and
young daughter and by his assistant, Louis
Friedlander.

"The Patent Leather Kid"
Finished at Burbank
After being in production since Jan. 17,
final scenes for "The Patent Leather Kid,"
stan-ing Richard Barthelmess, were made
at the Burbank Studios this week. The picture now goes into the cutting room, where
it will be edited under the supervision of
Al Roekett, production chief of First National, Alfred Santell, the director, and
Ray
Leather
Kid"fall,
is
to beRoekett.
released "The
as a Patent
road show
in the

Picture
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Lois Weber to Direct
L. Joy for De Mille

L

OIS WEBER,

the first cessucmen
director ful w oofmotion
pictures,
has signed
a contract with the
De
Mille studio to dinext

rect Leatrice Joy's
starring vehicle, "The Angel

Lois Weber
of Broadway."
This screen play, which was written
for Miss Joy by Lenore J. Coffee, is
scheduled to go into production within
two weeks.
Miss Weber retired from motion picture direction several months ago, but
yielded to an offer from De Mille
Studio officials to direct "The Angel
of Broadway," which she is well qualified to handle. Miss Weber's last picture was "The Marriage Clause."
No supporting cast has as yet been
named for Miss Joy.

First

National
Has
Five
Releases for July

Five of First National's most important
releases for the summer are on the company's release chart for July.
They are scheduled in the following order: July 3, "Lonesome Ladies," co-starring Anna Q. Nilsson and Lewis Stone;
"July 10: "For the Love of Mike," formerly called "Hell's Kitchen," vv-ith Ben
Lyon and Claudette Colbert ; July 17 : " The
Devil's Saddle," starring Ken Mavnard;
July 24: "White Pants Willie," a Johnny
Hines comedy, and July 31: "The Prince
of Head Waiters," featui'ing Lewis Stone.

opening in New York, at the Globe Theatre,
August 15.

"The
Clown"'
Columbia's
Second June Release

"Alias theatDeacon"
Shown
Roxy

Columbia's second release for the month
of June will be "The Clown," a production
of circus life which William Craft directed.
William Y. Mong has the role of the jester,
Dorothy
heavy. Revier plays his daughter, Johnnie
Walker is her lover and John Miljan the

"Alias the Deacon," the Universal
Jewel production of the successful stage
play by John B. Hymer and Leroy Clements, had its premiere this week in the
Roxy Theatre. Edward Sloman directed
the Universal adaptation. Jean Hersholt,
now a Universal star, plays the role of the
deacon, assisted by June Marlowe and
Ralph Graves as the juveniles. The cast also
includes Myrtle Stedman, Lincoln Plummer,
Ned Sparkes, Tom Kennedy, Maurice
Murphy and George West.

Ralph
Ince
to Direct
"Coney Island" for F B O
Ralph Ince has been selected to direct
"Coney Island," Joseph J. O'Neill's oi-iginal story, which Avill be produced by F B 0,
according to announcement by William Le
Baron, vice-president in charge of production at the F B 0 studios in Hollywood.
Mr. Ince comes to New York to film the
exterior scenes for the picture at Coney
Island. He will start to work on the O'Neil
story immediately following completion of
"South Sea Love," which will be put in
pnxluction within ten days.

Coghlan
in P. D.
C.'s
"Harp
in
Hock"
Junior Coghlan has a featured role with
Rudolph Schildkraut in "Harp in Hock,"
now in production for DeMille Pictures
with Renaud Hoffman directing.

Will Rogers Preparing
for "A Texas Steer"
least
attrotti
rily
temporaabout
ng until
globeHIShalted,
August 1, Will Rogers is back
again in Hollywood and Beverly Hills
where he has begun work on the script,
continuity and (he numerous production details connected with the filming
of "A Texas Steer" the Charles H.
success in which he will be
Hoyt stage
.
starred
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Speeding Production of
First Division Films
Jess© J. Goldberg, president of First
Di\dsion Distributors, Inc., distributors of
Chadwick and Ormont pictures, this week
completed arrangements with I. E. ChadAvick and James Ormont for the completion
hv January 1 of his company's 18 releases
for 1927-28. ChadAvick is making 12 of the
releases and Ormont 6. Six of the Ormont
films have been finished.
Two new Chadmek pictures go into production this week. Betty Blythe and
Gardner James will begin one, as yet untitled, and Pauline Garon will start "Eager
Lips." Two Ormont features, "Comrades"
and "The Belle of Avenue A," will also be
produced soon.

President
Sees Lindbergh
Shots Aboard Train
Pathe's filming of the tremendous ovation accorded Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh
by the populace of New York City provided
entertainment for President and Mrs. Coolidge aboard the Presidential Special en
route to the Summer White House in the
Black Hills, South Dakota. It was arranged to send the film record of the reception from New York to Chicago by airplane,
w^here it was delivered to the Presidential
train during its brief stop in the yards.
The pictures were projected in the rear car
of the train by H. D. Johnson, chief electrician of the presidential yacht, Mayflower.
The President and Mrs. Coolidge expi'essed
themselves as greatly pleased with the pictures.

SterHng
Closes
Deals
for Handling of Product
STERLING PICTURES has finally
closed its distribution territories
for the new year, an announcement from Henry Ginsberg, Sterling
president, reads. Following are the
key points and exchanges operating
for Sterling throughout the country:
Chicago and Indianapolis, Greiver
Productions; Milwaukee, Celebrated
Players; in and for the States of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Florida, Alabama, and Louisiana Sterling product
will be handled by the A. C. Bromberg
Attractions; New York and Northern
New Jersey, Hollywood Pictures; in
the State of Kentucky, and operating
through Cincinnnati and Cleveland,
Fischer Film Exchanges; Boston and
New Haven, Consolidated Films; Philadelphia, the De Luxe Film; St. Louis,
Gotham Film; Buffalo and Albany,
First Graphic Exchanges; Kansas City,
Independent Film; in Detroit, Favorite
Film; Washington, D. C, Exhibitors
Film Exchanges; in all of South America, Argentine-American Film Exchanges; and in England, Argosy Film
Co., Ltd.

Estelle Taylor
in D. W.
Griffith's U. A. Picture

President Views Films
During Train Trip
I3RESIDENT
to
I his summer COOLIDGE'S
home in the trip
Black
Hills of South Dakota was enlivened by motion pictures shown
nightly on the train through arrangements made by Jack S. Connolly,
Washington representative of the
Haysparty.
organization, who traveled with
the
Upon arrival at the Black Hills, Mr.
Connolly will arrange for the establishment of a small theatre and will
make arrangements with distributors
to furnish films three nights a week
for the President and Mrs. Coolidge
during their absence from Washington.

Sigmund
Spaeth
Writes
"Magic Flame" Waltz
A new waltz song bearing the same title
as the picture and which will be published
simultaneously with the release of "The
Magic riame," has been composed by Dr.
Sigmund Spaeth, author and composer, who
has just returned from Culver City where
he ^^ntnessed the completion of Samuel
Goldwyn's new picture with Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, who worked under
the direction of Henry King. Dr. Spaeth is
the author of "Read
"The Songs You Forgot
"The Common Sense of
song will be used as the
ture's musical score.

'Em and "Weep,"
to Remember" and
Music;" his waltz
theme for the pic-

Camera
Work
Starts
"For Ladies Only"

on

With the addition to the supporting east
of William Strauss and Templar Saxe,
"For Ladies Only," the Columbia production featuring Jacqueline Logan and John
Bowers, is now in work at the Columbia
studio under the direction of Scott Pembroke. In the supporting cast are Edna
Marion, Ben Hall, Roy Laidlaw, Kathleen
Chambers, Amer Norman and Heniy
Rocquemore.

"Captain
Salvation"
at
Capitol in New York
The New York premiere of "Captain
Salvation," a Cosmopolitan production directed by John Robertson, will take place
this Saturday, June 2.5, at the Capitol Theatre.
It is an adaptation of Frederick William
Wallace's novel of the same. name and has
in its cast Lars Hanson in the title role,
Pauline Starke, Marceline Day, Ernest Torrence, George Fawcett and Sam De Grasse.

Emil Jannings Starts His
Second Paramount Vehicle
Emil Jannings has started on his second
production at the Paramount studio, under
the direction of Mauritz Stiller. The picture is tentatively titled "Hitting for
Heaven" and is from an original story by
Josef von Sternberg. Fay Wray plays opposite Jannings in his forthcoming picture.
Olga Baklanova is prominently cast.

A leading role in D. W. Griffith's initial
production for United Artists — the first he
has made in Hollywood for five years —
will be played by Estelle Taylor. The story
is temporarily titled "La Paiva" and is
said to center around the court life of Napoleon Third. Fred De Gresac is adapting
the original tale, of which Karl Vollmeeller,
who wrote ' ' The Miracle, ' ' is the author.

Sid Katz Eastern Manager
Tiffany Productions
The appointment of Sid Katz as Eastern
Division manager for Tiffany Productions,
is announced by Ed. J. Smith, general sales
manager. Up to the time of his affiliation
with Tiffany, Mr. Katz was connected for
five years with F B 0, where he was assistant sales manager. While in his Tiffany post.
Mr. Katz will have charge of New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Albany, Buffalo
and Canada and other territories.

Paramount
Will Produce
Another Story of Air .
"The Legion of the Condemned," another story of the air, will be made by
Paramount following "Wings," soon to be
released. The story for "The Legion of the
Condemned" was written by John Monk
Saunders, who wrote the script for
"Wings." No director has been assigned
as yet but Lucien Hubbard will supervise
the production.

New
Vitaphone
Number
Made at Coast Studio
Following "Pullman Porters" and "A
Night at Coffee Dan's," the two first entertainments recorded at the West Coast Vitaphone studio, a third number, featuring
Eddie Peabody, is now being made. Peabody is called the West Coas<t banjo wizard
and has been tied up with California theatres for some time, appearing as a special
attraction. He and his accompanist, Jimmy
Maisel, render a collection of songs.

Willy Pogany to Design
Settings for Goldwyn
SAMUEL
GOLDWYN
engaged
Willy Pogany,
mural has
painter
and
decorator, to design the settings
for "The Devil Dancer," Gilda Gray's
first picture
Goldwyn's
direction. Mr.under
PoganyMr.left
New York
for the West Coast last Monday to begin work on the picture. Mr. Pogany
holds the medal of the New York
Society of Architects for the most
meritorious work in mural decoration.
He has designed scenic backgrounds
for operatic works at the Metropolitan
Opera House and in legitimate theatres.
Carl Oscar Borg, another well-known
painter, is also on the Goldwyn lot in
Culver City, only recently having completed scenic designs for "The Magic
Flame," a new Ronald Colman-Vilma
Banky vehicle.
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New

York City

houses "got the
Broadw
THEbreaks"
lastayweek and the early
part of this, with the result that
business at the weekly change and many
of the long-run houses was up materially.
The Lindbergh parade on Monday of last
week brought thousands of visitors, and
several millions of New Yorkers also lined
Fifth Avenue.
During the parade Broadway was deserted, but immediately it was over the
crowds could be seen thronging across to
the theatres. As most business houses made
it a half-holiday, at least, business was remarkable both afternoon and evening, continuing satisfactory throughout the week.
The Capitol with "The Unknown" had
its best week in quite some time, and held
the picture over, with better business this
Saturday, Sunday and Monday by several
thousand than on the opening week. The
Roxy was back above the $100,000 mark
again with "The Secret Studio," panned
generally by the critics. Much of the business of*to
thetheCapitol
and Phonofil
Roxy must
be
m at the
De Forest
credited
former and the Movietone at the latter,
showing Lindbergh and Coolidge in talking picture. Both houses held this feature
over, and it continued to draw this week,
apparently. The Strand was up some last
week. "Chang" at the Rivoli did $5,100
on Sunday, its second largest day.

Los Angeles
attracted the most atpicturetentionthat
last week was the premiere
showing of "Topsy and Eva" at Grauman's Egyptian. As the Duncan Sisters
are held in favor by a large number of
people here in Los Angeles and Hollywood,
their appearance in the elaborate prologue
helped in putting the picture over.
The combination of Grauman's new
Chinese Theatre, the excellent prologue, and

THE

the picture, "The King of Kings," has resulted in full houses at every performance.
"RoUed Stockings," with the addition of
a snappy stage diversion at the Metropolitan, is doing exceptionally well, especially
with the collegiate crowd.
Syd Chaplin, in "The Missing Link" at
the Forum, is drawing average business. I?ig
Boy, in the amusing comedy "Atta Baby,"
supplies additional entertainment.
Again this week, Loew's State is scoring
with an all- 'round good show. "The Callahans and the Murphys," with a very entertaining j)rologuc starring Jane Green, is
affecting the box office receipts favorably.
The return Los Angeles run of "Flesh
and the Devil" at the Criterion is almost
filling the theatre to capacity at each evening j)erforinance. "Seventh Heaven," at
Carthay Circle, is still a great drawing card.
"The Rough Riders," at the Million Dollar,
is holding up satisfactorily.

Milivaukee
A SLIGHT increase in activity was reported this week at the down-town
theatres of Milwaukee. This is no doubt
diie to the weather, which for this one week
has been cold and clear. "Rough House
Rosie," playing at the Wisconsin, brought

in good business at every performance. The
Strand was a popular place for all baseball
fans who flocked in gratifying numbers to
see "Babe Comes Home." "The Winning
of Barbara Worth," held over for its second week, continued to attract crowds to
the Alhambra. "Cradle Snatchers," at the
Merrill drew very well, partly due to the
fact that a local stock company had given
the play the previous week.
Strong attractions marked the programs
of the neighborhood theatres during the
week, and the resulting good business was
to be expected. "Three Hours," at both
the Tower and Modjeska brought crowds to
the theatres. "Flaming Forest," at the
Milwaukee, was an attraction that brough.t
in good business. "The Yankee Clipper"
kept the Colonial well filled during its showing there.

Chicago
COMPLAINTS of jx)or business continue
to be heard from exhibitors throughout
the Chicago district, some of the large de
luxe houses being among the theatres which
are feeling the depression.
In the loop "Chang" proved a strong box
ofiice attraction, backed up by unusual commendatory press criticisms. The Oriental
offered "Special Delivery" as its feature,
and Paul Ash and Hig Gang in "Poolin'
Around, ' ' and succeeded in playing to average business. A fair week was enjoyed by
McVickers, which had as its strong attraction, "Resurrection." The Chicago offered
a strong bill including "Naughty, But
Nice" on the screen, Herbert Rawlinson in
person, a Spitalny production and a Publix
presentation, "Vienna Life," and succeeded in bringing out the public despite
the slump, average business being registered.
The Uptown had "The Tender Hour" as
its feature with the usual stage and musical
attractions, attendance being slightly below
par. "The Yankee Clipper," Vitaphone
and stage show accounted for good business
at the Granada, and the Sheridan, with
"Cabaret" and Verne Buck and his orchestra, accounted for another week of average
box office receipts. "The Beloved Rogue,"
plus popular Benny Merotf and his orchestra, did fair business at the Marbro.
The Capitol on the southside also had
"The Beloved Rogue" as its feature, with
Vitai)liotie and stage band as other attractions, playing to good business. "Slide,
Kelly, Slide," and a good Kreuger show
did fairly average business at the Tivoli.

St. Louis
DrSINESS of the St. Louis motion pic■*-^ ture theatres was spotty for this week,
neither being consistently good nor consistently bad. The weather was also somewhat mixed, rain and sunshine.
In the neighl)orliood houses even the best
of picture programs failed to net the box
office returns exhibitors should expect. Universally the theatre owners of the smaller
and outlving houses are singing the Box
Office Blues.
Regarding
the first run situation, for

weeks it has been apparent the patrons are
today picking their shows Avith care, and
the fear often expressed by some film men
that the pictures were being played down
too much at the expense of the musical ends
of the program now seem to have been weU
founded. The result is today the picture is
no longer the big event on the bill of fare,
and the receipts of most of the bigger
houses are not long a true index of the
drawing power of any particular picture.
At the Missouri Theatre Milton Sills in
"Framed" was the principal screen attraction, while Brooke Johns had another
big the
musical
show in the boards to draw 'em
to
box office.
Across the street at the Grand Central
Monte Blue and Myrna Loy were offered in
"Bitter Applies." Business was up to
average.
Just up a bit on Grand boulevard at Morgan street the St. Louis Theatre had "The
Heart Thief" on the screen, and Gus Edwards and his company as the headline
vaudeville number.
Business was good.
The biggest picture of the week was at
Loew's State. It was "Resurrection" in
12 reels. An atmospheric presentation was
also on the program.
The Ambassador's screen attraction was
Colleen Moore in "Naughty, But Nice."^
The stage offering was "Way Down
week.
South," a Publix unit. It was an average,

San

Francisco

^AN FRANCISCANS, generally speak^^ ing, enjoyed themselves this week at
the several motion picture houses, at both
first-run and residential theatres. Two did
exceptionally well, the Granada and St.Francis Theatres. As the weather was not
too warm, generally cool, this also greatly
helped fill the houses for the people did not
go to the beaches or the parks.
"Fast and Furious," shown at the Granada Theatre, attracted a great number of
people, and all liked the comedy as well as
the stage act, "Recreation Revue." "Slide,
Kelly, Slide," was very popular at the St.
Francis Theatre, especially with baseball fans and boys.
' ' The Tender Hour, " was shown at Loe w ' s
Warfield Theatre, and did a fair business;
the Fanchon & Marco act, called "Book
Idea," attracted many. "A Million Bid,"
at the California Theatre, did not do so well,
although the cast and acting was up to the
average. ' ' The Notorious Lady, ' ' at the
Golden Gate, did well, and attracted many,,
but it was thought the majority came to see
Vera Gordon, who was featured in a comedy
act called, "Her Triumph."
"Cradle Snatchers," at the Pantages, did
well with its all-star screen cast, and the
\;iU(lc\ill(' <';ist also w;is considered good.

At the Union Square Theatre, ' ' Salvation
Jane" and "The Black Bottom," both attracted many to it, and all liked both pictures as well as the acts. At the Cameo
Theatre, "The Naked Truth" continued
to attract at its fourth week of showing.
Some davs for men ai>d some for women.
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Detroit
PANTRIES
on the
and debit
lists
■^^
in a number
of credit
the downtown
motion
picture houses showed a greater reaction
among fans than that which took place during the previous week. Nice weather helped
business in most cases.
Walter Immerman, manager of the Michigan, has reason to be pleased with the drawing power of Florence Vidor's "The World
at Her Feet," and an excellent stage presentation called "Patches."
"Chang," on the Adams screen, drew
fair attendance, but fell away below the
mark set for it.
At the Capitol," Running Wild" pulled
in enormous crowds, being presented in connection with Irene Franklin in an elaborate stage attraction. Many patrons proweek's months.
offering one of the best
seen hereclaimedinthis several
The Madison continued to do more sensational moneymaking with Marion Davies in
"Tillie, the Toiler." This feature is expected to do well for another week.
Lon Chaney's "Phantom of the Opera"
was revived at the Broadway-Strand, and
fair business resulted at the box office.
"High Hat," featuring Ben Lyon and
Mary Brian, started rather poorly in the
State, and business did not increase noticeably until the last few days of its showing.

Baltimore
''OOOKIES" broke all house records
-T*-^ at Loew's Century Theatre, during
the week beginning Monday, June 13, and
the play was the talk of the town for six
days. Charles Winston, publicity man for
the house, put over a unique stunt in connection with it.
"Senorita" did pretty good business at
the Rivoli and "Is Zat So?" with O'Brien
and Lowe, did very good at the New Theatre. "Children of Divorce," co-stari-ing
Clara Bow and Estlier Ralston, claimed
good attendance at Loew's Valencia for its
second week, but this picture did not go
over as well as expected, it is thought, due
to Miss Bow having been seen the week
previous to her engagement at the Century
in "Rough House Rosie, " at the Rivoli.
The two family vaudeville houses, the
Garden and Keith's Hippodrome, did better-than-fair business, both matching about
even, the former with "Silver Comes
Through," the latter with "Husband
Hunters."
"Irish Hearts" went over fairly well at
Warner's Metropolitan, and "The Fourth
Commandment,"
at the Embassy, did a soso business.

Philadelphia
A BREAK in the short hot spell brought
•^*- business in the downtown houses above
the ])revious two weeks' level.
"The Tender Hour," starring Billie
Dove, had a very good week at the Stanley.
The surrounding show featured Waring 's
Pennsylvanians, which proved an important
drawing card. A phonotilm representation
of Lindbergh's reception in New York and
Washington rounded out the bill.
The Fox had an exceptionally heavy week
with "Frisco Sally Levy." Xatacha Xattova, assisted by G. Rodion, headed the surrounding bill, which was further augmented
by Jack Osterman, in a snappv monologue,
S. L. Rothafel's "Silhouettes,'"' and Lillian

Bernard and Flo Henri, feminine harmonizers.
The Fox Locust continued into its last
week of "What Price Glory" -with satisfactory business.
The Stanton had a fair week with John
Barrymore in "The Beloved Rogue."
The Arcadia repeated "Rookies," which
had previously played at the Stanley, and
reported satisfactory business.
The Karlton offered Florence Vidor in
"The World at Her Feet," and did
mediocre business.
The Palace, offering "Three Hours," with
Corinne Griffith, had about an average
week, while the Victoria, with Harry Langdon in "Long Pants" and, as an added atrtraction, "Through Darkest Africa," had
a fair week.
"The Fire Brigade," at the Globe, did
just a fair business. The Capitol, with
"Slide, Kelly, SUde, " continued the good
business that this picture has done in every
down-town house where it has played.

Minneapolis
IV/fOTION picture business hit an even
■^ ■* summer pace last week, and although
no theatres reported anything spectacular,
some of the theatres reported business as
very satisfactory.
The State had a good week with Belle
Bennett in "The Fourth Commandment,"
and "Lovers?" with Alice Terry and Ramon Novarro proved a popular attraction
at the Strand. Sally O'Neill in "Frisco
Sally Levy" was responsible for about an
average week at the Lyric. Pantages exploited John Gilbert in "The Count of
Monte Cristo" heavily, and this reissued
film turned out to be an excellent drawing
card. Joseph Schildkraut, in "The Heart
Thief," was the attraction at the HennepinOrpheum. At the Loring, Lagoon, and Lyndale, Minneapolis' most important neighborhood houses, a variety of pictures were
reported as drawing from fair to good. The
Loring showed "Evening Clothes," "The
Scarlet Letter" and "Blind Alleys." The
Lagoon showed "Love's Greatest Mistake,"
"Slide, Kelly, Slide," and "Kiss in a
Taxi," and j^ictures at the Lyndale included
"Blonde or Brunette," "Blind Alleys,"
and "The Yankee Clipper."
Most of the dpwn-town picture houses
were showing news reels of Colonel Lindbergh's aiTival. They were undoubtedly
responsible for many persons passing
through the gates. The weather was generally fair, and there was no serious competition outside of Martha Hedman, in
Albanyat the Shubert.
"Bride of the Lamb,"

THE weather in Albany last week was
more responsible for the good business
done by the majority of the motion picture
theatres than the pictures themselves. Exhibitors admitted that such was the case.
The Lindbergh pictures were heavily exploited by all of the first run houses and
thev, no doubt, helped out to a large extent.
The Mark Strand ran "Is Zat So?" last
week to most satisfactory attendance. In
addition to the picture, the usual Vitaphone
tions were given. "Moulders of
presentarunning
Men,"
at the Mark Ritz for the
week, played to excellent business, characterized by the manager as being sui-prisAt the Leland theatre, "Wingood.
ingly ners
of the Wilderness" did only a fair
business for the first three days, but "Love

Makes 'Em Wild" showed some improvement for the last three days.
At the Clinton Square, "The Truthful
Sex" and "Play Safe" failed to pan out
other than ordinary. The fact that the
street on which this theatre is located2559is
torn up for repaving, no doubt affects.
In Troy, business is not up to snuff, owing to the let down in the collar factories.
"The Sunset Derby" ran the last three
days of the week at the Troy Theatre to
good business, as Troy is a race town owing
to its proximity to Saratoga. Eddie Cantor
ran well in "Special Delivery" for four
days at Proctor's, while "Tillie, the Toiler," at the Lincoln for the week, failed to
excite any great amount of enthusiasm.

Ottawa
'T'HEATRES of Ottawa, Ontario, enjoyed
* only fair business during the week of
June 13. There was unusual local competition because of the spring meet of the Connaught Park Jockey Club but, in addition,
some pictures that looked good as box office
attractions proved to be disappointments.
B. F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, did not do
very well with "Rubber Tires," as compared with other recent features at this
house. The same thing applies to "Resurrection" at the Regent Theatre. This was
considered a high-class feature by those who
saw it, but it did not draw the expected
crowd.
The Centre Theatre enjoyed fairly steady
patronage with "The Tender Hour," but
the best showing of the week, comparatively
speaking, was at the Imperial Theatre with
"Rookies." This picture built up excellent
business as the week progressed.
Two of the Ottawa neighborhood houses
did well on a couple of features, even
though they were second run. Bebe Daniels
in "The Campus Flirt" brought the crowds
to the Columbia Theatre, while "The
Temptress," starring Greta Garbo, at the
Fern Theatre, also proved to be a big magnet. "Sir Lumberjack" at the Rex Theatre was "0. K." for the kids, but the adults
stayed away.

Oklahoma City
'pHEATRE
business,
which inhasOklahoma
been at
■* low-ebb for
some time
Sity, took a turn for the better, at some of
the theatres at least, this week. Perhaps
part of this was due to the two or three
exceptionally cool days that visited us.
The Empress came clear back to normal
and, perhaps, quivered a bit above, with
Colleen Moore playing seven days in
"Naughty, But Nice." The audiences liked
it immensely. This theatre also had a
"scoop" on the Lindbergh Washington
reception pictures Sunday afternoon.
The Criterion also did a nice business
with "Resurrection."
"Vanity" didn't take at the Liberty
Theatre, and was changed a day earlier than
was intended. "Love Makes 'Em Wild,"
however, held its own for four days, and
helped tobring
office
par. the week's average at the box
"A Million Bid" seemed to be an average picture playing to an average audience
at the Capital Theatre the first of the week.
The last part of the week "The World at
Her Feet" gave Florence Vidor a chance to
wear good-looking clothes. The story was
a French farce. Business so-so.
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Seattle

better patronage than was received, for
both comedies ijroduced a whole lot of
last
earnest
SPRING weather appeared in
genuine
fun. featured Corinne Griffith and
week, and show business showed a
The Grand
slight decline as a result. Al G. Barnes'
Moore in "Syncopating Sue," while
Circus played for three days toward the i Tom
the New Rialto went in for comedy with
end of the week and attracted good atLarry
Semonweather
in "Spuds."
tendance, but apparently did not interfere
Warmer
is attracting bigger
much with the picture house business.
crowds to the dance pavilions in the outdoor parks, a fact which is being reflected
"Captain Salvation" and "Knockout
Reilly" just about shared honors for the
somewhat adversely in the business of the
week. The former picture played at the
picture houses.
Coliseum Theatre and did a very good
business for the entire engagement, much
Cleveland
better than the previous week's gross.
ALL of the local first-run houses reported
"Knockout Reilly" was the first real box
a decided improvement in business last
office picture that has played at the Fifth
week. The veil of depression that has been
Avenue Theatre in a month, and the receipts
hanging over them for four weeks was lifted
for the week showed it. A very pleasing
at last, and all along the line the reports
Fanchon & Marco Revue, called the "Fan
were favorable and the outlook optimistic.
Idea," put the show over 100 per cent as
Some of this change from bad to better was
far as entertainment goes.
due, undoubtedly, to the universal interest
"Convoy" at the United Artists Theatre
in the Lindbergh news pictures. And then
played to good business for a week and was
again, there was a good repertoire to
held over for two extra days. It was not
choose from.
the best attraction that the house has had
in recent weeks, however. Business about
"Resurrection" did splendidly during its
even.
second week at the Stillman, where it shared
honors with Vitaphone specialty numbers.
At the Blue Mouse Theatre, "The Brute"
"Cradle Snatchers" and an average good
and Vitaphone subjects ended a two-week
run with very satisfactory box office revaudeville bill kept Keith's Palace well
filled all week. Colleen Moore drew big
ports. The house very wisely sold Vitaphone above the feature pictures, and is crowds to the Allen to see her in "Naughty,
cashing in on the advertising as a result.
But Nice," a sure-fire box office attraction
without creating undue mental exhibaration.
''The Brute" was just a fair picture.
' ' The World at Her Feet ' ' did exceptional"Fast and Furious" at the Columbia
Theatre failed to arouse any undue enthuly well at Loew's State, where it received
siasm. It was an average program picture,
the favorable criticisms of being "unusualand did an average business. This house
ly good entertainment." The Cameo duplihas its regular weekly patrons who will
cated its previous week's success with
always assure at least an average showing.
' ' Lost at the Front. " " Moulders of Men ' '
got away to a good start at the Park and
"Burnt Fingers" and "Spuds" were
Mall, but finished with a fair average.
used as a double feature bill at the Em"Taxi-Taxi" was a good number for
"bassy Theatre. Business at this house maintains a steady good average, and this proKeith's East 105th St. and Reade's Hippogram seemed to please the patrons.
drome. It filled Keith's East 105th St. consistently all week, and the Hippodrome the
"Cradle Snatchers" at the Pantages
first
half
of the week.
Theatre did a very nice business. It was
heavily advertised and was better than an
Fred Thomson, in "Silver Comes
average attraction.
Through," finished the week at the Hippodrome with satisfactory results. The matiiees were particularly well attended. The
Central Pennsylvania
Circle continued with ' ' The Night of Love ' '
GOOD
weather most of the week
a second week. Business was fair. Two
stimulated business of the Harrisburg
local theatres, the Hanna and the Ohio, are
picture theatres, and the presence of about
playing dramatic stock with visiting stars.
3,000 women from all parts of Pennsylvania,
Neighborhood houses also reported that
attending the annual four-day convention
biisiness was better last week than it had
of the Order of the Eastern Star, was anbeen for six or seven weeks previous.
other contributing factor to satisfactory
box office receipts in the leading picture
Salt Lake City
houses. Tuesday was the one rainy day of
\
VARIATION
of sunshine and showers
the week, but this benefited rather than
hurt the theatres, for it drove the women
-^*- has been experienced here last week,
with the downtown theatres reporting fairly
conventionists from out-door sightseeing to
the enjojTnent of the picture shows.
good business. The Paramount Empress
Joan Crawford, starring in "The Taxi
Theatre had a "Split Week/' showing
"Too Many Crooks" for the first portion
Dancer," at Loew's Regent, proved a fine
attraction, the size of the crowds increasof the week and finishing up with "Special
ing as the week progressed. No less satisDelivery, ' ' and business is reported to have
factory results were obtained at the Vicbeen good. A special stage attraction was
also presented. An average amount of
toria, where the film play was "The Whirlbusiness
was enjoyed at the Victory during
wind of Youth," featuring Lois Moran,
who always delights Harrisburg patrons.
theThe
showing
"Captain
double offeature
hill Salvation."
at the American
The eighth episode of "The Collegians,"
which is taking well in Harrislnug, helped
consisted of Dolores Costello in "A Million
to swell the crowds.
Bid," and Larry Semon in "Spuds" and,
according to reports, the week was a very
The ('oionial i)ut on a "Joy Week,"
good one. A picture of especial interest was
with a program devoted to comedy exclusively. It was partially successful,
])res('ntod at the Gem last week, having been
sponsored by the Elks, and dedicated to
financially speaking,, although the charAmerican Elkdom; the picture being
acter of the program, including Johnny
"Moulders of Men," and starring Conway
Hincs in "All Aboard," and Charley
Tearle.
The house is said to have been
Chase, in "Crazy Like a Fox," deserved
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crowded during this showing. "College
Days" went over good at the Pantages, in
connection with their regular vaudeville
performance, and "The Ice Flood," also
pulled well at the Orpheum. However, no
exceptional nor extremely big business was
reported. Business is a little off at the
neighborhood houses with the second run
houses fairly moderately well. Many
changes in theatre ownership have taken
place here recently.Tampa

» ,nPHE BETTER 'OLE" opened up the
A week for the Tampa to extra good
business, and proved a good drjw for the
four days' run. "The Tender Hour," and
some more Lindbergh pictures kept the
crowds coming very good for the last three
days. John Ingram and his New Idea
Orchestra, now in their third week, were
also featured in the billing.
"The Fourth Commandment" proved an
excellent draw at the Strand. The three
days of its run there showed receipts that
ran pretty close to the same days of '26,
and exceeded those of "25. The fact that
this picture was given some extra fine exploitation byjManager Peck should not be
overlooked. "Drums of the Desert" and
"Husband Hunters" each gave the Strand
two days of very good business.
"The Devil Horse" was the best draw
of the three features used by the Franklin
this week, drawing a little better than average business,
"Lost
Sea" and
"Senora
Kid" while
did just
aboutataverage.

Tampa

{Previous ivcck)
MANAGER
CARROLL
put over
feature bill
for the first
half a attriple
the
Tampa this week and it drew excellent busines . ' ' Resurrection, " " John Ingram 's New
Idea Orchestra" and a reel showing Lindbergh's triumphant entry into the French
Capital were all featured equally in the
billing. This made an exceptional offering
and it "clicked" heavily at the box office.
"The Cradle Snatchers" and "The New
Idea Orchestra" were featured for the last
half and they kept the business up fine.
"Captain Salvation" opened the week
for the Strand, puUing two days of very
good business. "CoUege Days" kept the
business up to good for the next three days
and "One Hour To Love" did WELL for
the last two.
The Franklin tried out a new stunt this
week. Westerns are always a big draw at
this house, and Tom Mix one of the favorites, so they tried out a "Tom Mix Week"
of all Mix pictures, a different one each
day. The stunt found favor with the Mix
fans and the business ran a little better
than average.

Salt Lake City
(Prc-i'ious zveek)

SATISFACTORY business has been reported at the downtown theatres during
the past week in spite of the fact that the
ical summer weather seems to have set in
suddenly here. "The Love of Sunya, " with
Gloria Swanson, went over very good, having played to capacity houses all week at
the Paramount Empress. A big exploitation cam])aign Avas put on and a s])ecial
stage offering was also presented. The Victory has enjoyed a fair amount of business
with "Drums of the Desert." Lon Chaney
in "Flesh and Blood" was a big drawing
card at the Pantages.-
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted
MANAGER — having sold
my interest in theatre, I desire to make other connections. Have eight years' experience in buying and booking film, also exploitation.
An inquiry might prove interesting to you. Box 800,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
POSTER ARTIST, highclass lobby displays and presentation creator desires
change. Married, age 35.
Write Box 450, Motion Picture News, New York City.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
SINGERS — experienced
for theatre singing. Men and
I women. Write salary and
other data. Address : Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van
Buren, Chicago.
PROJECTIONIST — desires
immediate change. Firstclass licensed. Eight years
last position. Expert repairman ;electrician. Any equipment. Also sign artist and
exploiteer. Have managed
theatres in United States.
Best references. Real worker.
Locate anywhere. Addx-ess :
Projectionist, Suite Eleven,
Debary Apartments, Winnipeg, Canada.
WANTED to lease picture
theatre in town of 3,000 to
15,000. Have cash. Give aU
information in first letter.
Box 475, Motion Picture
News, New, York City.
FILM SALESMAN to
place free changeable letter
electric signs in theatre lobbies. Now used by big circuits. Attractive compensation. Adsign, 113 West 63rd
Street, New York.

WANTED : Reissue rights
for European territories, pictures featuring Milton Sills,
Ramon Novarro, Ronald Colman and John Gilbert. Send
press books. Box 335, Motion
Picture News. New York City.
IVIANAGER desires change.
Now managing large vaudeville picture house. Good all
ai'ound showman pictures,
vaudeville or legitimate.
Good publicity man and good
business getter. Married. Go
anywhere. Salary reasonable.
Box 400, Motion Picture
feature publicity exploitation
News, New York City.
POSITION WANTED : by
man, 37 years old. Married.
Good habits. Can also manage house. Have real ideas
and am a producer. 15 years
experience. Now employed in
one of the finest theatres in
the south. Only high class
proposition considered. Box
410, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

I

WANTED — Salesman to
carry side line of film shipping cases. Film Metal Box
Corp., 123 West 22nd Street,
New York City. Telephone :
Watkins 2215.

For Sale
FOR

SALE: 2100 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
FOR SALE : Simplex type
S pi-ojector rebuilt guaranteed $325.00; also Powers
cheap. Glen Crossley, 644
Maple St., WiUiamsport, Pa.

Equipment Wanted
WANTED — Two retorts
for Prespwich or Moyer,
camera. Miller, 1 East 104th
Street, New York City.

A collection of newspaper
the showing

displays which featured

of ^* Resurrection^^

(United

Artists)

at several first run theatres. The houses represented in the layout above are: Royal, Kansas
City; Des

Moines

Theatre, Des

Moines;

Mark

Strand, Albany; Rialto, Washington, D. C; Strand^
Syracuse, and Loew^s State, Boston.

-'^^^^^^^
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ions OP Currei?tProductioi?s
"Baby Brother"
(Our Gang-Pathe — Two Reels)
(Revieived
by Harold Flavin)
POOR Fatty, rich, but lonesome and an only
child, wished for a baby brother but there
were no prospects of the stork visiting his
home ; however, his nurse brought him to a
neighborhood in which abounded very many
dirty and lovable bal)y brothers of boys Fatty's
age. This gang conceived the idea of Fatty
buying a brother and Farina won the purchase
money by whiting a colored baby ; a unique
method of cleansing the youngsters and an
equally unusual drying process uncovered the
deception practiced by Farina but Fatty would
have kept the child if he had been allowed to.
However, Fatty and his family compromise on
a Shetland pony.
Quite up to the standard of previous "Our
Gang" offerings with the usual quota of gags
and ingenious mechanical devices in evidence.
They won't find it hard to laugh at this number. Anthony Mack and Charles Oelze directed
under supervision of Robert McGowan.

"Jane's Relations"
(Universal Stern Bros. — Two
Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
MARJORIE MARCEL and Earl McCarthy
are featured in this Stern Bros, comedy
which has to do with both their families of inlaws paying a visit at the same time. Such a
happy home! — no place for Majorie and Earl
to sleep— and both clans making plans to outstay the other. In addition, a remarkable youngster— member of one family— displays real
genius towards making more trouble. This is

"Careless Hubby"
(Cameo-Educational — One Reel)
HOKUM, but it will entertain the vast majority. Hubby is forced to take out an
insurance policy by his mother-in-law, who insists on protection for her daughter in the event
of his death; immediately after signing up
hubby reads of a mother-in-law who poisoned
her son-in-law after he had become insured.
Hubby is scared, goes home and plays dead but
when an autopsy is ordered be becomes very
much alive and a wild melee ensues at the home.
Phil Dunham, Estelle Bradley, Marcelle Corday. James Hertz and Robert Burns are in the
cast.— HAROLD FLAVIN.

Patlie Review
(Pathe— One Reel)
THE current issue of the Pathe Review has
for its highlight the wind-up of the Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition to Tanganyika, in
which the hunter-explorers break up camp to
return to the United States with their capture
consisting of newly discovered and little known
animals. Pathecolor scenes show the making
of fans by the Japanese ; the work is done by
hand, the artisans showing considerable speed
.and skill in their tasks.
Fairly interesting.— HAROLD
FLAVIN.

Roaring

"Don't Tell Everything"
(Roach-Pathe — Two
(Reviewed
by Harold

Reels)
Flavin)

THIS

comedy is of the type that makes reviewers and critics laugh aloud so it would
be hard to understand an audience, viewing
the film simply for entertainment, not laughing
at the facial expressions of Max Davidson nor
the grins of Spec O'Donnell ; not to mention the
bright gags worked up, some old and some new,
but all funny because of the manner in which
they are executed. Davidson has established
quite a reputation for his delineation of Hebrew
characters.
Max, a widower with an incorrigible son, attends a party at which is a rich widow ; love at
first sight between Max and the lady, but, fearing his chances of marriage lessened, Max denies
relationship to the boy whom the lady dislikes.
It is around this theme that the gags are built
— and they come fast and funny.
In addition to Davidson and O'Donnell the
cast comprises Jess Devorska, Lillian Elliott
and James Finlayson. Leo McCarey directed
and made a good job of it.

"Wild Wallops"
(Dooley-Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)

pretty good — that's all.

"The

ured, and considering the time worn stuff he
has to work with, he does pretty well. As tlie
hero he appears at a ranch as the rightful heir
just about the time the girl, who is the present
owner due to the crooked work of the executor,
is being intimidated by the latter. The villain
and his pals attempt to do away with him but
fail. Does the girl leave when the fraud is exposed? She does not.

Gulch"

(Universal Mustang — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
TAKE everything that has been put into a
two reel western since they started making
them, including the start of the picture with the
famous buckboard rescue of the heroine, and
you have this one down pat. The only difference
is in the cast ; this time Edmund Cobb is feat-

PLENTY of slapstick, lots of old gags
but amusing performances by the main
characters in performing the business outlined
make this an acceptable addition to the program.
Billy Dooley and Kalla Pasha provide most of
the merriment in their boxing bout put on before an audience, one member of which is Billy's
girl who promises to marry him if he distinguished himself. The bout occupies most of the
footage and the actions of the fighters will
probably gross a number of laughs.
Dooley is supported by Bill Irving, Cliff Lancaster, Olive Hasbrouck, Bill Blaisdell and
Kalla Pasha.
William Watson directed.

"The Big Reward"
(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)
SCHEMING, connivering cats and dogs make
life miserable for Al Falfa in this current
chapter detailing the manner in which Paul
Terry's creations spend their time. With the
aid of the quadrupeds Al washes his dishes and
goes to bed ; discovering his sleeping-mate is a
mule Al chases him out to the barn.
The schemers then send a dog to burglarize
Al's home ; Al captures him and the dog gives
him a money-bag but it contains many tnice,
much to Al's discomfiture
and the animals' glee.
—HAROLD
FLAVIN.

"A

One

Man

Fables-Pathe— One

D(^g"
Reel)

QUITE amusing and the creator gives us
story and continuity for a change instead
of a disconnected series of gags. Al Falfa's
son (yes, he has one) has a pet dog whom Al
dislikes until the son, kidnapped, is recovered by
the canine ; Al welcomes him with open arms. —
HAROLD FLAVIN.

"Goose

Flesh"

(Hamilton-Educational — Two
Reels)
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)
MORE
story material was provided for
Lloyd Hamilton's latest comedy effort
that is usually accorded these two reelers and
for that reason it shapes up better, in our
estimation, as a constant diet of a collection
of gags thrown together with a meaningless
title holding them together begins to pall, especially when most of the business is far from
original. The theme for this production is not
new
but it.it provides a reason for the gags built
around
Hamilton becomes a sleuth and his first
assignment is to guard a necklace, the property
of a recluse who has been informed that the
bauble will be purloined "at midnight." Hamilton and his co-worker try to forestall the effort
but fail, only succeeding when the home of the
recluse is blown up and they capture the thieves.
Fred Spencer, Al Thompson, Estelle Bradley
and Richard Carter comprise the supporting cast.
Norman Taurog wrote and directed the story.
The fans should enjoy "Goose Flesh."

"The Tale of a Shirt"
(Universal Bluebird — One

Reel)

THIS
Aubrey
single
startsJimmy
off with
all the
ear reel
markscomedy
of a
"meller,''' but before very long it slips into its
Bluebird brand notch and the net result is fair.
Jimmy walks into a Chinky laundry to get his
one shirt that he is to be married in and finds
its tail missing. He and the Chink argue and
finally come to blows, with the latter taking
the count, while a bottle of red ink adds
to the battle scene. Jimmy runs out of the shop.
The Chinaman comes to, and the fun revolves
around his efforts to find Jimmy and replace
the garment.

"Through Switzerland and Bavaria
With
WillOneRogers"
(Pathe—
Reel)
THIS reel is one of the "Our Unofficial
Ambassador Abroad" series with Will
Rogers pointing out the interesting places on
the Continent and for which he also provided
the sub-titles. Some of the scenes are rather
pretty and the explanatory titles contain some
mildly humorous wise-cracks a la Rogers. —
HAROLD
FLAVIN.

Roach
Studio Completing
New Pathe Comedies
All of the units at the Hal Roach studio
are busy these days striving to complete
the Pathe comedies now in the making before the annual month of vacations arrives.
' ' Our Gang ' ' is working hard under Robert
McGowan 's direction; they have completed
one comedy and will make another before
the vacation schedule starts July 1. After
an illness of one month Jean Darling, diminutive blonde leading lady, has returned
to the Roach lot.
Charley Chase is in the midst of another
comedy in which Edna Marion is his leading lady.have
Bull supporting
Montana and
manyDot"tough"
urchins
roles.
Farley
Carey.
is playing with Max Davidson in another
Hal Roach comedy directed by Leo Mc-
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The Heart Thief
Stars^ Names Bolster Up the Story
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
UNFOLDING a love tangle in an Hungarian setting, this
screen version of Lajos Biro's play, "The Highwayman,"
shapes up as moderately entertaining. It has to do with
two young lovers who break off their engagement because the man
thinks he is unworthy of the lady. Later this same young man,
hired to lure a woman to her downfall with his blandishments, discovers that his intended victim is none other than his former love;
so he turns his talents to ^vrecking the plans of the scheming gi-oup
who employed him. Brisk swordplay and ardent love scenes occasionally enliven the movement and, on the whole, the production is
a sumptuous one, the settings and backgrounds being of a co&tly
quality.
An ideal selection for the title role was Joseph Schildkraut. He
has all the grace, looks and romantic tire necessary for the proper
portrayal of his role. He is always an interesting figure to watch.
On the other hand, Lya de Putti, as the girl in the case, is too wan
and listless to act as a proper foil to Schildkraut 's romantic onslaughts. She does not seem to fit into her characterization and
give it the proper balance; rather, her personality is always
somewhere in the background, rarely felt. Robert Edeson contributes another of his fine characterizations, while young William
Bakewell looks like a promising juvenile. Eulalie Jensen and
'Charles GeiTard have minor rolas, but they are well played.
The Cast: Joseph Schildkraut, Lya de Putti, Robert Edeson.
Charles Gcrrard, Eulalie Jensen, George Rechm, William Bakewell. Directed by Nils Olaf Chrisander from Gladys Unger's
■adaptation and script by Sonya Levien.
THEME : Love drama. Young
LIGHTS :
Romantic
scenes.
The duels and personality of
man is commissioned to injure
Schildkraut.
-woman he loves. When he disEXPLOITATION ANGLES:
covers what he is about he turns
on those who hired him and
Play up the names of the stars
and give them an inkling of the
saves the girl from their treachery.
structure of the plot.
DRAWING POWER:
Good.
PRODUCTION
HIGHProduced by Metropolitan Pictures and Distributed by P. D. C.
Length, 6,035 f^^fReleased. May, ig2y.

Highlights of ''The Trunk Mystery,"' released by Fathe

What Happened to Father
Farce-Comedy

Contains Mirthful Situations

(Reviewed

by Harold Flavin)

"heavy" of serial and feature
WARNER
n reno\vn,veteran
productioOLAND,
deserts the ranks of villains and becomes a farceur in this cun-ent Warner Bros.' picture;
his performance as a comedian reminds one of Jean Hersholt in
many respects for his facial expressions and mannerisms are quite
■similar to those projected by that artist. But, though he fuUy
realizes the possibilities of his role, we prefer his highly polished,
suave villains. The production, as a whole, is a decided improvement over the general run of product emanating from the Warner
studios; Oland's artistry is the bright, particular highlight of the
story, which details the metamorphosis of its main character from
a timid, absent-minded bookworm to a forceful, dominant male
before whom even a shrewish wife quails. And all because of
complications arising through his secret work as a playwright of
musical comedy librettos.
The picture presents good action and some excellent backstage
atmosphere and chorus girl types, particularly Cathleen Calhoun
and Jean Left'erty, who are credited in the cast listing. William
Demarest's work didn't appeal particularly, and Flobelle Fairbanks hadn't much to do but look pretty — and she does.
It 's a fine picture for showing during the warm spell.
The Cast: Warner Oland, Flobelle Fairbanks, William Demarest, Vera Lewis, John Miljan, Hugh Allan, Cathleen Calhoun, Jean Lefferty. Story by Mary Roberts Rinchart. directed

by John G. Adolfi.
THEME : Farce-comedy of
timid husband of shrewish wife.
He is musical comedy writer in
secret, and it is through complications that arise in this work
that he finally asserts himself at
home.

Scenes from Pathe's "Code of the Cow Country-

The backstage atmosphere and
the midnight supper scenes.
The automobile-buggy ride.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up Oland in a different
type
role. Story is by wellknownof author.
DRAWING POWER: Good
in any house or locality.

PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS : Oland 's performance.
Produced and Distributed by Warner Bros.
Length, 5,567 feet. Released, June 25, 1927.
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The Trunk Mystery
Good

Qualities in Nick Carter Type of Story
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
FOLLOWING the line of reasoning that detective and mystery
stories are ahvays popular whether they are bound with a
cloth or paper cover and that the names of Charles Hutchinson, Alice Calhoun and Ford Sterling are something to conjure
with, "The Trunk Mystery" shapes up as a faii'ly entertaining
mystery melodrama a trifle better than the average. Crafty
villains, a lone girl and a secret service man all trying to get at the
bottom of a mystery make for suspense and that has been injected
with the cleverness and finesse that characterizes the Van Rensellaer de Day type of author. As a matter of fact the story by
Forrest Sheldoji is of a familiai- vintage but whether old or new
carries that sometimes lukewarm fascination that can be gotten
from the secret and the unexplainable.
The starting point in the story is a scene in an auction room
where the police get rid of stolen or unclaimed goods and here
three different parties are interested in a trunk that is put up for
sale. Hutchinson buys the thing and as a consequence is involved
in a series of complications that give the story its fireworks.
The Cast : Cliarles Hutchinson, Alice Calhoun, Richard Neil,
Ben Walker, Ford Sterling, Otto Ledercr, Cliarles Mack, Lila
Leslie. Director, Frank H. Crane.
LIGHTS: Various attempts to
THEME: Girl's father had
been sent to prison because of
steal contents of trunk. Hero's
disappearance of pearls which
escape from captives and exvillain had hidden in trunk.
planation of the mystery.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
When trunk was put up at aucTell them it is a detective story
tion villain tries to get it and so
does daughter of framed man.
with
tery. a plentiful supply of mysReceiving aid from secret servDRAWING POWER: Good
ice man she finally gets enough
for the smaller houses which
evidence to free her father and
implicate the villains.
cater to average clientele.
PRODUCTION
HIGH,
Produced and distributed by Pathe.
Length, 4,338 ieet. Released, June 12, 1927.

'The Heart
Sword play and ardent love scenes enliven P. D. C.

When Seconds Count
Society Man

Makes

(Reviewed

Good
Thief"and Pleases His Dad
by

Raymond

Ganly)

into consideration all the plot elewhich takes
FORMULA
ments and accepted
standards of what a thrill picture should
contain is employed in this Billy Sullivan vehicle. After a
break with his wealthy male parent, who does not like his son cutting capers on the Great White Way, Sullivan decides to make good
unaided. Palling with Jimmy Aubrey, known in the story as
Dizzy, the two go to a town called Salino where Sullivan's father
is building a dam ; rather the crooked foreman is doing the construction because the latter blasts not according to survey but to
suit his own plans by means of which he will reap a harvest of gold
from the villagers. Into this scene of intrigue steps Sullivan; he
immediately spots the villain and his dastardly designs and loses his
heart over the dark haired daughter of one of Salino 's leading residents. The girl's father shows him the door when he learns that
Sullivan is the son of the man who is unwittingly causing hard
feelings, but in spite of all the hindrances that come before him in
his attempts to win the girl and defeat the crooked foreman, Sullivan hurdles them all in the accepted he-man fashion with the assistance of Dizzy, Rose Kimman, a vivacious and tough brunette, and
Mildred June, the heroine. Aubrey and Miss Kimman contribute
the comedy interludes, the feminine player being the better of the
two.
The Cast: Billy Sullivan, Mildred June, Rose Kimman,
Jerome LaGrasse, Marie Messetnber, James Aubrey, E. W.
Bozvman, Joseph Girard. Director, Oscar Apfel.
A

THEME : Young Society
loafer makes good his promises
to his father that he will succeed.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The fights, the comedy supplied by Aubrey
and
Warner

(Hiinrl

turns

front heavy
to comedian
"What Happened to Father'^

in

Warner

Bros,

Produced I^eleased,
by Duke ll'mne
April, Prod
1927

Kimman, the near success of the
foreman's plans.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up as outdoor story.
DRAWING POWER: For
middle class audiences.
uctions. Distributed by Rayart
Length, 4,803 feet.
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Ritzy

A Frail Tidbit of Romance
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THERE'S a provocative title to this tinvial slice of romance,
should stimulate interest, but othermse it hasn't much to
recommend it. It unwinds its slight thread of romance
which threatens to snap long before the halfway mark is reached.
That it keeps going is due to the subtitles and the personality of
Betty Compson who, as an American girl, suffers from a title
complex.
The heroine is not satisfied \\'ith the American men, but prefer-an English duke. So it is all fixed to cater to her whims by passing her off in a fake marriage ceremony to a bogus duke. When
she is bitterly disillusioned she finds refuge in the arms of none
other than the genuine article. The moral of this is obvious.
The girl'sthat
father
must simply prove that it is the man and not the
coronet
counts.
There is a fair amount of humor expressed during the voyage
across and the plot, slight as it is, affords Miss Bronson with opportunities to display a -wealth of girlish fancies. She provokes the
interest with her mannerisms, but her talent should be displayed
in more substantial stuff.
The Cast: Betty Bronson, James Hall, JP'ilHain Austin, Joan
Standing, George Nichols, Roscoe J\arns. Director, Richard
Rosson.
tions. The appeal and acting of
THEME: Romance of Amerstar.
ican girl with a complex for
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
marrying a title. She is saved
Tease the title. Make capital of
from herself by realizing eventhe craze of American girls to
tually that it's the man and not
the coronet that counts.
marry titles, etc. Play up Miss
Bronson.
PRODUCTIOJf
HIGHDRAWING POWER: SuitLIGHTS: The frame-up of
heroine. The masquerade of the
able for neighborhood houses
and for first runs, if supported
duke. The fake marriage. The
by strong program.
incident aboard ship. The capProduced and Llistributed by Famous Players.
Length, six reels. Released. June, igzy.

Leatrice Joy shotvs how a pampered pet of luxury is brought up in
P. D. C.'s -'Vanity"

Painting the Town
One of the Best Comedies
(Reviewed by Harold

of the Year
Flavin)

S no reason in the world why everybody in the world
THERE'
shouldn't derive considerable entertainment from this
production; it's as light and airy as a summer breeze and
as equally refreshing. Glenn Tryon shows evidence of more histrionic ability than we had credited him Avith, basing our opinion
on short subject comedies in which he was the stellar light ; he has
a very deep bag of clever tricks and he spills them about with
generosity. And the sub-titles ! Each and every one conprodigal
tains alaugh.
The finished picture shows evidence of harmonious work between
director and cast. The business of the piece is started in the first
hundred feet, and there's never a let-up right up to "Finis"; the
story is just an ethereal thread tying together the various gags
witli which the action is studded. Honorable mention is due the
remainder of the cast in particular, Patsy Ruth Miller and George
Fawcett, for their work is especially good.
Don't miss this one.
The Cast: Glenn Tryon, Patsy Ruth Miller, diaries Gerard,
Georae Faivcett, Sidney Braccy, Max Asher. Story and
scenario by Harry Hoyt, photographed by Allen G. Jones and
directed by IVilliam Craft.
LIGHTS: Work of Glenn Tryh-me"s
"watc
Young
on
;
the
many
ingenious mechanE:
THEM
ter
go-get
in small town become
ical comedy contrivances; direcenamoured of FolUes girl and
tion and acting of other memfollows to New York. His mebers of the cast.
chanical genius furnishes new
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
type of automobile, which he
Tie-ups
easily
arranged
with
ssion
trys to sell to Fire Commi
automobile and peanut manuer; the "villain" forestalls his
first atempt, but, with the help
facturers.
of Follies girl, he succeeds in
DRAWING
POWER:
Good
his mission.
Another "he-man" character '^Framed"
role for Milton Sills in First National's

picture for any theatre.
PROD
UCTION HIGHProduced and Distributed by Universal Pictures.
I^ength, 5,909 feet. Released, August 7, 1927.
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Vanity
Pride

Takes

a Severe

Fall

(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
intelligent type of audience will mark this picture down
AN
as an exceedingly clever piece of work on the part of Director Donald Crisp and the cast, and it may be that other qualities such as the De Mille touch, luxurious surroundings, exquisite
mountings and an exciting fight will prove entertaining enough to
thoroughly satisfy others. For those who, at the start of the picture, find out what its all about, its sublety will undoubtedly leave
the impression that an interesting theme has been extremely well
worked out.
Leatrice Joy is in the role of a pampered pet of luxury, with
practically every move of an aristocratic existence regulated Avith
mechanical precision. True, as one remark points out, it was quite
possible that her ancestors at one time wore red undershirts, but
a few generations has removed that memory and developed a cruel
disdain for any other class than her own circle.
All this pompousness and false ceremony is completely shattered
for her by a few hours' association with a former war acquaintance.
Sailor Dan ; in a sniall part of an evening all this is reduced to the
level of a water-front brawl during which she shoots the ship's
cook after he has knifed Dan in a fight over the possession of her.
A much frightened woman then slinks back to her home to proceed
with her wedding ceremony to a carefully, hand-picked mate th<'
following morning.
The Cast: Leatrice Joy, Charles Ray, Alan Hale, Ma\mc
Kelso, Noble Johnson, Lee Worthing, Louis Payne. Directed
by Donald Crisp.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
THEME: Vain girl gets back
Names of Joy, Ray, Hale and
to solid earth again after harrowing experience.
others. Title, and "Vanity"
tie-ups.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Intelligent audiences will get the
LIGHTS: Good direction, phomost out of this. Others will
tography and work of cast. The
undoubtedly be entertained.
fisht sequence.
Produced and Distributed by P. D. C.
Length, 5,923 feet.
Ji el cased, May 9, 1927.

Scenes from the Paramount Picture, "Kita.r"

Framed

Yoiiie

Seen
It Before But It's Interesting
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

he-man after another for Milton
strong silent
onecharacter
justThe
IT'S
has become very familiar as portrayed
Sills.
by the star, but the familiarity doesn't grate on one's nerves
in this instance. "Framed" emerges as acceptable film fare because of its wealth of action, its sympathetic interest and the
heroics which are manifested by the luckless hero.
The plot travels a melodramatic path, starting in France, jumping to Brazil and ending against a background of the Amazon
Penal Colony of the latter country. The hero is a self-.siacriftcing
chap who is dishonorably discharged from the French army.
Hence his migration to Brazil to start all over again. Ill luck
must pursue this type of man until the climax, when the gods
condescend to smile kindly upon him. And then he wins his reward
with rimiance. He becomes the overseer of a diamond mine and
tlic daughter of the big boss finds him an object of interest. Tlie
])lot thickens with more villainy expressed in the rival for the

L' niversal' s "Pahttiun tlie Town'

girl's heart. The hero suffers and suffers, but effects the heroine's
rescue. The climax places him in the ])risoii swamps accused of
stealing diamonds, but he wins final retribution.
All of this is quite taxing on Milton Sills' pantomime. But he
assumes the strong, silent expression and fights his way through.
The Cast: Milton Sills, Natalie Kingston, E. J. Kadcliffc,
Charles Cerrard. lid-u'ard ricl. John Miljan. Director. Charles
J. Prabin.
with the girl. The foiling of the
THEME: Melodrama of selfvillain.
sacrificing hero, who finds reEXPLOITATION ANGLES:
tribution after overcoming seemBill as typical Sills picture.
ingly insurmountable obstacles.
Emphasize its sympathetic apPRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS. The court-martial.
peal, etc.
The scenes in Brazil. The deDRAWING
POWER: Suitable for average audiences
velopment of the romance. The
action and suspense. The rescue
everywhere.
Produced and J distributed by First National.
Length, six reels.
Released. "June. 11)27.
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Briefs
Robert Kane's "Dance Magie" is complete. Roy Briant wrote in his last title
this week, and the film has been turned
over to the releasing company, where it was
pre-viewed by First National executives.
Ben Lyon, Pauline Starke, Louis .John Bartels and Mabel Swor are featured. "Hell's
Kitchen" went to the cutting tables left
bare by "Dance Magic." Joseph Boyle
and Frank Capra, who co-directed, will
work with Paul Maschke, Kane's film
editor, for the next two weeks.
Jack Luden, a young player who has
made much progress in film circles since
his graduation from the Paramount Pictures School, is to be featured in a Western
series which will be inaugurated with
"Shootin' Irons," to be directed by Richard Rosson. Luden is at present playing
in "Tell It to Sweeney," the Chester
■Conklin-George Bancroft comedy.
As one of the sequences in the scheduled
Pola Negri picture wifl consist of a bounteous harvest festival, the film which was to
have gone into work the other day at the
Paramount plant is postponed. Another
production, yet to be selected, will precede
Sydney Howard's drama of the California
vineyards. One of the big vineyard companies in Northern California will supply
its premises as the story's locale in late
;September or early October.
Milton Sills has started work on "HardBoiled Haggerty, " his latest First National
starring production. Natalie Kingston,
Virginia Lee Corbin and Yola d 'Avril are
playing prominent supporting roles with
Sills. The picture, directed by Charles
Brabin and produced for First National
by Wid Gunning, went into production last
week.
Production started «n "Sally in Our
Alley," Columbia's second special for the
new season, last week when Harry Cohn,
vice president in charge of production for
Columl)ia Pictures, signed Richard Arlen,
(courtesy of Paramount) and Walter Lang
for the respective roles of leading man and
director of the new production, which stars
Shirlev Mason.
The second subject of the series of
Mickey McGuire comedies, based on the
Fontaine Fox newspaper cartoons of the
same title, has been started at the F B 0
studios b}' Larry Daramour, producer. The
title for this picture is "Mickey's Pals"
and Stinky Davis, Tom Boy Taylor, Spunky
Edwards, and Little Stanley all appear with
Mickev in this one.

Gustav von Seyffertitz, film character
artist, has been signed for a prominent role
in the ncAV George Fitzmaurice production,
tentatively known as "The Rose of Monterey." With Mary Astor and Gilbert
Roland selected for the two featured roles,
Fitzmaurice is busy choosing the supporting cast. The company has gone on location to Monterey, Calif., when the exteriors
will be shot.
Loretta Young, youthful First National
"discovery," recently placed under longterm contract, has also been chosen for an
important role in George Fitzmaurice 's
next production, tentatively titled ' ' The
Rose of Monterev. "
Production of "Smile, Brother, Smile,"
formerly known as "The Road to Romance," featuring Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill, is now in final stages, according to Charles R. Rogers, who is producing the picture for First National.
Final scenes in the production will be made
within the next two weeks. The cast includes T. Roy Barnes, Philo McCollough,
E. J. Ratcliffe, Brooks Benedict, Yola
d 'Avril, Ernest Hilliard, Harry Dunkinson
and several others.
Ken Maynard and his company, starting
the first of a new sei-ies of six pictures for
First National Pictures, are now at Lodge
Grass, near the Crow Indian government
reservation in Montana. Charles R. Rogers
is the producer of the Maynard films. In
two special cars, escorted by Chief Yowlachie of the Crow tribe, Maynard and his
troui:)e of Western players left Los Angeles
for Montana and will be gone about a
month. "The White Horse Troop" is the
title for the first of the new series, formerly titled "Captain
of the Strong."
Principals of the cast, besides Maynard
and Hurst, are Ann Drew, J. P. McGowan,
Harry Shutan, Tom Bay and Hal Salter.
Rollie Asher, who has been with Corinne
Griffith during the making of many of her
previous successes, has been signed again
by the company to assist in injecting
comedy into "The Garden of Eden." The
picture has just gone into jjroduction.

The Eastern Pathe serial unit which lias

In the action of the serial, "Still Face,"
now in production in New York, it is necessary to have a most lifelike bust of Larry
Kent, who plays the juvenile lead, so Pathe
secured the services of Joseph Nicolosi, a
member of the National Sculpture Society
and of The Architectural League of New
York. Larry Kent was presented by Pathe
with the bust after the picture was com-

been filming "The Masked Menace," a tenchapter picturization of Clarence Buddington Kelland's Saturday Evening Post story,
"Still
Face," scenes
left on^
9th forand
Berlin,
N.
H., where
of May
the logging
mill
country will be filmed. With two weeks of
good weather on this location the camera
work should be completed and the film in
the hands of the cutter. Arch Heath is directing and Jean Arthur, Larry Kent and
Tihomas Holding have featured roles.

pleted.
Gardner James has been engaged by I. B.
Chad wick, i^resident of Chad wick Pictures
Corporation, for the leading role in an untitled production. Betty Blythe, recently
returned from a protracted motion picture
engagement abroad, is also in the cast. Mr.
Chadwick will personally supei-vise the production, which will be released by First
Division Distributors, Inc.

Theringcast
^leighan's
starvehiclefor
forThomas
Paramount,
as yet next
untitled,
was announced this week. Marietta Milner
phivs opposite Meighan and Wyndham
Standing, Fred Kohler, Charles Mill Mailes,
Guiilioat Smith, Duke Martin, and Nancy
Phillips are in the cast. There are several
roles still to be filled.
"White Pebbles" is the name of Wally
Wales' next Western feature to be released
l)v Pathe. It is a picturization of the story
"Bess of the Bar None" by Reginald C.
Baker and was prejjared for the screen by
Bettv Burbridge and Frank L. Ingram.
Al Martin, title writer and former newspaperman, isdoing double duty this week
inasmuch as he is titling two pictures
simultaneously. His mornings are^spent at
the Christie studios, where he is titling
' ' French Fried, ' ' a Neal Burns comedy, and
his afternoons are consumed in titling
Helen of Troy, New York," one of the
featurettes of the Beauty Parlor series at
the F. B. 0. studios.
Pauline Garon left New York last week
for Los Angeles, where she will start work
shortly on a production for Chadwick Pictures Corporation. I. E. Chadwick, president of the company, will personally supervise four comedy dramas with this star.
"Eager Lips," the first of the series, Avill
he started this week. "Bad Little Good
Girl," "Merry Wives of New York" and
"Ladies of Ease" will complete the series.

has secured "Phantom
Buddy aRoosevelt
story by Walter Coburn which
Buster"
will serve as a AVestern vehicle for the
star.
Buddy impersonates both the hero and
the villain. The girl is portrayed by Ahna
Ravford.
Lieutenant Louis Van Den Eeker, veteran
of tlie Foreign Legion, who served as technical director of "Beau Geste, " has been
engaged in a similar capacity by Paramount
for "Beau Sabreur," the companion story,
which shortly Avill go into production under
direction of John Waters. Milton E. Hoffman will supervise. Thomas J. Geraghty
novel.
has made the adaptation of P. C. Wren's
The cast for the seventeenth Sterling
production on the 1926-27 list haa been selected by Joe Rock, head of production for
that coiiipanv. The picture, originally designated as "The Poor Fish," the title of
which will probably be changed in course
of production, Avill see Fritzie Ridgeway
and Gene Gowing in the leading roles. The
supporting cast includes Edwards Davis,
Jack :Mower, Betty Baker, Paddy O'Flynn,
and Joe Bonner.
Ewart Adamson, author and writer, now
of "Deadman's
adaptationracing
doing the
Curve,"
an automobile
story Avhich
is to be filmed by F. B. 0. shortly, has had
a colorful life. He has been a sailor, soldier,
Canadian trapper and a South Sea refugee.
He has traveled around the world four
times.
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HANK
HEARN, manager of
the Atlanta branch of LibertySpeciahy, is in St. Joseph's Infirmary, Atlanta, suffering from injuries received Thursday night in an
automobine accident, while returning to Atlanta from Columbus, Ga.,
where he had been on business.
Universal's new $100,000 theatre,
the Madison, on Flat Shoals Road
in East Atlanta, is scheduled to
open July 2.
Hank Hearn, manager of the
-Vtlanta exchange of Liberty- Specialty, made a trip to Columbus,
Ga., the latter part of this week.
J. H. Sapp, assistant manager.
Atlanta branch of the National
Theatre Supply Company, left
last week for Birmingham, his
home town, to spend a vacation of
about ten days.
C. L. Peavy, head of the Atlanta branch of Film Booking offices, visited Columbus, Ga., last
week.
M. V. Lomax, head of the installation department of the Atlanta branch of National Theatre
Supply Company, left Thursday at
noon for Lafnllette, Term. Later,
he will go to Elizabethton, Tenn.
J. H. Butner, manager of Educational's .'\tlanta exchange, left
this week for a trip to Savannah
and other points.
C. R. Beacham, manager of the
Atlanta exchange of First National, who has been in Nashville,
Tenn., this week, is expected to
return to his ofiice tod.iy.

^'imimniniiiiiiiiininiinniiimiimiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Atlanta
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Ben Y. Cammack, manager of
Universal's Atlanta branch, spent
several days in Rome, Ga., last
week.
I. H. Dietz, who operates the
Star Theatre at Covington, Ga.,
was a visitor on film row last
week.
Walter Brandenburg, who operated the Franklin Theatre at Ft.
Valley, Ga., visited film row last
week.
William G. Minder, Southeastern
manager for Tiffany Productions,
with headquarters in Atlanta, now
in New York, is expected to return to Atlanta next week.
Claude Lee, of Fort Myers,
Florida, manager of the Arcade
and Omar theatres. Universal
houses, passed through Atlanta last
Friday on his way to Fort Myers
from Memphis, Tenn., where he
attended the International Kiwanis
convention. He was accompanied
by Mrs. Lee.
W. B. Patrick, well-known South
Alabama exhibitor, was a visitor
on film row last week and announced that he had sold his Strand
Theatre at Dothan, Ala., to the
Wells Brothers of the Ozark
Theatre, Ozark, Ala., and his
Strand at Florala, Ala., to Messrs.
Holloway and Inzor.

Ernest P. Aiken, formerly connected with the Jacksonville, Fla.,
exchange of Universal as salesman
and who recently was transferred
to the theatre department, has been
appointed manager of the Fairfax
Theatre, at East Point, Ga., a
suburb of Atlanta, taking up the
day.
duties of his new post next MonVictor Fernandez, who operates
the Italian Theatre at Ybor City,
Florida, was a visitor on film row
this week.
Fred Creswell has taken over
the Biltmore Theatre at Buena
Vista, Fla.
Twenty

cases are up for consideration and disposal by the Atlanta Joint Board of Arbitration,
which will meet Tuesday in the
offices of the board at 101 Marietta
street. Indications are that there
will be another session of the
board later in the month.
At a meeting last Monday of
the Atlanta Film Board of Trade,
of which George Allison, head of
Fox's Atlanta exchange, is the
newly elected president, the following other officers were chosen :
John W. Quillian, president Enterprise Film Corporation, vicepresident, and John Ezell, Atlanta

branch manager for Warner Brothers, secretary-treasurer.
The Arbitration Committee appointed consists of H. D. Hearn,
of Liberty-Specialty, chairman;
W. W. Anderson, head of Pathe
W. W. Anderson, head of
Pathe's Atlanta exchange, accompanied by M.resentativeMitchell,
in the localfeature
office, repleft
Wednesday night for Nashville.
Mr. Anderson is not expected to
return to Atlanta until some time
next week.
E. T. Fields, shipping clerk in
Pathe's Atlanta branch, is receiving the sympathy of friends this
week in the loss of his wife, who'
day. last Saturday after a lingerdied
ing illness. She was buried MonT. F. Thompson, owner of the
Palace Theatre in Cedartown, Ga.,
was in Atlanta last Saturday.
Walter Early, of Miami, Fla.,^
well-known in the film industry,
was a visitor on film row last week.
Joe Wheeler, who operates the
Capitol Theatre at Montgomery^
Ala., and the Grand at Cedartown,
Ga., was a visitor this week on filmrow.
Howard P. Jackson is a new
member of the personnel of Universal's Atlanta office, succeeding
Donald Cox, bookkeeper, who has
been transferred to the company's
Jacksonville
exchange, where he is
cashier.

inneapolis
THE new organization formed
by the amalgamation of Motion Picture Owners of the Northwest and the Twin City Managers'
Association is to be known as Theater Owners' Association of the
Northwest, Inc. The by-laws of
the M. P. T. O. have been revised,
but there will be no change in the
board of directors.
.'\rthur Van Vleet, projectionist
at the Summit Theatre in St. Paul,
was killed in an auto race on the
State Fair track this week. Van
Vleet had taken up auto racing as
a hobby, and entered in a novelty
race, in which half a dozen ordinary stock cars, stripped of their

fenders, were participating. Van
Vleet's car skidded and overturned
on the second lap. His skull was
broken and he died within a few
minutes.
Plans and specifications for the
new theatre to be built in Richfield,
Minn., a suburb of Minneajwlis,
have been submitted to the village
council by James L. Porter, who
is building the theatre. Mr. Porter plans to erect a modern brick
structure, costing $30,00 and with a
seating capacity of 400. The building will be at 54th Street and 39th
Avenue, South.
The voters of the 12th Minneapolis Ward decided at the munici-

pal election on June 13th to favor
the construction of a theatre at
50th Street and 34th Avenue, South.
Because of a difference of opinion
in the city council the matter was
put up to the voters.
C. F. Hynes, formerly of Minneapolis, where he edited Greater
Amusements, was married June 5
in New York to Miss Lillian B.
Wencel, a Minneapolis girl.
James Shea, who was formerly
connected with Minneapolis exchanges, has been made branch
manager of the Des Moines F. B.
O. office, according to announcement recently made by District
Manager Cleve Adams.

St. Thomas Cathedral, at Winona, Minn., has purchased the organ
from the Colonial Theatre, which
is being entirely dismantled.
A motion picture theatre has
been opened at George, la., by R.
E. Benson, of Adrian. Minn., who
conducts a chain of small-town
houses.
Alex Maxwell, of Gregory^
S. D., plans to show pictures at
Dallas on Thursday and Sunday
Pictures will be shown four
nights.
nights a week at the Hub Theater,
Fairmount. by Raymond Mergens,
who has leased the theatre.

Des Moines
HENRY, of the Palace
LV.
. Theatre of Exira, la., was a
business caller at Paramount exchange Tuesday.
Mr.
Palmer,
representing
the
Theatre of Postville, Iowa, was a

caller at the Paramount exchange
this week.
Howard C. Purcell, a representative of the home office, was a
caller at First National during the
week.

Mr. Tilton, of First National,
made a business trip to Kansas
City Thursday of last week.
Two home office executives,
Charles M. Steele and S. W.
Friday.
Hatch, were visitors in Des Moines

Mr. Phillips, manager of P. D.
C, has been out of the city on business last week in the southern part
of the state.
Mr. Winthrop, of Tiffany, left
for a business trip to Omaha
Thursday.
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Baltiimore
Whitehurst Theatrical Interests here have planned to
close the New and Garden Theatres
here, operated by them, for several
weeks during the sunmier. While
the playhouses are dark renovations and iinprovements will be
made.
The Broadway Theatre, operated
by the Associated Theatres Company, T.Louis Rome, general manager, closed Saturday night, June
18, to remain dark for about six
weeks. The house will practically
be remodeled when it reopens late
in August.
Extensive repairs and improvements are being made upon the
opera houses at Berryville, Va.,
and Charlestovvn, W. Va., which
are operated under the management
of Walter Decker, of Charlestown.
The Maryland Theatre, Hagerstown, Md., oi>erated by Isaac
Slutzker, manager, has been closed
and will remain dark for about two
months, during which extensive
alterations will be made.
Work will be started soon on the
new State Theatre, Richmond, Va.,
which is being built by Charles A.
Somma and W. J. Coulter. The
plans were drawn by F. A. Bishop,
architect, and the seating capacity
will be 1,500 persons. It will cost
about $300,000.
In a wind storm which struck
Norfolk, Va., recently, H. C. Everhart, president of Suffolk Amusement Company, was badly injured.
He suffered five broken ribs, a
broken nose and a broken arm and
THE

had five teeth knocked out. He is
gradually recovering. Six persons
were killed during the storm.
Repair work was started at once
on the Rialto Theatre, Wilmington,
Del., after being severely damaged
in a fire which destroyed a paint
factory in that city. The damage
amounted to about $200,000.
Since the summer schedule of
prices has been placed in effect at
the Rivoli Theatre here no stage
attractions are being given with the
motion picture performances, but
an overture is included on the bill.
The Strand Theatre, Roanoke,
Va., is being managed now by
Allen Jenkins, formerly genera!
manager for Elmore D. Heinz in
that city. Extensive alterations
and improvements have been made
on the Strand.
Fred W. Putnam, house manager for the Colonial Theatre, Richmond, Va., has resigned to go to
Beaumont, Tex., to manage a
house for the Jefferson Amusement
Company.
A benefit matinee was given at
the Qiadwick Theatre. Suffolk,
Va., under the auspices of the Jefferson Patrons' League, for the
Jefferson School Library recently.
A new vaudeville theatre is to
be built in Baltimore by the James
L. Kernan Company, according to
Frederick Schanberger, president.
The Maryland theatre, now running
Keith's vaudeville and extra act
pictures, and the auditorium, a legitimate house, and Kernan's Hotel

are operated by the same company.
When the new theatre is completed, according to the present
plans, Mr. Schanberger said, the
Maryland may be used for legitimate attractions and the new house
for the presentation of Keith
vaudeville.
The management of the Embassy
theatre, operated by the American
Theatres Corjxjration, has changed
again. Ben Gutherson has resigned
after two weeks and has been succeeded by Joseph Levy, formerly
of Norfolk, Va., where he had
charge of the Wilmer and Vincent
chain. Mr. Levy will manage the
Embassy and the theatres of the
same company in Bethlehem and
Shenandoah, Pa.
After having been an inmate at
the
of "Dr.
Howard
A.
Kelly,hospital
here, for
several
days, W.
K. Zeigfeld, brother of Florenz
Zeigfeld, producer of the Follies,
died Monday night, June 6. For
some time W. K. Zeigfeld had
been in the film business in France.
At a meeting on Monday, June
13, the daylight saving ordinance
for Baltimore was taken up by the
Legislation Committee of the Baltimore City Council, reported unfavorably to the Council and killed
by vote 18 to 1. This ordinance
was introduced in the council on
Monday night, June 6, by W. G.
Albrecht, republican. If passed, the
measure would have provided that
daylight saving would be in effect

from the last Sunday in June to
the last Sunday in October.
Delegates to the Columbia convention from the Washington, D.C.,
and Virginia territories included
some of the best known men in
the film industry in those sections.
From Washington the committee included A. Julian Brylawski,
William H. Herbst, Maurice Davis,
Joseph Makover, Sydney B. Lust
and G. G. Piatt.
From Virginia the delegates
were I. Weinberg, Harry Bernstein, Charles Somma, Ben Pitts,
Walter Coulter, E. D. Heins, H.
W. Robertson, Herman Rubin,
Sam Sachs and E. T. Crall.
W. E. Claflin, of the Southern
Moving Picture Corporation, is recovering now from an of>eration
at the Homeopathic Hospital,
Washington, D. C.
After having attended the funeral of her father at Little Rock,
Ark., Lillie Plummer has returned
to Washington to resume her duties
at the Pathe office.
Welden Waters, at the Washington, D. C, Paramount office, spent
his vacation going to New Orleans
on a motor trip.
Several marriages have occurred
recently in the Washington. D. C,
exchange offices. Miss Mildred
Bowie, of the Pathe office, married Tom Smith, F. B. O.
booker; Frances Klimkiewics of
the Paramount exchange married
Douglas Whitcomb, and Fannie
Boswell of Warner Brothers, Inc.,
married Spencer Jones.

Chicago
T. atand* W.
g of37S-se
openin
THE
s new
Pierce'
Plaza
Theatre at Kewanee, gives that
city one of the model small theatres of the country. The house is
of a Spanish atmospheric type of
architecture, with all the equipment of a modern de luxe house.
Messrs. Pierce will shortly remodel
their 1,000-seat Peerless Theatre,
a high-class house which was
erected some two years ago. They
plan to put in a 30- foot stage.
Len Ullrich has resigned as short
subject salesman for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to become west side
city salesman for F. B. O., replacing Al Hoffman. Mr. Hoffman
is now covering northern Illinois
for Universal.
Harold ("Red") Wise, for some
time associated with Fitzpatrick &
McElroy, is back in the selling end
of the business, having been appointed city salesman for the Columbia exchange.
Leslie Trevor has opened his new
Trevor Theatre at Galva, 111. Mr.
Trevor will continue to make his
headquarters at the Opera House
in Aledo, which theatre he also operates.
Bill Baker arrived at Universal
exchange Monday morning with a
specially wide smile, and was busy
all day announcing the arrival of
a nine and one-half-pound baby boy
at his house.

Eddie Rosecan, formerly of the
Illinois-Indiana Theatres, Inc., is
now a representative of Gregory &
Bernasek in their dealings with
Balaban & Katz Midwest Theatres,
which recently took over the buying of pictures for Gregory &
Bernasek's houses.
George Chapman, office manager
of F. B. O.'s Chicago exchange,
has resigned, and his place will be
filled by A. J. MacPhail, who has
arrived from New York City.
Clyde Eckhardt, of Fox Films,
is proud of the record made by the
local exchange in the first three
weeks of the 1927-28 selling race,
as to date the local organization is
in first place, more than sixty
points ahead of Philadelphia, which
is running second.
Pending the change in policy of
Eddie Trinz's Chateau Theatre,
this house will operate only on Saturdays and Sundays.
According to rumors on film
row, "Boul Mich" is to have a picture house which will operate in
its field along lines similar to the

so-called "little theatres," which
have had a certain vogue in the
speaking field. The report is that
Michael Mindlin, who operates the
Fifth Avenue Playhouse, has secured a lease on the Playhouse on
Michigan Boulevard, and will cater
to an exclusive clientele with a
"highbrow" picture policy.
Sam Halper, of the Irving,
Pershing and Metro Theatres, accompanied by his wife, left Chicago the first of this week for a
trip to Europe.
Earl Johnson, of the IllinoisIndiana Theatres, Inc., has become
associated with James Coston, and
the Coston-Johnson organization
will hereafter book the majority of
theatres which heretofore have been
served by the Illinois-Indiana Theatres, Inc. Mr. Johnson is closing
his office at 845 S. Wabash Avenue, and from now on will make
his
headquarters
at
in the
Standard Oil
S. Michigan Avenue.
in addition to the

Coston's
Building,office
910
These houses,
Metropolitan,

Vista and Frolic, leases for which
were taken over last week by a
syndicate, including Coston, Silverman, Fecher and Nortman, bring
the number of houses booked by
Coston up to 91 theatres.
Jonas Perlberg has been appointed manager of Lubliner &
Trinz Covent Garden Theatre.
Clayton
has illness
been confined to hisBond,
homewhowith
for
some time past, is reported to be
recovering.
A

way ofincludes
complete
redecoration
the interior,
increase
of the
seating capacity to 2,400, enlargement of the stage and installation
of a new cooling system and organ.
Freeport, III., will have an additional motion picture theatre when
the remodeling of the Germania, an
old-time road show house, is com-
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is

rushing
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SeattI
h

RECENTLY chosen executives
of the new West Coast Theatres Chain on the Pacific Coast arrived in Seattle, Washington, last
week and spent several days in the
Pacific Northwest metropolis meeting with theatre managers of the
Nbrthwest division and outlining
plans for the conduct of the organization's many houses in Washington and Montana.
The meetings were presided over
by Harold B. I'^ranklin, newly
elected president and general manager. Under the new plan of operation of the West Coast houses,
Mr. Franklin explained, each manager will be held individually responsible for his own house and
will guide its destinies as though
he personally owned it. At the
opening meeting, Seattle managers
were introduced to Hershel Stuart,
new general manager of the Seattle
division, who succeeds Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., hereafter supervisor
of theatres in the Southern California district.
Included in Mr. Franklin's party
in Seattle were Mike Gore, chairman of the board of directors ;
John R. Dillen, New York financier
of Hayden-Stone Co. ; Jack Mansfield, assistant to Mr. Franklin in
the physical operation of West
Coast ; H. G. Delabar, West Coast
accounting representative : Frank
R. Wilson, former president of
North American Theatres ; L. O.
Lukan, Western division manager
for First National ; Herman Webber, Western division manager for
Paramount ; Harry C. Arthur, Jr. :
Hershel
Stuart, and Grover
C.

lifa

attle, last week took his place at
the wheel of a new Chandler 8,
thus quieting all reports to the effect that the film business is de-

Kirley, treasurer of the Seattle division.
Hershel Stuart, recently appointed general manager of the
Washington and Montana divisions
of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
arrived in this city last week and
has established his offices in the
United Artists Theatre Building.
F. F. Vincent, exploitation spe'cialist for the Universal branch offices in Seattle and Portland,
stopped ofif here a few days last
week en route to Vancouver, where
he is scheduled to stage a special
trade showing as the personal representative ofCarl Laemmle.

Mr. Millward's
purchase,cidedly
by theoff. way,
was made from
C. M. Dunn, exhibitor of Cle Elum
and Roslyn, Washington.
Two changes in the publicity
personnel of the Pacific Northwest
Theatres, Inc., in this city were
made last week. Eddie "The
Great" Hitchcock, former director
of publicity for the United Artists
Theatre, assumes the same position at Manager James Q. Clemmer's Fifth Avenue Theatre under
the new arrangement. Mr. Hitchcock's work at the 'United Artists
will be taken over by Knowles
Blair, former assistant at that
house.

W^ally Rucker, debonair young
manager of the local Educational
branch office, announced last week
that he is making plans for the
opening of a branch office in Portland just as soon as a suitable location can be found. Billy Green,
Oregon salesman for Educational,
will be in charge of the Portland
branch.
C. A. Swanson, general manager
of the Everett motion picture
houses operated by Pilz and Swanson Amusement Company, last
week reported that there is no truth
to the recent announcement relative
to the purchase of the Everett Theatres by Pacific Northwest Theatres, Inc. (W^est Coast).
Exhibitors of the state of Washington were expressing their pride
this week over the appointment of
Ray Grombacher, popular Spokane
showman, as one of the vice
presidents of the M. P. T. O. A.
D. C. Millward, head of the
Western Film Corporation of Se-

AIL

E. C. Shaffer, manager of the
Greater Features — Columbia Exchange in Butte, spent several days
here last week conferring with
Jack Lannon of the home office.
W. A. Cochran, well-known
Northwest exhibitor, pulled into
this city last week with a check
for $170 which he turned over to
the Red Cross for the Mississippi
Flood Relief Fund.
Tommy Gibbons, sales representative in the Eastern Washington
territory for Manager Jack
Bower's local First National exchange, last week was receiving
the congratulations of film row on
his feat of finishing second in the
recent National Sales Drive. In
token of his achievement, he was
presented with the Constance Talmadge watch at the recent Holly-

any
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SUCKNO, of AlWALTER
bany, son of the late Samuel Suckno, and who was handling
the Freeder and Grossman houses
in Hudson, is now hooking independent vaudeville with Jack Linder, and meeting with much success.
H. C. Bissell and John Bulwinkel, of the First National exchange, motored up to Syracuse
one day last week to seek the Kallet brothers, who have theatres in
Canastota, Oneida, Rome, and
Utica.
Miss Edna Pfister, the new
secretary of the Albany Film
Board of Trade, and Harry Seed,
chairman of the fire prevention
committee, made an inspection of
all film exchanges in .'Vlbany, one
day last week, and found conditions
most satisfactory.
Edgar Weil, one time manager
of the Strand in Syracuse, is now
residing in Buffalo, where he is in
the insurance business.
A. F. Steinman, an exhibitor of
Deposit, N. Y., was drowned on a
recent fishing trip, according to
letters that have reached Albany's
film exchange from Mrs Steinman, who announces that she will
continue running the house at
Oquago Lake.
R. J. Meigs, a film salesman at
the Pathe office, announced
with

much glee last week the arrival of
an eight-pound daughter. Mr.
Meigs took the day off in celebrating the occasion.
The VanCurler, in Schenectady,
is to be leased to a syndicate, the
active head of which will be William N. Shirley. The house has
been under lease to the Farash
company for the last year or so.
Mr. Shirley was identified with
Schenectady theatres for several
years but sold out his holdings to
others.
William Benton, who operates
theatr,es in Saratoga Springs, Glens
Falls, Plattsburg and elsewhere,
purchased a shoe business in Saratoga Springs last week.
The Schine Brothers, who are
rapidly expanding their circuit,
took over the Lincoln and Rialto
theatres in Schenectady last week.
William Van Alstyne, who runs
the Strand in Fonda, as well as a
house in Fultonville, nabbed a quartet of young men last week as they
were breaking into their gasoline
station.
•—
Plans have been drawn for the
new Stanley residential house jn >
Albany, and work is cxpcqtf^i»4pjj^..
get under way next month. It is
understood that the work on the
new Stanley theatre in Utica is
well under wav.
Moe Mark am-

Walter Hayes, of the Stanley
forces, paid a flying visit to Albany
last week and inspected the site of
the new house.

M
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another of Mr. Bower's "best
sellers" was runner-up to Mr.
Gibbons.
The office, incidentally, finished
first in the West and second in the
national standing, according to Mr.
Bower, who is rapidly achieving^
theJames
title ofMerion,
"First auditor
Place Jack."
of the
home office of Producers' Distributing Corporation, spent a few
days here last week with Manager
Dave Frazer.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Simons of
Alissoula, Montana, well knowrt
throughout the territory as veteranexhibitors of that state, left last
week for California. Mr. Simons,
has been in ill health for some
time, and the trip will be a method
of recuperation
for him.
Two changes in the location of
salesmen for Manager Carl W.
Stern's local Warner Brothers Exchange were announced last week_
Morris Saffle will be transferred!
back to his former Eastern Washington territory, and Ray Ackles.
will
returnthetonew
Western
\\'ashington under
allocation.
Another new exchange for Portland— this was the announcement
made last week by Charles W.
Harden, manager for the United
Artists exchange in this city. Infact, prints and paper for the
Portland
branch
are already
stored"
in
this city,
awaiting
the selection;
by Mr. Harden of a suitable location in the Oregon city. It is reported that the Portland branch
will be managed by Harold Harnow his
assistant
bookerden,for
Dad in manager
this citv. and'

will have charge of the .Avon until'
it closes for the summer.
C. H. Buckley, exhibitor in Albany, was as proud as the proverbial peacock last week, as the
result
at the
which
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of a competitive drill held"
Albany Boys Academy inC.
Junior, made a wonderfulH.,
showing.

.Sam Hochstim. of Hudson, made
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wood convention. Harold Boehme,

'

J. J. Scully, branch manager for Educational in Boston, and Toy Gallagher
John Garry is planning to reseat
the Clinton Square theatre in AlSunday.bany, and will do the work some
Gus Lanipe, manager of the
-A.von in \Vatertown, has been
transferred to the Schine theatre in
Little Falls. R. G. Wood, who
Handles the Olympic in Watertown,

a flying trip to Albany last w-eek.
The State theatre in Schenectady^
has dropped its admission prices
for the summer in the hopes of
stimulating business.
Camp Sagamore on Lake George
will open the latter part of the
month and w'ill begin using motion
pictures in July.
A romance that began in Oneonta
in one of the Schine houses brought
about the announcement last week
of the engagement of Miss Ann
Ott, an actress, and Gus Lampe,
who has been connected with the
.Avon theatre in Watertown. The
wedding will take place in New
Jersey on .August 6.
Harry and Ben Berinstcin, of
Elmira, incorporated a concern last
week to engage in the clothing
business. The two Berinstcin
boys have long been identified with
motion picture theatres in the
southern tier as well as in .Albanv
and Trov.
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K ansas
IF yuu have an iivertlow at yuur
theatre get another theatre tn
put them in. That is the plan of
F. H. Riley, of the Cosey Theatre
at Mountain Grove, Mo. The
Cosey operates six nights a week
and has an overflow on certain
nights. Therefore Mr. Riley
leased the Old Opera House, which
will be used for motion pictures on
the overflow nights.
W. A. Hartung, who was appointed to succeed S. H. Hess as
manager of the Main Street Theatre, Kansas City, has reported for
duty, and is on the job. Mr. Hess
went to Chicago. Mr. Hartung
has been with the Orpheum Circuit
nineteen years, and came to Kansas City from the Orpheum at St.
Louis.
The Joint Board of Arbitration
at Kansas City, as well as the Film
Board of Trade of Kansas City,
has changed meeting time. The
joint board will meet on Mondays
at 1 o'clock, and the film board on
the same day at 11 o'clock. Miss
A. L. Menagh, secretary of the
film board, is back on the job again
after attending convention of secretaries of film boards of trade at
French Lick, Ind.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors
in the Kansas
City market
this

ager at Kansas Lity, and C. A.
Schultz, Midwest Film Distributors, Inc., manager, were out in the
territory this week looking for
more business, as was 1 larry
Strickland, Warner Bros, iiranch
manager.
Don Woods, Paramount representative of Minneapolis, was a
vistor, as was G. E. AIcKean, Fix
district manager.
Bob Withers, Enterprise branch

F. A. James, Dallas branch manager for Educational Films, and E. J. Weisman,
manager of the Milwaukee branch.
Dorothy Devore, comedienne, is in the centre
week were : Sam Austin, Garden
City, Kan.; O. C. Wooten, Elkhart, Kan. ; H. Pendle, Humboldt,
Kan. ; John
Thomas,
Winfield,

Kan. : W. D. Bcarce, Hume, Mo. ;
Walter Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kan.
Eph Rosen, TitTany branch man-

manager,
accompanied
on a business
hunting "Red"
trip inJones
the
territory this week, iliss Georgene
Preble is the new booker at the
P. D. C. exchange.
Many summer improvements are
being made by the threatres in the
Kansas City territory. The Star
Theatre, managed by Paul Stonum,
is being redecorated and refurnished. The West Theatre, Wichita, Kan., also is undergoing improvements. The Dexter Theatre,
Dexter. Kan., again is under the
management of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Meece. The Mission Theatre,
Shawnee, Kan., which will seat
about 400, is being erected by Summerour. A. Panatrope, produced
by the Brunswick-Balke Collender
Company, has been installed in the
Courter Theatre, Gallatin, Mo., by
Manager H. Courter.

Pkiladelpliia
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Grand Opera House, operated jointly by the Stanley Company, the Keith-Albee interests and
the Nixon-Nirdlinger heirs, will
close on June 25th. The last two
weeks will be devoted to a tab
policy in conjunction with a program picture. Joseph C. Dougherty, manager of the house, will
devote the remainder of the summer to supervising the improvements that will be made at Keith's
Chestnut Street Theatre.
Frank N. Seltzer, who has been
in charge of publicity for the Fox
Theatre and the Fox-Locust Theatre practically since the former
house was (jpened, has resigned.

Mr. Seltzer has not yet announced
any new affiliation.
The Fox-Locust Theatre closed
on Saturday night, June 18th, and
will remain dark until September,
when it will reopen with another
Fox feature.
Harry D. Westcott, who is in
charge of the educational and social service department of the Stanley Company of America, is receiving the sympathetic expressions
of his friends in the industry because of the recent death in Camden of his father, John N. Westcott, a prominent figure in New
Jersey politics. Judge Westcott
twice nominated Woodrow Wilson

for President at Democratic conventions.
Noble Milligan, at one time connected with the Masterpiece Exchange and later with the Monarch
and other exchanges on Vine
Street, has been appointed editor
of the Willow Grove Illustrated
News.
Executives of the Stanley Company are making preparations to
spend the summer after July 4th
at. Atlantic City. John J. McGuirk, Al Boyd, Abe and Lew
Sablosky will go to the shore after
that time.
Not so long ago in the Philadelphia regional notes an announce-

ment was published of the purchase
of Fay's Theatre, 4032-40 Market
Street, Philadelphia, by Morris
Wax, of the Keystone Amusement
Company from the Knickerbocker
Playhouse, Inc., for the sum of
$450,000.
Wax,
who purchased the Mr.
theatre,
has drawn
our
attention to the fact that this figure
is inaccurate and without any basis.
The true consideration for this
sale, says Mr. Wax, was $500,000
even. The Keystone Amusement
Company takes over the management and operation of the house
this July and will operate it under
the same policy as has hitherto prevailed.
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Kimball pipe organ of
ANEW
the latest design will be installed at the Ogden theatre during
the coming two weeks. After the
installation will follow a week of
half-hour organ recitals preceding
each regular performance. The installation of the new organ is in
with the Ogden's plan of
keeping ement
which have taken
improv
place since early spring.
K. M. Murray, manager of the
theatres in Hurley and Santa Rita,
New Mexico, was a visitor along
P. A. Jones, manager of the Kansas
City Educational
branch,
and
Toy
Gallagher,
the latter a well-known
comedienne in two reelers

film
week.
visit row
to last
Denver
is Mr.
the Murray's
first for
several years.
Negotiations are pending whereby United Artists will occupy the

present
D. C. toquarters
Producers P. moves
Pathe

when '
about

JulySam 1st.Cain, Universal manager, is
still down in New Mexico selling
pictures in his new territory recently taken over when the El
Paso, Texas, branch office of Universal was discontinued. When
last heard from he was headed for
The members of the Denver Film
Jaurez. of Trade will have the honor
Board
of furnishing motion pictures for
the entertainment of President and
Mrs. Coolidge and party during
their stay in the Black Hills this
summer.

J. L. Winn, of the Des
tional branch
MoinesDevore
Educarothy
and Do
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Southwrest
than one hundred exhibitors attended the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Texas at the Galvez Hotel, Galveston, Tex., June
8th. Col. H. A. Cole was reelected president of the body for
the fifth consecutive term. Little
change was made in the directors.
Bill Underwood, general manager of the Specialty Film Distributing Corporation, presided at
the convention of that company last
week. The Dallas representatives
were R. F. Mims, R. I. Brown, F.
L. Stocker, H. A. Daniels, H. T.
Peebles. The convention was held
at Saenger Manor, Miss.
The two-day meeting of the
Home State Film Distributing
Company, held at the Baker Hotel,
Dallas, was very enthusiastic.
Those in attendance in addition to
Jack Adams, president ; H. K.
Buchanan, vice-president, and L.
Smiley Buchanan, secretary and
treasurer, were B. F. Busby, S. V.
Lear and A. R. Smith, from Little
Rock, Ark.; Car Scott, P. W.
Myers and Grady James, from Oklahoma City; B. E. Graetz, Robert
MORE

Adams, L. Russell and Max Wyll,
from Dallas, Tex.
Walter Crosbie, manager of the
Dallas Majestic Theatre, has returned from his vacation in California very sunburned and full of
fish stories.
"Chick" Shytles, manager of the
Majestic Theatre, Fort Worth,
Tex., is spending his vacation in
New York City. Reymond Willie,
manager of the Lyric Theatre,
Birmingham, is relieving "Chick."
M. L. Levine, proprietor of the
Ideal Theatre, at Corsicana, Tex.,
announces the award of a contract
for the remodeling and renovation
of that theare, calling for an expenditure ofapproximately $15,000.
Work will start in the middle of
June, and the theatre will he closed
for repairs with the exception of
the roof garden, which will be operated during the summer months.
The Dent Theatre interests of
Dallas have recently acquired the
Empire Theatre at Mercedes, Tex.
The theatre will be completely remodeled.
D. B. Hussey,
owner
of the

Busby Theatre at McAlester, Tex.,
died last Thursday after a lingering illness that had kept him from
business for about five months.
The deceased was 63 years of age.
He had been in the amusement
business for about fifteen years.
L. Bickel, A. J. Benedic, J. S.
Groves, E. F. Stein and Roy Beall,
all of Dallas, have returned after
attending the M-G-M Sales Convention, held at the Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles, last month.
Mrs. Margaret Day, of Lawton,
owner of the Dome Theatre, announces that she will immediately
remodel that house at a cost of approximately $20,000.
Sol. E. Gordon, of Beaumont,
president of the East Texas Theatres, Inc., has purchased the
kin.
theatres at Nacogdoches and LufFire destroyed two motion picture projectors, seven reels of film,
and damaged the projection booth
of the Liberty Theatre at Lone
Wolf, Ark., last Saturday.
O. W. McCutcheon,
owner
of

Blytheville motion picture theatres,
is making plans to rebuild the theatre recently destroyed by fire.
R. J. O'Donnell, special representative ofthe Insterstate Amusement Company, is making a tour of
the circuit, returning to Dallas
next week.
The Liberty Amusement Company, Fort Worth, Tex., now controls the following houses in Fort
Worth ; Pantages, Capitol, Odeon,
L^ptown, Liberty and Gayety.
Theatres recently installing cooling systems in Texas are : Palace
Theatre, Brownsboro, and Palace
Theatre, Freeport.
Ray Stinnett and Si Charninsky
expect to open their new threatre
at Cleburne, Tex., within a very
short time. They recently took
over the management of the Pantages Theatre in Dallas.
Henry Reeve, Manard, Tex., is
remodeling his theatre and expects
to repoen shortly.
The new Colonial Theatre at
Bay City, Tex., will open to the
public next week.

lanada
SPECIAL theatre features for
Canada's Diamond Jubilee of
Confederation, to be celebrated
throughout the Dominion on July
1, 2 and 3, were presented in theatres of Ottawa, the Canadian
Capital, during the week of June
13.

Motion Picture Studio, Ottawa, will
not be made until after the return
to Canada from Europe in July of
Hon. James Malcolm, Canadian
Minister of Trade and Commerce.
This has been announced by F. C.
T. O'Hara, Deputy Minister of
Trade and Commerce.

At B. F. Keith's Theatre, Manager J. M. Franklin presented the
official Confederation reel of LOOO

J. M. Franklin, manager of B.
F. Keith's Theatre, Ottawa, Ont.,
has been receiving the congratulations of many friends on his showing in the annual golf tournament
of the Keith-Albee managers at the
Westchester-Biltmore Golf Club at
Rye, N. Y. Mr. Franklin won a
handsome prize as runner-up in his
division.
Leonard Bishop, former manager
of the Regent and Russell Theatres, Ottawa, has returned to the

feet, called "Canada's
Jubilee." This picture
screened at the Regent
perial Theatres, Ottawa,
ager Ray Tubman, who
two Jubilee songs on the
at both houses.

Diamond
was also
and Imby Manalso had
programs

The appointment of a successor
to the late Raymond S. Peck, director of the Canadian Government

have been very few
THERE
post-mortems anent the recent
Columbus convention from returning Cleveland exhibitors. The banquet and ball seemed to have made
the biggest hit, as that was the one
event that all commented upon.
Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., held
its second golf tournament of the
season last Tuesday at the Ridgewood Country Club. Members of
the organization meet once a month
to exhibit their prowess. However, figures talk, and at the end of

the season the score book will tell
who is the best golfer of the crowd.
Harry Charnes, president of the
Standard Film Service Company
of Cleveland, was in New York
over the week-end, completing his
season's purchases for Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, West Virginia and
Western Pennsylvania distribution.
W. E. Callaway, First National
sales manager, was one of the
celebrities who journey out from
New York to attend the National
exhibitor convention in Columbus.

Canadian Capitol after spending
the past year in Los Angeles, Cal.,
where he went to rebuild his health.
W. Epton is building a $10,000
theatre at Deloraine, Manitoba.
This theatre will be a one-story
frame structure on a concrete
foundation, with a frontage of 25
feet and a depth of 100 feet.
The handsome Runnymede Theatre, the latest theatre to be opened
in Toronto, Ont., by Paramount,
has the finest "projectatory" of any
theatre in Canada. The equipment
includes three of the latest Simplex
projection machines, protected with
automatic Eyre Gards, automatic
rewinding machines, flash controls
and other devices, which were installed under the direction of Chas.
A. Dentelbeck, director of projection for Famous Plavers. There is

He stopped ofT in Cleveland to pay
a visit to local branch manager
Gradwell Sears.
Homer R. Heisey, connected with
the Memphis First National exchange, wandered far from home
last week to spend his vacation in
Cleveland with his brother, Gradwell Sears, First National exchange manager.
Carl Sonin, manager of the M.
G. M. exchange in Cincinnati, who
was badly hurt last week in an automobile smash-up, is on the slow-

also a rest room for operators
which is not accessible to the public. Harry Germaine, former projectionist of the Parkdale Theatre, Toronto, is in charge.
Mrs. T. R. Ginsberg, executive
secretary of the Winnipeg, Manitoba, Film Board of Trade, has resigned, and has been succeeded by
Herbert Andrews, a Winnipeg barrister. J.A. H. Millican has also
been appointed executive secretary
of the Calgary, Alberta, Film
Board of Trade. Mr. Millican also
is a lawyer.
A. H. Burrett, proprietor of the
Lakeside Theatre, Mimico, Ont.,
w^1S fined $20 and costs in the
County Police Court for permitting
the admission of unaccompanied
children to the theatre at evening
performances.

road to recovery. It will be weeks
before he gets his discharge from
the hospital, but he sent word that
he's resting comfortably, and will
be glad to see his film friends when
they come to Cincy.
Bill Raynor, manager of Reade's
Hippodrome, was in New York
last week. Raynor likes to go to
New York. But not during golf
season. He works as hard at the
game as he does at his regular job,
and it's a toss-up at which he is
more proficient.
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1 ork and New

ersey
J

WEUXESDAY
morning of
this week there was a
marked absence of New Jersey exchange men and exhibitors from
their accustomed haunts. The
three-day convention at the Berkeley-Carteret, Asbury Park, was, of
course, the reason.
William Raynor, manager of the
New York Pathe branch exchange,
accompanied by Eddie Carroll,
Floyd Vogt and F. H. Love joy, all
three of the latter named Pathe
New Jersey salesmen, left Wednesday for the Berkeley-Carteret,
where Pathe has engaged a suit of
rooms for the M. P. T. O. of N. J.
convention.
Joseph M. Seider also left early
this week for Asbury.
Peter M. Woodhull was reported
still in his offices Tuesday — but that
doesn't mean anything. He will
probably do a Lindbergh.
Messrs. Hoffman and Mumford,
of
the ;Roth
Brothers'
circuit
Peter
Adams New
and Jersey
Sam
Perry, the latter the well-known
Englewood exhibitor, were among
this
Film week's
Curb. visitors seen along the
There is a rumor out to the effect
that Jack Fugazy's theatre on W.
Houston Street may have to be
torn down to make way for the
subway in that section.
The Houston Street Theatre has
closed for the summer months.
What can be called a real promotion is Bert Mendelson's recent
appointment as buyer and manager
for the Milton Hirschfield theatres at Trenton, N. J. Another
bit of news passed out concerning
Mr. Mendelson is that he soon expects to become a father.
Kutinsky's new theatre, under
construction in the downtown section of New York City, is fast
taking form, and the house is
scheduled for completion in the
early fall. A day and night shift
is being employed at present.
Jerry Adler, of Seymour Schussel's Commonwealth exchange, has
recently had his car all dolled up,
and he and his dog Rex are re-

-./ 'nii

Keith's Alhambra, one of the
oldest theatres in Harlem, on 125th
Street, is playing pictures for the
Summer.
Recently there have been strong
indications that Al Moley, booker
at Prudential Film Delivery, coperpetrator of bathing-beauty contests with his pal, Ed Seider, and
baseball fan de luxe, is about to
transfer his affections to the Boston Braves, since his one-time
friend McGraw let Hughie McQuillan depart from the Giants.
Larry H. Thomas, president of
First Division Pictures, Lie, New
York and Northern New Jersey
territorial distributors, played host
on Friday, June 17th, to the exhibitors of the territory. The occasion of the festivities was the
formal opening of the new First
Division Exchange, a reorganization of Merit Film Corporation, at
"Blg Boy," Educational juvenile star, in the centre of an admiring group of
Educational branch managers which includes, Lee Goldberg, Louisville; H. F.
Brink, Buffalo; E. J. Weisman, Milwaukee; A. P. Archer, Denver, Dave Dubin,
Chicago, and J. Burke, of the Home Office

ported as having quite a time while
another
member of the family is
away.
Milton Kempner, formerly manager of the Eagle Theare, is now
in
charge of Small & Strausberg's
Normandy.
Ben Idson, one of the best known
exhibitors in Brooklyn, and for
several years owner and operator
of the Montauk Theatre in the
East New York section, will have
some more competition in his
neighbohhood in addition to the
Hendryx and Kinema Theatres.
The Hendrx has recently opened
up a roof garden.
Irving Cohen, at one time manager ofTheatre,
Sydney isCohen's
Fifth Avenue
now manager
of
Julius
Joelson's
Belmont
Theatre,
Tremont
Avenue,
Bronx,
New
Yor'K City.
There's no apparent reason why
Milton
one of Pathe's
star NewKronacher,
York salesmen,
should

not become a millionaire some day
if activity in the business world
gets the desired results. Milt is
now an interested party in a Reo
branch in Washington Heights, and
if any of you want a good speed
him
ring.a "Flying Cloud," give
trucka or
William Appel is the new manager of the Culver Theatre,
Brooklyn.
The American Theatre, Fort
Hamilton Avenue and 39th Street,
Brooklyn, will go on a "three-aweek" policy, starting this week.
Lou Simon has resigned his position as manager of the recentlyopened new Embassy Theatre,
owned and perated by the F. G.
Wilson circuit. Chris Cully succeeds him.
Moss' Flatbush Theatre, Flatbush and Church Avenues, Brooklyn, has again followed its usual
policy of closing for the Summer
months.

the company's offices on the
twelfth floor, 729 Seventh Avenue.
A buffet luncheon was served from
12 Inuntil
3 o'clock.
addition
to Mr. Thomas, Al
Friedlander, Otto Lederer, Morris
Epstein, Ben Schwartz, Sol Solomon, Jack Denton and others of
the organization, several screen
notables were on hand to greet the
exhibitors. Among these were
Roscoe Arbuckle, George Walsh,
Marguerite Clayton and H. H.
Van Loan.
It is reported through the office
of Edgar B. Haines theatre specialists of Newark and New York that
the new theatre building being
erected at the corner of Irving
Place and Central Avenue in Rahway New Jersey has been acquired
by Messrs Bratter & Pollack of
Newark on a long term lease.
The building is being erected by
the Oltarsh Building Company of
New York and will contain an
auditorium of 1,000 seating capacity and seven stories.
This makes the eighth new house
that Bratter & Pollack have under
lease or in the course of construction.

Oklahoma
Tom Boland, manager of the
Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City,
is in Minnesota looking after some
timber land he owns there.
R. D. Hutchinson, manager of
the Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma
City, and E. W. Barnes, of the
Midwest Enterprise Corp., are in
Mineral Springs, Tex., enjoying a
fishing trip.
Carl Burton is back booking for
Liberty - Specialty. Burton was
changed to the selling end several
weeks ago, but with the taking on
of another salesman, he again took
back his old job.
Warner Brother's shipping clerk,
Aldon (Buster) Felix, is leaving
for California, and Austin Mitchell
will take back his old job with
Warners.

The Peterson Freezem Cooling
System, an Oklahoma product, will
open a factory in Oklahoma City,
it was announced this week. G. A.
Peterson, an exhibitor of Hollis,
Okla , is president of the concern.
E. N. Nickens, of the Lyric TheTex. ; "Doc"
atre at Spearman,
Hughes,
of the Liberty Theatre,
Heavener, Okla. ; A. F. Prouty, of
the Electric Theatre at Hennessey,
Okla. ; R. F. Wilbern, of the Palace at Duncan, Okla., were visitors
among the exchanges last week.
The Griffith Amusement Company, who recently purchased controlling interest in the Consolidated
Amusement Company of Ardmore,
Okla., announces that starting in
the next week or so the Adelphos
Theatre at Ardmore will be closed

Charles Reed

is a newcomer

for remodehng. A marquise is to
be added in front and a changeable
letter board sign in electric lights
put in The theatre will be renamed
The Ritz.

Craiker now has Ralph Scott's
position as poster man.

A. H. McLaughlin, former manager of the Criterion Theatre at
Oklahoma City, was a visitor along
the row last week.

Oklahoma City's film row baseball team, "The
Film Hounds,"
are
all booked
up these
days playing
local teams. The team is made up

Max Brock, manager of the
Rialto Theatre at Lawton, Okla., is
combining theatre-managijig and
salesmanship. Brock, who used to
be a salesman for P. D. C. out of
Oklahoma City, is now with that
company working out of the Dallas office.
A. Lowry, a traveling auditor
for P. D. C, is with the local exchange this week.

of players from the various exchanges.

over F. B. O. He takes Craiker's
place as assistant booker, and

Frank Miller, exhibitor from
Marlow, Okla.. is in Marland, Tex,,
on a rest cure.
Jack Johnson, former exhibitor
of Enid, is again back in the theatre business there. Johnson has
a newly-equipped Mecca Theatre,
which he opened last Saturday.
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Salt Lake City
eum Theatre, Second
THESoutOrph
h Street, between Main
and West Temple, of this city, was
purchased by the Louis Marcus
Enterprises a few days ago, according to announcements made
June 11th. It was indic
here
publi
cated that $300,000 was the price
paid for the property.
The sale came after a long period of negotiations, due to the desire of the new owners to take
over the lease held by Ackerman
& Harris, of San Francisco, before acquiring title to the theatre.
This lease runs imtil 1934. Ackerman & Harris signed an agreement
to turn over the theatre to the new
owners on July 1st. After that
date it will be closed for a while.
Stockholders of the Salt Lake
Orpheum Realty Company will
meet this week to approve the sale
of the property, which will be the
last step in completion of the transaction.
Marcus reports that immediately
after the theatre is turned over to
him he will increase seating capacity, install new seats, provide a
lounge and retiring rooms on the
mezzanine, redecorate the auditorium and lobby, install an organ,
lay new carpets, and add to the theatre's general equipment.
Purchase of the Orpheum Theatre gives the Louis Marcus
En-

terprises control of three Salt Lake
theatres. Starting with the Paramount-Empress Theatre, Marcus
took over the Victory Theatre
after a few years, and also
branched out into other cities. His
organization operates the Paramount Theatre in Ogden, the Paramount Theatre in Provo, and the
Idaho Theatre in Twin Falls.
The former Kinema Theatre
here will reopen July 18th, under
the new name "Rialto." The lease
of the Kinema Theatre at 372
South Main street here has been
transferred by Universal to two
prominent Salt Lake business men,
who will completely redecorate and
make a number of improvements.
George R. Randall and Joseph L.
Lawrence, who have both been
connected with Salt Lake Electric
Supply Company for the past ten
years, have the new lease.
Isaac E. Losee, who has recently
purchased the Cozy Theatre from
The Associated Theatre Company,
will operate the house under a
grind policy.
D. T . Lane, secretary of the
Inter-Mountain Film Board of
Trade, has returned from the First
Annual Convention of the Secretaries of the Film Boards of
Trade, held at French Lick
Springs, Indiana.
Walter
Mendenhall,
operating

the Pinney Theatre at Boise, Idaho,
was a him row visitor last week.
George Allan, who operates the
Libertv
and
Strand
theatres
at

Paramount manager, has returned
from a two weeks' sales trip
throughout Utah.
Local exchanges, with subbranches at Butte, were somewhat
inconvenienced this week due to the
Hood at Divide, Montana, which
prevented passage of the Oregon
Short Line trains.
J. A. Epperson, manager here
for Pathe, returned a few days
ago from the convention held in
Los Angeles.
W. J. Heineman, local manager
for Universal, will make a trip
into Idaho this week.
city.
J. W. Simmons, exhibitor from
Oakley, Idaho, is visiting in this

Dave Dubin, Chicago branch
for Educational
Films, and
Devore

manager
Dorothy

Nampa, Idaho, will now, in addition, operate the Rialto in Boise,
Idaho.
Lawrence
J. McGinley,
local

Ltorraine Allen, of the First National office force here, is spending
her \acation on the Pacific Coast.
Clyde H. Messinger, manager
for Educational in this city, has
returnetl from a short trip to
Boise, Idaho.
John Rugar of the American,
Orpheum and new Egyptian theatres of Park City, Utah, is in this
city for a few days, and extends
an invitation to all exhibitors, by
means of this journal, to see the
new Egyptian Theatre.
Fred Lind, manager here for
F. O. B. is in from the Nevada section.

Ne\N? England
LOEW'S State Theatre, Boston,
has been using a lighted airplane, piloted by Lieut. Robert L.
O'Brien, for several nights, flying
over the city and its suburbs advertising the theatre and Phil Spitalny
and his band the presentation
number.
Palace Theatre, Inc., Haverhill,
Mass., has incorporated, with |200,000 capital. Incorporators are
Samuel Jensky and Jessie Jensky,
of Lawrence, Mass. ; Charles Solomon, of Brookline, and Barnett
Welansky, of Roxbury, Mass.
American School Films, Inc., has
incorporated at Hartford, Conn.,
with $100,000 capitaL The com.
pany is headed by F. H. Lincoln, of
that city.

J. McNaughton has resigned as
manager of the Capitol Theatre,
Worcester, and Elmer L. Daniels
will assume the position of manager in addition to his other duties
at the theatre.
M. Tabachmann, of the Royal
Theatre, Chicopee Falls, Mass., was
in Boston during the past week.
William A Sullivan, booker for
the Gray Circuit, spent a few days
in the Row during the week.
Buddy Stuart, formerly manager
of the Fenway, and in charge of
the Greater Movie Season Campaign in New England last year,
who has been located in Toronto,
was a. visitor to Boston last week.
Joseph Harris, better known as
"Kid" Harris, expert operator for

the Paramount - Famous - Lasky
Company at Boston, has established
the United Film Renovating Service at 5 Isabella Street, Boston.
The new theatre which is under
construction at Haverhill, Mass.,
and which will have 1,800 seats,
will be ready for formal opening
September 1st.
The Opera House at Proctorsville, Vt., operated by Guy Moore,
has been closed temporarily for extensive repairs.
A shower was given by many of
the bookers and others of Film
Row to Samuel Levine, booker at
the Tiffany exchange, and his
fiancee. Miss Nellie Williams, at
Whiton Hall, Columbus Square,
Boston, Tuesday evening.

Educational has reorganized its
sales force in Boston. William
Horan, formerly with Fox, has
joined the Educational staff and
will cover New Hampshire and
Vermont. Jack Donnelly, who was
formerly with Film Booking Office
ad prior to that with the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer organization, has
joined Educational and will cover
Maine. Chester Breed, formerly
with Paramount-Famous-Lasky
organization, is the third new face
at Education and will cover for
them Rhode Island and Southern
Massachusetts.
The Granada Theatre, ^lalden,
Mass., has forwarded a check for
§267 for the flood victims as a result of its recent benefit.

Detroit
WS.
BUTTERFIELD, presi. dent of W. B. Butterfield
Theatres, Inc., announces that the
new State Theatre at Kalamazoo
will be entirely completed and
ready for the formal opening
Thursday, July 7. Construction is
of the atmospheric type and there
is to be a three-story office building
in connection with it.
After spending the winter in
Pasadena, California, Hunter Robbins of the Robinhood Theatre,
Grand Haven, recently returned
and was a Detroit visitor last week.

Jack Saxe plans to start for
Minneapolis July 1, where he will
attend the first family reunion in
fifteen years.
The Michigan Vaudeville Managers Association has moved into
304 Michigan Theatre Bldg., according to Chrles Mack, general
manager.
An independent exchange has
been established by F. O. Peters,
who is making his headquarters
with A. B. C.
Hal Smith left California to sell
M-G-M
News
in Michigan
but

changed his intentions and has
signed a contract with P. D. C.
.•\t the annual meeting of the
Detroit Film Board of Trade, held
last week, the following officers
were elected : Ray Moon, president ;J. V. .Alien, vice-president ;
Dave Palfreyman, secretary: Henry
Zapp, treasurer. The board of directors consists of these officers, as
well as Otto Bolle and J. L. Saxe.
A. M. Goodman, Detroit manager for Standard, is a brother of
.Alfred Goodman, who has already
celebrated
his tenth
consecutive

year as general musical director for
the Messrs. Shubert.
A record trip from Muskegon to
Detroit was made last week by
Paul Sclilossman, Muskc.gon theatre owner, when he flew here inone hour and 15 minutes. He came
as the guest of Rose W. Judson,
of the Continental Motors Corp.,
who is tile owner of a six-scater
airplane.
The Metropolitan Motion Picture Company was represented in
the Hoard of Commerce annual
cruise by Sam Caplaii.
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18 as follows: Sk'airas .\, $43 bid
and $40 asked, a decline of $1 for
the week. St. Louis Amusement
A, $43 bid and $44 asked. Nochange for the week.
During the week ten shares of
Skouras stock changed hands and
five shares of St. Louis Amusement.

Ox

Alonday, June 13, St. Louis
filmdom celebrated the grand
opening of the new home of Columbia Pictures in St. Louis at 330('i
Olive street.

The building is in the general
film center and is of striking architectural design. In the front of
the office is the booker's desk and
behind him are the desks of the
stenographers and clerical force?.
This space opens to the ceiling,
giving plenty of air and light.
Along the western wall are the
private ofifices of the executives,
cashier, etc. The exchange is also
equipped with three fireproof film
vaults.
Three years and five months is
not a long period as man counts
time, but it does look like a far
cry from the little dingy third
story office in the Empress Theatre building on Olive street, west
of Grand boulevard, where the
Columbia exchange started on
January 14, 1924. In a space big
enough for an ordinary private office was crowded an entire exchange, including eight rows of
poster racks, a number of vault
cans, etc., etc. The only spare
space was on the ceiling, and that
couldn't be used convenietitly.
It was not long before the Columbia organization began to progress, though In July, 1924, it
moved to real exchange quarters
at 3317 Olive street and was there
until the move to its new home.
Many exhibitors from St. Louis
and elsewhere in the territory attended the grand opening of Columbia's new home. Many
and beautiful floral pieces were large
sent
with congratulatory messages, while
a number of telegrams and congratulations were also received.
Many practical exhibitors paid
their compliments with play dates,
the best congratulatory note an ex-

A

NUMBER of important
changes in management of
Saxe Theatres have recently been
announced. Jack Plant, former
manager of the Modjeska, has been
appointed manager of the new Oriental Theatre, scheduled to open
July 2d Stan Brown, recent manager of the Strand, is now managing Saxe's city houses. Paul Hayden takes Mr. Brown's place at the
Strand. Mr. Hayden was assistant
manager at the Tower. Fred
Brown, former manager of the
Tower, is now managing the Modjeska. Herbert Lawrence, formerly with F. & R. at Minneapolis,
is now managing the Tower. Arnold Saxe has been appointed assistant to Mr. Plant at the Oriental.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Grauman left
early in the week for New York,
where they plan to spend about a
week. Mr. Grauman is head of
the Celebrated Exchange.

Harry D. Buckley, vice-president
of United Artists, was a brief
visitor to the St. Louis exchange
York.
recently. He has returned to New

Educational manager of the Detroit branch, M. H. Starr, C. A. Goodman, of the
Philadelphia branch and W. P. Eberley, of New Orleans, with "Big Boy"

change owner or manager can receive.
Lee Marcus, general sales manager for F. B. O., was in St. Louis
on Wednesday, June 15.
Chester Gruber of Collinsville,
111., was seen along the row on

proved a hero when fire broke out
in a local motion picture theatre
when the house was crowded to

June
The13. St. Louis Movie Poster
Company has located on the second
floor of the building at 3306 Olive
street.
Safe crackers opened the door of
the safe in the Ritz Theatre, 3147
South (]rand boulevard, St. Louis,
Mo., on the night of June 12, but
the inner door jammed and the
robbers were forced to leave without loot.
R. G. Raoul, Missouri Pacific
station agent at Monticello, Ark.,

capacity on June 14. The spectators became panicky, some began
to scream and others started a rush
for the exits. Raoul demanded order and persuaded the spectators to
file from the house slowly. Within
an hour the building had been destroyed by the flames.
War veterans, patients at the
U. S. Veterans Hospital at Jefferson Barracks, south of St.
Louis, on June 14 were entertain-ed
by Brooke Johns and his musical
company from the Missouri Theatre. The show lasted for an hour
and a half and was sponsored by
Fred W. Stockham Post of the
.American Legion.
St. Louis film stocks closed June

The first annual picnic of the
Exhibitor - Distributing Bowling
League is being planned for June
26th at Thiensville. Otto Meister
is in charge of arrangements.

Theatre at Fond du Lac, was in the
city during the week.
Fred Knispel, P. D. C. district
representative, visited the P. D. C.
ofifices during the week.

The Wright and Lorraine theaters of this city have been reopened after having been dark for
several months. The Wright is
being taken over by C. Nelson.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Oilman, of
Plymouth, were in the city for a
visit recently. Mr. Oilman has
just recently taken over the Gem
and Princess Theaters at Plymouth.
George Herzog, manager of the
Strand and Rialto Theatres at
Manitowoc, was in the city visiting
exchanges recently.
Ed Weisner takes over the Garden Theatre, South Milwaukee,
from Ed. Wagner on July 11th.
Bill Ainsworth, of the Orpheum

Frank

Dow,

manager

of the

Merrill, is on a week's vacation.
Jack Plant is managing the Merrill
during his absence.
The Whitehouse Theatre is undergoing its annual bath and is
emerging a brilliant white.
The Bijou Theatre at Appleton
will close on July 1st when the
lease expires. The house will be
used as a garage in the future.
Herman Wolfgram, Pathe salesman, was so well impressed by his
first aeroplane ride recently that
he has purchased a Waco plane,
which he intends to use for commercial purposes.
"Doc" Honeck, manager of the

The Community Airdome has;
been opened in Hoyleton, 111.
Visitors to the FBO exchangeincluded Mr. and Mrs. Tom Reed
and Ted Yemm of Duquoin, 111.;
I. W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111.; Mrs.
M. Woods, Cairo, III.; Miss Billie
.Armstrong, Cairo, 111. ; A. H.
Whitney, Mexico, Mo. : Mr. and
Airs. R. A. Wall and Mr. and Mrs.
J. Worcester,
Woodrive,
III.
Mrs. I. W. Rodgers is a patient
in a Cairo, 111., hospital as the result of an attack of ptomaine poisoning. Her condition is critical.
Bob Clarke of Effingham, 111.,
and Dominic Fresina of Taylorville. 111., were among the visitors
of the week.
Hayes Stifel has purchased the
Pastime Theatre, Kansas, 111., from:
Ray De Lat.
Gus and Leo Kerasotas of
Springfield, 111., and George, son
of Gus, came to St. Louis for the
Lindbergh celebrations.
Leo Keiler has sold his Elite and
Cozy Theatres in Metropolis, 111.,
to J. A. Gibbins. Keiler also disposed of his Orpheum Theatre m
Fulton, Ky., Levi Chisholm being,
the purchaser.
Manager J. O'Toole of P.D.C..
spent much of the week out in the
territory. He visited several of
the key cities of North Central
Illinois.

P. D. C. exchange, is spending the
week in the Fox River Valley.
Out-of-town exhibitors visiting
the exchanges this week included
Park Waterbury, of the Idle Hour
at Jefiferson ; Jack Hickey, manager of theatMerrimac
and Grand'
Theatres
New London
; E.
Berth, of the Pastime at Kiel, and
Frank Cook, of the Gem at Sheboygan.
In a recent issue of the News,.
in the Milwaukee regional notes,,
credit was wrongly given Jack
Yoe, of Beaver Dam, as being
owner of the Opera House and
Rex Theatres in Berlin, Wisconsin.
This is doing an injustice to Ed.
Starkey, ofthe
Berlin,
as he
has "been
operating
Opera
House
apff
Rex for the last three years. Mr.
Yoe owns two theatres in Beaver
Dam but has never had control of
the tvi'o Starkev houses in Berlin.
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Central Penn
As

the guests of Manager
Giarley Jones, at the Colonial
theatre, Ilarrisburg, on the evening of June 17, 861 of the 2,200
marble shooters who contested for
the city championship in a tourna
ment staged by the Harrisbur.L;
Telegraph, gave a great send-otT
to Charles Reidell, the city chani
pion, who was selected to go on
June 26 to Atlantic City to represent Harrisburg in the national
tournament. Prizes were presented
to Reidell and a dozen others who
made the best records in the city
tourney, and the boys and girls
enjoyed a comedy bill featured by
Johnny Hines in "All Aboard."
Robert Wallner has been assigned by the F. B. O. exchange in
Philadelphia to cover the territory
of Harrisburg and vicinity.
Earnest Hickey, manager of the
Capitol theatre, York, has purchased a new automobile in which
he will shortly leave on a vacation
tour through New England. He
spent several weeks running up
1,000 miles in the vicinity of
York to break in the machine
preparatory
to "hopping off."
Five theatres in Y o r k, — the
Strand, Capitol, Hippodrome,
Scenic and Wizard,— raised $218.85
for the Mississippi Valley flood
sufferers at matinees on a recent
Saturday afternoon in which each
theatre devoted two hours to collecting the money. All are houses
controlled by the Nathan Appell
Amusement Enterprises.
"Duke" Snyder, manager of the
Scenic theatre, York, has returned
from a vacation trip by motor
which took him to several of the
large Eastern cities.

on the of
Imijerial
Theatre
THEleasesigning
a twenty-year
at New Kensington by Samuel
Haimovitz, for Columbia Amusement, was made known this week.
The house will be entirely rebuilt,
work starting July 1st. The new
lease takes effect next year.
Announcement was made last
week of the sale of the State Theatre at Bentwood to Louis DeLuca,
conductor of the Lansing at Lansing Ohio. Arthur DeLuca, son of
the new owner, will take charge of
the Bentwood house.

W. P. Archer, of Denver, and H. D. Noble, of New Haven, Conn., both branch
managers for Educational Films.
Estelle Bradley, Mermaid comedy star is in
centre
"Jack" Schreck, Jr., whose
father owns the Temple theatre,
Ashland, is recovering from a
broken nose which he suffered
when he was hit by a twentypound medicine ball.
Herbert Effinger, one of the
large stockholders in the StanleyEffinger Company, of Philadelphia,
which has just obtained a charter
of incorporation at the capitol in
Harrisburg, with the purpose of
building and operating motion picture theatres in Philadelphia, is
making plans for enlarging and remodeling the Leader and Glenside
theatres.
The Glenside
will in-

crease its seating capacity from
340 to 1,000. The front of the
theatre will be extended and a
new marquee will be erected. A
total of about $55,000 will be spent
on the two theatres.
Among the distinguished guests
at the wedding of Miss Mary
Fisher, daughter of Governor
Fisher, of Pennsylvania, to Henry
Tatnall Brown, Jr., of Moorsetown, N. J., in the executive mansion in Harrisburg on June 18, was
Lieutenant Governor Arthur James,
of Wilkes-Barre. The lieutenant
governor was accompanied by Mrs.

Ray O'Toole, of the Exhibitors
-Service Company, is receiving congratulations over the arrival of a
daughter at his home last week.
William Onie, district manager
for Standard-Federated exchanges,
was a visitor to the Pittsburgh
branch last week.
Charles Kranz, formerly of the
Capitol Theatre, New Castle, has
been named manager of the Alhambra Theatre, Canton, Ohio, according to advices from the Silverman
Ohio Theatres
Company,
owners.
D. A. Harris and Eugene Connelly, of the Harris Amusement
Company, were visiting in New
York City last week.
E. W. Elder, well-known along
the film row, was again a welcome
visitor when he appeared during
the past week for the first time
since his protracted illness.
It was a big week for visitors
along Film Row, among the guests
being John Zwick, Finleyville ;
James Retter, California; Sam
Gallo, Donora ; William Gray,
Monongahela City; C. A. Hutzel,
Southfork ; James Velas, Wheeling ;Dan Colier, Suterville, Arthur
DeLuca, Bentwood.

James.

South East ^^^^„, 1 it^Madtik
MANAGER
C. B. ELLIS, F.
B. O. exchange, left Jacksonville, Fla., Monday for Tampa,
Key West. He will return next
week.
Manager Qias. P. Lester, Universal Exchange, was out in the
field this week.
"Hap" Barnes, Liberty salesman,
called on Universal exchange
Monday.
Donald Cox, formerly of the
bookkeeping department, Universal
Exchange, Atlanta, has been promoted to be cashier in the Jacksonville Universal Exchange.
John Durfield, M-G-M Florida
representative, called on Paramount
exchange this week.
Charles Oswald, Publix district
office booker, has returned to Jacksonville from Atlanta.
Malcom Estes, who was shifted
recently from the Jacksonville
Riverside to the Imperial when the
latter house was made the leading
playhouse for Sparks, will be sent
to Gainesville, where he formerly
operated with great success.
Charles Miller, formerly assistant manager of the Jackson-

ville Palace under Mr. Clark, has
gone to the Empress, where he is
assisting W. A. Krause, Jr.
Fred Dolle, president of the
Fourth Avenue Amusement Company, which controls the majority
of Louisville theatres, was signally
honored last week in Columbus,
Ohio, where he was re-elected a director of the M. P. T. O. A. for
the fourth consecutive time.
E. L. Love has taken over the
Rex Theatre at Dixon, Ky.
Bell York has taken over the
Carolina Theatre at Arjay, Ky.
Alton B. McCoy, manager of
B. F. Keith's Majestic Theatre,
celebrated his thirty-first birthday
anniversary last Wednesday.
On June 10, Mrs. B. M. I>avis
took over the Karlton Theatre at
Whitesburg, Ky.
The Palace Theatre at Clay,
Ky., closed on June 11.
The manager and salesmen of
the local First National exchange
entertained the office force with a
luncheon at the Kentucky Hotel on
Saturday, June 11, the affair proving most enjoyable.
The
Darby
Theatre,
I^tonia,

Sunday.
Ky.,
has closed every day except
The Walnut Theatre, Louisville,
has closed for the summer months.
Also the Palace, Clay, Ky. ; Rodney, Blackey,
Columbia,
Ky. Ky., and Paramount,
O. S. Barnett, sales manager for
Big Feature Rights, left Friday
morning, accompanied by his wife
and little daughter, to spend his
vacation in Atlanta, Ga.
George Starkey, veteran salesman for Big Feature Rights, is
back in his old territory after having spent more than a month in
the new Indianapolis office and in
the Indiana territory.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Brown were
in Louisville Monday arranging
bookings for their theatres in Pineville and Nicholasville.
Effective Monday, June 20,
Loew's, Inc., owners of Locw's
State Theatre, will take over and
operate the Loew's Palace, Strand
and Majestic theatres in Memphis,
Tcnn., in which they have hitherto
held a 50 per cent interest, it is
announced by Lionel H. Keene, of
Atlanta, Southern representative of
Loew's, Inc., according to a story

by Gerald F. Doyle, appearing in
The Memphis Evening Appeal.
This will give Loew's a virtual
monopoly of downtown first-run
movie houses, leaving only Pantages Theatre in the independent
field. Publix Theatres Corporation has been operating, through
Consolidated Theatres, Inc., the
Palace, Strand and Majestic houses.
One of the biggest surprises in
Jacksonville
theatre circles came
last week
with the tidings that
Jesse L. Clark, manager
of the
Palace and Temple
theatres for
years, was to assume charge of the
Imi>erial theatre for E. J. Sparks
Enterprises,
beginning
Sunday,

Tune 19.

The Pep
Club,a of
B. O.
change enjoyed
boatF. trip
up exthe
St. Johns Saturday. Manager C.
B. Ellis returned from Atlanta
Saturday morning and held an enthusiastic sales meeting.
^'. W. Williams is opening a new
theatre in Gainesville Saturday,
June 4th.. It is reported that the
house will seat about 500, and that
the prices will be 10 and 20 cents.
The theatre will be located across
the street from the Lvric.
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FEATURE

RELEASE CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
(5. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

BOOKING

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Arizona Whirlwind, The. ..Bill Cody
Pathe
4134 feet. .Apr.
1
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 f eet , . Mar. 2S
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures.. .6008 feet
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
5597 feet . . Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .6512 feet. .April 1
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
5435 feet . . April 1
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet. .April 8
Fourth Commandment,
The
B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
6863 feet . . Oct. 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree..M-G-M
6301 feet
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . . May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. HiU. . F. B. 0
4501 feet
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. Harron-S. PhippsA. Housman
Fox
6508 feet . . April 29
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet. .Mar. 25
Man From Hardpan, The. .L.Maloney-E.Gilbert.Pathe
6814 feet. .Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet . . April 1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet . . June
3
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6957 feet . . Mar. 25
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. .Oct. 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Prod. Dist. Corp
6736 feet . . April 15
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedford-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet . . April 22
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet . . May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch , . Universal
6807 feet . . Feb.
4
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . .Columbia
6936 feet
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. Pathe
6708 feet. .Mar. 11
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9523 feet . . April 1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
5490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet. May
6
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7015 feet. .Jan. 28
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet
Slide, Kelly. Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
7865 feet. .April 1
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro
F. B. 0
4565 feet. .Mar. 11
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. .F. B. 0
4982 feet
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno. First National
6324 feet . . May 13
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet.. June 24
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4390 feet
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce. . .Fox
4783 feet. .April 16
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feet . . April 1
White Gold
J .Gould-G. BancroftK. Thomson
Prod. Dist. Corp
6198 feet . . Mar. 26

\PRIL
Feature
*in't Love Funny?
Afraid to Love

Star

Distributed by

Alberta Vaughn
F. B. 0
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N.
Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
Bnite The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . Warner Bros
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HoUowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton. . . .Paramount
Fighting Comeback The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyD'Arcy-T. Holtz. Universal
M-G-M
Hard Fists
ArtR.Acord
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Pathe
Knockout Reilly
R. DLx-M. Brian
Paramount
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
F/Ong Pants
Harry Langdon
First National
Lost Limited ,The
R. Howcs-D. Farley. . Rayart
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
M-G-M
Madame Wants No Children
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros

Length

Reviewed

4745 feet
6169
4912
6463
6901

feet . . April 22
feet
feet . . May
6
feet . . April S9

6947 feet. .April

8

6040 feet.. April 15
6662 feet . . May

6

7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet. .May

6

6296 feet. .April 16
4416 f eet . . April

1

6900 feet
feet . . April 22
4387
6929
6378
6668
7080

feet. .Mar. 25
feet . . April 15
feet . . April 16
feet . . May
6

6200
6550
5264
6291

feet
feet. .April 8
feet
feet . . June 10

6416 feet. April

8

6352 feet. .April 22

GUIDE

for Productions Listed Prior to March

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Mountains of Manhattan . . D.De vore-C.Delaney.Lumas
5358 feet
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
5051 feet. . June 3
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Prod. Dist. Corp
5573 feet .
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe
6903 feet.
Paying the Price
M. Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Bonner-D. Selman. Columbia Pictures ... 5558 feet. .AprU 29
Pleasure Before Business. .P.O'Malley-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .5559 feet. .June 10
E'rincess of Hoboken, The.E. Burns-B. Mahaffey.July 17
E. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
6500 feet .
Rambling Ranger, The .... Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439 feet .
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet .
Ridin' Rowdy. The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe
4794 feet.
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J. HallG. Short
Paramount
6306 feet. April 23
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G .
See You in Jail
Senorita
Smoking Guns
Somewhere in Sonora
Special Delivery
Spuds
Taxi, Taxi
Three Hours
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Too Many Crooks
Turkish Dalight
When Seconds Count

Brien
6640
K. Arthur-T. O' M-G-MJ. Mulhall-A. Day... First National
6800
B. Daniels- J. Hall-W.
Powell
Paramount
6634
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pict.(S.R.)4500
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
6718
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
5524
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe
4930
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173
C. Griffith- J. Bowers. First National
6774
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
6399
Faye-R.
Schildkraut- Prod. Dist. Corp
K. Thomson
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
4803

feet.
6
feet. .May
23
May 20
feet . .AprU
feet.
.May
6
feet.
.May 6
feet.
feet .
18
feet. Feb.
AprU 16
feet. . Mar. 26
feet.
feet.
feet.

MAY Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Star
All Aboard
J. Hines-E. Murphy . First National
6300 feet.
Babe Comes Home
Babe Ruth-A. Q. Nils.AprU 1
son-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
6761 feet
Broadway Nights
L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
6766 feet . .May 13
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal
4687 feet .
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
4912 feet .
Captain Salvation
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7396 feet .
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Climbers The
I. Rich-F. Stanley. ..Warner Bros
6621 feet. .May IS
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J
Novak . Sterling Pict. (S. R.) .5700 feet .
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. Phillips Fox
6281 feet . .June
3
Don Desperado
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert.Pathe
5804 f eet . .May 6
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet. .June 10
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
AprU 22
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
Cornwall
Pathe
6228 feet. .May IS
Fighting Hombre The
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet.
Fighting Love
Goudal-VarconithallWal- Prod. Dist. Corp
7019 feet.
Grinning Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet . .May
6
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens-W.
Pidgeon-H. Herbert . . Fox
6617 feet . .June 3
Heart of the Yukon
A.Comwall-J.Bowers. Pathe
6662 feet . May 27
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson . . .Prod. Dist. Corp
6035 feet. June 17
Hills of Peril
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
4943 feet. .May IS
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiatt. Pathe
4660 feet. .May 20
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
6597 feet .
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry- Lowe. Fox
6950 feet. .June 10
Love Thrill, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet . .May 27
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN Kingston
First National
6256 feet . June 17
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. EUis . . F. B. 0
5770 feet .
Million Bid, A
D. Costello-W. Oland24
McGregor-Blythe. . Warner Bros
6310 feet . June 20
6436 feet , .May
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Missing Link, The
.June
24
.
Mar.
18
Mother
B. Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet
F. B. 0
4727 feet.
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
86
.May
5327 feet. .April
Outlaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw.. . .Fox
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hawley
Hutchinson- W . Pathe
.May 20
4828
Poor Girls
D. Revier-E. Burns
R. Stonehouse .... Columbia Pictures . . . 5428 feet .
5689 feet.
Universal
Gibson
HootNash-C.
The
Prairie
Rich But King
Honest
N.
Holland, .„„ ,
J. F. McDonald. . .Fox
5480 feet. May 20
Rich Men's Sons
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures
Rough House Rosie
C. Gilmore
Bow-R. Howes-D. Paramount
5952 feet .
Feature

Rubber Heels

Chang
Stark
Three
We're

(Jungle Film)
Love
Miles Up
All Gamblers

Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Cooklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
Paramount
Special Cast
H.Munday-F. James .Paramount
Al Wilson-E. Clair. ..Universal
T. Meighan-M. Millner
Paramount

6303
6636
6203
4041

feet. June 3
Mar. IS
11
feet . May
feet.
feet.
June 10
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Motion

nistributed by
Star
F. Thomson-E. MurphySilver King (Horse)F. B. 0
Sinews of Steel
A. Vauglin-G. Glass .Lumas
Song of Steel
Tififany
Splitting the Breeze
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
Telephone Girl, The
L. Gray-H. BlionBellamy-Bazter
Allison
Paramount
Tender Hour The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M . Love
First National
TiUie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Understanding Heart, The .J.Crawford-Bushman Jr.-C. Myers . M-G-M
Vanity
L. Joy-A.Hale-C. Ray. Prod. Dist. Corp
Yankee Clipper The
W. Boyd-E. Fair .... Prod. Dist. Corp
Tonrs to Command
G. O'Hara-S .Pahner F. B. 0
Feature
Silver Comes Thru

Feature
Avenging Fangs
Beware of Widows
Black Diamond Express,
The
Bulldog Pluck
Callahans and the Murphys,
The

JUNE Distributed by
Star
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
La Plante-T. Moore . .Universal

Length

Reviewed

5476 feet
6928 feet .June
4930 feet.

3

''*3*"''«
Barbed Wire

Star
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.

Big
„. Parade
„
, The (road
show)^ ...
.
Chang (Jungle Film)
Nevada
Stark Love .
Swim, Girl, Swim
Tell It to Sweeney

Gilbert-Adoree-K.
Hanson
Dane-T. O'Brien .
Special Cast
G. Cooper-T. Todd .
H. Munday-F. James.
B. Daniels-G. Ederle
Conklin-Bancroft-

SEPTEMBER

feet
feet .May 20
feet
feet

Length
Reviewed
4336 feet. .June 3
6670 feet . . May
6

S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-MT. Mix-N. Joyce
Fox
Kerry- Windsor
Universal

JULY Distributed by
Feature
Star
...F.B.O
Galloping Thunder
Bob Custer .
Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-Coghlan . Prod. Dist. Corp
Hero on Horseback, A. . . . Hoot Gibson
Universal
Last Outlaw The (tentative) .G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thornton-L. Tellegan
Pathe
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
New Morals (tentative. . . , Lya de Putti
Paramount
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal
See You Later (tentative). Douglas MacLean. . .Paramount
Al Wilson
Universal
Skyhigh Saunders
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair. ..Universal
T.
Tyler-S.
Lynn
F.
B. O
Tom's Gang

Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kenyon,Torrence
Paramount
Fireman Save My Child.. .W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook .... Paramount
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno.. Paramount

Paramount
. M-G-M
Paramount
. Paramount
.Paramount
Paramount

Length

Reviewed

12550 feet. .Nov. 28
6536 feet. .May 13

6203 feet . . May 13

7713 feet . . May 39

OCTOBER
4810 feet. June 24
6262 feet . . June 3
4512 feet

Feature
Ben Hur (road show)

Star
Distributed by
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X. Bush-

„. Sneeze,
„
„.
Big
The

man-C.Myers
M-G-M
W. Z.
Beery-F.
Sterling- Paramount
Pitts

Length

Reviewed

12000 feet.. Jan.

16

April

1

eral
release)
F. Bancroft-M.
Hopper-N. BeeryRiders The (gen
Rough
Astor, . „Bound,
Shanghai
6897 feet. .June 24
6684 feet
4108 feet . . May

4646 feet. .June 17
4773 feet
6167 feet
4576 feet . . June 10
6169 feet. .April 1
6 reels .... June 2

June 24
6 reels .... June 17
6412 feet . . June 10

6000 feet
6500 feet

4334 feet
4404 feet

June 24

6886 feet . . June 17

6691 feet

Length

Reviewed

4388 feet
4041 feet. .June 10

Length

Way of All Flesh, The

Mack-Farrell
Richard
Dix
Paramount
Bennett-P.
E. over-B.
Jannings-L.
Dag-

Woman
on Trail,
„
^ ., The
^

Negri-Cortez
Haver-D. Keith. ..Paramount
Paramount. ,

6

AUGUST
Star
Distributed by
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount

Distributed by

We're
T. Brian-Luden
Meighan-M. Mill- Paramount
. .
„
, „ Gamblers
,„ . All
^ . and. the
^, Canary,
„
_. . .L. ner
Cat
The.
La Plante-F. Sten- Paramount
ley-C. H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal

M. Blue-E. Murphy. Warner Bros
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Circus Ace, The
Claw The
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe
Colleen
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen.McNamara.Fox
Crimson Hour, The
L. de I*utti-L MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
I. Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert (tentative)
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious
R. Deimy
Universal
Fighting Three, The
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law The. . . . K.Maynard-D.Dwan .First National
Meddlin' Stranger The . . . Wally Wales
Pathe
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
Romantic Age, The
E.O'Brien-A.Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HollandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livineston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modern
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Tired Business Man, The
Tiffany
Trunk Mystery The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. .W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Whirlwind of Youth, The . . L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
Wild Geese
Tiffany
Winning Spirit, The (tentative)
Raymond GriflBth
Paramount
World
at Her Feet, The
(tentative)
Florence Vidor
Paramount

Feature
Beau Geste

St.ir
Distributed by
LeriRth Revieweo
Special Cast
Paramount
10400 f eet . . Mar. 18
W. C. Fields-M. Brian.Paramount
June 24
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Douglas MacLean . Paramount ... .
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount

6466 feet ..May 27

6674
6923
7920
4734

N c zv s

F<=^'"''e
Metropohj
Running Wild
:
bervice For Ladies
Soft Cushions
Underworld

7400 feet .

, '.'.May'
. June 17
6160 feet 'April is
6390 feet . .June 17ie
6823 feet

Picture

Reviewed
Sept. 11

.'..'.
'.

Coming

Attractions

Feature
Adam and Eve

Star
Distributed by
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
Ace High
Hoot Gibson
Universal
After Midnight
N. Shearer-L. Gray .. M-G-M . .
Air Raiders, The
Al Wilson
F. B. O
Alias the Deacon
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves
Universal
American Beauty
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Annie Laurie
L. Gish-N. Kerry. .. .M-G-M
A. W. O. L. (tentative)
G. T.
Cameron-S.
CohenMcNamara
Fox
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Back to God's Country. . . .R.Adoree-R.Frazer. .Universal
Backstage
Collier
Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E.
Percy . . Tiffany
Back to Liberty
Excellent Pict
Bad Little Good Girl
Chadwick
Bamum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Paramount
Beau Sabreur
E. Ralston-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
Beautiful But Dumb
V. son-C.
Reynolds-K.
Thom-. Prod. Dist. Corp
McDowell
Beauty Shoppers, The
Becky
Better 'Die The
Betty's a Lady
Big Gun, The
Black Ivory (road show) . .
Blackjack
Blood Ship, The

M. Busch-W. Crane . Tiffany
S. G.O'Neil-O.
Olmstead Moore- M-G-M
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
George Lewis
Universal
. M. Blue
Warner Bros
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
H. R.Bosworth-J.
Logan- Columbia
Arlen
Body and Soul
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Border Blackbirds
L. Maloney-E.
bert Gil- Pathe
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Breakfast Before Sunrise. .C. varado
Talmadge-D.
Al- First National
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. Nissen . .Fox
Brides Will be Brides
Laura La Plante
Universal
Brigadier Gerard
La Rocque-P. Haver .Prod. Dist. Corp
Broadway
Kid, The (tenta- G. Jessel
tive
Warner Bros
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . Universal
Bugle Call, The
J. son-C.
Coogan-H.
RawlinWindsor
. . . M-G-M
Bush Leager, The
M. Blue-Hyams .... Warner Bror
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
Captain of the Strong
K. Maynard
First National
Certain Young Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor. M-G-M
Chain Lightning
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K.
lan Har- Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
Circus, The
Charles Chaplin
United Artists
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS. Lynn-R.
W.
ArmstrongLease- F. B. 0»

Length

Reviewed

8730 feet. May 27
5 reels

9481 feet.. Oct.

8700 feet . . May

23

6

May 20

July

1 ,

2579

19 27

Feature
Clown, The
Code of the Range
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
College
Cossacks, The
Country Doctor, The

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures .
.4747 feet.
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Universal
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers . . . United Artists
John Gilbert
M-G-M
R. Schildkraut
Prod. Dist. Corp.. .

Crowd, The

J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterhng Pictures
D. hall
Mackaill-J. Mul- First National
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast
United Artists
Death Valley
First Division Pict
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Devil's Saddle, The
K. Maynard-K.
Collins
First National
Cruel Truth, The
Crystal Cup, The

Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet . . Aug. 21
Dove, The
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks — A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O
Drop Kick The
R. Barthelmess
First National
Duke of Ladies, The
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonald VaUi-J. Fox
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Milton Sills
First National
Enemy, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M- G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J. Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destiny
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
5 reels
Fangs of Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe.Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
Finnegan's Ball
B. Mehaffey-Landis. .First Division Pict
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. MUler
Warner Bros
Flag Maker, The
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J S. Blackton (producers) . .
For Ladies Only
J. Logan-J. Bowers . . Columbia
Four Flushers, The
Reginald Denny
Universal
Freckles
F. B. O
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy- J. Gadsen. M-G-M
Gallant Gringo, The
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
Garden of Allah The
A. Terry-L Petrovich M-G-M
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Gingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Glorifsnng the American
Girl
E. Ralston-F. Wray . .Paramount
Glory Diggers The
M-G-M
Gorilla, The
First National
Grand Army Man, The . . . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foze-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bemle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling
Fox
Ham and Eggs at the Front. Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Hard Boiled Haggerty
M. Sills
First National
Harvester The
N. Kingston-O. Caldwell
F. B. O
Heart of Maryland, The.. .D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. . . Warner Bros
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Hell's Kitchen
F. B.
Sterling-G.
Sidney- First National
Lyon
His Dog
J.Schildkraut- J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandProd. Dist. Corp
Hitting for Heaven
E. Jannings-F. Wray . Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale.... Fox
Honor and the Woman
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels . . . April 29
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . Warner Bros
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden- J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M
Alden
Fox
Judgment of the HiUs
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Kid Sister, The
M. de la Motte-Mc_
Gregor-A. Christie Columbia
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
13600 feet. .April 29
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Prod. Dist. Corp
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First Division
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
Lightning
Tiffany
6600 feet
Love
G. Garbo-N. Kerry. .
L. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Manpower
Richard Dix
Paramount
Man Who Laughs, The.. ..C. Veidt-M. Philbin. .Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K. Harlan Universal

Feature
Mike Donovan of Ireland
Mojave Kid, The
Mother Machree
Motor Maniac, The

Star
Distributed by
First National
B.'Steele-L. Gihnore . F. B. O
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
"Red"Grange-J.
ston-W. Heirs .Ral. . . F. B. O

M.Pickford-C.Rogers United Artists
. Special Cast
M-G-M
Marion Davies
M-G-M
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pcit
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Now We're in the Air .... W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Oh I What a Life (tentative). Colleen Moore
First National
Old Heidelberg
R. Novarro-Shearer. .M-G-M
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
Outpost, The (tentative) . . .1. Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powell
Fox
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Patent Leather Kid, The. ..R. Barthehness-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Poor Nut, The
J. Mulhall-J. Winton-

Length

Reviewed

My Best Girl
Napoleon (French Fihn) . .
Naughty Marietta
Nest, The

J. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National
Prince of Headwaiters, The L. Stone-L. TashmanA.
Beranger
First National
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Quality Street
M. Davies
M-G-M
Race Track Tout, The (tentative
S. Chaplin-C. Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures
Rettim of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks- J. Hall
Paramount
Romance
R. Novarro-M. Day. . M-G-M
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juhet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
M. Busch
Lumas
Rose of Monterey, The . . .,G. Roland-M. Astor. .First National
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Prod. Dist. Corp
Sadie Thompson
G. Swanson
United Artists
Sally in Our Alley
S. Mason
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds
B. Compson-E. Williams
First Division Pict
Seventh Heaven
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. BrockweU
Fox
Shanghaied
P. G.
R. Astor
Miller-Santschi- F. B. O
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Show Boat
Universal
Silk Stockings
L. lan-T.
La. Plante-O.
HarHarron
Universal
Slightly Used
May McAvoy
Warner Bros
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. kaiU
Mulhall-D. Mac- First National
Sorrel] and Son
H. B. Warner-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wol- United Artists
heim
Soul of Passion, The
DelAlvarado
Rio-McLaglen-D. Fox

Span of Life, The
Speed Boy, The
Spring Fever
Stolen Bride, The
Stronger Will The
Sunrise

12 reels ... Dec. 18

6800 feet

June 10

M-G-M
Lon Chaney
Dick Taknadge
Universal
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Excellent Pict
Gaynor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox

Terror

L. Chaney-R. CortezB. Bedford
M-G-M
WiU Rogers
Sam E. Rork (producer)
Bonaparte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tidy Toreador, The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Times Square
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio
M-G-M
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. WoUieim
United Artists
Two Giris Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon.. Fox
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day.. .Paramount
M-G-M
War Birds
R. Keane-B. Kent. . . Universal
War Eagles
Wedding BiUs
R. Griffith-A. Sheri6869
Paramount
dan
Wedding March, The (road
Paramount
von Stroheim
show)
Warner Bros
Happened to Father . P. R. Miller
What
What Price Glory? (road
show)
McLaglen-Del Rio. .. ^„„
Lowe
Fox
11400
When a Man Loves (road
show)
J- Barrymore-D. Cos'
teUo
WarnerBros
10049
Fox
Jones
Buck
The
White Eagle,
J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National
White Pants Willie
Texas Steer, A
Thirteenth Chair The

feet
_
*
, ^ T^
feet.. Dec.
_ ,
feet. .Feb.

^
'm
4
.„
18

Motion

2580
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Who's Your Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
WUd Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J. Marlowe
Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M

Length

Reviewed

Feature
Star
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . .
World's Illusion, The
Your Wife and Mine

Picture

Distributed by

Record: "Audience at State
yelling their heads off. Film talk
of town. If you miss 'The Callahans and the Murphys' you miss
comedy wow destined to be one of
best box office bets of year. Laughs
follow each other so closely there
is scarcely time to breathe between
each one."
Examiner: "I want no better
afternoon's entertainment than to
see Marie Dressier and Polly
Aloran do sister act. Singly they
are amusing but as comedv teatii
they are riot. They aroused whole
audience to state of maudlin hys-

teria."
Times:
"Really riot of laughter."
Evening Herald: "Customers at
opening show howled
with glee."
News: "Audience at State
screamed and howled with glee yesterday, when Callahans and Murphys fought back and forth across
fire escape."

"The
Unknown" — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Capitol Thetre, New
York
City
Times: "Chaney really gives
marvelous idea of Armless Wonder.
Narrative a sort of mixture of Balzac and Guy de Maupassant, plus
Mr. Browning's colorful side show
background. . . . Miss Crawford not only beautiful but gives
inost competent performance. Norman Kerry splendid as strong

man."
News: "Tod Brown
who
writes them and directing,
s them as
no other man can, has turned out
another weird, thrilling, remarkable piece of fihnery in 'The Unknown.' Wholly gripping production, so beautifully
done that its
most revolting episodes make you
sit up and want for more."
Telegraf'h: "Absolutely gripping, desperately enthralling, beautifully acted and excellently produced. Chaney offers one of his
most impressive performances.
Keeps his difficult character perfectly. As fascinating and thrilling as any tale of Poe's."
Mirror: "Lon Chaney flashes
pair of educated feet in nerve-searing melodrama yclept 'The Unknown.' Nothing short of astounding to see Mr. Chaney pick
up articles with his feet and flip
cigarette ashes. Joan Crawford
beautiful as girl.''
Graphic: "Shivers and thrills
offered in 'The Unknown.' With
Joan Crawford doing excellent
work in feminine lead and supported by good cast, Chaney makes
of this gruesome, morbid tale as
exciting film as star has ever
shown."
Evening World: "When Lon
Chaney is in picture one can rest
assured that that picture is worth
seeing.
When Joan Crawford and

Norman Kerry are also present to
help Air. Chaney put it over, its
value is that much enhanced. Not
only is Mr. Chaney remarkable actor but he invariably chooses good
story with which to display his
Evening Sun: "Suspicion that
talents."
the picture might have been written
by Nero, directed by Lucretia
Borgia, constructed by the shade
of Edgar Allen Poe and lighted by
well-known vivisectionist proved
absolutely groundless, as glance at
program showed. . . Mr. Browning's pictures are usually skillful,
and 'The Unknown' is no excep"Slide, Kelly, Slide" — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer,
McVicktion."er's Theatre, Chicago
Chicago Herald and Examiner :
"Taking it play by play 'Slide,
Kelly, Slide' just about best picture Fve seen. I'd be afraid to get
that enthusiastic if I didn't have
backing of grandstand ....
I loved every minute of picture,
and I don't know difference between baseball and highball. . . .
Joy of this movie for those who
know their national sport must be
well nigh unbearable. . . .William Haines is same swaggering,
swell-headed, fresh but lovable kid.
. . . This boy started his baseball picture as a featured player but
I'll bet he finished it a star. . . .
As much work of art as means of
entertainment. . . . The cast is
answer to director's dream."
Chicago American : "Has everything to make it popular. . . .
Once in great while as movies roll
round there comes one that has just
about everything. 'Slide, Kelly,
Slide' is such a picture. . . .
Should explode like a bomb in box
offices of country and with bang
that will make deep impression on
credit side of the ledger of M-G-M
company. ... A medal with
palm should go to M-G-M for producing it. . . . Wholesome entertainment raised to nth power.''
Chicago Tribune: "Kind: Baseball drama. Quality: Excellent.
Direction : Could hardly be better.
Photography : Scrumptious. .A.cting : See remark on "direction."
Storv : In'^eresting one, full of pep,
inspires much hearty laughter, encourages occasional tear."
"The

Race

to Paris" — Educational, Madison Theatres,
Detroit, Michigan

Nezvs: "It remains for Educational to outstep field with hurried
assembly and distribution of onereel subject entitled, 'The Race to
Paris!' It is rcallv 1.000-foot history of principal efforts of past year
on part of aviators to fly to Paris,
telling in graphic way of their flight
preparations. In many instances
catastrophes that upset their planes
are vividly shown.
"Lindbergh, of course, is feature

of reel. He is shown with his plane
after his hop across continent, early
morning astir in getting plane
ready for big trip, and finally
heavily laden craft as it bumped
its way down soggy field, many
times facing disaster before it took
to air. 'The Race To Paris' is
nicely subtitled and is just about as
fine a short subject as has
ever been released on a big news
"Rookies" — Metro - Goldwyn Mayer, Million Dollar Theatre,
Los Angeles
event."
Examiner: "Arthur and Dane
score notable triumph. . . . Riotous
hit. . . . Unless you have taken
sacredputoath
laughmuscles
'Rookies'in
will
all never
your to
laugh
action. . . . Dane priceless. Arthur
has demonstrated again that he is
one of best all-around actors. . . .
A comedy to be remembered. I
honestly feel we need more pictures
on the order of 'Rookies.' "
Record: "Of pictures that have
come out ot Hollywood, none is
more deserving of praise than
'Rookies'. . . . 'Rookies' beyond all
doubt does what motion pictures
are supposed to do, entertains. . . .
One continuous laugh. . . . brought
forth by acting that is sheerest kind
of comedy. . . . Situations really
funny and titles snap and crackle
.... It is picture that is 100 per
cent laughs and good fun."
Herald: "A mirthquake. 'Rookies'
one of the funniest comedies produced to date. ... If there is law
against causing laugh hysterics then
Dane and Arthur could be arrested
on an easy hundred counts, so funny
and laugh-provoking are their antics
.... Here is one comedy with plot.
Thrilling stuff is injected into
News: "Gay first-night audience
almost had spasms of mirth over
comical antics in 'Rookies'. ... If
story." doesn't figure out comM-G-M
panion film it will miss a good bet.
Thrills galore furnished. . . . Some
knockout
Times: titles."
"Score hit for new comedy team. Results
City hilarious. . . .
Laughs genuine. . . . Popular appeal. . . . Good thrilling effects."
"Alias the Deacon" — Universal,
Roxy Theatre, New York
World: "Jean Hersholt heads
remarkably well cast company.
Experienced direction shows hand
throughout, with shuffling together
of box-car hobo scenes, restrained
love episodes, card games, prize
fight, race between train and automobile and capture of murderer,
swift-moving and dramatic sequences that should delight young
and old of both sexes. Should
have good box-office value. With
original melodramatic plot of play
Sloman has done very well ; characterization good, jMce does not
lag.

Reviewed

F. B. O
. Paramount . .
M-G-M
Excellent Pict

erOpinionsonNewPict
"The
Callahans
and the Murphys"
—
Metro - GoldwynMayer,
State Theatre,
Los Angeles

Length

News

tS^SjU

Herald Tribune: "As soon as
we learned that Jean Hersholt was
going to play title role we felt perfectly sure that it would be good
picture. It is. . . . In presenting Deacon on screen he has given
public another amazing characterization ! Isn't he, perhaps, as fine
an actor as Emil Jannings? Most
of Sunday
titles amusing."
News:exciting
"Many prizefight
amusing
incidents
and
episode. . . . June Marlowe
pretty, with real ability."
EveningtainmentWorld:
"Good enterwith Jean Hersholt,
June
Marlowe and Ralph Graves. Mr.
Hersholt very good. . . . Amusing production. . . . Well worth
spending
to see."
Morning evening
Telegraph:
"Well spiced
with humor. . . . Cast quite remarkable. . . . Will deal Roxy
Times: "Entertaining subject.
.full. house."
. Several chapters in which
Mr. Hersholt does exceedingly
well. . . . Some of sequences
of O. Henry's stories."
mindful
American: "Comprised of surefire cinema ingredients. . . .
Proved pleasing picture entertainment. . . . Hersholt's characterization both amusing and convincespecially to be coming and hemendedisfor amount
of restraint
with which he invests playing.
.

.

.

Picture has real plot."

"Lost at the Front" — First National, Mark Strand Theatre,
New
York
City
Times: "War extravaganza.
. . . Bundle of hilarity. Natalie
Kingston lends feminine charm to
World: affair."
"Newspaper critics awed
fractious
and impressed by hilarity which it
arouses. Slapstick comedy one
vehicle in which movie is honestly
and unequivocally sincere. Has but
one object— laughter. Has every
kind of exaggerated situation. Sidney and Murray . . . causes
enough for any reviewer to set
picture down as filled with plenty
Telegraph:
I Morning
don't care
for sort"Personally,
of humor
gaiety."
of
termed 'robust,' but there are some
millions who do, and they will fill
theatres when this farce plays.
There are hundred incidents that
will create veritable whirlwinds of
laughter. Will find customers
Telegram:
rations
rear.""Its
welcome
. .risible
. Creditable
packed in dish.
number of hilarious happenings,
with here and there pearls of great
Daily A^ezvs: "If youVe keen on
funny "stuff concerning war, march
to Mark Strand where 'Lost at the
Front' is showing. So uproariously
funnyoutthat
won'tThe
failcaptions
to get
kick
of you
picture.
as ludicrous as situations they

Photography good."
price."
describe."

Roy Press
Printers

After all is said ---and done
When you have listened to many arguments and perhaps examined
a few features of the different makes of projectors, you will
probably find that you have made very little progress toward
reaching a definite decision as to which particular one you
should buy. So when you find yourself confused by many
conflicting opinions just settle the question by writing
down the names of ten, twenty or more of the best
theatres in the country and buy the projector that
is used in the majority of them. You can be sure
that the

projector selected by the most experienced and successful exhibitors is the
best for your theatre. Incidentally, if we did not
know it would be Simplex we would not have
suggested

this

method

of

choosing.

SIMPLEX
International

DIVISION
Projector Corporation

90 Gold Street, New York

PROJECTORS

Simplex

Projectors

for Better Projection

w
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miinsssfGms
GER
SAcTWh^ENOrleans

ml >s^if..^5

Conceded bv architectural critics to be one
of
the World'stheatre
most palatial
theatres, the
SAENGER
at New Orleans
is 7\^e/z^
an
artistic triumph.
The progress of the ^reat SAENGER or^
^anization
has been nothing less thanmarvdous.
Building constructiVelvandpermaiiGiitlu
thoxj
have shared in the general prosperitv of the Indus
tr\/, AVittiout departing frorn the highest possible
standard of buisness ethics.
TliG same resourceful showmanship and discerning judgment that created this \Vonderful
organization, is responsible for the choice cf the
Robert Morton Super-Unit now installed in
the World's most
beautiful theatre,
the-^
GREATER
SAENGER
New Orleans,

Robert
Usrtm Or^
G»
New York
Los.AnfeclGS
JO!*! HAMMOND

/vr rim

i-..^ ,•.,,- :-.••.- M-.t--«-^

K\.^diii-^i /VV.;k I v

I56O Broadway

Chicd6.0

l914So.Wmont

624So.Micl\i4aii

InAmcricas/
Theatres ^
rinost

r

.'<]
m]^,. '///,:''//, .,%'!

//. '■'/:(
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V//A-

WURUIZER
ORGANS

'tj»

Your feature picture may require
one oftoWagner's
as accompaniment
immortal
compositions
vividly
portray the workings of human
emotions and shades of feeling. On
such an occasion the Wurlitzer
Organ with its exclusive features
and exceptional resources is far superior to all others in conveying to
the audience the true spirit of the
performance.
^ntt for catalog — today

%£-

New York
Cleveland
Philadelphia
St. Louis

Chicago
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh Detroit
Buffalo
Kansas City
San Francisco Los Angeles

XS^'

V

0

It takes more than
^^just movies^^ to roll
up the big grosses
today
It takes superpictures -like
Far ofF the beat^
en path, daring
talk-provoking
9 weeks at Rivoliy N* Y*
4th week at Roosevelt^ Chicago
3rd week at Adams, Detroit
2nd week at Fenway ^ Boston
That^s just the start!

Tremendous word
of mouth advertising,
reviews like these:
"With the formal opening of 'Chang' at the RivoH
the public is now given the opportunity of seeing
one of the finest pictures ever made. I call it the
most thrilling because it is real, natural, honest
drama. To say that this is the screen classic of the
melodrama of nature is to lay one's self open to
proof. And this I am prepared to do."
— New York Evening World
"This is a movie which will d»light children and
adults alike. It is entertaining, instructive amusing
and a true story, which certainly increases its
human interest value. Its theme is gripping. Of
pictorial beauty, there is plenty. 'Chang's' a marvel tnovie, nothing else describes it. Everybody
should see it ! "

PRODUCED

BY

— New York Daily News

" 'Chang' undoubtedly belongs in the category of
great pictures. Nothing in the cinema line to date
can beat this film for novelty, sustained interest
and exciting incident. Nothing can approach it
for suprise. If you are an old picture fan and think

'

BOECCklTCn
PRESENTED

DV
BY

^

ADOLPH ZUKOR
JESSE I. LASKY

you know what the n\ovies can do, go see 'Chang.'
Go anyway."
—Judge
"Instead of presenting this picture as a super
special at fictitious prices the Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp. has put it in at the Rivoli. And
for less than a dollar it is on view to all comers.
So in addition to being the most remarkable film
on Broadway, it is the biggest bargain. Don't miss
'Chang'
when
it comes
to your neighborhood
*^^"^''^-"
—Cleveland News

35 MORE

REVIEWS

Typical of w

IN PRESS SHEET

jA RA

Today they want

"CHANG^^!

Qicture

M O OIVT^

is an aBsolut
necessity f o

AaSEsf
^aramoimtTlews
1*^

as
pi
ov
en
by
fli
e
Ift
speed and comjaeteneS
wifli i¥iiidi this New Super
News Reel coveted "

LINDBERGH

LEVINE

All preliminary scenes in New York.
Arrival Le Bourget Field.
Receptions Paris, Brussels, London.
Departure Cherbourg.
On board U. S. S. Memphis during
trip.

Preliminary sceiic.-, i.i New York
Departure from New York.
Arrival at Kottbus, Germany (first
on scene.)

All events Washington, New York
Brooklyn, St. Louis, Dayton.

Receptions
Budapest.

Berlin,

BYRD

All preliminary scenes in New York.
Departure from New York.
All set to cover arrival of the
"America" abroad.

Vienna,

Only 3 of over 500 events already covered by Paramount News

First Release Date-Juet 31si
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays, President

_J

XIDTJCATIONAT. FILM EXCHA>4GESJ
E .W. Hamtnoti^, President

Member, Motion Picture Producers ami
Distributors of America, Inc.

Wilt H. Hays, President

They Call The
Sucker Aspirin

ff

because You Can
u
Take Him for
Anything'^

ik

K K » i( K ^1

If .(^

I

11,000 theatres are playing
THE one and only product
THAT Never Stops Delivering the GoodsTHE theatre man who was
SAP enough not to book
THIS great product has
BEEN nicknamed by film salesmen

_i

THEY

call him "ASPIRIN"

BECAUSE

CAN

they

take him for anything*

THE WISE GUYS of the
INDUSTRY booked
M ETRO-Goldwy n-Mayer
SOLID.
AND

what a harvest they are

REAPING!

FOLKS, you know that this
IS not advertising bull—
BOX-office figures don't lie*

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
PICTURES ARE CLICKING
WHEREVER THEY ARE
PLAYING
It's the only product
on the market that is
dragging them in every
day, every hour, every
show, every season,

!
!

<

TO HELL WITH
ROSE-COLORED
GLASSES

things as they are.
other fellow might tell
THE
YOU that a weed is a geranium —
THAT a Box-office
SMALL- POX sign is a sure-fire

ATTRACTION.

BUT the men who play them all
WILL tell you this
♦

♦

♦

IT'S
^^

METRO - GOLDWYN MAYER PICTURES
That Are Registering Strongest
Incidentally
with John X. Public
2 GILBERTS
and 3
GARBOS
1927-28

John Gilbert and Greta Garbo in

FLESH AND THE DEVIL
Hot damn!

in

What a great picture!
3 LON
CHANEYS
1928
in
1927-

Lon Chaney in

TELL IT TO THE MARINES
The strongest attraction of the year

3 DANE and
ARTHURS
Next
Season

Karl Dane and George K» Arthur in

ROOKIES
The Qreatest Comedy in Five Seasons
William Haines in

4HAINES
WILLLAM
Pictures
Next Season

SLIDE, KELLY, SLIDE
Sweet Cookie — what a knockout!

LON CHANEY

A clean-up everywhere
and in

IN ''MR.

''THE UNKNOWN"
No kidding — this is greater than
"The Unholy Three"

wu

ff

'*The
You'll Get
Lon Chaney
Next!
in **Terror**
Then
ft

Hypnotist

RAMON

NOVARRO

in

ii

A Quaranteed Attraction

NORMA SHEARER in
"AFTER MIDNIGHT"

Coming

LOVERS"

The hest picture of a sure-fire Star

COMING

SOON

it^s the
bi
g ywow
sill
of the
season

It^s even better than
^^Rookies^^— which is saying
ho<oo (french for a lot)

THE CALLAHANS
AND THE MURPHYS
SOMETHING new in
COMEDY_and in
COMEDY teams. Wait
TILL you see
MARIE Dressier and
POLLY Moran
M-G-M NEVER STOPS!
ANOTHER one that
DESERVES a great
BIG Mention is

(Just tum the page, pliz)

RAMON
NOVARRO in
THE PRINCE
ofGRAUSTARK

3 SHEARERS
next
season

Some Excerpts
Variet
y' of
from''one
issue
Buffalo — Lon Chaney in "The
Unknown** — Lafayette Theatre.
Business held up here, with Sunday and Monday top notch days.
Almost half week*8 gross garnered
first two days. Claims over $15,000.
New Orleans — Dane and Arthur
in "Rookies'* — Saenger Theatre.
Acclaimed comedy riot. Brought
best business in months, $13,300,
Chicago— —Chicago
John Gilbert
Show"
Theatre.in "The
Picture good enough for $45,000,
considerable for time of season and
surrounding conditions. The
street's top notcher. About $5,000
better than usual for house.
Baltimore
— Lon Theatre.
Chaney in "Mr.
Wu"
— Valencia
The picture continued to build at
the Valencia.
Best second week
this upstairs house has had since
"Flesh and the Devil."
About
$10,500.
Portland, Oregon — Ramon
Novarro in "Lovers" — Broadway
Theatre.
Business solid all week $12,000.
Played to SRO in spite of hot
aweather
natural.
for blocks long
withLines
the picture"Lovers,"
with packed matinee mobs.
Seattle — Dane and Arthur in
"Rookies" — Coliseum Theatre.
Crowds give vent to most continuous, sustained
laughter
to
natural
situations.
Raleighduesays
picture record laugh producer in
hiB
showColiseum
experience.
Heldtwelve
over years'
$10,200.
was |
a bright spot with the second week
of "Rookies" has been doing con*
sistently good business.
Los Angeles ^ Marion Davies in
"Tillie The Toiler" — Loew*s State.
That the heat meant nothing was
easily
wheredemonstrated
"Tillie theat Loew'sState
Toiler," a
Marion Davies product, backed
with a ton of liberally dispensed
space in the Hearst papers, ran
over $7,0OO ahead of the Metropolitan, even though the former
house had no cooling system which
the other house has. The Davies
picture broke the house records for
the first three days of its run and
hit over $30,000 on the week.

JOHN GILBERT
TWELVE

MILES OUT

IT'S positively the greatest . . . .
OH shucks, what's the use,
THIS could go on 'till dizzy ♦

25 MILLION
SALESMEN
NOW WITH M-G-M
The largest organization
in the world
EVERYBODY
who goes to movies
SELLS M-G'M Pictures.
THEY
THEY

tell what they've seen and
sell seats for you ....

—Kansas
Main City
Street
Theatre.
— "The
Taxi-Dancer"
Cash customers like action and
plenty in this flicker comedy.
House is in summer stride.
$12,500.
Portland, Ore. — "Frisco Sally
Levy" — Broadway Theatre.
Fighting for seats from noon to
night, standing in line and being
turned away at the Broadway last
week. The house came near break*
ing its record, doing more on the
first three days of the picture
"Frisco Sally Levy" than on the
week of the theatre's opening
which is going some. The Broadway stepped on it for this program,
getting near all the 24-sheet stands
in town, making numerous tie-ups,
grabbing all the free space and doing other stunts. House was forced
to run five complete performance*
Sunday instead of the regular four,
for the first time. Over $400 was
given
to patrons as refund.
About back
$16,000.

Providence — Lillian Gish in "The
Scarlet Letter" — Victory Theatre.
A decisive hit. Good at $8500.

San Francisco — Dane and Arthur
in "Rookies" — Granada Theatre.
Sure picked a good one. Ran over
23 grand.
"Rookies" in Philadelphia —
Stanley Theatre.
The
made Stanley
three had
war "Rookies."
pictures inThis
the
larger jhouses running simultaneously and "Rookies" looked the
best. "Rookies" well liked.
$28,000.
"Rookies" in Kansas City — Little
Royal Theatre.
"Rookies"
at the Royal got the
newspaper breaks and just about
all-the- word-of mouth advertising.
Business gained during the week
and looks good for a second week.
Setfortwo weeks, with eightshows
daily. Steady play tneans big
business for the little show shop.
When they stand in line and wait
for seats in this town there is some
attraction, and they sure stood for
this one; $9,100.— VARIETY

NOTE:
As we
go to week
press **Rook»
ies"
in its
fourth
at the
MajetlicTheatrCfColumbus.Ohio.

The best advertising is

GOOD

PICTURES-

thafs why M-Q-M pictures go over
so welL

TOM

TELLS

DICK

DICK TELLS HARRY
and you get the customers
{in spades)

LINE-UP AND SIGN-UP
BLOOD
WITH YOUNG
The most aggressive hunch
of hoys in the business

Metro-Goldwyn-IVIayer

HERE'S YOUR
PRODUCT - - -

1927-1928

and, sisteVf it knocks everything
else for a row of bath houses
The Big Parade of Stars

1
3
2
6
5
2
3

3 LON CHANEYS
4 WILLIAM HAINES
2 JOHN GILBERTS
2GRETAGARB0S
1 RAMON NOVARRO
3 NORMA SHEARERS
3C0DY-PRINGLES

LILLIAN GISH
MARION DAVIES
JACKIE COOGANS
TIM McCoys
COSMOPOLITANS
DOG STAR
DANE-ARTHURS

and among the specials ready for hooking are:

GARDEN

IN OLD KENTUCKY
THE CROWD
(King Vidor's)

THE COSSACKS

„

^

(John Qilhert)

ROSE-MARIE

OF ALLAH
(Rex Ingram)
NAPOLEON
BODY AND SOUL
MADEMOISELLE
from ARMENTIERES

JUNIOR FEATURES-1927'1928
HAL

ROACH

PRODUCTIONS

M-G-M GREAT
EVENTS
m Tech„ic.ior
6 Technicolor Productions — Bi-monthly

10 "OUR GANG" Comedies
10 CHARLEY CHASE Comedies
10 MAX DAVIDSON Dialect Comedies

M-G-M NEWS

10 HAL

M-G-M

ROACH

ALL-STAR

Comedies

— Produced by the Hearst Organization
104 Annual Issues — Twice weekly

ODDITIES— Produced by UFA

26 Novelties from all over the world

ER
-MAY
WYN
GOLD
jyiETRONO USE TALKING

THE'BIG
PARADE

BEN
HUR

r
CreAt truth/ aie quickly/t&ted!

ha/ the product for 1977-78
"4%^

Loves of CARMEN

EAST SIDE, WEST

SIDE

2 GIRLS WANTED
SINGED
PAJAMAS
SILK HATS
THE JOY GIRL
PAID TO LOVE
THE COMEDIAN
HANGMAN'S HOUSE
GOME TO MY HOUSE
THE BLOND PANTHER
THE A LA GARTE GIRL
NONE BUT THE BRAVE
THE GIRL DOWNSTAIRS
THE UNKNOWN BEAUTY

BALAOO
SILK LEGS
LUNA PARK
THE ESCAPE
WIDOW-IN-LAW
HOLIDAY LANE
ATLANTIC CITY
SUGAR DADDIES
FRENCH ANKLES
SOUL OF PASSION
A. W. O. L. (Temp, title)
HONEYMOON DREAMS
THE GIRL FROM HAVANA

and in addition

^HAT
PRICE
GLORY
5^^-

ss

C

arLovmes eof JNIWT
with

DOLORES

DEL RIO

and
VICTOR McLAGLEN
Based on the story by PROSPER MERIMEE
Adapted by GERTRUDE

RAOUL

ORR

WALSH

Production

THE
JOY GIRL

The Matrimonial Mixups of a Fortune
Hunting Flapper
ivith

OLIVE BORDEN

Neil Hamilton
Marie Dressier
Jerry Miley

Helen Chandler
Mary Alden
Jimmy Grainger, Jr.
and

A Flying Squadron of Palm Beach
Beauties
A Saturday Evening Post Story
by MAY E0GINTON

ALLAN

A.W-0,L.

Went

tvith

Production

I

Slory by HARRY CARR
Scenario bv W1LLLA.M COUNSELMAN

HAWKS

THE
ESCAPE
JANET GAYNOR
and

Judy King
Holmes Herbert

BEN STOLOFF

J.FarreU Macdonald
William Powell

box office
offer/ yoij

"
n
i
m
o
c
DxTljL/tlvJvJ ]

A Mystery Drama Laid in the Strei
Cafes and on the Roof-tops of Pa;

with.

Eletty Francisco

Marshall

GEORGE O^BRlEN
VIRGINIA VALLI

A Melodrama Extraordinary based on
Paul Armstrong's Stage Hit

TEDMcNAMARA
SAMMY COHEN

Edward

ith

Production

(teinfyoTary litle)

.5u)r.v hy WIU lANf COUNStLMAN

Ju/t il

Youth vei-sus Beauty
u'ttnin a High-Tension
Love Story Roraanttcaliy Unfolded

HOWARD

DWAN

Production

A Comedy of Two Rookies Who

PAID
TO LOVE

and

CHARLES

FARRELL

(The Immortal team from "7th Heaven")

RAOUL

An American adaption of GaSTON LfcROl S
tremendous stage success

WALSH

Production

VICTOR
SCHERTZINGER
PrtHluction

DEifliSIDE
KtEST
|,. Mierom the novel by FELJX RlESENBERG

hangman's
House
From the sensational novel by DONN

Todav's "Beat Seller*'
wilh

BYRNE

with

fte Real New York as depicted in

i

in

JANET GAYNOR

CHARLES

A Drama of On-., Girl Who Got What

]- Farrell Macdonald

Glenn Tryon
Ben Bard

J. Farrell Macdonald
A Story of a Man and a Girl who were like the
thoroughbreds they loved

u'ith
"I
Doris Lloyd M
Alycc Mills i
Joseph Cawthorn
|

Based m JOHN stage
GOLDEN'S
New
hi
t York
By GLADYS

ALLAN

DWAN

Production

JOHN
FORD
Production

SILK HATS

^

ALFRED R GREEN

f

LUNA
PARK

A Story of the Undertwrld

All the Life, Color and Thrills of
Carnival Life

Made for Your Box Office
^vith

with

MADGE BELLAMY
VICTOR McLAGLEN
EDMUND
RAOUL

VICTOR McLAGLEN
GRETA NISSEN
CHARLES FARRELL

LOWE

HOWARD

WALSH

HAWKS

Production

Production

a/yo
Youth, Glorious Youth Dominates

LHE GIRL
DOWNSTAIRS
tvith

OLIVE BORDEN
EDMUND LOWE
Clifford Holland
Written Iry MaV

"THE

FRANK

EdGINTON,

author of

JOY GIRL"

BORZAGE
Production

TheWorldy Create/t
Motion Picture

WHAT PRICE GLORY
ca/tn

ViaOR MCLAGLEN - EDMUND
DOLORE/ DEL RIO
From

LOWE

thcJtaqe play by

LAURENCE /TALLINC/e7/7o^ MAXWELL

RAOUL

WAL/H

1|

UNCER

Production

,for The
/■ea/on

I

FARRELL

Virginia Valli

RlEN
.JpEOROE
Virginia O^B
Valli

2 GIRLS I
WANTED I

ANDERSON

production

s

OLIVE BORDEN
DOLORES DEL RIO

MADGE BELLANY
LOIS MORAN
CHARLES
FARRELL
GEORGE O'BRIEN
SALLY PHIPPS
VICTOR McLAGLEN
NANCY NASH
MARY DUNCAN
ARTHUR HOUSMAN
CHARLES MORTON
SAMMY COHEN
MARJORIE BEEBE
BARRY NORTON
TED McNAMARA
RICHARD WALLING
CLIFFORD HOLLAND
BLANCHE SWEET
ALEC B. FRANCIS
WARNER BAXTER
WALTER PIDGEON
MARGARET LIVINGSTON
J. FARRELL

JANET GAYNOR
GRETA NISSEN
EDMUND LOWE
NEIL HAMILTON
BELLE BENNETT
EARLE FOXE
VIRGINIA VALLI
BEN BARD
JOHN HILLIARD
WILLIAM POWELL
JERRY MADDEN
MACDONALD

Theatre owners are signing for Fox
Product for next season faster than
ever before in all the history of
Fox Film Corporation*
The titles of Fox Pictures for next
year--the names of Fox Players and
of Fox Directors^ -tell you why!
Think it over! and ACT//
-# «*

^ ^^^p^<

'-sjQIaiy IXincarL

Sallj^ KiipPM

RAOUL WALSH
F. W. MURNAU
HOWARD HAWKS
ALBERT RAY
ORVILLE DULL

FRANK BORZAGE
ALLAN DWAN
LUDWIG BERGER
BENJAMIN STOLOFF
« _*GEORGE E. MARSHALL
VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

JOHN FORD
ALFRED E. GREEN
J. G. BLYSTONE
LEW SEILER
SCOTT DUNLAP

"THE

FORMJDEN WOMAN"
By Elmer Harris

is an ahsfffhing drama of tremendous ^^er and passion — typical
^ our supeT'dramas in which
Goudal will star on the
DEMILLE

PROGRAM,

1927-1928

her black unfathomable eyes and her danger*
WITH
ously soft bewitchments, she came from her hot
desert country to the luxurious heart of France to ensnare
a man. Deliberately she threw the spell of her enchantment
over her victim that she might bend him to her own cruel
purpose.
Then suddenly Fate outwitted her. She who meant to be
ruler was made victim. She was caught in the fire of her
own flaming passion — with desperate consequences.
Because of the secret promise in those black eyes, brother
was set against brother, diplomats trembled and one brave
man came face to face with Death.

<7li& FOllBlI>l>EN WOMAM

Jeha Goudal

jcopardiady
With a Sawdust Setting — and all the
enchantment of Hfe under the big tent
— "The Leopard Lady" is a distinctly
"different" kind of a film.

//
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De MILLE PICTURES
PAniE NEWS . PATHECOMEDIES

- PATHESERIALS. PATHEPICTURES

9>4Ciimnson

Flash

with CullenLandisandEuaenia Gilbert
sTORv By Georoe Arthur Grav
Show just one episode and you'll have a ten weeks'
audience.
Full of surprises, a mystery that will have them all
guessing, and enough action and suspense for a dozen
ordinary pictures.
A splendid feature cast in a splendid feature production but with ten weeks' pull instead of one.
DIRECTED
SCENARIO
By

By ARCH B. HEATH
PAUL
P. FULLER.

[eserial

DeMille Pictures
Pathe News
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Dance Magic
By Clarence BudingtonKelland
Jahala the beautiful. Jahala the dancer without rival, Jahala who had driven
her way relenllessty to the very uimmit of success.
Coldly self-coQtained, wrapped in her beauty and her genius as in an
immaculate garment, she moved aloof through the mad, pleasure-sceking,
excirement-cmving life that surrounded her. Once or twice ihc fancied
that she caught an echo of distant thunder— the almost-forgotten voice of
che stem God of her puritanical fathtrs.
Then one night, the strident voice which made her dan blindly from the
ftage— and ttrii annuaginablc CiagedT that dtove her forth from a botTtfyingworld of unrealities.
Fleeing from whaf? And fleeing to what? A beautiful stor^-, this; d thrillIng and a thought -provoking one, Dance Magic, by Clarence Budington
Kelland, beginning in the November Journal, nouj on sale, ten cents.

Are Foreign Missionaries
Saints Or Busy -Bodies?

Sex And Nicotine
By S.Josephine BakerMD.

Tobkcco— do«« It exact ■ heavier toll Id health and bappLncsi
from women thut it dott from mm? May 'he women a(

By Charles ASelden

Jinr wh>( wrf of people %n theie (oretko mbiloaarlei— ulna or burrbodiei; ■cif-a«cItlnginiiicuenor ploaantrfiQCocrarardown-iraidca
■DllliuiuT To ^1 the aoiwcf to thU qucnlaa>— the real •niwcr, no< th«
Buwcr of the gJcibc'tTOtTlii^ foi-<ronlii| tuvtiu, or (he cDauncrcu]
foreign rMlilctit linear oo aploindoa — S'l, Scldcn travelled ihlnr
Ihoumid ifaile* and Intcrelcwed three liDru]iud.«Kpcn> of almoai crcrY

America icquire the ceniuriet-old male habit witboui inflict'
Ing harm on future |cner«tion»7
li Ici cou in phyncal ind msnt^ development grcaier for
youth* than for adulti — for girl^. than fot bov' How much
of • handicap ii It (or anyone of any age t
Everybody — motheri and daughters, fathen and •oiu—
•hould read thii authoritative, tmpartiat article in the Novctnbcr U*ue of The Journal, notf on talt, ten cents.

254 Pages Of Splendid Stories And Special Features
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Motion Picture Follies
By William A. Johnston
SWEEPING cut in salaries is on. The
treasuries of the business are practically unanimous that the need for this
action is immediate and unquestionable. The
cut is in effect. New York overhead gets it
first. Hollywood follows. And consistency
demands that the pruning knife go then into
the unnecessary overhead of distribution and
producer owned theatres.
A

It isn't going to be popular with anyone.
This is a business of jobs, of individual opportunism. The job thus far has been bigger
than the welfare of the industry; all thought
has been placed upon the salary instead of
upon the permanency of the business that
must continue to pay the salary. The slogan
has been: "Are you getting yours?" And the
scramble to this end has been a mighty, and
a mighty blind one. Salaries have reached
such heights that they are away beyond any
pale of merit; they are not rewards for
ability; they are business manoeuvres in
themselves.

Street, finding that the business pays an
alarmingly small per cent on its capitalization, says : Cut your salaries and make it pay
more; otherwise no more money for production and theatres.
That's simple enough.
Need we point out to anyone that there
won't be any jobs at any figure if capital
shuts its doors in the industry's face?
H<

^

%

^

^

THE cut begins with production because
production since the earlier days of the
industry has been thickly blanketed with
bunk — just plain bunk.
,
Because it is a creative activity it is supposed to be mysterious; and where mystery
is said to exist you have fakirs, have had
them since the world's earliest days.
There is no mystery about picture production. No man has the recipe of box-office
success hidden away in his pocket. There is
no such thing.
We have no geniuses. We have, and have
had, a few — a mighty few — men who, by
long training and especial adaptability, have
with
s
matter
BANKERS look upon these
been able to produce a good average of coma banker's eye. Do these persons repremercially successful pictures. Moreover,
sent an investment in the business? What do
each
of
these
men is the kind of man who
they put into it? Or are they largely taking
would probably tell you that his success was
away from its income and resources?
quite largely due to lucky breaks.
And bankers ask these questions not beIdeas are of the most importance in piccause they are running the business. They
ture making. After that the making of a
to.
are not running it and they don't wantwhen
picture is a matter of applied technique. NoThey are forced to ask these questions
where at least is there any mystery — nor any
they are asked to loan money.
place for wise smirking, bluffing, puttees,
There is the point of the whole matter. bowties — or outlandish salaries.
This industry has ceased to expand out of
If, at least, and if ever, we debunk producits own profits. We have to go to Wall
tion then we will have taken the longest posStreet to get the expansion money. And Wall
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sible step forward toward better pictures and
a secured and solidified
picture business.
*****

Picture

A' c

IV s

The Week in Review

1AM

not optimistic over the salary reducR. ROTHACKER leaves this
tion plan. There's going to be warfare, WATTERSON
week for Hollywood to take up the important
for one thing.
task of directing First National Studios and
And another thing; names that draw at it is safe to say that the confidence and good will of
the box-office will continue to get all the the entire trade go with him. He is well and widely
money they deserve — just as I believe they known for his sagacity, energy and enterprise ; a strikdeserve all they get.
ing example of the calibre of men this business must
rely
upon for its future and true progress.
These are not non-productive salaries; they
* *
* *
cannot be classified as overhead. They are
commodities which this business has to sell IT is with a good deal of gratification that we note
the booking of a picture from one of the newer nato the public. And their price is and will be
tional distributors in the Roxy, the world's greatest
a matter of stringent competition.
showhouse. This is "The Blood Ship," a Columbia

*****

IM the meantime, however urgent this era picture.
It is gratifying — it must be to everyone — because it
of economy and however sternly we go is a further striking indication of the fact that production isstill a pretty wide open affair with no parabout it, let us not go at it blindly.
ticular honors to any one studio. It was my distinct imBetter pictures have got to be made and
pression, while in Hollywood this spring, that most
continue to be made; and they must be and
any
studio
might exceed any other studio in the qualcan be better advertised.
ity of its program offering — this year, and next and
The big issue at stake is the hold of mo- next year. And, while a broad one, that is a most imtion pictures upon the public.
portant observation. * * * *
A billion and a half dollars worth of theaother Hollywood impressions also seem to
tres are dependent upon product — upon pic- rpWO
-■■ have become facts. I saw while there, but a scene
tures.
each in two pictures while they were being made. The
No matter how successfully we achieve
were "Seventh Heaven" and "The Way of
economy, if pictures dont meet the public pictures
All Flesh." But in the one picture I saw Janet Gaynor
approval there will be a howl from these act, and in the other Emil Jannings, and then and there
theatres and their tremendous investment that stated that exceptional pictures would result.
Jannings also told me that he was delighted with his
will make the present protest from Holly- surroundings
and that with such studio resources he
wood sound like a whisper.
felt he could exceed his former efforts. This he has
-1"

•t»

^

"p

't'

AND there's the foreign market. If we
lose our hold there the actual loss in income won't compensate for the direct cut in
overhead. And in this connection it is only
a blind man who will not believe that Europe
is determined to give the The American producer the stiffest kind of competition.

done. "The Way of All Flesh" is a splendid picture,
a most remarkable piece of work throughout, a great
credit to the American studio. It will delight all kinds
of people, but especially and all of those who are
pleased to look askance at the dramatic possibilities
of motion pictures.
*

*

*

*

THE newspapers of the country, particularly the
cartoonists and columnists, seem to take the film
salary cut not overseriously, not as they might, for
instance, regard a wage reduction in the steel busiJ16SS.
(Coiithiucd on page 33)
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Dolores Costello and Director Alan Crosland come to work early to personally attend to the Fourth of July flag raising over
the Warner Bros.' studio.

Frankie Darro, F B O's newly signed child
star, is all set for a mild and quiet Fourth
of July celebration.
If we are to believe
this.
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A Week Passes

NE featui-e and two short subjects received
the approval of the National Board of Review
this week— "The Way of All Flesh" and Pathe
Review No. 28 and No. 29. . . . Big Boy, our
]irime favorite among screen actors, is seriously
ill with double pneumonia, according to reports
as we go to press. Best wishes for a speedy recovery, old timer ! . . . Ed Klein, prominent in
the export field, has been having a tough break.
Just after recovering from influenza he had an
attack of toxic poisoning, but is now on the
mend. . . . Vilma Banky and Rod La Rocque
proved that their engagement was no publicity
stunt by marching to the altar the other day.
They are l^'aving Hollywood behind for six
weeks, to honeymoon at Banff and Lake Louise.
. . . Ralph Ince, P B 0 director, suffered a
severe ankle sprain and torn ligaments in his
leg, playing tennis at his home the other day.
This means he can only djirect "South Sea
Love," and will have to abandon the role he
planned to play. Meanwhile Bob Steele is in
the hospital with two cracked ribs and a pair of
cracked vertebrae, received in a fight in his last
picture. . . . Nellie Parker Spaulding, character actress, who has been in Los Angeles for the
j)ast few years, dropped into the office the other
day, on her way to Macliias, Maine, to spend the
summer with her mother, who will return to the
Coast with her. . . . Marion Davies has lef^
New York to return West to start work on ' ' The
Fair Co-Ed." . . . The arrival in New York
of Jack Ford, Fox Film director, brings together
again the famous triumvirate of Ford, George
O'Brien and J. Farrell MacDonald.

Aviation is certainly all the rage these days.
Here is
Eagles,"
"War
Kent, featured in Universal's
Barbara
of brand new type.
plane
skyrocket
photographed as ina her
Fourth
of July
attraction.

Big Boy, star of the Big Boy Educational
Juvenile comedies, believes in Bigger and
Better Firecrackers for the Fourth of July.

James Murray, King Vidor's 'discovery'
who plays the leading male role in "The
Crowd," for Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer. Exteriors are being filmed in New York City

Ted McNamara, who has been coming up
rapidly in comedy
roles in features for
Fox Films, has another funny characterization in "Colleen," a recent Fox Film

Motion
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Schildkraut

UPERT JULIAN has been supplanted as director of
"The Country Doctor" at the De Mille studio.
But only for a few hours, and upon his own suggestion.
One of the scenes called for a major operation to be performed with Rudolph Schildkraut as the surgeon and Frank
Marion as the patient. Julian, like Cecil B. De Mille, is insistent upon realism and so a i-eal surgeon. Dr. Cecil Rhodes,
of Culver City, was called in to show Schildkraut the proper
techniqvie employed by doctors in a spinal operation.
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/?ay Siinriett and Simon Charninsky, who have just repurchased the
Capitol theatre, in Dallas, Texas, in the office of Lou B. Metzger, general
sales manager of Universal

Members of Staff in "Spring Fever"

W

ILLIAM HAINES has a supporting east that won't
appeal* in the list of screen credits in his first Metro- GoldwynMaj^er starring vehicle, "Spring Fever." It includes director,
assistant director, script clerk — in fact, everybody on the staff
except Ira Morgan, the camera man.
In the new picture, a comedy of the golf links which Edward Sedgwick is directing, practically everybody turned
actor in the exterior scenes played at the Flintridge Country
Club. Vic Orsati, script clerk, and Eddie Brophy, assistant
director, played on the field in the background in several of
the scenes, and Hugh Cummings, comedy constructor, donned
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An amusing parody of the famous Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Trackless Train
at a fair held in Nantes, France, through which the train passed last
December on its European tour

e

slandBros,Herdirector, has arrived
Alan Cro
CROSLAND,
AVarner
in New York for location work on "The Jazz Singer,"
starring Al Jolson. Two members of the cast who have important roles — Warner Oland and Otto Lederer- — are also in
the east for the filming of these special sequences.
Most of Mr. Crosland 's work will be done in the Ghetto,
which will furnish the exact locale described in Samson
ALAN

Raphaelson's play dealing with the story of a Jewish boy,
son of a Cantor, who deserts the traditions of his family to
become a singer of jazz songs.
Another group of scenes will be shot at Shubert's Winter
Garden at Broadway and Forty-ninth Street. Director Crosland will consume ten days to utilize tliese two New York locations and then will return to Hollywood to make interiors and
otlier special Vitaphone sequences.
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Student managers at Publix Theatre Managers Training School visit
Topics of the Day and Aesop's Film Fables; seated: H, LeTempt, George
Byrnes, Charles McDonald, editor-in-chief of Topics, John F. Barry,
director of the school, Paul Terry of Fables, Don Hancock, editor of
Topics; //. Chalkin; second row. R. Helms, O. Knight, G. Jeffrey, R.
McHale, J. McKenna, A. Baker, E. S. Coppock, J. Wright, L. Coiven.
G. Broemler, E. Adler, R. Wiegand, L. Finske; third row: H. Howard,
L. Goldberg, R. Weitman, C. MacPike, G. Watson and N. Praeger

a tuxedo to play a comedy character in tlie scenes inside the
clubhouse.
Sedgwick himself played a role, doing a comedy bit as one
of the frolicking country club members, while assistant cameramen, "grips" and even the "Still camera" man enacted
persons
in
the "Gallery" tliat followed Haines about tlie golf
links.

Photograph taken during the visit of Adolph Zukor to Amsterdam:
Tuschinski, Jr.; Al Kaufman, general manager Paramount European
French Paramount general manager; Farand, head of Paramount's
manager
French
theatre department ; Peereboom,
Paramount's
Holland
branch
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Scenes in the studios on West Fifty-fourth Street, New York City, where the Fox Case Movietone pictures are produced.
At the left is shown
the set-up for recording and photographing a, piano solo, while at the right is E. I. Sponable, scientific director for Movietone, with the camera
and sound recording apparatus

emento
haMndles studio

SHEA, who
publicity at the Fox
ETH O'
n
fices, i
received a gift last week which she treasures highly.
ofB
x Reisenberg, the author of "East Side, West Side,"
; Feli
which Allan Dwan is now making at the Fox New York
studios, has presented her with an autographed copy of his
book.

D.

Texas Visitors

'AVID R. HOCHREICH, President of Vocafilm Coi-poration of America, had the pleasure of entertaining two
distinguished visitors from Texas early this week.
Sully. B. Roberdeau, of the Austin National Bank, and
Bolden Rector, city attorney, of Austin, Texas, called at the
Vocafilm offices. These gentlemen are both prominent in the
Lone Star city and had expected to have with them Governor
Dan Moody. The Governor was delayed because the legislature had not as yet adjourned, but will be in New York next
week, and will also be a guest at the Vocafilm offices.

E

Father & Daughter in F B O Film

ATHER and daughter will appear together for the first
time before the camera when filming is begun on "The
Bandit's Son," the second of a series of westerns starring
Bob Steele at the F B O studios. Lillian Gilmore has been
"The Bandit's Son."
role inGilmore,
feminine
leading
cast
For to
theplay
first the
time,
her father,
Barney
will appear in
the same picture with her. He will play the part of a small
town banker.

C.nrl Laemmlp, president of Universal, with Eric von Stroheini meets
Archduke Leopold of Austria, who was his guest recently.
The von
Siroheim visit revived rumors that the director ivas to return to Vni-versal, which have not been denied

or
AZuk
TRAIT

Portrait Shown

POR
painting of Adolph Zukor, president of
Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation, recently finished by
Guissepe Trotta at the Victore Salvatore studio in MacDougall
Alley, was placed on exhibition at the Howard Young Galleries on Fifth Avenue, for eiglit days, starting last Monday.
Later, it will be presented to Mr. Zukor by the Paramount
Pep Club, composed of employes of Paramount, who commissioned the artist to paint the portrait.
The portrait was exhibited in an unfinished state at the
Paramount international convention last month. It shows the
film executive in one of his characteristic poses, and is almost
life-size. Special ceremonies are being planned for the presentation.

Louis B. Mayer takes Major H. B. Clagett, commanding the Math Area
Aviation Corps at San Francisco, F. Trube Davison, Assistant Secretary
of War, and Lieutenant Erik Nelson, around-lhe-world flyer, on a tour
of inspection of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios

Motion
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Mix, Star Maker

OM MIX' can truthfully be called a connoisseur on the
Tc
talents of leading women. Tom always chooses some young
woman for his pictures who is striving for fame, and he
seldom goes wrong on their histrionic ability.
Just a few of his leading women who have reached the
heights are: Laura La Plante, Gertrude Olmstead, Colleen
Moore, Pauline Starke, Patsy Ruth M^iller, LiUian Rich,
Esther Ralston, Marion Nixon, Billie Dove, Clara Bow, Olive
Borden, Dorothy Sebastian, Helen Costello and others.
Dorothy Dwan plays opposite Mix in "The Scourge of the
Little 'C'."

W:

On Sales Tour

IIILE the Atlantic flyers ai'e hopping across the ocean.
Dale Hanshaw and William M. (Bill) Pizor are crossing the
continent. New York bound, in a hop, skip and jump by
automobile. They are making stops in all the key cities for
Sierra Pictures.

Robert Flaherty, himself the producer of an Arctic film, "ISanook of the
North" congratulates Capt. Jack Robertson (right) on "Alaskan Adventures," released by Pathe

B

Oldfield Driving to Premiere

'ARNEY OLDFIELD, veteran auto racer who has a leading role in Warmen Bros.', "The First Auto," arrived in
New York from the coast this week, after driving across continent with his wife and daughter in the Hudson car witli
which he recently broke the speed record on the Culver City
track. He is coming to New York to be present at the world
premiere
First
Auto," scheduled to take place on
June
27 atofthe"The
Colonv
Theatre.

Moths and Movies
P
ROPAGATION of giant moths by artificial means was
accomplished for the first time by Mrs. Stella Edwards Kummings, of Marion, Ind., a collector and grower for the past
9 years, and reputed to possess the largest assortment of rare
specimens in tlie middle west.
The remarkable feat was accomplished at the instance of
the Leo Meehan company, now at work at the Gene StrattonPorter estate in Rome City, Ind., exterior scenes for the screen
version of the Porter novel, "The Harvester," for F B 0.

James

R. Grainger, Fox Films

general s(dcs manager, photographed at

jhe studio tvith Edmund Lowe and George O'Brien, in their characters
of "Hap" Hurley and Eddie "Chick" Cowan, in "Is Zat So?"

M,

Manfred Lee Well Again

.ANFRED LEE, publicity and advertising
tive of Henry Ginsberg at Sterling Pictures, is
desk again after an intensive two-weeks' bout
mumps. ' ' There seems to be plenty of microbes

N,

representaback at his
with "the
these days !

No Gag Man Need Apply

O gag man was needed on the set during the making of
Mack Sennett's forthcoming Pathe comedy "For Sale, a
Bungalow." The story was so familiar to everyone in the
entire studio that the air was thick with gags and suggestions
offered gratis.
Real estate salesmanship as it is practiced in California is
the theme of "For Sale, a Bvuigalow. " Since every living
Imman in the city of Los Angeles has at one time or another
been a victim of this, the wliole studio force contributed bits
of personal experience that helped to make the comedy real
and amusing.

in Berlin
Flyers according
Atlantic
and Levine,
to Kine AVeekly,
CIIAMBERLIN
Ann Rork, daughter of the famous producer, Sam E. Rork, ivho releases
through First National, drops in to see Hen Lyon at work ivhile visiting
New
York in company with her noted father.
Miss Rork is a screen
star in her own right

recently paid a visit to the I'fa studios near Berlin and
watched three productions being filmed. They also saw the
news pictures taken of their arrival and that evening were
guests at the Ufa Palast, wliere tlie pictures were shown.
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of the neiv emergency hospital erected at the W est Coast Paramount studios, in Hollywood.
general view of the hospital, and at the right the minor operating room.

At the left is a

"Dui'ing a recent epidemic in Los Angeles 1600 persons

were vaccinated by Dr. Strathearn and his aides in cooperatSafety Always
\'E of the important factors today in the production
ing with the Los Angeles Health department.
O
of motion pictures, and one about which little is written, is
the protection of the lives and health of those making the
pictures.
Paramount has develped this hiunanitarian phase of the
business until today it has reached perfection. At its mammoth West Coast studio is one of the most modern hospitals
extant.
Dr. Emanuel Stern, New York surgeon and medical
authority, who is medical director of Paramount, is in charge
of the hospitals, medical and surgical staffs and corps of
nurses and sanitation experts maintained by the company. As
head of the medical department, he oversees the activities
of his aides throughout the world.
In telling of the Hollywood branch of his department, Dr.
Stei-n said :
"In the spacious studios and on location miles from the
nearest settlement, the humanitarian policy is exercised in
the protection of our employes.
"The same attention given the star is afforded the day
laborei:. No expense is spared in carrying out the company's
humanitarian policy.
"At the West Coast studio. Dr. H. J. Strathearn is in
charge of our work. During working hours he is on duty at
the studio hospital to treat emergency cases, give medical
attention to those who are ill and advise employes as to steps
to be taken should there be illness in their homes.
"The medical department cooperates with family doctors
of employes, and endeavors to reduce costs entailed in illness
in the homes. When recommendations are made the concern
aids employes in financial strait-s through deferred payments.
"The hospital is situated at the center of the studio groxmds.
It contains operating, treatment, rest and waiting rooms for
men and women, an office and doctor's room. The equipment
of the operating room is unexcelled. In the treatment room
two ultra-modern therapeutic lamps are installed. A nurse
is always on duty. Ambulance service is provided at all
times.
"In the event a major operation should be imperative, or
for other cause a patient should require treatment followed
by a long stay in a hospital, the Hollywood Hospital, one of
the most modern institutions of its kind in the United States,
is utilized by Paramount. All first aid cases are taken to
the studio hospital.
"The medical department eixerts every effort in protecting
employes from accident and disease. Daily inspections are
made of the studio grounds by attaches of the medical department.

"A safety first committee comprising the heads of several
departments of the studio meets frequently and makes recommendations for safety appliances. An inspector examines the
studio grounds and structures daily checking over fire prevention measures and various safety appliances.

"First aid outfits are kept on the stages by all property
men, and when a company leaves for location a fully-supplied
kit is carried by the property custodian, augmenting the
regular hospital equipment in the event a picture is made
on a large scale, requiring hundreds or several thousand
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Well Qualified Director

players."
'ORN on an Oklahoma Indian reservation, raised on a
Texas ranch, and for eiglit years assistant to Edwin Carewe,
Wallace Fox claims environment and training which should
particularly fit him to fulfil the role for which he has just
been signed by F B 0, that of directing Bob Steele in the second picture of his new western series, to be titled "The
Bandit's
Son."
It was on
the Chickesaw Indian reservation, Oklahoma, that
Fox first saw the light of day, and he proudly points to the
faet tliat he has real American blood in his veins, being oneeighth Chickesaw Indian. His eax'ly years were spent on a
ranch near Corpus Christi, Texas, where, if anywhere, he was
m a position to pick up tlie real spirit of the AVest.

ly in
RANK BORZAGE, whoVarec
pur
g chased the yaclit
tion
caent
age
or
B
che
'F
' Apa
" asza birthday gift for his wife, plans to spend his
vacation cruising along the coast of Southern California.
The "Apache," a fifty-foot power yacht, will be renamed
the "Rena B," in honor of its new owner. The Borzages will
be accompanied by Lew Borzages, who assisted his brother in
the direction of "Seventh Heaven."

Is a King Not a. King?
n to story
he'S
TWHERE
about the Kings Edwin King, vice-

president of F B 0 studios in Hollywood, has signed Lewis
King, brother of Henry King, well known motion picture director, to direct Buzz Barton, F B 0 's new juvenile western
star, in the first of a series of westerns titled "Saddles and
Edwin King, however, is no relation to the King Brothei-s.

Motion
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Victor McLaglen and Dolores^
any criterion. Fox Films tvill Iiave something interesting in its version of "Carmen," the 'perfect opera.'
If stilh are del
Rio are prominent in the cast, as Escamillo and Carmen, and they are seen above in some of the high spots of the story

Ingram's Tower of Babel

E IGHTEEN

nationalities, which is believed to be a world's
record, are represented in Rex Ingram's production of "The
Garden of Allah," now being filmed in Africa for MetroGoldwyn.
With the exception of Alice Terry, none are Americans,
and erven Miss Terry isn't an American citizen in the legal
sense now, as her husband comes from the Irish Free State.
She was born, however, in the Middle West "on the banks of
the
her Wabash
American.far awaj'"' as the old song had it, and that makes
Miss Terry's birth place was Vincennes, Indiana, a small
town south of Terre Haute. She is. therefore, a Hoosier like
George Ade, Booth Tarkington, Whitcomb Riley, Charles
Austin Beard, and Tliomas Marshall.
If she were eliminated as an American and bracketed with
her Irish husband, the place would be filled by Harry Lachman, general jiroduction manager, who tliough a resident of
France for twelve years, still claims La Salle, Illinois, as
his old home town.
He acted in several scenes of the piece.
Rex Ingram for all his years in America is an Irishman
still. He was born in Dublin. He went to America at seventeen, later entering Yale. Except for two years in the Flying
Corps, he stayed in America until 1925. Since then he has
lived in Southern France for his health.
Ivan Petrovich is a native of Novi Sad, Serbia, though he
has lived in Prague, Bucharest and Paris for several years.

Mme. Paquerette, who plays the role of Suzanne, was bora
in Paris. So was Marcel Vibert, who is Count Anteoni.
Cin Leon, the sand-diviner, was born on the German frontier
near the small principality of Luxembourg.
Gerald Fielding, playing Batouck, his first role, was bom
in Darjeeling, India.
Fred Bacas, treasurer of the company, who also acts and
helps direct the Arabs in the sandstorm scenes, is a native
of Syria.
Rabah, the stomach dancer, is a Bedouin Arab from Algeria.
Armand Dutertre, playing Father Rouhier, was born in
Lublin, Poland, 73 j^ears ago.
Ben (Shorty) Macrech is a native of Tunisia.
Humberstone Wright, Avho plays the part of Lord Rens, is
a Scotchman.
Maria Olendo, playing the Algerian washing girl in the
monastery scenes, is Portuguese.
Choualek, the bottle dancei-, was born in Egypt.
Fred Mariotti, the Arab chief in the picture, comes from
Naples, Italy.
John George, the dwarf, was born in Assyria.
Pierre Linevitch, a Petro\ach double, is Russian.
Lina Sagrario, an Alice Terry double, is Swedish.
Micliael Powell, the funny tourist, is a native of England.
This list does not take into consideration the mechanical
and office staifs which contain Dutch, Austrians, Spanish,
Finnish, Lithuanian, and almost every nation, in fact — including the Scandinavian.
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Jovial Scotchman
A
S
s
iew
erv
are an unalloyed pleasure ; others are —
OME int
but why speak of them at all? A chat the other afternoon
with George K. Arthur unqualifiedly came under the "unalloyed pleasure" heading. He was back in New York for
the first time in four years, and left here at that time with
only a few dollars in his pocket and a world of ability. Happily, after a few lean years, that ability found recognition,
so that now, teamed up with Karl Dane, he is " sitting pretty. ' '
His training in musical comedy was sound, and success has
left him unspoiled and refreshing. More power to him !

w,

Stan's Haircut
HEN Stan Laurel, Hal Roach featured comedian in
Pathe comedies, sails for London the latter part of this month,
to visit his father for the first time in eighteen years, he will
be forced, by the cruel vagaries of fate, to appear in the
parental home with his head shaved. Such is the life of a
screen player.
Laurel and Oliver Hardy, well known for their comedy
team work, are to appear as convicts in their next production
at the Hal Roach Studios, starting immediately. Their locks
will be shorn within a day or two. Then, immediately after
the completion of this comedy. Laurel will sail, hair or no hair.

M

Leaving for Europe
ISS ELIZABETH LONERGAN, who represents Kine
Weekly and Picturegoer, British trade and fan publications,
in New York, sails on July 2 for an extended tour through
Europe observing conditions at first hand. She is sailing on
the Homeric, and plans to remain for ten weeks.

o.

Lubitsch Reception
JR BERLIN correspondent, II. Fraenkel, reports an
enthusiastic reception tendered to Ernst Lubitsch on his return home after five years' absence.
Many folks went to Hamburg to meet the famous director
on board ship, and Berlin has been "talking Lubitsch" all
the week. "Dubarry" and "Lady Windermere" have been
reissued in their director's honor, and the audience gave him
a tremendous ovation. Lubitsch stated that he has given up
his plan to go to Marienbad and tliat he is going to spend most

Naturally, you couldn't keep the irrepressible members of the Pathe "Our
Gang" comedy from celebrating the Fourth in noisy and appropriate
fashion.

of his six weeks' German stay in Berlin in order to see aU
his numerous friends and acquaintances.

Week in Review
{Continued from page 28)
It would be pretty difficult, in fact, for anyone who
had been to Hollywood and observed this phenomenon
of the world to take seriously such a matter.
One cartoonist has a sketch of a picture star leaving
a palatial home in a Rolls-Royce, accompanied by four
footmen and directing the liveried chauffeur to drive
away to another palace labelled "The Hollywood
Alms." Another frantic person follows the car, yelling: "don't forget the Marcjuis."
Karl Kitchen, who keeps himself picture wise, has
this to say in the New York Evening World:
"Speaking of Hollywood and the reported cut in
salaries: What if some of the stars refuse to accept
the lo and even 25 per cent, slash? Contracts cannot
be scrapped except by mutual consent. And while it
may be a hardship for some of the screen screams to
worry along on $7,500 instead of $10,000 a week, the
players the public really wants to see will still receive
salaries as large as the most inflated stipends on the
books to-day. The salaries that will be cut will be
those of the "also rans" and relatives, who clutter up
the payrolls of the big companies and are responsible
for the fictitious *****
costs of picture making."

significant current event is the booking
ANOTHER
of F B O's "Moon of Israel" into the Roxy theatre. It will be recalled that Roxy promised before

Colleen Moore, First National star, carries out the Spirit of Independence
on her skyrocket steed, which she appears to have well trained.

opening that he would "give a break" to foreign pictures and to those not made by the old line companies.
He is making that promise good, which augurs well.
The showing which Roxy can give a picture at this
house can well go far toward putting it over.
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Other comi^anies will be announced shortly,
it is said.

Publix Neighborhood Program in
New York Dropped, is Understanding
ACCORDING

to reports current this week, and apparently well authenticated, the building program by Publix in neighborhood districts in New York City is being dropped as the result of an agreement with Loew's, Inc. It is understood that the deal involves the booking
of Paramount pictures and Publix acts in certain of the Loew houses, many
of which practically dominate important districts.

Salary Cut in Doubt as
Grows
Opposition
Consideration of Individual Cases Instead of Sweeping
Reduction is Proposed at Academy
recently announced salary cut
THE
throughout the entire pi-orluction
personnel of the industry of from
10 to 25 per cent has resulted in a complicated situation. Some stars and directors
have agreed to accept the reduction, a number have tlatly refused, and still others are
"on the fence," awaiting the verdict of the
majority.
At a mass mepting before the Motion
Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences on
Wednesday night in Hollywood, the favored
proposal was that the action be deferred
until August 1, to permit of consideration
of individual cases, rather than a sweeping
reduction taking in all persons, regardless
of their value in relation to their salary.
The reduction is generally construed as
a move to make possible needed production
financing by impressing the banks with the
industry's intentions to place pictures on
a sounder economic basis. A leading financial ticker service this week said :

Mass Meeting

"Cut of 10 per cent in salaries by Paramount Famous-Lasky Corporation, followed
by other companies, has called the attention
of Wall Street to a problem that the film
industry has been contending with for some
time — the unduly high cost of film production and overhead. The present action can
be compared with the action taken three
years ago in 1924 in shutting down the
Hollywood studios for a short time in order
to bring home to stars and directors the
need for economy. . . . After having
carefully built up its cash and working capital to a strong position, Paramount during
its period of expansion has again allowed
indebtedness to the banks to accumulate.
With its summer production season, which
requires the heaviest drain on funds at its
height, this position is not a favorable one.
Considerable money will also be required to
meet demands of various construction en-

Blackstone
Decision
Affirmed in Indiana

is

After five years of litigation, the appeal
of the Blackstone Theatre Corporation,
South Bend, Ind., the verdict awarding$5,000 to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has been
affirmed by the Supreme Court, which has
denied
application to transfer thethe
casedefendant's
to that court.
Suit was started in 1922 when the exhil)itor, after playing one picture under a
fioldwyn fifth year franchise contract, disjiosed of the theatre without making, it
was claimed, any provision for taking care
of the remaining pictures. The case was
tried by jury October 30, 1923, and a verdict
for Goldwyn of $5,000 rendered. The defendant appealed and the judgment was
affirmed.
followed. Appeal to the Supreme Court

Burt

New
is Appointed
Connolly Successor

Burt New, for the past year a member of
the legal staff of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, has
been appointed Washington representative
of that organization, succeeding Jack Connolly, who has resigned to join Fox Movietone. Mr. Connelly has represented the
motion picture industry in Washington for
twelve years.
;Mr. New was born in North Vernon,
Indiana, the son of Judge Jeptha E. New,
an eminent lawyer.

terprises under way."

Kingorams Obtains Byrd
Flight Film Rights
Newsreel Organization to Have Exclusive Showing of
Pictures Taken During Trans- Atlantic Hop of America
IMMEDIATELY a f t e r Commander
Richard E. Byrd and his three companions hopped off for Europe in the
America, Kiiigora.ms, Educational 's newsreel, announced that it has an exclusive
contract for pictures of the flight to Paris
and return. These will be the first pictures
actually taken during an Atlantic flight.
If Byrd carries out his intention to fiy
back to this country in the America within
a short time, he will bring with him the
films nuide and also the camera record of
his landing in Paris by the six Kingorams
cameramen stationed there, which will be
the first motion pictures ever to be carried
across the Atlantic by airplane. Noville is
experienced in this work, having made the
pictures of the earlier stages of Conunaudcr
Byi-d 's polar flight.
The take-off was covered for Kingorams
by six men on the ground and one in the
air, in addition to Noville.

Prominent executives included in the syndicate are Milton E. Hoffman, president;
Gilbert H. Beesmyer, vice-president; Harry
H. Merrick, vice-president; B. P. Schulberg,
Hector Turnbull, Roy Pomeroy, Bernard
Fineman, Fred Harris, Noah Beery, Mack
Sennett, Walter Finglen, James R. Canterbury, Jr., Marlow H. Merrick and Karl and
Will Thompson.

Special pictures of Maitland and Hegenberger in a take-off were held in readiness
in the New York office of Kinograms, and
these were released simultaneously with the
start of the Pacific hop, so that both transoceanic hops were represented in Kinograms on the same day.

$3,000,000 Site Bought for
Studio City
What is announced as a $20,000,000 films
production colony is to be located in the
San Fernando Valley, the first move being
the recent purchase of a 503 acre tract at
Ventura boulevard and Laurel Canyon, at
a price said to be around $3,000,000, by the
Central Motion Picture District, Inc.
The first studios to definitely locate on
this site are the Mack Sennett studios,
which Avill start construction immediately.

Lichtman
Off for Coast
to Confer on Program
Al Lichlman, United Artists' vice-president and general manager of distribution
for United States and Canada, left New
York Wednesday, June 29th, for Los Angeles, there to join Joseph M. Schenck, president and chairman of the board of directors
of United Artists Corporation.

D. Rossheim Managing
Head British

1st Nat'l

n,
E. Bruce
Johnsoappointed by EIM
has been
D ROSSH
DAVI
r of the First National
manage
foreign department, to succeed J.
Frank Brockliss as managing director
of the British First National organization. Mr. Brockliss recently resigned
in order to center his activities upon
other interests which were gradually
commanding more and more of his attention.
Mr. Rossheim has been identified
with First National for the past four
years. During the twenty years he has
spent in the United Kingdbm, Mr.
Rossheim has been engaged in the
import and export business and is
well qualified for his new post.
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Vitaphone Activity in Hollywood
Two

Stages Operating; Elaborate Plans for ''Jazz Singer";
Filming and Recording Method Detailed
By Edwin Schallert

first Vitaphone films have been
THE
made in Hollywood. They are short
subjects — a preliminary to the first
big test of this sound-recording innovation
with the production of "The Jazz Singer,"
starring Al Jolson.
One can survey the results of the experiments and the benefits accniing from the
establishing of a Vitaphone studio in the
picture-producing center — benefits that will
undoubtedly prove very important for this
innovation combining sound with motion
pictures.
Warner Brothers already have two stages
in operation, and two more under way on
their property on Sunset Boulevard. The
stages are sound-proof construction. They
are of moderate size. They possess many
advantages over the equipment of the Manhattan Opera House in New York, where
all Vitaphonized pictures have been made
heretofore.
Warner Brothers are to try a new line
of experiments, particularly for "The Jazz
Singer. ' ' They are planning to use dialogue
in certain scenes of this production — dialogue with musical accompaniment. Al Jolson will sing jazz songs, and in the culminating episode the famous "Kol Nidrei. "
The eli'ectiveness of this culminating episode hinges, of course, upon the celebrated
Jewish chant. Jolson as a stage star in the
plot, renews the call of blood, and takes
the place of his dying father, a cantor, in
the synagogue. There was a deep appeal
to this denouement on the stage. It is hoped
to preserve this on the screen through the
Vitaphone.
I watched two of the Vitaplione prologues in the making. One was called "A
Night at Coffee Dan's," an impression of
an evening of entertainment in a famous San
Francisco resort. The other was a SpanishCalifornia atmospheric act, designed to be
used with the picture "Old San Francisco."
There are very definite pui'poses behind
the production of these Vitaphone acts.
First of all they are to serve as a new form
of embellishment on picture programs,
wherever it is possible to use them, and this
means wherever Vitaphone is installed in
a theatre. Second, they are planned to develop the Vitaphone technique, especially
along photogi-aphic lines, which so far have
been somewhat deficient — to make Vitaphone productions truly productions in a
pictorial sense. Thirdly, it is felt that they
may lead to the discovery of much new talent, particularly among those who have had
camera experience. All this is preparatoi-y
to the production of Vitaphone features
like "The Jazz Singer"
Warner Brothers now have a projection
room that is equipped with Vitaphone.
Records are played here frequently even
during the running of the daily rushes. It
serves to relieve the monotony, and gives
to a degree, at least, the feeling of a theatre presentation.

In this projection room I saw one day a
test Vitaphone film that had been made
with Buster Collier. He did a song number,
and evidenced a surprisingly good voice.
What interested me more, however, was
his demeanor before the camera. He had an
ease of manner that was missing in the case
of the majority of Vitaphone performers
that I had seen previously. He was camera
wise. The result was salutary. It took away
the stiffness that is characteristic of many
Vitaphone performances, and if anything
the voice as it came through the loudspeaker possessed a new reality. I think
this was because the action coordinated
more satisfactorily.
For the novelty of it, I took part in a
Vitaphone scene as atmosphere one day, and
can look back on this as a very unique
experience. Relating it may be of interest
to the readers of Motion Picture News, because so little has been told as yet of Vitaphone film-making.
The stage on which the company worked
was, as I have indicated, somewhat smaller
than those to which one usually is accustomed nowadays in Hollywood. The walls
were covered w4th sound-proof felt-like
paper. Otherwise the general construction
was not unusual.
Various other differences were, however,
to be noted in the equipment. One of these
differences was a glass-enclosed compartment, with a sort of bay-window effect, projecting from one of the sidewalls at some
height from the floor. Still another was a
moveable sound proof booth enclosing the
camera.
The compartment projecting from the
wall, I learned upon inquiry contained the
recording apparatus, and was called the
"mixer." The name originates from the
fact that oftentimes the waves of sound
are received from two different sources,
namely two different microphones, and that
the volume from each of these has to be
separately
blended. It regulated
could, of— thus
course,"mixed"
be receivedor
from even more than two microphones, but
that is the number now ordinarily used.
In the scene in which I took part the
orchestra was not photographed but played
behind a curtain, and the music which they
rendered was recorded in a different microphone from that which caught the voices of
the singers in a cabaret scene on which the
camera was focused. The orchestra had to
be toned down perhaps a trifle to combine
correctly with the singing. It would have
crowded the picture to have photographed
them in the scene, and it is doubtful if they
would have added anything to its pictorial
interest. Hence the reason for having them
play off scene.
Lighting aiTangements differ materially
on the Vitaphone set from those on the ordinary set. At times, incandescents are used
exclusively — very bright ones — this being
an innovation.
In some experiments these

incandescents have been supplemented by
mercury bank lights, but lamps that have
to be trimmed noisily cannot be used. Even
the bank lights that are adjacent to the
microphone have to be shut off occasionally
because of their humming, so sensitive is
the
noise.recording apparatus to every slight
Vitaphone recording has to be done continuously. A performance has to last at
least six minutes. It is preferable perhaps
for it to run six minutes or multiples of
six, like twelve or eighteen, but it can run
somewhat less or more than these multiples.
The act must be routined thoroughly so
that there are no halts in its progi-ess. The
film is made in special lengths even up to
■1000 feet, and consequently the camera
magazines are about twice the normal size.
A scene that runs as much as 150 feet in
the ordinary process of film-making is, of
course, a rarity. This means a little over
two minutes. The Vitaphone scene in which
I worked lasted nine.
Everything has to be silent on the set as
the recording starts. The effect is uncannilylike that at a prayer-meeting or spiritualistic seance. There are no directions issued
except possibly by hand motion once a
scene is started. There is a moment of
silence after it is finished. This is so no
noise extraneous to the performance will
intrude. Even a whisper is recorded.
Vitaphone is a very sensitive contrivance
but not so difficult to regulate as it might
seem. The recording and photographing
moved smoothly while I was on the set, and
1 spent nearly a day there on one occasion.
There was only one halt in the action when
the film broke, and the act then had to be
carried through from the beginning.
There is one decided advantage over the
motion picture in sound recording. The
record can be played back immediately.
Two impressions are made for this purpose
in wax. One of these is preserved for the
matrix from which the final hard record is
moulded. The other record is played, andj
of course, is destroyed in the process. This
enables some estimate to be made of the
performance without delay, whereas the
film requires a day at least for developing
and printing.
The Vitaphone prologue for "Old San
Francisco" showed the possibilities pictorially that may be arrived at ^\ath a stage
properly equipped as regards photography.
Even though short, I imagine it will prove
quite effective. The setting was a plaza in
front of an old Mission, the company being
garbed in romantic and picturesque costumes suggesting early Spanish California.
There was chorus singing off stage by a
choir. This was followed by a vocal solo by
Sam Ash, formerly with "Rose-Marie"
company, and a dance by Lina Basquette,
former child star at Universal, and now the
wife of S. L. Warner, who is in charge of
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the Vitaphone productions. The act closed
with excerpts from ' ' Carmen ' ' and a march
of the soldiers in brilliant Spanish uniforms, and playing trumpets and other
brass instruments, while those taking part
in the fiesta joined the procession.
Eddie Peabody, who has been a favorite
at the Metropolitan Theatre in Los Angeles,
famous for his banjo-playing, has also made
a record, and there is another called the
Pullman Porter act. These were all turned
out in the course of a few weeks, directed
by Bryan Foy the son of Eddie Foy, and it
is apparent that there will be no handicaps
interfering with ample production.
The future of Vitaphone, with the new
scope of activities, offers m.uch food for
interesting speculation. I noted among film
salesmen who visited recent conventions on
the Coast that there was much interest in
and conversation about the experiments in
the brief reproduction of sound with pictures. This took in Movietone as well as
Vitaphone, and the belief was expressed by
many visiting delegates that all the larger
companies would eventually become interested in one or the other of these devices.
During conversation with Sam Warner,
he mentioned that the number of installations totaled 135 — this being several weeks
ago — and that Vitaphone
was being in- .
stalled in theatres at a very rapid rate now.
For the most part this equipment will be
used in the smaller theatres later, which
are regarded as a most promising field for

Pearson,
Storey
Back
From Pacific Coast
nge,vice-p
and ntJ.
Inc.,reside
Excha
SON,
PEAR
ERPathe
ELMof
E. Storey, assistant general manager in charge of short subject production, arrived in New York aboard
the Twentieth Century on Wednesday,
June 22nd, where Messrs. Pearson and
Storey have been attending the various
conventions of the Pathe and DeMille
interests and remained on the Coast
after the convention for a week or
more surveying Coast studio activities
and arranging details of the forthcoming season's program.

Vitaphone and other sound-producing inventions. It seems pretty well conceded
that these devices eventually will become a
necessary adjunct of every theatre's equipment— not for continuous use, but as the
occasion and opportunity arise.
It goes without saying that Jolson's
association with Vitaphone will greatly
stimulate its future. "The Jazz Singer"
will also test, if only perhaps in a rudimentary way the idea of talking pictures. There
will be no attempt as yet to treat a motion
picture as a spoken drama; what dialogue
there is in "The Jazz Singer" will probably be purely incidental, and as previously
stated will be accompanied by music. This
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is a deft innovation. The scenes in which
it will be used will probably be those between Jolson and his father. It will indeed
be an accomplishment to have a permanent
record of the voice and personality of one
of the stage's great comedians. For this
reason, it may be taken for granted that
"The Jazz Singer" will be a very elaborate
There would
seem to be a great chance
production.
•
with Vitaphone to bring to the screen
grand opera, comic opera and musical
shows. This is the eventual goal sought in
the enterprise. Probably this sort of entertainment will be produced at first in tabloid
form. Later on full-length productions will
be made. However, this is well in the future.
Like the films the Vitaphone has an advantages over the stage. It can present a
singer when he is in the best of voice, and
can retake any other type of performance
until the necessary perfection has been attained. It is not subject to casual influences, and changing conditions as is the
performance in the flesh, any more than the
motion picture itself is. This means much
for its future.
Warner Brothers are staking much on the
present Vitaphone experiments. They are
investing $300,000 to $400,000 in equipment
at their Coast studio, stages, laboratories,
etc. They are into the game with a vengeance, and have already made very striking
headway in a field in which they primarily
are pioneering.

's Income
Report
Amusement Shows
CorporationsIndustry
File With Bureau
of Internal
Revenue Capital Stock Returns for 1925

L stock returns for the year
CAPITA
1925 were filed with the Government
by 314 motion picture producers and
5,376 amusement corporations, statistics of
income just made public by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue show.
The returns of the producers showed
assets of $7,303,966 in cash, $19,648,462 in
accounts receivable, $3,022,026 in notes receivable and $42,945,210 in inventory, fixed
property, investments, etc., totaled $25,860,055. Their liabilities included $28,849,688
in accounts payable, $15,957,970 in notes
payable, $4,126,011 bonded debt and $2,771,174 in mortgages. Some companies reported a surplus, others a deficit, companies
reporting the par value of their common
stock showing a surplus aggregating $15,987,043, other corporations showing a surplus reporting $47,567,996, and companies
reporting deficits showing $16,323,468. The
aggregate value of the capital stock was
put at $70,825,469, and the fair taxable
value $69,970,469, the tax collected totaling
$69,970.
The amusement companies showed, assets
of $36,952,415 in cash, $46,535,930 in accounts receivable, $11,939,041 in notes receivable, $9,257,.388 in inventory and $482,311,634 in pi-operty investment. Liabilities
were $66,067,250 in accounts payable, $65,041,829 in notes payable, $38,234,6.58 in
bonded debt and $99,591,953 in mortgages.
Surpluses shown totaled $229,360,658 and
deficits $52,772,362. The aggregate value of
the capital stock was put at $371,824,402,

"U's" Serial Production
Schedule Well Advance
five chapter
s for
Univers
have alseason
nextal's
picture
E of
THRE
ready been completed and the two
others are now entering production.
It is expected that the entire line-up of
serials will have been completed by
fall.
The two serials just completed are
"The Trail of the Tigers" starring Jack
Daugherty in a story by Courtney
Ryley Cooper, and "The Scarlet Arrow," starring Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
in a northwest mounted police story
by Howard Clark. "Blake of Scotland
Yard," the first Universal serial on the
current production schedule, was completed more than a month ago.
The two serials now going into production are "Haunted Island" another
chapter starring Jack Daugherty and
"The liam
Vanishing
Rider,"
in which WilDesmond will
be starred.
the taxable fair value at $354,474,402 and
the tax was $354,474.
Returns were also filed by 53 producing
companies and 466 amusement companies
which furnished no financial statements.
The reports of the former showed surpluses
of $1,184,093 and deficits of $34,437, the
aggregate value of their capital stock being
put at $374,250 and its tiixable value at
$275,200.
The reports of the amusement

companies showed sui-pluses of $403,037 and
deficits of $866,558, the aggregate value of
the capital stock being put at $3,167,242
and the fair taxable value at $1,879,350.

South
African
Company
Plans New Theatres
The Cinemas South Africa Film Corp.,
Ltd., recently established in opposition to
the African Theatre, Ltd., and its affiliated
company, African Films, Ltd., which are reported in South Africa to virtually control
film business, is reported to be planning
new theatres.
In Johannesburg the company has been
showing films in the Town Hall, and will
continue to do so for the present, although
a first-rate motion picture theatre is to be
erected when a suitable site has been purchased.
Halls have been secured in several towns
on long leases, the most notable being
King's Hall, Durban, seating 1,100, which
is being entirelv altered and rechristened
as "King's Kiiiema." The Trades Hall,
Benoni, seating 1,000, has been secured on
six years' lease. The Town Halls of Boksburg, Brakpan and Springs, each of about
1,000 capacity, have also been secured on
leases of five years. Negotiations are also
under way for suitable buildings in other
centers, principally Cape Town and East
London.
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Newport Casino Will Have
Choice Musicians
Twenty-four musicians, picked from the
ISTew York Philharmonic and Philadelphia
Symphony orchestras, comprise the orchestra for the Casino Theatre, which is now
undergoing remodeling at Newport, R. I.,
Tinder the direction of William Vanderbilt
and other New York millionaire summer
colonists who are backing the new theatre
enterprise. There are to be afternoon eoncerts as well as the Sunday evening concerts. Macklin Marrow, of New York City,
will be the leader of the orchestra. The
concerts started Tuesday, and will continue
daily for ten weeks. In former years Henri
Cinrad and an orchestra from New York
lave given the concerts.

Shubert
Theatre,
Boston,
Granted More Damages
The Street Commission of Boston, on
Tecommendation of Corporation Counsel
Frank S. Deland, has granted additional
damages to the Shubert Theatre on Tremont Street, opposite the Metropolitan Theatre, as the result of land damages from a
street widening project. On March 27,
1925, the city awarded the theatre $48,000
damages. This has been increased by an
additional $57,000, making a total of $105,000, one of the largest awards made by the
«ity for street widening in years. It was
necessary for the lobby to be practically
rebuilt.

Columbia "U" Student Sells
Story to F B O
Several weeks ago, Joseph P. Kennedy,
president of F B 0 Pictures Corporation,
announced that the company was in the
market for original stories from college
students. As a result, the F B 0 scenario
department has been flooded with manuscripts.
From the many stories received from the
colleges throughout the country, one has
been selected as worthy of production. The
winning story is called "Operator X C
PA," and was written by George S. Lybecker, a student in the School of Photoplay Composition at Columbia University,
New York. The story will be used as a
vehicle for one of the company's Western
stars — Tom Tyler or Bob Steele.

Auto Kills Arline Connors,
Five-Year Old Actress
Arline Connors, aged five years, child
actress, playing with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Connors, and their two older
sons in an acrobatic act, was killed beneath an auto near the stage entrance of
the Capitol Theatre at Hartford, Conn.,
where they were appearing. Their home is
in Danville, 111. The little girl had completed her act and went to the street to
watch a group of children at play. She
joined in with them and ran into the street
of the auto, operated by Edward Burns, of
Hartford. He took her to the Hartford
Hospital, where she died a few minutes
after arrival.

New
New

Theatres Scheduled
For Canada

Era in Building Started After Five Year Lull;
Construction on in Many Localities

upon
entering
apparently
CANA
a DA
theatre isbuilding
era once
more. In
many of the larger centres of the
Dominion new moving picture palaces have
been announced and construction is well
under way in many instances.
Some 10 years ago a theatre boom was
in evidence largely because of a race between Famous Players Canadian Corp. and
the Allen Theatre Entei-prises, the latter
eventually going into bankruptcy. One result of this situation was that quite a few
cities and towns became over-seated and,
accordingly, theatre construction was at a
standstill for five years or more.
Building operations are again in evidence.
One of the largest houses under way is the
Oipheum at Vancouver, B. C. Famous Players is building cinemas at New Westminster,
Trail and Kimberley, B. C. T. H. Moorehead of Brampton, Ontario, is building a
$100,000 theatre at Brantford, Ontario. Detroit interests are said to be undertaking
a hotel and theatre project at London, Ontario.
The Bloom and Fine Circuit of Toronto
has two suburban houses under way there.
Famous Players has just opened the handsome Runnymede Theatre in Toronto and
there is intimation that Famous Players
will complete its large theatre in Ottawa,
which has stood "as is " for four or five
years, to replace the Russell Theatre which

will probably be torn down pretty soon.
Aid. W. A. Summerville of Toronto has
opened the attractive new Eastwood Theatre as a companion house for his Prince of
Wales Theatre, Toronto. A site has been
procured at Hamilton, Ontario, for a new
moving picture theatre. The owners of the
Capitol Theatre, Trenton, Ontario, are considering the erection of a house in Kingston,
Ontario.
The Major Theatre Company, Toronto,
has undertaken the erection of a $75,000
theatre in Silverthome, a suburb of Toronto. With the completion of the new
bridge from Buffalo, N. Y., to Bridgebui-g,
Ontario, a theatre is being built at Bridgeburg to be known as the Regent. The
Ukrainian Society, 473 Queen Street West,
Toronto, is building a theatre there to cost
$59,000.
These and other projects indicate considerable theatre activity in Canada.
Not long ago Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Toronto, acquired nine additional
theatres in Vancouver, B. C. Announcement
is made that the managers of the nine
houses are as follows :
Victoria, J. W. Ackery; Windsor, G. Corrievau; Broadway, J. Copley; Regent, R.
Lackey; Kerrisdale, E. C. Lackey; Alma,
J. Moore; Dominion, Charles Stevenson;
Grandview, J. V. Winning, and Eraser
Theatre, A. Young.

Woodhull at N. Carolina
Addresses M.P.T.O.A.
Convention Meeting, Wrightsville Beach; Talks on Unification of Exhibitors
ion that present
the
TAKING
nt posit
readjustme
within the motion picture business makes exhibitor organization most essential in effecting a stabilizing influence with the public, National
President R. F. Woodhull, of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America delivered a very interesting address at the
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of North Carolina at Wrightsville
Beach today.
State President Charles Picquet introduced Mr. Woodhull as a missionary from
the North who came to the Southland to
preach the doctrine of peace when practicable and militant aggression when necessary.
The convention was well attended and
much enthusiasm manifested diu-ing the
proceedings. After Mr. Woodhull and
Chairman A. Julian Brylawski of the National Board of Directors explained all of
the elements of National organization, its
advanced moves in unifying the whole industry and determination to advance and
develop the interests of independent Theatre Owners and all within the business.
A resolution was unanimously passed
approving of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, dii-ecting that an appli-

cation be made for the admission of the
State of North Carolina and pledging the
fullest measure of support to the National
body. The resolution follows :
' ' Whereas the National Convention at
Columbus was productive of aims and plans
that we believe will make for constructive
progress in National organization.
' ' Therefore be it resolved that the Theatre Owners Association of North Carolina
in convention assembled at Wrightsville
Beach, June 27th, go on record as being in
entire sympathy with the aims and aspirations of the National Association and
pledge their loyal allegiance, moral and
financial support upon their reinstatement
as a member state unit of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America."

Binghamton Houses Gave
$2,370 to Flood ReHef
The Buffalo Film Board of Trade reports
that the Binghamton, N. Y., theatres collected $2,370.90 for the Mississippi Valley
flood sufferers.
This raises the total of the Buffalo Territory to $14,057.27.
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Equipment Meeting July 18
Hotel Pennsylvania in New York Will Hold Assembled
Delegates of Theatre Equipment Association
THEATRE Equipment Association is
rapidly preparing its plans for the
coming convention to be held at
Hotel Pennsylvania, July 18 and 19.
This promises to be a very worthwhile
meeting. Program details are being
arranged by the special committee composed
of Messrs. Walter Green of the National
Theatre Supply Company New York City;
J. C. Kroesen of the Edison Lamp Works,
Harrison, N. J., and Irving Samuels of the
Automatic Devices Company of AUentown,

Pa.

Details of the program will be announced
in the very near future.
The principles of this Association have
just recently been endorsed by Mr. Will
H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc. Mr. Hays in endorsing this movement
says as follows :
"Any Movement to encourage exhibitors
to give their patrons the best service
possible is of course, one to be encouraged.
The most representative
motion
picture

Five

theatres to-day are those which give their
patrons every comfort and convenience.
Their projection is perfect, their music inspiring, and to the entire family their
favorite theatre becomes a community
center rather than just a place for finding
The officers and directors of the Theatre
amusement. ' '
Equipment Association include some of the
best known men in the industry. They are
as follows : John H. Hertner, of The Hertner Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
president; S. A. Louis, of the Rialto Theatre Supply Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,
vice-president; S. S. Behrends of the
Movie Supply Company, Chicago, 111., treasurer; I. L. Nixon of the Bausch & Lomb
Opt. Company of Rochester, N. Y. ; J. E.
McAuley of the J. E. McAuley Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, 111. ; Walter Green of the International Projection Company, New York
City, N. Y. ; Irving Samuels, of the Automatic Devices Company, AUentown, Pa. ;
J. C. Brown, Amusement Supply Company,
Tampa, Fla. ; C. D. Struble of the National
Theatre
Supply Company,
Chicago, 111.

New Theatres
Scheduled
for Denver Territory

DENVER -will soon have five new motion
picture theatres. The largest, the New
Metropolitan, a Publix theatre, is well on
the way to completion and should be ready
for opening early in the fall. This theatre
will of course be the very latest in construction and up ito the Publix standard in every
respect. Over in north Denver at West
44th Ave. and Tennyson the new "Berkley" will be erected by Frank Gulp, a well
known theatre owner and manager of Denver. The Berkley will cost $125,000.00 and
will have a seating capacity of 1,000 seats.
The design will be along the plan of the
construction of the new Aladdin, which is
at present Denver's newest and finest. An
organ will be installed in the Berkley at a
cost of $25,000. Consti-uction was started
last Tuesday morning. September 1st is the
date set for completion. Mr. Gulp is interested in fourteen other theatres throughout
the Denver territory.
W. J. Carter is the builder of another
theatre now under construction at West
10th Ave. and Santa Fe Drive. It is expected to cost in the neighborhood of $100,000 and will have a seating capacity of
1,000.
Last Tuesday the city zoning commission
the application of Michael Mcapproved
Eahern for the erection of a theatre at West
44th Ave. and Yates Street.
The suburban theatre which is attracting
the most interest is the "Hiawatha," a 900
seat house being erected by Gordon B. Ashworth, former owner of the Federal theatre.
The Hiawatha is located at 6th and Downing Streets. Mr. Ashworth's idea for design came from Longfellow's famous poem.

Hiawatha. The theatre wall be an architectural materiialization of the stoj^ of this
stalwart Indian, the idea being also followed in the decorative system with rich
Indian coloring throughout. Construction
of the theatre is well under way. Mr. Ashworth hopes to have it completed about the
middle of next August.

Says Banned Scenes Shown
in Canadian Houses
Count Roussy de Sales, chairman of the
Quebec Board of Moving Picture Censors,
Montreal, has declared that he would have
to employ an army of inspectors to watch
the screens in Quebec to prevent the showing of scenes which had been deleted by the
Quebec censors. He declared that he had
found scenes reinserted in pictures after
they had been censored and that prosecutions had taken place.
In answer to requests for information as
to a censorship guide for the Province of
Quebec, the chairman declared that he
eliminated scenes depicting infidelity, free
love, double life, seduction of girls, auction
of girls, adultery, white slavery, nude
women or women in suggestive poses, closeup of girls in one-piece bathing costume,
prolonged kissing and passionate love.
Further, he declared that the Quebec censors were more severe on religious matters
than on sex scenes. Count Roussy referred
in this connection to mock marriages, religious burlesques, ridicule of creed or
clergy, and the placing of a priest in a compromising position.

Picture
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Report
of Robert
Kane
Leaving F. N. Denied
Richard A. Rowland, general and
duction manager of First National
tures, emphatically denies the report
Robert Kane is to cease producing for
National.

proPicthat
First

Mr. Rowland states that Mr. Kane's
product will be an important part of the
Showman Group of 1927-28. There will be
five pictures from the Kane Studios, ineluding "The Golden Calf," an Aaron
Davis Liberty Magazine story; "Harold
Teen," based on Carl Ed's famous cartooa
strip; "French Dressing," a glamerous tale
of an American youth enjoying life in Paris
and two other pictures, the titles of which
will be announced soon. "Broadway
Nights," the curent Kane production, is
starting off big in the first run theatres
throughout the country and "For the Love
of Mike," a story of New York life, is
scheduled for release July 31.
Mr. Rowland states that the Kane productions have been highly satisfactory in
every respect and that there has been no
thought of a break in the cordial relationsMr. Kane dismissed the report of his leaving First National as being ridiculous. He
said that plans for his biggest production,
season are firmly established.

"Blues"
Licked
in First
Sunday Closing Skirmish
Blue Law advocates of Grinnell, Iowa,.
who did their best last week to close theatres in the town on Sunday met defeat i^.
the first round of the Sunday closing battle
when the city council removed the last imlicenses on pediment
July
to a 1.renewal of the theatres'^
Mayor W. G. Ray, editor of the Grinnell
Herald, cast the deciding vote when the
council deadlocked on the proposition, 3 to
3. Behind the blue movement in Grinnell
are the W. C. T. U. and various church
people. The city council meeting last Monday night received a resolution which would
have restrained the city clerk from renewing the licenses of the theatres. A special
meeting was called at the request of theatre managers to allow them to present their
side of the case.

Gotham Closes for Buffalo
and Pittsburgh Localities
Contracts covering the distribution of the
1927-28 series of Gotham releases for the
two teiTitories surrounding the key cities
of Buffalo and Pittsburgh were closed this
week. A new distributor is added to the
Gotham line-up in R. C. Fox, jn-esident of
the R. C. Fox Exchanges of Buffalo with
branches in Albany, Rochester and Syracuse. The Gotham representative in the
Pittsburgh territorj-, comprised of West
Virginia and Western Pennsylvania, is J. C.
Alexander of The Columbia Film Eervice.

Alabama Council Goes on
Record for Clean Pictures
The forty-third convention of the Alabama Council of Christian Education was
held in Montgomery, Ala., the past week,
with 25 counties represented, and has gone
on
record for clean motion pictures in theState.
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Council's
Revocation
of
Building Permit Upheld
The city council's revocation of a bnildinfT permit for a motion picture theatre in
Minneapolis after the permit had once been
approved, was upheld, Saturday, by Judg:e
E. A. Montgomery, who refused David
Onan a writ of mandamus against the city
and the city building inspector. Onan's
application for a permit was granted by the
council last January, and on the strength of
the council's action he leased a "Washington
avenue site for 50 years, and began tearing
down the building then occupying the site.
Later on he heard that the council had
rescinded its action. Judge Montgomery
held that the council, in dismissing Onan's
petition, "acted in the exercise of its best
judgment and discretion for the best interest of the city." He allowed a 30-day stay
for an appeal.

United Artists May Fight
Cancellation of Booking
United Artists seems determined not to
allow the cancellation of the booking for
"The Night of Love" for the Metropolitan
Theatre, Owatonna, Minn., at least not
without a fight. Miss Maude Riggs, operator of the theatre, was requested by the
mayor of Owatonna not to show the picture after he had received protests from
various organizations. Miss Riggs agreed,
and notified the Minneapolis United Artists
office of the situation, and asked them to
cancel the booking. The manager of the
branch office consulted the home office, and
acting on their instructions he refused to
cancel the booking and shipped the film according to schedule. Miss Riggs refused
the shipment, but United Artists seems unready to give up the fight, and it is thought
that the matter will be taken to the arbitration board.

Cast

Being
Chosen
"A Man's Past"

for

A cast is being chosen at Universal City
for "A Man's Past," the first Universal
picture starring Conrad Veidt. Arthur
Edmund Carewe has been engaged to play
a role, as has been Ian Keith and George
Siegmann.
George Melford is to direct the picture,
which is an adaptation of Emil Forst of the
Russian play ''Diploma."

"U" Wins Loving Cup
in La Prensa" Contest

PICTURES CORPORATION was the winner of
the silver cup offered in the "La
d recen
tly
stagethe
Prens
iethin
ctionn with
twent
connetitio
Cuba a"in compe
anniversary celebration of the Republic of Cuba. "La Prensa" is the leading daily newspaper in Havana and the
contest was to indicate the motion picture company whose pictures and stars
are most popular in the island republic. The winning of the cup also included a Diploma of Honor.
Universal won a similar popularity
contest in Cuba in 1923, run by another
newspaper, "El Mundo."
UNIVERSAL

College Screen Aspirants Start Work
in First National's ''Drop Kick"
THE ten college boys who were selected as the most promising screen
material out of the 376 tests given at thirty-three colloges and universities byFirst National Pictures and College Humor, arrived in
Los Angeles Tuesday morning, June 21st, ready to try their luck before
the motion picture camera. Their first assignment will be to appear in the

js>

college sequences of Richard Barthelmess' new picture, "The Drop Kick."
On their arrival, the college boys were met by a welcoming delegation
from First National's Burbank Studios, headed by production officials.
The studio reception committee was accompanied by representatives of the
Hays organization and an official committee from the newly organized
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Seider Jersey M.P.T.O.A.
President; Reports In
R. F.

(Pete) Woodhull Addresses
Convention
gates on Organization and Unity

on nPicMoti
of stheAssoc
ntionOwner
iatio
conve
ture Theatre
of
THE
Jersey, held last week had for its
liighlights the reports of the various committees and addresses by R. F. (Pete)
Woodhull, national president of the M. P.
T. 0., and Joseph Seider, the latter elected
president of the Jersey unit. The convention was well attended for, in addition to
the business sessions, considerable time was
devoted to amusement.
Mr. Woodhull spoke on org-anization and
unity, stressing the hope that exhibitors
throughout the country would appreciate
the meaning of unity and give to the organization the support it deserves, enabling
the association to hold together. He also
touched on the prospect of the national
body securing a business manager and voiced
the hope that each state unit would soon be
in a position to have its own legal business
manager.
Mr. Seider addressed the convention on
the service Avhich the motion picture theatre should give the pu])lic, stating that cooperation between exhibitor and the community is necessary for the good and welfare of both, especially in the small
town. At the conclusion o£ his address
Mr. Seider was dissuaded by Mr. Woodhull from carrying out his resignation
as member of the board of directors of the
national organization. The newly elected
president of the Jersey unit stated that he
would be in his office for rendering sei-viee
to members of the M. P. T. 0., each Tuesday and Thursday.
Reports from committees included that
on arbitration which found that the question of arbitration for and by New Jersey,
contract in equalities and the 60 day protection reported to be demanded by The
Stanley Fabian Corp. are interwoven with
the question of the admission of producers
Theatre Chains into our organization. The
committee reported -that the suggestion of
Messrs. Woodhull, 0 'Toole and Bi-ylawski
to attempt a solution through negotiation
be adopted. It also recommended the appointment of a committee to meet with the
Stanley Fabian Coi-p. to take up with them

the question of protection, and that le
De thisofcommittee report back to the New Board
Directors.
It was also suggested that the question
of approving or disapjiroving the actions of
the National Convention, the pasTnent of
national dues by the organization, and admission of Producer theatres, be referred to
the New Board of Directors.
It was resolved that all members of the
M. P. T. 0. of New Jei-sey include, in all
newspaper, program and slide advertisements, announcement of the fact that the
exhibitor is a member of the M. P. T. 0. N.
J. ; also that the organization obtain immediate release of the L. Jacobson reels and
that the board of directors of the association be raised from nine to twelve members ,
also that Leon Rosenblatt be elected honorary president of the M. P. T. 0. N. J.
Officers
and directors were elected as follows :
Joseph M. Seider, Hightstown, N. J.,
President; Vice-Presidents — Henry P. Nelson, Elizabeth; E. Thornton Kelly, Fort
Lee; Joseph Bernstein, Jersey City; Charles
Hildinger, Trenton. Treasurer, Louis Rosenthal, Orange. Secretary, Leon Rosenblatt,
Bayonne.
Directors — Chaimian, Sidney Samuelson,
Newton; Peter Adams, Paterson; George
Brenner, Jersey City; Louis Gold, Newark;
Ben HaiTis, Newark; I. M. Hirschblond,
Toms River; W. C. Hunt, Wildwood; Leo
.Juskowitz, New Brunswick; I. A. Roth,
Morristown; Benj. Schindler, Camden;
Samuel Stiefel, Bridgeton; Frank L. Warren, Princeton.

"Ham
Name

and
Eggs"
New
for Warner Comedy

"Ham and Eggs" will be the title given
on release to Warner Bros.' extended-run
pi'oduction, which heretofore has beem
called "Ham and Eggs at the Front."
This comedy special of the negro troops
in France is now under way on the Coast,,
with Roy Del Ruth directing.
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Governor Fisher Reappoints Censor
Board of Pennsylvania
THE reappointment of all three members of the Pennsylvania Board
of Motion Picture Censors was announced by Governor John S.
Fisher, at the Capitol in Harrisburg, on June 24th. The personnel
of the board is: Harry L. Knapp, Philadelphia, chairman; Mrs. Katharine A. Niver, Charleroi; Henry Starr Richardson, Philadelphia.
The Governor's announcement set to rest reports that Mrs. Niver
might not be retained — based solely on considerations of political expediency. It is known from accurate but unofficial sources, that the Governor several months ago was considering appointing another woman to
her place, but he finally determined to retain her. There was at no time
any thought that Mr. Knapp and Mr. Richardson would not be kept on
the board.
The term for which the censors were reappointed is four years. The
board now constitutes a bureau in the Department of Public Instruction,
where it was placed by a Legislative enactment during the administration
of Governor Pinchot, who was Governor Fisher's immediate predecessor.
Prior to that the board was independent of any department.

Universal's Capitol, Atlanta, Opens
Premiere of $1,500,000 House Is Brilliant Event; Film
and Civic Notables Present
Capitol theatre, Atlanta, newest
THE
and biggest link in Universal 's chain
of theatres was opened to the public
on June 27 with a premiere performance attended by many persons prominent in film
and civic circles. Many novel and special
features were on the program for the opening night and the audience was addressed
by Governor Walker of Georgia and Mayor
I. N. Ragsdale of Atlanta. The theatre
has a seating capacity of 2,500 and the cost
is said to be $1,500,000.
Featured on the opening program were
the latest Reginald Denny production,
"Fast and Furious," the International
Newsreel and "Snookums Cleans Up," the
latest "Newly weds and Their Baby" Comedy. Pantages vaudeville comprised five
acts headed by Cissie Loftus and Adolph
Verdi's Capitol orchestra, led by Dave Love
as guest conductor, as well as selections by
James Alderson, the Capitol's concert organist, made up the rest of the regular program.
The special premiere festivities included
the presentation of a group of screen favorites, among them being two of Atlanta's
own, Walter Hiers, comedian, recently seen
in Universal pictures, and Ethlyiie Clair,
the Mrs. Newlywed of the Newlyweds
comedies and now a Universal Jewel principal. Among the film officials taking part
in the ceremonies were Paul Gulick, director
of publicity for the Universal Pictures Corporation and personal representative for
Carl Laemmle; Dan Michalove, general
manager of the "U" theatre chain, whose
far-sightedness and energy was principally
responsible for the new theatre's construction; Willard Patterson, supervisor of Universal theatres in the South-east,
and

Martin L. Semon, manager of the new
house.
Governor Walker of Georgia and Mayor
I. N. Ragsdale of Atlanta were guests of
honor and welcomed the new amusement
palace for the people of the state and the
city. Only one performance was given on
the opening night. Thousands of Atlantans
were turned away, unable to be accommodated for the first show.
The new theatre occupies a site on Peachtree street, Atlanta's Broadway. It is incorporated in the Candler project, sponsored by Asa G. Candler, Jr., the Cocacola millionaire, which also includes the
big Davison-Paxon department store.
The theatre proper stands on a plot 100
by 160 feet, with a large parking space
adjoining. The interior decoration is according to the Adams design, with old
ivory, apple-green and coral as the color
scheme. The highly glazed and polished
ornamentation is especially effective. Starrett and Van Vleck were the architects.

Sterling Deal Closes Two
Key Centers
Arrangements have been finally completed by Sterling for the closing of territories for the distribution of the Sterling
program of eight pictures for the new season. Two important key cities have been
closed in Philadelphia, where the De Luxe
Film Company, under the leadership of
Oscar Neufeld, will handle the Sterling program; and in St. Louis, where Jack Weil,
of the Gotham Pictures Exchanges, has arranged to distribute the Sterling pictures.

Robert
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WoodhuU
in Position With Vocafilms

David R. Hochreich, president of the
Voeafilm Corporation of America has appointed Robert ("Bob") Woodhull, son of
R. F. ("Pete") Woodhull, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
as assistant to Julian M. Solomon, director
of advertising and publicity.
Young Woodhull, as house manager of
the Baker Theatre, Dover, N. J., handled all
of the local publicity and exploitation. His
work with Voeafilm will be on trade paper
and New York newspapers.

Taxes Cause Polish Exhib*
itors to Close Down
The exhibitors of Bromberg, Poland, are
reported to have closed their houses as protest against exorbitant taxes by the Municipality. According to the French trade
press, these taxes in that locality reach 60
per cent of the gross receipts.

EHse Bartlett, Wife of J.
Schildkraut, in Films
Elise Bartlett, in private life Mrs. Joseph
Schildkraut and well known for her work
in the spoken drama, has finally succumbed
to the lure of the camera and will appear
with Rudolph Schildkraut in "Harp in
Hock," a story of the Ghetto which Renaud
Hoffman is directing. Bessie Love, Joseph
Striker and May Robson are also in the
cast.
Miss Bartlett is prominent in the New
York Theatre Guild and was more recently
a member of "The Firebrand" company
which played at the El Capitan Theatre.

New "Blue" Ruling in Pa.
Bans Sunday Baseball
A decision that was eagerly awaited by
the motion picture theatre owners throughout Pennsylvania, in view of its probable
bearing on the holding of Sunday motion
picture shows in that state, which are now
banned under the blue laws of 1794, was
rendered by Justice Schaffer, of the State
Supreme court, on June 25, when he ruled
against Sunday baseball games, basing his
decision on the same ancient statute that
relates to theatrical amusements on Sundavs.

Dorthy Devore Making
Airplane Comedy
aviaan ional
is making
comedi
E, Educat
DEVOR
THYenne,
DORO
tion picture as her initial appearance in her new star series for
Educational. She started working on
the comedy under the direction of Norman Taurog, former director of Lloyd
Hamilton and Lupino Lane.
This two-reeler will be laid in and
around an aviation field iwth the star
in a thrill sequence aboard one of the
planes at Clover Field, Los Angeles.
Glem Cavender and Stanley Blystone
will be seen in the principal supporting roles.
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Pa. Issues
Regulations
Governing Theatre Exits

Pathe
Ball
Club
Licks
First National 19-12

The Bureau of Industrial Standards of
the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and
Industry, of which J. M. Sandel is director,
has just made public new regulations,
which have been mailed to architects, governing' the number of exits required in motion picture theatres and other theatres of
the state, based on the various seating capacities. The minimum number and location of exits for main floors and balconies
are prescribed as follows:
For fire-resistive and non fire-resistive
buildings with seating capacity up to 250,
there shall be four exits, two at the front
and two at the rear near sci'een or stage;
from 251 to 500 seats, five exits, two at
front and three at rear.
In fire-resistive buildings one additional
exit must be provided for each 250 seats or
fraction thereof, in excess of 500 seats, and
in non fire-resistive buildings there shall be
one additional exit for each 200 persons or
fraction thereof, in excess of 500 seats.
The location of additional exits for theatres with over 500 seats must be approved
by the Secretary of Labor and Industry.
For balcony capacities between 100 and 250
persons at least one exit shall lead directly
to the street and for capacities of 250 persons or more at least two exits shall lead
directly to the street. All exits shall be not
less than five feet in width in the clear,
leading full width to unobstructed outlets
to the street.

The rooster can crow triumphantly now,
for the boys of the Pathe Movie Club turned
in a victory last Saturday over the First
National outfit running up the decisive
score of 19-12. For the first time in years
Ed Eschman donned his baseball uniform
and
bacon.pitched a game that brought home the

M. P. T. O. Administrative
Committee Meets July 6
An important meeting of the administrative committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America will be held at the
National Headquarters, 745 Seventh Avenue
on Wednesday morning July 6, commencing at 11 o'clock, daylight saving time.
This will be the first meeting of the
committee since the Columbus convention
and a complete program for the organization will be laid out. Lines of procedure
associated with the reception of Chain
Theatres on a Nation-wide scale will be
agreed upon and other business transacted.
National President R. F. Wodhull issued
the call for the meeting previous to leaving for the convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of North Carolina.
The members of the Administrative
Committee are: Joseph Walsh, Hartford,
Conn.; M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.;
J. H. Michael, Buffalo, N. Y.; William
James, Columbus, Ohio; Jack Miller, Chicago, 111. ; L. M. -Sagal, New Haven, Conn.,
and Nathan Yamins, Fall Eiver, Mass.

Lynn
F a r n o 1 Eastern
Agent for Goldwyn
Lynn Farnol has been signed by Samuel
Goldwyn as Eastern Press Representative,
with headquarters in the Samuel Goldwyn
offices, New York City.
Farnol has been press representative for
the Actors' Theatre and George Tyler. He
accompanied the ' ' Trelawney of the Wells ' '
company on its recent transcontinental
tour, and while in Los Angeles Farnol was
engaged by Mr. Goldwyn. He has already
assumed his duties.

Walter P. Lindlar, newly appointed exploitation manager for First National

Walter Lindlar New F. N.
Exploitation Manager

An announcement comes from C. F.
Chandler, director of advertising and publicity for First National of the appointment
of Walter Lindlar as exploitation manager
of the organization to succeed Allan S.
Glenn, who recently resigned to assume the
post of managing director of the Circle
theatre in Indianapolis.
Mr. Lindlar has a background of experience which embraces a long schooling in
journalism, a close association with the
legitimate stage in the capacities of press
agent and company manager. For several
years he was with Paramount, which company he left three years ago to join First
National, serving first as field man. Later,
as the activities of the exploitation division
increased, Mr. Lindlar was brought into the
home office as assistant to Mr. Glenn; he
was employed in that capacity up to the
time of Mr. Glenn's resignation.

More

Selections

for Emil

Jannings' Support

The following additions have been made
to the cast of Emil Jannings' second picture for Paramount, which is tentatively
called "Hitting For Heaven": Johnny
Morris, Ernest W. Johnson, George Kotsonoras and Jack Burdett.
Johnson was for four years property boy
at the Paramount Hollywood studio, but
because of his low comedy face will forsake
the property room and face the Kleig lights
for a role in the Jannings picture.

Ufa Presenting Eight Films
in France
The Alliance Cinematographique, S. A.,
UFA'S French company, has presented
eight films for 1927-28 programs, say advices from Vice Consul Harold L. Smith,
Paris, France, made public by the Department of Commerce.

In the first inning, he walked three men
and then got out of a bad hole without being scored on, staging a barehanded catch.
Errors and walks allowed First National to
pile up a lead in the second, but then Pathe
started hitting. The final tabulation was
19-12. Second hero honors went to George
Snyder, who tAvice doubled up men at first
base after difficult catches in left field and
who came into the melee in the eighth when
Eschman 's arm started in to creak.
The standing of the teams of the Movie
League follows:
Pathe won 3, lost 1; Fox won 3, lost 1;
Warner Bros, won 3, lost 1; First National
won 3, lost 1; United Artists won 1, lost
3 ; Consolidated Avon 0, lost 4.

Salisbury,
Md., to Have
New^ 1,000-Seat House
A new theatre to cost about $120,000 is
to be built at Salisbury, Md., after the plans
by Edward Canby May, architect, Wilmington, Del. The seating capacity will be 1,000
An ordinance was passed recently by the
persons. and City Council of Salisbury, Md.,
Mayor
which prohibits motion picture and other
theatres to open on Sundays. The punishment provided in the ordinance includes
fines of from $50 to $500 and, at the discretion of the court, thirty days imprisonment, in the county jail.
Maryland
has aof "blue"
law
which
forbids already
the opening
moving picture and other theatres on Sundays. And
when special permission is granted no admission charges can be made on the days
performances are given.

"Blue" Laws Will Be Made
Political Issue Next Year
closing
and other
lawsit
willSunday
be made
a political
issue "blue"
next year,
has been announced by the Association Opposed to Blue Laws which is to form an
anti-blue law party to participate in the
next campaign, the News correspondent
from Washington, D. C, reports.
It is planned to hold a national convention of the proposed party, at which a platform will be outlined. No candidates will
he offered, but the blue law opponents will
classify the candidates of the major parties
and will oppose those favoring blue law
legislation.

Columbia Signs Leads for
"The Swell Head"
Casting started this week on Columbia's
last production of the present season, Avhen
Johnnie Walker and Eugenia Gilbert were
signed for leading roles in "The Swell
Head," which was scheduled under the
working title of "Sidewalks of New

.1/ o t { o
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Special Presentation for
"Moon of Israel"
Roxy Devotes More Than Usual Time to Staging Program Around New

F B O Special Picture

FB

O'S "Moon of Israel" was afforded
more than the usual time spent by
S. L. Rothafel in planning sun-ounding programs for the productions exhibited
at the Roxy Theatre; the master sho^\nQlan
started work on the presentation for this
feature two days ahead of his regular
schedule, devoting ten days to the preparation of the musical program and various
presentation units so that when the run
opened on June 25 the feature exhibition
was preceded by one of the most beautiful
stage spectacles ever on view in the "cathedral of the motion picture."
In addition to the atmospheric prologue
Roxy presented "Watchman, What of the
Night ? " an exotic divertissement, and ' ' The
Moth and the Flame," a dance number by
Maria Gambarelli, the "Gamby" of Roxy's
radio broadcasting.
"Moon of Israel" depicts the story of
the deliverance of the Jews from Egyptian bondage by Avay of the Red Sea, with
the Book of Exodus as its background ; it is

a spectacle finishing with a big climax,
showing the crossing of the Red Sea and
the drowning of Pharaoh's army.
An entire Egyptian city was built, at an
approximate cost of over half a million
dollars. Over 30,000 extras were used
throughout the film. Maria Corda, who is
now playing the lead role in "Helen of
Troy" at the First National Studios, portrays Merapi, Moon of Israel, while Arlette
Marchal, now with Paramount, plays the
Princess Userti. Michael Curtiz directed
from the novel by Sir H. Rider Haggard.
• The Maccabee Soccer Football Team, who
arrived in New York recently from Palestine, and have been playing against leading soccer teams in this country and
Canada, were invited by Roxy to be his
guests at the Monday night screening of
' ' Moon of Israel " F B 0 's gigantic spectacle of the enslavement of the Jews, which
opens
at the world's largest playhouse on
June 25th.

Paramount Films in Work
Production Plant in Hollywood Actively Engaged
Present Time With Eight New Pictures
EIGHT pictures are under way at the
Paramount studio on the West Coast
and four more will be started with
the next ten days and four others within a
month. Jesse L. Lasky is back again at his
supervisory post and a current of activity
is felt on all of the different lots.
In production for some time have been
"Swim, Girl, Swim," starring Bebe
Daniels; "Shanghai Bound," a Richard Dix
vehicle; Clara Bow's "Hula," "Nevada," a
Western starring Gary Cooper, and "Tell
It to Sweeney," co-starring Chester Conklin and George Bancroft. Emil Jannings'
second starring film for Paramount, tentatively titled "Hitting for Heaven," was
started last Monday under the direction of
Mauritz Stiller. Thomas Meighan renewed
his association with James Cruze this week
when he began taking direction for his featured role in "First Degree Murdei-," a
temporary title. In Meighan 's supporting
cast are: Marietta Milner, Wyndham
Standing, Fred Kohler, Charles HillMailes,
Gunboat Smith, Duke Martin and Nancy
Phillips.
Foremost among the picture about to be
placed into work is "Beau Sabreu," companion story to "Beau Geste," in which
John Waters will direct among others Gary
Cooper, Evelyn Bi-ent, Noah Beery, Roscoe
Karns, Frank Reicher, Joan Standing and
Arnold Kent. Adolphe Menjou's forth•eoming production following "Service For
Ladies" and entitled "A Gentleman of
Paris," will be launched within a few days.
About the same time Esther Ralston will
begin working on an Owen Davis story under the direction of Joseph von Sternberg

at

and Florence Vidor will start "A Celebrated Woman," with Frank Tuttle at the
megaj:)hone.
Work also was begun this week .on Pola
Negri 's newest starring vehicle, tentatively
titled "Sun Kissed." The story will be
directed by Rowland V. Lee, who wrote it.
Jean Hersholt is the only featured member
of the cast thus far announced.

Recomputation
Sydco's
Tax for 1921 of
Ordered
Recomputation of the 1921 tax of the
Sydco Photoplay Corporation has been ordered by the United States Board of Tax
Appeals, Washington, D. C. The company is
lessee of a theatre property at Westchester
avenue and 161st street. New York.
The company sought a redetermination of
the income and profits-tax liability for 1921
for which the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue had determined a deficiency of
$.3,718.14. It was alleged the commissioner
had failed to include in the computation of
invested capital the value of a leasehold
acquired Avith capital stock; in failing to
allow as a deduction from income an aliquot
part of such leasehold value due to the exhaustion of the lease; in failing to include
in invested capital the value of the furniture, equipment and fixtures acquired with
capital stock; and in failing to allow proper
depreciation on furniture, equipment and
fixtures thus acquired.
The board upheld the contentions of the
taxpayer and ordered a recomputation of
the tax.

P ic t u r c
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Janet Gaynor Starred in
"Two Girls Wanted"
recwho Heave
nth
n,"d rful
ognition inOR,
"Seve
and
ET isGAYN
JANwho
said
to have
aeceive
wonde
role in "Sunrise," has been raised to
stardom by Fox Films and will play
the foremost role in "Two Girls
Wanted," the Broadway stage success
by Gladys Unger. The film is now in
work at Fox Films West Coast studio
under the direction of Alfred E.
Green. With Miss Gaynor in the picture are Glenn Tryon, Ben Bard, Marie
Mosquini, Joseph Cawthorne, Doris
Lloyd, Alyce Mills and William Tooker.

Duncans Will Make Nine
Months' Tour With Film
The Duncan Sisters will make a nine
months' tour of key cities in the United
States, singing and dancing in motion picture theatres where their film "Topsy and
Eva" is being played, following their
screen debut at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood, Thui-sday evening, June
16th, and subsequent daily appearances on
the stage with their film during the Egyptian run.
Already the Duncan Sisters have been
booked for personal appearances with
"Topsy and Eva" in Boston, Buffalo, Detroit, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Chicago.
In all of these cities they have played for
stage.
extended runs in "Topsy and Eva" on the
The Duncans and the film "Topsy and
Eva" are scheduled for the Metropolitan,
Boston; the Buffalo, Buffalo; the Michigan,
Detroit; the Indiana, Indianapolis; the
Ambassador, St. Louis ; and a week each at
the Chicago, Tivoli and Upto-mi Theatres
in Chicago. All these film bookings announced are in Publix Theatres, and extend
in plaving time from August 6th to October
9th, 1927.

Louis R. Sarecky F B O
Supervising Editor
Louis R. Sarecky, formerly assistant manager of Paramount 's Astoria studio, has
joined the production forces at the F B 0
studios in Hollywood as supei'vising editor.
Mr. Sarecky will become familiar with the
studio
staff and
the new charge
season's
productproduction
before actually
assuming
of
units.
Mr. Sarecky brings to his new position
seven years of experience in the production
of motion pictures. While he was with
Paramount in the East he held the positions of location manager, production manager, and assistant studio manager.

Support Chosen for Negri
in "Sun Kissed"
This week the supporting cast for Pola
Negri's "Sun Kissed," her latest starring
vehicle for Paramount, was chosen by Paramount officials. The players are Kenneth
Thompson, Jean Hersholt, Christian J.
French, Sammy Blum, Ben Hendricks, Jr.,
Hope Harriman, Sally Blane and Adre
Tourneur.
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Changes in Theatre Circles
of Steubenville, Ohio

Sills

Transfer of property at 5th and Market
streets, Steubenville, Ohio, announcement
that a new Strand Theatre will be built by
the Tri-State Amusement Company there,
a.nd that the three local theatres of the
•company have been merged with a fourstate eo-operative organization were new
•developments in mid-west theatre circles
recently.
A. G. Constant has announced that two
sites in the city are under consideration
for the location of the Strand and that the
house would be provided with stage facilities.
Mr. Constant is now vice president in the
AfiSliated Theatre Utilities Corp., a cooperative group of 104 theatres in 50 cities
and towns of New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia. The Tri-State
Amusement Co. joined the group on June
-14, their three theatres in Steubenville and
two in Ea.st Liverpool becoming membere.
Six theatres in Wheeling, the Strand in
Follansbee, theatres in Toronto and Yorkville, are among those in that district which
have merged. The company headquarters
are in Buifalo, N. Y., where six theatres arc
controlled by the group, and they will also
establish offices later in Pittsburgh and
Cleveland. N. D. Dipson, Batavia, is presi■dent; A. G. Constant, Steubenville and
George Panakotoukis, Jamestown, N. Y. are
vice presidents ; Mike Manos, Greensburgh.
Pa., is treasiu-er.
Mr. Dipson and Fred Zimmerman, recently in Steubenville closing the transaction, predicted that their string of theatres
will grow easily to 500 and lauded the idea
of group purcha-sing as a step fonvard in
showmanship.

Milton Sills, First National star, believes
that the sales force knows better than anyone else what exhibitors and the public
want in the line of stories. They sell the
pictures, are in daily contact with exhibitors and have first-hand knowledge of the
type of story that attracts people into the
picture theatres.
He has therefore offered a prize to the
member of First National's sales organization— branch manager, salesman, booker,
bookkeeper, clerk or stenographer — who,
before December 31, 1927, suggests the best
idea for a story for him. Sills will pay
.$500 for an idea that is accepted by the
judges. If the idea is susceptible of being
developed into a special production he will

New

Producing Firm
Incorporates in California

Incorporating for $100,000 a new motion picture corporation has been formed
in California for the production and financing of motion pictures. The officers are:
Al Xathan, president and general manager;
E. K. Conrad, vice-president; C. H. Voss,
secretary, and 0. C. Staby, treasurer. The
officers also constitute the board of directors. Mr. Nathan has been producing
the Suntist Comedies for Bray Productions. The new concern will start a new
series of two-reel comedies and also feature length productions and will be interested in financing bonatlde contracts. The
offices are in the California Studios, 1420
Beachwood Drive, and Mr. Al Nathan will
be in full charge of productions.

Ohio
Showmen
to Build
Eight New Theatres
B. C. Steele, E. C. Flanigan and Sam
Rosenthal, Ohio theatre owners, are in the
midst of an extensive theatre building program. They are building a 2,000-seat house
in Alliance, to be called the Morrison, which
will be completed in August ; the Kent theatre in Kent, another 2,000-seat house,
which will open in August, and they are
now about to close for two more theatres,
locations to be announced as soon as details
are settled. Steele stated that they plan to
have no less than eight new houses in northern Ohio by the end of next vear.

Herbert Crooker, who has been advanced to the post
of Eastern representative of B. & H. Enterprises,
making
Johnny
Hines
comedy
features
for First
National

Herb Crooker Made B and
H Eastern Representative
Herbert Crooker, who joined B and H
Enterprises a year ago as director of advertising and publicity for the Johnny Hines
pictures for First National, has been appointed Eastern representative of that organization byC. C. Burr. In his new capacity, Mr. Crooker will look after the interests of Johnny Hines in New York as
well as supervise all advertising and publicity matters.
Mr. Crooker 's connection with pictures
goes back to the old Triangle Company,
where he was in the publicity department.
He publicized Jess Willard, Charles Dillingham's stage productions, and then went to
Pathe, where he remained for five years,
specializing on the Harold Lloyd pictures,
writing syndicate stories and fictionizing
serials for newspaper circulation. A post
in the motion picture department of The
Morning Telegraph followed, after which
he became managing editor of Theatre and
Drama Magazine. Before coming with Burr
and Hines he was stage and screen editor
of the New York Times Mid-Week Pictorial.

"Sorrell and Son" Unit at
Work at Keaton Studio

Offers
Prize
Story Idea

for

payThe$1,000
it. Florence Strauss, scenario
judgesfor are
editor; Richard A. Rowland, general and
production manager; Ned E. Depinet, general sales manager; A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager; Mr. Sills himself, and
Lynde Denig, publicity editor.
The suggestion does not have to be an
original idea, though original ideas will be
considered on a par with a suggested book
or play that may be suitable as a Sills
vehicle. All communications should be addressed to Florence Strauss, of the First
National home office.

"7th Heaven"
to Remain
at Harris Until Sept. 4
The Fox Film Corporation and the
Messrs. Shuberts have completed aiTangements whereby "7th Heaven," the screen
version of John Golden 's successful stage
production, will remain at the Sam H. Harris Theatre in New York until the evening
of Sunday, September 4, 1927.
On Labor Day the picture will be transfei-red to another Broadway house which
Fox has leased for the season of 1927-28.
This theatre, the name of which will be
announced later, will house two Fox features, "Sunrise" and Carmen."

Gilda
Gray
Leaves
for
Coast to Start Picture
Gilda Gray left New York City last Monday evening, June 27, for the Pacific Coast
with the expectation of not returning East
until next summer. Upon her arrival at
Hollywood, the Samuel Gold\\T,'n star will
begin feature
work on
Devilmake
Dancer,"
the
fii-st
that"The
she will
under Mr.

Monday, June 13, Herbert Brenon transferred his entire " Sorrell and Son" cohlpany from the United Artists studio to the
Buster Keaton studio, Hollywood, where
additional sets had been constructed for

Goldwyu's auspices. As in "Cabaret" and
"Aloma of the South Seas," dancing ^\^ll
form a major part in Miss Gray's vehicle.

the picturization of Warwick Deeping 's
best selling novel. Mr. Brenon is filming interiors in both studios before departing
with his entire company on July 16th for
England, there to photograph exteriors on
the original sites depicted in the novel.
Brenon has signed Lionel Belmore, character actor, to play an important part. H.
B. Warner, Nils Aster, Alice Joyce, Mickey
McBann, Norman Trevor, Anna Q. Nilsson,
Louis Wolheim, Mary Nolan and Paul McAllister are also in the cast.

Goldwyn
P. Morgan
G. Eastern
Business
Mgr.'s
Samuel Goldwyn this week announces his
appointment of Guy P. Morgan as Eastern
business manager of the affiliated Goldwyn
interests. Among his first duties will be
the handling of the sales contracts on "The
Magic
Flame"
Devil Dancer."
He will
make and
his "The
headquarters
at the
Samuel Goldwyn New York offices at 729
Seventh avenue.
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Nine
M-G-M's
Coming
Within FewNew
Weeks Several
Major Productions
Will Be
Launched at the Culver City Plant
NINE film productions which will be
among the major offerings to come
from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
plant in Culver City during the coming
season, are soon to be placed into actual
work.
The first of these will be "In Old Kentucky," a story of the blue-grass region
which John M. Stahl is to direct. Dorothy
Farnum did the adaptation and scenario.
Within two weeks Fred Niblo wall begin
the direction of "The Enemy," the Channing Pollack play that will serve as Lillian
Gish's next starring vehicle. The scenario
has reached its final stages in the hands of
Willis Goldbeck.
"Rose Marie" and "The Fair Co-ed"
will be the next two films to get under way.
The first, adapted from the musical comedy of the same name, will be directed by
William Nigh with Renee Adoree in the
leading feminine role. When it is presented
in the theatres it will have the complete
musical score of Rudolph Friml and Herbert Stothart. The use of the lyrics by Otto
Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein 2nd was
also secured by M-G-M. Sam Wood will direct Marion Davies in "The Fair Co-ed,"

a screen version of the ten-year old musical comedy by George Ade.
A story about the Panama Canal to
which was formerly applied the title of
"The Glory Diggers," has been finished
by Laurence Stallings. "The Big Ditch" is
the new name of the production, which goes
into production this summer, according to
tentative plans.
Tod Browning will again direct Lon
Chanej' following the completion of
"Mockery" in a story of a haunted house
which has been scenarized by Waldemar
Young. The story is an original by the director. "Lovelorn,''' a Cosmopolitan production will also go into work soon under
the direction of John P. McCarthy. "Be
Your Age," scenarized by Florence Ryerson and Colin, from a farce by Frederic and
Fanny Hatton, "Single Beds." George K.
Arthur and Karl Dane will be co-starred
in a farce comedy, as yet untitled, as soon
as they complete their roles in ' ' The Trail
of '98." Production on "Love" will be
resumed shortly with Greta Garbo and
John Gilbert in the leads. The picture was
halted because of Miss Garbo 's illness.

Theatre Progress in S. A.

F

Picture

N e zv s

B O Making
"In a
Moment
of a Temptation"
The cast of "In
Moment of Tempta-

tion" has been announced as complete and
preparations are being made at the F B O
studio to begin actual filming on the Laura
Jean Libbey story under Phil Carle's direction. The leading roles are played by Charlotte Stevens and Cornelius Keefe. Also
included in the cast are Kit Guard, Tom
Ricketts, Grant Withers, Marie Walkamp,
John McKinnon and others. Miss Stevens
is
now engaged
the FbeB finished
0 studio within
in ' ' Thea
Coward"
whichat will
few davs and Keefe recentlv completed the
lead in "Hook

and Ladder "^No. 9" at F B

0.

Hines Preparing "A Pair
of Sixes" for Screening
With "White Pants Willie," his latest
First National picture in the cutting room,.
Johnny Hines and his producer, C. C. Burr,
are now busily engaged with their staff of
scenarists and comedy constructors whipping "A Pair of Sixes," Edward Peple's
stage play, into shape for the screen. Charles
Hines will direct the comedy at the Tec Art
studio in Hollywood, marking his fourteenth picture for his comedian brother. No
selections
been made.as to Hines' supporting cast have

Milestone to Direct

"The

strides in theatre conTREMENDOUS
struction is claimed for the South
American countries by Carlos Jaminez, Pathe representative of the foreign
department, who has just returned from a
sales trip through the Southern continent.
According to Mr. Carlos the movie fans
of these countries are demanding the highest type of entertainment. As many as six
of his company's two-reel comedies are
shown on one program.

' ' The South American market now
using practically ninety per cent of American pictures, is opening up possibilities
for every type of American picture. The
American salesman is welcomed with
opened arms, wined and dined, provided he
is not over aggressive on his first visit.
The South American exhibitor considers
the visit of a salesman of a social nature.

Louis Garden
Milestone hasofbeenEden"
borrowed from
Caddo Productions Company and will be
assigned to direct Corinne Griffith in her
first picture for United Artists, "The Garden of Eden." The picture will be produced under the supervision of John W.
Considine.
Casting is progressing rapidly at the lot,
and it is anticipated that the production
will get under way in about four weeks.
Hans Kraly is adapting the story. Mr.
Milestone has just completed the cutting of
' * Two Arabian Knights. ' '

He never snaps out "no" for an answer.
If unwilling to buy, he at least prolongs
the visit and diplomatically dismisses the

"Buzz"

"Gamille"
Nationally
Released on Sept. 4

film representative."
In Colombia Mr. Carlos found the picture fans to be rabid, indeed. One Colombia cowboy, seated in the gallery, began firing at a villain who was fast overcoming aheroine. The fans of the LatinAmerican countries are particularly fond of
Westerns with their fast action.

Latin- American Countries Making Rapid Strides Says
Carlos Jiminez, Pathe Foreign Department Agent

SEPTEMBER 4 has been selected
by Ned E. Depinet, general sales
manager of First National as the
general release date of the Joseph M.
Schenck production starring Norma
ge and entitled "Camille." The
Talmadtion
produc
moves this weeks to the
Rivoli in New York after its run of
eight and one-half weeks at the Globe
Theatre at a $2.00 admission scale of
prices.
Seven bookings were received in a
bunch last week from the Pittsburgh
exchange for the Talmadge film. They
are for the following theatres: Grand,
Pittsburgh; Liberty, East Liberty;
Liberty, Wheeling; Columbia, Johnstown, Pa.; Strand, AUoona, Pa.;
Strand, Erie; and Victory, McKeesport, Pa. The Libson Circuit has
booked it for release week for showing
at the Capitol, Cincinnati and in Columbus and Dayton. "Camille" will
open for an extended run at McVicker's
Theatre, Chicago, and the Garrick
in Minneapolis.

Daphne Pollard Signed for
Mack Sennett Comedies
Daphne Pollard, a personality on the
vaudeville stage, has been persuaded by
Mack Sennett to enter the comedy producer's offerings which Pathe releases.
"Why Is A Bathing Giri?" is to be the
title of the first one scheduled for production.
According to Sennett 's present plans,
the series is to be a study in evolution — the
evolution of bathing girl comedies. The
pictures are to burlesque the picture comedy idea, with Miss Pollard doing a travesty on bathing beauties.

Barton

at

Work

on "Saddles and Spurs"
A capable cast has just been assembled
to support Buzz Barton, new 13 year old
Western star in his first picture, "Saddles
and Spurs," work on which will commence
shortly under the direction of Louis King.
Lorraine Eason, who has just completed
the "Beautv Parlor" series of comedies
with AI Cooice and Kit Guard at F B 0, will
play the feminine lead, opposite Sam Nelson. David Dunbar will play the heavy.
Frank Rice will appear as the old timer
who pals around with Buzz, and William
Ryno will play the girl's father.

Hoffman to Produce "Harp
in Hock" for De Mille
Renaud Hoffman has been signed by DeMille to produce "Harp in Hock" for DeMille Pictures. Hoffman produced 14 pictures last year.
Rudolph Schildkraut and Junior Coghlan
will be featured in "Harp in Hock." The
story is an original by Sonya Levien.

1
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Suspect Plot in Transportation of Fight -Films

Considerable excitement prevails in
Cleveland over proposed charges of conspiracy byfederal authorities against those
who brought into Ohio motion pictures of
the Dempsey-Tunney championship prize
fight which were scheduled to go on exhibition June 26 at the Bandbox, Empire and
East 9th Street theatres.
It is stated that the man who brought
them into Ohio paid a $500 fine and spent
two days in jail. Now the department of
justice agents are investigating whether a
conspiracy charge is justified. If they find
evidences of conspiracy, United States marshals will probably stop exhibition of the
fight pictures here.
S. W. Manheim of the Manheim Amusement Company, which operates the Bandbox and Empire theatres, said that officials
have no power to confiscate the fight films.

H. L. Sellers, Pioneer Pa.
Exhibitor, Dead at Home
Harry L. Sellers, pioneer motion picture
theatre OAvner in Steelton, Pa., died on June
19, at his home in that borough, at the age
of 55. Mr. Sellers started in the picture
business more than twenty years ago when
he opened the Standard theatre, and several
years later he opened the Strand, which is
Steelton 's largest theatre. A few years
ago he retired from the theatre business,
selling both the Strand and Standard to
Charles Newbaker, who is understood to
have been acting in the purchases for
"Tom" Nelley, Republican political leader
of Steelton, who owns the houses today.
Mr. Sellers was survived by eight brothers and sisters. He was buried on June 23
in Mt. Olivet Cemetery, New Cumberland,
Pa., one of the pallbearers being Charles
Newbaker, his successor in the operation
of the Strand and the Standard.

"A

Fighting
Eagle"
Rod
La Rocque's Next

Rod LaRocque's newest starring picture
for DeMille, originally titled "Brigadier
Gerard," will be released under the title
"A Fighting Eagle." The screen story is
an adaptation of Conan Doyle's "The Adventures of Gerrad." Douglas E. Doty
wrote the film version of the story.
Phyllis Haver heads the supporting cast,
which also embraces in conspicuous roles
Sam De Grasse, Sally Rand, Max Barwyn
and Clarence Burton. Donald Crisp is handling the megaphone.

Syd
Chaplin
Vehicle
Added to M-G-M List
WYN-MAYER will
-GOLD
METRO
its new
add
on season's
Sydney
starring product
producti
one to
Chaplin. It is expected that the production will be one of the most important releases on the M-G-M schedule for 1927-28, which embraces 243
long and short features.
In the past two years Sydney Chaplin hasturned out "Charley's Aunt,"
"The Man on the Box," "Oh, What a
Nurse " and "The Better 'Ole."

April Record
Month
for
Film Exports to AustraHa
A new record in motion picture exports
was made in April when shipments to Australia totaled 3,275,511 feet valued at $86,288, this being the first time exports to any
one country during a month touched the
3,000,000-feet figure.
The month's exports, as reported by the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
totaled 27,240,114 feet, with a value of
$804,778, against 23,190,397 feet, with a
value of $753,990, in March, and 25,932,445 feet, with a value of $989,161, in April,
1926.
Shipments during the month included
20,599,245 feet of positive film, valued at
$559,429, against 18,363,509 feet, valued at
$483,726, in March; 663,844 feet of negatives, valued at $122,606, against 757,158
feet, valued at $156,615, and 3,847,147 feet
of raw stock, valued at $93,235, against 2,765,657 feet, valued at $88,145. Shipments
to non-contiguous territories for the month
totaled 2,129,878 feet, valued at $29,508,
against 1,304,073 feet, valued at $25,404.

H.

L. Robinson
General
Auditor "U" Theatres

Dan Michalove, on the eve of his departure for Atlanta to attend the new Capitol
Theatre opening, announced the addition to
the staff of the Universal Chain Theatres
of Herbert L. Robinson, long associated
with Paramount and Publix. Robinson
started this week as the general auditor
for the Universal theatre organization.
Robinson fonnerly was associated with
Michalove, now general manager of Universal theatres, when Michalove was Director of Theatres for S. A. Lynch and later
with the Southern Enterprises. The new
Universal auditor has been in the motion
picture industiy since 1917 when he started
in as auditor in the Paramount exchange
in Dallas.

Archie Mayo Gets Warner
Contract

Ruling

Warner Bros, have added Archie Mayo
to the list of directors who are working
exclusively for their organization. Mayo
signed this week a contract with the company extending over a long period of time.
His addition to the Warner roster resulted
from his fine work with Irene Rich's latest
vehicle, "Dearie." His next assignment
will be May McAvoy's new starring picture, "Slightly Used," on which the
cameras are now ready to grind.

According to a recent ruling issuing from
the Department of Justice of Pennsylvania
it has been held that no minor actor under
14 years of age can be employed on the
stage, either in photoplay or other theatres
in Pennsylvania under any circumstances,
and that no minor between 14 and 16 years
of age may be employed in a theatre without a certificate of employment from the
Department of Labor.

Restricts Employment of Minors on Pa. Sta

Beth

O'Shea
Off
European Trip

on

Miss Beth O'Shea, of the Fox Films staff,
has resigned to go to Europe, where she
will handle assignments in the foreign motion picture field for several magazines.
Miss O'Shea has been covering the New
York studios and writing magazine and
newspaper publicity for Fox for the past
three years. She goes abroad on the
Canadian Pacific liner Montcalm, sailing
out of Montreal on July 1. Miss O'Shea
plans to return about October 1.
On the day her resignation became
effective the entire publicity staff' assembled in the office of Vivian M. Moses, director of the department, to present Miss
O'Shea with a handsome bag as a token of
the esteem in which she is held by her
colleagues.

Bring Out Movie Edition
of Rupert Hughes Story
Arrangements have been completed between First National, Grosset & Dunlap, reprint publishers, and the original publishers
of Major Rupert Hughes writings, for Grossett & Dunlap to bring out a photoplay edition of "The Patent Leather Kid," the big
special which First National has made from
the Hughes short .stoi-y, starring Richard
Barthelmess. It will be illustrated Avith
stills from the picture, and the book will
include several other short stories by Major
Hughes, together with a foreword on the
screen version of "The Patent Leather
Alfred Santell directed this new Barthelmess picture.

Trial of $1,000,000 Damage
Kid."
Suits Begun in Boston
Trial of suits involving a total of more
than $1,000,000 damages started this week
in Boston where 87 actions have been filed
against the Boston Elevated, the Paramount-Famous Lasky Corporation and
John F. Bowditch growing out of an explosion of films which were being carried in a
bag on an elevated surface car in the Park
street subway in Boston Jan. 3, 1925. When
the explosion occurred many people were
injured in the fire and panic that followed.
Of the 87 cases, only three will be tried
at this time in an effort to establish liability. Judge Williams is presiding over
the hearings, which will probably extend
over a fortnight or more.

Flagpole
Publicity
Stunt
by Boston Police
Stopped
After siiending two days and two nights
at the top of the flagpole of the Metropolitan Theatre, Boston, Frank ("Sparrow")
Holl, who started out to break the record
of Shipwreck Kelly by attempting to remain at the top of the pole for fourteen
days, Avas obliged to come down to earth
by order of the Boston police department.
The publicity stunt proved more successful
than anticipated. It resulted in traffic
blocks in Tremont Street and on Stuart
Street and several minor accidents resulted
when motorists tried to lean from their
cars to see what it was all about.
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Set
U. A. Release Program Process

Five Pictures Have Already Been Shot, Four in
of Filming and Six More About to be Placed Into Work
Tuesday, June 21, United Artists
beg'an the selling of its new season's
line-up of 17 pictures, two pictures
per month to be the general run of , the releases from August, 1927 to March 1928.
Word to launch the campaign was sent out
by Al Lichtman, vice-president and general
manager of distribution for United States
and Canada. In Mr. Lichtman 's opinion
the array of releases "is the most formidable in quantity and quality ever released by United Artists." During the
summer, Joseph M. Schenck, United Artists
president, will remain in Hollywood supervising production and studio activities. Mr.
Schenck 's listing of the new United Artists
product and the various release dates follow:
ON

' ' My Best Girl, ' ' a Mary Pickf ord vehicle
adapted from a Collier's magazine story
and soon to be published in novel form.
Charles "Buddy" Rogers is leading man,
and Isabelle Sheridan is in the cast; Charles
Rosher is the photogi-apher. The film is now
shooting and will be released October 8,
1927. Norma Talmadge's "The Dove," already finished, has in its east Noah Beery,
Gilbert Roland, Eritz Feld, Olga Baklonova,
Eddie Borden, Michael Vivitch and Harry
Myers. Oliver Marsh was the photographer. Release January 21, 1928. Gloria
Swanson's "Sadie Thompson," which
Raoul Walsh is about to place into production, Avill be issued November 12, 1927.
"The Garden of Eden," stai-ring Corinne
Griffith, will be filmed shortly by Director
Lewis Milestone. October 22, 1927, in its
release date.
"The Circus," Charlie Chaplin's new
comedy, is two-thirds finished and is tentatively scheduled for February 4, 1928. ' ' The
Gaucho, " a new Douglas Fairbanks' vehicle, isnow in its fifth week of work under
P. Richard Jones' direction. It will be released on February 18, 1928. Supporting
Fairbanks are Eve Southern, Lupez Valez,
Gustav Von Seyfertitz, Charles Stevens,
Nigel de Brulier, Fred de Silva and Charlotta Monti. 200 riders will be a feature of
this film. Antonio Gaudio is in charge of
the cameras. November 26, 1927 is the release date for John Barrvmore's
"Tem-

pest," based on an original story by Vladimir Nemirovitch-Dantchenko. It will be directed by Frank Lloyd with Joseph August
presiding over the cameras. Greta Nissen is
leading lady and Louis Wolheim a supporting player. Production on the story which
Fred
July. de Gresac is adapting will start in
"College," starring Buster Keaton with
Anne Cornwall the feminine lead, has been
finished and is set for Sejitember 10, 1927.
Dev Jennings and Bert Haines were cameramen for Keaton. Another finished film is
' ' The Magic Flame, ' ' co-starring Ronald
Oolman and Vilma Banky, and scheduled
for September 24, 1927. George Barnes
photographed the film. "Sorrell and Son,"
now being filmed by Herbert Brenon, is to
be released on December 3, 1927. James
Wong Howe is Brenon 's photographer. The
company sails for England on July 16 to
film exteriors. "La Piava, " the tentative
title of D. W. Griffith 's new production
which features Estelle Taylor and based on
a story by Karl Vollmoeller, is to be started
on July 1. Release January 7, 1928. Fred
de Gresac is doing the adaptation. A completed picture is ' ' Topsy and Eva, ' ' featuring the Duncan Sisters. It is an August 6,
1927 release. In the oast are Gibson Gowland. Nils Asther, Marjorie Daw, Henry
Victor, Murtle Ferguson. John Boyle was
cameraman. "Two Arabian Knights," is
finished and will come to the public on
August 20, 1927. Cast includes Mary Astor,
William Boyd, Louis Wolheim, Ian Keith,
Michael Vavitch, De Witt Jennings. Barney McGill did the photography. ' ' The
Darling of the Gods," Morris Gest's first
screen production, will be released on March
24, 1928. Gest is now in Europe selecting
an international east, after which the picture will be placed in work. "The Devil's
Island," Gilda Gray's first pictiire for Samuel Goldwyn, will be filmed shortly and is
programmed on the releasing schedule for
December 17. "Ramona, " an Inspiration
Edwin Carewe production to star Dolores
Del Rio, is listed as a January 14, 1928 release. "Laugh, Clown, Laugh," a Fred
Niblo production, will be released on March
10, 1928.

"The Blood Ship" at Roxy

Rothafel Contracts With Columbia Pictures for World
Premiere of Sea Epic; W ell-Known Cast
this week
(ROXY) ROTHAFEL
SL. concl
uded negotiations with Joe
• Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures and Jack Bellman, Columbia franchise holder in New York and Northern
New Jersey, for the showing at his "cathedray of the motion picture" of "The Blood
Ship," one of Columlna's "Perfect Thirty"
which ynW be released during the coming
season. In comnK^nting on the deal Mr.
Rothafel said "I'm shelving a ]>icture I
have already bought to play 'The Blood
Ship. ' ' ' The
arrangement is seen as a forerunner of the attitude toward the newer
national distributors by the foremost ex-

hibitors of the country.
Reports emanating from the Columbia
studios on the Coast during production of
the picture convinced Columbia executives
that it had something out of the ordinaiy
in
Norman
taletheof picturization
the sea whichof bears
the Springer's
same title
as the film. When the first print was received in the home office in New York
Messrs. Brandt and Bellman an'angcd to
screen it for "Roxy"; following the projection Mr. Rothafel stated "It is one of
the finest sea pictures I ever had the pleasure of viewing. It ranks v/ith the best product of any of the leading companies."

P i c t i< r

X

c tc ^

George B. Seitz directed the production in
which Hobart Bosworth plays the lead,
Jacqueline Logan and Richard Arlen
(loaned to Columbia by Paramount) are cofeatured and the supporting cast includes
Walter James, Fred Kohler, Arthur Rankin,
James Bradbury, Sr., Syd Crossley, Chappell Dossett and Blue Washington.

"Life
New

of Riley" Title of
Murray-Sidney Film

"The Life of Riley" is the title of the
Charlie Murray-George Sidney production
now in work at First National's Burbank
studios. The original title announced for
this production was "East Side, West
Photography was started on "The Life
of Riley" three weeks ago, and it is well
along. E. M. Asher is production manager,
while William Beaudine is holding the diSide." rectorial reins. Besides the stellar team,
the cast to date includes Myrtle Stedman,
Sam Hardy, Juq^ Marlowe and Stephen
Carr.

Monte
Blue
to Star in
"Across the Atlantic"
Warner Bros. Avill star Monte Blue in a
production to be called "Across the Atlantic." The picture will be number
three of the series of four Blue vehicles for
release during 1927-28. The star is now
at work on the first, "The Bush Leaguer,"
which Avill be finished shortly. Within a
short time he will begin work on "One
Round Hogan, " and upon the completion
of that prize-fighting story will start making "Across the Atlantic."

Warners

Cast

Bobby Ag-

nevv^ in "SHghtly Used"

Bobby Agnew has been chosen by Warner
Bros, for the juvenile lead in "Slightly
User," in which May McAvoy is starred,
with Conrad Nagel playing principal support. The picture is now about to be put
into production on the coast, with Archie
Mayo directing. Melville Grosman is responsible for the story and adaptation.

"Mockery"
New^ Title
Lon Ghaney Film

of

"Mockery" has been selected by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer as the title of Lon
Chaney's current starring vehicle, now in
production at the studio under the direction of Benjamin Christensen, Scandinavian director, who nuide "The Devil's Circus" and other pictures. The new film
deals with the recent Russian Revolution.

Pauline

Garon
"Eager

Starts
Lips"

Pauline Garon, Fii-st Division player,
started
working
this Garon
week onproductions
' ' Eager Lips,
the first
of three
that' '
will be released by First Division Distributors, Inc. I. E. Chadwick, president of the
Company, is personally supervising the production. Betty Blythe and Gardner James
head the supporting cast.

«
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Filming La Rocque Vehicle
With Panchromatic Stock

In and Out of Town

Panchromatic film stock once more is
being utilized exclusively in the photography of "A Fighting Eagle," Rod LoCARROLl. S. TROWBRIDGE, general
representative for Al and Charles Christie,
Roeque's
B. DeMille.newest starring picture for Cecil
has returned to his New York office after spendArthur Miller, chief cameraman on this
ing a month with his associates at the Christie
studio in Hollywood.
production, is using "panchromatic" for
both exteriors and interiors. Previously in
most cases this film stock has been used PAUL GULICK, head of Universal' s publicity department, officially represented his
only for exterior "shots," with ordinary
organization at the opening of the Capitol Theafilm used for the photography of interior
tre, Atlanta, Ga., last Monday evening. The ocscenes. It has been found that the qualcasion marked Mr. Gnlick's first visit to Atlanta.
ities which make panchromatic ideal for
the filming of sunsets or unusual cloud effects, where vivid colorings are encountered,
make this stock also ideal for the photographing of softly blended and harmonized
interior color schemes. Unusual care must
be exercised, however, with the lighting of
interiors when panchromatic is used, according to Miller.

Decrease
in 1926 Export
of Films Into Ireland
According to available statistics, motion
picture film imports into the Irish Free
State during 1926 totaled 6,357,312 linear
feet, which were valued at £37,230, as compared with 6,450,209 feet, valued at £45,796
during the previous year, or a loss last year
of nearly 93,000 linear feet and over £8,500. Great Britain is the source of almost
all of the filiri imports into the Irish Free
State, though most of the film sent from
there is of American origin.

Additions to Cast of New
Meighan Vehicle
Several additions have been made to the
cast of "First Degree Murder," Thomas
Meighan's next starring vehicle, which
James Cruze is directing for Paramount.
They include Montague Shaw, Luke Cosgrave, Shirley Dorman, George Harvey,
Charles Hagen, Richard Bartlett, Frederick
Lee and Frank Whitson.

Carl

Laemmle
for Europe

Sails

CARL LAEMMLE, president of
Universal, sailed early Wednesday aboard the S.S. JBerengaria
for three months' stay in Europe. He
will inspect the newly acquired Universal exchange systems on the Continent and probably will visit Italy and
Rome. He will also spend some time
at his boyhood home, Laupheim, Germany, and in the various capitals of
Europe. His itinerary will be similar
to that of previous years.
The Universal chief was accompanied by his children, Miss Rosabelle
Laemmle and Carl Jr.; bv Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Fleckles of Chicago; by J. J.
Geller, his personal representative; J.
H.
Rose, his private secretary, and bv
servants.
The Laemmle party will return to
the United States early in October. A
large group of Universal officials and
co-workers of the popular film head
were at the pier to give him a rousing
send-off.

W INFIELD R. SHEEHAN, vice-president and general manager of Fox
Films, sailed June 28th on the S.S. Berengaria for Europe, where he will look over
foreign plays and stories with a view to
production in this country. He will visit the
Fox studios in Berlin during his trip.
KENNETH HAWKS, supervisor of Fox
production, and J. G. Blystone, have left
New York for Banff, Canada, to start work on
"Pajamas," which will feature Olive Borden.

AI'TER
the officials
of Fox many
Films,conferences
John Ford, zvith
the director
and
Philip Klein, scenarist, have returned to HollyZiwod.

CLAYTON P. SHEEHAN has just sailed
for Europe aboard the Paris, and will
supervise the sales work of foreign offices
during his trip.
■\ /"IVIAN M. AfOSES is makin? a trip to RichV 4th.
"iDiid. \'irginia, wliere she will remain over
the

Morality Campaign in
G. Has No Goal

K.

The Society for the Supression of Commercialized Vice in Kansas City has started
a campaign which has no goal. The society
has asked the co-operation of women's
clubs for the purpose of stamping out immoral shows, but thus for no theatre or
class of theatres has been designated as the
objective for the onslaught. All of the
legitimate houses in Kansas City, with the
exception of those theatres which use
vaudeville and stage presentations in con.iunction with first-run pictures, are closed,
which leads theatre owners wondering what
the society can have in mind, as no hint
ever has been made that immorality existed in the stage presentations at motion
picture houses. That it is "just another
publicity gag" seems to be the tinanimous
opinion of most showmen.

New Universal House Will
Be Built in Milwaukee
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., is to add another theatre to its big
chain in Milwaukee, according to announcement just made by Dan Michalove, general
manager of the corporation.
Ground has been bought and construction will start immediately on an 1,900-seat
house at Third and Centre Streets. The
theatre will cost $370,000. Financial arrangements on the deal were made by Arthur J. Straus, local capitalist.

Cosmopolitan Will Screen
Two More Comic Strips
"Bringing Up Father," the McManus
strii>, will form the basis of a screen story
to be produced by Cosmopolitan. "Dumb
Dora," a strip created by Chick Young, Is
to inspire a second vehicle for release by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The first Cosmopolitan production to be
put under way in the immediate future will
be "Lovelorn," which Hunt Stromberg will
produce with John P. McCarthy at the
megaphone. This vehicle, written for the
screen by Bradley King, is based on a story
by Beatrice Fairfax.
Another Cosmopolitan picture to get into
early production will be a screen version
of Frederick O'Brien's "White Shadows
of the South Seas." It will be known on
the screen as "White Shadows." Robert
Flaherty has been selected as director.

Minneapolis Council Bars
All Carnivals from City
The Minneapolis city council unanimously
passed a resolution this week barring all
carnivals from the city. The action was a
temporary one, taken until a permanent
ordinance could be prepared. This permanent ordinance will be ready in about two
weeks, and its passage, which is regarded
as a certainty, will mean that the traveling
carnival companies can no longer count on
the hospitality of the city.
Last week's resolution followed on the
heels of a Ferris wheel accident in Avhich
four persons were injured, two of them
criticallv.

More

Players Signed
Columbia Film

for

The latest additions to "Sally In Our
Alley," a forthcoming Columbia film, are
Alec Francis, Kathlyn Williams and William H. Strauss. Alee Francis will play
the part of an East Side merchant. "Sally
Lang.
In Our Alley" is being directed by Walter

Talley Heads Fox News
and Varieties
nt
nceme
annou
G ld to R.an Sheeh
an,
RDIN
viceWinfie
ACCOby
president of Fox Films, on the
eve of his sailing for Europe, Fox
News and Fox Varieties are consolidated into one department under the
direct supervision of Truman H. Tally, who has been director-in-chief of
Fox News for the past three years.
In addition
to Mr. announced
Talley's promotion, Mr. Sheehan
that
James E. Darst, for many years news
editor of Fox News under Mr. Talley,
will become associate director of Fox
News and Fox Varieties, his particular
work being the editing of the Varieties. Edmund Reek, who was Mr.
Darst's assistant, becomes news editor of Fox News, in charge of the
camera activities of the New York and
American staff. John T. Spurgeon will
continue as foreign editor in charge of
the foreign camera staff. Edwin Harvey has been appointed to the post of
make-up editor.
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Novel Idea Proves

Ad

Contest

Value to Box Office and Organization Spirit at Rex Theatre

contests, open to
NIZAsTION
ORGAmember
of the theatre staffs and
regarded by organization executives
as one of the most productive means of promoting greater harmony and efficiency of
the working force, have been turned to a
highly utilitarian purpose by James M.
McKoy, manager of the Rex Theatre,
Spartanburg, S. C.
McKoy recently conducted one of his advertising contests, with a cash prize as the
award for the successful usher or doorman
in a competition based on individual advertising stunts executed by them in behalf
of a picture attraction.
In working out the idea, McKoy zoned
off the city and allotted one section to each
member of his staff. Each competitor was
expected to accomplish in his particular
section some exploitation for the picture.
The conditions rested on new locations
and the worth of the location as a seat-selling medium rather than just circus display
methods.
The prize was a $5 gold piece.
The results obtained were highly gratifying— the idea proving one of definite selling value for the theatre, as well as advancing the organization spirit among the employees, all of whom, being interested in
their jobs were as a consequence glad to try
their hands, and ideas, at practical showmanship along advertising lines.
As a matter of fact, the efforts put forth
by the entire organization of the Rex were
so spirited that McKoy decided to give a
prize of $2.50 to each one of the competitors.
The value of the work done had more
then passing value, for upon the completion
of the novel contest the manager of the Rex
found that he had broken into locations
previously closed to his advertising and
had added to the active list of positions for

displays many sections which had been
more or less dormant. Moreover, the box
office figures showed the effect of the ex<
ploitation.
The picture which benefited by this exploitation was "The Night of Love."
McKoy gave the attraction another excellent boost through a tie-up in which he
interested
the young people's societies of a
local church.
Members of the church societies staged
a prologue for the picture. The cast of the
production numbered 30 people, among
whom were two who are considered to have
the best voices in town. The young people
not only furnished the costumes for the
prologue but in addition did some special
newspaper advertising as well.

Novel
Made

Window
Display
for "Demi-Bride"

Where others had failed, Manager James
H. McKoy was able to get a window display with a department store on account of
its timeliness when "The Demi-Bride"
showed at the Rex Theatre, Spartanburg,
S. C.
McKoy made up the bride's window with
all regalia and had church windows for a
backing. On one side of the improvised
altar, a pipe organ was built out of cardboard rolls and beaverboard. The organ
was gilded as well as the windows that
formed the backgronnd.
The entire bride's party was in the Avindow and, at one end of the long window,
bride's accessories were featured.
Throughout the whole display, stills
placed in frames furnished by the store
wei'e very prominent.

A realistic and amusing lobby display exploited "McFadden's
Flats" (First l\ational) at the Liberty Theatre. Marysville,
Cal.
Manager W. M. Cornwell of the Liberty designed the
layout

Broadway
Witnesses
Parade of "First Autos"
A parade of sixty-three antiquated mo-

tor vehicles made the various grades from
Dyckman Street to City Hall as best they
could in a demonstration which attracted
wide notice to the opening of the engagement of "The First Auto" at the Colony
Theatre, New York. Barney Oldfield,
famous race driver, and one of the featured
players in the picture, led the parade, which
culminated in a contest in which prizes
were awarded the best specimens of "first
First prize went to the owner of a 1900
model Knox car, while a Cadillac of the same
year carried off second honors. The judges
autos."
were
Mayor James Walker, Barney Oldfield, H. K. Maples, president of the New
York Auto Club, and the Automobile Editor of the Daily Mirror.
Prominent in the pageant was the original "999," now an exhibit in Henry Ford's
museum, which was mounted on a truck.
This is the car which Oldfield drove at the
then record-breaking speed of a mile a
minute in 1902. It is being exhibited by
Warner Brothers in connection with the
picture in New York.

Novelty Cards for Autos
Sell "4th Commandment"

A clever means of ballyhooing "The
Fourth Commandment" was originated by
James P. Ryan, manager of the Palace
Theatre, Muscatine, la. Ryan cut fifty
hearts, 12 x 12 inches in size, and sixty,
22 X 24 inches in size, from red cardboard.
On these he stenciled borders of roses
and the title of the picture with the playdate.
Through personal friends he planted all
of these hearts on the spare tires of pleasure cars and delivery trucks, and for a
week previous to the showing he had a
constant ballyhoo for his show in every
part of the city.

Another example of the attractive lobby displays ir/iir/i feature ('.orntceH's exploitation for pictures playing the Liberty,
Marysville,
The display shoicn above feUured *'The Yankee
Clipper" (P. D. C.)

July
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Mechanical Lobby Display
"Resur
rectio
s display,
AExploit
mechanical
erected
in then"
lobby
of a closed theati'c, was used with gfood
effect as exploitation for the showing of
"Resurrection" at the Florida Theatre,
St. Petersburg, Fla., recently by Manager
Charles N. Amos.
The display consisted of a rectangular
piece of beaverl)oard with numerous stills
pasted all over it. The name of theatre and
play dates appeared at the top and at the
bottom, extending from one end to the
other, with the title of the pictui-e, "Resur-

Sam E. Bleyer, mtiiiager of the Park Theatre, Meadville, Pa., evolved an unique ballylioo idea to visualize the title of '^Long Punts'^ {First ISational) as shown in the
photo above

Local

Choir Featured
on
at Scranton Capitol

A LOCAL singing organization, prize-winner in a contest for choral singing,
takes rank among the recent outstanding
attractions, which have appeared at the
Capitol Theatre, Scranton, Pa., under the
direction of Thomas D. Soriero, in charge
of the Comerford houses in that city. The
Hyde Park Choir, made up of Scranton
people, and under the direction of Luther
Bassett, well known as a director of vocal
organizations, appeared as a guest attraction for the first three days of the week of
June 19 at the Capitol and, due to local
interest in the choir, there was a great
response on the part of Scrantonians.
The Hyde Park Choir was featured in a
vigorous newspaper publicity and advertising campaign, and became the focal point
of interest created for the program of the
theatre the first part of the week.
As the choir is a non-professional organization, no salary cost was saddled on the
theatre for this attraction. The event was
of marked local significance, and the management gave such wide publicity to the
appearance of the Choir at the Capitol
that the organization was rewarded and
the people of the town were given opportunity to hear the choristers under the most
favorable circumstances in conjunction
with the Capitol program at the usual
charge of admission.
The leading numbers performed by the
choir were "The Storm" and "Orpeum
and His Lute," the compositions which
the Hyde Park organization was retui'ned
the winner. Naturally there was keen interest on the part of Scranton people to
bear the organization perform the numbers in which this musical organization,
representing the city, made its successful
bit for the first prize in the inter-city competition held at Utiea.
The Choir was presented on the stage in
a special setting stuggesting the interior of

Bill

a church. The singers took their places
in the choir loft, in graduated tiers and
elevated slightly above the stage level.

School
Graduates
Invited
Guests at Theatre
Manager Charlie Mon-ison got in solid
mth the Senior High School graduating
class when he invited the 165 members to
see "Lovers?" at the Arcade Theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla.

A rectangular opening a little above the
center of the beaverboard display was used
for the rmechanical
operation. The figures
ection. ' '
in the display, resembling Russian peasants,
were mounted on a belt that kept continually moving, while an electric blower, two fans
and a large vacuum cleaner were used to
make it snow. A pipe running fi-om the
blower (which was located at the bottom of
the display), to the top, caused the snow to
fall. The fans kept the snow whirling and
the vacuum cleaner picked it up and shot it
into the blower.
The display was lighted at night by concealed lights; the lights playing on the falling snow gave it a wonderful effect.

Merchant Tie-up Features
Stage Act at Tivoli
Manager E. R. Rogers featured his stage
hit in conjunction with the showing of
Florence Vidor in "The World at Her
Feet," when that film showed at the Tivoli
Theatre, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Alexander Keese and his Troubadours
furnished the stage show in a Spanish setof Spain."
Onetingofentitled
the "Bits
local coal
companies carried
banners on all their trucks reading, "Buy
Your Coal from Penn Coal and Coke Co.,
and Get a Ticket to The Tivoli, presenting
Alexander Keese and his Troubadours with
Feature Stage Acts and Pictm-es. "

Above is a photo showing the excellent atmospheric lobhy
Theatre displays in France.
France, as an attractor for the showing therm of
used at the Cameo Theatre, LUle,
"La Boheme" iM-G-M^
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9

9
9
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The Check-up

"The Check- Up" is a presentation ni the briefest
hibitors in every part of the country on current features,
picture has done for other theatre inanagers.
The first column following the name of the feature
the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the num
consider it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who
The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the av
method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of "F
centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are
ports, giving the average percentage — a figure which rep
way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading
are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not recei

Title

of

95

Picture

9 9
9 (i

and most convenient form of reports received from exwhich makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
represents the number of managers that have reported
ber who consider it "Fair" ; the third, the number who
consider
it "Big."
erage
rating
on that feature, obtained by the following
air," 4070 ; "Good," 70% ; and "Big," 100%. The perthen added together, and divided by the number of reresents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this
.S opinion
taken alone, and such individual differences - of
ved at least ten reports.

Title

of

Picture

11

COLUMBIA PICTURES
Belle of Broadway, The
Lone Wolf
Returns, The
...
PARAMOUNT
Ace of Cads
Afraid
to Love
Aloma of the South Seas ...
Blind Alleys
Blonde or Brunette
Cabaret
Campus
Flirt
Canadian, The
Casey at the Bat
Cat's Pajamas
Children
of Divorce
Diplomacy
Eagle of the Sea, The
Evening
Clothes
Everybody's
Acting
Fascinating
Youth
Fashions for Women
Fine Manners
Forlorn
River
Great Gatsby, The
Hold That Lion
Hotel
Imperial
It
Kid Boots
Kid Brother, The
Kiss in the Taxi, A
Knockout
Reilly
Lady of the Harem
Let It Rain
London
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em ...
Love's Greatest
Mistake
....
Man of the Forest
Mantrap
Mysterious
Rider, The
Nell Gwj'H
New
York
Padlocked
Paradise
for Two
Popular Sin, The
Potters, The
Quarterback,
The
Ritzy
Rough
House Rosie
Senorita
Show-OfT,
The
Sorows of Satan, The
So's Your Old Man
Special Delivery
Stranded
in Paris
Telephone Girl, The
Tin Gods
Too Many Crooks
Variety

10
—
—
2
3
1
1
1
—
—
2
1
—
1
4
—
2
1
—
3
1
— •
4
2
2
—
1
5
1
—
2
1
3
1
—
—
—
—
5
1
—
—
2
—
1
—
—
—
1
5
1
1
—
2
—
1
1

2
1
5
7
4
5
4
5
2
9
IS
3
6
8
7
4
6
3
7
8
11
7
9
9
—
2
3
9
3
6
10
4
9
12
3
7
3
5
3
3
4
3
2
—
2
1
3
3
10
4
4
1
4
3
5
5

—
11
22
27
14
14
23
19
21
19
40
19
\S
23
22
19
27
15
15
24
22
23
10
24
19
Z7
41
22
13
30
18
7
13
12
25
21
26
20
16
1925
19
21
33
11
9
24
13
14
25
27
14
19
265
21

2
2
3
2
1
5
13
—
8
5
8
—
—
1
4
9

3
1
1
1
5
1
25
3
8
3
5
—
6
—
1
—
5
1
1
2
—
3
—
1
15
—
—
5
3
3
6
1
2
1
7
—
12

68
61

5,877 Ft.
5,750 Ft.

58
64
64
68
65
70
56

7,786
6,169
8,512
5,597
5,872
6,947
6,702
7,753
6,040
5,863
6,662
6,950
7,250
6,287
6,139
6,882
6,296
6,435
5,992
7,296

Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

5,811
7,091
6,452
5,650
7,654
6,439
7,080
5,717
6,052
5,584
6,075
6,007
5,187
6,077
5,957
6,741
6,877
6,700
6,187
6.244
6,680
7,114
5,306
5,952
6,634

Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6,196
8.691
6,347
5.524
6.106
5.455
8,568
5.388
7,804

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

79
72
66
70
63
54
63
66
60
69
62
53
61
64
59
85
68
70
63
57
72
65
57
51
65
56
70
64
70
66
58
62
69
78
65
67
68
7?,
70
56
63
63
52
7?,
71
74
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Wedding
Bills
We're in the Navy Now
....
Whirlwind of Youth, The ...
You'd Be Surprised
You Never Know W^omen
. .
FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Adorable Deceiver, The

—
—
—
5

McFadden's Flats
Men
of Steel
Midnight Lovers
Misniates
Notorious Lady, The
Orchids and Ermine
Overkmd Stage, The
Pals First
Paradise
Perfect Sap, The
Prince of Tempters, The
Puppets
Savage, The
Sea Tigers, The
Sec You in Jail
Scnor Daredevil
Silent Lover, The

—
—

....

1
53
62
60
82
67

5
10
22
10
8
16
6
9

1
21

....

19
15
24
8

—

Bigger
Breed ofThan
the Barnuni's
Sea
Cowboy
Cop, The
Don Mike
Her Father Said No
Her Honor, the Governor
Kosher Kitty Kelly
Laddie
Lone Hand Saunders
Magic Garden, The
Mother
Moulders of Men
One Minute to Play
Out of the West
Regular Scout, A
Rose of the Tenements
FIRST NATIONAL
Afifair of the Follies, A
Amateur Gentleman, The
Babe Comes Home
Blonde Saint, The
Convoy
Don Juan's Three Nights
Duchess of Buffalo, The
Easy Pickings
Forever
After
Into Her Kingdom
It Must be Love
Just Another Blonde
Ladies at Play
Lady in Ermine
Long
Pants
Lunatic
at Large, The
Masked Woman,
The

4
2
2
12

20

2
1
1
1
—
—
—
1
—
—
2
5
—

3

—
....
....

—
—
—3
2
—
—

2

.... —
—1
—
3
—
—

21
269
30

4,879
6,064

65
68
58
70
54
62
74

6,450
4,385
5,723
6,908

68
70

6,931
5.447
6,807
6,934
6,442
7,713
4,609
5.601
6,678

73

2
1
6
4
101
1
3

13
10
7
14
7
167
18
26

18
17
13
11
16
18
7
22

5,391

6,103
6,709

69
42
62
71
67
60
69
61
58
60
77
66
66
60
67
62

17
14
14
14
9
8
25
27
8
13
14
139
14

5,886
5,519
5,994

64
62
67
52
70

13
11
20
154
3
5
3
5
2
2
7
3
2
4
6
3
5
9
2
2
2
4
4
6
6
4
10
3
6

5,869

7.790
6,433
5,761
6,800
6,374
7,724
6,940
5,400
6.330
6,477
6,848
5,602

14
5

66
55
57
77
53
59
63
71
68
72
65
67
62
73
70
62
69
61
75

6,400
6,119
5,550
5,521
5,434
7,846
9,153
6,100
6.856
6,040
6.734
6.834
6.392
7,090
3.982
7,780
6.275
7.486
5.606
6.500
6.402
5,800

J u I\
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1 9 2 7

13
Stepping
Along
Strong Man, The
Subway
Sadie
Syncopating Sue
Tender Hour, The
Three
Hours
Twinkletoes
Unknown Cavalier, The
Venus of Venice
White Black Sheep, Tlsc ....
FOX
Ankles
Preferred
Auctioneer,
The
Bertha, the Sewing
Machine
Girl
Blue Eagle, The
Broncho Twister, The
Canyon of Light
City, The
Country
Beyond, The
Cradle Snatchers
Desert
Valley
Family Upstairs, The
Fig Leaves
Flying Horseman, The ......
Great K. & A. Train Rohberv,
The
Last Trail, The
Love Makes 'Em Wild
Lily, The
Marriage
License
Midnight Kiss, The
Monkey Talks, The

1
— •
—
1
—
1
—
1
1
1

3
5
2
6
3
7
2
4
11
4

1
—

4
4

1
1
— ■
—
1
—
—
—
1
—
—

1
6
1
7
4
1
1
1
3
3
1

—

1
5
4
5
3
4
4
3
3

1
1
2
1
1
1

9

4
3
4
2
3
4
3
6
6
8
3
4
3
5
6
7
5
4
2
9
4
4
4
.s74
6
3
6
4
S
S
4
8
1
7
3
1
4
4
6
5
3

b
24
16
IS
16
12
14
12
179
11
14
6
13
8
8
17
21
12
13
21
9
6
11
7
11
17
10
15
29
12
24
11
9
12
IS
11
18
18
21
8
9
23
13
13
3
23
18
27
7
12
367
18
21
14
13
9
13
23
28
18
19
17
27
21
11
20
28
15
7
34
158
21
16

2

1
5
1
1

65
66
7Z

2
3

68
62
71
69
57
59
65
67

2
2

65
(.5

1
3
1
6
1
2
1
1
3
3
1

66

—

3
3

7
2
—
—

(.8
70
68
11
Sh

70
70
70
70
63
60
51
76
58

—
1
4
7
1
4
153
6
3
1
2
7
4
4
—
1
8
—
.—

3
8
3
16
1
1
7
5
3
3
1
3
6
3
6
6
135
231
11
?.
8
0

3
2
2

66
SG
59
71
66
74
i:>
66
64
74
80
17<
66
61
60
78
80
66
45
IZ
64
68
35
69
62
67

78
54
68
72
61
59
60
73
69
55
17,
62
72
68
71
60
65
76
83
1?^
73
61
70
66
66
63

7,038
6,882
6,727
6,770
7,400
5.774
7,833
6,595
6,324
6,798

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,498 Ft.
5,686 Ft.
5,242
6,200
5,435
5,399
5.508
5,3()3
6.281
4.731
5,971
6,498
4,971

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

4,800
5.190
5.508
6,268
7,168
5,025
5,500
6.027
7,754
5,745
6,961
6,782
4,691
8,710
11,400
5,946
5.244
6,240

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,037
8,536
6,970
12,550
6,169
5,584
6,886
5,376
6,461
8,110
8,716
6,567
8,759
6,900
6,624
6,301
6,781
8,781
6,088
5,291
6,023
6,960
9,476
7,603
6,337
6,640
8,229
6.308
7,865
6,289
8,800
8.221
5,652
6,160
6,598
6,657
6,048
5,580
7,322

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

34
17
18
8
13

Waning
Sex, The
—
War
Paint
—
Winners of the Wilderness ... —
PATHE
Devil Horse, The
1
PROD. DIST. CORP.
Bachelor
Brides
1
Clinging Vine\, The
2
Corporal
Kate
•—
Fighting Love
—
Flame of the Yukon, The ...
1
For Wives Only
—
Getting
Gertie's Garter
—1
Gigolo
Her Man O'War
—
Last Frontier, The
—

Man

Bait

Nervous Wreck,

3
3
6
3
52t;
1
5

2

Nobody's
Widow
—
Pals
in Paradise
Rubber
Tires
2
Sea Wolf, The
1
Sunny Side Up
1
Yankee Clipper, The
-^.
Young
April
1
UNITED ARTISTS
Beloved Rogue, The
—
Black Pirate, The
3
General, The
2
Love of Sunya, The
—
Night of Love, The
—
Resurrection
—
Son of the Sheik, The
—
Sparrows
7
Stella Dallas
1
Winning
of Barbara
Wortli.
The
—
UNIVERSAL
Buckaroo Kid, The
1
Butterflies in the Rain
1
Cheerful Fraud, The
3
Denver Dude, The
—
Flaming Frontier, The
1
Fourth Commandment, The . . —
Held bv the Law
2
Her Big Night
Ice Flood, The
Love Thrill. The
Marriage Clause, The
Michael Strogoff
Midnight
Oh Babv Sun, The

—
—
—
—
—
—1

Old
Poker Soak,
FacesThq
Prisoners of the Storm
Red Hot Leather
Runaway Express, The
Sensation
Seekers, The
Silent Rider, The
Spangles
Take it from Me
Taxi, Taxi
Texas Streak, The
Whole Town's Talking, The..
Wild Horse Stampede, The ...
Yellow Back, The
WARNER BROS.
Across
the Pacific
Better Ole
Broken
Hearts
of Hollywood

—2
1
—
1
— •
—
1
5
1
—
—
2
2

Don
Juan
Don't Tell the Wife
Finger Prints
Hills of Kentucky
Millionaires
My Official Wife
Private Izzy Murphy
So This is Paris
Third Degree, The
What
Every
Girl
Know
While I-ondon Sleeps
Wolf's
Clothing

—
—
—
—
—
2
1
3
—

Should

—
—

—
—

1

2

5
4
1

71
1?,
70

3

69
63
61

—

The

■>

More Pay — Less W^ork
—
Music
Master, The
—
No Man's
Gold
—
Return of Peter Grimm,
The —
Summer
Bachelors
—
Thirty Below Zero
1
Three Bad Men
—
What
Price Glory
—
Whispering
Wires
1
Wings of the Storm
—
Womanpower
1
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Altars of Desire
1
Bardleys the Magnificent
.... —
Battling Butler
1
Big Parade, The
—
Blarney
7
Boy Friend, The
3
Demi-Bride,
The
—
Deserts' Toll
—
Exit Smiling
9
Faust
3
Fire Brigade
1
Flaming Ff)rest, The
—
Flesh and the Devil, The
—
Frisco Sally Levy
—
Gay Deceiver,
The
3
Heaven on Earth
—
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut ... —
La Boheme
2
Little Journey,
The
1
Lovers
—
Love's Blindness
2
Magician,
The
4
Mare Nostrum
—
Mr. Wu
—
Red Mill, The
3
Rookies
—
Scarlet Letter, The
—
Show,
The
1
Slide, Kelly, Slide
—
Taxi Dancer, The
—
Tell it to the Alarines
—
Temptress, The
—
There You Are
—
Tillie the Toiler
—
Tin Hats
—
Understanding Heart, The ... —
Upstage
—
Valencia
4
Waltz Dream. The
3

24
19
18

•>

8
11
12
7
11
11
21
199
9
8
8
136
16
6
17
14
18
22
13
19
22
15

11
6

20
27
26

62
65
11
68
70
64
64
64
63
64
64
70
59
55
102
1

54
64
80
11

1
5
12
106
24
6

60
78
75
67
83
58
69

6,025 Ft.
5,032 Ft.
6,343 Ft.
5,853 Ft.
6,612 Ft.
6.420
7,460
7,017
5.800

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,859
5,800 Ft.
Ft.
7,295 Ft.
6,106
7,964 Ft.
Ft.
5,947 Ft.
6,730
Ft.
6.421 Ft.
6,695 Ft.
6,303 Ft.
6,763 Ft.
6,007
7,920 Ft.
6,858 Ft.
9,380
6,388
7,440
7,311
7,600
9,523
6.685
7.763
10,157

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

69

11
5
4
7
4
0

2
9

4
4
8
6

2
101
1
3

68

6,167 Ft.
7,319 Ft.
6,968 Ft.

11
15

—
__
1

58
62
71

5,292
8,829
6,863
6,929

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,603
5,747
6,038
7,680
9,315

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

8,767
7,152
7,445
7.808
6,102
4,555
5.865
7,015
5,879

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

17
11
15
217
10
19

6
.
2
4
3
1
3
1
1
1
3
2
3
3
1
9

4
1
5
1
3
4
4

10
14
2?,4
138
10
13
7
9
6
16
136
21
10
14
7
13
10
14
9
20
14
8
7
7
4

55

—
7
3
2
—
7

1

8,560 Ft.

10
21
10
13
13

4
1
3
1
9

4
1
4
—

67
69
66
62
62
59
56
79
70
63
64
68
64
60
75
52
63
70
64
61

7

—10
1

74
62
65
61

.

9
1
1
8
1
2
1
2

78
78
52
60
70
61
58
76
70
78
S7
61

6.649
5,633 Ft.
Ft.
7.173 Ft.
6,367
6,662
4.776
4.766

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,954
9,481
7,770
10.018
6.972

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,031 Ft.
6,264
Ft.
6.903
7.846
- 7,647
7.889
6,135

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6.281 Ft.
5,810 Ft.
7,068 Ft.
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Neill Neilly has replaced Budd Fine as
the villain in "Gentlemen Prefer Scotch,"
a Fox two-reel comedy based on a story b}'
Arthur Greenlaw and Sam White. Jules
White is directing. Nick Stuart and Sally
Phipps portray the boy and girl leads. The
picture is being supervised by George E.
Marshall.
Oliver Eckhardt will play in the Fox tworeel comedy based on 0. Henry's story,
"Suite Homes," which is now in production in Hollywood. Ernie Shields, Anita
Garvin, Marjorie Beebe and Harry Cornelia had been announced previously. Zion
Myers is directing from a scenario by Max
Gold.
Fatty Alexander, Kewpie Ross, and Fat
Karr are back from a vacation with additional poundage on their frames and have
started work in "Wanderers of the Waistline," the first of their third series of
Standard Fat Men comedies which will be
released again this season by F B 0. This
will be the twenty-sixth picture for the
three.
Richard Arlen has been selected to play
the leading role opposite Esther Ralston in
her forthcoming Paramount production,
"The Glory Girl."
King Vidor's Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
unit, which has spent the past several weeks
in New York obtaining scenes for "The
Crowd," left for Buffalo last week, to take
shots in Niagara Falls. Although the Vidor
party stopped at the Falls on its way East
from the coast, the time schedules and bad
weather combined to prevent satisfactory
conclusions. It is possible that Vidor and
his party may return to Manhattan before
leaving for Los Angeles. Special lenses
and various innovations were used in procuring the mass and scenic effects Vidor
desired.
With the completion this week of
"Splashing Through," the 19th of "The
Collegians" series, Carl Laemmle, Jr., who
wrote and supervised the entire production,
announced that the 20th and final episode
would be filmed immediately. The second
ten form the New Collegian Series and are
to be released during 1927-28. Nat Ross is
directing.
Marjorie Beebe, petite red head comedienne, has started work in a Fox two-reel
comedy, "Why Blondes Leave Home."
The leading male role opposite her is taken
by Richard Walling; Dorothea Walbert and
Harry Dunkinson are cast in supporting
roles. Gus Meins is directing from the
story and scenario by Henry Dunn.
Frank Urson has started direction on
"Beautiful But Dumb," Vera Reynolds'
latest starring vehicle under the personal
supervision of William C. de Mille studios.
Roy D 'Arcy has just been assigned a role

P {c t H r c
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Gregory La Cava, now directing Chester
-Conklin and George Bancroft in "Tell It
to Sweeney,"
with
Paramount.has signed a new contract

i on

in "Romance," the Conrad novel which is to
be directed by John S. Robertson as a starring vehicle for Ramon Novarro. Marceline Day is the featured feminine lead.
Adaptation and continuity of the story has
just been completed by Josephine Lovett.
Having completed the "East Side"
scenes from "East Side, West Side," now
being produced at the Fox New York
Studio, Allan Dwan is turning his attention
to the "West Side" portions of the Felix
Riesenberg story. The large Ghetto set is
now giving way to elaborate Park Avenue
interiors on the same stage. Dore Davidson
and Sonia Nodalsky are "Pa" and "Ma"
Lipviteli ; Geors'p 0'Brif>n a^fl Virginia
Valli, Holmes Herbert, June Collyer and
Frank Dodge are the others.
Genara Spagiioli, Russian actor, has been
added to the cast of "Terror," Lon
Chaney's new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer starring vehicle, on which Benjamin Christensen, Danish director, is now engaged. Spagnoli, as his name indicates, is Italian by
birth, having been born in Rtissia.
Production was started this week on
"Shanghai Bound," Richard Dix's latest
picture for Paramount, which Luther Reed
is directing.
Dale Hanshaw has purchased for Sierra
Pictures, an original story, "The Wild
Ace" by L. V. Jefferson. A cast -will be
assembled under the direction of Horace
B. Carpenter.
Oliver Eckhardt will play the part of
Uncle in the Fox two reel comedy based on
0. Henry's story, "Suite Homes," which
is now in production in Hollywood. Ernie
Shields, Anita Garvin, Marjorie Beebe and
Harry Cornelia had been announced previously. Zion Myers is directing from a
scenario by Max Gold, with George E. Marshall supervising.
For her new United Artists Picture, ' ' My
Best Girl," Mary Pickford has as cameraman Charles Rosher, who photographed virtually all of the recent Mary Pickford
films.
Shooting on "My Best Girl" will be completed in August, Miss Pickford said this
week. The picture is now in its fourth
week of production at the United Artists
Studio, HollyAvood. Sam Taylor is Miss
Pickford 's director. The story of "My Best
Girl," written by Kathleen Norris, mil
appear serially in Collier's Magazine.
Warner Bros, have borrowed from MetroGoldwyn the services of Conrad Nagel for
the lead opposite May McAvoy in her next
starring vehicle, "Slightly Used" on which
work will start as soon as Miss McAvoy
completes her current role as feminine lead
with Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer."
Archie May has been designated to direct
"Slightly Used." Story and the adaptation are both by Melville Grosman.
Roy Bums, one of Cecil B. DeMille's
assistants during the filming of "The King

of Kings," is assistant director Frank
Urson making "Beautiful But Dumb," William C. deMille^s first production as associate producer with Cecil B. DeMille. Burns
takes the place left vacant by William J.
Cowen who temporarily left the DeMille
lot to become first assistant director for
Douglas Fairbanks.
In order to assure comedy relief in
"Bride of the Night," Fox screen version
of "Prince Fazil,^' Director Howard
Hawks has added Hank Mann and Dale
Fuller to the cast. Charles Farrell and
Greta Nissen have the principal roles, with
Mae Busch, Vadim Uraneff^ Tyler Brooke
and Mj-rna Loy in supporting parts.
Lloyd Bacon finished this week the supervision of cutting and editing Dolores Costello's latest starring vehicle, "The Heart
of Maryland," which he directed for Warner Bros. The picture is now ready for
shipment east in anticipation of a July release date.
* ' The Heart of Maryland ' ' brings Dolores,
Costello in a story of Civil War days. The
cast suri'ounding the star includes Jason
Robards, Helene Costello, Warner Richmond, Myrna Loy, Paul Kruger, Carrol Nj'e,
Charles Edward Bull, Walter Rodgers and
James Welch,
May Robson and Bessie Love who had
featured roles in "Rubber Tires" find them^
selves again cast in featured roles in ' ' Harp
in Hock," now being made under the direction of Renaud Hoffman for DeMille Pictures. They will work with Rudolph
Schildkraut and Junior Coghlan. Joseph
Striker, Elise Bartlett, Louis Natheaux and
Lillian Harmer are also in the cast of this
story which was adapted by Sonya Levien.
An old-fashioned carnival company with
its side shows, shell games and like accessories is one of the features of ' ' The Life
of Riely, " the E. M. Asher production now
being filmed by William Beaudine for First
National. The show, with its 'big top' and
wagons, occupies a conspicuous place on
the First National 'lot' at Burbank.
Warner Baxter and other members of
"The Coward" company, including Sharon
Lynn, leading lady, and Alfred Raboch, director, left the F. B. 0. studios this week
for Big Bear Lake, in the mountains above
San Bernardina, California, where they
will inaugurate filming of Arthur Stringer's
story of the same name.
This story was published a short time ago
in Hearst's International magazine. The
exterior scenes will be filmed in the huge
pine forests surrounding Big Bear Lake.
Others of the cast include Freemian Wood
and Raoul Paoli.
Allan Dwan has added seven celebrities
to the payroll of "East Side, West Side,"
which he is now producing at the Fox Films
New York Studio.
In "East Side, West Side" are Dore
Davidson, Sonia Nodalsky, John Miltern,
Holmes Herbert, John Dooley and Frank
Allsworth.
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New

York

City

BUSINESS alono: Broadway has evi(U'litly settled down to a quiet, average summer pace, with no startlingly
high grosses but with the influx of tourists
and the end of school terms holding the
figures up satisfactorily.
No records were broken, although the general average of picture (juality might be
said to have been somewhat higher tliaii the
week previous.
The Roxy was up over the $100,0()0 mark
again,
showing for"Alias
the Deacon," -which
Avas excellent
the season.
The Capitol, holding "The Unknown"
for a second Aveek, made a splendid showing, conditions considered. The Paramount,
with "Ritzy," regarded as a weak picture,
was still under the $70,000 nuirk, but holding its own, aided by the extended engagement of Paul Whiteman.
The ^[ark Strand, using Van and
Schenck as stage headliners to buck the
Whiteman opjiosition, did an average wec^k
with "Framed."
Three new pictures opened for runs—
"The Way of All Flesli" at flu- Rialto.
"Old San Francisco" at Warners, and
"The First Auto" at the Colony — with the
first two showing a likelihood of considerable success. The last named seems to be
regarded as not so strong.

Cleveland
THE weather stays clear and cool, the
pictures are coming along fine, business is getting better and better, and
everybody's happy. That's the local report for last week. Suburban houses still
report that business is poor, and the report
from out of town in the neighboring districts israther gloomy, still there are fewer
houses closed than ever before in the summer and the first-run houses are doing
almost mid-season
business.
"When a Man Loves" did very big business at the Stillman Theatre. It went even
better than "Don Juan," which was one of
the outstanding engagements of the season.
It was presented Avith Vitaphone synchronization and Vitaphone specialty numbers.
It is being held for another week. "Prince
of Head Waiters" was also a big success.
The story, the cast and the direction all
combined to make this a film Avith popular
appeal. "See You in Jail" pleased the
large attendance all week at the State.
Just the kind of light, amusing tale to
satisfy a summer-time complex. "Ritzy"
done in Elinor Glynn style, pleased the
Keith Palace audiences, as it is a strictly
box office attraction. Surrounded by a good
vaudeville bill headed by Wanda Hawley
in a sketch, business Avas better than it has
been for several Aveeks. "Lost at the
Front " played its third and last week at
the Cameo, and held up strong during the
entire engagement. The Cameo has been
specializing in comedy features, and has
built up a large clientele as the "laugh
headquarters" of the movies. The Park
Theatre did a good business with "Tracked
by Police." These dog pictures always
play to full houses.
"No Control,"
did

not get a good send-off by the critics, but
the paying guests liked it both at Keith 's
East 105th St., where it played all Aveek,
and at Reade's Hippodrome, Avhere it
played the first half of the Aveek. "Birds
of Prey," with Priscilla Dean as one of
the birds, did better than average at the
Hippodrome the last half of the Aveek. The
Circle Theatre is playing a season of revivals Avith daily clumges and reduced
prices.

Philadelphia

BUSINESS at the doAvntown theatres in
Philadelphia tapered off a bit during
the past Aveek.
The
House
Tiller
singer

Stanley, A\nth Clara Bow in "Rough
Rosie, " augmented h\ the sixteen
Sunshine Girls and Edna Thomas,
of negro spirituals, had a fairly satisfactory week.

The Stanton continued to do good business with "The Better 'Ole." The Vitaphone unit, hoAvever, was not transferred
from the Aldine, Avhere the picture had previously run, to the Stanton.
Business at the Fox with Alma Rubens in
the "Heart of Salome," was somewhat below its previous weeks. The pi-ogram was
augmented by Muriel La France, soprano,
the Litflefield Dancers, Chico, syncopating
harpist,
and Herman Timberg in a small
revue.
The Arcadia with "Rolled Stockings,"
had mediocre business to report for the
week.
Florence Vidor in "The World at Her
Feet," at the Karlton did a Little better,
but receipts were nothing to brag about.
The Palace, with Ramon Novarro and
Alice Terry in "Lovers," had fairly satisfactory business.
"See You in Jail" at the Victoria, even
Avith an elaborate lobby display, did only
fair business.
The Capitol, however, Avith Milton Sills
in "The Sea Tiger," reported good business.

Central

Pennsylvania

re film play, "Don
John atBarrymo
THEJuan,"
Loew's Regent, and Clara
Bow, in "Rough House Rosie," in the Victoria, enjoyed such outstanding popularity
during the past week in Harrisburg that
some of the offerings in other theatres suffered someAvhat from the box ofSce viewIn the Colonial the feature film Avas
point.
'Three Hours," starring Corinne Griffith.
NotAvithstanding the actress did some very
clever histrionic Avork, the play could not
compare in pulling power Avith either ' ' Don
Juan" or "Rough House Rosie" with
which it had to contend for box office honwho saw it thought "Three
ors. Many
Hours"
was too gloomy throughout and
needed the injection of com«dy element to
make it really satisfactory entertainment.
The timely title of the play offered at the
Broad Street theatre was "The Flying
Fool,"
and
although
Manager
Feldser

fi-ankly advertised that ('olonel Lindbergh
Av\is not pictured in the play, many patrons
were draAvn to the theatre because of the
great vogue for anything relating to flying.

San Francisco
A WEEK of good average business -Avas
-^*- enjoyed at the motion picture houses
in San Francisco during the past week.
This applies to both doAvntoAvn and residential theatres, generally speaking.
"SUde, Kelly, Slide," continued to draw
at the St. Francis Theatre for a second
Aveck. "Tillie The Toiler," drew well at
Loew's Warfield, Avhich together Avith the
presentation acts drcAv many. But what is
supposed to have drawn the largest crowd
there Avas the fact that it Avas the last appearance of Rube Wolfe, who stayed over
another week.
"The Love of Sunya," together with
Fanchon & Marco's presentation act, drew
crowds, as did their special appearance for
two nights in person. "Too Many Crooks"
shown at the California Theatre did fairly
good. At the Cameo Theatre, "Men of Daring" drew an average crowd.
"The Heart Thief" at the Golden Gate
Theatre, together Avith a very high class
vaudeville also drcAV. At the Panfages
Theatre crowds were attracted by both the
picture, "The Count of Monte Christo"
and the vaudeville nets. The people enjoyed
"Out of The West" and "Much Mystery,"
as weU as vaude\rille at the Union Square
Theatre.
In the residential houses, "Spangles"
was liked at the Wigwam Theatre by the
people who also were pleased Avith the musical comedy. "Evening Clothes" was well
Albany Theatre, as were
thought of at the Coliseum
the special orchestra numbers.

T^ROM the standpoint of attendance at
'^ the motion picture theatres in Albany
and Troy, last Aveek presented a series of
contrasts. In Troy, business started off exceptionally good on Sunday when an all day
rain forced thousands to the theatres Avith
the result that "A MiUion Bid" did exceptionally well on Sunday and apparently
pleased the people to the extent that by
word of mouth it Avas advertised and the
Troy theatre found little to complain of
during the four days the picture held forth.
The last three days found "Cradle Snatchers" doing fairly well Avhen the Aveather
turned cool. At the Lincoln theatre, "Drums
of the Desert" running for the week failed
to bring anything above ordinary business.
"The Four Horsemen" was brought back
to Proctors' Rourth Street house the fore
2>art of last week and drew exceptionally
well, Avithout any particular regard, apparently being paid to weather conditions.
Theatre OAvners in Albany characterized
last Aveek's business as "terrible." Probably the best week's business was done by
the Mark Strand Avith "A Million Bid"
and three selections by the Vitaphone. The
Leland took a slump in "The Secret
Studio" while the Mark Ritz did nothing
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with "The Broncho Twister." The Clinton
Square ran to small cr()\r(ls due to weather
conditions and also the fact that the street
in front of the theatre is in a torn up condition.

Seattle
SPRING weather, warm and sunny.
coupled mth some mediocre motion pictures at the leading first run houses,
knocked the box office down to a rather low
level in this city for the last seven days.
Prohahly the hest drawing card in town
was the Blue Mouse Theatre with a new
Vitaphone show and the feature picture "A
Million Bid." The picture was just fair in
audience appeal, but the Van & Schenck
and Mary Lewis numbers on the Vitaphone
program put the bill across to big business.
The sa.me show is held for a second week.
At the Fifth Avenue Theatre "Tillie the
Toiler" played to average houses. It was
a pleasing picture, but far from a big production or a big box office success. The
Fanchon-Marco revue headed by Leon Vavara, fomier Orpheum attraction, was
weak. Business just average for the engagement.
The Coliseum this week began its summer
policy of two changes weekly, playing
"Afraid to Love" and "See You in Jail."
Under the new policy, this house ^^n\\ present the weaker pictures of the large producers, and a change in box office tempo is
noticeable already. The Coliseum, ordinarily the leading box office house, did just fair
with the two above-named films.
"The Tender Hour" at the United Artists was just a fair drawing card, building
up a little over recent films at this house,
but still far below normal. "Heaven on
Earth" at the Columbia did a consistently
fair business throughout the engagement,
with a strong supporting film and musical
program.
"Quarantined Rivals" at the Embassy
and "The Last Frontier" at Pantages were
average attractions only.

Boston
AN

anticipated lull in the down town
theatres failed to materialize last
week in spite of perfect vacation and outof-door weather. While there was no perceptible falling off in the evening attendance, there was a marked increase in the
matinees and the week has been, as a whole,
exceptionally good for this season.
Down town Boston theatres are reporting
good business at all performances. At the
Modern and Beacon, the Twin Houses,
"Don Juan" closes this week after three
weeks' run in each. This is the first time
that any feature has ever been held over
even a second week in these houses.
The Metropolitan Theatre provided a tenfeature de luxe program during the week
which resulted in a jump in the box office
receipts over any week of the summer season. "Barbed Wire" was the feature with
a John Murray Anderson presentation.
Gene Rodcmich and his orchestra, the Metropolitan Grand Orchestra, organ features
and especially interesting short subjects
and news reels.
Loew's State's showing of "Tillie The
Toiler"
a signal
for of
a general rushapparently
to the boxwasoffice
and one
the
best weeks of the season was the result.

Phil Spitalny and orchestra continue as the
musical feature.
Boston's only road show, "The King of
Kings ' ' completed its second week with receipts far above expectations and its run at
the Tremiont Theatre will continue for some
time to come.
"Babe Comes Home" is playing simultaneously in the Seollay Square Olyinpia,
Washington Street Olympia and Cential
Square, Cambridge, Theatres to good business. At the Fenway, another Pul)iix tlu-atre, "Chang" is the mystery film enjoying
its new England premiere.
Loew's Orpheum is showing "Lovers"
and is in addition holding amateur week for
Boston talent but on a bill entirely different
from anything heretofore attempted for the
amateurs. The fifty amateurs have been organized into a Revue and the results have
justified expectations.
"Ankles Preferred" is proving a popular film at the Keith-Albee Boston Theatre
while "White Gold" is being shoAvn at the
Univei*sity and Exeter Theatres. Bills at
the other houses are equally as good.
This week brings to a close another legitimate theatre, leaving only the Colonial
open.

Baltimore

i o It
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BJllie Dove in "The Tender Hour" did a
better business than the preceding week, as
did Tom Mix in "Outlaws of the Red
River" at the Pantages theatre. John
Barrymore in "Don Juan," in conjunction
with the Vitaphone at the Globe, did one of
the biggest weeks that house ever has
known.
Minneapolis
BUSINESS was unusually good at the
Minneapolis picture theatres last
week, and one house even broke a record
of a year's standing. This house was the
State, which featured the semi-annual
l^^nkelstein & Ruben Kiddies' rexTie, a
juvenile song and dance act recruited from
Twin City talent. This act was elaborately presented, and was one of the most successful ever put on by F. & R. The film
feature was Reginald Denny in "Fast and
Furious," which proved to be very popular. The combination of light comedy and
children's revue proved to be as nice a one
as any exhibitor could ask for.
John Barrymore, in "The Beloved
Rogue," did a fair week's business at the
Strand. The Lyric showed "The Telephone Girl, ' ' with Madge Bellamy, and had
a very good week as a result. A re-showing of "The Scarlet Letter," this time at
the Grand, resulted in a good business for
that theatre.

Carnivals staged for the benefit of the
Babies' Hot Weather Fund at the various
public parks in Baltimore, and a Bohemian
athletic meet at the Stadium, combined
with several hot days, put a crimp in the
business at the moving picture houses in
that city during the week beginning Monday, June 20.
Despite that, however, "The Night of
Love," with Ronald Colman and Vilma
Banky, went over very good with the patrons at Loew's Valencia, and at Loew's
Century "Knockout Reilly," with Richard
Dix, proved a good drawing card.
' ' The Brute, ' ' with Monte Blue, did fairly
good business at Warners' Metropolitan uj)
until the last two days of the week.
"Moulders of Men" did fairly well at thiGarden with five acts of vaudeville, and
"The Price of Honor" did pretty good at
Keith's Hippodrome, also with five acts of
vaudeville.

theatres were "Taxi Dancer," "Rookies,"
"Fire Brigade," "Evening Clothes,"
"'Blind Alleys," "Fighting Love," "Love
of Sunya," "Venus of Venice" and "Chilof Divorce."stock company closed for
Thedren Shubert
the summer last week, after presenting

"Wedding BiUs," vrith Raymond Griffith, did not sta(iid up so well, doing less
than fair business at the New Theatre,
while "Broadway Nights," with Lois Wilson and Sam Hardy went over poorly at
the Rivoli.

Blanche Ring in "Cradle Snatchers."
Much of the Shubert 's patronage will be
diverted to the movies the next few weeks.
Pantages has decided to remain open for
the summer, which means just so much
more competition for the picture theatres.

The Embassy was out of the running during the week due to some trouble in booking
arrangements.

Milwaukee

Kansas City
A N uncertain week of weather in Kansas
■^* City last week did not result in an uncertain week of box receipts by far. With
a fairly strong lineup of pictures, most of
the first run houses did a better business
than the preceding week, which was about
noniial.
At the Newman, Lon Chaney in "The
Unknown," drew good aU week, the total
attcn(laiu"p })eiiig above the average. At the
Royal Clara Bow in "Rough House Rosie"
played its second week to better than average erowds. The "Passion Play" at the
Liberty got away to a rather average start,
but picked up as the week wore on.

The Hennepin-Orpheum featured "The
Price of Honor," with Malcolm McGregor
and Dorothy Revier, and the film may
have helped business a bit. The same may
be said for "Matinee Ladies," with May
McAvoy, which was shown at Pantages.
Business in the neighborhood houses
continues to be very good. When the
warm suumier days come, people seem to
prefer going to the nearest theatre instead
of making the trip downtown. The Loring. Lagoon, Rialto, and Lyndale all experienced good weeks last week. Among
the pictures which were shown at these

AN

unusually good week was enjoyed by
down town theatres last week, duewithout doubt to the extensive exploitation
of the Saxe theatres for their Jubilee week.
The Saxe brothers' 25 years as exhibitors
were celebrated by a gala week in all Saxe
theatres of the state, and the Milwaukee
theatres especially benefited bj' unusually
good patronage. Over one hundred exploitation stunts were carried out in addition
to wide advertising of Jubilee week.
The Wisconsin theatre with "Naughty
but Nice" as the attraction of the program,
drew excellent patronage during the entire
week. The Strand with "See You in Jail"
was very well attended, and crowds flocked
to see "Captain Salvation" at the Merrill.
The Alliarnhra showing
"Fast
and Fur-
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ious" also enjoyed good patronage, as did
the Garden showing "Rich Men's Sons."
The neighborhood houses of the Saxe
chain stimulated business in the outlying
sections and all theatres benefited accord-

gratifying receipts with the "Demi Bride."
The Tower and ]\[odjeska theatres showing
found

the Orpheum

perform-

ances. Reginald Denny in "Fast and Furious" was very well received at the Pantages in connection with the vaudeville program and splendid business has been experienced.
Second run theatres report business to
be picking up noticeable as do the local
suburban houses. "The Midnight Sun" is
said to have gone over especially big at the
Star, a second run house here, according to
Manager Andy Floar.

ingly. "Knock Out Reilly" was the feature at the Savoy, Tivoli and Milwaukee
and drew good business. The Colonial drew

"Children of Divorce"
very satisfactory.

attended

patronage

Oklahoma

Salt Lake City
THE average downtown theatre business
for the past week was very good with
weather conditions being settled and fair
after a very cool and unsettled spring and
early summer having been had here.
Clara Bow in "Rough House Rosie,"
went over exceedingly well. A stage offering, in connection with the picture program
here, billed as "The Aeolian Harp Ensemble" was also well received. "Venus of
Venice" starring Constance Talmadge, is
said to have brought capacity houses to the
Victory. The double feature program at the
American was a drawing card as usual for
this large house; the feature being: Ken
Maynard in "The Overland Stage," and
Johnny Hines in "All Aboard." The first
run showing at the Gem the past week was
Bessie Love and Harrison Ford in "Rubber
Tires," a comedy which proved to be good
entertainment. The opening picture which
was shown at the new Rialto, (formerly the
Kinema) a second run house, was "The
Winning of Barbara Worth," and a tremendous business was enjoyed. Helene
Chadwick in "Stolen Pleasures" was the
feature picture shown at the Orpheum in
addition to the Ackerman Harris vaudeville,
with the second run of "Upstage" being
offered at matinees only. The usual large

City

<■ i "p
perfect box
office
^^' OOKIES"
picture atwas
thea Criterion
Theatre
last week. Business was splendid. There
was some extra newspaper advertising done
on this picture, and there was also a midnite preview of it the Saturday before the
picture was shown.
Lewis Stone, in "Prince of Head Waiters," drew rather well at the Empress all
week. The star has a big following at this
theatre.
'
^i
"The Beloved Rogue," with John Barrymore, pleased some of the audiences that
saw it, and didn't go over so well with
others. As far as we could tell the business done on it was good. "Rolled Stockings," which showed at this theatre the
latter part of the week, was pretty good
as a business getter. There seem to be
enough of the younger crowd to make a
fair showing at the box-of6ce.
"Fast and Furious," with Reginald
Denny, went over alright at the Liberty
the first part of the week for no reason at
all, except a certain amount of people like
"speed" plays and Denny is a drawer at
this theatre. "Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl" was so melo it was amusing.
This picture played the last half the week
to not quite average business.

The weather, which was cool and rainy
the first part of the week, helped the theatre business wonderfully, but the heat the
last half was responsible for a falling off
in the attendance.

Ottawa
nPHE theatres of Ottawa, Ontario, and
■^ Hull, Quebec, had things pretty much
their own way during the week of .June 20,
although business was hurt for all of them
by a humidity wave one day of the week.
Manager J. M. Franklin, of B. F. Keith's
Theatre, Ottawa, found that patrons were
enthusiastic about "The Whirlwind of
Youth," starring Lois Moran, this picture
doing much better than "Rubber Tires" of
the previous week. There was a big week
at the Regent where Manager Ray Tubman
had "Tillie the Toiler." This was well
liked, and business was also helped here by
Famous Players' Screen Opportunity Contest, local young ladies appearing nightly
in a competition for a trip to Toronto and
other prizes. War comedies are popular in
Ottawa and there were excellent crowds at
the Centre Theatre for "Lost at the
Front." At the Imperial Theatre, however, "The Love ThriU," starring Laura
LaPlante, was only fair. James Moxley,
manager of the Francais Theatre, had
steady patronage for three features during the week, these being "Three Bad
Men," "Private Izzy Murphy" and
"Eagle of the Sea."
At the Eden Theatre, Hull, there were
good crowds for "Take It From Me,"
Manager Donat Paquin having one of the
l)est recent runs for this Reginald Denny
l)icture. Anne Q. Nilsson in "Easy Pickings" was the attraction for the first half
of the Aveek at the Laurier Theatre atld it
was good pickings for the box ofiice.

tperOpinionsonNetuPict
"Topsy

and Eva" — United
Artists, Egyptian Theatre,
Los
Angeles

Examiner: "Rosetta Duncan a
discovery. Her pantomine, transi
tion from nonsense to pathos
something that has been needed in
comedy field. Rosetta is to
screen what Al Jolson is to stage,
a blackfaced artist without equal.
'Topsy and Eva' carries interest
through to end. Due entirely to
Duncans, whose charm and vivacity
would support much less frail
scenario structure. 'Topsy and
Eva' makes us eager to see Duncans in other comedies."
Record: "Have seen many first
night audiences at Egyptian wax
exceedingly enthusiastic, but never
one as much so as last night, when
it paid tribute to Vivian and
Rosetta Duncan as they did their
stuff."
"
Daily Express: "Going to be
strong draw. Will be great entertainment for juveniles especially."
Illustrated News: "Their remarkable stage work that won for
popular Lfis Angeles girls international fame was remembered and
compared
by critical first night

audience and verdict was that
Vivian and Rosetta Duncan had
risen to new heights of dramatic
and comic entertainment in this,
their first motion picture. . . .
Eccentric acting of Rosetta Duncan as Topsy filmed to good advantage. Her novel antics sustained fun of picture throughout.
Vivian Duncan, as sweet little Eva,
shared honors with her sister.
.has. lost
. Certainly
andscreen
Eva'
none of 'Topsy
charm in
adaptation and provides pleasant
comparisons for those who saw
stage version and in words of

of youtii, idealism, sincerity that
makes of it part that is not easily
forgotten. . . . Wife is played
by exquisite Alice Terry and perfect trio completed by Edward
Martindel, who puts sympathy and
understanding into role. . . .
Direction admirably restrained,
tribute to John M. Stahl, photography work of beauty. . . .
Moments which are gripping.
Duel exceedingly well done. . . .
Scenes of exquisite tenderness. . . .

Metro - Goldwyn Pfiiladelpfiia

Public Ledger: "Adroitly handled story. . . . Alice Terry's
blond beauty pictorially effective."
Bulletin: "Beautifully posed and
photographed. . . . Duel of style
to create thrill. . . ."

Evening Ledger: "It is not too
sweeping statement to say that
most motion picture stories run
along parallel lines with train of

"Old
San
Francisco" — Warner
Brothers, Warner Theatre,
New York City

song, 'Remember.' "
"Lovers?" —
Mayer,

thought following action. 'Lovers ?'
sets out at entirely different tangent, dealing primarily with
thoughts, suspicions and their subconscious effect. Result engrossing,
intense. . . . Picture that holds
unflagging interest. . . . Such
picture demands most of actors.
Superb cast fulfills every requirement. Novarro plays with touch

Sun: "Excellent thriller, skilfully acted, directed and lighted.
Of particular melodramatic excellence was earthquake. Much credit
should be given to Alan Crosland
for clever way in which he has
fashioned this bit of melodrama.
Good entertainment."
Graphic:
"Beautiful

star, good

direction, romantic story sprinkled
with intrigue and coated with variegated emotions, able cast, San
Francisco fire, exceptional sets —
with these was concocted 'Old San
Journal: "Box-ofhce entertainment. Miss Costello exquisite.
Photoplay
mounted. Oland
"
Francisco.' lavishly
does excellent work."
Evening World: "Earthquake
and subsequent fire shown in most
convincing manner. No question
that little expense was spared in
making it realistic."
Times: "Roaring melodrama.
Interesting and ingenious. Miss
Costello competent and attractive
Herald-Tribime: "Miss Costello
as
heroine."
called
upon to do more acting than
ever she has done before and she
rises to occasion magnificently. We
should like to sing separate hymn
of praise for each member of cast
and for Director Crosland."
News: "Dolores Costello exquisite ! Earthquake thrilling !"
Telegraph: "Sound drama. 'Old
San Francisco' should hit nation's
box-offices like earthquake !"
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RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted
I KNOW a really first class
theati'e manager. Althoii^li
only 28. he knows every
wrinkle of the job^ — and can
iron it out. Has an intimate
knowledge of exploitationadvertising and is a tireless
worker with a fund of good
ideas. He's steady, but ambitious. That's wliy he's beginning to look around. Aiiy
theatre chain or large first
run house will pick a winner
if they snap him up. Will go
anywhere. For his name, etc.
write Box 900, Motion Picture News, New York City.
MANAGER or general
manager open for position.
Vaudeville, musical comedy,
good film buyer publicity and
best references from last employers. Box 790, Motion Picture News, New York City.

Box B. B. Motion
Picture
Mews, 845 S. Wabash, Chicago.
WANTED to lease picture
theatre in town of 3,000 to
15,000. Have cash. Give all
information in first letter.
Box 475, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

For Sale
FOR

SALE: 2100 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
POSTER ARTIST, highclass lobby displays and presentation creator desires
change. Married, age 35.
Write Box 450, Motion Picture News, New York City.

MANAGER — having sold
my interest in theatre, I desire to make other connec-

FOR SALE : Bargain.
Quitting business. One remodeled urban movie camera four
four hundred foot magazines,
3.5 lens, tripod tilt and pan
head, one hundred dollars.
Box 94, Charleston, W. Va.

tions. Have eight years' experience in buying and booking film, also exploitation.
An inquiiy might prove interesting to you. Box 800,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.

BIG BARGAIN to quick
buyer : 1,100 upholstered
chairs, 600 upholstered chairs.
In A-1 condition. Immediate
delivery. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., 729 7th Avenue,
New York City.

ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

For Lease

SINGERS — experienced
for theatre singing. Men and
women. Write salary and
other data. Address : Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van
Buren, Chicago.
PICTURE HOUSE wanted
in Northern Indiana or Western Michigan. Lease or purchase. Give full particulars.

JiK. /uinem Is read/

' ^^

REX INGRAM
CINE
STUDIOS on French Riviera,
with six company capacity.
Exprtly staffed. Free for the
next six months. Hollywood
climate. Europe greatest studios. Latest Hollywood equipment. German American,
Fi-ench, Euglisli and Italian
hits filmed there this year.
Near every place of interest
your script might call for.
Stages as low as 12 a day. For
full data, resei-vations, etc.,
cable : Metrorex Nice, France ;
or write Harry Lachman, Rex
Ingram Cine Studios, Nice,
(A. M.) France.

A popular star and a famous character of the
comic strips are the selling points which theatres
are stressing in their exploitation for ^'Tillie the
Toiler^'' (Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer). Prepared material is proving popular with advertising men.
Ads. used by the following theatres — Pantages, San
Diego;

Allen, Cleveland; Loew's, Buffalo;
tages, Salt Lake City; Riviera, Omaha

Pon-
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Time To Love
Griffith Comedy

Very Amusing

57

(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
KEEN satirist that he is, Ra>an.ond Griffith continues along
his way — this time aiming his aiTows in the direction of
duello — 'as that practice is or "was conducted on the gi-eenswards of France. And with the very good direction of Frank
Tuttle, and the assistance of such capable performers as William
Powell and Vera Voronina, a picture has been made that certainly ought to be good . for a generous quantity of satisfying
laughs. A number of the sequences are extremely funny; particularly, those dealing Avith the captive balloons and the mock duels.
As Raymond Casanouva, a disillusioned Parisian boulevardier,
Griffith is first seen Avith suicidal intent on the edge of a bridge.
His leap lands him in the boat of the charming Countess Elvire,
and they fall in love — so intensely, that the boat almost drifts
over a dam. EMre's father, an old fellow powerfully interested
in seances, has been instructed by his favorite spirits to marry his
daughter to the Marquis de Daddo, a vei-j' good friend of Casanouva's. Thus, the triangle is foraied. In the course of events,
Casanouva blithely fights several duels for his friend — and to the
consternation of Elvire, eventually arranges another duel with the
Marquis. With gendarmes hot on the trail, Casanouva and Elvire
hide in a basket which later proves to be part of a balloon to be
used as an anti-aircraft target.
The Cast: Raymond Griffith, U'iliham Pozvcll, Vera Voronina, Josef Sivickard, Mario Carillo, Pierre de Ramsey, Helenc
Giere, Alfred Sabato. Directed by Frank Tuttle.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
THEME: Satire on the duello with romance interwoven.
Play up names of featured players, comedy angle, and use title
PRODUCTION
HIGHfor catch lines.
LIGHTS: Direction and good
DRAWING POWER: For
work of entire cast. Duels and
the better class downtown and
balloon sequence.
neighborhood trade.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, 4,926 feet. Released June, 1927.

These stills from Parumount's "The Way of All Flesh" reflect the conflicting human emotions portrayed in this drama

The

Babe Comes Home

Bambino
Scores
In Amusing
Comedy
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

years ago Babe Ruth made a picture which was very
SEVERAL
much to the bush league. He failed to reach first base in the
celluloid stadium. But the Bambino has come up again after
this long time lapse — ^and proceeds to demonstrate that he knows
his stuff. "Babe Comes Home" is an amusing comedy which tells
its little story crisply enough, like the way its star smacks the ol'
Through skillful direction and an ability to adapt himself to the
apple.
situations,
whether serious or humorous, the Babe registers all the
necessary emotions. Don't take it from us that he is liable to
cause Chaplin, Lloyd, ct al., to do a fade-out. Yet, if he wanted to
quit the diamond and crash the movies for keeps he would more
than make good.
The plot of the Babe 's picture revolves around a plug of tobacco.
Babe's uniform is always dirty from dust and tobacco juice. The
laundress who washes it every week is so provoked over his untidy
habits that she cautions him in a letter to come clean. So he gives
up the cut plug and goes into a batting slump from which he
doesn't emerge until the girl gives him a chew. It will appeal
of the Babe, Anna Q. Nilsson and the assortactinggags.
through
ment of the
amusing

Interesting episodes from "Broadway
releaseNights," a current First National

The Cast: Babe Ruth, Anna Q. Nilsson, Louise Fazenda,
Arthur Stone, Ethel Shannon.
clubhouse. The acting of Babe.
THEME : Romantic comedy
The local color of game. The
of baseball player and laundress,
the latter causing him to give up
captions.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
chewing tobacco. Goes into a
batting slump until the cut plug
Play up Babe Ruth and his fame
is restored to his hip pocket.
with the bat. Play special performances for ball-players. AtPRODUCTION
HIGHtire ushers in baseball uniforms.
LIGHTS : The scene in amuseStress the comedy.
ment park. The episodes of
DRAWING POWER: Should
Babe and heroine looking over
draw through magnetism of
future home. The cuspidor seThe moment when Babe
star's name and personality.
cleans
Suitable for big or little time.
quence up his team-mates
Produced and distributed by First National.
Length, seven reels. Released, June 1927.
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The Way of All Flesh
Jannings

Proves Master of Characterization
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)
STARK tragedy, realistic to the nth degree, not unmixed with
touches of symbolism — ^a character portrayal thiait shows a
depth of human understanding possessed by few artists — a
performance that runs the gamut of human emotions — all on view
in Emil Jannings' first American-made production. Unlike "The
Last Laugh" this picture will intrigue the interest of the masses
because its story depicts the actions and reactions of a type of
man with which they are miore familiar; it is not the abstract
character study that was Jannings' hotel-doorman; it will satisfy
the devotees of intellectual entertainment and appeal to the elemental senses of those who must have sentimentality in their
screen faxe; so is the tale constructed.
"The EYES have IT" — though Jannings' make-up ability is a
thing to be admired, the lack of it would not prove serious as his
every thought is projected through his eyes. The production as a
w^hole is best in the first half with the hand of Jannings evident
in the directorial handling of the action; but, though the star continues aflav\iless performance in the latter portion of the footage,
there is a noticeable let-down in both script work and the megaphone Avielding; a mushy "Stella Dallas" finish doesn't fit in at all
and should be re-vamped. The photography is perfect; the cameraman probably was aided by the director who knows his angles as a
result of early training.
"The Way of All Flesh" is one of "the best pictures of the year.
The Cast: Emil Jannings, Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver,
Donald Keith, Fred Kohlcr, Philippe de Lacey. Story by Perky
Poore Sheehan.
Directed by Victor Fleming.
THEME: Melodrama. Family
tography and Phyllis Haver's
man, bank cashier in small town,
performance.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
vamped and robbed by Chicago
blonde. To save honor of his
Jannings' first American production. Simplicity of story.
family, he buries his identity.
DRAWING POWER: Good
PRODUCTION
HIGHfor any house, any theatre, any
locality.
LIGHTS: Jannings' work, phoProduced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, 4,g26 feet. Released, June i8, 1927.

Scenes from a current Paramount comedy feature "Time to Love"

Broadway Nights
Stage Story Is Trite and Tearful
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IT seems almost impossible for a stage story to get away from
the beaten track and display anything new in plot or treatment. The film decorated with the alluring title above follows a well-worn groove. It must needs sing a song of sentiment
and paint a pinch of pathos in contracting the characters and
establishing the conflict. The contrast in such stories must be
sharply divided — ^^•ith the characters carefully catalogued as to
In "Broadway Nights" an amateur actress with professional
type.
ideas is encouraged to become the partner of a song and dance
man. But no sooner do they start their act than the trouper's old
weakness for the "rolling bones" gets the better of him. Consequently the girl rejects him to triimiph alone while he sinks to the
Of course \\nth such stories the weakling must get back on his
gutter.
feet. And he accomplishes his come-back via the radio. A reconciliation iseffected when the girl hears his voice on the air. She
heard him just in time to check out a persistent suitor in the figure
of a theatrical manager.
That's how this story is done — with scarcely a moment given up
to any shafts of satire or merriment. It is treated with an oldfashioned coating of sobs — which gives emphasis to exaggerated
emotions. A little bright by-play would have helped it inmiensely.
Lois Wilson is charming as the girl, but Sam Hardy over acts.
The Cast: Lois Jlllson, Sam Hardy, J,ouLs John Bartels,
Philip Strange, Barbara Sianwick, "Bunny" JVeldon. Director,
Joseph C. Boyle.
The reconciliation.
THEME: Romantic drama
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
of vaudeville performers who
Stress that it's a theatrical story.
have misunderstanding and become reconciled.
Play
up title. Feature princiT)3>ls Ptc
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The amateur night
DRAWING POWER: Suitable for average trade. Title
sequence. The acting by Lois
should attract them.
Wilson.
The stage atmosphere.

TJie national itaslinic fifiures importantly in hirst \ational's "Babe Comes
Home," as the above stills indicate

Produced
and distributed
by First
.\'atio)Hil.
Length, setrn
reels.
Released,
Jjinc,
1927.
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Old San Francisco
Well
Produced
Reid)
such a title as this pictm-e caii-ies one anticipated
WITH
something in the shape of an epic. Expectations were
that the real storj" of San Francisco would be unfolded
in gi-aphic strips of celluloid. But after an introductory prologue
showing the Spaniards establishing the site of the city it swings
into a hectic melodrama of the undei-world. The plot motivates
around the attempt of a political boss (a Chinaman — no less) to
win the affections of a fair descendant of the Castilian family,
which founded the city.
The girl's family has been killed off — and her beauty conquers
every man who comes wiithin hailing distance. A young Irishman
carries on the heroics — 'and saves her in timely melodramatic
fashion from the clutches of the oily villain (played with fine gusto
by Warner Oland). But when it seems as if she would succumb
to his advances her prayer — so the film has it — brings on the earthquake and fire. Her tormentors are exterminated — ^and she is rescued to live happily ever after.
One must forget the old-time serial touches and look to its color
and detail. It does enliven the interest even though its action is
retarded time and again while characters and scenes are emphasized. It is not an epic of a great city, the plot not coming within
a mile of recording any such idea.
The Cast:
Dolores Costello, Warner Oland, Josef Szvickard,
Wong,
Walter
McGrail,
Tom Santschi, Sojin, Anna May
Charles E. Mack, Anders Ran dolph. Director, Alan Crosland.
THEME : Melodrama of fair
climax.
appeal ofThestaraction
'and
acting byThecompany.
Spanish descendant whose beauand suspense.
ty inspires evil political boss to
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
desire her. Wins love and proStress beauty of star. Play up
tection from youth.
San Francisco, etc.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The settings. The
DRAWING POWER : Star's
atmosphere. The Chinatown
beauty and title should draw
them. For all houses.
scenes. The earthquake and fire
Produced and distrihut cd b\ IVariicr Brothers.
Length, nine reels. Released, June, ig2y.
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Old-Fashioned
Meller,
But It's
(Reviewed by Laurence

Clothes and busses of a by-gone day are seen in these stills from "The
First Auto," a Warner Bros, release

Rugged,

Fife scenes from "California," a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release

Captain SalvationGospel

Well Acted Story

of First

Ship

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
regeneration that is unfolded here — which,
IT'S a rugged stoiy of sentimen
t to point the pathos, succeeds in
allowing for soppy
cari-j'ing on very well. There is a. tang of the saR air about it
which helps in lending it strength. Told mth fine repression with
compact touches and a Avealth of atmosphere it commands interest.
The motivating force is the sv-!mpa.thy of a young sailor in a
New England port during the late fifties or early sixties. He it is
who offers refuge to a repentent sinner from Boston. When he is
alienated from the gossiping, self-righteous villagers he ships
aboard a boat which turns out to be a convict ship. The girl follows him.
The scenes from this point develop a conflict between the lusttul
and her benefactor
skipper and the crew on one hand niul the girl torturers
and a.fter
on the other. She kills herself to escape her
the
brings
and
conmmnd
takes
man
avenging her death the sailor
boat\aek — a gospel ship. It rises to fine melodramatic heights,
particularly in the fight sequences. The love interest is mostly
sweetheju-t
his the
with of
hero spots
reconcilingThethe high
serves
"but itood
picture
negligible,
bis inhumanity.
who misunderst
(who
Starke
Pauline
are contained in the acting, Lars Hanson,
rises to real emotional power) and Ernest Torrence playing with
depth and feeling.
The Cast: Lars Hanson, Marccline Day, Pauline Starke,
Ernest Torrence, Sam de Grasse, George Farwceit, Eugenie
Forde Euqenle Besserer. Director John Robertson.
THEME i Drama of human- EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
piay up feature of presenting
ity of sailor who brings regeneration to girl.
first Gospel ship. Tell of the
HIGHN
marvelous fine acting turned in
PRODUCTIO
LIGHTS: The scene where
by principals. Stage prologue in
youth saves girl. The conflict
between hero and villagers. The
keeping with plot.
episodes aboard ship. The fight
SuitPOWER:
DRAWING
in the rigging. The atmosphere
and fine acting
able for all types of houses.
n.
[Produced by Cosmopolitan. Distributed by Metro-Goldwy
1927.
June,
d,
Release
reels.
Length, eight
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The First Auto

U

Has

Some Good Stuff But it Drags
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)
THE evolution of the automobile and the retrogression of the
horse, as a means of locomotion, is the theme developed in
this production wliieh contains a number of good sequences
but, all in all, its development is very slow and the action is set
at a draggy tempo. The producers had a basic foundation for a
good story but they failed in that what should have been stressed
has only been touched on; it's a resume rather than an analysis.
There's a half-hearted effort to present automobile history, an
attempt to inject comedy and drama and a desire to afford the
audience horse and automobile race thrills, but these various elements have not been treated in a manner to extract the most from
each; rather have they alternated these story ingredients Avith the
resulted that nothing or no one gets a fair break.
It's hybrid.
The remedy seems to lie in reduction of the footage — the elimination of some of the alleged comedy and the hand-waving dramatics to make it an automobile story; Waraer Bi-os. evidently
went to considerable trouble and expense to reproduce or secure
the old-fashioned types of cars on display. Patsy Ruth Miller
hasn't much to do but does it creditably; Russell Simpson is a
dramatic pyrotechnist of the old school; the balance of the cast
is fair.
The Vitaphone accompaniment will help put over the picture.
The Cast: Barney Oldfield, Patsy Ruth Miller, Russell
Simpson, Frank Campeau, William Deniarest, Paul Kruger,
Gibson Gowland, E. H. Calvert, Douglas Gerrard, Chas. E.
Mack. Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
THEME: Comedy - drama.
Presentation of automobile history with slight dramatic story
interwoven, of horse-lover affected by the growing supply of
cars and the lack of demand for
horses.

PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS : The old-fashioned
types of autos displayed
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Presence in the cast of Barney
Oldfield, pioneer auto racer.
DRAWING POWER:
Fair.

Produced and distributed by Warner Bros.
Length 6,767 jcct.
Release date not dctcnnincd.

Highlights of a current ff'arner Bros, release titled "Old San Francisco"

California
Not as Good as Starts Last But Will Please
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

as good as "Winners of the Wilderness" and alquite
most on a par with "War Paint," the latest vehicle to come
from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer featuring Tim McCoy is nevertheless pleasing entertainment. It is an historical story and is further
evidence that the course followed by M-G-M in producing stories
linked with history is a wise one. There are no sombreros or spitting guns here, no impoverished theme; what it does present — the
conflict between the native Californian and the invading Americans
■ — is something forceful, alive.
We find one or two faults with the production. It is a trifle too
long and crowded with detail. The dark beauty of Dorothy Sebastian is very effective in a Spanish setting. The acting of Marc
McDermott, Frank Cui-rier and 'Lilliane Leighton is also noteworthy. McCoy and Van Dyke are a good team; there is generally
a long period between their concerted vehicles and that is good
because the haste with which the average Western is so often
thrown together is usually always apparent; we cannot charge that
manship.
shortcoming
to these historical Westerns as they ])oast good workNOT

The Cast: Tim McCoy, Dorothy Sebastian, Marc McDermott. Frank Currier, Fred Warren, Lilliane Leighton, F^divin
Terry.
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke from Kyne story.
THEME:
The war with MexLIGHTS:
Battle of San Pasico serves to bring together
cual;
McCoy's
easy and natural
American oflicer and Mexican
manner of outwitting his enemies
and
escaping
peril; the
senorita, the former all ardent
and the latter defiant because of
comical figure cut by Miss
the fact that their countries are
Leighton.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
at war. Coincident with the
American victory is the successful conquest by the "gringo"
of the girl's heart.
PRODUCTION
HIGHScenes from Metro-Goldwyn-M oyer's "Captain Salvation"

Plenty of ideas in press book.
DRAWING POWER: Audilike it. ences craving Westerns should

Produced and Distributed by Metro-Goldii'yn-Maycr.
Length, 4.912 feet.
Released, M.ay 7, 1927.
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rom Corresponden
'
THE Orpheum Theatre, Maiden,
Mass., has reopened under the
management of Ramsdell Brothers
after having been closed for three
months. There will be three complete changes of program weekly,
straight pictures with organ and
occasional orchestral accompaniments.
The Mystic Theatre, Maiden,
Mass., under joint management of
Ramsdell Brothers and the GreeneEilenberg circuit, has closed for
alterations.
The Mark Capitol Theatre,
Everett, Mass.. one of the MarkStrand theatres, has changed its
policy to two complete shows daily
except Sunday for the summer.
William Heimovitch has had
plans prepared and will soon award
contracts for a motion picture theatre on Farmington avenue, West
Hartford, Conn., to cost about
$200,000 and to seat 1,000. His announcement follows a report that
the plans announced for erection
of a theatre to be known as the
Embassy would not be carried out.
Carl E. Milliken, secretary of
the M.P.P.D.A., spoke on "The
Motion Picture of the Future" before a joint session of the Worcester, Mass., Chamber of Commerce and the women's clubs of
Worcester, at which the film,
"Thirty Years of Motion Picture
Progress," was shown.
Signing of a lease by the Providence Players for the use of the
Elks Auditorium in that city for a
series of performances next season
leads to the belief that plans for
the construction of a theatre by the
players have been temporarily held
in abeyance. It had been said that
the theatre would be used for motion ])ictures when not in use by
the players.
Papers have been signed by the
Lyric Theatre, Hartford, Conn., to
take over the Lenox Theatre,
owned by the I->enox Investment
Co. A. M. Schuman, president of
the Park Investment Co., which
owns the Lyric, states that the
agreement has been reached in a
manner satisfactory to the stockholders of both companies.
Architect John P. Thomas has
completed plans for the new theatre building to be erected for
H. R. Rines of 172 State street.
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Portland, Me., at 639 Congress
street, Portland. The general contract has been awarded to Kerr &
Houston of Portland.
Kensington Amusement Enter
prises, Inc., Lynn, Mass., has incorporated with $10,000 capital, to
operate a motion picture theatre.
Incorporators are Louis Kobrin,
Louise L. Wheeler, both of Lynn,
and Seville W. Magoun of Nahant,
Mass.
Feature Film Distributing Co.,
Boston, has incorporated with capital of $25,000. Incorporators are
Irving D. Hirsch, Samuel Daniels
and Davis M. Shapiro, all of
Boston.
Melville Ames has been appointed a salesman for P. D. C,
Boston, and will cover part of the
Maine territory.
Announcement is made of the
marriage of Miss Esther Dworet.
formerly assistant booker at Producers, to Phil Fanger, of St.
Augustine, Fla., where they are to
make their home.
The Farragut House Theatre, at
Rye Beach, N. H., opened for the
season this week.
The Casino Theatre at Hampton
Beach, N. H., opened last week. It
is under the management of W. J.
Flynn.
M. J. Trainor, former manager
of the Central Theatre, Manville.
R. I., has resigned but will continue
to operate the Casino at Centredale, R. I.
Frank Wolf, office manager of
Producers at Boston, is enjoying
his annual vacation.
According to reports about film
row, the Opera House at Lancaster, N. H., will be taken over
on Aug. 1st by A. M. Graves.
John Downing, formerly booker
at the Royal Films exchange, has
been appointed assistant booker at
F. B. O.
Bill Gardner, who has been the
booker at F. B. Q. is to look after
ritory.
that company's Rhode Island terThe Broadway Theatre, Spring-

K ansas
THE

following changes in management, ownership and improvements intheatres in the Kansas City territory have been announced :F. R. Broom has succeeded Frank Cassel as manager
of the Sedalia and Liberty theatres
in Sedalia, Mo. Mr. Cassel formerly was manager of the Isis
theatre, Kansas City. The New
South Alain theatre, Joplin, Mo.,
has been opened by C. W. McAbee and Harold Gibbons, joint
owners. An Artic-Nu-Air cooling system has been installed in
the Lyric theatre, Rolla, Mo., by
Kenneth
Gray,
manager.
The

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiimiitinHiniiiimjiiiiwwiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiuir.

Strand theatre, Osage City, Kan.,
has been purchased by Sam Blair
from J. S. Bunch. Mr. Blair also
owns the Opera House and Standard at Mankato, Kan. ; the Majestic,- Belleville, and Rialto at
Clyde, Kan., and thq Princess at
Scandia, Kan.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market
this week were : G. L. Hooper,
Orpheum, Topeka, Kan.; Glenn
Dickinson, Dickinson Circuit.
Lawrence, Kan. ; T. D. Black,
Odessa, Mo. ; C. R. Wilson, Liberty theatre. Liberty, Mo. : Ed.
Frazier, Pittsburg, Kan.;
L. M.
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field, one of the Goldstein Brothers
circuit houses, closed July 3 for
extensive alterations and repairs.
Charles Shute. formerly of the
State Theatre at Pawtucket, R. I.,

Thomas J. Donaldson, who
covers Southern Massachusetts and
Rhode Island for Mctro-GoldwynMayer, is recovering from a long
illness of pneumonia. Henry H.
Eckman, former office manager at
the Boston exchange for the same
company, has been looking after
Donaldson's territory during his
illness. Later he will cover a part
of the state of Maine, which has
been divided into two territories.
The New Bedford Theatre at
New Bedford, Mass., closed for
the summer Saturday. Before
Fall several improvements are to
be made to the theatre.
Manager Morrow of the Olympia
Theatre, New Bedford, Mass., has
resigned.
Charles Stearn of the sales force
of Universal exchange, welcomed
a new son to his home last week.
Harry Asher, head of the Universal exchange, Boston, who was
confined to his home for two weeks
by illness, is back at his office
E. T. Gomersall, short subject
again.
sales manager for Fox Films, has
been a visitor to the Boston exchange of that company for two
days during the week.
Moe Grassgreen, office manager
at the Fox exchange, Boston, and
secretary of the Film Board, is on
a two weeks' vacation. During his
absence
manager. Jack Basch is acting office

G. C. Blumenthal, branch manager for
Educational Films in San Francisco,
and "Big Boy"
is now managing the Victory Theatre at Holyoke, Mass.
The Surf Theatre at Salisbury
Beach,mer season
Mass.,Sunday.
opened for the sumThe new theatre at Old Orchard
Beach, Me., opened Saturday. It
is operated by Wilfred Duffy.
Leon Gorman has started construction work on his new theatre,
The Maine, at Portland, Me.
The Castle Square Theatre,
Boston, has reopened as a motion
picture theatre. It was for many
years the leading stock theatre in
New England.

City

Miller, Miller theatre, Wichita,
Kan. ; Charles McVey, Herington,
Kan.
C. E. Cook, former business
manager of the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri, who has been representing the Pathe exchange as
salesman, has been promoted to feature salesman by that company,
succeeding Art Levy, who now is
managing city sales.
Joe Rosenburg, of Universal,
was receiving congratulations
along movie row for having won
the Universal button for leading
in sales four consecutive weeks.
Cleve Adams,
division manager

Thomas Campbell of New Orleans, one of the best known theatre managers in the South, is visiting in New Bedford, Mass.
Frank Grady, one of the bookers
at the Pathe exchange, Boston, has
resigned.
The Colonial Theatre at Portland, Me., has been taken over by
Joseph Mack & Son, owners of the
building. W. C. Gallagher, who
has been manager for the operatto conis slated
ingtinuecorporation,
in that position
for the new
owners.
The Central Theatre at Manville,
R. I., has been sold by Napoleon
j. Trahan to Paul Denning and
Norman L. Andrews. Mr. Denning will be the active manager of
the theatre.

of F B O, was a Kansas City
visitor.
Eph Rosen, Tiffany branch manager, was out in the territory this
week hustling business, as was Jack
Auslet, Pathe representative.
While Ed. Solig is away on his
vacation. Miss 'Bertha Dubinsky
is handli'""^ the bookings for the
Warner Bros.' exchange.
S. P. O'Neill, formerly of Educational, has joined the Universal
sales force, working out of the
Wichita, Kan., branch.
J. C. Jossey, vice-president of
Enterprise, was a Kansas City
visitor.
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THE Grand Opera House which
has been devoted to a policy
of vaudeville and pictures until the
last two weeks, when the policy
was changed to present tabs and
pictures, closed on Saturday night,
June 25th. The house will undergo some minor improvements and
alterations during the summer.
The Stanley Company has closed
the doors of the Cross Keys Theatre for the summer. The Broadway, Allegheny, Orpheum and
other theatres "which have been
running a mixed policy of vaudeville and pictures, have changed
to straight pictures and an effort will be made to keep them
open for the remainder 'of the
summer.
Green and Altman have extended the date of the closing of
thejr Park Theatre until July 25th.
It was originally intended to close
the house on July 9th, but picture
contracts
warranted
keeping
the

house open until all contracts had
been played. Walter Woodward,
resident manager, will go to the
new Green and Altman house at
31st and Diamond Streets, as soon
as the Park has closed and will
have charge of the opening there,
Day. will take place about Labor
which
Joseph C. Dougherty, manager
of the Grand Opera House, has
succeded George M. Young, who
has been in charge of the Philadelphia interests of the B. F.
Keith Corporation. Mr. Dougherty will supervise thq extensive
improvements being made at
Keith's Chestnut Street Theatre.
Air. Young has been transferred
to Atlantic City, where ho will
have charge of the Globe and
Garden Pier Theatres, operated
jointly by the Stanley Company
and the Keith interests and devoted to straight vaudeville policy.
P. A. Bloch, Philadelphia branch

e^v York
THE A. il. Schwartz Theatre
Circuit of Brooklyn, according
to report, has further strengthened
its position in that territory by the
acquisition of Fleichman's Manor
Theatre, Avenue K and Coney
Island avenue, and a new theatre
in the Boro Park district. The
latter was recently built by Contractor Schwartz. The deal is said
to have been closed this past week.
Theatre sites in Jamaica and
three different points in Brooklyn,
including a 5,000 seat project in
the Boro Hall section, are said to
have been definitely abandoned by
one of the large producing companies, which had announced several months ago their intention of
invading
the neighborhood
field.
Messrs. D'Stamatis and Cocalis,
theatre operators of Brooklyn and
New Jersey, have their new book-

manager for Paramount and who
has been confined to the Jefferson Hospital for the past four
weeks receiving treatment for a
stomach ailment, has been removed
to his home on Walnut Street. Mr.
Bloch, it is thought, will not be
able to resume his duties on Vine
Street until about the first of
August.
The Garrick Theatre, one of the
Stanley chain which has been devoted to legitimate productions,
has closed for the summer season, leaving only one legitimate
house open in the city.
The Equity Theatres corporation of Philadelphia, which includes the pooled interests of
Green and Altman, Amsterdam
and Korson and Will Cohen, involving some $9,000,000 worth of
theatre property, became operative
as of July 1st. The Equity Theatres Corporation is the first consolidation of independent
exhib-
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itors in Philadelphia and it is
planned to take in other small
chains before the beginning of the
fall season. Twenty-four houses
are included in this consolidation.
Green and Altman have moved
with offices into the Schaff Building and the general business of the
Equity Theatres Corporation will
be carried on from that office.
The contract for the erection
of
new 3500seatWilliam
theatre Freihofer's
at 69th Street
and
Ashby Road, Philadelphia, has
been awarded to the George KessIcr Construction Company and
work will begin at once. The
building will cost approximately
$1,000,000 and will be a combination of theatre, stores and apartments and it is announced that the
Freihofer interests will start work
on the erection of two other large
West Philadelphia theatres in the
near future.

and NeT?v^ Jersey
■ gCTScy>-.>-"'L^^^A^-

ing offices at 727 7th avenue, New
York City.
H. Osborne is the new manager
of the Miracle Theatre, Melrose
avenue, Brooklyn.
According to reports, everyone
had a good time at the Asbury
Park convention — to the extent
that some are still trying to recover
from the exceedingly bracing atmosphere.
Although a report has been published in one of the local papers to
the effect that Sydney Cohen's
North Star Theatre, 3d street and
Seventh avenue, would soon open,
it is said that its present state will
not permit its reopening for considerable time.
The S. & S. De Kalb Theatre,
De Kalb avenue, Brooklyn, has
closed for the summer months.
Milton Kronacher,
Pathe sales-

man, exi>ects to leave for his vacation through Canada the latter
part of this week. Via Jordan, of
course.
Joseph M. Seider has returned
to his offices following the M. P.
T. O. convention at Asbury Park.
The Victory Theatre, 13th avenue and 74th street, Brooklyn, has
closed its doors until Fall.
H. Tamler, owner and operator
of the Colonial Theatre, 5th avenue, Brooklyn, is away in the
mountains on a vacation. He will
probably return about July 4th or
thereabouts.
New theatres continue to spring
up in the Dyker Heights section of
Brooklyn — this time it's the Fortway, said to be a fine new house
almost ready for business at 60th
street and Fort Hamilton avenue.

The Armory Theatre, 14th street
and 7th avenue, Brooklyn, has gone
on a "three a week" policy for the
Summer months.
The S. & S. Colonial airdome,
located in the Broadway section of
Brooklyn, is open for the Summer.
Irving Seidman, one time connected with the Prudential Film
Delivery of New York City, is
now with Vitaphone in Chicago.
Arthur Greenblatt, branch manager for Educational Films in New
York, returned last week from his
vacation.
The Capitol exchange, 729 7th
avenue, has, as usual, an interesting display of posters and cutouts.
Jerry
Adler's
dog Rex
will screen
probably make
his debut
on the
this season. Mr. Adler is on the
change.
sales staff at Commonwealth ex-

Central Penn
SA.VIUEL RONEN, of Harrisburg, has been appointed
assistant manager of Loew's
Regent theatre, in that city, succeeding John Thompson, resigned,
and assumed his duties on June
15. Edward J. Melniker, managing director of the theatre, said
that Mr. Ronen, who is twenty
years old and has been a student
at Penn State college for the last
two years, relinquished his college work for the distinct purpose
of learning the theatre business
Edward R. Moore, inanagcr of
the Orpheum theatre and York
Opera House in York — both theatres in the Nathan Appell Amusement company chain — has returned
to that city after a vacation trip
to New York and vicinity.
Manager Oscar Feldser, of the
Broad Street theatre, Harrisburg,
says that the Sunday "midnight"
picture shows
starting at 12.01

A. M. on Mondays, have proved
so popular since he started them
about one year ago, that he will
continue them as a permanent
proposition. He inaugurated these
shows merely as an experiment,
but they have been attracting new
patrons from all parts of the city.
H. B. Freidman, owner of the
new theatre to be erected at 535
and 537 Hamilton Street, Allentown, has awarded the general
contract for the building to Ritter
& Smith, 1227 Gordon Street, that
city.
C. Floyd Hopkins, head of the
Wilmer & Vincent theatres in Harrisburg and Reading, has provided
new summer uniforms for the fifteen girl ushers of the Victoria,
Colonial and State theatres, in the
first named city.
The Standard picture theatre,
Steelton, was chartered the night
of June 23, from
Charl'^- New-

baker, the manager, by the Colored Players Film Corporation,
of Philadelphia, to afford an opportunity to show the film play
"Children of Fate," in which the
leading feminine role is taken by
Miss .Shingzie Howard, an accomplished negro actress whose girlhood home was in Steelton.
The Paramount theatre, Mechanicsburg, was given over to the
local American Legion Post on
June 27 and 28 for a film play,
the proceeds of which were devoted to the cost of the Fourth
of July celebration staged in the
town by the Legion.
The Majestic Theatre, Williamsport, on Sunday, June 26, was the
.scene of the opening of a sixweeks' evangelistic compaign conducted by the Rev. Dr. Henry W.
S tough.
The out-door theatre at Mount
Gretna,
where
the Pennsylvania

National Guard holds many of its
summer encampments, was formally opened for the season on
A new $200,000 motion picture
theatre
June 20.is to be built in Hanover,
York County, Pa., it was announced on June 25. It will be
erected by the Nathan Appell
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., of
the city of York, associated with
Fred I. Bitner, of Hanover, and
will be known as State. The building will be on Frederick street,
near the Public Square.
The theatre will have a seating
capacity of 1200, and a $25,000
organ will be included in the equipment. There will be several store
rooms on the first floor and the
theatre, which will be artistically
aranged throughout, will have a
large, ornate lobby.
Mr. Efitner will personally manage the State.
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Atlanta
BOB STRICKLAND has been
added to the staff of cameramen for M-G-M News. Mr.
Strickland will cover for Atlanta
and the surrounding territory, his
first assignments having already
gone forward. Mr. Strickland is
general manager of Graphic Films
Corporation.
James Alderson has returned
from a week's visit to new Orleans.
Mr. Alderson will have charge of
the Robert-Morton organ at the
Capitol Theatre.
J. H. Shear and S. M. Berry,
special representatives of National
Theatre Supply Company, returned
last week from Thomaston, Ga.
Warner Brothers' Atlanta office
is winner of the handsome silver
cup offered by Albert Warner to
the company's exchange making the
best showing for operating efficiency during the period from
March 14 to June 1.
The cup, which is fully two feet
high, was received by John Ezell,
branch manager, last week and is
now on display at the exchange.
W. G. Underwood, of Dallas,
Texas, general manager of LibertySpecialty, arrived in Atlanta last
week.
William G. Minder, manager in
the Southeast for Tiffany, arri^■ed
in Atlanta on Friday of this week

after an absence of two weeks from
his office.
Roy S. Campbell, city manager
for Universal theatres in St. Augustine. Fla., will fly to Atlanta next
Monday for the opening of the new
Capitol Theatre, and to attend the
dinner to be given in honor of Dan
Michalove that night. Mr. Campbell, who is an expert aviator, will
use his own plane, a Waco, leaving
St. Augustine Monday at 6 a.m.,
and arriving in Atlanta about four
hours later.
W. G. ("Billy") Sands, of the
Mtropolitan Theatre staff, Atlanta,
was confined to his home last week
suffering from injuries received last
Saturday night when he was the
victim of a hold-up on the Boulevard while on his way home from
the theatre.
J. E. Reeves, operating the
Ritz Theatre at Camp Hill, Ala.,
visited film row last week.
Everett Steele, assistant manager
of Keith's Georgia, is on his vacation and plans to visit Lincoln, Neb.
and New York before returning to
.\tlanta.
Hank Hearn, branch manager in
.\tlanta of Liberty-Specialty Film
r>istributing Corporation, who was
injured last week in an automobile
accident while returning at night
from a trip to Columbus, Ga., was
able to return to his desk this week.
No bones were broken and, aside

from a number of painful bruises,
the results of the mishap were not
as serious as at first feared.
Milton Hosfeld, manager of the
Los Angeles branch of P. D. C,

last week in conference with Mr.
Leatherman, following which he
returned to Birmingham. Mr.
Davies has just completd installation of Reproduce organs in the

was a visitor on Atlanta's film row
last week. He returns to Los Angeles this week.
George B. Dixon, manager of the
Bell Theatre, Gadsden, Ala., and
the Savoy, Alabama City, visited
Atlanta recently.
Warren Andrews, secretary of
the Joe Steed Amusement Company, of Nashville, Tenn., visited
Atlanta this week.

Ritz Theatre,
R. H. Bell's
house
in the Montgomerj'
; andnewJ.
A.
Miss.West's new house in Louisville,

L. A. Sappal, operating the Central and Maceo theatres at Tampa,
Fla.. was a visitor on film row last
week.
L. A. Stein, who has recently
taken over the Douglas Theatre,
Alacon, Ga., recently spent several
days in Atlanta.
E. G. Gidley, who operates the
Palace Theatre, Athens, Ga., was
a visitor on film row last week.
W. H. Carroll, of the Rivoli
Theatre, Douglasville, Ga., visited
film row the latter part of the week.
Arthur C. Bromberg, president
of Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, moved into his new home on
Clifton Road, Druid Hills, last

Ben Y. Camack, head of Universal's Atlanta branch, spent Wednesday in Cedartown, Ga.
Wendall Welch, who operates
the Strand Theatre at Dallas, Ga.,
\'isited film row last week.
Fred Jack, assistant manager of
First National's Atlanta Branch,
moved into his new residence on
Alorningside Drive last week.
F. L. Griffin, who operates the
Strand Theatre at Carrollton, Ga.,
was visitor during the week.
Carl Cape, who operates the
Colonial Theatre, Buford, Ga., was
guest on film row this week.
W. W. Anderson, manager of
Pathe's Atlanta branch, has returned from a trip through Tennessee.
E. D. Sorrells,
at Pathe'sto
Atlanta
branch, booker
was married
Miss Delia Dobbs, of Decatur,
Saturday
at eleven
Air. and morning
Mrs. Sorrells
left o'clock.
immediately for a trip through Tennessee
and expect to return to Atlanta
next week.

week.
L. J. Davies, sales representative
for F. A. Leatherman in Alabama,
spent several days in Atlanta early
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SAM LUDWIG, it is reported,
has taken over the lease of the
Ozaukee theatre at Port Washington, and will reopen the theatre
after some changes have been
made and after the installation of
a new organ.
Louis Rossa, of the Douglas
Theatre at Racine, was a recent
film row visitor.
J. S. Grauman, of the Cekjbrated
Exchange, has returned from a
trip to New York.
Messrs. Baaken and Peterson of
the Parkway theatre at Mt. Horeb
were in the city recently on busincfis.
Mrs. Clyde Eckhardt, of Wisconsin Rapids, has closed the Ideal
theatre there for rather extensive
remodeling.
The Pathe salesforce was summoned to the office at 9 :30 Sunday
morning on a false alarm. Instead
of the supposed sales meeting they
were to attend, they were sent out
to deliver film which had just arrived and thus turned the joke into
something
more practical.
The Celebrated office is being
given a new coat of paint.
Louis Holz, rnanager of the
Pearl theatre, wrote his friends
along film row that he is having
a great time up at Manitowish,
hauling in the big fish.
Steve Dorece, Racine exhibitor
was a visitor along film row on
Tuesday.
Edwin
Berth, of the Pastime

theatre at Kiel, was in the city on
Thursday.
S. A. Shirley, district manager.
M G-M, spent a fe,w days in the
Milwaukee office this week.
Frank Steffen, manager of the
Rex at Racine, spent Thursday in
Milwaukee.
Dan Kelliher, of Lake Geneva
and Elkhorn, was calling at several of the exchanges early in the
week.
James Finkler, vyho was formerly associated with the Avenue
theatre of this city, is spending
his two weeks' vacation in Milwaukee visiting old friends.
Herbert Priebusch, manager of
the Empire theatre at Juneau, was
a recent Film Row visitor.
"Dad" Wolcott came up from
Racine where he manages the Majestic, to spend a few hours with
friends in the exchanges.
Building of the new M-G-M and
Fox exchange on the corner of
8th and State will begin on July
15th, according to latest information. The building will be comber 1st. pleted, it is hoped, about NovemMr. and Mrs. Roob, of the
Grand theatre at Port Wasliington, were in the city early in the
week.
Plans of the new Garfield theatre
on Third Street were recently
changed. The theatre will bo finished in atmospheric style.
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REISMAN, who is making- his first extended tour of
the P. D. C. exchanges since being
appointed general manager of distribution, is expected in Minneapolis next week. Cecil Maberry, district manager, and Fred
C. Aiken, midwest division sales
manager for Pathe, are expected
to accompany Reisman.
The city council of Minneapolis
has been requested by 341 residents
of Columbia Heights, a suburb, to
grant permission to S. H. Kalm to
open a motion picture show and
dance hall. The council had previously denied the license.
Dr. H. W. Baker has leased the
Star theatre at Montevideo, Minn.,
to Miss Isabel Getter of Wadena.
Miss Getter has had several years'
experience through helping her
father in the operation of theatres
at Wadena and Sauk Rapids.
Bids on the construction of the
New Empress theatre at Osakis,
Minn., will be opened next week by
Andrew
Severson,
who
plans to

Motion

begin the building operations as
soon as possible.
The Empress theatre at Elgin,
Minn., has been reopened after
several months by H. J. Bartz.
The house will operate Saturdays
and Sundays.
The Royal theatre at Ree
Heights, S. D., has been taken
over by Fintzel and Strause, who
are renovating the theatre.
When Grand Forks, N. D., was
making a campaign recently for
the Red Cross flood sufferers' relief fund, Bennie Berger of the
Strand and Met theatres ofifered to
turn over the receipts from a
special Sunday show. No admission was charged, but a collection
was taken which amounted to
$32.80. As he turned over the
money to the relief committee
Berger was placed under arrest
for violation of the Sunday closing
law. He was fined $25 and costs,
but has appealed to the district
court, demanding a jury trial in
order to secure the sentiment of

the people on Sunday charity
shows.yet.The case has not been
heard
D. P. Roberts, former manager
of the Auditorium in Rapid City,
S. D., has purchased the New Palace theatre from A. L. Brown.
Roberts will no longer be in the
employ of the Black Hills Amusement Company, although he retains
his stock in it. Brown has purchased the Pastime theatre at Deadwood, S. D.
A small chain of theatres has
been started by H. E. Simon, owner
of a theatre at Walker, Minn.,
through the purchase of houses at
Pequot, Mcintosh, and Erskine.
The Princess theatre at Aberdeen, S. D., has been sold by the
Walker Amusement Company to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mass, who
will redecorate and renovate the
building. New equipment will also
be installed.
Contracts were closed last week
by First National Pictures, Inc.,
with builders for the erection of a
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one-story brick building at First
avenue and Eleventh street, Minneapolis, in the heart of the film
district, to be occupied by its exchange in that city.
Charles M. Steele, supervisor of
First National exchanges, closed
the contract while in Minneapolis
on his recent trip West. He reto his desk at the home office on turned
Friday.
The new First National exchange
building in Minneapolis, which will
be shared with Universal Pictures,
will be modern in every way.
Every convenience for the transaction of film distribution and the
handling of accessories will be supThe building is to be ready for
occupancy
by December 15th.
plied.
While in St. Louis Mr. Steele
made final arrangements for First
National's exchange in that city to
move into its new building there
on
July 15th. It is at 3211 Olive
street.

ranada
STARTING June 26, all Canada
observed Confederation Week
in commemoration of Canada's
Diamond Jubilee of Confederation.
Harry Dahn, manager of the Capitol Theatre, Alontreal, Quebec, offered a very special programme for
the occasion in the latest British
release for the Dominion, "The
Flag Lieutenant," accompanied by
a stage tableau.
The big Pantages Theatre, Toronto, which had been managed by
the late N. K. Miller from its
start until several weeks ago, when
he died suddenly, is temporarily
under the direction of Maurice
Jarries Doyle, who has been treasurer of the house for the past six
years. Mr. Doyle was born in
Toronto and attended De La Salle
and St. Michael's College.
W. A. Wilkinson, proprietor of

the Rex Theatre at Merritt, B. C,
has made extensive alterations to
his house.
T. P. McCartney has been appointed manager of the Orpheus
Theatre, Halifax, N. S., by the
proprietor, L. R. Acker.
The moving picture theatre at
Star City, Sask., has been destroyed by fire, which started in
the projection room after the theatre had been closed for the night.
Frank H. Gow, manager of the
Broadway Theatre, Vancouver,
B. C., for some years, has been appointed manager of the new theatre
which Famous Players Canadian
Corp. is building at New Westminster, B. C. J. Copley is now
manager of the Vancouver Broadway, which is now part of the
Famous Players' chain.
The new

house
at New
costing $150,000.

Westminster

is

A unique stand has been taken
by Abbe J. A. Brusseau of St.
Jerome, Quebec, with regard to the
question of Sunday shows, a topic
which is being much discussed in
the province of Quebec. This
priest declared that if moving pictures were good they should be
shown on Sunday as well as during
the week. If they were evil, they
were just as bad during the week
as on Sunday. Mayor C. A. Marchand of St. Jerome has raised no
objection to Sunday performances,
but is opposed to the admission of
young children to theatres.
The Star Theatre at Carleton
Place, Ontario, was the scene during the afternoon recently of a
special community gathering when
a recital was held for the many

piano and vocal pupils of a local
teacher, the theatre being placed at
the disposal of the instructress by
Manager S. A. Torrance.
Joseph
Paquin
is acting
as Hull,
manager of the
Capitol
Theatre,
Quebec, for the creditors of the
company. The Capitol Theatre is
practically a new theatre, having
been opened last year. The policy
of the house is to change programmes three times weekly, Sunday, Wednesday and Friday.
Magistrate
Cohen fined
of theIsidore
Toronto Police Court
Hunter, manager of the Standard
Theatre, Toronto, $20 and costs for
neglecting to issue the proper
amusement tax tickets with admission tickets. Aaron Applebaum,
proprietor of the Temple Theatre,
Toronto, was fined $10 and costs
for admitting children without
guardians.

St. L OUIS
SPECUL.A.TION regarding the
plans of Skouras Brothers and
Harry Koplar for the improvement
of the Hamilton Airdome site at
Hamilton and Easton avenues, St.
Louis, Mo., was eliminated the past
week when a building permit was
issued for the erection of a combination theatre, store and apartment structure on the lot which
measures 147 feet by 200 feet. The
project will represent an investment of $1,000,000.
The theatre, which will seat 2,200
persons and outrank any amusement palace in St. Louis west of
the Grand boulevard district, will
be operated by the St Louis
Amusement Company, which is
controlled by Skouras Brothers and
Harry Koplar.

It is also reported that the St.
Louis Amusement Company will
operate the theatre now nearing
completion on Gravois avenue at
Ellenwood avenue, St. Louis.
The Grand Central Theatre,
Grand boulevard at Lucas avenue.
St. I^uis' first picture palace, will
in August
Louis'
first
extendedalsorunbecome
picture St.
house.
Skouras Brothers, who control
the Grand Central, plan to close it
within the next few weeks, and
when it is reopened in August it
will play "big" pictures exclusively.
St. Louis film stocks closed June
25 as follows : Skouras A, $40
asked. One year ago, $50. .50, and
St. Louis Anuisement A, $44 asked.
The new Columbia theatre, Fifteenth and State streets, East St.

I^uis, III, held its grand opening
on June 22. The new house seats
1,000 persons.
A reflex motion picture camera
valued at $500 and belonging to
Jules Swcrdlov, motion picture
news photographer, was stolen
from the St. Louis University
Athletic Field on June 21.
A fire in the rear part of the
stage of the Municipal theatre in
Forest Park the night of June 23
failed to disturb the 9,000 persons
in the big open-air afnusement
place. The blaze, caused by a discarded cigarette, damaged a grass
run about $25.
E. C. Grainger of the home
office organization of Fox Films
spent tlie past week in St. Louis.
Stanley Jacques, division sales

manager
fur Pathe, was
Louis for three days.

in

St.

Roy Dickson, manager for Tiffany Pictures, visited Pana, Gillespie and Shelbyville and vicinity
during the week.
Visitors of the past week included Green Luttrell of Jacksonville and Tom Scott of Jacksonville. 111. ; Mr. and Mrs. Tom Reed
and Ted Yemm of Duquoin, 111. ; I.
W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111. : Mrs. M.
Woods, Cairo, 111. ; Miss Billie
Armstrong. Cairo, 111. ; A. H.
Whitney, Mexico, Mo. ; Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. Wall and Mr. and Mrs.
J. Worcester. Woodrive, 111.
Hayes Stifel has purchased the
Pastime Theatre, Kansas, 111., from

Ray De Lat.
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BRUCE GODSHAW is now in
charge of the Alcyon and
Pearl theatres in Highland Park,
both of which are owned by Louis
Laemmle. Mr. Godshaw resigned
as publicity director of Andrew
Karzas' Aragon Dance Hall to accept his new position.
Elmer Benesch of the Bell,
Avon and Liberty theatres, has returned from a vacation trip which
included a number of eastern cities.
He was accompanied by Mrs.
Benesch.
Bill Sweeney, office manager of
the Exhibitors Associationof Chicago, was confined to his home
last week by illness, but was able
to return to the office the first of
this week. Bill has been suffering
from asthma for some time and
his many friends hope that he will
be able to shake off this trouble.
Marks Brothers are to install
Vitaphone in their new Marbro
theatre. It will be the first west
side installation. Lubliner & Trinz
are taking Vitaphone out of the
North Center theatre and are putting it into their Senate.
O. S. Gellerup of the Hollywood theatre, Milwaukee, was in
Chicago last week making final
arrangements for the opening if
his new Shorewood theatre on July
7th. The Shorewood is a handsome one thousand seat neighborhood house.
H. C. Young of National Screen
Service
has
returned
from
St.
aiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiraiiii

past has been manager of the display advertising department of
Great States Theatres, Inc., is
severing his connection with this
company on July 2nd.
Stage shows will go back into
the big Rialto theatre at Joliet this
week, after a period of four weeks
without them, an agreement having
l)een reached with the Stage Hands'
Union.
Jack Miller's annual house party
at Lake Geneva. Wisconsin, an
event eagerly looked forward to by
the lucky guests, was the most
successful one on record, a party
of fourteen film men motoring up
• in Thursday evening, returning to
Chicago on Monday morning.
I'ishing, golf and indoor sports
were enjoyed by the party, John
l^alaban being declared premier
lisherman, Clyde Eckhardt being
given his first lesson in golf, and
Felix Mendelshon distinguishing
himself on the links with a low
gross of 196 for eighteen holes.
The country air sharpened the appetites of the happy fourteen, and
two cooks were kept busy eighteen
hours a day to meet the demand
for food and more food. The
party included : John Balaban,
James Coston, Floyd Brockcll,
Paul Sittner, Harry Lubliner, Oscar Florine, Len Ullrich, Felix
Mendelsohn, Clyde Eckhardt, Roy
Alexander, Frank Schaefer, Abe
Steinberg,
Harrv Marks, and Jack
Miller.

M
L. J. Klar, Cincinnati branch
manager for Educational Films,
with Lupino lane.
J. A. Bachman, manager of the Wash..
D.
running board

Louis, where he went on company
business.
The big storm, which assumed
the proportions of a cloudburst,
undermined Sheridan Road and
made it necessary to block off that
street in front of the Sheridan
theatre for several days.
A number of Chicago film men
expect to attend the opening of
Saxe's
new
Oriental
theatre
in
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Milwaukee on July 2nd. It is a
handsome de luxe house of three
thousand seats, with atmospheric
effect.
Arnold Schaak of the Keystone
and Panorama theatres, who has
been vacationing in California for
the past two months, has returned
to Chicago and reports having had
a very enjoyable time.
F. R. Hirsch, who for some time
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first-run Detroit
ANOTHER
theatre has ben closed for the
s
summer. The Broadway-Strand'
doors were locked by the management last week and no tickets
will be sold at the box-office until
refurnishing and redecoration
plans are completed. Closing ot
ingthis house and the Fox-n Wash
ton leaves the first-ru situation
control.
under John H. Kunsky's
Harry Rede, cashier at the Fox
Film exchange here for five years,
died recently of heart failure. He
daughis survived by a sister and efficie
nt
ter. Mr. Rede was an
worker and well liked by Michigan exhibitors.

Operation of the New Home
Theatre has bqen taken over by
Henry S. Koppin, who purchased
the building and property some
time ago.
A new theatre, seating about
500, is being constructed in Marine
Mr. Small is the owner.
Cfty.
Col. W. S. Butterfield plans to
be at his summer home near Battle Creek during July and August
"Cully" Buermele has full
charge of the Co-operative Booking Corp., which at the present
time is handling work for nearly
50 local theatres.
The work of Al Ruttenburg will
hereafter be devoted to the manof the Iris
agement and booking
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on East Grand Boulevard, of
which he is in full charge.
Charles Mack, manager of the
Managers'
Michigan Vaudeville
Association,
and Mrs. Mack,
with
Mr. and Mrs. Halperin, of Chicago, who formerly operated the
Ritz theatre in Flint, left this
week
Europe.for a two months' trip to

Announcement of A. M. Goodman's resignation was a surprise
to his many friends along Ifim
row. His association with Standard for eight years in various capacities will be terminated when
he joins United Artists as special
representative in Detroit. The
change becomes effective July 10
to vaWarning has been givening
the
rious exhibitors concern
fraudulent misrepresentations of a
Mr. Hillyer, who claims to be an
old-time actor in need of financial aid. Those who have investigated tlie matter claim there is no
apparent justification for assisting
him.
The new C. H. Miles Theatre
on West Adams will be ready to
open in September.
Official notice has been issued
vaGeorge Koppin that he mustTheacate his Woodward No. 1
tre (Woodward avenue, near the
Campus), by July 1st. The
owners of the property contemplate the construction of a new
commercial building.

MONTAUK
MONTAUK,

MANOR
LONG

ISLAND

THE newest and most beautifully furnished hotel
in the most magnificent seashore development
on the Atlantic Coast. Open June to November.
200 rooms each with bath. American and European
Plans.
A sporty 18 hole Golf Course
All water sports including surf bathing
Convenient
train service — special accommodation
— all Pullman extra fare — trains daily in each
direction from New York.
BERNHARD

LUNDBERG,

Manager

Winter Hotels in Miami Beach, Florida.
Flamingo

Nautilus

Lincoln

King Cole

Boulevakd
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PLANS for remodeling the old
Bijou into the new Pantages
Theatre here were rushed to completion by D. O. Whilklin, architect, and work actively began the
past week. The house is scheduled
to open some time in September.
Construction work on the new
Ritz, a 600 seat theatre, at Alabama
City, is being rushed, and it is
hoped that the theatre will be ready
about the middle of July. Jack
Martin is owner and operator. W.
C. Alexander, Alabama representative of National Theatre Supply
Co., is supervising the installation
of machines, screen and chairs.
It is understood that Col. Thomas
E. Orr, of Marshall County Enterprises, will build a new theatre at
Guntersville, Ala.
George R. Dixon, manager of
Will B. Wood's Bell, at Gadsden,
and Savov, at Albama City, visited
Atlanta the past week.
A. Brown Parkes, manager of
the Hefferson and also the new
Pantages, in Birmingham, is vacationing at Camp Walton, Fla.
Warren Andrews, secretary of
the Joe Steed Amusement Co.,
visithed Atlanta and Charlotte the
past week.
Going outside of North Carolina for the first time Stevenson's
Theatres, Inc., with headquarters
Henderson, N. C. have signed a
long term lease for the new theatre
which is being erected in Rock Hill,
S. C. The theatre will be one of
the most modern in the state and
will be a combination picture and
road-show house. The new theatre
will be ready for occunancv by the
late fall, according to announcement
by S. S. Stevenson, general manager of the company. It will be
the tenth owned by the company,
all others being in North Carolina.
The opening date is set for August.
The Publix-Saenger aggregation
headed by H. F. Kincey, general
manager of the Carolina division,
returned to Charlotte Sunday from
the Training Schools for Manasers
held in Bay St. Louis. Miss. Diplomas were presented by the Dean
of Tulane University to H. F.
Kincev, George Brown, Don Nichols, W. H. Ponton, and J. P.
Corbitt.
Dr. R. S. Beam and associates
of Lumberton, N. C, are building
a new 1,000 seat theatre in that
city. It is scheduled to open in the
early fall. S. S. Dixon of Fayetteville, N. C, is the architect.
Carl Bamford, who owns the
Majestic and Princess Theatres in
Asheville, N. C, has leased the
City Auditorium for a number of
years.
The New Castle Theatre in Wake

K.-^^
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South East
Effective Friday, July 1, Max
Euster takes over the leases of the
ville, Ky.
Gaines and Gem Theatres, PineThe Playhouse, Justell, Ky., has
been closed for an indefinite period.
The Palace, Clay, Ky., will reonly.
open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
The Grand Theatre at Grayson^
Ky., is reported closed permanently
and the theatre and the equipment
are for sale.
It is reported that F. W. Wolfe
has
taken over the CampbellsKy. again
burg
Theatre at Campbellsburg,

Citizens of Phoenix, Ariz., joined in extending felicitations to Jo. E. Rickaids,
of the Rickards and Nace Amusement Co. At the extreme right is A. T. Pickett,
general manager for Rickards and Nace
Forest, N. C, opened last week
under the managership of E. C.
Smith, formerly manager of the
Oasis Theatre, Kingston, N. C.
The house is owned by Aranson &
Browne of Raleigh.
E. D. Turner, president of the
Carolina Theatres, Inc., has called
a directors meeting in Pittsburgh
for Friday of this week.
Nat Royster now has a negro
tent show outside of WinstonSalem. During a storm the past
week the tent was blown down,
causing considerable damage.
U. K. Rice, manager of the Colonial Theatre, Winston-Salem, left
Monday for an extended vacation
in Columbus, Ohio, his former
home.
Walton Brothers, owners of the
Raeford Theatre, Raeford, are
closing their house temporarily to
install
new equipment and redecorate.
Miss Audrey Littell, secretary of
the Charlotte Film Board of Trade
for the past few months, has been
transferred to the Des Moines
Board.
S. S. Stevenson, general manager
of Stevenson's Theatres, Inc., Charlotte, is spending a week in New
York arranging bookings for the
coming season.
Walter Griffith, of the U. S. Film
Transport, announces an extension
effective July 2nd, with terminal in
Wilson, thereby giving overnight
service from Oiarlotte to Wilson,
Rocky Mt., Goldsboro, Kinston and
other Eastern
Carolina points.

Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Mason of
Goldsboro returned Wednesday
City.
from a week's visit in New York
Among exhibitors visiting Charlotte's film row this week were : H.
J. Paradis, of Wilson ; Paul Phillips, of Goldsboro ; Rovert Jernigan, of Dunn ; Ed. Stewart, of
Concord; U. K. Rice, Nat Royster
and A. F. Sams, Jr., of WinstonSalem ; D. M. Eaves, of Union ;
George Stevenson, of Burlington ;
J. R. Teague, of Henderson ; Walter Griswold, of Stateville, and
Chas. Picquet, of Pinehurst.
Colonel Fred Levy, Lee L. Goldberg and Maurice White were
among the special guests of Robert
Lieber at the opening of the new
Indiana Theatre, Indianapolis,
which will be operated jointly by
the Circle Theatre Corporation and
Publix Theatres Corporation.
Other prominent film folk who
attended the grand opening were
Sidney Kent, Sam Datx, Richard
Rowland, Sam Spring, Harry
Marx, Ned Depinet and Max
Balaban. Mr. Lieber and the directors of the Circle were hosts at a
luncheon at the club and later at a
reception on the Lincoln Roof Garden.
Miss I. Wolff of the Pastime
Theatre, Owenton, Ky., was a visitor in Louisville last week.
Mr. Libson has not yet announced
what policy B. J. Keith's Rialto,
Louisville, will follow for this season, but it is rumored that the
house will be devoted to second run
pictures.

R. R. Russell, former manager
of the Arcade Theatre, Paducah,
Ky., has returned to that town to
become general manager of the
new Columbia theatre, which Leo
F. Keiler and his associates recently opened.
The Crescent Amusemf.nt Company, Union City, Tenn., has purchased the equipment of the Union
City Amusement Company which
operated the Reynolds Opera
House and Jimmie's Playhouse at
Union City, Tenn. The Crescent
Amusement Company recently built
the Capitol Theatre at Union City,
and according to reports has had
good business. The Opera House
probably will be closed except for
Friday and Saturday shows. Jimmies Playhouse has been discontinued and the building leased for
a five and ten cents store.
The transfer of Loew's Palace,
Strand and Majestic Theatres in
Memphis, Tenn., from Publix to
Loew management was effected last
week. The Strand will be closed for
the summer and the former Strand
manager, Floyd Smith, becomes
manager of the Palace while C. B.
Stiff, former Palace manager, has
been transferred to a Publix post
in Houston.
Wallace R. Allen, former publicity director for Publix here, is in
New York awaiting assignment
which will probably be to Houston
under C. B. Stiff, with whom he
was associated in Memphis.
Each house is being operated independently. Eddie Sullivan is retained
as
manager
for Loew's
Stateis
and no change in prices
or policy
contemplated. Ben Stainback, press
agent for Loew's State, will act as
publicity
director for all four theatres.
John Moody, formerly manager
of the Majestic Theatre, Memphis
has been transferred to a Publix
house in Chattanooga. William
Huie, former assistant manager of
Loew's Palace, has been made manager of the Majestic.

San Diego
THE Hillcrcst Theatre, one of
the most popular of the outlying conuTiunity film houses, located on Fifth Street, near University Avenue, has been acquired
by a syndicate of San Diego business men from E. C. Wills, who
has owned and operated it for a

number of years in conjunction
with the Ramona, another community theatre at Thirtieth and
University. Mr. Wills remains as
house manager of the Hillcrest.
The Balboa Theatre, one of the
three local film houses controlled
by the West Coast Theatres, Inc..

announces a new policy by which
several acts of vaudeville will be
put on at each show, together with
first-run pictures.
.M Lyons, who directed the
music at the Balboa for some
months before the New California
theatre was opened and has since

had charge at the latter house,
with the exception of about three
weeks, has bejtMi transferred by
tiie West Coast Theatres, Inc., to
the north, and, after a short engagement at the T. & D. in Oakland, will be musical director at
a San Frjjncisco house.
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BORGER was in
HOMER
town last week. That's a real
news item. Borger was with the
local Universal exchange for almost ten years, which is a record.
He is now traveling auditor for
P. D. C.
Norman Moray, local Warner
Brothers' exchange manager, has
gone to Grand Rapids for several
weeks. It's called a vacation on
the books, but whether it is a vacation or not depends upon your
point of view. He's gone there for
an operation.
Mark Goldman, Tiffany exchange manager here, is very
popular these days. There's a reason. He's giving away fully
equipped date books to users of
Tiffany product. The books carry
every item of information valuable
to the exhibitor.
Jack Cohen, who has been with
the Universal office in Pittsburgh,
is now with the Cleveland P. D. C.
outfit covering the Youngstown
territory.
Interest in the Commodore theatre. Lake Shore Boulevard and
East 152nd street, and the Plaza,
East 152nd street and St. Clair
avenue, have been combined. M.
B. Horwitz, general manager of
the Washington circuit and associates built the Plaza, a new 2,000seat house which opened last
Christmas. Max Lefkowitz, Henry
Lustig and Henry Greenberger are
just completing the Commodore,
also a 2,000- seat house. The consolidation ofinterests of these two
theatres does not in any way affect
the other theatres owned and operated by either Horwitz or Lefkowitz.
The Fischer Film Exchange of
this city is showing signs of improvement. It has doubled its
space in the Film Exchange Bldg.,
and is therefore able to double its
capacity for service.
The Ohio Amusement Company

has taken over the Lincoln theatre,
Cleveland, effective July 1st. The
Lincoln has been owned and operated by Messrs. Burton and
Crockett. It is the only West Side
house equipped with Vitaphone installation and playing Vitaphone
specialties. The Ohio Amusement
Company has a chain of thirteen
local houses.
E. T. Gomersall, Fox short subject sales manager, was in town
last Tuesday and Wednesday and
held a regional sales meeting.
Harvey Sheahan has been transferred from United Artists' Mexico City branch office to the Cleveland office of United Artists.
John Price, who has been connected with the local UniversalBrody circuit for the past year as
theatre manager, is now assisting
A. Schwartz in the management of
the Utopia, Painesville.
Norman Orr, well-known local
theatre manager, is now managing
the Imperial, one of the new
houses recently built by Dr. B I.
Brody and belonging to the U-B
circuit.
The Film Exchange Bldg. register showed that several notables
were in town last week. Among
them R. C. Steuve, former owner
of the Orpheum, Canton ; Frank
Nolan, present owner of the Orpheum. Canton; A. H. Abrams, of
the Mozart and Odeon, Canton,
and E. F. McGovern, of the Majestic, Findlay.
Reade's Hippodrome is undergoing a $20,000 rtansformation
which will bring it into line with
the most modernly equipped theatres of the city. The projection
booth, which has been on the main
floor, is being placed on the second
balcony. Wlien the Hippodrome
was built twenty years ago, all
projection booths were on the main
floor. Other changes include moving the switchboard from the upper
deck to the stage, and bringing the

pin rail on the stage from the
fourth deck down on to the stage.
William Raynor, manager of the
house, is supervising these alterations.
It is reported that the Stillman
theatre will reinstate its orchestra
starting next week. Since Vitaphone has been installed in the
Stillman music has been confined
to it and the organ. Maurice
Spitalny will return as musical director.

as a seventh arbitrator for the
Film Board of Trade when agreements between exhibitor and distributors could not be reached
through the usual channels, was
tendered a bachelor dinner last
Thursday night at the Hollanden
Hotel. More than 500 attended,
most of the guests being film men.
Ernest Schwartz, attorney and
theatre owner, arranged the party.
lowing day. was married the folJudge Stacel

Harry Charnas, of the Standard
Film Service Company, is back
from a week's visit in New York.
Charles Casanave, president of
Associated Theatres of Ohio, a
central booking office for independent theatres, has added several new houses to the list he has
been serving. He now books for
the Rialto, Gordon Square, Ezella,
Madison, Lucier, Sunbeam, Lexi.ngton, "Y," Lincoln, Corlett, Norwood, Standard, Main, Market
Square, of Cleveland; Palace and
Lyceum, Canton ; Regent, Youngstown ; Columbia and Ideal, Alliance Opera
;
House, Duchess, and
Hippodrome, Warren; Lyric, Wallace and Opera House, Wooster ;
Princess and Opera House, Kent,
and the Strand, Ravenna.
Martin Printz has inaugurated a
summer policy of revivals at the
Circle theatre. Admission prices
have been reduced and pictures are
changed daily.
E. Mandelbaum, producer, promoter and exhibitor of national
fame, has returned from a winter
in California greatly improved in
health.
Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle will
make
a local the
appearance
Loew's
State theatre
week of atJuly
3rd.

Bill Onie, who has just lately
donned the mantle of district manager for Standard Film Service
Company, spent the week in the
Cincinnati territory.
F. A. Kelly, of the Lincoln
theatre, Massillon, was in town the
other day wearing his right arm
in a splint. Now the exchange men
want to know whether he really
has a broken arm or whether he
just fixed up an alibi so as not to
sign any contracts.
Lemotto Smith, president and
general manager of the Smith
Amusement Company operating
picture houses in Alliance, Warren
and Huntington, West Virginia,
paid the local exchanges a visit last
week preparatory to migrating into
Canada for the summer.
George Wilson, for many years
with the local Pathe sales division,
has joined the Fischer Film Exchange as salesman.
George Cheuvron, manager of
the Gem theatre, Barberton, has
been in Parkersburg, W. Va., visiting his sister who has been ill.
Jules Schwartz is back at the
Detroit theatre. Schwartz, one of
the former owners of the theatre,
sold his interest to Universal and
severed his connection with the
house at the time of the sale.
P. E. Essick, of the Scoville,
Essick and Reiff circuit, has moved
his family to their summer home
at Lakeside, Ohio, and now Percy
is commuting.

This will be his first appearance
in a new sketch in which he will
tour the Loew circuit.
Judge Jacob Stacel, who has
made many friends in local film
circles through his just decisions

Florida
C. B. ELLIS,
MANAGER
FRO Pictures Corporation,
left Jacksonville for Atlanta Sunday night.
B. P. Stiles, Paramount salesman, was in Jacksonville last week
The Rose Theatre at Thomasville, Ga., is scheduled to open
about the middle of September.
The house will be modern and convenient and will be built to accommodate road shows and pictures. It will be operated by Nat
Williams, who has the Grand at
Thomasville, Ga., the Rex at
Fernandina. Enterprise at Quincy.
and the Opera House at Quitman, Ga.
The eighth annual convention
of the Southeastern division of
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Motion Picture Operators opened in
Jacksonville on Monday and closed
Wednesday. The sessions were
held at the George Washington
Hotel and were attended by many

out-of-town and local representatives.
William F. Canavan, of New
York, international president, was
the honor guest of the convention
on Wednesday and delivered an
address. R. J. Green, of New
York, general secretary and treasurer of the order, addressed the
morning session on Wednesday
W. P. Raoul, of Atlanta, Ga., international representative, led the
"round table."
George B. Peck, the genial manager of Tampa's "cool and comfortable" Strand, was laid up three
days this week with a sore leg.
The report comes from Bradenton htat Mrs. Jessie Mae Brown.

owner of the Wallace in that city,
the Olympic in Palmetto and the
Eustis in Eustis, has sold the
string to the Universal
company.
For Myers now has two theatres catering to colored patrons.
The Grand was recently opened
by A. Sarlo, and the Palace, which
had been operated by the S-B-T
Properties but had been closed for
some time, has been reopened by
Max Flatan, with Ernest Mitchell
as manager.
William E. Sullivan, chief operator of the Prince theatre and
business agent of the Tampa local
operators' union was kidnapped
last Sunday night as he left the
theatre with his wife,
bv four

armed men, who forced them both
into a parked automobile and carried them to a lonely spot about
vefi miles north of the city, where.
Sullivan claims, they were released
after he had convinced his captors
that he was not the man they were
after.
One of the film salesmen who
covers the Florida territory, says
he is simply "touring" now and not
trying to sign
up the next
season's
product.
According
to him,
the
summer slump is causing many
requests for a reduction in film
rentals, and with the new product
listed at an advance in price,
there is little chance of signing
up contracts now.
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JENSEN, Portland
CLAUDE
member of the Jensen-Von
Herberg firm that now operates
a string of suburban houses in
Seattle and Portland, left here last
week after having spent several
days in this city conferring with
lohn G. Von Herberg and Leroy
V. Johnson, the president and
managing director of the circuit,
respectively. During his stay, Mr.
Jensen attended the opening of
his new Bagdad Theatre in the
Ballard district.
Bob W. Bender, managing director of the Universal first run
and neighborhood houses in the
Seattle territory, returned last
vi'eek from Portland, where he
took charge of the Columbia Theatre for a few days after the resignation of Eddie Smith. The selection of a new manager was expected to be made the latter part
of June by L. J. Scolaifer, head
of all Universal houses, who was
expected in Seattle to confer with
Mr. Bender next week.
Bill Calkins, former Pathe salesman in the Washington territory
and more recently manager in
Butte, left for Salt Lake City last

week after spending several weeks
in this locahty. In Salt Lake Mr.
Calkins is understood to be ioining the sales staff of the F B O
office.
.A.rt Aronson, head of the Western Poster Company of Seattle,
returned last week from Portland
where he had spent a few days
on business.
A. J. Kennedy, exploitation specialist for the First National company in the Pacific Northwest, returned to his office in Manager
Jack Bower's local exchange last
week after some time spent in
San Francisco and Southern California.
The Coliseum Theatre last week
entered upon its new summer policy of two changes of program
weekly. Admission prices of 25
cents matinees and SO cents eveings remain the same. Manager,
Al Raleigh.
"Auditor's Week" on film row
was never more true than last
week, when three national auditors pulled into town for visits
of a few days. At Manager Waliie Rucker's local Educational of-
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fice Mr. Burke has been looking
over the situation ; at the Fox
branch Bob Wyckoff is checking

than twenty prizes were to be
given to the fortunate and lucky
contestants.

Manager George Ballantine's film
and poster departments ; and at
First National Mr. Kramer has
bene looking things over.
Eddie Hitchcock, irrepressible
publicity and advertsing specialist

G. C. Fasken, owner and manager of the Ro-al Theatre at
Cashmere, Washington, last week
announced that he plans to erect
a 500-seat house in Wenatchee,
where he will show second run attractions for 10 and 15 cents.

for Manager
Clemmer'sto
Fifth
Avenue James
Theatre,Q. returned
his office last week after undergoing a slight operation.
W. H. Edwards, former manager of the Neptune Theatre and
Strand Theatre in this city, last
week was appointed manager of
the Society Theatre. He succeeds Mitchell Sutherland who
left for Southern California to
make connections with one of the
larger houses.
Film Row last week was rather
barren, due to the migration to
the Portland Golf Club of the
leading golf lights of this territory. The occasion was the Third
.Annual Northwest Film Golf
Tournament, staged under the auspices of Clyde Walker of the
"Motion
Picture Record."
More

This will be Wenatchee's first
house
to be operated on a second
run policy.
L. A. Samuelson, branch manager of the Pathe exchange, was
expected back in Seattle next week
from the national sales convention at Los Angeles. He was accompanied on the trip by Managers L. M. Cobbs, of Portland,
and W. M. Hughart, of Butte,
as well as a large delegation of
sales representatives.
Six drapes, valued at more than

»

$100, were stolen from JensenVon Herberg's Bagdad Theatre
last week, just a short time after
the grand onening of the house.
The loss occurred while minor
renovating was under way, and
is fully insured.

Salt Lake City
EDWIN A. MORRIS, who has
been manager of the Orpheum
Theatre here under the AckermanHarris vaudeville policy for a number of years, has been called back
to California by Ackerman-Harris,
since the purchase of this theatre
by the Louis Marcus Enterprises
here recently. After disposing of
the lease July 1st, Morris intends
leaving for the coast about July
6th, he states.
Fred Frederiksen, exhibitor of
Louisville, Idaho, is visiting the
local film mart for a few days.
Construction of the new neighborhood theatre at Ninth South
and Ninth East streets here will
begin within the next few weeks
it is reported. This house is being
built by Earl D. Smith, manager
of the local branch of the National
Theatre Supply Company, and will
represent an investment of approximatelv $25,000. It is to be
named
"The Tower
Theatre."
The main auditorium will have
a seating
capacity
of approxi-

tnately four hundred with the balcony accommodating about one
hundred. Plans have been provided for a pipe organ as well as
all modern first class equipment
The front of the structure will be
of semi-Spanish design and will
be built of concrete, brick, marble
and tile.
The opening of the new Rialto
Theatre, formerly the Kinema,
was a very successful one here
Extensive improvements and alterations were made during the
past few weeks, with a new ventilating system having been installed as well as other strictly
up-to-date equipment.
Dave Farquhar. manager of the
Warner Brothers office in this
city, has left for Alontana.
Ray Hendrv, manager of the
Paramount Theatre in Ogden
Utah, is in Salt Lake attending to
some booking.
Sales representative A. A
Bruce, out of the local MetroGoldwyn-Mayer exchange, is cov-

Idahoin territory.
"Buck"
Wade ering
ishisstill
the Montano
section. Clarence Severson, who is
up in Montana on the Short Subjects, is being transferred into
Southern Utah, and John Trewhela is being transferred to Montana on the Short Subjects from
Utah, it is announced.
Sam Levin, manager of the
Capitol Film Laboratories here,
with his brother Leo, made a trip
into Idaho recently.
Earl Steele of the Venice Theatre at Nephi, Utah, is conferring
with local branch managers this
week, as is E. H. Greenlagh of
the Green Theatre at Ferron, Utah.
George Smigh, owner of the
Rialto and Gem theatres at Magna,
Utah, is enjoying a pleasure trip
in California.
Mrs. Dickepon, of the Rex Theatre at St. Anthony, Idaho, and
the American theatre of Mackay
Idaho, is spending a few days
along the row.
Manager
W. J. Heineman.
of

the Universal exchange here, is on
his way into the Idaho branch.
C. ^i. Pace, of the Pace Theatre at Delta, Utah, is booking up
some of the outstanding pictures
of the year here.
Clyde H. Messinger. manager in
this city for Educational, returned
to the office after having spent
some time in the territory.
Mana-^er Charles Walker, of
the local Fox office, returned from
Montana a few days ago and will
leave for Idaho this week.
Walter Mendenhal, of the Boise
Theatre Companv of Boise, Idaho,
is in this city for a several days'
visit.
.'\ndy Miirdock, of the Ideal
Theatre of Heber Citv, Utah, and
R. L. Wicker, of the Delta Theatre at Delta, Lftah, are among exhibitor visitors seen along film row
here. J. F. Yoimg. of the Bluebird at Garfield, was also in.
Manager Fred Lind of the local
F B O exchange leaves for Idaho
right away, it is stated.

Oklahoma
THE
Opera House at Geary,
Okla., which was supposed to
have been leased for a year to Mr.
McNeil, has been closed for an
indefinite period, it was reported
this week.
L. E. Brewer of Paul Valley,
Okla., has reopened the theatre at
Maysville, Okla., and named it
The Maysville.
The Broadway Theatre at Coweta, Okla., is reported to have been
sold by Star I^rgent
to lister

Miller. Mr. Miller, who has the
Miller Theatre at Porum, Okla., is
reported to have sold his house to
George Largent.
R. O. Shonts is reported to have
sold his theatre. The Pastime at
Lexington, Okla., to Monroe Burkett and E. O. Clary.
The Royal Theatre at Watts,
Okla., operated by Houston &
Ricketts, is closed for the summer.
The
Rex
Airdome
at Capitol

and
streets.location to "C"
from Walker
its present

at Guthrie, Okla., is on a vacation
in California with his wife. They
have been visiting the various
studios and write back that they
are having a big time.

Kenney Lloyd of Mineral
Springs, Ark., is moving his theatre at Mineral Springs, to Foreman, Ark. The new theatre will
be called The Joy.
Mr. .Alvin Powell, manager of
the Highland and Pollard theatres

At the meeting of the Film
Board of Trade, the members
presented the out-going presidents,
R. M. Clark, a Knights Templer
Masonic ring. Tony Ryan of Fox
gave the presentation speech, which
made a decided hit.

Hill, Oklahoma City, has been sold
by Malcolm Cook to L. M. Rowe.
Mr. Rowe is moving the theatre
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CHARLES
HENSCHEL, of
New York Eastern Divis'on
sales manager for Pathe, was in
town for a couple of days last
week and then went on to Boston.
Gardner Hall, in Troy, closed
last week for the summer, and its
manager, William Rose, will assist
his brothers, James and Harry,
at their theatres during the vacation period.
John Garry, manager of the local
Clinton Square, last week looked
after the Leland, while C. H.
Buckley and Alec Sayles were in
New York City.
Charles Rose, general manager
■of the Smalley chain, has been
connfied to his bed for a week or
so, having strained his back in
lifting an automobile.
L. H. Garvey, who runs a theatre in Clinton, has just broken
ground for a new house in Hartford, a short distance from Utica.
Tom Northrup, manager of the
Palace in Troy, has reduced his
admission prices during the summer months.
W. H. Linton, the veteran exhibitor of Utica, reports business
as being good but is using some
split weeks
through
the summer.
There is a report to the effect
that the .'\merican in Troy, which
is managed by Louis .Saperstein,
may close on July 1, for a few
weeks, in cutti''~ down overhead
and forcing business to the other
Stanley theatres in the city.
Joe Kallet and Mike Kallet. the
latter one time treasurer of the
old Grand theatre in Svracuse, are
planning a number of changes at
the theatres, according to reports.
Walter Roberts, manager" of the
Troy theatres, is now living at his
summer home at one of the nearby
lakes, but hurried back one night
last week in order to be present
at the boxing bouts which marked
the opening of Troy's new arena.

Charles Stombaugh, former
manager of the Pathe exchange in
.Albany, was in Asbury Park last
weeJk attending a convention.
Ed. Hayes, local manager for
Pathe, brought his golf clubs here
from Buffalo, when he moved to
Albany. They have remained in
the bag for one straight year in a
corner in the office, and arq leaning against the wall so long that
Mr. Hayes now declares that they
are warped out of shape.
Charles H. Goulding, manager
of Proctor's in Troy, will continue to use pictures along with
his vaudeville throughout the
summer.
Bill Smalley, of Cooperstown,
owner of a dozen or more houses
was in Albany last week, and
stated that his new theatre in
Stamford would open about August 1.
Ben Stern, manager of the Lincoln, in Troy, has a brand new
car.
A friend living in Maine wrote
Jake Rosenthal, owner of the
Rose in Troy, a ^letter last week,
saying that he (was considering
the purchase of a theatre, and desired to a.sk him a few questions.
The "few" numbered no less than
36, causing Mr. Rosenthal to
write back that he was without a
stenographer and could not answer the questions.
W. M. Shirley, of Schenectady,
has secured the lease of the Van
Curler theatre in that city, from
September 1, but has not determined upon the policy of the house.
J. J. McLoughlin, of Poland,
has changed the name of his theatre from "Jim's Theatre" to "The
Edward Renton, formerly conLindy." nected with Madison Square Garden, has been engaged as a general field man
for the Smalley

chain of houses in central Niw
York.
Mrs. Tony Veiller, wife of the
manager of the Mark Ritz, in
.\lbany, left last week on an auto
trip to Montreal.
^torris Silverman,
of Schenec-

Arthur Lucas, Southern manager for
Educational Films, and Lucille Huttou.

tady, summed up the situation last
week by saying that if one did not
have the picture the business would
not come to the theatre no matter
how much
advertising
is done.
Dan Creed, of the F B O home
office, is in Albany for the summer, assisting in a general way at
the local exchange.

\ isitors along film row during
the week included Mrs. Thornton of Saugerties, Clarence Dopp,
of Johnstown, and Mr. and Mrs.
McNamara, of Valatie.
The Palace in Troy has been
sold to Emanuel Rosen, who formerly ran the Cozy theatre in
Schenectady. It appears that negotiations with the Schine brothers fgor the theatre feJl through
last week.
Fred Robke has been transferred
from Warner Brothers' Brooklyn
territory to the Albany exchange
Abe Stone, of the Arbor Hill
theatre in Albany, has just taken
over the Bright Spot in Rensselaer
from Charley Miller, and also the
Columbia, which has been run by
Michael Connery, of Menands.
The theatre in Granville, run by
Vincerit Dailey, will operate on a
two night per week schedule during the summer.
Mrs. H. A. Marchetti, wife of
the booker at the P. D. C. exchange, was badly cut about the
face a week or so ago, when her
husband's car was forced into a
ditch.
The family of Nat Levy, the new
manager of Universal exchange.
is now in Albany, having moved
here from Philadelphia, and Mr
Lcjvy has left the Hotel Ten
The VanCurler theatre in ScheEyck.
nectady, N. Y., which has a seating capacity of about 1400 and
which has been operated by the
Parish Theatres, Inc., but whose
lease expires on September 1, will
he taken over by Arthur Klein.
former general manager of the
Shubert vaudeville circuit and for
many years identified with the
Keith vaudeville exchange. Mr.
Klein will open the house on Labor
Day and the theatre will be one
of a chain of houses which will
be operated.

San F rancisco
N.\T HOLT, popular manager
of the Wigwam Theatre and
one of the best-known motion picture managers in the Pacific West,
started his own musical comedy
known as "Nat Holt's Golden
Gate Musical Comedy Co." Each
week the company will feature
odd and high class stunts.
Wade Renfroe, formerly connected with the Pathe office in Los
Angeles, is working in the San
Francisco exchange as Head
Booker.
Jean Canefield Ferree, with her
husband, just returned from a
two weeks' motor vacation to Los
Angeles.
James Barlow buys the Larkin
Theatre from the Kinema Circuit. Mitchell, the former manager, and one of the owners, has
moved to Los Gatos, and will take
charge of that theatre hereafter.
Al Laurice, assistant manager
of
Fox.operation
is recuperating
minor
and is out from
on thea'

Row again after several days
spent in the hospital.
"Less" Theuerkauf, formerly
local manager of the Cameo Theatre, and more recently identified
with the S. H. Levin Theatre Circuit, resigned from the latter concern last week and connected immediately with the Portland, Oregon, exchange of P. D. C.
Branch Manager L. M. Cobb,
of the Pathe Portland office and a
former San Franciscan of the sarrie
company, stopped off to see his
old friends while en route home
from the L. A. Convention. Cobb
was accompanied by his city salesman, George Appbleby.
Airs. Katherine Hansen, contract clerk for the past seven
vears in the Metro-GoldwynMayer office, resigned her position and left for Salt Lake City,
frolic.
Chester A. Roeder, salesman out
of the local Paramount office for
the past ten years, has been trans-

ferred to Minneapolis as branch
manager.
Joe Huff, formerly San Joaquin
representative for Universal, has
been called into the local office to
work with Nathan on circuits.
Frank Holtz is now managing
the North Sacramento Theatre.
Samish is in charge of the San
Mateo Theatre. Both houses belong to the Blumenfeld circuit of
San Francisco.
Art Aronson was visiting his
associates in business last week.
July 23rd is the date announced
for a public ball at the Civic Auditorium, conducted under the
auspices of the Motion Picture
Operators' Union, having as a side
attraction a screen star opportunity contest.
This
willannual
be the
operators'
fourteenth
affair.
Last
year they omitted the event,
was the first break in their
The organization has
their general management

which
annual
placed
in the

hands of Arthur P. Craner.
Craner has associated with him a
staff' of publicity hounds and has
opened offices with the operators
for their special occasion in
Loew's
Warfield
Building.
On the final day of the 47th
session of the California State
Legislature, Assemblymen offered
a resolution expressing appreciation to the West Coast and T&D
Circuits for the courtesy of their
theatres during the session which
was extended to the members and
their wives.
Mrs. T. H. Dixon, manager of
Welcome Theatre at Knight's
Landing, is the chairman of motion pictures for the Northern
District of the California Federation of Women's Clubs.
.A^rt Leim, who for several
years has managed the Star Theatre at Reedley, for Miss Sheibley,
has acquired the Harvester Theatre from Mrs. Williams and will
operate it in the future.
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Use

of Color

in the Theatre

HE wide application of colored lighting in motion picture theatres today makes
it advisable for the average
projectionist to learn at
least the elementary principles of color and its relation to lighting.
In many of the smaller houses the projectionist islargely responsible for the colored illumination, as it applies either to
"effect" lighting or to the general illumination of local areas, such as walls, ceilings,
panels, etc.
It is time that the extent of his interest
in this respect is represented by his control
of simple dimmer banks and the operation
of projectors designed to produce lighting
effects, but it seems reasonable to suppose
that his interest in this work would be considerably greater if he had even a surface
knoAvledge of the manner producing the
various colors of the rainbow.
With the exception of the more powerful
projectors for long distance work, colored
lighting is largely obtained by means of
incandescent lamps, so that the color characteristics of this commonly used source
of light shall be considered. The same fundamental principles, however, apply to such
sources as arc lamps as well.

Colors as Commonly

Named

The light emitted by an incandescent
lamp has a continuous spectrum. That is,
it has all the colors of the rainbow in it and
gives off light that is ordinarily called
white, although actually, the color of this
light is slightly yellow.
Color terminology, at best, is somewhat
loose and it is seldom that colors as ordinarily referred to are pure, in that they
contain but one color and no other. Light
composed of but a single color Avould
rightly be called monochromatic, meaning
"one color." The greenish light given off
by a. Oooper-IIewitt Mercury lamp would
be a pretty good example of a monochromatic source.
Strictly speaking, a pure color, such as
blue, means light having a wave length (the
distance between successive nodes) which
ranges between rather closely defined limits.
In practice, the tendency is to group several
colors together. That is we extend these
wave length limits. Thus, violet, blue and
green-blue are combined and called amber;
and red is generally quite pure.
When working with white light, any
single color desired can be obtained by removing all colors but the one desired. This
can easily be done by using color absorbers
(such as colored glasses, gelatines, etc.)
wiiieh "select" the color desired and eliminate, or absorb, the remaining colors of the
spectrum.
Suppose, for example, that red light is

wanted. A color medium, such as a piece
of red glass, is placed in the light beam so
that the blue, green and amber light rays
will be absorbed. Similarly, if green is
wanted, a color medium must be placed in
the light beam so as to absorb the blue,
amber and red rays.
To be able to use color effectively, the
popularly held idea that colored light is
white light that has been changed by the
addition of a certain color, must be discarded.

Colors

Involve

Light

Loss

In fact, the production of color from
white light involved an actual loss of light,
since any given beam contains only a certain amount of a particular color and all
the rest of the colors in that beam must
be sacrificed to obtain one color alone.
The percentage loss of light so involved
will depend upon the color wanted (and
upon the source) since the various colors in
any light beam are not in equal proportions.
This means that to obtain the same intensity of illumination with color light,
from two to twenty times the "Wattage will
be required as compared with that used for
white light.
The approximate absorption figures for
the various colors are shown in Table 1.
The figures given are subject to considerable variation, depending upon the purity
of the color, total absorption, etc.
It is fortunate, however, that colored
lighting, as used in the theatre, need not be
of a high intensity, since only a general
effect is desired.

Methods

of Obtaining Colors

There are at present six commonly used
methods of obtaining colors of varying degrees of purity. These are by means of:
1. Dipped Color Lamps. 2. Natural Colored Lamps. 3. Glass Color Caps (for
lamps). 4. Glass plates. 5. Gelatine screens.
6. Fabrics (such as silk).
Dipped Lamps — These are inexpensive
and, while not permanent as to color, are
effective. Should the lamp become broken,
it is useless, of course, but the lamp bulbs
can be so dipped that no white light escapes from the bulb to wash out the color.
Very few lamp dips are permanent, but
fade under heat, thus requiring new coatings at fairly frequent intervals. If the
lamps are placed in plates where they can
not be easily reached, this method is likely
to prove quite expensive.
Relatively small lamps must be used since
the higher Wattage gas filled lamps will
fade the colors.
Gas filled lamps can be obtained with
sprayed color coatings which are permanent.
So-called opaque coatings are the foundation for this coloring, and as a result the

light given off acquires a tint by means of
the successive selective reflections from the
color particles as the light passes through
the bulb. This method is quite inefficient
and,
tained.furthermore, pure colors cannot be obNatural Colored Lamps — Lamps which
use a bulb in which the coloring is placed
in the glass are quite transparent, permanent and very desirable. Such lamps can
be obtained in amber, red, green and blue,
in any size, but they are fairly expensive
as to initial cost.
Glass Color Caps — Such caps are available in all ordinary colors and ball-shaped,
having a hole through which the lamp can
be inserted so as to make the cap enclose
the lamp bulb. Lamps as high as 500 Watts
in size can be used and a special holding
device must be employed for attaching the
cap to the lamp.
Glass Plates — These are rather exj>ensive
and somewhat awkward to use. In fact,
they can only be placed across the mouths
of small reflectors to be effective. The
colors, however, can be obtained of a high
degree of purity, some of the plates being
heat resisting for high heat work.
Gelatines — The most commonly used medium is gelatine, since it is inexpensive,
easily used, and is obtainable in a wide
variety of colors. Also, the colors are relaword. tively pure in the ordinary sense of the
Gelatine is easily affected by heat, cold
and moisture, and therefore has a short life
even when not handled after once in place.
To offer greater protection, a network of
wire is frequently placed across the gelatine screen and a form of gelatinized wire
is now available, in which these two items
form a single solid sheet for easily handling.

I

Ordinary gelatine will easily warp under
heat and no small amount of experimental
work has been done with a view to obtaining a gelatine which will withstand both
heat and moisture.
One such product is already available
and seems to work quite satisfactorily.
More permanent colors are also being
claimed for it. It is, however, three or four
times as expensive as ordinary gelatine.
Fabrics — Fabrics, such as silk or colored
paper screens, are, at best, but temporary
and, on the whole, unsatisfactory, although
they have been used in some instances.
They should be of a fire-proof character,
or sprayed with a fire-proofing liquid to
avoid the danger of fire. They are highly
absorbii;ig for a certain degree of color
modification and are more useful for giving
just a touch of color in times of emergency.
They frequently serve for ornamental
purposes, but have no place among the more
efficient media described above.
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You cant
blame the weather

=©s?

You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.
You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.

The

HALF

Coney Island,

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.

MOON
New

York

New — Fireproof — 300 Guest-Rooms on the Boardwalk, facing the sea with excellent bathing beach.

Why not write for
our Booklet N-12F

Select Patronage Solicited
Frequent de luxe motor bus service direct to The Half
Moon from The Roosevelt Hotel, Madison Avenue at
Forty-Fifth Street, New York City.

CONVENTIONS:

H. WARTMAN,
The

Half

Moon,

Coney

Managing
Island,

Direction of the American Hotels

Typhoon Fan Company
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A working headquarters by the sea with all New York to play in
Write for booklet or reservations to
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N.

Director
Y.

345 West 39th Street
Jacksonville
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Corporation
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Rudolph
Wurlitzer
Elect Officers

Go.

Howard E. Wurlitzer, who was affiliated
\\dth The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company since
1892 and who, since June 23, 1912, has
served this company as director and president, was re-elected one of the directors and
made Chairman of the Board, of Directors.
Rudolph H. Wurlitzer, who has been -with
the company since 1894 and who has been
vice president since 1912, has been made
PLAN

TO

ATTEND

THE
1927 CONVENTION
JULY
18TH
&
19TH
at NEW

YORK

Headquarters

PENNSYLVANIA
The

sessions

THEATRE

HOTEL

will be worth

EQUIPMENT
Old

at

your

while

ASSOCIATION

Headquarters
Colony Building
Chicago,
111.

BETTER
EQUIPMENT
MEANS
BETTER
BUSINESS

J.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
r

THE
FALLY fo MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Lackawanna

president.
The officers and directors elected are as
follows :
Board of Directors : Howard E. Wurlitzer, Chainnan; Rudolph H. Wurlitzer,
Farny R. Wurlitzer, Thomas P. Clancy,
James L. Ryan, Raimund B. Wurlitzer, I.
H. Lyons.
Other officers: Rudolph H. Wurlitzer,
president; Farney R. Wurlitzer, vice-president and treasurer; Thomas P. Clancy, vicepresident and assistant treasurer; James L.
Ryan, vice-president; John P. Weis, secretary; Walter Wolf, assistant treasurer;
Ruth Selby, assistant secretary.

7876

1579 Broadway, New York City

H.

Hallberg
Reports
Gain in Sales

J. H. Hallberg, manufacturer of the new
Hallberg reflector arcs and motor generators, announces that exhibitors have taken
a great deal of interest in his improved produet since it made its reappearance in the
motion picture supply trade six months ago.
Recent orders of Hallberg apparatus include motor generators for the Wyandotte
Theatre, Detroit, and the Strand Theatre,
Tecumseh, Mich. ; motor generators and reflector arcs for the Strand Theatre, Sharon
Springs, N. Y., and several orders for
Minusa screens. Snap-lite lenses, Vallen
curtain controls, and the Clayton even-tension take-up; all of which he distributes
from the New York plant.
Circulars and instructive bulletins -wTill
))e cheerfully sent to all who desire to keep
up Avith developments along the line of efficient projection.

Page Organ Go. Entertains
at M. P. T. O. Meeting

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 Beats, 30%; under 500. 70%: under 800, 85%;
over 800, 15%.
The most economical method of reachtag tbeatrea Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4 00 PER M UP. Lleta it
deelred. 30 to .'>0% saved In postage, etc.. throuKh elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers. Distributors and Bupply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING — ENCLOSING — MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
719 Slith Ave. at 4l8t St.
New York City
Phone. Pennsy
7484-7485

COSTUMES

An outstanding exhibit at the Columbus
Convention of the M. P. T. 0. Association,
was that of the Page Organ Company,
Lima, Ohio. This concern in addition to
shoAving two of their standai'd type organ
consoles, had erected a complete pipe organ
with swellbox and all the accessories. It
was installed in one corner of the large
Convention Hall and furnished music
througliout the Convention.
Two organists alternated at the console.
This exhibit proved interesting to the attending theatre owners. They were particularly interested in the MX-40 Organ, which
was oxhil)ited for the first time at the convention.
This instrument is a combination unit
l)ij)e organ and player. Two rolls are
mounted side by side in the console directly
above the manuals, so that it may be played
cither by hand or bj' roll. Ordinarily 88note piano rolls are used.
The rolls can be quickly and easily placed
into playing position or rewound, and their

FOR HIRE

PRODUCTIONS
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Picture

News

speed controlled through the use of a simple
lever conveniently located in the key bed
of the console. The rolls are kept in perfect
alignment
by means of a mechanical
tracker.
As a relief organist
that finds it difficult to
organist, the new Page
industry.
derful step forward in

or for the theatre
employ a full-time
MX-40 is a wonthe motion picture

Brief specifications of the new self-playing organ are as follows:
The Page Organ is built complete in itself with individual shutter expressions,
traps and percussions. The console is the
full horse-shoe type, finished in solid American black walnut. There are two manuals
of 61 notes each, having a compass of CC to
C. It has a full scale j>edal board of AGO
pattern with compass of CCC to G and 32
notes. The visible combinations are adjustable at the console.
The player has three playing divisions
(1) The pedal consisting of the bases. (2)
The accompaniment corresponding to the
stops of the first manual of the organ
played by hand. (3) The solo or upper
manual division. Thus all the effects of a
two-manual unit pipe organ played by an
organist are obtained with the Roll player.
The pedal division is so ai-ranged that
only one pedal note can be struck at a time,
just the same as an organist would pedal
with the feet.
The solo obligato patented Page feature. It is so placed that a solo can be
played on any one of the numerous stops
arranged on the solo manual of the organ
and may be played at 16 pitch or in unison
with the player roll.
The organ pipes are fully unified. There
are four complete unit sets of pipes. Tibia
Clausia, Horn Diapson, Solo Violin, and
Vox Humana. There are 14 of the most
essential traps in this instrument. There
are two percussion stops, chimes and
xylophone or orchestral bells, as preferred.

Ventilating
Installations
Increase in East
Orders placed for Typhoon cooling and
ventilating apparatus by exhibitors at the
recent M. P. T. 0. of N. J. convention,
Asbury Park, N. J., demonstrated to that
company's
satisfaction
that business
has
shown an increase
this Summer
in the East
that has exceeded any previous period for
this territorv.

Ocala, Fla., to Have 1,000
Seat Theatre

According to newspaper reports, Ocala,
Fla., is to have the largest motion picture
theatre and legitimate playhouse in Central
Florida. The theatre will be located on
Ocklawaha Ave. on the site of the old brick
building. The house will be constructed by
Walter R. Pedrick and will have a seating
capacity of 1,000.

STOCK

PROGRAMS
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FEATURE

RELEASE CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order thai the ExhihUnr may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures thai are coming.
{S. R. indicates Stale Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Arizona Whirlwind, The. . .Bill Cody
Pathe
4134 feet. .Apr.
1
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrjrmore
United Artists
9380 feet . . Mar. 26
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen . . ;
Paramount
6697 feet . . Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall . . .Excellent Pictures. . .6512 feet. .AprU 1
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6436 feet . . April 1
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet. .April 8
Fourth Commandment,
The
B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
6863 feet . . Oct 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . . May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. HilL.F. B. 0
4501 feet
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. Harron-S. PhippsA. Housman
Fox
5608 feet . . April 29
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . . Mar. 26
Man From Hardpan, The . .L.Maloney-E.Gilbert.Pathe
6814 feet . . Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F.B. 0
6442 feet . . April 1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser ... M-G-M
7603 feet . . June
3
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6967 feet . . Mar. 25
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. .Oct. 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Prod. Dist. Corp
6736 feet . . April 15
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedford-L. Stone .First National
6040 feet. .April 22
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
6000 feet
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 f eet . . May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet . . Feb.
4
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
5936 feet
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD. Dwan-H. Miller . Pathe
6705 feet . . Mar. 11
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9523 feet . . April 1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
5490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . . May
6
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7015 feet . . Jan. 28
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet
Slide, KeUy, Slide
W.Haines-S- O'NeUH. Carey-K. Dane . . M-G-M
7866 feet . . April 1
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro ... F. B. 0
4565 feet.. Mar. 11
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine ..F. B. 0
4982 feet
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno. First National
6324 feet . . May 13
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer
Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-L Keith . Warner Bros
6281 feet.. June 24
Wheaa Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4390 feet
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce. . Fox
4783 feet. .April 15
White Flannels
L. Dresser- J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feet . . April 1
White Gold
J .Gould-G. BancroftK. Thomson
Prod. Dist. Corp
6198 feet . . Mar. 25

\PRIL
Feature
*in't Love Funny? .
Afraid to Love
Arizona Bound .
Bitter Apples . . .
Brute The
Cabaret
Casey at the Bat
Children of Divorce .
Convoy
Cyclone of the Range ....

Star
Distributed by
.Alberta Vaughn
F. B. 0
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N.
Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
M. Blue-L. Hyams.. Warner Bros
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier,
Jr.-L. Sher- First National
man-I. Keith

TomTyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton .... Paramount
Fighting Comeback The. . B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyR.
D'Arcy-T.
Holtz.
M-G-M
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Universal
Held By the Law .
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Pathe
Knockout Reilly
,R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Little Adventuress, The . V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
Long Pants
, Harry Langdon
First National
Lost Limited ,The
R. Howes-D. Fariey. . Rayart
Lovers?
M-G-M
Madame Wants No Chil . Novarro-Terry
dren
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros .

Fashions for Women

Length
Reviewed
4746 feet
6169
4912
5463
6901

feet .
feet . .April 22
6
feet .. . May
feet.

April 29
6947 feet . .AprU 8

6040 feet, ..May
..AprU 16
6
6662 feet
..May

7724 feet ..May 20
6
4818 feet .
6296 feet .. . AprU 15
4415 feet . .AprU

1

22
6900 feet ..AprU

4387 feet
6929
6378
6668
7080

feet ..Mar.
feet ..April 16
April 256
feet .. .May
feet
16

6200
6550
6264
6291

feet
8
feet . .AprU
feet
10
feet
. .June

5415 feet. .April

8

6352 feet. .April 22

Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Feature
Mountains of Manhattan . D.Devore-C.Delaney.Lumas
5358 feet
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
5051 feet . . June 3
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Prod. Dist. Corp
5573 feet
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe
6903 feet. .AprU 29
Paying the Price
M. Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Bonner-D. Selman. Columbia Pictures... 5558 feet. .June 10
Pleasure Before Business. .P.O'Malley-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .5559 feet. .July IT
Princess of Hoboken, The . E. Burns-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
6600 feet
Rambling Ranger, The .... Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439 feet
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet .
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe
4794 feet ....May
. April 221
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J. Hall- Paramount
5306 feet
■ July
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
See You in Jail
Senorita
Smoking Guns
Somewhere in Sonora
Special Delivery
Spuds
Taxi, Taxi
Three Hours
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Too Many Crooks
Turkish Dalight
When Seconds Count

BrienArthur-T. O' M-G-MK.
J. Mulhall-A. Day . . First National
B. Daniels- J. Hall-W.
Powell
Paramount
Al Hoxie
WUd West Pict.(S.R.)
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
E. Cantor-Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe
Horton-Nixon
Universal
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Ms Davis-G. Bancrof tL. Hughes
Paramount
Faye-R. SchildkrautK. Thomson
Prod. Dist Corp
Billy Sullivan
Rayart

MAY

6640 feet. ..May 6
5800 feet . April 29
6634 feet ..May
4600 feet
6718 feet
6524
4930
7173
5774
4846

..May

6
6

feet
20
feet ..April 16
18
feet
26
..Feb.
feet . . Mar.
feet

5399 feet
4803 feet . . July

1

Distributed by

Feature
All Aboard
Babe Comes Home

Length
Reviewed
J. Hines-E.
Murphy . First National
6300 feet . .
Star
Babe Ruth-A. Q. NUsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
5761 f eet . AprU 1
Broadway Nights
L. WUson-S. Hardy . . First National
6765 feet .
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal
4687 f eet . . May 13
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
4912 feet .
Captain Salvation
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7395 feet .
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Climbers The
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621 feet . May IS
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak . Sterhng Pict (S. R.) .5700 feet . .
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. PhUlips.Fox
6281 feet . June 3
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E.GUbert.Pathe
5804 feet. May 6
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet. June 10
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet.
AprU 23
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. schi-G.
Hawley-T.
SantHughes-A.
CornwaU
Pathe
6228 feet.
4624 feet. May 13
F. B. 0
Bob Custer
Fighting Hombre The
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi-WalthaU
Prod. Dist Corp
7019 feet.
4689 feet .
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
Grinning Guns
May
6
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens-W.
Pidgeon-H. Herbert. .Fox
5617 feet.
Heart of the Yukon
A.Cornwah-J.Bowers. Pathe
6562 feet . June 3
May 27
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson . . . Prod. Dist Corp
6036 feet .
June
July 171
feet.
4943
B. Jones-G. Hale.. . .Fox
HiUs of Peru
13
4660 feet May 20
H. Langdon-R. Hiatt . Pathe
His First Flame
.
feet
5597
Warner Bros
McAvoy-Robards
Irish Hearts
.
feet
6950
Fox
.
O'Brien-Perry-Lowe
Is Zat So?
6038 feet . May 27
Plante-T. Moore .Universal
La
The
Love atThrill,
Lost
the Front
C.Murray-C.Sidney,„,, ^ .
June 10
N Kingston
First National
6255 feet .
feet . June 17
5770
0
B.
F.
.
.
Ellis
Dana-R.
Viola
The
Club,
Night
the
Lure of
.June 24
MilUonBid, A
D. Costello-W. GlandMcGregor-BIythe . Warner Bros
6310 feet
6435 feet May 20
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . Warner Bros
Missing Link, The
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentMar. 18
Kent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet. June
24
4727 feet
F. B. 0
Ranger (Dog)
Outlaw Dog, The
May
6
feet.
6327
Fox
Daw
Mix-M.
T.
River
Red
of
Outlaws
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson-W
.„„„ ^ , April 8
Hawley
Pathe
4828 feet May 20
Poor Girls
D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonehouse .... Co.umbia Pictures . . . 5428 feet .
5689 feet .
Universal
Gibson HollandHootNash-C.
The
Prairie
Rich But King
Honest
N.
,,„„ , .
J. F. McDonald ... Fox
5480 feet . May 20
Pictures
.Columbia
R. Graves-S. Mason
Rich Men's Sons
Rough House Rosie
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
5952 feet.
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
6303 feet. June 3
6536 feet May 13
Paramount
Special Cast
Chang (Jungle Film)
6203 feet . Mar. 11
H. Munday-F. James .Paramount
Stark Love
4041 feet.
Universal
...
Clair
Al WUson-E.
Three MUes Up
Silver Comes Thru
F. Thomson-E. MurphySUver King (Horse)F. B. 0
5476 feet.
5928 feet.
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
Sinews of Steel
June 10
June

3

Motion

74
Feature
Song of Steel
SpUtting the Breeze
Telephone Girl, The

Star

Distributed by
Tiffany
F. B. 0

Length

Reviewed

Tom Tyler
4930 feet
L. Gray-H. BlinnBellamy-Baxter
Allison
Paramount
5456 feet. .May
Tender Hour The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
7400 feet . . June
Tillie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
6160 feet. .June
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
6390 feet . .. .
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
5823 feet . . May
Onderstanding Heart, The .J.Crawford-Bushman Jr.-C. Myers . M-G-M
6674 feet . . May
Vanity
L. Joy-A.Hale-C. Ray.Prod. Dist. Corp ... . 5923 f eet . . July
Yankee Clipper The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Prod. Dist. Corp
7920 feet April
Yoors to Command
G. O'Hara-S Pahner F. B. 0
4734 feet

27
17
17
.
13
20
1
15

Picture

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook .... Paramount
M adame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. M oreno . . Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller. Universal
Running Wild
W.C. Fields-M.Brian. Paramount
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean. . . Paramount
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim
United Artists
Underworld
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount

Length

News
Revieweo

10400 feet . . Mar. 18
5909 f eet . . July
1
June 24

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Avenging Fangs
Beware of Widows
Black Diamond Express,
The
Bulldog Pluck
Callahans and the Murphys,
The
Circus Ace, The
Claw The
Clown, The

JUNE

Star
Distributed by
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
La Plante-T. Moore . Universal
M. Blue-E. Murphy .Warner Bros .
.F. B. O
Bob Custer
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-MT. Mix-N.Joyce
Fox
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures

Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe
Colleen
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen.McNamara . Fox
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-L MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
L Rich-Wra. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy
Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert (tentative)
W.Baxter-M. MiUner Paramount
Fast and Furious
R. Denny
Universal
Fighting Three, The
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law The
K.Maynard-D.Dwan .First National
Meddlin' Stranger The. . .Wally Wales
Pathe
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
Romantic Age, The
E. O'Brien-A.Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett.. .Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modem
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Tired Business Man, The
Tiffany
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. . W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Whirlwind of Youth, The. .L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
Wild Geese
Tiffany
World
at Her Feet, The
(tentative)
Florence Vidor
Paramount

Length
Reviewed
4335 feet. .June 3
5670 feet . . May
6

4810 feet
5252 feet

.June 24
.June 3

4512 feet

5897 feet
.June 24
5684 feet
4108 feet .May

6

5282 feet
4545 feet .July
1
4773 feet
.June 17
6157 feet
4675 feet
.June 10
6169 feet
.April
6520 feet
4710 feet

Feature
Barbed Wire

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien.. M-G-M
12550 feet. .Nov. 28
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
6536 feet . . May 13
College
B. Keaton-A. Cornwall-G. Withers.. .United Artists
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston
Paramount
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount
Stark Love
HMunday-F. James. Paramount
6203 feet. . May 13
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
We're All Gamblers
T. Meighan-M. MiUner
Paramount
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C. H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7713 feet . . May 20

Feature
Ben Hur (road show) .
Big Sneeze, The
Celebrated Woman, A .
Garden of Eden, The . .
Gentleman of Paris, A.
Jesse James
My Best Girl
Rough
Riders The (general
release)
Shanghai Bound
Shooting Irons
Way of AU Flesh, The .
Woman

on Trail, The .

5870 feet
6 reels . . . .June 24
5412 feet .June 17
.June 10
5000 feet .
6500 feet

Feature
For the Love of Mike .

Star
JULY Distributed by
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National ...

July 1
5617 feet
4404 feet .June 24

Star
Distributed by
.N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount

Reviewed

12000 feet . . Jan.

F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Richard Dix
Paramount
Jack Luden
Paramount
E. over-B.
Jaunings-L.
DagBennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith . . . Paramount
Negri-Cortez
Paramount

April

Feature
Sadie Thompson
Tempest

Star
Distributed by
G. Swanson
United Artists .
J. Wolheim
Barrymore-Nissen- United Artists .

Feature
Sorrell and Son .

Star

Length Reviewed

July
1
.June 17

JANUARY
Distributed

Feature

5691 feet

Length

Length Reviewed

by
Length Reviewed

N.
Talmadge-G. RoStar
land-N. Beery
United Artists.

FEBRUARY

Reviewed

m<9

Distributed by

.H. B. Wamer-Nilsson-A. Joyce-Wol- United Artists .
heim

5567 feet
5886 feet

Feature
Circus, The

Star
Charles Chaplin

Distributed by
United Artists .

#1

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature

Star

IMstributed by

Gaucho, The

6 reels .Dec. 12, '25

D. Fairbanks-E. Southem-L. Valey
United Artists.
Darling of the Gods, The . . Special Cast
United Artists .

Length Reviewed

i

6 reels
4388 feet
6 reels

Coming

4041 feet.. June 10
Feature
Adam and Eve

6 reels

AUGUST

Feature
Beau Geste

Length

DECEMBER
4334|f eet

F. B.Sterling-G.
Sidney-.First
t-f-^m
Lyon-C. Colbert
National . . . ,
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (tenB. Bronson
Paramount
tative)
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-Coghlan . Prod. Dist. Corp
Hoot
Gibson
Universal
Hero on Horseback, A. . . .
Last Outlaw The(tentative) .G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-L. TelleA. gan
T. Nilsson-L. Stone Pathe
First National
Lonesome'Ladies
Marriea Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
New Morals (tentative
Ly a de Putti
Paramount
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Prince of Headwaiters, The L. Stone-L. TashmanA. Beranger
First National
. Fred Humes
Universal
Range Courage
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe
. Al Wilson
Universal
Skyhigh Saunders
Three Miles Up
.Al Wilson-E. Clair... Universal
Tom's Gang
• T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Two-Gun of the TumbleLeo Maloney
Pathe
J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National
'.'.'.'.'.'.
Willie
Pants
White

Star
Distributed by
.Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X. Bushman-C. Myers .... M-G-M
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
F. Vidor
Paramount
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
Fred Thomson
Paramount
M.Pickf ord-C.Rogers.United Artists

NOVEMBER

Dove, The
Devil's Saddle, The . . .

16

OCTOBER

Length

Reviewed
Sept. 11

Ace High
After Midnight
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Deacon
Alias the Lone Wolf

Attractions

Distributed by
Star
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
Hoot Gibson
Universal
N. Shearer-L. Gray. .M-G-M
Al Wilson
F. B. O
J. lowe-R.
Hersholt-J.
Mar-. .Universal, t
Graves.
L. Wilson
Columbia

Length

Reviewed

6869 feet

^

75
July

8,

1927

Feature
American Beauty

Star
Distributed by
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Annie Laurie
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
A. W. O. L. (tentative)
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Back to God's Country. . . .R.Adoree-R.Frazer. Universal
Backstage
Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy . . Tiffany
Back to Liberty
Excellent Pict
Bad Little Good Girl
Chadwick
Bamum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Paramount
Beau Sabreur
E. Ralston-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Prod. Dist. Corp
Beauty Shoppers, The
M. Busch-W. Crane . Tiffany
Becky
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
M-G-M
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood Ship, The
H. Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
Body and Soul
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Border Blackbirds
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)
C. Tahnadge-D.
Alvarado
First National
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. Nissen . .Fox
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante
Universal
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . Universal
Bugle Call, The
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
Bush Leaguer, The
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
Certain Young Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
Cham Lightning
B. Jones-D. Ellis .... Fox
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS. LjTin-R. LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
Universal
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Country Doctor, The
R. Schildkraut
Prod. Dist. Corp
Crowd, The

Lengtii

Reviewed

8730 feet . . May 27
6 reels

6,784 feet

9481 feet. .Oct.

23

8700 feet . . May

6

4747 feet

J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures
D. MackaiU-J. Mulhall
First National
Death Valley
First Division Pict
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johimy Burke
Pathe
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet . . Aug. 21
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks— A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
^
Caldwell
F. B. O
Drop Kick, The
R. Barthelmess-V. L.
Carbin-A. Vaughn . First National
Duke of Ladies, The
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
Eager Lips
Pauline Garon
First Division
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonald Valli-J. Fox
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Enchantress, The (tenta„ tive)
Milton Sills
First National
Enemy, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J. Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destmy
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Fangs of Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog) -J.
Walker-J Marlowe.Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P. Haver. Prod. Dist. Corp
Finnegan's
Ball
B.
Mehaffey-Landis.
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P.
R. Mil- .First Division Pict
ler
Warner Bros
Flag Maker, The
C. Ray-B. Love
•. . G. K. Spoor-J. S. Blackton (producers) . .
For Ladies Only
J. Logan-J. Bowers . . Columbia
Four Flushers, The
Reginald Denny
Universal
Freckles
.
F. B. O
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy- J. Gadsen. M-G-M
Gallant Gringo, The
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
Garden of Allah The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich M-G-M
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Gingham Girl, The
L. WUson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Glory Diggers The
M-G-M
Gorilla, The
First National
Grand Army Man, The . . . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bemle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling
Fox
Gratitude (tentative)
H. Langdon-G. McConnell
First National
Ham and Eggs at the Front. Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Cruel Truth, The
Crystal Cup, The

Hard Boiled Haggerty
Harvester The

M. Sills-M. O'Day
. First National
N. Kingston-O. CaldweU
F. B. O
Heart of Maryland, The.. .D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. . . Warner Bros

Feature
Hell Ship Bronson
His Dog

Star
Distributed by
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
J. Schildkraut- J. FayeR. Edeson-S. RandProd. Dist. Corp

Length

Reviewed

Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray . Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale... Fox
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G.Tryon Universal
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
In the First Degree
A. B.
Calhoun-G.
Washburn Hughes-Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels . . . April 29
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry ..... Universal
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . .Warner Bros
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al McAvoy
Jolson-W. Oland- Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
~
M-G-M
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M.
Alden
Fox
. .
Judgment of the Hills
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Kid Sister, The
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
13500 feet . . April 29
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Prod. Dist. Corp
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First Division
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
. Universal
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. Sidney. First National
Lightning
Tiffany
6500 feet
Love
G. Garbo-N. Kerry . .
L. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushia (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody- J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Manpower
Richard Dix
Paramount
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Mojave Kid, The
B.'Steele-L. Gihnore . F. B. O
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal.F. B. O
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J.
ston-W. Heirs Ral F. B. O
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pcit
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease- J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Now We're in the Air . . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Oh ! What a Life (tentative) .Colleen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
Outpost, The (tentative)...:.
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Paid to Love
G. W.O'Brien-V.
Valli- Fox
Powell
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Patent Leather Kjd, The. ..R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Poor Nut. The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C. Murray
First National
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Quality Street
M. Davies
M-G-M
Race Track Tout, The (tentative
S. Chaplin-C. Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall
Paramount
Romance
R. Novarro-M. Day. . M-G-M
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
M. Busch
Lumas
Rose of Monterey, The (tentative)
G. Roland-M. Astor. .First National
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Prod. Dist. Corp
Columbia Pictures
S. Mason
Sally in Our Alley
Say It With Diamonds . . . . B. Compson-E.
liamsWil- First Division Pict
Seventh Heaven

Soul of Passion, The

J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
P. G.
R. Astor
Miller-Santschi- F. B. O
Paramount
Junior Stars
Universal
L. lan-J.
La. Plante-O.
HarHarron
Universal
M. McAvoy-C. NagelWarner Bros
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
GerUniversal
aghty
J. kaill
Mulhall-D. Mac- First National
DelAlvarado
Rio-McLaglen-D. Fox

Span of Life, The
Speed Boy, The

Lon Chaney
Dick Tahnadge

Shanghaied
Sheiks and Shebas
Show Boat
Silk Stockings

Slightly Used
Small Bachelor, The
Smile, Brother, Smile

M-G-M
Umversal

12 reels . . . Dec. 1 8
7961 feet

6800 feet

June 10

76
Feature
Spring Fever
Stolen Bride, The
Stronger Will The
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
Sunrise
Terror
Texas Steer, A
Thirteenth Chair, The
Thirteenth Juror, The
Thunder Riders
Tidy Toreador, The
Times Square
Trail of 98
Twelve Miles Out
Two Girls Wanted
Uncle Tom's Cabin

Motion
Star
Distributed by
Wm. Haines-J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Excellent Pict

Length

R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Gaynor-G. O'BrienLivingston
Fox
L. Chaney-R. CortezB. Bedford
M-G-M
Will Rogers
Sam E. Rork (producer)
Bonaparte
(Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
BarryjQOre
M-G-M
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
Ted Wells
Universal
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Tiffany
K. Dane- P. Starke-R
Forbes-Del Rio . . . M-G-M
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox
Special Cast
Universal

Reviewed

Picture

Feature
Viennese Lovers

•

Star
Distributed by
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
War Eagles
R. Keane-B. Kent. . . Universal
We Americans
Universal
Wedding Bills
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Paramount
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
ParamountWhat Happened to Father . P. R. Miller
Warner Bros
What Price Glory? (road
show)
McLaglen-Del RioLowe
Fox
When a Man Loves (road
show)
J. tello
Barrymore-D. Cos- Warner Bros
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Your Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramoimt
World's niusion. The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
Excellent Pict

News

Length

Reviewed

5869 feet

11400 feet . Dec.

4

10049 feet. .Feb. 18

»
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Director H. Harmon Weight is under contract to Universal to direct Mary Philbin
in "Viennese Lovers." He recently directed Mary Astor in "Forever After" for
First National.

"Helen Troy of New York," one of the
featurettes of the Beauty Parlor Series.
For the past three seasons Martin has titled
all Christie comedies in addition to his
work as a free lance title writer.

The Mack Sennett Bathing Girls are
playing an important part in the action being staged on California beaches for a new
Pathe two-reeler with Billy Bevan and
Madeline Hurlock in leading roles. Harry
Edwards, who directed Harry Langdon in
his Sennett-Pathe successes, is at the megaphone. Vemon Dent is also in the cast.

Evelyn Brent has been assigned the leading feminine role in "Beau Sabreur," the
companion story to "Beau Geste," which
goes into production at the Paramount
Studio this week. Others in the cast are
Gary Cooper, Noah Beery and Roscoe
Karns.
Lillian Rich has been signed by Universal

The combination of Max Davidson, character comedian, and Leo McCarey, director,
is now working on its third offering, ' ' Don 't
Tell Everything." Davidson has the support of Spec O'Donnell, Jess Devorska,
Lillian Elliott and James Finlayson.
G-eorge Irving has been added to the cast
of Richard Dix's next Paramount production, "Shanghai Bound," which Luther
Reed will direct. Mary Brian will again
appear in the leading feminine role and the
complete cast includes Charles Beyer,
Jovelyn Lee, Tom McGuire, Arthur Hoyt,
Frank Chew and Tom Gubbins.
Ringstrasse, the famous night life boulevard of Vienna, Austria, will be reproduced
in F. Harmon Weight's forthcoming Universal production of "Viennese Lovers,"
according to studio advices. Director
Weight is now supervising set construction
plans which will show the Austrian capital
in all its pre-war gayety and splendor.
"Viennese Lovers" is scheduled to start
within the next few days, Director Weight
said.

for an important role in "Now I'll Tell
One," Reginald Denny's latest starring
vehicle which Fred Newmeyer is directing.
"Now I'll Tell One" is an original story
by Denny and in addition to the star and
Miss Rich the east includes Barbara Kent,
who plays the leading feminine role, Mathilde Brundage, Tom O'Brien and others.
George Lewis, Marian Nixon and Eddie
Phillips have been east for the featured
roles in "The Fourflusher," Caesar Dunn's
stage play, which Universal will produce
under the direction of Wesley Ruggles.
Filming will be started within two weeks.
Miss Nixon is at present on a vacation in
Honolulu after completing a feature role
in "The Chinese Parrot."
William Wellman, who directed "Wings"
for Paramount, has returned to the lot and
will shortly take up the megaphone in behalf of "The Legion of the Condemned,"
a stoi-y of the air by John Monk Saunders.
Frank Reicher, long identified with the
New York stage both as a player and a director, has been cast in an important role
in Paramount 's picturization of the P. C.
Wren novel, "Beau Sabreur," which goes
into production within a week under the direction of John Waters.

Even before the final cutting and editing
of the recent Red Grange picture, "The
Motor Maniac," has been completed, F. B.
0. executives are preparing for a wave of
popular demand for automobile racing
stories and have assigned their ace scenarist, Ewart Adam.son, to -write the adaptation of "Deadman's Curve." Adamson recently completed "Shanghaied," and
"South Sea Love.'

Dix picture "Shanghai Bound." Komai
left yesterday to joint the troupe at Sacramento.

Al Martin, well known title writer and
former newspaperman, has been signed by
F. B. 0. and his first job will be to title

Carey Wilson is producing "American
Beauty," starring Billie Dove, an adaptation of a tale by Wallace Irwin. Together

Testsu Komai, Japanese character actor,
has been added to the cast of the Richard

with the director, Richard Wallace, he has
chosen a roster of players which includes
Lloyd Hughes, Alice White, Lucien Prival,
Margaret Livingston, Al St. John, Walter
McGrail, Freeman Wood, Paul Vincenti and
Edythe Chapman.
First National has cast Molly O'Day for
a leading role in its new Charlie MurrayGeorge Sidney production which goes into
work under the title of "Down Went McGinty," under the management of Efe
Asher. Miss O'Day, a sister of Sally O'Neil,
is at present playing the feminine lead in
Wid Gunning's production of "HardBoiled Haggerty," starring Milton Sills.
William Beaudine has been signed by
First National to direct the next Charley
Murray-George Sidney production, "Down
Went McGinty."
Two old-time stars of the speaking stage
are acting in Constance Talmadge's "Breakfast at Sunrise," written by Mme. Fred de
Grasac from a French farce by Andre Bira^
beau. The two stars are Burr Mcintosh
and Marie Dressier. Brj'ant Washburn is
also cast for a leading role with Miss Talmadge. Malcolm St. Clair is holding the
megaphone.
An "Unknown" of Hollywood has become a leading lady overnight. She is a
Denver girl, Ann Drew, who has a record
of a number of minor hits or obscure parts
in several studios of the land of films. She
has been selected for the lead with Ken
I\Iaynard in his first of his second series of
six productions for First National Pictures.
Marjorie Beebe, the dancing comedienne
in "Rich But Honest," has started work in
a Fox two-reel comedy, "Why Blondes
Leave Home." The leading male role opposite her is taken by Richard Walling;
Dorothea Walbert and Harry Dunkinson
are cast in supporting roles.

Final scenes of "Tom's Gang," starring Tom Tyler, were shot at the F B 0
Studios under the direction of Robert De
Lacy. This picture, from an original story
by Frank Howard Clark, marks the 10th
Western the star has made for F B 0 and
is the last of his second series. A new
series is in preparation.
Ri)Y Press
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he, toOf is now included
in The Big Parade of Stars
3
1
4
6

CHANEYS — 3 SHEARERS — 2 GILBERTS — 2 GARBOS
GISH — 3 DAVIES— 1 SYD
CHAPLIN — 1 NOVARRO
HAINES — 3 DANE-ARTHURS — 3 CODY-PRINGLES
McCOYS— 2 COOGANS— 5 COSMOPOLITANS— 2 DOG STAR
A»id Great Specials: GARDEN OF ALLAH {Ingram)— THE
CROWD {Vidor)— THE COSSACKS (Gilbert)— NAVOLEON
ROSE-MARIE- MADEMOISELLE FROM ARMENTIERES
And Junior Features; HAL ROACH — Our Gang — Charley
Chase — Max Davidson — All Star — M-G-M ODDITIES
M-G-M GREAT EVENTS — M-G-M NEWS (Tu ice Weekly)
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a
it's

new

world!

^Flaming orange fountain pens. Purple raincoats. New York to Paris in 3354 hours. ^A book
called "The Story of Philosophy" sells 157,000 copies. Unthinkable five years ago. A braintaxing game called "Ask Me Another" becomes a nation-wide fad. Stevedores wear knickers
over the week-end. (|A motion picture theatre does $140,000 in a week. A fresh, saucy girl,
Clara Bow, is an over-night sensation, displacing the baby-faced idols of yesteryear. A picture
called "Chang", made in the jungles of Siam with wild beasts and natives for a cast, sets Broadway
and Chicago agog. Another picture, "Beau Geste", without a love story, runs 36 weeks in New
York at $2. "Way of All Flesh", with an unhappy ending, sends critics and public into paroxysms of praise. ^It's a new world in the picture business too! ^The public is shopping for
pictures. They won't fall for just movies any more. New desires, new trends. They cry for
beauty, color, life, the unusual. ^1927-8 is a critical year for you. Are you geared up to the
times? Can you satisfy this modern public? There's a way to do it! (g|Paramount had its finger
on the vibrant pulse of this new world. Paramount foresaw what was coming. A new, ultramodern, greatly enlarged studio was purchased and equipped in 1928 style. Deadwood was
ruthlessly discarded. New, eager, young showmen.

Stars that can shine in this shining age.

A new, sparkling type of story material. (]Paramount Pictures
in a brand new style — different from anything else ever seen

in this business — pictures attuned to this brilliant age — are flooding forth,

xxxxxxxx

Ilj They are your salvation. They are your chance to synchronize your theatre with the trend of
the times. Pictures not made according to some star's or director's whims. Pictures not released
to build volume or meet a schedule. But pictures shrewdly fitted to the public of today. Pictures
a la mode. (]j Pictures that will pull crowds and pile up record grosses in these breathless days,
when any other kind of picture will die on its feet! CI 14 of them are finished. Many of them
you can see at your exchange. Here's the release schedule of the New 1927-8 Paramount 100%
Program for the first three months:

august

JrK

y^

The new kind of Road Show

1^^

y^

in
"FIREMEN,
land
Production.SAVE

The "It" Wonder-Girl in the South Seas

A cine-miracle of the days of 1950

in "HULA",
duction.

BOW

MY CHILD".

See it at your exchange — that's all we ask!

W. C. FIELDS

MENJOU

in "SERVICE FOR LADIES", with Kathryn Carver.
Directed by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast.

in "RUNNING WILD",
La Cava Production.

Booked at Paramount, N. Y. — first runs everywhere

A glittering imported special

DOROTHY

y^[m "The Covered Wagon'

Today the public cries for

?f

Merian Cooper and Ernest Shoedsack's daredevii
melodrama filmed in the jungles of darkest Siam.

with Mary Brian.

Gregory

GISH

in"MADAMEPOMPAl)OUR",wilh Antonio Moreno.
Directed by Herbert Wilcox. British National Pictures, Ltd., Production.

James Cruze Production.

September

Edward Suther>

Paramount-UFA Production, directed by Fritz Lang,
adapted by Channing Pollock.

Smart, sophisticated, up to the second

CHANG"

x^v

"METROPOLIS"

with Clive Brook. Victor Fleming Pro-

ADOLPHE

Jr'k

BEERY & HATTON

with Ronald Colman and all star cast.
Herbert
Brenon Production from the novel by P. C. Wren.

CLARA

■ilHlA^ai^

y^

Plenty of near-Beerys & Hattons around, only one

"BEAU GESTE"

J^

y^

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

The one-piece college comedy gem

BEBE DANIELS
in "SWIM, GIRL, SWIM". Gertrude Ederlc, James
Hall & Josephine Dunn. Clarence Badger Prod.

Look at this and rub your eyes

A new comedy team— a rollicking railroad roar

Conklin & Bancroft

POLA NEGRI

in
"TELL
Producti
on. IT TO

in "BARBED WIRE ', with Clive Brook and Einar
Hanson. Eric Pommer-Rowland V. Lee Production.

SWEENEY".

Gregory La Cava

The new, brilliant type of

They want action, romance — it's inZane Grey's

THOMAS MEIGHAN

NEVADA"

vrith Gary Cooper, Thelma Todd, Phillip Strange
and William Powell. Directed by John Waters.

picture "WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS",
Millner. James Cruze Production.

<r?

Grim, relentless — so real it hurts

Blonde, alluring-and a story out of today's headlines!

ESTHER RALSTON
in "GOOD
MORNING,
DEARIE".
Directed
Dorothy Arzner.

October

M

..
by

X

with Marietta

1^,1
'J ,

STARK LOVE"

Karl Brown Production filmed in the Great Smoky
Mountains of Tennessee.

M
CUM

We passed up choice August and September road
show bookings already set to give you now

^The Rough Riders''
Victor Fleming Production.

With an all star cast.

Yesterday they loved goody-goodies — now it's

ADOLPHE
in "A GENTLEMAN
D'Abbadie D'Arrast.

MENJOU

OF PARIS".

Directed by H.

A masterpiece — to put it mildly

EMIL JANNINGS
in "THE WAY OF ALL FLESH".
Belle Bennett,
Phyllis Haver & Donald Keith. Victor Fleming Prod.
The male idol of today's public

RICHARD
in " SHANGHAI

BOUND

DIX
". Directed by Luther Reed.

Smartly gowned, exquisite, the modern woman

It goes on from where "Behind the Front" left oflF

Florence Vidor

WALLACE

in
"A CELEBRATED
Tuttle,

in "THE BIG SNEEZE". With Ford Sterling and
ZaSu Pitts. James Cruze Production.

WOMAN".

Directed by Frank

FRED THOMSON
JAMES".

BEERY

Thin, blonde, raw boned, daring

Paramount's new star — the King of Action

in "JESSE

cob

JACK LUDEN

Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.

in"SHOOTIN'

IRONS".

Direction Arthur Rosson.

That's only the start. 56 more are coming for 1927-8. Including Harold Lloyd, "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes",
"Beau Sabreur", "Underworld", more specials, more star hits that really hit. To say nothing of the new and
super-news reel, Paramount News; 36 Greater Christie Comedies; 6 Horton Comedies; 10 Mintz Novelties, the
first of which Variety hailed as "a new era in short features"; 26 Krazy Kat Cartoons and 26 Inkwell Imps.

for showmen
M

of today

I

For the first time in film history a company has rearranged its serial release
schedule at the request of hundreds of exhibitors. "BLAKE OF SCOTLAND
YARD'' — the First Run Serial— originally scheduled for later in the year will
now be released late in August to meet the desires and suit the box offices of
hundreds of First Runs who have seen it on the screen and want to start their
season off to a flying start with the school yean
SET YOUR DATES EARLY— to take full advantage of the money possibilities
of the serial that Carl Laemmle proclaimed ''A UNIVERSAL JUNIOR
JEWEL''— THE INDUSTRY'S FIRST SUPER-SPECL\L SERLVL!
Starring HAYDEN STEVENSON with an all-star cast, and directed
by ROBERT HILL.

The First Run Serial/

m\
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GREAT
PICTURE
all the years that I have been active in the Motion
Picture Industry, 1 have never viewed a coming
production season with such enthusiasm as I now
feel in looking ahead at the product that will be
released by United Artists Corporation^
This, the year of its Eighth Anniversary, United
Artists will offer to showmen the strongest line-up of
Big Money Pictures ever distributed through any
one company*
So, it is with pleasure and confidence that I gladly
place my signature beside those of my associates, as
endorsement of my belief in their pledge:—
that this coming season, for United Artists,
will he the most sensational in the history of
Box Office Picture Production, I know you will share our enthusiasm as you read
the following pages*

I'rcsidcut and Cli:iirinan of Board of Directors

I-
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GREATEST
TARS in BIGGEST of
OFFICE PICTURE
Each Picture Sold Individually o . . On Merit

Season 1927492
"MY BEST GIRL"

Romance in a Five and Ten Cent Store.
Kathleen byNorris'
story for Collier's.
Directed
Sam Taylor.

ii

€^

e

11

David Belasco's presentation ofWillard
Macks stage success. With Gilbert
Roland and Noah Beery. Produced by
Joseph M. Schenck. Directed by Roland
West. Her first United Artists picture.
iH

11

-^^

Based on NX'. Somerset Maugham's
"Miss Thompson". Directed by Raoul
Walsh.

■.^•

((

From German play adapted to American
stage by Avery Hopwood. Directed by
Lewis Milestone. Scenario Hans Kraly.
Her first United Artists picture.

of EDEN"

^^

CH^

A low-brow comedy for high-brows.
Based on original story and direction
Kennedy.
by
Mr. Chaplin. Supported by Merna
2ff
If

it

An original romance of Argentine adventure byElton Thomas. Directed by
F. Richard Jones. With Eve Sothern
and Lupe Velez.

l(

a>^

tvill produce and direct

"LA PAIVA'^

Based on original French story by Dr. Karl
With
Estelle Taylor.
author of "The Miracle."
VoUmoellcr,

"TEMPEST"
From original modern story by Vladimir
Dantchenko. Adapted by Fred deGresac.
Directed by Frank Lloyd. With Greta
Nissen.

((

»
Samuel Goldvvyn's presentation of the
Henry King production. Based on
Rudolf Lothar's stage play, "King
Harlequin."

"COLLEGE"
An original story of college athletics.
Directed by James W. Home. Presented
by Joseph M. Schenck. Cast includes Ann
Cornwall,FlorenceTurner,Snitz Edwards.

t>

From original story by Harry Hervey.
A Samuel Goldwyn presentation. Her
first release through United Artists Corporation.

will produce

Tl

From stage play by David Belasco and
Joim Luther Long. With great international cast His first LInited Artists

picture.
will produce and direct

LAUGH,

CLOWN,

Based on David Belascos stage production by Tom Cushing.

11 ill produce and direct

"SORRELL

& SON"

Based
Deeping's
novel. on
WithWarwick
H. B. Warner,
Nils current
Aster,
Alice Joyce, Anna Q. Nilsson, Carmel
Myers,
Wolheim,
His firstLouis
United
Artists Norman
Picture. Trevor.

ff

From
Helen
Hunt Jackson's
Novel.
Presented
by Inspiration
Pictures,
Inc.,
and Edwin Carewe. An Edwin Carewe
Production.

From the play by Catherine Chisholm
Cushing. Directed by Del Lord. Their
first United Artists Picture.

"TWO
iC>

ARABIAN

KNIGHTS"

FromDonaldMcGibney'smagazinestory.
Directed by Lewis Milestone. Presented
by HowardTr. Hughes and John W.
Considiue.

GREAT
:::
HGWMEN
'HOWMEN
Showmen

are judged by the pictures they show*

become great — by showing Great Pictures*

Never before has it been a film salesman's privilege
to offer to showmen as many Great Pictures at one
time as is represented in the pages you have just read*
Yes, they are costly, but each of them represents an
investment of a fortune — not to speak of the genius
and the artistic talent that created each of them.
It is the economic law that "that which costs most
is the cheapest in the end.''
There's the secret of success of Great Showmen. Pay
more — show the best — and make the most m,oney.
As always — — you buy United Artists Pictures
individually, on merit. What could be fairer?
It will be our pleasure to fill your best dates. Keep
them open!

' ^^W^
.^^K

Vice President and General Manager of Di ftribution
United States and Canada.

PERSONALITIES
Greatest ^M
"^

UNITED
Jf^TfJidiford

ARTISTS

%mna Talmadqe
JOSEPH

M.

PICTURES
Biggest

CORPORATION

QloriaSwM}son\^^%Gliaiks6luiplin

SCHENCK„-/>«<irfr/.f

POLICY
Fairest

Thaqlas Umbanks D.WQriffiOi

unit Chairman Board or Directors

THEY TEAR
THEIR HAIR
— And gnash theirTheyteeth
wonder

why exhibitors
are slow in signing contracts!

/T^

m

:-^

BUT-OH
X

^

\

IF THEY COULD ONLY SEE THE
SMILING FACES AT M-G-M
— exhibitors are buying M-Q-M
in preference to all others

BECAUSE

HAS NO
-GCOMPETITION
—examine every other product, then look
at M'Q'M's line-up— there^ s no comparison!
NEVER
2 JOHN

GILBERTS

have exhibitors

RESPONDED

WG

THE GARDEN OF ALLAI
(Rex Ingram's Qreatesi!)
THE CROWD

so quickly

TO a product.

(King Vidor's Neu' Triumph!)
THE COSSACKS
(A Big John Qilben Special)
ROSE-MARIE
(The Famous Stage Hit)

M-G-M has iw_ competition
FOR 19274928!

NAPOLEON
(The Sensation of Today!)

NATURALLY
3 NORMA

SHEARERS

3 MARION

DAVIES

WITH

SPECIALS

MADEMOISELLE FROM
ARMENTIERES
(The Big Parade of Englanii)
BODY AND SOUL
- (From the world-famed book)

such a product

M-G-M gets the contracts!
NO competitor
CAN even touch the
BIG Parade of Stars!
YOU know it!

HAL

Our Gang
ROACH COMEDIES

Max Davidson
Charley Chase
All Star
M-G-M NEWS T«.i« Weekh
(Produced by Hearst)

M-G-M GREAT EVENT*
(Entirely in Technicolor)
M-G-M ODDITIES
Produced by UFA

all over tfie uorld

TRY to find. a group of
NAMES to compete with these!
1 SYD

CHAPLIN

IT can't be done —
M-G-M is your Best Buy.
THINK
THE
BIG
PARADE

3 LON

Also

it over!

GISH

4 WILLIAM

HAINES

THE GIANT

1 RAMON

CODY-PRIN<

S COSMOPOLITAN
2 DOG STAR

CHANEYS

1 LILLIAN

3

NOVARRO

2 GRETA

GARBOS

HUR
BEN-

2'JACKIE

COOGANS

3 DANE.ARTI4

6 TIM MrCO^ij

w%

Lets ^et down to cases/
A week ago we ^ave yow the
list of early profit pictures
on the

FOX PRODUCT
LINE-UP for 1927 ^ 1928

Now examine the first ^
Released in August
^ NEED
WE SAY
■1 MORE

^^^The World's
^^
i»^^ Greatest Motion

.^to*^

t-

X

EDMUND LOWE-VICTOR.
MaAfiLEN-DOLOI^ES
DEL RjO
FR.OM
THE STAGE TCLIUMPH
BY
LAUR.ENCE

STALLINGSand

RAOUL

WALSH

MAXWELL

AN DER50N

pi^oduction

'•*»'■

2

A BOX
OFFICE
STAR IN
A BOX
OFFICE
PICTURE

WILLIAM

^G^preservts

BLANCHE SWEET

Flaming Drama
of the New
West and Its
Old Passions.

With

WARNER BAXTER
Story by
MARY MCALLISTER
Adela Rogers stjohns
Scenario by

Ger,trude

Orr

JOHN GRIFFITH WRAY
PRODUCTION

Next Week
4 to he announced for September
including

with

DOLORES DELRIOancA^ICTORM^LAGLEN
RAOUL WALSH -^roc/tfc^ion
Again <we say

^ GREAT

TRUTHS
FOX

ARE

QUICKLY

STATED!

Has The Product for 1927-28

52 DRAMATIC including
PRODUCTIONS
Loves of CARMEN

EAST SIDE, WEST

SIDE

Paid To Love
The Escape
Soul of Passion
Holiday Lane
French Ankles
Silk Legs

2 Girls Wanted
The Comedian
Luna Park
None But The Brave
Pajamas
The Unknown Beauty
The A La Carte Girl

14 WESTERNS

The Joy Girl
Hangman's
House
Singed
Silk Hats
A. W. O. L. (temp, title)
Come to My House
The Blonde Panther
SugarGirlDaddies
Balaoo
The
Downstairs
Atlantic City
Honeymoon
Dreams
The Girl From Havana
Widow-in-Law
and

with TOM

WHAT

MIX and BUCK

JONES

and in addition

PRICE GLORY

Greater Profit Pictures
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc. — Will H. Hays,

President

\

This amazing ventilating invention comes
in sizes to meet every requirement, large
or small. The size pictured, Model M,
more than pays for itself in one year at
the rate of

55c
a day

And the big advantage of having a quiet
Lakeside is that it serves you not only in
summer but in cold weather, too. It is
easier to breath fresh air than used air.
Your theatre will be a more healthful,
more comfortable place winter as well as
summer once you have a quiet Lakeside
on the job.

Endorsed

by Engineers

The quiet Lakeside is not only guaranteed unreservedly by its manufacturers but it is also
endorsed highly by leading engineers. It is all
metal and comes equipped complete, requiring
scarcely any attention throughout its virtually
unlimited life. The motor is a low speed General Electric. The ball bearings are SKF. The
drive is Allis Chalmers Tex-rope. The vertical
and horizontal blades may be so adjusted that
clean, comfortable, fresh air constantly permeates every single cubic foot of space in the
room without the slightest draft.

Makes any house
many degrees cooler
Right now, without interfering with a single performance,
without inconveniencing a single person, you can have a quiet,
low cost Lakeside ventilator put in service in your theatre and
your box office receipts will immediately take a spurt.
This amazing ventilating invention — the sensation of the year
— means that you don't have to wait till next summer to have
a cool theatre. You can have one by to morfO W night if one
of our offices is near enough to service you that fast.
And moreover, if the quiet Lakeside does not do everything
we claim for it, if you are not satisfied with it in every particular, we will not let you keep it or pay for it.
The quiet Lakeside is not only the lowest priced
tor ever built but it is offered to you on a basis
can pay. for it as it earns. To get quicl( action,
coupon — or wire us detailing your

good ventilawhereby you
just mail the
requirements.

MAIL THIS NOW

\%e Suiet.Jbw Cost

lAKESIDE
VENTILATING
CO.,
Dept. M. P., Hermansville, Michigan. ,

. .

Without obligation
send uie further infiorraation
about a quiet Lakeside
for my theatre.
Seating

<>

Ihej^st Word in Cooling &Yentilating
"IT'S CERTIFIED"

capacity
Alternating
Direct
Name
Address

Balcony
Volts
Cycles

Current
Phase

omit/ Sing
Master Showmen
Blaze The Way:

.1^^

#

Frankle Darro and Virginia VaUl Id
Geo. Sidney in

"Judgment of the HUls**
** Clancy *s Kosher Wedding**
"Skinner's Big Idea**
**Hook and Ladder No. 9**

Lois Wilson and Geo. K. Arthur Is
Gene-Stratton Porter's

"The Harvester"

Gene-Stratton Porter**

Freckles
"
Ralpb
Ince In

'S

Not For Publication**
Frankle Oarro In

ORE A TER

FBO

Giant
Program

"Little Mickey Grogan**
Al Cooke and Kit Guard in

"A Legionnaire In Paris**
"Crooks Can*t Win**
"Chicago After Midnight**
Patsy Ruth Miller in

"South Sea Love**
"Coney Island**
"The Devil*s Trade Mark**

"The
Gingham Girl**
Patsy Ruth Miller In
**"Shanghaied**
Great MaU Robbery**
"In a Moment of Temptation**
"Dead Man*s Curve**
"Her Summer Hero**
"Sally
of The
Scandals**
**Alex the
Great**
*'Red Riders of Canada**
"The Little Yellow House**
** Beyond London*s Lights**

"Aflame in the Sky**
Geo. Beban in

"Loves of Ricardo**
"Jake The Plumber**

Tom Tyler and His Pals, Bob Steele, Buzz Barton, Ranger the Dog and the traders |

/

"-

-Fshortproduct

1^^^^^^^^

^C)^^

^

^^^

5

V

Heirs a-bustin^ through the trade!
FBOhas^em! F B O leads ^em ! FBO
tosses two more bearcats Into the
field-^-THE MOST SENSATIONAL
FINDS OF THE YEAR!!
Presented

by

rosEPH P. Kennedy

V

s^^:.

1^^

t

•

W
\

/

Distributed by

I FBO

Greater

World^s Greatest Juvenile
Horseman in SEVEN Dare-devil

*^emL

Knock- •'ent-dowii. drag"
Terror of the
It Eaitges!
■f'%-^.
Rides 1 ike a
Op<»'
decir
m
In SEYEM
1

i,'ifi^' ' fflj?

•owt

YOU

CAN FIND OUT
Why all the worry about
what trade papers you
should use for advertising?

NEWS
LEADS

Two of the biggest distribute
ing companies have just
completed surveys which
show only two papers
standing out in front -'MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS FIRST. All other
papers bunched far in the
rear-'-not even a good third*

PROVE IT
YOURSELF

t
WHERE
RESULTS
COUNT

Try it for yourself and place
your advertising on the
results obtained.
And another thing, there
are only two papers carrying the Equipment business
of the field.

Advertising Ms^hich mast shoM*^ t^esults
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The Screen
Sensation
of the
Season

Dramas.
Featuring

Hobart Bosworth
Jacqueline Logan
Richard Arlen
(Courtesy Paramount)

Story by
NORMAN

^ i

1

SPRINGER

a GEORGE B. SEITZ
Production

«iir »%

^'^*
C'*'*'*^.^ season l«"-
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Wi 11ia m Boyd

THE
WEST POINTER
46

vJ'NE of the biggest on any program. A tremendous drama of splendid
young American manhood at its best. An inspiring story of Youth,
Ambition and Love, produced with the cooperation of the United States
Government and the West Point MiUtary Academy, with beautiful
scenic shots and spectacular settings of time-honored buildings, parade
grounds, and the cadets, at our great Military College. From a story by
Major Robert Glassburn and Major Alexander Chilton.
Continuity by Douglas Doty.

Supervised by C. Gardner Sullivan

BIG
PUBLIC
MADE

STAR
in a series of4 hits
includina
i 44

POWER"
The N IGHT
A mighty epic of the mastery of
man over the forces of nature.

(6

64

\WiLUAM Boyd

By WILLIAM

C. De MILLE

A smashing drama of the Railroad

FLYER"

from the story " Held for Orders."
By FRANK SPEARMAN

99

e ASPKEYKSTChR

■

e'll prove one of the biggesi
bets at the
box office on thei

DeMille program

19^7-25

'^^^\\fW¥

A thrilling romance of the modern
skyscraper.
By DUDLEY

MURPHY

Supervised by Walter Woods

De MILLE PICTURES

PATHE NEWS ■ PATHECOMEDIES • PATHESERIALS- PATHEPICTURES
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BIG BOY

Juvenile
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6
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lUXedO

l^y/alter Putter.
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ARTHU
MvAJOHNNY
Comedies

Jwice a. weei
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KINOGRAM
HEWS REEU
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The Bull in the Picture-Shop
The Right Road to Real Economy is in Ser^vice
By William A. Johnston
IN all the present furore over economy I
have heard but one calm and sane observation and it comes from E. V. Richards of New Orleans.
As the trade well knows, the Saenger Company has suffered severely from theatre
losses in the flood-devastated towns of the
Mississippi valley.
A less highly organized concern would
have gone under; as it was, the company
tightened its belt, squared its shoulders and
went forth to stiffen its resources all along
the line of attack.
And the principle in mind was this: that
true economy is had not by superficial and
panicky measures but by fundamental cures.
In other words, economy is achieved through
increased efficiency.

is engaged in disSaenger concern
tribution as well as exhibition, so there
were two functions to investigate.
And after a keen inventory of each activity Richards comes to bat with the interesting statement: that not in theatre operation
but in distribution was indicated a wide open
and deep down opportunity for large improvement.
And this opportunity may be summed up
in one word: Service.
THE

I

word "Service" I
tion somofe this
theizementhat
AT real
of the swivel chair
operatives in New York will be inclined to

stop reading this article in disgust, as merely
a vaporing from an editorial chair.
"Service?" "What the Hell is Service?"
So I am pleased that this word of much
misunderstanding came, not from an editor
nor even coaxed forth by an editor, but directly from as trained, practical, keen and
wholly picture-wise a mind as I know of.
If anyone feels otherwise about Richards
I would like to sit on the side lines and hear
an argument — with one of our sales managers, for instance, or with the Presidents of
anv of our concerns.

SO Richards discovered that service was
lacking in distribution.
His first interview with a number of film
salesmen was something like this:
"You gentlemen have just returned from
your great conventions — in Los Angeles and
elsewhere. You must have some fine nevy
ideas about picture selling and picture exhibition. What are they?"
Now, at this point, my sympathy is with
the salesmen. I defy anyone to return from
ion with any real busiany busines
ness ideas. s convent
At any rate, the salesmen considered the
question at length — and flopped. One man
attempted flippancy. All finally admitted
that the conventions this year were the same
old "bull." There were bands, songs, special
trains, white flannel pants, stunts, parades,
photographers, food, drink, handshaking —
two million dollars worth of fireworks all

pniHiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuinniiiiiiiii^
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The Bull in the Picture-Shop
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spent to one end — to send the salesmen forth
to put pictures into exhibitors' hands regardless of any and all considerations save one —
rental prices.
Which, said Richards to himself, was all
wet and all wrong; and he set out to correct
it.
*

*

You are not going to
bution bymerely cutting
to cut deep, right down
of the thing and cut out

economize in distrisalaries; you've got
in fact to the heart
the policy of down-

right and unmitigated "bull."

*

IS service to the exhibitor — and therefore
to the public — the policy today of the national distributor?
Let me answer this with a story of fact, as
recent as one week ago.
This publication was approached by a
representative of one of the national distributors who said he had an elaborate announceHe
took
the
"bull"
out
of
selling
and
for
it substituted service.
ment of a season's program of pictures to
The salesman now sells just as hard as place in two trade papers. He was instructed
ever, but with information — service, instead to say that it would be placed in those papers
of hot air, flattery, threats, bribes and what which promised the largest number of pages
not.
of free publicity to go with it.
In brief, he says to the exhibitor : Here are
As a publisher I am permitted to have my
the pictures; here are all the facts about opinion of such a proposition. For one
them; now — how can we — we, mind you thing, it breaks the ruling of the U. S. Post
— make the people come to the theatres and Office Department, under which magazines
pay well for the pictures?
are granted a second class mail entry. For
another,
it seeks to break the honor of the
That's what service is.
It means selling pictures for the exhibitor magazine itself, because it would make the
as well as to him.
publication appear to say in its editorial columns that which the advertiser himself says.
It means, in the final analysis, selling pictures to the public; which is the one true end For still another thing, if such a practice
were universal in any trade it would be imof any industrial activity.
possible, as anyone may see, to publish for
And, until this whole industry is rigged up
that trade a trade paper of any real value.
to this one objective — simple as it may sound,
Of course we turned the proposition down;
well, I for one, and for my family's sake,
and, as promptly, we were turned down. And
don't want to buy a single share of motion
picture stock.
that's that. It was the company's business to
*
*
*
make the proposition, and it is our business
to decline to sell out. And we are pleased to
BUT, again, let me quote Richards, a man preserve our property.
who has built up one of the very best
*
*
*
film businesses in one of the toughest territories.
BUT there's
this incident than amore,
mere vastly
trade more,
paper toangle.
He says that this very same policy can and
must be adopted by each of the national disThis free publicity ballyhoo — and it has
tributors.
plenty of precedent in this field and is still
And until it is adopted there will be no practiced by other companies than the one I
economy, because there will be no efficiency mention — is the Simon-pure evidence of moin distribution.
tion picture "bull."
TO

cut short a long story of thorough,
hardheaded investigation, inspired by
the dire situation of a business knocked into
a cocked hat by an appalling flood, Richards
put into effect a new sales policy.
In principle it was simple enough.

If
I
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Such publicity isn't designed as service.
It isn't meant to sell pictures to the public,
that one source from which all the money
comes. It isn't even designed to sell pictures
to the exhibitor. Its main, perhaps sole, object, isto sell pictures to the company's own
salesmen.
In other words, it is just more convention
stuff — just plain ballyhoo — like the brass
bands, white pants, special trains, and all the
rest of the whoop-'em-up-boys stuff.
A trade paper is chartered like a special
train, editorial columns and all. The free
publicity ballyhoo is designed to bull the
salesmen so the salesmen will bull the exhibitor.
And in the end it amounts to just what a
ballyhoo convention does — and that is nothing; nothing but expense.
*

*

*

THIS
industry is rigged up the wrong
way. That's why "bull" flourishes. And
that's why, every so often, it gets into a panic.
These panics will not be cured, nor even
greatly helped, by salary cutting — outrageous
as this extravagance is.
We've got to go deeper than this — right
down to the economic wrong.

In other industries public demand comes
first. The retailer, knowing the demand,
pulls on the distributor and he in turn pulls
on the producer. And so the right sort of
goods get to market.
In this industry we reverse the process;
and that's why we use "bull" instead of advertising service.
That is why producers own distribution
and theatres. That is why we have gone in
for block booking, forced runs, expensive
presentations and all the other paraphernalia
to disguise what is a fundamentally wrong
structure and procedure.
*

*

*

THE righting of a large structure built
wrong won't come quickly, but, I believe, itwill come, and the rebuilding process cannot start too soon.
In the meantime, pictures are not selling.
That's an immediate problem.
And the loss here in waste motion is, I
believe, greater than any other extravagance
of the day.

One way to get the goods into the exhibitor's hands is to give him facts — the fullest
posible number of facts.
Facts about the pictures; facts to get them
to the public.
Service.
this industry is doing today is
WHAT
simply this: making pictures and
Richards is doing it in the South.
forcing the distribution and exhibition reWhy isn't it done over the nation?
gardless of the merit of the pictures.
In other words, we are pushing product
on the public.
Whereas the public should pull the product from the industrv.
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Orville Caldwell, selected by Director Leo
for the title role in "The HarMeehan
vester" for F. B. O., now bein^ filmed on
the original locale at Rome City, hid.

Big Boy Better

UG boy, tlie three-year-old wonder of the
screen, is now safely out of dang-er after a siege
of illness which included whooping cough, a
virulent form of measles and double pneumonia.
His life was despaired of for a time, but he is
now on the road to recovery, and has been
ordered to the mountains to convalesce before
resinning work in Educational comedies.
Big Boy, we may add, is the one and only
screen player to have his or her picture on the
wall of the News editorial sanctum.

Miss McGuirk

OHN J. McGUIRK,
Jc
Company of America,

Burt Netc, whose appointment as Washington representative of the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of America tvas
announced last week

Engaged

president of the Stanley
has announced the engagement of his daughter, Helen Mildred, to
Charles J. Hoban, a graduate of the University
of Pennsylvania.

F,

Tea for Colleen

IRST NATIONAL gave a tea-dance for its
star. Colleen Moore, at the Hotel Plaza, New
York, on Thursday, from 4 to 7. Invitations
were sent out by Richard A. Rowland to writere
for the trade, fan and daily press.

Al Jolson, who has been signed up for the
title role in Warner Brothers' "The ]n:>
Singer," in which Vitaplione numbers wi!J
play an important part

Edmund Burns, leading man for many
American stars ttho also spent some time
in Germany, is of) again, this lime to the
Antipodes
to star for Australasian
Films

Move
Mertnment
ity C.depa
HE
of Producers
. publicD.
TP

Tliey all come, sooner or later.
Holmes
Herbert, tvho has been busy appearing in
Coast productions, is in ISetv York for a
role in "East Side, West Side" (Fox)

Mr. and Mrs. Rex and their young daughter, Rexelln.
Mrs. Rex uses the screen name "Lady," and appears with
Mr. Rex in IniversaFs
"\\ Ud
Rexelhi has yet
to make
her Beauty."
debut

Elizabeth
Pickett, tvho is producing
the
"Knotv
Your Own
State" .leries for Fox
f arieties, is now in P\orlhern California
taking scenes of that region

Distributing Corporation is now located on the
tenth floor of the Pathe Building at 35 West
45th Street, New York City, due to the recent
and well-known merger, we are informed by
Frank Pope, publicity dean of the P. D. C.
forces.
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Extra Cast Titles

TARTING next, fall, Universal will place a title repeating
the east of characters at the end of each picture. This was
done by Universal a few years ago, it will be remembered, but
the title was placed at the end and not at the beginning. Now
it will be in both spots. In many ways it is an excellent idea.
Often a player who attracts no notice on the cast title does
such a splendid piece of work that we want to know who he
is — and have to sit through an hour and a half of presentation
to see the cast at the beginning of the film again.

Pauline Sttirke in one <>/ her Idvisli (irul coliirjiil losliime.^, i>tir( o/ ihe
H'lirdrohe sh^ wears in "Dance Magic" produced by Victor and Edward
Halperin in association with Robert Kane for First National release

choice of Renee Adoree for the title role in the screen version
of the famous Friml opera, which will shortly go into production at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. William Nigh,
director of the new picture, is now at work on screen tests
for the role.

CB

<^ ^'f^ESSBSfi^

Eddie Baker and Little Jerry Madden in a hit of clowning from "A Wolf
in Cheap Clothing," released by Fox Films

Marcus Luncheon
L
GUIS MARCUS, for the j^ast 14 years district manager
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for Paramount in the Salt Lake district, and who is leaving
to devote all of his time to his own theatres, was the guest
of the home office officials and executives at a luncheon given
in his honor last week at the Hotel Astor in New York.

w>

Who

Will Win "Rose Marie"?

110 will be tJie leading man for "Rose Marie"?
This is the question uppermost in the minds of practically
every male star of the screen, with the announcement of the

Allene Kay turns cinematographer and Pathexes the IT alter Miller family.
Walter is Allene's co-star in Pathe serials. Mrs. Miller was formerly <t
dancer, and Walter, Jr., has not yet decided upon his career

]ohn Gilbert, whose latest starring vehicle for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
"Twelve Miles Out," is now in production, assists Betty Compson with
her make-up for one of the sequences in which she appears

descendants of Jesse
HOSE who thought that all the s
me
Ja
e
bs
ss
g
in taxicaJe in New York were mistaken.
re s
driv
JamesMwe
s
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T
r,
te
gh
au
dd
Jesse Estelle James, is now in Hollywood
His gran
to appear in Fred Thomson's fii-st Paramount picture, "Jesse
James." She will portray her grandmother, whom she is
said to resemble remarkably in appearance, and will wear four
gowns which were the property of the original Mi-s. Zerelda
Samuels.
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of 22 feet and is. situated near the stages. Centrally grouped
around the mill are the plaster, property, blacksmithing and
drapery shops. There is no lost motion in going from one to
the other.
The casting department adjoins the wardrobe and "extra"
dressing rooms and has a separate entrance. The building is
230 feet long and two stories high. Next to it is the individual

Bunijuet of European staff of Paramount News held recently at DrouanI,
France, at which plans for filming news abroad for P. N. were discussed

V:

The U. A. Studio

ICTOR M. SHAPIRO, United Artists' Advertising &
Publicity Director, recently larought back to New York from
Los Angeles photos, facts and figures about the enlarged
United Artists Studio. He said, "Although only partially
completed, the new United Artists Studio is already one of
the few really self-contained picture plants in the industry."
Situated on the old site of the Pickford-Fairbanks plans in
Hollywood, the new studio was laid out and constructed so as
to embody utilization of ground space, easy accessibility to all
buildings and economy in operation, according to Mr. Shapiro.
He said the plant has three of the largest stages in the industry. The two newesit are 135 feet wide by 225, with a
height of 36^4 to 35 feet respectively to the lowest trusses.
In one of these is a theatrical stage 64 feet deep with a height
of 60 feet. The old stage is 120 by 240.
The administration building, 171 feet long and two stories
high, contains 50 exe-utive offices. A third story is planned

An effective pictorial study of Madge Bellamy as the little Irish heroine
of "Colleen," her next picture for Fox.
We suppose this might be entitled "Two Harps"

dressing room building, 187 x 28, with 76 individual rooms
for supporting cast players.
One of the largest out-door tanks in the industry is situated
directly behind the central grouping of buildings. Near this
are eight tire and theft-proof film vaults and a huge storage
shed.
Mr. Shapiro says the studio takes particular pride in the
woodworking shop, which is equipped with the most complete
line of machinery man's ingenuity could devise. Ponderous
planing and milling machines are at one end of the shop,
wliile the delicate lathes used in making miniatures are at the
other.
Still more stages and shops are being planned to take care
of the increasing activities of the United Artists. These will
be situated in the central group so that workmen wiU lose no
time in going from one center of industry to another.

When John Ford, one of the leading Fox Films directors, visited the
Ufa studios in Berlin recently he met the members
of the company
making "The Last if alt z."
lie is here seen with Charles Whittaker,
American scenarist supervising the production; Robertson, the director:
and members of the cast

for this sti-ucture. Six bungalows, equipped and furnished to
the last detail, are provided for stars.
Eight cutting rooms, 12 x 18, and four projection rooms
are housed in a concrete building. On the roof of this structure is a gymnasium, 40 x 72, with a balcony at one end. This
space is sometimes converted into a theatre seating 250 persons.
A mill and woodworking shop, 90 x 205, has a clear height

A young army oj sp^-rlalors icatching the shooting of scenes for "The
Patent Leather Kid" the First I\ational special starring Richard Barthelmess, at Camp Lewis, If'ash., recently

II
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Simon Legree Nearly Exposed

ern California sun and '"Simon Legree 's"
comfort recently led to an embarrassing situation
demandHE forSouth
at the United Artists Studio in California, where Rosetta and
Vivian Duncan were filming their comedy, "Topsy and Eva."
The villainous Simon, in the person of Gibson Gowland, woi-e
a shaggv buffalo coat which reached neai-ly to the ground.

Six of the fourteen puppies recently born to Sultana, the noted bloodhound who pursues Eliza across the studio ice in "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
for Universal.
Here's a "camera angle" for you.
dipt. Bate refers to
it as "n fleaseye vieiv"

Then, softly, in a voice mellow as faraway bells, he called
to the director: "Oh, Lord! I can't take this coat off! It's
all there is, there isn't any more!"
Workmen raising into position one oj the cvlutexture doors in the new
Vitaphone studio on the Warner Bros, lot in Hollywood.
The door is
10 by 16, find is heavily padded to keep out all extraneous sound.

After sweltering tlirougli several scenes, he retired to his
dressing room, removed his suit, and returned to the set
attired in boots and the all-enveloping fur coat and a hat.

RINCETON is the latest university
proclaim Norma
tesas toColumbia
Favori
lege star.
Shearer
movie
Just
did last
P its favoriteCol
year, Princeton this year paid signal honor to the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer acti-ess, who has become definitely established
as tlie favorite of collegians throughout the country.
Renee Adoree. tlie popular heroine of "Tlie Big Parade,"

Director Del Lord proceeded to give orders: "Now, Legree,
you stride up to Topsy, get ready to wliip her, then throw
off vour overcoat to give you more freedom in wielding the
lash."
Gowland spluttered and stuttered a moment and then
blurted out, "I can't take this coat off!"
"Can't!" yelled Lord, "What's the matter? Is it sewed
on to you?"
Gowland looked first at Topsy, then at Eva, then at Lord.

E. n . Allen {seated), general manager of Educational Studios, sign.i,
Lupinn Lane for the 1927-28 season. Lane, ivho has been in New York
the past week with Mr. Allen, will make
eight comedies
the coming
season, instead of six.

lias been chosen by the seniors of Wesleyan College as their
favorite motion picture actress. In the annual ballot taken by
the graduating class Miss Adoree led the field by a decisive
majority.

Here are the five bachelors of the Fox studios concerning tvhom W infield
R. Sheehan and Tom Mix have made the wager recently recorded here;
above, left to right: Richard Walling, Barry I\orton; below: Charles
Farrell, George O'Brien and Clifford Holland

Following "The Big Parade," Miss Adoree has played
featured roles in such Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer films as "La
Boheme," "The Show," and "Mr. Wu," and will soon have
pne of the most coveted parts of the new season when she plays
the title role in M-G-M"s forthcoming production of "Rose
Marie," based on the international musical hit.
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Colleen
Reach

Moore
and First National
Settlement of Differences

DIFFERENCES between Colleen Moore and First National Pictures
have been amicably adjusted and the star will continue making
productions for that company according to her present contract as
soon as she has taken a much needed rest.
John McCormick will devote his exclusive time to supervise the productions of the popular actress.
"Synthetic Sin," from the play by Frederic and Fanny Hatton, will be
the first of Miss Moore's pictures for the new season, to be f6llowed by
"Lilac Time," by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin, a George Fitzmaurice production adapted from the stage play of the same title. "Lilac Time" is
scheduled to be one of First National's biggest specials during the coming
year. Following these two productions, other pictures will be made as
planned.
During the past few years Miss Moore has been constantly busy in the
studio and is in need of a rest before she resumes work. Within the next
few days, she will leave New York for a few weeks, at least, remaining far
removed from picture making.
Richard A. Rowland, general and production manager, said that the
differences between Miss Moore and First National had never been of a
really serious nature and that he always felt certain of their reaching an
understanding.
There was a family reunion at the Hotel Plaza, N. Y., Thursday afternoon, where First National gave a tea-dance in honor of Miss Moore and
Mr. McCormick.

Hays Attacks Misbranding
of Pictures Abroad
Points Out That Foreign Producers Are Selling European Productions in India as American Films
foreign motion pictm-e producers, taking advantage of tlie preference expressed by the public for
American films, are misbranding their pictures and selling European-produced pictures in India as American productions, is
indicated in advices from Delhi, India,
which tell of the protest of a mob against
an "American film."
Will H. Hays suggested this week that
this is indicated in the dispatches reporting
the recent demonstration by Moslems
against "Moon of Israel," which is named
in cables as being an "American fiinu"
"An outbreak occurred in a theatre in
protest against historically correct scenes,"
said Mr. Hays. ' ' Cables from London state
THAT

Report More Improvements on Magnascope
DEL RICCIO, cinema
LORENZO
engineer responsible for the
Magnascope, arrived in New
York this week from Holloywood to
,"
tion effects for "Wingsion
prepare will
projecopen
which
at the Criter
Theatre on August 1.
Del Riccio comes back to town after
an absence of eight months and is
making his headquarters at the Criterion Theatre.
Although he declined to reveal his
effects
in advance delof Riccio
the "Wings"
public presentation,
is reported
to have developed and improved upon
the Magnascope process to an amazing decree.

that 'Moon of Israel' is an American film.
"This production, which was shown in
New York City last week, was produced by
the Sascha Film Company of Vienna. It
was made in Austria from a story written
by H. Rider Haggard, an English author.
Americans had nothing whatever to do with
its production. 'Moon of Israel' is known
on the Continent as one of the best of the
Austrian productions. The American rights
are owned by F B 0, an American Coml)any. Why it is designated in India as an
American production I do not know, unless
it was falsely branded by persons who
wished to take advantage of the popularity
of American pictures. Either that, or the
report charging the riot as due to an American film may be another evidence of the
organized effort to discredit American films
hirity.
in
certain countries because of their popu"There is, of course, no thought of
singling out American films for governmental discrimination in India. The British
(^rovernment, I am sure, has no such plan in
mind. To offer as the cause of a riot that
an Austrian-made film of a story l)y a great
English author is an American film is going
to rather great lengths. Great Britain's
i>xperience in Australia is proof of the
status of American films.
"Last year the Australian censors rej'ected 12.5 of the Anu>rican pictures and
lO.fU) per cent of the British pictures. In
the first three months of 1027 the Australian
censors rejected 9.2 of American j>ictures
and 42.8 of British ])i(^tures."
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"Colleen"
and
"Married
Alive Fox July Releases
James R. Grainger, general sales manager of Fox Films, announces the release
for July of "Colleen," starring Madge
Bellamy,
cial cast. and "Married Alive," with a spe"Colleen" was directed by Frank O'Connor and is adapted from an original story
by Randall H. Faye. In addition to Miss
Bellamy the cast includes J. FaiTcll Macdonald, Charles Morton, Sammy Cohen, Ted
McNamara, Marjorie Beebe, Tom Magnire,
Sarah Padden, Sidney Franklin, Tom McGuire and Carl Stockdale.
" Manned Alive" is a screen version of
Ralph Strauss ' novel of the same name,
adapted by Gertrude Orr. The cast includes
Matt Moore, Margaret Livingston, Lou Tellegen, Claire Adams, Emily Fitzroy, Gertrude Claire, Eric Mayne, Henry Sedley,
Charles Lane and Marcella Daly. It was
directed by Emmett Flynn.
' ' MaiTied Alive ' ' is scheduled for July 17.

De Mille to Film
"The
Wreck
of the Hesperus"
Longfellow's world-famous poem, "The

Wreck of the Hesperus," is to be brought
to the screen by the DeMille Studio. Published by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow in
1842, it has been i)art of the education of
millions of school children.
Harry Carr and John Farrow have written a scenario based on the poem, and
Elmer Clifton, who produced ' ' Down to the
Sea in Ships," will direct it. "The Wreck
of the Hesperus" will mark the further rise
of two of the young DelMille players, Frank
Marion and Virginia Bradford, who will
have the leading roles.

"Loves

of Carmen"
Fox Picture

New

"Loves of Carmen" is the screen title of
the Fox version of Prosper ]Merimec 's
"Carmen," which is expected to be released August 14th. For the new Raoul
Walsh film six months were required in
preparation. Special agents were sent to
Spain to make notes, take photograjjhs and
order costumes. Casting, including screen
tests of almost 100 players, required two
months. The actual filming required another six months and took the company
over more than 800 miles of territory.

Will
Try
German

to Change
Kontingent

Filmwill
Industry
to change
by the
be made
endeavor
AN German
the German kontingent. a dispatch to the New York Times reads.
As the present kontingent system
operates on a one to one basis, the
(Jerman trade seeks to alter it so that
four American films can be admitted
for German showings for every German
film that is brought to the United
States.
The new plan is intended as an inducement to American distributors to
buy more German product.
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General Salary Slash Deferred
Producers Withhold Cuts Until August 1; Companies Prune
Distribution Costs; Equity Out to Organize Talent
week
DEVELOPMENTS of the past
arising from the announced intention of producers to cut salaries of
production employees were :
The decision of twelve producing companies to accept the offer of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts to act as mediator
in the dispute over salary reductions and
the recommendation that action on the salary reduction be deferred until August first.
Gradual elimination of "deadwood" in
distribution systems preparatory to the
meeting of sales heads in New York on July
14 when sales and exhibition economies will
be worked out.
Players, directors and technicians will, in
all probability, either form a union of their
own or else join Actors Equity as a means
of protection of rights.
Paramount, M-G-M and Warner Bros,
have decided against the general salary reduction.
An emergency cabinet appointed at Paramount studios to study the production situation; the cabinet comprises representatives of players, directors and technicians
and has pledged itself to institute policies
which will do away with excessive costs in
picture making.
The twelve producers who will work with
the Academv of Motion Picture Arts are
Joseph M. Sehenck, Cecil B. De Mille, William Fox, Charles and Al Christie, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, Mack Sennett, Samuel
Goldwyn, Jack White, F B 0, Universal,
First National and Warner Brothers! It is
pointed out that the decision to withhold
action on the salary reduction will give the

various production branches opportunity to
thoroughly discuss plans to reduce negative
costs.
Distribution costs, it is generally admitted, are topheavy, with the average estimate of 35 per cent for distribution due to
duplication of effort considered unnecessary by the major companies; this matter
will be thrashed out at the scheduled meeting of sales heads in New York on July 14.
At that time the sales personnel of the
various companies will be analyzed and
those persons whose services are considered
unnecessary will be let out. There will be
no drastic slashing, according to the program, but rather a steady pruning of expenses which ''will bring distribution costs
to Theatre
a reasonable
costs plane."
will also be scanned with a
view to affecting economies in the operation
of the houses owned by producer-distributors. One means of cutting expenses contemplated will be the cutting down of theatre overhead caused by "the presentation
With regard to the organizing of em;
Gilmore of Actors Equity
craze." ployees Frank
is at present in Hollywood making a survey
of conditions. Equity claims to have about
45 per cent of the screen players on its
roster and is following a policy of "watching waiting," displaying a sympathetic attitude. Equity, it is stated, would welcome
the players to its fold, after which it would
he ])repared to fight their case in resisting
a salary cut. Players are in the weakest
position, for directors are organized, as are
the cameramen.

In the event that players, directors and
technicians decide to combine into one
union it is being proposed that a nationallyknown figure be secured to head such an
organization. In this connection the name
of Clarence Darrow has been mentioned.
Paramount, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
Warners have definitely decided to abandon the general reduction plan. M-G-M 's
change of plans was announced by Louis B.
Mayer at a mass meeting at the Culver
City studios of the„ company, where Mr.
Mayer stated :
"The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Producing
Organization has united in one common
cause. That cause involves the determination on the part of everyone at the studio
to do away with any necessity of uniform
salary cuts, either on August first or any
other time. It has been established that a
uniform ten per cent salary cut is wrong.
I am happy, therefore, that it will not be
instituted.
"It is not and never was the intention of
I\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer to do anything that
is unfair. At the same time, the fact that
something must be done immediately to relieve the present crisis, involving high production costs, is thoroughh' appreciated by
everj'one in our organization. Discussions
emanating from the uniform salary cut
idea served one good purpose, and that was
the realization on the part of everyone that
production costs must come down. As a
result of our meeting, each person associated with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will do
his or her full share in attaining this end.

Fulton Expansion Plans Listed
Accessories Company Re-Organized; Will Have Branch Offices and Stores in Key Cities; Now Serves Big Circuits
silence rumors that have been current for some time past and to
clearly indicate the present and
prospective position of the E. E. Fulton
Co., President C. H. Fulton makes the following statement :
"This company has just completed reorganization inorder to function effectively
as a nation-wide concern. Branch offices
will be opened in all principal cities, supplemented by sales representatives in
various important centers.
"Conditions in the motion picture theatre industry have undergone very considerable change in recent years and to meet demands of the present day and age vastly
improved facilities arc necessary.
"Until recently, practically all theatres
of importance, value or consequence were
concentrated in the larger cities of the
country. During that earlier period, the
small town show was usually a small investment proposition and the outlay for
equii)ni(>nt and supplies very limited.
To

"This situation did not justify branch
supply and equipment stores to any extent and consequently a large percentage
of exhibitors and prospective exhibitors
were far removed from markets for theatre
goods.
"But everywhere today the standard of
picture theatre architecture, decoration,
furnishings and mechanical-electric equipment has been raised to such a level that
even small towns, often in remote parts
of the country, boast of theatres built or
contemplated which compare favorably with
many metropolitan show houses.
' ' The immediate result of our reorganization and increased capital will be the
creation of many branch offices and stores.
In addition to Chicago headquarters and
present branches at St. Louis and Indianapolis, offices and stores will soon be opened
in New York, San Francisco and Atlanta,
with the subsequent opening of branches in :
Philadelphia,
Pa.; Cleveland, Ohio; Mil-

waukee, Wis.; Kansas City, Mo.; Dallas,
Texas ; Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; DeFla.
troit, Mich. ; Omaha, Neb. ; Jacksonville,
"Additional branches contemplated are:
Washington, D. C. ; Denver, Colo.; Seattle,
Wash. ; Minneapolis, Minn. ; Los Angeles,
Cal. ; New Orleans, La.
"Sales representatives will also be located in : Oklahoma City, Okla. ; Salt Lake
City, Utah ; Albany, N. Y. ; Baltimore, Md. ;
Tampa, Fla.; Des Moines, la.; Portland,
Ore.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Charlotte, N. C;
^Memphis, Tenn. ; Cincinnati, 0.
"We are now serving ten of the leading
theatre circuits, as follows, and also the
subsidiaries of these ten : Paramount Famous Lasky Corp., Universal Pictures Corp.,
Stanley Company of America, PublixSaenger Theatres, Inc., West Coast Theatres, Inc., B. F. Keith Circuit, Loew Incorporated, Kunsky Theatres Corp., Publix
Theatres Corp., Saenger Theatres, Inc."
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More Columbia Exchanges
Five New Branches in Key Cities; John C. Ragland
Named Manager of Sales; Buys in New Company
j)crs()iial representative for disli-ibution.
Mr. Ragland, who has a financial interest
in the new company, has been designated
head of sales, and will shortly receive his
official title, which probably will be president of the West Coast Exchange Company.
The negotiations for the new exchanges
were engineered by Harry Cohn, vice-president, and Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columbia
Pictures. The new acquisitions are in conformity with Columbia's nationalization
plan, which Mas started a year ago when
the first exchange was annexed, stated Mr.
Brandt.
In commenting on the affiliation of Mr.
Ragland with Columbia, Mr. Brandt stated:
' ' I am more than gratified that Mr. Ragland becomes associated with Columbio.
We aim to have the best 'brain power' in
the industry in every department, so as to
enable us to give, to the exhibitor not only
the greatest pictures of the season but service that will surpass that which has been
furnished by any company in the producing
or distributing end of the business."
John

C. Ragland

ANNOUNCEMENT is made this week
by Joe Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures, of the completion of
arrangements by his company for the
opening of exchanges in five key cities :
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Butte, Portland and Seattle. The new branches, which
will be known as Columbia Pictures Exchanges, will be under the management of
John C. Ragland, formerly Harold Lloyd's

Rupert
Hughes
to Title
"The Patent Leather Kid"
Rupert Hughes, author of "The Patent
Leather Kid," which First National Pictures has just filmed, with Richard Barthelmess as the star, will title the picture.
The picture is now in the cutting room
for final editing. It will be released as a
road show, opening at the Globe Theatre in
New York on August 15th.

Theatre Boom

in Detroit

Kunsky Leading Building Race With Three Theatres
Under Way; Fox and United Artists Have One Each
THEATRE construction in Detroit is
increasing with the Kunsky Enterj)rises leading the field having three
houses under construction or planned. The
company, domiiuint factor in the local field
and allied with Publix, is building at Royal
Oak, Birmingham and Redford.
Fox is building a 5,000-seat house at the
corner of Montcalm and Woodward, and
United .Artists has under construction
a

Tryon Signed for Five
Years
by Universal
GLENN TRYON, comedy star in
Universal's "Painting the Town,"
just in from the Coast, has been
signed on a five-year contract by the
Carl Laemmle organization as a result
of his work in the new picture. No
intimation of salary is included in the
announcement, just made at the Universal home office, but it is thought to
be on a sliding scale.
Tryon is a current graduate from
short subjects, having been starred in
Hal Roach (^omedies for a year or so.

Bank building, is drawing sketches for a
house at Mt. P^lliott and Davison.
A new theatre is under wa.y at Maxwell
and
Hai-per, said to be leased to the Orient
owners.
Plans are being drawn for the Pontiac
Hotel Corp., for a new theatre and hotel
in Pontiac costing $1,500,000.
A new theatre is reported for Forest and
2,000 soater on Bagley Ave., opposite the
Michigan. Henry S. Koppin, who heads
Woodward Theatres, will add a house under
way at Gratiot and Six Mile and also is
l)uilding at Wayne, Mich.
C. H. Miles is preparing to open his
Oriental on West Adams. Robertson Theatrical Enterprises will build a new theatre
on Shaffer Road. The Wetzmaiis are building a new theatre on Linwood at Davison.
•Toe Cosco soon will open a new theatre, the
Granada, at West Warren and Junction.
A Detroit architect is drawing plans for
a, house on Shoemaker avenue. Architect
-Morton H. Ingall is di-awing plans for a
new theatre costing .$150,000 at Seven Mile
Kd. and Dequindre for George Flucksa.
Architect J. G. Kastler, 524 Dime Savings
Cliciie Sts.
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In and Out of Town
THERE
was celebration
Film Corporation
offices atin the
New Lumas
York
last Tuesday, the main event being the return to his desk of Budd Rogers, Vice-President of Lumas and Gotham, who is recovering from his recent indisposition.
W INFIELD R. SHEEHAN, vice-president
and general manager of Fox Films,
sailed Tuesday on the S. S. Berengaria for
Europe. He expects to be away about three
rnonths,
which
he will" visit all principalduring
countries on
the time
Continent.
AL president
LICHTMAN,
United
Artists'
viceand general
manager
of distribution for United States and Canada, left New
York Wednesday, June 29th, for Los Angeles,
there to join Joseph M. Schenck. president and
chairman of the Board of Directors of United
Artists. The exectitiTC ivill remain in Los Angeles for three zveel^'s.
JH.
assistant-manager of
* theSEIDELMAN,
foreign department of
sailed Saturday, July 2nd, on Paramount,
the lie de
France for a stay of severaL weeks in Europe.
WILLIAM
M. VOGEL.
general
manager
of Producers
International
Corporation,
Foreign Distributors of De Miile Pictures,
sailed on the S.S. Leviathan, Saturday, July 2.
Mr. Vogel is making a flying trip of six
weeks to London and then to principal cities
of the Continent.
J

A. JACOBS, director of .<;ales for Bra\
. Productions, Inc., left Nezv York la.h
Thursday for a tour of the IVest and South.

MR.Inc.,
Bray,
of Bray from
Productions,
haspresident
just returned
a three
months' tour of California and the West.
He brings
back plans for an interesting season's program.
rp B. DERR, treasurer of F B O Pictures
-L- ^» Corporation, returned to New York today
after
studiosa ofthree-months'
the company. sta.\- at the Hollywood

Laemmle Elected President
of M. P. Relief Fund
Carl Laenmde, president of the Universal
Pictures Corporation, has just been unanimously elected president of the Jlotion
Picture Relief Fund of America. He succeeds Cecil B. DeMille in this post.
The IMotion Picture Relief Fund of
America is a comj^aratively new organization looking to the needs of the aged and
indigent veterans of the industry. It plans,
among other activities, the endowment of a
national home for film people forced by age
or incapacity to seek relief.
Most of the prominent stars, executives
and studio officials in the screen world are
behind the relief fund movement.

Tiffany Closes Deal
Nathanson

With

M. H. Hoffman, vice-president of Tiffany
Productions, has just closed a contract with
Nat Nathanson for the distribution rights
for the twenty gems from Tiffany for 19271928 for Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania and the Straights Settlements.
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Schines May Build Another
Playhouse in Syracuse
Overtures from Syracuse building interests which may result in giving Syracuse
a second Schine theatre, are now in progress, it was announced this week by L. W.
Schine, general manager of Schine Enterprises, Inc., of Gloversville.
Confirmation of the Rialto report that
the Schine future plans contemplated another Syracuse playhouse climaxed the recent regional convention of Schine managers from 20 up-State cities and towns.
The Syracuse meeting, which closed with
a dinner at the Hotel Onondaga, was the
second regional meeting, following upon the
heels of the first at Buffalo on Monday.
L. W. Schine presided at the gathering.
The Schine circuit now embraces 112
theatres in New York and Ohio, Mr. Schine
announced, and the corporation allied with
but not a subsidiary of Universal Pictures,
considers that as just a start. In Ohio a
string of brand-new houses is projected.
The day of the small independent exhibitor is fast passing, Mr. Schine said.
The trend in picture circles is toward consolidation, and it will result in some three
or four distributing and exhibiting circuits of gigantic proportions, he believes.
This spells greater economy all around.

Four Firms Granted N. Y.
Charters of Incorporation
Motion picture companies incoi-porating
in New York State during the past week,
according to records in the secretary of
state's offices in Albany included the following: Mascot Pictures Corporation,
$.5,000, Nat Levine, Francis J. Levine, Lulu
Fertig, New York City; Aiglon Films, Inc.,
capitalization not specified, Mario Garagnani de Pescara, Pasquale Russo, Brune
DeSisti, New York City; Teaching Pictures
Corporation, capitalization not specified,
Crittenden H. Adams, Winfred K. Petigrue,
Oeorge A. Wilson, New York City; Jaklon
Pictures Corporation, capitalization not
stated, Jacques Kopfstein, Lon Young,
Paul S. Denton, New York city.

Work
on New
St. Louis
Theatre to Start Shortly
Construction on the new $1,000,000 theatre, store and apartment building for the
St. Louis Amusement Company at Hamilton and Faston Avenues, St. Louis, Mo.,
will get under way within the next few
weeks, according to the present plans of
Skouras Brothers and Harry Koplar, who
control the St. Louis Amusement Company.
The new theatre, to seat 2,000 persons,
was designed by Rapp & Rapp. The general contract for the building was awarded
to the Boaz-Kiel Construction Company,
which built the Ambassador Theatre and
office building for Skouras Brothers.

Gilda
Gray
Leaves
for
West Coast Picture Work
Gilda Gray left New York, Monday,
June 27th, for the West Coast, to begin
work on "The Devil Dancer," which is to
be her first feature under the Samuel Goldwyn banner, for release through United
Artists.

Decision in Paramount Case Expected
Shortly from Trade Commission
Washington

By CL.4RENCE L. LINZ
Correspondent, Motion Picture

News

JULY 6.— Members of the Federal Trade CommisWASHINGTON.
sion are meeting daily this week for the purpose of disposing of
some of the cases which have long been pending. At a conference
of the Commissioners on July 5, the Paramount case was brought up
for discussion and. it is believed, was agreed upon, tentatively at least,
although members of the Commission, following the meeting, refused to
disclose what had transpired.
In view of the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the Eastman Kodak Company case, it is believed here that the complaint against
Paramount will be dismissed, as theatre ownership and block booking
were the only issues of importance. The Eastman decision disposes of the
former, and it had been indicated by comment of the Commissioners
during the hearings in. the case that block booking is considered nearly
wholesale selling of films and, as such, not of itself illegal.
It is expected that the Commission in the next few days will announce
its decision in a number of cases, including that of Famous Plavers.

Benefit Results Lauded
Report of Indianapolis Film Board of Trade Shows That
Theatres Are Contributing Generously
aIndian
the regar
from
ding
polis Film report
Board of
Trade
PARTIAL
benefit performances for the Mississippi Valley flood sufferers, shows that
63 theatres in the Indianapolis territory
raised $8,003.97. Gratis donations of film
valued at $923.50 were contributed by the
A

Seek Reversal
of Pa.
Supreme Court Verdict
SuPennsy
inglvania
THE ruling
the blue
premeofCourttheuphold
laws of 1794, which ban Sunday
baseball, and other commercialized
Sunday amusements, is to be carried
to the Supreme Court of the United
States, if necessary, in the fight to
seek a reversal.
This was made evident on July 2,
when an application was filed in Harrisburg with the prothonotary of the
State Supreme Court, for a re-argument of the Sunday baseball case.
The constitutionality of the Blue
Laws is involved, as applying not only
to Sunday baseball, but to movies,
which now are banned in Pennsylvania
under the terms of the ancient statute,
and other amusements. The papers
were filed by John R. (ieyer, and Paul
G. Smith, both of Harrisburg, and
Charles G. Gartling, of Philadelphia,
as counsel for the Athletics. They contend that the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court neglected to consider constitutional questions, and the application
for a review of the case specifically
asks the court to pass on those matters. It is understood that if reargunient is denied or, if granted, fails to
result in a reversal in favor of Sunday
amusements, an appeal will be filed
with the LTnited States Supreme Court
which would aver, among other things,
the old Pennsylvania Blue Laws are
in conflict with the Federal constitution.

distributing
companies for these performances.
The Philadelphia Film Board of Trade
reports that 121 theatres in the Philadelphia territory contributed $16,883J?2. The
estimated value of free film rental for
these performances is $2,006.00.
A final report from the Omaha Film
Board of Trade shows that 64 theatres contributed $5,012.32. The value of free film
contributed by distributors was $1,322.30.
A report of the Buffalo Film Board of
Trade shows that with four theatres to
hear from, the total for the Buffalo Territory is $14,201.57. The value of gratis film
given by distributors is $2,025.50.
The Cleveland Film Board of Trade reports that 31 theatres outside of Cleveland
have contributed $1,881.17 to the MissisReliefdonated
Fund. by exchanges for these
The sippi
film
shows had a rental value of $881.00.
Theatres in the City of Cleveland ai-e
planning for benefit performances which
liave not yet been scheduled.
A final report from the Oklahoma City
Film Board of Trade says that the theatres
in Oklahoma City turned over to the Red
Cross for the Mississippi Relief Fund,
$7,-522.23.
The distributing companies through the
Film Board contributed film for these shows
that had a rental value of .$3,243.45.

Actual
Work
Started
on
Lloyd's New York Story
Harold Lloyd started this week on his
New York story which when completed will
mark his third picture for Paramount release. It -will be several weeks yet before
the section of Gotham now being built on
the Lloyd studio site in Westwood Hills is
completed, so that preliminary scenes will
be shot around the amusement district of
Venice and Ocean Park.
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: United Artists Buys Half Interest in
I Rivoli-Rialto, New York, $1,250,000
». "JAk AYING a million and a quarter United Artists this week closed negoj C"^ tiations with Publix theatres whereby the former secures a half in[.
terest in the Rivoli and Rialto theatres. New York City, until now
, controlled by the Publix chain. With these houses United Artists now
I has eleven of the twenty pre-release houses it set out to build or acquire
I starting last year. The name of the Rivoli will he changed to Rivoli[ United Artists. Another deal recently closed with Loew's, Inc., provides
for
the joint operation by U. A. and Loew's of houses in Pittsburgh and
Columbus.
') United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., will spend at least $43,000,000 on
I new houses, Lou Anger, general manager of the chain, stated upon his reI turn to Hollywood.
The money is being spent on theatres under construc^ r tion or being purchased.
Angersituation.
has been on a six months' tour of the country investigating the
y r theatre

T. O. C. C. Calls Meeting On
Increased Costs
Exhibitors of Metropolitan Zone to Take Up Higher
Overhead and Decreasing Box-office Receipts
AMASS inoeting of exhibitors in the
metropolitan area has been called
July 14 by the Theatre Owners'
Chamber of Commerce of New York City,
to discuss the steady rise in operating costs
'
ponding increase in box oflSee
without
receipts. corres
The call for the meeting is issixed by Sol
Raives, President of the T. 0. C. C. "Increased expenses, higher overheads, highpowered selling methods, keener and ruthless circuit competition and a constant falling off of receipts, poor attractions, all face
the independent
theatre owner," the statement declares.
' ' The buying season is here — ^the season
that means so much to the theatres for the
coming year — and with all the ])rospects of
a crucial year, the Chamber of Commerce
is asking for a get-together — a parley — to
see
adds.where they are going," the statement
The meeting is called for Thursday. July

$528,000 Publix Gontr't
for Whiteman's Band
CONTRACT with Publix which
becomes effective in September
has been signed by Paul Whiteman and his band whereby the famous
musical organization will play for 44
weeks at a sum said to be $528,000.
This agreement, which brings Whitemay a stipend of $12,000 a week, provides that the conductor and his orchestra appear at any Publix house.
It is understood, however, that most of
the band's activities will be centered at
the Paramount in New York, but in the
event of traveling Publix will pay the
transportation costs.
The contract is reputed to be unique
in that it involves the largest amount
of money ever paid for theatre music
of any kind whatsoever.
A

14, at the Hotel Astor, and the exhibitors
in attendance will be tendered a luncheon
by the Chamber at 1 :00 P. M.
It is understood that many exhibitors in
the metropolitan zone are declining to pay
rental increases which the exhibitors say
the distributors are demanding, and are also
disturbed over other increased overhead.
Many are reported not booking new season films at all, pending a meeting of the
kind now called by the T. 0. C. C, at which
concerted action may be mapped out.

Jesse Devorska in F B O's
"Jake the Plumber"
Jesse Devorska has been signed by William Le Baron, vice-president in charge of
production at the F B 0 studios in Hollywood, to play the featured role in "Jake,"
the Plumber," a feature length comedy on
the 1927-28
were
obtainedprogram.
from HalDevorska
Roach 's
forservices
whom
Devorska has been appearing in a series of
two reelers.
"Jake, the Plumber" will be the young
Jewish comedian's first big i)roduction.
"Jake, the Plumber," is an original story
by Walter A. Sinclair. Edward Luddy will
direct the picture. It will go into production early in July.

De

Mille

to

Film

"The

Pointer"
With theWest
full cooperation
of the United
States War Department and the authorities
at the United States Militai->' Aca.domy at
West Point, a company from the Cecil De
Mille studio in Hollywood will invade West
Point within two weeks to make "The West
William Boyd will be the star of the picPointer."
ture. Donald Crisp will direct. The storAhas received the official approval of the War
Department.

Picture

News

Janet Gaynor Starts New
Fox Starring Vehicle
Production has started on "Two Girls
Wanted," Janet Gaynor 's first starring vehicle for Fox Films, under direction of
Alfred E. Green. The cast includes Doris
Lloyd, Earle Fox, Glenn Tryon, Marie Mos(juini, Joseph Cawthorne and others.
The story is based upon the play by
Gladys Unger and will be produced upon a
pretentious scale by Fox Films. Exteriors
are being filmed in the vicinity of Los Angeles. George Schneiderman has been assigned to work with Green as chief cinemat ographer.

"U"

Schedules
Tryon
Comedy for Summer

Universal 's "Viennese Lovers," a Universal Jewel scheduled for release this summer, with Mary Philbin, Jean Hersholt and
Raymond Keane in the featured roles, has
been temporarily withdrawn from the
schedule to make room for "Painting the
Town," which L^niversal considers a "surprise" picture.
"Painting the Town" is a William J.
Craft production, made from a story by
Harry 0. Hoyt, and featuring Glenn Tryon
and Patsv Ruth Miller.

"Coward"
Unit
Returns
to F B O Studio
After a week spent in the Big Bear Valley region taking exteriors for "The Coward," the F B O company making the
photoplay featuring Warner Baxter, the director, Alfred Raboch, and others have returned to the F B 0 studio where the work
will continue on interior scenes. The story
was adapted to the screen by Edfred Bingham and Enid Hibbard from a story by
Arthur Stringer and its cast includes
Sharon Lynn, Freeman Wood, Raoul Paoli
and others.

Cast for Tiffany's
"The
Man"
Business
M. Tired
H. Hoffman,
vice president
of Tiffany
productions, announces the complete cast
of the next Tiffany release, "The Tired
Business Man," now in course of production. Among the principal players are Raymond Hitchcock, Mack Swain, Margaret
Quimby, Blanche Mehaffey, Gibson Gowland. Dot Farley and Lincoln Pliimmer.
Allan Dale, who directed "Redheads Preferred," is wielding the megaphone over
"The Tired Business Man."

Vidor's Next Picture Will
Be the"The
Bigthe Ditch"
With
return to
Coast of King
Vidor and the Metro-Goldwv-n-Mayer unit,
which has been engaged in filming scens in
the East for "The Crowd," Irving Thalberg has announced that Vidor's next feature production will be "The Big Ditch,"
an original story by Laurence Stallings,
with the Panama Caiuil as a backgi'ound.
This will be produced on an ambitious scale.
"The Crowd" is now virtually completed.
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Toronto Wants Next M. P.
T. O. A. Convention
Toronto members of the M.P.T.O.A. are
taking serious steps to secure the 1928
convention of the National Theatre Owners
Association and are being backed in their
efforts by civic officials and the Toronto
Publicity Bureau. Toronto has wanted the
M.P.T.O.A. convention for the past two
years and it is felt around the Ontario capital that the city will be selected this time
for the annual gathering.
Those who are sponsoring the campaign
for Toronto as the convention city include
J. C. Brady, proprietor of the Madison
Theatre ; Aid. W. A. Summerville, proprietor of the Prince of Wales and Eastwood
Theatres, and Rav Lewis, advisory secretary of the M.P.T.O.A. in Ontario. Mr.
Brady is president of the Canadian branch
of the M.P.T.O.A.

Universal
Acquires
Two
Theatres in New York
The acquisition of the Park Theatre in
Manhattan and the Park Plaza in the
Bronx was announced last Wednesday by
Universal Chain Theatres Corporation. The
Park seats 2,100 and is on First Avenue
and Eighty-ninth Street; and the Park
Plaza has 2,200 seats ; to open September 1.
The Universal Theatre, at New Utrecht
Avenue and Thirty-sixth Street, Brooklyn,
seating 3,000, will open August 1. The Universal Pictures Company has leased the
Colony, a first-run house on Broadway, for
five years beginning September 1.
Universal is to construct two theatres at
Indianapolis and one at Marion, Ind. Another is to be built ait Sheboygan, Wis. On
completion of theatres under construction,
Universal Avill have 300 theatres, seating
more than 270,000.

Large
Cinemafor"The
Regal"
Planned
London
A palatial new motion picture house,
costing £250,000 (about $1,250,000), and
called "The Regal," is about to be constructed at Marble Arch, London, which
center already boasts the Marble Arch Pavilion, the only picture house ever attended
by both King George and Queen INLary. It
is intended to open the new theatre in
August, 1928.

W. B. Give Long Contract
to Promising "Find"
Audry Ferris, newcomer to. the screen,
in whom Warner Bros, have hopes for developing into starring material, has been
signed by that organization for a long-term
contract. Her first role will be the feminine
lead opposite George Jessel in his forthcoming picture temporarily titled "The Broadway Kid." She will also play the ingenue
role in "Slightly Used."

North and South Carolina
Raised $3,778 for Flood
The Charlotte, North Carolina, Film
Board of Trade reports that motion picture
theatres in the States of North and South
Carolina raised $3,778.27 for the Mississippi
flood sufferers.

Loew's Gets 50,000 Seats in
20 New Theatres
Houses Located in Principal Cities, Seven in New
Company in Strong Financial Position
ses Inc.,
the
which
underg way
Loew's,
m of compri
progra
THEnow buildin
construction of 20 theatres located
in the principal cities of the country will
give the company an additional seating capacity of 50,000 to 60,000 seats, according
to an article in the Wall Street Journal,
wliich is the eighth of a series on the motion picture industry.
The article states, in part :
The new houses will be located at Evansville, Ind.; Akron, Columbus and Canton,
Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Kansas City, Mo.;
Richmond, Va. ; Providence, R. I.; Houston,
Tex. ; Syracuse, New Rochelle, Yonkers,
Fordam, N. Y. ; Ninth Street, Brooklyn;
Eighty-sixth Street, Brooklyn; Seventysecond Street, New York; Canal Street,
New York, and Stamford, Conn. Seven of
these theatres are in the Metropolitan area.
Loew's may be considered today in the
strongest position of any of the amusement
systems. This is true for two reasons. In
the first place, earnings have shown a notably large and steady increase, reaching in
1926 a point which makes Loew the largest
earner in this gi"oup. In four years earnings have grown from $2,415,888 reported
for the fiscal year ended August 31, 1923,
to $6,388,200 for 1926. Loew's expansion
has been handled carefully and conservatively without unduly increasing indebtedness or interfering with the normal growth
of profits.
In the second place, at a time when the
whole moving picture industry is engaged in
the most widespread expansion program in
its history, Loew's has the outstanding advantage of having done a large part of its
building in 1921 and subsequent years so
that its theatres are already strongly entrenched in their territory and were built
at costs considerably below those now prevailing, which means lower overhead.

Loew Interests Fail to
Contract for Symphony
music
classica
has aswontheover
JAZZ
00 lMidland
insofar
$4,000,0
Theatre in Kansas City, to be
opened next fall, is concerned. The
verba! contract by which an orchestra
under the leadership of N. De Rubertis, known in Kansas City as the
Little Symphony, was engaged to furnish the music at the Midland, which
will seat 4,000 persons, has been reported to be declared off. The New
York sponsors of the theatre, which is
to be a Loew house of first run pictures, were not friendly to the engagement of the orchestra in the first
place, but were persuaded by M. B.
Shanberg, Kansas City manager, who
knew the quality of the orchestra and
the reputation it had established in
the Kansas City territory Failure to
sign the contract on the part of Loew
interests is due to the conviction that
the public still wants jazz.

York;

Loew's is also engaged in an extensive
theatre building program at i)resent, but the
majority of the new houses being built will
be financed by local capital so that actual
expenditure by the company will be comparatively small.
Loew's differs from other amusement systems in that the company was originally a
theatre opei-ating company producing vaudeville. When the development of the moving
picture made it an integral part of the
vaudeville progr-am, the need for a supply
of films became plain and Loew found it
advantageous to acquire the Metro Pictures
Corp. and later the Gokhvyn Pictures Coii>.,
now known as Metro-Goldwyn. The business of film producing has grown to the
point where it fonns a very large part of
annual income of the parent company.

Large Theatre
Project
Planned for Toledo, O.
One of the biggest building projects in
this territory is announced for Toledo. The
building will contain 18 ground-floor store
rooms, 30 dwelling apartments, 7 large
second-story office rooms and a motion picture theatre with a seating capacity of
1,956 persons. The construction represents
an investment of more than $750,000, and
is l)eing built by the Toledo Theatres and
Realty Company. The location, at the intersection of Monroe and Ottawa streets,
has a total frontage of more than 700 feet.
Plans were drawn by Mills, Rhines, Bellman and Nordhoff.
The Toledo Theatres and Realty Company also purchased the corner of Auburn
and Ottawa drives directly across the street
from the theatre property for a development which will be announced later.. The
Toledo Theatres and Realty Company is
negotiating for another building which will
be an exact duplicate of the Auburn, to be
erected on a site in Broadway near South
avenue.
The Toledo Theatre and Realty Company is headed by E. G. Sourbier as president. Howard Feigley is vice-president and
Nat Charnas is secretary-treasurer. The
company owns and controls an important
circuit of theatres in Toledo and in other
Ohio towns.

Jean Mihail Will Produce
Another Roumanian Film
The Roumanian director, Jean Mihail,
who made "Peche, " Roumania's best claim
on motion picture production, has announced his intention of producing another
super entitled "Kiferul," from the book
of Barbu Delevrancea. M. C. Nottara, the
dean of the National Theatre at Bucharest,
will star in this piece. The exteriors will
be shot in the Carpathians and in the province of Bukevine, near Czechoslovakia.
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"Big Parade" Going Into 87 Week at
Astor, New York; May Run 2 Years
this issue of Motion Picture News goes in the mails Metro-GoHwyn-Mayer's "The Big Parade" is starting on the eighty-seventh
week of its run at the Astor theatre, New York City, and, judging
from the box-office takings, it will probably round out a full two years at
that house, which would mature in October. To date the picture has
grossed more than $1,500,000 at the Astor theatre alone.
Outside of New York City the war epic has played 632 cities both in
this country and abroad where it was exhibited in all the leading towns of
England, France, Australia, Cuba, Mexico, South Americat! and all the
Scandinavian countries. It has now begun its run in the cities of the Central Powers, Germany, Austria, etc. It may be roughly estimated that it
has been seen by more than five million Americans.
AS

$159,600,000 in 1927-28 for
Film Product
Eighty Per Cent of Pictures Will Be Made in Hollywood; Figures of Los Angeles Herald
ACCORDING to a survey of the Los
Angeles Herald producers throughout the United States "will spend
$159,600,000 on 2,433 pictures made during
1927-28; the survey also revealed that 80
per cent of the product vnW be made in
Hollywood at a total cost of about $128,000,000.
State right organizations are expected
to contribute 500 films to the 1927-28 schedule, while 11 major distributors list 479, of
which 337 are listed as "program" pictures,
102 "specials" and 40 in the roadshow

class, according to announcements made.
Com23ared with the 80 per cent to be made
in Hollywood, New York can boast of but
11 per cent of all pictures made in the
U. S., while nine per cent is produced elsewhere.
The survey further states that $125,000,000 of the total $1,500,000,000 invested in
the industry is invested in Los Angeles and
Hollywood. Motion pictures lead the 25
basic industries of California, with a weekly
studio payroll of $1,000,000 and 25,000 employees.

Fox'
August
Releases
"What Price Glory" ''Paid to Love" ''Singed," "Chain
Lightning*' and "Tumbling River* Listed for Month
a taste of what Fox Films intends
offering exhibitors during the new
season, James R. Grainger, the Fox
Films general manager, announced this
week his company's releases for the month
of August.
Previously announced for release during
September but changed because of a nation-wide request from exhibitors for an
earlier release date, "What Price (ilory"
has been moved to August 28. This picture
is the strongest on the Fox schedule.

feature role for Fox Films. Warner Baxter
is the leading man while the cast is made
up of Mai-y McAllister, Alfred Allen, James
Wong and Howard Truesdale. John Griffith

August 14 is the release date for "Paid
to Love," exhibiting George O'Brien in a
romantic role. Virginia Valli plays the
chief feminine role. William Powell, J.
Farrell McDonald, Thomas Jefferson and
Hank Mann arc included among the support.
Howard Hawks directed. Buck Jones will
make his first appearance for the new season in "Chain Lightning," which has been
set for August 14. Dione Ellis has the
feminine role opposite the cowboy star,
l^ambert Hillycr directed.
"Singed," which will have a pre-release
showing at the Roxy Theatre on July 9,
stars Blanche Sweet and is that star's first

D.Eastern
S. M'Gregor
Goldwyn's
Scenario
Editor

AS

Wray directed ' ' Singed. ' '
Tom Mix is represented by a new Western, "Tumbling River," scheduled for
August 21. Lew Seller directed among
others Dorothy Dwan, the feminine lead,
Wallace McDonald and Tony, the Mix
horse.

Mrs. Dollie Sullivan MacGregor has been
appointed Eastern scenario editor for Samuel Goldwyn Productions.
The new Goldwyn editor has won recognition as a novelist, her most recent being
"The Call of the Trail," published by McCauley.
In addition to her writing activities, Mrs.
MacGregor is well known as having been
associated with the motion picture industry
for
many years in various scenario departments.
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Excel't Signs De La Motte,
Marmont
and Ghadwick
Negotiations were conducted by wireless
and arrangements were concluded by cable
for Percy Marmont, Marguerite de la Motte
and Helene Chadwick to appear in some
of the 18 feature productions on the new
season schedule of Excellent Pictures Corporation. All three stars, Mr. Marmont,
Miss de la Motte and Miss Chadwick, will
star in two pictures each, making six productions in all.
The president of the Excellent organization, Samuel Zierler, had to go to Europe
while the negotiations were in progress.
They were carried on by wireless to the
S.S. Majestic and concluded shortly after
he reached England last Thursday evening
(June 31).
Of the eighteen pictures Excellent will
produce and distribute, five are already
completed, though the first release is not
scheduled until September. It will probably be "Your Wife and Mine," with
Stuart Holmes, Phyllis Haver, Barbara
Tennant and W^allace MacDonald.

New Advertising-Publicity
Head for First Division
FoUoAving the resignation of Charles Reed
Jones as advertising exploitation and publicity director for First Division Distributors, Inc., and his announcement that he
intends to devote his time to -writing and a
private venture, Mort Shaw, advertising
man and title writer, formerly \nih. Universal, Columbia and Red Seal, steps in to
take the place vacated by Mr. Jones. The
latter has been connected with the motion
picture industry in various capacities for
about ten years and has recently completed
a gook on motion pictures which will be
published in the early fall by the Unicorn
Press.

Four New Stern Gomedies
Finished for Next Season
Four "Keeping
with
the Joneses"
comedies
of the new Up
series
of thirteen
being
made by the Stern Brothers have been completed at the Stern Brothers studio in
Hollywood.
The comedies are being made under the
direction of Gus Meins. The talent being
used in series includes Harry Long, Gene
Laymon, Stella Adams and Addie McPhail.
In the order of their probable release, the
four comedies already completed are
"Keeping in Trim," "Society Breaks,"
"Passing the Joneses," and "Showing

Rogers Joins
tmentExDeparr's
tended Run Warne
Frank B. Rogers, for many years well
known as a film executive, has become associated with Morris Safier, sales manager
Off."
of Warner
Bros. Extended Run Department. His duties will be those of special
representative.
Mr. Rogers will make his headquarters
at the Warner Home Office, covering the
New York, New Jersey and Brooklyn territories.
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Submit Camera Device
to French
Academy
submitted
has
RE Fren
MLUMIE
ch just
Academic des
to the
• Sciences, on behalf of M.
Chretien, professor at the Optical Institute, an optical combination which is
to be put on the objectives of cameras
and of motion picture projectors in
order to get a considerably wider field,
but in one direction only, vertical or
horizontal. This system, in using normal film and ordinary apparatus, gives
the solution of panoramic motion picture, the projection being effected on
double or triple screen surface.

German Showmen Meet to
Discuss Summer Prices
The Association of the Motion Picture
Theatres of Berlin-Brandenburg held a
meeting of its members on June 9, in order
to discuss the question of admission prices
during the summer season. The fact that
several "movie" theatres are reducing the
general admission scale is giving vent to a
protest by other houses. The Association,
together with the Central League of German film distributors, is now planning to
issue a regular tariff and to proceed against
<o£fenders in threatening a film blockade.
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J. Nelson
Becomes
Vocafilm Executive

David R. Hoehreich, president of Vocafilm Corporation of America, announces the
appointment of A. J. Nelson as general
manager. Mr. Nelson has been in the distributing end of the film business since the
formation of the old General Film Company
back in 1910. He was chosen by J. F.
Quinn of Vitagraph to be assistant general
manager. In this capacity he served under
Mr. Quinn until his death and then was
appointed as general manager, which post
he retained until Vitagraph was no more.

Definite Title Given New
Meighan Vehicle
/'Thenitely
City
liastitle
beenof defidecided Gone
on as Wild"
the final
the
Paramount picture which Thomas Meighan
is now making under the direction of James
'Cruze. It was tentatively called "First
Degree Murder."
Supporting the star are: Marietta Millner, Louise Brooks, Montague Shaw, Luke
'Cosgrave, Shirley Donnan, Fred Kohler,
Wyndham Standing, Charles Hill Mailes,
Duke Martin, King Zany, and Nancy Phillips.

Standings in First Nat'l's
Summer Billings Drive
At the close of the fourth week of First
National's summer billings drive the
Omaha exchange held first place, with Detroit and Los Angeles in second and third,
respectively. All three exceeded their
■quotas.
Among the districts, the Eastern had
jumped to first place, with the Western second and Canadian third.

Ohio Expansion Planned by
Schine Enterprises
Circuit

Theatre Managers
Informed at Convention;
Chain at Presettt Numbers 112 Houses

on of
expansi
plan and
NE Enterpr
SCHI
s in Ohio
theatre
holdingises
Western
New York theatre managers for the
circuit, in convention at Syracuse, were told
by executives of the chain which at present
numbers 112 theatres ; it is allied with Universal. This information was conveyed to
the managers in a speech by L. W. Schine,
general manager of the circuit, who presided at the closing banquet for the conventionees.
Chief expansion of the Sehines is expected in Ohio, where the company rapidly
is building up a formidable chain of theatres. The firm, Schine made clear, is not a
subsidary
of L^niversal, but is allied with
that company.
In central New York, the Sehines are
building a new theatre in Cortland, and will

remodel and modernize theatres recently acquired in Geneva, Auburn and Oswego. In
the first named, the Smith Opera House is
the theatre affected ; in the other Iavo cities,
the Strand is to be enlarged and re-equipped
as was the Eckel in Syracuse.
Eight theatres will be built in Cleveland,
Ohio by B. C. Steele, E. C. Flanagan and
Sam Rosenthal, all of Cleveland. The building progi'am of the new chain provides for
completion of the eight by the end of this
Tlie trio now control two houses in Cleveland, the Monarch and Terminal, and will
build 2,000-seat houses at Alliance and
Kent. These will be ready late in August.
year.
Two sites are being negotiated and four
others are under consideration in various
scattered points.

M-G-M's Release Schedule
''Big Parade" and *'Ben Hur" Head Output for First
Six Months of New Season; Thirty-One Films Listed
starring Lillian Gish; "A Certain Young
"Ben
Parad
Big top
of
group
of e"the and
at the
^lan," featuring Ramon Novarro; and
WITHHur""The
"Foreign Devils," another Tim McCoy
31 productions that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has scheduled for the first six
Film. During October will come ' ' The Fair
months of the new season up to February
Co-ed," a Marion Davies vehicle; William
Haines' "Spring Fever;" "In Old Ken4, the company's tentative releasing program assumes record proportions. Twentytucky," with an all-star cast; "Body and
two starring vehicles are mentioned in this
Soul," co-staning Aileen Pringle, Norman
Keri'y and Lionel Barr\anore. Scheduled
tentative schedule. According to MetroGoldwjTi-Mayer the newly announced protentatively for November release is "The
Garden of Allah," directed by Rex Ingram
gram is the most ambitious pi'oduction and
release schedule in its history.
with Alice Ten-y and Ivan Petrovich in the
Supplementing the 31 features are the
leads; "Quality Street," another Marion
first of the M-G-M short subjects which
Davies picture; "Becky," with Owen
will be ushered in during August with the
Moore, Sally O'Neill and Gertrude 01mfirst issue of the M-G-M news reel. The
stead; "The
Thirteenth
ferent" detective
story. Hour," a "difshort subject output for the year includes ■
104 issues of the news reel, 10 Hal Roach
December sees "The Hypnotist," starcomedies featuring Our Gang; 10 Hal
ring Lon Chaney; "Buttons," with Jackie
Roach comedies starring Charlie Chase; 10
Coogan; "The Bridal Night," a new Norma
Hal Roach comedies with Max Davidson;
Shearer vehicle; "The Lovelorn," a Cosmopolitan production ; another Tim McCoy
10 Hal Roach all-star two-reelers ; 25 Ufa
film not yet detennined.
Oddities, and six Great Events, the historiExhibitors will receive in January John
cal two-reeler series that will be made in
Technicolor.
Gilbert's "Fires of Youth;" Ramon NoThe feature releases and their dates folvarro's "Romance"; "The Divine Wolow:
man," featuring Greta Garbo"; a West
Point storj' with William Haines. The
"The Big Parade" and "Ben Hur" are
set down for September 10 and October 8 French production, "Napoleon," is slated
respectively. These two dates are definite.
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for release in
Februarv.
The tentative schedule of releases for June
and July of this year includes ' ' Twelve
Miles Out," stalling John Gilbert; "The
CaUahans and the Murphys," with Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran; "The Frontiersman," with Tim McCoy; "On Ze Boulevard," with Renee Adoree and Lew Cody.
Set for August are "Mockerv," featuring Lon Chaney; "The Bugle Call," with
Jackie Coogan in the stella role; "After
Midnight," with Norma Shearer," and the
Aileen Pringle-Lew Cody vehicle, "Adam
andSeptember
Evil."
releases are "Annie Laurie,"

Marks

Representative
First Division

for

J. H. Marks, well known to exehangemen
and exhibitors in the East, has become
special representative for First Division
Distributors, Inc., for whom he will tour
the entire country. Marks is at present in
Atlanta in connection with the establishing
of cooperation for the distributing of 18
First Division films, six of which are
completed.

Motion
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Most of Paramount's Units
on Locations
Although ten pictures are in production
the Laskj" studio in Hollj^rood is practically
deserted. The "Beau Sabreur" company is
on location at Guadalupe; Pola Negi-i and
her troupe are in the citnis belt of California; Thomas Meighan's company making
"The City Gone Wild" is doing a battle
sequence in the Los Angeles Streets; Bebe
Daniels and her company making "Swim,
Girl, Swim" and Clara Bow and her company making her latest Paramount picture,
"Hula" are on beach locations. Richard
Dix's company are making scenes in Sacramento, for his latest pictm^e, "Shanghai
Bound"; and the Chester Conklin and
George Bancroft gang making ' ' Tell It To
Sweeney" are at the Lasky Ranch. This
leaves Florence Vidor making "A Celebrated Woman," Adolphe Menjou appearing in "A Gentleman From Paris" and the
Mauritz Stiller companv to hold down the
fort.

Roach Two-Reeler Heads
Pathe's July 17 Program
"Why Girls Love Sailoi-s," a Hal Roach
two-reel comedy in which Fred Guiol directed Stan Laurel, Viola Richard, Oliver
Hardy, Malcolm Waite, Anita Garvin and
others, heads the Pathe short feature program for the week of July 17th, which also
includes "The Love Xest',' an Aesop Film
Fable; Pathe Review Number 29; "Held
in Bondage," the fifth chapter of "The
Crimson Flash"; Topics of the Day Number 29 and two issues of Pathe News, the
pioneer news reel, numbers 60 and 61.
"The Love Nest," an animated cartoon
comedy of the Aesop's Film Fables Series,
is the week's cartoon offering. Pathe Review Number 29, presents ' ' Savage Sons of
Battle"; "The Supreme Court of Words"
and "The Flaming Heart" (Pathecolor).

Seven Shorts Programmed
by Fox Films for July
Five two reel comedies, two one reel varieties, and the usual issues of the newsreel
are offered by Fox Films for July release.
Under the supervision of George E. Marshall, four series are represented in the five
comedies prepared. "Why Blondes Leave
Home" and "Mum's the Word" are Imperials; "A Wolf in Cheap Clothing"
bears the Animal brand; "Suite Homes"
is an 0. Henr\-; while "Her Silent Wow"
completes the Helen and Warren series.
The two Fox Variety subjects are "Snow
Rambles," shot in the Canadian Rockies,
and "The Glory That Was Greece,"

Richard Pearl to Coast
For Burr-Hines
past
ARD
RICH
t
contrac
assistantforin the
firstPEARL,
year
and sales work for B. & H. Enterprises, Inc., leaves New York next
week for the C. C. Burr-Johnny Hines
headquarters in Hollywood, to take
charge of the sales and contract department for that producing unit of
First National Pictures.

Milestone
Louis

to Direct "The
Garden
Milestone hasof
beenEden"
borrowed from

Howard Hughes' Caddo Production Com,pany to direct Corinne Griffith in "The
Garden of Eden," her first United Artists
picture. Casting is progressing rapidly at
the lot, and it is anticipated that the production will get under way in about four
weeks. Hans Kraly is adapting the story,
an original stage success by B. Bemauer
and Rudolph Oesterreicher now creating a
furore on the continent. Mr. Milestone has
just completed the cutting of "Two
bian Knights."

Ara-

Finish Cutting and Editing
of "Magic Flame"

Cutting and titling of Samuel Goldwyn's
newest Ronald Colman-Vilma Banky feature, "The Magic Flame," directed by
Henry King, was finally completed last
week. George Marion, Jr., and Nellie Revell are to be listed as associate editors of
the picture. The negative has been packed
away fol* storage until about the first of
September, when it is to be released through
United Artists.
Activity at the Goldwyn studio now centers around Gilda Gray's initial venture on
the Culver City lot, "The Devil Dancer."

Six

Players
So Far
New Veidt Film

For

Picture

News

F B O Sets Seven Shorts
for July Release
Seven short subjects are scheduled for release by F. B. 0. Pictures Corporation during the month of July. On July 3d, "A
Kick in the Dark," the last of "The Wisecrackers" series, will be released. Lorraine Eason, Thelma Hill, Danny O'Shea,.
Al Coke and Kit Guard portray the leading
roles. On July 4th, "Best Wishes," a onereel Krazy Kat cartoon, will be shown to
exhibitors. "Nothin' Doin'," a two-reel
Bowers Novelty comedy, will be released on
July 11th. Another July 11th release is
' ' Alice 's Medicine Show, ' ' an Alice cartoon, while July 19th will see the distribution of "Wild Rival," a one-reel Eli'azy Kat
cartoon. Another Alice cartoon, "Alice
The Whaler," will be distributed on July
2.5th, as well as "Campus Romeos," a
Standard Fat Men comedv, featuring
"Kewpie"
Rose.
"Fattv" Alexander,
"Fat'"' Karr

and

James J. Jeffries Signed to
Play with Monte Blue
Warner Bros, have signed James J. Jeffries, former heavyweight champion of the
world, to make his first screen appearance.
This will be in the role of the hero's father
in "One Round Hogan, " a tale of the ring
in which Monte Blue will star. Work or
the picture will begin as soon as Blue finishes his current part in "The Bush

Von
Sternberg
to Direct
Leaguer. ' '
Initial Bancroft Vehicle
Josef von Sternberg is to direct George
Bancroft's first starring production for
Paramount. Bancroft is at present playing
in "Tell It to Sweeney" with Chester Conklin under the direction of Gregorv La Cava.

W. B. Frank Managing
Sennett's Eastern Office

Five prominent male plavers have been
cast
for INFelford
"A Man's
"'the
which
George
will Past,
direct
for film
Universal.
The leading feminine role has been given to
Barbara Bedford.
Conrad Veidt, European star, will enact
the stellar role, while the men siippnrtin'r
him will include Ian Keith, in the juvenile
lead, Arthur Edmund Carewe and George
Siegmann, as "heavies," and Charlc-;
Puffy palying a role quite different from his
usual characterizations. Production on this
film is scheduled to start next week.

Gilbert and Garbo
to be
Co-starred in "Love"

Shirley

John Gilbert and Greta Garbo will again
appear before the camera together in
"Love," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's production based on Tolstoi's "Anna Karenina. "
Edmund Goulding will direct the film.
A strong supporting cast is being assembled in support of the two stars, and work
on "Love" is expected to get under way
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio within
a short time.

Sterling
"Stranded"
Sterling
Picturesinlaunches
its new season
with "Stranded," its first 1927-28 release.
The story is from the pen of Anita Loos.
Its cast includes Shirley ]\rason, William
Collier, Jr., John Miljan, Shannon Day,
Cissie Fitzgerald and Lucy Beaumont. The
ensemble will be directed by Phil Rosen.
"Stranded" goes into production on
Julv .3th.

Mason

Stars

for

etmaennet- th
the annsoiumnucl ously wi
that ne-ttMwiallckremBaeinnathe
with eP
g ,
Exchan
I n c,
comes the word
that W. B. Frank,
es T
now Eastern O
salS
erLM
W. B. Frank
managA
for the
ch
pany, will join SennetHtal as RomaanageCrom of
the Eastern offiiceon on July 2nd. Mr.
t
Frank's associa
with Hal Roach
was of such a pleasant nature that he
found it quite a task, he says, to nretgn. I'nder he ennett ssignme
he will sialso bet at hSome witha Pathe.
Mr. Frank was a highly trained sales
executive in another line. Eastern zone
manager with the Smith Farmer
Tractor Company, prior to 1917, when
he was induced to try his hand at selling film. He eventually became feature sales manager for I'athe and held
this position until he joined Hal Roach,
with whom he has been associated for
three and a half years.

July
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Tryon Male Lead in Fox's
"Two Girls Wanted"

The leading masculine role in ' ' Two
Girls Wanted," Janet Gaynor's first
starring vehicle for Fox Films, is heing
played by Glenn Tryon, who is working
under the direction of Alfred E. Green at
the West Coast studio of the company.
Ben Bard is the heavy and Marie Mosquini
plays the part of Miss Gaynor's sister.
Doris Lloyd is also cast in the film. George
Schneiderman is acting as cameraman.
Seton I. Miller adapted the play which is
based on a stage success written by Gladys
Unger and produced by John Golden.

on "Ramona"
Production
Will Begin August 1
Production on "Ramona, " the second
Inspiration-Carewe production for United
Artists release ("Resurrection" having
been the first), begins at the Tec-Art Studio,
Hollj-wood, August 1st. Edwin Carewe will
personally direct "Ramona."
Preliminary preparations for filming of
"Ramona," which is to be Dolores del
Rio's first starring film, now are being
completed at the Tec-Art Studio. Finis
Fox, scenarist of "Resurrection," has
completed the script for "Ramona."
Carewe is now casting the film.

Cast Chosen for Adolphe
Menjou's New Film

The cast for Adolphe Menjou's latest
Paramount starring picture which bears the
tentative title of "A Gentleman of Paris,"
chosen this week, includes the following
players: Shirley O'Hara, Arlette Marchal,
Ivy Harris, Nicholas Soussanin and Lawrence Grant. Production started this week.
Miss O'Hara, who has played in independent Westerns, is a discovery of Fred
Datig, Paramount easting director.

Committee to Consider
Tax Revision Oct. 31
of the House commitMEMBERteeSon ways
and means will be
called to Washington October
31 to begin their consideration of the
tax revision bill to be submitted to the
next Congress, it has been announced
by Representative William R. Green of
Iowa, chairman.
With an estimated surplus for 1928
of approximately $.37.'j,000,000 or a little
less, it is expected that the chairman
of the ways and means committee will
propose a cut of one per cent in the
corporation tax rate, reductions in
taxes on incomes between $30,000 and
$100,000, which are now considered out
of line, and repeal of the remaining
admission tax and some of the other
nuisance taxes. This, it is believed,
would leave a margin of about $75,000.000.
It has already become evident that
the demands of business for a reduction in the corporation tax from its
present rate of ISVi per cent to 10 per
cent will not be met, as such a cut
would involve approximately $32.5,000,000, or about $25,000,000 more than the
present limit placed on tax reduction.

Increase in Authorized
Capital Stock of Stanley
expanextens
NG the
INDICATI
d byive
the Stanplanne
sion program
ley Company of Philadelphia is the
recently announced increase on the
authorized capital stock of the theatre
company. The proposed increase in
stock will be from 1,000,000 to 2,500,009
and will be voted on July 15 at the
g
y
annual
holders. meetin of the Stanle stockOf the present authorization, there
are
approximately 901,000 shares outstanding.
While the increase will enable the
company to provide for expansion, the
management dos not contemplate issuing any of the new stock at present.

Roach's "Haunted Spooks"
Heads Pathe Weekly List
"Haunted Spooks," a reissue of a Hal
Roach two-reeler starring Harold Lloyd, is
the major release of the Pathe program of
short subjects scheduled for the week of
July 10. Included in this group are "Eyes
and Angles," a Grantland Rice Sportlight;
"Decoyed," the title of the fourth chapter of ' ' The Crimson Flash ; ' ' Pathe Review,
Number 28; "Riding High," an Aesop Film
Fable ; Topics of the Day, Number 28 and
two issues of the Pathe News, Numbers 58
and 59. Roach and Alf Goulding directed
the Lloyd reissue in which Mildred DaAds,
the comedian's wife, appears as leading
lady. In support are Wallace Howe, Miarie
Mosquini and other names. The Pathe Review issue presents: "A New Land of
Linen," "Speaking of Pets" (Pathecolor),
"A Chapeau Tip From Jolly Java" and
"The Cow Country Changes."

Sterling Pictures Active on
West Coast
With the announcement from Sterling
Pictures that "The Cruel Truth," the sixteenth production on the Sterling schedule
for 1927-28, had been started on the Coast,
comes news from Joe Rock, head of production for Sterling, that he and I. L. Walenstein, production consultant and story
supervisor, will complete the few remaining
Sterling pictures on the old pi'ogram in
time for the production of the first of the
eight pictures that Sterling will produce for
the coming season. Phil Rosen is now directing "The Cruel Truth" with Hedda
Hopper, Hugh Allan and Constance Howard
in the cast. When "The Cruel Truth" is
finished there will be but two others on the
1926-27 schedule, "The
and "The Poor Fish."

Cancelled Debt"

"Finnigan's Ball" Premiere
at California Theatre
"Finnigan's Ball," one of the six completed First Division releases, will have its
world premiere at the California Theatre in
Los. Angeles. The general release has been
set for Septemher. The production is the
work of James Hogan from an original
story by Max Graff. Heading the cast are
Cullen Landis and Blanche Mehaffey and
others are Aggie Hei-ring, Kewpie Morgan,
Mack Swain.

Casting Young Players in
First National Stock Co.
Al Rocket, Burbank production manager
for First National, in accordance with his
company's policy of establishing its younger
players, has been carefully easting them for
important parts in cuiTent productions.
Virginia Lee CV)rbin, recently given a long
term contract, has been given the feminine '
lead opposite Richard Barthclmess in "The
Drop Kick, ' ' which Ray Rockett is producing with. Millard Webb directing. Miss Corbin has also been assigned a featured role
in "The Private Life of Helen of Troy."
Molly O'Day, who is seen with Barthelmess
in "The Patent Leather Kid," is playing
opposite Milton Sills in "Hard-Boiled HagAlice White, Paul Vicenti and Loretta
Young are contributing characterizations in
support of Billie Dove in "American
Beauty." Yola d'Avril, who has just finished a part in "Smile, Brother, Smile," is
being considered for a role in a picture to
go gerty.
into work
shortly.
''

Three
Stars in Gotham's
"Rose of Kildare"
All preliminary production work on the
first of the 1927-28 Gotham Productions,
"The Rose of Kildare," has been completed, and actual camera work started on
June 15th.
Helene Chadwick has the title role and
Pat O'Malley the leading male part. Henry
B. Walthall has a character role and to Lee
Moran falls the comedy relief character.
Carroll Nye, Ed. Brady and Ena Gregory
are also in the cast.
Harold Shumate prepared the continuity
and adaptation from the oi-iginal Red Book
Magazine story by Gerald Beaumont and
Dallas M. Fitzgerald is directing at the
Gotham West Coast studios at Universal
City,
California.
"The Rose
of Kildare"
is
scheduled
for release
to exhibitors
for
August first.

Com. at Hears
Counsel's
Plea
Montreal
Sitting
ing sion
an investig
conduct
has
whichation
Commis
THEbeen
theatre conditions in the
intoRoyal
Province of Quebec has been hearing
the arguments of counsel at sittings
held in the City of Montreal, the hearing of evidence by witnesses having
been ended.
An interesting statement made before the Commission on June 30 by
Ernest Bertrand, K.C., representing the
Crown, presented his argument in favor
of the continuance of Sunday moving
picture performances in Quebec theatres, claiming that if Sunday movies
were bad then the movies were bad at
all times. But this was not so. Much
of the criticism which was leveled at
moving pictures was exaggerated. Sunday was the only day on which many
of the working classes could attend.
Most of the pictures were no worse
than the plays presented in religious
colleges.
Mr. Bertrand declared that the civic
authorities of Montreal had been
grossly negligent in the inspection of
local theatres as to fire protection.
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Cameras Turning on Seven
Warner Pictures
July finds seven production units working at the Warner Bros, studio and scenarists busy on scripts for a number of
other pictures to be started shortly.
Monte Blue is finishing this Aveek the
final scenes of his next vehicle, "The Bush
•Leaguer," under the direction of Howard
Bretherton. When this is completed he
starts in training for his role in "One
''
Hogan.
Round
Michael
Curtiz
has returned from six
Aveeks in the Arizona desert, where he
shot exteriors for Irene Rich's next vehicle. Interiors are now in progi'ess. Several new players have been added to the
line-up in "Slightly Used," starring May
McAvoy with Conrad Nagel. They are
Anders Randolph, Eugenie Besserer and
Arthur Rankin. Camera work began a few
days ago on George Jessel's starring picture, "The Broadway Kid," a temporary
title. Byron Haskin is directing, with
Audrey Ferris as Jessel's leading lady.
Rin-Tin-Tin, supported by Helen Ferguson and Jason Robards, is scheduled to
finish this week "Jaws of Steel," under
the direction of Ray Enright. Roy Del
Ruth is shooting interiors now on "Ham
and Eggs." "the Jazz Singer," now in
work with Al Jolson as star, will be continued soon on the Hollywood lot when
Alan Crosland returns from New York.
Pictures in the hands of scenarists now
which will soon be ready for directors include "A Dog of the Regiment" and "Good
Charley. " "A Sailor 's Sweetheart, ' '
Time
for Louise Fazenda and Clyde Cook, has
been adapted by Harvey Gates, who is now
at work on "Rebecca O'Brien," the next
for May McAvoy.

More Players Sign to Work
in Paramount Shorts
The new Paramount-Christie comedies
will present many comedians and supporting players of prominence in addition to the
regular Christie forces. This is seen in the
signing of new talent this week for important parts in coming releases.
Ethel Shannon has been engaged for the
Jimmie Adams comedy "Doctor Quack" as
leading lady. Babe London is playing an
important part with Jack Duffy in the latter's first comedy of the new season. Cissy
Fitzgerald, will have a featured role in
Anne Cornwall's first starring comedy for
the new program. Virginia Sale, sister to
Chic Sale of vaudeville fame, has been engaged for an important part with Jack
Duffy in a "Avidow" comedy. Dorothy Vernon, mother of Bobby Vernon, has also been
engaged for an outstanding part in the
Duffy comedy. Cliff Lancaster, Bud Ross,
Gus Leonard, Bobby Watson, and Kalla
Pasha have also been engaged for supporting roles.

Ghadwick Elected to M. P.
P. D. A. Membership
At the regular quarterly meeting of the
Board of Directors of M. P. P. D. A. held
last Aveek, Chadwick Productions, Inc.,
were elected to membership in the Association. The membership now totals twentysix.
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Vaudeville Out in Many Stanley and
Comerford Houses; Straight Pictures
VAUDEVILLE houses in and around Philadelphia are sIoavIv giving
way to the more popular picture and presentation type of entertainment; this movement it attested by the recent changes in policy of a
number of theatres of the Stanley Company of America and the Comerford circuit's houses in Scranton and Wilkes-Barre.
Convinced of the groAving demand for pictures the Stanley management has changed the policy of the Orpheum, Chelten and GennantoAvn
Avenues from a vaudeville-picture combination to a straight fihn exhibition, folloAving the Stanton and Aldine Avith repeats. It had been found
that straight pictures boosted receipts in other theatres of the chain.
There are but three Aveeks of vaudeville time 1ft on Stanley's local circuit.
Comerford has adopted a straight picture policy for the Poli houses
at Scranton and Wilkes-Barre, and if the experiment proves successful, the
policy Avill be made permanent.
At Hazelton, the Feeley has SAvitched to a straight picture policy, after
ten years as a combination house.

F. N. Resumes Activities
Slack Season Passed; Three Pictures Go Into Cutting
Rooms; to Finish Five More in Two Weeks Time
s
ction
produnk
FirstbeenNatio
which
on nal
the Burba
lots
E have
THRE
for some time Avere finished last
week. Now that they are in the cutting
rooms for assembling, cutting and titling
the First National producers are concentrating on five more pictures which they
t
expec
to
twos Av'eeks
The brief have
slack finish
seasoedn inside
which ofalway
takes.
hold of Hollywood at this time of the year
has notably decreased and as a result the
Burbank plant is the scene of much activity.
Al Rockett, production chief on the West
Coast for First National, is now announcing the start of new pictures and future
The three completed productions referred
plans.
to above are a Harry Langdon vehicle, a
Ken Maynard Western and a farce starring Constance Talmadge. They will be released during July. Langdon Avorked on his
new picture, as yet untitled, for six or
scA'en weeks. It is from a scenario by
Arthur Ripley. Appearing opposite the
comedian is Gladys McConnell. Others are
Agnes Steele, Francis Raymond, Henry
Barrows, Hohn Kolb and Cornelius Keefe.
Immediately following the Langdon comedy was "The Red Raiders," a Charles R.
Rogers production Avith Ken Maynard in
the feature role. Marion Jackson did the
story and continuity. Supporting the Western star are Ann Drew, Paul Hurst, J. P.
McQ-owan, Harry Bhutan, Tom Bay, Hal
Baiter, Chief Yowlache and the horse, Tarzan.
Four days later Malcolm St. Clair completed "Breakfast Before Sunrise," Constance Talmadge 's ncAv picture in Avhieh
Don Alvarado appeai-s in the masculine
lead.
Six pictures are in work at the Burbank
plant and five of this total Avill be finished
in two week's time. The five are "HardBoiled Haggerty," starring Milton Sills";
"The Rose of Monterey," A\ath Mary Astor
and Gilbert Roland in the featui-e roles;
"American Beauty," a Billie DoA'e Vehicle;

"The Drop Kick," Richard Barthelmess ''
college story; and "The Crystal Cup," with.
Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall.
Rapid progress is being made on "TheLife of Riley," co-featuring Charlie Murray and George Sidney. Before the lapseof many days Will Rogers will start his.
first feature picture for some time, "Th&
Texas Steer."

Brager to Head WarnerV.
Accessories
Louis R. Brager Sales
has joinedDep't
Warner
Bros., where he will organize a new department to be known as accessories sales,,
of which he will be the manager. Brager
has had extensive experience over a period
of many years as exploiteer with large distributing organizations and theatre chains.
As the first step in the establishing of
this new work he will start at once for a.
six weeks' tour of all Warner exchanges.
Upon his return to Ncav York the activitiesof the accessories sales department will
haxe extended in scope to embody a fieldforce.

First
National
July Release
By a change
for July, First
Prince of Head
Stone, on Jnlv

Switches
Dates

in its schedule of releases
National will release "The
Waiters," featuring Lewis
17th instead of the 31st.

Kenbe Maynard
's "The
Devil's
Arill
released on
the 10th
insteadSaddle"
of the
17th, while "For the Love of Mike" wiU
be released July 31 instead of July 10th.
This is to give time for the editing, cuttingand titling of the sequences showing the
annual HarAard-Yale boat race which ie a
big feature of the picture and which wa»
shot last week.
The release dates of "Lonesome Ladies"
(July 3rd) and Johnny Ilines' "White
Pants
changed.Willie" (July 24th) remain un-
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New York City
the season, Broadway managers had little real cause for complaint last week. No records were
broken, to be sure, but business was by no
means what we used to think inevitable
during summer months.
Roxy's playhouse had as its feature film
attraction "Moon of Israel," and went up
around the $100,000 mark again. This picture was received quite favorably by the
critics, on the whole.
The Paramount can probably credit a fair
share of the business done on "Wedding
Bills" to Paul Whiteman and his band, who
are to tour the Publix circuit at a weekly
stipend announced at $12,000.
The same is true of the Strand, which
featured a band strongly as opposition
along with "Broadway Nights." The picture drew some good notices, but Waring 's
Pennsylvanians were undoubtedly responsible for much of the draw.
DESPITE

"The Way of All Flesh" is off to a big
start at the Rialto, and the holiday weekand saw lines a block long at the box office.
The two-dollar attractions have all
slipped a little, though not seriously.

Boston

lllllll!

twin houses, the Modern and Beacon, had
a good opening week and holds over another
week. "Don Juan," which went three
weeks at the t'win houses, has moved across
the river to the University Theatre.
"Resurrection" at the Capitol and the
Lancaster, "Framed" at the Washington
Street Olympia and Scollay Square Olympia, are among other features showing.

Central Pennsylvania
THE lighter types of pictures, for the
most part, were offered at the leading
Harrisburg theatres the last week of June,
and seemed to appeal to the popular fancy
in weather which was quite warm though
not unseasonably so. Colleen Moore, in
"Naughty, But Nice," made a strong showing at the Colonial, winning popular approbation from the start, and another of the
Will Rogers travel pictures helped to stimulate interest there. In Loew's Regent the
main attraction was "Frisco Sally Levy,"
with Sally O'Neill, and provided sprightly
warm weather entertainment that kept the
box office busy, aided by Geo. Lyons, singing harpist, on the stage. The Victoria
showed a lively Western, Zane Grey's
"Drums
in
strong. of the Desert," which also cashed

ATTENDANCE at the downtown theatres
started to slide off as the week advanced and, by Friday, had fallen considerably below the high level which has been
maintained uninterruptedly since early in
the fall.
For the first time in months one may now
approach the Metropolitan theatre box office
without waiting in line. Attendance has
been above expectations, however, and the
few vacant seats cause no uneasiness. The
Paramount Junior stars in "Rolled Stockings" has been the feature, and has met
with favorable comment from everyone who
has witnessed the showing. Boston is particularly interested in the Junior star films,
and always gives them a warm reception.
Maid of the Mist is the Publix stage number with plenty of music and beautiful
scenes. The number would probably have
gone just as well with a little less of the
bird notes running through the music.
Whistling and shrill twitterings go a long
way but, like seasoning, sometimes are
found in too real volume. Rodemich and
his jazz company continue.
Loew's State presented "The Taxi Driver, ' ' which was also well received, although
box office returns showed a decline from the
previous week. Phil Spitalny and his band
supplied the stage musical number with
Steve Weniger and Johnny Dove in vocal
and dance numbers.

The film attraction at the State was "The
Price of Honor," and did good business
with a return showing for Harrisburg of
the John Barrymore play, ' ' The Beloved
Rogue." This showing was skillfully timed
as it followed on the heels of "Don Juan,"
featuring Barrymore, which had made a big
hit in Loew's Regent the week before. This
naturally stimulated local interest in any
Barrymore film. The practice, by the way,
on the part of neighborhood theatres in following up big successes in first run houses
with a different and second-run play by the
same star, the next week, has been skillfully
employed by some of the smaller Harrisburg theatres.
The Russell theatre showed "The Winning of Barbara Worth, ' ' with Ronald Coleman and Vilma Banky, and the National
brought "McFadden's Flats" back to Harrisburg for a second run.

The New England premiere of "One Increasing Purpose" at Loew's Orpheum,
averaged fair returns which may be called
good for this season.
"The King of Kings" at the Tremont,
Boston's only road show, continued fairly
good receipts, playing to a $1.50 top.
Apparently it has a number of weeks' run
here before it.
"Chang" drew well at the Fenway in its
second week, the first hold-over in months
at this theatre.
"The Better 'Ole," at the

did a good week's business, and "Chang"
continued to hold up fairly well at the
Roosevelt. ' 'Rolled Stockings" on the screen
and Paul Ash and his Gang in "Jazz Fireworks," accounted for very satisfactory
business at the Oriental, and the Chicago,
which offering as its attractions "Man
Power" on the screen, backed by an excellent stage show, did fair business.
The outlying, de luxe houses faired well
considering the weather. At the Capitol
' ' Fast and Furious, ' ' Vitaphone and a stage

Chicago

CHICAGO'S first torrid spell of weather
for the year brought attendance at most
theatres down to a minimum, regardless of
pictures or shows presented, only those
houses with adequate cooling systems doing
anything like normal business.
In the loop it was noticeable that matinee
business of these houses was better than
normal. At McVicker's "Beau Geste" offered for the first time at popular prices,

show brought normal attendance and the
same was true at the Tivoli, which had as
its feature "Naughty, But Nice," and Bennie Kreuger with his bund. "The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary," and Charles Kaley
and his band, did fair business at the
Granada and the same was reported from
the Marbro, where "Slaves of Beauty" and
Benny Meroff were augmented by the appearance of .Jack Ostermau. The Sheridan's business with "Fast and Furious"
on the screen and Verne Buck and his band
on the stage, was Chicago
just about normal.
(Previous week)
p)USINESS
continues
satisfac-■-' toi-y to the
majorityfar offrom
Chicago
exhibitors, even strong feature pictures failing to fill the houses.
At the Chicago Theatre "Captain Salvation" on the screen with H. Leopold
Spitalny 's orchestral feature and a Publix
offering, "Patches", accounted for fair
business. "Resurrection" closed its run
at McVickers' Theatre, the week's business
being slightly below that of the previous
seven days. At the Roosevelt "Chang"
continued to prove a good box office attraction. The Oriental held up in a satisfactory
way with and
"Fast
as the
screen feature
Pauland
Ash Furious"
and his musical
gang offering "Swiss Cheese Follies."
On the southside, the Capitol with ' ' Special Delivery," Vitaphone, and Del and
his Capitol Merrymakers, had a fair week.
The same was true of the Tivoli, which
had as its screen feature, "McFadden's
Flats," "Vienna Life" as its stage specialty and Herbert Rawlinson in person.
"Slaves of Beauty," Vitaphone, and
Meroff, were the attractions at the Granada,
where business was almost normal. The
Uptown, with "Rough House Rosie" on
the screen, and Bennie Kreuger with his
stage show, "Hello, Lindy," a slight improvement was noted over the previous
week. The Sheridan showed "Monte
Cristo" and, with Verne Buck and his band
on the stage, had a fairly successful week.
The Marbro had a good week with "The
Yankee CUpper" as its feature, and
Charles Kaley and his singing band on the
stage.

Minneapolis
TV/f INNEAPOLIS had its hottest weather
^^ *■ of the season last week and, with the
mercury soaring well into the nineties, attendance took a slump at some of the
houses. The city has many lakes and
beaches, and extremely hot weather is apt
to make these more attractive than the
theatres.
The State, however, which has a very excellent cooling system, had a very successful week. Undoubtedly the temperature of
the house — claimed to be always maintained
at 70 in the hottest weather — drew many
people, but there was a good program besides. "Rolled Stockings" was the feature
film and, as an added attraction, there was
"Pleasure Pirates," a three-reel photoplay,
which was made in Minneapolis with an allMinneapolis east under the direction of
Finkelstein & Ruben and The Minneapolis
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Journal. A good deal of publicity had attended the making of this film, and it was
undoubtedly responsible for a fair share of
the State's patronage this week.
Lon Chaney, in "The Unknown," did
about an average business at the Strand,
and Johnnie Harron, in "Love Makes '£m
Wild," played to fair crowds at the Lyric.
"Rookies" returned for a week at the
Grand and was very well received.
At the Pantages, Tom Mix in "The Circus Ace," shared honors with a children's
revue recruited from locnl talent, and together they were responsible for a good
turnout. At the Hcnnepin-Orphenm, "The
Romantic Age" rounded out an "all-star"
bill in good style.
Business at the neighborhood houses
ranged from fair to good. Among the pictures which were shown at the Loring, Lagoon, Rialto and Lyndale, Minneapolis'
chief neiglibnrhood houses, were "Mr.
Wu," "Lillian Gish in "The Scarlet Letter" and "Michael Strogoff."

Cleveland
■p ' ITHER
one last
of the
evils that
-■—
Cleveland
weektwowould
have befell
damaged the motion picture theatre business,
but both of them coming together proved
absolutely fatal. One was the excessive
heat which ran the mercury up to 100 per
cent as a steady temperature. The other
was the national Grotto convention, which
brought over 50,000 visitor's to the city,
and which staged its own show daily on
the streets with parades and public street
dancing.
Consequently the reports of the week do
not do justice to the pictures, for all the
houses barely existed. "When a Man
Loves" closed its second week at the StiUman with a fair average. It was a big
drawing card the first week when weather
conditions were favorable. "The Callahans
and the Murphys" didn't get much business
at the Cameo, but it is being continued, so
the next week ought to tell the real story of
its box office ability. "Monte Cristo" did
very well at Keith's Palace. This one bright
spot was due to an extensive treasure hunt
staged by Manager John Royal involving
free distribution of $10,000 worth of merchandise.
"Man Power," a good picture, couldn't
meet the competition of the street, and only
got by at the Alien with a fair average.
"The Sunset Derby" also did "fair"
business at the State, where it was rated as
"an average race track picture." "Arizona Bound" would have excited interest
any other week in the calendar, as there is
considerable local intei'cst in Gary Copper
and his work. However, it got a bad
break last week at Keith's East 105th St.,
where it played all Aveek and at Reade's
Hippodronu', where it played half the week.
"Paying the Price" didn't fare any better
the last half of the Aveek at the Hippodrome. "Captain Salvation" played its
second run engagement at the Park. Good
picture but poor business through no fault
of its own.
The Circle is playing revivals.

Salt Lake

City

C ATISFACTORY summer business was
^ enjoyed last week by all of the Salt
Lake downtown picture theatres. The
weather, which Avas exceptionally Avarm for
the first part of the Aveek, cooled off beautifully after a fcAv summer shoAvers.
A great deal of exploitation has been employed in the form of twenty-four sheet

space as well as the regular amount of
ncAvspaper publicity.
Florence Vidor, in "The World at Her
Feet," proved to be very popular at the
Paramount Empress, Avith an added stage
attraction being offered also. The picturization of Gene Stratton-Porter 's noted story,
"The Magic Garden," was received with
great enthusiasm by large croAvds all Aveek.
The Victory Theatre housed fairly large
crowds during the showing of "Beware of
Widows," starring Laura LaPlante. Irene
Rich, in "The Climbers," and Monte Banks,
in ' 'Horseshoes, ' ' proved to be an attractive
double-feature program at the American.
"Cradle Snatchers" went over very good
at the Pantages, in addition to the regular
vaudeville program. The first run picture
shoAvn at the Orplieum this past Aveek was
"The Princess of Hoboken," and the second shoAving of Lon Chaney in "The Road
to Mandalay" AA'as offered as an added attraction at matinees only. The Rialto here,
formerly the Kinema, found the second
showing of Harold Lloyd in "The Kid
Brother" to be a big draAving card.

Milwaukee
SWELTERING, sultry Aveather played
havoc Avith theatre business last Aveek
in MilAA'aiikee. Despite the strong attractions, theatres could not compete with the
beaches and outdoor amusements, and consequently experienced the first Aveek of
traditional summer attendance.
Constance Talmadge, in "Venus of
Venice" at the Alhambra, attracted many
and Avas generally popular. The Wisconsin, popular because of its Ioav temperature in the summer, attracted a fair share
of patronage to see "Lovers." "Wedding
Bills," at the Strand, and "The Callahans
and the Murphys, ' ' shoAving at the Merrill,
drew the fun-loving folks in numbers about
as large as could be expected at this time
of the year. Lon Chaney in "Shadows,"
which was recently re-issued, made its reappearance at the Garden and was well
accepted.
The neighborhood theatres also assumed
the
summer
slump.
was
the usual
feature
at the
Tower"Don
.TndJuan"
Modjeska
theatres, and business was fair. "Rookies,"
at the Milwaukee and Colonial drew fairly
well. "Puppets" was the attraction at the
Savoy, and the Venetian theatre shoAved
"The Love of Sunya," both of which are
popular.

Ottawa
DESPITE the strong counter-attraction
of the observance of the Diamond Jubilee of Canadian Confederation for three
days, the theatres of OttaAva, the Canadian
capital, A\-ere able to report A'ery fair business during the Aveek of .June 27.
Manager J. M. Franklin tied up Avith the
general enthusiasm by conducting a "Jubilee Week" at B. F. Keith's Theatre with
"Special Delivery" as the feature attraction, and the generous croAvds Avere satisfied.
The Regent Theatre, Ottawa, secured fair
business with "The Love of Sunya," starring Gloria SAvanson, Avith a Will Rogers
short subject added. "Sunya" drew quite
well largely because of the fact that it had
opened the new Roxy Theatre in New York.
The Imperial Theatre was better than
average with Bebe Daniels in "Senorita,"
the star having quite a bit to do Avith box
ofiice returns here. The Imperial Theatre
is getting better pictures all the time and
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the
result is being noticed at the cashier's
wicket.
Manager Don Stapleton at the Centre
Theatre found that the split-week policy
for the summer months helped some. "See
You in Jail" was hardly a success, but
"High Hat" was comparatively much
better.
The Eden Theatre, Hull, Quebec, secured
improved business with "Love's Blindness"
through the judicious use of Elinor Glyn's
name, and also because its companion house,
the Laurier Theatre, has been closed for
an enlargement. "Diplomacy" had a particularly good run at the Capitol Theatre
— much better than for tAvo or three Aveeks

St. Louis
T^OR the first time this season real sum'^ mer weather was on tap this past week
past.
and, as a result, the big first run palaces
that are equipped with modern cooling systems, and the big airdomes received the
bulk of the week's amusement business.
The Municipal Theatre in Forest Park
also reported a gain of about 10,000 patrons
over the previous Aveek.
Business generally speaking Avas somewhat improved this Aveek and the outlook
locally is more encouraging. An indication
of this trend is in the building industry, and
the drift curve is noAV upAvard instead of
doAvuAvard. From the Coal Fields of Southern Illinois the vieAv is not so dark. Some
close students of mine conditions are predicting an early settlement of the strike.
Lon Chaney was again on the screen at
Loew's State last week and, as usual, he
pulled big business. "The Unknown" Avas
the title of his new offering. Chaney is one
of the big money getters in St. Louis.
"Rolled Stockings," personally selected
by Brooke Johns for his birthday party at
offering.
the Missouri Theatre, proved an attractive
Across the street at the Grand Central
Theatre the feature film was "Michael
Strogoff." This picture was also shoA\-n at
the Lyric Skydome and the West End Lyric.
It drew excellently.
The Ambassador Theatre had a very good
week.

The feature picture Avas "Dance

At the St. Louis, in conjunction
Madness."
five
acts of Orpheum vaudeville, "The
juvenation of Aunt Mary" pleased
erally. Business can be said to have
satisfactory for this big house.

Oklahoma

with
Regenbeen

City

ttyHE
POOR went
NUT,"
the compared
Empress
* Theatre,
over atwell
to the way theatre business has been acting here for tlie spring and snnnncr months.
But "Love of Sunya," at the Criterion,
didn't do as well as expected. The attendance Avas scanty for this theatre, and
the opinion of those Avho saAV it Avas divided
as to the merits of the picture. Both the
Empress and Criterion ran their progi'ams
for the entire Aveek.
"The Secret Studio," at the Liberty, the
first part of the week made business good
at the box office, and the jiicture seemed to
please. "Outlaws of Red River" was an
equally fortunate selection for the last
half the Aveek, for Tom j\Iix fans and the
children enjoyed it immensely.
"Drums of the Desert" did average business the first part of the Avcek at the Capitol. "Time to Love," made a better showing for the last half.
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The -weather last Saturday (the day the
programs change here in Oklahoma City),
as well as Sunday and Monday, was the
hottest of the season so far, so that accounts somewhat for a decrease in business. However, it cooled off some for the
rest of the wjeek. Xo extra advertising
being done.

Detroit
"T^ESPITE
excessive
heatbusiness
three first
run
^^
houses did
very nice
because
of their adequate refrigeration systems and
good attractions.
The Michigan leads this week's list with
highest box office average, making huge
sums on "Is Zat So?" and Ted Lewis,
assisted by his stage band. Women shoppers cheeked their parcels with the ushers
and cooled off at the matinees while the sun
blazed forth temperatures around 90 degrees outside.
At the Capitol, Charlie Murray made comfortable patrons forget the thermometer in
"The Poor Nut," which drew extremely
well in connection with a presentation program.
"Drums of the Desert," the State photoplay with Ford Sterling, and an ordinary
stage bill registered better than last week's
offering. Matinee crowds packed this house
also. Attendance dropped off slightly at
some of the evening shows.
A third and final week of good business
was experienced at the Adams, where
"Chang" held the screen.
Syd Chaplin, in "The Missing Link,"
drew just ordinary crowds to the JIadison.
Business ran along on a fifty-fifty basis during the greater part of the week.

Kansas City
/^OOL nights as the aftermaths of un^^ usually hot daj-s saved all Kansas City
first run houses from a big decrease in attendance last week, despite a good lineup
of pictures. Matinee business, composed
80 per cent of women, was not up to the
usual standard, although not far below.
At the Newman "The Whirlwind of
Youth" held up unusually well and the
week's attendance waij satisfactory. At
the Royal, "Ritzy," Elinor Glyn's story
with Betty Bronson, did not suffer hardly
at all from hot weather, playing to good
crowds all week.

"Backstage" at the Liberty, although
highly praised by fans who saw it, did not
come up to the usual weekly mark in attendance, which also can be said of
"Framed," with Milton Sills, at the Main
Street. "Tarzan and the Golden Lion"
at the Pantages, slumped about 15 per cent
under normal business, while "Don Juan,"
featured as a Vitaphone presentation for
the second week, fell short of the opening
week.

San Francisco
BOTH downtown and residential houses
did the average good business during
the past week, due partly to weather conditions which were not too wann, and tending to be cool.
The Columbia Theatre, did especially well
with "Old Ironsides," which was shown at
advanced prices. "Time to Love" was
popular at the California Theatre, as was
"The Better 'Ole" at the St. Francis, the
local public liking comedies.
"Naughty, But Nice," was popular at
Loew's Warfield Theatre, which together
with the O'Neill Sisters' Kiddie Revue at-

tracted people. The Granada Theatre did
fair with "Rough House Rosie, " but the
Fanchon & ]\Iarco Idea, "Chinese Nights,"
drew the crowds. The Golden Gate Theatre did well with "High Hat," which, together with the six acts of vaudeville,
packed the house. "Ankles Preferred" did
good at the Pantages Theatre, the vaudeville packing the house. "Money to Burn,"
together with "Don't Fire," and with five
special vaudeville acts filled the Union
Square Theatre.
"The Scarlet Letter" did well at the residential house, the ]\Iajestic Theatre and,
"A Man Four Square," together with Nat
Holt's Musical Comedy Company, filled the
Wigwam Theatre. Manager Richardson reports good business at the Coliseum Theatre
vidth
musical"Three
acts. Hours" and their special

Baltimore
PATRONAGE at the moving picture
theatres fell off considerably during
the week beginning Monday, June 27, in
Baltimore, the only house doing a good
business was Loew's Valencia with "The
Night of Love" in its second week, which
licld up exceptionally well and did almost
as good as during its first week.
"Crime and Punishment," the German
Neuman production shown for the week
at the Keith vaudeville house, the Maryland, by the Motion Picture Guild, drew
fairly well with the intellectuals, but did
not
erally.appear to appeal to the public genThe new policy at the Embassy did not
pan out as well as expected with the tabloid
musical comedy "McFadden's Flats" being sliown with "The Enchanted Island,"
and only a fair business was done throughout the week.
Other pictures which went over fair included "The Taxi Dancer," at Loew's
Century; "The Sunset Derby," at the
Rivoli; "The Secret Studio," at the New
Theatre. Those pictures which did a lessthan-fair business included "Dearie," at
Warner's Metropolitan; "The Prairie
King," at the Garden with five acts of
vaudeville and "The Cruise of the Jasper
B,"
at Keith's Hippodrome with five acts
of vaudeville.

Albany

T^HE one outstanding feature of last
^ week in the downtown theatres of
Albany was the extraordinary business done
by the Leland theatre, which broke all
existing summer records for the week with
"The Callahans and the Murphys." The
picture opened to big business on Monday
and on Tuesday, with Barnum and Ringling's circus in town as a counter attraction, the theatre was jammed to capacity,
and hundreds were turned away. This
business was done in the face of warm
weather, daylight saving and counter attractions, including the circus.
At the Mark Ritz, also a downtown firstrun house, "A Kiss in a Taxi" did what
the management declared as being fair
business, for the three days played. The
last part of the week was given over to
"Mother," with business characterized as
being good. The Mark Strand, which is a
direct competitor with the Leland, reported
business as being excellent during the
week, when "Naughty, But Nice" was featured, together with the Vitaphone.
A visit to the neighborhood
houses of

Albany brought forth the report generally
that business was only about normal, and
the same condition of affairs was reported
generally in Schenectady and Troy in both
the downtown and the residential theatres.

Philadelphia
V[
cooling systems, which keep the
■'-^ EW
temperature
uniform at 70 degrees,
have been installed in the Stanley and the
Fox, and make those houses delightful
places in which to spend the warm evening.
Eddie Cantor, a good drawing card in
Philadelphia, whether in pictures or in person, gave the Stanley a good week in his
new
offering,
"Special
Be
Marcos with their
SheikDelivery."
Orchestra The
offered
a dance divertissement that was well received. Bert Rome and Henry Dunn, in
"Hai-mony as You Like It," were recalled
more than once and a Will Rogers
travelogue as a special feature rounded out
the bill.
Patronage at the Fox held up weU
throughout the week with the Fox production, "Rich But Honest," the bill being enhanced by Llora Hotfman, prima donna,
Josephine Head and Albert Hugo, delightful dancers, and Jim Toney and Ann Norman, in a clever skit, "A Man About
The Stanton continues to do fairly good
business with Syd Chaplin in "The Better
'Ole."
The Arcadia had a fair week with "Time
toTown.
Love,"' ' featuring Raymond Griiifith.
Business was not up to a satisfactory
mark at the Karlton with "The Heart
At the Palace there were good receipts
with John Barrymore in the "Beloved
Zane Grey's "Drums of the Desert" at
Thief."
the
Victoria pulled in fair patronage for the
week.
The Capitol, with Harry Langdon in "His
Rogue."
First Flame," did not fare so well as some
of the other downtown houses.

Tampa

NOTING the growing popularity of Lon
Chaney in Tampa, Manager Carroll
billed his coming in "The Unknown," according to the proverbial circus style, and
he got 'em. Result, a record Sunday
and three big days following. "Rolled
Stockings" was the feature attraction for
the last half and it drew very good. The
Tampa is putting on excellent short subjects
in addition to the features, and playing up
the "New Idea Orchestra" as an added
attraction.
When "Rookies" played the Tampa it
proved such an excellent draw at 60c that
Manager Peck, of the Strand, decided to
break the first run rule and brought back
this feature for a three days' run at their
15c and 35c prices. His judgement was
good, for "Rookies" gave the Strand three
big days. "Broadway Nights" and "Time
to Love" were the features used the other
four days, two days each, and they both
pulled very good.
Patrons of the Franklin just naturally
love western and action pictures, so Manager McLaughlin has educated his customers to the fact that they can depend upon
his supplying
dish. patronage.
As a consequence Mactheir
has afavorite
fine, steady
This week he gave tJicm "Prairie King,"
"The Last Outlaw" and "Avenging
Fangs." Business was right up to standard.
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The air mail and "Convoy" (First National) both profited by a stirring publicity stunt in Seattle. Prints of the film were shipped
by air mail from Portland to Seattle, where the picture showed at the United Artists theatre. Photos above shoiv Pacific Air Mail
Pilot Miller delivering the film to Lieut. T. J. Konnig at Portland. Center, part of the airplane convoy trailing the mail plane
At the right, one of the fleet of motor cars which transported the film from the Seattle airport to
carrying the film to Seattle.
the United Artists theatre in that city.

"Breakfast Matinee" for
Atlanta Stenographers

ts

Novel Exploitation Event For "Tillie the
Staged at Loew*s Grand Theatre
unique and highly sucabsolutely exploita
tion of a picture in
cessful
Atlanta was put over recently for
"Tillie the Toiler" at Loew's Grand, when
the theatre entertained 500 stenographers
at a "breakfast matinee," which began at
6:30 o'clock Monday morning.
Not only were the girls the special guests
of the theatre at the early morning showing
of the picture, but immediately afterwards
they were entertained at breakfast at the
Ansley Hotel ra/thskeller, following which
they were taken for a brief ride about the
downtown section in four huge double-deck
busses of the Georgia Power Company, each
stenographer being taken to a point within
a few blocks of her office.
AN

James W. Clark, exploiteer for M-G-M
in the Atlanta district, acting in co-operation with Manager Thomas H. James, of
Loew's Grand, worked out the details and
put the stunt over with the very wholehearted assistance of the Atlanta Georgian
and Sunday American, with which the tieup was made. The first story of the affair
broke a week before the date set for the
"breakfast matinee" and every day afterwards the paper carried feature articles by
Kitty Peavy, staff writer, and also a drawn
"comic" strip by Jack Ryan, Staff artist.
To qualify as a guest of the theatre, each
girl was required to sign a coupon, appearing daily in The Georgian, and give the
name of her employer.
In addition to the regular newspaper
stories, added interest was worked up by
sending a notice of the event, through the
mails, to every stenographer in Atlanta.
Half an hour before the time set for the
showing of "Tillie," the girls began arriv-

Toiler

ing at Loew's Grand, where they were welcomed by the management and escorted to
duty.
seats, the entire staff of ushers being on
Just before the showing, Manager James
read a telegram from Marion Davies, star
of the picture, addressed to the stenographers of Atlanta.
After the picture, the girls also enjoyed
a well-served and highly satisfying breakfast at the Ansley, one of the city's largest
and most popular hotels. Then came the bus
ride to within easy walking distance of the
various office buildings.
On Monday, the day of the matinee,
Davison-Paxon Company department store
put in an elaborate "Tillie" display which
remained the greater part of the week and
attracted no end of attention.
The publicity on the picture had a decided effect on business at Loew's Grand,
because from 11:15 to 2:30 Monday there
was a line at the box-office that stretched
along North Pryor Street to Houston and
down that street for a fourth of a block.
Tuesday morning's line formed at 11:30,
with doors opening at 12 :10, and patronage
kept up throughout the week.
On Monday afternoon The Georgian carried pictures showing the crowd of stenographers as they left the theatre and on
Tuesday also printed pictures of the long
line at the Grand's box-office. The paper
went to the story strong and gave it a wonderful break in the news.
Manager James expressed himself as immensely pleased with the success of the
"breakfast matinee" and all it features,
declaring it to be one of the best ever put
over since he has been manager at Loew's
Grand.

Police Aid Ballyhoo
"See You in Jail"

for

A two-day ballyhoo which directed attention to the showing of "See You in
Jail" at the Arcade theatre, Jacksonville,
Fla., was made possible through a tie-up
arranged by Manager Charles S. Morrison
and the city Police Department. The police
furnished a "Black Maria" wagon which
participated in the street stunt in which a
man dressed in prison garments and carrying a sign reading "See You in Jail" was
placed
under a arrest
three times
day. and given a ride two or
When the man wasn't walking he wa&
riding in the "Black Maria." At different
intervals during the two days, the patrol
wagon would come around and arrest the
man and put him in the wagon.
This stunt was worked especially in thebusiness district and where crowds congregated, such as at the baseball park, and
bathing beach entrances, and other public
When the patrol wagon was not being
driven through the streets, it was parked
in front of the
* theatre. The wagon also
places.
carried
banners on both sides advertising:
the picture, theatre, and play dates.
An invitation was extended to all members of the police department and their
families to see the picture.

Patrons Name Feature Act
for State Presentation
A ballot of candidates, much like that of
city elections, is the method being used by
the State theatre in deciding upon the performers who Avill appear during "Old Favorite" week July 16, at the State theatre
in Minneapolis. Thirty names of acts are
on the ballot, and each act or performer
has appeared previously at the State. The
four acts which receive the most votes will
be used as the center of a revue which the
State will stage that week. Among the
names listed on the ballot are Hal Sherman, Sissle and Blake, Aileen Stanley and
Rudv Wiedocft.
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Motion
Display
Features
"Tillie the Toiler"

Manager J. G. Evins had a mechanical
window display that attracted plenty of
attention when "Tillie the Toiler" was the
attraction at the Lucas Theatre, Savannah,
Ga.
The window was fitted up to resemble an
office, with desks, chairs, files, and typewriter to give it the desired effect. A cutout of Marion Davies was sitting at the
desk and cut-out of her boss at another
desk. The cut-out of the boss. wa.s in standing position and so arranged that he was
shaking his fist at Marion.
The fist was kept in motion by an electric
motor.

Prepares Clever Copy for
Tie-up Heralds
Manager W. F. Brock of the Rialto theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn., arranged a clever
tie-up with a local dairy in which novelty
heralds attached to bottles of milk featured
his showing of "See You in Jail."
The copy on the heralds read, "Good
morning! Are you happy and healthy? A
patented milking and bottling machine
makes Jack Mulhall and Alice Day rich and
happy in See You in Jail — Rialto May 3031-June 1. . . . You'll be happy if you
see this picture and healthy if you drink
milk from our pure-bred Jersey cows, bottled and capped by the strictest sanitary
methods.
Grant-Patten Milk Company."

Novel and effective exploitation resulted from a tie-up bettceen the Pantages theatre
in Salt Lake City and a local tea merchant.
Photo above shows the lobby display, a
booth at which tea teas served patrons, during the run of ''''Mr, Wm"
(M-G-M).

Wrecked
Plane Exhibited
In Front of Theatre

Passaic Youngsters Organized
to Boost Montauk Theatre

Manager Chas. H. Amos went to a little
extra expense in getting a smashed aeroplane parked in front of the theatre when
"The Sky Raider" was an added attraction
with the showing of "Matinee Ladies" at
the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Banners on both sides of the plane announced the appearance of Captain Nungesser in "The Sky Raider" as well as pictures of Lindbergh in the News Reel.

giving
ers kare theatre
J., youngst
N. for
AIC,
the Montau
cheers
PASSloud
in that city in appreciation for the
free showers, erected at the back of the
theatre, and the bathing suits distributed to
them by the management of that house,
operated by the Stanley-Fabian circuit.
The shower is an open air affair consisting of two spraying arms, six feet long,

which send out jets of water in all directions. It was built at the suggestion ot
Dave Beehler of the theatre company. The
shower is now in operation and is being"
patronized by large numbers of youngsters..
Manager Frank G. King of the Montauk
distributed through the courtesy of Mr.
Fabian 100 bathing suits in the Passaie
colors of red and blue, with the name
"Montauk" in white letters.
King has launched another movement of
interest to the children of the town, this
being an Indian Tribe of boys and girls.
The Tribe will hold pow-wows every Monday afternoon in front of the theatre.
An impressive Indian ritual and initiation is one of the features of special ap]>eal
in this organization. The purpose of the
j)ow-wows is to teach true Americanism,
love of parents, kindness to animals,
honesty and truthfulness.
The organization and its activities are
proving popular with the young people. It
has made a tremendous appeal to the play
spirit and there is gromng enthusiasm on.
the part of the boys and girls.

Tie-up With Athletic Meet
Advertises
"SHde,
Kelly"111.,
The Lyric Theatre
in Springfield,
profited as a result of a tie-up ■with a track
meet of the local high schools. The picture

Front of the Strand theatre showing frontal display and line of youngsters atvaiting
admission to a special Saturday morning Matinee of '^Rookies" (M-G-M) in Madison, Wis,

exploited under the arrangement was ' ' Slide
Kelly, Slide." Manager H. E. Walters of
the theatre and the Illinois State Joui-nal
got together on the stunt and entertained
contestants in the meet at showings of the
feature at the Lyric. The special showing
was held the second day of the engagement
of "Slide, Kelly, Slide."
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"The

Love

Nest**

(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)
(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)
THAT
animated cartoon wives treat their
animated husbands in much the same
fashion as practiced by their human counterparts is the knowledge conveyed in the current
issue of Aesop's Fables, which details once
more what happens to the prodigal husband
when home he wends his weary way after a prolonged absence, a-partying.
And the reception he gets from friend wife !
He is assaulted and battered with everything
within reach of the irate spouse and forced to
beat a hasty retreat accompanied by the pal
who sold him the idea that a gift of flowers
would smooth over the difficulty. Then the
'■pal
decides
to try his luck at his own home
but fares
no better.
The hospital for the pen-and-ink husband and
laughter for vour audience. — HAROLD FLAVIN.

"Cupid

and

The

Clock"

(Fox Comedy — Two Reels)
[Revieived by E. G. Johnston)
AN

excellent pair of legs — the property of a
lady, of course and purported to be in the
million dollar class — are back of the efforts of
a reporter and photographeir to secure a firsthand story from the owner of said property.
So, the two enterprising young gentlemen hie
themselves to the campus of a girl's school
where the legs are being used to good advantage in a baseball game. A mix-up in identification leads them to follow a fat girl who
becomes very much flattered by the attention.
The adventures of the two take them through
the school dormitories — pursued by the athletic
instructor and his assistant. The mistake is
finally straightened out. This is a fair piece
of work.

"Surprised Honey''

who shanghaies the fair lady but Stan is on his
trail and gains access to the ship.
Through divers methods Stan disposes of
most of the crew and when the other brute's
wife arrives our bold sailor regains his sweetheart and they go "to face the dawn of a new
day." We like better the type of comedy Mr.
Roach has presented in his star series which
gi\'es the intelligence a better break ; this is
out-and-out hokum but, as stated in the beginning, itwill draw mirthful chuckles.

"The Plumed

Rider"

(Universal Mustang — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
FAST action is what puts over these two
reel westerns in the houses that book them
and this one has it— and how 1 More riding than
we've seen in one in a long time — fast riding
and some fancy stuff thrown in for good measure. Fred Gilman is still with the Rangers and
this time he seems to have been promoted to
rank of Sergeant, for he wears a badge to that
effect. He's also the "Plumed Rider"^ — his disguise for outwitting a band of outlaws. As
usual there's a bit of romance. It looks as
though Fred Oilman's efforts under Director
Taylor will rank about as high, or higher, than
the usual run of these kind of pictures.

"AL, Gay Vienna"

(Universal Bluebird — One Reel)
' "T^OO many crooks spoil the broth," reads
1 the farewll subtitle in this Charles Roly
Poly Puffy single reeler, after he and a number
of his underworld friends disguised as waiters
muddle their ludicrous attempts to get away with
a lady's necklace reputed to be worth millions.
A gentleman escort of the lady's beats them to
the prize. An amusing situation is brought about
with the first attempt to steal the jewel. The
lights go out — all the waiters escape and meet
in a shady cafe to divide the loot only to find
that they have all failed. Puffy's comedies are
certainly improving under the direction of
Harry
Sweet— E. G. JOHNSTON.

(Universal Bluebird — -One Reel)
IN this one Neely Edwards has visions of his
happy home being all broken up by an automobile salesman love-thief, but it turns out that
his wife is only trying to spend some of their
joint bank account for Neely's birthday. There
are some most eccentric moves made by this
particular car and everything is explained satisfactorily in the end. It's an amusing little
single reeler.— E. G. JOHNSTON.

"Snow

M

Rambles"

(Fox Variety — One Reel)

ORE shots of the majestic Canadian
Rockies which, in our estimation, would
show up a lot better if someone had not attempted to tint them. However, they are interesting and always prove good program filler
if your audience hasn't seen too many of them.
These are particularly suitable for summer
fare.— E. G. JOHNSTON.

"Why

Girls

Love

(Roach-Pathe— Two

Sailors"
Reels)

(Reviewed by Harold Flavin)
of the slapstick type made to
COMEDY
order for laughs. The cast comprises well
and favorably known comedians and it performs
the business called for in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. As the title indicates the story
is of the briny deep with Stan Laurel in the
role of a natural born he-man of the great wet
open spaces whose eyes even are watery. Stan
loses his sweetheart to another hulking brute

"A

Hot

Potato"

(Fox-Van Bibber Comedy — Two Reels)
(Revieived by E. G. Johnston)
AVERY
strange old Arabian custom whereby one is quickly relieved of a wife or
wives is the means of getting our friend. Van
Bibber, in a lot of trouble. Over in Arabia,
this is accomplished by a kick in the pants —
so, this picture illustrates, and lo and behold,
one is immediately divorced from all female
encumbrances. Van Bibber, in this manner,
acquires a harem which does not further his
wishes to wed the lovely tourist, Nancy. Difamusing. ficulties are finally ironed out. This one is

"On

Furlough"

(Universal Stern Bros. — Two Reels)
(Revietved by E. G. Johnston)
his buddies in the A. E. F.
ALTHOUGH
appear to outshine Sid Saylor in the art
of soldiering, when it comes to winning the
affection of a fair lady he's miles ahead of the
hard boiled sergeant who also has one of her
photos pinned close to his heart. In possession
of a furlough, Sid, alias Private George, gets
into plenty of trouble with his arms full of
war trophies, which include several healthy hand
grenades. He bumps his future father-in-law
into the mud and the latter and the buck sergeant pursue him, only to be outwitted by
George and his lady-love. There's some real
good laughs in this one.

"Snookunis Cleans Up"
(Universal Stern Bros. — Two Reels)
(Revieived by E. G. Johnston)

SNOOKUM'S
daddy him
has a worked
that the boss gives
day off so
as ahard
reward. Home he goes to wife and kid only to
be assigned to a lot of "home work," including
the strenuous task of furnishing amusement
for Snookums.
a lot of does
monkey
business to this one There's
and Snookums
his usual
stuff with his accustomed winning ways. It is
a good two reeler — and it may not be amiss to
state that Major Bowes ran this at the Capitol
Theatre about a month ago. This is indeed a
recommendation,
for the Major picks his comedies carefully.

"A Man

About Town"

(Fox Comedy — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

HERE'S
of another
O. Henry
story ofa jazz
how version
an inferiority
complex
may
be done away with by the application of some
electricity. Amos, the town dreamer, buffetCid
around by everyone, pictures to himself that
he's really a Knight of olden days. There is
also a girl in the case and Amos hopes some
day to impress the lady. This comes to pass
with the purchase of an electric belt — guaranteed to put pep into the weakest individual.
Amos cuts loose and cleans up all the gang,
only to discover that the belt's battery has been
missing all the time.

"Pawns

and

Queens"

(Universal Mustaijg — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

OUR
hero, Edmund Cobb, is this time a
special deputy sheriff endeavoring to round
up a gang of crooks whose depredations have
caused havoc among the horse breeders. Acting upon information that a certain ranch owner
is about to be deprived of his herd, he hires
out to this outfit so as to keep in touch with
developments. Discovering that the ranch foreman is in the employ of the outlaw, he is able
to uncover the plot and save the herd. Yes,
there's some romance, too — and riding, and
hand-to-hand fighting. All in all, this will do
very well for this kind of material.

"Eyes and An,s;les"
(Sportlight-Pathe — One Reel)
pictorial
LAND
GRANT
treatise
on sportRICE'S
shows a current
variety of
popular games and some not so well known in this
country. Various angles as to the methods of
playing these games are given by experts ; Al
Espinosa on the golf links, Kinrey Matsuyama
at billiards, Helen Wills on the tennis courts
and Jimmy Colley on the polo field. Other
games and players on exhibition are roque,
similar to billiards, a sport of the Basques, and
Jai Alai, a mixture of handball and squash, imported from Spain and Cuba. — HAROLD
FLAVIN.

"Buster's
(Universal

Stern

Handicap"
Bros. — Two

(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

Reels)

PROMPTED by the fat boy of this troupe
of players, a vampire again tries to steal
Mary Jane away from Buster, but right always triumphs in the end and the villain not
only loses Mary Jane and the vamp but the
auto race as well. And by the way, this auto
race is a novel affair. All kinds of vehicles
are put in use with Buster's at length winning
out. It's quite exciting and on the whole, this
one of Stern Bros, is on a par with others of
the same brand.
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Rubber Heels
Ed

Wynn

Takes His Cinema Bow

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
SILLY, delicioiisly droll, downrig-ht f oolisli ! How many adjectives all indicating an imbecile state of mind are summoned
in describing the antics of Ed Wynn! The title of his stage
piece, "The Perfect Fool," fits him like a rubber glove. In his
first cinema appearance he evokes wonderment at the possibility
that one can be so dumb. As a sleuth of the Ha.wkshaw tj'pe his
weak mind is all the more evident in his helplessness and hopeless methods which he employs in his endeavors to emulate Sherlock.
They have given Wynn a good vehicle with which to start his
screen career. Plenty of opportunities are afforded him to display
his tricks and put over the laughs. It looks as if Wynn can make
the grade of transfen-ing his popularity from the stage to the
screen. As Homer Thrush, the detective, he is very good although
he does not as yet fit perfectly into the knack of studio methods of
acting before the camera and at times his stage mannerisms are
plainly noticeable, for instance his delivery of dialogue.
The Cast : Ed Wynn, Chester Conklin, TJichna Todd,
Robert Andrews, John Jiarrington, Bradley Barker, Ariiold
Cortes, Ruth Donnelly, Mario Majcroni, Truly Shattuck. Directed bv Victor Hcerman.
box. Excellent suspense and huTHEME: Graduate of cormor here.
respondence detective school,
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
hired to guard fortune in jewels,
Title has plenty of possible
loses them but through miraculous dumb luck is instrumental
twists. Mention Wynn's fame
on stage and fact that he is folin returning them to their rightlowing footsteps of Eddie Canful owners. Comedy burlesque.
tor and W. C. Fields in trying
PRODUCTION
HIGHhis skill at screen acting. Give
LIGHTS: Wynn's antics. The
it strong advertising and menscene in the telephone booth
tion Conklin's name.
where he endeavors to hoodwink
DRAWING POWER: Fair,
the crooks. The scene where he
because known Wynn's
name is unto screen fans.
goes over Niagara
Falls in a
Released, June ii, 1927. Footage, 5,614 feet.
Produced and distributed bv Paramount.

Highlights in the Pat he Western release, "Pals in PeriV

Code of the Cow Country
A Mediocre
(Reviewed

Western

by Raymond

Ganly)

DOES

a jiicture have to show greatness to be considered entertaining? Not necessarily. Blase audiences become irritated while looking at shallow stuff, while other types of
audiences viewing the same bit from a different jjerspective regard
the whole work as a pleasing spectacle. This is especially true in
the case of Westerns, which generally employ an ancient formula.
Even if this recipe for the proper ingredients that go into the making of films dealing with the wide open spaces is not new, it is at
lease worthwhile, for in it are basic elements synonymous with
human nature. Probably the possibilities of the formula have been
exhausted by now; notwithstanding that fact, the ever recurring
theme and variations will caiTy a responsive appeal if intelligent
direction and a proper sense of production values show their hand
in the finished product.
Remembering- these facts, we Avould say that "Code of the Cow
Country ' ' will be considered fair entertainment for the numerous
Western fans, even though the vehicle follows the common-place
grooves of conventional thought and exhibits not one whit of
creativeness that the average picture does not contain. Old stuff
it has in frantic heroines in the power of dangerous runaways and
the stupefying odds that the hero overcomes in proving once again
that evil has no chance to hold court in the outdoor action drama

Stills from "The Land Beyond Law" a First National

Western

TJie Cast: Buddy Roosevelt, Ha>ik Bell, Elsa Benham, Melbourne McDozvcll, Sherry Tansey, Richard Neill, Walter Mauu,
Frank Fllic. Ruth Roycc. Directed by Oscar Afpcl.
THEME:
New
foreman
on
LIGHTS:
The rescue from the
ranch loves girl whose brother
runaway.
The fight in a lonely
hates him bitterly.
The ofbrother's
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
subjection
to a gang
villains
is broken in spectacular style by
Play up Roosevelt as college
the hero, who incidentally clears
graduate and clean-cut young
man. Mention the action.
up the misunderstanding that
separates him from the girl.
DRAWING POWER: AverWestern drama.
age audiences will find it pleasPRODUCTION
HIGHing enough.
Produced by Action Pictures, Jnc. Distributed by Pathe.
Length, 4,512 feet. Released, June 19, 1927.
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Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, Jr., Does Good Work
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
the foiu'some of Westei-ners that appear in the vehicles
OF
produced by Lester F. Scott, Jr., for release through Pathe,
the best is undoubtedly Buffalo Bill, Jr. In spite of the fact
that he bears this historic but sonaewhat dubiously histrionic
name he has much to commend him. A personality that registers, a physical endowment' that enables him to look a "he-man"
part, and a proper sense of humor are attributes that he uses to
He has a naturalness that we like.
favorable advantage.
Corresponding with the star's appeal is the entertainment value
of "Pals in Peril," a well-knit, interesting and entertaining Western. There are enough slugging matches and hard riding in its
length to please these exacting movie-goers who crave plenty of
quick moving, whirling figures on the screen, engaged in the elemental pursuits of subduing villains, rescuing helpless heroines
and what not. Comedy in generous measures is had through George
Ovey, who cavorts in a style reminiscent of Chester Conklin. The
rest of the cast all give good support, the best of them being Raye
Hampton as the mother beset by care and worry.
The Cast: Buffalo Bill, Jr., Olive Hasbrouck, George Ovey,
Edward Hearn, Robert Homas, Bert Lindley, Harry Belmore
and Raye Hampton. Directed by Richard Thorpe from story
by Walter J . Coburn.
THEME: Family in dire
straights is elevated to former
high position after two wandering cowpunchers have come to
their aid and defeated the difficulties that beset them. The hero
gets his reward for his praiseworthy tactics when the girl of
the family reciprocates his love.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The fist fight which

lands the two in jail. Their
method of conquering the plotters. Star's performance and
unforeseen twist relative to the
fate of one of the villains.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Play up star whose vehicles are
better than the average..
DRAWING POWER: Good
for lovers of Western screen
stories.

Humorous moments from the Paramount comedy feature, "Rubber Heels"

Produced by Action Pictures. Distributed by Pathe.
Released June 26, 1927. Footage, 4,710 feet.

The Land Beyond La\v
Light

in

Structure
(Reviewed

Scenes from Pathe s "Code of the Coiv Country''

and

Punctuated

by Raymond

W ith

Thrills

Ganly)

KEN MAYNARU opens his bag of ti'icks and scatters them,
profusely throughout the length of his latest opus, "The
Land Beyond Law," which means that the lovers of Westerns will find it good entertainment. But although such punchful
sequences as steer ^\Testling, cattle stampedes and superb horsemanship lend the piece their drive the story is not constructed as
logically as it could have been. The lithe young deputy sent by
the governor of New Mexico to rid the state of villainous cattle
barons is too capable a young man to ring true. As a matter of
fact a little characterization, a more human halo around him,
would enhance his feats and give his performance a reality that is
lacking. It may be true that Maynard's personality does not
"click" before the camera; but as in a Western that is not vitally
important, and as action and not the play is the quality so sought
after the above criticism could be dismissed as extraneous. However an entertainment should be strong in all the respects, if that be
possible. The story is the work of Marion Jackson and its central
figure, of course, succeeds in his mission of driving crookedness and
deceit into cover. But he does this in so easy a manner that it will
test the gullibility of an audience. For instance the ease with which
he brings Noah Young to his viewpoint of what is ^\•rong and what
is right. A natural note is had in Young's work and this comedian's humor and general good work obtain for him the picture's
acting honors.
The Cast: Ken May)iard, Dorothy Dzvan. Billy Butts. Tom
Santschi, Noah Young, Gibson Gozvland. Directed by Harry
J. Broivn.
LIGHTS: The action, comedy,
THEME: Lone hand repreexcellent photography
senting authority of the state
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
brings a degenerate region into
a semblance of virtue by anniUse all your "magnetic attractions" for Westerns.
hilating rustlers. He wins girl
DRAWING POWER: 0. K.
whose possessions were almost
seized by the thieving element.
for the many Western fans.
PRODUCTION
HIGHProduccd and distributed by First National
Length 6,157 /''*''• Released, June 5, J927.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted
I KNOW a really first-class
theatre manager. Although
only 28, he knows every wrinkle of the job, and can iron it
out. Has an intimate knowledge of exploitation advertising and is a tireless worker
with a fund of good ideas.
He's steady, but ambitious.
That's why he's beginning to
look around. Any theatre
chain or large first-run house
Avill pick a winner if they
snap him up. Will go anywhere. For his name, etc.,
write Box 900, Motion Picture News, New York City.
aiANAGER or general
manager open for position.
Vaudeville, musical comedy,
good film buyer, publicity,
and best of references from
last employers. Box 790, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
AT LIBERTY — Class-A
theatre manager. Experienced— large and small
chains. Also ex-tlieatre chain
owner. Expert newspaper
and ad writer, publicity, exploitation. Put any house
over — large or small. Strictly
sober; married; references.
Pep, personality, mixer. Go
anywhere. You name salary
to start. Box 350, Motion
Picture News, New York
City.
PIANO LEADER — Conductor at liberty September
4th. Formerly with Publix.
High-class picture man and
capable vaudeville leader.
Real showman, energetic
worker and sober. Fine library. Produce novelties and
prologues. Box 125, Motion
Picture News, New York
City.

Equipment For Sale
FOR SALE : Simplex type
S projector rebuilt guaranteed $325.00; also Powers
cheap. Glen Crossley, 644
Maple St., Williamsport, Pa.
JUST
FORECLOSED
mortgage on a complete picture show equipment. Used
ninety days in Palm Theatre,

St. Louis. It consists of two
latest model Powers machines
Westinghouse transformer,
Dalite screen, opera chairs.
Will sell any part at bargain
prices. Cash or payments
S. Lears, 3759 Pinegrove
Ave., Chicago, 111.
EVERYTHING for "The
Movies. ' ' Guaranteed rebuilt Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, opera chairs, generators,
screens, etc. Supplies and!
complete equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.
Special bulletin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.

Situation Wanted
ACCOUNTANT OFFICE
MANAGER: Age 32, 12
years' experience in private
and public accounting field.
Film experience made up of
Branch Auditing and Organizing. Home office accounting
and income tax work. Box
735, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
EXPERIENCED projectionist desires position immediately. Five years' actual experience and references. Box 375, Motion Picture News, New York City.
ASSISTANT MANAGER:
Good reliable young man experienced and well capable of
running theatre, seeks position. Has best of references
and will go anywhere. Address Box 750, Motion Picture
News, New York.
AT LIBERTY managing
director, picture and vaudeville house. 15 years' experience. Good publicity and
business getter. Unquestionable references. Go anywhere.
No salary asked until ability
is proven. Box 775, Motion
Picture News, New York.
MANAGER, thoroughly
experienced pictures. Married, of good appearance and
address ; intelligent, highly
recommended. Seek change.
Consider any proposition.
Box 600, Motion Picture
News, 729 7th Avenue, New
York City.

Exploiting a star of the diamond as the hero of a
screen play. Above are reproduced some of the
newspaper displays which are being used to attract
the public to presentations of ^''Babe Comes Home^^
(First National). Advertisements shown in the
layout include displays used by the following
theatres: Majestic, Providence, R. I.; Aztec, San
Antonio; Pantheon, Toledo; Olympia, Scollay Sq.
and Central Sq., Boston; Princess, Hartford, and
the Circle theatre, Indianapolis.

Motion
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onal News from Correspondm
CHARLES
WINSTON, publicity representative for Loew's,
Inc., here, handling the Century,
V'alencia and Parkway theatres,
made a hasty visit to New York
over Saturday and Sunday, June
25 and 26.
Henry D. Matcher, former floor
manager at the Baltimore Rivoli
Theatre, has been appointed assistant to Frank Price, Jr., managing director of that playhouse.
Mr. Matcher has been with the
company operating the Rivoli for
11 years and prior to the opening
of that house was at the old Wilson theatre on part of the same site.
Hamilton Smith, moving picture
director and a pioneer in the film
industry, who was at one time general manager for the old Kalem
Company, visited Baltimore during the week beginning June 20,
to interest capitalists in making a
new feature production.
The Apollo theatre, Washington,
D. C, has just had installed a new
ventilating and cooling system.
During the summer months, the
Liberty Theatre, Berkley, Va., will
be dark.
The Piedmont Amusement Company, Auditorium Building, Winston-Salem, N. C, is to construct
a balcony costing $10,000 in the
Pilot theatre, which they operate in
that city.
Two deaths have occurred within
the past ten days in the office of the
Frank H. Durkee Theatrical Interests, here. The first was Royston B. Hall, 38. who died at St.
Joseph's Hospital, Wednesday,
June 22, from stomach trouble. He
had managed the Community theatre, Hamilton, Md., for several
years and had been in the film
business for twenty years.
The other death was Henry B.
Durkee, 67. father of Frank H.
Durkee.
He died Monday morn-
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Baltimore

to Havana for the month's holiday they both have from the
studio.
ing, June 27, at the Harlem Lodge,
a private hospital, Catonsville, Md.,
from a complication of diseases
and paralysis. The funeral took
place Wednesday, June 29, and he
was buried in Loudon Park Cemetery. For the past ten years Mr.
Durkee has been in the film business with his son Frank.
Contract to build a motion picture theatrei has been let by the
Buena Vista Theatre Company,
Buena Vista, Va., to the Shewey
Supply Company and C. B. Clough.
The house has been leased by L.
M. Lyons, Lexington, Va.
" Elliott Goldman, of the Bluebird
Theatre, and George Lessy, of the
Diamond Theatre, Philadelphia,
were instrumental in stopping a
street carnival which opened at
12th street and Susquehanna avenue, in the vicinity of thejr theatres.
There has been a change of policy at the Embassy here. A musical comedy with about 25 persons in the cast was presented during a recent week. Joseph Levy,
formerly with Wilmer and Vincent, is now managing director of
the house.
Frederick Clement Weber, one
time proprietor of the McCoy
Baltimore Theatre, Fulton avenue
at Baker street, was master of ceremonies at the Advertising Club of
Baltimore's luncheon, Wednesday,
June 22, when Governor Ritchie
was the guest of honor.
Three theatres, one first run and
two residential,
closed Saturday

night, July 2, two to remain dark
for two weeks and the other to
remain closed four weeks. They
were the Rivoli, which reopens
Monday, July 18; the Columbia,
which reopens Saturday, July 16,
and the Rialto, to remain dark for
the four-week period. Renovating
and redecorating will be dona in
the Rivoli and Columbia, while new
furniture and equipment will be
installed in the Rialto for which
the lobby will be rearranged, placing the box office in thei center.
The theatre proposed for Govanstown, Md., a suburb of Baltimore, by E. A. Lake, manager of
Keith's Hippodrome, and Phillip
Scheck, part owner of that theatre,
will be a reality within the next
18 months, if the present arrangements go through, for plans will
soon be ready to start work on the
building which will contain apartments, stores and a theatre.
The woodwork and frames on
the ejcterior of Keith's Hippodrome
are now being brightened by being
repainted in old gold with a green
finish. Also the automobile of
E. A. Lake, the manager, has been
given a new coat of green and
grey paint, making it look like a
new car.
The Embassy Theatre has closed
for the summer, a sign on the
marquee announces. This news
comes suddenly as "The Frontiersman" was booked for the v^'eek beginning July 4.
James Parrott, director of his
brother, Charley Chase, in Hal
Roach
comedies,
spent the week

South East
PRICE KINGSHOWARD
MORE, for some time an
executive of the Marcus Loew organization, has been made managing director of Loew's State theater
in Memphis and city manager of
the recently combined Loew's
Memphis theaters, according to an
announcement by Lionel H. Kecne,
Southern Division manager for
Loew's Inc.

Follctte, Tcnn , which was reconstructed by W. H. Parrott after
having been completely destroyed
by fire, will open on or about July
20. The house is one of the most
modern of its kind in Eastern
Tennessee.

R. R. Russell, former manager
of the Arcade Theater, Paducah,
Ky., has returned to that town to
become general manager of the new
Columbia Theater recently opened
by Leo F. Keiler and his associates.

Mose Klein, manager of the Lillian Theater, Clarksville, Tenn.,
was in Louisville last week. J. P.
Masters of the Princess Theater,
Boling Green, Ky., was also a
visitor of the week.

The Independent Theaters Company of Chattanooga are rushing
the completion of their new suburban house, the opening date being
scheduled on or about July 4. Sam
Borisky plans to make this one
of the best suburban houses in the
South.
The

new

Novelty

Theater,

La

beginning Sunday, July 3, at the
home of his aunt and uncle in Baltimore. He came east with his
brother, Charley Chase, who went

The Colonial Theater, at Danville, Ky., is closed temporarily for
improvements.

P. C. Tallent has taken over the
Empress Theater at Pikesville,
Tenn.
Miss Ida Miller, booker for Educational, Louisville, for the past
seven years, was married last Tuesday. Miss Nora Kelly has been
promoted to the desk of short subjects booker, while Kenneth Kimbel is the new Big Feature Rights
booker.

Eldrid B. Fisher has been appointed assistant manager of the
Kentucky Theater at Lexington,
Ky. Earle Hall Payne is the
manager.
Publix Theaters Corporation
have announced the preparations
for the erection of their million
dollar Tivoli Theater on Gay
Street, Knoxville, Tenn.
Robert Coffman and F. Jackson
have taken over the theater at Milton, Ky., which was formerly operated by W. B. Ray.

Harold Paresky, formerly director of music at the Embassy
and prior to that a pianist at the
Century, has gone to Betterton,
Md., as the pianist for an orchestra, for the summer.
Broughton Tall, correspondent
for Variety,
verywasill thought
with stom-at
ach trouble.is It
first that he had typhoid.
Thomas D. Goldberg, manager
of the Walbrook and Harford theatres has returned from New York
where he went recently to attend
the funeral of his father-in-law.
Francis X. Bushman, screen
star, camei to Baltimore recently
to attend the wedding of his
brother, John Everett Bushman, of
Baltimore, to Miss Margaret Helen
Schmidt.
A theatre building with a seating
capacity of 800 to contain billiard,
shop, and depool room,partmentbarber
store, is being built at
Parkorsburg, W. Va., by the
Broadway Investment Company.
A brick motion picture theatre
of one story is to be built at 3100
18th street, N. E., Washington,
D. C, bv Jesse D. Sherwood. The
cost will" be about $60,000.
Mrs. Anita Pohlman has succeeded Miss Evelin Wildasin as
cashier at the Washington, D. C,
Paramount Famous Lasky Exrecently. change. Miss Wildasin resigned
The rebuilt Palace Theatre,
Frostburg, Md., has been opened
to the public under the management of the Palace Theatre Company, Inc. About two years ago it
was destroyed by a storm.
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knowledge and ability in theatrical
work.
H. E. Dixon has taken over the
Crystal Theater at Scottsville, Ky.,
which was formerly operated by P.
H. Huflfman.
A. Brown Parkes is constructing
a new theater on the South Side,
which will add another powerful
link to his chain.
Weather continues "rain every
day," with the result that all boxoffices are suffering from too much
moisture.

R. M. Kennedy, known to a host
of friends in the film business as
"Dick," who is manager of the
Rialto, Princess and New Ensley

Henry Hury was host to a fishlast Sunday.
ing party on the Warrior River

Theaters, Birmingham, Ala., returned last Saturday from Bay St.
I^uis, Miss., where he attended the
first training school conducted by
Saenger
Theaters,
Inc.
Mr. Kennedy was presented with
the efficiency medal at the last session in recognition of his thorough

Business, despite the weather,
was fair in the key houses in Birmingham.
W. M. Francis, manager Star
Theater, Tuscaloosa, Ala., visited
Birmingham the past week, attending Grotto ceremonies. He reports
business good kl Tuscaloosa.

J uly
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Atlanta
CHARLES
E. KESSNICH,
district manager for M-G-M,
with headquarters in Atlanta, now
has the right to add the title of
Colonel to his name, having been
appointed by Governor L. G. Hardman of Georgia on his official staff
on the eve of the new executive's
inauguration.
Others who have served on the
staffs of Georgia governors are
Arthur Lucas, prominent theatre
man and head of Educational's activities in the Southeast; E. A.
Schiller, vice-president of Loew's,
Inc. ; Willard C. Patterson, district manager of Universal Chain
Theatrical Enterprises, and Dan
Michalove, general manager of
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises.
H. B. Kistler, P. A. Wallace,
O. K. Bourjeois, Sam Wilson,
R. G. Matthews and M. Mitchell,
Pathe salesmen, were in Atlanta,
Monday, to attend a sales conference at the local exchange.
Twenty cases were considered
and disposed of by the Atlanta
Joint Board of Arbitration at a
meeting held last Tuesday. This
was the second meeting of the
board in June, the first taking place
June 21.
E. L. Cole, executive secretary
of the Atlanta Film Board of
Trade, left this week for Jacksonville, Fla.
C. P. Lester, manager of Universal's branch in Jacksonville.
Fla.. came to Atlanta this week to
attend the Capitol opening and dinner to Dan Michalove.

Georgci Hoffman, of Lakeland,
Fla., visited Atlanta this week.
Earl M. Faine, of the Palace,
Leesburg, Ala., came to Atlanta
to attend the opening of the
Capitol.
R. N. Kennedy, Rialto Theatre,
Birmingham, Ala., was a visitor
last week on film row.
W. F. Howell, formerly of the
Ritz Theatre, Brunswick, Ga., visited film row this week.
C. A. Sappall, of the Macio
Theatre, Tampa, Fla., attended the
opening of the Capitol Theatre.
Frank Palinos, of the State
Theatre, Gainesville, Ga., visited
the row this week.
Will B. Wood, of the Belle Theatre, Gadsden, Ala., was seen on
film row last week.
M. H. Whitman, Fox salesman,
was in the city last week-end.
George Almon, First National
salesman, remained in Atlanta
Monday to attend the Capitol
opening.
E. G. Gidley, operating the Palace Theatre, Athens, Ga., was at
the Capitol opening.
M. E. Kornbluth, of New York,
representative of the American
Seating Company, was a visitor on
film row last week.
J. W. Greenleaf, Birmingham
salesman ; C. T. Jordan, Southwest
Georgia salesman; E. L. O'Neil,
North Georgia salesman ; Frank
W. Salley, South Carolina salesman; Ire P. Stone, of South Georgia, and Harry M. Williams, of
the Tennessee zone, all Universal
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FORT SNELLING, the army
post located outside Minneaplois, has a fine new open air theatre with a seating capacity of 1,000.
A motion picture projection machine has been installed.
The annual managers' convention of Finkelstein and Ruben will
be held July 12, 13 and 14, at the
Curtis Hotel in Minneapolis. It
is expected to be the biggest one
ever held, and an elaborate program of speeches, business sessions and recreation has been arranged. A banquet, a dance and
a picnic will feature the entertainment program.
Pantages has decided to remain
open during the summer months.
It is making improvements in its
cooling system.
The Minneapolis city council's
license committee had to delay action on the application for a new
theatre license recently because the
wrong address was printed on the
application. Th aepplication was
presented after residents of the
Twelfth ward had voted for the
theatre by a large majority in a
special referendum at the city election. As soon as the correct address is placed on the application,
it will be rushed back to the license committee again.
Musicians'

organizations

of

the

Twin Cities have been conferring
with the scales committee of the
is'orthwest Theatre Owners Association with a view to making new
contracts. Announcemeint of a satisfactory settlement is expected
momentarily.
Visitors at the First National
exchange in Minneapolis last week
included Charles M. Steele, supervisor of exchanges, and Stanley
W. Hatch, Western salesmanager.
They took occasion to congratulate Manager T. A. Burke for the
condition of his office.
The Minne;apolis Daily Star has
come out in its editorial columns
with a demand for the repeal of
the theatre admission tax.
The Palace theatre at Lane,
S. D., has bene taken over again
by William H. Welch. It has been
operated by F. R. Thompson.
Finkelstein and Ruben announce
the appointment of Henry H.
Haupt as manager of the Capitol
theatre in St. Paul. Haupt is the
son
man. of a prominent St. Paul clergyO. O. Trover has sold the Rialto
theatre at Dickinson, N. D., to
H. J. Douglas and A. M. Engebretson. Troyer operated the Rialto for about two years, but will
not return to Rugby, N. D., to become associated with his brother
in the theatre business.

salesmen, were in Atlanta Sunday.
Roy S. Campbell, manager of
Universal theatres in St. Aitgustine,
Fla., and C. L. Rees, formerly a
film salesman with Universal, but
now an auto dealer of St. Augustine, flew up from the Ancient City
last Alonday in Campbell's Waco
plane, to attend the dinner to Dan
Michalove and the opening of the
Capitol Theatre.
J. H. Butner, head of Educational's exchange in Atlanta, has
returned from a trip in the South
Georgia territory.
John W. Mangham, Jr., manager of the Atlanta branch of
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, is
in the Alabama territory this week.
Paul A. Strachan, salesman for
First National in the Alabama territory, was in Atlanta last Monday.
E. Watson, operating the Strand
at Montevallo, Ala., was a visitor
on film row last week.
Mack Jackson, of the Strand at
.Alabama City, Ala., was in Atlanta the early part of the week.
Joe Wheeler, who operates the
Capitol at Montgomery, Ala., and
the Grand at Cedartown, Ga., was
in town last week.
William Atkinson, operating the
Panama Theatre at Panama City,
Fla., visited film row last week.
Joe Steed, of Birmingham, Ala.,
of the Joe Steed Enterprises, came
to Atlanta last week. He was accompanied by Mrs. Steed.
W. C. Stubbs, of Thomaston.
Ga., who plans to open his Ritz
Theatre there in about three weeks,

was in Atlanta this week making
final preparations. The theatre,
which with the land and improvements, represents an investment said
to be approximately $100,000, will
have a seating capacity of 1,000
and will be equipped with a stage
ample in size to accommodate road
shows.
Universal's new $100,000 Madison Theatre on Flat Shoals Road.
East Atlanta, opened last week,
having as the special feature Miss
Ethelyne Clair, of the Newlyweds
comedies, in person.
Joe Steed, of Joe Steed Enterprises, Ensley, Ala., visited film
row last week. He is en route to
trip.
Florida on a business and pleasure
W. A. Odom, Palace Theatre,
Thomson, Ga., visited film row
last week.
W. G. Minder, manager in the
Southeast for Tiffany, leaves Monday for a trip through South Georgia and Florida.
T. F. Thompson, Palace Theatre, Cedartown, Ga., was a visitor
on film row last week.
C. A. Crute, Lyric Theatre,
Huntsville, Ala., was a caller on
film row during the week.
O. C. Lam, Elite Theatre, Rome,
Ga., was in Atlanta last week for
the opening
on the new Capitol.
J. C. H. Wink, of Dalton, Ga.,
of the firm of Manning & Wink,
visited film row last week.
Walter Early, of Jacksonville,
Fla., exploiter and newspaper man,
visited film row last week.
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CLARK, manager of the
Mark Strand in Albany, is on
his vacation and I'ly S. Hill, manager of the Stanley group of
houses in Albany and Troy, is filling ji during his absence. Charles
Smakowitz, manager of the Albany theatre, is also on his vacation.
With his son and daughter away
in summer camps, C. H. Buckley,
owner of the Leland in Albany,
spent last Sunday at the Tunney
training
visit Mr.
the
Dcmpsey camp
camp and
thisw'll
week.
Buckley will be on hand for the
fight on July 21.
James Burnham has reopened
the Hippodrome in Ogdensburg.
The house has been thoroughly
renovated and two new projection
machines installed. Mr. Burnham
formerly ran the Opera House in
Ogdensburg, which was burned a
year ago.
VV lliam Benton, of Saratoga
Springs, has leased the Pastime in
Granville to a Mr. Severance. Mr.
Benton opened a shoe store in
Saratoga Springs last week, which
he will run along with his theatres.
The Delaware Avenue theatre in
Albany, operated by William
Mansfield, has dropped to three
days a week.
Frank Rogers of New York city,
special representative for Warner
Brothers, was in town for three
days during the week. Sidney
Sampson of the Bond Photoplay
Company, was also here last week.
Albany's exchanges declare that
there is more changing of play
dates this Summer than ever before by exhibitors :n this territory.

Emery Theatre, Providence, of the Fay Circuit,
closed Saturday until August.
Improvements and some redecorating will be done during the summer.
Extensive changes arc being
made in the Auditorium, Maiden,
in connection with the remodeling
of the building in which it is located. The lobby will be moved
to the extreme west end of the
theatre and some changes will be
made to the balcony through the
addition of another story to the
building.
Mrs. Hattie M. Ayer, 90 Commonwealth avenue, Boston, theatre
manager, is to become the bride of
Salvatore W. Paparone of Medford, Mass., dancing teacher.
Miss Mildred Shore, assistant
booker at Warner Brothers exchange, Boston, is wearing a solitaire and William Resnick Moning
of the Old Colony Theatre, Plymouth, isthe lucky mrm in the case.
The Bookers Association is planning a week end and house party
for over the next week end, the
place yet to be decided upon.
Moe Grassgreen, sales manager
of the Fox exchange, Boston, has
returned from a two weeks' vacaTHE

Morris Silverman, of Schenectady, in town during the week,
when asked where he would spend
his vacation this year, declared
that he had taken none in the past
four years and was too busy this
Summer to even thnk of one.
E. B. Haines, a former well
known salesman for Universal in
Albany, now selling real estate in
Nyack, stopped over last week on
his way back from Canada.
Manager Fitzgerald, of the
Strand in Hudson Falls, is spendMaine.ing a three-weeks' vacation in
Visitors along film row during
the past week included Lew
Fischer, of Fort Edward ; Bob
Piere, of Ilion; Clarence Dopp, of
Johnstown ; W. H. Linton and son,
of LIt'ca, and Sandford Clarke, of
Margaretville.
J. R. Kupper has reopened St.
Mary's
Hall in Haines Falls for
the season.
Harry Hellman, owner of the
Royal in Albany, is spending much
of his time these days at his luxurious camp on Crooked Lake.
The Affiliated Theatrxal Utilities Corporation, of Albany, N. Y.,
now numbers 94 theatres in four
states, including 41 houses in
Western New York. It is said
that
N. D. Dipson
w'll head the
combination,
with headquarters
in
Buffalo.
The Broadway, in Kingston,
which was recently opened by
Harry Lazarus, is playing to tremendous business these days, accord ng to word that has reached
Albany's
Film Row.
Mike Kallet, of Oneida, spent a

tion, part of which he spent in
New York City.
Joseph Dondas of the Strand
Theatre, Rockland, Me., was a
visitor to Boston during the week.
The State Theatre at Pawtucket,
R. I., formerly operated by L.
(Goldstein, has been taken over by
Abe Spitz of Providence and Wollaston.
Edward O'Donnell of the Webster Theatre, Webster, Mass., and
Edward Fay of the Fay Circuit
theatres. Providence, were visitors
to Boston during the week.
The Greenwich Theatre at East
Greenwich, R. I., has been acquired
by Edward Fay of Providence,
owner of the Fay Circuit.
Announcement is made of the
marriage of Sam Levine, booker at
the Tiffany exchange, Boston, and
Miss Williams. They made Washington their headquarters during
their honeymoon and will reside in
Boston.
The Empire Theatre at Fall
River, which has been undergoing
extensive remodeling and repairs
after the fire several weeks ago,
will probably be reopened within
the next six weeks.
Another marirage of interest to
the row was that on Sunday
of

few days in New York city last
week.
Ground was broken last Tuesday
for the new Stanley theatre in
LItica. Albany film boys were on
hand for the occasion.
There is a rumor to the effect
that Sam Slotnick, of the James
in Ut ca, may shortly tie up with
one of the circuits.
M. B. Riddell, who is erecting a
theatre in Lake Luzerne, is in
hopes to have the house in shape
to open by July 15. iMr. Riddell
formerly ran the CJem in that village.
Jack Byrne, a local salesman for
M-G-M, and William Mahoney, of
LTnited Artists, escaped from being
badly injured last week when Mr.
Mahoney's car was struck by a
train near Plattsburgh and smashed
to bits. Both men were bruised
and injured, but were able to be
back on the job soon after the
accident.
James Rose, of the Rose houses
n Troy, appeared with a brand
new automobile last week. Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Hochstim. of the
Star in Hudson, were in town during the week.
Chief interest at the Pathe exchange during the week centered in
the outcome of a couple of permanent waves indulged in by
mody.
"B Hie" Wenzel and Rhea CarMyer Schine has joined the
Massena Riding and Driving club
and plans to indulge in horseback
riding every time he visits the
Strand and Rialto theatres in that
village.
The

Empire

theatre

in

Glens

Herman Lauber of the Paramount
organization, and Miss Jennie
Schemmil, secretary to Branch
Boston
exchange.
iNIanager
Erbb of Paramount's
The Medford Theatre, Medford,
Mass., will close the latter part of
the month for extensive redecorating, reseating and other changes.
William Buckley of the Colonial
and Opera House at Laconia, N.
H., was a visitor to the row during
the week completing his bookings
for the summer season.
The Surf Theatre at Salisbury
Beach, Mass., has reopened after
extensive alterations and improvements. Harold Humphrey operates the house.
The Criterion Theatre, Roxbury,
Mass., started on Monday with a
new policy of a change of program daily for the summer season.
Linden Faulke manages the theatre.
Bookers and sales force of the
Pathe exchange hold their annual
sales drive banquet at the Westminster, July 8, at which time the
losing sales group plays host to
the winning group. In the winning group this year William
O'Brien, who covers the Maine
territory, was high man.

Falls re-elected Addison B. Colvin
as its pres dent last week.
Frank Learnan. manager of the
Strand in Schenectady, has been
spending his vacation in Binghamton. His parents observed their
golden wedding anniversary last
week 'n that city.
The Albany I'-ilm Board of
Trade will hold its annual outing
this year at Babcock Lake, on
Monday, August 1. Jack iECrause
has been selected as chairman of
the committee
on arrangements.
Miss Madge Stemmel, who was
connected with the Bond exchange
in this city for a considerable
period, but who resigned about a
year ago to enter other lines of
business, died last week at an Albany hospital, following an operatory. tion for appendic'tis. She was very
well known throughout the terriThe State and Wedgeway theatres in Schenectady will be redecorated this month. The Wedgeway will reopen the latter part of
August.
Dwore's
newa
house
will George
open October
IS, as
second run theatre.
W. W. Farley, head of Farash
Theatres, Inc , of Schenectady, and
a prominent
polit'cian,
attended
last Democratic
week's meeting
of the
state committee in New York city.
The General Electric Company
is now buying film for Association
Island in Lake Ontario.
Frank Hickey and James Roach,
of Schenectady, spent all of one
day last week in court owing to a
wrangle over the Broadway theatre.

Charles Henchel, Eastern Division sales manager for Pathe, was
a guest at the Boston exchange of
that company three days of last
week.
Tim Donahue, assistant cashier
of the Pathe exchange, Boston, is
on his annual two weeks' vacation.
Phil Bloomberg, who is well remembered as manager of the
Strand Theatre at Gloucester,
Mass., for some time, and who resigned to go to the West Coast,
is back in iBoston for a brief vacation.
The Boys' Club of Charlestovvn,
which operates a picture theatre ten
months in the year, has closed the
theatre for July and August but
will reopen September 1.
iMiss Pauline Glaser, formerly
with Warner P)rothers, is now assistant booker at P. D. C, Boston.
Myer Shapiro, manager of the
Chelsea Theatre at Chelsea, Mass.,
is managing the Strand Theatre at
Nantasket for the summer, in addition to the Chelsea Theatre.
.Branch Manager R. C. Cropper
of Pathe, Boston, and his family,
are located at their summer home
at Hull until October.
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Central Penn
A

CHARTER of incorporation
has been granted at the capitol in Harrisburg, Pa., to the Detroit Recreation Company, of New
Castle, Pa., which is organized for
the purpose of "owning, operating,
building, managing and controlling
theatres, places of amusement and
amusement devices." The capitalization is$60,000, of which $3,000
is paid in, the par value of the shares
being $100. The treasurer of the
company is J. F. Sonnanstine, 375
Highland avenue, W'adsworth, O.
The incorporators are : Harry C.
Traver, Patterson Heights, Beaver
Falls, Pa., holding 30 shares of
stock ; Paul Marakas, 928 Morton
street. New Castle, Pa., 25 shares,
and William Standon, 224 Pardee
street, Wadsworth, Ohio, 25 shares.
T. B. Heckard, who for five
years has held a lease and operated the New Rialto picture theatre, Third and Harris streets,
Harrisburg, and whose lease expires September 30, has taken a
lease for forty-two weeks on the
Broad Street Theatre, Third street
near Broad, effective August 1,
with a reported privilege of extension. The Broad Street will be
closed for two weeks, the first half
of August, to undergo renovat'ons.
The New Rialto, after September 30, will be operated by Isaac
Marcus, who purchased the' Hand|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii
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shaw Building, of which the theatre is a part. This theatre also
will be materially improved.
The Comerford Theatre Company, of Scranton, plans to erect a
new theatre on the site of the Victoria, Bloomsburg, which recently
was destroyed by fire, having purchased the property from the old
owners for $25,000. There is also
a report that the American Legion
Post, of Bloomsburg, will erect a
theatre in the same town. The
Comerford interests have for some
time been operating the New Columbia Theatre, in Bloomsburg.
The Comerford Amusement
Company, of Scranton, has issued
a denial of reports that it is contemplating building a new theatre
in Reading and another in Scranton.
Ernest L. Hickey, manager of
the Capitol Theatre, York, accompanied by Mrs. Hickey, left on
July 3 for a vacation trip by motor
to New England. He has just
bought a new Studebaker automobile.
Manager C. C. Pipin, of the
Strand Theatre, York, left on his
vacation trip on July 10.
Construction of the new Family
Theatre, which Henry B. Friedman
is building at Sixth and Hamilton
streets, Allentown, has progressed
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SEVERAL changes in management of theatres, improvements
and new houses have been announced this week in the Kansas
City territory.
Both Universal theatres in Parsons, Kan., are to be managed by
C. S. Malone, formerlv of Harrisburg, 111.
A modern cooling system is being installed in the Senate Theatre,
Cameron, Mo., by Ray Nefif.
The Hotel Norwich, of Norwich,
Kan., is planning to reopen the
Norwich Theatre, it is reported.
New seats and other improvements are being made in the White
City Theatre at Fredonia, Kan., by
Steele & Fronkier.
The old Opera House has been
remodeled and redecorated and reopened by Walter ]Morrison in
Belle Plaine, Kan.
The Colonial Theatre, St. Joseph,
Mo., has been remodeled and reopened.
The Happy Hour Theatre, Melvern, Kan., has been purchased by
Clyde Ingels from A. R. Ball.
Earl Conway is the new manager of the St. Francis Electric
Theatre, St. Francis, Kan., owned
by Ed Egleston.
Among the out-of-town exhibitthe Kansas
marketPattee
th's
weekors inwere
: CM. City
Pattee,
Theatre, Lawrence, Kan. ; Arthur
Ford, Leavenworth, Kan. ; Walter
Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth,
Kan. ; Frank Weary, Farris Theatre, Richmond, Mo. ; G. L. Hooper,
Orpheum, Topeka, Kan.

two manual pipe organ to Birds
New State Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
The Feeley Theatre, Hazleton,
has inaugurated a policy of offering only motion pictures during the
summer months, omitting vaudeville attractions for the period of
the hot weather.
The Comerford Amusement Co.
has transfei-red Charles Southwell,
who had for a number of years
been manager of the Comerford
Theatre in Bloomsburg, to a managerial position in one of the
Comerford
theatres in WilkesBarre.

Published reports state that the
Comerford Amusement Company,
of Scranton, will soon award the
contract for a $700,000 building, to
include a theatre, stores and apartments, at Northampton and Livingston streets, Wilkes-Barre. L.
Lempert & Son, of Rochester, N.
Y., architects, have prepared the
Fred V. Greene, Jr., assistant
manager of the New York office of
plans.
First National Pictures, is making
a tour of Eastern states to place
serial stories of film plays about
to be produced by First National,
with the newspapers. He was in
Harrisburg the latter part of June.

The wedding of George Kirby,
of the Tuxedo Theatre, Philipsburg, and Aliss Anne White, of
New York City, took place on
June 26, following which they went
on a honeymoon trip which included a tour of parts of Canada.

The receipts at the Park Theatre, Lehighton, on June 23, were
donated by ^lanager Bayer to the
fund being raised for the promotion
of the proposed improved highway
between Lehighton and Mauch
Chunk.
During the week ending June 25,
1927, Geo. Kilgen & Son, Pipe Organ Builders of St. Louis, Mo.,
shipped a two manual organ to the
Lyric Theatre, Harbor Springs,
Mich., which is now being installed.
The company
has all installed a

E. T. (Peck) Gomersall, short
subject sales manager for Fox
Films, was in Pittsburgh last week
in the interest of the one and two
reelers his company will release to
exhibitors during the coming season. "Peck" has many friends
among the showmen here and after
going over the situation with W.
J. Cupper, local manager for Fox,
he stepped out and made a few
calls among them.
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to the point where he is able to
announce that he contemplates
Day.
opening it for business on Labor
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No trip to New York is complete without a visit to "CONEY"
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St. Joseph, Mo., will have its
first peek at the Vitaphone on July
9, when an opening of the remodeled Rivoli Theatre in that city
is scheduled, according to Ed Peskay, P. D. C. manager in Kansas
City and owner of the Rivoli
Theatre.
After several weeks of illness,
Harry Taylor, Universal branch
manager at Kansas City, was back
on the job again th's week.
K. L. Eagon, formerly of the
Chicago F. O. B. office, has joined
the Kansas City Educational
branch.
Lee Miller, former manager of
the Bagdad Theatre, has joined the
Warner Brothers' sales force, covering Southeastern Kansas.
The Loie Bridge Company, which
for several months has furn'shed
the stage attraction at the Globe
Theatre, first-run house of Kansas
City, has moved to the Electric
Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
Miss Ruth Dircks has been appointed secretary to W. E. Truog,
sales director of Universal.
Mrs. "Nicky" Goldhammer, wife
of the St. Louis Warner Brothers'
branch manager, was a Kansas
C.'ty
being en tour.
route to
Omahavisitor,
on anshe
automobile
Tommy Thompson, booker for
Midwest Film Distributors, Inc.,
will leave this week on a vacation,
as w.ll Miss Virginia McMillan,
secretary to Harry Strickland,
Warner Brothers' branch manager.

The HALF

MOON
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New — Fireproof — 300 Guest-Rooms on the Boardwalk, facing the sea with excellent bathing beach.
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Solicited

Frequent de luxe motor bus service direct to The Half
Moon from The Roosevelt Hotel, Madison Avenue at
Forty-Fifth Street, New York City.
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Write for booklet or reservations to
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Coney
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Salt Lake City
LOUIS MARCUS, of the Louis
Marcus Enterprises, and district manager for Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, is in New
York at the present time purchasing an organ for the newly-acqu;red theatre here, formerly known
as the Orpheum. The new name
has not yet been decided upon.
Marcus is also making detailed arrangements for special acts to be
presented at this house, and is buying new carpets, seats, hangings
and other equipment.
is stated
along
F'lm Row
a Itnew
theatre
is being
builtthat
in
Richfield, Utah, by G. D. Johnstone.
Frank White, former exhibitor
at American Fork, Utah, was call.ing
upon h's
former
Exchange
Row,
and isfriends
lookingalong
for
a suitable location in order to go
back into the exchange end of the
business, it is reported.
George
Smith,
exh'bitor,
Magna,
Utah,
who has
been on ofa
business and pleasure trip in California, returned this week.
T. M. Chesler, of the Princess
and Gem Theatres at Bingham,
Utah,
is in th's
city interest
for a visit
few days
in the
of ofhisa
houses.
John Rugar, of the American,
New Egyptian and Orpheum The-

atres at Park City, is among exhibitor visitors here this week.
Views of Ogden, which are to be
included in a motion picture review
of Utah's beauty spots and wealth
producing centers, were shown for
the first time Monday afternoon at
the Pantages Theatre.
Dave Farquhar, local manager
for Warner Brothers' exchange,
returned a few days ago from
Butte, Mont., where he has been
in conference with Frank Higgins,
newly-appointed Montana salesman.
Ray Hendry, manager of the
Paramount Theatre in Ogden, made
a brief visit to Salt Lake this week.
The Peery Brothers, of the
Egyptian and Ogden Theatres of
Ogden, Utah, were in attending to
their regular bookings.
J. F. Burke, traveling auditor for
Educational, is in Salt Lake from
New York, checking over the local
office. Manager Clyde H. Messinger of this office is preparing to
make a four weeks' trip into
Southern Utah.
The Pantages Theatre is making
extensive decorations this season
and installing beautiful new draperies.
Fred Lind, manager here for F.

B. O., returned this week from a
trip throughout Southern Utah.
Andy Murcock, owner of the
Ideal Theatre at Heber City, Utah,
is still in this city attending to his
bookings.
Milton
Cohn, United
Artists'
sales
representative,
is making
an
extensive sales trip in Montana.
Charles C. McDermond, newlyappointed salesman for United Artists, is at present in the Southeastern section of Utah.
Mrs. Nell Schriber, of the Rialto
Theatre at St. Anthony, Idaho, is
in this city conferring with local
branch managers, as are Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Reed, of the Rialto Theatre at Twin Falls, Ida.
The Gem Theatre of this city
has display.
a beautifully decorated lobby
on
F. Brown,
of the Ida.,
Is's
andL. Oak
Theatresowner
of Preston,
is in this city for several days.
Home Office Representative Ben
F. Rosenberg for Fox, left this city
avisit
few for
daysDenver.
ago after a several days'
Manager W. F. Gordon, of the
Assoc'ated First National office
here, leaves for Montana next
week.
L. O. Lukin, West Coast district
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manager for First National, made
a trip to the Salt Lake office a few
days ago.
Al O'Keefe, manager in this city
for Producers D'stributing Corporation, isworking in the IdahoBranch this week.
The Universal booker and salesmen received their prize money orr
the b'g anniversary drive a few
days ago. Salesipan James R.
Keitz is still in his Idaho territory,
and Tony Hartford is in SouthernUtah.
C. J. Hamal and T. S. (Curley)
Wilson, Pathe sales representatives,,
are in the city attending a sales
meeting which Manager J. A. Epperson is holding.
Seth D. Perkins, district manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, isin this city, and expects to make
the territory with local iNIanager
L. C. Wingham, commencing next
week, it is reported.
Bill Danziger, representative of
Harold Lloyd pictures, visited the
Paramount office of this city a few
days ago.
Jacktive for
Curry,
ad-saleswas
representaParamount,
in Salt
Lake for a brief stay.
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nt has
ncemeA.
annou
been
that
M.
CIALmade
OFFI
Bowles, formerly of this city, has
been made the manager of all the
West Coast houses in and around
San Francisco. Charlie Thall
will be his chief assistant.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Spickett
of Juneau, Alaska, on their way
to Los Angeles for the annual vacation which they take every Sum-

MONTAUK
MONTAUK,

MANOR
LONG

ISLAND

THE newest and most beautifully furnished hotel
in the most magnificent seashore development
on the Atlantic Coast. Open June to November.
200 rooms each with bath. American and European
Plans.
A sporty 18 hole Golf Course
All water sports including surf bathing
Convenient
train service — special accommodation
— all Pullman extra fare — trains daily in each
direction from New York.
BERNHARD

LUNDBERG,

Manager

Winter Hotels in Miami Beach, Florida.
Flamingo

Nautilus

Lincoln

Kinc Coli

Bouletakd

mer, were
recent
owns the
Palace
there.vis'tors. He
Dave Bolton, who has been
working as salesman for FBO in
the San Joaquin Valley, has resigned his position to accept the
management of the Monterey
Theatres for the Golden State Circuit. Bennett McGilton is replacing Mr. Bolton on the FBO staff.
George Mann has been in Eureka
for the past two weeks overseeing
the remodeling of his Rialto Theatre. It is being completely renovated repainted, and ret in ted.
Mann is also installing a new
organ.
Johnny Dalezal, Sacramento
\'alley salesman for Fox, has sent
his family to Chicago for an extended visit.
Max Weiss of Sacramento, Max
Ratner of the Blunifield Theatres
Circuit, and Samuel C. Levin, the
other big money man, are going
to Lake County for a vacation.
Al Chamberlin was in town recently and stated the Rex Theatre
in Oreoville is closed for alterations. A new proscenium arch, new

walls, new floor and floor level,
new organ and increased seating
will be part of the improvements.
The house is expected to be ready
to reopen some time in July. Immediately following the reopening,
the Gardella will be closed and alterated.
A diamond ring raffled off by
the Frst National employees and
Abe Morkowitz was won by Harry
Eckles of the Oakland branch of
the Newman Howell Service.
Charles Chicazola, owner of the
Lincoln Theatre, Pleasanton, wasa visitor on film row recently.
Jimme Meyers, ad sales manager of Paramount's
local his
office
has been
transferred from
department to the sales department.
Al Taylor, ad sales manager of
Portland, is successor to Meyers
and Roy Kine. ad sales manager
in
San Franc'sco
has
beenthetransferred
to theoffice,
Portland
office.
J. Edward Lowery, formerly of
the Varsity Theatre, Palo Alto,
has been appointed manager of the
New Stanford Theatre, Palo Alto.
He succeeds Harry C. Speipel,
who has purchased two theatres in
Orc.ville. George F. Teckemyer
has been appointed manager of the
Varsity Theatre.
Ackerman & Llarris, who will
soon be opening the r new theatre
in San Bruon Avenue, San Francisco, have selected the Simplex
Projectors for installation in their
projection room in this new edifice^

July

15 ,
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Oklahoma
Griffith Amusement Company purchased a controHing
interest in the University and Billings theatres at Norman, Okla.,
this week from Harry Britten.
E. L. Walker, formerly with
Paramount, has joined the sales
force of Peterson Freezem Sales
Co.
J. C. Klock, who has been in the
theatre supply business for himself
nisce the first of the year, has
joined the National Theatre Supply Company here.
M. A. Lightman purchased more
theatres — the Ozark Theatre at
Fayetteville from E. C. Robertson,
and the Capitol and the Newport
Theatres at Newport.
The Housley Brothers, who are
in the mercantile business at Hot
Springs, Ark., are building a new
theatre on Ouichita Avenue,
just across from the Coma Hotel.
The theatre will seat 500 and will
run at popular prices. A contest
will decide the name of the new
theatre.
THE

C. E. Longacre, who has had the
Hobson Theatre at Hot Springs,
has given up this theatre and is
opening a new 600 seat brick theatre in South Hot Springs about
August 1. This theatre will be
called The Best.
T. W. Sharp of the
atre at Little Rock, is
and redecorating the old
there and renaming
tleatreRoxy.

New Theremodeling
Main Theit the Lit-

Roland Siegle of the Community
Theatre at Pine Bluff is opening
up a suburban theatre on July 15.
Ritter and Mustain are opening
up a new theatre at Elm Springs,
Ark., called The Cozy.
Mac Holstein, former salesman
and later, branch manager for the
office here, is back in Oklahoma
City selling for F.B.O.
The Oklahoma City branch of
Warner Bros, received a silver cup
for their collection efficiency in a
national contest.
Joe Kline, home office represen-

tative for Warner Bros., was in
town the first of the week visiting the local office. Warners have
put on two new salesmen here, Ray
Berry and C. D. Jackson.
Wallace Walthall left last week
for New York City to combine
business with pleasure. Mr. Walthall, who is manager of the Oklahoma City office of Enterprise Film
Corp., received this visit as a reward for good work done in a recent sales contest.
C. H. Muncie was in town last
week making arrangements for the
opening of his new theatre at Sanford, Tex. The theatre will seat
325.
The William Smith Enterprises
of Tulsa will build a 1,500 seat theatre in that city, it was learned last
week. The new theatre will be
directly across the street from this
company's
Theatre. Itpresent
will beMain
calledStreet
The
Tulsa. September 15 is the approximate date of opening.

Chas. Blaine, who recently sold
out his theatre interests in Okmulgee and Henryetta, Okla., is spending a month or so at Albuquerque,
N. M., for his health. Mr. Blaine
is recuperating from an attack of
pneumonia.
It is reported that J. F. Via is
soon to start the construction of
his new theatre in Blackwell, Okla.
Mr. Via now has the Palace Theatre at Blackwell. The new house
is to be called the New State.
H. K. Buchanan, vice-president
and general manager of Home
State Film Company, was here
from Dallas last week for a short
visit with the local office. Home
State has moved into its new home
at 704 West Grand.
The Oklahoma Board of Arbitration held their first meeting since
April 25, when they met last Monday. Seven claims were heard,
four were postponed and seven
more were settled and withdrawn.

lanada
PROBABLY the most strenuous
time on record for the Canadian Government Motion Picture
Studio at Ottawa was during the
three-day celebration for Canada's
Diamond Jubilee of Confederation,
July 1, 2 and 3, when the historical
events of the programme at the Canadian Capital, including the arrival
oi L-ol. Charies Lmdbergh, with an
escort of 12 U. S. Army planes on
July 2, were shot for Governmental
purposes.
Cant. Frank Badglcy, M. C, acting d'rector of the Canadian Government Studio, directed the operations of no less than 30 moving picture cameramen and photographers,
and announcement was made that
on July 1 alone some 10,000 feet of
film was used.
Moving pictures of the official
celebration at Ottawa were rushed
through by the laboratory staff of

the Government

Bureau, and the

n'ght trains leaving the Capital
carried many prints addressed to
film exchanges and others who had
ordered Government films. In addition, there were numerous news
weekly cameramen and independent
cinematographers.
An effective tie-up with the Canadian Government's official radio
broadcast from Ottawa of speeches
and musical features at Parliament
Hill on the night of July 1 was
made by Manager Ray Tubman, of
the Regent and Imperial Theatres,
Ottawa. Special receiving sets,
with loud speakers, were installed
in the theatres, and after the close
of the evening performances the
general public was admitted withpublicat on by Manager E. R.
out charge to the limit of seating
capacity to hear the broadcast,
which continued until late at night.

The two theatres were crowded
with people who did not care to
stand with the huge throngs at the
Parliament Buildings for the official concern.
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Toronto, has acquired the Regina
Theatre at Regina, Sask. Pete
Egan, manager of the Capitol Theatre in that city, a Famous Players
house, will also have charge of the
Regina.
A situation affecting the Strand
Theatre at Sydney, Nova Scotia,
has been cleared up through the
Lynn of a facsimile of a telegram
received from C. E. Bent, of the
Nova Scotia Board of Censors,
Halifax, that there was no need
for a special inspection of the
Strand Theatre. It was pointed
out in the telegram that no complaints had been received by the
Nova
Scotia Board, because
the

theatre had lived up to the requirements of the Theatre Act.
Haskell M. Masters; formerly of
New Haven, Conn., has become established atToronto, Ont., as general in
manager
of Uhfted^
ArfTsf s ex^"
change
Canada
in succ6ssi©n.4a>
J. W. Berman, a veteran^xgfeange
man,, who has been appoiiitey:^les
manager of the Tbronfa-braneifi of
United Artists.
!|
Extensive aherations have been
made in the Princess Theatre, Listowel,ized theOnt.,
house.which have modernFamous Players Canadian Corp.,
Toronto, is once more figuring in
local sport activities hy its representation inthe Toronto Industrial
Softball League. . The Famous
Players' team last year all but won
the Ontario softball title, and has
got off to a splendid start again this
season.

St. L OUIS
THE iMissouri Theatre baseball
team downed the fast Ambassador Theatre team 14 to 9 in the
Skouras Brothers Baseball League
competition, and on Wednesday,
Julv 6. will tangle at Forest Park
with the West End Lyric team,
considered the fastest in the league.
Following a tour of the country.
Kendall returned to St. Louis and
opened a dancing school that is
still in existence. He personally
supervised it for a year, but at the
end of that time the call of the
footlights proved too strong, so
he ventured forth on new theatrical
work. He landed as a principal
with the
Greenwich
Village
Foll'es,
after
which
he joined
the Murray
Anderson production of "Birth
Stones."

Out-of-town visitors of the week
included Tom Reed of Duquoin,
111.; Jm Reilly, Alton, 111.;
Chester Gruber of Collinsville, 111.,
and Oscar Wesley of Gillespie, 111.
Barney Rosenthal, president and
general manager of Columbia Pictures Corporation, reports that
since his exchange moved into its
handsome new home at 3306 Olive
street it has enjoyed a very gratifying increase in business.

Plans for the remodeling of the
Marquette Theatre at 1806 FrankI'n avenue, St. Louis, Mo., has been
prepared by H. W. Guth, architect,
813a Chestnut street. The improvements will cost about $30,000.
Harry Weiss, manager for First
National, reports that his organization will move into its new ex
change about July 15. It will be
in the Olive street film district.
The airdome season is on in full

blast in the St. Louis district and
the Weather Man has finally awakened to the fact that it is necessary
for him to do his part. So during
the week of June 26 some real
honest to goodness Summer temperatures were on tap. Four days
with the thermometer hitting above
the 90 mark made that guy down
in Washington who said that 1927
would be the year without a Summer appear a very bad guesser.
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exhibitors are
CLEVELAND
slow buying the new fall product, so the report goes forth from
the majority of the local exchanges. The reason for this is
because the city is in the process
of being re-zoned. As soon as the
difficulties of re-zoning are ironed
out, things are expected to pick up.
M. B. Horwitz, general manager

Oxford Theatre, Oxford, Ohio,
recently installed a new Wurlitzer
unit organ that is claimed to be the
equal of a 100-piece orchestra.
L. R. Wallace and George C.
iMartin are reported to have opened
a new theatre at iMt. Victory,
called the iMajestic.
Gradwell Sears, local First National exchange manager, had the
pleasure of spending the hottest
week in the year in New York. He
got back last Saturday.
Mrs. Carrie LaRue has sold her
Habit theatre in Convoy, Ohio, to
Walter Fandree.

of thesold
Washington
c'rcuit,
last
week
his Amphion
theatre,
Cleveland, to Mike Hudac. The
Amphion is a 500 seat neighborhood house.
The Schine Enterprises of New
York have invaded Massilon and

George W. Erdmann, secretary
of the Cleveland Motion Picture
Exhibitors Association, and his
family spent the Fourth of July
in Buffalo.
Robert Cotton, P.D.C. district
manager, left Cleveland on Saturday to spend the Fourth on the
shores of Lake Michigan. One
reason for choosing that location
s that he owns quite a bit of territory there.
Harry Klein has opened the Kay
Film Attraction office in 4C1 Film
Exchange Bldg.
C. M. Wiener, division manager
for Tiffany is spending a week or
so in the Cleveland territory as
the guest of local exchange manager, Mark Goldman. He brought
out tests on the new Third Dimension pictures and is doing a little

have
the L'ncoln
from purchased
our old friend,
F. A. theatre
Kelly.
Kelly is one of the old-timers in
the picture business. He is retiring
permanently — as permanently as is
possible to a showman.
The Pike theatre at Dover, O.,
changed ownership last week when
Edwin F. Allman sold the house
to Roscoe Spidell and Chester
Huprich, both of Strasburg, O.,
where they have had the Hall theatre for the past dozen years.
M. C. Earth's address is once
again the Cozy theatre, Cleveland.
Earth owned the lease on the theatre and operated it for a good
many years. He re-leased it last
year and dropped out of the picture for a while.
Ed. A. Keene, proprietor of the

pioneer
all
about.work explaining what it's
Leo Dwyer, who headed the
Theatre Supply Company of Cleveland prior to its absorption by the
National Theatre Supply, and who
later was general manager of the
locrl office of the National Theatre
Supply Company is now living in
Salina, Ohio. Dwyer bought the
Salina theatre there.
"Fatty" Arbuckle came to town
on Saturday to open his first
vaudeville
at Loew's
State theatreengagement
in a new sketch
which
he will take on tour to the other
Loew houses in the country. The
theatre management gave him a
rousing welcome and a big pubI'city campaign that started the
week before his coming and lasted
during his entire engagement.
Here are some of the stunts arranged by M. A. Malaney, publicity Inc.
director: for
Loew's
Theatres,
double
streetOhio
car
card space ; banner over theatre
marquee; lobby displays; trailer
announcements; stores in all newspapers ;teaser ads in all newspapers;big 3x7 (29 ins.) in all
papers on Friday preceding his
coming ; photos in newspapers ;
advance radio announcements ; retra'n by theatre,
news-at
paperception
and atcameramen
; luncheon
Statler Hotel on Tuesday for the
Women's Press Club, and a banner
automobile parked in front of the

['■% c t u r c

News

ball park. Nowhere was there
heard any comments on the former
banning of Arbuckle either on the
stage or on the screen.
Jack Flanagan, head of Tristate
Film Company and local Pathe
cameraman, is out pretty nearly all
of last week's sleep. Flanagan was
busy getting
pictureson ofwhich
the was
national Grotto convent
in session in Cleveland. The
Grotto members didn't come here
to sleep, so Jack had to keep pace
with them. He had the satisfaction of having his pictures of the
convention to reach the local
screens first.
Vitaphone is silent at the Circle
and Lincoln ♦heatres for the summer months. The Stillman is the
only
now. local house playing Vitaphone
It is unofficially stated that S.
W. Manhe'm has taken over the
East Ninth Street theatre from the
Universal-Brody interests. The
East Ninth Street house was built
during the winter by U-B. It has
approximately 2,000 seats.
Keith's Palace won the first prize
in the b'g Grotto parade last
Thursday night for having the
most beautiful float. It was all
white and showed the Spirit of St.
Louis approaching the E ffel
Tower. John F. Royal, manager
of Keith's Palace, designed and
supervised execution
of the float.
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WILLIAM retary J.
of theHEENAN.
Film Board secof
Trade, elected the following committees to serve for the ensuing
three months :

i^y an the Beachfront

ATLANTIC

CITY

No "Seasons" at Atlantic City!
«Tl/»0o* MATTEJR
•'V
year youwhat
cometime
to
▲.tlantlo City you are "In
«e««an
"
So,
too.
with
the
ItoTal Palace Hotel. Situated
on the Boardwalk and radlatlnr an air of restful
lio»pttaUty. All room* have
running wate7> — most rooms
have private bath — all hatha
both sAa and fresh water.
BmnO. tor IIluBtreted Bookl*t

STITZER

^Ttal operates under Amertoaa Flan and presents a dlstlnrulsbed cuisine. On the
premises: Private Sea Water
Swimming Pool. Tennis
Oourta,Room,
Dancing,
Children's
Play
Therapeutic
Baths, Barber, Beauty Parlor, Roller Chairs — truly
—a R»aoTt in ilmmtff

and

HOTEL

Sahedule of Rates

Ownarshlp Management

CO.

Membership : Ben Amsterdam,
Harry Woiner, Edgar A. Moss ;
Credit : Charles Goodman, Jay Von
Tilzer, S. Wittman ; Transportation :Oscar Neufeld, Henry Lewis,
Robert Lynch ; Arbitration : Gene
Marcus, Percy A. Bloch, Wm.
Humphreys.
Nominations for a new board
of officers will be made at the August meeting of the Film Board
of Trade and election will take
place in September. Until last
year the election had been held in
the spring but a genfral upset in
picture politics brought about another election in the fall. There
has been no intimation as to
whether there will be more than
one candidate in the field.
.Sam Lefkoe. who resigned from
the Masterpiece Exchange forces
several weeks ago after being with
Masterpiece for many years to join
.M Blofson in the newly created
Tiffany Exchange, has severed relations with Tiffany and returned
to Masterpiece.
Sam Stiefel, of the De Luxp Exchange, who has been devoting his
time very largely to executive
duties, is doing some of the outside selling and Charles Weintraub

has
tory. been added to the sales force
and will cover the upstate terriThe Crosskeys Theatre, a Stanley combination house in West
Philadelphia, has closed for the
season. Minor improvements and
alterations will be made before the
house reopens on Labor Day.
The second holdup of a motion
picture treasurer in Philadelphia
within three months occurred last
week when John Matershead, of
Mike Lessy'sAve.
Daimond
Theatre^
Germantown
near Allegheny,
was waylaid as he was taking the
day's receipts of $400 to a nearby
bank for deposit. Segal's Palace
also
lost awas
day's
receipts
when recently
its treasurer
waylaid
at
midnight in the heart of the city
while en route to the bank.
ILirry Rittcr, who was formerly
associated with M-G-iM and United
.\rtists as a member of the sales
force, has been added to the personnel of Tiffany's new exchange.
J. A.ager iniMcHenry,
at one
Philadelphia
for time
P. D.manC,
has returned to \'ine street as a
special tional
representative
Theatre Supply of
Co. the NaHarry \\'einer. branch manager
of the Columbia Exchange, recently acquired the services of Ben
Tolmas, who has been connected
W'ith Universal Independent and
other exchancres on the street ini
a sales capacity.
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BALABAN and KATZ expect
to open the Paradise Theatre,
wich they recently took over from
National Playhouses, Inc., as reported in this column, about the
first of the year. It is understood
that it will present Publix units.
Traveling Auditor J. C. McConville, of P.D.C., who has been in
Chicago for several days, expects
to leave this week.
Frank Schaefer, of the Crystal
Theatre, is leaving for Delavan,
Wisconsin, this week. He will be
accompanied by his wife and a
party of friends.
John Balaban, of Balaban &
Katz, has left for New York City,
where he will make his headquarters in Publix office, during Sam
Katz' absence in Europe.
Jules J. Rubens, of Great States,

tnjoyed the national holiday
Elkhart, Wisconsin, where his
tire family participated in a
union.
Great States Theatres, Inc.,

at
enreare

finding the "Who's Who" movies,
which have been produced for their
Elgin, Decatur and Aurora Theatres, to be a good box office attraction andinwillother
make cities
"Who's
movies
in Who"
which
their circuit operates.
It is reported that the advertising departments of Balaban and
Katz, and Lubliner and Trinz, will
be consolidated at an early date.
It is understood the combined departments will have its headquarters in the new office space recently acquired by Balaban and
Katz. in the Loop End Building.
Harry James, formerly of Producers Distributing Corporation,

now isat in845charge
of V'itaphone's
office
S. Wabash
Avenue,
Paul Swift, who established the
Chicago Vitaphone having re:turned
to New York.
T. S. Scott and James Weber
have sold their Rialto, Grand and
Scott Theatres, Jacksonville, 111.,
to Dominick Frascini, who operates
houses in Pana, Taylorville and
Mattoon.
Throughout the Chicago territory more theatres are reporting
closing this summer than for a
number of years. Already 103
more houses are dark than a year
ago, having suspended for the
season.
Adam Dernbach of the Grand
Theatre, Wheaton, accompanied by
his family, is away on a vacation
trip motoring in the East.

Lee Barnett has sold his Star
Theatre, Davenport, la., to J. W.
Thornton.
Nat Bernstein, former Michigan
and Florida exhibitor, was visiting
on film row this week and is planIllinois.ning to make his future home in
Paul Benjamin, production manager of National Screen Service,
New
York office, is vacationing in
Chicago.
Rockford will have two splendid, new theatres this fall. Mrs.
Rose Anderson of the Dreamland
is pushing the completion of her
fine 800-seat house on the Southside and plans to open it to the
public about October 1st. The
Coronado, Balaban and Katz
Great States Theatre of 2500 seats,
is also booked for opening about
that date.

Detroit
AL

MERTZ, with Universal
many years as booker, salesman and assistant manager, and
for the past two years F. B. O.
city salesman, has accepted the
management of the Detroit Branch
of Standard Film Service. He assumed his new duties as successor
to A. M. Goodman Monday morning. Wth Bill Onie, the district
manager, he went to Cleveland over
the week-end for the purpose of
conferring with Harry Goodman
and Jess Fishman, who owns
Standard.
Three important changes have
occurred in two of the larger film
houses. Steve Christ, until recently

manager
London
Regent, hasofleft
there Brothers'
to take office
as manager and advertis ng director of the Miles. B. G. Clare resigned from the Kunsky Theatrical
Enterprises a few weeks ago to
handle publicity at the Regent. The
appointment of Christ followed
Ben Bodec's resignation.
Ramona is the name chosen by
Henry S. Koppin for his new million dollar theatre on Gratiot Aveune at the Six Mile Road.
The industry lost another film
inspector last Saturday. Miss
Betty Fuller, who has been looking
them over lately for Warner Bros.,
was marr ed to Ravmond Mansker.

Sam Gilbert, popular salesman
for Universal, has signed up with
First National, and will take
orders throughout the western part
of the State.
It is rumored that Bert C. Whitney, who presents legitimate attract'ons at the New Detroit, has
started negotiations to purchase a
lease of the Fox-Washington or
Broadway-Strand for the coming
season.
Mr. resulted
Whitney's
is
said to have
fromaction
the fire
marshal's order against the New
Detroit's construction
opening th's changes
season until
drastic
are
made in compliance with the State
fire laws.

James V. Allen, Detroit manager
for Warner Brothers' exchange,
reports eight permanent Vitaphone
installat'on orders in Michigan.
The list runs as follows : Madison
Theatre, Detroit ; Regent, Detroit ;
Hollywood, Detroit ; Ferry Field,
Detroit ; Oakman Pioulevard, Detroit ; Gladwin Park, Detroit ;
Macomb, Mt. Clemens, and the
Regent n Grand Rapids.
Carl Sonin, M-G-M manager in
Cincinnati, who was badly smashed
up in an automobile accident two
weeks ago, is well on the road to
recovery, although he will be confined in the hosp tal for several
weeks to come.

Studio Briefs

itr'*-""">i

After a vacation of several months Dorothy Mackaill is again busy at the First
National studios. Having finished her featured role in "Smile, Brother, Smile," last
week, she is now at work in "The Crystal
Cup," being produced for First National
Pictures by Wid Gunning, and will be directed by John Francis Dillon. It is from
Gertrude Atherton's novel.
Jack Wagner has been engaged to supply
the "gags" in "American Beauty," Billie
Dove's starring picture for First National
which Richard Wallace is directing. He
was associated with Wallace in making
"The Poor Nut " and " McFadden 's Flats. ' '
Flora Finch, who rose to fame fifteen
years ago as the member of the comedy
team of John Bunny and Flora Finch, will
play an important role in George Fitzmaurice's new First National production, "The
Rose of Monterey."
Lucien

Prival, recent

First

n prominent part in "The

Patent Leather

Edmund Lowe, after a two months vacation, will begin work at Fox studio, about
Kid."1st on "Come To My House," a
July
screen adaptation of a magazine serial by
Arthur Somers Roche.
"The Cruel Truth," Sterling's sixteenth
production of the 1926-27 season, was recentlv previewed in Hollywood.
The picture is "The Cruel Truth," and
stars Hedda Hopper, Hugh Allan, Constance Howard, Frances Raymond, and
Ruth Handforth.
Phil Rosen directed.
Charles Kenyon, Univei-sal scenarist, is
working with Director F. Harmon Weight
in preparing the continuity of "Viennese
Lovers," a forthcoming Universal film.
The story will star Mary Philbin. Filming
is expected to start early next week.

National

Al jNL'irtin, free lance title wTiter, has

"discovery," has the best role of his screen
career in "American Beauty," in which
Billie Dove is starring.
Prival also played

completed the titling of "French Dressing," the first Christie comedy to be released under the
new
Christie-Famous

Players Lasky 1927-28 release contract recently signed, and "Helen of Troy, New
York," for F B 0, one of the featurettes
of the new Beauty Parlor series.
"Breakfast

at Sunrise" is the new title

of Constance Talmadge's current L^nited
Artists vehicle, which features Bryant
Washburn and Don Alvarado. "Dejeuner
de Soleil" was the former title.
In rounding out the eighteen productions
of the Sterling 1926-27 schedule. Sterling
announces that "The Poor Fish," the seventeenth picture, and now in production at
the Coast, will be known as "Face Value"
in release. "Face Value," directed by Phil
Rosen, boasts a cast featuring Fritzie Ridgeway, Gene Gowing, Edwards Davis, Jack
Mower, Betty Baker, Paddy O'Flynn, and
Joe Bonner. It is already more than half
completed, leaving only "The Cancelled
Debt" to consummate the season's proPaul Sloane is reading stories at the De
Mille Studio preparatory to resuming work
gram.
following his Honolulu vacation.
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Inquiries and
Comments
220 Volt Meters ow 110 Volts
;VNUEL TURPIN, of Stanford,
Kentucky, comes to us with the
•t'ollowing
' Dear Sir questions:
:
I am coming to you for a
little information as follows :
A. How many kilowatts per hour would
a meter run on one arc with the Compensarc
set on 60 amp. on a 110 volt line if the arc
burned continuously for one hour'?
B. If a 220 volt meter would be
"hooked" on the above, with meter testing
100 per cent efficient, would the meter run
too fast or too slow? I mean would the
kilowatt hours run too many or not enough 1
Very truly yours,
Manuel Tui-pin."

What Kind of Compensarc?
As for the first part of your question.
Friend Turpin, we shall have to do some
guesswork since you tell only half the story
instead of giving us enough information on
which to base a satisfactory answer.
You mention the use of a Compensarc,
for instance — but do not go on to tell what
type of Compensarc you are using. The
word Compensarc is a trade name of the
General Electric Company and is applied
to three different kinds of machines, as follows : a D.C. to D.C. motor generator set
for converting line voltage alternating current to arc voltage direct current; and a
straight transformer type Compensarc for
converting line voltage AC to arc voltage
AC.
These devices do not change the voltage
to exactly that required by the arc in each
case, but allowance is made for using a suitable resistance to bring the voltage down
to that required to operate the arc.
All three of these machines are known
as Compenearcs so just mentioning the
name does not convey a clear idea of what
is meant.
However, we can take a sample problem
by assuming that you are using the transformer type of Compensarc as it is quite
likely that you are using such a device.
It is first necessary to know what the arc
voltage is and we must guess at this, too,
since the only thing you give is the current,
which enables us to indirectly guess at the
voltage.
Now, assuming that you are using an AC
carbon set at 60 amperes, the arc voltage
will be approximately 33 volts so that the
total power consumed by the arc will be
60 X 33 = 1980 Watts
This represents the power in the arc
alone and docs not take into consideration

the power loss in Compensarc nor that lost
in lines between the meter and the Compensarc and the Compensarc and the arc.
This latter may or may not be great, depending upon the length of the lines and the
size of wire used.
There is hardly any use attempting to
compute other than the loss in the Comthing.
pensarc since your conditions may be anyThe efficiency of the Compensarc is in
the neighborhood of 80 per cent, taking into
account the loss in both secondary and primary coils and in the two secondary current control coils, and the 1980 Watts computed above represents this 80 per cent, or
the power left after the Compensarc takes
itsThus
toll of the power supplied by the lines.
1980
= 2475 Watts total
loss in the 0.8
Compensarc and arc lamp.
The power, as measured by the meter,
will actually be greater than this by the
amount of the additional losses in lines between the meter and the arc, but this, as we
said before, can scarcely be calculated unless specific information on your wiring
conditions are given.

Kilowatts and Kilowatt Hours
Now this 2475 Watts (or 2.475 Kilowatts)
represents the rate at which power is being
consumed for each minute that the arc is
operated and where a rate alone is specified,
the power is expressed in kilowatts.
The thing you pay for, however, and that
■which is measured by the electric meter, is
kilowatt hours, which is an expression for
total power consumed by any device. Thus
the rate, multiplied by the total time involved, gives the total power consumption,
expressed in kilowatt hours.
Since you wish to know the total power
consumed in one hour, the answer will be
the same as the rate (or kilowatts) because
the hour is taken as the unit of time in
power measurement. The number of kilowatt hours, therefore, would be 2.475. This
figure, multiplied by the light company's
cost rate for power consumption, would tell
you the total cost of operating this 60
ampere arc for one hour.
For example, if the cost rate is, say, 5
cents per KW-hr., the total cost would be
2.475 X -05 = $0,124 or 12 cents.

220

Volt Meter on

110

Volts

Answering your second question very
briefiy, we would say that if a Watt hour
meter which was constructed to operate on
a 220 volt circuit were used on a 110 volt
line instead, it would register very low,
meaning that the kilowatt-hours as indicated by the meter would be lower than the
actual number of kilowatt-hours taken by
the arc and its accessory equipment.

In this connection, it should be remembered that a watt-hour meter, in its simplest
form, is nothing more than a delicate motor
and operates as such, inasmuch as it has
field coils, an armature, and a light metal
disc which acts as a load on the armature.
This metallic disc is very carefully compensated and is precisely balanced so as to
fioat in the magnetic field created by the
magnets.
In a meter of this kind the field coils are
connected across the line so as to be influenced bythe line voltage, and the armature is connected in series with the line so
as to be influenced by the line cuiTent. A
set of coils, therefore, is used to measure
the effect ef both line current and line
voltage in order to arrive at the power being consumed by the load.
Since the current in the field coils is
proportional to voltage and this in turn
affects the turning effort on the armature,
any reduction in line voltage over the rated
voltage of the meter will result in a reduction in turning effort.
Connecting a 220 volt meter on a 110
volt line, therefore, would mean a reduction
of 50 per cent in line voltage (as regards
the meter) so that the armature would
naturally revolve at greatly reduced speed.
Furthermore, the reduction in line voltage
would be so great as to seriously affect the
accuracy of the meter, with the result that
it would read much less than the actual
number of kilowatt hours.
Your questions, Friend Turpin, can be
answered indirectly by yourself by asking
this question : If you connected a 220 volt
motor on a 110 volt line would the motor
run slower or faster than normal speed?
The answer, quite naturally, is that it
would run slower and, as a matter of fact,
if it were connected to a noraial load it
would not run at all.

Universal's
New
Racine
Theatre Under Way
Construction work has started on Universal's new theatre in Racine, Wisconsin, according to announcement made by Dan
Michalove, General Manager of Universal
Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.
The building will cover a plottage of 80
feet in Main Street, 120 feet in Lake Avenue. The depth of the structure will be 240
feet. The theatre will seat 2000.
The theatre building will house two stores
on the first floor, while the second, third and
fourth floors will be occupied by the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
The house will be of the atmospheric
Mr. Michalove expects that the theatre
type.
will be ready for opening by November 1st.
This will be the second house Universal has
in Racine as they are now operating the
Rialto Theatre in this city.
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Stand of Iron

You cant
blame the weather

filled
with
natural
prepared
ferns
drooping ivy vines and artificial flowers
50 X 24 inches, complete, $6.00.
Write for copy of our SPRING CATALOGUE NO. 7 with illustrations in
colors of Artificial Flowers, Plants,
Vines, Trees, etc., mailed FREE ON
APPLICATION.

FRANK NETSCHERT, Inc.
61

Barclay

Street

New

York,

N.

AUTO

You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.
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You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.
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"TKe Showman

»

the monthly theatre section of the Motion
Picture News, has a circulation that covers
every important buyer of theatre equipment.
Theatre circuit executives, independent
exhibitors, theatre architects and builders,
equipment dealers and the trade in general
read this section.

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna

7876

1579 Broadway, New York City
for

STOCK PROGRAMS
COVERS
PROGRAM
For

Products advertised in "The Showman"
section receive consideration wherever a new
theatre is built or old equipment replaced.
To gain universal recognition in this field, a
product must be advertised in ''The
Showman ".
Write Motion Picture News noiv for full details.

Moving Picture Hoases
Joseph Hoover & Sons Company
M.i.kcl

and

49th

Sts.,

PViilarfelphia,

Pa.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES

over
Under 800.
250 15%.
seats. 30%: under 500, 70%: under 800, 85%:
The most economical method of reaching theatres Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4 00 PER M UP. Lists If
desired. 30 to 50% saved In postage, etc.. throuuh ^mlnatlon of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers, Dlstrlbutars and Supply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING — MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING — ENCLOSING — MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
719 Slith Ave. at 41st St.
New York Cltj
Phone. Pennsy
7484-7485
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HEADS

OF

NATIONAL

SUPPLY COMPANY'S
NEW DEPARTMENTS
Left : P. L. Landis, in
charge of scenery and
drupes.
Right: A. Pernetti, who
will supervise organ sales
in the Central States.

National
Appoints

Supply Adds
Dept's
Two onNew
Specialists
Organs and Scenery for Newly
Created Mid-West Divisions

y
THAT the National Theatre Suppl
still furCompany is branching out
ther in its field is indicated by the
recent addition of two new departments to
take care of a demand for pipe organ and
scenic equipment. A. Pernetti will be in
charge of organ sales in the mid-west division, while P. L. Landis will supervise the
scenery and drape department out of Chicago.
Mr. Pernetti has for several years been
very prominently identified with the organ
industry and with Geo. Kilgen & Sons,
manufacturers of the Kilgen Wonder Organ. Mr. Pernetti has established quarters
in the general offices of the National company in Chicago, from which point he will
have direct supervision over sales in the
Central states. Other organ specialists
working under his direction will be located
in the several branch offices, quite a number
of which \vill soon have special organ demonstrating rooms with instruments on
display.
The new department will also handle the
sales of the Seeburg player organ which is
now being distributed by the National Theatre Supply Company.
Mr. Landis is quite well known in the
theatre industry and through experience is
splendidly qualified to assume his duties
with National. He also will maintain offices
at the National headquarters and will look
after the interests of the company both by
personal contact with the trade and through
specialists in scenery and stage-craft, house
draperies and floor coverings, working under his direction and located at the various
branch offices.
A new scenic studio has been outfitted in
Chicago, known as Wm. Lemle Co., Inc.,
with Mr. William Lemle in charge. Mr.
Lemle is also a former member of the original Sosman & Landis Co. AVhile the National Theatre Supply Company has no
financial interest in the Lemle Studios, it
has assiimed distribution of the entire outl>nt of the latter, featuring the latest crea-

tions in both fabric and painted draperies
and settings and novelty developments for
the modern stage.
Similar departments are already in operation in the Southern division, under the direction of Joe Shear, located at the National district offices in Atlanta, Ga., and
in the West Coast division under A. M.
Larsen of the National Interior Decorating
Department in Seattle, Wash. Another
scenic department is being formed for the
Eastern division and will be announced
shortly by the officials of the Eastern district in New York City.

Debrie Camera Go. Market Time Saving Device
The manufacturers of the Debrie motion
picture cameras have recently devised a new
instrument of precision which they call the
Visograph.
This is a device of the finder type, the
purpose of which is to save the time of
both director and camera man ascertaining
absolutely correct field and angle of the
picture being taken, advising what focal
length lens to use, the exact proportion or
dimensions of the subject to be photographed and the photographic value of colors and tones in the subject.
The instrument is made entirely of metal
and is small in size — 75 mm. x 75 mm. x 45
mm. It weighs not quite a pound. It can
be carried either in the pocket or over the
shoulder by a strap — like binoculars. It
sells for $15.00.
Composed of two pai-fs, forming a box.
These parts arc brought together or separated by a set of lazy tongs and they will
indicate angles of view taken in by any
motion picture lens up to 8^4 inches. A
measure on one side indicates the focjU
length of lens, after sighting through the
back of the apparatus to ascertain tlu' field
or angle. There is a mask slot in the center,
which corresponds to all models of profes-

Picture
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sional cameras. The apparatus indicates the
portion of the picture affected by masksemployed. To assist in determining photourraphic values of colors and tones in the
sul)ject, a blue-green glass is conveniently
located to pull down over the eye-piece.

Donovan Amus. Go. Building at Taunton, Mass.
The new Taunton Park theatre, Taunton,
Mass., under construction on Broadway for
the Donovan Amusement Company, and
which it is estimated will be ready for opening the first week in October, will replace
the Park theatre destroyed by fire on Court
street last November. The new construction represents a building expenditure of
$250,000, and is one of the most costly
building undertakings that Taunton has had
in many years.
The new theatre will be of the stadium
type of construction, with a seating capacity of 1,700 seats and balconies, and when
completed will be one of the most beautiful
theatres in southern New England.
John Edmund Kelly of Boston is the
architect and designer. Walter H. Barker
of Taunton is the builder. The officers of
the Donovan Amusement Company are
Harrison W. George, president ; James J.
Donovan, treasurer; William H. Donovan,
clerk, and Fred J. McAloon, general manager.

Transverter
Sales
Mark
Theatre Increase
Erection of new theatres continue unabated according to the Hertner Electric
Company, who offer as evidence for their
statement a list of recent new Transverter
installations : Tibbets Theatre, Coldwater,.
Michigan; Grant Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.;
H. C.sinoCoffee,
Hunt's New
CaTheatre, Amarillo,
Wildwood, Texas;
New Jersey;
Theatre, Lexington, Virginia; Jefferson
Theatre, Roanoke, Va.; New Norwood Theatre, Norwood, Mass. ; State Theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich. ; Capitol Theatre, Passaic,
New Jersey; Monta Vista Theatre, Cincinnati, Ohio; Ancient Order of Pilgrims
Auditorium, Houston, Texas; Ritz Theatre,
Tolleston, Indiana; Zarah Theatre, Great
Bend, Kansas ; Novelty Theatre, La Follette,
Tenn. ; Strand Theatre, Tupelo, Texas;
Phan- Theatre, Pharr, Texas; Family Theatre, Gary, Indiana ; Peai-son 's Theatre,
Clayton, New York; Yale Theatre, Cleburne, Texas ; Bernard Eagle Home, Cincinnati, Ohio; Bonnie Kate Theatre, Elizabethton, Tenn.; Paramount Theatre, Kokomo, Indiana.

Ward Leonard Electric Go.
Issues New Booklet
The Ward Leonard Electric Company of
Mount Vernon, N. Y., have recently issued
a new descriptive booklet on Vitrohm dimmers— the interlocking resistance type for
complete control of theatre lighting. Other
bulletins which will be sent to exhibitoi-s
uj>on request are those on field rheostats,
motor starters and controllers, radio resistor kit, theatre lighting, battery-charging
rheostats, resistance boxes, and laboratory
sliding contact rheostats.
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Penn State Bureau Approves 3
New Film Safety Devices
THE Pennsylvauia Department of Labor
& Industry, at the capitol in Harrisburg, has just formally approved, through
its Bureau of Industrial Standards, of
which J. M. Sandel is director, three new
inventions, which have the backing of three
separate companies, which, it is claimed,
practically eliminate all danger of fire in
motion picture projection booths.
The devices, in each case, are declared
bv the Industrial Bureau not onlv to assure

safety but are declared to be entirely practical of operation. They are expected by
their inventions to solve completely the
long-standing
problem of fire prevention in
booths.
The companies whose devices have been
approved
The U. are
S. :A. Fire Douser Company, of
86 East Market street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
whose device was invented by Robert Fine,
who for a number of years has been a pro-
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Shaft
Drive

Simplest machine to thread
and operate.
Stereopticon
attac h m en t
without
moving lamp or
lamphouse.
(at small extra cost)

HOLMES
PROJECTOR

CO.

1636 North Halsted St.
CHICAGO
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for
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Silversheet Representative
Returns from Europe
Roy Chandler, who has been promoting
American products in foreign countries for
over twenty years, recently returned from
a successful 22,800 mile trip through South
America, South Africa, Egypt and Europe,
in the interests of the Electrocolor Advertising Equipment, Inc., of New York, of
which he is president, and the American
Silversheet Company, of St. Louis, for
whom he is foreign representative.
"Motion picture theatres in South America, South Africa and Egypt are mostly of
the type that ours were fifteen years ago,,
and I am convinced that there is an extensive market for screen equipment in all
countrie
Chandler.s that I visited," stated Mr.

j^^^

'

(no belts)

Perfect
Projection

jectionist in one of the theatres of the
Comerford chain.
The Sentry Safety Control Corporation,
Lincoln Building, Philadelphia.
John C. Pfeil, chief electrician for the
Grand Amusement Company, controlling
several large theatres in Johnstown, Pa.
The principle is similar in each of the
three devices, which are mechanisms which
automatically cut off the rays of light at
the aperture in the projection machine the
instant a film that is being projected breaks
or becomes jammed.
It is understood that in the case of each
device a patent either has been obtained or
applied for, and that they will be put on
the market at once. Before giving its approval to the devices the Bureau of Standards had its expert, J. P. Lilley, pass on
them. Mr. Lilley is assistant chief of the
Building Section of the Department of
Labor & Industry, in charge of emergency
lighting and the licensing of motion picture
projectionists.

FOR HIRE

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

Ventilator
System
Sales
Show Increase
Still further evidence of increase in theatre construction and demand for cooling and
ventilating systems can be determined by a
report from the Supreme Heater and Ventilating Coi-poration, St. Louis, Mo., which
claims that over 200 theatres have purchased their system since Feb 1, and that
repeat orders have been placed by several
of the large circuits. Features radically different from other types are said to have
been incorporated in the design of the
Supreme.
This concern also manufactures the Supreme blower type heater, a moderately
priced heating system.

Rumor Two More Theatres
for Kansas City
Rumors of two more large motion picture
theatres are going the rounds in Kansas
City. A $500,000 project is repeorted to
be under consideration at Spring and Main
streets, with a 700 foot frontage. The largest theatres in Kansas City will be erected
at the corner of West Linwood boulevard
and Alain streets, according to reports received by Matt Shinnick, superintendent of
buildings.
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A new newcomer to the screen is Fay
"Webb, Santa Monica high school girl, who
has just stepped out of the class room into
the films. Miss "Webb, green-eyed brunette,
and daughter of Santa Monica's chief of
police, Clarence Webb, was last week signed
to a long-term contract by Louis B. Mayer,
head of the Metro-Goldwn-Mayer studios.

Lane Chandler has been signed to a fiveyear contract by Paramount just prior to
starting on his first starring picture, ' ' Open
Range," the pieturization of Zane Grey's
latest melodrama, which will be directed by
Arthur Rosson.
Gertrude Astor has been signed for a
principal role . in Warner Bros.' picture,
"The Broadway Kid," the temporary title
for George Jessel's new starring vehicle.
The production is now in work on the coast,
with Byron Haskin directing. The leading
feminine role has been assigned to Audrey
Ferris, a new Warner "find."

William Le Baron is assembling a strong
cast for his F B 0 prodivction, ' ' South Sea
Love." Allan Brooks has been added to
the cast.
With his latest First National picture,
"White Pants Willie," in the cutting and
editing room, Johnny Hines and his producer, C. C. Burr, are now busily engaged
with their staff of scenario and gag writers
whipping Edward People's famous stage
for
play, "A Pair of Sixes," into shape
the screen. This screen version will be produced under the personal supervision of
C. C. Burr at the Tec Art Studio in Hollywood.
W. C. Fields, Paramount star, has just
arrived in Hollywood, after an auto trip
from New York to the Coast. He will be
idle until the start of "The Side Show,"
in which he will be co-starred with Chester
Conklin.

George Fawcett, noted character actor of
stage and screen, is the latest addition to
the cast of principals supporting Milton
Sills in his next First National picture,
"Hard-Boiled Haggerty," which Wid Gunning is producing and Charlie Brabin directing.

Atherton's
daring novel, and John Francis
Dillon will direct.
Ralph Spence, and not Neal O'Hara, as
announced, will write the titles for Buster
Koaton's second United Artists picture,
"College."
Thelnia Todd is definitely set for the lead
in "Open Range," starring Lane Chandler. The production is scheduled to start
July 18.
Sojin is playing a sinister role in
"Foreign Devils," a new film production
based on the Boxer uprising in China.
"Foreign Devils" is an original screen
story, written by Peter B. Kyne especially
as a starring vehicle for Tim McCoy. Claire
Windsor has the featured feminine role.
The director of the picture is W. D. "Van
Dyke.
Mitchell Lewis has been cast for an important role in Paramount 's production of
"Beau Sabreur," P. C. Wren's companion
story to "Beau Geste."
"By Correspondence," the second of the
series of one-reel comedies, starring Arthur
Lake under the Universal banner, has been
completed under the direction of Ansel
Friedberger. The third of the series, which
portrays Lake as a "drug store cowboy,"
will be started immediately with Mai Kimmich directing. "Bubbles" Steifel plays
the leading feminine role and Buddy Messenger is included in the cast.
When Alfred Santell begins production
of "The Gorilla" for Asher, Rogers and
Small at the First National Studios next
month, he will not be guided by the theatrical version of the Ralph Spence story in
his direction, but will film the mystery
comedy-drama from an original angle.
Santell believes that "The Gorilla" lends
itself to ideal pieturization.
Maurice S. Revnes, for some time associated with Fox Films as purchaser of
story material, has joined the Gloria Swanson organization, producing for United
Artists in a similar capacity. Mr. Revnes
has already obtained one story for the star,
the nature or name of which is not revealed. Mr. Revnes has just returned to
Hollywood after a trip to New York in
search of screen plays.

Louis Stern has been added to the cast of
"Romance," Ramon Novarro's new starring vehicle. Stern was one of the first
stage actors to enter pictures, and appeared
with Mary Pickford in "The Foundling,"
Marceline Day has the featured feminine
role, while Roy D 'Arcy is the principal villain. The supporting cast contains such
players as Marc McDermott, Cesare Gravina, Bobby Mack, Otto Matieson and
others of note.

Louis Wolheim has been signed to a longterm contract by John W. Considine, president of Feature Productions, a United Artists unit. Mr. Wolheim has just finished a
role in "Two Arabian Knights," is already
at work in Herbert Brenon 's ' ' Sorrell and
Son," and is scheduled to play in "Tempest," starring John Barrymore. He will
be seen in at least one additional role this

Rockcliffe Fellowes is the first player to
be selected for the supporting cast of ' ' The
Crystal Cup," according to announcement
from Henry Hobart, who is producing the
story for First National Picture. Jack
Mnlhall and Dorothy Mackaill are to be
featured in the pieturization of Gertrude

A new term comes into existence in Holyear.
lywood— that of "chief make-up technician." John W. Considine, Jr., president
of Feature Productions, Inc., a United Artists unit, has signed Robert Stephanoff for
tliat post.
Stephanoff 's real name is Bla-
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goe Stephanoff Pop-Petroff, and his duties
will consist of, it is said, in applying grease
and salve to faces that are fortunes in
themselves. He was technical advisor to
"^^on Stroheim during the filming of "The
Merry Widow."
The illness of Ruth Boyd, who was
obliged to undergo an operation for appendicitis, has caused a delav in the production of "The Woman "\Yho Did Not
Care," starring Lilyan Tashman. Several
retakes were necessary, and Olive Hasbrouck assumed the role of Diana Payne in
the screen version of the Rida Johnson
Young story which Gotham is making.
Sandow, Pathe dog star, whose current
release is "Avenging Fangs," is on location at Lake Arrowhead, in the San Bernardino mountains of California, for scenes in
"Primitive Justice," his next release. The
humans in the cast are Jame^ Pierce, Helen
Lynch, Lee Shumway, Whitehorse, Edward
Coxen and Thomas F. Brooker.
Australia, for years ocle^jof the largest
consumers of American motion pictures, is
now in the movie limelight. Phillis Gibbs,
winner of a beauty contest held in Australia and New Zealand, is representing
Australia as her first beauty contest winner
to make a bid for film honors. Miss Gibbs,
who triumphed over more than 1,200 girls,
arrived in San Francisco last week on the
steamer Sierra, to start her film work under
a long-term contract with Cecil B. De Mille.
Upon her arrival at Hollywood the newcomer was met by a coterie of film celebrities, all of whom hail from Australia,
among them Rupert Julian, May Robson,
John Farrow and E. C. Gurney, of the De
Mille studio.
Louise Du Pre, a native of Atlanta, recently visited the city of her birth, and
made personal appearances in connection
with local showings of "On Guard" in
Pathe serial. Mis Du Pre appeared at the
Tenth Street, West End, the Ponce De
Leon and the Fairfax. During her stay at
the Southern city she also spoke through
the microphone of WSB.
Harry Crocker, feature player, who appeared with Marion Davies in"Tillie, the
Toiler," has been signed to play an important role in sujjport of Patsy Ruth Miller, in Ralph Ince's F B 0 production,
"South Sea Love."
Production is scheduled to start about
June 27 at Santa Ana Canyon, California.
All of the exteriors will be made at this
place and along the Santa Ana River. Interiors will be completed at the F B 0
Studios.
Robert J. Flaherty, director of "Moana"
and "Nanook of the North," who has just
signed a long-term contract with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, left New York last week
for the W^est Coast.
His first assignment will be a photodrama with a South Seas background. Before he left New York, Mr. Flaherty said
that he understood exterior scenes would
be made in authentic locations in Tahiti.
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Distributed by

MARCH

Feature

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Review ed
1
Arizona Whirlwind, The. . .Bill Cody
Pathe
4134 feet
25
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nis11
sen
Paramount
6597 feet
..Mar.
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . Excellent Pictures. . .5512 feet . .April 1
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello
. Fox
5435 feet . . April 1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet ..Apra 8
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HoUowayZ. Pitts
Paramotint
6040 feet
..AprU 16
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery
Paramount
6287 feet. ..April 8
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi-Wal
thaU
3
Prod. Dist. Corp
7019 feet.
. .June
Fourth Commandment,
The
B.Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J. Marlowe
Universal
6863 feet . Oct. 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet .
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
5378 feet .
15
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . April
May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. Hill.. F. B. 0
4501 feet.
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. A.
Harron-S.
HousmanPhipps- Fox
6508 feet .
April 29
25
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . .Mar.
Man From Hardpan, The. .L.Maloney-E.GUbert.Pathe
6814 feet. Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tear!e-M. Morris F. B- 0
6442 feet .
April
1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet .
, June
3
Mar.
25
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6967 feet .
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. Oct. 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Prod. Dist. Corp
5736 feet .
.April 16
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedf ord-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet .
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet . April 22
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet . May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet .
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet .
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
6936 feet .
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD. Dwan-H. Miller . Pathe
6708 feet . . Mar. 11
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9623 feet . April
1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet .
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet .
Feb. "4
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B O
6490 feet.
6
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . May
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7016 feet .
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet . Jan. 28
Slide, KeUy. Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . , . M-G-M
7866 feet . Mar. 11
1
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro
F. B. 0
4666 feet . April
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe
4483 feet .
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. F B. 0
4982 feet. May 13
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno First National
6324 feet .
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels .. .
What
Every
Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-L Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet.
Whea a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4390 eet. June 24
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . . Fox
4783 feet . April 15
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feet.
AprU 1
White Gold
J Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Prod. Dist. Corp
6198 feet . Mar. 26

4PRIL
Feature

Distributed by
Star
F. B. 0
Alberta Vaughn
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N
Paramount
Trevor- J. Lee
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Warner Bros
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hvams.
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. MackaUl-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
TomTyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton . . . . Paramount
Fighting Comeback The. ..B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'NeU-C. DelaneyR. D'Arcy-T. Holtz. M-G-M
Universal
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson . . . Prod. Dist. Corp
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
WaUter
Universal
Pathe
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Paramount
Knockout ReUly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
First National
Long Pants
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited ,The
R. Howes-D. Farley. . Rayart
M-G-M
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
*in't Love Funny?
Afraid to Love

Length
Reviewed
4746 feet
6169
4912
6463
6901

feet ..May
feet April 22
feet
6
April 29
feet ...May
6

6662 feet
..May
7724 feet ..May
4818 feet

20
6

6296 feet ..AprU 15
1
4416 feet . .AprU
6900 feet
4387 feet ..AprU 22
..July
1
6036 feet
6929 feet . .May
. Mar.
6668 feet . .April 16
6
7080 feet
25
6200 feet
6650 feet ..AprU 8
6264 feet
6291 feet . . June 10

Star

Length
. M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
5416 feet
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros
6362 feet
Mountains of Manhattan. . D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
5358 feet
V.Dina-Ed.BrowneU.F. B. O
5051 feet
Naughty Nannette
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Prod. Dist. Corp
5573 feet
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe
6903 feet
Paying the Price
M. Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Bonner-D. Selmsm. Columbia Pictures ... 5558 feet
Pleasure Before Business. . P.O'MaUey-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .5559 feet.
F>rincess of Hoboken, The . E. Bums-B. MahaffeyMadame
Wants
dren
Matinee Ladies

No

ChU-

Rambling
Red Clay Ranger, The . .
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Ritzy
Rookies
See You in JaU
Senorita
Smoking Guns
Somewhere in Sonora . . .
Special Delivery
Spuds
Taxi, Taxi
Three Hours
Thunderbolt's Tracks . . .
Too Many Crooks
Turkish Delight
When Seconds Count. . .
Whirlwind of Youth, The

E. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
Jack Hoxie
Universal
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe
B. Bronson-J. Hall- Paramount
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
J.
B.
Al

5500
4439
4626
4794
5306

Brien
M-G-M6640
K. Arthur-T. O'
MulhaU-A. Day . . . First National
6800
Daniels-J. Hall-W. Paramount
Powell
6634
Hoxie
WUdWestPict.(S.R.)4600

K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
L. Semon-D. Dwan . , Pathe
Horton-Nixon
Universal
C. Griffith- J. Bowers. First National
Jack Perrin
Rayart
M. Davis-G. BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
Faye-R.
SchUdkraut- Prod. Dist. Corp
K. Thomson
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount

Star

.AprU

8

.April 22
. June

3

.June 10
.July 17

.AprU 29feet
feet ,
feet
feet . . April 22
July
1
feet ..May
feet, .. ..May
AprU
feet

6
2

feet ..May
feet

20

6718 feet
6524
4930
7173
6774
4846

6

6
feet . . May
feet ..AprU 15
feet ..Feb. 18
feet . . Mar. 26
feet.

6399 feet .
4803 feet.
6886 feet .

MAY
Feature

Reviewed

July

1

.June IT
Distributed by

Length
Reviewed
J. Hines-E. Murphy . First National
6300 f eet . . AprU
1
Home
Babe Ruth-A. Q. NUsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
6761 feet . . July
8
Broadway Nights
L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
6765 feet . . July
8
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal
4687 feet
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor..
M-G-M
4912 feet. July
8
Captain Salvation
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P.
Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7395 feet . July
8
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Chang (Jungle Fihn)
Special Cast
Paramount
6536 feet . . May 13
Climbers The
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621 feet . . May 13
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. PhUlips.Fox
6281 feet. .June 10
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E.GUbert.Pathe
6804 feet. .May
6
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet. .AprU 22
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
ComwaU
Pathe
6228 feet. .May 13
Fighting Hombre The
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet
Grinning Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet . . May
6Heart of Salome
A. Rubens- W.
Pidgeon-H. Herbert. .Fox
5617 feet. .June 17
Heart of the Yukon
A.Comwali-J.Bowers. Pathe
6562 feet. .May 27
HiUs of Peru
B. Jones-G. Hale.. . Fox
4943 feet. .May 13
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiatt Pathe
4660 feet . . May 20
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
5697 feet . . June 10
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry-Lowe . Fox
6950 feet . .May 27
Love ThrUl, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet . . June 17
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
5255 feet.. June 24
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. EUis . . F. B. 0
5770 feet
MiUion Bid, A
D. Costello-W. OlandMcGregor-Blythe. Warner Bros
6310 feet. .June 24.
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet. .Mar. 18
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet.. AprU
8
Outlaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
6327 feet. .May
6
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson- W
Hawley
Pathe
4828 feet. .May 20
Poor Girls
D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonehouse .... Columbia Pictures . . . 5428 feet
Prairie King The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
6689 feet
Rich But Honest
N. Nash-C. HollandAll Aboard
Babe Comes

Rich Men's Sons
Rough House Rosie
Rubber Heels
Three MUes Up
SUver Comes Thru
Sinews of Steel
Song of Steel
Splitting the Breeze

F. McDonald.
Fox
R. J.Graves-S.
Mason . .Columbia
Pictures
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
Al WUson-E. Clair . . . Universal
F. Thomson-E. MurphySUver King (Horse) F. B. 0
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
Tiffany
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0

5480 feet.. May

20-

5952 feet . . June

3

6303 feet
4041 feet . . June 105476 feet. .June
6928 feet
4930 feet

3:
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M 0 ti0 n

Feature
Telephone

Star

Distributed by

L. Gray-H. BlinnBellamy-Baxter
Allison
Paramount
Tender Hour
The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
TiUie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Understanding Heart, The .J.Crawford-Bushman Jr.-C. Myers . M-G-M
Vanity
L Joy-A.Hale-C. Ray.Prod. Dist. Corp
Yankee Clipper The
W. Boyd-E. Fair .... Prod. Dist. Corp
World at Her Feet, The . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Vours to Command
G. O'Hara-S .Palmer F. B. 0

Length

Girl, The

Feature
Avenging Fangs
Beware of Widows
Black Diamond Express,
The
Bulldog Pluck
Callahans and the Murphys
The
Circus Ace, The .
Claw
The
Closed Gates
■Clown, The

JUNE

Star
Distributed by
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
La Plante-T. Moore . Universal

5466 feet

17

. . June
6160 feet
6390 feet ..May
6823 feet . .June

17

feet
13
. May 20
feet ...July
1
feet
feet April 16
feet

Length
Reviewed
4336 feet . . June
3
6670 feet . . May
6

5897 feet. .June 24

6

5282 feet . . July
1
4645 f eet . . June 17
4773 feet
6167 feet
4675 feet. .June 10
1

6620 feet
4710 feet

July

Feature
Ben Hur (road show) .

JULY

Devil's Saddle, The

St.ir
K.

Maynard-K.
lins

Distributed by

Big Sneeze, The
Celebrated Woman, A .
Garden of Eden, The . .
Gentleman of Paris, A
Jesse James
My Best Girl
Rough
Riders The (general
release)

8
Shanghai Bound
Shooting Irons
Way of AU Flesh, The .

5870 feet . . June 24
6218 feet . . June 17

Woman

on Trail, The .

Feature

Sadie Thompson
Tempest

5000 feet
6500 feet

OCTOBERDistributed

Star

8

4334 feet . . July

1

5617 feet . . June 24
4404 feet
5567 feet. .July

. N.

Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount

12550 feet. .Nov. 28
8700 feet . . May

6

7713 feet . . May 20

••••

by
Length

Reviewed

12000 feet.. Jan.

F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M.
Mack-Farrell Astor- Paramount
Richard Dix
Paramount
Jack Luden
Paramount
E. over-B.
Jannings-L.
DagBennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith . Paramount
Negri-Cortez
Paramount

8486 feet

16

April

1

July

8

Star
Distributed by
United Artists .
G. Swanson
J. Barrymore-NissenWolheim
United Artists .

Length Reviewed

Feature
Devil Dancer, The
Sorrell and Son

Distributed by
Star
United Artists .
G. Gray
H. B. WamerrNilsson-A.
Joyce-Wol- United Artists .
heim

Length

Length

Reviewed

1

Reviewed

Distributed
JANUARY

by
Length Reviewed

Dove, The
Piava, La (tentative)

Col- First National . . .

Distributed by

Reviewed

DECEMBER
4926 feet . July

StarTalmadge-G.
N.
land-N. Beery
E. Taylor

Ro-

United Artists .
United Artists

FEBRUARY
Distributed by
Feature
Circus, The

Length Reviewed

C. ChapUn-M. Ken, . ,. .
Star
nedy
United Artists .
D. Fairbanks-E
em-L.
Valez . South-United Artists .

Gaucho, The

MARCH
6 reels .Dec. 12, '25

Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The . . Special Cast .

Distributed by
Length Reviewed

.United Artists.

6 reels
4388 feet
5 reels

Coming

4041 feet . . June 10
6 reels

Feature
Adam and Eve

AUGUST

Feature
Beau Geste

.
. Mar. 18
.
. May 20
July 1
. June 24

NOVEMBER

6412 feet . . June 10

For the Love of Mike.

F. Sterling-G. SidneyP fvnn-C. Colbert First National.
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Galloping Thunder
•Grounds for Marriage (ten
tative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM. Robson-B. LoveProd. Dist. Corp
Universal
Hero on Horseback, A. . . . Hoot Gibson
Last Outlaw The(tentative) G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-L. Tellegan
Pathe
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Marnea Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Telleean-C Adams Fox
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Prince of Headwaiters, The L. Stone-L. TashmanA Beranger
First National
Fred Humes
Universal
Range Courage
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe
Al Wilson
Universal
Skyhigh Saunders
Three Miles Up
. Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . U iversal
T Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Tom's Gang
Two-Gun of the TumbleLeo Maloney
Pathe
J. Hines-L. Hymans . First National
White Pants Willie .'.'.'..'.

feet
feet
feet
feet

Length

Star
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X Bushman-C. Myers
. M-G-M
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
F. Vidor
Paramount
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
Fred Thomson
Paramount
M.Pickford-C.Rogers. United Artists

Feature
Fe.nture

10400
6435
6909
6368

Reviewed

SEPTEMBER

4512 feet

6159 feet . . April

Length

Star
Distributed by
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien. .M-G-M
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
College
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers . . . United Artists
First Degree Murder, (tentative)
T. Meighan-M. Millner-W. Standing. . Paramount
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd. .Paramount
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden ...'... Paramoimt

S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-MT. Mix-N. Joyce .... Fox
4810 feet . . June 24
Kerry-Windsor
Universal
6262 feet . . June
3
J. Harron-J Novak . .Sterling Pict. (S. R.) .5700 feet. .June 3
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures

5684 feet
4108 feet . . May

Distributed by

Feature
Barbed Wire

M. BIue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Colleen
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
Crimson Hour, The.
L. de Putti-I. MoskineN de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Stark e-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
L Rich-Wm.
CoUier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert (tentative)
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious
R. Denny
Universal
Fighting Three, The
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
'Framed
Kingston
First National
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands OS
. Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law The. . . . K.Maynard-D.Dwan First National
Pathe
Meddlin' Stranger The . . . Wally Wales
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Naughty But Nice .
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Old San Francisco.
, D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe
T'als in Peril
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
Romantic Age, The .
E. O'Brien-A.Vaughn Columbia Pictures
Secret Studio The.
O. Borden-C. HollandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. Warner Bros
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Slaves of Beauty
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The.
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modern
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. GrifBth-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Tiffany
Tired Business Man, The . .
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun Pathe
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Art Acord
Universal
Western Rover, The
What Happened to Father. W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Star

issue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Hula
c. Bow-C. Brook .... Paramount
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno ..Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missmg Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . Warner Bros
Pamting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller. Universal
Running Wild
W.C. Fields-M.Brian Paramount
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Topsy and Eva
Duncan
Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw . United Artists
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-I. Keith . United Artists
Underworld
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount

..May 27

7400 feet .

6674
6923
7920
5691
4734

Feature
Covered Wagon, The (Re-

Reviewed

News

P ic t u r

Length

Reviewed
Sept. 1 1

Ace High
After Midnight
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Deacon

Attractions

Distributed by
Star
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
Universal
Hoot Gibson
N. Shearer-L. Gray . . M-G-M
F. B. O
Al Wilson
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves . . . Umversal

Length

.< . . 6869 feet

Reviewed

I
July

15 ,

19 27

Feature
Alias the Lone Wolf
American Beauty
Annie Laurie
A. W. O. L. (tentative) . .

Avenger, The
Back to God's Country. .
Backstage
Back to Liberty
Bad Little Good Girl
Bamum (road show)
Beau Sabreur
Beautiful But Dumb
Beauty Shoppers, The ...
Becky
Better 'Ole The
Betty's a Lady
Big Ditch, The
Big Gun, The
Black Ivory (road show) .
Blackjack
Blood Ship, The
Body and Soul
Border Blackbirds
Branded
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)

Star
Distributed by
L. Wilson
Columbia
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
. .G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
F. B. O
Bob Custer
. .R.Adoree-R.Frazer.
Universal
CoUier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy . . Tiffany
Excellent Pict
Chadwick
Wallace Beery
Paramount
E. Brent-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Prod. Dist. Corp
M. Busch-W. Crane . Tiffany
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
M-G-M
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
M-G-M
George Lewis
Universal
. . M. Blue
Warner Bros
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
H Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
L. Maloney-E.
Gilbert
Pathe
Bob Custer
F. B. O
C.

149
Length

Reviewed

8730 feet . . May

27

5 reels

5,784 feet

Hard Boiled Haggerty
Harvester The

M. Sills-M. O'Day. .First National
N. Kingston-O. CaldweU
F. B. O

Star

Distributed by

Length

Reviewed

Heart of Maryland, The.. .D. ards-H.
Costello-J.
Rob- . . Warner Bros
Costello.
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
His Dog
J.Schildkraut-J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandProd. Dist. Corp
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G.
ers With- F. B. O
In Old Kentucky
In the First Degree

9481 feet. .Oct.

23

Talmadge-D.
Alvarado
First National
C. Farrel-G. NissenM. Busch-M. Loy. , Fox
Brides Will Be Brides. . . Laura La Plante
Universal
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . Universal.
Bugle Call, The
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
Bush Leaguer, The
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
Call of the Heart
Dynamite ( Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Certain Young Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
. .
Chain Lightning
B. Jones-D. Ellis ... Fox
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Clancy's Kosher Wedding. G. Sidney-M. GordonS. Lynn-R. LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4747 'eet
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
Universal
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Country Doctor, The
R. Schildkraut
Prod. Dist. Corp
Coward, The
W. Baxter-S. Lynn. . F. B. O
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Cruel Truth, The
H. Hopper-C.Howard. Sterling Pictures
Crystal Cup, The
D. Mackaill-J.
Mulhall
First National
Death Valley
First Division Pict
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet
Aug. 21
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks — A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O
Drop Kick, The
R. Barthelmess-V. L.
Carbin-A. Vaughn First National
Duke of Ladies, The
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
Eager Lips
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
East Side, West Side
G. O'Brien-V. Valli-J.
F. M Donald
Fox
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Milton Sills
First National
Enemy, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J. Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destiny
Dynamite
(Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Fangs of Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe. Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) .6000 feet
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P. Haver. Prod. Dist. Corp
•
Finnegan's Ball
B. Mehaffey-Landis
First Division Pict
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson Warner Bros
6767 feet
July
8
Flag Maker, The
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J
S. Blackton (producers) . .
For Ladies Only
). Logan-J. Bowers. .Columbia
Four Flushers, The
Reginald Denny
Universal
Freckles
F. B. O
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy-J. Gadsen , M-G-M
Gallant Gringo, The
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
Garden of Allah The
A. Terry-L Petrovich M-G-M
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Gingham Girl, The
L. WUson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Gorilla, The
First National
Grand Army Man, The
. . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe- M.Livingston Foi
Grandma Bemle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling
Fox
Gratitude (tentative)
H. Langdon-G.
McConnell
First National
Great Train Robbery, The.T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Bride of the Night

Feature

M-G-M
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . Warner Bros
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al McAvoy
Jolson-W. Oland- Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
J enny Lind
M-G-M
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden- J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M,
Aldf-n
Fox
Judgment of the Hills
Kid Sister, The
King of Kings, The
Ladies Must Love
Lady Be Good
Lady Bird The
Les Miserables
Life of Riley, The
Lightning
Love

7 reels . . . April 29

V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Cotp
13500 feet . . April 29
Rod La Rocque
Prod. Dist. Corp
Mackaill-Mulhall ... First National
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Special Cast
Universal
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy- J. Marlowe. First National
Tiffany
6600 feet
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M

Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres {English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Manpower
Richard Dix
Paramount
Man's Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnieht Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Univprsal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Mojave Kid, The
B.'Steele-L. Gilmore F. B. O
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. O
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J.
ston-W. Heirs .Ral
. . . F. B. O
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M .
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pcit
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Now We're in the Air .... W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Oh I What a Life (tentative) .Colleen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show)
Special Cast
Paramount
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nivon
Universal
Outpost, The (tentative)... I.
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Paid to Love
G. W O'Brien-V.
Valli- Fox
Powell

12 reels

. .Dec.

18

Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Patent Leather Kid, The...R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Poor Nut. The
J. MulhaU- J. WintonJ: Arthur-C.
Mur- First National
ray
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M
O'Day
First National
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Quality Street
M. Davies
M-G-M
Race Track Tout, The (tentative
S. Chaplin-C. Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 5800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall
Paramount
Romance
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D.'Arcy
M-G-M
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed
Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry- M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
M. Busch
Lumas
Rose of Monterey, The (tentative)
G. Roland-M. Astor .First National
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Prod. Dist. Corp
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
Sally in Our Alley
S. Mason-A. B. Francis
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds
B. Compson-E. Williams
First Division Pict
.
Seventh Heaven
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 feet. .June 10
Shanghaied
P. R. Miller-SantschiG. Astor
F. B. O
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Show Boat
Universal

1

Motion

150
Feature
Silk Stockings
Slightly Used
Small Bachelor, The
Smile, Brother, Smile
Soul of Passion, The
Span of Life, The
Speed Boy, The
Spring Fever
Stolen Bride, The
Stronger Will The
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)

Star
Distributed by
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Excellent Pict

Length

Reviewed

R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sun ECissed (tentative) ... .P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Sunrise
Gaynor-G. O'BrienLivingston
Fox
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Texas Steer, A
Will Rogers
Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thirteenth Chair, The
Bonaparte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M
Thirteenth Juror, The
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
:
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tidy Toreador, The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Times Square
Tiffany
Time to Love
R. Grifiith-V. Veronina-W. Powell. . . . Paramount
4926 feet . . July

Picture

News

Feature
Trail of '98

Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . .M-G-M
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
War Eagles
R. Keane-B. Kent . . . Universal
We Americans
Universal
Wedding Bills
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Paramount
6869 feet
., .
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
What Happened to Father . P. R. Miller
Warner Bros
What Price Glory? (road
show)
McLaglen-Del
RioLowe
Fox
11400 feet. Dec.
4
When a Man Loves (road
show)
J. tello
Barrymore-D. Cos- Warner Bros
10049 feet . . Feb. 18
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Youi Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal

8

Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. .. M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
World's Illusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
Excellent Pict

er Opinions onNeiu Pict
"Moon
of
Israel"
—
FBO,
City New York
Roxy Theatre,
Daily Ncivs : "Lavish, stupendous production, mob scenes deftly
handled and scenic effects gorgeously conceived. Love story running through effort forceful one.
JMaria Corda lovely in role of
Merapi. Director Curtiz has done
good job."
Tribune Herald : "Well worth
one's while to visit Roxy Theatre
this week."
Tifiies : "This is an excellent
production. In a scene of splendid
cinema sorcery, the miracle of the
ages is wrought again before astonished eyes, and the seas roll back to
free the innocent, while the guilty
are engulfed in God's own wrath.
Cast of untold thousands, magnificent panoramas, mighty theme
plaintive melody of man's love for
maid."
Evening World: "The sets
excellent . . . acting of Maria
Corda indeed impressive."
Evening Graphic: "Roxy has
booked one of best cinema attractions his theatre has shown since
opening."
Evening Sun: "Proved to be interesting, exceptionally handsome
film. Settings massive and beautiful and pageantry of Egyptian and
Israelite mobs captivating in poetic
movement and flow. Maria Corda
performs
admirably."
Morning Telegraph: "Here's a
spot. Another one of those 'Sleepers' that are God's gifts to showmen— via FBO. Merits adjective
'Stupendous,' for it is just that in
magnificence of theme, in grandeur of background, in tremendousness of production value, and in
showmanship potentiality. A 'prestige' picture — atone
boost
bank balance
samethat
timewill
it builds
patronage. It is something for
showmen to shout about. For
towns will talk of it for time to
come."
Mirror: "Beautifully done bit
of cinema, fully equal in technical
•ffccts to De Mille opus."

IVorld: "Happily free of
hokum tricks so many directors
seem to think essential to filming
of any story not strictly historical.
Small parts well cast and as well
played. Crowds expertly handled,
much use being made of effect of
raising of hundreds of pairs of
hands in prayer or protest, process
used to great advantage by Max
Reinhardt. Scenes . . . breaking toward liberty and pursued by
Egyptian chariots and horsemen
finely done. Maria Corda plays
with warmth and sincerity that is
refreshing."
"Tillie the Toiler"— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Chicago
Tribune: "Smart, gay, amusing.
. . . Lively comedy, Marion
Davies again proves that she is
pretty, funny and can act. . . .
Is gayly fare al and amusing. . . .
Subtitles smart and staging, direction and photography up to
American: "Marion Davies dazscratch."
zling screen Lorelei. . . . Brings
laughs galore. . . . Always beautiful, Marion has grown even more
lovely with each succeeding p'cture until in 'Tillie' she is simply
dazzling. . . . Really splend d
piece of work. ... As for
outfits Miss Davies wears, girls,
you
mustn't positively
miss 'em!stunning.
. . .
Her just
wardrobe
. . . A m'ghty interesting story
back of blond stenographer's adventure. . . . Awfully good supporting cast. . . . Clever titles.
. . . Stream of laughs. . . .
Really awfully likable photoplay.
. . . Will prove highly amusing."
"Tillie the Toiler" — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Boston
Boston Globe: "Amusng characterization of pretty but dumb
stenographer. . . . Miss Davies
joy to behold in ultra short skirts,
her cocky little walk and her amusing mannerisms."
Traveller:
"Marion Davies does
neat piece of acting as we've seen
for many day. . . . Most satisfactory bit of entertainment.
. . .

We hope Aliss Davies will devote
her future acting to pictures of
this sort. . . . 'Tillie' proves
her worth as cemedienne in no unterms."
BostoncertainAmerican:
"Marion
Daves' best comedy. . . . Under
brisk direction of Hobart Henley
action flows along with velvety
smoothness. . . . Without exception cast perfectly chosen. . . .
The allblond
compos'te
of
littlestar's
office'Tillie'
flappers
of big
city.
. .. .. All
in all,most
'Tillie'soberly
huge
success.
. Even
incl'ncd audience cannot resist it."
"Atta Baby" — Educational, Forum Theatre, Los Angeles
Times: "'Big Boy,' that popular baby star (he is 3 years of
age) — infant w'th big shoes, derby
hat and diapers — is furnishing
man's-sized quota of entertainment
at Forum in short comedy presented on laugh program. This
little comedian has something more
to offer than cute baby face and
universal appeal of children, '.^tta
Baby' more of fast action comedy
than
ones, because
child's
abilityprevious
has increased
and he
can
do more difficult th'ngs."
"Atta Baby" — Educational,
Washington, D. C.
Star: " 'Atta Baby,' effort on
part of producers to give longer
and better comedies, and in this
particular one they have certainly
succeeded. 'Rig Boy,' perhaps
youngest and smallest star known,
and yet gives highly amusing and
worthy performance."
"Broadway
Nights" — First National, Mark Strand Theatre,
New
York
City
Times: "With its many human
touches and competent acting,
'Broadway Nights' emphatically
good entertainment. Story well
told and clever camera work adds
to interest. Players throughout
the'r performances perfectly natAmerican:

"In the category of

really 'original' stories. . . .
Box office picture . . . packed
with fascinating back-stage atmosphere, glittering
w'th audiences.
glorious
girls. Bound
to intrigue
Lois W^ilson charming . . . looks
prettier than ever. Sam Hardy
si>lend d pantomimist as well as a
Herald-Tribune: "You're almost
sure
to
like
Nights.''
actor."
Best
Lois'Broadway
Wilson ever
had.
good part
Sam Hardy most attractive screen
role
has yet "Competent
appeared in." direction
IVorld:
and acting. Above average of
Broadway films. Lois Wilson
brings vivacity, good looks and
charm to her role. Hardy ably
Daily News: "Convincing. . . .
Direction happily suited to tale
and performances of cast expert.
supports."
Lois
Wilson dift'erent Lois . . .
but puts it over as well as any
reel jazz baby might have done.
Hardybets. for
. • any
one sort
of of
screen's
best
male
Telegraph:
good
show any" 'Broadway
day. . . Nights'
. Will
attain greater than usual degree of
popularity with wide range of
theatre-goers. Story good and told
in convincing fashion. Hardy
plays with great effectiveness. Is
sincere and convincing. Lois Wilrole."
son extremely beautiful. Proves
conclusively she can bring personality before public more effectively
in acting general run of roles than
Sun: "Lois Wilson. Sam" Hardy
to 'Westerns.'
by sticking
and
Louis Bartels do their best.
Unpretentious but cleverly built
and human picture. Has refreshing air of back-stage authenticity.
Miss Wilson admirable and Hardy
better than he has ever been.
Bartels contributes as clever a bit
of acting as screen has witnessed

"With Sam
World:
Evening
in
months."
first .serous role
playing
Hardv
and with Ixiis Wilson better than
Nights'
her former
averagey amount
than'Broadwa
more best,
holds
of interest.

Does it Pay Jf
^ If someone asked your advice as to the requirements of a first
class theatre you would most likely call particular attention
to those features which you know are lacking in your own
theatre.
^ You know what every good theatre should have. You know
what improvements you should make in your theatre. The
only question in your mind is whether the improvements
would pay for themselves in additional business.
^ The best answer to that is the success of the big new houses
in the show section of New York—the Capitol, the Embassy,
the Paramount, Roxy's and others have been added in the
past two or three years and each one is filled to capacity at
practically every performance. They do not draw patronage
from one another, but from less adequately equipped theatres.
^ The public is the average man and woman.

It likes progress

and endorses it heartily wherever it's found. That is why
every progressive exhibitor has learned that better projection
pays. That is also why Simplex Projectors have become so
increasingly popular.

SIMPLEX
INTERNATIONAL

DIVISION

PROJECTOR

CORPORATION

90 Gold Street, New York

rojectors For Better Projection

w
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R
GE
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SA
*' Orleans
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Conceded bv architectural critics to be one
of
the World'stheatre
most palatial
thGatres,thG7V&zi^
SAENGER
at Ne\V Orleans
is an
artistic triumph.
The progress of the ^reat SAENGER or^
^anization has been nothing less thanmarvdous.
i
Building
cpnstructiVelvandpermanGntlv, thcA/
have fshared in the general prosperitx/ of the Indus
tr\|, without departing from the highest possible
standard of buisness ethics.
The same resourceful showmanship and discerning judgment that created thisiVonderful
organization, is responsible for the choice of the
Robert Morton Super-Unit now installed in
the World's most beautiful theatre, the-^
GREATER SAENGER New Orleans.

Robert
U»im Or^
G»
mont
New York
Los.An^clGS
I56O Bvoadwdy

I

A"r Tiiur.

Hume Otagan Percussions UjKf

MHfU'.WUWW^

Chicd6.0
1914 So. W
624So.Michi4an
San Francisco
168 Golden Gate

iW'1

InAmcricas
i rinost i
Theatres

atcnt Office

Hooray !

Sept. 10th
CHAPLIN
is added to

3 CHANEYS
4 HAINES
2 GILBERTS
2 GARBOS
3 DAVIES
1 NOVARRO
3 SHEARERS
IGISH
2 COOGANS
6 McCOYS
5 COSMOPOLITANS
3 DANE-ARTHUR
3 CODY-PRINGLE
2 DOG STAR
— Great Specials
GARDEN OF ALLAH (Ingrnm)
THE CROWD (Kint Vidor)
THE COSSACKS (Qilbtri)
ROSE- MARIE — NAPOLEON
MADEMOISELLE
FROM
ARMENTIERES
BODY AND SOUL

— Junior Features
HAL ROACH C
Our Gang — Gharic, ^....,.
Vlaic Davidson— All Star
M-6-M OREAT EVENTS
(in Technicolor)
M-6-M ODDITIES

Vol.

THE

' BIG
PARADE
TRY
AND
TOP
M-G-M
PRODUCT
FOR
'2
7-'28!

Oct. 8th

ENRHBU

(it can't be done!)

XXXVI^^
under act of March

i,

187 y

I'liblishcJ ]Veekly—$2M a Year

Los Angeles

M'G-M
HITS
ARE
ON
TOP
RIGHT
NOW!

New York

PRICE 20 CENTS

Great
Road Shows
with the rich cream of
their profits unskimmed

now released
to exhibitors
^A RAMO

UNr

^

36 weeks in New York — 16 weeks in
Boston — 15 weeks in Philadelphia —
9 weeks in Chicago — 10 weeks in Los
Angeles, and other long runs. Just
enough to spread the fanie of **Beau
Geste" all over the country and still
leave YOUR Profit in. Mystery
melodrama of the French Foreign
Legion, in the heart of the hot Sahara.
The reputation of the picture, the
novel, (a best seller for years), and
the national advertising back of it,
has millions all over the country
waiting to see "Beau Geste."

The

World^s

Greatest

Melodrama

Herbert Brenon Production with RONALD
COLMAN (b>' arrangement with Samuel
Goldwyn) Noah Beery, Alice Joyce, Neil
Hamilton, Mary Brian, William Powell,
Norman Trevor, Ralph Forbes, Victor
McLaglan,
From the novel by P. C. Wrem

Extensive road show engagements
already set were sacrificed to provide
you w^ith sure-fire box office material
now. And it anything was ever
*^sure-fire" "The Rough Rider" is IT.
Tender romance, rich humor, thrills,
action, excitement — "The Rough
Riders" has EVERYTHING. A universal appeal — it will bring out the
old folks and the children, the flappers and their beaus, husbands and
wives— EVERYBODY. Like "Beau
Geste," the rich cream of its profit is
still unskimmed.

FHE

ROUGH RIDERS
Cyclonic Epic of American Courage
Victor Fleming Production with this great
cast of stars — Noah Beery, George Bancroft,
Mary Astor, Charles Farrell, Charles Em'
mett Mack, and Frank Hopper. From the
story by Hermann Hagedorn. B. P. Schul'
berg, Associate Producer^

Included with
Star Hits
4
4
5

Specials
LLOYD

*HAROLD

CLARA BOW
RICHARD
DIX
BEBE DANIELS

"GENTLEMEN

PREFER

BLONDES"
"METROPOLIS"

4 BEERY-HATTON
2 FRED THOMSON
1 CONKLIN-BANCROFT
5 ADOLPHE MENJOU
4
ZANE GREY
4 THOMAS MEIGHAN
4
POLA NEGRI
1 WALLACE BEERY
2 CONKLIN-FIELDS
5
JACK LUDEN
5 ESTHER RALSTON
4 FLORENCE VIDOR
2 GEORGE BANCROFT
1
W. C. FIELDS

JESSE JAMES"
"DAVY CROCKETT"

Short Features

"TILLIE'S PUNCTURED

104
36
6
10
26
26

"BEAU

"UNDERWORLD"
"GLORIFYING THE

AMERICAN GIRL"
"THE WAY OF ALL
FLESH"

(Emil Jannings)

"HITTING

HEAVEN"

FOR
(Jannings)

"CHANG"
ii

(Fred Thomson)
(Thomson)

PARAMOUNT NEWS
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
HORTON COMEDIES
MINTZ NOVELTIES
KRAZY KAT CARTOONS
INKWELL IMPS CARTOONS

,^R.A

SABREUR"

ROMANCE"
"BARBED WIRE"
(Pola Negri all-star)
ERNST LUBITSCH
PRODUCTION
and more
^Harold Lloyd productions made
by Harold Lloyd Corporation
and released
by Paramount.

MOUNT-

The Whole Show World Books
Paramount — The Whole Show!

Unbiased Editorial
Ofiittions- Backed by
the Approval of Keerii
Shoivfisett - Endorse
Columbia Pictures
as Being on a Par
with the Best BoxOSfice Product in the
Industry^

N
AHDWEEKLY
FILM DIGEST

oypiLMDOM
Sunday, June 26, 1927

Exhibitors in choosing their product for the coming year
might well bear in mind the name, ' Columbia Pictures. This
t trumpets, had already
efficient organization, without blare Sof
stood the test of time and can now be named alongside of every
important producing and distributing concern in the country.
During the past year this company has succeeded in establishing a closer contact with exhibitors than ever before. Personallyowned exchanges and especially selected 'franchise holders distribute a product of established merit which warrants national
recognition.
The announcement
of Columbia's
Perfect
Thirty
is
another opportunity
for the exhibitor
who thinks
before
he
signs.

''^

ll^^SvS*^"

^^
NEW

YORK

CITY, JL'LY 8, 1927

with a good deal of gratification that we note
I T theis booking
of a picture from one of the newer national distributors in the Roxy, the world's greatest
showhouse. This is "The Blood Ship," a Columbia
picture.
Tt is gratifying — it must be to everyone — because it
is a further striking indication of the fact that production isstill a pretty wide open affair with no particular honors to any one studio. It was my distinct impression, while in Hollywood this spring, that most
any studio might exceed any other studio in the qualrf^*^ ity of its program offering — this year, and next and
next year. And, while a broad one, that i^ a most important observation.

•t'

io »

>

World Premiere
Roxy Theatre, Neifir York
July 16th
«^

Universars BIG GUN

GROUP

Carl Laemmle guarantees you HOOT GIBSON'S biggest year and the proof
is in the picture! — Ag^^^-our Exchange Man to show you PAINTED PONIES
(Rej^jiifA Etbig^nfTSductionfrom the story by John H. Hamlin ii;it/ij5Uwi^^Ck>rrc-,'
I .^•"•"""'"STim Summerville, etc., etc.) its only^S^jaa^la-s^^^HaT^Su^e "going to get this
year from HOOT 0t©S©Pr^ffie star who is a box-office certahiity and not a
-"""^■"^ gamble!
Exhibitor's box-office reports proclaim him the greatest of them all!
Seven big new HOOT (JIBSON BIG" GUN JEWELS this year each by a prominent autR(5^■gl3th-as -Peter -Bi-K-yitd-wXIiE^IUL^^ SHOW * * THE RAW* RIDING FOR FAME * * GALLOPING fUKV ^ ' "XTKICK OF
HEARTS * * A SOCIETY COWBOY * * PAINTED PtJ^TES"-"-''^ i^o^'et^over
*" '
* '■-igcab the date book !

i

A BROADSIDE

OF

HITS

DETROIT

FAVORITE
MR.

W.

FILM CO.

B. HURLBURT

610 Film Exchange

CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM EXCHANGE OF
WISCONSIN

W.

A. STEFFES

(Minnesota & the Dako-

lOMT

YORK

HARRY

MR. JACK

GRAUMAN

713 Wells St.,
Milw^aukee, Wis.
(State of Wisconsin)

CITY

FIRST DIVISION
PICTURES,
Inc.
MR.

MOTION PICTURE
THEATRE OWNERS OF
THE NORTH WEST
Nicollet
tas) Hotel
Minneapolis, Minn.

(State of Michigan)

NEW

MILWAUKEE

MR.

Bldg.,

Detroit, Mich.

PRODUCT

MINNEAPOLIS

Here It Is

No w !Mrs. Wallace Reid
THE BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE BET OF THE SEASON

THOMAS

729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
(Greater N. Y. &
N. J.)

Nor.

Supported
by a" Superlative
in a
Superb
Photodramatic
Pageant All-Star
of FrillsSupporting
& FashionCast,entitled

THE

BOSTON

CONSOLIDATED
FILMS, Inc.
MR. JOS. ROTH

10-12 Piedmont St.,
Boston
and

130 Meadow St.,
New Haven, Conn.
(New England States)

Satin Woman
The Soul Searching Stary of a Feminine "Beau Brummel"
who almost forgot she was a wife and mother — until too late.
Cast Includes
ROCKLIFFE FELLOWS, ALICE WHITE, JOHN MILJAN, LASKA WINTERS,
GLADYS BROCKWELL, RUTH STONEHOUSE, ETHEL WALES, CHAS. POST.
Written and Directed by

WALTER

CHICAGO

GOTHAM
PICTURES
EXCHANGE INC.
MR. JERRY

ABRAMS

810 So. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

LANG

GLITTERING! . GORGEOUS! . . SPECTACULAR! . A SENSATION! . .
READ THIS MR. EXHIBITOR— Prints of *'THE SATIN WOMAN'* are
now available for screening and IMMEDIATE BOOKING at any one of
the exchanges listed on these pages. Inquire about the special personal
appearance proposition of MRS.
WALLACE REID.
REMEMBER

THIS IS NOT

DENVER
COLUMBIA

EXCHANGES

MR. J. T. SHEFFIELD

2075 B'way,andDenver, Col.
252 E. 1st So. Salt Lake

A "PAPER

PROMISE"— IT'S

INDIANAPOLIS

SECURITY

PICTURES

MR. E. A. SIPE, MGR.

PRODUCT

SCREEN

(State of Indiana)

DELIVERY

ST. LOUIS

GOTHAM
PICTURES
EXCHANGE, INC.
MR.

404 N. Illinois St.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

City, Utah
(Col., Utah & N. Mexico)

A

JACK

WEIL

3320 Lindell Blvd.,
St. Louis, Mo.
[E. Missouri & So. Illinois)

PITTSBURGH

BUFFALO

COLUMBIA FILM
SERVICE

R. C. FOX EXCHANGE

PHILADELPHIA

DE LUXE

FILM CO.

MR. OSCAR

NEUFELD

MR. R. C. FOX

MR. J. ALEXANDER
1321 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(E. Pennsylvania
N. J.)

1010 Forbes St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
(W. Pennsylvania
Virginia)

& So.

With

These

257 Franklin St.
Buffalo, N. Y.

& W.
(New

York

State)

PAT O'MALLEY

great story.

to Follow

With HELENE

and Lee Moran.

"THE GIRL FROM

tvith
CARMEL MYERS

THE

CHEER

A

SECURITY

AXL

OF

SMITH

m

DAVIS

TURN

Kentucky)

BACK

THE

THE

"BARE

E. ROSE

HOME

KNEES"

Wright

ADAMS

Film Exchange

" flapper" problem
by Reginald
and

STATE FILM CO.

MR. JACK

A new angle on the

UP"

SOUTHWEST

and

Kauffman

108 So. Cross St.,
Little Rock, Ark.

REID in "HELL SHIP BRONSON"

and
112 S. Hudson

1650

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION,

COLUMBIA
MR. JACK

EXCHANGES
LANNON

2006 Third Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
[Washington, Ore., Mont.,
Wyo., Idaho & Alaska)

WEST

ALL-STAR

Broadway, New York

COAST

FEATURES

MR. L. HYMAN
209 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco,
CaL
and
1928 S. Vermont Ave.,
Los Angeles, CaL
(Calif., Nevada, Arizona
& Hawaiian Islands)

Bldg.

Dallas, Texas

A Super-Special with a Magnificent Cast.

SEATTLE

•

HOURS

from the famous play
by EDWARD

of!

i

(Entire State of Ohio and

Sea Drama

A comedy scream by
GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER

KID"

MRS. WALLACE

CAST

"THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY"

DIVORCE

HIGHER

and
Security Pictures Co.,
MR V. L. SCHRAM
124 E. 7th St.,

THE BREAKERS"

by OWEN

A "backstage" novelty
by HOWARD ROCKEY
MAN

STAR

Famous

of ''Kosher Kitty Kelly'

"THE

Released August 1st.

BY CHOICE"

"THROUGH

by Lean De Costa, author

"THE CHORUS

Cleveland, Ohio

Cincinnati, Ohio

Red Book Magazine story
by GERALD BEAUMONT

FRUIT

B. WALTHALL,

A Feature Farce

LEADER

STATES"

HENRY

"BLONDES

RIO"

PICTURES CO.

MR. FRED SCHRAM
Film Bldg.,

Direction, Dallas M. Fitzgerald.

College Drama for
the football season

"UNITED

THE

CHADWICK,

lOMT

OHIO

"THE ROSE OF KILDARE"
Gerald Beaumonts

PRODUCT

FOREIGN

City

RIGHTS

BRITISH & CONTINENTAL
TRADING COMPANY, INC.
MR. J. C. BARNSTYN
1540 Broadway,

N. Y. C.

(Entire
World
Exclusive
of the U. S. & Can.)

Oklahoma

St.,

City, Okla.

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY

prtsmts

^^^ GEO. K

AKfflUPv

\

Greater F B O Lands a Big
One Right Smack Into the
Great Capitol Theatre,
New York ! Opening Sat.
July 16th £or Gala Laugh
Week! Bway Musical
Comedy Hit Brilliantly
Picturixed With Two o£
Stars!

r\

urn'm 's
-J

W

1

National Exploitation
Sweep with Dozens o£
Box-0££ice
Tie-Ups !
F B O is DELIVERING AS
NEVER BEFORE ....F B O
IS THE SAFEST SHOWMEN'S PLAY IN THE
TRADE
TODAY!
Front

the

Musical Comedy
Success
Bv Daniel Kusell

ibl:

.

/

^

Directed
byDavid
Kirkland

■i

h

crhc

flash
Cullen Landis
and

Euqenia Gilbert
story 6y

j-tf^

GEORGE ARTHUR

GRAY

c^irccfec/ 6y

ARCH

8. HEATH
scenario 6y
PAUL
F. FULLER

ACRES
n

OF DIAMONDS

Remember the man who
traveled the world looking
for a fortune, who got back
home discouraged and broke,
and discovered there were
acres of diamonds on his own
farm?
Patheserials are that to you,
acres of diamonds, if you give
them a chance. They give you
ten weeks of word-of-mouth

advertising; ten weeks of
regular patrons coming back
to find out "what happens in
the next"; ten weeks of special
appeal to young people and a
lot of "steadies'* among the
oldsters; and there's nothing
better as a reju vena tor of
summer business.
"The Crimson Flash" is a
good one to start on.

Path^serial
DEMILLE PICTURES
PAXIIE NEWS

PATHECOMEDIES
I'ATHEPICTLRES

STchreeeits ''P-rmeemiere
n
n
e
i
d
e
Com

cMarie
Prevost
in 5 zippy melodramatic comedy hits
-r -

on the Pathe-DeMille program 1927-28

S^n^ARIE PrEVOST

Tlie Ru sh

with

HARRISON
and SEENA

FORD
OWEN

an E. MASON
HOPPER
PRODUCTION
Adapted by

Zelda Sears from "The Azure Shore"
by Frederick and Fanny Hatton

Marie Prevost
in 4 other big
ones to come
TieGIRLin^Ae
PULIMAN
A beautiful girl — a sleeping car and
a mix-up — a fast-moving hilarious
farce By Willson CoUison.

is corking entertainment — a
HERE
film based on the adventures of a
peppy Jersey commuter who set sail for
foreign lands to find romantic adventure.
Things start to happen at once, and with
the entrance of a couple of confidence
workers and a demi-mondaine into the
plot thrills multiply too rapidly to be
A big love story, too!
counted.

ON TO
RENTO
Husband and lover— two toys in the
daring game of a designing woman,
by Joe Jackson.

FREE AND
EASY
An actionfiil comedy drama from
the story "The Shock Absorber" by
Frederick and Fannie Hatton.

A BLONDE
/bra NIGHT
Hubby had a weaknew for blonde*,
but his wife found the cure. By
Willson CoUison.

^

DEMILLE STUDIO PICTURES

PATHE NEWS - PATMECOMEDIES . PATHESERIALS ■ PATHEP1CTURB8

/?

Carrier rondiiioned
Theatres of ihjB Pu

^

The

devil v*a> l)<>i-f<l aiul he summoned his henchmen. "Pour for
me," he said, "into one mold, ihe
heart of a child, the body of a
wanton and the soul of a woman.
Let us see what will happen."
-^Foreword,

"Loves

of Carmen"

ith
Wl

DOLORES DEL RIO
VICTOR McLAGLEN
Based on the story by PROSPER
Adapted by GERTRUDE

RAOUL

MERIMEE
ORR

WALSH

PRODUCTION

This is the tropical tale of Carmen and her tempestuous love affairs;
and of the great Toreador^
who threw the hull — and how!

WILLIAM

FOX

presents

lOVES

OF

RME
A powerful and audienceappealing story with a
a sensational box office
combination — DEL RIO
and McLAGLEN,
We make no bones about
it— this

year

it's FOX!

When you're talking about
BIG PICTURES, about
PROFIT PICTURES you
are surely talking

FOX

Victor McLaglen

and Dolores Del

Rio, brilliant stars from "What
Price Glory" are the central figures
of
great epic of Spain and the
hullthis
ring.

GIVES YOU
4 MORE BIG
ONES IN SEPT.
I Oh, man

C

what a love story !

armeJN
Loves of

^1W T

Wl ith

DOLORES

DEL RIO

The stage play
P one solid year on Broadway!

JANET GAYNOR
m

2 GIRLS
WANTED
A Drama of One Girl Who Got What
She Wanted

and

VICTOR McLAGLEN

xvith
Glenn Tryon
Ben Bard

Joseph Cawthorn

Based on the story by PROSPER MERIMEE
Adapted by GERTRUDE

RAOUL

ORR

WALSH

Production

Doris Lloyd
Alyce Mills

Based on JOHN GOLDEN'S,Netu York
stage hit
By GLADYS UNGER

ALFRED E. GREEN

PICTURE OAQLIL

Production

WALSH

3

3 in August- 4 in September
52 all told and every one
a box office bonanza ! Fox
doesiit make em any other way.
C^e^^^OF PLAYING FOX FOR PROFIT!
The most thrilling and
realistic
stoi-y !of New York
ever
vrritten

EAST SIDE,
WEST SIDE
From the novel by FELIX RIESENBERG

4

Millions of Saturday Evening
Post readers are waiting to see
it on the screen!

THE
JOY GIRL

The Matrimonial Mixups of a Fortune
Hunting Flapper
wi

The Real New York as depicted in
Today's "Best Seller"
with

OLIVE BORDEN
Helen Chandler
Mary Alden
Jimmy Grainger, Jr.

Neil Hamilton
Marie Dressier
Jerry Miley

GEORGE

O'BRIEN

Virginia Valli
J. Farrell Macdonald

th

and
A Flying Squadron of Palm Beach
Beauties
A Saturday Evening Post Story
by May EDGINTON

ALLAN DWAN

ALLAN

DWAN

Production

Production

WITH

PRODUCTION

VICTOR McLAGLFN
EDMUND LOWE
DOLORES DEL RIO
FROM
LAURENCE

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. — Will H. Hays,

THE

STAGE

STALLINCS
President

TRIUMPH

and MAXWELL

BY
ANDERSON

THE
THE

BEST ON
MARKET!
M-G
-M

JUNIOR

FEATURES

HAL ROACH
Comedies

OUR
MAX

GANG— CHARLEY CHASE
DAVIDSON — ALL-STAR

M-G-M

NEWS

Tuice Weekly— August 15th

M-G-M

ODDITIES

Produced by UFA all over the world

M-G-M
GREAT EVENTS
Entirely in Technicolor

THE B
ON MY
THEATRE!
I

—read this experience of a well-known
showman — does it apply to you?
TAKE the greatest personal
pride in every detail of my

theatre," said a well -known
showman. ^'Cleanliness, courtesy and all 'round class have
set my property apart from
other houses.

••/^NE DAY recently I got the
^-^ shockof my life. A patron
approached me and said:
*I have long admired the sfAendid managementof your house
and I make this criticism because feel
1
that yoii tvelcome
the interest of your patrons.^

-G-M

SHORTS

I ASSURED him that I was eager to hear any complaint
or suggestion.
*How is it possible,*
carefid of every other
tion yon pay to your
through some of the
your theatre.

he asked, 'that yon ivho are so
detail are so lax in the attenshorter pictures? I have sat
cheapest, stupidest comedies in

They are the only blot on your house,*

MY

ANSWER to this complaint was action. I have studied
the short subject field to find comedies and novelties
that 1 can be proud to show in my theatre. Metro-GoldwynMayer has them! Nowhere can I equal the class and quality of HAL ROACH'S 'OUR GANG/ CHARLEY CHASE,
MAX DAVIDSON and ALL-STAR COMEDIES— I want the
M-G-M NEWS. It is aggressive. And I think my patron will
agree that the other Shorts — M-G-M GREAT EVENTS IN
TECHNICOLOR and M-G-M ODDITIES are of a quality to
merit showing on my program. Exhibitors can no longer
afford to insult the intelligence of . their patrons with
short-subject *time-fillers'. This blot on theatres has to be
removed.
M-G-M is the solution of this problem."

— CLASS

PLUS

DRAW!

Not Acrobatics!

BUSINESS

JUST Goon
It takes just good plain business sense to make money
with quality Short Features.
Educational Pictures offer a

% ^

Lloyd Hamilton and his costars on the Educational PiC'
tures program for 1927-1928
have proved their value.
There*s no gamble hiere.
Both you and

\^

Q

Tv/o-Reel

big added appeal to your
patrons - ' and the more
you exploit them the
more
profit
theyll bring you^

HAMILTON

your patrons
Know that
Educational
Pictures are
the leaders of
the Short
Features
field.

V c>.

8

8
TWo-Keel

Tvvo-l?eel

8
Two-li^eel

BIG BOY
Juvenile

JKC

■

tf

Comedus

.-COMEDIES-

-«l^.

26

16

Two-TReel

One-Peel
l-wice

i

fKlNOGPAMSl

l^^JEWS

JACK
WHITE.
-PRODUCTIONS .

REEL,

• COMEWESV

>ame/'
\

Two -Reel

Devore

'"JO

NV
Two HN
- l?o«>J

Tuxedo
LCoHiedies)

a we*]<

-of!,

H. HOWE'S

26
Felisc

One-T?ccl

One -"Reel
,HODGE-PODGE

^"S?

13^J

12
LYMAN

ARTHUR

i

One-Peel

Cu^^itieS

One-Peel
OUTDOOR.

tkeCa£

SKETCHES

3BERT C. BRUCE

Cr&Moiif Sdf-J'O'f
.PROooctp B^
WALTER

^CARTOONS
aV
<
>.PAT SOLLIVAN^

fly

r"

MERMAIP
COMEDIES

EDUCATIONAL
EXCHANGES, Inc.

'
1ZFILM

MtmIxT, Mo

ir d Dislributois of An

&<fp.
^^'
W Charlie Murray
SidneV
^George

/LOST x^Jb f KO^^,

3 tremendous vve^*"*^ 4
veU^''
Cameo, Cle

^Ro

with

^^vv York Strand.
fi/Ga;7f''^^''^aytookit

/Babe ruth
''On

ty_

^" $? ^^""^^e,Comes Home"
NeShow
w York.
'^ Ln '^^C'Road.
at
'^*

DANCE

'"-'^act"""«

M^G\^^

^V
Ben
/with
/ and Pauline ^^^qqseat Hippodrome,
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Block-Booking
and Deadwood
Comment on the Decision of the Trade Commission
By William A. Johnston
decision of the Federal Trade
THE
Commission in the Paramount case
squarely at the industry's sales
re.
structustrikes
With a single exception, all the major
companies sell pictures in block or by
groups.
Mr. Zukor is therefore correct when he
says that if the commission's order is sustained by the courts, the issue raised will
have to be dealt with by the whole industry
and not Paramount alone.
By the
sameto token,
the "cease
and vital
desist"
order
issued
Paramount
becomes
to
the
industry's
life, and the ultimate
resultwhole
no man
can foresee.
The text of the findings and conclusion in
the case cover fifteen pages of closely-typed
material. In main outline, however, they
are:
The

three leading respondents are adjudged guilty of conspiracy in restraint of
trade; they are ordered to discontinue blockbooking; and to cease theatre acquisition
insofar as it may have to do with alleged
coercion or intimidation of the independent
exhibitor.

CHIEF interest at the moment centers on
the block-booking question. Now, just
what does the decision say? It is necessary
to understand this before proceeding to any
guesses as to what the future may hold.
The Commission says that it is forbidden
to:
1. Lease to the exhibitor pictures in a
block of two or more at a designated lump
sum price for the entire block only;
2. Require the exhibitor to take all of the
block or get none;

3. Offer the exhibitor a block or two or
more at a lump sum for the group and at
separate prices for single films;
4. Or for a number of pictures less than
the total block, which "total or lump sum
price and separate and several prices shall
bear to each other such relation as to operate
as an unreasonable restraint upon the freeexhibitor
films dom
as ofhean mav
desire. to select" only such

are other provisions, all to the
THERE
same end, which is this: The Commission says, in effect, that pictures must be
given individual prices, picture by picture.
There must not be one price for a picture if
bought in a group and another price if
bought singly.
In other words, forcing pictures upon the
exhibitor, or refusing to sell him any, is, in
the Commission's view, equally illegal.
If sustained in the courts, the decision
means that pictures will have to be sold on
individual merit, and not as part of a block,
some of it good product, some of it not.
On this point, the findings of the Commission are in part: "A block is so constituted
as to contain certain films which the exhibitor feels compelled to lease and also other
films of a lower quality which the exhibitor
does not desire to lease and exhibit and which
the exhibitor considers to be unacceptable
his itspatrons".
broader application to the industry,
to In
this is the heart of the decision; 'Tt (block
booking) destroys the freedom of exhibitors
to choose according to their judgment and
taste films for exhibition and to exhibit only
films that in their opinion are meritorious and
(Continued on next page)
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THE salary slash movement turns out to be a postponement, ifnot a fizzle. But the wide publicity
given to it is having some concrete results in
newspaper discussions abut just what the film industry
might do in the name of economy.
And it's quite interesting to note that the newspapers, too, think that efficient service is, or should
be, the keynote of genuine economy.
For example, Chester B. Bahn, photoplay editor of
the Syracuse Herald, after commenting unfavorably
on the proposed salary cut as a real cure, gets down to
cases with this:
"Let them change the slogan 'bigger and better pictures' tojust 'better pictures.' The 'bigger' evil is the
industry's worst foe today. We have 'bigger' press
sheets, 'bigger' publicity releases, 'bigger' assortments
of 'stills' for newspaper use and what not.
"Gaudy, be-gilted campaign books do not make
good pictures; neither do streams of laudatory adjectives, applied to a picture not yet made. The average
press sheet is a joke, and a sad joke, from its 'prepared reviews' to its bombastic display copy. No motion picture editor of repute would permit a housewritten review to see daylight in his column."
OF course, what Mr. Bahn is most vitally interested
in is the industry as it comes in contact with his
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(Continued from preceding page}

acceptable to their patrons; and the public
is deprived of the power to influence exhibitors in the choice of films and of the benefit
of continuous exhibition of meritorious and
acceptable films only".
There can be no question that, if the decision ismade finally effective by the courts,
the entire sales policy of the industry will
have to be revampel.
There is also no doubt, in our minds at
least, that the death of block-booking would
mean, in picture quality, a new^ order of
things. Deadwood on the screen and deadwood in the studio would have to go.

grave import also is the Commission s
jindi^ig that "the purpose and necessary
effect of 'block booking' is to lessen competition and to tend to create a monopoly

OF

*
in Since
the motion
picture
industry!
the case
against
Paramount was
started, the industry has gone far along the
road of merger and consolidation, but reown work as a photoplay editor. He continues : "The
member:
endless stream of publicity from the majority of producing organizations is a sheer waste of good money.
The industry lives and deserves to live
"In publicity, quality, not quantity should be the only because it serves the great public.
measuring rod. The news value of each story should
be tested ; the p. a. should be as hard-boiled as any city Mergers and manipulation inside the induseditor.
How many are?
try are, in themselves, of no concern to the
THE trade paper editor fully understands what Mr.
public unless they affect entertainment qualBahn is talking about because he, too, is on the
ity or restrict freedom in picture-making , or
exhibition .
'Reiving end of this deluge of publicity, which comes
over his desk, most of it on its way to the wasteThe Trade Commission decision comes at
basket.
a time of upheaval over economy and other
With intelligent publicity, designed to give actual
things. It should serve as a solemn reminder
information, of service to the reader, nobody quarrels.
But publicity for the mere sake of getting so many
that the public interest is, or should be, the
words printed about something or somebody is a waste
main concern of this industry.
of time, money, energy.
Any policy or busiftess practice that gets
The test of a story in this office is whether or not
it is news. If it is, it is printed. If it is not, out it in the way of a free screen and good entertainment for the public has no excuse for
goes. And, of course, that is also the rule in every
existence.
well-conducted newspaper office.
July 22, 1927
Motion Picture News
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I\ick Shiiler of the Majestic theatre. Elltvood City, Pa., with the Motion Picture
News golf trophy which he won at the
national exhibitor meet in Columbus

•iJ" Outing

\l HE home office force of the Universal Pictures Corporation and the force of the New York
Universal exchange, in all several hundred strong,
were the guests of Carl Laemmle last Wednesday on an annual outing. The party consisted
of an all-day boat-ride up the Hudson River with
a stop-over at Indian Point for games and con- , Johnny Hints liiis (i tyjjiciil youUL; Aiiwrtests.
! ican role in "'White Pants Willie," his new
feature comedy for release by First NaThe Universalities left New York at nine
tional Pictures
o'clock aboard the Peter Stuyvesant, the new
river liner. Dancing, dance contests and other
amusements featured the trip up the river. The
boat proceeded as far as West Point, returning
thence to Indian Point. Luncheon was served
just before debarkation at the picnic grounds.
The afternoon program consisted of baseball
games, track events, both real and comic ; swimming races, tennis, golf, a bathing beauty eontest, dancing and more dance contests. The
return trip was made early in the evening.
Nat Rothstein, director of exploitation, was
cliairman of the outing committee. E. H. Goldstein, Universal treasurer, was chief judge of
tlie various contests.

Margaret Gray entered the movies at UniversaVs El Paso exchange,
and is now
leading lady to Fred Humes in "The Arizona Cyclone" at Lniversal
City

K

Maynard Visits Coolidge

_ EN MAYNARD celebrated the close of
tiimmg on his latest picture, "The Red Raiders," at Lodge Grass, Mont., by driving over to
Rapid City, S. D., to pay his respects to President Coolidge at the Summer White House.
The President was much interested in Ken's
2()-gallon hat and expressed a familiarity with
t)ie Western star's work on the screen.

E. B. Derr, treasurer of F B O Pictures,
tvho has relumed to the home office after
three months spent at the studios on the.
West Coast

Ruth
Hum
(>! Much
rfi'iinrit's "Jimmy jaik Mulhall, First National feature player, meets A. A. Maria Corda, one of First NationaTs imSmith"
Pathe
comedies,
queen
of the Gonzaga,
editor of Cinearle, Brazilian
film magazine, portations, as she will appear in "The Pristudio electricians'
Brother, Smile" at the vale Life of Helen'
of Troy" as the title
and ball ilk
in annual
Hollywood benefit frolic during the filming ofF. "Smile,
N. studios
character
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is know
as "the Christensen
"
Sunrise.
And the secret of one of the strangest light effects
a studio has ever seen is contained in a couple of bolts of
cheesecloth.
Great screens, made by mounting cheesecloth on huge
frames, so that at the bottom only one thickness intervenes
between the studio light,s, and at the top some fifty layers
effectively shut out the light, represents the apparatus used.
These latter "taper," so that first one thickness, then two,
then three, and so on, pa.ss before the lights. The huge screens
HE latest
TA

Gertrude Ederle, Channel swimmer, shows a new stroke to Bebe Daniels,
whom she has been signed to support
in "Swim, Girl, Swim," iWi.ss
Daniels' next Paramount Picture

While Mayiuird made the overhnnd trip to the Summer
White House, Al Rogell, his director, and H. J. Brown, supervisor of production, returned ahead of liim to the studio
to confer with Producer Cliarles R. Rogers regarding' the
next picture in tlie Maynard series.

ilhs
ac
RoSa

"Ber-

MYnl
NLAY
onHal
IMi
FIa
comedian in Patlie
sX,
ySO
JF
comedies, sailed Tuesday, June 28th, aboard the S.S.
whicli
engaria" to enjoy his usual European vacation,
This
always includes a visit to iiis native land, Scotland
sting because he
year Finlayson's trip is particularly intere
will act as best man at the wedding of Ambassador
Houghton's daughter in London, and is accompanied by the
happy bridegroom. Also Jimmy will visit his old friend. Sir
Harry Lauder.

Finlayson has the distinction of having produced "The
Night Before," the only play ever written by Sir Harry,
the engagement taking place at the Copley Plaza Theatre at
Boston.

May McAvoy,
Warner Brothers'
star,herself
not being twins, the cameraman
"sculp"
obligingly helps oitl and makes
it possible for the diminutive star to

are then moved so that gradually the light increases, from
darkness to bright sunlight.
The new effect is one of several odd devices the Danish director is using in Lon Chaney's new Metro-Goldviyn-Mayer
vehicle, "Terror," production on which is now under way.

r

Finlayson's two montlis' vacation abroad will find him
spending most of his time at Labert Stirling Shire, Scotland,
his native town; but, of course, he will pay his usual respects
to Paris and London.

the Pape
urehad ina personal
Her Pict
CHRISTY
never
press agent. Only
stars can afford these. But three weeks ago her picture appeared in a Los Angeles newspaper demonstrating one of the
latest wrinkles in fashions.

A charming pastoral scene from Syd Chaplin's
Warner vehicle, "The
Missing Link," with Akka, who plays the title role, and another member
of the supporting cast

Lingering a little longer than usual over bi'eakfast that
morning, Harold Lloyd gave the newspaper a glance and Avas
attracted by Miss Christy's picture. In the afternoon, at the
behest of Lloyd, John L. Murphy, production maniiger of the
Lloyd Corporation, instituted a search for the girl and yesterday the bespectacled comedian's six months' hunt for a new
h'ading lady was ended with ]\Iiss Christy signing a contract
that many of the young beauties in Hollywood have been
t lying to win.
Three other girls before Miss Christy have started their
climb to fame in motion pictures as tiie leading lady for
Harold Lloyd. Bebe Daniels was first, :\Iildred Davis came
next, and later became Mrs. Lloyd. Jobyna Ralston after
Ihre years with Harold immediately jumped into stardom
wlien her contract with the corporation exjiired.
Ann Christy is nineteen years old and came to Hollywood
from Logansport, Hidiana. Slie had no idea of going into
Ili(> movies, being bent on a business career. But some friends
in Hollywood induced her to take a ciuuice before the camera
— and she did. Miss Christy is five feet tall and is one of a
small group of unlx)bbed. She has brown hair and blue eyes.
One of the strong points in favor of her selection by Harold
IJoyd is that slie rei)resents the typical New York girl.
Lloyd's new i)icture is laid entirely in New York City and
his leading lady is suppo.sed to be a girl wlio hails from
Slierichm Siiuare.
.
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Columbia's "The Blood Ship" tvhich has its ivorhl premiere at the Roxy theatre in New York shortly, brings an unusual group of character types
to the screen.
Here are seven of them; left to right, they are: Hobart Bostvorth, Jacqueline Logan, Richard Arlen, Walter James, Fred Kohler,
James Bradbury and Arthur Rankin

HEODORE ROBERTA, grand old man of the screen,
is back in Hollywood after a year's absence touring a vaudeville circuit. So far as is known Roberts is the only man in
the picture business holding a life contract. Paramount has
an agreement for his services until the end of his days. Although Roberts still supports himself with a crutch, he says
he has almost entirely recovered from the long siege of illness
that kept him at death's door for many months.

made three fine catches, and engineered a double play assisted
by Williams.
So far Fox has won five games and lost only one. Pathe
holds the runner up position in the league with four victories
and one defeat. Warners is third with five games won and
two lost, and First National is fourth with three wins and
three games lost. United Artists and Consolidated are in
fifth and sixth place respectively.
This Saturday Fox and Pathe will meet in a game that
will liractically determine the motion picture ehampionshii)
this season.

ws to first place in the
OX FILMS advanced
t Nethird
Sporfrom
Fbaseball tournament by defeating First National at
Movie
Protectory Oval on Saturday, the score being 8 to 4. In a
second motion picture game First National won from Warner
Brothers by a score of 10 to 2.

lyw
9 FARRELL Bac
MACDONALD.
Fox ood
Films' character cometo Hol
k July
J
dian, left for Hollywood
7th with his wife and daughter,

T

Theodore

Roberts Back

Factors in the Fox victoiy were Dahill's impressive
twirling, Klein's fielding, and timely hitting by Freedman,
Weiner. Star, and McEvov.
Meehan,
of First National,

Lorna, after seven weeks in New York during which he
woi'ked in "East Side — West Side," with George O'Brien
and Virginia Valli, under the direction of Allan Dwan.
As soon as Macdonald unpacks his bags in Hollywood he
will reiiort to Sol Wurtzel, studio superintendent.

The ivinners in the national contest conducted by First National Pictures and College Humor to find promising screen material in American
colleges; lop roiv, left to right: John W estwood, Princeton; Richard Clendenius California; Edward Karges, Northwestern; Thomas K. Denton,
Michigan; John Slambaugh, Chicago; below: ff urner C. Smoot. Norlhiceslern ; D. C. Cassidy, Georgia
Tech.; John Morris, Purdue;
Stuart C.
Knox, Yale; Leland S. Wilcox, Michigan
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Prior to his departure from the Los Angeles City Hall,
where Mayor Cryer seale^d the lock which will keep Vance
chained to his steering wdieel for three months, Vance visited
the M-G-M studios to pick up the rolls of celluloid and receive the best wishes of stars and directors on his unusual
vent\ii'e. Vance, who will eat, sleep and exercise wliile handcuffed to the w'heel of the car, holds the present endurance
record of keeping a car in continuous motion for one hundred twenty-seven hours and fifty-six minutes, Avhile tied to
the wheel.
trip.
Vance will visit M-G-M Exchanges on his cross-country

at Roxy
Legion
can was
Ameri
HE Roxy
Theatre
the scene
of a very unusual
ceremony Monday night, July 11th, when the American
Legion initiated a new member via the radio in the broadcasting room with Roxy as Master of Ceremonies. The i-egular ritual was observed with several high ofiScers and honor
men officiating. Among those who took part in the ceremonies were State Commander Arthur E. Brundage, Past
State Commander Major Wm. F. Deegan, Past State Commander Harry Wilder, Past State Commanders Russell E.
Sard and Edward E. Spafford, Congressional Medal of Honor
Man Dan Edwards, Congressional Medal of Honor Man
Sydney Gumpertz and Queens County Chaplain Rev. Father
Ward B. Meehan. The member installed was Rev. Dr. Cross,
Chaplain of Richmond Hill Post No. 212. The guests included Major General Wm. Weigel, Col. Theodore Roosevelt,
Asst. Sec', of War F. Trubee Davison and General Albert
Wingate.
Roxy prepared a special musical program appropriate for
the occasion in which the whole artistic staff' of the theatre,
including symphony orchestra, chorus, organ and soloists, was
utilized.

T

"Buryinsi the hatchet"
at First National, symboli:ini: the patching up
of all (lifferetices on the plans for Colleen Moore's productions for the
cominn
year;
left to right: Samuel Spring,
Miss
Moore, Richard
A.
Rotvland, John McCormick and Ned Depinet

H

Breiion Expected in New York

EKBEKT BRENON and party are expected in New
York, Thursday, July 14th, according to wire received by
United Artiste from Hollywood. He left Los Angeles, Sunday, July 10th, on "The Chielf " on the Santa Fe, aii-iving
in the metropolis over the Twentieth Century at 9 :45 A. M.
Thursday, July 14th.
As he will have completed "shooting" Hollywood scenes
for "Sorrell and Son," the Warwick Deeping novel which
he is bringing to the screen, the object of the trip east is to
sail on the Majestic Friday (July 15th, midnight), or Saturday (July 16tli noon), for England, to film exterior scenes
for the same United Artists picture.
Accompanying Mr. Brenon will be H. B. Warner, wiio
plays the role of Sorrell, and Mr. Warner's ten-year-old
daughter, Lorraine. Also in the party will be a juvenile
player, Mickey McBan, and his mother, Mrs. Fred McBan,
Norman Trevor, Nils Asther and Mary Nolan, the principal
members of the cast; also Mr. Brenon 's assistants, Ray Lissner and Julian Fleming, as well as James Howe and Leo
Tover, cameramen.
While in England, Mr. Brenon expects to join Warwick
Deeping, the author, in a production session at the various
original ' ' Sorrel and Son ' ' locations of the novel which they
previously selected as a background for important sequences
of outdoor scenes.

R.

e
Franc
Touri
Bowes,
Edward
thatngMajor
from abroad
comes Bowes
ORDMajor
wiio is enjoying his first extensive holiday from the multitudinous duties of the Capitol Theatre, has left Paris and is
motoring tiirougli rural France. At the personal invitation
of Dr. Lefort, Director of the Rheims Memorial Hospital, he
is paying a visit to this particular section of the country.
Dr. Lefort, who was decorated by the French and Belgian
governments for heroic and memorable services during the
war, is thoroughly familiar with the battle area and is acting
as his guide on a complete tour covering all the points of
historic interest.
W

Make-up Man Returns

.OBERT KLEIN, character actor and make-up expert
of Fox Films Hollywood studios, arrived in New York this
week from his native France, where he went for two months'
rest after eight years of continuous work at the coast motion
picture plant. Klein, although born in France, served in the
American army with distinction during the late unpleasantness and he departed for Washington this week, where he
is to transact some business connnected witii the military
service before returnnig to Hollywood.

W''
ITH

A Daredevil Stunt

hands shackled to the steering wheel of his car.
"Daredevil" Jack Vance left Los Angeles on July 7 for a
ninety-day round trip to the Atlantic Coast wiiich will net
him, if successful, the fat end of a ten tliousand dollar wager.
A. G. Palmer, millionaire clubman of Los Angeles, is the man
who made the bet. Vance carried with him, for delivery to
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer offices in New York, the first reels
of King Vidor's'"The Crowd" and Clarence Brown's "The
Trail of '98."

Max Rolh of the hox lilnis home office presents to E. (.. (.hamherlin,
father
of Clarence
Chamberlin
{right),
the first print of Fox
Neivs
shoicing
his son and
l,evine
in Germany,
in the presence
of Mayor
Hunt of Denison, loiva {centre}
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Trade Commission Now Seeks
Ban on All Block Booking
Decision in Paramount Case Orders Practice Discontinued;
No Change in Sales Policy, Zukor Announces
on of the
decisi
awaitedCommis
lonfyTHEFedera
sion in the
l Trade
Paramount ease was rendered
July 9. It ordered discontinuance of
block-booking'; found Adolph Zukor,
Jesse L. Lasky and Famous Players
guilty of conspiracy to restrain competition ;and prohibited them from acquiring or threatening to acquire theatres as
a means of intimidating or coercing exhibitors to book pictures distributed by
Paramount.
In a formal statement issued July 12,
Mr. Zukor announced that no change in
the existing sales policies of Paramount
will be made at present.
While official notice had not been given
up to the time Motion Picture News went
to press, it is indicated that Paramount
will fight the Commission's order in the
courts in an effort to have it set aside.

All other charges in the original comphxint are dismissed, and all charges are
dismissed so far as the other respondents
are concerned, they being Realart Pictures
Corporation, The Stanley Company of
America, Stanley Booking Corporation,
Black New England Theatres, Inc., Southern Enterprises, Inc., Saenger Amusement
Company, the late Jules Mastbaum, Alfred
S. Black, Stephen A. Lynch and Ernest V.
Richards, Jr.
The commission held that "the respondents Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky and
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation have
conspired and confederated together and
from time to time with other persons unduly to hinder competition in the production, distribution and exhibition of motion
picture films in interstate and foreign
commerce and to control, dominate, monopolize or attempt to monopolize the motion
picture industry." The respondents, and
their officers, directors, agents, representa-

tives and employees, are ordered
and desist:

to cease

"Cease and Desist'^ Order
I. From continuing in force, recognizing, complying with, carrying into effect or
enforcing, or attempting to comply with,
carry into effect or enforce the conspiracy
heretofore made or entered into by and
among the respondents or any of them, or
by and among the respondents or any of
them and any other person or persons, for
the purpose of lessening and restraining
competition, and restraining trade or commerce among i'he sez'cral States, or with foreign nations, in the business of producing,
distributing and exhibiting motion picture
films for profit or the business of producing
and distributing such films, and from making
or entering into any like conspiracy among
themselves or any of them, or among themselves or any of them and any other person
or persons, for any of the purposes above

Trade Commission Calls Leading Producers to
Conference on Block-Booking; Will Go to Courts
if Paramount Defies Order
WASHINGTON, July 13.— The Circuit Court of Appeals in New York
will be asked to declare valid the order issued by the Federal Trade
Commission in the Paramount case and require compliance with its
provisions, if Famous Players refuses voluntarily to abide by the Commission's
demands, it was indicated at the offices of the Commission today.
No action, however, will be taken until the expiration of the sixty days
given the respondents to report their compliance with the order, and it was intimated at the Commission's offices that no fears are entertaind that the order
will be defied.
The Commission, anxious to stamp out block booking in the picture industry, is sending to leading producers an invitation to attend a conference at
which its prohibition as an unfair method of competition would be discussed.
The time and place of the meeting will not be set until it is indicated by a substantial majority of the producers that they will have representatives in attendance.
If Paramount issues a defi of the Commission, it is probable that other important distributors would refuse to attend such a conference until the courts
have finally passed upon the legality of block booking.
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Text of Zukor Statement Announcing
No Change in Sales Policies
THE following statement was issued Tuesday by Adolpli
Zukor, President of Paramount Famous-Lasky Corporation :
"The formal order and findings of the Federal Trade
Commission were served upon us yesterday. We are glad
to find that, after the Commission's searching investigation
begun in 1921 and but recently completed, the only existing
business practice of this corporation to which its order
purports to apply is the sales method of offering pictures in
groups, referred to by the Commission as "block booking".
This is the offering of a number of pictures as a unit. It
is also the offering of a number of pictures for an aggregate
price substantially less than the combined prices for various
pictures in the group if purchased separately. In other
words it is the offering of a group of pictures at a wholesale
price below the retail price of single pictures. It does not
prevent exhibitors purchasing pictures singly. The average
advance upon the price of single pictures as against the block
price of such pictures is only about 25 percent. This sales
method is not peculiar to our company, but is almost universal in the industry. It will thus be seen that the Commission's order, if sustained by the courts, will present a
question which will have to be dealt with not alone by the
Paramount Company, but by the entire motion picture industry. Therefore, no change in our existing sales policies
is contemplated at the present.
"The Commission's order does not attempt to interfere
with the ownership and operation of the existing theatre holdings of the Paramount Company, known as the Publix Circuit,
nor with any additions thereto which may be made in the
normal development and expansion of our business in the
fut ure.

set forth and cminienited in tliis paragraph
of this order.
2. From leasing or offering to lease for
exhibition in a theatre or theatres motion
picture films in a block or group of two or
more films at a designated lump sum price
for the entire block or group otily and requiring the e.x*hibitor to lease all such tihns
or be permitted to lease none; and from leasing or offering to lease for exhibition such
motion picture films in a block or group
of tivo or more at a designated lump sum
price for the entire block or group and at
separate and several prices for separate and
several films, or for a number or numbers
thereof less than the total number, which
total or lump sunt price and separate and
scz'cral prices shall bear to each other such
relation as to operate as an unreasonable
restraint upon the freedom of an exhibitor
to select and lease for use and exhibition
only such film or films of siidh block or
group as he may desire and prefer to procure for exhibition; or shall bear such rela- ■
tion to each other as to tend to require an
exhibitor to lease such entire block or group
or forego the lease of any portion or portions thereof ; or shall bear such relation to
each other that the effect of such proposed
contract for the lease of sudh films may be
substantially to lessen competition or tend to

create a monopoly in any part of the certain
line of commerce among the several States,
or zvith foreign nations, involved in said
proposed sale, to-unt : the business of the
production, distribution and exhibition of
motion picture films to the public, or the
business of production and distribution, or
of production or distribution of nun'ing picture films for public exhibition.
3. From building, buying, leasing or
otherzi'ise acquiring, or threatening so to do,
any theatre building or buildings or theatre
or theatres, for the purpose and with the intent or trnth tihe effect of intimidaing or
coercing an exhibitor or exhibitors of motion picture films to lease or book and exhibit
motion picture films produced or offered for
lease or leased by respondent Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Block-Booking and

Monopoly

The commission, in a 15-page statement
of findings, declares with respect to block
l)ooking that "the purpose and necessary
effect of such distril)ution policy is to lessen competition and to tend to create a
monopoly in the motion picture industry,
tending to exclude from the market and the
industrj' small independent producers and

Picture
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distributors of films and denying to exhibitors freedom of choice in leasing films. ' '
Discussing theatre ownei-ship the commission found that Famous Players on June
30, 1926, had an interest in 368 theatres
throughout the country; in 128 theatres
this interest was 100 per cent; in 13 theatres more than 50 per cent, in 128 theatres
exactly 50 per cent, and in 99 theatres less
than 50 per cent. In Philadelphia, Dallas,
Jacksonville, Miami, and Tampa, the company, directly or through subsidiai-ies, has
from time to time acquired the control of
all or nearly all of the first class motion
picture theatres, including the first run
houses, the Commission declared.
The respondents are required to re{K)i-t
within 60 days to the commission what action has been taken to comply with its orders. It is considered probable that the company will appeal to the courts for a construction ofthe commission's findings, wit)"
a view to having the order declared invalid.
The decision of the commission was unanimous, all commissioners participating.
It was signed by Commissioners C. W. Hunt,
chairman; William E. Humphrey, Abram F.
Myers, J. F. Nugent and Edgar A. McCulloch.

Finding on Block-Booking
The Commission's position with regard
to block-booking is set forth in the following exceipt from its findings :
' ' Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
adopted the fixed method of leasing, and
does lease, its films under a system known
in the trade as 'block-booking.' Under such
]>lan films are offered in 'blocks' only. A
block is a gi'oup of films offered as a whole.
The number of films in a block is not uniform. The numbers most frequently offered
are sufficient to occupy the availal)le exhibition time of a theatre for three months
or for one year. Such lilocks contain 13 or
26 films, or 52 or 104 films according to
whether the theatre changes films once or
twice a week. The individual films in blocks
being offered at any time are not always
identical. Films are included in a block
off'ered to an exhibitor which the agent of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation chooses
for
that the
pui'pose,
and which
deems to be
within
revenues
of theheexhibitor.
A
block is so constituted as to contain certain
films which the exhibitor feels compelled to
lease and exhibit and also other films of
lower quality which the exhibitor does not
desire to lease and exhibit and which the
exhibitor considers to be unacceptable to
his patrons.

Policy Called

Unfair

"Respondent Famous Players-Lasky Corporation has maintained and still maintains
said unfair distrii)ution ])olicy. It offers to
lease, and does lease, blocks of films as
such, the exhibitor taking all as offered or
none. If an exhibitor declines to take all,
the block is successively offered to his competitors until a sale is made. As an alternative. Famous Players-Lasky Corj^oration
sometimes offers to permit an exhibitor, who
declines to lease a block, to lease less than
the whole block at ]>rices so high as to make
it impossible for him successfully to coui])ete with ri.val theatres, to-wit : at prices
nrbitrarily fixed at from 50 to 75 per centum
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Case Lasts Six Yeais

Woodhull
Changes

Sees
Sales
in Verdict

HULL, President of
RF. theWOOD
M. P. T. O. A., sees in the
* decision of the Federal Trade
Commission against Paramount many
new trade methods to be worked out
by the distributor in the event the
verdict of the commission is upheld by
the courts.
In a statement, issued by President
Woodhull, he says in part:
"This is a problem that will be met
in a way that will prove a benefit to
the exhibitor in film rentals and the
securing of pictures appropriate to his
neighborhood without the producer being compelled to sacrifice quality in
any way.
"The other decision, which distinctly
frowns upon the acquiring or threatening to acquire theatres by producers
and distributors, should tend to act as
a stay in the present over-seating of
communities, which is conceded to be
a menace to our industry by both independent and producer theatre-owners."
higher than the estimated prices of such
films as parts of the block. The purpose and
effect of such alternative offer is to coerce
and intimidate an exhibitor into surrendering his free choice in the leasing of films
and into leasing films in blocks as oft'ei-ed,
thereby denying to such exhibitor the opportunity or privilege of leasing and exhibiting certain other films of higher qualities and which such exhibitor's patrons demand and Avhich such exhit)itor desires to
exhibit. Only in ease all competitors in any
community refuse to lease a block of fihius
does Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
lease for use in that community the films
contained in such block upon some other
basis to be arrived at by negotiation between the sales agent of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and the exhibitor.
"The purpose and necessary effect of
such distribution policy is to lessen competition and to tend to create a monopoly in
the motion picture industry, tending to exclude from the market and the industry
small independent producers and distributors of films and denying to exhibitors freedom of choice in leasing of films.
"Because of the dominant i)()sition of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in the
motion picture industry, its methods of competition, policy and practice are necessarily
followed, adopted and maintained by all
competitors of Famous Players- Lasky Corporation that are strong enough to acquire
and operate first-class first-run theatres to
exploit their most meritorious pictures and
to offer to lease, and lease, films in blocks
only and in sufficient numbers to occupy the
available exhibition time of exhibitors.
Thereby it is made difficult for small and
independent producers or distributors of
films to enter into or remain in the moving
picture industry or market, or to lease individual pictures on merit. It destroys the
freedom of exhibitors to choose according
to their judgment and taste films for exhibition and to exhibit only films that in their
opinion are meritorious and acceptable to
their patrons; and the public is deprived of
the power to influence exhibitors in the
choice of films and of the benefit of continuous exhibition of meritorious and acceptable films only."

The Famous Players complaint is one of
the outstanding oases in the history of the
Federal Trade Commission. It probably
holds the record for longevity, having originated August 31, 1921, although an amended
complaint, on which the proceedings have
been based, was not issued until February
]4, 1923.
The complaint named, in addition to
Famous Players-Lasky, Realart Pictures
Cor])oration, Stanley Company of America,
Stanley Booking Corporation, Black New
England Theatres, Inc., Southern Enterprises, Inc., Saenger Amusement Company,
and Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Jules
Mastbaum, Alfred S. Black, Stephen A.
Lynch and Ernest V. Richards, Jr.
The respondents were charged with having conspired and confederated together to
hinder competition in the production, distribution and exhibition of motion picture
films in interstate and foreign commerce,
and to control, dominate, monoiwlize or attempt to monopolize the motion picture industry. They were charged with having
entered iijto a progressive program of acquiring or controlling motion picture theatres throughout the United States, particularly first-run theatres, and of compelling
and coercing exhibitors to book and exhibit
all the pictures produced or distributed by
Famous Players. It was also charged that
block-booking was forced in an effort to
take up all or a large portion of the exhibitor's available exhibiting time and close
their theatres to the films of competitors of
Famous Players, the complaint alleging that
"the respondents, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
Lasky and Famous Players-Lasky Corporation procured millions of dollars to put said
in successful operation." A numprogram
ber of other charges, amplifying these allegations, were included.
The taking of testimony i-equired two
years, agents of the commission touring
the countrj' to secure evidence from exhibitors, motion picture actors and others who
were believed to be affected by the respondent's alleged activities. Seventeen thousand pages of testimony embodied the proceedings of these hearings. The case was
argued before the conmiission in 1926, after
the filing of briefs and cross-briefs, counsel for Famous Players alleging bias and
improper acts on the part of the trial examiner in vipholding objections of then
Chief Counsel W. H. Fuller to questions
the respondents'
propounded
lawyers. On to
thewitness
basis ofbythis allegation, the
commission ordered the case reopened, additional hearings were held and the record
was enlarged' by some 8,000 pages.
Final arguments on the case were heard
before the commission late in January of
this year, since which time it has been
studied by the commissioners. The only
charge of importance remaining in the case
related to block-booking, other allegations
having been cast aside from time to time
as unimportant, while the second most important allegation, that of theatre ownership, also was fl^nally discarded.
The complaint of 1923 was signed by
Commissioners Victor Murdock, chairman;
John F. Nugent, Huston Thomson, Vernon
W. Van Fleet and Nelson B. Gaskill. Of
these, only 'Mr. Nugent is now a member of
the body, his term of service not expiring
until September of this yeai-.

Trade Should Welcome
Verdict, Says Steffes
come the verdict of the Federal
THE entire industry should welTrade Commission against Paramount, in the opinion of W. A. Steffes,
head of the Northwest exhibitor association. Steffes, in Minneapolis, said
the decision should do more to stabilize the picture business than anything that has happened in years.
"There is no doubt but that blockbooking is an evil and a menace to the
industry," said Steffes. "This applies
not only to theatre owners, but to producers as well. In my opinion it
forced building of many a theatre
which would not otherwise have been
in existence, if producers had realized
this evil a few years ago. The grabbing of theatres by Paramount and
other companies had to end some time.
The F'ederal Trade Commission ruling
will let them out gracefully."

Embassy in Elizabethport,
N. J., Opens Oct. 1
The Embassy, a new theatre in Elizabethport, New Jersey, and latest house of the
Combined Theatre Enterprises, will open
on
October 1,
1927, the
announce.
Officers
of theatre's
Combined operators
Theatre
Enterprises are Stanley Sobelson, president,
Jacob H. Safiro, vice-pi-esident, Fi'ed Unger, secretaiy; Louis Heiman, assistant
secretary, James J. Thompson, treasurer,
and Harry Lesser, assistant treasurer. The
company believes that in publishing the
oj^ening date it is offering' substantial refutation to false rumors circulated in exchanges to the effect that the Embassy is
to open on January 1, 1928.
Combined Theatre Enterprises also operates the West End and Lincoln Theatres in
Newark, the Elmoro at Elizabeth and the
Empire at Bayonne. The Embassy has a
seating capacity of 1,500 and will adopt the
policy of pictures and vaudeville at popular prices.

Famous Players Canadian
Declares Dividend
Because of a substantial increase in earnings. Famous Players Canadian Coi^p., Toronto, has declared its first dividend in
seven years on the second preferred stock,
the amount of such dividend being in the
ratio of $80,000 per annum. Intimation has
been given that the company intends to
continue pajinent of this dividend regularly.
Figiires of the Canadian company show
that the net profits for the past year were
$800,582, when $265,409 was allowed for
depreciation instead of the $180,000 depreciation allowance of the previous year.

Detroit
Leads
in
National's
Summer

First
Drive

At the end of the fifth week of First National's 1927 summer billings' drive, the
Detroit exchange stood in first place, with
Los Angeles second and Omaha third. Each
of the three leaders had passed their quota.
Among the districts, the Eastern ranked
first, with the others in the following order:
Southern, Western, Canadian.
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Booking Slump Is Widespread,
New
s'
Surv
ey Shows
Exhibitors Generally Holding Back on New Season Product
—In Some Territories Situation Amounts to Blockade

EXHIBITORS are holding back on bookings for new season product to an
unprecedented extent this year. In fact, in the greater number of exchange
territories, a definite booking slump is on.
These facts are clearly shown in first-hand field I'eports to Motion Tictxire News
from its own correspondents, trained in gathering trade information, unbiased and
authoritative.
It is clear, from their reports, that film sales this year are far behind the
normal. Offerings of new product to theatres for the 1927-1928 season are meetmg
stubborn resistance, amounting in some instances to a definite blockade.
The causes assigned for the situation are due, in some territories, to local conditions. But, generally speaking, the reasons nationally sum up this way :
Big circuits are not closing for product as rapidly as in former years, thus holding up subsequent bookings. This is not universally txnie, but the movement is very
widespread.
Exhibitors are more skeptical than usual about how good the new product
will be, their doubt being based to some extent ou disappointments in this season's pictures.
Rental prices asked for new product are in general said to be far above prices
of previous years. Many territories indicate that theatres are awaiting to see if
the prices will come down.
Due to block-booking and loading up with pictures, theatres in many cases
have product in plenty for several months ahead. This is one of the prime causes
of the indifference being sho\\ai to new season product.
"Watchful waiting" sums up the general attitude. Reports in detail, as gathered thus far in the Neivs' first-hand survey follows:

Chicago

exercised in buying and hurry avoided, also

unvarnished truth about the contract situation in Chicago and its territory is that exhibitors, both circuits and
independents, are generally holding back
on buying of 1927-28 product, and the total
of business secured to date by Chicago exchanges is approximately fifty per cent of
that closed during the same period one year
ago.
While this applies to the grand total of
business closed to date, at least two exchanges and possibly three, none of which
rank as among the largest in the industry,
have done better than they did one year
ago.
The reason or reasons back of this reluctance on the part of exhibitors to close
contracts for the new theatrical year are
practically impossible to define, a wide diversion of opinion as to causes existing.
One exchange manager sized up the situation as follows: "The unusual sales pressure put upon the exhibitors by the various
selling organizations has caused the prospects to become suspicious of the motives
of the film men and as a result the majority refuse to do any business at the
present time, acting on the theory that
prices cannot go any higher and in all
probability purchases may be made cheaper
at a later date. Then, too, business has
been considerably below normal in this territory for two and one-half months or a
longer period, and exhibitors are waiting
to see whether the tide is going to turn
before obligating themselves for product.
Warnings voiced by exhibitor leaders and
certain publications, that caution should be

Interviews
with exhibitors brought out
played
its part."
their feeling that materially higher prices
demanded by certain of the film companies
were unjustified and impossible to meet and
that only by holding off could there be any
hope of securing pictures on a more reasonable basis.
The above quotation from an exchange
manager and the opinions expressed by exhibitors pretty well cover the various viewpoints in the Chicago territory.
It is evident that the various mergers
and talks of further developments in this
line have also played their part in unsettling the minds of the exhibitors and
leaving them in an uncertain state where
they hesitate to close contracts.
While salesmen are returning to their
offices with reports which are very unsatisfactory both to themselves and their managers, exchangemen generally state that
many of the large circuits are on the point
of closing, and that when these contracts
begin to roll in business practically will
again be normal.

THE

Kansas City
TN the Kansas City territory a rather
•^ peculiar condition exists on bookings for
the new season. Three of the six larger
first run houses are booked more heavily
than last year, due to the fact that pictures
have been used for longer runs than at first
was anticipated, leaving a larger "carryover" for the new season. In the smaller
towns exhibitors are more cautious in tiieir
booking and are not so heavily booked as

last year. Suburban houses of Kansas City
show little difference in the booking last
year and that now.
The average small town theatre owner in
the Kansas City territory is booked six
months in advance, probably comprising
20 per cent of his playing time, many of
the pictures being "hang-overs." Most
first run houses of Kansas City are booked
for four or five months in advance, comprising about 15 per cent of their playing
time.
"It is a fact that exhibitors are holding
back on their bookings," said a widely
known exchange official of Kansas City.
"It is due to the fact that there were so
many disappointments last year. A big
lineup of pictures was anticipated, when,
in reality, there were few good moneymakers. Exhibitors were disappointed on
many deliveries in block bookings and they
are a bit more skeptical this year. Although
this fall's lineup of pictures is conceded to
look more promising, the theatre owner
seems to have vowed to wait a while longer
and be convinced of that fact. Industry
and commerce in the smaller towns has not
been what it should be, which is reflected in
advance bookings, also. When the time
arrives I think the bookings will be just
as brisk as ever before, but it will come
later than last year."
"Business among the first run houses in
Kansas City has been all that could be desired," said the manager of one of Kansas
City's largest theatres. "We have extended the runs of many pictures which
did far better than we had anticipated.
Therefore, we are booked heavier than we
were at this time last year, due to the fact
that we have played fewer pictures. Conditions in the larger cities of this territory
are far better than in the smaller towns,
comparatively speaking. Crops, floods and
other conditions have played an important
part in making it a bit more difficult for
the small town exhibitor."

Philadelphia
EXHIBITORS in Philadelphia and vicinity are holding off their 1927-28 book— first, because unfor two
ingssettled
economicreasons
conditions do not give any
indication as to whether the theatreman
may expect good business next season, and
second because it is felt that by holding off
the distributors may give some price concessions.
Block booking has resulted, of course, in
season's
theirother
many houses
product
as usual,closing
but yetfor
on the
hand
many more have not closed, and it is estimated in many instances by those who are
in a position to judge intelligently that only
a little more than half the theatres have
booked up to this time.
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Some theatremen feel that picture prices
are going higher and higher with the exhibitor unable to increase his admission prices,
and that the exchanges must be brought to
realize, this year, that too many straws will
break the camel's back. These men are
holding out for better prices and hope, not
only to better the figures offered by the exchange, but also to get pictures at a price
lower than last year.
There has been widespread complaint in
Philadelphia recently about the trend of
business in general, and lack of patronage
and buj'ing in all lines. That this will react ultimately on the box office even more
noticeably than it already has is the opinion
shared by many theatre owners, and for
this reason they are not binding themselves
to purchase pictures that may have to be
screened in the face of hard times.
In other words, the watchful-waiting policy has been adopted as the best means of
taking the pulse of business. Some houses
have booked only ten per cent of their product for the year; others 25 per cent, but
with the majority 50 per cent has already
been placed. Some exhibitors believe that
the independents will get a bigger percentage of the bookings than in any previous year because of price, and because
many want to get away from the block
booking system. And the whole situation
may resolve itself into seeing who will outwait the other.

Washington, D. C.
TN the booking of pictures for the new
^ theatrical year in Washington, only a
comparatively small part of the negotiations have been completed. Again, it would
seem that business is backward this year;
that there is no little haggling over prices,
and some question as to the quality of this
year's product.
Speaking of the chain of theatres over
which he presides, Harry M. Crandall announced that his organization was going
ahead with Ijooking arrangements. They
do not look for materially lower prices, but
Mr. Crandall predicted that if the forthcoming year's offerings are not matei'ially
better than those of the closing year it may
be expected that prices will show a substantial drop in the future.
Mr. Crandall expects to carry on negotiations for his requirements. He points
out that it is possible to make the necessary
adjustments as between seller and buyer
that will prove advantageous to both and
permit of agreements being reached. He
and his associates are making analyses of
the offerings and determining from the
stories, their writers, those who play the
parts and the directors, the worth of the
features to his theatres. He estimates that
from the study he has thus far made that
the new lot of pictures will be materially
better, and he looks forward to a successful
season.
While the operators of theatre chains are
anxious to get the business of booking completed that they may devote their entire
attention to other matters, the exhibitors
having but one or two houses are not so
quick to jump at offerings. While the exchangemen say everything looks lovely, the
men who patronize them are not so optimistic. The former charge that the latter are
being led by propaganda against early
booking which has for its object the lowering of prices.

Pathe Elected Member
of M.P.P.D.A., Inc.
of DiBoard Picture
of the
Motion
rectors of the
a meeting
Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc., on Tuesday, Pathe Exchanges, Inc., was elected a member
of the Association. J. J. Murdock,
president of Pathe Exchanges, Inc.,
was elected a member of the Board of
Directors.
This brings the total of membership
in the Hays Association to twentyseven.
AT

Cleveland
EXHIBITORS of Cleveland report that
they are slower booking the new film
product this year than previous years. The
reasons given for this state of affairs are
various. One reason is because the new
zoning plan now in course of construction
is not yet completed and they Avon't buy
until it is completed. Another reason given
is that the first-run houses are behind with
their releases and this slows up the release of the old product all along the line.
As long as the exhibitor is getting plenty
of product, he is in no hurry to buy more.
A prominent circuit owner stated that in
his opinion exhibitors are holding back
with buying because last year's business
was not good enough to warrant paying as
much for pictures this year as they did last
year. Local business conditions generally
are poor. The building business, the
foundation of local prosperity, is at a
standstill.
Two other factors tend to slow uj) the
booking programs in the opinion of many.
They are the growing theatre circuits and
the growing co-operative booking companies. Everyone is waiting to see what
the other fellow is going to do. Outside of
Cleveland in the territory, the situation is
more serious than in Cleveland. The independent theatre owner has adopted a watchful-waiting policy. And the big circuits are
booked in New York.

Albany, N. Y.
along Albany's
S isof stagnant
BUSINES
Film Row
thirteen exchanges, supplying more than 400 motion picture theatres in central and northern New York.
Exchange managers and film salesmen admit the fact, although it is plainly perceptible to the eye. A visit to several of
the leading exchanges along the Row for
the purpose of ascertaining the present
booking situation throughout New York
state reveals an interesting situation. In
the first place, bookings for the new theatrical year, which is generally taken as of
September 1, are far under last year, or
previous seasons. In fact, it is said that
only about 10 per cent of playing time has
been thus far booked for the new season.
The whole situation, so far as the exchanges are concerned, and there was a
reticence on the part of exchange managers
to have their names used, is that each exhibitor is apparently watching the other
fellow and, furthermore, that nearly all of
the exhibitors have plenty of pictures to
tide them over for another month or two.
There is also another situation existing
in central and northern New York at the

present time that is almost an entirely new
one, and one that is having a big effect today on the booking of pictures. During the
last few Aveeks, the larger chains have been
absorbing smaller houses on a booking arrangement, although it is not being publicly divulged that such arrangement is
the prime factor* in the ease. This is occurring day after day in Ncav York state.
Announcement Avill be made that such and
such a chain has acquired an interest in
such and such houses, but Avhen an attempt
is made to ascertain just Avhat interest has
been secured, it is generally revealed that
the Avhole idea is a booking arrangement
Avhereby the chain Avill do the booking for
the smaller houses under some scheme which
Avill bring about smaller prices being paid
for pictures. The Avhole thing, in so far
as the Albany territory is concerned, is
more or less shrouded in mystery, the heads
of the chains refusing to make public the
exact nature of the transaction Avhereby
they have secured Avhat they term an "interest" in neighborhood houses. It is
known that in some cases that the smaller
houses haA^e been induced to come under
the Aving of the chain on the assertion that
their pictures Avill cost less and that they
Avill be placed in a far more aggressive position not only in buying pictures, but also in
the shoAving.
There is also another phase that is entering into the situation and that is that many
of the exhibitors believe that if they Avait
for a time they can secure pictures for less
money than if they rushed pell mell in at
the present time.
The exchange managers in Albany believe, hoAvever, that Avhen the break comes
there will be plenty of buying, but they are
loath to predict any date for the break.
Film salesmen on the road report that they
are not able to sell any of the ncAV product
to speak of, and exhibitors coming to Albany, and visiting the exchanges, show
little or no disposition to place any orders.
Take C. H. Buckley, for instance, OAvner
of the Leiand and the Clinton Square theatres in Albany, both first-run downtown
houses that ahvays play to big crowds. Mr.
Buckley is not booking any of the ncAV
product and is frank in admitting it.
"I do not intend to be rushed into booking pictui'es that I do not AA'ant," said Mr.
Buckley, as he cited an instance of a salesman that had come to him and offered him
26 pictures Avithout giving him the privilege
of booking five or six Avhich he desired. As
Mr. Buckley stated, it Avas a case of take
the twenty-six or none. "Why should I
Avorry?" said Mr. Buckley. " There. Avill be
enough pictures to go around, and in the
next place, the prices being asked are far
too high. I think that the majority of exhibitors are sparring for time and are sure
that they will be able to get product Avithout being forced to take Avhole groups or
single pictures at prices that are beyond
all reason. That seems to be the feeling
among other exhibitors that I knoAV and
the general thought of exhibitors in this
Other exhibitors in the territory, some of
Avliom preferred not to have their names
used, quickly
admitted that they Avere book''
section.
ing little or none of the ncAv product, the
great majority saying that the prices being
asked Avere too high and they prefeiTed to
Avait to see how the situation Avould iron
itself out.
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exhibitors were asked what percentage of phxying time had been booked
for the coming season, the answer was generally around ten per cent. In the meantime, there is almost total lack of business
along the new product on Albany's Film
Row.
When

St. Louis, Mo.
THE national coal strike, Mississippi
Valley floods, Coolidge prosperity,
uri mule
Hollywood economy and Misso
sense combined have held back bookings of
1927-8 pictures in the St. Louis territory.
As usual, it is very difficult to separate the
exact percentbull from the business and not
obtainable,
ao-es on new bookings are
of a^ few
tion
excep
ble
possi
but with the
d adstate
y
safel
be
can
it
ts
enden
indep
vanced bookings for the new season are
very far below what they should be.
National distributors have suffered in
sales because the proposed new zoning plan
has not been put through. Neighborhood
intheatres of St. Louis' metropolitan area
sist on protection from alleged unfair rules
of this old zoning arrangement and are
holding back bookings on new product until
that point is settled.
eastThe talk of economy that floated from
ward from Hollywood and westward
Wall street fell upon eager ears here, and,
of eastern
generally speaking, exhibitors
Missouri and southern Illinois feel that if
there is to be any economy exercised in the
motion picture industry the rental of films
is the most fertile field for the reaper to
begin his work. So tense is the financial
situation, the neighborhood theatres of St.
Louis have served notice on the musicians
union that unless orchestral costs are cut
the musicless movies will be the rule m the
Mound City neighborhoods after August 15.
Film rentals must also be reduced, most
exhibitors have decided definitely, and they
are not signing for new pictures at the
ly too high.
prices they regard as entireing
bookings
Veteran exhibitors are delay
because experience has taught them the
early fish gets the hook.ts.They are watchfully waiting developmen

Indianapolis
seaLow box-office receipts for the past tors
son are blamed by Indiana exhibi
bookings.
for holding back on next seasong's year
was
Uncertainty as to the comin
given as a reason for not rushing contracts
by a number of exhibitors. Most theatre
managers confidentially admit that business
has been off the last year in Indianapolis.
Robert Hesseldenz, uptown manager,
said he was in no hurry to sign up because
he hoped for ' ' general improvement of conditions."
"I generally buy for six to eight months
ahead," he added, "but am not ready to
sign up because I have plenty of films to
last until late in November. They may be
cheaper in three months." director of the
Allen S. Glenn, managing
Circle, said he was holding oft' only to see
what distributors are offering and to "separate the wheat from the chaff." Glenn
said his bookings were not behind last year.

Detroit
HKNDEESON M. RTCHEY, general
manager of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Michigan, declares the exhibitor will be more cautious this year than
ev(!r before.

Portman
Nev^^
Mgr.
Loew European Circuit
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as representahas been acti
tive to Loew's Inc., in connection with
the Loew's Inc., holdings in France,
has been raised to the post of managing director of all the Loew theatre
properties in Belgium and England as
well as France. He is now supervising
the construction of the new Empire
Theatre at Leicester Square, London.
Several changes have also been executed in the Loew theatre circuit in
the United States. E. A. Schiller, vicees
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"He must be shown that ho will get what
he contracts for and not a substitute," said
Richey. "I also believe the exhibitor will
investigate every phase of the contracts
and what they call for before placing his
signature upon it. Yes, sir, this will be a
year of careful buying."
An unusual condition prevails in Detroit
booking circles in view of the activity of
the Co-operative Booking Agency, which
buys and dates for nearly 50 theatres in
Detroit, inclusive of the downtown first
runs. C. Buermele, manager of the agency,
who daily interviews Detroit exhibitors, declares that while business conditions are
off, exhibitors are already busy making
plans for the new season.
This agency has already contracted for
the First National output for its circuit and
expects to have several other leading producers lined up before many days pass.
The situation in general is apparently
not up to normal.

Oklahoma

City

t'ULENTY of pictures; why be in a
^ hurry?" is the reason given by W.
Z. Spearman, president of the Oklahoma
M.P.T.O., for exhibitors in this territory
holding off on booking new product. To
this he adds that last year's product lacks
three to five months of being played up
and he sees no immediate need for pictures.
He declares that, within the last month,
salesmen are asking considerable increase
in prices.
R. E. Griffith, head of the Griffith Amusement Co., which has about 50 theatres in
the territory, says the same thing about
prices. He adds that last year's product
was very disappointing and finds fault with
the practice of not delivering what is contracted for and taking out good pictures
for specials. His company's books are in
process of being closed for last year's business. A check-up will be necessary before
they can know what pictures they want.
It seems to be a fact that independent
companies are showing a nice increase in
business this year over last. Even big companies are slow to admit any difficulty in
selling, but some lay it on the fact that
salesmen are expected to sell too early and
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The booking situation in the city is tied
up pending the outcome of the F. & R.
merger now under consideration by Saxe
Amusement Enterprises. Saxe has signed
no contracts for its 35 theatres and will not
until the deal is decided. Until the Saxe
first-run and pre-release houses are accommodated, bookings for other theatres in the
city cannot be arranged.
Contracts for the eleven Universal theatres have not yet been signed.
A deal is pending in the Upper Peninsula
whereby the Butterfield Circuit and the
Delft chain are considering a merger and
is holding up booking in that locality. The
situation is unsettled because of the several

mergers.
pending
E. A. Eschmann of Pathe sees nothing
alarming in the present situation. He feels
that the exhibitors are becoming more cautious and are going to wait for the circuit
houses to buy before signing for the new

product.

Leased
State in Trenton
By Ten Eyck and Thropp
with the expiration on SepBeginning
tember 1,1928, of the existing lease on the
State Theatre, Trenton, New Jersey,
Thomas H. Thropp and George B. Ten
Evck, the present lessees, who have just
entered into a contract Avith Ogden D. Wilkinson, will take over the operation of the
theatre for a period of ten years.
The lease was signed last week by all
three of the contracting parties, Marvin A.
's theaThropp
Mr. will
to
nting
be added
represe
Sr., interests.
State
The
Rilev, trical
the
Eyck.
Ten
Mr.
by
ed
controll
chain
the
Orpheum, the Broad, the Gaiety and the
latter house soon to be conEmbassy, the
structed. Mr. Thropp and Mr. Ten Eyck
will be equal partners in the operation of
the State.
The two business men plan fundamental
alterations in the State. The seating capacity of the house -n-ill be increased and
the gallery will be eliminated. The gallery
entrance from the street is to be abolished,
an entire new front will replace the old and
an elaborate scheme of lighting will decorate the theatre's interior. Mr. Thropp is
one of Trenton's most prominent business
men and was recently appointed by Governor Moore as a member of the New Jei-sey
State Board of Conunerce and Navigation.

New^ Motion Picture Firms
Obtain N. Y. Charters
e to inMotion picture companies continu
corporate inNew York State, the past week
bringing the following new companies
whidi were granted charters by the secretary of State in Albany: Stillwell Theatre
Inc., capitalization not stated, Isaac and
Nettie Katz, Charles N. Dibner. Brooklyn;
Colomb Amusement Co., Inc., $20,000, Ethel
Bader, Benjamin B. Weinberg, Ilan-iet
Mascot Pictures
Cohen, New' York City;Levine,
Frances J.
Corporation. .$5,000, Nat
City.
York
New
Fertig,
Lulu
Levinc.
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Stop Him!

TT/' ILLIAM A. JOHNSTON'S editorial in last week's issue of Motion Picture
^ '
News, entitled "The Bull in the Picture Shop", has brought forth approval
from all parts of the industry.
Letters and wires of commendation are pouring in.
A well-known cartoonist voluntarily contributed the above cartoon, so forcefully
did the editorial appeal to him.

Newspapers on Film Economy
Flood of Editorial Comment Follows Proposed Salary SlashLeading Journals Give Their Views
roceiit niuiounceinent of a ten
THE
])er cent slash in salaries at Hollywood, which has been postponed until August 1, brought forth a flood of editorial comment in the newspapers.
These comments are highly significant,
because they reflect the all-important attitude of the public. In summary, ]\Iotion
Picture News presents the chief points
made, and advises everybody in the industry to read them carefully:
San Francisco Bulletin. — The inevitable
has happened at Hollywood. The still,
snuill, stern voice of economic
law has

linally made itself heard above tlie tumult
and the shouting of the press agent.

The

Question

of Halos

Los Angeles Times. — There may be genuine difficulty in finding halos that will fit
all movie people. However, they are not
the only ones who are having trouble in
the halo and harp department.
Deni'cr News. — Hollywood may be sad,
but the rest of the country will have little
reason to regret the decision of the Motion
Picture Producers Association to reduce the

salaries of film stars. ... If the result
of the ridiculous salaries was localized, the
whole question Avould be of little moment.
Instead, it is felt in every community. The
mannerisms and antics of Hollywood are
imitated in every high school.
JVashington Star. — Whether the public
will get the benefit of these savings remains
to be seen. Undoubtedly the motion picture industry has been overpaid.
Hartford Courant.- — It is a good thing
that a start has been made toward getting
movie salaries back somewhere near nor-
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ma ley and it will be well if the reduction
is passed along to the ultimate consumer.
Miami Herald. — The savings will amount
to millions and it is possible that the men,
women and children who pay their way into
the theatres and thus make the industry
possible will ultimately benefit a trifle. Possible. Not probable.
Sioux City, Iowa, Journal. — This fabulous
return to the motion picture people is directly responsible for most of the conduct
— and misconduct — observed in screen colonies for years.
Lozvell, Mass., Leader. — Now that salaries
have been cut, the leading women will have
an opportunity to engage in those homely,
domestic duties which hitherto they have
practiced only in the imagination of their
versatile press agents.

Brains

vs.

Money

Springfield. Mass., Union. — The enforced
economy in Hollywood may have the beneficent result of compelling the producers to
depend more upon brains and less upon
purchasing power, more upon imagination
and less upon a checkbook in composing
their opera.
Boston Transcript. — But for the paler
luminaries such a cut in earnings may well
cause hardship. It may be necessary to
ride around in cars of lower price than the
gilded roadster. ... It may even be
necessary to dispense with the services of
the press agent.
Minneapolis Tribune. — The leaders of the
film industry have apparently got together
and decided that their industry was being
run with needless extravagance. The public
had arrived at that conclusion long ago.
Albany, N. Y., Nezus and Journal. — The
industry may sometime get down to a businesslike basis. It will have to do so. And
it has learned that lavishness is not art.
Nezu York Herald Tribune. — Since this
industry became prominent, its promoters
have considered it good publicity to allow
the public to believe that its shining lights
were paid far in excess of Presidents of
the United States, and even vice-presidents
of trust companies.
Nezu York Times. — Sooner or later, the
spoiled darling of all the arts and industries was bound to run up against those inexorable twins of human activity, Costs and
Overhead. . . . This should come when
pictures are produced with fewer shekels
and more brains and taste.
New York Women's Wear. — At first the
talk of million dollar salaries and million
dollar features .vas impressive but it came
to mean nothing to the public, or nearly
nothing. . . . The public is placing its
own valuation on the films and is only
mildly excited about their original costs.

Make

'e«i

Better

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Eagle-Nezvs. — If
pictures were made merely better, rather
than bigger, the industry would be better off.
Pittsburgh Press. — If the cost of producing pictures is cut materially the pu})lic will
scan the price-list at the theatre box-office
to see Avhether it is going to receive any
share of the benefits from economy.
Richmond Times-Dispatch.- — This inordinately high cost is due chiefly to two
factors : one is the enormous amount of
footage that is thrown away, and the other
is the absurd scale of salaries paid the
movie actors.

Cleveland Playgrounds
Offering Free Movies
offered
beingunds
moviesnd are
I^REE
underin
playgro
^ 49 Clevela
the supervision of the physical
education department of the Cleveland
Board of Education. They are being
presented outdoors. A large screen is
erected on a wall, and the projection
machine is placed on a table in the
yard. Electricity is supplied through
an extension cord which is connected
with the building.
Four different programs, offered
simultaneously in widely scattered
parts of the city, include everything
from educational films to comedy features. The four programs are interchanged so that every playground may
have an opportunity to see them, and
others are substituted for them every
three weeks. It is expected that 5,000
Clevelanders will see these pictures
nightly.

Houston, Te.x-.. Post-Dispatch. — The producers must not forget that they themselves are responsible in some measure for
the "hold-ups" by the stars, for they encouraged the big salary idea by making a
point in their publicity of the amounts paid
their stars. . . . The stars do not need
a union to do their bargaining for them.
They have their public. The box-office
speaks for them. They have its voice to
support them when they bargain with the
producers.
Woonsoeket, R. I., Call. — If reduced salaries will bring some of these gay folk to
their senses, create better moving pictures
and thus revive interest in the silver screen
it may be worth a battle between the artists
and the industry.
Philadelphia Public Ledger. — -Doubtless
there are places in which costs can be cut
without damage to the spirit of the industry. But it is a fact that American
movies have been the best in the world because of a willingness of their promoters
to pay any price for genius and creative
talent and to give men and women of new
ideas endless scope and all the money they
needed. That policy has been enormously
profitable, and Mr. Hays and his associated
magnates will make a great mistake if they
attempt to change it.

Handwriting

on

Wall

Columbus, O., State Journal. — ^The feeling has prevailed for some time that the
salaries reported to be paid film stars are
quite out of reason. . . . There is evidence at last that the industry itself sees
the handwriting on the wall.
Watertozvn, N. Y., Times. — The movie
business seems to suffer from swollen bank
rolls. The sky has been the limit and the
wasteful practices which have been emj)loyed would send any other concern into
bankruptcy in no time.
Dallas News. — The amazing thing about
the motion picture business to staid workers
in older and long-estal)lished industries has
been its extraordinary disregard of waste.
Bankers do not like bond issues fioated on a
sea of dreams. . . . The efficiency man
seems to have come to Hollywood. It is
to be hoped that the fellow is an artist as
well as an auditor.
{Additional comnu^nls
zvill appear in ne.vt
zveek's issue)
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Luporini
Tiffany's
Latin Becomes
Representative
A contract between Tiffany Productions
and Ferdinand V. Luporini has been recently consummated, an announcement from
M. H. Hoffman, the Tift'any vice-president,
reads. By means of the agreement Mr.
Luporini becomes the exclusive Latin
American representative for all Tiffany
pictures for a period of four years. The
contract becomes effective with the release
of the first Tiffany film on the 1927-28
schedule.
The countries involved in this deal and
Ln which Tiffany Productions will have one
hundred per cent representation are : Brazil,
Argentine Republic, Uruguay, Paraguay,
Chili, Pei-u, Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia,
Venezuela, West Indies, Cuba, Porto Rico,
Mexico and Central America.

Construction Completed on
Param't News Laboratory
Completion of construction on the new
Paramount News Laboratory, 43d Street in
New York City, was announced this M^eek.
Emanuel Cohen, in charge of the Paramount
Newsreel and short features, ordered the
erection of the four-stoiy stinicture in the
heart of the city, believing that speed in
the distribution of live news shots is an
essential service that the exhibitor should
receive.
Following the lull after the finish of construction activities, developing and printing machines are now being installed. The
laboratory will be equipped with every modern scientific contrivance, including an air
conditioning system that will reduce the
length of time taken in drying film.

Vandals Damage Florence
Theatre in Seattle
Damage estimated at close to $5,000 was
suffered last week by John Danz 's Florence
Theatre in Seattle, Washington, one of a
string of downtown second run houses operated by Mr. Danz. The damage was done
by two unmasked marauders who entered
the house at 6 o'clock in the morning,
bound two janitoi-s working at' the time,
and then locked ail doore and proceeded to
smash the theatre's various accessories.
The damage included a smashed screen,
two smashed projection machines, draperies
cut to ribbons, and serious damage to the
pipe organ. Prompt work by Seattle theatre firms enabled the Florence to open the
following afternoon.

F B O Office Closed on
Summer Saturdays
s
ation
Pictureall
of FbeB Oclosed
officewill
home
THECorpor
ys, starting immeonup Saturda
day diately,
to and including .\ugust
27. a statement from Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F B O, reads.
Mr. Kennedy feels that since both
the studio and the home office have
been working speedily during the last
few months his employees are entitled
to a two-day week-end holiday during
the hot summer days.
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Newsreel

Resume

By L. C. Moen
THIS week's newsreels have been unusually interesting, offering a ■wide
variety of subject matter. In the
newsreels for the first half of the Aveek,
International seemed to us to have a shade
on the others, while the most interesting
of the releases for the last half, personally,
was Kinograms.
Highlights of International Newsreels
No. 56 were the only shots of Byrd's
"America" in the water at Ver-sur-Mer ;
a fine story on Coolidge in his "cowboy
suit;" good human interest stuff of a baby
hippopotamus; and the eclipse of the sun
photographed with a 40-inch lens at Giggleswich, England.
Fox News No. 82 had, among other subjects, a good handling of the Renown arriving in England with its royal passengers ;
a complete story of the greyhound racing
at Tijuana, Mexico; t)he Grand Prix in
Paris and the reception given Byrd.
High spots of Kinograms No. 5307 were
the Sacco-Venzetti mass meeting in New
York; beautiful shots of the Interlake cup
races ; interesting sea shots of the naval reserve boys leaving on a cruise.
Pathe News No. 57 included Sharkey in
training; good thrill stuff of shooting
rapids; a good story on the an-ival of the
Renown; the Long Beach swimming and
diving events; a children's beauty show and
slow motion shots of the grej'^hound racing
at Tijuana.
International No. 57 showed Byrd's welcome in Paris, with splendid crowd shots;
Rockefeller and his annual birthday; the
Foster girls in some good water stuff ; corking shots of the trial flight of the new
Curtiss Condor bomber, with the camera
plane flying under the battleship; and
Helen Wills winning at Wimbledon.
Fox No. 83 showed Sharkey sparring in
slow motion; the reception given Maitland
and Hegenberger in Hawaii; Tilden defeated in England; and the Henry Ford retraction and apology to the Jewish race.
Kinograms No. 5308 showed Byrd welcome in Paris, splendidly covered; the Boy
Scouts making Governor Smith, Will Hays
and otliers members; Helen Wills winning
at Wimbledon; Chinese festival scenes in
Portland, Ore.; Judge Landis digging up
the golf links with his driver; cooling snow
scenes with ski jumping and some good
comedy; and Sharkey in training.
Pathe No. 58 showed what were, if
memory seiwes us rightly, the only scenes
obtained of Maitland and Hegenberger
actually landing in Hawaii; Sharkey in
police unifonn in a Boston stunt; splendid
snow stuff at Rainier Park and in Denver;
a striking daredevil feature with the Flying Greggs loop-the-looping one auto over
another ; Byrd in Paris ; the tennis matches ;
and the boy scout event.

Al
Rogell
Will
Direct
"Shepherd of the Hills"
Al Rogell has been selected by Al Rockett,
West Coast production manager for First
National Pictures, and by Charles R.
Rogers, the producer, to direct a picture to
be based upon Harold BelL Wright's novel,
"The Shepherd of the Hills."

German Business Leaders
on New Ufa Board
Prominent Industrialists, Bankers and Other Outstanding Figures in Executive Group of Film Organization
from the Beradvices
to ent
ACCORDING
of the News, Ludlin correspond
wig Klitzsch, an important figure in
Ufa, will come to America shortly to personally survey production and exploitation
methods and to confer with Paramount and
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executives associated
■with Ufa in the operation of Parufamet in
Germany.
It is interesting to note, in this connection, the remarkably representative gi'oup
of German leaders in every line on the new
Ufa executive board. The personnel of this
group is as follows :
President: Dr. Alfred Hugenberg, Geheimer Finanzrat (Title). Formerly president of the Krupp concern, now president
of the Association of German Coal Mines.
He owns the Scherl CoriJoration, which
comprises the Scherl Printing & Publishing
Co., then the Telegraphen-Union (T.-U.),
next to Wolff (W. T. B.) the most important German News Agency, which also furnishes approximately 300 newspapers with
articles ; furthermore, the WIPO, an economic political coi'respondence for newspapers, and the Vera Verlag, a press organization. Hugenberg is also member of the
Reichstag (Nationalistic Party).
Vice-President : Dr. Emil Georg von
Stauss, Director of Deutsche Bank.
Members of Hugenberg Concern; Ludwig
Klitzsch, general manager of Scherl Verlag.
Was originally in the book trade, then manager of "Leipziger Illustriei't Zeitung" (illustrated weekly publislied at Leipzig). He
is one of the founders of Deulig (Deutsche
Lichtbild-Gesellschaf t) .
Director J. B. Mann, fonner navy officer,
now
lag. Hugenberg 's general secretary.
Josef Windeck, manager of Scherl VerDr. Guenther Donner, lawyer, legal adviser of Scherl Verlag.
Wilhelm Wiedeman, general manager of
Deutscher Ueberseedienst (Gei'man Overseas Service), a press organization rceiving
assistance from the Government.
Industrials : Dr. Fritz Thyssen, son of
August Thyssen, most prominent representative of the Rhineland heavy industry
(coal and iron).
Nationalistic.
Otto Wolff, Cologne. Originally in the
iron business, now prominent representative
of the "heavy industry." Closely connected with Deutsche Bank. Member of the
Zentrum (Catholic Party). In this connection should be mentioned that the new executive committee does not exist exclusively
of members of the Nationalistic Party, but
that some of its members also belong to
Deutsche Volkspartei (People's Party —
modern nationalistic), and to the Catholic
Party, the Zentrum.
Dr. Paul Silverberg, leading member of
the Association of German Industry. Originally connected Avith coal mining (Braunkohle). Was much spoken about years ago
when he made a speech in favor of the Republic. Member of People's Party.

Heinrich von Schroetter, Managing Dirrector of Lignose A. G. (raw film). Connected with Phoebus and also with Deulig.
Consul Kummer, Director of Glanzstoff
A. G. Cologne, the leading manufacturers
of artificial silk.
Dr. Hans Meydenbauer, formerly government official, head of department at some
Ministry. (Title, Ministerial - Direktor
A. D.) One of the leaders in the Rhenish
heavy industry, member of many boards
of coal mining corporations.
Dr. Paul Mamroth, Kommerzienrat. General Manager of A. E. G. (Allgemeine Electricitaets-Gesellschaft), the leading electrical company in Germany.
Bankers : Siegmund Bodenheimer, one of
the owners and directors of Darmstaedter
Bank.
Herbert Gutmann. Director of Dresdener
Bank.
von Wassermann, Kommerzienrat, owner
of the bank of A. E. Wassermann.
Richard Pohl, is on the Board of the
banking firm of Hardy & Co.
Louis Hagen, Geheimrat, of Cologne, the
many.
most prominent banker of Western GerDr. F. A. Freund, Berlin, one of the Directors of Darmstaedter Bank.
Dr. Fritz Tetens, Director of Ostdeutsche Privatbank (East German Private
Bank) at Koenigsberg, East Prussia,
Consul Marx, owner of the Internationale
Handelsbank (International Trading Bank).
Miscellaneous : Egbert Hayessen, Domaenenpaechter. (This means that he has
rented one of the big estates belonging to
the State.)
Farming.
Hans von Goldacker, owner of a big
country estate (farming). Member of the
Reichstag,
representing the AgriculturistsNationalistics.
Dr. Leo Wegener, Landes-Oekonomierat,
of Kreuth. Also with considerable farming
interest, and, to judge from his title, probably with some semi-official capacity.
Dr. Otto Schrey, Geheimer Baurat.
Architect.

Feeley in Hazleton Will
Continue Mixed Policy
ent of that
the News
Feeley
the carried
statem
issue
THEa last
Theatre, in Hazleton, Pa., had
changed its ten-year policy of combination bills to a straight picture
policy. The statement is not at all
accurate. As a matter of fact the
Feeley has not abandoned its vaudeville-picture bills but has only closed
down until the latter part of August.
Manager Marie Feeley has closed contracts for general improvements
throughout the house, which rehabilitation necessitates the closing of the
house. Upon reopening, the Feeley will
continue to book as in the past.
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Keith-Albee-Orpheum Get
20 New Houses
Will Start Operation Under Pathe-P. D. C. Deal With
Opening of New Season
tlie 1927-28 season opens
WHEN
Keith-Albee and the Orj>heuni cfrcuits will open twenty new houses,
twelve of them in the New York metropolitan district. These will be opened in affiliation with F. F. Proctor, B. S. Moss, S. Z.
Poli, Wilmer & Vincent, Fred Sehanberger
and the Interstate interests.
These Keith-Albee and Orjjheum houses
in their entirety are among the houses included in the Pathe-P. D. C, combination recently effected and which is expected to
bring about changed exhibition alignments
next season.
The B. F. Keith Memorial Theatre in
Boston is among the new vaudeville Theatres that will be in full swing -w-ith the
opening of the season. The Orpheum Palace
in Chicago will have it^ first full season in
1927-28.
Included in the Metropolitan district the
new vaudeville theatres to be operated under the expansion plans are the Beacon
Theatre, Myrtle and Wyckoff Avenues; the

Names

News

Chester Theatre at West Farms and Boston
Road; the Kcnniore at Church Avenue and
Kenmore Place; the Putnam at Richmond
Hill; the Bristol in Brooklyn; the Marlboro at 207th street and Broadway, and
the Concoi'd at King's Highway and Ocean
Avenue.

Proctor's new theatre at Schenectady and
one at New Roehelle are also added to this
list, which will play Keith-Albee vaudeville
and feature pictures, as will the new F. F.
Proctor East Eighty-Sixth Street Theatre.
Among other houses added to the KeithAlbee circuits are the Fountain Square at
Cincinnati, another at Huntington, West
Virginia; the Keith-Albee at Rochester, the
Keith-Albee at Flushing, L. I., and the unnamed Keith-Albee Theatre at White
Plains.
The Orpheum circuit will open new first
class tbeati-es in Seattle, Vancouver, Omaha,
Memphis, Springfield, 111., Madison, Davenport and will take over a number of others
already operating.

Reel

Staff

Hatrick A nnounces Executives Who Will Have Charge
of New M-G-M News
EDITORIAL executives for the new
M-G-M News have been appointed by
Edgar B. Hatrick, in charge of the
motion picture interests of William Randolph Hearst. The M-G-M News makes its
first appearance August 15th.
Michael D. Clofine has been named by
Hatrick as Editor-in-Chief, with Claude R.
Collins, News Editor; Herman G. Stockhoff,
Associate
News
Editor,
and
Leonard

Michael D. Cloline

Mitchell, Film Editor. These executives
have been perfecting their organization for
the past two months, and it is now ready to
start actual functioning.
The new news reel will be produced by
Hearst News Service, Inc., a subsidiary to
the world-wide Hearst news and picture
gathering organization. It will be distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
J\Ir. Clofine, who has been named Editorin-Chief, is entirely familiar with the duties
that go with the assignment. For several
years he was editor of International Newsreel. He is a neAvspaper man of ability,
having served on many papers in different
parts of the country. He joined the Hearst
organization as a member of the staff of
the New York Evening Journal.
Mr. Collins was former night editor of
the Philadelphia Press, and afterwards was
associated with the New York Evening
Journal, Universal Service and other Hearst
enterprises.
Mr. Stockhoff has been connected with
the Hearst organization for more than 2((
years, while Mr. Mitchill was formerly well
known in the New York newspaper field.
The latter in recent years has been prominent in ithe motion picture indu.stry. He
was also with the United States Shipping
Board, developing its motion picture
travel departments in this country and
Europe.
In launching M-G-M News Mr. Hatrick
said it would be entindy separate and distinct from International Newsreel, and that
the spirit of competition between them
wouldreels.
be as keen as between any other
lU'Ws
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British Film Production
a Real Factor Soon
i i T^RITISH production will be a
world factor to be contended
with from now on," is the
opinion of Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president, general manager of foreign distribution of United Artists Corporation, who returned last Friday, July 8,
on the Aquitania after several months
of travel in Europe on business for
his corporation. Mr. Kelly said that
he found a condition of greatest importance in Great Britain and great
activity in Germany over production
and exhibition interests with considerable theatre construction going on in
the latter country. In other countries
on the continent the theatre situation
remains comparatively stationary and
colorless.
The opinion was expressed by Mr.
Kelly that the British industry is in
deadly earnest in its ambition to produce films eligible to compete anywhere. There is no lack of capital
available to realize the ambition and,
moreover, that capital is being supplied and organized as well. According
to the United Artists executive it is a
foregone conclusion that the British
quota measure, the Cinematographic
Bill, will go through and will naturally
stimulate through the empire the production and exhibition of British films.

First Nat. Schedules Four
Films for August Release
Four productions are scheduled by First
National for release during August. Thev
are "The Poor Haggerty,
Nut," "The
"Hard-Boiled
" andStolen
HarryBride,'''
Langdon's new comedy, for which no title has
been supplied as yet. "The Poor Nut" is
Jess Smith's version of the play, with Jack
Mulhall, Charlie Murray, Jean Arthur and
Jane Winton in the leading roles, will be
released on August 7th.
On August 14th, Billie Dove's first stellar
vehicle, "The Stolen Bride," written by
Carey Wilson, also its producer, will be generally released. The August 21st release
is the new Milton Sills pi'oduction, "HardBoiled Haggerty," produced by Wid Gunning. The Langdon comedy will be generally released on August 28th. Gladys MeConnell is Langdon 's leading woman.

Santell Again
Chosen
to
Direct Barthelmess Film
Alfred Santell will again direct Richard
Barthelmess after the star has completed
"The Drop Kick." Santell directed "The
I'atent Leather Kid." He will also direct
"The Noose" and "The Little Shejiherd of
Kingdom Come," in which Barthelmess will
subsecpieiitly be starred. Ray Roekett will
|ii-iiduc(' both pictures.

"She's
a Sheik,"
New
Daniels' Starring Vehicle
"She's a Sheik," an original story byJohn McDermott, has been selected as Bebe
Daniels' next starring piece, following
"Swim, Girl, Swim." The continuity for
"She's a Sheik" is now being wi'itten by
Lloyd Corrigan. . Clarence Badger will
direct the storv.
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Why TIFFANY Will Give
ENTERTAINMENT"
"THE BETTER
IFFANY the youngest but the most progressive National Organization
in the business.
New

methods

made Tiffany what

it is.

According to old prescribed methods

a company

would

present you with

a hundred page Year Book in many colors — it would at least spend the cost
of a good negative and then cheapen production in order to make up the cost
According to old prescribed methods

a company

would

enumerate

and

promise a long list of stars and by the time the pictures were delivered you
might find five percent of stars promised appearing in the picture.
According to old prescribed methods a company w^ould make the same
empty promises regarding authors, stories, cost of production, directors and
numerous
And

other things — which

promises would

it is natural that the company

making

invariably not

be

kept.

such promises would

have

to accept one of two evils — namely, either adhere as close to the promises as
possible, which would result in poor pictures because the casts, the ciirectors
and authors may not fit eventually — or, as stated above, all promises would
have to be broken in order to try and make some good pictures.

In order to make the progress that Tiffany has made and the greater progress It intends to and will make. Tiffany has pursued a more progressive
more cfFicient^a modern policy — of making no promises unless they can be
kept, and making very few of those. The results of this policy speak for themselves, and to further establish the confidence of exhibitors and public, Tiffany
will continue with that policy and will confine itself to facts — not imagination
to proof — not promises.

I

V ice^President

I
Controlled

b^^ TIFFANY

NE of the most interesting phases of the Third Dimension Pictures
controlled by Tiffany is the fact that there wall be no installation costs
or expenditures to speak of.
The projection machines now being used no matter what
not need any remodelling or replacing.

the make, will

The screens, large or small, have no bearing on the effectiveness of this
new method of production and projection of photoplays.
The size or age of the theatre w^iil have no bearing on it. In other words
no matter how small the theatre or how long ago it was built, the projection
of the Third Dimension Pictures will be just asr effective in small ancient
theatres as it will be in the most modern or palatial.
The lighting effects have no bearing on this new method of photography
and production. Whatever the theatre employs for the showing of the present
day pictures, wmH suit just as well this modern evolution in the motion picture
industry.
No stage is required.
Wherever there is a projection machine and a screen, the Third Dimension
Pictures can be shown.
The patents and processes employed, and other necessary things that arc
done to bring forth the effect upon the screen of DEPTH in photography,
arc done with the camera, the development of negative, and the printing of
positive.

Everything is taken care of by the producer before the picture reaches
the exchange or the exhibitor.

Tiffany contemplates making
Pictures.
Dimension
Third

i

its first big special production in the

Tiffany also contemplates the making
process.

of some

short subjects with this

9he Qmin qff)mt"

The struggle of a human soul torn between sacred
and profane love. Portrayed with the wisdom of
a judge, the idealism of a Saint, the humanity of
a sinner. Passionate, powerful masterpiece of the
Balzac — David Graham
American
Phillips.
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true to the life of this

land of quick, cheap and convenient divorce. The comedy of
love, the tragedy of marriage.
It hits HOME.

She was the flattest tire in town
— till she borrowed the wicked
glamor of the city by the Seine.
And then how she did balloon
out socially; A hilarious comedy
of appearances — a banquet of
entertainment, with only the
menu in French.
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A talc of the town of bangtails and cocktails, where the land of liberty ends and
the land of license begins. Only thirty
minutes from San Diego — but what a
long and wcarj- way back to decency
and honor. The thrill of a hundred-toone chance, the drama of a fightnig
come-back — the entertainment an audience loves.

<9(9

1
Shows \\ liat li.ippcns when the children realize that
fathers no prophet and mother's no sanit.
A social
problem
treated with fairness and good humor —
/(^,
but a problem so big that
/'.
"
guarantees
public
^
*
o m m e n t, discussions, quarrels
— b o X'O flFi c e

^i
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TIFFANY

r

announces
^

Several Special Productions Suitable for
Extended Runs

You hear a lot said about Special and super-special productions. We are
making them all the time but do not boast about them, nor do w^e use them as
a whip to get blood out of a stone. Instead of that the Tiffany exhibitor buys
the Specials at the average price and the more big productions he gets from us
the better we like it.
What we mean by Special Productions are pictures suitable for extended
runs and Tiffany ^vill make those for the sole purpose of helping its customers
— not robbing them. Tiffany will only use the specials for extended runs for
a sufficient length of time to establish their Box Office value. They \vill not
be run indefinitely to take off the cream and turn over the skimmed milk
•<5<
to the exhibitor as others have been doing.

24 TIFFANY
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You will also notice that Tiffany \vill not give to the exhibitor the ordinary short reel subjects. The very fact that they are from Tiffany w^ill make
them entirely different from the average short reel features and a progressive
»*
step forward in such entertainment.
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LOST
SEA •
"The ATProduction

itself

is ot

the

first

Varict\
order
"—

•THAT MODEL FROM PARIS"
"Pleasing story nicely told " — Filtii Daily.
"FOOLS OF FASHION"
"Very
Good.
Has been
pro<luced
lavishly " —
Hu)ri>v)»i'.s' Ri'poi'f
"COLLEGE DAYS"
"A spirited bit of entertainnitnt. A subject well
done . ' ' — Variety.
"JOSSELYN'S WIFE"
"An
interesting
and

dramatic

story." — Moftoii

Picture Teen's.

"SIN CARGO

"Will surprise and thrill audiences wlit-revei it
is shown." — Tcle^ratyli

"REDHEADS
"One

"ONE

PREFERRED

of the week's best film bees." — j\. T. Daily

HOUR

OF

LOVE

"Is as amusing a film farce .•» 1 have inspected in
quite a while." — Qlxicaiit) Hcraltl h.xainincr '

T"
FIRSTringNIGH
THE"Should
the bell at the Kix-ofhce
" — Vft/i'int;
Picfi.ic
Wtnld.
"HUSBAND HUNTERS"
"This film IS going to make che Ktys step up to
the window, lay down the coin and catch a
thrill ■ — Vuricfy.
"CHEATERS
"Should

make

a strong — bidE\hihit<n
at any s Daily
box-office.'
Rei'icH

"THE BROKEN GATE"
"Is a splendid picture, carefully and eftectively
presented." — May Tinee, C^/iiiUgo Tril'tnu:
"THE

"A

PRINCESS
well-made

FROM
HOBOKEN "
film, with a finish in production

and photography." — Varict\.
ISLAND"pictures
"THE
One ENCHAN
of the TED
most
unusual
Effectively
presented.

"THE BEAUTY SHOPPERS"
A great box-office bet. A wow
audience.

of

the

yeai

for every kn.^ ot

"BACKSTAGE"
An amusing, interesting story well directed and
acted.

comeds
ofD"
BOUN
SNAOWtype
"LIGHTNING"
A Sane Grey

that

audiences prefer.

story.

popular novel by Martha Ostenso. Kcad
ESE"
From GEthe
WILD
by more than 2,000,000 people

BUSINESS
TIRED
"THE
with
A farce comedy

MAN "
a great cast.

Hfdda HopExr
Johnnir
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1048 Broadway
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Hurrah For 'Tainting the Town"!
ONCE
upon a time a young man named Fairbanks, of whom most
picture fans had never heard, made some pictures that bothered
not at all with theme, expensive sets, art, or big moments.
These
stories just breezed along to the eternal prestige and fame of the actor and
the general satisfaction of the public, the exhibitor and the producer.
"His Picture in the Papers" was one and "Manhattan Madness" another,
that ten years of seeing countless other productions has failed to erase
from memory.
All of which is just a preface to enthusiastic approval of "Painting the
Town" which Universal has just brought to town without blare of trumpets
or loud shoutings about "another knockout."
"Painting the Town" is just as good a picture story as "His Picture in
the Papers" and the featured player Glenn Tryon has just as much prospect of jumping into overnight popularity as did Doug. Here we have the
kind of a picture that the writer is old-fashioned enough to believe is the
main objective of the photoplay — to provide entertainmnt for the whole
family, sending them home with a smile, feeling that the evening has been
well spent.
Harold Flaviii, for eight years with Motion Picture
News, who becomes Paramount
trade paper publicity wan for

Harold
Flavin, of News,
Joins Paramount
Harold Flavin, for the past eight years
connected with The Motion Picture News,
and a leading- member of the editorial staff,
this week assumed his new duties in charge
of trade paper publicity for Paramount
Famous-Lasky, under the direction of
Charles E. McCarthy, publicity director.
Mr. Flavin is somewhat unicjue among the
figures in New York's film colony in that
he was born in New York City. He was
educated at the Cathedral School in New
York and at Fordham. Upon leaving school
he became connected with one of the largest silk firms in the country, from which
he came to The News.
Beginning with The News in a minor capacity, his initiative and industry won for
him an important place on the editorial
staff, re-write and make-up coming largely
under his supervision. He leaves with the
friendliest of feelings on both sides, and
with the good wishes of his associates.
He is succeeded on The News by Chester
•J. Smith, formerly a member of the staff.

Harry Lachman Trying His
Hand at Directing Films
Han-y B. Lachman, an American artist
and frieiul of Rex Ingram, who has been in
France for several years, has forsaken his
easel to try his ability as a motion picture
director. He is now making a picture —
wi'itten. directed, financed and, in some
cases, photographed by himself. Inside of
one month he expects to have two productions finished — one of the Riviera and the
other of Africa. Mr. Lachman 's films will
be of the comic travelogue type and will
be called "Travelaughs."
Two years ago Mr. Lachman delivered
himself of the opinion that painting was a
dead art, and that the motion picture was
its logical successor. He has worked himself up from still photographer to general
production manager of the Rex Ingram
Cine Stiulio at Nice. Among Mr. Lachman's company are several French artistes,
three English university men and Madeline
Guitty, a French comedienne.

Universal has placed star and director of "Painting the Town" under
long-term contract which is good business but just signing contracts does
not insure more picture as good as "Painting the Town," if history in the
motion picture industry is to be accepted as a criterion.
The big job will be to keep actor and director on this very much right
track. Holly^vood atmosphere and a big success have done regrettable things
to other Holl\TVOod heads. Mr. Fairbanks now goes in for brewery horses,
with white wings floating like a stork over fleecy clouds, all in the name of
art and probably to him "His Picture in the Papers" is but a dim, dark
memory to be regarded as a youthful indiscretion. Let us hope that Mr.
Tryon and Mr. Craft profit by the success they are bound to achieve in
"Painting the Town" to the extent of making more pictures just as good.
A lot of people will have a good time in both the near and distant future
if they do and trade paper people will have something to laugh with and

not at.

J. S. D.

Dan Michalove Tours Chain
Universal Theatres Executive on Extensive
Throughout Country
March
in mle
whoLaem
d by, Carl
inteOVE
DANwas MIC
as
appoHAL
ger
ral
of the Universal
Mana
Gene
Chain Theatrical p]ntei-prises. Inc., left recently on a tour of inspec-tion of all of the
Universal houses that will keep him in the
field for the next month or so and that will
probably bring about a number of changes
in the chain.

]\lichalove's trip will take him as far west
as California and along the coast to Seattle,
where Universal has extensive holdings.
His first stop was scheduled for Chicago,
after which he was to confer in Milwaukee
with Nate Blumberg, Wisconsin Division
^Manager for "U." The company is building theatres in Racine, Milwaukee, Kenosha,
Sheboygan and other cities in the Wisconsin division.
In the three months that have elapsed
since Michalove was appointed by Mr.
Laemmle there has been eff'ected a com,plete
reorganization of control and operation
throughout the "U" chain. The better consolidation ofeffort under Michalove has led
to marked economies and more efficient inof the "U"
theatres. dividual
While management
on the of
tourallMichalove
will
comjilete plans for further re-equipment and
remodelling of numerous houses and the
extension of building plans in many places.

Tour

Among the first announcements made by
]\Iiehal()ve on his tour is the re-opening of
the State Theatre, State Sti-eet near 27th
in Milwaukee. The house has been completely remodelled and many innovations
were added for the safety and comfort of
its patrons. The State is now regarded as
one of the most up-to-date and comfortable
houses in ililwaukee.
Universal is contemplating extension
plans in the Southern Division and in the
]\Iid-Western Division. Willard C. Patterson, Southern Division Manager, and
Charles Branham, Mid-Western Division
Manager were in New York last week discussing these plans with home office officials.

Will Erect $250,000 House
in Lake Forest, 111.
Vincent Quarta, has had plans made for
a new eight hundred and fifty scat theatre
he intends erecting at the northwest corner
of Westminster Avenue and Bank Lane,
Lake Forest, 111. Besides the theatre, the
plans call for several shops and apartments,
the cost of the project being estimated at
$250,000. Elmer F. Behrns is the architect.
It is understood that Polka Brothers have
obtained the lease on this theatre.
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Equity Looms in Clash
Over Salaries
Eight Hour Day is A mong Proposals Offered; Writers
Propose Organization
EQUITY looms large as a result of the
proposed salary slash suggested by
some of the leading producers for
stars, directors, writers and others. As a
I'esult of all of the controversy it seems
assured that the motion picture branch of
equity will gain many new members and
that organization will be perfected to protect those who would be most affected by
the reduction in salaries.
In Hollywood they are discussing a proposed new basic arrangement between
Equity and the producers. One secret meeting has already been held and others are
being arranged. If an amicable agreement
cannot be reached between the producers,
actors and others who would be affected,
Equity stands ready to arbitrate, according
to Frank Gilmore, executive secretary of
Equity, who is in charge of the organization work in HoUy^vood.
These negotiations provide for protection
only to Equity members. It is stipulated
that members of Equity are to appear in
the same casts, that work be confined to
eight hours a day, that salaries start on
date stipulated in contract and an agreement on amounts to be spent on costumes
and arbitration of grievances.
The secret meeting brought out 700 play-

ers who voted to joint the motion picture
branch of Equity and to demand an eight
hour work day. The agreement reached by
those in attendance is said to outline powers given to both producers and actors.
Equity players would not be allowed to
work on pictures if non-menibers are employed.
Conrad Nagel presided at this secret
meeting, while on the speakers ' platform
were Ernest Torrence, Wallace Beei-y,
Charles Ray, Thomas Meighan, Bert Lytell
and others.
The Screen Writers Guild of the Authors'
League of America, at a meeting held the
night of June 28th passed a resolution requesting its members not to accept or acquiesce in reductions of salaries or compensation under existing contracts. It also
pledged its cooperation in every possible
way vnth the organized directors, actors
and technicians to prevent the threatened
invasion of rights and threatened evasion
of obligations by the organized producers.
The resolution charged the excessive cost of
motion picture production to executive mismanagement rather than to high salaries
paid directors, actors, technicians and writers.

"U" Advances ''Deacon''
Dates Also Shifted on Five Other Jewel Productions
''A for New Season Starting in September
LIAS THE DEACON," the Universal Jewel, starring Jean
Hersholt, will be among the
first group of Univei-sal pictures to be released during the coming fall. The company announces the advance of the release
date from July 22, 1928 to October 23, 1927.
The comedy drama was adapted from the
Broadway play of John B. Hymer and was
directed by Edward Sloman. Universal also
announces five other shifts in the early
fall releasing schedule. The rearranged
Jewel program for September and October
follows :

"Back to God's Countiy, " to be released
on September 4. In this picture Renee
Adoree is tbe starred player and Robert
Frazer and Walter Long appear in supporting rol(>s. Irvin Willat directed the story, an
adaptation of a James Oliver Cur^vood
novel.
"The Lone Eagle," to be released on
"September 18. War-time aviation is the
theme of the story and Raymond Keane
and Barbara Kent are featured. Emory
Johnson directed and Lieut. Howard Blanchard A\Tote the tale.
"Painted I'onies," to be released on September 25. This Western, a new Hoot Gibson production, has Ethlyne Clair as the
chief feminine player and Slim Summerville in a comedv role. Reaves Eason di-

Picture
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In and Out of Town
WILLIAM
BARON, Corporation,
vice-presidentin
of F B LE
O Pictures
charge of production, arrived in New York
last Monday, July 11th, for a ten day conference with Joseph P. Kennedy, president
of the company.
M:

H. HOFFMAN, vice-president of Tiffany Productions, Inc., left or California on Friday, July 8th, on his usual mission
of co-operating with the various Tiffany production units.
C-^ENERAL SALES MANAGER ED. J.
I SMITH, of Tiffany Productions, Inc., left
on Friday last for a trip to the Mid-Western
Tiffany exchanges for conferences zvith the z'orioiis exchange managers to outline the intensive
sales campaign to be inaugurated immediately.

WILLIAM M. VOGEL, general manager of Producers International Corporation, Foreign Distributors of DeMille
Pictures, sailed on the S. S. Leviathan, Saturday, July 2.

JOY, comedy star for Cranfield and
AL
in New
arrived
Clarke,
od. 'York recently via
ile from
Hollywo
automob

manager
'general, sales
T,l Pictures
d last
E. DEPINE
Nationa
returne
NEDof First
trip
selling
iceek's
a
from
Thursday, July 14th,
in Chicago and other of the company's Middle
n exchang
Jl'estcr
Stanley
li'est, ivho
ern
sales
manageres.
joinedIV.himHatch,
flic first
of
the week, is also back at his desk.
News
J. COUR,
EUGENE
ative inPathe
, is editorial represent
Chicago
spending a few days at the nce
headquarters office at
New York in confere
with Editor Ray
Hall.
just left
THREE Universal executives have They
are
New York for the West Coast.
Beno Rubel, personal representative of Carl
Laemmle: Lou B. Metzger. general sales mantor. ager, and H. M. Herbel, Western sales direc-

rected from a story by John H. Hamlin.
"Silk Stockings," to be released on October 2. Laura La Plante is the star in this
comedy drama directed by Cyril Harcourt.
In the cast are John Harron,- William Austin, Otis Harlan and Burr Mcintosh.

an
president of Ainenc
MOELLER, ation,
A. J.Cinem
departed this zi'cck
a Associ
ies
activit
ise
superv
ivill
he
for the Coast where
s
season'
nczv
the
of
thect.inaugu
attending
S. Manus, vice-president,
H. ration
produ
ACA
will be at the helm in the New York offices.

"Cheating Cheatei*s," to be released on
October 9. Betty Compson and Kenneth
Harlan are featured in this one, which is an
adaptation of a stage success by Max Marcin. Edward Laemmle directed.

"Home Made" Substituted
as J. Hines' New Comedy

M. H. Karper Signs Mme.
Wagner for Screen Work
Mme. Amelia Wagner, opera and -concert singer, has been placed under a longterm contract my M. H. Karper, motion picture press and personal representative, who
will henceforth guide both her operatic
career and screen work. Follomng a concert tour which Karper has arranged for
her, the vocalist will enter upon her screen
work via the Lange-Joy Films, which company is now producing a series of comedies
starring Al Joy for release through Cranfield and Clarke. Mme Wagner is a direct
descendant of Richard Wagner, and has appeared all over the world in practically all
of the Warner music dramas.

"Home Made," a story by C. B. Carrington, a humorous Amter, is the selection of
C. C. Burr as the comedy that will follow
"White Pants Willie" on Johnny Hines'
present schedule of feature length comedies
for First National. The Carrington story
is substituted for "A Pair of Sixes," with
which it had been originally intended to
follow up the comedian's latest release, but
the change in stories was made because of
the absence from Hollywood of players that
Mr. Burr had in mind for featured roles,
of the fact that "Home Made"
and because
calls
for a large number of outdoor scenes,
while "A Pair of Sixes" means an abundance of interiors. Mr. Burr believes that
the prevalent fine weather conditions would
make "Home Made" a sinii)ler task to produce. The comedian, his scenario and gag
"Home Made"
whippingimmediately.
now screening
are for
staffsshape
into
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Sterling Pictures' Foreign
Department Reorganized
Sterling Pictures Distributing Corporation will hereafter operate in all foreign
territories under a direct sales plan termed
by Irving Briskin "extraordinarily successful," and calculated to eliminate the
foreign brokerage system now in use in the
case of practically every American independent producer. The head of the new
Sterling foreign department has been announced byHenry Ginsberg, as Mr. Briskin
and he will have his central office in New
York. According to the foreign department head the folloAving representatives
for Sterling has been chosen and are now
«onducting their business in these key
points :
Jean Vonderhyden, with offices in Pai'is,
represents Sterling for France; A. Fi-ied,
with offices in London, represents Sterling
in Ireland and Great Britain; the Helios
Film Company, with offices in Berlin, represents Sterling in Germany, and the Belgian market is taken care of by Mr. Van■derhvden through his offices in Brussels.

Griffith

Abandons
"La Piava"

Work

D. W. Griffith has postponed the production of "La Piava," announced as his first
United Artists picture, in favor of "A Romance of Old Spain," founded on an old
classic situation adapted by Jack Lloyd.
Estelle Taylor, who was to have played in
"La Piava," will be one of the featured
stars in the Spanish story. Lionel Barrymore has been invited to play the duke in
the production and Gilbert Roland has been
mentioned as the male lead, but the latter 's
engagement for the role has not been confirmed bv the director.

Bray
'27-28 Output
Has
New McDougall Series
The 1927-28 schedule of Bray Productions, Inc., include a new series of the
"McDougall Alley" two-reel comedies.
These kid comedies are meeting with a favorable reception, a statement from Bray
reads.
A series of two-reel comedies entitled
"Skylark Comedies," and set for release
during the forthcoming season, also holds
an important place in the future line-up of
Bray product. The series will be directed
by Glenn Lambert, and will feature Andy
Clyde. Bill Irving and Molly Malone.

Sunday
Movies
Victory in New

Score
Haven

MOTION picture entertainment on
a Sunday has been legalized by
the Board of Aldermen of New
Haven, Connecticut, the measure being adapted 20 to 7, after a bitter
struggle with the minority which exhausted every possibility to have the
matter referred to the city in a referendum vote. The ordinance proclaims that the admission price of a
motion picture house on a Sunday
shall not be greater than that of evening week days.

Route of Publix Stage Acts Extended
to Embrace Loew De Luxe Chain
ABOUT September 1 the stage presentation acts now routed by Publix
Theatres in key cities throughout the country will be made to embrace the De Luxe Theati'es operated by Loew's, Incorporated, a telegram from Sam Katz of Publix and E. A. Schiller of Loews, Inc., announces. This step is considered a progressive move that makes for better
entertainment both for the Publix and De Luxe audiences. A further
effort to elaborate and concentrate on entertainments is made possible
through the additional strength of the present De Luxe theatres and others
in the course of construction.
The Publix and Loew production departments are now formulating
plans for presentations during the fall. The addition of the Loew theatres
on the Publix theatres embraces New York, Syracuse, Buffalo, Cleveland,
Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis, Dallas, Houston, San Antonio,
Fort Worth, New Orleans, Atlanta, Washington, Baltimore, Providence,
Boston, Indianapolis, Columbus, Pittsburgh, Omaha, Denver, Birmingham,
Brooklyn, New Haven, Minneapolis, Toledo, Des Moines and Louisville.

Labor Troubles Threaten
in Many Cities
Washington

Musicians
See k 27 per cent Raise; Other
Revisions Urged

as usual at this time
LABOR
appear in the immediate
year, es,
of the troubl
offing from all directions. Some of
tlu'iii threaten serious complications, while
others will doubtless be compromised or settled in some other manner.
Musicians in Washington are reported to
be seeking an increase of 27 per cent in
the scale. They ask a raise from $67 to $85
weekly. Theatre managers declare these demands all out of proportion and are preparing? to offer united resistance.
IMusieians in Kansas City are also demanding an increase in the face of poor
business. They also ask a cutting down in
playing time. IMinneapolis and St. Paul are
asking employees to bear with them because of a falling off in business. Musicians
are asked to revert to the 1925 scale, a reduction of about 5 per cent. A similar reduction is asked of stage hands, while
operators are asked to take a 10 per cent
cut. All crafts are requested to make a
nine months ' contract instead of the one and
two year agreements heretofore demanded.
The Denver Theatre Managers Association has notified the State Industrial Commission that it wishes to reduce the salaries
of all union musicians 25 per cent. The notice to the Industrial Commission advised
that notice had also been given to the Denver Musical Protective Association together
with a notice that the managers are now
ready to start negotiations for a new contract. The old contract expires September
1st. No mention has thus far been made
concerning any contract changes with the
Operators Union.
Lionel H. Keene, southern division manager of the Loew circuit, was expected to
reach Memphis last Saturday from New
York for an important conference looking
toward arbitration of the differences that

precipitated a walkout of projectionists at
Loew's
Palace and Majestic theatres last
week.
Unless present differences reach amicable
settlement, it is said that musicians and
stage employees will join ^vith motion picture machine operators and stage a walkout
throughout the entire Loew circuit.
Loew's Palace and Majestic theatres of
the ]\Iarcus Loew chain at Memphis are i-eported operating with non-union projectionists following a Avalkout at 1 o'clock Wednesday Avhen the houses opened. The theatres were closed from 1 to 7 p.m.
The annual threat of a strike among
Washington theatre musicians looms as a
result of demands submitted to the theatre
managers by the Musicians Protective
Union for an increase in salary from $67
to $85 a week and a 20 per cent increase in
the size of orchestras. However, as usual,
it is expected a strike will be averted" at
get-together meetings between union officials and A. Julian Brylawski of the Motion
Picture Theatre Managers Association and
Roland S. Robbins, president of the Theatre Managers Association. The present
agreement expires September 1.

Bell

to Direct Gilbert
"Fires of Youth"

in

Monta Bell, who years ago directed
.John Gilbert in "The Snob," is to direct
that star's next production, "Fires of
Youth," which will be based on an original
story by Bell with a metropolitan background. Production is scheduled to g:et
under way just as soon as Gilbert has finished his role opposite Greta Garbo in
"Love." Bell has but recently completed
the direction
"After Midnight," a
Norma
Shearer of
vehicle.
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Ben

Lyon
in Europe
Vacation

on

Ben Lyon, having completed work in
"For the Love of Mike," Robert Kane's
new First National picture, formerly called
"Hell's Kitchen," is now enjoying a vacation in Europe with his mother and sister.
Ben finished his part in "For the Love of
Mike" with some boat racing scenes which
required expert rowing or none at all. In
fact, they could not be faked. For several
days he trained, and finally when the racing
scenes were finished he was complimented
by the coach.

Thomson's First for Paramount Starts Soon
Within a few days the cast will be complete for Fred Thomson's first Paramount
picture, "Jesse James." Production is
scheduled to begin July 11 and exteriors
will be made at Bridgeport, Cal., about 185
miles NorthAvest of Los Angeles in the
Sierras.
Harry Woods has been signed to play
the role of Bob Ford, Jesse James's cousin.
William Courtwright will be cast Old Bill,
another associate of the James brothers.

"The
New

Thirteenth
Juror"
Title for "U" Film

"The Thirteenth Juror" has been chosen
as the title of a Universal crook drama
Which Edward Laemmle is now producing
at Universal City from Henry Irving
Dodge's story "The Counsel for the Defense." This picture has had the working
title of "Honor and the Woman."
Francis X. Bushman, Anna Q. Nilsson,
George Siegmann and Walter Pidgeon have
the leading roles.

Camera Work Finished
on "Uncle Tom"

TWO million dollar picture that
took six months of preparation
and eighteen months of actual
filming was finally finished early this
week when the message: "Finished
Nine," was wired from the
Forty Seven
Universal City plant to the home office
in New York. Although the task of
filming has been completed many
weeks of cutting, editing and titling
still remain to be done by Director
Harry Pollard and his corps of
assistants.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" is remarkable
in many ways, not only in its huge cast
of 109 principals, but in the many locations that it embraces. Location trips
were taken to Plattsburgh, N. Y.,
Franklin, Fa., New York City, Memphis, Tenn., along the Mississippi, and
numerous points in New Orleans and
thereabouts. Besides these trips several hundred thousand dollars were
spent on sets at Universal City, where
an entire Southern plantation was constructed. The cost of the picture runs
up to the $2,000,000 mark. More than
600,000 feet of film have been exposed;
the final picture will be about 12,000
feet. The picture will have its world
premiere at the Central, in New York,
around September 1.
A

Tiffany
Begins
Sales
Contest on Nat'l Scale
on ofto aall nation
urati
t, open
Tiffanaly
contes
THEsalesinaug
fieldmen, branch manager,
salesmen and bookers of the various
exchanges, is announced by General
Sales Manager Ed. J. Smith of Tiffany
Productions.
The exchanges declared the winners
will divide a certain percentage of the
prize money among the branch manager, salesmen and other employees of
the exchange. There will also be
three separate prizes for bookers.
The winners will be decided by the
gross they obtain above their quota
for their territory on the 1926-27 pictures in addition to the greatest
amount obtained on the 1927-28 product.
The particulars of the Tiffany sales
contest were outlined in a two-page
spread that ran in "The Sparkler," the
Tiffany house organ. The contest extends from July 5 to October 1, 1927.

"The Kid Sister" Columbia
First Release for July
Joe Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures, announces that the company's first
release for July will be "The Kid Sister,"
adapted by Dorothy Howell from ' ' The Lost
Marguerite de la Motte plays the chorine
and following cast of principals supports
' ' Columbia production : Malcolm
her
in the
House.
McG-regor, Ann Christie, Brooks Benedict,
Barrett Greenwood, and Sally Long.

Nora Lane Leading Woman
in Tom Tyler Western
Robert De Lacy, who is to direct Tom
Tyler in "The Flying U Ranch," has succeeded in securing Nora Lane to play opposite Tyler in this production.
To do this it has been necessary for him
to arrange his production schedule so that
Miss Lane can complete her work opposite
Mr. Tyler in time to start opposite Fred
Thomson in his first Paramount picture,
"Jesse James," about the middle of July.

Param't
Changes
Release
Date of Aviation Cartoon
August 13 is the new release date attaclied to "Aero Nuts," advanced by Paramount from October 8 because of the timliness of its subject. Tn the story Krazy
Kat takes an aeroplane flight from New
York to Paris. "Tired Wheels," another
of the Krazy Kat cartoons, will fill in the
place left vacant in the releasing schedule.

"For Ladies Only," Colum, bia July Release
The second release to come from Columbia Pictures during the present month is
"For Ladies Only," a comedy of American business life in which Jasqueline Logan
and John Bowers are featured. Edna
Marion, Ben Hall and William Strauss are
also members of the cast.

Picture

News

Rogers Reel Heads Pathe
Week of July 24 Program
Another of the Will Rogers travelesques,
"With Will Rogers in London," heads the
Pathe program of short subjects for the
week of July 24. Besides this single-reel
other entertainment on the schedule includes '.'Subway Sallv," an Aesop Film
Fable; "Checkmate," the title of the sixth
chapter of the serial, "The Crimson
Flash"; "Taking Punishment," a Grantland Rice Sportlight; Pathe Review, No.
30; Topics of the Day, No. 30, and Nos.
62 and 63 of the Pathe News.
Incorporated in the current Pathe Review
are three topics : ' ' The Last Word in First
Aid," "Just a Love Nest" (Pathecolor),
and "The Call of the Clouds."

"Stranded," Sterhng Film,
an August 15 Release
"Stranded," the Anita Loos story now
being filmed by Sterling Pictures as the first
release on its schedule for the new season,
has been definitely set for August 15 release. Shirley Mason and William Collier,
Jr., are the two stars of the .picture and
they are Avorking under the direction of
Phil Rosen. The supporting cast includes
John Miljan, Lucy Beaumont, Cissy Fitzgerald and Shannon
continuity'
and adaptation
are by Day.
FrancesTheGuihan,
with
I. D. Walenstein and Joe Rock in general
production supeiwision.

Param't
Announces
Title
of New Ralston Vehicle
"Heaven Help the Working Girl" is the
title announced by Paramount for Esther
Ralston 's next starring picture. The stoi->%
a comedy-drama, is the work of B. F. Zeldman, who but recently joined the Paramount production staff as supervisor of
Western screen dramas. Richard Arlen will
play opposite Miss Ralston and Edward
Sutherland will direct. Production is expected to start within a week.
''The Glory Girl," previously announced
as Miss Ralston 's next picture, has been
postponed to a later date.

Joan Crawford to Appear
in "Business
Wives"
will be the featured

Joan Crawford

player in "Business Wives," the Cosmopolitan production to be filmed soon at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. The story,
by Winifred Van Duzer, ran as a serial in
the Cosmopolitan jMazazine, and will soon
be syndicated by a number of newspapers.
^Marion Blaekton and Llewellyn Totman are
preparing the seennario. ]\Iiss Crawford recently completed the leading feminine role
opposite John Gilbert in "Twelve Miles

Title of Florence
Vidor
Starring Picture Changed
Florence Vidor 's new vehicle for Paraproduction under the direcstill in Tuttle,
Out."
tion of mount,
Frank
has had a change of
known as "One
definitely
be
title. It will
Woman to Another," instead of "A Celebrated Woman," a temporary title.
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Gish vehicle some time next week. Miss

FBO Studio Busy; Bob
Steele in Hospital
underion schedul
product
O's went
some quick
changese during
the past week. One reason was
because of the humming activity at the
another
and acciden
studioeen
company
t toreason
Bob
was the's unfores
Steele, Western star, who was hurt in
the fight scenes with J. Morley, a character actor, in his initial starring vehicle, "The Mojave Kid." As a result of
the mishap, Steele is in the French hospital in Los Angeles for three weeks
of confinement, encased in a plaster
cast, while two cracked ribs and two
fractured vertebrae are healing.
Steele's next picture, "The Bandit's
Son," has been postponed.
Another accident happened to Ralph
Ince, who sprained his ankle while preparing for his new picture, "South Sea
Love." Ince, therefore, will not be able
to play in the South Sea picture.
The complete cast for "In a Moment
of Temptation," which Phil Carle will
direct, was announced this week. It
includes Charlotte Stevens, Cornelius
Keefe, Kit Guard, Tom Ricketts, Grant
Withers, Marie Walkamp and John McKinnon. Initial scenes were made at
the city jail, where a number of sequences in the story are laid.
FB

Christies
Filming
Four
Shorts for Paramount
The Christie forces making comedies for
release by Paramount are vigorously engaged on new numbers for the short feature progi-am. Three of the comedies have
already been completed and four units are
now working on Christie, Vernon, Dooley
and Adams fun reels.
The finished comedies, all August releases, are "Short Socks," with Bobby
Vernon; "Row, Sailor, Row," stan-ing
Billy Dooley, and "Doctor Quack," featuring Jimmie Adams.
Neal Burns is making progress on
"French Fried," his first Christie for
Paramount. Scenarist Frank Conklin wrote
the story after returning from a honeymoon
trip to Paris. With Burns are Daris Dawson, Sid Smith and Buddy, a canine actor.
Arvid Gillstrom is the director. Bobby
Vernon is engaged on ' * Crazy to Fly, ' ' a
comedy of airj^lanes, which Harold Beaudine is dii'ecting from a story by Sig Herzig. In the support are Frances Lee, Sid
Smith, Eddie Bjiker and Bud Ross.
"A Money Mariner" is the title of Billy
Dooley 's next comedy, now being filmed by
William Watson. Appearing with the gob
comedian in this comedy are Vera Stedman,
Billy Engle and others. The story, by Hal
K. Wells, has Dooley shot in a rocket up
towards the moon. Ann Cornwall is being
staiTed in a comedy of a haunted house,
written by Hal Conklin. In the cast with
her are Jack Duffy, Jimmie Han-ison and
Cissy Fitzgerald.

Forbes
Opposite
L. Gish
in "The Enemy"

i

The role of leading man in Metro-Groldwyn-Mayer's forthcoming screen version of
the Channing Pollack play, "The Enemy,"
has been assigned to Ralph Forbes, who is
.scheduled to start his work in this Lillian

Gish has just finished her role in "The
Wind," while Forbes is completing his in
"The Trail of '98." Frank CuiTier is the
second member of the supporting cast in
' ' The Enemy, ' ' and will play the part of
Miss Gish's father.

"Pajamas"
New
Feature
for Olive Borden
"Pajamas," an original story by Bill
Conselman, a former New York newspaper
cartoonist, is planned by Fox Films as a
vehicle for Olive Borden; Counselman also
contributed the scenario. In addition to
the star the cast includes Lawrence Gray,
Jerry Miley and John G. Clark. The film
is to be made at Banff, where practically
every picture dealing with the Royal Northwest Mounted Police has been filmed. Miss
Borden has already worked around the
Banff section, as she last season made
Jasper National Park her headquarters
while on location for "The Country Beyond. ' ' Production has already been
started by Director J. G. Elj^stone. Glenn
Mac Williams is doing the photography.

Principals Chosen for "The
Shield
Principal
roles areofnowHonor"
being assigned to
Universal actors for "The Shield of Honor," the Emory Johnson production which
is now going into work at Universal City.
Ralph Lewis has been announced for the
title role. Dorothy Gulliver ^\^ll be the
chief feminine support. Other players already selected for the cast are Nigel Barrie
and William Bakewell. The entire Universal plant has been placed at the disposal
of Mr. Johnson for the filming of this story
by his mother, Emilie Johnson.

Tea

Dorothy Sebastian in

Dorothy SebastianThree"
for has joined the cast of
"Tea for Three," the Metro-GoldwynMayer picture in which Robert Z. Leonard
is directing Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle,
the company's new comedy team, and Owen
Moore, Phillipe Smalley and others. Miss
Sebastian has just finished the feminine
lead in Tim McCoy's new Latin- American
starring vehicle.

Three New Organizations
Formed in France
New organizations in France announced
are:
La Societe R-L Vandal et Ch. Delac, 11,
Boulevard des Italiens ; capital of 500,0d0
francs. To produce and sell films. Delac
is a vice-president of the French Film
Board of Trade.
Ettablissements R. Callay et Cie., 141,
Rus des Vanves, Paris, increase of capital
to 400,000 francs.
La Societe Immobiliere Francceur, 6,
Rue Francceur, Paris ; capital of 1,000,000
francs. To construct and exploit theatres.
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Walton, specialty dancers, who were covered from the dome by steel blue spots.
After "Sam the Accordion Man" by the
orchestra, the Waltons did another dance^
then Walter Smith, baritone, sung a ballad, "When Day Is Done." All lights
dimmed off, with the exception of a blue
spot from dome on the singer. A violinist
then played the same number, covered by
the same spot from the dome. Hariy
Breuer, the xylophonist of the orchestra
followed with a medley of popular songs.
A steel blue spot also covered Breuer. For
the finale by the entire company all stage
lights off; bridges lemon floods on second
and third choruses, bridges working in
tempo with music, changing colors and
finishing white.

Namesakes See "Gallahans
Murphys"
Theand
Capitol
theatre in Free
Steubenville,
■- . — L— Jig

'^The Jazz Carnival,^' staged
Hour,'' at the Brooklyn Mark
of band act presentations now
atre. The scene is

tis a presentation with First ISiitional's ''The Tender
Strand, Brooklyn, I^. Y. This is one of the new type
offered by Managing Director Ed. Hynian at that thebased on the cabaret incident in the picture

Band Act Presentations
at Brooklyn Strand
Musical Number
by Hyman

Based on Scene from Film Introduced
on Bill Headed by **Tender Hour*

type of stage show, of the
ANEW
increasingly popular band act style
now enjoying such vogue at the
large picture theatres, has been instituted
at the Brooklyn Mark Strand, Brooklyn,
N. Y., under the managing directorship of
Edward L. Hyman.
The new show was introduced with the
presentation of "The Tender Hour" recently. On this program the film portion
of the bill ran 1 hour and 22 minutes, of
which time 1 hour and 15 minutes was given
over to the feature picture. The topical review used up 7 miniites. The stage act ran
32 minutes and in addition there were other
musical incidents which made up altogether
57 minutes for this end of the show.
Opening each of the deluxe performances
was the Overture "1812" by Tschaikowsky
and played by the Famed Mark Strand Orchesti'a under the direction of Willy Stahl.
Eleven minutes were used for this overture,
which was lighted as follows : amber and
lemon spots across ceiling; blue borders
full ; red borders % ; 2 lemon floods on orchestra from dome; bridge No. 1 orange on
draw curtains and side; bridge No. 2 violet
on draw curtains and side.
For incident number two, Fabiano, who
plays a cello in tlie orchestra, stepped from
his chair to the apron of the orchestra stage
and played on the mandolin a medley of selections including " Zigeunerweisen,
"Waters of the Minnetonka"
and "Tea

for Two." He was spotted from the dome
by an amber light and all other lights were
dimmed off. Fabiano was given 3 minutes.
The Vitaphone presentation was Marion
Talley and Beniamino Gigli in a duet from
Verdi's opera "Lucia De Lammermoor. "
This duet was 11 minutes and was preceded
by the orchestra in a brief introduction
from the opera, this introduction being
played while the opening titles were run on
the screen.
After the Topical Review came the big
stage number called, "The Jazz Carnival,"
running 32 minutes. It opened up in special setting disclosing Art Landry and his
Victor Recording Orchestra seated on the
stage, in white and black clown costumes,
backed up by a silvercloth cyclorama, upon
which were hung red and blue balloons.
Streamers of various colors were hung from
the flies. A scrim was at the proscenium
opening Avhen the act started and this Avas
raised at the chorus of the opening selection. Art Landry then as master of ceremonies inti-oduced the various specialties,
including "Dream of Love" by the orchestra and lighted by amber, red, lemon, pink,
green, light blue side spots shooting through
streamers; light blue borders; blue foots;
bridges deep blue floods on scrim; dome
deep blue floods on orchestra. On cue
white borders, white bridges and dome.
"Tootsie" was the next orchestra selection,
followed by a waltz by Jules and Josie

Ohio, observed a "Callahan" and a
' ' Murphy ' ' night during the run there of
the screen feature "The Callahans and the
Murphys." The stunt was cleverly handled
by Manager James Slanicus of the Capitol
and a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exploiteer
who assisted in the campaign.
Newspaper advertisements were the main
feature in building up interest in "The
Callahans and the Murphys." Two nights
were put aside as Callahan and Mui-phy
nights, respectively. The advertising on this
idea was put over in a very effective manner. The ads were run in advance, two
columns six inches in size. The copy read
' ' Are You a Callahan ? The Capitol theatre
will present a laugh hit of Irish feuds and
Irish love, 'The Callahans and the
Murphys.' Next Thursday night, June 23,
is Callahan night. If your name is Callahan fill out the blank, mail to the Capitol
theatre, and receive a free ticket to see this
joj^est." The following day another display ad was run, asking: "Are You a
Murphy?" It called attention to the fact
that Friday evening of the engagement was
Murphy night.

Dance Contest Filmed for
Theatre Showing
With 500 photogi-aphs of Metro-GokhvynMayer stars included among the prizes, approximately 4,000 couples competed for
terpsichoran honors at the four-day "See
Yourself in the Movies Ball" held recently
at the Roseland Ballroom, San Francisco.
Striking a new note for public functions
of this kind, the dancing was conducted
under the powerful, brilliant glare of a
battery of manj- Kleig lights while several
reels of motion pictures were taken of the
merrymakers in general and the winners of
the various contests, Avhich ranged from
the old-fashioned waltz to the modern
Black Bottom.
The novel idea of using Kleig lights and
taking pictures of the dancers, utilized for
the first time in San Francisco, attracted a
record attendance, over 2,000 men and women crowding the ballroom each night during the ball. After exhibition at the ballroom, the film taken during the event was
shown the following week at the Cameo.
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Harry Cohn, vice-president in charge of
production for Columbia Pictures, has assigned E. H. Griffith to handle the direction
of "Alias the Lone Wolf," the third special on Columbia's 1927-28 schedule. This
will mark Mr. Griffith 's first assignment for
the company since he was signed on a longterm contract to direct exclusively for
Columbia. The company has already signed
Bert Lytell, the original Lone Wolf portrayer, and Lois Wilson for the leading
roles.
INIary Pickford has engaged as comedy
constructors for "My Best Girl," her new
film, Timothy Whalen and Allen McNeill.
The director of "My Best Girl" is Sam
Taylor, who made four Harold Lloyd comedies. Miss Pickford herself is authority
for the statement that the hilarity of "My
Best Girl" will form sharp contrast with
the pathos of "Sparrows," her last picture.
Columbia Pictures has "loaned" Dorothy
Revier to First National for an important
role in the college picture "The Drop
Kick," starring Richard Barthelmess.
of "The Drop Kick"
the completion
After Revier
Miss
will return to the Columbia
Studios, where she is scheduled to appear
in a special picture.
Edward Sutherland is to direct Esther
Ralston 's next starring vehicle for Paramount. This production, as yet untitled,
has been substituted for "The Glory Girl,"
previously announced as Miss Ralston 's
next picture.
Following a brief rest, Lupino Lane is in
the midst of pi-oduction on a new two-reel
comedy, the second in his series of eight
starring vehicles for Educational for the
1927-28 season. The production will show
Lane as a sort of comedy Daniel Boone.
The story is laid in the hills of Kentucky
during the frontier days.
Johnny Arthur has «ompleted his first
Educational-Tuxedo comedy on the new
schedule which calls for six of these
comedies, in which he will play the leading
comedy role. Arthur plays the role of a
cub reporter sent out to cover a jazz-murder
trial. His encounters with beautiful vamp
involved in the case form most of the
humorous moments.
Paul Sloane, one of the most talented of
the younger directors, has just signed a new
contract which assures the DeMille Studio
of his services for a long period. General
Manager William Sistrom had the contract
waiting for Mr. Sloane when he returned
from his recent vacation in Honolulu.
Sloane recently completed "Turkish Delight." NoDeMille
announcement
hasto yet
made at the
Studio as
his been
next
production.
Two more important members were added
this week to Columbia's "Sally In Our
Alley," when Florence Turner and Paul
Panzer were signed for important roles in
the tenement sequences of the new production. "Sally In Our Alley" is now

nearing
reetinsr.

completion.

Walter

Lang

is di-

Hobart Henley has been re-signed to a
longterm contract with M-G-M, and will
be given one of the most important of the
early season releases. Henley has made
more than one hundred and fifty pictures,
including features and one- and tworeelers.
Sonya Levien, scenarist of "Harp in
Hock," now in production with Rudolph
Schildkraut and Junior Cogldan in featured
roles, has signed a long-term contract with
the DeMille Studio. Among the scenarios
are "The Princess from Hoboken," the
adaptation and script on "The Heart
Thief," and "Harp in Hock."
Another stage comedy hit went into production last week at the Metro-GoldwynMayer sturios, when Director Robert Z.
Leonard filmed the opening scenes of "Tea
for Three," new co-starring vehicle for
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle, and the second in a series of comedy features in
Avhich these two popular players will be
paired. "Tea for Three" was adapted
from Roi Cooper Megrue 's play of the same
name. Owen Moore, M-G-M stock player,
has become the third side of the triangle
in the new film.
Ivan Lebedeff, considered by D. W. Griffith as one of the most promising of the
younger screen actors, has been signed up
by the DeMille Studio, and will have an important role in "The Angel of Broadway,"
in which Leatrice Joy will star under the
direction of Lois Weber.
Sally Rand, blonde screen luminary, has
been signed to play the leading feminine
role in "Galloping Fury," Hoot Gibson's
forthcoming starring vehicle for Universal,
it has just been announced. "Galloping
Fury" will be a screen version of the story
"The Tidy Toreador," by Peter B. Kyne,
and is scheduled to be Gibson's most pretentious offering to date. Reaves Eason will
direct. The support includes Duke Lee,
Edward Coxen, Max Asher and "Pee Wee"
Holmes.
Elise Bartlett and Clarence Burton have
been added to the cast of "The Angel of
Broadway," the Leatrice Joy starring picture which Lois Weber will direct for the
DeMille Studio. Miss Bartlett in private
life is Mrs. Joseph Schildkraut, and has
just completed work in ' ' Harp in Hock. ' '
Addition of Gertrude Olmsted, Lars Hanson and Roy D'Arcy to the cast of "Buttons," Jackie Coogan's new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stai'ring vehicle, was a recent
announcement from M-G-M. Miss Olmsted
will have the feminine lead, with Hanson
playing opposite her. George Hill will
begin directing in a few days.
Doris Hill has been assigned the leading
role in "Tell It To Sweeney," the first
Chester Conklin-George Bancroft starring
production for Paramount.
Miss Hill was

leading woman

with Syd Chaplin in "The

Better 'Ole."
Mack Sennett has just completed a Pathe
comedy with a vacation theme, entitled
"Smith's Farm Days." The release features Mary Ann Jackson, Ruth Hiatt and
Raymond McKee. Phil Whitman handled
the megaphone. Harry Edwards is directing a ' ' newlywed story, ' ' with a cast featuring Billy Bevan, Vernon Dent and Alma
Bennett, Avith Irving Bacon, Andy Clyde
and Bill Searby also in the line-up of funmakers.

Helen Foster has been selected to play
the lead opposite Jack Dougherty in the
thrill star's new Universal chapter-play,
"Haunted Island," which has just gone
into production under the direction of Robert F. Hill. Other members of the cast
selected thus far are Grace Cunard, John
Prince, Al Ferguson, Myrtis Grinley and
Scott Mattraw. Miss Foster is a discovery
of William Lord Wright, head of the Western and Serial departments.
"Victor Vareoni, Austrian actor,
selected as leading man for LeatricehasJoybeen
in
"The Angel of Broadway," her first
starring picture on the coming programme
of DeMille Studio productions. "The
Angel of Broadway" is from an original
story by Lenore Coffee, and will be directed
by Lois Weber.
That every cloud has a silver lining was
proved last week when Gwen Lee was
handed a new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract, just as an ambulance called at her
home to take her to tlie Hollywood Hospital
following an acute attack of ajspendicitis.
She will be operated on in a few days. Miss
Lee has just completed an important part
in Norma Shearer's, new starring film,
"After Midnight."
From playing an organ in a motion picture theatre to the position of actress in a
picture is the step just taken by Jeanette
Loff, who has been engaged to appear in
DeMille Studio productions. Miss Loff,
blonde and blue-eyed, is of Danish descent.
She has spent most of her life in Saskatchewan. Recently she took a vacation and
made a trip to Hollywood, where the lure of
the camera caught her.
George Lewis, Universal star, has just
begun work at Universal City in "The Four
Flusher. " This originally was bought for
Reginald Denny, but that star's full schedule gave Universal the opportunity to use
it for Lewis. Wesley Ruggles is the director. Marian Nixon is the feninine lead.
Buss
roles. Mcintosh and K(hli(' Phillijjs have
Glen Lambert, comedy director, has been
signed by Bray Productions, Inc., to make
the new Bray series of two-reelers, "Skylark Comedies." Lambert's work is known
both by the larger and the smaller indepentlent comj^anies.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Wanted
FOR SAL E— Lyon &
Healy Piano Pipe Organ Reproducto in first class oi'der ;
one hundred and fifty rolls of
late and classic music. Save
fifteen dollars a week for piano
player. Just right for Moving- Picture show, Restaurant
or Soda Grill. Played by
hand or motor. A Bargain.
Address: Rose's Drug Store,
Hinton, W. Va.
WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides ; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E.
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0.
WANTED— Buy or lease
motion picture theatre, town
under 15,000. Advise fully.
Box 725, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
WANTED — Manager for
suburban theatre, experienced
in vaudeville presentation and
motion pictures; miLst be able
to build lobby displays. State
all in letter including salary
expected. Box 295, Motion
Picture News, New York City,

Situation Wanted
AT LIBERTY — Theatre
manager of unquftstionable
integrity. Keen analyst of interest creating screen, stage
and musical programs and a
producer of stage novelties.
Tlioroughly equipped in the
psychology of press and exploitation. Experienced in
presentation, combiiuition and
two-a-day vaudeville theatre
management. Sanely progressive; intelligently conser^'ative; good personality. References from tlie largei- circuits.
J. W., Motion Picture News,
845 S. Wabash Avenue, Chiciigo. 111.

ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
SINGERS — experienced
for theatre singing. Men and
women. Write salary and
other data. Address : Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van
Buren, Chicago.

For Lease
REX INGRAM
CINE
STUDIOS on French Riviera,
with six company capacity.
Expertly staffed. Free for the
next six months, Hollywood
climate, Europe greatest studios. Latest Hollywood equipment. Gennan American,
French, English and Italian
hits filmed there this year.
Near every place of interest
your script might call for.
Stages as low as 12 a day. For
full data, reservations, etc,
cable : Metrorex Nice, France ;
or write Harry Lachman, Rex
Ingram Cine Studios, Nice,
(A. M.) France,

For Sale
FOR SALE— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides, Banners, and
other kinds of accessories on
any subject, new or old — -regardless. Save 60 per cent.
Write for order blanks and
price list. Theatre Poster
Supply Company & Sign Exchange, 327 E. Sixth Street.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
VENEER and upholstered
tlieatre chairs, rare bargain.
Please state i-equirements.
C. G. Demel, 845 State Street,
Chicago,
FOR

SALE: 2100 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

A collection of attractive display ads in which
some of the leading first run houses exploited
their presentations of First ISatiouaVs "AV/n^/iTy
but ISice.'"' Press hook cuts figure prominently,
it tvill be noted, in the ads illustrated above. The
layouts shoicn icere used by the following theatres: Mainstreet^ Kansas City; Circle, Indianapolis;
Liberty, Pittsburgh; Strand, Waterbury; Allen,
Cleveland.
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York City

was spotty last week on
BUSINESS
Broadway with some of the houses
showing- the best returns in some
time and others nothing to brag about.
The Roxy and Paramount theatres were
both well up in the money, though neither
had a feature rated as a strong attraction,
"Dearie" being the picture at the Roxy
and "Fast and Furious" at the Paramount.
Attendance at the Roxy lias now passed
the 2,000,000 mark, having averaged more
than 125,000 persons weekly since opening
on ]\Iareh 11 of this year.
"The Way of All Flesh" is doing remarkable business at the Rialto, and last
week was "no exception.
"Camille" at the Rivoli, followings its
surprisingly strong two-dollar run, is likewise making the box-office happy.
"Annie Laurie" proved disappointing at
the Capitol, as it did at the Embassy.
After a splendid showing the previous
week the Strand dropped back with
"Naughty, But Nice."
"Big Parade," "King of Kings," "7tli
Heaven," "First Auto" and "Old San
Francisco" doing nicely.

Los Angeles
attractive film liiu'-up at the Lo.s
Angeles theatres this week has I'esulted
in satisfactory attendance although the hot
suninier wenthei' has set in.
John Barrymore, in "When a Man
Loves," at the Forum is doing a fair week's
business. The Ciiterion, showing Kmil
-laniiinj^s in "The Way of All Flesh," reports satisfactory box office receipts.
"Mr. Wu, " the first dDwn-town showing
(if Lon Chaney's new picture at Loew's
State, reports less than average attendance.
Pola Negri, in "Barbed Wire" at the
Metrdpolitan, with the added attraction of
Rube Wolf in the stage prescntatidii
* ' Blues, ' ' reports to have the best boxoffice receipts of all the theatres.
Monday night marked the one hundredth showing of "King of Kings" at
(liaunian's Chinese Theatre in Hollj-wood.
This picture is still attracting heavy attendance, as is "Seventh Heaven" at Carthay Circle.
"Convoy" at the Uptown, and "Chang"
at the Million Dollar report only fair l)usiness. "Topsy and Eva" at ({rauman's
Egyptian is not coming up to expectations.

nada Theatre as Pola Negri always does in
this city. The presentation act "Modem
Women" did a great deal to help fill this
theatre. "The Unknown," shown at Loew's
Warfield Theatre, did fairly well, but Lon
Chaney was not considered as good as usual.
Walt Roesner's orchestra and stunts atBetter 'Ole" attracted
tractedthe
many. "The
many to
St. Francis Theatre for a
second week.
"Vanity" as shown at the Golden Gate
Theatre, drew crowds, but the majority
came to see Harry Carroll and his 102*
revue and "California Collegians." "Winners of The Wilderness" drew many to the
Pantages Theatre, as did the "Siamese
Twins" and other acts. "Money To Bum"
and "Don't Fire" attracted many to the
Union Square Theatre, as did the vaudeville
acts. In fact this house did exceptionally
well. "The Silver King" drew crowds to
the Cameo Theatre.
"Private Izzy Murphy" did well at the
residential house. The Majestic and "Three
Hours" attracted many in the Richmond
District to the Coliseum Theatre. Nat Holt's
comedy at his residential house, the Wigwam, drew many thousands and they all
enjoyed
"A screen.
Man Four Square," shown
there on the

Chicago

AN

San Franciso
nj'^HE
in San Francisco's
•*■ townpastandweek
residential
houses was downconsidered good, but receipts would have been
much better had not the three best days
been so abnormally hot, an iniusual condition for San Francisco.
"Old Ironsides," playing at advanced
prices at the Columbia Theatre, did not do
so well the second week, as it was thought
of by the po{>ulace as being too educational
for this time of year. "The Rough Riders"
drew crowds to the California Theatre, even
on the hottest diiys.
"Barbed Wire" drew crowds to the Gra-

AN

ecouraging note was seen in Chicago
motion picture theatre situation last
week with attendance at many of the houses
showing a better recoi-d for the ]ieriod.
The Chicago, with a well-timed holiday
week show, "Rookies," on the screen,
Spitalnv's patriotic stage sjx'ctacle, "Yeai'
of 1917," and the Publix "Sports Revue,"
did an excellent business. "Beau Geste"
continued
pull weUweek
at McVicker
and
an excellentto holiday
box office 's,
report
was turned in by the Oriental, which had
"The World at Her Feet" as its feature,
Paul Ash and his Meriy Gang in "Goofy
Golfers" on the stage. At the Roosevelt,
' ' Chang ' ' was in its next to last week and
again proved a strong attraction. Hennie
Krenger
andGlason,
his band
in ".Jazz
Jingles"
with Billie
headed
the bill
at the
Uptown, which had as its screen offering
"Naughty, But Nice," and drew well.
"Captain Salvation" and Verne Buck and
his band on the stage M-ere the featuies at
the Sheridan, where business improved.
The Granada shared in the better business
of the week with "The Secret Studio" as
its feature picture and Benny Meroft' and
his band on the stage in "Bennv's HiOn the south side the Tivoli did one of
Hatters."
the best weeks in its histoi y with Waring's
Pennsylvanians and Roy Cropper on the
stage and on the screen "Rough House
Rosie." The Capitol ottered "The Yankee
Clipper" MS its screen attraction, Vitaphone and Del Delbridge in a holiday stage
production
entitled,
"Fireworks of Jazz,"
business being
satisfactory.
The Marbro, with "The Secret Studio,"
plus Charles Kaley with his stage band and
Laura Lee, musical comedy favorite, did
well.

Cleveland
T OCAL business jumped way up last
'—^ week at all of the first-run houses.
Sunday and Monday (Fourth of July),
they were all very quiet, but on Tuesday
things took a decided turn and kept getting
better every day until the final total for
the
week was considerably above its predecessors.
"Fatty" Arbuckle was the big drawing
card at the State, which was filled to pa|iacity at every performance.
The picture,
"Framed," was not up to the Milton Sills
standard.
"Annie
Laurie"
was enthusiastically received at the Stillman. A beautiful and exciting picture with universal
ap]ieal.
It is being held a second week.
""The Callahans and the Murphys" have
settled down for a continued run at the
Cameo, — that's how well folks like the picture. It goes into its thiixl wck next Sunda,v.
"Fast
and Furious,"
claimed
by
local ci'itics to be one of Denny's best pictures to date, and an unusually diverting
picture, did exceptionally well at Keith's
Palace.
Lon Chaney's
"The Unknown"
played to big houses at the Allen. Chaney's
personality, and not the picture which overllows with horrcn's, was responsible.
"The
Brute" was well liked by the large audiences at the Park, because it is a good
western made over a new pattern.
"Sensation Hunters," was well received bv film
fans at Keith's East lO.ith St. Theatre all
week,
and The
at Reade's
IIij>podrome
half the
of
the week.
Hippodrome
also did well
last half of the week with "The Bachelor's
Baby."
Neighborhood
houses
reported
that business looked up a bit last week.
Two summer resident dramatic stock companies are cutting into the picture business. In previous summers Cleveland has
had but one summer stock company.
Business out in the territory
Tampa is said to be poor.

"DUSINESS still continues good at the
-^ Tampa theatres, but fell short of the
previous three weeks' records. The programs of the past week did not seem to
have the "appeal," and only one picture
brought receipts up to the very good class.
"Is Zat So?" opened the week at the
Tampa. The picture seemed to please, and
the four days' business was good.
"Naughty, But Nice" opened Thursday to
capacity, and drew very good the following
two days. This is the one picture of the
week that registered strong at the box
office. The star, Colleen Moore, a former
Tampa girl, is a favorite with Tampa fans,
and all her pictures do well.
The Strand had a good week, but not up
to standard. Buster Keaton, in "The
General," failed to prove the draw expected. The picture had plenty of l)ig stuff,
but the yells were few. The three days
were just good. "Bitter Apples" and
"The Kid Sister" both did good, and
I'ounded out a satisfactory week for Peck's
"cool and comfortable"
Strand.
The Franklin maintained a satisfactory
• average with "The Circus Ace," "Taxi,
Taxi, ' ' and ' ' The Arizona Whirlwind. ' '
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Minneapolis
A WEEK of bright, cool weather brought
good business to Minneapolis picture
houses this week. The State reported a very
good week with Colleen Moore in "Naughty
But Nice," and Bebe Daniels in "Senorita" proved an excellent drawing card at
the Strand. At the Lyric Zane Grey's
"Drums of the Desert" with Warner Baxter drew in the crowds in a very satisfactory fashion.
Tom Mix's latest, "The Circus Ace," was
well exploited at Pantages, and was responsible for a very good attendance. Buck
Jones in "The War House" proved a popular attraction at the Seventh street, while
"Pleasure Before Business" was the feature film at the lleiinepiri-Orpheum.
Nearly all the neighborhood houses reported good business for the week. Among
the pictures shown were "Don Juan" at
the Loring"; "Mr. Wu" at the Lagoon;
"The Fire Brigade" at the Rialto and
"Afraid to Love" at the Lyndale.
About the only competition for the week
was the American association baseball
games, wath Minneapolis returning home for
a long stand at the local park.

Philadelphia
t tr) ESURRECTION," at the Stanley
fV Theatre, played to exceptionally
good business considering the fairly warm
spell. Its attractiveness was enhanced by
a prologue of 35 people known as Ouglitzky's Russian Vocal Ensemble and Vladimir Mikolaichik and the Stanley Ballet
Corps.
The Fox had only a mediocre week with
"Slaves of Beauty." Bob Nelson, a
"Roxy" Silhouette, "On the Bowery,"
and Joe Thomas's Sax-o-tette were added
attractions.
The Stanton opened an extended run of
"Convoy" with fairly good results. The
Arcadia, with "The Night Bride," with
Marie Prevost, had only a fair week. May
McAvoy, in "Matinee Ladies" at the
Karlton, drew only fair patronage.
The Palace offered "Rough House
Rosie, ' ' and box of&ce receipts were all
that could be expected. "Getting Gertie's
Garter," featuring Marie Prevost, ran
along to mediocre business at the Victoria.
"Three Hours," at the Capitol, enjoyed
good patronage.

Central

Pennsylvania

A COMBINATION of fine weather— considerably cooler than usual for this
time of year — the advantage of a holiday,
and diversified types of attractions, made
the week of July 4th a fairly satisfactory
one for the downtown theatres in Harrisburg.
The Victoria offered a combination bill
including the Paramount Juniors in
"Rolled Stockings," and "Alaskan Adventures," a four-reeler Avith lots to
recoiimieiHl it. which jointly had a lot of
pulling power.

composed in large measure of masculine
and juvenile Tom Mix fans.
A return to Harrisburg of the Harold
Lloyd picture, "The Freshman," in the
h'ussell Theatre, brought encouraging receipts, due probably to the success of this
play in the same city when it appeared
there originally some months ago. The
successful operation of a new $60,000 ventilating system in the State Theatre, duly
exploited in the newspaper advertisements,
was in part responsible for good-sized
audiences there where the film feature was
"What Happened to Father?"
The Colonial was not the only theatre
to offer a Tom Mix photoplay, for the New"
Rialto put on the Tom and Tony combination in "The Broncho Twister." The Capitol showed "Flaming Forest," and the
Grand featured Fred Thomson in "The

Albany

Circle."
THE motion picture theatres of Albany,
Troy and Schenectady, were favored
last w^eek with an exceptionally good break
in the weather and, as a result, at least one
house, the Leland in Albany, was able to
report the biggest Fourth of July in the
history of the house. Other theatres reported business as being exceptionally
goood. At the Leland, Ward Crane, the
well known star, who is an Albany boy,
made a personal appearance and jammed
the theatre. "The Lady in Ermine" was
featured at the Leland for the week, with
i\Ir. Crane appearing in one of the leading
roles. At the Mark Strand, good business
was done with "The Whirlwind of
Youth," and the usual Vitaphone presentations. Business was only fair at the
Mark Ritz in Albany with "Drums of the
Desert," which got off to a poor start due
to a severe panning on the part of the
newspaper critics. Residential houses in
Albany reported business as being good
throughout the week.
In Troy, "Naughty, But Nice," proved
the best bet the Troy Theatre has had in
the past four or five weeks, opening l)ig
and standing up well during the days that
followed. "Dearie" played at the Troy
theatre during the last three days of the
■week, and while it pleased those who saw
it, the crowds were only normal. At the
Lincoln, "Man Power" ran well. Probably
the biggest drawing card of the week in
Troy was "Monte Cristo," at Proctor's
Fourth Street house. Weather continues
to remain cool.

Detroit
TICKET purchasing ran from light to
heavy in the downtown section. The
houses in general failed to exceed last
week's quota.

At the Michigan, however, "Rolled
Stockings," featuring Louise Brooks, and
Vincent Lopez with his orchestra, broke all
records in this district. This theatre was
jammed during every performance from
morning until the closing hour.
The Madison listed IVIarie Dressier, Pollv
Loew's Regent aefonii)lislic(l average
Moran and Sally O'Neil in "The CaUabox-office results with "Altars of Desire,"
with Jlae IMurray and Conway Tearle in bans and the Murphys." Business was
the stellar roles. Tom Mix, who never fails
good here.
Fair attendance viewed Dolores Costello
to attract in Tlairisburg, brought a lot of
thrills to the Colonial in the Western,
in "The Heart of Maryland," a southern
The stage
' ' Outlaws of Red River, ' ' which enter- ,, idiiiance ot Civil War times.
show helped slightly.
tained good-sized
mid-summer
audiences,
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"Sunset Derby," with Mary Astor and
William Collier, Jr., moved along at a normal pace in the State while the Adams' revival of "The Covered Wagon" attracted
some interest.

Salt Lake

City

TV-TANY of those who had intended visit^ ^ ing the canyons and resorts over the
Fourth last week, remained home due to
the frequent and fickle thunder showers,
and consequently the picture theatre business was exceptionally good and has remained very satisfactory throughout the
week.
Pola Negri, in "Barbed Wire," was well
received at the Paramount Empress. A
special presentation act was also offered at
this house.
A very good week was enjoyed at the
Victory Theatre, where the feature offering was "Rolled Stockings." "The History of Our Flag," done in technicolor,
was also shown here as an added attraction.
The American Theatre reports business
to have been surprisingly good, especially
during the fore part of the week. The
double feature program, which proved to
be a drawing card here, consisted of
"Convoy," and also "Pals First," with
Dolores Del Rio and Lloyd Hughes.
Jetta Goudal and Kenneth Thompson, in
"White Gold," drew capacity business as
a first-run sliowing at the Cem.
The second showing of "New York,"
starring Ricardo Cortez and Louis Wilson,
went over big at the newly opened Rialto.
The Dempsey-Tunney fight w^as an added
feature at this house.
The feature picture topping the Pantages' vaudeville was "Winners of the
Wilderness,"
and the regular full houses
were had.

Baltimore
/CONTRARY to the usual run of business
^-^ for this time of the year in Baltimore,,
the week beginning Monday, July 4, started
off fairly well despite the fact that there
was no rain on Fourth of July night and
finished up fine for most of the first run
houses in the ^ronumental city.
Doing top-notch business for the week
perhaps, was "Resurrection," which
brought croAvded houses to Locav's Valencia
every day. Running next to that was the
business done at Loew's Century with
"Special Delivery" starring Eddie Cantor.
At the two family vaudeville houses,
Whitehurst's Garden, Avitli five acts,
"Drums of the Desert," went over very
good and at Keith's Hippodrome. Avith five
acts, "Easy Pickings," proved a very good
drawing card also.
"What Happened to Father," shown at
Warner's Metropolitan, did not go so well
during the first part of the Aveek but picked
up toward the latter part and did good
business on Saturday.
"The Little Adventuress," with Vera
Reynolds, proved a pretty good drawing
card at tlie New Theatr(\

Kansas City
TF hot Aveather holds no more terror for
■^ Kansas City exhibitor than it has thus
far this summer there Avill be no slump in
l)usiness as there Avas last year.
Practicallv all of the first-run houses did
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a normal business on pictures tliat were
not overly exploited, or pictures which
could not be called big, despite the fact
that the temperature remained around 90
degrees all week.
"The Callahans and the Murphys," at
the Newman, played to the biggest attendance of any theatre, the crowds there
being much larger than those of the last
several weeks. "Drums of the Desert,"
at the Royal, played to normal crowds, as
did "The Red Kimono," at the Liberty.
"Lost at the Front" did better than
average business at the Mainstreet, while
"Monte Cristo," at the Pantages, and
"The Better 'Ole," at the Globe, attracted
good crowds all week.

Oklahoma
i iHT HE BETTER 'OLE" had a successi^ ful run at the Criterion Tiieatre all
of last week. There was a little advance
advertising done on this picture in the
newspapers, and a midnight preview of the
picture held a week before it started its
run helped to pass the word about that it
had good comedy.
Milton Sills, in "Framed" at the Empress all week, did a nice average summer
business at the box office — which wasn't
anything to brag about.
"Bitter Apples," at the Capitol the tirst
half of the week, didn't take any too well,
as it was considered too "mellow," and
the story depressing. The last half the
week "Arizona Bound," another western,
played for three days. Business just fair.
"The Lily," at the Liberty the first part
of the week, had fairly good business.
Belle Bennett's acting was highly praised
by critics and audiences alike. "The Romantic Age," though, the last half the
week, brought forth a good showing at the
box office.
With crowds out of town over the 4th,
and a couple of days of real heat, the theatres are not bragging about business.

Milwaukee
A RATHER brisk wind-up to an otherwise dull week somewhat cheered ^lilwaukee theatre managers. Business at the
beginning of the week, due to the double
holiday, was very poor, but toward the
middle and end of the week, picked up in
an encouraging fashion. Cooler weather
was no doubt accountable for the increased
business.
"The Red Mill," at the Merrill, was
generally considered the most popular picture shiiwiiig in the downtown theatres.
Richard Dix, in "Man Power," was the
attraction at the Wisconsin, and played to
fair houses. "Lost at the Front," showing at the Alhninbra. although very well
exploited, was not received with the enthusiasm the picture warranted. "Devil's
Island," at the Garden, drew a fair share
of jiatronage. "Drums of the Desert" did
good business at the Strand.
Xeighborliood houses fared much the
same as the downtown theatres. "The
Tender Hour," at the Tower and Modjeska
Theatres, had fairly good patronage, especially toward the end of the week. "Three
Hous," playing at the Milwaukee and
Savoy, drew average houses.
The Oriental, which opened on July 2nd,
was ci-owded at every performance during
the entire week. Crowds flocked to the
theatre as much to see the picture as to

view the mucli exploited s])lpndor and
"Don Juan" was
of the
beauty
the
feature
for theatre.
the opening.

St.

Louis

speaking business was
GENERALLY
decidedly off during the past week,
.but a few of the airdomes reporting fairly
good l)usiness*>
The extremely hot weather hit some of the
first runs and most of the neighborhood
box offices right square between the two
eyes and the bank balance has not yet recovered from the shock.
During the week there was a decided
change for the worse in the Coal Fields.
King Coal when dethroned brings down
with him everything else in Egypt, as
Southern Illinois is very well known, and
motion picture houses suffer with every
other form of business.
Reports from Southest Missouri are also
very poor and business has been very much
off at the houses in that section still operating. Elsewhere in Eastern Missouri
general business is slightly better.
The Ambassador Theatre showed "Manpower" as its screen feature of the week,
and had a fair week's business. The
Missouri had "Running Wild," and enjoyed above the average, considering general business.
The Grand Central showed "Dearie,"
but didn't establish any new records for
attendance. But the management shouldn't
complain at that. Neither did any other
house in the city.
At the St. Louis Theatre, the city's
largest amusement palace, Madge Bellamy
was featured in "Colleen." Business held
up during the week. Loew's State got its
share of the patrons with Mae Murray and
Conway Tearle in "Altars of Desire."

Boston
R9ST0N'S

downtown houses have experienced a week below the average,
with perhaps one exception. The Metropolitan Theatre has grossed above the
average. In this exception, however, it may
be said that this week's presentation at
the l\Ietropolitan is probably one of the
best ever staged, taken fi'oui everv angle.
That the attendance has been well maintained throughout the week may be some
reflection of the praise given the presentation number, "The Peddler," one of Andre
Chariot's revues. It is so excjuisite in execution as to ([uite overshadow the rest of
the bill. Should Publix ever hold over a
presentatiDn for a second week, it is safe
to predict
that "The
Peddler" would receive first honors
in Boston.
"Man

Power," at the Metropolitan, accompanied the the presentation, by Gene
Rodemich and his Merry Makers with a
new group of assistants, and the usual
orchestra and organ numbers, enjoyed the
best reception of any of the films.
At Loew's State "Captain Salvation,"
an ever-popular sea-going melodrama, Avith
excellent cast and clever direction, was deserving of better grosses, although the first
two days were heavy. Phil Spitalny and
his jazz band and Delores Farris provided
the stage number.
The Fenway, with "Chang" in its second week, did fairly well, and the fihu is
to be held over for a third week, an unusual occurrence for this house.
Other
attractions
at
the
downtown

houses include "The Night Bride" at the
Keith-Albee Boston, "Frisco Sally Levy'"
at Loew's Orpheum, "ALL Aboard" at the
Washington Street Olympia, the myster-y
jungle film "Tarzan" at the Scollay Sq.
Olympia, and "Don Juan" at the Bowdoin
Square, a collection of films of better than
the
Better 'Ole" is held
over average.
for another"The
week at the twin houses,
the Modern and Beacon. "Sunset Derby"
at the Capitol; "Rich Men's Sons" at the
Exeter Street; "Rookies" at Codman
Square and Field's Corner; "WeddingBills" at the University; and the fourth
week of "The King of Kings," at the
Tremont, provide plenty of diversity for
selection.

Seattle
OHOW
business in this city centered
^-^ around one theatre last week — the Fifth
Avenue. The reason was two-fold. First
there was the initial week's engagement
of Eddie Peabody, diminutive new musical
director from the Metropolitan Theati-e in
Los Angeles, Avho created a sensation at
each performance. Then there was Lon
Chaney's "The Unknown," which was
quite satisfactory as a film feature. A
])leasing Fanchon-Marco "Spring Idea"
revue made an unusually complete bill.
Eddie Hitchcock, publicity chief who handled the Peabody campaign for the theatre, can be thanked for a capacity week —
the largest in the histoiy of the house with
the exception of the opening week almost
a year ago.
The box offices at the other houses showed
the effects of the tremendous business at
the Fifth Avenue. The United Artists
Theatre, Avith "The Mysteriou
and the personal appearance of sthe Rider,"
Seattle
Lions Club Quartet, just back from a
vaudeville tour, played to average business
only. At tracted
the onlyCoUseum, "White Gold" atordinary attendance, and
lailed to please most audiences.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre stood
patrons out each night with Vitaphone and
"Simple Sis," playing the opening week
(d' a two-week engagement. Vitaphone is
ajjparently doing a great share of the business at this theatre; the pictures are earning veiy fcAV compliments and the box office
is apparently beginning to sliow this fact.
At the Columbia, Reginald Denny in
"Fast and Furious" pleased the Dennyfans and satisfied the others. Business
held its own— always about the same at
this house. The Embassy, which is doingvery good business at 25c, showed a pleasing week's gross with "Christine of the
revue.
Big Tops" and an atmospheric circus stage
John Danz raised the price of admission
to 50c at his Strand Theatre and slipped in
"Is Your Daughter Safe?" for an extended run. It is being exploited as a bigsex picture, A^th special shoAvs for men
only and Avomen only (children under 16
barred), and has been doing a better business than his previous 25c second run films.
"Is Zat So?" at Pantages seemed to
please the audiences, used in conjunction
with an ordinary program of vaudeville.
For the neighborhood houses, Hamrick's
Egyptian set the pace with "Don Juan."
It was the first showing since the Vitaphone premiere at the Blue Mouse several
months ago, and it did a very fine business.
Weather has been quite Avarm, but ai>parently the houses that have the programs.
Avill do business despite the elements.
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"Frederick

Chopin"

(Fitzpatrick Pictures — Two
(Reviewed by Raymond

Reels)

Gnnly)

A MOST interesting presentation is this Music Master film. Lovers of music (and their
number is legion) will find in it much that is
commendable. One thing about these films that
James A. Fitzpatrick has produced is their appropriateness for so many occasions. For instance at the time of the recent Beethoven centennial there was available a little sketch of
the German master in celluloid and during the
annual music week celebrated throughout the
country there was on hand a whole series of
film versions of the lives of the world's musically great.
Another point that should be mentioned concerning the Fitzpatrick series is that they can
be revived time and time again. There is a tendency nowadays in the publishing field to present in novel form biographies of illustrious
people now dead and gone. Little film biographies, pitched in a popular note, are not amiss
when you are considering a well balanced program. As a matter of fact they support a bill
of screen fare in a distinctive way.
It should be said that the film has its weak
spots, but it must be remembered that portraying erratic genius is not an easy task. The
melancholy Chopin, a finicky man whose nature
so needed feminine sympathy, is portrayed satisfactorily here, the best scene being of his last
moments. The mannish George Sand wnth her
long black cigars, certainly a complex figure to
interpret, also satisfies. On the whole the impression of the piece should be of satisfaction
even from the cavilling artistic viewpoint.

"No Cheating"

(Educational — Two Reels)

{Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
EMPLOYING the idea of a house party
guest who discovers that his hostess is none
other than an old time sweetheart, "No Cheating," carries an average amount of fun and has
its constant play of hide-and-seek because of
the fact that the husband is terribly afraid that
a jealous wife will discover his former relations
with his hostess. St. John has the part of one
of those "goofy" characters who are always getting into hot water no matter how hard they try
to act normal. He has his hands full getting
untangled from the compromising situations in
which his wife finds him. To top them off,
burglars invade the house and the guests scurry
all over the place colliding with one another in
the darkness and receiving numerous cracks on
the head. These situations can be counted on
for their laughs. This release was issued to exhibitors on June 26. Al does his usual hard
work and Lucille Hutton is his irate spouse.
The reiTiainder of the cast has Jack Lloyd,
Blanche Payson, Phil Dunham, Clem Beauchamp. Director Stephen Roberts worked under
the supervision of Jack White.

"Pathe Review"
(Pathe— One Reel)
THIS

review, number 30, offers some interesting and instructive topics, combining first

aid demonstrated by Uncle Sam's sailors, a bit
of bird life under the title of "Just a Love Nest,"
and some exceptionally good shots of climbers
reaching the peak of Alt. Grepon in the P'rcnch
Alps.
Bandaging leg wounds, head injuries and
broken jaws offers something in the way of
instruction by the gobs. They do their work
rapidly, skillfully and apparently effectively.
They also demonstrate how the injured victim
should properly be carried.

"Just a Love Nest" in Pathecolor is a pretty
little episode showing the daily life of two little
birds from the time they get up in the morning
until they retire at night.
The Alps climbers provide some real thrills
which make one wonder how the satisfaction of
reaching such a difficult goal can repay them for
their hardships and the danger they undertake. —
CHESTER J. SMITH.

"With Will

Rogers

in London"

(Pathe— One Reel)

WILL
ROGERS takes his audience with
him to London in this single reeler of the
travelogue series, whose titles abound in the
Rogers humor. There are some good shots of
many of the points of interest about London, including Buckingham Palace, the House of Parliament, Scotland Yard and others.
Rogers refers to London as "John Bull's
Home Office." Regarding the gait of the famous
grenadier guards he says ; "These boys got used
to walking up stairs — then someone took the
steps away." Scotland Yard is referred to as
"England's calaboose." The picture is interesting in itself and is doublv attractive because of
the Rogers humor.— CHESTER J. SMITH.

"Pick

a Pet"

(Educational — One Reel)
ALL sizes and manners of pets are seen in
this new issue of the Curiosities, the Movie
Side-Show series. From the black bird and a
novel scene of a kitten in the arms of a monkey
up to the huge elephant and tiger practically all
sorts of pets are brought right up close to the
camera for your critical inspection. A whole
menagerie of animals is crowded into the reel
and if you like any one animal best, well, you
just make your pick. As a rule, pictures of a
zoo's inhabitants are not so satisfactory from an
entertainment angle, although they are educational. This release should please the most
critical.— RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Lai^gh"
(Red Seal— One Reel)
WHILE
Ko-Ko does not arouse uproarious
mirth he gives lots of evidence of his
ability to arouse chuckles. His creator, Max
Fleischer, gives him a hard assignment in this
one^that of making a wooden-faced Indian
smile. The Inkwell clown does his best, receiving much help from his faithful cartoon hound;
but it is only after exhausting his whole repertoire of tricks that Ko-Ko makes the Indian
laugh. After this little act, the cartoonist restores both Ko-Ko and the dog to the ink bottle where the clown and his dog evidently plan
their many and varied tricks. Their latest effort is amusing.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Suhway

Sally"

(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)

SUBWAY SAIXY is an animated Miss in
cartoon form who can show up the best of
the Broadway gold diggers. She is even bolder
in extracting the bankrolls of her victims than
those fair damsels who ply their trade where
the lights are brightest. Sally operates principally on the subways, but finds the digging just
as profitable. She goes in for cash, watches,
jewelry, or what have you.
Sally in an adept crook who is as successful
in evading the law as she is in rifling pockets.
Long sought by the police she leads them many
a merry chase and eventually makes her successful getaway on the rear platform of a subway.
Cartoonist Terry injected the usual amount of
humor and mixed it up with some lively situations. Itis up to his usual standard. — CHESTER J. SMITH.

(Universal "Oh,
Stern Bros.
— Two Reels)
Taxi!"
I Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

SID Saylor, a dilapidated taxi inherited by
Sid from Uncle Abner and good direction
by Francis Corby combine to make what we
think to be a better than usual two-reel comedy.
Furthermore, we unhesitatingly state that there
are some gags employed that are brand new.
Now, try and beat that.
Paying court to his sweetie, Sid's suit is not
too encouragingly received by his prospective
father-in-law, even though the possession of
Uncle Abner's taxi is well on the way towards
setting him up as a successful man of the business world. There are many ups and downs and
tricks in the taxi profession — and most of them
will get a flock of laughs from your audience.

"The

Square

Shooter"

(Universal Mustang — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
AGAIN we have Fred Oilman with us, and
again Mr. Oilman and his associates manage to cram two reels of film full of some excellent action. And, a word for Director
Wyler, who has added a few action close-ups
which we have not noticed before in this brand.
They have the effect of lifting these Westerns
out of the ordinary run.
Fred Oilman, as usual, is on the verge of
matrimon\' ; this time, with an attractive little
Miss, who is being badgered by the villain on
account of some notes he holds that belonged
to her father. A race with a $5,000 stake is the
means Mr. Oilman takes to run the villain out
of town and win both prizes.
It is w-ell done.

"Short Shots"
(Castle Films — One Reel)
AN

issue of the Castle series that does not
faillence.toThe live
to the series'
general
bits up
contained
in it are
livelyexceland
will keep the interest on an audience. They are
somewhat in a news reel vein, but strung all together in short and snappy fashion they could
not be called a news reel as the events they
contain
not are
strictly
come varieties
under the,or"news"
category dobut
novelties,
what
ever you may wish to call them. Among its table
of contents are remarkable exhibitions of the
skill of a whip marksman who, with 75 feet of
swift moving leather, can mow down obstacles
that would daunt the ordinary rifle marksman.
Then there are angles of the latest dance craze,
the Black Bottom. The dancer is shot from
real "angles" dancing on a glass base with the
camera trained upon her underneath. The reel
is sprightly.— R.\YM ON D GANLY.

"Little Feet"
(Castle Films— One Reel)
THE

gurgling crow of a healthy baby determinedly pulling away at its stockings instantly wins the favor of an audience. There
are several shots in this Castle release of an
appealing infant whose wiiming w'ays will produce those long
that send
a collection
men
and women
now "Ahs"
and then
up whenof they
meet something that is decidedly pleasing to
them. This friendly contact established, the reel
proceeds to show the industry and versatility of
young folk who bend their energies to master
dancing in all its different and difficult forms.
The Ernest Belchier dancers, who are employed,
prove their artistic prowess, in their presentations of the dance. Grecian sylphs with long
flowing white garments flutter in a pretty spot
near a lake and Bowery urchins, with Apache
fervor, strut their wares on a sidewalk. The
film carries plentv of appeal. — R.AYMOND
GANLY.
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Fast and Furious
Lively Film Fare For Denny and You
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THAT Denny man has been settino^ a stiff pace for himself
ever since the wise ones picked him as Wally Reid's successor— but like the late lamented star, Reginald is becoming addicted to stories which place a premium on speed. Indeed
the star's films are fast entering a groove. The new entry is a
lively affair which, while it uncovers nothing original, does succeed in packing a deal of action in its allotted footage.
The star has become quite an adept at farce. He knows the
knack of taking his pantomimic hurdles with mock-seriousness.
Here we find him a chajnpion auto driver — with the scenes m^anipu
lated to uncover a zippy clima.x in the shape of the big race.
Denny has his work cut out for him and when the action becomes
too hot it turns to farcical channels and releases its share of
laughs.
Reg does much the same sort of thing that Wally did a few
seasons ago — that is act in an easy, natural fashion. He is perfectly at home at the w^^heel — and really looks big time — as if he
drove a car for a living. The scenes are appropriate — the scrijit
is compact and the technical trimmings are perfectly Okay. Clean
and exciting fun and entirely suitable for the dog days.
The Cast : Reginald Denny, Barbara Worth, Claude GUUju;-ivatcr, Armand Kalis, Lee Moran, Charles K. French, Robert
E. Honian. Kingsley Benedict, Edgar Norton. Director, Melville W. Brown.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
THEME: Farce-comedy of
Title lends itself to a teaser
amateur auto driver who, miscampaign. Tie up with auto
taken for professional, enters big
dealers, etc. Play up as typical
race and wins it. Also wins girl.
Denny film.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Star
LIGHTS : Mistaken identity.
has following. Name should
Grags. Comedy moments. Climax
draw them. Also title. 0. K.
showing race. Star's easy playfor all types of houses.
ing. Appeal of Barbara Worth.
Settings and action.
Interestini^ .•ieqiiences jrom "Ten

Producedsixand
distributed
I'nii'ersal.
LcnytJi,
reels.
Released,by June,
ig2y.

Modern

Cortimandmenls, a Paramount

Naughty But Nice
feature

Not Much Plot. But Garnishings Help
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
TIIF^ Colleen Moore pictures are fast becoming standardized.
That is, the prankish pet of the younger element is still
cutting up the necessary didoes — which spell popularity for
her. and prosperity for the cinema sho\vmen. The idea exploited
here is pretty weak — being nothing but the escapades of a boarding schoolgirl — which are stretched out to feature length. The star
plays a rich oil man's daughter who indulges in an afternoon off
by pretending to be married to a man she has never seen before.
All of this lends a small amount of spice since the high jinks are
caiTied on in a man's bedroom.
There isn't much to it — and it expends itself early. To keep it
going, however, the director sees to it that Colleen is given all the
necessary latitude to inspire laughter. The star doesn't fail. She
is too talented a comedienne to leave you cold.
The piece gves evidence along about the middle of becoming
complicated and one sits up and pays attention. But it is all a
false alarm. The film is neatly mounted and acted with consideriil)le spirit. It is light, fairly frolicsome — and a good tidbit for
summer seekers of celluloid.
The Cast: Colleen Moore. Donald Reed, Claude Gillingwater, Kathryne McGuire, Jiallam Cooky, Edyth Chapman,
Clarissa Sehvynne, Burr Mcintosh. Director, Millard Webb.
THEME : Romantic comedy
of boarding-schoolgirl, who pretends to be married, and who,
after cutting up several capers,
settles down and weds man of
her choice.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Escapades in bedroom. By play indulged in by
Film

highlights

from

the

I'ullie ft estern
T unibletveed"

release,

"Tau

Gun

of

the

star. Settings. Very competent
acting by cast.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Star has large public. Play up
her name and tease title. Tie up
with boarding schools, etc.
DRAWING POWER: Suitable for all theatres. Should
draw with feminine patrons.

Produced and distributed by First National.
Length, six reels. Released, June, 1927.
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Not Much

To It, But Fairly Bright and Amusing
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
AMOVIEISH little moi-sel is tlli^^ new contribution from the
Paramount factors^ — which serves in establishing the charm
and talent of Esther Ralston. She doesn't have much o]>
portunity to reveal any characterization, but there's a deal of
sincerity about her work which shows that she's determined to
make good as a star. The opus is fairly bright in spots, built as it
is around a girl of the Bright Lights. In other words Esther plays
a daughter of the theatre.
The piece follows her adventures in the chorus of "The Revels,''
and perks up with real interest when she takes the temijeramental
prima donna's place and puts a song hit over without benefit of
spotlight. The gags are pretty well placed — and all things considered, Dorothy Arzner, Paramount 's woman director, does a nice
job. She is handicapped by material which fails to click as anj'thing out of the ordinary.
There is some creditable atmosphere of activities back-stage —
the chorus skipping about as if they were long acquainted with the
footlights. The romance revolves around a youth who comes to
New York and writes the song hit for the show. Being penniless
he runs out when the song is accepted. There is frenzied action
concerted with the search for him. It is light entertainment and
perfectly Okay for the summer business.
The Cast : Esther Ralston, Neil Hamilton, Maude Truax,
Romaine Fielding, El Brendel, Rose Biirdick, Jocelyn Lee,
Arthur Ho\t, Roscoc Karns. Director. Dorothy Arzner.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
of THEME:'
chorus girlRomantic
who helps comedy
penniMight
tease the title,
but it
less youth to put over song hit.
doesn't mean anjrthing here.
She doubles for prima donna
Play up star's beauty and bill
and wins success and romance.
as enjoyable story of the footlights, etc.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: The
LIGHTS: The effort at charactitle should attract them. So
terization by star. The gags.
The stage atmosphere. The roshould advertising it as theatrical story. Suitable for all
mantic development. The search
for the hero. The titles.
types of houses.
Produced and Distributed by Paramount.
Lcntith, six reels.
Released. June. 1927.

Comedy and highlights of another nature are found in these shots from
Vniversal's "Fn^f and Furious"

Two Gun of the Tumbleweed
A Good Western No Matter How You View It

Interior and romantic scenes from "The Heart of Salome," a Fox Films
picture

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
SIZE up this Western from any viewpoint, do your best to find
something vitally wrong with it, remember all the faults that
you generally associate with Westerns, and you will have to
conclude (unless you are blind indeed) that Leo Maloney's latest
production is top-notch. Even when placed in the retort of critical
analysis it emerges with flying colors ready to gi-apple with the
toughest audience and win their favorable opinion. Excellent construction, fidelity to detail, natural acting, whales of suspense in
its several dramatic moments — it has all these qualities and more
that are not often grouped together in one picture. Maloney takes
pains with his productions and his praiseworthy bent of doing
things well has resulted in one of the best Westerns that the
^\Titer has seen in a long time.
In the regular run of things the bad man is just a bad man and
tiip hero a superman. This is not the case with "Two Gun of
Tuml)leweed" for everything is logical and natural, and you are
not asked to accept the impossible. The possibilities of a clash
between two gunmen are realized in dramatic fashion. Along with
Maloney's good work (both as director and star) is the excellent
acting of his support. Joe Rickson, as the cold, calculating gunman, gives a real characterization. Peggy Montgomery, as the
heroine, is exceptionally good, too. Bud Osborne and Fred Dana
know how to make their roles convincing.
The Cast: Leo Maloney, Peggy Montgoniery. Josephine LI ill,
Fred Dana. Joe Rickson, Whitehorse Miles, Bud Osborn.
Robert Burns. Directed bv Leo Maloney.
THEME:
Western
drama.
Rickson.
Photography.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
Ranch foreman, whose actions
are misinterpreted by girl boss,
Promise this as a good Western
saves her from evil advances of
and you will not disappoint
them. Mention the gun duels.
gunman who desires her ranch.
DRAWING POWER: The
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Continual shift of
most hard-boiled Western fan
will like it.
events. Gunplay. Good work of
cast, especially Maloney
and
Produced and Distributed by Pathe.
Length, 5,670 feet.
Released, July 17, 1927
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The Callahans and the Murphys
A 'Few

Guffmvs In This Slapstick Comedy
(Reviewed by Laurence Reitl)
TAKE it or leave it lay this i)ifture does not pretend to be
anything else than a rough-and-tumble slapstick comedy —
the type of comedy which emerges every now and tlien
just to show up the satirists that they're not having things all of
their own way. Take note there is no Jewish monicker present to
act as a foil. These Irishers here put on a regular Donnybrook
Fair of their oAvn. As it establishes Irish contrariness for its
motive power you can take it that Mrs. Callahan is continually
arguin' with Mrs. Murphy — characters played with much gu.-^to
by Marie Dressier and Polly Moran, respectively.
You will look in vain for a story other than that which presents
the Callahans and Murphy children carrying on a romance. Your
attention, not focused on any plot, will drift to the so-called local
color — such as Irish picnics — and Irish blarney, expressed in one
form or another. The characters go low Irish most of the way —
what with one family having a bottlegger son and the other a hardworking boy— to say nothing of a couple of good-looking colleens.
There are some laughs especially in the rough-house- stuff at the
picnic, but most of the time it is slam-bang comedy which is too
primitive and obvious to invite a chuckle from imaginative customers. Marie and Polly give colorful sketches. As for Ralph
Spence he needs a little scolding. The titles are the poorest that
have ever decorated one of his jobs.
The Cast : Marie Dressier, Polly Moran, Sally O'Neil, Lazvrcnce Gray, Frank Currier, Gertrude Olnistcad, Eddie Gribbon.
Director, George Hill.
THEME: Romantic comedy
atmosphere. The spirited acting
of Irish families who are ever
by EXPLOITATION
Sally O'Neil.
ANGLES:
quarreling, but who make up
and bless the romance of their
Tease the title and make a play
children.
for those of Irish descent. Play
up the Irish spirit, etc.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: 0. K.
LIGHTS :The picnic. The local
for neighborhoods. In big houses
color. The portrayals by Marie
it needs strong support.
Dressier and Polly Moran.
The
Produced and Distributed b\ Mctro-Goldt^'yii-Mayer.
Length, six reels.
Released, June, 1927.

A few of the highlights from "Singed," a Fo.v Films drama

Wedding Bills
Too Much Slapstick, But Fairly Enjoyable
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
cooks at work on this pudding — no
too many
werethree
THERE
less that
authors co-operating toward concocting a
palatable picture for Ray GriiBth and the public that has
taken a fancy to him. Had just one of them been employed his
efforts might have carried more compactness and spontaneity. As
it is the combined talents are used to mix up a hodge-podge which
emerges as old-fashioned slapstick. The star knows his comedy
tricks and can put them over in a deft and ingratiating manner.
Just why he should be allowed to scamper about in a field of overcomedy.
ripe gags is inexplicable in view of his capabilities with light

A group of scenes from "The Beauty Shoppers," a Tiffany production

It goes Keystone — does this "Wedding Bills." The early preliminaries reveal a slai)stick wedding, after which the action carries
on the w. k. and oft-repeated chase. A pigeon must be caught — a
pigeon which has taken flight with the necklace that has been
accepted on approval by the hero. The bird knows his stuff. Undoubtedly he sat in on Hai-old Lloyd when the begoggled comedian
scampered up and down a skyscraper or two.
So one sees a number of scenes which were used in "Safety
Last," the finale showing Griffith catching his breath after capturing the bird, the necklace and the girl friend. It is speedy
enougli, but, alas, it builds on a precarious single track. Griffith
needs better material.
The Cast: Raymond Griffith, Ann Sheridan, Hallani Coolcy,
Iris Stuart, Vii-ian Oakland, Tom S. Guise, Louis Stern, John
Stcppli)icr. Director, Erie Kenton.
THEME: Farce-comedy of
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
young
man who has necklace
Play up star who is a master
(accepted on approval) stolen
of imique comedy tricks. Tease
title and bill as rollicking hour
from him by pigeon. He succeeds in capturing the bird and
of fast-moving action sprinkled
with laughter.
jewels.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Suitable for neighborhood houses
LIGHTS: Griffith's comedy.
Action. Excitement with dizzy
and first runs where supporting
bill is strong.
skyscraper scenes. Titles.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, six reels. Released, June, 1927.
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Singed
Blanche

Sweet's Acting
Lifts Up
Average
Plot
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
BLANCHE SWEET has been around a long time as movies
go, but she still retains her charm — which, plus her abilitv
to make the most of any assignment given her, enables her
to lift up a picture. Take "Singed" for example. It is not a
world-beater for originality or novelty of situation, but it carries
its dramatic moments. And these are capably emotionalized by
Miss Sweet, Avho makes her characterization ring with conviction.
The actress plays a dance-hall girl in an oil boom town who falls
in love with a more-or-less irresponsible fellow and inspires him to
get back on his feet. The young man strikes it rich which, of
course, makes it easy for the dancer to share some of his wealth.
After she has made a man of him he comes to New York and tries
to crash the gates of society. The girl is neglected and naturally
remains in her own station of life.
With this situation confronting the heroine she becomes tragic —
and the plot gets out of hand. The pathos leaves it Avhile one of
those fejisc climaxes is employed. As a result the story loses much
of its realistic touch which toned it up in the earlier reels.
The Cast : Blanche Sivcet, Warner Baxter, James Wang,
Alfred Allen, Clark Comstock, Hotvard Truesdale, Claude King,
of its realistic touch which toned it up in the eai-lier reels.
THEME:
Drama
of self- EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
sacrifice with girl inspiring man
Tease this title and use catch
Lines on meaning of expression.
to make good, after which he
Play up Blanche Sweet and her
neglects her until he realizes
what misery he has brought her.
long career on the screen. Feature as a story of a one-man
PRODUCTION
HIGHwoman who is determined to
LIGHTS : The characterization
keep sacred the big romance of
by Miss Sweet. The local color.
her life.
The development of climax.
DRAWING POWER: With
Scene when heroine becomes
good advertising film should do
tragic. The suspense. The actbusiness. For all types of
ing by Mary McAllister. The
houses.
contrast of scenes.
Produced and Distributed by Fox.
Length, six reels. Released, June, 1927.

A Viiriety of emotions are had here in scenes from "The Callahans and
the Murphys,"
a MelroGoldivyn^Mayer feature

The Beauty Shoppers
Light

and Frothy;
for Summer
Consumption
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
and penniless little Miss arrives in New York from
A PRETTY
some rural spot and finds that her charm displayed in a
beauty shop is of more monetary value to her than her few
paintings wliieh she had hoped to sell to a reputable art dealer.
80 starts this program picture, a pleasant enough entertainment.
The girl overestimates the value of her paintings, thinking them
worthy to repose in any of the larger galleries. Unknown to her,
a jazzy roommate mixes her sketches with those of another and
more talented artist, and the trusting heroine is honored as having
work, the product of the
best art r.
of the season's
ed some in
contribut
te
other
pa
..

I'.omcdy shots

from

Paramoiml s "it eddina.

Bills '

Of course she is found out and there is the devil to pay. Humiliated, she does not know where to turn, refusing help from an admiring boy friend. So it is back to the old grind in the beauty
shop for lier. For a time it looks as if the fishy-eyed villain will
get her in his power; but this does not come to pass, for before the
end of the tale all difficulties are ironed out and she is satistied to
accept her ardent admirer.
Another romance, thrown in for good measure, sup]>lies the
l)y tiie abovecomedy. It is pursuit of a wealthy but invalid male form
than its
mentioned roommate, a gold digger. Briefer in
than
better
attention
the
holds
incident
partner romance, its comic
does the story of the trustful little girl and the eager little boyDoris Hill and Thomas Haines are the juvenile pair. Ward Crane
I lie heavv, and -Mac Busch and J. ^Marcus the matured couple.
The Cast: Mae Busch, Doris Hill, James A. Marcus, Ward
Crane, Thomas Haines, Cissy Fitzgerald. Leo W'hite. Dale
/.an
Directed by Louis J. Casnier from story by Traz'Crs
Fuller.
lery.
THEME: Poor little girl in
party. Denouement at art galbig city gets into several jams,
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
finally accepting rich admirer.
Take advantage of tie-ups with
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Scene where heroine
beauty shops.
visits wrong
house.
The jazz
DRAWING POWER : Fair.
Produced and Distributed by Tiffany
Length, 5,669 feet. Released, June, 1927.
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Des Moines
A of Trade
PicnicFilm
and Board
Get-To-of
gether has been set for August 22
and 23. Ther will also be a golf
tournament in which rivalry will be
hot between Iowa and Nebraska
players. Last year the champion
was an Omaha man. Jimmy Wynn
of the Educational office who ably
handled the tournament last year
will have charge of the contest this
year while the general arrangements are in the hands of Les Phillips, executive of the Producers
Distributors office who was responsible for the success of the get-together last year. Exhibitors from
Iowa and Nebraska are being extended an urgent invitation to come
and be in on the fun. There will be
more than $750 in prizes distributed
and entertainment is being planned
for everybody.
Miss Mae Kurt, cashier of the
Royal Theatre, who was absent
from the cashier's cage for six
weeks during illness, returned for
the last weeks of the theatres' run.
The Royal Theatre, announces B.
I. Van Dyke, who has run the
Royal Theatre in DesMoines for
close to twelve years, the longest
consecutive run made by an independent exhibitor in DesMoines,
will close. The building which was
leased for the theatre will be torn
down and a commercial enterprise
constructed on the site of the Royal
and of the Majestic Theatre, which
is across the alley from the Royal.
The Majestic Theatre which is one
of the houses owned by A. H. Blank
has played vaudeville and musical
comedy for some time to companies
who lease from the Blank management.
_ Mr. Van Dyke has not made definite plans for his future but states
definitely that he is resigning from
the theatre game. Several ofifers
have been made him in other lines
of work which will be to his greater
advantage.
The Princess Theatre which
burned at anborn, Iowa, sevral
weeks ago is being rebuilt at a cost

JT was vacation time along Kan_ sasFlorence
City's movie row this week.
Miss
Dubinsky, secretary
at the Warner Bros', branch;
Jimmy Shorgle, booker at the
M-G-M branch; Harry Hays,
Paramount branch booker, and
Ruth Auslet, of the Pathe branch,
all were loafing and dreaming of
the days when daily work no longer
would be necessary.
The Strand Theatre, Osage City,
Kan., has been sold by J. S. Punch
to S. H. Blair, of Belleville, Kan.,
who will take possession August 1.
Max Davidson will be the temporary manager.
These changes in management
and ownership, new theatres and
improvements in the Kansas City
territory have been announced :
The Opera House at Rich Hill,
Mo., is being repainted and redeco-

Des Moines
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of about $8,000. The theatre will
open next month. A meting of the
stock holders of the Opera House
at Sanborn brought about the decision to make repairs in the house
which will allow for the showing
of pictures during the closing of
the Princess. Conjecture is made
as to whether the Opera House will
not be continued as a competitor of
the Princess after its opening.
DeFord and Henry are now operating the Star Theatre at Shannon
City, Iowa.
C. O. Lacey has purchased the
Unique Theatre at Anita, Iowa,
says report. Change of ownership
was to take effect the first of July.
Mr. Lacey sold his house, the
Palace Theatre at Exira, lov^a to
LeRoi Henry.
A determined effort is being made
to put Sunday closing into effct at
Grinnell, Iowa. A resolution to prevent the showing of movies on Sunday was presented to the city council which voted to a tie. The vote
of the mayor, W. G. Ray, against
the rsolution, brought the defeat of
the Sunday closing law in this engagement but it is thought that this
is not the end of the contest.
The American Theatre at Corning is now under the managemnt
of L. A. Kuhl, formerly of Harlan,
Iowa. The change of ownership
took effect several weeks ago.
The Strand Theatre at Boone,
Iowa, has been remodelled and the
entire interior redecorated. G. W.
Wigman, who has charge of the
Strand, spent $5,500 on the new
equipment, adding new light fixtures and installing new aisle lights.
The new theatre at Ames, Iowa
is the Capitol which is the new
name to be given to the old Princess Theatre.

rated, the Opera at ElHnwood,
Kan., has been leased by W. H.
Weber, owner of the Echo and
Lakin Theatres at Great Bend,
Kan., succeeding C. W. Hermes.
Warren Weber will manage the
Ellinwood house.
An Arct_ic-Nu-Air cooling system
has been installed in the Empress
Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo., by Manager Sam Howard. The construction of an airdome in Montezuma,
Kan., has been completed by Prof.
H. Viskers. Walter Faulkener has
opened a motion picture theatre in
theKan. Sikes Building at Leonardville,
The Ne-Go Theatre at Toronto,
Kan., has been opened.
The Rezac Theatre, Rossville,
Kan., has been purchased by C. E.
Craft, who will construct a new
house on the site.

The contractors are now at work
on the changes to be made in the
theatre building which will be
ready for reopening shortly after
August 1. The front of the theatre has been made higher with an
elevation of ten feet and changes
have been made in the arrangement of the stage. The seating capacity has been increased to 600 by
the addition of 100 more seats. The
new electric sign which will be
raised on the front of the house
will have a 410 light illumination.
The Ritz Theatre at Chariton,
Iowa which Harry Cramer is
building, will be ready for opening
August 15. Mr. Cramer has secured T. W. Thompson of Albia,
Iowa to act as manager for the
new house.
Goldfield, Iowa is to have motion
pictures on Saturdays and Wednesdays. The Movie Hall there has
been purchased by S. E. Cleveland
who has the theatre already in
operation.
Toledo, Iowa which has not had
motion pictures since the closing of
the Cozy Theatre by Mr. and Mrs.
Regan during contest of the Sunday closing law has another motion
picture house in the Weeting Theatre which has been equipped with
projection machines for motion pictures. W. Mansfield who has the
Idle Hour Theatre at Tama, Iowa
is showing the pictures at the Toledo Theatre.
Jewell, Iowa will hold a special
election to decide on the question of
Sunday shows. Manager J. R.
Foresman, who is paying the cost of
the election, is hopeful of the results. The vote will be put to the
people asking whether they desire
the council to adopt an ordinance
permitting the Sunday show. The
council, it is known, are willing to

Frank Celoud has been succeeded
by J. G. Weigand as manager of
the Columbia Theatre, Junction
City, Kan.
Frank Barnes has been named as
manager of the Varsity and Bowersock Theatres, Lawrence, Kan.,
owned by the Glen W. Dickinsdn
Circuit.
Among the out-of- town exhibitors in the Kansas City market this
week were : Sam Blair, Belleville,
Kan.; J. R. Burford, Burford Theatre, Arkansas City, Kan. ; C. M.
Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Lawrence,
Kan. ; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka,
Kan. P. Wolfberg, M-G-M
Harris
district manager, was a Kansas
City visitor this week. Pathe and
M-G-M branches have enlarged
their floor spaces.
Eph Rosen, Tiffany branch man-

^

abide by a majority vote on the
question although the agreement is
that they shall not be bound by the
decision of the vote.
Mrs. Mary Benjamin, secretary
and treasurer of the DesMoines
Film Board of Trade, resigned her
position last week after having
served for three years in official
capacity on the Board. She turned
in her resignation without making
any explanation as to what her future plans will be, aside from the
fact that she planned to take two
or three weeks of vacation before
entering on any new work. Miss
Audrey Lytell, who will take Mrs.
Benjamin's place on the Film
Board, comes from Qnarlotte, N. C.
E. J. Tilton, manager of the
First National office, was last week
in Rochelle, 111., to attend the
Golden Wedding Anniversary of
his parents.
Belle Miller, secretary for Manager Tilton of the First National
office, was in Minneapolis last
week.
Jake Schwidelson of the Star at
Sioux City was a visitor at the film
exchanges.
Additions in equipment and enlarging of the theatre are making
big changes in the Regent Theatre
at Keokuk, Iowa. The theatre will
again be ready for operation early
this fall. The interior of the house
is being done over in a new color
scheme and the carpet which brings
out
color isscheme
laid.the
Thenewtheatre
to haveis abeingnew
organ, larger than the one formerly
used and the theatre chamber has
been enlarged accordingly. A new
roof is now practically completed
and the ventilating system has been
improved. Changes are also made
on the stage and in the projection
booth. Two new machines have
been added.
Chariton, Iowa, is now as Blue
Law town. Interest in the debate
was revived after it was thought'
that the Sunday closing law would
not be effected. The vote for the
Sunday closing was three to two.

ager, again was in the territory
hustling business this week.
Beverly Miller, manager of National Screen Service, made a business trip to St. Louis.
J. C. Zimmerman is the new Pathe
camerman in the Kansas City district, succeeding Billy Andlauer,
who has signed with Paramount.
Tommy Thompson and Mrs.
Mary O'Neill, of the Midwest Film
Distributors, Inc., were given a
surprise party at that office.
Thompson is leaving for New
York, after serving several years
as booker, while Mrs. O'Neil is returning to her home in Peoria, 111.
Roy Pearson, Pathe branch manager,
C. E. ("Doc")
Cook, featureand salesman,
were scouting
iu
the territory this week, as was C.
A. Schultz, Midwest manager.
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JOHNSON is again on
• the selling force of First
National. Mr. Johnson was with
the Milwaukee branch of First National about three years ago wl;en
he left to go into business in Los
Angeles. He has been assigned the
southern territory.
Dave Chapman, Pathe salesman,
is apparently getting the habit.
Word has reached here from Ladysmith that Mr. Chapman's car
turned over in a ditch and burned
when a tire blew. This is Mr.
aCiiapman's
short time.second accident within
Max Krofta, south side exhibitor, is back in the city after a
two weeks' vacation.
A. H. Friese, a former exhibitor
of Elkhart and Plymouth who has
been spending his time in Florida
managing a U. theatre, is in the
city looking for a theatre. He expects to locate permanently in this
territory.
The steel frame-work of the
Egyptian theatre has been completed.
Alex Rice, who was formerly
manager of the Fern theatre here,
and who has been in California
for the past year, is back in Milwaukee.
Sam Ludwig, it is reported, has
bought out his partners in the Columbia theatre.
Sam Pylet's Shorewood theatre
opened with a private performance
on July 8. and public opening on
the 9th. This is Shorewood's first
theatre.
The Perfection Theatre Equipment Company, subsidiary of the
Perfection Arc Company, has
ojjened offices on Wells just west
of Seventh street.
Ross Baldwin has been made
booker and office manager at 'he
Pathe office. J. E. White is now
head cashier.
"Pop"

Terry,

formerly

with

Universal, is now salesman on the
F B O staff. In preparation for
his new job, "Pop" traded in his
Chewy Sedan for a Clievvy Coupe.
Ed. Kelzenberg started off in
his new job as salesman for Celebrated with an auto accident which
landed him in a Waukesha hospital. Mr. Kelzenberg was formerly assistant manager of the
Strand theatre at Madison.
Carl Beglinger of the Majestic
theatre at Appleton was a recnt
visitor at several of the exchanges.
A marriage of interest was consummated on July 2nd when Miss
Betty Kuethe, of the Celebrated
exchange, and Edward Wachs, of
the Universal exchange, were married.
George Huebner, manager of the
Strand theatre at Oconomowoc,
was a recent film row visitor.
Harry Hart, of the Celebrated
exchange, took over the Strand
theatre at Manitowoc from George
Herzog. The change was effective
July
Neil1st.Duffy of the Elite theatre
at Appleton was among out-oftown exhibitors who visited the
local exchanges this week.
Several Milwaukee theatres have
been closed for an indefinite period
to nable the work of repairing and
remodeling to go on uninterrupted.
The Radio theatre, under management of L Dexter, has been closed
for several weeks. Frank Rossow has closd the Lyric for repairs. George Longheinrich is
planning extensive changes for the
Burleigh, which will include reseating, remodeling of the interior,
new equipment and a canopy. The
Lorraine and the Paris have both
been closed for an indefinite time.
Lou Holz, mangaer of the "Pearl
theatre, and Frank Trottman, manager of the Gem, have returned
from several weeks' vacation in
Manitowish.

E. J. Bregger, manager of the
Ejay at Crystal Falls, was in the
city on business on Tuesday.
Saxe Amusement Enterprises
have taken over the Bijou theatre
at Appleton from Frank Cook.
Eaton Sizer, who is also managing the Orpheum at Menasha and
the Neenah at Neenah, will manage the Bijou for the Saxe interests.
A. M. Rosecan is no longer on
the sales force of M-G-M. Mr.
Rosecan travelled the northern territory for several weeks.
Frank Steffen, manager of the
Rex theatre at Racine was a film
row visitor on Wednesday.
Charles
takesdriving.
this week's
medal
for Trampe
endurance
He
drove from Milwaukee to Gladstone, Michigan, and back in one
day, a distance of 550 miles.
Wm. Cuddy, director of publicity
of the Saxe organization is spending a two weeks' vacation on a
motor trip through Canada.
Charles Washacheck, manager
of the Grace, Rivoli and Pearl thehas gone heon expects
a two tomonths'
vacationatres, which
spend
in touring the west.
Henry J. Altschwager, manager
of the Rudolt theatre at Columbus,
has purchased a new home on upper
James street.
Peck Gomersall, newly appointed
short subject sales manager for
Fox was in the city o'n July 10th
to hold a special sales meeting.
The Saxe interests are reported
to have purchased a piece of property on 22nd and Fond du Lac
avenue.
William Loibel, manager of the
Chimes theatre at Cedarburg, has
returned from Honolulu, where he
spent his honeymoon.
Elmer Salter has joined the sales
force of Red Seal and is covering Michigan territory. Mr. Salter
was formerly with F B O.

Picture

News

Harry Perlowitz, manager of the
Savoy theatre, has taken over the
lease of the Ozaukee theatre at
Port Washington from Messrs.
Huff and Adams. Stanley Perlowitz has been appointed manager of
the Ozaukee.
Red Seal is moving into the offices of Mid-West on Seventh
street.
Stan Brown, managing director
of Saxe city houses, is spending
York
a twoCity.
weeks' vacation in New
A new film delivery service has
been organized in Milwaukee,
known as Film Service, Inc. Ben
Koenig, secretary of Film Board
of Trade, is its vice-president.
John Strain, booker for Saxe interests, is president, and Charles
Trampe, of the Mid-West exchange, is secretary and treasurer.
Three one-ton Chevrolet panel
trucks are now in operation. Headquarters of the new company are
at 145 7th street. Alvah Sickels
is in charge of the office.
N. R. Scheinbaum. sales representative on the Fox staff, was
called to his home in Minneapolis
by the death of his father on
Ray Winn is no longer on the
July
sales 6th.
force of P D C.
Frank Cook, manager of the
Gem theatre at Sheboygan, was in
the
city
several
of on
the Wednesday
exchanges.

visitm^-

Clyde Eckhardt, district manage:for Fox, was in the city on Thursday for a sales conference.
A new policy has ben inaugi!rated at the Wisconsin theatre thi%
week. Dave Schooler and his Play
Boys have been added to the entertainment staff. The stage has been
enlarged so as to give it an additional 90 feet of space and enable
it to accommodate more pretentious stage presentations.

Cnica^o
JACK HELLMAN, who has
been located in Cincinnati for
some time past, has returned to
Chicago and expects to locate here
permanently.
The rearrangement of the Pathe
and PDC companies' local staff
has been completed. Divisional
Managers Aiken and T^faberry,
Tom North and Dan Roche and
the Pathe News Reel staff, headed
by Assistant Editor Gene Cour,
occupying the old PDC quarters
at 831 S. Wabash avenue, with
Branch Managers Gillick and
Lorch, as well as Paul Bush and
Harry Graham,- salesmen, the office staff' and
handling
departmentsphysical
being located
in Pathe
Exchange, 1025 S. Wabash.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank .Schaefer
left early Tuesday morning for
Marine City, Alichigan, where they
expect to spend the week with
their friends, enjoying fishing and
golf.
H. E. Rice, who at one time had
an international reputation as a
showman, and of recent years has
been regarded as one of Chicago's

leading advertising men, passed
away on July, 8th after an illiicss
of two months, and was buried
from St. Catherine's Church on
Monday morning.
Lubliner and Trinz Belmont
Theatre will be operated by the
Orpheum Circuit which will take
over the house on August 1st as
a combination vaudeville and picture theatre, according to reports
on film row.
Saul Erenberg of the Service
Sign Studios, is rapidly recovering from an operation and expects
to be back at his desk within a
week or ten days.
The Stockton Theatre ;it Stockton, Illinois, was destroyed last
week bv fire of unknown origin.
V. T. Lvnch. it is reported, has
r'^sed a deal for the lease of the
Villard Theatre, ^^illa Park, which
he plans to open in September. It
will Jiavc a seating capacity of one
thousand seats and will be afMiated with Balaban and Katz Midwest T'^oatrcs. Inc.
Eddie Rosecan is leaving for ihe
coast
to assist
John
Ragland,

Coast distributor of Columbia Pictures.
Sales Manager William Escliman of Pathe was in the city this
week for conference with Cecil
Maberry, divisional manager of
Producer Distributing Corporation,
and Fred Aiken, divisional manager of Pathe.
Clyde Elliott staged a gala performance at his Varsity Theatre
in Evanston to signalize the opening of the Vitaphone at that hou^e.
I.ubliner and Trinz gave a special motion picture performance
atop the Morrison Hotel on Sunday night in honor of an audience
of one. The audience consisij-d
of Joe Powers, who had been sitting on the pinnacle of the Afnrrison flag pole for nine davs at the
time the performance
was given.
H. C. Young and J. R. McPherson of National Screen Service,
enjoyed
the week-end at Paw Paw
Lake.
Among the Chicago motion picture theatres which are closed for
the summer are the Pastime,
Charm,
New
20th Century
and

Home. The Hamlin, Gaelic, \'(:tnon and Prairie are operating th'-ee
days a week imtil September.
Billie Wilson, manager of Simansky & Miller's Park Theatre,
has just returned from a fishing
trip to Park Falls, Wisconsin.
Sam Miller, of the Fischer Circuit, is vacationing at Paw Paw
Lake.
Walter Johnson, of Universal, is
now in charge of buying pictures
for Louis Laemmle's string of tlieatres.
It is reported that Willi im
Kleighe and Albert Manta, of
Hammond, are merging their interests, Manta who operates the
State Theatre, which he recently
acquired from Lubliner & Trinz
having obtained an interest in
Kleighe's Parthenon and other
Hammond houses, and Kleighe
having taken a share in the State.
M. J. Blumberg, general manager of the Milwaukee Theatre
Circuit, Universal's holding company in Wisconsin, was in Chicago
this week for a conference.
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Salt Lake . City

S. HART stopped
WILLIAM
over for a brief stay in this
city on his way to Billings, Montana, from Los Angeles.
Louis Marcus, district manager
for Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, and of the Louis Marcus
Enterprises, has just returned from
a trip to New York and Philadelphia, where he has been making
detailed plans for the operating of
the Orpheum Theatre, which has
been recently taken over by the
Louis Marcus Enterprises. It is
reported that Marcus is to resign
his post with the Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation to devote his entire time and effort to
the theatre end of the business.
A baby girl was born on the
Fourth of July to Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence J. McGinley. McGinley
is the manager here of the Paramount exchange.
H. B. Loveless, of the Paramount Booking Department, is on
a two-weeks' vacation out of the
local office. Mrs. Beckwith, of this
exchange, is also vacationing.
Ray Hendry, manager of the
Paramount Theatre at Ogden,
Utah, was a film row visitor in this
city this week.
The Photoplay Theatre here has
been sold to Henry Bohe. Mr.
Clissold, former operator of the
house, has inaugurated a stage line
between Salt Lake and Pocatello.
Manager J. D. McNerney, manager of United Artists exchange
in the city, and C. C. McDermond
are reported to have taken over
the operation of the Laytonia Theatre at Layton, Utah.
Manager McNerney leaves within a few days for a trip into Idaho
and Montana. Sales Representative
C. C. McDermond is back in the
office after having made a successful swing throughout Southern
Utah. He expects to leave for the
Duschene District right away.
Gordon Thornberg just came into
Salt Lake from a trip throughout
Milford, Parawan and Cedar City.
where he has been in the interest
of his theatre interests.
Manager Fred Lind, of the FBO
local office, is leaving for the Montana territory this week.
Andy Murdock, of the Ideal
Theatre at Heber City, Utah, has
been in this city, accompanied by
his wife, for the past two weeks
on account of the illness of their
daughter, who is confined in a local
hospital.

E. E. Harris, newly appointed
Columbia branch manager of this
city, leaves this week for an extended trip in Idaho to cover the
entire territory.
B. G. Thatcher, of the Capitol
Theatre at Logan, Utah, returned
from a seven weeks' trip to the
East a short time ago and is reported to be very ill with rheumatism, but, according to latest word
received here, his condition is now
improving.
Albert VanWagner, exhibitor
visitor from Pleasant Grove, is
attending to his bookings this week.

Charles Walker, manager of the
local Fox office, is making a twoweeks' trip into Idaho. Miss
Asenath Knowles, biller at this exchange, left for her vacation last
week.
John Rugar, well known exhibitor from Park City, is visiting in
this city for a few days in the interest of his American, Orpheum
and Egyptian theatre interests
there.
W. F. Gordon, in charge of the
Associated First National exchange
in this city, is making a sales trip
into Montana. All of the First National force here spent the Fourth
in the mountains, it is stated.
Manager Clyde H. Messinger,
of the Educational office, left a few
days ago for the Southern Utah
country. Miss Madge Mitchell is
temporarily taking the place at this
exchange of Miss Esther Piper,
who has been confined to her home
for several weeks due to illness.
S. H. Rich, of the Rich Theatre
at Montpelier, Idaho, is spending a
few days along the local Film
Row, as is Mr. Stevens of the Gem
Theatre at Montpelier.
"Dad" Rand, manager of the
Isis Theatre here, is now the proud
owner of a new Wolverine car,
which, he states, is the only one of
this make in the West.
Al O'Keefe returned to his managerial desk at the local Producers
Distributing Corporation office
from the Idaho branch last week.
Charlie Hartwig, operating the
Antlers and Marlow theatres at
Helena, Montana, is a Salt Lake
visitor this week.
A new theatre is reported to
have opened recently at Richfield,
Utah. This house was formerly
the Opera House.
Manager W. J. Heineman, of
the Universal exchange in this
city, reports uixin returning from
the Idaho country that they have
closed the American Theatre at
Idaho Falls and the Majestic
Amusement Company of Boise, for
the new product. Tony Hartford
returned from his Southern Utah
section a few days ago and is
leaving for this territory immediately.
Dave Farquhar, local manager
for Warner Brothers, just bought
himself a beautiful new Oldsmobile sport coupe and intends leaving for the Idaho country this
week,
Dave Schayer, exploitation manager at the American Theatre of
this city, is making a trip to Boise,
Idaho, in the interest of the new
Egyptian Theatre there.
Carsten Dahnken, of the F.
Daanken Company, is vacationing
at Payett Lakes, Utah, it is reported.
Joe Goss, exhibitor of Ogden,
has just closed the Orpheum Theatre there for the summer months,
he having closed the Pantages a
few weeks ago for the warm season. Goss is now devoting his entire time to the A. & W. Root Beer
business, which he has taken over
in this territory.

De Luxe Editions Only
In the early days of printing, each volume
was a work of art — the handiwork of an
individual or a group of craftsmen.
Similarly at Consolidated, each production is
a work of art — the result of the efforts of a
skilled organization of technical experts,
and leading craftsmen in the motion picture
industry.
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Nev? England
rendered two selections over the
radio from the stage of the Olympia Theatre at Olneyville, R. I.,
Thursdav night.

FRED GREENE, who operates
the Coolidge at Watertowii
and the Melrose Theatre at Melrose, Mass., has recovered from
his operation for appendicitis and
is again about.
Fred Lovett, formerly of the
Emery Theatre, Providence, one
of the Fay theatres which is closed
until late next month, has been
made manager of the Greenwich
Theatre at East Greenwich, the latest addition to the Fay circuit.
Extensive remodeling is under
way at the Plaza Theatre, Salem,
Mass., which is expected to be
ready for reopening about Labor
Day.
The Aledford Theatre, Medford,
Mass., is closed for extensive
renovation to include reseating, redecorating and other improvements.
Framework of the new Mystic
Theatre, Medford, has been put in
place and construction, boarding m
and other work are expected to
proceed rapidly so that the theatre
may be ready for opening early in
the winter. It will seat about 1500.
Misses Florence and Mildred
Buckley of the Pathe exchange
are on their annual two weeks' vacation.
Fred Donovan, of Taunton, ex
pects to have his new theatre in
readiness
for opening
by Labor
Day.

Harry Martin is managing the
Alagnet Theatre in Dorchester,
which reopened this week after oxtensive remodelling.
Miss Rose Porter, assistant
cashier at Independent Films exchange, Boston, is in New York
City for two weeks.
Joseph A. McConville, head cf
Independent Films, Inc., with his
family are at their summer home
at Onset, Cape Cod.
Miss Mary Galvin, chief operator at the Metro-Goldwyn-Ma3'er
exchange, is in New York on her
annua! vacation.
Al Anders, formerly of the
Globe Theatre, Holyoke, Mass.,
has arranged to take over the Bijou Theatre, Springfield, at the
termination of the present lease,
some time in December. This is
a first run theatre seating about

N. tre,
J. Centredale,
Trahan, R.
of Trahan's
Thea-a
I., is making
vacation trip through Maine in his
new Packard sedan.
Charles Repec, assistant booker
at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange, Boston, is on his vacation
for two weeks.
Sam Moscow, sales manager for
independent
Films, Inc., Boston,

S. Z. Poli, head of the Poli Circuit, spent a few days in Worcester during the week going over
the plans for the extensive improvements to be made at the Plaza the-

FRANZ RATH, JR., nationally
known organist, died at Mount
Airie Sanitarium last Sunday
morning of Bright's Disease after
an illness of four days. Mr. Rath
was an organist of exceptional ability, having played in noted eastei n
theatres and the large first-run
theatres of Denver. He leaves a
widow and two-year-old boy.

with a seating capacity of 7000
are now under construction in Denver. Two of these theatres are
being erected on the north side and
two on the south side. The largest of the five will be the new ATetropolitan, located at 16th & Glenarm street, which will contain 3000
seats and cost close to $2,000,000.
The Metropolitan will be a part of
a large office building. The theatie
has been leased by Publix and will
be ready for opening about October 1.

FBO, inlefttheyesterday
for a territory.
ten days'
visit
Black Hills
Gordon B. Ashworth, former
owner of the Federal theatre, is a
busy man these days. He is closely
supervising the construction of his
new Hiawatha theatre, which will
be located at 5th and Downing. The
theatre will contain paintings on the
walls in interpretation of the
famous poem after which the theatre is named. Opening of the new
amuseinent house will be shortly
after August 1st.

E. Drachman, of Tuscon, Arizona, the first motion picture theatre operator in the state of Arizona, is in Denver for a few days
for a visit. He is accompanied by
his family. He owns the Rialto,
Pima, and Opera House theatres
in Tuscon.
New

theatres

costing $2,500,000

1100 and is one of the city's most
popular theatres. Anders was formerly located in Meriden before
going to Holyoke.

Chas. R. Gilmour, Warner

Bros,

manager, is away on a two weeks'
sales trip in Wyoming. He is visiting all key cities of the state.
Sidney
Weisbaum,
manager
of

Miss Anna Carman, chief contract clerk at the M-G-M exchange
in Boston, is spending her two
weeks' vacation in Maine.
Woodward Hall, at Hill, N. H.,
one of the oldest motion picture
theatres in that state, has been sold
by H. A. Woodward to Lawrence
Heath, who will operate a straight
picture program.
The Bookers Association of New
England holds its annual outing
at Derry, N. H., July 16th.
Miss Sarah Woodmaster, formerly with the Venetian Art Co.,
Boston, has been made an assistant
booker at the Fox exchange, Boston.
H. F. Campbell, district manager in New England for Fox, returned this week from an extended
business trip, spending part of the
time at the home offices in New
York City.
Matthew Simon, shipper at the
Fox exchange, returns this week
from his vacation spent in New
York City.

A. G. Talbot has resigned as
manager of the Colorado theatre,
a position which he has held for
a number of years. He is succeeded by Mr.
Bishop
of the

atre in that city with Manager
Joseph
W. Cone. work on the front
Reconstruction
of the Maiden Auditorium theatre,
Maiden, Mass., recently purchased
by the
H. way.
Tenney Co., interests, areC.under
Kensington Amusement Enterprises, Inc., Lynn, Alass., has organized with capital of $10,000.
Incorporators are Louis Kobrin,
Seville W. Magoun, of 42 Ocean
street, Nahant, Mass., and Louise
L. Wheeler.
Middlesex Theatre, Inc., Middletown, Conn., has incorporated with
capital of $50,000. The incorporators are headed by Frank Arrigoni and others of Durham, Conn.
Hutchings Organ Co., Waltham,
Alass., has organized to manufacture organs, with capital of $50,000. Incorporators are Charles W.
Ellis, Frederick J. Flaherty and
Joseoh G. Cooper, of Waltham.
Following the temporary organization, the Newport Casino Theatre Co., has organized permanently with these officers : President, Aloses Taylor, who succeeds
Francis Carpenter ; vice president,
William H. Vanderbilt, of New
York and Newport ; treasurer,
George W. Batcheller ; clerk, Aliss
Lillian Barrett ; chairman of executive committee, Shaffer Howard ;
directors, the officers and William
H. Harvev.

Bishop-Cass Theatres Compan_\ ,
owner of the theatre. Air. Talbot
still retains an interest in the comAirs. W. R. Logan, owner and
pany.
manager of the Rex theatre. Basin,
Wyo., was a Denver visitor last
Friday. While here she acted as
an exhibitor representative on the
Board of Arbitration by apoointment of the chairman to fill tiie
vacancy of Air. Ashworth who was
absent from the city.
Victor Bachechi, one of the owners of the Pastime theatre, Albuquerque, N. AL, Afr.
was Bachechi
a Denver states
visitor this week.
that his new Indian theatre being
built in Albuquerque is rapidly
Hearing completion.

Buffalo
ANOTHER

up-to-date neighborhood motion picture theatre is to be added to the Buffalo
list before Christmas. John Schaaf
has
filederection
architects'
for the
of aplans
terracalling
cotta
structure at 2153-2173 Bailey avenue. In addition to the theatre
it will contain twelve offices, twelve
bowling alleys and a poolroom.
Work of construction on the new
building is well under way and it
is planned to have the building
finished and occupied by the latter
part of December. The theatre
proper will have a spacious lobby

and will seat 1,800. Tne building has been leased by the Stanley-AIark-Strand corporation of
New York City for a long term.
This is the same firm which operates the Victoria Theatre in Buffalo.
Arthur Alichacls, a member of
a well-known Buffalo family of motion picture exhibitors, has leased
the Frontier theatre at Rhode Island and VeruTont streets, and is
showing to good business.
The New Ariel Theatre, one of
Buffalo's neighborhood houses, with

a seating capacity of 1,000, has
announced an innovation. It has
added a permanent stock company
to its bill starting with Alonday,
July 11. "We know that this is
a new thing," said Alanager Dewey
Alichacls yesterday, "but we are
sanguine tliat it will succeed. We
are going to charge fifty cents all
over the house, with a few special
seats at 75 cents, and we are going
to give a special ladies' matinee
every Wednesday at 25 cents."
Motion
picture
men
are
stil'
talking about the testimonial din-

ner given to Fred AI. Zimmerman,
the retiring manager of the Producers Distributing corporation, in
the Georgian room of the Hotel
Statler. Harry Dixon, of tlie
FBO office, acted as toastmaster.
The committee in charge consisted
of ALists,Sitterly,
of the United
Harold E. Hughes,
of F BArtO,
Charles E. Goodwin, of the Producers, and Otto Schrr.ppel, of
Tiffany Producers.
The speakers were Frank Hopkins, George H. Vcrbeck. N. Dipson, S. Samson and Frank AIcCarthv.

I
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Atlanta
CARMICHAEL, reWG.
• cently appointed head of
the Atlanta branch of United Artists, arrived in Atlanta last Tuesday to take up his new duties, succeeding T. E. Dillard, who has resigned to enter another line of
business.
T. H. Sapp, assistant manager
Atl.inta branch of National Theatre
Supply Company, has returned
from his vacation.
Eugene Bird, who operates the
Opera House at Camilla, Ga., was
a recent visitor on film row.
Joe Shear, head of the scenery
department of National Theatre
Supply Company, of Atlanta, is m
New York, having made the trip
by auto.
Miss Selma Lindborg has joined
the
officebranch.
personnel at Universal's
Atlanta
W. P. White, manager of the
Charlotte branch of National Theatre Supply Company, was in the
Atlanta office for several days.
"Bill" Sharpe, formerly connected with the sales force of
United Artists, has just recovered
from a three weeks' illness.
E. L. Cole, executive secretaiy
of the Atlanta Film Board of
Trade, returned last week from a
trip to Jacksonville, Fla.
T. F. Thompson, of the Palace
Theatre, Cedartown, Ga., was a
visitor on film rov^ last week.
J. H. Butner, manager of the
Atlanta branch of Educational, has
left for a trip in Florida territory.
William G. Minder, manager in
the Southeast for Tiffany, visited
Birmingham, Ala., last week.
J. W. Hanlon, Atlanta branch
manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. visited Albany. Ga., last week.
R. R. Ryan, Fox salesman in
the Tennessee territory, visited ihe
Atlanta exchange last week.

Carl Cape, of the Colonial Theatre, Buford, Ga., was a recent
visitor on film row.
F. L. Griffin, of the Strand Theatre, Carrollton, Ga., was another
visitor on film row recently.
Paul C. Bryan, Fox salesman in
the Florida territory, was in Atlanta for several days last week.
"Jimmy" Clark, exploitation representative for Metro-GoldwynMayer in the Southeast, who was
recently transferred to the Atlanta
office from the Middle West, was
joined this week by his wife and
twin sons.
Major John W. Quillian, president of Enterprise Film Corporation, with headquarters in Atlanta,
visited the Charlotte branch last
week.
John W. Mangham, Jr., Atlanta
branch manager for Arthur C.
Bromberg Attractions, returned
from the Alabama territory la^t
week, but left imediately for a trip
to nearby points.
Although opened just about three
months ago, the East Atlanta The
atre, on Flat Shoals Road, wh'ch
is managed by Mrs. Joe Brown, has
already become well established in
that thriving community.
Everett Steele, assistant manager of Keith's
GeorgialastTheatre
in Atlanta,
returned
week
from his vacation.
William Roy Jones plans to open
his new La Gloria Theatre at
Colquit, Ga., Fridav evening,

July
Abe15. Heller, president of Pro-

ducers Releasing Alliance. Inc., of
Hollywood, Calif., spent three days
of last week in Atlanta in the interest of his new season's nroduct.
Al Short has succeeded Wheeler
Wadsworth as director of the Howard Theatre's New Idea Orchestra.
Business
in Birmingham
thea-

tres improved the past week. A
good bill in each house and hard
plugging on exploitation, built up
trade to respectable proportions
along the local rialto.
Birmingham people are very
fond of outdoor amusements and
at this time of year. East Lake,
Fair Park, and various other places
are getting a big play. That this
cuts in on the theatres, there can be
no doubt.
The Empire, under management
of the Marvin Wise Circuit, has
dropped tabs and is now concentrating on a straight picture program, with good music as an accompaniment. Report is that the
change has proven successful.
The New Pan Theatre is rapidly
being remodeled and it is officially
anounced that it will open September 5(Labor Day), with a full
program of Pantages vaudeville
and motion pictures.
Resident
Manager
nedy announces
the "Dick"
openingKenof
the New Ensley Theatre the week
of August 29.
Robert _B. Wilby, of the WilbySaenger interests, was a Birmingham visitor the past week.
.Assistant Branch Manager Fred
M. Jack of First National, Atlanta,
was a Birmingham visitor the past
week.
Conditions in Western .■\labama
are very bad. Coal mines are shut
down entirely, or working on short
shift basis, and the people have 'iltle money to spend for amusements.
Among exchange representatives
in Birmingham the past week were
O. K. Bourjeois, of Pathe ; Matt
Whitham, of Fox; A. R. McRae,
of FBO, and John Butner, of Educational.
Harry E. Pierce, former representative for Educational Films
in Alabama territory, and who is

now operating the Rivoli Theatre,
Talladega, reports business good,
considering the time of year. He
has made many improvements in
the house, installing a new organ,
screen and other equipment.
Mack Jackson, manager of the
Strand, Alexander City, Ala., has
begun excavation work on the site
of his new theatre. It is planned
to open the house late in the fall.
The Booker T. Theatre, a new
colored house, has been opened in
Birmingham, being owned by A.
H. Wineberg At present, J. A.
Johnson, who formerly operated at
Republic, Adamsville and Sayre,
is in charge. The house seats 300
and is situated in the heart of a
thickly populated colored district.
Work
on Henry
Hury's
new
Champion
Theatre
is progressing*
rapidly and the house will probably be opened on schedule.
J. E. Reaves, former owner of
the Reaves Hotel, Camp Hill, Ala.,
has bought out the equipment and
building formerly known as the
Playhouse, vihich was operated by
Professor Bruce Flurry. Mr.
Reaves has named the new theatre
the Ritz and will operate two and
three nights weekly.
It is reported that Gordon Hicks,
operating the theatre at Dadeville,
Ala., who has been in California
for the past several months on account of ill health, is now on the
road to recovery.
The New Ritz, at Alabama City,
operated by Jack Martin, will open
July 2 and will present a full program of novelties and entertainment for the occasion. Mr. Martin
plans to have city officials present
and will open with appropriate ceremonies.

Florida
~~=.^
TIIL Imperial Theatre, Jesse
Clark, manager, opened last
Saturday after having been closed
a few days for the installation of
Vitaphone, which was moved from
the Riverside Theatre.
Manager Charlie Morrison continues to specialize on children
matinees Saturday mornings at
the Arcade, Jacksonville. Last
week's program was both unique
and inteersting.
Recent accomplishments in aviation have quickened interest in
news reels.
A. D. Como, auditor from Universal's New York office, visited
the Jacksonville exchange last
week.
Manager Charles Lester, of the
Universal exchange, is making a
trip in Northern Florida.
Harry Simpson, Universal salesman, left last week for the West
Coast territory.
Walter Price, manager of Universal's booking department in Atlanta, and Harry Vincent, of Orlando, paid a two days' visit to
Jacksonville
recently.
Mrs. M. G. McNamara, of the

Publix district office, spent last
week-end and the Fourth in Lakeland.
Manager C. B. Ellis has returned
to his office in the FBO exchange
in Jacksonville. He attended the
opening of the Capitol Theatre in
Atlanta.
Frank Dowler, Publi.x district
manager, left Jacksonville last Friday for New York.
C. L. Peavey,
Atlanta
exchange,manager
and E. ofL.FBO's
Cole,
executive secretary of the Atlanta
Film Board of Trade, visited the
lical FBO exchange over the weekend.
The new FBO inspector, Miss
Canady, has recovered from a recent illness.
N. V. Darley, owner of the Rivoli Theatre, Ybor City, Fla., was

--f-r^i

arecently.
caller at the Paramount exchange
The Republic Theatre, which
closed except for Saturday and
Sunday performance when taken
over by the Sparks organization
the last of May, has been open,
playing the bookings of the ImThe "New Idea" hit Jacksonperial.
ville this week at the Florida
Theatre with Frank Morris and
the Florida orchestra spreading it,
and received favorable reaction.
J. M. Dorn, of the Reviera Theatre, Miami, Fla , paid a visit to
the Universal exchange last week.
Boots Adams, of Waycross, Ga.,
called on Universal exchange last
week.
E. G. Sparks is planning to leave
Jacksonville
about the middle of

July for New York, making the
trip by automobile, in preparation
for a three months' tour of Europe.
He will be accompanied by Mrs.
Sparks, with other members of the
organization accompanying him to
New York on business.
William Atkins, of Vero Beach,
was a visitor at the Jacksonville
film exchanges last week.
Ed Brown, booker for E. J.
Sparks enterprises, of Atlanta, was
a recent visitor at the Universal
exchange.
B. B. Garner and Marion Talley,
of the Sparks organization. Lakeland, were in Jacksonville recently.
Manager Frank Burgess, of
Bradenton, Eustis, and Palmetto,
visited Universal exchange last
week.
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GEORGE ROBERTS has closed
his Eagle theatre in Albany
for the summer, and Louis Cappa,
owner of the Rialto, has followed
suit. The Hippodrome in Gloversville, is also closed for a portion
of the summer.
John Garry, manager at the Clinton Square in Albany, is confined
at a local hospital. Mr. Schermerhorn is looking after the theatre in
his absence.
C. H. Buckley, owner of the
Leland theatre in Albany, played
the part of host one night last
week to Ward Crane, the actor, at
a dinner at the Hotel Ten Eyck.
Persons desiring Sunday motion
picture shows in Massena, are preparing to circulate petitions
throughout the village, seeking
signers. If the petitions are liberally signed, they will be presented to the village authorities and
a special election requested.
James Evans, shipper at the
Paramount exchange, is spending
his vacation at Kinderhook Lake.
Lee Langdon. booker at Warner
Brothers exchange, has returned
from a vacation at Lake Cossayuna. Al Forrest, organist at the
Mark Ritz in Albany, is on his vacation. Charles Smakwitz, manager of the Albany, in Albany, is
spending the week at Cayuga Lake,
with friends. Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Eastman, of the Paramount
exchange, are vacationing at North
Conway, N. H. Special Officer
Joe Connery. of the Lincoln, _ in
Troy, is back
from
a vacation

Motion

spent in Utica. Tom Clark, manager of the Mark Strand in Albany, is back on the job after an
auto trip through the New England states.
Joe Firlik, night shipper at the
Pathe exchange, was quite badly
injured last week.
Jack Krause, Albany manager
for Tiffany, passed around the
cigars last week, as he proudly announced the arrival of a daughter.
Walter Roberts, manager of the
Troy theatre, will probably take
his vacation this year in Buffalo
and Niagara Falls, where he formerly worked. In times past, Mr.
Roberts always spent his two weeks
in New York City, and attended
a baseball game
every afternoon.
J. M. Beck, owner of the Liberty theatre in Liberty, is a golf
enthusiast, and last week issued a
challenge to any of the golfers
along Albany's film row.
F. H. Stark, owner of the Rialto in Monticello, is looking forward to a heavy summer business
from tourists. William Benton, of
Saratoga Springs, and Harrington
and Goldsmith of the same place,
have booked the biggest pictures
obtainable for the racing month
of August.
Frank McCarthy, First National
manager in Buffalo, was in town
during the week for a conference
with John Bulwinkel.
Lee Marcus, general sales manager for F B O, was in town during the week, driving out to film
row,and inspecting the office which

the Albany exchange will occupy
on and after September
1.
The date for the third annual
outing of the Albany Film Board
of Trade, has been changed from
August 1 to August 8. It will be
held at Babcock Lake.
B. A. Interbitzen, Pathe salesman in Buffalo, stopped over in
Albany last week, while on his
way to New York on his honeymoon.
Reverend Blaise opened his Community House at Schroon Lake,
last week, and in a telephone message to film row, stated that the
opening had been most successful.
William J. O'Brien, manager of
the Strand theatre in Carthage,
rendered several songs one night
last week at the band concert in
that village.
Herman Lober and Paul Goldman, from the home office of Paramount, were in Albany during the
week.
Sam Slotnick and brother, of
the James theatre in Utica, and
John Augello, of the Family theatre in the same city, paid a visit
to Albany's film row during the
week, and announced that the
Schine Brothers had acquired an
interest in these two theatres.
The Catholic summer school at
Cliff Haven began showing pictures last Tuesday ; bookings will
be made through the Albany exchanges.
Sidney Katz, who was recently
named as eastern district manager
for Tiffany, was in Albany
last

Picture
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week spending a day with Jack
Krause, local manager.
While Amos Leonard, local Pathe
film salesman, was in Watertown
last week he received a telephone
message from his wife, who is at
the camp in Lake Bramingham,
that the baby was sick. Mr. Leonard lost no time in hurrying to
the camp.
Morris Fitzer and Sidney Sampson, of the Bond Photoplay company, were in Albany during the
week, stopping over on their way
back from New York.
F. L. Asher, owner of the Star
in Rhinebeck, is busy these days
preparing for the annual Dutchess
county fair, of which he is a director.
The American, in Troy, has
closed for the summer and will not
reopen until September 3.
"Hi" Clark, of the Rialto theatre in Glens Falls, is back from
two weeks spent at Pine Camp. He
participated in all the military maneuvers and upon reaching home
declared that it was the most interesting vacation he had ever
taken.
Sam Hochstim, wife and baby,
of Hudson, were in town during
the week. Mr. Hochstim is making numerous improvements to his
theatre during the summer.
Kiddies' clubs are being organized in northern New York by
many of the theatre managers.
Members are admitted to matinees
for five cents.

lanada
NATHANSON, general manager of Regal Films,
Limited, Toronto, Canadian distributor of Metro, Pathe, Inc.,
British and other subjects, has
taken unto himself a bride. Miss
Lillian Laurie, of Toronto. Previous to the happy event, Henry, who
is a brother of N. L. Nathanson,
managing director of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., was accorded a banquet at the Rouge
Hills Country Club by representative men of the film business in
Canada. Clair Hague, general
manager of Canadian Universal,
was master of ceremonies and
everything was done just right.
Happy speeches were made by
N. L. Nathanson, Arthur Cohen,
vice-president of Regal Films
Limited, and others. A feature
was the presentation to Henry
Nathanson of a silver tray and
water jug, which was filled many
times to the brim with the beverage that cheers. Earlier in the
dav the film men had enjoyed a
golf tournament on the club links.
A. W. Perry, Toronto .-;ales representative for Warner Bros., was
married a few days ago to Miss
Gladys McPhail, of Toronto, the
honeymoon being spent at Niagara
Falls. Many gifts from business
associates and others were received.
The Colonial Theatre at Niagara
Falls, Ontario, has felt the result
HENRY

of the great influx of tourists lo
Ontario with the result that the
theatre was closed for several
weeks so that it might be remodelled and renovated to take care
of increased business. It is now
known as the Tivoli Theatre.
Walter Craydon of Toronto has
been appointed secretary-treasurer
of Shea's Hippodrome, Toronto.
one of Canada's largest film oalaces, in succession to William Tingle, who died in his sleep a few
weeks ago. Mr. Tingle had been
associated with Jerry Shea in Iiis
Toronto theatre enterprises for the
past 24 years.
A committee of citizens of Nipawan, Saskatchewan, has secured
a site on which to build a moving
picture theatre as a community
feature.
E. J. Temms and Sons, owners
of various theatres in British Columbia, have just built a new house
at White Rock, B. C, which has
a seating capacity of 400. Other
theatres are operated at Langlcy.
Abbotsford and Prairie.
Following the return of N. L.
Nathanson. managing director of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
to Toronto, from his European trip
of almost two months, a iiumbcr of
important pending matters were
taken up for the companv organization. Mr. Nathanson declared
that he was greatly shocked to re-

ceive word of the sudden death of
N. K. Miller, manager of the Toronto Pantages for the past seven
years. The appointment of his
successor would be anounced forthwith. Mr. Nathanson was also
deeply concerned over the sudden
passing of William Tingle, secretary of Shea theatres in Toronto
for the past 24 years.
Air. Nathanson announced that
he had viewed a number of British
features and that he had bought
the Canadian rights for several
important releases, to be marketed
in Canada by Regal Films, Limited, Toronto, an affiliated organization.
Stirling, Ontario, is to have a
community moving picture theatre
as the result of the vote of the
local rate-payers favoring such an
undertaking. The project was
favored by 225 taxpayers while
60 were opposed. The site is the
property of the village and the
structure is to cost $19,000, as
noted in the by-law.
William Hansher, of Toronto,
representing Famous-Lasky Film
Service, Limited, was the victim
of exploitation for one of his own
releases while in Regina, Sask.,
when Manager Pete Egan of the
Capitol Theatre had a special deliverv letter handed to him in front
of the Resrina Leader office by William Backus, an employe
of the

theatre,

who was garbed to represent a postal carrier.
This was a stunt for the cur-

rent presentation of "Special Delivery" at the Capitol and the mcident was given considerable
space in the Leader newspaper.
Al. Ritchie, Famous branch manager at Winnipeg, was accomnanving Mr. Hansher at the time.
P. C. Taylor, general manager in
Canada for EBO Pictures Corporation, recently announced the
following changes in the personnel
of that
organization
: E.H.H. Decker
\\'olls
has
succeeded
Mr. S.
as manager of the ilontreal
branch, Mr. Decker being transferred to take charge at Winnipeg, in succession to Mr. T. Newcomen, who remains with the company in another capacity. Jack
Allen, of the Toronto branch, who
has been booker ever since the company commenced operations in
Canada, has been given a wclldeserved promotion to the sales
force. Walter Kennedy has rejoined the Toronto sales force,
after an absence of about a year
Mr. Kennedy was previously with
FBO in Toronto for over two
years. R. W. Smith, who for some
years occupied the position of
booker and cashier for First National in Toronto and Vancouver, .
has succeeded Mr. Jack .-Mien as
booker in the Toronto branch.
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New

York and New^ J

LEWIS, well known
HARRY
manager of the Mayfair Theatre, Avenue U and Coney Island
avenue, Brooklyn, has announced
his resignation from that house,
and his intention of going to Canada for a month's vacation. On his
return he will be available to anyone in need of an experienced manager. The Mayfair dropped its
vaudeville on July 4 and began a
straight picture policy — hence, Mr.
Lewis' change.
A small but smoky blaze in the
planking of the new subway in
front of the Columbus Theatre, a
motion picture house at 981 Eighth
avenue. New York City, was extinguished by firemen last week
while 500 patrons sat inside oblivious to their danger. George
Olive, manager of the Columbus,
discovered the fire. Shutting the
doors of the theatre without attracting attention of the audience
he and his head usher, John Altieri, fought the blaze with a hand
extinguisher while a still alarm was
being sent in. Fire apparatus put
out the flames without alarming the
audience.

copped one of the nice prizes offered
by a lamp manufacturer for sales
proficiency and has left town for a
business and pleasure trip in the
middle West cities.
The Eden Theatre, 5th avenue
between 8th and 8th streets, Brooklyn, has closed for the Summer.
It is reported that E. Thornton
Kelly is no longer connected with
the Grant Lee Theatre, Fort Lee,
N. J., but that instead has taken
over the Westbrook Theatre at
Westbrook.
Pathe and Producers Distributing Corp.'sunder
sales one
forcesroof
are atsaid1600
to
be united

In line with Ned Depinet's policy
of promoting First National men
from the ranks, Fred Crosbie, who
has been in the sales department of
the home office for seven years, has
been made a salesman under Jules
Levy, manager of First National's
New York exchange.
Dave Solomon, well known New
York City salesman for the National Theatre Supply
Company,

that Morris Kutinsky's New Jersey
theatre holdings may be added to
those of the Stanley-Fabian Corp.,
in the early Fall of 1927.
Al Moley, booker in the 7th avenue offices of the Prudential Film
Delivery Co., has been confined to
his home for a couple of days with
a cold. If the truth were known,
Al is probably suffering from depression on account of the showing

HARRY LUSTIG, West Coast
sales manager for the Warner Brothers exchanges, paid one of
his regular visits to Seattle last
week, conferring with Manager
Carl Stearn over the summer situation. He was accompanied by Morris Safier, in charge of sales in the
Extended Run Production Department of the home office. After a
few days here, they left for Portland to meet Manager R. Hill, and
then progressed to San Francisco
and Southern California.
P)ill Steege, representing the
West Coast Theatres in Great
Falls, Montana, spent a few days
here last week with local executives. He announced that he
would soon reopen the Alcazar
Theatre in Great Falls, now closed
for a complete remodeling sitice
its purchase
from Walter
White.
Ben F. Shearer, head of the ulterior decorating division of the
National Theatre Supply Company
in eleven Pacific Northwest states,
last week was host to the entire
film populace at the opening of nis
magnificent new quarters at First
avenue and Battery street. In
the new building Mr. Shearer has
all departments under one roof —
scenic studio, decorating studio,
drape shop, woodworking department, supply store and general offices.

Henry Turner, exhibitor from
the key points of Montana, arri\ed
on film row last week for a few

Broadway until the close of the
season.
Exhibitor McCormick, operator
of the Miriam Theatre, Brooklyn,
has recently taken over the New
Utrecht Avenue Theatre, Brooklyn.
Isidore Katz, formerly of the
theatre operating firm of Rosenzsweig and Katz, is said to have purchased an interest in the Stillwell
Theatre, Brooklyn, replacing a position occupied in the past by Louis
Nelson.
There is a rumor out to the effect

days' visit with local exchange
men. At the present time Mr
Turner is buying for the Bluebird
Theatre in Missoula, Montana.
Another well-known visitor on
film row was John T. Spickett,
veteran exhibitor of the Palace
Theatre at Juneau, who returned
from San Francisco en route to
his northern home. Mr. and Mrs.
Spickett made the California trip
by automobile.
Gene Searles, representative of
the American Seating Company in
Seattle, returned to his office last
week after an absence of ten days,
during which time he was confined
to his home by a slight attack of
measles.
Leon Bories, a well-known character on film row since the days
that he was the manager of the
Generalhere
Film
brand,
offices
and Company's
in San Francisco,
was found dead at his home last
week, apparently a victim of heart
failure.
Miss Helen Thorson, cashier at
Art H. Aronson's Western Poster
Company office, left for San Francisco last week on a vacation trip.
Another Western Poster absentee
during the week was Don Beck-

made by the Giants thus far this
season.
Our correspondent from the
southern end of New Jersey reSam Frank's
new Hammontonports that
Theatre,
Hammonton,
N.
J., is proceeding at a rapid rate of
construction and that it will no
doubt be ready for an early Fall
opening. It is being built at an estimated cost of $175,000 and will
seat about 1,200. Some of the items
of equipment will include a new
Wurlitzer organ. Powers, Westinghouse and Brenkert booth equipment, American Heating and Ventilating plant and Heywood-Wakefield chairs.
Mr. Frank also operates the
Eagle and Community Theatres of
Hammonton, and the Victoria at
Mays Landing. He is practically
rebuilding the latter — new marstage. quees, new sign, seats and a larger
Another new house, owned by I.
Mazer of Camden, is also rapidly
nearing completion at Maple Shade,
N. J. Mr. Mazer will name this
1,200 seat house the Roxy. and it is
reported that when finished it will
be leased to one of the large Philadelphia theatre circuits. Labor Day
will
probably mark the Roxy's
opening.
Morris Spewak, owner of the
Crescent Theatre of Carteret, N.
J., was recently caught in the act
of showing the rest of the gang
how an exhibitor can don overalls
and swing a mean pick and shovel.
He set a lusty example.
Mr. Spe-

man, assistant manager, who made
a flying trip to Eugene, Oregon,
on a combined business and pleasure program.
L. O. Lukan, western di.strict
manager for First National, was
a recent visitor at Jack Bower's
arrived
from Portland,
where
local F. here
N. branch
office. "Luke''
he installed L. E. Davis as the new
branch manager in the Oregon territory. After a few days here he
departed for Southern
California.
Abe Wieder was announced last
week as the manager of John
Danz's Strand Theatre in this city
the latest addition to the chain of
Danz's s e c o n d - r u n downtown
houses. Mr. Wieder has had wide
experience in the exhibiting field,
his most recent connection being
as house manager of the Rivoli
Theatre in Portland.
"Cap" Kiggings, of Vancouver,
Washington, was a visitor on film
row last week, attending the many
matters pertaining to the erection
of a handsome new tlieatre in his
town. Another out-of-town exhibitor was Mrs. George Rissberger, of the Colonial Theatre at
Grandview, Washington.
Helen Ogden, for many year.s
head cashier at the former DeLuxc
Feature FilmherExchange,
transferred
affections lastto wcc'k
the

wak will probably be ready to open
his new Ritz Theatre, seating about
1,200, on July 15. It will be
equipped with a stage adequate for
vaucleville, an organ and five piece
orchestra. Simplex projectors, Brenkert spots, and Heywood-Wakefield chairs.
Judge Henry P. Nelson, well
known owner of the Capitol Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J., is reported to
have recently taken over the Liberty
Theatre in Bernardsville, N. J. H.
T. Miller was the former owner.
Two more new theatres over in
New Jersey, one in Clementon, the
other at Westmont, are progressing nicely and will in all probability
be ready for Labor Day openings.
They are being built, and will also
be operated by Handel and Rovner,
theatre circuit exhibitors of Camden and southern New Jersey. This
firm also has the LeRoy Theatre at
Millville going through a complete
rebuilding process and the LeRoy is
expected to reopen in the Fall.
George Cohen's new Cameo Theatre, Newburgh, N. Y., was opened
to the public on Saturday, June 25
and a record audience is reported
to have been on hand. Mr. Cohen
is one of the pioneer exhibitors in
the Hudson Valley, also owning
theatres at the present time in
Poughkeepsie and other points.
Back in 1912 when his first theatres were built he called on J. H.
Hallberg, also a pioneer in this
field, for the booth equipment and
since then has always used Hallberg product.

corner she
of will
Third
\'irgi:iia,
where
ruleand
hereafter
as
cashier
of B.
Educational
FilmWallace
exchange.Rucker's
Branch Manager Art H. Huot,
of the FBO exchange in this city,
had as his guest last week Max
Weisfeldt, district manager of the
Pacific Coast territory. Mr. Weisfeldt spent only a short time here,
as he was en route to his headquarters in Los Angeles.
O. J. Klawitter, owner of the
Gem Theatre in this city, left last
week for the East on a vacation
trip that was not expected to reach
its conclusion until early in August.
During Mr. Klawitter's prolonged
absence, his house will be under
the management of Alden Bridgham.
Jack Cohn,
of hte "ringleaders" in the one
Cohn-Brandt-Cohn
group of producers who release
through Columbia Pictures, spent
a short time in Seattle recently.
Walter B. Armstrong, one of the
heads of the Armstrong-Powers
Studios, spent last week in this
citv conferring with his northwest
representative, William H. Brashear.D. C. Alillward, president of
Western Film Corporation, left
last week in his new Chandler 8
for a brief trip to Boise, Idaho.

Motion
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City officials of Cairo. 111., recently decided to remodel the facade of the old Municipal Opera
House, but later found the structure in such poor repair it would
be cheaper to construct an entirely
new house. It is now planned to
include a new Opera House in the
budget for the next fiscal year. The
new house will have provision for
both screen and stage shows.
St. Louis film stocks closed July
9 as follows : Skouras A, $40 asked.
One year ago $51.25. St. Louis
Amusement A, $44 asked.

The Lincoln Theatre is the new
name for the old Opera House at
Bunker Hill, 111. The house has
been entirely remodeled into a onefloor picture theatre.
Robbers secured approxamiatelv
$6,000 in a hold up of the Lake Hill
Park amusement resort near Valley Park, Mo., the night of July 4.
The establishment was recently purchased by Joe Erber, who formerly
operated motion picture theatres in
East St. Louis and Belleville, 111.
The intruders first cut the telephone wires and then bound the
night watchman and Mr. and Mrs.
Erber. The money stolen represented the receipts for the three-day
Fourth of July holiday season.
A lone bandit on July 4 held up
two women in the lobby of the
Familv Theatre, 1442 South Broadway, St. Louis, Mo., escaping with
the box office receipts totaling $27.
An hour later the police arrested
a suspect and he was later identified by Mrs. Josie Amterhouse,
cashier for the theatre, and another
woman and a man as the robber.
The suspect has denied all knowledge of the hold up.
Victor Meyer, manager of the
Palace Theatre, New Orleans, La.,
has relieved James P. Brennan,
manager of the Grand Opera
House, St. Louis, so that Jimmy
can vacation on Lake Minnetonka
in Minnesota.
At the end of July Meyer will
return to New Orleans to act as
vacation relief for Vannah Taylor,

manager of the Orpheum Theatre
in the Crescent City.
Another St. Louis jazz leader has
blossomed forth as an orchestra director in the person of Paul Sporleder, formerly in charge of the music at the Grand Central Theatre
who has been selected by Publix to
act as conductor of the orchestra
at the Palace Theatre, Dallas, Tex.
The Palace has 3,000 seats and
one of the largest and most important houses on the Public string in
the South.
Harry Greenman has returned to
St. Louis to reassume the management of Loew's State Theatre,
Washington avenue near Eighth
street. He held the same post for
two years prior to the early part
of this year when he was sent to
Pittsburgh, Pa., to open a new
house there for the Loew Circuit.
The audience at the ST;. Louis
Municipal Theatre in Forest Park
was treated to an extra thrill the
night of July 9, when a meteor
flamed across the sky, broke in two
and ended in a pyrotechnical flare
northwest above the stage of the
big open air theatre.
The West End Lyric Theatre
baseball team defeated the Missouri
Theatre outfit, 17 to 12, at Forest
Park, St. Louis, Mo., on July 6 and
assumed the leadership in the
Skouras Brothers Baseball League.
The defeated threw the Missouri
nine into a tie with the Ambassador Theatre team for second place
in the league.

ANNE
(Paramount) Trugman
and Eva (Educational) Katz
were co-starred in a double wedding held last Sunday at the Winton Hotel. The whole film colony
turned out to bid them God Speed
and see them started on their motor trip through Michigan.
Bert (Shorty) Stern has resigned from the local Lhiited Artists sales force to handle distribution in Ohio of the Tunney-Dempsey fight pictures.
George Benner, for eight years
head booker and office manager of
the Cleveland
United Artists ex-

change, has resigned and is taking
a vacation at his Chagrin Valley
farm. Morris Dudelson has been
boosted from shipper to booker,
succeeding Benner. And Bill Park,
former assistant shipper for Fox,
has been placed in charge of the
U. A. shipping department. Estelle Goldberg is now office manager of the exchange.
J. J. Mellert, pioneer Cleveland
theatre owner, is now connected
with the Ohio Amusement Company as manager of the U-No theatre at 12224 Madison avenue.
Mellert has been laid up for the

past two weeks. He nearly amputated his foot while chopping down

Grand Central Theatre,
THE
Grand boulevard and Lucas
ave., St. Louis, Mo., will be closed
temporarily on July 16, to be repaired and improved preparatory to
its reopening in August as an extended-run special motion picture
house.
William Goldman, managing director of the Grand Central, said
that the theatre with its seating capacity of 1,750 is ideal for an extended-run house.
Construction of the Grand Central started in 1912 by company
composed of William Seivers,
Seivers, Theodore Rassieur, Edmond Koeln and Otto Stifel and
was opened in Alarch, 1915. At that
time it was the finest motion picture house in the Central West and
the largest in St. Louis.
Skouras Brothers purchased this
theatre in 1920 and have operated
it since.

u^
El Capitan Theatre m
THE
Hollywood, one of the largest
playhouses in the West, was talccn
over on July 1st by Henry Duffy,
San Francisco producer who
operates a string of stock theatres
on the coast, it was announced.
Duffy has the Alcazar and President in this city and theatres in
Seattle and Portland. The deal
was consummated between Richard
Alarshall, manager of the Dufly
interests, and B. Toberman, Los
Angeles financier. The EI Capit.in
cost $1,250,000 to build and its fur-

a tree on around
his summer
hobbling
now, place.
however.He's
A. J. Amm has resigned as assistant general manager of the
Universal Brody circuit in Cleveland. His plans have not been announced. Dr. B. I. Brody, general
manager, spent the week in New
York.
The sign over the door will be
the only familiar landmark about
the Jewel theatre, St. Clair avenue,
and one of the chain of houses
belonging to the Ohio Amusement

D. E. Boswell, formerly Tiffany
salesman in Arkansas and Tennessee with headquarters in Memphis,
Tenn., but under direction of the
St. Louis, has resigned to become
manager of the Columbia exchange
in Portland, Oregon.
E. T. Gummersall, general manager of short subjects for Fox Pictures was in St. Louis, Mo., Thursday, Friday and Saturday, departing for Chicago on July 9.
Max Roth, special representative
of the home office, was another
visitor to the Fox exchange during
the week.
The theatres in Portageville, Mo.,
and Browning, 111., have been
closed.
Shelby Carr, manager of the
Accessory Department of the local
Paramount exchange on Sunday,
July 10, claimed Miss Alma Schulze
as his bride. Following their honeymoon the couple will make their
home in St. Louis.
Out-of-town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row during the week
included Tom Reed of Duquoin,
111.; Jim Reilly, Alton, 111.; Jos
Hewitt, Robinson, III., and Caesar
Bruett of Herrin, 111.
St. Louis friends were not surprised to learn of the marriage in
New York City of Miss Genie
Wirick, St. Louis girl, and long a
favorite of Missouri Theatre audiences, and Artie Lang, a New York
singer. The wedding took place
soon
New after
York. Miss Wirick's arrival in

Company, when the $15,000 worth
of improvements now in operation
are completed. An entirely new
front of white terra cotta is being
built. All new chairs are being
installed. And the interior is being
entirely redecorated. John Kalafat,
one of the officials of the Ohio
Amusement Company, manages the
house personally.
Fred Clary,
manager
of Loew's
Stillman
theatre,
is in the
throes
of a vacation. And Fred Coddington, manager of the Cameo, is commuting hourly between the Cameo
and the Stillman until Clary re-

San F rancisco
nishings cost another quarter oi a
million.
West Coast Theatres, Inc., have
re-seated the orchestra floor of
the Warficld, 1465 new seats having
been added, gaining 60 nddition.il
seats through the removal of tiie
lower floor box seats on either side
of the auditorium. The next improvement will be the installation
of new loge seats in the front of
the balcony.
' Edward Barron, who for the n.ist
few years has been connected wilh
the local motion
picture theatres

in the capacity of manager and
for the past two and one-half vears
as manager of the Publix Theatres, here, resigned last week. His
many friends were sorry to see
him resign. Barron has not given
his future plans out and will take
a month'snounces vacation
before he anthem.
The California Theatre has been
repainted
and taken
"dolled-u])"
as well, since
over byinside
the
West Coast Theatres, Inc.
Bill Crosby, popular voung assistant to Ward
Alorris, manager

of the Union Square, has returned
full of health and vigor from his
recent trip to the mountains, where
he
wentall fortoday.
his health. He can li'.k
them
Louis R. Lurie, owner of the
Geary street theatre which now
bears his name, was the principal
guest of June 30 at a luncheon of
the Down Town Association held
in the dining room of the new
Women's Building. Many tributes
were paid to him. The speakers
included Senator Samuel M.
Shortridge,
J. A. Brchaney
and
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Central Penn
CHARLES E. NEWBAKER, a
motion picture theatre owner
and exhibitor of Steelton, Pa., has
received the endorsement of the Republican organization of Dauphin
County-, which includes both Steelton and the city of Harrisburg, the
Capitol of Pennsylvania, as the party
candidate for the office of sheriff of
the county, to be voted on in the
primaries next September. This
makes it quite probable that Mr.
Newbaker will not only obtain the
party nomination in the primaries
but that he will probably be elected
in November.
Mr. Newbaker is the brother-inlaw of Tom Nelley. Republican
political leader in Steelton, who
also is influential in the party councils of the entire county. Mr. Newbaker is owner of the Strand and
Standard Theatres in Steelton,
which he also personally manages.

It is generally under.stood that Mr.
Nelley is the financial backer of
Mr. Newbaker's theatrical projects
as well as in his campaign for the
office of sheriff.
Miss Ada Dickinson, assistant
organist at the Colonial Theatre.
Harrisburg, and teacher of voice
in the Barrington School in that
city, left on July 7 for New York
to take a six weeks' course in
music.
Through the courtesy of the
Comer ford Amusement Company,
of Scranton, which controls a large
chain of picture theatres in Pennsylvania and other States, school
children of the vicinity of WilkesBarre were treated to an exhibition
of motion pictures of the Luzerns
county schools' field day, shown in
the Capitol Theatre, Wilkes-Barre,
on July 7, 8 and 9.
Walter
J. Hurley, manager of

the State Theatre, Allentown, has
just been promoted to be managing
director also of the Rialto, both
Wilmer & Vincent houses, in that
city. Three years ago Mr. Hurley
went to Allentown from Harrisburg, where he was publicity representative for the six Wilmer &
Vincent Theatres. At that time he
took charge of tlie Orpheum, Allentown, which was then changed
from vaudeville to a motion picture house, with many elaborate
improvements, and was renamed
the State. Two years ago Mr.
Hurley married Miss Viola Burd,
of Harrisburg, an accomplished
musician, who was organist in the
Colonial Theatre, in the latter city.
Lee Levy, manager of the Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, spent
Sunday, July 10, visiting his family
in Wilkes-Barre. Mr. Levy, who
came from Harrisburg early in the

present year, is planning soon to
move his family to Harrisburg.
A new Paige organ, installed at
the cost of $15,000 in the Franklin
Theatre, Allentown, was formally
dedicated on July 4th, with a recital, with Mrs. Nellie Reinbold
at the console. Mrs. Reinbold will
be the permanent organist at the
theatre.
John G. Newkirk, formerly of
Harrisburg, but for the last three
years manager of the Rialto picture
house in Allentown, has just been
transferred by the Wilmer & Vincent interests to Reading, where he
has been made manager of the
State Theatre.
Edward J. Melniker, managing
director of Loew's Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, left on July 9 for
a vacation trip to his former home
in New London, Conn.

Phil
THE Paramount Exchange has
moved into its new quarters at
the northwest corner of 12th & Vine
Sts., Philadelphia. The executive
offices are on the second fltior with
the shipping and poster departments
on the ground floor. There is excellent elevator service and the
structure is considered the most
modern exchange quarters on the
street. The old Paramount offices
are now being occupied by the
Pathe forces. Wm. G. Humphreys,
manager of the former P. D. C.
organization, is now known as sales
manager of features while Henry
Lewis is short subject scales man-

ager, with Charles U. Martin serving as his assistant. The former
P.D.C. employees are occupying the
second floor of the building with
Pathe on the .ground floor. The old
Pathe and P.D.C. exchanges are at
the present time unoccupied.
Percy A. Bloch, Philadelphia
branch manager for Paramount,
who spent several weeks in the
Jefferson Hospital and was later
removed to his home on account of
a serious stomach ailment, is expected to return to the office within
the next week or two for a portion
of each day.

auditorivun will be
E W
erected this year at St. John's
University, Collegeville, Minn., according to an announcement by
Father Mark, dean of the school.
The building, which will cost $250,000, will be a four-story structure
and will seat about 700 in the auditorium.
The Princess theatre, at Aberdeen, S. D., has been purchased by
Robert
Mass
from
the Walker
AN

has been run under a policy of
feature pictures, resumes its mid
season vaudeville on July 15th.
Straight vaudeville will be the
policy
untilDay.
the end of the season
on
Labor

Harry T. Jordan, who was for-

merly Philadelphia representative
for the B. F. Keith interests and
who has spent the past year in
Hollywood as the personal representative of E. F. Albee, has returned to his home in Philadelphia.
Mr. Jordan, it is understood, will be
attached to the B. F. Keith Theatres Corporation executive offices in
New York. A large number of the
motion picture fraternity in Philadelphia and New York attended the
wedding of Mr. Jordan's daughter,
Annette, at the Jordan home in
Lansdowne on July 7th.
The Globe Theatre, Atlantic City,
a Stanley and Keith venture, which

Although no definite date has
been set for the opening, it is expected that the new Erlanger Theatre, the Stanley $5,000,000 house at
21st & Market Sts., will have an
opening some time during Christmas Week. The Stanley Theatre,
a 5,000 seat house at 20th & Market St., has now reached a point
where the girders are some hundred
feet in the air.

Amusement Company. The interior of the theatre, the lobby and
the front have been redecorated
and new curtains and tapestries
have been added.
Mr. and Mrs. John Konz have
leased the Crystal theatre. Crystal
Lake, Minn. They formerly operated the Opera House at Osseo,
Wis.
Max Torador is reported to have
completed a deal by which he has

closed his Old Mill theatre and
bought from William Weisman a
one-half interest in the Crystal,
which is across the street from the
Old Mill.
C. C. Ezell, hom office representative for Warner Brothers, visited George Levine, Minneapolis
branch manager, last week.
Two of the Minneapolis Gateway theatres have recently had
changes made in the management.

G. I. Terry assumed complete control of the Bijou on the first of
the month. This is one of the
oldest theatres in the city and has
been operated for the past five
years by Terry and W. A. Rothberg, who has just sold his interests to his former partner. Redecorating and other alterations
will be made during the summer,
but no interruption will be made
in business.

Detroit
THE Film Baseball Club evened
up an old score with the Lasky
Theatre nine last Saturday when
the two teams engaged in a slugging fest which closed with the result 10 to 4 in favor of the F.B.C.
Earlier in the season the Lasky
boys won.
All of the Kunsky first-run
houses opened at 10 a.m. and tickets
sell for 35 cents until 1 p.m., when
the fare is increased to the regular
rate.

Graphic Films, Inc., have established an exchange in the Film
Bldg., under the management of
J. O'Donnell.
Jack Saxe, of the Favorite Film
Co., and Lew Wisper, of the Royal
Theatre, left Saturday for Minneapolis via the motor route. They
expect to remain there several
weeks.
Ollie Brooks has returned to the
Butterfield offices after a twoweeks' vacation
in Canada.
He

brought back all his fishing tackle
and some evidence, too.
Maurice J. Caplan, of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Co., who is
sojourning in Europe, intends to
return early in August.
H. M. Richey and James Ritter
left Wednesday to spend a few
days with Al Steffes in Minneapolis.
Otto Boll, Paramount manager
in Detroit, motored to Chicago
over the Fourth, with Mrs. Bolle

and Mrs. Harlan Starr, to spend
a few days at the summer home
of ]Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross.
The Metropolitan Co., it is
understood, will make exclusive
pictures
of Fair
the Grounds,
Mandell-McGraw
fight at the
July 15.
William A. Haynes, for many
years at the Harmony theatre, and
a former film salesman, is now
mana.ging the Allen theatre in
Cleveland.
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that others had made forecasts to the contrary.
Following are some recently announced
theatre projects :

ARIZONA

ArchiPhoenix— Owner, Rickards & Nace.
tect Lescher & Mahoney, of Phoenix. HiiRh
Gilbert, associate architect, 3 stories, fireproof,
offices. Plans completed. Cost, $500,000.
150 X 13'/4. Location, West Adams and North
Second Ave.
CALIFORNIA
Anaheim— Owner, Principal Theatres Corp.
Contractors, Hamlyn & Young. Cost, $35,000.
Greek architecture. Location, Anaheim City
Park.
Encinitas— Owner, R. E. Struve. Two story,
No other information.
also stores.
LocaLong Beach— Owner, Harry Broner.
tion, Second St. No other information.
Norwalk— Owner, Principal Theatres Corp.
Two stories over lobby, fireproof. Seating capacity, 600. Cost, $30,000. 52 x 145. Location,
Broadway and Manchester Ave. Work started.
Oakland— Owner, Blumenthal Theatre Circuit. Theatre and store (4) bldg. Seating ca$70,000. Location, AllenDistrict.1,100. Cost
dale pacity,
Oxnard— Owner, J. Roy Williams. Architect, Alfred F. Priest. Theatre and store
bldg. Seating capacity, 900. Cost, $50,000.
Location, A St.
Redzvood City— Owners, Hare, Brewer &
Clark. Cost, $250,000. Seating capacity, 1,200.
Style, Spanish. Location, Broadway, opposite
Court House.
Riverside— Owner, Universal Chain Theatre
Enterprise, care Rubidoux. Cost, $250,000. No
further details known.
Riverside— Owner, E. M. Frazier, 2401 West
6th St. Approximate cost, $200,000. No
further details as yet.
San Diego— Owner, Melvin Waters, 3794
Arnold St. Seating capacity, 600. Location,
India and Fir Sts.
San Francisco— Owner, Mrs. Mary StofTen.
Cost, $125,000. Theatre and store bldg. Location, Diamond and Chenery Sts., Glenn Park.
San Jose— Owner, Victor Scheller. Location,
Franklin St., between Lafayette and Washington Sts.
Santa Barbara— Owners, Principal Theatres
Corp. One story, Spanish type. Cost, $50,000.
Seating capacity, 1,700.
COLORADO
Denver — Owner,
tect, J.B. Hyder.
dall. Three story,
tion, 590 Downing

Picture

Gordon B. Ashworth. ArchiContractors, Dutton & Kenbrick.
Cost, $40,000.
LocaSt.

CONNECTICUT
Danbury — Owners, C. D. Parks and W.
Mercier. Architects, Sunderland & Watson,
248 Main St. Reinforced concrete, brick and
steel.
Seating capacity, 2,000.
Cost, $300,000.
Hartford — Owners, Arcade Realty Co. Architect, E. T. Wiley, 75 Pratt St. Contractors, G.
Cudemo & Southern New England Construction Co. Brick, steel and reinforced concrete.
Seating capacity, 1,000. Cost, $150,000. Location, State St.

Stamford — Owner, Stamford Playhouse, Inc.,
of New Canaan Seating capacity, 3,000. Cost,
$350,000.
Architect not selected.
FLORIDA
Tampa — Owners,
Rome
Architect, E. T. Stewart.
block.
50 X 100.
Cost,
Campobello Ave.

Construction
Co.
Brick and cement
$10,000.
Location,

KENTUCKY
Lexington— Owner, Badger Building Service.
Architects, Peacock & Frank. Brick, Italian
architecture. Seating capacity, 800. Cost,
$100,000.

LOUISIANA

Nezv Orleans — Owners, Third District Theatres, Inc. Brick and concrete. Seating capacity, 2,500. Cost, $100,000. 110 x 150. Location, St. Claude Ave. and Bortholomew St.
Construction during summer.
Shreveport — Owners, A. L. & E. J. Waller.
Architects. Jones. Roessle, Olschner & Wiemer.
Estimated cost, $40,000. Location, Fetzer Ave.,
near Harriett St.
MASSACHUSETTS
North Adams — Owner, Florence M. Sullivan.
Name, Capitol. Location, rear of Main St.
Preparations for steel work begun.
Salem — Owners. P. & D. Theatres, Inc..
Cambridge, Mass. Location, Washington and
Dodge Sts. Includes stage. Seating capacity,
2,300. Plans accepted from John H. Bickford
& San, Boston, Mass.
Noted April 1st.
Springfield — Owners, S, Z. Poli. Noted May
15th. Site, Broadway, Vernon and Pynchon
Sts. Terra Cotta facade, Louie XVI style with
marquee. Balcony, mezzanine and orchestra.
Seating capacity, 3,200. Cost, $1,000,000 or
over. Work begun May 10th.
Stoughton — Owner, E. Ansin, of Boston.
Two story and basement ; brick and steel ;
plain foundation. 60 x 130. Architect, J. P.
Curlev, of Roxbury. Cost, $160,000. Noted
April 28.
U^orcester — Owner, Strand Theatre Corp.
Fireproof. Location, Main St. Cost more than
$150,000.
Architect not selected.
MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapolis — Owners, Lake Amusement Co.
Spanish architecture. Seating capacity, 600.
Name, El Lago. Cost, $125,000. General contract let to Fred Wick & Co. Location, Lake
St. and 35th Ave , South.
Minneapolis — Owner, .Harry Dickerman.
One-storv bldg., brick and tile. 40 x 126 feet.
Cost, $35,000. Architect, O. K. Westphal. Location, 3215 Penn Ave.
MISSOURI
Kansas City — Owner, A. Baier. Storeroom
and theatre building. Location, 4009-15 Troost
Ave.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester — Owners, Capitol Amusement
Co. C. R. Whitcher, of Manchester and Desmond & Lord, Boston, architects. General contract awarded to Davison & Swanburg. Location, Lowell St. To be completed Oct. 1.
Seating capacity, 2,200.
NEW JERSEY
GlasSboro — Owners, Penn Jersey Amusement
Co. Architect, W. H. Lee, Philadelphia. Twostory and basement ; brick and steel ; plain foundation. 115 X 275 feet.
Hoboken — Owners, Stanley-Fabian Corp.
Seating capacity, 3,200. 200 x 105. Location,
Washington and Newark Sts.
Paulsboro — Owner, A. W. Till. Seating capacity, 1,200. Cost, $100,000. Three-story the-

atre and stores (5) bldg.
and Billingsport Aves.
NEW

Location, Delaware

YORK

Albany — Owners, Stanley-Mark Strand Corp.
Cost, $150,000. Seating capacity, 1,200 to 1,500.
Location, Upper Aladison Ave. To be completed Jan. 1, 1928.
Brooklyn — B. S. Moss, owners. Million
dollar theatre bldg. planned. Location, South
5th St. 200 X 115 feet. Construction to begin
Donglaston,
L. L — Owner, Louis C. GosJune
1. Theatre,
dorfer.
store and apartment bldg.
Main Ave. and Northern Boulevard.
Oyster Bay, L. L — Owners, Oyster Bay
Theatre Corp. Theatre planned to seat 1,000.
No other information at this time.
PeekskiU — Owners, Gottesman Enterprises.
Theatre, store and office bldg. 135 x 135. Seating capacity, 2,000.
Cost, $500,000.
Nezv York City — Owners, Consohdated
Amusement Co. Seating capacity, 2,500. Location, Sheridan Ave. and 125th St., Bronx.
To be completed in December.
Neto York City — Owners, Havemeyer Construction Co. Architect, Walter W. Ahlschlager, of Chicago. Three-story theatre bldg.
Seating capacity, 3,037. Cost, $750,000. Name,
Midway. Location, 75th St., between Broadway and Amsterdam Ave.
Neio York City — Owners, L. & W. Construction Co. Theatre, store and office bldg. Seating capacity, 2,000. 175 x 100 feet. Location,
Jerome Ave., Bronx.
Rochester — Owner, John Nicosia. Theatre,
store (2) and office (4) bldg. Cost, $100,000.
Location, Chili Ave and Thurston Road.
Rochester — Owners, Cass & Wm. Staley.
Architect, Carl C. Ade. General contract
awarded to Geo. Kircher & Sons. Two-story
theatre building, brick, concrete and steel. 98 x
141. Seating capacity, 1,600. Location, 589-95
Monroe Ave. Name, Staley-Monroe. To be
completed in November.
OHIO
Cincinnati — Owners, Montgomery Amusement Co. Architect, Howard McClorey. Contracts awarded to Leo J. Brielmeier. Store and
treatre bldg. Seating capacity, 750. Location,
Montgomery
Road and Woodmont St., Pleasant Ridge.
Cleveland — Owners, Variety Amusement Co.
Seating capacity, 3.000. Location, St. Clair
Ave., between East 105th and 106th St.
Columbus — Owner, H. C. Holbrook. Architect, C. H. Crane, Detroit, Mich. Three-story
theatre building, brick, steel and concrete. 90 x
120 feet. Location, West Broad St. Cost,
$250,000.
Noted Jan. 20.
Toledo — Owners, Forum Amusement Co.,
Toledo, H. C.Horater, general manager. Fivestory theatre and office bldg. Seating capacity,
3,000. Cost, $1,600,000. Contractors, R. Levine
& Co. Architects, Wm. P. Whitney, Chicago,
associated with Stophlet & Stophlet, Toledo.
Financiers and promoters, Paul .-Vxcl Ford &
Co., Chicago.
Toledo — Owner, Frank Rishacck. Architect,
C. C. Cornfeldt. Contract awarded to S. S.
Wall & Son. Type, Gothic architecture, brick
and stone. 60 .x 120. Seating capacity, 550.
Cost, $60,000. Location, Consaul St., between
Caledonia and Woodford Sts.
West Toledo^Owner, Barber Ferris. Architect, Alfred A. Hahn. Three-story theatre
bldg. Cost, $250,000. Location, Sylvania and
Belmar Aves.
OREGON
Valscts — Owner. Cobbs & Mitchell Lumber
Co.
One-story frame.
Seating capacity, 350.
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^o trip to New York is complete without a visit to "CONEY"

blame
't weather
You canthe
Vn

You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.
You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.

3S3i^

The HALF
Coney Island,

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.

MOON

New

York

New — Fireproof — 300 Guest-Rooms on the Boardwalk, facing the sea with excellent bathing beach.

Select Patronage

=0/

Why

Solicited

CONVENTIONS:
A working

GEORGE

I

headquarters by the sea witb all New York to play in
Write for booklet or reservations to
The

H.

WARTMAN,

Half

Moon,

Coney

Managing
Island,

Direction of the American Hotels

N.

Y.

Director

Corporation

not write for

our Booklet N-12?

Frequent de luxe motor bus service direct to The Half
Moon from The Roosevelt Hotel, Madison Avenue at
Forty-Fifth Street, New York City.

Typhoon Fan Company
Va=

345 West 39th Street
Jacksonville

New Orleans

New York
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Theatre Equipment Association
Meet in N. Y. July 18-19
annual meeting of the Theatre
THE
Equipment Association will be held
Monday and Tuesday, July 18 and
19, at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York

City.

In addition to the usual registration and
"get-to-gefcher" activities, Monday's program will include several interesting talks
pertaining to matters of the industry,
luncheon, dinner and a theatre party.
Among Monday's speakei-s will be Charles
Pettijohn, of the Hays office, and Harry C
Yerg, of the Yerg Printing Co. The latter
will talk on "Direct by Mail Advertising."

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
for

THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
1579 Broadway, New York City

S, L. ("Roxy") Rothafel is also expected
to be present.
On Tuesday, Lester B. Isaacs of Loew,
Inc., will lecture on ' ' The Dealer and Manufacturer in the Industry;" J. H. Butler, of
the American Railway and Express Co., on
"Dependable Express Service;" J. H.
Dickerson, associate editor of Motion Picture News, on "Some Statistics of the Motion Picture Field." Pred J. Beecroft, advertising manager of Motion Picture News,
will talk on "National Trade Paper Advertising." Luncheon will be held on Tuesday
between 1 and 2 p.m. and will be followed
by Association business. New business,
Election, adjournment, etc.
The membership of the Theatre Equipment Association now numbers about 200.

New

Minneapolis is to have a new ,$100,000
picture theatre, located on Hennepin avenue near Lake street, it was announced this
week by William Berg, contractor and theatre builder. Construction will start as soon
as the city council approves the application
for a license. Mr. Berg has practically
completed negotiations for a site in this
district, Avhich is one of the best of Minneapolis' many fine residential sections. The
theatre will provide coir^petition for the
Lagoon, also on Hennepin near Lake, and
operated by Finkelstein & Ruben. The new
theatre will seat 800 and will be of brick
and sione construction.
The city council also had under consideration this week an application for permission to erect a picture house at Fremont
and Thirty-ninth avenues north. The application was accompanied by a written protest
signed by residents of the neighborhood.

Vallen

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats, 30%: under 500, 70%: under 800, 85%;
over 800. 15%.
The most economlc&l method of reaching theatres Is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4 00 PER M UP. LleU If
deeired ,30 to 50% saved In postage, etc.. through elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lleta of
Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING— ENCLOSING — MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
749 Slitb Ave. at 41st St.
New York CIt/
Phone, Pennsy
7484-7485

STOCK

PROGRAMS

PROGRAM

COVERS
For

Moving Picture Houses
.)os«ph Hoover 6f Sons Company
M.nUel

and

^9\h

Sis.,

Phil.iHclphia,

COSTUMES

Pa.

Theatre
Projected
at Minneapolis

Elec.

Go.

Issues

"Quiet Company,
Book" Akron,
The New
Vallen Electrical
Ohio, manufacturers of remote electric curtain control equipment, have recently published a"Quiet Book," which carries a full
description of their product and gives detail of installation. The booklet has been
made up in most attractive form and will
undoubtedly prove of interest to exhibitors.
The Vallen Electrical Company will mail
these upon request.
Plans Finished on Theatre
at Mansfield, Mass.
Plans for the new theatre in Mansfield,
Mass. for E. L. & H. L. White have been
finished by Architect John E. Kelley of
Boston and contracts for the construction
have been let to William H. Barker of
Taunton, Mass. There will be stores along
the street front of the building in addition
to the lobby. The theatre will be ready for
occupancy about the first of the new year.

FOR HIRE

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

Tells How Film Cost
is Kept Down
Laboratories Have Kept Pace With
Other Branches, Says Yates
Conunenting upon the perfection of the
several different branches of the motion picture industry during recent years, Herbert
J. Yates, president and managing director
of The Consolidated Film Industries, says :
"Steady progress has marked the history
of the motion picture industry — America's
fourth largest. This is noticeable in every
branch. Production, photography and the
exhibition of pictures have been greatly perfected. Theatres have been enlarged and
beautified. The financial structure of the
industry is rapidly being placed on a sound
commercial basis."
' ' Similarly, in the developing and printing of film, new processes have been evolved,
new machines invented and scientific operations in every department have raised the
quality standards in this important branch.
Consolidated has spent millions to improve
the quality of printing and to lower costs,
and will spend more in the same directions.
"And yet all these improvements have
been made Avithout increasing the cost to
the producer. Consolidated has continuously
reduced its charge to its customers and has
directly effected a saving in their print bills
of upwards of $3,000,000 per annum, and
indirectly many millions more.
"How has this extraordinary result been
accomplished? First, a smaller margin of
profit ; and, second, the enormous waste in
overheads, and inefficient management have
been eliminated. Operating costs have been
very substantially reduced by the use of
larger units and the specialization of plants
for lai-ge scale production.

Architect Chosen for New
Virginia Theatre

George II. Derringer, architect of
Wheeling, West Va., has been selected by
the building committee to prepare plans and
specifications for the new $1,000,000 theatre,
arcade and hotel building to be erected in
Wheeling. ]\Ir. Derringer will also supervise the building operations.

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
Tel. 5589 Penn.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
{S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH

25
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
1
Arizona Whirlwind, The. ..Bill Cody
Pathe
4134 feet. .Apr.
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet . .Mar.
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet .
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet .
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6697 feet . .Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .5512 feet. .AprU 1
Broncho Tvuister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
5435 feet. .April 1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet. . . AprU 8
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet.
.April 15
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. Brooks8
V. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet.
.April
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi- Wal3
thall
Prod. Dist. Corp
7019 feet.
Fourth Commandment,
.June
The
B. Bennett-M. CarrR Ague
wJ.
Marlowe
Universal
6863 feet . Oct. 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet .
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
6378 feet .
High Hat
Lyon-Brian- Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet. May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. HilL.F. B. 0
4501 feet.
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. A.
Harron-S.
PhippsHousman
Fox
5608 feet .
Mar. 29
25
April'
ie
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . ..April
Man From Hardpan, The. .L.Maloney-E.Gilbert.Pathe
6814 feet. .Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet . ■ April 1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet . .Jime 3
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6957 feet . . Mar. 25
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. .Oct. 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Prod. Dist. Corp
6736 feet . .April 15
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedf ord-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet .
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet . AprU 22
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet . .May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet .
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet .
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
6936 feet .
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerMar. 11
D. Dwan-H. Miller . Pathe
5706 feet .
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9823 feet .
April
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet. iFeb.'1i
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet.
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
5490 feet .
6
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . May
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7015 feet .
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet. Jan. 28
Slide, Kelly, Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeUH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
7865 feet . AprU
Mar. 111
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro... .F. B. 0
4565 feet.
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe
4483 feet .
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine.. F. B. 0
4882 feet.
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno. First National
6324 feet . May 13
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels . . .
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet. •June 24
Whea a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4390 eet.
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . . Fox
4783 feet . AprU 15
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feet .
.AprU 1
White Gold
J Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Prod. Dist. Corp
6198 feet . , Mar. 25

4PRIL
Feature

Star

Distributed by
F. B. 0
Alberta Vaughn
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N,
Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Warner Bros
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . . Warner Bros
ChUdren of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramotmt
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier,
Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton . . . . Paramount
Fighting Comeback The...B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe
Frisco SaUy Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyR. D'Arcy-T. Holtz M-G-M
Universal
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson . . . Prod. Dist. Corp
Held By the Law
M. Walker
De La Motte-J.
Universal
Pathe
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Paramoimt
Knockout Reilly
R. DLx-M. Brian
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
First National
Long Pants
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited ,The
R, Howes-D. Farley. . Rayart
Ain't Love Funny?
Afraid to Love

Length' Reviewed
4745 feet
6169
4912
5463
6901

feet. .April 22
feet
feet . . May
6
feet. April 29

6662 feet . . May

6

7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet.

May

6

6296 feet. .April 15
4415 feet. .AprU

1

6900 feet. .April 22
4387 feet
6036 feet . . July

1

6929 f eet . . Mar. 25
6668 feet. .April 15
7080 feet . . May
6
6200 feet
6850 feet . . AprU
5264 feet

8

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
M-G-M
5291 feet Reviewed
Madame Wants No ChUdren
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
6415 feet
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregor. June 108
..AprU
Hopper
Warner Bros
6352 feet
Mountains of MaiUiattan. .D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
8358 feet ..April 22
Naughty Nannette
V. Dina-Ed. BrowneU.F. B. O
5051 feet ..June 3
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Prod. Dist. Corp
5573 feet
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe
6903 feet ..July
..April 89
Paying the Price
M. Carr-P. Bonner-M.
10
Bonner-D. Selman. Columbia Pictures ... 6888 feet
Pleasure Before Business. .P.O'MaUey-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .5559 feet. . . June 17
Princess of Hoboken, The . E. Burns-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
6500 feet
Rambling Ranger, The. . . .Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439 feet
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet ..July
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo BiU, Jr
Pathe
4794 feet
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J. Hall- Paramount
6306 feet .'.AprU'M1
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
..May
6
BrienArthur-T. O' M-G-M6640 feet
K.
. AprU a
See You in JaU
J. MulhaU-A. Day . . . First National
5800 feet ...May
Senorita
B. Daniels-J. HaU-W.
20
Powell
Paramount
6634 feet
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
WUdWestPict.(S.R.)4500 feet ..May
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
6718 feet ..May s
Special Delivery
E. Cantor- Wm. Pow6
eU- J. Ralston
Paramount
5624 feet
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . , Pathe
4930 feet
18
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173 feet ..AprU 18
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
6774 feet ..Feb. 26
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846 feet
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.Bancroft..Mar.
L. Hughes
Paramount
5399 feet
Turkish D«light
Faye-R. SchildkrautK. Thomson
Prod. Dist. Corp
.".'July ■
i
When Seconds Count
BUly Sullivan
Rayart
4803 feet
Whirlwind of Youth, The . . L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
5886 feet

MAY

..June 17

Distributed by
Length
Reviewed 1
Star
J. Hines-E. Murphy .First National
6300 feet
Babe Ruth-A. Q. NUs..July
.
son-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
6761 feet . April 8
Broadway Nights . . . .
L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
6765 feet . .July 8
Broncho Buster, The.
Fred Humes
Universal
4687 feet
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
4912 feet
Captain Salvation .
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E.
.July
8
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7395 feet . .May
Catch As Catch Can .
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
..May
13
Chang (Jungle Film) .
Special Cast
Paramount
6836 feet
Climbers The
8
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621 feet .July
Cradle Snatchers . . . .
L. Fazenda-J. F. Mc..May
Donald-D. Phillips. Fox
6281 feet
6
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E.GUbert.Pathe
8804 feet
22
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910
feet .
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet . .June
...May
. April 13
Eyes of the Totem, The.
W. schi-G.
Hawley-T.
SantHughes-A.
CornwaU
Pathe
6228 feet ..May 10
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet
Fighting
The .
6
Grinning Hombre
Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens-W.
Pid. .May 17
geon-H. Herbert . . Fox
5617 feet ..May
Heart of the Yukon.
A.Cornwali-J. Bowers. Pathe
6562 feet ..May
HiUs of Peru
13
B.
Jones-G.
Hale
Fox
4943 feet
His First Flame . . . .
H. Langdon-R. Hiatt Pathe
4660 feet . .June 10
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner
Bros
8897
feet
.
. .May
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry-Lowe . Fox
6980 feet
17
Love ThriU, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet .
27
Lost at the Front . . .
C. Murray-C. Sidney24
13
N Kingston
First National
8255 feet . .June 20
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. Ellis . . F. B. 0
5770 feet . .June
Million Bid, A
D. Costello-W. Oland27
24
McGregor-BIythe. . Warner Bros
6310 feet
Mother
B Bennett-C. Kent. .June 18
Kent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet ..May 8
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet
Outlaws of Red River.
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
5327 feet .. ...June
Mar. 6
AprU
Pirates of the Sky. . . .
C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe
4828 feet
Poor Girls .
, D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonehouse. . . .Co.umbia Pictures ... 8428 feet .May 20
Prairie King The.
Hoot Gibson
Universal
6689 feet
Rich But Honest . .
N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonald. . Fox
8480 feet
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia JPictttres
Rich Men's Sons . . .
Rough House Rosie .
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
8982 feet . .May 20
Three MUes Up . . .
Al
WUson-E. CKir . . . Universal
4041 feet
Silver Comes Thru.
F. Thomson-E. MurphvSinews of Steel
King Glass
(Horse)"F.
B. 0
8476
A. SUver
Vaughn-G.
.Lumas
6928 feet.
feet , .June 3
Tiffany
Song of Steel
Splitting the Breeze .
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
4930 feet. .June 10
.June 3
Feature
All Aboard
Babe Comes Home.

Motion
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Feature
Telephone Girl, The

Star
Distributed by
L. Gray-H. BlionBellamy-Bazter
Allison
Paramount
Tender Hour The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
TDlie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Understanding Heart, The .J.Crawford-Bushman Jr.-C. Myers . M-G-M
Vanity
L. Joy-A.Hale-C. Ray.Prod. Dist. Corp
Tankee Clipper The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Prod. Dist. Corp
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Yours to Command
G. O'Hara-S. Palmer F. B. 0

Feature
Avenging Fangs
Backstage
'■•>••
Beware of Widows

JUNE
Star

Distributed by
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy. .Tiffany
La Plante-B. Washburn
Universal

Black Diamond Express,
The
M. BIue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bulldog Pluck
Bob Custer
F. B. O
CaUahans and the Murphys,
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Ohnstead
M-G-MCircus Ace, The
T. Mix-N. Joyce. . . .Fox
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak. .Sterling Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-I. MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
L Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious
R. Denny
Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The
K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Meddlin' Stranger The. . .Wally Wales
Pathe
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Prod. Dist. Corp
Romantic Age, The
E.O'Brien-A.Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wyim-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HollandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modern
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramoimt
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. .W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wfld Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen
Devil's Saddle, The..
Fighting Three, The. .
For the Love of Mike

JULY Distributed by
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP Twr.n-C. Colbert .First National
T. McCoy-J. Gadsen . M-G-M
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Frontiersman, The . . .
Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (tenB. Bronson
Paramount
tative)
Earp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM. Robson-B. LoveProd. Dist. Corp
Heart of Maryland, The . . . D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. , Warner Bros
Universal
Hero on Horseback, A . . . . Hoot Gibson
Last Outlaw The (tentative) .G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-L. Tellegan
Pathe
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L. Tashman . First National
Fred Humes
Universal
Range Courage
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe
Skyhigh Saunders
Al W'^ilson
Universal
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair ... Universal

Length

Reviewed

Feature
Tom's Gang
Twelve Miles Out

6455 feet . . May 27

Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed
White Pants Willie

7400 feet . . June 17
6160 feet. June 17
6390 feet
6823 feet . . May 13
6674
6923
7920
5691
4734

Feature
Adam and Evil
After Midnight
Beau Geste
Bugle Call, The

Length
Reviewed
4335 feet . . June 3
6

6803 feet

4810 feet. .June 24
6252 feet . . June 3
.5700 feet. .June 3
4512 feet.. July 15

5897 feet. .June 24
6987 feet
6684 feet
5282 feet . . July
1
4546 feet. .June 17
4773 feet
6157 feet . . July 16
4676 feet. .June 10
6159 feet. .April 1
6620 feet
7961 feet. July
4710 feet. .July

8
15

5614 feet . . July

16

5870 feet . . June 24
6218 feet . . June 17
6412 feet . . June 10

6000 feet
6500 feet

4926 feet. .July
4334 feet . . July

8
1

6517 feet. .June 24
4404 feet
6567 feet. .July

Leo Maloney
Pathe
J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National

1

Reviewed

4108 feet . . May

Length

Reviewed

6 reels

4041 feet.. June 10

Reviewed

Sept 11

10400 f eet . . Mar. 18
6435 feet . . May 20

5909 f eet . . July
1
6368 feet. .June 24

11400 feet. .Dec.

4

SEPTEMBER
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
8730 feet .. May 91
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
6951 feet
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien. .M-G-M
12550 feet. .Nov. 28
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
8700 feet . . May
6
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7713 feet. .May 29
Certain Young Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
City Gone Wild, The
T. ner-W.
Meighan-M.
Mill- .Paramount . . .
Standing.
College
B. waU-G.
Keaton-A.
Com- .United Artists.
Withers..
. M-G-M
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
Glory Giri, The
E. Ralston-R. Arien. . Paramount .
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount
•••
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-Bancrof tBrian-Luden
Paramount

OCTOBER
Feature
Ben Hur (road show)
Big Sneeze, The

Star
Distributed by
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X. Bushman-C. Myers
M-G-M
W. Z.Beery-F.
Sterling- Paramount
Pitts
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
F. Vidor
Paramount
Marion Davies
M-G-M
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
M-G-M
Fred Thomson
Paramount
M.Pickford-C.Rogers. United Artists

Gentleman of Paris, A
In Old Kentucky
Jesse James
My Best Girl
Rough Riders The (general
release)
'. . . . F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Bound
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shooting Irons
Jack Luden
Paramount
Spring Fever
Wm.ford-G.
Haines-J.
Craw-. M-G-M
K. Arthur

Woman

on Trail, The

E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith. . Paramount
Negri-Cortez
Paramount

Length

Reviewed

12000 feet .. Jan.

IS

April

1

8486 feet. .July

8

NOVEMBER

5 reels .Dec. 12, '25

5 reels
6406 feet
4388 feet
5 reels

Length

Feature
Annie Laurie
Barbed Wire

Way of All Flesh, The
6868 feet

Star
Distributed by
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
N. Shearer-L. Gray. .M-G-M
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox

Chain Lightning
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Great Mail Robbery, The. . T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
,
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno ..Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chap!in-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Paid to Love
G. W.O'Brien-V.
Valli- Fox
Powell
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Rimning Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian. Paramount
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Singed
B. Sweet- W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Topsy and Eva
Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw . United Artists
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-I. Keith. United Artists
Underworld
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
What Price Glory? (road
show)
McLaglen-Del RioLowe
Fox

Body and Soul
Celebrated Woman, A
Fair Co-ed, The
Garden of Eden, The
Length

Star
Distributed by
T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M

News

AUGUST

feet . . May 20
feet . . July
1
feet April 16
feet
feet

5,784 feet
6670 f eet . . May

Picture

Feature

Star

Becky
Garden of Allah The
Quality Street
Sadie Thompson
Tempest
Thirteenth Hour, The

S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Obnstead
M-G-M
A. Terry-I. Petrovich M-G
M. Davies
M-G-M
G. Swanson
United Artists .
J. Wolheim
Barrymore-Nissen- United Artists .
Bona arte (Dog1-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barry■nore
M-G-M

Distributed by

Length Reviewed

239
July

22 ,

19 2
DECEMBER

Feature
DevU Dancer, The
Bridal Night, The
Buttons
Lovelorn, The
Hypnotist, The
Sorrell and Son

Star
Distributed by
G. Gray
United Artists .
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Jackie Coogan
M-G-M
M-G-M
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
H. B. Warner-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wol- United Artists .
heim

Feature
Empty Saddle, The
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Enemy, The
Eternal Silence, The

Length Reviewed

Fangs of Destiny
Fangs of Fury
Fangs of Justice
Fighting Eagle, The
Finnegan's Ball
First Auto The

JANUARY
Feature
Divine Woman, The
Dove, The
Romance

Star
Distributed by
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists.
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D.'Arcy
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

Flag Maker, The
For Ladies Only
Four Flushers, The
Freckles
Gallant Gringo, The

FEBRUARY
Feature
Circus, The

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southern-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Fihn) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M
,

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast

Distributed by
United Artists.

Length Reviewed
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Feature
Ace High
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Deacon

Star
Distributed by
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Al Wilson
F. B. O
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves . . . Universal
Alias the Lone Wolf
L. Wilson
Columbia
American Beauty
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
A. W. O. L. (tentative)
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Back to God's Country. . . .R.Adoree-R.Frazer. .Universal
Back to Liberty
Excellent Pict
Bad Little Good Girl
Chadwick
Bamum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Paramount
Beau Sabreur
E. Brent-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Prod. Dist. Corp
Beauty Shoppers, The
M. Busch-W. Crane .Tiffany
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood Ship, The
H. Bosworth-J. LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
Border Blackbirds
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)
C. Tahnadge-D,
Alvarado
First National
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. NissenM. Busch-M. Loy. . Fox
Brides Will Be Brides
Laura La Plante
Universal
Broadway Kid, The
George Jessel
Warner Bros
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . Universa'.
Bush Leaguer, The
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G.Sidney-M. GordonS. Lynn-R. LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Cohens and the Eellys in
Paris, The
Universal
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Country Doctor, The
Coward, The
The
Crowd,

Cruel Truth, The
Crystal Cup, The
^
,
Death Valley
Deer Drive, The
Dirty Work
Don Juan (road show)
Down Grade, The
Down Our Way
Drop Kick, The
, The
_ , of^ Ladies,
Duke
Eager
Lips
„
„
East Side, West Side

Length

Reviewed

6869 feet

Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)

,
9481 feet. .Oct.

33

'
4747 feet . . .

R. Schildkraut
Prod. Dist. Corp
.'
W. Murray-E.
Baxter-S. BoardLynn. . .F. B. O. .
.
J.
man-D. Sebastian M-G-M
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures
D. MackaiU-J. MulhaU
First National
First Division Pict
W. Baxter
Paramount
Johnny Burke
Pathe
John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet . . Aug. 21
Wm. Fairbanks— A.
Calhoun
Lumas
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O. .
R. Barthelmess-V. L.
Carbin-A. Vaughn . First National
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
P. G.
Garon-B.
James BlytheFirst Division
G. O'Brien-V. Valli-J.
F. McDonald
Fox

Distributed by
Universal

Length

Reviewed

Milton Sills
First National
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Dynamite
(Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
B reels
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe.Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) . BOOO feet
La Rocque-P. Haver.. Prod. Dist. Corp
B. Mehaffey-Landis. .First Division Pict
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson .... Warner Bros
6767 f eet . . July
8
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J S. Blackton (producers) . .
J. Logan-J. Bowers . . Columbia
Reginald Deimy
Universal
F. B. O
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M

Gentleman of Paris, A (tentative)
Adolphe
Marchal Menjou-A. Paramount
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Gingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G.
K. Ar- F. B. O
thur
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Gorilla, The
First National
Grand Army Man, The . . . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bernle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling
Fox
Gratitude (tentative)
H. Langdon-G. McConnell
First National
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Hard Boiled Haggerty
M. Sills-M. O'Day . . First National
Harvester The
N. Kingston-0. CaldweU
F. B. O
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
His Dog
J.Schildkraut-J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandProd. Dist. Corp
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray .Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale... Fox
Hot Heels
P.R. Miller-G.TryonUniversal
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G.
ers With- F. B. O
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish
DestinyLover The .... D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke
Dr. L J. Eppel
Irresistible
Norman Kerry
Universal
Jaws of Steel

6 reels

Star
Fred Humes

7 reels. ..April 29

Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . .Warner Bros

Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N.
Hamilton-M.
Alden
Fox
Judgment of the Hills
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Kid Sister, The
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Prod. Dist. Corp
13600
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Prod. Dist. Corp
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
Lady Miserables
Bird The
Compson-McGregor
. First
Division Pict. . . 6400
Les
Special Cast
Universal
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe.First National
Lightning
Tiffany
6600
Love
G. Garbo- J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is Sebastian
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart ... M-G-M
Manpower
Richard Dix
Paramount
Man's Past, A
C. Veidt-L Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Phitti-K. Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Mojave Kid, The
B.'Steele-L. Gihnore . F. B. O
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. 0
6680
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J.
ston-W. Heirs Ral- F. B. O
Marion Davies
M-G-M
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pcit
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease- J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Now We're in the Air .... W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
OhI What a Life (tentative). Colleen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) Special Cast
Paramount
One Round Hogan
M. Blue- J. J. Jeffries Warner Bros
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
Outpost, The (tentative)... L
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Patent Leather Kid, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe
Poor Nut, The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National

■.■•:,• ii
feet. .April 29
feet
feet

feet

Naughty Marietta
Nest, The

12 reels. . .Dec. 18

Motion

240
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Race Track Tout, The (tentative
S. Chaplin-C. Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall
Paramount
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
Rose of Monterey, The (tentative)
G. Roland-M. Astor. .First National
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Prod. Dist. Corp
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
Sally in Our Alley
S. Mason-A. B. Francis
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds
B. Compson-E. Williams
First Division Pict
Seventh Heaven
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 feet . . June 10
Shanghaied
P. R. Miller-SantschiG. Astor
F. B. O
Sheiks and Shebas
Jimior Stars
Paramount
Show Boat
Universal
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. MulhaU-D. Mackaill
First National
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr . Sterling Pict

Picture

X e ws

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
. .R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sim Kissed (tentative) ... .P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Sunrise
Gaynor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Texas Steer, A
Will Rogers
Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thirteenth Juror, The
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
.•
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tidy Toreador, The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Times Square
Tiffany
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W Powell. . . Paramount
4926 feet. .July
8
Tired Business Man, ThcHitchcock-MehaffeyGowland
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . M-G-M
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon..Fox
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day. . .Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
war Eagles
R. Keane-B. Kent. . .Universal
We Americans
Universal
Wedding Bills
R. Griffith-A.
danSheri- Paramount
5869 feet
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
What Happened to Father . P. R. Miller
Warner Bros
When a Man Loves (road
show)
J. Barrymore-D.
telloCos- Warner Bros
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Youi Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
World's lUusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
Excellent Pict

10049 feet .. Feb. 18

er Opinions (mNew Pict
"The
First
Auto" — Warner
Brothers,
Colony
Theatre,
New York City

tive, Denny his usual breezy self,
Gillingwater amusing and racetrack scenes have all expected

Times: "This production is to
automobile what 'The Covered
Wagon' was to plains and 'The
Iron Horse' to continental Railway.
Comedy, strain of pathos, thrill.

American: " 'Fast and Furious'
thrills."
good
entertainment, packed with
action and love interest, pretty girl

Vastly imaginative piece of work."
Telegraph: "Contains sufficient
medley of laughs and tears to as
sure it warm reception."

Evening Graphic: "Melville
Brown directed p'cture and achieved
exciting suspense for automobile

Evcninq World: "Well worked
out idea."
Morning World: "Amusing and
interesting movie."
Herald-Tribune: "Picture well
directed by Roy Del Ruth. One
should be amused. Russell Simpson excellent, Patsy Ruth Miller
charming."
Post: "Very wholesome and
most enjoyable p'cture. No one
who sees 'The First Auto' will regret it."
Telegram: "Sure-fire. Goes out
for action and laughs."

and handsome hero."

Dailytorial
Mezvs:
"Paramount's
picoffering for
this week will
gorace."
down on already lengthy list as
another Denny auto thr'ller."
Morning
Telegraph:
"Laughclocker
at Paramount
would
have
sore thumbs from clicking off
chuckles. . . . Action really is
'Fast and Furious.' Laughs come
fast. Racing furious. . . .
Denny seems to me at his best. His
business not forced, and desp'te
farcical nature of story, he manages to imbue every situation with
plausibility. In 'Fast and Furious'
fun comes just that way."

Graphic: "Plenty of interest in
this several-reeler."
Journal: "Brought chuckles from
audience."

"Captain Salvation" — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer,
Capitol Theatre, New York City

Fast
and
Furious" — Universal,
Paramount
Theatre,
New
York City

Morning Telegraph: "Excellent
picture, gem of throbbing melodrama. Acting honors go to

Evening Post: "One of best and
cleanest comedies usherng in summer movie season. Interesting,
exciting and very well photographed. . . . Denny plays with
delightful comedy touch. . . .
Hilariously amusing both in acton

Pauline Starke and Lars Hanson."

and titles all way through."
Journal:
"Miss Worth
decora-

Evening Journal: "Another example of outstanding
duction. Dramatic p'cture
story prothat
holds one tensely absorbed. Hanson gives sincere and moving interpretation tohis role."
"Thrillinggood
sea
tale.Evening
. . Graphic:
. Exceptionally

picture,

clever

filming,

excellent

work
by cast."
Sun:
"Beautiful in extreme.
. . . Photography, compositions
and general camera placement of
highest order. Hanson given every
opportunity for heavy emotional
acting, and is excellent."
American: "As salty as sea, invigorating as breezes and entertaining as yarns that fishermen
spin. Hanson gives one of finest
b'ts of acting we've ever "seen on
screen. . . . Story thrilling to
nth degree and will hold you in
powerful
grasp."
Herald-Tribune:
"New picture
delights us. Or course . . _ .
Every one in cast does splendid
work and it really should be called
all-star
World:p'cture."
"Excellent screen entertainment. Sequences aboard ship
excellent, direction by Robertson
rising to real heights."
Telegram: "Rousing yarn of
salty deep. Director John S.
Robertson has fashioned fine dramatic tale which holds interest of
spectator avidly from first to last.
. . . 'Captain Salvation' one of
most noteworthy pictures to have
been sheltered by Capitol."
Nc'cvs: "Stimulating piece of
filmery, excellent cast and delicately directed by Robertson. Hanson gives splendid show of histrionic ability. Pauline Starke does
remarkable work. . . . Photography beautiful as any that has
been turned out in recent seasons."
Mirror: "Intensity of emotion
conflict and action. . . . Sea
tale distinctive in plot, execulir/.i
and acting, with Hanson dynamit-

ing through emotional

fires

Post: battles."
"Those of us who
phys'cal

and
en-

joyed Frederick William \\'allace's
novel, 'Captain Salvation,' and enjoyed nor-easters that sweep
through story, can relive salty atmosphere in film of same name.
. . . Hanson plays leading role
and never overacts — rare trait — •
while Pauline Starke does some of
best work in her varied career."
"Naughtly
— First
National, ButMark Nice"Strand
Theatre,
New
York
American: "Affords star opportunity
clever
characteri-to
zationto present
and she rises
beautifully
occasion. . . . Gem of performance. . . . Situations most amusing and take decidedly novel
twists.
Many laughs."
Herald Tribune: "Miss Moore
comediemie of about calibre of
Charlie Chaplin. . . . Watch
iMiss Moore's comedy. . . . You
will enjoy 'Naughty But Nice.' "
haven't seen
h: "Ifinyou'Naughty
Telegrap
But
iMoore
Colleen
Nice' you ain't seen nothing yet!
Both picture and player deserve
superlatives. . . . Not only is
story basically good, hut it has been
with
up to high nines
gagged ovoking
combination of
mirth-pr
sure-fire touches and original
twists. . . . Colleen exceeds any
characterization she has yet contributed in whimsicality, elfin
springhtliness, charm and true

" But
A knockout.
sense. "In
comic
Journal:
'Naughty
Nice' Colleen iMoore proves why
biggest boxshe is First
office
bet. National's
Colleen amusing
and
Roy
Pxess
«T

Printers

Get the Combination
Productions of quality usually
reflect the use of Eastman
Negative Film.

Specify prints on Eastman
Positive and you get the
combination that carries
photographic quality through
to the screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER.

COMPANY
N.Y.

M;7^2cn
CLEVELAND

, O,

DON
HURRY!
(BUT DON'T GET LEFT!)

take your time — examine all the
products of all companies— the comparison
BIG
PARADE
BE
R
HUN-

^ol. XXXVI

No.

3 CHANEYS
4 HAINES
2 GILBERTS
3 DAVIES
1 GISH

1
2
1
3

SYD CHAPLIN
GARBOS
NOVARRO
SHEARERS

2 COOGANS

6 McCOYS
3 DANE-ARTHUR
3 CODY-PRINGLE
2 DOG STAR
5 COSMOPOLITANS

GARDEN OF ALLAH (Ingram)
THE CROWD Specials:
(Vidor)
THE COSSACKS (Qilfcen) NAPOLEON
ROSE-MARIE-BODY AND SOUL
MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERES
Junior Features:
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
OUR GANG— CHARLEY CHASE
MAX DAVIDSON-ALL-STAR
M-G-M
EVENTSweekly
(Ttchmcoior)
UEWS-TwKe
M-O-M GREAT

M-G-M ODDITIES

under act of March 3, 1879

Published Weekly— $2.00 a Yc

Los Angeles

Neiv York

M
ICE 20

Get the Combination
Productions of quality usually
reflect the use of Eastman
Negative Film.

Specify prints on Eastman
Positive and you get the
combination that carries
photographic quality through
to the screen.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER.

COMPANY
N.Y.

bull
IS passe
^ Superlatives have gone the way of
all flesh. Wild claims and wise cracks

won't sell motion pictures today. It's
^

a new, discriminating world. Thinking minds are buying pictures. Exhibitors are business men.
facts.

They want

Fine! Here are facts:

C! "Chang" played to 301,000 people in 9 weeks at the Rivoli Theatre, New York. Doing
more business the 3rd week at the Roosevelt, Chicago, than it did the first. And the first was
nearly a record. Equally big in Boston, Detroit and Los Angeles. A picture keyed to these
changing times-"Chang"-and proving it! XXXXXXXXX
^ "Way of All Flesh" (according to Variety) '^'^Only picture on Broadway doing capacity under
its own horsepower and will run till fall." Harold Franklin, President of West Coast Theatres
wires: "*Way of All Flesh' opened long run at Criterion, Los Angeles, to very enthusiastic
audience. A triumph for Paramount and Janniugs. Audiences thunder approval."
X
X
I"Just movies" won't get results like that these days. It takes
aring, unusual pictures shrewdly geared to present day standards,
aramount Pictures in the modern manner.
n^ "Way of AU Flesh."

Pictures like "Chang"

XXXXXXXX

lacis^ mor^

ign^ oi me times:

Variety conducts nation-wide survey of the box office drawing
power of stars and proves Harold Lloyd way in the lead.
X
Xi
Clara Bow gets 16,000 fan letters a month, world's record. Wins]
popularity contest after contest.
XXXXXXXXl
Fan magazines report more letters received from readers lauding
Richard Dix than any other male star. X

X

X

X

X

X

^J

Fred Thomson on Paramount program, after careful check-up of country shows him leading!
Western ace.

And so on down the list of Paramount stars.

No synthetic luminaries.

because the exacting box office demands of today make them stars.

X

^ '^Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" sells 600,000 copies as a book. A Paramount Picture.

X

X

Stars
X

"Beau Geste" no

freak hit as a road show but its value known in advance because a half million Americans bought the book.
( "Beau Sabreur", its sequel and an equally big seller, also in Paramount's 100% Program for that reason.
IT 11 solid pages in the New York Times on aviation the other day — Lindbergh, Chamberlin, Byrd — and
Paramount first and exclusive with "Wings", a big road show of the air, opening August 1st on Broadway. Underworld stories in enormous public favor — and Paramount first with "Underworld" and "The
City Gone Wild." And how adult, how different from anything you've ever seen!

No, you can't make them

or advertise them with bull any more. It takes the resources of a mighty organization, showmanship and
keen knowledge of the tastes of these breathless, changing times to click in 1927-8. Each picture built
skillfully around a big idea. Each picture pregnant with box office reasons for making it. Each picture attuned to the times.

You must have this kind of picture the coming season or give way to the man who

has. You get them in the 60 star hits, the 20 specials and the short features in Paramount's 100% Program.
And, frankly, nowhere else!

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

for showmen of today

The Sculptor
Out of the unfinished block of marble the
sculptor chisels a perfect figure.
Thus at Consolidated skilled craftsmen
gathered from all over the world develop
the beauty of your negatives and prints, and
insure their perfection.

Look '£m Over!
UNIVERSAL HAS
THE PICTURES

)

FUNNY days! Trade papers editorially po
this year!'^ Sales managers weeping as th
days! THEY'RE NOT HOLDING OUT O
ever! Faster than ever! WeVe got the goo

There isn't room to list thetn all so
we give you here just a few of the
broadside of hits in UNIVERSAL'S
BIG GUN GROUP.
ALIAS
AN

BACK

AN

THE

DEACON

EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION
Starring JEAN HERSHOLT. John B.
Hytner and LeRoy Clemens' stage hit.

TO GOD'S

COUNTRY

IRVIN WILLAT PRODUCTION
A James Oliver Curwood story starring
RENEE ADOREE
with Walter Long.

The SMALL

BACHELOR

A WILLIAM A. SEITER PRODUCTION
P. G.Wodehouse's "Liberty" serial with
Andre Beranger — Barbara Kent —
Lucien Littlefield.

The IRRESISTIBLE

LOVER

A WILLIAM BEAUDINE PRODUCTION
Starring NORMAN
KERRY and
LOIS MORAN. Supervised by Carl
Laemmle, Jr.

The CHINESE

PARROT

A PAUL LENI PRODUCTION
Earl Derr Biggers' Popular Saturday
Evening Post serial with Marian Nixon
— Hobart Bosworth — Anna May Wong.

SURRENDER!
AN

WE
AN

EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION
Based on "Lea Lyon" immortal European stage play starring Mary Philbin
and Ivan Mosjukine.

AMERICANS
EDWARD SLOMAN PRODUCTION
Sensational Broadway stage hit by Milton Cropper and Max Siegel. With an
all-scar cast.

— and more and more hits !— 26 BIG
GUN JEWELS in all!- a Broadside
of Hits'

Showing 'em to exhibitors! Got 'em fighting*
PICTURES! Pictures you can see— right now*
TION CLASS that you can see! SHOWMA
thought in every single picture on the line-up
GOT TO HAVE UNIVERSAL THIS YEAR!
ING— not us! Carl Laemmle made 'em« Lived
UNIVERSALIS GREATEST YEAR! Called
dreds of thousands to get the cream of the ma
manship ideas, directors, casts! He got it! You kn
UNIVERSAL IS SITTING ON TOP OF THE

/L

DO

EXHIBITORS!

That's why THEY'RE

Uniyersars BIG GUN

GROUP

I

^ Check Every Iteml
UNIVERSAL

HAS

EVERYTHING

ndering "Exhibitors are delaying their buying
ey meet: "Exhibitors are not buying!" Funny
N UNIVERSAL! We're selling! Greater than
ds! THE PICTURES! Finished! Completed!
Scrambling for the BRICK AND MORTAR
Plays, stories, titles, casts, directors, PRODUC*
NSHIP that you can see. BOX OFFICEthat is so evident it shouts! Shouts: YOU'VE
THE PICTURES ARE DOING THE SHOUT-

There isn't room to list them all so
we give you here just a few of the
broadside of hits in UNIVERSAUS
BIG GUN GROUP.
WILD

BEAUTY

A HENRY MACRAE PRODUCTION
Starring REX, King of Wild Horse*.
From Sylvia Seid's well-known story.

The THIRTEENTH
AN

BUCK

PRIVATES

A MELVILLE BROWN PRODUCTION
A comedy riot around the Army of Occupation. From Stuart Lake's story.
Starring Lya de Putti and Malcolm
MacGregor with ZaSu Pitts.

MIDNIGHT
A

rket's plays, books, magazine successes, showow it. Everybody knows it! It's on every tongue.
WORLD! We know it! So do the worriers. SO
NOT HOLDING OUT ON UNIVERSAL!

A BllOADS IHE

AN

ROSE

PRODUCTION BY JAMES YOUNG
who made '"Ponjola". Starring Kenneth
Harlan and Lya de Putti. Story by J.
Grubb Alexander.

CHEATING

at the studio. To crown his life's work with
for the best in every department. Spent hun-

JUROR

EDWARD LAEMMLE PRODUCTION
Henry Irving Dodge's Broadway play
starring Francis X. Bushman and Anna
Q. Nilsson, with George Siegmann and
Martha Mattox.

CHEATERS

EDWARD LAEMMLE PRODUCTION
MAX MARGIN'S Broadway stage hit.
With Kenneth Harlan, Betty Compson
and Lucien Littlefield.

SILK STOCKINGS
A WESLEY RUGGLES
Starring LAURA

PRODUCTION
LA PLANTE with

Otis Harlan.
Cyril Harcourt's delightful stage From
hit.

HOOT GIBSON IN
7 BIG GUN JEWELS

A REAVES EASON PRODUCTION
Gibson's first releaie is" Painted Ponies"
from the story by John H. Hamlin.

— and more and more hits! — 26 BIG
GUN JEWELS in all! — a Broadside
of Hits !

6 F HITS

Slashing Melodrama o£ the Roaring
Rails and Uncle Sanies Marines!
Pete Harrison Boils Over With
Praise, to Wit:
• •
^^An
Excellent
Melodrama
Thrills Aplenty • • • Plot Strong • • •
Whirl of Excitement!''
Thunders Its Way Into The New
York
Hippodrome
July
18th For
Another F B O
showmen's
TRIUMPH!

/OSEPHP.
KENNEDY
presents

mf

Watch £or deic^ils
o£ sensational tie**
up with Charley
Lindbergh'^s big air
tour across the
nation !

%

Oh
boy!
Do
they
use
the
''News

We believe that your box office
check up, is far better than that
handled by any other paper. We
use this check up in getting an idea
as to the value of pictures which we
have under contract.
A. F. SAMS, Jr.,
General Manager.

This News is a great help to exhibitors, and I will say frankly I am
lost without it.
(Signed)

O. A. FAUST, Mgr.
Opera House,
Butler, Pa.

The News is the best all around
book on the market. I don't see how
a real exhibitor can get along and
not read said book.

yy

MISS B. L. HICKOX
Isis Theatre,
P. O. Box 285,
Boulder, Colo.

These are samples
of over 1200 similar
letters on file in this
office^

^

-G-M HAS
NO
COMPETITION!
Examine all products
then look at M-Q-M^s
line-up and you^ll agree
there^s no comparison!
MORE
N'
IJLOBHERTk.

exhibitors than ever

WILL play M^&M in 1927-28,
OUR contracted business
RIGHT now is far ahead of
ANY M-G'M year — and growing!
WHY? Because —

M-G-M

HAS NO COMPETITION!

YOU know it's true —
THERE is no competitor.
(continued)

#

t

(^ A

^51

CHAPLIN^
*.•

(continued)

WHO

can even touch M-G-M!

THIS is our product for 77-78
3 CHANEYS — 3 SHEARERS — 2 GILBERTS — 2 GARBOS
1 GISH— 3 DAVIES— 1 SYD CHAPLIN— 1 NOVARRO
4 HAINES— 3 DANE-ARTHURS— 3 CODY PRINGLES
6|VlcC0YS— 2C00G ANS— SCOSMOPOLITANS- 2D0G STAR

And Great Specials Including
GARDEN OF ALLAH (Ingram)— THE CROWD (Vidor)— THE COSSACKS (Gilbert)
ROSE - MARIE — MADEMOISELLE
FROM
ARMENTIERES — NAPOLEON —
BODY AND SOUL

And the Big Parade of Shorts
HAL ROACH COMEDIES— Our Gang— Max Davidson— Charley Chase— All Star—
M-G-M NEWS (Twice Weekly)— M'G'M ODDITIES— M-G-M GREAT EVENTS

TRY and find (it can't he done!)
A group of Star Names

TO compete with M-G-M's
BIG Parade of Stars!
THOUSANDS of exhibitors
ARE convinced that

M-G-M

HAS NO COMPETITION!

AND judging by current hits —

("Rookies" — "Slide, Kelly, Slide" — "Lot-ers" — "Mr. Wu" — "Flesh and the Devil" — "Te/[ /t to the Marines'
"After Midnight" — "Flaming
Forest" — "Tillie the Toiler" — "Tueli'e Miles Out" — etc., etc., etc.]

ONE after another — and now topped off by 'The
CALLAHANS and the Murphys"
WE'RE convincing
EVEN our competitors that

G-M HAS NO
COMPETITION!
1927-28 is the Year of ''The Big Parade'' and ''Ben-Hiir''

k.*ik

4 LEATKICE

JOY I*-

FOUR

BIG

HITS

FOR

A BIG
mm

STAR

Leatrice Joy is destined to make new records at your
box'office in these four pictures of distinctive merit
PATHE^DEMILLE PROGRAM,
1927-1928

LEATRICE

JOY

LEATRICE

111

THE BLUE
DANUBE
liith VICTOR

IHE A^GEL OF
BROADWAY

VARCONI

A Eascinating Romance in an Old
World Setting.
A Real Special
By JOHN

The thrilling story of a Broadway
night club entertainer who assumes
the role of a Salvation Army lass.
By LENORE

FARROW

LEATRICE

JOY

WHAT HOLDS
MEN

A Breath-taking Drama from
Wallace Irwin's Sensational Story
"All Front and No Back"

PATHE

NEWS

- I'ATHECOMEDIES

JOY

in
111

SELF
DEFENSE

STUDIO

J. COFFEE

LEATRICE

111

DEMILLE

JOY

•
1*1

PICTURES

- I'A THESERIALS

- PA I HEIMCTURES

An absorbing drama of love played
out against a luxurious background
of society
By MARGAREllA

PATHE

lUlTLE

EXCHANGE,
Distributors

Inc.

This is the tropical
tale of Carmen and
her tempestuous
love affairs; and
of the great Toreador, ivho threw
the hull — and howl

WILLIAM

FOX

PRESENTS

ARME

OF

CLOVES

N

^1^ -y

with

DOLORES DEL RIO
VICTOR McLAGLEN
^ased on the story by

PROSPER

MERIMEE

Adapted by

GERTRUDE

OUL

WALSH

ORR

PRODUCTION

with

DOLORES DELRIOan^iVICTORM^LAGLEN
RAOUL WALSH -^roc/t*c«o/i

Again they command
the screen — this mag'
nificent pair from
"What Price Glory" —
McLaglen, creator of
the undying Captain
Flagg and Del Rio,
the unforgettable
Charmdine.

Here we liave them in another
triumphant creation of a screen
couple — McLaglen as the masterful
Toreador, and Del Rio as the pas-

N PLUS" — describes this elab'

sionate, all'conquering Carmen —
a pair you will warm and thrill to !

production — "Carmen plus the
More dr

us of Del Rio and McLaglen."
atic, more eye^filling than any

of the

at Carmens of the operatic stage

this picture also packs more punch and
more joy than any former creation of
Merimee's worldrenowned story.

FOX

There are scenes
primitive passion
in this "Carmen".

the truth is

the trade paper
which carries
advertising of all
the companies
all the tint e is th e
paper which will
be read by the exhibitor because
of the complete
news value of
such advertising
and — the carrying of regular
advertising is a
proof of the confidence of the
advertiser that
it is read.

!*^ $

B»>ViCTORlM<LAGLEN-EDMUNDL0WEDOLORES
RAOUL WALSH PRODUCTION

DEL RIO
IF

ij

^'

PAIDT
GEORGE
O'BRIEN ^ •VlltCINiAVMLliJ.FARRELL
M*<DONALD^
WILLIAM POWELL
HOWARD HAWKS PRODUCTION
^ ■ fef*

.-v<^^

LANCHE

SWEET.

I 1^

SINCED

r^'

WARNER

^

BAXTER • MARY M'^AUISTER
^"^^
GRIFFITH WRAY
V HN PRODUCTION
llO

i wm

m
im/A

t #

'V/

1

i
wwfi wmA, / /#£
f/M'i

/ /
/

A^/// #

f^ ^/^A

/

;

'

«

1.0VES or

w A R MEN

'^

^

^,

e

WITH DOLORES

DEL RIO • VICTOR

RAOUL
WALSH
PRODUCTION
M^

1 CIRLrWANf ED

i*^

STARRING JANET CAYNOR

^ALFRED
4^

E.CREEN

-A,

PRODUCTION

-<9«^'s<.

DE

EASTSIDE.WES
WITH

GEORGE

O'BRIEN '^^ ALLAN

DWAN

The JOY GIRL
ALLAN

DWAN

?^^^^

PRODUCTION

fox

*^ox
withOLIVE
BORDEN
fox I04.
Fox 2
6
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i
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Pushing Pictures on the PubUc
Production Should Follow Demandy Not Precede It

By William A. Johnston
THE Wool worth — or any chain stores — buys for the public and the picture theatre
present a significant contrast with picture theatres, these days.
doesn't.
The chain stores of the country are highly
prosperous. They are stock market leaders. THE Wool worth store is based upon a
simple principle of vast public appeal
Their earnings statements show steady, often
remarkable, advances.
— popular goods at popular prices.
With facilities for a huge turnover they
Evidently there's something pretty solid are able to go to the maker of what was held
under the chain store principle and operato be a twenty-five cent article and get him
tion.
to produce it so that it can be profitably sold
We can imagine the exhibitor everywhere for ten cents.
looking with considerable envy upon his
The point is that the producer of the goods
chain store neighbor as he compares this is subservient to the store. He produces for
substantial trade with his own hazardous one. the store.
The store knows its public, multiplies itself so that it can buy and sell in million gross
JUST what is the difference between a
lots
and then invites the producer to make
chain store and a chain theatre?
the goods a vast public will buy.
Offhand, you will say that one deals in a
Production, in other words, follows and
tangible commodity, and the other in an is based upon demand.
illusory thing called entertainment. One
handles necessities; the other — but right here
the argument breaks down. We are told that IN the picture business, this good, sensible
order is completely reversed.
in the poverty pinch of the Mississippi flood
Production precedes demand.
the business of the picture houses fell off
The public doesn't pull the pictures from
less than that of the merchants in general.
the
producer: the producer pushes his picPeople count their movie fare a necessity,
tures on to the public.
apparently. And, while it is true that you
He starts off by announcing that he will
cannot manufacture movies after a model
and by standardized methods, nevertheless make a block of so many pictures; and each
we are all pretty well agreed that we do make year there is overproduction.
Ownino^, then, his own distribution, he
their manufacture altogether too costly and pushes
this product out to the theatres.
mysterious and haphazard a thing.
And, now, owning theatres, he pushes his
But there's one difference between chain pictures out to the public.
stores and chain theatres which, in itself, is
Which, as I say, is a complete reversal of
wide enough to define the success or failure
the regular process of filling a public deof any retail business.
mand.
{Continued on next page)
And that difference is: the chain store
^

^

iK

^

Motion
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And that is the trouble today. Just so
And right tliere is the difference between
chain stores and chain theatres.
long as we proceed as gamesters, and not as
One buys for the public; the other buys economists, this large industry will continue
to be a game.
for the producer.
'>
•(*
'P
'S
One is able to get a manufacturer to supply the public with a twenty-five cent article
for ten cents.
GERMANY does not regard motion pictures as a game. Nor does Great BritIf a chain of theatres today could get a
ain. In the reorganized Ufa of Berlin approducer to supply a fifty cent movie for
pear the names of the leading industrialists,
twenty-five cents — well, we wouldn't be in bankers and agricultrists of Germany.
an industrial panic as we are today.
In Great Britain, for the past several years
the motion picture has been a subject of
gravest thought and discussion by the chiefs
IF it is true that our economic structure is of government.
geared up backward we are not going to
•t*

T*

"t*

•!*

make any progress. That's certain.
The groaning of the industry right now is THIS isn't a game, gentlemen, and it can't
be continued as a game.
simply the creaking of a bad industrial maFor one thing, it is a large manufacturing
chine.
— distributing — retailing industry, with a
The simple fact is that we don't make huge investment in which the public and the
pictures for the public at a popular price.
commercial banks now hold a large particiSo we temporize with producer-owned
pation in the way of stocks, bonds and morttheatres, key city show windows, brass-band
presentations — and what not.
For another thing the motion picture is
And we have mounting costs in the studios agages.
piece of international merchandise.
and theatres, higher, higher, higher — till the
These business facts are important enough.
top blows off in the wind of a panic.
But still more important is the fact that the
motion picture is, by all admissions, today
a maker of world commerce and a promoter
SINCE this publication was started we of world ideas.
have insisted right along that this was
To quote a banker. Dr. A. H. Gianinni,
an industry and, like any other industry,
such an industry "is entitled to the attention
would be healthy or sick as it observed eco- and support of those who are seated in high
nomic laws.
in the councils of our country."
To which others have replied that we places
That is the future of this remarkable business, as I see it. It icill have the attention and
were mistaken, that it was a game. It is still
so regarded.
support of such men and such forces.
July 29, 1927
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More Echoes of "The Bull in
the Picture Shop
95

William A. Johnston's Recent Editorial Brings Comment From
Several Quarters, Including a Sales Manager, a Big Chain
Executive and an Independent Exhibitor
recent
A. JOHNSTON'S
WILLIAM
al,
editori
"The BuUin the Picture
Shop", continues to stir up a lot of
comment throughout the industry. Selection
has been made of three representative opinions for publication this week.
James R. Grainger, general sales manager
for Fox, does not like our remarks about
sales conventions.
He writes:
"Where in hell did you get the information that conventions consisted of bands,
songs, special trains, white flannel pants,
stunts, parades, photographers, food, drink
and handshaking? Of course, you could not
have had the Fox Film Corporation's convention inmind when you wrote this article.
"First of all, I do not own any white
flannel pants, and not having the time to
play golf like a lot of other fellows, I cannot
even have a pair of the white knickers, of
which I am willing to bet you own several
pair.
"The only parade I know of at the Fox
Convention was the parade to the dinner
table three times a day; and, of course, you
would expect us. Bill, to feed our employees".
So much for that.
Then Mr. Grainger has this to say: "As
to your statement that pictures are not selling, insofar as this Corporation is concerned,
I am now advising you that you are making
a terrible mistake. Our business so far this

wet on it so far as many companies are conIn reply to which we have this to say:
cerned".
Everybody recognizes Mr. Grainger's ability as a sales executive. We must disagree
with him, however, on the value of sales
conventions, and also on the point as to the
present booking slump.
In doing so, we are not referring to the
specific product of any specific company.
We are discussing a general situation which
we believe to be widely prevalent, as shown
in our own first-hand survey printed in The
News last week.
News — So We Printed It
Much of the material gathered in this
survey we published; some of it remains
unpublished because it is of a confidential
nature. But all of it tends to support the
conclusion that new season bookings, in
general, are far behind the normal at this
time of the year.
That is news of prime importance; so we
printed it.
We now give the floor to E. V. Richards,
of New Orleans, who sends a clipping about
a convention, and says:

"Note attached. Another 'Convention
Expense Started'. More bunk on 'how great
the Boss is', no getting down to real 'service
or facts', and cost plus turnover of help after
season on the sale of next year's product is training them. Where is this headed? Have
far in advance of any previous year, and I we a natural born 'Bureaucratic Business'?
think you should retract that statement.
"Your article this week on Service is very
good.
Engineering companies of every
"I am certain that we are good friends
enough to believe that you will accept this description only send out salesmen that are
letter in the spirit in which it is written, but engineers and especially service engineers.
I think you owe it to yourself to correct the When a customer gets an adjustment under
statement I mention, insofar as vou are all one of their contracts, it is because that
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More Echoes

— Continued
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'service fell down in addition to the product "I read your magazine
and one other
defects', hence the better enforcing of con- trade paper from cover to cover every week
tracts in the engineering field.
and find that I know more about a salesman's
,,jr
J- . -L .
J
1
product than he can tell me.
Not one of
distributor and salesman
were'
a ^k^^
^^^^^
^trade
a magazme,
•
j,trained
■if Jevery
,7
,
1^1
1-r
them
reads
a
accordmg
to
theatre manager and the conditions .i ^ o*-^^^^^^*- ^ a u
u
f,
,1 r-1
'^L
ij
J.
^ J t^^ statement made by each.
^
of the way the film is to oe sold or presented
was a part of the contract, what a blessing "How do they expect to get the exhibitor's
the salesman engineer would be even to chain confidence when all they can tell him of their
theatres and circuits and the entire industry! product that they want him to stake his local

on^u ..is:t ^u-'It'st a -n whiz-bang!'i • or
reputation^
* • Jmen <tt^^^»
LI trained
J J ofX able,
I
fre have
hundreds
J
t*TTz
7
.
7 •
rr
•. Here s one that 1 thmk will go over big at
as salesmen in our business.
How easy it ,,^„^ i ^,, rr- > /i ^ i
»^
u x
11 L .
• .1
• .
yo^r box-ornce
(but he cant say why).
woMbetogivethemamntense course on gox-office
, by the way, is being sadlv run
puhhctty to the patron to }tt local conditions j^^^ ^^ ^ „^
^ ^jj ^d^^dsers". '
and how to help the average exhibitor to beunits of his
come part of the important
Tfiere is a Booking Slump
It cannot be done with the
community!

'Scotch and corn bottle portfolio policy'.

Finally, on the question of the booking
"At least your shot has caused a few chins '^^^P ^^ /^u^^^ ^^P^ ^""^ ^^ ^^^ T'^ '"^u
who will
thebecountr
^ exhibit
P^'^^^
permit
his ors
namein to
used. y He says:
to rise-it is constructive, so keep it up". not

What Happens in the Field
And here is a letter from F. C. Shugert,
manager of the Palace Theatre, Columbus,
Ohio, who tells just what happens when the
salesman,
under
the
hurrah
convention
policy and the absence of service information, gets into action:

"The distributors and producers expected
to close contracts on enthusiasm engendered
at sales conventions; they have not worked
the exhibitor up to a buying frame of mind
by the steady barrage of advertising to which
exhibitors have become accustomed.
uai
•u
•
i
Almost without exception the companies

"Have just completed reading your editorial in the current issue of The News.
It
is, as usual, splendid and should be of great
help to thoughtful members of the industry.
Congratulations on putting the problem so
clearlv and concisely.
,

are asking big increases in film rentals.
I
will not only not pay an increase, but in some
cases I will not pay as much for product as
I paid last year — meaning for the current
season. I'm trading — and trading hard.
nr^..
,
,
. ,.
^,
Ihe theatres are hard hit.
Ihey are

*'You touched on the point that exhibitors
need more service in buying product. Absolutely correct. .Have been interviewed by
six or eight salesmen so far. Not one of them
knew what any one of the pictures they were
selling was about. They could only give
bare (very) skeleton of plot as outlined on

having a struggle to survive. Producers
threw a scare with their 'general economy*
program, their curtailing of advertising,
their talk about reduction in overhead — and
the result is that some of this feeling of insecurity and uneasiness has communicated
itself to the theatre men. They are biding

their working
'comedy drama' ,
and they didn't
out any more.

their time and they make no bones
that they are in no hurry to buy
There'll be plenty on the market —
expect to buy for less than they

sheets — such as 'drama' ,
etc. That was all they knew
seem interested in finding
These men represented the

biggest distributors in the business, too.

being quoted".

of saying
pictures,
and they
are now
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In Ten Years— No Progress

f

J ^ ROM
an editorial
by William
A. Johnston
in
The conditions Mr. Masthaiim cites have been more
li
Motion
Picture
News,
issue of December
15, or less well known to a number of people in the busi1917:
ness for some time.
Something of a bomb was thrown into the midst of
No one, however, has thus far put them in concrete
the film industry last iveekl
figures — such as the ivaste of eleven features a tveek,
It came in the form of an eight hundred-word tele- and the fact that one exchange will do the tvork of
gram from Stanley Mastbaum, of Philadelphia, to the tivelve.
heads of fifteen film companies and to the trade press. The figures are startling.
They give us a pretty clear
Mr. Mastbaum calls attention to a stupendous waste idea of ivhat the industry has been undergoing.
Twennow being home
by the industry — of a half-million ty-six million dollars a year pure waste!
For a long
dollars a tveek — this waste being the result of over- time the industry has been writhing under this treproduction plus unnecessary distribution costs.
mendous
load.
. . . The
industry
has had
to

|
m
|
§
B
=
|
M
g
M
B
B

I
^''The exhibitor," says Mr. Mastbaum,"
must pay. struggle along to make a profit against almost overM How long can he continue to pay?"
whelming odds.
S
''''The manufacturer
cannot help the exhibitor beStanley Mastbaum is gone.
But the need for real
1 cause the manufacturers have made no effort to help economic
stability remains
as pressing
as when
he

g
B
|
H

I themselves."

g

pointed it out ten years ago.
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Captains of Industry
THE new board of directors of Ufa, the companies.
But no such representation of
German film concern, is an amazing first-class ability has ever been gathered tolist of names of some of the foremost gether by a single film concern. The Ufa
business leaders in Germany.
organization has hitherto been considered in
Amazing, because it is so unlike the make- some quarters here as meaning a Nationalisup of directorates and governing bodies of tic propaganda scheme on the part of Dr.
American picture companies,
or they are Alfred Hugenberg.
This view is set aside
unlike it, whichever way you please. by a mere glance at the names, which repreThe amount of business ability, wide ex- sent many shades of political belief,
perience, diversified interests and leadership The point we make is that the motion picon the Ufa directorate is without precedent ture in Germany has now come into the full
in film annals.
To understand
precisely recognition of the leaders of business. They
what this would mean in this country, sup- have become active on the Ufa board. They
pose we imagine the directing personnel of bring to the motion picture proved records
a single American concern as including: of success in other fields; business wisdom,
E. H. Gary, Charles M. Schwab, Gerard position and stability to the film industry.
Swope or Owen D. Young; George East- We have remarked many times that the
man, Herbert Hoover, Adolph S. Ochs or real problem of this industry is man-power,
some other great newspaper publisher; Kent In all the commotion over economy — and
Cooper of the Associated Press and Karl thus far it is only commotion — man-power
Bickel of the United Press; bankers like is, and will remain, the vital thing.
Charles H. Sabin or Charles E. Mitchell or It will be immediately objected, of course,
Dwight W. Morrow or J. P. Morgan; law- that because a man has been a leader in one
yers of the rank of Charles Evans Hughes; great industrial field it does not follow that
representatives of all the political parties; in he will be in another,
general, first-rank leaders In their fields. Neither does it follow that he will not be.
The personnel of the Ufa group we printed But business wisdom, judgment and just orin full last week. Some of the parallels sug- dinary common sense, plus vision, are standgested above are not as close as they might ard qualities In all lines of activity,
be; but the general idea Is the same.
The plain truth is that genuine leadership
There are, of course, bankers, and able In all branches of this Industry — man-power
ones, on the directorates of some American is the word — Is needed now as never before.
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PICTURES
AND

PEOPLE
T
The portrait of Adolph
Zukor, head of
Paramount,
painted
by Giuseppe
Trotta
for the Pep Club and exhibited recently
at the Hoivard Young Galleries

A Bumper

Year

HE B. M. P. A., the British organizatini'
corresponding to the Wampas and the A. M. P.
A. liere, and affiliated with those organizations.
has just started off its third brilliant yeai-. H.
A. Walliss, publicity manager of Pathe Freres,
is the new chairman; W. Arthur Northam becomes vice-chairman ; W. F. Husband, of Tiffany, is secretary, to be assisted by W. L. Streeton, of Fox; Horace Williams, of First National,
is treasurer; and Horace Judge, also of F. N.,
will continue to edit The Bumper, the piiblication of the association. Robb Lawson, of United
Artists, retiring chairman, becomes lay press
i-epresentative ; Frederick J. Allen of F. N. is
now trade press representative. Guy Austin, F.
N. ; H. Burgess, Ideal, and Frank Marr, Western
Import, form the committee. The past year has
been even more successful than the first, and
splendid work has been done in promoting cooperation between the film industry and the

An iinusitally lovely camera study of an
unusually lovely lady: Marion Nixon, who
has a prominent role in UniversaFs film,
"The Chinese Parrot"

liress.

I

Ralph Inxe, F B O director, who arrived
in Netv York City this week to shoot exteriors amusement
on "Coney Island"
at the famous
resort here

Chief Comerford

N recognition of his efforts on behalf of the
firemen in working for old age pensions and
compensation plans for them, M. B. Comerford,
well kno\^^^ head of the Comerford circuit and
other interests and a national director of the
M. P. T. 0. A., has been made honorary chief of
the Scranton, Pa., Fire department. He is the
first man to receive this important honor. He
also becomes a member of the Firemen's Advisory board, where he Avill press enactment of tlie
pension system.

Fay Wray, chosen as leading lady for Jannings
in mount),"Hitting
Heaven" since {Parahas advancedfor rapidly
her
work
in "The
Wedding
March"

Tlii-.w iiiinie slcrs hiirr Iti ki'rp an etigl,' ( niicrsal hii> ii niinther of \<>un^ plnyers <ij tiiorc llimi i tie i c; \ iirnf,! iiuiij. m inienile stars is
eye on their uriiih'. Rin-Tin-Tin wear^ the usual talent and beauty who bid fair to rise rapidly. Hiizz Barton, whose first for F B O, "The
a worried
look when
the scale at the
lien' is one: Barbara Worth, leading lady in "Fast and
Boy Rider," has been completed.
Buzz
Warner studio hits the 63 pound mark
is just 13 years old
Furious"
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Gotham selected its cast for "Sinews of Steel" with unusual care, picking the most suitable player available for each role. In the upper row are
Gaston Glass, Lolila Lee, Greta Von Rue, Bobby Gordon and Paul VonGardner
W'eigel; below: !\orah Hayden, Charles Wellesley, Anders Randolf and John

R.

Denny Off

For England

EGINALD DENNY, accompanied by liis wife, arrived
111 New York Tuesday on board the Twentieth Century, on
the first lap of his journey to visit his home in England. He
sailed at midnight on the Berengaria and plans a two weeks'
vacation there before returning on the Leviathan to resume
his picture scheduled at Universal City
This is Denny's first visit to his home since the war. He
left England in 1919 following his release from the Royal
Air Force and resumed his stage career in New York. Several
years later he w^as sent to the Coast by Universal to make
"The Leather Pushers" series, which were destined to make
hin famous in motion pictures.
Since making his current picture "Fast and Furious," an
automobile racing stoiy in which he suffered several injuries
which culminated in an operation for appendicitis, he has fell
in need of an extended rest.
Before his departure from the Coast he purchased a lodge
in the San Bernardino Mountains.

Electricians, who chose her as queen to reign over their
Fourtli Annual Benefit Frolic and Ball, held recently in the
fiesta ballroom of the Hotel Ambassador. More than that,
they presented Miss Hiatt with a mammoth loving cup of
tx'iumph.bearing an engraved inscription which proclaims her
silver,
No honor in Hollywood is more eagerly sought in the screen
world than that of being chosen the official beauty of the
studio electricians. It is a title that carries real significance.
The studio electricians are not easily pleased. They are
glutted with beauty from morning until night with girls at
the left liand and at tlie right, before them and behind them,
powdering and prinking and looking their best for the
camera's eye. No studio electrician is easily impressionable.

Outing
's Pictures,
National
Firstof First
National
EMPLOYEES

Inc., will hold
their second annual outing at Indian Point on the Hudson on
Saturday, July 23rd. The steamer Chauncey M. Depew ha-s
been eliartered to take the picnickers up the river and to
bring them back. The steamer will leave West 42nd St. at
9 :30 a.m., and West 125th St. at 9 :50, returning about 10 p.m.
Various amusement events have been arranged for the entertainment ofthe First Nationalites, such as races of different
kinds for men and for girls, a baseball game between the
married men and the bachelors, tennis, swimming and dancing. William P. Mullen, office personnel manager, is in charge
of arrangements.

en
New ofQue
Hollyw
hasood
a 's
new queen
beauty!
H OLLYWOOD

Of course,
everyone knows that Ruth Hiatt, featured player in Mack
Bennett's "Jimmy Smith" domestic comedies, has more than
a fair share of comeliness and charm, but now she has been
officially enthroned as a beauty by the Association of Studio

Miss Columbia, who represented Columbia Pictures Corporation at the
national exhibitor convention in Columbus, photographed tvith Governor
Vic Donahey of Ohio
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King Vidor at ivork filming exteriors for "The (Woivd"' during his recent trip to Neiv York City in connection
ivith the Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer
picture.
He cluirtered a boat, the Seagate, and these scenes shotv the director at work with his leads, Eleanor Boardman and James Murray, and
many extras

Ho !
,
, d
LAr
ELa
NGw
RAl
who was publicist
MAs
LCOUoa

foi- "Ben Hur"
when the company was in Italy, last week resigned as editor
er house organ, and departed for
of "Brass Tacks," the Warn
the Coast with Mrs. Marangella. He left behind liim a number
of phxys and stories with a leading broker, and if things break
right he will shortly abandon the publicity pen for the fiction
field.

M..

Exhibitor's Daughter Weds

IS. EARL RATHBUN, daughter of Col. W. S. Butleifield, prominent Michigan circuit head, was married last
week to Charles S. Mott, vice-president of General Motors.

N^

Starless Week

O asterisks were conferred by the National Boai'd of
Review for last week. One feature and three short subjects
wore reviewed.

o

Welcome, Eloise!

NE of the famous taxicabs tliat saved Paris during tlie
hist battle of the Marne, "Eloise," was, as this was Ix'ing
wiitten, expected to arrive in New York on Thursday of this
week, wliere she was to receive a fitting reception after her
long trip across country from Califoi-nia. She will be tlie
guest of the S. Rankin Drew post of the American Legion.

Suitable welcoming ceremonies will be participated in by the
French War Veterans' society, the British legion, the Belgian
War Veterans'
society, the Polish Veterans' club, and the
Drew
post.

LTIIOUGH production has shut down in the East ale
e Her
Ralp
scarcely
a h
weekInc
goes
by without the arrival of
some unit or another to film exteriors in New York City.
This week's incoming company was that accompanying Ralph
Ince, who is directing "Coney Island"' for P B 0. Included
in tlie party are Lucilla Mendez, his wife, and -Tola Mendez,
her sister. He ])lans to spend three weeks at the famous resort.
Ince will himself portray a sideshow barker, wliile his wife
will play the leading feminine role, that of cashier at one of
the
pai-ks. Peter Milne, former News man, is responsible for
the continuity.

Amost entirely,

AMUEL VAN RONKEL, pi-oduccr of the Andy Gump
comedies for Universal, became a proud father last week when
an eight-pound baby girl arrived ll
at! the California Lutheran
Mi
s.
le
ge
s
hospital in Lo
An
h,
S
AVitliO
both mother and daughlcr feeling fine. Van Ronkel
announced a holiday on the set where Joe Murphy. Fay
Tincher and Billy Butts wore busily engaged in portrajnng
tlio antics of Andy, Min and Little Chester, and an impromptu
celebration was held.
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Major Bowes Returns

P

"P.

.AJOR EDWARD BOWES, managing director of tlio
Capitol theatre and a vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
arrived home last week on the S. S. Paris from a month's vacation in Europe — the first he has taken in several years. He
will resume his business duties immediately.
In addition to his work as a film executive and as tlic manager of the big Broadway theatre, Major Bowes edits and tith-s
the Ufa short films which are a feature of the Capitol's programs, and is known to millions of radio fans as the head of
tlie "Capitol family," broadcasting a popular program from
the theatre each Sunday evening.

D."

on Vacation

(jD. COCHRANE, secretary of Universal and sui)ei-visor
of advertising, publicity and exploitation activities, iuis leFt
New York on his fir-st extended vacation in several years. He
is en route with Mrs. Cochrane and their yoiuig son, Philip.
Jr., for a four weeks' stay in the Canadian Rockies.
R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of Universal and a brother
of P. D., is now in Europe with his family. This is the first
time on record that both brothers have been absent from the
Universal home office at the same time.

Back at Desk
feld
CEin
HARLES EINFELD, assistant manager

of advertising for First National Pictures, is back at his desk after a
lioneymoon trip to Bermuda. He was absent a month and
finds his hands full with the accumulated office matters waiting his attention and the business of getting settled in liis
apartment. Charlie reports that Bermuda is full of honeymooners.

he
CTOLL
EEN

Cruise

of the Cojo

MOORE, First National stai- and John V
('ormick, her liusbaud, who will supervise her forthcoming
productions, will sail this week for Florida for a several
weeks' rest.
Miss Moore has purchased a 70-foot cruising yacht named
Maya the Fourth, which has been re-named Cojo, Co standing
for Colleen and Jo for John, on which the trip to Florida
will be made. The yacht will be manned by a captain and
crew of four. On their arrival in Florida waters. Miss Moore
and Mr. McCormick will spend a few weeks resting and deep
sea fishing. They plan to return to the Coast by August 15th
where production will be started immediately on Miss Moore's
next picture, "Synthetic Sin," an adaptation of the stage

Olive Husbrouck, rising yuung Pathe U'eslern slur, snapped at llie studio
with W. V. A. (Dill) Mack, Pathe s chief of exploitation effort, on his
recent trip to the West Coast

How many of these old time exhibitors can you recognize'/ It is n/i
exhibitor convention at the Ten Eyck in Albany, years ago. In the
centre, front row, is Lee Oclus;
the left, W illiam Fox; centre,
back toivards
row, Roxy

play by Frederic and Fanny Hatton. Following "Synthetic
Sin," Miss Moore will appear in "Lilac Time" from the play
by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfui.
ESSE L. LASKY,
firstMr.vice-president
TurnbuUin charge of ])rf!Pagingwho
J
duction
of Paramount,
is in Hollywood speeding up production activities at the Paramount west coast plant, on Tuesday wired Hector Turnbull, a supervisor of the production
staif, to return to Hollywood immediately. Turnbull has been
in Paris conferring with Anita Loos regarding the film production of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." Lasky's message
urged Turnbull to return with all possible haste
as a situation
had developed in Hollywood that only the latter could handle.
Paramount, it seems, is in a perilous position.
Turnbull must be in Hollywood by Sunday or Paramount 's
reputation on the golf course will suifer. The Paramount and
Fox golf teams engaged in a tournament are now tied. Tuesday at the Rancho Club in Hollywood, Lasky and his son,
Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., were defeated by Sol Wurtzel and Jack
Ford. Charles and Jules Furthman of Paramount defeated
James Ryan and Phil Klein of Fox, while Ford Sterling and
Edward Sutherland, a Paramount team, were winning from
Edmiuid Carewe and Al Ray. The defeat of Lynn Buell and
Ed Merritt of Paramomit by George Marshall and Dave Butler of Fox tied the tournament and unless Turnbull gets back
to Hollywood by Sunday to join his team-mate in the final
round against the Fox team, there is danger of Paramount
losing by default.

OMMANDER RICHARD E. BYRi) and liis America
Logbergh, Grover A.
l Lind
in, s
oriaA.
,
crew
Chamberl
Colonel Pict
Charles
d'
CByr
Whalen and the official reception committee of New York
City on Monday night saw the film record of the welcome
home reception tendered the latest trans- Atlantic flight heroes
at the 44th Street theatre. New York City. This feat of newsreel enterprise was performed by the staff of Paramount news
under the super^dsion of Emanuel Cohen, director of Paramount News and Short Feature department, as a tribute to
the airman, who is a close personal friend of Mr. Cohen.
The reel includes sliots of the take-off of the America,
Byrd's ship, and the Columbia, flown by Chamberlin, their
respective arrivals in Europe climaxed by the pictures of
Byi-d on his arrival in New York Monday morning. It was
projected during the intermission of the legitimate production
"A Night In Spain," a Shubert musical comedy to which the
producers had invited the flyer and his party. The audience
roundly applauded at the conclusion of the picture and Mr.
Byrd personally thanked Mr. Cohen on behaK of the flyers.
A stirring movietone presentation of Commander Byrd's
homecoming has been added to the magazine at the Roxy theatre. The famous aviator is seen on his return from abroad
and a recording has been made of one of his speeches.
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First Run St. Louis Houses
Negotiating for Pool

A

DEAL is said to be in the making that will bring about a pool of
three important first run houses in St. Louis. The houses involved
are Loew's State, the new Ambassador and the Missouri.
The two
latter are operated by Skouras Bros., and the former by Loew's Inc.
If the deal is finally consummated it is said to be part of the agreement that the Grand Central will be closed permanently. This provision is
insisted upon by Nicholas M. Schenck who is conducting the negotiations
for Loew's Inc. Reports vary as to who will control the three houses if the
deal is completed.
Charles Skouras insists that no deal is pending looking to a pool of
this sort, but on the other hand Nicholas Schenck admits that negotiations
have been proposed. According to the persistent rumor which for weeki
has prophesied the pool, it is now near consummation and an announcement of it will be made in the near future.

Labor Cuts Demanded
Exhibitors Contend They Cannot Exist Under Present
Scale of Wages
reductions and Avage increases
WAGEfor music
ians, operators and stage
hands are bringing about the usual
controversies in different parts of the
country, with the situation acute in some
quarters. St. Louis and Denver exhibitors
are pleading for lower salaries that they
may continue to exist. At Memphis an
amicable settlement has been reached and
a threatened walkout averted.
Musicless movies loom as an almost certainty for the patrons of the neighborhood
and outlying theatres of St. Louis and its
suburbs unless the poAvers that be in the
Musicians' Union come to the assistance of
the theatre owners by granting some concessions inthe way of either reduced wages
or fewer members for orchestras.
The present wage contract with the Musicians' Union expires in August and recently in preliminary negotiations the representatives ofthe smaller theatres of St.
Louis requested that they be permitted to
drop one man from their orcliestras as a
means of holding down the overhead. This
suggestion was promptly rejected by the
union officials, it is said.
The situation is so acute the theatre
owners have practically decided that it is
a question of either one man or the entire
orchestra going. That is, unless the musicians are willing to reduce their wage scale
so that the total reduction for an orchestra
will equal the present wage of a musician.
Tiie latter course seems very improbable.
Whether the big down-town and Grand

Equipment
Membership

and

Ijoulevard first-run houses will assist their
smaller brethren in their arguments with
the musicians is not yet apparent.
The controversy between the Motion Picture Machine Operators and Loew's theatres in Memphis reached an amicable settlement Monday.
A new two-year contract was signed by
Loew representatives and officers of the
union under the provisions of which two
projectionists will be retained at Loew's
Palace at a salary of $53.50 a Aveek, each,
to September 1st, 1927; then, $55.00 for the
next two years. The third operator, retained under the Publix policy for the Publix stage presentations which were discontinued June 18, will be dispensed with.
The men had asked for two men at a
weekly salary of $75.00, or three men at
$65,000; and at the outset they demanded,
also, the retention of the third operator.
Loew, on the other hand, offered two men
$60.00 a week.
The Denver Theatre Managers Association is seeking a 25 per cent reduction of
salaries of musicians and has notified the
state industrial commission of its intention
to make such salary reductions. The Denver Musical Protective Association has also
been given the same notice. The managers
declare they are ready to open negotiations
on a new contract. No change in working
conditions is asked. No mention has been
made of any intended reduction for other
theatre employees.

Dealers
Open Market
cussed at Two-Day

Theatre Equipment Association
THE
held its tAvo-day convention at the
Hotel Pennsylvania Monday and
Tuesday of this week Avith an enthusiastic
attendance that discussed the many prob-

Meet

Are
Questions
Session

Dis-

lems before the association. The members
also heard many interesting speeches on
various angles of the theatrical and motion
picture industries.
The membership question was widely dis-

Picture

News

cussed and the suggestion mad(! that membership beconfined to manufacturers solely,
and that dealers be drojjjjed from the membership lists. I. Samuels of Allentovvn, Pa.,
was the proponent of this suggestion. In
the course of his talk he said :
' * The interests of the manufacturers and
dealers are widening and if the association
is to grow in strength and membership, a
change must be made. I have interviewed
several prospective manufacturer members
and they refuse to join unless the organization is limited to manfaeturers."
Charles C. Petti John of the Hays organization was among the principal speakers.
He urged the association to engage a leader,
preferably an organizer not now in tlie
equipment field. He also pledged the cooperation to the association of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America.
Sam Kaplan, New York manufacturer,
stirred the meeting by urging that the association go on record as to whether or not
they favor the open market. Kaplan declared many manufacturers are selling to
one national company and refusing to sell
to independent dealers. He said he represented more than fifty independent dealers and that he favored a separate organization for dealers.
H. G. Yerg of Yerg, Incorporated, talked
to the association members on direct l)y
mail advertising in an interesting and instructive manner. Lester B. Isaacs of
Loew's, Inc., discussed the Dealer and Manufacturer inthe Industry and J. T. Daniels
of the American Eailway Express Company
talked on Dependable Express Service.
Fred J. Beecroft, Advertising Manager of
Motion Picture News, took for his subject
National Trade Paper Advertising, Avhile
J. S. Dickerson, Research Engineer of Motion Picture News, related some statistics
of the motion picture industry. Other
speakers Avere P. A. McGuire, J. E. i\IcCauley of Chicago, and Randall M. White
of the Exhibitors
Daily RevicAv.
J. E. McAuley, Chicago, Avas elected
president; J. H. Hertner, Cleveland, vicepresident, and S. S. Behrend, re-elected
treasurer. Hertner, the retiring president,
is to be presented Avith a gift to be selected
by a committee consisting of Herbert
Griffin, S. A. Louis and J. C. Kroesen. The
dealer representatives on the new board of
directors are S. S. Behrend, Chicago; S. A.
Louis, Minneapolis; W. E. Green, Ncav
York; W^alter Prcddy, San Francisco.
Manufacturer representatives chosen as directors are J. H. Hertner, Irving Samuels,
I. L. Nixon, J. C. Kroesen and J. E. McAuley. President McAuley created an advisory board consisting of Hertner,
Kroesen, Nixon and Louis. This board is
expected to consider the question of
whether the organization should be limited
to manufacturers and dealers excluded.
A dinner for the attending delegates Avas
served Monday evening and a theatre party
Avas held the same night.

"What Holds Men" Next
Leatrice Joy Vehicle
Leatrice Joy's next starring picture
under her Pathe-De Mille contract Avill bo
"What Holds Men," an original story by
Margaretta Ruttle, Saturday Evening Post
writer. No supporting cast I)een selected
as yet and no assiginuent of a director has
been made.
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T.O.C.C. Makes Formal Demand
In Letters to Hays, Seeks Action on Allocation of Product
and Arbitration of Disputed Clauses in Contract
Theatre Owners Cliamber of Commerce, representing about five hundred theatres in Greater New York,
this week presented formal demands to
Will H. Hays, seeking allocation of product and arbitration of disputed clauses in
the uniform contract.
The demands, incorporated in letters to
Mr. Hays, were voted at the mass-meeting
of exhibitors of the metropolitan district
held at the Hotel Astor on July 14.
The T. 0. C. C. expresses entire faith in
Mr. Hay's integrity and honesty of purpose and asks him "to assist in righting
the wrongs that have now crept into the
dealings between producer and exhibitor."
The first demand is that independent exhibitors in the metropolitan area be given
fair opportunity to play first runs on equal
terms mth producer-owned circuits.
To this end, a conference has been sought
with Mr. Hays and members of the M. P.
P. D. A. If the negotiations fail, the T. 0.
C. C. will take legal steps, according to the
terms of the resolution adopted at the July
14 meeting.
The second demand calls for submitting
disputed clauses of the uniform contract to
arbitration by a conference to be called by
the Arbitration Society of America.
In the event the Hays organization refuses this plan, the T. 0. C. C. mil withdraw from arbitration proceedings in the
New York area, it was voted at the meeting.
The July 14 Astor session was the largest
exhibitor gathering in New York in a long
time. The producer economy moves; the
decision of the Federal Trade Commission;
THE

the Hollywood salary slash plan; and the
present booking slump all came in for attention from the speakers.
An interesting highlight was the observation made by several to the effect that
the producers were finding out it was not
so easy to run theatres. Leo Bx^echer declared that the insistence by producei'^ on
economies could be traced to their activities
as exhibitors, because they now find themselves in a position where it is vitally necessary to cut overhead costs.
"Producers' extravagances are the result
of the idea that it didn't matter about
costs," he continued. " 'The exhibitor will
pay.' That was the belief. Rentals have
gone up year after year. But it's different
He pointed out that producers might increase their revenues if they quit the "favnow."ored few" policy in New York and sold
pictures in an open, competitive market.
He charged that independent exhibitors
were unable to get first runs because of the
"plan of one group to monopolize the inCharles L. O'Reilly declared that cutting
''
star
salaries
would not solve the industry's
dusti-y.
economic ills. "But opening the market in
fair competition to exhibitors who build
beautiful theatres will," he added.
Mr. 0 'Reilly attacked the New York product situation, and charged that distributors were not giving the public the break.
With particular reference to Paramount he
said: "Paramount has $143,000,000 of the
public's money. It should give the public
the break by allowing day and date show-

ings for neighborhood theatres along with
the circuit houses. And if the trade doesn't
do this, take my word for it the Grovernmcnt

Mr. O'Reilly also charged that members
of the Hays organization were not permitting Mr. Hays to exercise his full duty.
"I believe in Mr. Hays' integrity," he
said. "But his organization won't allow
himwill."
to function fully. Many things are
^v^ong. We have a crazy quilt for a contract. Even the distributors don't know
what it's lall about."
Joseph M. Seider, President of the Jersey M. P. T. 0., declared that theatre business was off and said present conditions
could be ascribed to two causes: the kind
seating.
of pictures now being released and overThe only opposition to the resolutions
came from William Brandt and Samuel I.
Bermian, who advocated direct action instead
of resolutions.
R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P. T.
0. A., made a strong plea for organization
and urged the T. 0. C. C. not to pass resolutions unless they intended to go through
with them.
Harry Suchman, chairman of the T. 0. C.
C. arbitration committee, outlined exhibitor
gi-ievances against the contract. A product
analysis was given by P. S. Harrison, editor of "Harrison's Reports." He made
recommendations as to what he thoug-ht exhibitors should pay for the ncAV season product.

Mich. Starts Block Booking War
Richey Statement Urges Association Members to Assist GovRICHEY, business manager of
Michigan's Exhibitor Associa• tion, has come out with a statein(>iit that the Michigan body is ready to
treat block booking as illegal and to treat
it as such where exhibitors are forced to
hook in block. This is in view of the Fedoral Trade Commission's decision against
Paramount, and Mr. Richey reminds the
Michigan members that it is their duty to
lielp the government. He has asked the
exhibitor members to keep the organization
advised of selling methods employed.
"While the case in question was decided
against Famous Players," said Mr. Richey,
"it affects every producer in the business.
The fact that the commission has ordered
one company to cease the practice, to cease
tlireatening to acquire theatres to force
exhibitors to buy, etc., is interesting, of
course, but the added part of their decision
is the most interesting.
' ' It reads : ' The respondents are rcqui red
to file a report within 60 days as to the
manner in which they have complied with
HM.

ernment Against ''Illegal" Practice
many times don't

the order, and further proceedings will depend on the character of that report.'
"Yes, it is true that some exhibitors prefer to buy in blocks, but where there are
ton that do there are a hundred that don't.
"Wise men in the business are out with
the statement that the order of the commission won't actually mean anything to the
exhibitor, for the producers will put the
price of a block at a certain figure, but if
the exhibitor wants to leave out the no good
ones the price of the balance will be proliibitive. No doubt that may be tried. But
what, we are wondering is, will the commission stand for that kind of deal?
"The decision of the commission is certainly an encouraging one to exhibitors.
The shame of it is that reforms of the business must come from outside of the business
and not within our ranks. It is probable
that it will not be long before the attention
of the commission will be called to iniquities in the contracts, or the practice oi"
some producers to sell exhibitors pictures
from announcements
only, pictures that

measure up to tlie standard of prices the exhibitor paid for them,
or even are not made at all or, if made, are
suljstitutions entirely different in story,
stars and directors. The commission might
decide that this was taking money under
false pretences.
"It shouldn't be so difficult for producers
to determine the legitimate exhibition value
they must get for a picture, taking into consideration the fact that a part of their pictures may not meet with ready sale. And
to oft'er these pictures to the exhibitor at
prices that he can pay and come out on.
"Of course, under that plan some of the
terrible flops Avould not be made and possibly alittle more care would be exercised
in production, but even the motion picture
business can stand that.

"It might mean that the exhibitor might
pay a little more for his pictures, but isn't
il true that it isn't the price that you pay
so much as it is the gross business that you
{Continued on next page)
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"The
Blood Ship"
days of too many applause sauce,

N these
hokum pictures, with little point but costing a whole lot of money,
air. "The Blood Ship" comes along like a breath of fresh
It's a natural, box-office wise if there ever was one.
A ripsnorting, blood-curdling melodrama, packed witth action, paced in a fine tempo, and altogether one of the best
sea picturs ever made.
The production values are excellent, but we are willing to bet it did not cost half as much as some of the overrated films — over-rated everywhere, that is, except at the
box-office.
A while ago, writing from Hollywood, we ventured
the opinion that all the studios out there are nowadays
about on an even keel so far as facilities for picture-making
go. "The Blood Ship," made by Harry Cohn for Columbia,
proves it.
The way to make fine pictures is to cut out the bunk
and go ahead and make them. Columbia has done it in
"The Blood Ship."
W. A. J.

Distributors Refuse to Sell
to Combines
Definite Policy Adopted Prohibits Selling to Grouped
Exhibitors
NATIONAL distributors who are members of the Hays organization have
adopted a definite policy against
booking combines and declare they will no
longer sell filmls to exhibitors banded together in buying combinations. This move
was made following a number of meetings
held at the Hays oifice because of the rapidly increasing number of buying pools
throughout the country, and especially in
the east.
For a number of years individual distributors operating nationally have strenuously opposed the booking combines, but
this is probably the first time there has been
concerted action on the part of the leading
distributors to place the ban on selling to
these combines.
Among the leaders in these buying combines, and those now causing the miost uneasiness tothe distributoi's, are the Affiliated
Theatrical Utilities Corp., which represents
139 theatres in upper New York State,
Western New York, and Western Pennsylvania, and the Associated Theatres of
Ohio, of which Charles L. Casanave is
president. The latter organization is identified with Affiliated Theatrical Utilities
Corp., but operates only in Ohio. Nikitas
Dipson and Fred Zimmerman are the prime
movers of Affiliated Theatrical Utilities
Corp.
For several weeks past distributors have
declined service to Affiliated Theatrical Utilities Corp. It is said that the distributors
regard as a booking combine any organiza-

tion attempting to book films for any theaest. tre in which it has not a 50 per cent interIt is claimed that several exhibitors who
signed with Associated Theatres of Ohio,
through which to secure their film, have
broken away from that organization and
that three towns in Ohio have signed conlong. tracts for a year's sei-vioe over the authority of the buying combine to which they beThirty theatres in the Ohio group, however, are at loggerheads ^vith exchanges,
which following instructions from their
liome offices, are declining to recognize the
booking combine. The theatres declare they
are banded in their buying, not to secure
cheaper prices, but for protection against
various eJenumts which threaten their independence.

Mrs.

F. R. Maustbaum
Dead After Illness

General regret was felt throughout the
photoplay industry in Central Pennsylvania
over the news of the death, on July 8, of
Mrs. Fanny E. Mnnslhanin, mother of the
late Jules ?1 Maustbaum, who was h«nd
of the Stanley Company of America, at her
home in Philadelphia, at the age of 77. Siu'
had been ill for several weeks and is survived by two daughters and a sou.

Picture

News

Michigan
Starts War
Block Booking

on

{Continued from preceding page)
do on a picture? Some pictures would bo
expensive at half the price.
"This office has always insisted that it
was possible for a producer to know what
he was going to make definitely before he
sells, and to know how much he was going
to spend on those productions, and, therefore, the price they would be worth. It
seems, according to some of those who have
studied the business, that too long we have
followed the course of least resistance.
"Nevertheless, block booking is illegal.
An order has been made to report what is
going to be done to remedy the situation.
This office will be very much interested in
hearing from any exhibitor in the state of
Michigan who wanted to buy less than a
block and was refused or quoted positively
prohibitive prices. For it's our legal duty
to help the government."

Marcus
Resigns
Param'nt
Division
Managership
Louis Marcus, District Manager for
Paramount in the Intermountain territory,
has tendered his resignation, in order to devote all of his time to The Louis Marcus
Enterprises of which he is president and
George E. Carpenter, secretary.
Marcus is to operate a string of theatres,
which includes the Paramount Empress and
Victory theatres as well as the recently
acquired Orpheum Theatre, of Salt Lake;
the Paramount at Ogden, the Paramount at
Provo and the Idaho Theatre at Twin Falls.
It is Marcus' plan to develop and expand
this present circuit.
Hei-man Wobber, who has been District
Manager for Paramount on the Pacific
Coast for several years, will have charge
of the Intermountain section, adding to his
present territory the territory formerly
presided over by Marcus.

Grand, Northfield, Minn.,
Added to F. and R. Chain
Another house has been added to the
F. and R. chain through the acquisition of
the Grand Theatre, at Northfield, Minn.
Everett Dilley, former owner, has given a
ten-year lease on the building and is to be
retained as resident manager. The house
will be completely remodelled and will have
to be closed for a period of six weeks to
allow for repairs. There has been a deal of
this kind pending for a long time as Northfield is a college town, and with only one
theatre the danger of competition in the
fonn of a new theatre has become more
acute.

First National
St. Louis
Exchange Is Fireproof
The new St. Louis exchange of Fii-st National, located at 3212 Olive Street, is a
most up-to-date and modern building and
strictly fireproof. The brick structure, one
with the
shared office.
story inSt.height,
Bros.'
TjouIs isbranch
All WariuMof the
back room equijunent is of steel. All tlie
latest contrivances that make for speed,
convenience and sei-^'ice are utilized
throughout the building.
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Economy Mass Meeting July 30
Producers Will Meet All Branches of Industry to Act in Curtailing of Production Costs
FOLLOWING a series of conferences
between producers in Hollywood and
various branches of the motion picture industry a general conference between
the producers and all groups is set for July
27th and a mass meeting for July 30th. At
the termination of the forthcoming meetings it is the hope of all concerned that the
announcement of salar^^ reductions tentatively set by some producers for August
1st will be forestalled.
Every angle of the motion picture industry has been discussed by the producers
with the various groups individually, and
as a result many valuable suggestions have
been made and some plans outlined that may
bring about a curtailment of production
costs without affecting salaries of stars,
players, directors, writers and technicians.
The sentiment of all of these meetings has
been that what is best for the industry is
best for all individuals concerned.
The Hollywood conferences are being
sponsored by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, of which Douglas
Fairbanks is president. Meetings have been
held between the producers and players, the
producers and directors, and the producers
and writers. These will be followed by a
second round of conferences between the
same groups and between the producers and
technicians. Then will come the general
conference of all groups and the mass meeting.
All conferences have been conducted on
the most amicable bases and they have been
entirely devoid of friction. In a statement
on the conferences Douglas Fairbanks said :
"The Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences has been organized primarily
to unify the various branches of the motion
picture industry, so that if at any time any
particular branch should be confronted with
difficulties we shall be able to confer among
ourselves with the idea of solving the problems in question. As is the case now, producers feel that the cost of production has
reached its highest peak and, being an
actor and writer as well as a producer, I am
in a position to know this, but our first and
most important obligation is to try to improve the quality of pictures at all times.
This we owe to the public.
"I feel sure that the result of this series
of meetings and conferences will be the development of the real architects and engineers of our business, who will be able to
systematize and regulate the amount of
time consumed in the preparing of a picture, the 'shooting' of a picture, and the
editing of a picture so that a maximum
result will be obtained with minimum effort.
"In the entire history of my experience
I have never been so optimistic about an
organization as I am about the Motion Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences. I have
never seen a finer co-operative spirit nor a
more sincere and honest effort, not with a
few, but with all, to establish our industry
among the great institutions of the world.
We are now, all of us, in the same boat —

actor, technician, producer, writer, and director— and whoever rocks the boat affects
all in it; we are members of a group where
the good of one concerns the good of all
and fh:e gH)od of all concerns the good ot one.
Thus we have a unity that represents

numerous and destructive."
Equity continues to be unusually active
about Hollywood and is rapidly recruiting
new members among the players. Frank
Gilmore, executive secretary of Equity, is
in charge of the work. With the salary
question not yet settled, the players are
seeking the protection Equity affords. The
initial meeting with Equity brought out
about 700 players and a second meeting was
scheduled for this week. The players at the
first meeting voted to join Equity in a body.

loyalty, strength and progress."
Following the conference with the writers
Samuel Goldwyn said:
"It has been both beneficial and educational to hear the author's point of view
expressed fearlessly and in man-to-man
fashion. The spirit of the meeting has
been that we are all here to help the industry as a whole and thereby help ourselves individually. There has been a full
recognition of the fact that individual success is wholly dependent on the success of
the industry in all- of its branches. There
has been no feeling of employer and employee, an absence which is gratifying to

Warren Lewis, a well-known
in motion picture and theatrical
joined the advertising force
Bros. Under the supervision of

theRupert
employer."
Hughes, speaking as both writer
and director, said :

man, Mr. Lewis will have charge o"f" trade
paper advertising, posters and the Warner
house organ. Brass Tacks.

"The moving picture business has been
gravely hurt by certain autocratic persons
who will listen to nobody and who make
radical decisions that destroy promising
pictures. Some of these persons are executives. Some of them are directors, writers
or actors. Owing to the peculiar combination of enormous outlay, emotional material
and a horse-race gamble on success, mistakes are expensive and quarrels inevitable.
The wonder
is that thev are not more

Warren Lewis New Member Warner Ad. Staff
personality
circles, has
of Warner
A. P. Wax-

"U" to Acquire Four More
Houses, Seattle Reports
Reports
Seattle's
Film Row
this
week received
indicate onthat
negotiations
are
practically concluded for Univei'sal to purchase the Auditorium, Vogue and Liberty
Theatres in Kelso, Washington, and the
Blue Mouse Theatre in Kaliama, from W. S.
Strange 's Kelso Amusement Company.

Stanley Company Expects Box-Of fice
Receipts of $35,000,000 for Year
AT

the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Stanley Company of
America, which now controls 245 theatres, John J. McGuirk, president of the corporation, made some announcements of unusual interest. In addition to increasing the capital stock from 1,000,000 (no par
value) to 2,500,000 similar shares, President McGuirk announced the anticipation ofconsolidated box office receipts of all theatres of the corporation
for 1927 as $35,000,000. Receipts for the year ended December 25, 1926
were $20,529,836.
In announcing the increase in capital stock President McGuirk said it
was not made with a view toward a new issue at this time but merely to
provide sufficient stock in the treasury so that, should any additional be
needed in the future it would not be necessary to call special meetings of
the stockholders.
During the past year the Stanley Company has added to its holdings
149 theatres in New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Virginia and West Virginia. In addition a building program was launched which includes such theatres as the Stanley in
Pittsburgh, the Stanley in Baltimore, the new theatre in Philadelphia to be
called the Jules, in memory of Jule Mastbaum, late President of the Stanley
Company; theatres in East Liberty, Pa., Jersey City, Utica and Frederick,
Md. These involve a capital expenditure of $16,000,000.
The following directors were elected: Mr. McGuirk, A. R. Boyd, A.
Sablosky, Irving D. Rossheim, Morris Wolf, Lewis Sablosky, Frank W.
Buhler, Albert L. Smith, John A. McCarthy, George H. Earle, Jr., Clifford
B. Hawley, Alfred W. Fleisher, H. M. Crandall, Moe Mark, Jacob Fabian
and James B. Clark.
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Westerns and Comedies Real Leaders
With Public, Says Hays
H. HAYS declares the public prefers the Western and comedies
in feature pictures and the news reel in short subjects. These are
the undoubted choices of a majority of the motion picture theatre
goers, according to the head of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America.
By the Westerns, Mr. Hays explained, he did not mean the slapstick
rough and tumble type. The day of the crude Westerns with the cattle
rustlers and dance halls has passed, he declared. The class of pictures referred to are such as "The Covered Wagon," "The Vanishing American,"
"North of Thirty-Six," "The Iron Horse," "The Last Frontier" and "The
Flaming Frontier."
Among the popular stars named by Mr. Hays for bringing popularity
to the Westerns were: Broncho Billy, Bill Hart, Tom Mix, Hoot Gibson,
Ken Maynard, Fred Thomson, Jack Holt, Tim McCoy and others.
That people like these stories, according to Mr. Hays, is proven by surveys made over a period of the past two years. Studio sets, he said, seldom
equal the grandeur and glory of real Western canyons, deserts, forests and
mountains.

WILL

Building Theatres in Philly
$5,000,000 Will Be Spent on Five New

Houses During

Six Months' Period; Injunction Granted Against Stanley
BUILDING programs for
TRE-elphia
THEAPhilad
and the immediate
vicinity to get under way during; the
remaining months of the year provide for
a total expenditure of $5,000,000. Buildings have been demolislied at the comer of
Walnut and Quince Streets for a new theatre for the Shubert's. Green and Altman
have awarded a general contract to the
Geoi^e Kessler Construction Company for
the erection of a 2,500-seat liouse at 69th
St. and Elmwood Ave., which will be known
as the General. The Roxy Amusement Company has had plans prepared for a 2,500-seat
theatre on the North side of South Street,
between Eighth and Darien Streets. It is
being designed by Hodgens & Hill. This
theatre ^vill be so equipped as to provide for
theatrical as well as picture entertainment.

Names
Hatrick

Announces

New

I. W. Levin is preparing plans for a motion
picture theatre to be l)uilt at Baltimore
Ave. and 47th St. for Brown & Sons. William Freihofer is also having plans prepared for a new .3,000-seat theatre to be
erected in the Oak Lane section of Broad
Street, south of 67th Avenue.
Common Pleas Court No. 2 has granted
an injunction restraining the Stanley Company of America from excavating any
closer to the building now occupied by Bateman Brothers at 2015 Market Street, Philadelphia, the site of the new Erlanger Theatre. It is claimed that further excavation
there for the Erlanger Theatre would imperil the foundation of the building occupied by Bateman Brothers, on which they
hold a lease expiring November 1, 1927.

Executives

Editorial Appointments
national Staff

LEO A. POLLOCK has been named by
Edgar B. Hatrick as editor of Intertional Newsreel. Hatrick is the head
of all of the film interests of William Randolph Hearst. Others of the recent appointments to the editorial staff of International
Newsreel include G. E. Elliott, Associate
Editor; Samuel T. Moore, News Editor;
Walter Bred in. Associate News Editor, and
Joseph H. Rinehart, Film Editor.
Developments in the newsreel field, according to Hatrick, have made necessary
certain changes in the editorial staff of International, which gives it one of the strongest staffs in the field.
]\Ir. Pollock, the new editor, has long
lieen engaged in motioii picture and newspaper work. For some time past he Jias

to Inter-

been associate editor of International Newsreel. Previously he was dramatic editor of
the New Yoi'k Evening Journal, and later
picture editor of that paper. He joined the
Heai'st organization in 1916, sening in an
editorial capacity on the New York American.
Mr. Elliott, the new associate editor, also
a former newspaper man, entered the motion picture field in 1914. For many years
he enj^^^ed in the production of travel,
scenic ^Wl single and two-reel novelty
pictures.
]Mr. Moore was a newspaper war correspondent, )iiagazinc writer and Washington corresjiondent. Prior to joining International Newsreel lie was associate editor
of Fox News.

P ic t H r c

N ew s

Walter Bredin, associate news editor, has
been with the Hearst organization for six
teen years, and with International Newsreel throughout its entire existence. Mr.
Rinehard, film editor, has been with International Newsreel for ten years. Prior to
that he was associated with D. W. Gri^th,
Mack Sennett and Thomas Ince.

Many Firms Obtain N. Y.
Charters of Incorporation
Newly incorporated motion picture companies incorporating at Albany in New
York State during the past week included
the following, according to records filed
with the Department of State: Forty-first
Street Theatre Co., Inc., Julius Kahn,
Jerome Weinstein, Sidney H. Posner, New
York City; Wakefield Theatres, Inc., $25,000, Milton Hart, Mitchel Fruitstone, Lillian Knott, New Yoi-k City; Elias Tilling
Co., Inc., Flushing, $5,000, Herman Meisner,
Robert C. Roy, Gustave M. Berknoff, New
York City; Prince Film Producing Co,, Inc.,
$250,000, Domenico Nieassic, Vincenzo
Ruta, New York City; Joseph O. Laine,
Brooklyn; Mayfair Associates, Inc., $20,000, Celia and Isaac Schwartz, Rose Kleinfeld. New York City; Productions Syndicate Corporation, capitalization not stated,
Harry C. Hand, Vincent Westrup, Samuel
C. Wood, New York City; Hiller, Fisk &
Co., Inc., capitalization not stated, Louis L.
Hiller, Frank G. Hall, Joseph F. Pi^ke,
New York City; Paterson Operating Qorporation, $20,000, Henry Ledermau, A. John
Eder, I. M. Lichtigan, New York Cjty;
Orpheum Paterson Corp., capitalization not
specified, A. John Eder, Charles Franklyn,
1. N. Herk, New York City.

Starts Soon ' on
Building
New $500,000 Majestic
Construction will be started withiij the
next week or ten days on Harry 'JRec^rofcL's
new $500,000 Majestic Theatre Ip' East'*.
Louis, 111.
.''''!':.■";.',
ng '"t^i^'- old
now of demolishi
are site
Wreckers
the theatre.
on the
buildings
The new house was designed by Boiler
Brothers, of Kansas City, Mo., and will
have a seating capacity of 2,000 persons.
It wQl cover a site 90 by 189 feet. The
general contract was awarded recently to
Harry Bancroft, of East St. Louis. Seats
will occupy the mezzanine as Avell as the
parquet. The house will also be equipped
with a 40-foot stage with complete facilities.

Seven

Pathe
Shorts
List for July 31

on

Pathe 's short feature program for the
week of July 31 prominently lists the latest
"Our Gang" comedy, "The Glorious
Fourth," personally directed by Robert
McGowan. Other releases of the week include "The Shadow of the Menace," the
seventh chapter of the Pathe serial; "The
Crimson Flash," "The Bully," an Aesop
Film Fable; Topics of the Day No. 31,
Pathe Review No. 31, and two issues of
Pathe News, the pioneer news reel. Pathe
Review No. 31 presents: "The Log of a
Log," "An Epic of Faith," and "The
Shepherd of Manhattan.'*

July

29 ,
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Film Economy As Press Sees It
Newspapers Pointed in Their Comments on Proposed Salary
Slash; Attitude of Public Reflected in Editorials
RS throughout the country
NEWSPAPE
continue to comment on the recent
announcement in Hollywood of a ten
per cent slash in salaries. These comments
vary, some being' directed at the effect on
quality in pictures, while othei's declare
that the stars have been receiving entirely
too much money and the economical move
is justifiable. The comments are highly
significant, however, and should be read by
the entire industry, as they are a reflection
from the people themselves.
Following are the latest comments :
Wilmington Every Ez'ening. — If the portrayer of 'Don Q' ever leads the embattled
forces of moviedoni against the managerial
ramparts he ought to arrange in advance to
bave the scene filmed.
Xashville Banner. — Does this declaration
of a slash in the pay of the movie stars
mean that the era of almost hysterical enthusiasm over individuals is about ready to
pass? Has the motion {>icture public been
somehow or other educated up to the place
where it is ready for something more worthwhile than ha.s been afforded by the ruthless
insistence of some star to be the whole show
whether or not? Such questions are suggested at least.
Tulsa World. — One stern necessity is that
the patronizing public be given more for
its money than it has hithei-to been given.
A scandal of the age is the profligacy of
the moving picture industry.

See Hand

of Bankers

St. Paul Dispatdh. — The producers, it appears, have been put wise to themselves by
bankers with whom they have had dealings
in a nimiber of recent motion picture
mergers. It wall be tragic, indeed, if instead of being able to sport half a dozen
luxurious motor cars they must worry along
with only three or four each.
Clarksburgh (W. Va.) Telegram. — Even
allowing for the exuberance of publicity,
many of the leading motion picture stars
have been drawing salaries beyond reason,
and doubtless much beyond their real worth.
Sioux City Journal. — The average star,
man or woman, has grown accustomed to
the pampering much money has made possible and has no desire to accept anything
that will mean lessened opportunity for the
ease and comfort and luxury that go with
opulence.
Ironwood (Mich.) Globe. — Less money
would make for better moral conditions
among the inhabitants. Motion picture stars
of long standing are reported fabulously
wealthy.

I

Kansas City Times. — The movie producers who now announce that pictures are
costing too much heretofore have boasted of
their cost; the salaries they now say are
ruining them were pushed up by themselves
for the purpose of impressing the public
with the inunense artistic abilities of the
stars who received them.
Manchester (N. H.) Union. — The high
price of Holly^vood is something the general
public is likely enough to admit without

much question. The antics of that capital
of filmdom have been of a sort to persuade
most people that the piper out there miakes
sure of being pretty well paid by those who
dance so queerly to his tunes.

Publicity

Is Blamed

Poughkeepsie Eagle and News. — The
news will be something of a surprise to a
public whcih always has put the industry in
the bonanza class, and has assumed that the
producers made so much money that salaries
didn't make much difference, an assumption
for which the producers themselves have
been chiefly to blame by the publicity which
they have given to reputedly tremendous
amounts paid to the stars of screendom.
Utiea Observer Dispatch. — Great extravagance has been used in making films. Millions of dollars have been wasted to meet
the whim of some actor, producer, camera
man, film editor or anybody else. Cases are
said to be almost without number where
thousands have been expended upon picturing some episode, only to be thrown away
the next day.
Asheville (N. C.) Citizen. — Outsiders percieve how tragic this thing is when they
realize that, as a result of it, Adolphe Menjou will lose $400 of his ,$4,000 a week, Pola
Negri $500 of her $5,000, Colleen Moore
$850 of her $8,500 and Jack Barrymore
$1,000 of his $10,000 a week.
Wilmington (N. C.) News-Dispatch. —
Fabulous salaries, either real or paper figures, for a time proved good publicity
stunts but they have not always resulted in
producing good pictures.
Cincinnati Times-Star. — The reduction of
salaries and expense of scenic effects that
has been inaugurated in the moving picture
industry was bound to come with greater
organization. Many of the absurd salaries
paid mediocre actors were entirely due to
wild competition for the services of performers who had built up what May be
called "trade names."
Nashville Tennessean. — The public has
been a party to the very greatly magnified
idea of the worth of the individual star.
They have placed a good deal more emphasis on the actors than they have on the pro-

duction ... . fabulous and unearned
salaries have been largely responsible for
the scandals that have involved and besmirched the private lives of so many of
the favorites of the screen.
Dallas Times Herald. — This salary reduction may indicate that the day of the
star is over. The movie audiences are becoming more sophisticated. They are deappeal that
picturesofwith
scends themanding
work
any an
particular
star. ti-'an-

Bernhard,
Tiffany
Manager, Leaves for London
Fred Bernhard, managing director of Tiffany Productions in England, has left New
York for London, after a visit for several
weeks with M. H. Hoffman, vice-president
of the company, during which plans were
discussed for the sale and distribution of
the twenty gems from Tiffany for 1927-1928
in the British Isles.
Mr. Hoffman also announces that during
Bernhard 's visit plans were formulated for
the production of several Tiffany pictures
in England, to be handled under the personal supervision of Mr. Bernhard. Before
leaving, Mr. Bernhard discussed many wellknown stories, novels and plays, several of
which have been selected for production in
England.

Will Enforce
Pa. County
Dance Hall Regulations
Motion picture theatre owners in Bradford County, Pa., received with satisfaction an announcement made by District Attorney Fanning and Deputy County
Treasurer Landon, that, after a conference,
they had decided to enforce strictly the
new laws regulating public dance halls,
which are a source of keen competition to
the picture theatres in the summertime. The
authorities threatened to close a number of
the dance places unless several of them
radically change their policy.

Trade Commission Receiving Acceptances for Block-Booking Conference
acceptances have been received from producers and distributors for the conference called by the Federal Trade Commission on
It is understood these include Will H. Hays and
block-booking.
Paramount.
It is expected official announcement of the time and place of meeting
will be made shortly, and it seems probable that one of the Commissioners
will be chosen to preside.

SEVERAL

The scope of the conference will be largely up to the industry, it is indicated, the plan being to make it cover as many trade abuses as possible.
The Commission sent out the call for the conference last week, following its decision against block-booking in the Paramount case.
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**Ash Policy" to Replace
Publix Unit Shows
Band

Acts

to Be Stage Features
on Programs
Presentations Houses of Circuit

and a half of experiAFTER a year
mentation with the unit show type
of presentation, Publix is apparently
abandoning that policy in favor of the socalled band act. To a lesser degree the
circuiting idea will be maintained, with an
occasional production traveling as a unit and
individual performers and name attractions
such as Paul Whiteman and his orchestra,
recently signed to a 44 weeks contract,
booked for a tour of the circuit.
Flash acts, produced in New York by
Frank Cambria, John Murray Anderson
and Paul Oscard, which up to recently were
sent out one a week to the presentation
houses, will be replaced by less costly acts
featuring a band leader and an organization of local musicians. This style of performance isbuilt along the lines which Paul
Ash has offered with such success in Chicago B. & K. houses.
Several of the theatres which formerly
featured the unit shows already have substituted a resident band with a weekly
change of program and specialty numbers
introduced in the course of the act. The
numbers are staged in atmospheric settings
to give a visual twist to the performance
and elaborated with specialties, the band
leader acting as "master of ceremonies."
Among the Publix theatres Avhich have
been dropped from the list where unit
shows are offered and in which band acts
are now the stage feature, are the Ambassador, St. Louis, where Herbert Rawlinson,
former screen star, is presiding as master
of ceremonies with a resident band; the
Olympia, New Haven, at which Alex Hyde
is band leader; the Capitol, Des Moines,
now offering Jimmy Ellard and his Jazz
Jesters ; the Howard, Atlanta, which has Al
Short and His Melody Boys in place of unit
presentations ; the Riviera, Omaha, at which
stage offerings are made by Boyd Senter
and his orchestra.
Publix started to experiment with band
acts last fall, when the "new idea orchestras" were introduced at several houses to
cater to local tastes which the unit shows,
produced in New York, evidently were unsuccessful indoing. Alexander Keese, for
several years a popular figure with patrons
of the Palace theatre in Dallas, was sent to
the Newman in Kansas City, and Jacques

N c Zi.' s

"Prince of Adventurers"
Shown in London
of

Beaucaire, formerly at the Newman, replaced Keese in Dallas. This "new idea"
stage show proved successful. Keese is still
with Publix; at present he is at the Tivoli
theatre in Chattanooga.
The idea was then extended to other
houses. Gene Rodemich, formerly featured
orchestra leader at Loew's State in St.
Louis, was sent to the Metropolitan in
Boston, Avhere he has continued to figure
as a popular attraction. The Unit Shows
are still offered at the Metropolitan. Several other Publix houses followed the Newman and the Palace on the list of theatres
featuring the new idea orchestras.
Paul Whiteman is currently playing his
last week at the Paramount in New York.
He has had a different setting and a new
act each week. The costumes, settings, and
specialties used by Whiteman at the Paramount probably will be sent out over the
circuit. The Paramount next week will
offer the first of four special acts which
Publix has engaged Andre Chariot, famous
English producer, to stage for circulating
as unit shows. Gertrude Lawrence, who
made her first appearance on the American
stage as a star of a Chariot Revue, will be
the featured performer in the act at the
Paramount.
The acts circulated as a unit, which will
include Chariot's miniature revues, probably will be reorganized in Chicago, where
there are three houses operating under the
Publix presentation policy, and travel from
that point in a revised form, with reduced
expenses.
The elaborate unit shows which were circuited under the policy now being dropped
cost thousands of dollars to produce and the
weekly operating expense ranged from
$3,500 to $6,000. At many of the theatres
the shows did not draw anything like the
amount of money charged up against the
house offering them on a pro rata basis.
After the first flurry of novelty attendant
upon their introduction, the presentations
were found incapable of bolstering up a
weak screen attraction, and the box office
figures again reverted to normal, with the
house offering the strongest picture invariably taking rank as the box office leader
of the week, irrespective of the strength or
weakness, or even absence, of presentations.

Warners Schedule Product
Announce Release Dates for Eighteen Films: Fourteen
Features and Four Extended Run Productions
than half of the Warner Bros,
MORE
pictures for the season of 1927-28
have had definite release dates assigned to them. Release dates have been
set for the first 14 of the 26 Warner films
for the new season and four of the Warner Bros, extended runs.
The new schedule opens on August 20
with "The Bush Leaguer," starring Monte

Picture

Blue. On August 29 will come "The Outpost" (tentative title), an Irene Rich vehicle. September 3 will be the release date
for "Slightly Used," starring May McAvoy with Conrad Nagel. George Jessel's
"The Broadway Kid" comes to the exhibitor on September 10. "Jaws of Steel,"
with Rin-Tin-Tin, is set for September 17.
Following on September 24 comes "A Sail-

By EUZABETH
LONERGAN
Staff Correspondent
of Motion Picture
News and Kinematograph Weekly

).,— "The
of
15.ce (By
July Prin
DON
LONCable
Adventurers," originally
called "Casanova" and starring
Mosjoukine, was given its British trade show today and was
well received. It is wonderfully
done, and the writer considers it
will be a success in America.
Detailed review follows.
This picture was made in
France by Jean Sapene of Cine
Romane.

or's Sweetheart," featuring Louise Fazenda. ' ' One Round Hogan, ' ' presenting
Monte Blue in the stellar role, is to be
issued on October 1. October 8 will mark
the release of a de luxe production the title
and details of which will be announced
later.
"Beware of Married Men," featuring
Irene Rich, is an October 22 release. "Finnegan's Ball" (temporary title), will be
released on November 5, and "A Dog of
the Regiment," starring Rin-Tin-Tin, on
November 19. A May McAvoy vehicle,
"Rebecca O'Brien, will reach the first run
houses on December 3. "Five and Ten
Cent Annie, ' ' with Louise Fazenda, is dated
for December 17 and "Good Time
Charley," featuring Warner Oland, will
come on December 31.
The four extended run productions
which have definitely been assigned release
dates follow: "The Missing Link," Syd
Chaplin's feature-length comedy, August 7;
' ' When a Man Loves, ' ' starring John Barrymore with Dolores Costello, August 21;
"Old San Francisco," featuring Dolores
4, and "The First
September
Costello,with
Auto,"
Barney Oldfield and Patsy
Ruth Miller, September 18.

Constructing 1,800-Seat
House in Grace, Montreal
A large, new moving picture theatre is
under construction in Notre Dame de Grace,
tion. ConfedMontreal, by a new organiza
eration Amusements, Limited, of Montreal.
people and
1.800
seat
will
The new house
will cost in the neighborhood of $300,000.
The location is at Old Orchard and Sherbrooke Streets. The president of the new
company is E. Tabah, head of the dry goods
firm of Tabah, Cousins, Limited, Montreal.
The theatre is sclieduled to be opened early
in 1928.

Releases
Four M-G-M
Be Issued in August

to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will inaugurate its
list of new season releases with four films
These include Lon Chancy 's
for August. "After
"Mockery,"
Midnight," starring
vehicle for Norma Shearer; "The Bugle
Call," with Jackie Coogan, and the costarring combination of Lew Cody and
Aik'cn Pringle in "Adcm

and Evil."
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F B O Has Completed
15 Features, 16 Shorts
ARRIVING this week in New
York from Hollywood, where he
effected a complete reorganization in the production department,
William Le Baron, vice-president of
F B O in charge of production, is conferring with Joseph P. Kennedy, F B
O president, and other home office
eecutives on next year's production
plans. The 1927-28 program is in excellent shape, according to Mr. Le
Baron, who feels "that we have set
a record on advance production of
pictures on our new season's schedule." A dozen features and 16 short
subjects have been completed and
three more features will have been
finished before the present week
elapses, Mr. Le Baron stated. FBO
has therefore decided to begin selecttion program for 192829. ing the produc
The productions already finished include: "The Gingham Girl," "The
Great Mail Robbery," "Clancy's Kosher
Wedding," "Not for Publication,"
"Shanghaied," "Judgment of the Hills,"
"The Coward," "Hook and Ladder, No.
9," "The Flying U Ranch," "The Mojave Kid," "The Boy Rider" and
"Breed of Courage." The other three
completed this week were ; "The Harvester," "South Sea Love" and "In a
Moment of Temptation."

Eleven Paramount Features
in Process of Filming
Paramount this week reached the peak of
summer production activities with 11 pictures in various stages of production. Several companies are out on location or are
■working on the studio stages. In addition
to those already in work, nine new pictures
will go into work during August and seven
more in September. Prints of several feature productions are now in the Paramount
cutting and titling rooms.
In work are "Hula," starring Clara
Bow; "Swim, Girl, Swim," in which Bebe
Daniels and Gertrude Edcrle are appearing
together; "Hitting for Heaven," Emil
Jannings' second production for Paramount; "Heaven Help the Working Girl,"
with Esther Ralston, and "Tell It to
Sweeney," co-featuring Chester Conklin
and George Bancroft.
Florence Vidor is acting in "One Woman
to Another"; John Waters is directing a
large cast inr' ' Beau Sabreur ; ' ' Riciiard 1 )lx
is back from location with his "Shanghai
Bound" unit; Jack Luden is working in
his first Western, ' ' Shootin ' Irons, ' ' and
Adolphe Menjou is working in "A Gentleman of Paris."

Horwitz
Begins
Building
New Astor in Cleveland
The first shovelful of dirt for the new
1600-seat Astor theatre, being built by M.
B. Horowitz, in Cleveland, 0., was turned
last Thursday. The building is located at
Hough Ave. and East 84th St., and when
completed will belong to the Washington
circuit, of which Horowitz is general manager. Horowtz says it's to be done in
record time, and is ready to take up a bet
with anyoneEve.
who says it won't be open on
Christmas

Tiffany Productions Are
Named for Season
Twenty Features, Several Specials and Short Subjects
Are Included
ncement has now
COMPLE
been TE
made annou
hy Tiffany Productions
through M. H. Hoffman, vice-president, of the company's product for the
1927-28 season. The j^rogram comprises
twenty feature productions and twenty-four
short reelcrs in color. In addition there
will be several special productions. The first
of the latter will be produced under the
Third Dimension Photography process,
owned by Tiffany.
The titles of the feature productions are
announced as follows :
"The Grain of Dust," "Bachelor Apartments," "Streets of Shanghai," "Lingerie, "" Their Hoiu-, " " Women 's Wares, ' '
"The Albany Night Boat," "The Tragedy
of Youth," "Tia Juana Rose," "Ladies of
the Night Club," "The House of Scandal,"
"Beautiful But Dumb," "The Scarlet
Dove," "The Gii-1 Fi-om Gay Paree," "Domestic Relations," "Night Life," "A Woman of the World," "Grass Widows,"
"Once and Forever" and "Clothes Make
theAmong
Woman."
the players mentioned by Tiffany

to appear in these prodvictions are :
Pauline Frederick, Edmund Lowe, Claire
Windsor, Lowell Sherman, Agnes Ayres,
William Collier, Jr., Marceline Day, Jack
Mulhall, Anita Stewart, Robert AgneAV,
Dorothy Phillips, Edmund Burns, Rod La
Rocque, Henry B. Walthall, Hedda Hopper,
Jane Novak, Helen Ferguson, Ward Crane,
Doris Hill, Huntly Gordon, Alberta Vaughn,
Eugene O'Brien, Jacqueline Logan, Conway
Tearle, Bert Lytell, Shirley Mason, Raymond Hitchcock, Mae Buseh, Montague
Love, Jocelyn Lee, James Harrison, Lillian
Rich, Gavne Whitman, Natalie Kingston,
Betty Blythe, Pat O'Malley, Eileen Percy,
Dorothy Devore, Lou Tellegen and Barbara Bedford.
The Third Dimension Photography to be
applied to the special productions is said
to add depth to the picture. The entire process is applied on the negative and no accessories of any kind are needed. The patents and pi'ocesses employed to bring out
depth upon the screen are done with the
camera, the development of the negative and
the printing of the positive film.

Pathe-De Mille Releases
Dates Scheduled for Nineteen De Mille Features to be
Distributed by Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Pathethe es
featur
EN
NINETE
e progr
ames ofon releas
DeMill
for
1927-28 will be distributed by Pathe
Exchange, Inc., before January 1, 1928.
Of these, eight pictures are listed as specials and the first release of the season
will come on August 22. Besides the nineteen DeMille features there will be interspersed by Pathe other pictures of the
Western, serial and comedy type. In addition, the Pathe News, the Pathe Review
series and other Pathe short subjects will be
released as usual.
The DeMille features and their release
dates are as follows :
"The Country Doctor," starring Rudolph Schildkraut, August 27; "The
Fighting Eagle'.' (a special), with Rod La
Rocque,
"The September
Rush Hour,"
starring August
Marie 29;
Prevost,
5;
"Beautiful But Dumb," starring Vera
Reynolds, September 12; "Turkish Helight," with Rudolph Schildkraut and
Julia Faye, September 19; 'The Angel of
Broadway," a Beatrice Joy vehicle, September 26; 'The West Pointer" (a special), starring William Boyd, October 3;
"The Wreck of the Hesperus (a special),
with an all-star east, October 10; "The
Forbidden Woman" (a special), featuring
Jetta Goudal, October 17; "The Wise
Wife," with Phyllis Haver, October 24;
"Hold 'Em, Yale" (a special), staning
Rod La Rocque, October 31.
"The Girl in the Pullman," starring
Marie Prevost, November 7; "The Main
Event," a Vera Reynolds vehicle, Novem-

ber 14; "Let 'Er Go, Gallagher," with
Junior Coghlan, November 21 ; "In Bad
with Sinbad," with Franklin Pangborn
featured, November 28; "Power" (a special), starring William Boyd, December 5;
"The Blue Danube" (a special), featuring Beatrice Joy, December 12 ; " He 's My
Man," featuring Phyllis Haver, December
19, and "Rip Van Winkle" (a special),
with Rudolph Schildkraut," December 26.

Ten Films Under Way
M-G-M
Studio

at

With the launching of "Tea For Three,"
co-starring Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle,
and "Buttons," Jackie Coogan's new starring picture, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer now has
ten pictures under way.
King Vidor is completing the twelve-reel
special, ' ' The Crowd, ' ' in which Eleanor
Boardman and James Murray are featured.
Clarence Brown is directing "The Trail of
'98," and Benjamin Christensen is directing Lon Chaney's "Mockery." Edmund
Goulding is directing John Gilbert and
Greta Garbo in "Love," and Victor Seastrom is directing Lillian Gish's "The
Monta Bell is nearing the completion of
Norma Shearer's "After Midnight," and
John S. Robertson is directing Ramon
Novarro 's new starring i>icture.
Wind."
Within the succeeding four weeks at
least six more pictures will be launched,
three of them specials.

Motion
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*Nation
'Parad
e"
WinVotes
s Newspapermen
Showing M-G-M's

Germans

ons premiere
will be staged
at the
of Vocafilm
world
THEproducti
Longacre Theatre in New York
City on Monday evening. July 25, according to David R. Hochreich, president of Vocafilm Corporation of America. The opening program will consist of eight numbers.
Included in the program will be Val
and Ernie Stanton, English vaudevillians; Moss and Frye, colored entertainers; Ciccolini, Chicago Opera
tenor; George Lyons, Harpist and
humorist; Yasha Bunchik, Russian
'cellist ; Wilson Sisters and Washburn,
with a vaudeville act; the original
Radio Franks and the Vocafilm Sym-

film tend to make M-G-M ofcorded inthe
" fieials
Big Parade,
of "The
a pre-review
AT held
at the Gloria
Palast
in Berlin
the Berlin office look forward to a
for German newspapermen to de- long run. The 30 papers that did protest
termine whether the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer against the move of releasing the film in
film was anti-German, 197 newspapermen
Germany represent the old junker class.
voted "Yes" and 30 voted "No" in reply
to the question as to whether the film should
be shown in Germany.
First
National
to Star

said in part : " ' The Big Parade ' is a great
human story, more effective than thousands
of newspaper articles, lectures or books on
war. It would be stealing from the German public a great spectacle not to show
this film." The Berliner Tageblatt also
concurred with this opinion, while the
Licht-Bild-Buehne estimated the photoplay
as offering convincing accusation against
mass murder, stating that ' ' the melody that
is voiced here knows no national boundaries.
It is the force of war in general, common
to the people of all nations who are drawn
intoit."
The Film Kurier (a trade paper) reiterated its opinion that ' ' The Big Parade ' '
contains no anti-German tendency. In line
with the above criticisms, Uhr Abendblatt
voiced the opinion that the Metro-GoldwynMayer production is "a picture without
hatred, a picture without any political
tendency, a very human picture — and,
therefore, a picture against war."
In Germany films are generally criticised
from a newspaper's political viewpoint, and
as there are about 20 different political
parties, the general favorable reception ac-

Educat'l Studio Rushing
Work; Seven for Aug.

Barthelmess in "Noose"

Al Rockett, production head at the First
National studio, and Ray Rockett, producer
of the Barthelmess vehicles, announce that,
following the completion of ' ' The Drop
Kick, ' ' Barthelmess will make ' ' The
Noose," instead of "The Shepherd of
Kingdom Come." In accordance with the
change in Barthelmess' plans, Bess Meredyth is now busy on the continuity of ' ' The
Noose" and production is scheduled to begin early in August. The "Shepherd"
stoa-y will follow "The Noose" into production in the fall.

Casting
Progressing
on
Paramount's "Jesse James"

A strong cast will surround Fred Thomson in his first picture for Paramount,
"Jesse James." Latest additions to the list
of actors and actresses are Mary Carr, who
will play the part of Mrs. Zerelda Samuels,
the mother of Frank and Jesse James, and
Montague Love, who will impersonate Frederick Kimms, father of the girl who later
became the bride of the famous outlaw.
Harry Wood will be Bob Ford, the man
who slew Jesse James for the sake of the
rewards outstanding in 1882. The role of
Frank James will be portrayed by Frank
Pierce while the character of Parson Bill
will be interpreted by William Courtright.

al units working at the
sever
THEEduca
tional studio are rushing
things to complete the first comedies of their six respective series.
Except for the first Dorothy Devore
comedy all of the initial product for
the new season will be ready for release in August and September.
The first batch of pictures to be released will be "Live News," a Tuxedo,
starring Johnny Arthur, and "At
Ease," a Lloyd Hamilton comedy. "A
Half-Pint Hero," featuring Lupino
Lane, Larry Semon in "Dummies," his
own production, and George Davis in
an untitled Mermaid comedy will next
arrive. Dorothy Devore is completing
her first comedy, as yet untitled, and
"Big Boy," fully recovered from his
sickness, will probably have his first
comedy
ready for early September release.

Paramount
Offers
Free
Mats to Exhibitors

Educational's seven August releases
are: "Jack From All Trades," a Sullivan cartoon; "Bubbles of Geography,"
a Hodge -Podge reel; "Poor Fish — The
Ebbing Tide," one af the Bruce Outdoor Sketches; "The Non-Stop Fright,"
Sullivan cartoon; "Plumb Dumb,"
starring Poodles Hanneford; "HollyNuts," with "Big Boy," and "F'ully
Equipped,"
co-featuring Jack Lloyd
and
Henry Murdock.

Clive Brook is appearing opposite Gilda
Gray in her first United Artists picture,
"The Devil Dancer," which Samuel Goldwyn is producing. Mr. Brook is playing in
test scenes but it is practically a certainty
that his selection as leading man will ultimately be announced. This will be the
actor's first appearance under the Goldwyn
banner; he has played in a number of
Florence Vidor starring veliicles and with
Pol a Negri.

Paramount is offering to bookers of its
100 percent program for 1927-28 a free
"mat" for newspapers, at the top of which
will be printed in 42-point type a two-line
head
dress. containing the theatre name and adThe mat's text matter is in large-size,
readable type; heads of the stars, their
names and the titles of the productions in
which they appear this season comprise the
subject matter of this "broadside."

CHve

Brook

in

G i1d a

Gray's "Devil Dancer"

N e zv s

Vocafilm Premiere Set
for July 25

179 to 30 in Favor of
War Film Throughout Germany

The criticism published in the Der Montag Morgen declared that the picture is
demonstrative of war, the real war, and

Picture

phony.
"Babes Come Home" will be the feature picture, and it has been scored
with a Vocafilm introduction by Ruth
himself. The recording was made by
Dr. Edward Kilenyi and Mr. Essig,
with a 35-piece orchestra. A summer
price basis will prevail at the Longacre box-office. Opening night tickets
will cost $10.00 for orchestra and mezzanin and $.'5.00 for balcony.

Supporting Players Signed
for
"Alias the Lone Wolf"
With the selection of William V. Mong,,
Ned Sparks, James Mason

and Paulette

Duval for will
roles start
in "Alias
the Lone on
Wolf,""
shooting
immediately
this
Louis Joseph Vance novel, starring Bert
Lytell and featuring Lois Wilson in theleading feminine role.
"Alias the Lone Wolf" will be the second special of Columbia's "Perfect
Thirty," and marks William V. Mong's
third appearance for the company this year.
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By L. C. Moen

ment of recent
excite
AFTER
, the
of newscropThere
week's
thisrather
months
is an
tame.
reels seems
almost total lack of anything strikingly big,.
with the result that the reels feature a
quantity of human interest stories, animal
stuff, hot weather subjects and the like.
Byrd's welcome in Paris, and his arrival
in New York with his crew and with Chamberlin, are featured in all the reels.
International No. 58 shows views of thePalestine earthquake; the Lake Georgeswimming event; and the royal air circus
at Hendon, England.
International No. 59 has one of the best
subjects of the week, American marines in
Pekin, China, rushing defense preparations;
a story of unusual pictorial beauty and
interest.
Pathe News No. CO has some good shots
of the international track meet in England,,
with British and American university teams
competing.
Otherwise, the reels contain the usual
assortment of events; Helen Wills returning; canoe maneuvers; Thea Rasche fl>ang;
and the like. Not much choice among them
this week, with International having perhaps a shade the advantage in general interest.
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Rogers to Start "Texas
Steer" as Scheduled
in Beverly Hills onconhome
BACK
ing after
in
this operati
valensc
the California Hospital. Will
Rogers expects to place "The Texas
Steer" into work about August 1, as
originally scheduled. An announcement was made this week to that
eflfect from the offices of Sam E. Rork,
producer for First National. Richard
Wallace, who will handle the megaphone, will start production on the
photoplay in Washington. D. C, and
will then shift to a Texas ranch and
then back to Burbank for interior
scenes.

"Fortune Hunter" Title of
New Syd Chaplin Film
Syd Chaplin's new starring picture for
Warner Bros., an extended run production,
Avill be released under the title of "The
Fortune Hunter. ' ' It is adapted from the
Broadway play by Winchell Smith, which
achieved a year's run in both New York
and Chicago.
''The Fortune Hunter" was directed by
Charles F. Reisner. The cast includes
Clara Horton, Helene Costello, Louise
Carver, Thomas Jefferson, Duke Martin,
Robert Perry and Paul Kruger.

Schenck Publicity Man Becomes Production Head
Harry Brand, formerly publicity director for Joseph M. Schenck 's publicity
units and for a time exploitation director
for the New York office of ITnited Artists,
has been elevated by Mr. Schenck to a
state where Mr. Brand has full supervision
of production for the Buster Keaton
comedy unit.
Mr. Brand has been in charge for nearly
a year of Keaton 's studio work and he will
receive full screen credit for the comedian's
latest effort. "College."

Trade Boards Announce
Returns from Benefits
s Film Board of
Minneapoli
THETrade
reports that theatres in
the Minneapolis territory raised
for the flood sufferers
S.'i.SBT.TS. Distributors contributed film with a rental
value of $1,214.50. The Detroit Film
Board of Trade reports that receipts
from motion picture theatres for the
flood sufferers total $8,191.63. The
total value of film contributed by distributors was $476.
Fiftv-two theatres in Denver territory raised $.3,440.47. The value of
gratis film and advertising material
donated by exchanges
was $1,285..50.
The Seattle Film Board of Trade, in
a partial report, shows that sixteen
theatres raised $2,424.11.
The Butte, Mont., Film Board of
Trade reports that thirteen theatres
around Butte raised $1,216.51 for the
flood sufferers. The rental value of
free film contributed by the film exchanges for these performances was
$206.50.

In and Out of Town
CHARLES M. STEELE, supervisor of
exchanges, and Stanley W. Hatch,
Western Sales Manager, for First National Pictures, are in the Mid-West on a
ten days' trip. Mr. Steele will visit the
exchanges in St. Louis, Des Moines, Minneapolis and other cities, while Mr. Hatch's
tour will embrace Des Moines, Minneapolis
and other exchanges.
TRYING BRISKIN, head of the foreign de1 partment of Sterling Pictures Distributing
Corporation, leaves Monday for a week's sojourn in Canada. Briskin is headed for an important conference with Sterling officials in
Montreal.
AW.
SMITH _ JR., Eastern sales manager
• for First National, is back at his desk
after a trip to Toronto, where he and R. S. Bell,
Canadian manager for the company, conferred
zvith
N. for
L. Nathanson
regarding First N'ational
product
the nezv season.
HARRY
COHN, vice-president
charge
of production
for Columbia inPictures,
arrived in New York early this week, to be
present at "The Blood Ship" world premiere
at the Roxy Theater on July 16.
WE.
CALLAWAY, Southern sales mau• ager for First National, is off on a tenday trip during which he will visit a number of
his Southern exchanges. His first stop was
Indianapolis, with Memphis to follow.
NED E. DEPINET, general sales manager of First National, and Stanley W.
Hatch, Western sales manager, are back at
their desks after a trip to Chicago and other
Mid-West exchanges.
FOLLOW IMG several business conferences
ivith Cranfield and Clarke, zvho are nozv
rcelasing a scries of two-reel comedies in zuhich
he is being starred by the Lange-Joy Films, Inc.,
Al Joy, comedian, returned to the Coast last
iveek.
WILLIAM
B. BRENNER, of National
Screen Service, returned from London, on the Berengaria, Friday, July 15th.

Territories
Sold for Two
Levine Mascot Serials
Nat Levino, producer of motion pictures
serials, announces the ten-itories already
sold on his two Mascot serials for 1927-28.
The first of these, "The Isle of Sunken
Gold," has already been completed and the
second is to go into work shortly. The
Levine serials will be handled by Hollywood Pictures Corporation in Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey; First
Graphic Exchanges, Inc., in Upper New
York State and Michigan; Fischer Film
Exchange in Ohio and Kentucky; Celebrated Film Dakota;
E"xchangc Midwest
in Minnesota,
North
and South
Distributing
Corp. in Wisconsin; Liberty Film Corp. in
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey, and Western Pictures Corp. in
Washington, Oregon, Montana and Nortliern Idaho.
British & Continental Trading Corp.
controls the entire foreign rights. Deals
now pending in other ITnited States territories are to be closed shortly.

Leishman
Gets Post as
"U" Branch
Chief
for
auditor
for thees past
AN,of exchang
D.yearLEISHM
Universal, has been promoted
to a newly-created post, that of supern's new,
exchang
visor ofannounc
edes.bj' Leishma
Lou B. Metzger
work, as
general sales manager, who made the
appointment, will be the supervision of
all exchange personnel, maintenance
and matters pertaining to physical
distribution, and office operation.
Leishman has been with Universal
since 1922.
E,

Claire
Windsor,
Cortez
and Tearle Columbia Stars
Three impojtant names were added this
week to the ro.■^ter of box office players that
Columbia is signing for this year's product,
when Hari'y Cohn, vice-president in charge
of production, signed Ricardo Cortez,
Claire "Windsor and ConAvay Tearle to appear in some of the company's forthcoming
productions.
Cortez will np^jear in an early Columbia
release; an announcement of the title will
be made in the near future. Claire Windsor's first appearance as a free-lance artist
will be in two Columbia productions. The
acquisition by Columbia of the services of
Cortez, Miss Windsor and Tearle follows
close upon that of Lois Wilson, Hobart Bosworth, Jacqueline Logan and Richard
Arlen.

"U"
Comedv
Awarded
Texas M. P. t. O. Ribbon
"Painting the Town," the Universal
"suriaikse" picture starring Glenn Ti-you,
has befn selected by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners i>f Texas as the outstanding picture of July, possessing the "strongest audience entertainment value" of the
mid-summer releases.
This selection is known as the Blue RibI)on Award of the Texas exhibitor body and
is official.
"Painting the Town" proved such an exceptional picture that its principals were
immediately signed up by Universal for
more jiictures on the same Avorking basis.

Welcome Week for MG-M
News
Planned
"T^LANS for a National Welcome
"*• twice-weekly newsreel service,
I Week to greet M-G-M's new
which will make its bow on August 15,
were announced this week. It will be
known as "the world's spotlight."
Strong newspaper tie-ups have been
made for the occasion. Special screenings are now being arranged for
prominent national and state governmental executives, and for newspapermen.
A special campaign book for the use
of theatres in tying-up with the National Welcome Week has been prepared by the home office of M-G-M.
The staff of news cameramen already
covers practically every important spot
on the globe.
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The start and Jinish of the treasure hunt which exploited ^^Lost at the Front'" (First ISational) at the United Artists theatre in Seattle.
Five hundred men, women and children participated in the hunt, which
was
sponsored
by a newspaper,
fifty-five
merchants
and
the
management of the theatre.

Skouras Circuit Furnishes
Newspaper Comic Strip

"Lost at Front" Treasure
Hunt in Seattle
Newspaper and 55 Merchants Participate in Exploitation Drive for Show at United Artists Theatre
EXPLCJITATIOiV that "blanketed the
town like a snowstorm" was the result of an extensive application of
the treasure hunt stunt recently staged in
Seattle in connection with the presentation
of "Lost at the Front" at the United Artists Theatre in that city. The campaign
was developed on such a huge scale that
there were fifty-five of the leading merchants of Seattle interested in tlie drive,
in addition to the Seattle Star, the newspaper M^hich sponsired the hunt in conjunction with the United Artists Theatre management.
The campaign which built up to the
"Lost at the Front Treasure Hunt" was
carried on vigorously for eight days by the
newspaper. The treasure, supplied by the
merchants from articles of merchandise in
which they deal, had a total value estimated at $1,000.
The mechanics of the arrangement were
that maps were printed in sections giving
the route to be taken by those who wished
to dig for the treasure. These sections
pieced together gave the entire route, covering five miles, to be followed by treasure
seekers. Clue cards were printed and supplied each merchant participating in the
stunt. Each participating merchant was
given a number, shown on the card, and
these were distributed at the points indicatecl on the map. The hunters receiving a
full set. of cards upon an'ival at the last
point on the route were given an identification card, which admitted them to the "no
iruin's land" where the articles were buried.
Running simultaneously Avith the hunt.

the theatre als-o had an effective tie-up
with the Post-Intelligencer, which conducted a piano contest, which had for its
object the selection of the six best amateur
pianists in town, with valuable prizes for
the winners selected by the music jury
chosen to judge the contest. The capital
prize in the piano contest was an AndrewKohler piano valued at $450.

CLUE CARD NO. 28
The Home of the Green Back Used Cars
SAVE THIS CARD as You Follow Your
Treasure Map
When you have collected complete series corresponding with
numbert on your map present them to attendant at Treasure
Trove for identification tag. Show this card at the next Clue
Station for next Clue Card.
Don't Get
"LOST AT THE FRONT"
Like Charlie Murray and George Sidney in the famous
comedy
screen success,
United Artists
Theatre. "Lost at the Front." now playing at

T/iis card, ivlien checked by proper aiit/iorily, certifies that the hearer lias successfully completed the

Seattle Star-United Artists Theatre
"LOST AT THE FRONT"
PLUNDER

HUNT

CLUE

TRAIL

checked by

,

and IS hereby entitled to dig for the buried loot in
the Treasure Trove.
Provcnt tliis to llic Rus>iai\ tiatc Keeper for Admission.
Route cards, distributed by merchants along
the route of the treasure hunt wliich exploited
First !\ation(d's
"Lost
at the Front"
at the
liiiletl Artists
theatre,
Seattle.

J. Reeves Espy, head of the advertising
department of the Skouras Brothers Circuit in St. Louis, is obtaining much publicity for the stars whose pictures are shown
over the circuit through a newspaper comic
strip prepared by his department and published in the St. Louis Daily Times, in
which it appears every day along with the
cartoon strips by famous artists.
This publicity comic strip is called
"Mazie of the Movies." Mr. Espy and
his assistants prepare the material and engage an artist to draw the strip. The artist's
salary is the only expense attached to the
stunt.
Mazie is a movie-struck girl. She becomes ill and her ailment is diagnosed by
the specialists as movie-mania. She imagines her boy friend is Dick Barthelmess
and that she is Mary Astor and puts her
family through many trying experiences.
The doctors say she is to be humored and
taken to see a motion picture every day.
The name of some star and featured player
in
the pictures playing the Skouras Circuit
strip.
is brought into each instalment of the comic

Antique Bike Ballyhoo for
"Somewhere in Sonora"
An old-fashioned bicycle — one of those
implements of torture with a big wheel in
front and one about the size of a soup plate
behind — was used by George J. Sehade, of
the Sehade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, to attract attention to "Somewhere in Sonora. "
No,
Sehade
didn't
the "bike."
there was
a rider
— aride
fellow
who makesButa
business
of "ballyhooing" when a "ballyhoo" is desired.
The rider, garbed as a niralist from the
tall grass, wore a banner on his back calling attention to the fact that "SomcAvhere
in Sonora" was the attraction at the
Schnde.
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Highlights of a "First Auto^'' pngeant in /Veto York exploiting the showing of the W^arner Bros, picture of that title at the Colonytheatre there. Barney Old/ield in Mercedes racer, vintage of 1902, in n^hich he lead parade dotvn Broadway to City Hall, where
Mayor James J. Walker greeted the famous
racer and inWarner
officials,
At right is the celebrated '^999''^
auto exhibited
a Broadtvar
storeshown
windowin center photo.

Mary Pickford Hostess to Girls
in "My Best Girl" Exploitation
tie-np with daily newsTHROUGH papers inathirte
en key cities, with
front-page ]>ubli('ity as a daily feature to build up and maintain pul)lic interest,
Mary Pickford 's forthcoming- picture "My
Best Girl" is the subject of an exploitation
drive of national scope and widespread interest.
Exploitation for the picture and the star
is stimulated through the selection of thirteen "Best Girls" from thirteen key cities
as guests of Mary Pickford on a thirteen day
vacation trip to Hollywood with the star as
hostess.
The Mary Pickford company has an extensive organization handling the project,
which is being featured by the following
newspapers: Chicago Herald and Examiner,
New York Mirror, Cincinnati Post, Cleveland Press, Pittsburgh Press, Philadelphia
News, Minneapolis Tribune, Denver Post,
Dallas Dispatch, The Atlanta Georgian,
Seattle Times, San Francisco Bulletin and
the Boston Advertiser.

have the cooperation of Finkelstein &
Ruben, whose theatres will be used as polling places in the election. Two girls — one
from Minneapolis and one from the northwest^will bo elected through ballots printed
in the Tribune.
In practically all cases the competition
is restricted to self-supporting girls whose
circumstances may be more or less like
Mary Pickford as the five and ten cent store
girl, in the photoplay.

The only conditions attached to the "Best
Girls" vacation election, is that the girls
are not to be movie aspirants and that they
are to return to their home cities at the
close of the thirteen day holiday in Holh'wood.
It is expected that a speecinl Pullman will
leave Chicago, Saturday July 23, via the
Santa Fe, with the jiiajority of the successful nominees aboard. The Dallas and Minneapolis girls are to join the train at Kansas City, Sunday July 24. The Denver girl
will be picked up at La Junta on the same
day. The Seattle and San Francisco girls,
in the meantime, will reach Los Angeles by
the Coast route and will ai-rive at Los Angeles in time with the arrival of the train
from the East.
The elections are being handled in various
manners in the different cities. In some
cases, newspapers sponsoring the stunt require ten best reasons, to be written by the
girls, thus making it an essay contest.
Others make a direct circulation idea of
the project by ba.sing the election upon the
largest number of new subscriptions obtained by candidates.
The Minneapolis Tribune, which is sponsoring the election in the northwest, will

Flag
Boston Judge
Fines
Pole Sitter

Awkward
Squad
Feature
of Stunt
for "Rookies"
Instead
of employing
one or two men to
ballyhoo a picture. Manager Tom Holliday
made excellent use of eight men to exploit
"Rookies" when that film played at the
Imperial Theatre, Columbia, S. C.
The eight men were of various proportions— fat ones, lean ones, short ones, tall
ones, etc. — and were dressed as typical
rookies in the olive drab unifonn of the
U. S. Armv.

New
t infinding
interes
EnglandAD
is taken
in the
WIDESPRE
of Judge Michael J. Murray of
the Suffolk Municipal court, Boston, of
a verdict of guilty against Frank Holl,
"Sparrow Holl," who was ordered
down from the top of the flag pole on
the Metropolitan Theatre building
after he had remained on that lofty
perch 55 hours. Judge Murray imposed
a fine of $25. Holl, through counsel,
d.
appeale
In making
his finding of guilty of a
common law nuisance, Judge Murray
stated that "a nuisance is anything that
works harm, inconvenience or damage.
The defendant, seated at the top of the
pole, was plainly visible for a long
distance on Tremont street reaching
far up the Mall. The presence of the
crowds so collected rendered Tremont
street in the vicinity of the Metropolitan Theatre unsafe for travel. The
police department wisely interfered
before serious accident occurred."

Plans to Repeat Harmonica
Contest in Industry
The Gaiety Theatre, Industry, 111., recently completed such a successful Juvenile
Comedies-Hannonica Playing contest that
the Gaiety manager already has requested
new accessories so that he may stage another campaign in the immediate future.
One drug stoi-e, handling the Hohner
harmonica, arranged a window display as a
tie-up with the contest. This store reported
splendid business during the contest, being
as well pleased as the theatre manager.
A newspaper publicity and advertising
campaign featured the contest. Four prizes
were given the winners, while twenty-four
"Big Boy" harmonicas were given away to
the kiddies who were too young to enter the
contest. The owner of a "Big Boy" harmonica who blew the instrument the longest
was given a special prize.

Suburban Managers Forming Boys' Baseball League
A new idea in getting summer business
has been adopted by several Kansas City
suburban houses and the Kansas City Journal-Post, a daily newspaper. The newspaper is organizing several boys' baseball
teams, which will be named after and which
will represent various suburban theatres.
Each week each theatre will use a slide
announcing the schedule of the "movie
league" and each theatre will use brief
"shots" in a news reel of its team in action
each week. By such a plan it is hoped to
stimulate summer business among the
younger generation, which, in turn, will
"drag in" the parents to the theatres.

Boys and Dogs Wear "Long
Pants" to Exploit Show

Small boys wearing long pants with dogs
with their front legs similarly encased
were used to attract attention and excite
interest when "Long Pants" was the attraction at the Schade Theatre, Sandusky,
George J. Schade, owner and manager.
Schade is one of those ingenious fellows
with an idea that fits into every situation
and, as a result, the folks of his locality are
always aware of the fact that he has a
theatre, that the theatre is awaiting them
and that patrons may be assured of real
entertainment at all time and under all
circumstances.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situation Wanted
ASSISTANT IVIANAGER:
reliable, yotang married man,
three years' experience; exploitation and prologue builder, vaudeville and presentation experience. Desires to locate in Greater New York,
Westchester or Northern Jersey. Moderate salary. Box
850, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
AT LIBERTY — Class-A
theatre manager. Experienced— large and small
chains. Also ex-theatre chain
owner. Expert newspaper
and ad writer, publicity, exploitation. Put any house
over — large or small. Strictly
sober ; married ; references.
Pep, personality, mixer. Go
anywhere. You name salary
to start. Box 350, Motion
Picture News, New York
City.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
SINGERS — experienced
for theatre singing. Men and
women. Write salary and
other data. Address : Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van
Buren, Chicago.
PIANO LEADER — Conductor at liberty September
4th. Former Publix man.
Real showman, energetic
worker and sober. All essentials novelties,
;
prologues and
symphonic jazz. Fine Library.
High class picture man and
capable vaudeville leader.
Press stuff and photos. Box
875, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
MANAGER age forty,
twenty years' experience. Pictures, vaudeville. Fifteen
years general manager
one

corporation. Highest references, ability and character.
Box 925, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides ; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E.
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0.

For Sale
FOR SALE— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides, Banners, and
other kinds of accessories on
any subject, new or old— regardless. Save 60 per cent.
Write for order blanks and
price list. Theatre Poster
Supply Company & Sign Exchange, 327 E. Sixth Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
FOR SALE: motion picture theatres, one in town of
1,400, other in town of 2,700
located in Indiana. No competition. Real money makers.
Part cash, balance terms. For
full information, address Box
950, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
FOR

SALE: 1500 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
FOR SALE: must sell to
settle estate. Approximately
500 - 1000-foot reels and 2
Simplex machines. Will sell
cheap for cash. Quick sale.
Address E. J. Conelly, 337
Union Street, Lynn, Mass.
FOR SALE: 400 Seat
Theati-e, good proposition.
Long lease, in Cleveland,
Ohio. Box 975, Motion Picture News. New York Citv.
WANTED
thoroughly experienced Manapcr for large
German theatre circuit as assistant to
Genera! Manager. Only live wire men
having already managed a chain of theatres, not over 30 years and prcfirubly
speaking German, need apply, sending
jihotos and references to IJox 1000,
Motion Picture News, New York f'ity.

Newspaper displays which advertised the showing
of the Fox Screen version of the James GleasonRichard Taber comedy "/s Zat So?'' at various first
run theatres, are illustrated above. Stock illustrations and press book layouts are being extensively used by exhibitors exploiting this production. The layouts shown include ads by the following: Fox theatre, Philadelphia: Circle. Indianapolis; Lyric, Cincinnati; JSew theatre. Baltimore;
Strand,

Albany;

James''

Grand,

Ctdumbus,

O.
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York City

was the principal topic
THE weather
of conversation last week, and for
the first time this summer the cooling and refrigerating systems were of material box-office value. The slump was remarkably light, taking the street as a whole
and considering the sudden intensity of the
heat spell.
"The Big Parade" dropped way off;
"Seventh Heaven" slipped somewhat;
while
them. "King of Kings" topped both of
The Eoxy had one of its poorest weeks
with "Singed," representing a heavy drop
from the previous week.
The Capitol, on the other hand, was up
for the week \\'ith "The Callahans and the
Murphys."
The Strand had an unsatisfactory week
with "The Prince of Headwaiters."
The Paramount had a good week,
although off somewhat from the previous
seven days, with "Ten Modem Commandments" and Paul Whiteman. "The Way
of All Flesh" continues a strong draw at
the Rialto, as does "Oamille" at the Rivoli.
"The First Auto" and "Old San Francisco" are reported satisfactory.

Boston
BUSINESS continues decidedly spotty at
both the downtown and suburban theatres this week. Box office receipts have
fallen off considerably during the week
with the possible exception of Loew's State
theatre, which has apparently built up such
a strong "neighborhood" atmosphere for
its house that it maintains good grosses in
spite of the weather.
Weather conditions have been decidedly
unfavorable, with the year's hottest and
most humid week, intermingled with severe
electrical storms.
"The King of Kings," Boston's only
road show, is now playing its seventh and
final week at the Tremont Theatre. No
other road shows are booked at present
in any Boston theatres although several
of the legitimate theatres are available
for a good road show.
Loew's State, as previously noted, continues to enjoy good business. A Lon
Chaney film, '"The Unknown," is the feature, while Phil Spitalny and his band, as
the stage number, are this week assisted
by Nina Olivette, dancing star of the
recent "Queen High" comedy.
The Metropolitan showed some falling
off in its grosses during the week, although
it can be said that returns are far from
being poor. Through the recent arrangement of programs the theatre is better than
ever able to handle large numbers of
patrons from the time its doors open until
they clase on the final -show. "Ten Modern Commandments" is the feature film,
while "Kid Days," staged by Paul Oscard, is the presentation number and Gene
Rodemich and his Merry Makers have the
assistance of Peggy English and Tim
Marks this week in the musical feature.
Sonya Rozann, soprano, assists the orchestra.
At the Twin houses, the Modern
and

lUI

Beacon, "The Brute" and "Back Stage"
are the double features, witli Elsie Janis,
Martinelli and others in the Vitaphone
numbers.
"Beau Geste" succeeds the extended
run of "Chang" at the Fenway and the
Fenway Symphony Orchestra has an entirely new program, playing to average
houses during the week.
' ' Tillie The Toiler ' ' has shown a good
gross at Loew's Orpheum, taking the week
in general. The Scollay Square Olympia,
in the Boston premiere of "Naughty, But
Nice," and a seven-act vaudeville bill, did
a fair week's business. The same feature
film is given at the Washington Street
Olympia. "The Claw" is playing to fair
houses at the Keith-Albee Boston. Other
films now showing are "One Increasing
Purpose" at the Bowdoin Square, "The
World at Her Feet" at the Capitol and
the Exeter, "The Al
Dark
banyAngel" at the Lancaster and "Senorita" at the University.

"1X7" ITH the mercury ranging in the nine' ' ties day after day and with the humidity equally high, the motion picture
theatres of this section of New York state
played to smair audiences last week with
one or two exceptions. In these exceptions,
the type of picture appeared to be able
to draw crowds against the excessive heat.
Probably the best bet of the week, in so
far as box receipts were concerned, was
"The Callahans and the Murphys, " playing at the Lincoln in Troy, and which duplicated the previous week's record of the
Leland in Albany. In fact the attendance
at the Lincoln last week was one of the
largest during any summer week in the
history of the house.
At the Troy Theatre, "The Unknown"
ran heavy for the first four days and then
dropped off a hit, although the receipts for
the week were satisfactory. At tlie Leland
in Albany, "Lost at the Front" proved
a very good business getter despite the
heat, altiioiigh the attendance did not run
as high as that of ' * The Callahans and the
Poor business characterized the week's
Murphys."
run of "The World at Her Feet" at the
Mark Strand, while the Mark Ritz played
to small crowds with "Parisian Love" for
the first half and "Ritzy" the last half.
Neighborhood houses in Troy and Schenectady also reported poor business.

Philadelphia
DESPITE the excessively hot weather
Stanley and the Fox reported good
patronage, probably largely due to the excellent refrigeration systems at these two
houses. Patronage of other downtown
houses fell off somewhat.
Richard Dix in "Man Power" was the
film attractio,n at the Stanley, while B. A.
Rolfe and his Palais D'Or Orchestra, and
Charlotte Woodruff, prima donna, helped
as drawing cards.
The Stanton Theatre had a fair week
with the production "The Night of Love,"
while tlie Fox Theatre with "The Secret
Studio" and a Midsummer Syncopation
Frolic got its share of business.

Illllllllllllltll

Ed Wynn, a Philadelphian, drew well at
the Arcadia in his first production "Rubber Heels." "Ten Modern Commandments," at the
Karlton, pulled just fair
receipts for
the week.
BiUie Dove and Ben Lyon in "The Tender Hour, ' ' at the Palace, did not hold up
so well, nor did Gary Cooper in the "Last
Outlaw" at the Victoria.
Tom Mix in "The Circus Ace" at the
Globe had just a fair
week, while the
Capitol with Louise Dresser in "White
Flannels" and Harry Langdon in "The
First One Hundred Years" did somewhat
better.

Central Pennsylvania
maximum
Y^ITH
the mercury
above ninety
reaching
daily
on afive
of
the
SIX
days
of
the
week,
marked slump in attendance 'there
at thewas
lead-a
ing picture theatres of Harrisburg, notwithstanding attractions possessed of more
than ordinary merit were booked. Manager Charles Jones, of the Colonial, whokeeps tabs on the attendance at attractions
that rival the movies, reported a big increase in the crowds at the out-of-door
parks and dance pavilions and the municipal l)athing beach, making it evident that
in the abnormally hot weather they weregetting the bulk of the patronage away
from the movies.
The Colonial's feature attraction wa.s.
"The Tender Heart," with Billie Dove and
Ben Lyon, and those who saw it were well,
pleased with the show. The same may besaid of the main attraction at the Victoria where the Florence Vidor film play.
"The World at Her Feet," proved very
entertaining to the relatively few persons,
wlio braved the heat.
At Loew's Regent the Lon Chaney play,.
"The Unknown," was declared by critics
to be well up to Chaney 's standard. The
audiences there also were depleted becausemost folks appeared to prefer to pass thevery
ments. hot nights at out-of-door entertainThe new $60,000 cooling system just installed at the State theatre had its first
thorough try-out during the extremely hot
week and everyone said it came up fully
to expectations. The State plays programs
of combined vaudeville and pictures and
the picture offering the last half of the
week was "The Block Signal," which had
an especial appeal to Harrisburg which
has a very large railroading population.
The Russell theatre continued its policy
of two film features at once, showdiig Jack
Perrin in "Hi- Jacking Rustlers," and
Jetta Goudal and Lionel Barrymore in
"Paris at Midnight." The Grand put on
"Clothes Make the Pirate," featuring Leon
Errol and Dorothy Gish.

Detroit
\ DECIDED shmip was noticed at nearly
■^*- all of the downtown houses this week.
Hot and rainy weather together with bad
business conditions in general offered a
cause for sadness among the owners and
managers.
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The Michigan drew nice business on
"Man Power," with Richard Dix and
]Mary Brian, and a I'ublix presentation.
Another feature. "Twelve Miles Out,"
also proved an exception drawing fairly
well in the Madison. It will he held for
one more week, at least.
Receipts were very low at the Adams
where
"Moon of Israel" was presented.
Pola Negri failed to hrinfj even an avera,e:e att(>ndanee to the Capitol. "Barbed
Wire"
house. was the attraction presented in this
At the State, business with "Ritzy"
and a sta<,'e show was far below normal
and the
"Beauty
went over poorly
on
ColonialShoppers"
screen.

Tampa
POWER" opaned the week
^ *■ for the Tampa, and
Sunday's
business wag a wow. RichardtheDix
is one
of the favorites, in male stars, with Tampa
fans and his pictures always pull well.
The four days' run resjistcred very good.
"Ten Modern Commandments" was the
feature attraction for the last half of the
week. Along with some excellent short
subjects, and the symphony orchestra, it
furnished excellent entertainment and
kept the business right up to the very
good mark.
Harry Langdon, in "Long Pants," was
the oi)ening attraction at the Strand. The
Sunday business was excellent and the following day went over very good. Reginald
Dejnny, in "Fast and Furious," followed
for the next three days and grossed a little better than the week days' showing of
the other picture. "On Ze Boulevard"
closed the week and kept the crowds coming. Very good week.
The Franklin had their usual good business, giving the customers "The Whispering Sage," "Spangles," and "Twisted
Triggers."
All three w'ent over well.

The popularity of the bathing beaches
cut into business somewhat on the north
side, and Waring: 's Pennsylvanians, Rov
Cropper and "Man Power" on the screen
proved strong attractions at the Uptown,
l)ut did not equal the business done by this
cumhination on the south side. "A Million Bid" and Verne Buck and his orchestra in "Garden Follies" brought fair attendance to the Sheridan.

St. Louis
BUSINESS in the St. Louis territory
-L' continues decidedly off and the outlook
for the immediate future is none too promising. The weather is adverse for most
shows and thousands of men and women
are out of employment.
"For Ladies Only" was shown on the
screen of the St. Louis Theatre during
the week, and in conjunction with some
Orpheum circuit vaudeville did very well,
everything considered.
The Missouri Theatre had a fair week
with "The Yankee Clipper" as the chief
screen offering. Brooke Johns had another
good stage show for the week. 'Tis said
that the current receipts of the Missouri
Theatre since Johns arrived have shown
an increase of 30 per cent over comparative periods.
The Ambassador showed "The Prince
of Headwaiters" with Lewis Stone as the
star. A Publix show was on the stage.
Average receipts were enjoyed.
Loew's State got its share of the firstrun patron age with "Captain Salvation"
as its main picture offering.
The Grand Central showed "Simple Sis."

Ottawa

fans treated local thepicture
OTTAWA
a.tres rather
coolly because of the heat
during the week of July 11. The Canadian
Capital Avas recuperating from the strenuous days of the Diamond Jubilee of Canadian Confederation and gave only passing
tliought
to shows.
Chicago
Lon Chaney in "The Unknown" at the
Regent Theatre was regarded as giniesome
BETTER weather conditions reacted
favorably on theatre attendance last but this picture attracted a fair share of the
week and business, while not up to the
crowd. "The Monkey Talks" at B. F.
usual standard at this season, Avas someKeith's heatre was another circus picture
what better than two weeks ago. However,
and it was more pleasing to the lady pa^
large de luxe houses in the loop and some
trons. Keith ci'owds were the average for
neighborhood houses, both on the south
hot weather. "Cradle Snatchers" at the
Imperial was a light feature, appropriate to
and north sides, did good business.
The Chicago offered a strong bill, fea- the weathei', and drew patronage that was
steady but not startling.
turing Ted Lewis and his musical clowns
At the Centre Theatre there was little
on the stage, and "The Callahans and Murbox-office clioice between "The Wreck"
phys" on the screen, the coml)ination
which played the first half and "The Sundrawing well. At the Oriental, "Running
set Derby," the last half of the week. Only
Wild" was the feature picture and Paul
fair crowds saw the three pictures in a row
Ash and his gatig in "Dangerous Dan's
at the Prancais, namely "White Black
Revue" played to average busijiess. "The
Sheep," "The Country Beyond" and "His
Covered Wagon" was revived at the Roosevelt and jjroved once more tliat its drawMaster's
ing power is still excellent. At McVickers,
The bestVoice."
business of the summer was recorded during the previous week at the
"Beau Geste" continued to show to fair
business.
Regent with a revival run of "Monte
On the south side the Tivoli with a strong
Cristo" ])ut this was hel[)ed considerably
bill including Benny Kreuger's bunch in by the Canadian Diamond Jubilee news pictures which ^lanager Ray Tubman pre"Jazz .Jungles" and "Man Power" as the
sented as an added attraction.
feature picture, together with a Pul)lix
In Hull, Quebec, the Eden Theatre had
I)resenlation, accounted for an average box
its best summer patronage with "Breed of
office report. Tlie Capitol offered "The
the Sea" but it was only fair at that.
Secret Studio," Vitaphone and Del Delbridge and his Capitol merrymakers, busiBaltimore
ness holding up to normal.
The Marbro did well with its first Vita'T'ORRID weather which struck Baltimore
phone program, Benny Meroff and his band
*■ during the week beginning
Monday,
and "Colleen" as its feature.
July 11, put a decided crimp in the mo-

Picture

News

tion picture busin&ss of the Monumental
City in all the first run theatres with the
exception of Loew's Centm-y and Valencia
which are cooled by a modern refriger
ating

"The Understanding Heart," was the attraction at the Century with Isham Jones
plant.
and his orchestra and the week's business
was considered one of the biggest in the
history of the house. Helping this theatre
also was the enonnous publicity and advertising campaign put over for the picture in
Hearst's Xews and American here.
Business for the second week of "Resurrection" at the Valencia was considered
very, very good. At the four other fii-st run
houses business was poor. "Good As Gold,"
was shown at the Garden with five vaudeville acts and "Stage Madness" was the
attraction at Keith's Hippodrome with five
vaudeville acts also.
"The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary" was
shown at the New Theatre while "Fast and
Furious," was presented at Warner's Metropolitan. The poor business can be considered due to the hot spell rather than due
bo the pictures.

Milwaukee
O UMMER season business continues at
^ its usual slow pace in Milwaukee and
theatre managers are becoming reconciled
to slim houses.
The new orchestral policy was inaugurated at the Wisconsin this week with
Dave Schooler as master of ceremonv. This
togetherstered with the picture, "Senorita/' bolup patronage to a noticeable extent.
The Merrill did fairly well with "On Ze
Boulevard." "The Claw" at the Alhambra drew business that was considered
average for this tiin(> of year. Patronage
was slim at the Strand, where "The World
at Her Feet" was the feature. The. Garden, showing "Rich But Honest," was
well attended.
Business was extremely good all week
at the new Oriental. The picture was "The
Teinder Hour." "Special Delivery at the
Tower and Modjeska theatres drew fair
houses. "Don Juan was a popular attraction and played this week at the ^lilwaukee.
Savoy, Tivoli, Colonial and Mirth. The
Venetian theatre drew fair houses with
"The Music Master." The new Shorewood theatre continues to do most gratifying business and this week Iji-ought in
good patronage with "The Understa.'nding

Kansas City
ATTENDANCE
as a whole was above
the average
at Kansas
City motion
'
picture
theatres
this
week.
'
Heart.
With a change from Pul)lix stage shows
fo the new Publix i>oli('y the Newman, with
Richard Dix in "Man Power," played to
good houses all week. The same can be
said
for the German film, "Metropolis," at
the Royal.
At the Liberty theatre, "The Red Kimono" enjoyed a good second week, while
"Rich Men's Sons" at the Pantages held
up much better than normal attendance.
Syd Chaplin in "The Better 'Ole" virtualy packed them in all week with the Vitaphone
])rogram.
At the
Mainstreet theatre, Reginald
Denny in "Fast and Furious" also kept
well above the average mark in the weekly
attendance. Only the ordinary newspaper
advertising and lol)l)y displays were resorted to.
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Cleveland
THE hottest week in fifty-five years was
not conducive to good business in any
of the local theatres. However, those theatres which have installed cooling plants
and, in addition, offered special entertainment values, managed to pull through the
week less disastrously than those which
trusted to the weatherman and the good
dispositions of its patrons.
The Carrier-cooled Stillman did fairly
well during its second week of "Annie
Laurie."
And what isbetween
catalogued
"fair"
with
the thermometer
95 and
100
would be "good" under normal conditions.
"The Callahans and the Murphys" closed
its third and last week at the Cameo with
a good record, considering tlie heat. The
air-cooled Allen, plus "The Poor Nut,"
unusually funny and wholesome comedy,
plus ^an invitingly cool presentation called
"In Alaska," did pretty well on the week's
business. Evein Vincent Lopez and his
famous orchestra could not bring the State
average far above normal last week, although the photoplay featm-e "Dance Magic" was better than average entertainment.
Keith's Palace did fairly well with "Rolled
Stockings." "All Aboard," failed to register at the box office at the Park. "The
Night Bride," good, light summer entertainment, but not enough inducement to
drag people into the theatre. Keith's East
105th St. didn't do much with it all week.
Neither did Reade's Hijjpodroine the last
half of the week. Buck Jones in "Hills
of Peril" did pretty well during its engagement half of the week at the Hippodrome. The neighborhood houses are reported to have died during the hot spell.

Indianapolis
■nUSINESS continued "off" in Indian■■-' apolis movie houses the past week. The
season, generally bad, has brought uncertain box office receipts here. Weather conditions have been bad and considerable
unemployment has been partially responsible.
Berkell and Stuart Walker stock companies have had splendid runs this summer
and clipped box office receipts for picture
theatres.
"Faust" was a "flop" from box office standpoint the past week at Apollo.
"The World War," sponsored by the
American Legion and Indianapolis News
in special drive, drew fairly heavy the past
two weeks at the Colonial.
Circle audiences have slightly falleii
since opening of the Indiana, new Puhlix
house, operated by the same company.
Indiana crowds are rather light during hot
days.
The Ohio crowds have dropped recently
since Circle bought controlling interest.
Xeigbborhood limiscs have reported light
business the last few weeks.

Minneapolis
"DUSIXESS was generally good in the
■'-' Minneapolis picture houses this week.
The Vitaphonc picture, "The Better
'Ole, " proved an excellent attraction at
the State, where big crowds were the rule.
Lars Hanson, in "Captain Salvation,"
was well received at the Strand. At the
Lyric, Ben Lyon and Pauline Starke in
"Dance Magic" succeeded in
in
the patrons in good fashion. puUing
The Pantages featured Olive Borden in "The
Secret Studio,"
a picture which lent it-

self to a little sensational exploiting, and
was well rewarded at the box office. The
Hennepin-Orpheum found May Robson in
"The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary" to be
a good drawing card. The Loring attempted a revival week, and showed such
films as "Male and Female," "His Hour,"
and "The Dark Angel" with good results.
At the neighborhood houses, business continued strong, with such pictures as
"Rookies," "Don Juan," and "Tracked
by the Police." The weather, for the
most part, was cool and pleasant, and conducive to theatre-going.

Oklahoma

City

T^HE weather here was warm the first
*■ part of the week but cooled off to a
remarkable degree the last part, and the
theatre business seemed to be influenced
by this fact. This, and also the fact that
the Orpheum Theatre — generally conceded
the coolest spot in the city — had an unusually good bill of vaudeville on.
At the Empress Theatre, "Lonesome
Ladies" kept the screen all week and
played to rather good business. The star,
Lewis Stone, was tlie main attraction. The
Criterion picture, "Manpower" was only
fair according to business done. This theatre has been having the best pictures for
the last few weeks. "Cradle Snatchers, "
at the Liberty, was well received, but Avas
not held over — and we understand that
was the arrangenuMit in case it went over
big. "The Monkey Talks," an unusually
good picture, kept tliem interested at the
Liberty the last part of the week. "Heaven
on Earth" did fair business at the Capitol the first lialf of the week, and although
the plot was light, the drawing power of
the stars perhaps deserved better than it
received. "Ten Modern Commandments"
finished the week at this theatre and was
pronounced very entertaining. Business
rather good for this season of the year.

Salt Lake City
Y) OAVNTOWN
theatre business
as a
^^
whole has averaged
fairly good
in
Salt Lake for the past week, considering
the fact that a real summer out-of-doors
week has been had.
Richard Dix and Mary Briali in "Man
Power" had a very good week at the Paramount Empress; this attraction having been
offered in connection with a special stage
attraction which was billed as "Paul
Cazins' Syncopators," and which was also
very well received.
"On Ze Boulevard," with Lew Cody and
Renee Adoree, proved to be rather disappointing at the Victory as far as box
office receipts are concerned, but was not
entirely at fault, considering the hot
weather.
The double feature program at the
American consisted of Milton Sills in
"Framed," which was probably the main
attraction, and Anna Q. Nilsson in ' ' The
Masked AVoman," with the average summer crowds in attendance.
Bert Lsrtell in "Obey the Law" received
favorable comments and was held over for
an extra day, but the crowds were not up
to par here either. A special exploitation
campaign was carried on in connection with
this picture.
The screen comedy, "The Callahans and
the Murphys," was greatly enjoyed at the
Pantages in addition to the vaudeville program.

"Resurrection," as a second run, went
over exceptionally well at the Rialto Theatre, this picture starring Rod LaRocque
and Dolores del Rio.
Business has been slightly off for the
second run houses and suburban theatres
also during the mid-summer period.

Los Angeles
TWELVE
MILES
OUT,"
John Gilbert
at Loew's
State,starring
is attracting large crowds, especially being pop( (' ular with the men.
The report from Grauman's Egyptian
Theatre
that records
"Topsy inand
Eva"of five
has
broken aUis house
its run
weeks.
■Janet Gayiuir and Cliarles Farrell in
"Seventh Heaven" at Carthay Circle are
still acquiring hundreds of iiew fans at
each perforuuince. The splendid picture
is proving very popular.
Judg'ing from comment, one picture each
Aveek semes to be more popular than other
runs and this week "The Way of All
Flesh" at the Criterion is doing great
business. The box office receipts show better attendance in its second week.
Rube Wolf and Nell Kelly avIio have
a great following in Los Angeles are helping with their stage presentation to put
"Service for Ladies" across nt the Metropolitan. The management reports only fair
attendance.
For the ]);ist two months "The King of
Kings" at Grauman's Chinese has attracted
unusual atendance and to all appearances
wiU continue to do so for many weeks.
"Chang" at the Million Dollar and
"Framed" at the Uptown are both doing
average business.

San Francisco
n and
downtow
at both
Aveek
past ial
THEresident
motion
picture
theatres,
generally, Avas considered a good one, as
the pictures and the presentation acts,
Avhere shoAvn, Avere good.
"Manpower"
the Granada
At fairly
the sjiecialty act Avas
well andTheatre,
drew
Loew's
Nut"wellat all
Poorvery
"Thedrew
popular.
and
week WarTheatre,
field
offering called "Tassels Idea"
the stage
especially popular Avith the tassels
Avas
being girls and dancing.
"The BetFrancis toTheatre,
Atter the
'Ole," St.
draw crowds for a
continued
third week and "The Rough Riders" drew
crowds to the California Theatre, for
Rodsevelt Avas ahvays popular here.
"Old Ironsides," shown at advanced
prices at the Columbia Theatre, has not been
drawing so Avell the third, nor even second
weeks, as Avas contemplated.
"Quarantined Rivals," a farce comedy,
took very well at the Golden Gate Theatre,
manv liking it much better than the vaudeville acts. "The Lure of The Night
Club" and "The Yokel," two pictures
shoAvn together at the Union Square Theatre, were very popular, as Avere some of
the vaudeville acts. At the Cameo Theatre, were very popular, as Aveie some of
first part of the Aveek was popular, but
the picture,
a the
comedy,
Widows,
' ' shown
second"Beware
half, drewof
many more people to this house. "Is Zat
So?" drew crowds to the Pantages Theatre.
In the residential houses, "The Sea
Tiger" shown at the Coliseum drew good
crowds and "Her Father Said No," togetlier witli the musical comedy at the
Wigwam
Theatre, also drew big crowds.
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"The Glorious Fourth"
(Pathe-Our Gang — Two Reels)
{Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
MIX

up a gang of youthful patriots and the
Fourth of July and you are bound to have
fireworks. When in the mixing you inject "Our
■Gang" there is bound to be more than fireworks.
In fact there is likely to be disaster, not only to
the gang, but to all of those in the immediate
vicinity.
All of the blame for what happened is placed
on the innocent and none too stalwart shoulders
of Farina, who earned a quarter and with it purchased the biggest thing in the fireworks shop,
a skyrocket. Said shop had been left in the
keeping of Joe in the absence of his mother, who
conducted the shop. Joe was responsible for the
lighting of the skyrocket, which ascended
majestically but did not burst until it descended
-within the fireworks shop. And then the racket
started. And it continued until it had cleaned
out everything and everybody in the vicinity.
There is really more racket and confusion
than there is comedy, but with it all, there are
a few good gags and some little humor. The
action, however, is fast enough to satisfy the
most exciting. Added to the consternation
caused by the bursting fireworks is that injected
by the dub who eats the "Bahama Oil Capsules,"
made of a stronger explosive than TNT, and
makes himself completely obnoxious to all with
whom he comes into contact. Yes, there is
plenty of action.

"Night Owls"
(Educational-Cameo — One Reel)
A

PEACE-LOVING American tourist arrives in a French village in quest of a
<iuiet inn and lands by mistake in a regular hornet's nest of Apaches.
constituted
and not possessing the Delicately
physical brawn
that
marks his ferocious fellow guests this bold fellow nevertheless woos the pretty daughter of
the inn's proprietor and so has to put up with
the menacing advances of a particularly unTiandsome Apache, who wants the girl himself.
Throughout nearly the whole of the footage,
the gentle American (Phil Dunham) is kept
busy dodging his adversary, using a nimble mind
to combat strength and an intense dislike. By
all manner of maneuvers., he manages to elude
a mauling, but not for good as both he and the
unfriendly Frenchman disappear down a well
as the comedy comes to an end. Average slapstick stufT that will get by in the second run
and neighborhood houses. Along with Dunham
are Estelle Bradley, Al Thompson, Wallace
Lupino and Robert Burns. It was directed by
Mark Sandrich and was released on June 19. —
RAYMOND GANLY.

'Kid Tricks'
(Educational-Juvenile — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

other multifold changes of countenance, you
have to agree with the press sheet that the little fellow is an actor of "rare ability."
In "Kid Tricks" he is instrumental in bringing his separated parents together. The time
has arrived for the father to get possession of
the boy and the mother is sorry to give him
up. He goes off in the custody of the rural
mail carrier and after an exciting ride arrives
at his father's house, where everything would
be fine if it were not for the rascally son of
the housekeeper. A ride on a pony, a trip up
in
the unhurt
air onto totheestablish
tail of abetween
kite and his
"Bigmother
Boy"
falls

throwing his net into the ocean, the Buttermilk
Falls in Pennsylvania, the marvelous Victoria
Falls in Africa. The picturesque boats of China
are shown and an interesting trip taken down a
mountain of Tennessee. Robert E. Gillman's
editing and conception of the continuity is okay
and the animated embellishments of Archie N.
Griffiths amusing.— RAYMOND GANLY.

and dad warm feelings. An acceptable number for any type of house. The grown-ups in
the cast are Lila Leslie, Robert Graves, Elfie
Fay, Jack McHugh, Ford West. Ford West
directed.
Released on July 3, 1927.

ANYTHING or almost anything relating to
the screen folk is engaging — so thinks the

"The Bully"
(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)
' 'Tj^GOTISM is the glue that enables a man
-L' to get stuck on himself." That is the
fable in this one and it is the best part of the
picture, which seems hardly up to the standard
of these past fables. The cartoonists have failed
to crowd in the usual amount of humor.
The bully, an xylophone player, sends Milton
Mouse to do his collecting and he becomes entangled with the cuckoo in the cuckoo clock.
They battle fiercely until cuckoo calls upon
grandfather clock to come to the rescue. Grandfather responds, with the resultant annihilation
of the bully. The action develops little in the
way of humor.— CHESTER J. SMITH.

"The Movie Hound"
(Educational-Canieo — One Reel)
IT is probably so that often the events that
daily happen in the average motion picture
studio can be utilized as appropriate comedy
ideas. This release of the Cameo brand employs
the troubles of the poor property man. An irate
director orders him to get a dog with spirit
when the sleepy canine that he is using in a
dramatic scene fails to respond adequately to
his furious megaphone bellowings. Dogs prove
mighty hard to get so the property man, portrayed by Wallace Lupino, obtains the services
of a dwarf encased in a dog's regalia advertising dog biscuits. The dog is anxious to work-under the Kleigs but seems to be out of place in
the studio for he does everything to wreck the
progress of various productions in the making.
Phil Dunham, Kathryn McGuire and Lucille
Hutton are members of the cast. Mark Sandrich was the director. It is fair entertainment.
—RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Tales of a Traveler"
(Educational — One Reel)
Though these Hodge-Podge collections of Lyman H. Howe are labelled Some Sense and

< 4

BIG BOY," Educational's winsome youngster, is sure to please in his latest tworeel comedy. The kid actor is in fine form.
"His manysonality little
mannerisms
andmore.
shinning
are emphasized
all the
For perinherent ability to act before the camera you
would have to go a long way to beat the natural spontaneity of this child. He has a wealth
of varied expressions, has even taken on new
ones in fact. His appeal captures both the mind
and heart. After seeing him look cross, happy,
inquisitive, trustful, woe-begone,
and all the

Some Nonsense
are often full
of "different"
shots
of naturalthey
masterpieces,
novel
views of
unusual events and occasional humdrum scenes
that are practically found in all the various reels
essaying to show something out of the ordinary
run of things. One cannot charge this Educational reel with presenting tiresome matter. On
the contrary,
has several
excellent
"tales" to
offer
and its it
general
excellence
is indicated
to
some extent in the care with which the "nonsense" offsets its more serious side; it is evenly
balanced.
TUI^e
are scenes of an Hawaiian

"Screen
Snapshots"
(Columbia — One Reel)
the average movie fan. In this current "Screen
Snapshots" release are several interesting items
about retaking scenes and numerous glimpses
are had of the coaching that the stellar luminaries
receive before the actual scene is taken. There
is a ball room sequence of a Constance Talmadge
picture which Sid Franklin is directing ; an intimate view of a location party and a large cake
that May Robson cuts for the delectation of
Director Erie Kenton, Phyllis Haver, Harrison
Ford and Franklin Pangborn ; a rehearsal of a
highlight from a Monty Banks comedy ; the
original piano used by Chopin and to which
Marie Prevost struts some of her dance steps,
Francis X. Bushman and Jacqueline Logan interpreting atense moment in a costume picture ;
Ben Lyon vigorously boxing with a willing opponent and Johnny Hines taking direction as to
the proper method of kissing Exina Murphy, his
leading lady. It is an interesting reel. — RAYMOND GANLY.

"Felix the Cat in 'Loco' Motive"
(Educational Cartoon — One Reel)
THE news prints are full these days of recountals of the various American flying expeditions over long stretches of ocean to some
spot thousands of miles away from our own
shores. Now, when most everyone, talks and
thinks of aviation, the wide awake Pat Sullivan
and staff send Felix to Europe in an airship of
his own devising. As is nine times out of ten the
case with Felix his thoughts and ambitions were
sent winging Germany way because of hunger.
When he beholds a well nourished Teuton the
cat concludes that Germany must be a land
overflowing with milk and honey. And so it is
not long after that he faces Eastward and sets
out to conquer the air. Though he meets many
obstacles and conquers them one by one your
sympathies are with the lone cat flying over a
waste of water. A really good cartoon storm,
pelting rain, dark threatening clouds, a veritable
downpour with thunder and lightning, hits the
intelligent feline but he manages to stay up in
the air and continue his trip, arriving in Germany where a great multitude awaits him.
Presenting Felix in a new role, up-to-date, it is
good stuff.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Three's
a Crowd"
New
Title of Langdon Film
"Three's

a Crowd,"

is the title selected

for Harry Lnnfjdon's new corned}' for First
National, on which photJOgraphy was completed a week or so aj^o. Arthur Ripley
prepared the adaptation from a stoi^r that
the comedian liad in his possession for some
time. Gladys McConnell is Langdon 's leadins' Indy. The i>ieture, now being cut and
('dit(Ml, is .scheduled for release oji Aug. 28.
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Rolled Stockings
Light But Fairly Entertaining College Yarn
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
YOUTH with all of its snappy ways is well symbolized in this
■ picture -from the title to the final fade-out. It should please
the younger g-eneration and the seats of any man's theatre
should be well filled when that title draws them to the box-offioe.
The patrons will see a moderately bright story which aifords very
little plot and originality. Indeed, it is the t\T>ical movie yarn of
college doings. The story boasts two heroes — one who would die
for dear old Colfax, while the other doesn't care much what happens just so long as he can sport Kampus-Kut Klothes — ^and tease
the girls.
These boys are brothers and both fall in love with the pretty
co-ed, played with becoming pep and sparkle by Louise Brooks.
When the gay deceiver discovers that he is spoiling the romance
of the pride of Colfax he gracefully steps aside — and everything
ends rosy-posy.
You can see that it is a brittle strip of celluloid — which runs its
even course without dropi>ing any daisies by the wayside. The
climax of the crew race is not so good. But the campus atmosphere
is fairly authentic — and the piece does register youth.
The Cast : Richard Arlen, James Hall, Louise Brooks, Nancy
Phillips, El Brcndel, David Torrence, Chance Ward. Director.
Richard Rosson.
Tease that title to the limit.
THEME: Romance of college
life — with two brothers in love
Play up spirit of youth which
with same girl. The more
marks the picture. Feature
honorable boy wins her.
Louise Brooks and Nancy PhilPRODUCTION
HIGH
lips. Bill as enjoyable story of
college days.
LIGHTS : The campus atmosphere. The conflict of the
DRAWING
POWER:
The
brothers. The spirited acting by
title and players should attract
Louise Brooks. Richard Arlen 's
them. Suitable for all types of
convincing performance. The
houses. Should attract the
crew race
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
younger set.
J'rodi'ccd and Distributed by Paramount.
Length, six reels.
Released, July, 1927.
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is UniversaPs
scenes
are shown "Back
above. to God's

Country,'
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The Poor Nut
Clever College Story Parked ivith Humor
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

A

Girl,"

and Pathos

IT'S very seldom that a story of college life is transferred to
the screen with any approach to fidelity. The average director's conception of campus activities is to stuff a room fuJl
of pillows, pennants and ukuleles — and then instruct the far-fromlifelike coUegiates to go to it. They usually climax it all with a
football game which is taken from some actual contest. '•' The
Poor Nut" takes a bow as being the most authentic college yarn
since Lloyd's "Freshman." The collegians look genuine, the
atmosphere is highly creditable and the conduct of the characters
is never out of place. Consequently it should be highly welcome
in all higher seats of learning.
It's an adaptation of the play — and is highly seasoned with
comedy and pathos. The central figure is a boobish book-worm
with a "yen" for botany. Yearning for romance he writes letters
to a co-ed from a neighboring college — a co-ed whom he has never
seen. Of course, he wins her love with the poetry of his five-dollar
words, but when she sees him she hurriedly checks him out. Jack
Mulhall never did finer acting than when he sees his romance
tumbling to pieces.
The comedy inins apace wdth the pathos — 'the elements being
neatly balanced. It is very entertaining all the way, the captions
l)eing well-written — the acting thoroughly capable — and the staging
all to the atmosphere.
The Cast : Jack Midhall, Jean Arthur, Jane Winton, Glenn
Trvon, Charles Murray.
Director, Richard IVallace.
THEME:
Comedy-drama
of
by Mulhall. The track meet. The
college youth with an inferiority
romance. The gags and titles.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
complex. Through sympathy of
girl and discovering his athletic
Play up theme and capitalize
how timid people can conquer
talents he conquers himself.
themselves. Feature star in his
PRODUCTION
HIGHbest role. Use college prologue.
LIGHTS.—Mulhall training for
DRAWING POWER : The
track. Sequence of visit by coed. Comedy by Murray. The
title and good advertising
antics of Glenn Tryon. Acting
should put it over.
Produced by Jess Smith.
Distributed by First National.
Length, six reels.
Released, July, 1927.
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The Gingham Girl
Bright

and Breezy — Sure-Fire for Hot W eather
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THE biggest obstacle to hurdle in bringing a nuisieal comedy
to the screen is Ihat of retaining the humor. Spilled u{xiii
the stage with plenty of "business" and mse-cracks — these
are difficult to translate into terms of celluloid. In the case of
"The Gingham Girl" the boys behind it have done a good job.
The piece is faithfully followed insofar as its theme and love
interest are concerned — and its gags don't lag behind the high
jinks which featured the sjxjken version.
George K. Aitthur is the white-haired boy here and he demonstrates he has a real flair for comedy in his role of a hick town
hero who goes in for success by reading about it — 'and who, incidentally, sports the type of clothes associated Avith race tracks.
He comes to New York along with the girl, the latter to make and
sell cookies, the former to show the town how to be successful by
using his wits. It abounds in funny situations — especially in the
Greenwich Tillage scene. The romance is neatly developed and
the piece sparkles all the Avay.
If there is a dull moment it is hurdled with ease. As a result the
piece has the high mark of spontaneity. The players carry on
their assignments with enthusiasm — George Arthur showing real
characterization without stepping out of bounds. And Lois Wilson
makes a charming girl friend. Perfectly Okay for hot weather days.
The Cast: George K. Arthur, Louis Wilson, Maude Fulton,
'Myrta BoniUas. Betty Francisco.
Director, Daiid Kirkland..
THEME:
Comedy-romance
satire and romance.
The night
club sequence.
of small-town romancers who
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
come to New York and make
Bill as hot weather entertain
good.
ment. Play up title and invite
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The gags. The
patrons to become cool in witnessing film. Feature Arthur
comedy by Arthur. The settings. The development of
and Wilson. Tie up with
theme. The Greenwich Village
modiste shops on gingham dissequence.
The captions.
The
plays, etc.
Produced and Distributed by F B O.
Length, six reels.
Released, July, \()2/.

A group

of highlights from

"Rolled

Stockings,"

Paramount's

"youth"

picture

Back A toNorthwestern
God's Thriller
Country
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THERE'S
a familiar
Northwestern, which
has Renee strain
Adoreerunning
for its through
star. Thethisstory
is quite
a stereotj'ped one, but nevertheless it is entertaining despite
the fact that the ultimate outcome is quite evident before the first
reel is completed.
It is melodrama of the thrilling type, well directed and fairly
well acted with a deal of forced comedy relief that is literally
hurled into the picture in spots and that adds nothing to its effectiveness. However, it has an appeal to all classes and it will hold
interest throughout.
Renee Adoree is quite a charming little heroine who fits j>erfectly into the role and retains the sympathy of her audience
throughout. She is the daughter of a trapper who is forced to
commit murder in self defense and to protect her father she offers
to man-y the villainous sea captain. She is saved this fate, however, by the efforts of the young American engineer, Robert Frazer,
and by the savage dog with which she has made friends.
The Cast : Renee Adoree. Robert Frazer. Walter Long,
Mitchell Lezcis. Adolf^h Milar. James Maso)i. Flying Fagle.
THEME : Northwest trapper
blizzard between the sea captain
is forced to commit murder in
and the vicious dog. The excepself defense. His deed is known
tional shots of the northwest
only to villainous sea captain
country and the succession of
thrill scenes.
and his daughter agrees to marEXPLOITATION ANGLES:
ry sea captain to protect her
father. The story is revealed to
Play up Renee Adoree, who
rea'ly has one of her best roles.
the
American
who Young
plans their
escape.eng'neer,
This is
Ero.phasize the fight scenes beeffected with the assistance of
tween the heroine's father and
the half-breed, and the sea capthe vicious dog whom the herotain and the dog.
ine has befriended.
DRAWING POWER: Should
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The fight between
go very well where they like
their melodrama replete with
the heroine's father and the
thrills.
half-breed.
The battle in the
Glimpses into the college
career version
of "The ofPoor
celluloid
the i\ut"
play. from First I\alionaVs

Produced and distributed by I. ni^'crsal.
Lcng'h. 6,751 feel.
Released Sept. 4, i 2y.
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onal Newsfrom Corresponden
OLL, manWALTER ager ofGRISW
the Broadway and
Crescent theatres, Statesville, N. C,
visited film row last week.
H. J. Paradis, owner of a chain
of theatres in Eastern North Carolina, expects to open his new house
in Greenville about the middle of
July.
F. M. Lexington,
Elkin, manager
Theatre,
N. C,Young's
was . a
recent caller in Charlotte.
C. L. Pace, formerly manager
of the Gaiety Theatre, Oxford,
N.- C, is now booker for LibertySpecialty Film Distributing Corp.,
succeeding J. W. Morrison.
Chas. Bealen, booker Pathe exchange, is resting quietly at the
Mercy Hospital, follow^ing an acute
attack of appendicitis Wednesday.
Phaul V. Phillips, formerly
owner of the Wilson Theatre, Wilson, N. C, is now with Producers
Distributing Corporation as salesman.
E. y. Richards, head of Publix-Saenger Theatres of North
Carolina, and R. B. Wilby, paid a
visit to North Carolina last week.
W. P. White, manager National
Theatre Supply Company, is spending several days at his home in
Adairsville, Ga.
M. S. Colleton, auditor for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is spending several weeks in the Charlotte
office.
H. F. Kincey, general manager
of Publix-Saenger Theatres of
North Carolina, spent last Wednesday in Charlotte.
Oscar S. Oldknow, vice-president and general manager of the
National Theatre Supply Company, spent Thursday and Friday
in the Charlotte office.
Capt. C. L. Welch and .A.. F.
Sams, Jr., owners of the Victoiy
Theatre, Salisbury, N. C, have installed a beautiful marquee electric sign, lobby frames and box
office, and expect to reseat and
decorate the interior of the theatre
very shortly.
E. L. McShane, formerly crnnected with various exchanges m
Washington, D. C, succeeds Paul
Schmuch as manager of the local
Pathe exchange, effective tliis week.
Mr. Schniuck is being transferred
to the St. Louis office for the same
company.
L. C. Rose, owner of the Mt.
Holly Theatre. Mt. Holly, Victory
Theatre, Mooresville, and the
Pastime Theatre, Belmont, N. C,
will start construction of a new
theatre in Belmont
immediately.
Bill Moss, of the Chicago office of National Theatre Supply
Company, spent several days in the
Charlotte office taking inventory.
H. E. Buchanan, owner Lyric
Theatre, Sylva, N. C, has started
work on a new modern theatre of
large seating capacity, in Sylva.
Mrs. Phelps Sasseen, owner and
manager of the Iris Theatre, Salisbury, N. C, accompanied by 'icr
daughters, is leaving July 11 for a
month's vacation.

|mmiTmiiniiiiiniimiinniiiimiiniiimmiiiiiiniiiiinniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Harry Bernstein, for many years
connected with Wilmer & Vincent
and long associated with the late
Jake Wells, is leaving the Wilmer
& Vincent Theatres, July 9 While
no announcement has been authorized concerning his future plans it
is understood that he w'ill operate
a 5000-seat theatre of his own.
George Parr, owner Imperial
Theatre, Lancaster, S. C, was in
Charlotte
last week.
James Aleacham, booker for
PDC, is back at his desk after an
absence of several days last week
on account of a slight attack of
asthma.
C. R. Mclver, formerly owner
of the Grand Theatre, Draper,
N. C, announces he has sold this
house to Cable Davis.
Jack ReVille, formerly manager
of the Charlotte Theatre here and
for the past several years connected
with the National and Broadway
theatres, Richmond, Va., now has
charge of the Ritz and Bijou Theatres, Brunswick. Ga. Mr. ReVille was succeeded at the Charlotte Theatre by E. W. Thomas,
of Atlanta, Ga.
The new Liberty Theatre, at Sulligent, Alabama, will open Saturday, July 16th. Addie L. Hill, Jr.,
who operates the Liberty, has been
active in Sulligent business life for
several years and during the past
two years has conducted a small
theatre there. The new Liberty is
well located, being on the main
highway, and promises to play a
strong part in the amusement life
of extreme western Alabama. It
seats 500.
Aubrey Watson has assumed
management of the Trianon, Birminpham.
John Johnson, of the Colonial
Theatre, Jasper, visited Birmingham the past week.
Business generally was only fair
the past week along the Birmingham rialto. The weatllier has been
very hot and people are taking advantage of the outdoor sports offered, rather than attending theatres.
Conditions throughout the western and middle sections of the state
do not point to as good a Fall as
was the case a month ago. Unfavorable weather conditions have
held back farming, and while there
is fair prospect on cotton yield, the
crop is badly hurt.
Rumors persist that Inter-State
has abandoned its idea of reopening
the Lyric in August with Vitaphone. Instead, it would not be surprising, since Inter-State holds
Fox franchise for Birmingham.
Nothing definite, however, appears
determined as vet.

Hunter AL Smith, president of
the Pan-Ala Amusement Co.,
visited several towns in western
Alabama on business the past week.
The Better Films Committee
meets in the Axis Club rooms
where a luncheon will be held on
next Monday.
E. R. Collins, operating the
L\Tic, at Anniston. visited his parents the past week.
Joe Steed, of Joe Steed Amusement Co., is still visiting in Florida.
Mrs. Raymond Willie, wife of
Inter-State's young go-getting San
Antonio manager, visited friends
in Birmingham the past week.
Film Row was represented in
the Magic City the past week by
O. K. Bourgeois, Pathe ; Maurice
Mitchell, Pathe ; Frank Howard,
of DeMille and Metropolitan Pictures, and his salesman, L. J. Duncan :Matt Whitham, of Fox ; and
J. H. Butner of Educational.
A. G. Carleton, who operates the
Ritz, the new theatre in Montgomery for colored patrons, visited
Moulton Gray, of Henry Hury's
Frolic, the past w^eek.
A Brown Parkes still continues
to enjoy the pleasures of vacationing at Camp Walton, Fla.
Kirby Bros., who operate the
Palace Theatre, Roxboro, N. C.
and the Gaiety Theatre, Oxford.
N. C, have started construction on
a new theatre in Durham, N. C,
which they expect to complete in
the early fall.
The Goldberg Amusement Company of Clarksville, Tenn.. has
leased the Dreamland Theatre at
Guthrie, Ky., which was formerly
operated by M. L. Reasons.
The Walnut Theatre, Louisville,
will close to make ready for its
season of musical comedy stock that
will occupy the house September
3rd. Albert Taylor, long associated with Tabloid musical comedy productions, will head the Walnut management.
The Cumberland Theatre at
Cumberland, Kv., closed on July
1st.
Charles E. Grote has taken over
the lease and equipment of the
Liberty Theatre at Pikeville, Ky.,
formerly operated by G. C. Scott.

Ky., are visiting their daughter in
Chicago.
The Acme Theatre (colored) at
Henderson, Ky., which has been
closed temporarily, is now closed
permanently, and the equipment has
been
Ky. purchased by Karl Herzog of
the Select Theatre at Hawesville,
A motion picture and legitimate
theatre, to be called the State,
will be built at Hanover, Pa., by
N. and Louis Appel, of York and
Harrisburg and Fred C. Bittner of
Hanover. The cost will be about
S250.000.
Miss Virginia Snyder, of the
First National exchange, is vacationing in California.
Mrs. F. Division
.A.. English,
secreta^-v
to
Southern
Manager
H. G.
Ballance, of Paramount-FamousLasky Corporation, Atlanta, leaves
Sunday
for ina North
two weeks'
vacation
to
be spent
Carolina.
She
wmII make the trip by auto, visiting
Asheville, Charlotte and Wrightsville Beach.
Miss May Naylor, secretary to
Atlanta Branch Manager Dave
Prince of Paramount-FamousLaskytion this
Corporation,
is on her vacaweek.
Harry G. Ballance, Southern Division manager of ParamountFamous- Lasky Corporation, with
headquarters in Atlanta, returned
this week from a trip to New York
William G. Minder, manager in
the Southeast for Tiffany, left Atlanta on Tuesday for a trip
through the territory, expecting to
visit Albany, Ga., Tallahasse, Fla.,
and Mobile. Ala., before returning
to the city on Friday. After arrivYork.ing here, he plans to visit New
Ben Y.
Cammack,
Universal's
Atlanta
branch
manager,
made a
trip tlirough the South Carolina
territory this week.
S. F. Boyd, of the Adel Theatre,
.A.del, Ga., was a visitor on Film
Row this week.
Earle E. Griggs, exploiteer for
tory.
Universal in the Southeast, spent
this week in the Memphis

terri-

Dave Prince. Atlanta branch
manager for Paramount, visited
Albany, Ga., the past week.
F. C. Stough, owner
of the
Davidson Theatre, Davidson, N. C,
visited
Charlotte's film row during
the week.

Approximately 1,000 children
from Louisville orphanages and institutions were guests at B. F.
Keith's Rialto Theatre last Thursday afternoon at a party arranged
by the Louisville Council of
Churches. Special film subjects of
interest to children were shown in
addition to the regular program.

Fred Young, manager of the
Capitol and Iris Theatres, Salisbury, N. C. is now manager of the
Publix-Saenger Superba Theatre
in Raleigh, N. C.

Ky.Willis H. Vance has taken over
the Strand Theatre at Covington,

from a two weeks' stay in the Eastern part of the state.
R. B. Wilbanks, manager of the
local exchange of Paramount was
host at a swimming party Monday
at McAlpine Beach.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Peek of
the Lyric Theatre, Lawrenceburg,

Walter Griffith, of the U. S.
Film Transport, and Mrs. Griffith
returned to Charlotte Wednesday

Motion
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Florida
new Campobello theatre
THE
opened last week. This beauplay house is Tampa's latest
tifulrhood
neighbo
theatre, located in the
Belmont Heights section of Tampa.
A. C. Thornton, former manager
of the Seminole theatre, has been
engaged to manage the house.
Thornton left thtis week for Atlanta where he will spend several days
arranging programs for the new
house.
John A. Campbell announces the
opening of his new house in Port
Tampa City for Saturday night
tliis week. Mr. Campbell says that
he will operate only three nights
each week during the summer, but
plans to give the people a nightly

show as soon as cool weather
conies.
Maurice Lees has closed his pavilion at Sulphur Springs for the
summer. Mr. Lees has been operating the pavilion there for the past
six years and has been very successful. He gives dances, vaudeville and occasional picture shows.
The owner of the resort is planning a new amusement pavilion and
it is hoped that it will be ready in
time for the winter season.
Cecil Fernandez, projection expert and a member of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, has
just returned to Tampa from Venice, where he has been installing
the projection equipment in the new

Alcazar theatre. Cecil says the
house is a beauty and that the projection at the grand opening Thursfect. day evening was 100 per cent perMembers of the Jacksonville and
Montgomery baseball teams in the
Southeastern League, who are playing here this week, will be guests
of the Arcade' Theatre at a First
National baseball picture.
The Florida Theatre, Jacksonville, is featuring Frank Morris
and his Variety Vendors in the
"New Idea."
George Porter, of the Temple
Theatre, Perry, Fla., visited the
Universal and Paramount Exchanges Wednesday.

C. B. Ellis, F B O Jacksonville
branch manager, left Wednesday
for New York City, stopping in
Atlanta en route.
Frank Dowler, district manager
for Publix, left Jacksonville Wedterritory.
nesday for a trip down East Coast
Roy Campbell, of St. Augustine,
Hew to Atlanta in his aeroplane
last Monday to attend the opening of the Capitol Theatre.
The Florida Theatre has had a
good drawing card in its weather
plant during the unusually warm
days. The Florida sun has more
than done its duty this summer,
and the cool, fresh air of the theatre has been doubly inviting.

Nev? England
CHARLES
STERN, formerly
with the Universal sales force
at Boston, has resigned to become
affiliated with the Royal exchange,
Boston.
Oiarles Williams of the National
Theatre, Boston, has the sympathy
of friends in the death of his
daughter, which occurred the past
week.
John Kamuda of the Grand
Theatre at Indian Orchard, motored
to the Row during the week in his
new Marmon.
Bert Pine, formerly manager of
the Central Square Theatre, Waltham, Mass., has resigned to become manager of the new Waltham
Theatre.
Peter Latchis, who operates theatres in Brattleboro. Vt. and Keene,
N. H., has added a new theatre to
his circuit, the Strand at Miiiord,
N. H. Straight pictures w^ill be
the policy.
Joseph Rapolis of the Majestic
Theatre at Easthampton, Mass., has
taken over the management of the
new Ludlow Theatre at Ludlow,
Mass. The new theatre will open
Sept. 4, according to present plans.
Mrs. Ann Ruff, wife of Edward
Ruf? of the sales force of the Paramount exchange, received a broken
arm in an auto accident Saturday
afternoon when returning home
from the Pine Brook Valley Club.

Her car was crowded from the
roadway by a fast moving auto going in the same direction and she
collided with a telegraph pole.
David Brandt, who owns the
Waltham Theatre at Waltham,
Mass., is completing his new theatre, the Humboldt, on Humboldt
Avenue, Roxbury. It is expected
that formal opening will take place
about Oct. 1st. The theatre will
seat about 1,500.
Miss Katherine Clegg, assistant
booker at the Fox exchange, Boston, is on a two weeks' vacation
which she is spending in New
York City.
Miss Nora Kelly, secretary to
Moe Grassgreen
the F"ox two
exchange at Boston, ofis spending
weeks vacation in the White Mountains.
James J. Dunn will open his new
Park Theatre at Taunton, which
takes the place of the theatre destroyed by fire early last October.
The new theatre seats 1,600 and is
one of the most finely appointed
picture theatres outside of Boston.
Wernick Brothers, who are building a new theatre at Chicopee Falls,
Mass., have started a contest
among residents of the town to
name the theatre and the winner
will be announced on the opening
night and will be suitably rewarded
at that time. The theatre is sched-

uled for its opening between Sept.
15th and Oct. 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Emerson of
the Bijou Theatre, Morrisville,
Vt., motored to Boston during the
week and announced their purchase
of the Opera House at Waterbury,
Vt., which they will operate in
conjunction with their Morrisville
house. Mrs. Annie Dowling was
the former owner of the Opera
House. She is said to be negotiating for another theatre in Vermont.
Library Hall Theatre at Georgetown, Mass., has been sold by A. S.
Wason to William Caddoo, who
will add it to his present circuit
which includes the Centennial at
Northampton, Mass. and Governors Hall at Seabrook, N. H.
William Breen plans to open his
new theatre at Norwood, now Hearing completion, the latter part of
August.
Al Locatelli, who operates a
chain of theatres in Suburban Boston, was called to Montreal last
week by the serious illness of his
father, John Locatelli, who was
stricken while on a visit to that
city. He brought him home with
him to Somerville, Mass., and latest reports are that the elder Locatelli is now on the road to recovery.
The annual mid-summer outing
of the New England Bookers Association, whose members are bookers

of the Boston and New Haven exchanges, was held Saturday at
Beaver Lake, Derry, N. H. A
chicken dinner was served and
there were water and field sports.
The trip was made in motor busses.
Miss L. Jacobson of the Elm
Amusement Co., who has been
spending several weeks at Atlantic
City, has returned.
Kenneth Robin, son, sales manager of the Paramount exchange at
Boston, declared by his friends to
be the best dressed man in film row,
has been on a two weeks' sales cammont in
with JohnandMoore
paign incompany
New Hampshire
\'erand Charles Meckleburg, regular
salesmen in those territories.
A. Price has reopened the Castle
Square Theatre, Boston, as a motion picture theatre with a policy of
straight pictures and three changes
of program weekly.
Miss Sadie Needles has been appointed secretary to Sales Manager
Kenneth Robinson at Paramount
exchange. Miss Florence Sullivan,
who formerly held that position, has
been promoted as secretary to
Branch Manager William Erb.
Philip Smith of the Strand Theatre, South Boston and the Warren
Theatre, Roxbury, was presented
with a son during the week by Mrs.
Smith.

Atlanta
THE
.Atlanta Joint Board of
Arbitration will meet Tuesday, July 19, to consider and take
action on about twenty cases
which have accumulated since the
last session of the board.
C. R. Eggleston, manager of
Keith's Georgia Theatre in Atlanta, accompanied by Mrs. Eggleston, left Monday for a trip up
the Eastern coast. Mr. Eggleston
is on his vacation.

Ed. Brown, booker for the E. J.
Sparks Enterprises, with headquarters in Atlanta, left this week
for a trip to New York.
John W. Mangham, Jr., head of
the Atlanta exchange of Arthur C.
Brombcrg Attractions, returned
this week from the Alabama territory, but left almost immediately
for another extended visit to points
in the Southeast.

Jimmy McGowan, who left the
Atlanta Paramount exchange several years ago to go into vaudeville, is back in Atlanta on a visit
to his people. It is probable that
he will make a connection that will
keep him here permanently. After
several years trouping with the
Keith, Loew and Pantages circuits
Jimmy is strongly inclined toward
settling down in his former home
town.

.Mternates chosen for the Arbitration Committee are Dave Prince,
Paramount branch manager, and
John W. Quillan, of Enterprise exchange, and John F.zell. head of
Warner
Brothers
exchange.
The Board of Directors of the
Atlanta Film Board of Trade is
composed of George .Allison, John
W. Quillian, John Ezell, Dave
Prince and W. W. Anderson.
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HARRY PAPAYANAKOS, of
the Rialto theatre in Potsdam,
has been married since last October,
according to an announcement last
week. The wedding took place in
Malone, but the couple guarded the
secret so carefully that it did not
leak out until last week, at which
time Mr. Papayanakos smilingly
confirmed the report. Mrs. Papayanakos isthe doughter of a wholesale fruit dealer in Potsdam.
John Garry, manager of the Qinton Square theatre in Albany, is
still confined at a local hospital, but
he is reported on the road to recovery.
C. H. Buckley, of the Leland
theatre in Albany, journej'ed up to
the Dempsey training camp in Saratoga one day last week.
C. R. Halligan, of the Universal
exchange, has blossomed forth as
a scenario writer, having completed
one story, which is declared by
everyone who has read it as being
exceptionally good.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Milligan, of
Schuylerville, are now operating
their house but two days a week,
but will reopen on a longer schedule in September.
Richard Bolton, of The Hague,
who operates the theatre in that
place, was deeply interested last
week in the Marathon swimming
race at Lake George.
The third annual outing of the
Albany Film Board of Trade has

again been changed and it is noiw
scheduled to be held at White Sulphur Springs on Saratoga Lake, on
August 8. There will be a baseball
game between the exchange managers and the film salesmen.
A broken film coming in contact
with an electric light bulb resulted
in a fire in the projection room of
the Hippodrome theatre in Ogdensburg, N. Y., one day last week. The
blaze also spread to a box of film
on the floor of the room. Policemen entered the theatre and ordered
the audience to leave at once, and
there was little or no confusion.
The fire department extinguished
the blaze with chemicals. James S.
Burnham, who recently opened the
theatre, had his eyebrows and hair
singed.
Pete Dana, who was connected
with the Schine outfit in Gloversville for several years, but who has
been making his home of late in
Buffalo, dropped in at several of
the Albany exchanges one day last
week.
While exhibitors in Albany and
elsewhere have been cussing at
the heat, and declaring they have
been unable to sleep nights, Harry
Hcllman, owner of the Royal theatre, has been sleeping under blankets (at least he says so) at his
camp on Crooked Lake.
Claude Allen, who recently sold
his Casino, in Antwerp, was in
town the other day, saying hello to

a number of the exchange boys.
Mr. Allen is continuing in the
cheese business.
Frank Rogers, of New York
city, a special representative for
Warner Brothers, spent a day or
so in Albany last week.
Grover A. Woodard is no
longer manager of the local Bond
exchange, having tendered his resignation last week. Miss Rena
Craven is in charge of the exchange.
James Sper, one time manager of
the Bond exchange in Albany, and
who later spent several months
with Harry Randall, in Florida,
paid Albany a visit last week, and
announced he was not connected
with the film business any longer.
Judging from the young lady in
the box office at the Colonial in
Albany, Julius Berinstein is indulging in a rather extensive vacation
trip. When
Berinstein's
whereabouts were Mr.
sought,
she replied
that
he was out of town, and in fact
"driving all over the country."
Sidney Sampson, of Buffalo, in
Albany last week, announced he
was no longer connected with the
Bond Photoplay company, and
would probably enter the film business for himself.
The Capitol theatre in Albany,
closed last week, to remain so until September.
H. C. Bissell, local film salesman, was present a week or so ago

at
the in
opening
Father
theatre
Schroonof I^ake,
and Blais's
made
a speech from the stage.
Lee Langdon, of Warner Brothers exchange, carried off the honors last week at Lake Cossayuna,
when he landed some of the best
bass and pickerel caught there during the summer. Mr. Langdon
brought back ten of the fish with
him as proof of his ability. He
spent four days at the resort and
fished from four in the morning
until nine at night.
Fred Maussert, of Glens Falls,
is improving the lobby of his theatre by laying a cork floor. All
stores in the block which Mr.
Maussert built in front of the theatre have been leased.
Jerry LaRock, of Warrenburgh,
who is now running his theatre two
days a week, was among those
present at the recent Lake George
swim.
A blaze caused by a short circuit in one of the fans in the Olympic theatre in Watertown, caused
considerable disturbance one night
last week. Wires became crossed
with the result that sparks from
the fan sprayed the audience.
William Smalley, of Cooperstown, was one of the few exhibitors who braved the heat last week
and visited Albany's Film Row.
Qiarles Rose, general manager
of the Smalley chain, has recovered
from his recent illness.

lanada
CAPT. FRANK C. BADGLEY,
acting director of the Canadian
Government Motion Picture Studio,
Ottawa, has issued a supplementary
list of 13 new official government
film releases which have been made
available for screening. These are
included in the Seeing Canada
Series, in which there are hundreds
of subjects, all produced in the Government laboratory at Ottawa.
When the Ottawa Journal published alarge souvenir number for
the Diamond Jubilee of Canadian
Confederation, one of those who
was included in the edition as prominent in Canadian life was Joseph
JiL Frajnklin, manager of B. F.
Keith's
line of Theatre,
his recordOttawa.
showed The
thatouthe
was born in Montreal and that his
first theatre venture was in Port
Arthur, Ontario. Later he had theatres in Halifax, N. S., and St.
John, N. B., until he moved to
Ottawa in 1923 to open the Family
Theatre under the name of the
Franklin Theatre. A year later
Keith-Albee secured the Ottawa
Loew house and Mr. Franklin became the managing director of the
Ottawa enterprise.
Mr. Franklin is a member of the
Canadian Club, a director of the
Rotary Club, and is identified with
the Ottawa Humane Society, Central Canada h^xhibition Association
and the Chaudiere Golf Club. Mr.
Franklin is married and has two

children who are attending the Ottawa Collegiate.
Ray Tubman, manager of the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, secured added publicity for the theatre through the Screen Opportunity
Contest of Famous Players in Ontario when "Miss Ottawa." the local district winner, headed the automobile parade which was held in
Ottawa as a feature of the Canadian Jubilee celebration.
Exhibitors of Ottawa made careful preparations for their presentations during the holding of the
World's Poultry Congress in the
Canadian Capital, July 17 to August
4, when 15,000 delegates from all
parts of the world were scheduled
to be in attendance at Ottawa along
with many other visitors. In addition to booking special attractions,
despite the prospect of warm days,
the managers of various leading
theatres, including Keith's, Regent,
Imperial and others, have been redecorated for the occasion.
P. C. Taylor, Toronto, Canadian

EMPIRE

general manager of F B O of Canada, has announced that F B O
business in the Dominion has increased 300 per cent during the
past year and a half. He looks forward to exceptional business during the coming year at the six F B
O branches in Canada.
The crack Softball team of the
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
Toronto, struck a snag in the Toronto Softball league when they
stacked up against the Langley
team before a large crowd. The
film boys were off color and were
beaten to the tune of 9 to 5. This
is practically only the second time
in two seasons that the Famous
Players team has suffered a loss.
The Dominion Theatre Equipment Company, of Vancouver, B.
C, has secured an Ontario Charter
and has opened offices and display
rooms in the Variety Theatre Bldg.,
10 Queen Street East, Toronto 2,
Ontario in order to give better service to its patrons in the East.

The annual convention of theatre
managers of Western Canada of
Famous Players Canadian Corp..
Toronto, was held at Vancouver,
B. C, during the three days of
July 21, 12 and 23 under the direction of H. M. Thomas of Vancouver, Western Division manager
of the corporation. Just previous
to the convention Mr. Thomas
visited Toronto headquarters to secure full information regarding the
company's plans for the coming
year and also to secure prints of
outstanding films which are scheduled to be presented in the Famous
Players houses in the fall.
The Eastern Division managers
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
will gather at Toronto for their
annual convention on August 22, 23
and 24, when they will be addressed
by N. L. Nathanson, managing director of the company, Clarence
Robson, Eastern Division manager,
John Arthur, director of presentations, Arthur Cohen, vice-president
of Regal Films, Ltd., and others.
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Central Penn
WALTER

J. HURLEY, manager of the State and Rialto

theatres,in Wilmer
& \'incent
picture
houses
Allentown,
has announced
the new personnel of the executive
staff of the Rialto which recently
came under his charge. Guy M.
Eckenrode was made house superintendent ;Mrs. Addison Leaser,
Jr., treasurer ; Miss Jennie Feiertag, assistant treasurer ; James H.
Shepherd, organist ; John W. Oberly, assistant organist; Clinton
Mo\'er, electrician, and James H.

McElroy and Milton Amey. doormen.
In the early part of July the
Capitol theatre, Altoona, was closed
for several weeks to undergo extensive remodeling.
Quick action by attendants employed in the Strand Theatre, Gettysburg, was responsible for prompt
medical attention being given to C.
A. McCarthy, of Corna, N. Y.,
when he became unconscious
through a sudden attack of illness
when standing in the lobby of the

theatre on the evening of July 13.
Improvements that will more
than double the seating capacity of
the Lyric theatre. Oil City, Pa., including the addition of a large brick
addition to the present structure,
and the modernization of the entire house, are being rapidly advanced and it is expected the work
will be completed by mid-September. While the daily performances
in the old part of the theatre are
now being held without interruption, it is probable that about the

first of September the house will
be closed for a period of two weeks
to complete the improvements.
Mr. Stalnl, manager of the theatre, has obtained a lease for seventeen years on an adjoining plot of
ground upon which the addition is
being built. The new portion of the
structure will be 97 by i7 feet and
of steel and concrete fireproof construction, with walls of brick.
The seating capacity will be increased to 900 by the addition of
575 new seats.

Baltiimore
THE Garden theatre closed for
two weeks beginning Monday,
July 18, while a new organ and a
new screen will be installed. The
interior and exterior will be redecorated and renovated ; the projection equipment will be improved,
and a new lighting system installed
on the stage.
The annual outing of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Maryland, Inc., was held Thursday, July
21, at the Hotel Bayou, Havre de
Grace, Md. The entertainment
committee was headed by J. Louis
Rome and events of interest were
arranged for the exhibitors and
their families who were present.
A number of notables frorh out
of town were scheduled to appear,
including R. F. Woodhull, president of the national body; M. J.
O'Toole,
Sydney S.
Coheii, M.
Joseph
Seider, Nathan
Yamins,
E.
Comerford, John Payette and
Julian Brylawski.
The Dreamland Theatre. Guthrie, Ky., is being remodeled and
overhauled by the Goldberg
Amusement Enterprises of Garksville, Tenn., which has just purchased the playhouse.
Al Hornig lias been transferred
from Loew's Century to Loew's
Parkway as organist. Louise Con^"""iiiii"

way, formerly organist at the Century, has resigned and has been
succeeded by Earle Tobias, formerly organist at the Embassy
here. The assistant organist at the
Century will be Mrs. J. H. Maloney, wife of the house manager.
Colby Harriman, stage production manager of the Loew theatres
in Baltimore and Loew's Palace in
Washington, D. C, has just established a new office.
Due to an argument between the
carpenters and cement finishers
against the brick layers, marble and
tile setters and stone masons as to
who should set artificial marble on
the interior work of buildings, work
on the Stanley Theatre, now in
progress of construction here, has
been held up.
Billy Goodman, 11, son of Julius
Goodman, proprietor of the Ideal
theatre, Hampden, a suburb of
Baltimore, will be given a moving
picture performance for his birthday, Julv 22, at the Boy Scouts'
Camp, Waynesboro, Pa., by his
father.
W. I. Buckingham, doorman at
Warner's Metropolitan, enjoyed a
vacation in the mountains for one
week, recently. This is the first
year in the history of the playhouse
that the Metropolitan has given va-

iiiiiiiii iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii:

Stc Louis

cations
get one
Ben
Mischa

to its employes. Each will
week off.
Guterson. eldest son of
Guterson. director of music

at Loew's Valencia, here, who managed the Embassy theatre here for
a time, is now associated with the
American Oil Company in Baltimore and Philadelphia.
Lawrence Guterson, a younger
son of Mischa, has just sold his
first story to Argosy Magazine. It
is entitled "A Rendezvous with
Henry Ehrman, motion picture
editor of the Baltimore News, has
returned from a vacation of two
weeks.
Death."
'Anne Griffith, sister-in-law of
Frank Price, Jr., manager of the
Rivoli, here, has been acting as his
secretary since he succeeded Guy
L. Wonders as manager of the
playhouse.
Everett Watsim acted as manager of Loew's Valencia theatre,
here, while Adolphe Beuhrig has
been recuperating from an operation.
Margaret Loft, assistant cashier
at Loew's Valencia, has become engaged to marry Jimmy ConifF,
Century.
formerly chief usher at Loew's
The Rivoli theatre reopened to
the public Monday, July 18, after
having been dark for two weeks
and having been thoroughly overhauled and renovated, at a cost of

^niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii^^
THE St. Loiiis First National
exchange is celebrating a
double event this week. It has
moved into its new exchange on
Olive street and is also observing
Harry Weiss Anniversary Month,
marking the fifth year of Mr.
Weiss as St. Louis manager and
ten years of his connection with
First National.
The new home of First National
ranks among the finest in the country. Everything is new from the
front to the back door. Among the
facilities of the exchange is a projertion room and also a first aid
department. The building is fireproof throughout.
Howard Price Kingsmore, who
has been replaced by Harry (jreenman as manager of Loew's State

We

about $50,000. Tile ventilating system has been improved, new
crystal and other lighting fixtures
have been installed ; high intensity
arc lamps have been installed in
the projection room, wall panels
have been refinished in green
techstone with gray and gold trimmings, the exterior has been sand
blasted ; the box alcoves on either
side of the stage have been redecorated ingreen and gold, with
cyclorama backgrounds and drapingsto match.
New offices and dressing rooms
for Loew's Century and Valencia
theatre have been built in the new
building back of that playhouse on
Clay street which houses the refrigerating plant.
A motion picture theatre to seat
700 persons will be built at Ahoskie,
N. C, by E. L. Garrett.
A three-story theatre building to
cost about $75,000 is to be built by
the Lumberton Theatre Company,
at Lumberton, N. C. The design
has been drawn by Stiles S. Dixon,
Fayetteville, N. C.
A company is being incorporated
now by Hal H. Laurence, of Paris,
Tenn., to build a theatre building
in that city to cost about $100,000.
An arcade theatre and hotel
building is being designed now by
George H. Dieringer, architect, to
cost about $1,000,000, for Wheeling. W. Va.

Apologize

theatre in St. Louis, Mo., has been
transferred to Memphis, Tenn., to
operate the five theatres there that
are under the Loew control.
St. Louis film stocks closed July
16 as follows : Sr. Louis Amusement A, $43 asked ; Skouras A. $39
asked. One year ago Skouras A.
was held at $51 and St. Louis
Amusement at practically the same

BUT we were swamped! We received so many letters that we were unable to
give them all our immediate attention.
NOW, we arc glad to announce that we are prepared to handle promptly inquiries from an unlimited number of Exhibitors Our full equipment is all
ready material.
and all of you will be immediately supplied with the proper information
and

St. Louis Amusement Company
price.
has declared its regular quarterly
dividend of $1.12"^ on its A stock,
payable to stockholders of record
July 12 on July 15. The books
will be closed on July 12.

OUR proposition involves showing on your screen, clever, attractive, popular,
short-length motion picture advertising films from the biggest and best library
in the United States. It will enable you to handle your own service under your
own Theatre name.
IF there are other Exhibitors interested in learning how they can increase their
profits, we invite their inquiries.

The mother of B. J. Derby, First
National salesman, died during the
past week.

TO THE hundreds of Motion Picture Exhibitors who are interested in our
proposition We regret that we were delayed in giving complete details of how
vou can increase your profits by operating your own Merchants Advertising
Service.

LET'S GO!

Business

Men's
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THE announcement that Publix
presentation acts will be shown
next season over the Loew circuit is
followed by the further announcement that the Allen theatre of
Cleveland will present its first Publix show on Saturday, August 20th.
This means that hereafter the
Allen will offer a complete new
show on Saturday instead of on
Sunday, as has always been the
policy heretofore.
The Pastime theatre at Lyons,
Ohio, last week changed hands
when W. E. Evers sold the house
to Elmer E. Finney.
Gradwell Sears, local First National exchange manager, had a tenminute conference with S. W.
Hatch and Ned Depinet in the
Union station last Wednesday when
the Century stopped in Qeveland
on its way to New York.

with jurisdiction over the Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo offices.
Cleveland will continue to be his
headquarters. The local P. D. C.
outfit is now all installed in the
Pathe exchange and is operating
under the Pathe name.
Hank Simmons is enjoying the
rising temperature of Georgia this
month, where he went to put over
some special exploitation stunts.
Simmons is a P. D. C.-Pathe publicity hound.
E. J. Smith, sales manager for
Tiffany, combined business with
pleasure last week when he entertained Allen Moritz, Detroit Tiffany exchange manager. Charles
Wiener, special representative and
Mark Goldman, Cleveland Tiffany
exchange manager, at dinner at
Blossom Heath Inn in Detroit. The
boys cels
can't
E. J. exmore decide
as hostwhether
or as executive
as he fills both posts about 100 per
cent.
Spidell Brothers have purchased
the Pike theatre, Strassburg, O.,
from Edward Allman. Allman has
retired, and is spending the summer
in France.

The old Lyric theatre at Fairport Harbor is being torn down
and will be used for a lobby to a
new theatre to be built by the
owner, E. J. Lawrence. When
completed, the house will have
about 700 seats.
Robert Cotton, Central Division
manager for P. D. C, has been appointed division manager under the
recent P. D. C.-Pathe combination,

J. S. Jossey, formerly of Qeveland, now of Atlanta, was in town
for several days last week. Jossey
was on his way from New York

PAT McGEE, young theatre
manager of the Criterion Theatre at Oklahoma City, left Monday for Chicago to spend a honeymoon with his bride, the former
Miss Bertha Menz of El Reno.
W. P. Moran, manager of the
local Universal office, took a portion of the cash prize he won in
the recent 21st Birthday Drive of
Carl Laemmle's and divided it
among his employees. The prize
was a personal award of the managers, but Mr. Moran thought that
he owed something to the loyalty
of his workers.
The Joint Board of Arbitration
met here last Monday and tried 11

cases, three were postponed, and
one was withdrawn. This is the
last meeting until September, as
at least two of the exhibitor arbitrators will be gone during the next
few weeks.
Mr. Roy McAmis is redecorating
his Princess Theatre at Sayre,
Okla. The addition of a new marquise adds much to the attractiveness of the Princess. He is also
going to start work remodeling the
Liberty Theatre there as soon as
he completes the Princess.
L. R. Van Houten, of 2938
Charlotte, Kansas City, has closed
a deal with the Peterson Freezem
Sales Co. for the agency of this

to the Coast with stop-overs in
several leading cities.
L. J. Frisch is enlarging, remodeling and redecorating his
Harbor theatre in Ashtabula Harbor. A new addition is being added
to the present building, which will
admit of 300 more seats. A complete stage with stage equipment is
also being built.
Ward Johnson thought he was
all through with picture business
when he sold his Liberty theatre in
Geneva a while back and went
down to North Carolina for a
change and a rest. After several
months of loafing he's back home,
and if anybody's got a good house
that he wants to get rid of. he's got
a -prospect in Johnson, for he has
expressed himself as wanting to get
back in the business.
Paul Mueller has resigned as
manager of the Palace theatre,
Ashtabula. Bernie Carney, previously associated with the FeiberShea interests in Youngstown, succeeds him.
Louis Wilkoff, who has been
manager of the Warner theatre,
Niles, decided there was more romance in the furniture business
than in the picture business. So if
you want to see Wilkoff in the
future,

cooling system for the states of
Kansas and Missouri.
It is understood that Leonard
White, over at Weatherford, Okla.,
is planning upon remodeling the
Bungalow Theatre.
Paul Lee, special representative
of the former P.D.C., was spending this week with the local Pathe
office here.
The Victory Theatre at Pernell,
Okla., will be closed for an indefinite period, beginning July 13th.
William Jensen is the owner.
Word has been received of the
death of F. A. Brown of Frederick, Okla. Mr. Brown had been

City

K ansas
SEVERAL changes in management, new theatres and improvements on theatres in the Kansas City territory have been announced. A Polar Air cooling system is being installed in the Liberty theatre, Chapman, Kas. The
Iris theatre, Bonner Springs, Kans.,
owned by Force and Smith, is
closed pending a sale of the theatre
to Independence, Mo., interests.
The New State theatre at Great
Bend, Kas., has been opened to the
public. A. C. Wopten is manager.
The Colonial theatre at St. Joseph,
!Mo., has been re-opened, after having been closed several months.
The Lyric theatre at Abeline, Kas.,
has been purchased by W. D. Fite

and R. F. Fite, who own several
theatres in the Kansas City territory. The Cozy theatre at Dodge
City, Kas., is being remodeled by
Manager W. H. Harpole and an
Arctic-Nu-Air cooling system installed.
The M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri headquarters in Kansas City
is the scene of house-cleaning and
redecorating and re-arranging of
furniture this week.
B. C. Cook, manager of the
Economy Film Service, Kansas
City, leaves next week on a business-pleasure trip to California.
Walter Burkey, owner of the
Admiral theatre, Kansas City, re-

you'll have to call at his

turned from a vacation in St. Louis.
Bill Warner, First National
branch manager, was seeking more
contracts in Wichita, Kas., this
week.
W. E. Bishop, exploiteer for MG-M, was a Kansas City visitor.
Charley Masters, booker at the
F B O exchange
on a 2-weeks'
vacation
and J. A.is Masters,
assistant manager, is at the booking desk.
However, when Qiarley's vacation
ends, "J. A." goes to the Canadian
Rockies for a fishing trip.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market this
were C. M. Pattee, Pattee

week

furniture store at New Castle, Pa.
Jack Steinberg of the Regent
theatre. Youngstown, when last
heard of, had gone off to unknown
places in search of health. We
don't know what else he found, but
he acquired a set of golf sticks and
a complete golf outfit while away,
and you can find him at the Regent
theatre every night after golf hours,
all dressed up in his knickers and
a fine coat of tan.
Joe Schagrin, one-half of the
Schagrin twins of Youngstown, is
sweltering in New York while his
brother Max is sweltering at home
and looking after the Park theatre.
John Harris of Pittsburgh, who
operates the Strand theatre,
Youngstown, was seen around the
Film Exchange Bldg. last week,
both buying and looking.
The

Princess theatre, Youngstown, owned by Messrs. Weintraub, Hartzell and Renner is
closed temporarily while it is being
remodelled and redecorated.
Society note: Nat Charnas,
prominent Toledo theatre circuit
owner, has announced his engagement to Miss Lillian Scheinback of
Toledo. No wedding date has been
set.

connected with the Amusu Theatre
of Frederick for a number of
The Liberty Theatre at
wolf, Okla., which had been
years.
for remodeling after a fire,
reopened. M. C. L^pchurch
owner.

Loneclosed
is now
is the

The Cummunity Theatre at Jet,
Okla.,
has been reojx^ned by M.
Blackledge.
R. H. McDonald has sold the
Auditorium at Tupelo, Okla., to
C. R. Bridges.
The Fair Theatre at Phillips
Camp, Texas, has been closed for
an indefinite period.

theatre, Lawrence, Kas. ; Walter
Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth.
Kas. ; ¥. G. Weary, Farris theatre,
Richmond, Mo. ; G. L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka, Kas.
Ralph Pollock made his debut as
master of ceremonies at the Newman theatre, Kansas City, in conjunction with the new type of enlix house. tertainment at that theatre, a PubNate Rosenthal, nephew of Jake
Rosenthal, veteran Dubuque, Iowa,
exhibitor was visiting on film row
this week and reports that work
on his uncle's big de luxe house
is proceeding rapidly and that
present plans call for the opening
in September.

Motion
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low summer admission
NEW
prices at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre in this city were announced
last week by Manager James Q.
Clemmer, in a line with the new
changes in policy being made at
local houses by West Coast executives.

schedule for this territory. All feature pictures for the entire Pacific
Northwest will hereafter be bought
by the Los Angeles offices. Bookings for this territory will be handled in Seattle by Al Finkelstein.
Les Weir, district manager for
P. D. C, was a recent visitor at

California, where he put in considerable time studying the various
phases of the suburban motion picture business.
George Endert, Paramount
branch manager in Seattle, left last
week for Los Angeles to confer
witli West Coast officials over the

a four-day fishing trip at Shannon
Lake, near Seattle. Needless to

Jack Schlaifer, head of the Universal Chain Theatres, was a recent visitor in this city, conferring
with Robert W. Bender, director of

Manager Dave Frazer's exchange.
Mr. Frazer has just announced the
resignation of Miss Irene Spencer
as cashier at his office, and has promoted Miss Myrtle Hester to the

coming season's product.
Mike Lyons, fisherman and manager of the Playhouse Theatre in
this citv, returned last week from

changes will be held at Ofifutt's
Lake on Tuesday, July 19. The resort is half way between the two
exchange cities.
The Meridian Theatre, one of the
smaller neighborhood houses in
Seattle which has been closed for
the last few months, was reopened
last week by AL H. Bergman,
former manager.

Universal's twelve Seattle houses.
Mr. Schlaifer just arrived from
Portland, where he installed Bert
Levy as manager of the Columbia
Theatre there.
Sam Siegel, publicity specialist
who has recently been connected
with the United Artists Theatre,
last week assumed the direction of
the advertising, publicity and exploitation for Manager Joe Danz's
Embassy Theatre.
Word was recei\ed on Film Row
last week to the effect that the Hip■^■idrome in Spokane, operated bv
Will Starkey, has been closed for
the summer. After a complete
renovating, it will reopen during
the month of August.
Joe Goldburg, director of the
film buying department for the West
Coast Theatres in Los Angeles,
was a visitor in Seattle last week,
conferring with Hershel Stuart,
Northwest manager for West
Coast, relative to next season's

position.
Nick Pierong. manager of the
Pantages in Spokane, spent a fewdays here last week conferring with
Lloyd J. Dearth, local house manager and Northwest representative
Washington territory. He was
joined in Portland by Neal East.
Paramount's manager in Portland
and nearby territory.

to prove it !
The annual Film Picnic for the
exchange managers and employees
of the Seattle and Portland ex-

John Hamrick, head of the John
Hamrick Circuit in Seattle, Portland and Tacoma, announced last
week that he has just completed
negotiations for the installation of
Vitaphone in his Blue Mouse Theatre in Tacoma.

Ed Fautz, manager of the Universal-Multnomah Theatres in
Portland, Oregon, is the new golf
champion of the Pacific Northu-est
— at least, among the film trade.
Mr. Fautz last week succeeded in
outplaying a large field of Seattle
and Portland film and theatre men
on the course of the Portland Golf
Club in the Oregon city, thereby
winning the 1927 trophy. Mrs.
Frank Graham, wife of the Auburn
exhibitor, was the champion of the
women's division.
E. H. Haubrook, local exhibitor,
returned last week from Southern

say,
catch them
was home
"the
limit" Mr.
— and Lyons'
he brought

Robert

Flaherty,
director
and producer who will make "Sliadows of the
South Seas" for M-GM

Joe Brandt, president of Columbia Pictures, announces that
John Ragland, in charge of the
newly opened Columbia exchanges
on the West Coast, has selected Mr.
Paul Aust as manager of the
Seattle Branch. Mr. Aust has been
identified for a long time with the
motion picture industry. His latest affiliations have been with Associated Exhibitors, Realart and
Select in the same capacity and
over the same territory that he is
now covering.

Detroit
FOR accommodation rather than
profit, W. S. Butterfield has
opened an open air theatre at Gull
Lake, where he has a summer
home. It is being operated under
Mr. Butterfield's personal supervision.
During a severe wind and rain
storm last Tuesday afternoon, four
steel girders about 70 feet long fell
from the framework of the new
United Artists theatre, now under
construction at Clifford and Bagley streets. Damage has been estimated at $25,000. Several workmen escaped injury.
It is definitely decided that the
Temple Theatre, Detroit, playing
Keith vaudeville, will add feature
pictures for the coming season.
An organ has already been installed for this purpose.
Another old timer has quit the
game. Dennie Vanes recently sold
his theatre in Coldwater to H. D.
and Ruth Brown.
Paul Schlossman is spending
$25,000 on his Rialto theatre,
Muskegon. He is having a new
front built and will completely redecorate the interior, installing
considerable new equipment.
Luther I',. Goble, manager of
the Keith-Albee interests here, was
recently transferred to the New
York office. He is being succeeded
by Herbert Jennings of Indianapolis, Ind.

Al Picker is erecting a new theatre in Ironwood, Mich., which will
seat about 1,500.
The management of the Fleur
de Lys in River Rouge, and the
Ecorse theatre in Ecorse, both
owned by Andrew Bozovi, has been
assumed by Bill Stanton, who was
formerly general manager of the
Miles Theatres.
Owners of the Orient Theatre,
Linwood and Philadelphia, have
leased a new theatre being erected
at the corner of Maxwell and
Parker.
Ed. Ryan, secretary to Col. W.
S. Butterfield, left on Thursday
for a two weeks' vacation in Montreal and New York. He is traveling there by motor.
The E. E. Fulton Co., Chicago,
111., plans to open a supply house
in this city. The exact date is to
be announced later.
Al Mertz, recently appointed
.Standard manager, announces the
following sales force : Dan Doland,
Harry Lloyd and George Hupenbecker. They will take charge of
state territory.
Herly M. Derr has sold the
Rivoli Theatre, Muskegon, to
Warner and Wood.
Oscar A. Doob, publicity expert
for the Kunsky Enterprises, left
his office .Saturday to spend a two
weeks' vacation in the wide open

spaces. Arthur Schmidt is handling his work at present.
Work on the new Fox theatre
will begin within the next ten days
and from then on the theatre and
office building will be rushed to
completion.
Miss Olive Cox, secretary to E.

C. Beatty of the Butterfield circuit,
sailed from New York, July 8.
She is being accompanied by her
cousin. Miss Marie Stone.
Lyndon Young of the Kunskj'
office spent the week-end in Three
Rivers, traveling there in his
"Chev."
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sales
general
METZG
LOU
l, is back
manager
ofER,
Universa
in iiis tives
home
town
visiting"
his
relaand friends for a few days.
His advent here has been the inspiration for a scries of social
events — in fact his many friends
have made such heavy demands
upon his time that he has scarcely
had time for his favorite pastime —
golf. The chief event in which exhibitors participated was a luncheon given in his honor Friday noon
at the Benson hotel. George Guthrie, president of the Motion Picture League of (Oregon, acted as
toastmaster, and many of the
guests responded with expressions
of congratulation.
Attending the luncheon were
Barney Metzger, father of the
guest of honor, Bernard Metzger,
a brother, Dr. Sternberg, personal

physician to Metzger, Syd Shuback,
manager of the Arco, Frank Hamberger, manager of the Circle. Ed.
Fautz, vice president of Multnomah theatres; Floyd Ma.\well,
manager of the Broadway ; Charles
Couche, assistant to J. J. Parker,
operating Portland Consolidated
Theatres; Jimmy Lynn, branch
manager of I'ox Films : W. W. Ely,,
manager of the Hii)podrome;
George Guthrie, theatre operator
from Salem ; Ike Cieller, owner of
the \\'alnut Park ; George Christophers, manager of the Holl\"vvood.
Bob Swayze. dramatic critic of
the Journal ; Hugh McCredie, manager of the X'enetian ; F. F. Vincent, Universal exploiteer in the
Portland territory; Don Mitchell,
western sales manager for Universal ;George Jackson, local branch
manager
for Universal.
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THE Burleigh theatre was reopened on Saturday after having been closed for repairs and the
installation of new equipment.
George Langbeinrich is manager.
Milwaukee is to have a Tiffany
exchange very soon. On July 25th
the new exchange will open in the
former offices of P. D. C. on 7th
Street, with Frank M. DeLorenzo
as manager. Mr. DeLorenzo has
been associated with Pathe as special representative.
Henry Staab, secretary of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Wisconsin, was injured in the recent storm. He was driving to
Madison to attend the special session of the legislature, when his
car was blown from the road.
The Uptown Theatre, of Sheboygan, of which Louis Shimon was
manager, has changed hands, and
Peter Gottsacher is now manager.
Harvey Hanson, manager of the

Palace theatre at Antigo, was in
the city on Thursday.
Cleve Adams, F. B. O. District
Manager, spent Thursday in the
Milwaukee Branch.
Frank Cook of the Gem theatre
at Sheboygan was among out of
town exhibitors to visit Milwaukee
exchanges during the week.
The Auditorium at Black Creek
is now being managed by L. t.
Matheys. C. J. Burdick is the former manager.
William Loibel, manager of the
Qiimes at Cedarburg, was seen at
the Exchanges early in the week.
William Anderson purchased the
Rialto theatre at Sharon, Wis.,
from H. A. Walls, according to recent report.
Roman Bollenbeck\ manager of
the IMajestic theatre at Sheboygan,
was a recent Film Row visitor.
Lake Geneva is to have a new
theatre, the Ritz, to be located in

one of the business buildings in the
down town section.
W. H. Morloff turned over management of the Cozy theatre at
Iron River, Michigan, to Fred
Phipps recently.
Ed Bregger, manager of the
Ejay theatre at Crystal Falls. Michigan, was in the city early in the
week.
The Majestic theatre at Cudahy,
being built by Jake Disch, is making rapid steps toward completion.
Mr .Disch expects to open November 1st.
Qiarles Bauman, manager of the
Star theatre at Oshkosh, was a recent Film Row visitor.
The Paris theatre will be opened
on about September 1st by Leo
Behring, who is now managing the
Pastime theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Theiler of
the Orpheum theatre at Richland
Center were in the city last week.

Several Milwaukee theatres were
visited by Dr. J. P. Koehler,
health commissioner, after complainhad
ts .
been made of the poor
ventilation.
"
#
t
.^J C. H. Gander took over management of the L'nique theatre at Gays
Mills on June 28th from A. J.
Schumow.
Frank Nowacheck, manager of
the American Legion at Adams,
visited several exchanges last week.
Pathe- Producers have added two
new salesmen to their staff : E. H.
Oehler, formerly with P. D. C. in
Indiana and Ohio, and Art Roberts
who, until recently, was associated
with F B O as assistant manager
and as salesman.
L. Thurwachter of the Park theatre at Waukesha visited exchanges
on Tuesday.
John Robinson of Winnetka,
Illinois, purchased the Opera House
cently.
at Ontario from J. S. Resch re-

Salt Lake City
TT, secJUNE GARBE
retary to Manager Lawrence
J. McGinley of the local Paramount exchange, has returned from
a two weeks' visit to California.
H. B. Loveless, assistant booker
at this office, has been spending
two weeks' vacation in the vicinity
of Helper and Price.
Carl Porter, manager of the Victory Theatre of this city, left this
week for California.
Dave Schayer, exploitation manager at the American Theatre, returned a short time ago from a
business trip to the new Egyptian
Theatre of Boise, Idaho.
The Peery Brothers of Ogden.
Utah, operating the Egyptian and
Ogden theatres there, have just installed Reflector Arc Lamps, a
Liberty Synchroverter, and a Special Effect Machine in their Egyptian theatre.
D. T. Lane, secretary of the Intermountain Film Board of Trade,
states that an extra meeting is being held this month due to an unusual amount of business matters
to be discussed.
The local Pathe and P.D.C. exchanges were merged into one this
week and are both now occupying
the Pathe office.
John Rugar,
of the Egyptian,
MISS

Urpheum
and American
theatres
of Park City, Utah, is in this city

Edmund Lowe, Fox Films player and
one of the principals in "Is Zat So?"
attending to his regular booking.
Manager
William
J. Heineman

of the local Universal exchange,
took the entire office personnel out
picnicking to Como Springs, Utah,
at the end of last week, as his
guests, he having recently accepted
the cash prize in place of the trip
to Europe since winning the big
Universal Anniversary Drive in
this district.
Manager W. F. Gordon of the
local Associated First National office, is in Butte, Mont., and will
remain in the Montana territory
for about two weeks, it is reported.
Clyde H. Messinger left his
managerial desk at the Educational
exchange a few days ago to make
a trip into the Yellowstone Branch
for about ten days.
A new Tiffany office has opened
in Salt Lake City, under the management of Dave Barnholtz. Able
Davis, District Alanager for Tiffany, arrived in this city a few
days ago from Denver.
Miss Peterson, formerly of the
Orpheum Theatre office personnel,
has
joined the itTift'any
organization
as secretary,
is stated.
George Smith of the Gem Theatre at Magna, Utah, is conferring
with exchange managers here, as
is Fred Young of the Bluebird
Theatre at Garfield, Utah.
It is reported that Louis Strike

and Andy Floar, exhibitors here,
are negotiating to purchase the
Bluebird Theatre at Garfield.
Clyde Blasius, operating the
Diana Theatres, is in for a short
booking trip from Midvale, Utah.
S. B. Steck of the Lyceum Theatre at Ogden, has returned from
a trip to Chicago as delegate to
the Kiwanis Club.
E. E. Harris, manager in this
city for Columbia Pictures, is in
the Idaho country for an extended
trip of about five weeks.
W. E. Shipley, manager of the
Gem Theatre of this city, is leaving for a pleasure trip into the
West this week.
L. F. Brown of the Isis and Oak
theatres at Preston, Idaho, is
among exhibitors seen along Film
Row here.
Fred P. Brown, former manager
for M-G-M in Denver, is visiting
the Salt Lake theatres in the interest of De Luxe Feature Film
city.
Exchanges. Inc., of Denver, and is
considering opening an office in this
The Warnerresentatives,
Brothers'
repEd. C. Mix,sales
George
Cloward and F. M. Higgins, are
still in their respective territories
in Idaho, Southern Utah and Montana.

Cliicago
SOL HESS, in charge of Lubliner and Trinz publicity and
advertising for the past year, has
resigned to become publicity manager for Marks Brothers Circuit
of theatres.
Dick Hough, of National Screen
Service, who has been connected
with the Indianapolis office, is now
making a survey tour of Michigan,
Indiana and Ohio.
I. C.

Davidson,

formerly

with

Marks Brothers, is now connected
with the Sheridan Theatre as director of publicity.
Gerald Gallagher has resigned
as manager of Balaban and Katz
Central Park Theatre.
Lubliner and Trinz advertising
department has been consolidated
with Balaban and Katz advertising
and publicity department.
A. J. Steinson, formerly manager of Vitagraph,
and who re-

cently has been operating theatres
in Decatur, Illinois, has been apChicago's South Side salesman forpointed
Pathe.
Sid Shuster, film salesman, formerly connected with Universal, is
now selling for M-G-M.
President and Business Manager
Jack Miller, of the Exhibitors Association of Chicago, is in New
York this week, attending a meeting of the Administrative Committee of the M. P. T. A.

Messrs. Haferkamp and Hill, of
the Hollywood Theatre, postcards
from Grand Rapids, Minnesota,
that there are plenty of real fish
up there. (Real, not reel.)
F. N. New, of the Carroll Opera
House, Carroll, Iowa, was a visitor
on Film Row this week and reports that the New Theatre, now
under course of construction, is
rapidly nearing completion. He
arrived to make final arrangements
for its opening.
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eral Manager of the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., has been making a tour of the 323 theatres owned
and controlled by that corporation
on the Pacific Coast and recently,
while in San Francisco, conferred
with A. M. Bowles, manager of
the West Coast Theatres in the
San Francisco district and went
through some of the larger houses.
He seemed very much pleased at
the way things were carried on.
Al Levin of the Levin Circuit
of residential houses, has announced
that C. Richardson, formerly manager of the Coliseum Theatre, has
been transferred to manage the
Alexandria Theatre and that W.
G. Collins, formerly house manager
at the Granada Theatre, has been
made manager of the Coliseum
Theatre. All three men are well
known and popular in the local mo-

F rancisco

tion picture field. Richardson will
continue to purchase pictures for
both the Coliseum and Alexandria.
Wednesday, July 20th, the new
Avenue Theatre controlled by
Ackerman & Harris will open its
doors to the public. The theatre,
a residential house in a growing
district, at San Bruno Avenue, cost
over $220,000 to build and will
have a seating capacity of 1,500,
taking up an area of 250 by 150
feet. "McFadden's Flats" will be
the initial screen offering.
A reception was tendered "Our
Gang" Kiddies when they arrived
in San Francisco recently, where
they played on the stage for a
week. Each section of this city
was represented by a few "kiddie
groups" from, for instance, the
South of Market gang, North
Beach, Qiinatown, the Petrero,
Ocean
View,
Sunset,
Richmond

Picture

N eiv s

..^^

Gilson Willets has been appointed
the new assistant poster clerk in
the Pathe Exchange.

and Fillmore districts. The reception was held on the stage of the
Orpheum after each matinee.
Ben Black, who for a time played
at the residential house of Levin,
The Coliseum Theatre, and later
at the downtown house, The Granada Theatre, under the able management of Charlie Kurtzman, has
left for New York where he will
play at the new Paramount Theatre. Five years ago, Ben played
at the California Theatre. Before
he plays at the Paramount Theatre, New York, he will play at the
Metropolitan Theatre in Boston.
Charlie McDonald, producer of
Aesop's Fables and Topics of the
Day, was a recent visitor at the
local Pathe Office.
M. E. Cory has returned from
his recent trip to the San Joaquin
Valley, where he has been visiting
the exhibitors.

P. G. Hoch has purchased the
theatre at Boulder Creek from the
heirs of A. C. Sweeney.
Manager Mathews, of F. B. O.
spent several days recently in
Eureka.
Lou Hutt has sent a letter to the
men on Film Row stating he most
certainly enjoyed his trip to
Manila.
Friends are pleased to learn that
George B. Archibald, son of William Archibald, treasurer of the
Golden State Theatre & Realty Co.,
is recovering from an operation for
appendicitis. Archibald is employed
by the Pacific States Electric Company.

erOpinionsonNewPict
"Rolled Stockings" — Paramount,
Paramount Theatre, New
York
City
Times: "Picture about boys and
girls in college, their capers, cavortings . . . apparently is merely
meant to be enjoyed by those looking for entertainment . . . yesterday afternoon's audiences applauded at hilarious scenes and
responded with applause to stirring
fight between brothers."
Telegram: "'Rolled Stockings'
has amusing moments . . . generous sprinkling of gags and skilled
slapstick makes amusing enough
picture."
American: "'Rolled Stockings'
. . . another college story and
is realistic enough to be entertaining. . . . Louise Brooks has
unusual personality which camera
catches and magnifies. . . . Richard
Arlen gives convincing characterization of college boy . . . has
youth to recommend it."
"The
Gingham CityGirl"— F B O,
Capitol Theatre,
New York
American: "Good warm weather
entertainment. As light as Blue
Bird cookies its heroine .sells and as
fuiuiy as checked suit its hero
wears . . . too funny to diyou in advance. Artists'
colony vulge
at towork is screamingly funny.
and fade-in to string of nuts shovvs
that either continuity writer or director has real sense of humor.
Most of gags original and not of
'dragged in' variety. Most amusing. . . . 'The Gingham Girl'
has done George K. Arthur a favor,
for although we have long suspected that the young gentleman is
singularly marked with comedy
talent, it is not until this picture
that we feel that there is as definite
place in film comedy field for Arthur as there is for Harold Lloyd,
Charlie Chaplin and Harry Langdon."
Mirror:

"Merry little movie."

Morning Telegraph :
"Good
show at the Capitol."
Daily News: "Light, cheery
stuff, and what you want for hot
summer's day. Excellent performance by George K. Arthur."
Telegram: " The Gingham Girl'
probably more interesting than
would be case with most musical
shows. Film version faithful to
stage tale throughout."
Evening Journal: "George K.
Arthur, as small town clown, who
tries to panic 'em on Broadway, is
great. So are Betty Francisco as
gold digger and Maud Fulton as
Millionaire authoress. Director
David Kirkland gave story several
amusing touches. Best bit is futuristic Greenwich Village studio,
where art is long but lines are
longer."Prince of Headwaiters" —
"The
First National, Mark Strand
Theatre, New York City
Times: "Audience pleased with
story. Stone is equipped with perfectly natural emotions, despite his
authority and professional deNews: "Story will arouse symmeanor."
pathy. Of course,
going
to
like Stone.
One you're
always
does.
Lilyan Tashman marvelous as goldWorld: "Stone a good actor.
Audience
digger." appeal in each of his picMirror: "Stone convincing. Does
not overlook a trick. Second hontures."
ors to Lilyan Tashman as gold
digger.
Girl was made for part."
Telegraph tainment.
: "Agreeable
enterStone very excellent.

never giving inferior performance.
One of lucky few. Puts on extra
coat of velvety finish he assumes

_^[*4]fk^^iB'

with such ease and grace."
"Saturday
Afternoon" — Pathe,
Rialto Theatre, Atlanta
Georgian: "Saturday Afternoon." as fine a comedy as one
would care to see. It is clean, spirited, satirical, incongrouous and
splendidly acted."
"Babe Comes Home" — First National, ScoUay Square Olympia
Theatre, Boston
Advertiser : "Best of baseball
films made to date. . . . Big Yankee slugger does well as comedian.
It was a happy thought to get Babe
on screen. Mere fact that he is
starring in baseball picture should
make 'Babe Comes Home' one of
bigGlobe:
winners"One
of season."
most shown
amusingstories which
hasof been
in
films this year. . . . Babe does
surprisingly
American:well."
"Gay comedy of
sport, love and laundry. Is bound
"Entirely natural perforto Post:
be popular."
mance by star. . . . Unaffected actor ;he certainly fits the part."
"Barbed
Wire" — Paramount,
Metropolitan Theatre,
Los Angeles
Daily Neu's: "Vibrant, gorgeous
fiery Pola — Pola heralded some
years
as great Wire'
star ofbest
'Passion.'
. . .ago'Barbed
thing
she has done since she joined Para-

sistent, sustained entertainment La
Belle Pola has had in long time,
and one of best Famous has turned

out this year."
"The Callahans and the Murphys"
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Capitol Theatre, New York City
Herald
Tribune:
"Should
run
for six weeks at Capitol. If everyone is going to enjoy picture way
spectators
did yesterday,
by all
means see 'The Callahans and the
Brooklyn are
Eagle:
"Some of
situations
so compellingly
funny that even very proper ushers
atMurphys.'
back of " the theatre broke their
rigid military discipline long enough
to chuckle aloud at hilarious antics
of Marie Dressier and Polly
Graphic:of "One
of season's
examples
slapstick
elevatedbest
to
first-class comedy through exceptional work of Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran. Have audiences
Moran." with merriment at every
rocking
performance. This isn't farce, it's
Evening Post: "Listening to
roars of mirth echoing and reechoing through Capitol, it was impossible to say which division of
picture caused louder noise — the
Dressier, Moran section or the
written comments of Mr. Spence.
Surely both outdid themselves."
Telegraph:
"Hit the high spots
riot."
of low comedy. I don't doubt for
"
be a 'wow.' roared
that it will"Audience
instant
Telegram:

limes: " 'Barbed Wire' justifies
adjective meritorious as to its purpose. . Represents one of
mount."
best
recent performances that Pola

"Less laughter pr()bandWorld:
chuckled."
ably being heard in any other picture house on Broadway this week
than inside Capitol. Heights of
handclapping, gurgling, stamping

Evening World: "Acting good
all through picture. Lewis Stone

Angeles: "Pola Negri given
hasTosoffered."
best
role of her career in latest pic

a finished actor."
Graphic: "Stone scores. Seasoned actor, always restrained, but

Examiner: " 'Barbed Wire' best
picture from
standpoint
of con-

feet and floor rolling reached."
Daily ofNezi's:
minutes'
worth
Irish. "Eighty
Marie Dressier
plays Mrs. Callahan to Polly
Moran's Mrs. 'Murphy. Both girls

Palatable movie meal."
Journal: "Stone has role well
suited to him. Lilyan Tashman
excellent.

deserve great, big hand."
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Projection
Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice
Inquiries and
Comments
A Problem for the Union
VERY

now

and then some

jjratifying' sig-ns are visible,
which point to the fact that
real process is being made
by
in
theirproori'essive
efforts to locals
raise the
standards of projection.
An interesting case recently was revealed
when a large and powerful local in an eastern state took a progressive step forward
and arbitrarily called upon every one of its
members, apprentices and permit men, to
take a general examination to deteraiine the
fitness of each man engaged in the projection of motion pictures. The results were
astounding, to say the least.
In a few oases it was found, for instance
that the men who were ordinarily rated as
A-1 projectionists (from the talking they
had been doing) failed miserably to reach a
mark of 75 per cent, which was considered
the minimum passing grade for a skilled
projectionist. On the other hand, there
were a number of apprentices and permit
men who passed the examination with Hying
colors, which was a clear indication that
they were more worthy of full membership
than were some of the older and, presumably, more skilled projectionists.
There were no exceptions to the examinations and every man coming under the
jurisdiction of that local had to take the
examination so that the officers of the local
obtained a clear index to every man's
ability to project pictures.
A careful record of all marks made in
this test was kept for future reference, in
order that complaints involving the ability
of any man could be better analyzed and
proper means taken to remedy the fault.
In a number of cases, where men had
received extremely low marks (such as the
absurd grades of 15-25) they were "temporarily" removed from their jobs and
their names placed on the trestle board for
future consideration.
This was the first step in their eventual
elimination from the field of motion picture
projection — at least, as concerns that particular local.
At the time of this writing several men
in this group have already adopted a new
line of work, for which, no doubt, they are
far better qualified than that of motion picture projection.
Other men, including those not yet admitted to full membership, who had obtained exceptionally good marks, were
slated for better jobs and, naturally, better
pay, which, after all is said and done, is
the logical way to reward exceptional skill
in one's chosen work.

During the examination, it was found
that there were a number of men on the
list who clearly had no business to be there,
and a very brief examination showed that
they were not even moderately qualified to
project pictures.
These men Avere cross-examined and it
was learned that they carried union cards
but that they ha-d obtained them simply by
paying the sum of twenty-five dollars to the
president of a local in a small town located
in a neighboring state. Further questioning revealed that no examination of any
kind had been made of these men, but that
while "passing through" this small town
they had stopped off long enough to purchase regular M. P. M. 0. cards from the
obliging president.
Other cases of the same kind were
checked up and it was found that the cards,
in each instance, had come from the same
source. The only stipulation in the granting of these cards ( for the sum of twentyfive dollars) was that the "brother" was
not to seek employment in the home town,
hut to continue traveling until the next
state, at least, was reached.
Since the worthy "brethren" were
anxious to recoup the price of the nice new
M. P. M. 0. cards, they stopped 'traveling
once the neighboring state was reached and
this accounted for the large gathering of
such "members" in one city — until the
examination came along.

Purpose of the Examination
What action, if any, the large city local
ultimately will take with respect to its
weaker small town sister local, the writer
was unable to ascertain, and it may even be
that nothing will be done — since the officers
feel confident that the plan, now adopted,
of examining each new man whether or not
he carries a card, will quickly reveal lack of
real ability and thus automotically bar such
incompetents
from obtaining work in that
citv.

Most Emergency Supply
Galls Due to Fires
scientific
of practic
SS
REGARDLE
ed precaugenerally
in pictions
ture theatres against film fires,
a majority of trouble calls for emergency equipment and service at supply
branches of the company are due to
fires in the projection booth, the National Theatre Supply Company reThe company recently installed a 24ports.
hour service in all branches, furnishing theatre owners in the various
localities with night or emergency telephone numbers. The company officials
report the receipt from branch offices
of scores of reports of prevention of
shut-downs as a result of this 24-hour
service.

It might be asked, by those inclined to
argue, what lasting good can result from
the examination of each man within the
local, since the presumption is, when a man
carries a union card, that he has been properly examined and found qualified to do the
work required of him.
Where the member has been truly
examined, and found to have the necessary
ability, it might seem presunijituous on the
part of a sister local to again examine him
in order to find out what was already
learned at the time of the original application for membership. In other words, there
are many who believe that one honest
examination is sufficient to determine a
man's fitness, and if he is once accepted by
the union and granted a card, he should be
(lualified to hold his position forever after
without
nations. being annoyed by further examiIn one way this seeuLs like a logical argument, but it's weakness lies in the fact that
when once a card has been issued, the card
holder is too likely to rest on his laurels, and
float along blissfully without troubling himself by taking up more advanced phases of
projection. It is up to the union, then, to
keej) him supplied with work and see to it
that proper wages are paid him in return
for his services.
But it is not always easy for his union
officers to convince the theatre owners that
their projectionists, as a body, are worth
the extra money asked for, and in such
bargaining, nothing carries quite the weight
as some cold figures showing exactly where
and how the service rendered by the men,
or rather, the quality of the work which
the union agrees to provide, has been improved to such an extent that a higher wage
scale is required in order to have it continue
at a high grade.
Certainly, with the results of a strict and
thorough examination of eveiy member at
hand, and with every man showing a good
mark to prove his ability, any group of
union officials should be better qualified to
argue the mei'its of their claims and thus
bring the negotiations with the theatre owners to a satisfactory conclusion.
And the theatre owner who would turn
down such evidence of ability on the part
of the projectionists without recognizing its
merits, would be better qualified to engage
himself in another line of endeavor.

Giant Screen
Installed in
Mexico Gity Auditorium
A screen measuring 21 by 27 feet, the
second largest ever produced by the
Minusa company, at whose factory in this
country it was mauufactureid, has been
shipped to Mexico City for installation
there. It is a Minusa De Luxe Special.
What is claimed to be the world's largest
screen was installed in the Old Mill Thearte, Dallas, Texas.
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Several New Building Projects
Launched in St. Louis Zone

Harry

M.

Goetz,
vice-president
and
production manager of
the
Consolidated
Film Industries, Inc.

Receiving Bids for House
at Weymouth, Mass.
Charles S. Dobson of Whitman street,
Weymouth, Mass., is receiving bids for a
new theatre which he is to build in that
town from plans by Wesley L. Miner of
Boston.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
for

THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
1579 Broadway, New York City

STOCK

PROGRAMS

PROGRAM

COVERS
For

Moving Picture Houses
.loseph Hoover Ci Sons Company
M.iikcl

and

■19th

Sts.,

Phil.->Hc)phia.

Pa.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats. 30%; under 600. 70%: under 800, 85%;
over 800, 15%.
Tbe most economical method of reaching theatrea la our
ADDRESSING SERVICE, $4 00 PER M UP. LiBtB IJ
desired. 30 to 50% saved In postace. etc., throuKh elimination o( dead and dupllraUi theatrrs ufluall}r listed. Lists of
Producers. DIatrlbutors and Supply Dealers
MULTIORAPHING — MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING — ENCIX)SING — MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
749 SIxtb Are. at 41st St.
New York City
Phone. Pennsy
7484-7485

COSTUMES

WORK
has begun
plans and
are
completed
for the and
rebuilding
redecorating of the Odeon Theatre and Office Building at 1042 Xorth
(Irand Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo., which
was badly damaged by fire on March 2,
last. Henri Chouteau, owner of the building, has estiniated the reconstruction program will cost upwards of $100,000.
The office building portion of the structure will be entirely rebuilt of fireproof
materials, the exterior finish being of brick
and terra cotta. The theatre will also be
fireproofed on the western end where it
joins the office structure, and fire escapes
will be quadrupled.
Entrance to the theatre instead of being
through the center of the office building
as formerly will be via a lobby 100 feet
long and 20 fete wide extending along the
southern side of the building. The box
office will be located in the lobby at the
southwestern section.
The remodeling of the theatre will include doubling the size of the foyer and
cutting emergency exits to the sidewalks
to the north and south. The retiring rooms
will be taken from the foyer and placed
in the office building.
The Odeon has very frequently been used
for extended runs of big motion pictures
and it is rumored that when the present
improvements
are completed
motion
pic-

tures will find a permanent home in this
theatre.
C. E. Stevens, architect, 5423 South
Grand Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo., has prepared sketches for a new theatre to be
erected on South Grand Boulevard. The
structure will cover a lot 120 bv 120 feet
and will be 2-stories high. It will include
two stores and fourteen offices in addition to the theatre. There will also be
provision for an airdome in the summer.
The building will cost about $100,000.
Dr. John O'Connell, of Overland Park,
^\o., is taking bids on the new theatre,
store and office building he plans to erect
at the Woodson road and Crcve Coeur
Lake street car tracks in Overland Park.
Plans for the new house have been prepared by Stevens & Moellenhoff, .5423
South Grand Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
The building will be two storv with base50 by 120construction.
feet and 4.3 "by
feet,
and of ment,L-shape
The 70theatre
Avill seat about 850 persons. There will
be three stores and several offices in addition to the theatre.
Boiler Brothers, 114 West Tenth street,
Kansas City, Mo., nationally known architects, have been retained to prepare the
plans for the thaetre and office building
J. Dozier Stone and asociates plan to erect
at Ninth and Locust streets, Columbia,
at Ninth and Locust streets, Columbia, Mo.

Hands Unreliable Thermometers
for Testing Transverters
ds
that
outmome
" and
ters"han
point
bleingther
are TER
not relia
A LET
explaining the cause for the seemingly excessive temperature rise of Transverters during hot weather, is being circulated byd.
the Hertn'er Electric Company, of
Clevelan
The letter is in reply to the
usual seasonal complaint that Transverters
"get so hot you cannot put your hand on
it," a condition produced by weather con-

P. A. McGuire Honorary
Member of Society
g mantisin
adver
nal
natio
of the Inter
Proager IRE,
PA. McGU
• jector Corporation, has been
er
rary
of the AmeriMemb
made Hono
can Projection Society, in recognition
of his work to improve projection conditins in this country. Presentation of
the certificate of Honorary Membership was made this week by a committee headed by Otto Kafka, president of
the Society.
Mr. McGuire is the ninth to receive
this distinction. Other Honorary Members are Wm. D. Burroughs, Thos. A.
Edison, J. H. Hallberg, Major Roger M.
Hill, C. Francis Jenkins, Edwin S. Porter. Frank H. Richardson and Samuel
L. Rothafel.

FOR HIRE

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

ditions at this time of the year and which,
owing to a lack of knowledge of the temperature guarantees, is "viewed with alarm"
by some operators.
The letter explains that :
The Transverters are 40° C. machines.
This means that the temperature rise above
the room temperature of any part of the
machine shall not exceed 40° C. except the
commutator, the temperature of which may
rise 50° C. above the room temperature.
Forty
Centigrade of
is 72°
Fahrenheit anddegrees
the temperature
a generator
room or kinobooth may be 90° or 100° at
times. The actual temperature of the machine under this condition may by 172° F.
without exceeding the temperature guarantee.
It is decidedly uncomfortable to hold
your hand on an object having a temperature of 130° when the skin is dry. In hot
humid weather wlien hands are moist, this
discomfort is considerably increased. You
can imagine, therefore, how hot an object
at 170° would feel when touched.
Hands are not very reliable thermometers. In ease of an argument, use one
thermometer to give generator room temperature and one to give generator temperature. Subtract the room temperature from
the generator temperature, the result being'
the temperature rise of the machine.

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
Tel. 5580 Pena.

J ul\

29 ,

iQ\
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You cant
blame the weather
You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.

Decorations for Cashier Booths, Theatres, Lobbies, Posts and
Proscenium Arches also potted Artificial Flowers with hanging vines to decorate brackets when electric fans are removed
illustrated in colors in our Seasonable Catalogue No. 7
Mailed Free on Request.

FRANK

NETSCHERT,

V3=

Inc.

61 Barclay Street

New York,

N. Y.

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.
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You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.

Why not write for
our Booklet N-12?

Typhoon Fan Company

Va:

345 West 39th Street
Jacksonville

No trip to New York is complete without a visit to "CONEY"

The HALF
Coney Island,

MOON
New York

New— Fireproof— 300 Guest-Rooms on the Boardwalk, facing the sea with excellent bathing beach.
Select Patronage Solicited
Frequent de luxe motor bus service direct to The Half
Moon from The Roosevelt Hotel, Madison Avenue at
Forty-Fifth Street, New York City.

CONVENTIONS:

A working beadquarters

by the sea with all New

Write for booklet

York to play in

or reservations to

GEORGE H. WARTMAN,
The Half Moon, Coney

Managing
Director
Island, N. Y.

Direction of the American Hotels

Corporation

New York
New Orleans
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Briefs
Nearly a score of years' experience as a
star reporter on NeAV York City newspapers
is proving a valuable aid to Albert Shelby
LeVino, who is writing the screen adaptation of "Gallagher," which is to serve as
a starring vehicle for Junior Coghlin. It is
a newspaper story.

In preparation for the distribution of the
"Quality Eight" projected by Sterling Pictures for the ensuing year, an ingenious arrangement of calendar and production chart
will be carried by all Sterling exchanges
throughout the country. The calendar is a
striking affair in colors, and is niade with
metal top-and-bottom supports for wall
hanging.

Alfred Hustwick, who edited and titled
"Aftermath" for the American screen, is
to perform similarly on other imported pictures, according to W. W. Kofeldt, who is
bringing to this country several foreign
made productions.
Buck Jones has finished production on
"Chain Lightning," his new Fox Films
starring vehicle. Buck is supported by William Welch, Jack Baston, Buck Moulton
and Gene Camei-on. Lambert Hillyer directed the production.
Ewart Adamson, author and scenarist,
has finished the continuity of "Deadman's
Curve," for F B 0. Only ten days were required by him to complete his latest scenario, according to studio announcement.
Adamson recently completed "Shanghaied," and "South Sea Love."
Announcement is made at the F B 0
studios that Charlotte Stevens has been
chosen to play the part of ' ' Marie, ' ' a little
French-Canadian girl, in "The Coward,"
now in production under the direction of
Alfred Raboch.
First National has cast Charlie Murray
for a leading role in its picturization of
Gorilla," just going
Ralph Spence's "The
into work at the Burbank studio. Alfred
Santell is the director and Edward Small
the producer.

Sterling Productions starts the 1927-28
ball rolling on July fifth. On this date
"Stranded," which heads the Sterling
"Quality Eight" for the coming production year, will be begun at the Sterling
studio. Frances Guihan did the continuity,
with adaptation and revision supervised by
I. L. Walenstein. Its successor on the
schedule is "Outcast Souls," a John Peter
Toohey story.
H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast, who directed
"Service for Ladies," starring Adolphe
Menjou, as his maiden effort for Paramount, will not only direct the star's next
production but has renewed his contract.
D'Arrast was Charlie Chaplin's assistant
director when the cemedian made "A
Woman of Paris."
Hal Roach has signed Virginia Sales,
sister of "Chick," to portray the role of
an "old maid" in an all-star comedy now
in production under the direction of Fred

Guiol. Miss Sales has already achieved
fame in vaudeville. Th6 cast which this
character actress joins will feature. Stan
Laui-el, Oliver Hardy and James Finlayson,
with Edna Marian as leading lady.
William

Demarest

will work

mth

Louise Fazenda and Clyde Cook in "A
Sailor's Sweetheart." According to schedule, "The Outpost" (temporary title),
starring Irene Rich, should have been finished this "week but owing to a severe cold
Miss Rich was confined to her home for
several days and work was temporarily
suspended. "The Jazz Singer" is progressing satisfactorily with several Vita])hone sequences now in the making. A
number of new productions are in the preliminary stages of preparation and will
be ready for casting in a short time. These
include "A Dog of the Regiment," "The
Silver Slave," "Rebecca O'Brien," and
"Te College Wdiow."
Charles R. Condon has completed the
scenario for "One Round Hogan," which
will be the second starring picture on Warner Bros.' new program for Monte Blue.
The actor will begin work on this story
of the boxing arena as soon as he completes
his current veliicle, "The Bush Leaguer,"
now being made with Howard Bretherton
at the megaphone. The selection of a director for "One Round Hogan" will be made
shortly.
Shirley O'Hara, practically new to the
screen, has been signed as Adolphe Menjou 's leading woman in his next Paramount
picture, as yet untitled. She has been seen
briefly in some two-reel Westerns. Others
in Menjou 's supporting cast are Ivy Harris, Lawisfnce Grant, Arlette Marchal and
Nicholas Soussanin.
Sally Blane has been given the leading
feminine role opposite Jack Luden in the
Paramount production,
Productiouis
under way. "Shootin' Irons."
Director Alfred E. Green of "Two Girls
Wanted," Janet Gaynor's first starring
production for Fox, has selected Alyce Mills
and William Tooker to enact important
parts in the picture. Miss Mills was formerly seen in Fox Films' "Daughters of
the Night."
Another college girl has graduated into
the movies. The girl is Helen Weatherford, of the University of California in Los
Angeles, who joined the mob as an extra in
the campus sequence of Bebe Daniels'
"Swim, Girl, Swim." Director Clarence
Badger, struck by her attractiveness, persuaded her to sign a contract. The "Swim,
Girl, Swim" company is shooting the swimming race sequence at Catalina Island.
Flobelle Fairbanks has been cast by Herbert Brenon for the role of ' ' Fluffy, ' ' typiflapper, in "Sorrell & Son."
cal
Brenon English
is making it as his first United
Artists Picture.
Theodore Von Eltz is to play the lead in
Florence Vidor's forthcoming Paramount

production, "A Celebrated Woman." In
the same picture Don Marion and Joyce
Marie Coad have been cast for important
roles. Hedda Hopper has also been assigned an important part in this production.
The picture got under way this week under
the direction of Frank Tuttle.
Ranul Paoli, French athlete, vho made
his American motion picture debut as a
heavy in "Senorita, " will play the part of
a secret service agent in "Beau Sabreur, "
which Paramount will produce.
Joseph Cawthorn, popular musical comedy star comedian, who made his film bow
in "The Secret Studio," has been selected
to play the part of old Philip Hancock in
"Two Girls Wanted," Janet Gaynor's first
starring vehicle for Fox Films. Alfred E.
Green is directing the production, which is
based on the Broadway success of the same
name.
Larry Semon is rapidly nearing the completion of his first star comedy for Educational in the series of eight which he will
make during the coming twelve months.
Semon has been quietly at work on this initial starring vehicle at the Chadwiek Studios on Gower Street, Hollywood, for several weeks. The comedian-director promises something different in the line of tworeel comedies in his first effort, which has
been titled "Dummies." Included in the
cast with Semon will be Marie Astair and
Jim Donnelly.
"The Coward" company wHth Warner
Baxter and Sharon Lynn returned to the
F B 0 studio from the Big Bear region,
where the exteriors were made, and Al
Raboch is putting the players through their
paces in some rich interiors, which depict
fashionable New York society.
Marie Shotwell, last seen in "Running
Wild" starring W. C. Fields, and Roy
Stewart, free lance leading man, have been
added to the cast of "A Celebrated Woman," Florence Vidor's current starring
production for Paramount.
Warner Bros, have announced the signing of Henry Lehrman as director of George
Jessel's second starring picture, "Sailor
Izzy Murphy," which is planned for early
production. Jessel is now at work on a
story temporarily titled, "The Broadway
Kid," and will start "Sailor Izzy Murphy"
as soon as the former is completed.
With the production of "Galloping
Fury" well under way, Hoot Gibson is
looking forward to the early production of
another Kyne story. It will be called "The
Rawhide Kid" and is being adapted by Isidore Bernstein from the story "The Lion
and the Lamb." Del Andrews will direct it
under the supervision of Charles Logue.
Arthur Statter is doing the continuity.
Gibson and a company of fifty, headed by
Reaves Eason as director, are now on location at Atascadero, Cal., filming "Galloping

July
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
(S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Arizona Whirlwind , The
,
Bill Cody..
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet . Mar.
April 251
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
5597 feet . .Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .6512 feet.
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Cnstello . . Fox
6435 feet . .April 1
. April
1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet.
. April
8
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet.
.April 15
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet.
. AprU
8
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi- Walthall
Pathe-De MiUe
7019 feet .
. June
3
Fourth Commandment,
The
B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J. Marlowe
Universal
6863 feet . Oct. 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet . '.April' 16
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
5378 feet .
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. Hill . . F. B. 0
4501 feet.
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. Harron-S. PhippsA. Housman
Fox
6508 feet .
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . .Mar.
April
25
Mar. 29
11
Man From Hardpan, The . .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
5814 feet
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet . April
1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet .
.June
3
Mysterious Rider, The
J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6967 feet . Mar. 25
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. .Oct
16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
5736 feet .
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedford-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet
April 15
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet April 22
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet. May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet .
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor.
. . Columbia
5936 feet .
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerFeb.'
Mar. 114
D.Dwan-H. Miller. Pathe-De Mille
6706 feet
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio .. United Artists
9523 feet . April
1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet.
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet.
Salvation Jane
V.Dana
F. B O
6490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
6623 feet . May
6
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7015 feet
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet . Jan. 28
Slide, Kelly, Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
7866 feet . Mar. 11
1
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro
F. B. O
4566 feet April
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
4433 feet .
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine .F B. 0
4982 feet. .
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno First National
6324 feet . May 13
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels . . . ,
What
Every
Girl Should
Know
p. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet.
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet . . June 24
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . Fox
4783 f eet . April 16
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. Robards_
V. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feet.
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftAprU 1
Mar. 25
K. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
6198 feet

\PRIL
Feature

Distributed by
Star
F. B. 0
*in't Love Funny?
Alberta Vaughn
Afraid to Love
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N
Paramount
Trevor-J. Lee
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . , Paramount
Warner Bros
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyaras. . Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-!. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton . . . . Paramount
Fighting Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De Mille
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyM-G-M
„
^
D'Arcy-T. Holtz Universal
Hard
Fists
ArtR.Acord
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Ihitti-T. Edeson .... Pathe-De Mille
Held By the Law
M. Walker
De La Motte-J.
Universal
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks .
. . . Pathe-De Mille
Paramount
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian.
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
First National
Long Pants
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley. . Rayart

Length
Reviewed
4745 feet.
6169
4912
5463
6901

feet
feet .April 22
feet . . May
6
feet .. .May
April 29

6662 feet

6
..May

7724 feet . .May
4818 feet

20
6

6296 feet ., . April 16
4415 feet

1
April
6900 feet . . April 22
4387 feet
6035 feet

July

1

6929 feet ..May
. . Mar. 26
15
5668 feet
7080 feet
6
April
6200 feet
6650 feet . . April 8
6264 feet

Feature
Lovers?
Madame dren
Wants No
Matinee Ladies

Chil-

Novarro-Terry .
Star

Distributed by
. M-G-M

Leng^th
5291 feet Reviewed

. M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
5415
, McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros
6362
Mountains of Manhattan. . D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
5358
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
5051
Nauehty Nannette
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De Mille
5573
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe-De Mille
6903
Paying the Price
M. Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Bonner-D. Selman Columbia Pictures ... 6658
Pleasure Before Business . P.O'Malley-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .5559
Princess of Hoboken, The . E. Burns-B. MahafifeyRambling Ranger, The . .
Red Clay
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Ritzy
Rookies
See You in Jail
Senorita
Smoking Guns
Somewhere in Sonora . . .
Special Delivery
Spuds
Taxi, Taxi
Three Hours
Thunderbolt's Tracks . . .
Too Many Crooks
Turkish Dalight
When Seconds Count . . .
Whirlwind of Youth, The

E. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
Jack Hoxie
Universal
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De MiUe
B. Bronson- J. Hall- Paramount
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
J.
B.
Al

BrienArthur-T. O' M-G-MK.
Mulhall-A. Day . . . First National
Daniels- J. HaU-W. Paramount
Powell
Hoxie
WUd West Pict. (S. R.)

K. Maynard-K.
lins Col-

MAY
Feature

First National

E. Cantor-Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
L. Semon-D. Dwan .. Pathe-De Mille
Horton-Nixon
Universal
C. Griffith- J. Bowers. First National
Jack Perrin
Rayart
M. Davis-G. Bancrof tL. Hughes
Paramount
Faye-R. SchildkrautK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount

6600
4439
4626
4794
6306

Home

feet
feet.
feet.

April 29
.June 10
.July 17

feet .
feet .
feet,
.May
feet , AprU 22
feet .
.July
1

6640 feet .
6800 feet . . ^prU
6634 feet , .May
4500 feet

20

6718 feet. .May
6524
4930
7173
6774
4846

i

feet.
feet .May 6
feet . .Feb. 18
. April 16
feet. . Mar. 26
feet .

6399 feet .
4803 feet.

-July

1

6886 feet .
.June 17

Distributed by

Length
Reviewed
6300 feet .
-July
6761 feet . AprU
1
6766 feet .
4687 feet .
July
4912 feet .

Star
J. Hines-E.
Murphy . First National
Babe Ruth-A. 0- NUsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
Broadway Nights
L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
Captain Salvation
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P.
Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M .
7396
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Chang {Jungle FUm)
Special Cast
Paramount
6636
cumbers
The
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda- J. F. McDonald-D. Phillips.Fox
6281
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E. Gilbert. Pathe-De MiUe
5804
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
CornwaU
Pathe-De MiUe
6228
Fighting Hombre
The
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624
Grinning Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens-W.
Pidgeon-H. Herbert . . Fox
5617
Heart of the Yukon
A. Cornwall-J.Bowers. Pathe-De MiUe
6562
HUls of Peril
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
4943
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De MiUe
4660
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
6597
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry-Lowe . Fox
6960
Love ThriU, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
6266
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. EUis . . F. B. 0
6770
MilUon Bid, A
D. Costello-W. OlandMcGregor-Blythe. . Warner Bros
6310
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727
Outlaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
6327
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe-De MiUe
4828
Poor Girls
D. Revier-E. BumsR. Stonehouse .... Coiimibia Pictures . . . 5428
Prairie King The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
6689
Rich But Honest
N. Nash-C. HoUandJ. F. McDonald. . Fox
5480
Rich Men's Sons
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures
Rough House Rosie
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
5962
Three MUes Up
Al WUson-E. Clair ... Universal
4041
Silver Comes Thru
F. Thomson-E. MurphySilver King (:Horse)F. B. 0
6476
Smews of Steel
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
6928
Song of Steel
Tiffany
SpUtting the Breeze
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
4930
All Aboard
Babe Comes

.April 108
feet . .June
feet ,
feet.
feet . .April
.June 22S
feet.

July
8
feet.. July
8
May 13
feet.
feet . .May IS
feet .
feet
feet . May 6
feet. June 10
April
feet
feet. May
feet .
May
feet .
feet
feet.
May
feet June
feet . May

22

17
13
27
20

feet .
feet . May

27

IS
6

feet . June 10
feet . ,
June 17
feet . June 24
Mar.
June
May
April
feet .
May
feet .
feet .

feet.
feet
feet

feet.

May

18
24
6
8
20

20

feet . .
feet.
June
S
feet.
feet . June 10
feet. . June

3
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M 0 Ii0 n

Feature
Telephone Girl, The

Star
Distributed by
L. Gray-H. BlinnBellamy-Baxter
Allison
Paramount
Tender Hour The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
TOlie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers . .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Understanding Heart, The .J.Crawford-Bushman Jr.-C. Mvers . M-G-M
Vanity
L.Joy-A.Hale-C.Ray Pathe-De Mille
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Pathe-De Mille
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Tonrs to Command
G. O'Hara-S. Palmer F. B. 0

Feature
Avenging Fangs
Backstage
Beauty Shoppers, The
Beware of Widows

JUNE Distributed by
Star
Sandow ( Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy . . Tiffany
M. Busch-W. Crane. Tiffany
La Plante-B. Washburn
Universal

Black Diamond Express,
The
M. BIue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bulldog Pluck
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The
T. Mix-N. Joyce. . . .Fox
Claw The
Kerry-Windsor
. . . Universal
Closed Gates
T. Harron- T Novak . . Sterling PIct. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-L MoskineN de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
I. Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphv. . . .Warner Bros
Dmms of the Desert
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious
R. Denny-B. Worth . Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The
K. Maynard-D. D wanFirst Natiohal
Meddlin' Stranger The. . . Wally Wales
Pathc-De Mille
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals and Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The
E. O'Brien-A.Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modern
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Wedding Bills
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
PartTiount
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. . W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike

JULY Distributed by
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan-J. Bowels
Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP I vr>n-C. Colbert First National
T. McCoy- J. Gadsen . M-G-M
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Frontiersman, The
Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B. Love Pathe-De Mille
Heart of Maryland, The . D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello . . Warner Bros
Universal
Hero on Horseback, A. . . Hoot Gibson
Kid Sister, Th e
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw Th eftenfafive).G. Cooper-B. Jewel. .Paramount
Little Firebran d. The
E. Thornton-L. Tellegan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
. Buddy Roosevelt Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L. Tashman . First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal

Length
6466 feet

Reviewed
..May

27
17

7400 feet.

. .June
6160 feet ..May 17
6390 feet . .June 13
6823 feet
6674
5923
7920
6691
4734

feet . . May 20
feet
feet July
1
feet . April 15
feet

Length
Reviewed
4335 feet . . June
3
6,784 feet
5669 feet . . July 22
6670 feet . . May

6

6803 feet

July 22
4810 feet. .June 24
5252 feet . . June
3
.5700 feet . . June
3
4512 feet . . July

15

6897 feet. .June 24
6987 feet
6684 feet . . July 22
6282 feet . . July
1
4545 feet. .June 17
4773 feet
6157 feet . . July 15
4676 feet. .June 10
6169 feet . . April 1
6520 feet . . July
4710 feet July

5614 feet . . July

22
15

15

6870 feet . . June 24
6218 feet . . June 17
6412 feet. .June 10

6000 feet
6500 feet
6497 feet . . July

22

4926 feet . . July
4334 feet . . July

8
1

6617 feet. .June 24
6869 feet . . July
4404 feet

22

6567 f eet . . July

1

Length

Reviewed

4108 f eet . . May

6

5868 feet

Picture

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Skyhigh Saunders
Al Wilson
Universal
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair ... U Mversal
Tom's Gang
...T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille
White Pants Willie
J. Hines-L. Hymans . First National

Length
5 reels

News
Reviewed

4041 feet. .June 10

6670 feet . . July 22

AUGUST
Feature
Adam and Evil
After Midnight
Beau Geste
Bugle CaU, The

Star
Distributed by
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
N. Shearer-L. Gray . . M-G-M
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox

Bush Leaguer, The
Chain Lightning
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Gratitude (tentative)
H. Langdon-G. McConnell
First National
Great Mail Robbery, The..T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard
Sills-M.Brook
O'Day . .First
National
Hula Boiled Haggerty.. ,,M.
C. Bow-C.
Paramount
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno ..Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez.
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Outpost, The (tentative)... L
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powll
Fox
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Poor Nut, The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonRunning Wild
Service For Ladies
Singed
Soft Cushions
Stolen Bride, The
Stranded
Topsy and Eva
Two Arabian Knights
Underworld
What Price Glory? (road
show)
When a Man Loves (road
show)

J. Arthur-C.
Mur- First National
ray
W.C.Fields-M.Brian. Paramount
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
B. Sweet-W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Douglas MacLean. . .Paramoimt
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
S. Mason-Collier, Jr . Sterling Pict
Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw . United Artists
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-L Keith. United Artists
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
McLaglen-Del RioLowe

Fox

Length

Reviewed

Sept 11

10400 feet. .Mar. 18
6435 feet. .May 20

6909 feet . . Julv

1

6368 feet. .June 24
6 reels .... July

22

11400 feet. .Dec.

4

J. Barrymore-D. Cos-

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Annie Laurie
Back to God's Country
Barbed Wire

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
L. Gish-N. Kerry ... M-G-M
8730 feet. .May 27
R.Adoree-R.Frazer. .Universal
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
6951 feet
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien.. M-G-M
12660 feet. .Nov. 28
Broadway Kid, The
George Jessel
Warner Bros
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
8700 feet . . May
6
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7713 feet . . May 20
Certain Young Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
City Gone Wild, The
T. Meighan-M. MiUner-W. Standing. . .Paramotmt
College
B. Keaton-A. Cornwall-G. Withers .. .United Artists
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonald Valli-J.
. . . Fox
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson .... Warner Bros
6767 f eet . . July
8
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen.. Paramount
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent . . . Universal
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . .Warner Bros
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd , . Paramount
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
7961 feet. .July
8
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox

OCTOBER
Feature
5 reels. .Dec. 12 '26

Distributed by

Alias the Deacon

J. lowe-R.
Hersholt-J.
Mar-.
Graves

Ben Hur (road show)

Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X Bushman-C
Myers M-G-M
W. Z.Beery-F.
Sterling- Paramount
Pitts

Big Sneeze, The
6 reels
6406 feet
4388 feet

Star

Body and Soul
Cheating Cheaters

. Universal

A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry . . M-G-M
B. Compson-K.
lan Har- Universal

Length

Reviewed

6869 feet
12000 feet. .Jan.

It

July

29,
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Feature
Fair Co-ed, The
Garden of Eden, The .

Star
Distributed by
Marion Davies
M-G-M
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists . . .
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
M-G-M
Fred Thomson
Paramount
M.Pickford-C.Rogers. United Artists. .
F. Vidor
Paramount

Gentleman of Paris, A. .
In Old Kentucky
Jesse James
My Best Girl
One Woman to Another
cugb Riders The (general
Rrelease)
F. Hopper-N. Beerj*Bancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shanghai Bound .
Shooting Irons . .
Jack Luden
Paramount
Silk Stockings . . .
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
,
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
Way of All Flesh, The.
E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith . Paramount
Woman on Trail, The .
,Negri-Cortez
Paramount

Length

Distributed by
Feature
Star
. Universal
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. worth
Nixon-H BosUniversal

Reviewed

April

1

8486 feet. .July

8

NOVEMBER
Feature
Becky
Garden of Allah, The
Quality Street
Sadie Thompson
Tempest
Thirteenth Hour, The

Distributed by
Star
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
M-G-M
A. Terry-I. Petrovich.M-G
M. Davies
M-G-M
G. Swanson
United Artists .
J. Barrymore-NissenWolheim
United Artists .
Bona arte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

DECEMBER
Distributed by
Star
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
G. Gray
United Artists .
M-G-M
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
H. B. Wamer-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wolheim
United Artists .

Featu
Bridal Night, The
Buttons
Devil Dancer, The
Lovelorn, The
Hypnotist, The
Sorrell and Son

Length Reviewed

JANUARY
Feature
Divine Woman, The
Dove, The
Romance

Star
Distributed by
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists.
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D.'Arcy
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY
Feature
Circus, The

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southern-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Fibn) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M
,

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast

Distributed by
United Artists.

Length Reviewed

anmniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

I

I

Coming

I

Attractions

|

iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu^
Feature
Ace High
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone
American
BeautyWolf

Distributed by
Star
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Al Wilson
F. B. O
L Wilson-B.
Lytell . . Columbia
B.
Dove-L. HughesV.
L.
Corbin
First National
Angel of Broaday, The
L. Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De
Mille
A. W. O. L. (tentative)
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Back to Liberty
Excellent Pict
Bad Little Good Girl
Chadwick
Bamum
(road show)
Wallace
BeeryCooper- Paramount
Beau Sabreur
E. Brent-G.
G. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De Mille
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood Ship, The
H.Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
Border Blackbirds
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)
C. Talmadge-D.
Alvarado
First National
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. NissenM.Busch-M.Loy..Fox
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante
Universal

Length

Reviewed

..'..'.".'.'.'.'.
'.
6 reels

'.

9481 feet.. Oct.

23

Length

Revitwe>l

City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Claiicy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS.
Lynn-R.
LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. O
,
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4747 feet
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
Universal
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Country Doctor The
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille
Coward, The
W. Baxter-S. Lynn. . .F. B. O
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Cruel Truth, The
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures
Crystal Cup, The
D. Mackaill-J. Mulhall
First National
Death Valley
First Division Pict
,
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De Mille
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet . . Aug, 21
Down Grade, The
Wm.
Fairbanks — A. Lumas
Calhoun
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O
Drop Kick, The
R. Barthelmess-V. L.
Carbin-A. Vaughn , First National
Duke of Ladies, The
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
Eager Lips
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Milton Sills
First National
Enemy, The
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . M-G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destiny
Dynamite
(Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Fangs o Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe.Bischofif Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P. Haver Pathe-De Mille
Finnegan's Ball
B. Mehaffey-Landis. .First Division Pict
Flag Maker, The
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J S. Blackton (prodncers)
Flying U Ranch, The
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
Four Flushers, The
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . Universal
Freckles
F. B. O
Gallant Gringo, The
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
Galloping Fury
H. Gibson-S. Rand , Universal
Gentleman of Paris, A (tentative)
Adolphe
Marchal Menjou-A. Paramount
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Gingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G.
thurK. Ar- F. B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Gorilla, The
First National
Grand Army Man, The ... Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foie-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bemle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling
Fox
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-O. CaldweU
F. B. O
Heaven Help the Working
Girl
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. Paramount
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
His Dog
J.Schildkraut- I.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De Mille
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale.... Fox
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G.Tryon Universal
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G.
ers With- F. B. O
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels. . .April 29
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al McAvoy
Jolson-W. Oland- Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Joy Giri, The
O. Borden- J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M
Alden
Fox
Judgment of the Hills
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
King o Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13500 feet . April 29
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe. First National
Lightning
Tiffany
6600 feet
•. . .
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Manpower
Richard Dix
Paramount
Man's Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Mojave Kid, The
B. Steele-L. Gilmore.F. B. O
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. 0
6680 feet
Mother Machree
B. len-N.
Bennett-V.
McLagHamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox

Motion

306
Feature
Motor Maniac. The

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs
F. B. O
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pcit
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
NowI What
We're a in
Air .... W.
Beery-R.
Hatton . Paramount
Oh
Lifethe(tentative)
.Colleen
Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels. . .Dec. 18
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries .Warner Bros
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray . . . Fox
Patent Leather BUd, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe-De Mille
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Race Track Tout, The (tentative
S. Chaplin-C. Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. NoVdk-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 5800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks- J. Hall
Paramount
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
Rose of Monterey, The (tentative)
G. Roland-M. Astor .First National . . .
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. Pathe-De Mille.
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
.F. B. O.
Sally in Our Alley
S. Mason-A. B. Francis
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds
B. Compson-E. Williams
First Division Pict
Seventh Heaven
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 feet . . June 10
Shanghaied
P. R. Miller-SantschiG. Astor
F. B. O

Picture

Fe.iture
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount ....
Shield of HonorThe
R., N.Lewis-D.
GulliverBarrie
. Universal
Show Boat
Universal
*.
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghtv
Universal
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
R. Novarro -ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sun Kissed (tentative) ... .P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Sunrise
,.Gaynor-G. O'BrienFox
.'
,
Swell Head, The
J. Livingston
Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia
Pictures
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
Will Rogers
Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thirteenth Juror, The
F. son
X. Bushman-Nils- Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Times Square
Tiffany . .y
Tired Business Man, The..Hitchcock-MehaffeyGowland
Tiffany
,
Trail of '98
K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . M-G-M
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
,
Waiter from the Ritz, The . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
What Happened t o Father . P. R. Miller
Warner Bros
tello
Warner Bros
10049 feet . . Feb. 18
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Youi Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
WUd Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
World's lUusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
Excellent Pict

^er Opinions (ttiNeu; Pict
"Framed" — First National, Scollay Square Olympia Theatre,
Boston
Boston Herald: "Sills owes his
large following to heroic and
manly roles that he appears in and
in 'Framed' he has succeeded in
satisfying his many fans. . .
Picture that fairly teams with
thrills and romance."
Boston Globe: "Sills and Natalie Kingston both admirable in
their personations. . . Replete
with thrills. Scenic part of story
quite novel.
Excellent cast.
Boston Traveler^, "Real thrill
in mud rush. New hair-raiser
very effectively presented. Sills
convincing."
Boston Advertiser: "Sills does
not disappoint fans. New thrills in
.store in 'mud rush.' Thrills and
romance."
Boston Post: "Original thrill in
'mud rush.' Sills has another heman role."
"The Way

of All Flesh"— Paramount, Criterion Theatre,
Los Angeles
Examiner: "The Way of All
Flesh' so realistic it hurts. One
of most remarkable transitions of
character I have ever seen. A picture, this, don't miss it.''
Express: "Emil Jannings greatest actor cineina has produced.
'The Way of All Fle.sh' eclipses
'The Last Laugh' and 'Variety.' "
Daily Neivs: "One of greatest
dramas of film history. Jannings
as .Schilling will be remembered.
Times: "'The Way of .Ml
Fle.sh' triumphantly discloses acting
art of which Jannings is superlative star."

''The
Callahans
and
the
Murphys" — Metro-Goldw3mMayer, Cleveland, Ohio
Plain Dealer: "Marie Dressier
again ofifers one of her rare lowcomedy treats. Freedom of her
work, careless abandon which few
comedy players possess. She has
power to spread fun thickly. . .
Another excellent zany, Polly
Moran, also has that rare quality
of beingunrestricted
able to 'let wildness.
go' and plays
with
. .
When pair of them meet as they
do constantly throughout tale, sky
is limit with laughs. . . This is
one time when story may not even
be briefly outlined. It is too good
to spoil. . . Titles unusually
good. . . Action furious. . .
Here is picture for laughs. . .
Highly
Plain recommended."
Dealer: "If 'The Callahans and the Murphys' does not
make money for M-G-M, then I
will take my large fortune and turn
it over to that company. . .
Everyone who sees Dressier and
Moran doubles up with laughter
. . . There is picture that is not
supposed to be a super, but I enjoyed it more than any big picture
I have seen this year.
. ."
Neivs: "Of course this could
not be other than comedy in which
Marie Dressier is woman head of
one family and Polly Moran boss
of other. . . Lively doings, fun
for most part with some drama toward end."
"No Man's Law" — Pathe, Rialto
Theatre, Atlanta
Georgian:
"To my mind, picking best picture in Atlanta
this
week
becomes
easiest
thing
in

News

world, and that despite fact that
practically all houses were provided with better-than-average
cinemat entertainment.
"But I don't know when I've
seen a film that had so many qualities of entertainment as 'No Man's
Law.' There was novelty of Rex.
horse actor. There was nothing in
picture but action. It boasted of
one of prettiest girls of screen in
Barbara Kent, and checker game of
Jim Finlayson will always be model
of comedv."
"Captain
Salvation" — MetroGoldwyn-Mayer,
Loew's State
Theatre, Boston
Boston Traveler: "Proves to be
.one of best pictures we have seen
for some time. . . . Splendidly
photographed. . . . We guarantee lumps in even most hardhearted throats. . . . Robertson
should be justly proud of splendid
achievement. . . . Lars Hanson
as nearly perfect as possible. . . .
Pauline Starke distinguishes herself by finest performance she has
ever given. . . . Ernest Torrence most cold-blooded villian we
have
ever seen."
Boston
"Stirring
fiilm.
. . Advertiser:
. Fine direction.
. . .
Brilliant acting. . . . Thrills
crowd so that one hour and a half
slips away as quickly as few minutes. . . . Artistically equal to
any attraction of current year.
. . . Spirit has entered into the
players themselves.
. .
Lars
Hanson is as superb as Barrymore
when Barrvmore was striking fire
with 'Dr. 'jekyl and Mr. Hyde.'
. . . Hanson's performance best

j^g^
of his career and deserves to rank
with successes of season. . . .
Ernest Torrence like a character
out of Joseph Conrad, and is must
unusual and sinister individual
screen has seen for many a day.
"Dearie" — 'Warner
Roxy Theatre, New

Brothers,
York City

Ez'cning World: "One of most
natural and logical depictions of
mother's scrifice for son that we
have had pleasure of seeing in
some time. Good picture and
should be seen certainly by all
those, and there are millions, who
are sympathetic with this type of
film but more especially by those
who scoff it— and there are almost
as many in this group."
Morning Telegraph: "I would
rate picture above usual attractions. Straight melodrama well
done.
Worthy of Roxy."
Telegram: "Picture should go
with large number of film patrons.
Sidelights on cabaret life interestEvening Journal: "A bright little
Sun: " neatly
'Dearie'directed."
good, honest sencomedy,
timent. Well directed, bright and
pleasing. Irene Rich admirable as
mother. Her best role in many a
Graphic: "Entertaining and well
American: "Good box-office picture. Has ingredients that make
ing."
directed."
entertaining
Mirror: picture
"Good pudding."
entertainment
destined to please. Miss Rich well
Post: "One sure thing about Miss
Irene Rich is that she never disday."

appoints."

DON'T GAMBLE
WITH PARTS
T

HE first essential to good projection IS a
hi
macnine
th
second is the proper
good care of it» Every
part must be kept in true aUgnment,
cleaned and lubricated continually in
order to defeat the ravages of friction
and assure correct functioning of the
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SIMPLEX

DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTOR
CORPORATION
90 Gold St.,

projector*
Very often a good projector is permanently impaired through the incorrect
fitting of a non-genuine replacement
part* This unreasonable abuse is serious
and costly*

New

York

To he sure that worn parts of your Simplex projector are
replaced with neiv ones^ exactly the same in quality of material,
dimensions, etc., as the originals, huy only parts made by
the ynanufacturers of Simplex Projectors. This precaution
will give you full protection against premature wearing out
of your projectors and ivill make substantial savings for you
in your general maintenance bills.
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Conceded bv architectural critics to be one
of the World'stheatre
most palatial
thGatres,the7\^/^
SAENGER
at New Orleans
is an
artistic triumph.
The progress of the ^reat SAENGER op
^anization has been nothing less thanmarvdous.
Building constructiVelvandpermanentlu thcA/
have shared in the general prosperitv of the indus
tr\|, without departing from the highest possible
standard of buisness ethics.
The same resourceful showmanship and discerning judgment that created this Wonderful
organization, is responsible for the choice of the
Robert Morion Super-Unit now installed in
the World's most beautiful theatre, the^
GREATER SAENGER New Orleans.
^^AC^-i'-

Robert
U»tm Or^
G»
Nov York
Los.An^clGS
I36O Bioadwdy

ChiCd^O

1914 So. Wm
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In This Issue: "The Showman
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STATE, Los Angeles:
Biggest Receipts in Months!
GRANADA THEATRE, San Francisco:
Third Big
Tremendous Business ! MADISON, Detroit;
ALLEN, C/efe/cina.Reron^s Broken!
Week in Mid-Summer.
EVERYWHERE:
Sensation!

GILBERTS
BIGGEST
VICTORY !
^.

THESE
BIG
M-G-M
Stars Are Yours

John Qilhert in ^^Twelve
Miles Out^^ is another
reason why M-Q-M gets
the contracts!

in '27 -'28

John Gilbert, Ramon
Novarro, Greta Garbo, Lon
Chaney, William Haines,
Lillian Gish, Norma
Shearer, Marion Davies,
Jackie Coogan,Tim McCoy,
Dane-Arthur, Cody-Pringle.
Plus Big Specials and the
Cream of Short Subjects!
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news
GOOD
often to
COMES
exhibitors.
M-G-M
BE ONE ^nd enjoy life!

The Top of the Industry
under act of March

Published Weekly— $2.00 a )'cai

New York

.ugust 5, 1927

PRICE 20 CENTS
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ORGANS
Your feature picture may require

^(.,

as
accompaniment
one oftoWagner's
immortal
compositions
vividly
portray the workings of human
emotions and shades of feeling. On
such an occasion the Wurlitzer
Organ with its exclusive features
and exceptional resources is far superior to all others in conveying to
the audience the true spirit of the
performance.

Write for catalog — today
New York
Cleveland
Philadelphia
St. Louis
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Chicago
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
San Francisco

Cincinnati
Detroit
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eyes
o f a
new

wor Id

^This new, fast moving world of ours craves better mediums
through which to chronicle its happenings. More speed, more
efficiency. So air mail supplants rail mail. Telephones cross
oceans.

Photographs rush over wires from city to city.

Radio

brings to 100,000,000 ears the words of kings and presidents
instantaneously as spoken. Television is coming. Everywhere
old methods of news -gathering and news -spreading give way to
new. ^The demand extends to motion pictures, to the news reel^

And so, in answer to this demand, comes Paramount News.

Eyes of a new world.

^ First issue

out July 31st. With the best, most experienced brain at its head. Emanuel Cohen, 13 years
editor of Pathe News. Now, with Paramount News, realizing his dream and vision of years. Not
an experiment, but for months past a wonderful reality. For months the staff,
largest in the universe, have been at work throughout the world. Already over
650 stories have been covered. Lindbergh, Byrd, Chamberlin, Maitland, everything. Tried and true veterans these Paramount News cameramen, but now fired
with new enthusiasm. Perfect organization. ^Paramount News. The only news
reel in existence with an exclusive home of its own. Visit the magnificently
equipped special building a stone's throw from the crossroads of the world.
Times Square, New York. Meaning greater speed, better service. Heart of the
chain of 150 headquarters covering the globe,

fl Exhibitors knew these chang-

ing times demanded a new and
contracts on Paramount

News

small circuits, small towns. From
the most widely circulated news

eyes of
a new
world

about that! *JI Just as Paramount

better news reel. No wonder the
have flooded in. Big circuits,
everywhere. By the end of 1927
reel in existence. No question
Pictures like "Chang" and "Way

of All Flesh" herald the new day in features, so Paramount News meets the demand for a new
and greater news reel. *I Paramount News. Eyesof anew world. 2 issues weekly. Starting July 31st.
*ll Keystone of Paramount's Short Features line-up. 36 Paramount-Christie Comedies. With these
sure-fire laugh producers — Bobby Vernon, Jimmie Adams, Billy Dooley, Jack Duffy, Neal Burns,
Anne Cornwall and more. 6 comedies starring Edward Everett Horton, master of light comedy.
10 Paramount Novelties. The first already hailed by Variety as heralding "a new era in short
features." 26 Krazy Kat Cartoons. 26 Inkwell Imps Cartoons. Keyed to these changing times. As
live and up-to-the-minute as Paramount feature pictures. Variety, quality, service. You get them
all in Paramount News and Paramount Short Features. The Whole Show in the modern manner !
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OnePeel

Car boons
"byPAT SULLIVAN

13

BIG BOY'' is as big a bet as
you.'ve ever Kad in Snort?
Feaiures. He*3 bi^ in
(^and
pu,blic popu.lari%^

OUTDOOR

One Peel SKETCHES
>6i<-. Poller b C Brace
1^
One.]?eel

L-y man H.Hov/e's
HODGE-PODGE

2<6
One-Reel

He's
^etfein^ bi^^er).
^i^ as a-n en-bertairrment)
fe at are on you r program ;

'COMEDIES^

]Qe'3 Ju^t a^ bi^ as a
drawing power at the
box-office.

Twice KINOOPAMS
^^

MBRMAJD

COMEDIES

.y^n^
Getionyou^oi
exploitat
now on BIC BOY
and tlie other
eatures
or

8

Two-]?eel Mwuf Se^non Comtdks
6

T->vOROTHY

Two-Peel

Uevore

COMEDIES

Two-Reel

Fducational's
bi^
line-up
for 1927-1928.

■Tuxedo Comedies
Of^il/
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extra
big
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HAMiLTON
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Fv/o Reel 4P|iltur4atie \ortii£iue$
8
Two-Peel

BIG BOY

Juvenile
•COMEDIES*

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANOESjnc
LMembev, Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors of America , Inc

Ripping Away All Barriers Of Bunk And
Bull •••• Blasting Asunder The Sham And
Extravagance Which Threaten The Business
With Disaster •••• Pete Harrison Hurls A
Bombshell Of Truth Into The Seething
Ranks Of The Industry!
In his epoch'inaking address before the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce at
the Hotel Astor, New York,-'-a speech that
stunned the entire world of motion pictures
— Mr* Harrison
stated that
F B O

was the only organization
making pictures today
which deserved an increase
in rentals over last year!

F B O thanks Pete Harrison for his tribute
independence and to its straight-forward dea

PETE

HARRISON,

helping with his dynamic pen to blaze the
way to an era of sanity in the motion
picture industry!
f-'-ay.

tfii^
Mr. Harrison said
concerning F B O:

BeforeJthe_1926-27_season,'_F BjOJ
made a poor quality of program pictures. During 1926-27 they surprised
the exhibitors by delivering a very
good line of goods. And the exhibitors paid for them the small prices
they paid for the other years. This
year the line-up looks good. I have
seen two or three of their pictures so
far and they are very good. I have an
idea that they are going to maintain
the same quality through the 1927-28
season. For this reason it should be
fair for exhibitors, except those in
small towns, to offer a slight increase
for this company's product. They are
the only national distributor that do
not own theatres, and deserve the
support of the independent exhibitor.

o its product, to its

^rts u
Carl Laemmle presents

An Irvin Willat Production
with

v-^\

Walter Long
Mitchell Lewis

Robert Frazer
Adolph Milar
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Jimawetom snaw-cmnfrppiifure'^s the
FIR^T Release m OteBIGGUNGRpVP!
Carl Laemmle knocked 'em all over with the industry's greatest line-up in the Big
Gun Group. NOW— he hits 'em with SHOWMANSHIP! Ready for August and
September -WHEN YOU NEED IT TO START YOUR OWN HOUSE OFF
WITH A BANG — Universal starts with a bang! And others just as big to follow!
Universal has the pictures! UNIVERSAL IS SITTING ON TOP OF THE WORLD!
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Beginning in October
Motion Picture News Booking
Guide and Studio Directory will appear in one handy volume, presenting
in one combined edition full information on all pictures released during
the preceding six months — name of
producer, distributor, release date,
footage, theme of story, biographical
listings of players, directors, writers
and cinematographers, box-office performance and exploitation aids.
It will appear every six months
thereafter.

Vol. XIII
Los Angeles

729-7th Avenue, N. Y. C.

Chicago
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ANSWER
THESE
QUESTIONS
— they^ll help you decide your
course of action for 192 7-1928 /
WHO but M-G-M can give you each week a
top-notch star?
WHO but M-G-M retains intact the same
shrewd, successful producing personnel at its
studio?
WHO but M-G-M can give you the assurance
that comes with that stability at its production
source?
WHO but M-G-M can point to a succession of
hits of this calibre in one season ?
William Haines in ^'Slide, Kelly, Slide*' — Lon Chaney in "Tell It to the
Marines'* — Karl Dane and Qeorge K. Arthur in ''Rookies" — Ramon
l^ovarro in ''Lovers" — Marion Davies in "Tillie the Toiler" — "The
Understanding Heart" — John Qilbert and Qreta Qarho in'Flesh and the
Devil" — l^orma Shearer in "The Waning Sex" — Marion Davies in "The
Red Miir'-"Tin Hats"-Qreta Qarho in "The Temptress" -"The
Flaming Forest" — Lon Chaney in "Mr, Wu" — "The Callahans and
the Murphys" — Lon Chaney in "The Unknown" — John Qilbert in
"Twelve Miles Out" — hlorma Shearer in "After Midnight" and more!

(continued)

WHO

but M-G-M has the majority of the leading directors making its pictures?
The Film Daily nation-wide poll of the country s foremost photoplay critics to determine the ten leaders
resulted in M-Q-M's getting five out of the ten named!

WHO but M-G-M can deliver in one season
two immortal pictures that mark 1927-28 for
all time as 'The Year of 'The Big Parade' and
'BenHur'"?
WHO but M-G-M can give you names to equal
the brilliance and popularity of these?
3 CHANEYS— 3 SHEARERS— 2 GILBERTS — 2 GARBOS
1 GISH— 3 DAVIES— 1 SYD CHAPLIN— 1 NOVARRO
4 HAINES— 3 DANE-ARTHURS— 3 CODY-PRINGLES
6 McCOYS-2 COOGANS— 5 COSMOPOLITANS— 2 DOG STAR

And Great Specials Including
GARDEN OF ALLAH (/ngram)-THE CROWD (Vidor)— THE COSSACKS (Gilbert)
ROSE - MARIE — MADEMOISELLE
FROM
ARMENTIERES — NAPOLEON —
BODY AND SOUL

And the Big Parade of Shorts
HAL ROACH COMEDIES— Our Gang— Max Davidson— Charley Chase— All Star—
M-G-M NEWS Twice Weekly— M-G-M ODDITIES— M-G-M GREAT EVENTS

WHO but M-G-M has the aggressiveness and
Young Blood to handle great material with
smashing showmanship?

(Who hut?) — nohody hut

METRaGOLDWYN-MAYER
IT'S THE

YEAR

OF "THE

BIG PARADE"

AND

"BEN

HUR"

PWYLLI s imtu
CI new biij bm-office personalikj
on uu nwiijon pkture ImrizoTL
Featured in "Chicago," "The
Wise Wife," "HcYMy Man"
and "The Fighting Eagle"
starring Rod La Rocque
PAT HE-DEMI LLE
PROGRAM,
1927-1928
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Pulling the punch
Bookings are slow,
not yours, of course,
hut the other fellows.
And the owner of a
big chain of theatres
tells you the reason.

** Distributors have
not worked the exhibitor upto a buying
frame of mind by the
steady barrage of advertising towhich he
has become accustomed. *

You*ve taken the
punch out of the advertising which does
sell pictures.
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Only FOX

a box-oflice
Hie opening shot
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anct VIRGINIAO'BRIEN
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PAI D TO LOVE
HOWARD

HAWKS proc/acf ion

Her first for the new season

JANET starred
CAYNOR
in

2 GIRLS WANTED
JANET

CAY

NOR

ALFREDE.GREEN

production

A sure fire star

BLANCHE
SWEET
starred in

SINGED
J • G .WR AY product/on
BLANCHE

SWEET

Her first for the new season

OLIVE
>v/MNEIL

DEN
BOR
HAMILTON
in

TheJOy GIRL
OLIVE

BORDEM

ALLAN

DWAN

productsyo/1

could release such
blast in 6 short weeks
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Are Pictures Serving the Public?
Forget Mass Appeal and You Are Destroying the Movie Itself

By William A. Johnston
SIGNIFICANT letter comes in from
R. B. Wilby, another exhibitor from
the South, who, like E. V. Richards,
knows what it's all about.
I give the letter here:
A

"Dear Mr. Johnston:
"A new Branch Manager came in last
week merely to introduce himself. At the
time I had not read your 'Bull in the Picture Business' editorial, but I had spent some
twelve days with Richards at the Saenger
school conducted by Jack Barry. So in the
general talk I expressed the opinion that selling as now practiced in the picture business
meant nothing; that we got nothing but foolish talk from most of them; that the salesmen who came into this office seldom knew
as much about their own product as we
knew before they came; that salesmen in
other lines were a help in moving their products on to the public, but in this did nothing
toward that end.
''Then the big idea came out. He said
that he believed he knew more about theatre operation and advertising than 90 per
cent of the exhibitors but 'why in hell should
I waste my time trying to teach an exhibitor
anything?'
"I don't believe he knows as much as he
says. But that doesn't matter. His viewpoint does. And that's it— why the hell
should he waste his time?"
If this particular branch manager feels
this way about exhibitors, we take it that his
salesmen feel likewise. And, since he recently returned from his firm's sales convention, we take it that his ideas reflect the keynote of the convention.

And if this sales policy is common to all
distributors it is not to be wondered at that
the industry-old warfare between distributor
and exhibitor is breaking forth right now in
clashes louder than before.
Cooperation has become a meaningless,
bromidic word, only worthy of a contemptuous smile.
There isn't any* such
» « thing.
» »
ALL

the editorials we have recently published can, it would seem, be boiled
down to two words:
The public.
Like any industry we are in the business
of serving the public.
And our business success will be measured in just one way and by just one yardstick, namely the service we give the public.
Very well. Just what service do we give?
Are we serving the public; or are we just
struggling to serve ourselves?
If every man in the business answers that
one question, honestly and intelligently, we
will then have cooperation — to the common
end of business success. And not until then.
*

*

*

»

«

APPLYING the yardstick of public service, let's start with theatres.
Unless a theatre is free to buy what the
public wants it to buy it cannot very well give
public service.
So. immediately, up pops the matter of
producer-owned theatres.
Do producers own theatres in order to better serve the public, or better to serve their
production interests?
{Continued on Next Page)
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Is The Movie Itself Being Destroyed?
books, plays, talent — at any price. He has
erected studios that look like world fairs. He
has built up producing staffs, the executive
salaries of which makes pikers out of the
heads of great railroads, steel companies and
other big activities. And two weeks ago,
with a common voice, he announced that he
was licked. His pictures cost so much that
he simply cannot get his money back, despite the fact that he owns big distributing
machines and even large fleets of theatres.
The question of production cost is serious
enough.
But still more serious is the other question :
BUT let us say that the theatre is free to are pictures serving the public?
buy the best pictures for its public.
The very same week in which the newsVery well; how may the theatre know
papers broadcast a threatened cut in producwhat pictures are best unless the theatre gets
tion salaries another announcement appeared. This one stated that a cabaret band
complete information about them?
In other words, complete service from the had been hired, at a cost of over half a mildistributor.
lion dollars, to travel a chain of theatres and
Without such service how can an exhib- perform ''where it was needed."
This announcement strikes me as the more
itor buy intelligently and then sell his wares
successfully?
significant of the two. If we need famous
In a recent editorial we asserted that sales- bands to put over picture entertainment it
men were not giving this service to the ex- would aopear that pictures are not serving
hibitor— not selling with service but selling the public.
» ♦ « « *
with bull.
We hear constantly about sales quotas,
me now give a concrete instance to
sales drives, flying squadrons, sales weeks, LETillustrate
the thought that will conclude
etc., etc. And we read constantly that every this editorial:
program of pictures has every other program
When I was in Hollywood this spring I
licked and lashed to the mast.
in at the Columbia Studio.
But we see very little definite information happened
The man who took me about seemed
given forth by the distributor, — facts as to anxious to have me believe that the Studio
why pictures were made, what elements of
was as large as any other. As a matter of
box-office attractions they have and how the fact, I was hoping to find it different from
exhibitor can get these selling points success- the others; and I did so.
fully to his public.
There was a simplicity of operation that
And again we say that the object of this
industry is not the frenzied unloading of seemed, by comparison, quite remarkable. I
noted for one thing that no conferences were
product by each branch upon the other but
being held. One man seemed to be doing
a united effort to serve the public.
things, with no others to distract him. He
» * « » *
had a good sized schedule in his hand and
.
producer
the
to
us
brings
H
WHIC
was shoving it through with the smiling confidence a man has when he sees clearlv and
Is the producer serving the public?
Certainly he is making a strenuous effort. the ground is solid under his fet. I refer to
He combs the market high and dry for the production head, Harry Cohn.

Well, we'll leave the question up in the
air. Let the companies who do own theatres
answer for themselves; it's their business.
But certain facts in this connection are obvious. Ifa producer owns a theatre to shove
his pictures on the public by holding out
pictures they would prefer — he certainly is
not serving the public. And we all know
that there is no one program, and never has
been, strong enough to supply even a weekly
run theatre with even one-half of the pictures itneeds to make the box-office pay, or
pay as it might. » * * * «

^
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An Editorial By William A. Johnston
its counts, — beginning with New York overhead and then Hollywood studio and executive overhead, and then studio supervision
they want."
"Here's a good story," said he, holding up and subsupervision and conferences and restory and retakes — and you will have
a book—" 'The Blood Ship;' and I'm going in the made
plain figures of time and money spent,
to make a good picture of it."
And he went ahead — and did just that. the bare and true reason for the super-cost of
Because he knows his business, doesn't pose pictures.
So much for that.
or bluff, let's no one interfere, and, altoFor another thing I doubt if these other
gether, makes it a direct and simple operaexpansive studios would have turned out so
tion.
Last week I happened in the Roxy The- good a picture.
A picture is just a story in pictures. And
atre, the mid-afternoon of a hot day. The
big theatre was packed and a few hundred a story is a matter of creative and constructive unity. And unity is simplicity.
were standing. "The Blood Ship" was playPut
any story into a labored conference,
ing, and I heard several hearty rounds of
give it the handing of several hands and
applause.
The same week, by a coincidence, a mys- you'll get out of it a bloodless thing at best
tery ship was towed in the New York har- but also and often so dislocated a thing as to
bor. Some darkly human deeds had been baffle most any audience mind.
* * * * «
done upon its decks out somewhere in the
ever mysterious ocean. And the news got THE well-known movie business has been
first pages, day after day, in the New York
Florida-ized.
newspapers.
It was story material.
I know of no better parallel with which
People like those tales. Of course they do. to express its insane inflation.
The formula is simple enough. I know of
It has pyramided itself into the heights of
one magazine with a million circulation that
Extravagant production, exhas had the same fiction formula for fifty extravaganza.
travagant theatre presentation, extravagant
years
and and
doesn't
dare million
change.circulation
Another effort all along the line!
with —two
a half
And the colossal cost is bad enough, in itcarries, every month, a cover of a yellow- self.
haired, blue-eyed girl. One month the pubBut more fatal still is the basic error; we
lisher's advisors — a conference probably — are destroying the movie itself.
We are doing this by lifting it bodily out
prevailed upon him to use an "art" cover.
The magazine sales slumped three hundred of its mass appeal.
thousand.
While the American home is longing for
"That settles that," said the publisher; a good twenty-five cent movie we are trying
"bring back the blonde."
to supply class entertainment, or at least entertainment at class prices.
There are just three things that make big
T SPEAK of "The Blood Ship" not to make retail sales: popular goods, popular prices
A a hero of anyone, but to point out two and accessibility.
important, because basic, facts.
These three things made the movie business a great one: the movies themselves, low
The first is this: had "The Blood Ship"
been made in some of the larger studios of prices, and accessible theatres.
The movie had to advance. True, but it
Hollywood the picture would, by all means,
have cost several times more.
should advance in and of itself, not at the
Why?
Answer that one question in all cost of itself.
"It's all perfectly simple," said he; "why
make a mystery of it? Give the public what
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"The Prince
of Adventurers"
Reviewed by Elizabeth Lonergan
Staff Correspondent of Motion Picture News and Kinematograph Weekly

LONDON, July 12. — Today at the Hippodrome took
place the tirst snowing oi a new L^oncinental turn
which promises to be a Dig American success. It was
"The Prince of Adventurers ', which presents Ivan Mosjoukine in a John Barrymore sort ot roie, snowing lor the
tirst time the resemblance between the two about which
so many foreign picturegoers have commented.
The story is that oi Cazenova, with a lew changes
from the original, which tend for the main to make the
celebrated character a bit more likable. The settings of
old Venice are said to be identical with the period and are
some of the finest that have been shown in films. Color
photography is used in several of these reproductions with
enough of present day settings to make one remember
pleasant days in Venice, where, fortunately, buildings are
identical with those of centuries back.
The love affairs of this romantic hero are shown
successively in Venice, Paris, Russia and then back to
Venice,— all colorful and typical of this great lover. Some
scenes will be reminiscent of "Don Juan" and "When A
Man Loves" and there is a scene of the Winter Palace
which will make one think of the similar one in "Michael
Strogoff". Into this is introduced the coronation of the
Empress Catherine and she sweeps into the ballroom in
regal robes with her train borne by thirty small negroes.
The long procession is reproduced shot by shot and adds
much to the grandeur of the scene.
Into the Venetian scenes of the Carnival are introduced colored ones which are unusually beautiful. In
fact it is a most artistic film with an entertaining story
running through it. To Americans I believe it will appeal
because Venice and its surroundings are familiar, because
the type of hero which Mosjoukine depicts is popular and,
again, because it is not only artistic but extremely well
done.
Mosjoukine screens better than he did in "Michael
Strogoff", though there are occasional poor shots of him.
Alexander Volkoff directed both pictures but the cast is
practically a new one in the latter film. A word must be
said for the musical score, especially arranged for
the occasion. It is not the score which was used in the
Paris premiere a few weeks ago, though it contains a
number of the same themes.
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Zukor
Denies
Rumor
of
Soviet-Paramount Deal
The story incorporated in an Associated
Press despatch from Moscow pui'porting to
give the details of an affiliation between
Paramount and Soviet Cinema Trust for
the production of films and the operation
of theatres in Russia, was denied this week
by Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount,
who said that he knew no one of the name
of Jasper P. Mayer, who is supposed to be
a Paramount representative and responsible
for the report.
The Moscow report was based on an
article from the Paris correspondent of
"Izvestiya," quoting the purported Paramount representative, as stating that the
affiliation was contemplated. This, it was
stated, M'as based on the successful production of34 Russian films with Paramount
prepared to finance production in Russia
for American consumption and to establish
a chain of theatres in the Soviet country.

Denies Application to Reopen Sunday Showing Case
A further development in the legal battle
to determine whether Sunday baseball, and
incidentally Sunday motion pictures and
other forms of commercialized amusements,
may be permitted in Pennsylvania in spite
of the Sunday blue laws of 1794, came on
July 19, when Chief Justice Robert Von
Moschziser, of the State Supreme Court,
advised John R. Geyer and Paul G. Smith,
of Harrisburg, counsel to the Philadelphia
Athletics baseball club, which is making the
fight, that the court had denied the application of these lawyers for a re-argument
of the case which the State Supreme court
recently decided against the Athletics.
The denial of a re-argument had been
prettj' generally expected and, the fact is,
the petition for re-argument was filed
merely to pave the way for an appeal of
the case to the Supreme Court of the United
States.

$250,000
Theatre
Corp.
Formed in Texas
Oi'ganization of a $250,000 theatre corporation, to be known as the Victor Theatres, Inc., will operate in Central and West
Texas, was announced last Jlonday by
John Victor, Abilene theatre operator. The
concern will absorb all holdings of the Texas
Theatre Company, which owns seven theatres in West Texas. Locations for ten community theatres have been purchased in
San Antonio, and construction will start
immediately.
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Embattled Hollywood
Film Colony Trying to Find Cures for Production Extravagances
— Getting More Broad-Minded as Result of the Economy Crisis —
Salary Cut as a Theatrical Attempt to Impress Wall Street —
The Lesson of ''The Blood Ship '' vs, Louis B. Mayers Ideas on
Class Pictures — Talking a Picture to Death in Conferences
By EDWIN

SGHALLERT

Editor of the Los Angeles Times Preview and Special Correspondent of Motion Picture News
not step down. Some of our pictures are

ANGELES, July 23. — Studio contract reforms — tighter made very economically, and are very sucLOS
shooting schedules — more adequate preparation of scenarios —
cessful—tremendously successful in proportion to their cost.
more co-operation among all film-making forces — better pictures.
"In the expense sheets on others we are
These are the items around which Hollywood's battle against sometimes less fortunate, but we cannot
charges of extravagance centers. One can undoubtedly look for some
lessen our endeavor towards making a
radical improvements along these lines in picture production. In any quality product because of this. It is better
us to spend more money on a picture
event, the mental attitude with which the colony is facing its future is for
and maintain the standards of production
sounder.
that we have established, even though the
At the series of conferences sponsored by the Academy of Motion
theme or the story of our picture, or something else about it, should not please the
Picture Arts and Sciences, there has undoubtedly been plenty of talk that
public in the long run, than to fall below
wandered off into the air, but then those present had the chance to get the general demands of the trade to which
we cater. I can draw a comparison in the
something ofif their chests that has been irking them for a long time.
world of style and fashion. A Beau BrumIt is hard to understand all this unless one understands Hollywood.
mel has to have everything right on every
The recent articles by William A. Johnston in Motion Picture News
occasion in the matter of dress, or the public will notice the deficiency; a person who
have been sufficiently sound and explanatory on this point, and I am
is not a style-setter can afford to take more
going on the premise that they have been thoroughly read by all Motion
Picture News readers.
In any proposed move toward economy,
Working in Hollywood has come to be such an effort for some
it
is thoroughly agreed that there must be
chances."
no lessening of expense that will disturb
people that they simply cannot get down to solid ground any more.
the quality of pictures. "We are going to
Everything that they do looks like such a huge job that they are almost
maintain the quality of pictures in any
afraid to tackle it. They stall for days before getting at it, or else ask case," Mr. Goldwyn told me in speaking of
for advice on every tiny point, neglecting altogether to trust their own
the academy. "That is an established part
intuition and talent. If they had to make pictures or starve, sink or of the policy of this organization."
swim, most of these people would turn out something in a jiffy.
Attempts to Impress Wall St.
Rupert Hughes flashed another and different view on this situation during the
Academy meetings:
"Millions on millions of dollars would
be saved annually if the authorities would
wake up to one bit of common sense," he
said. "First impressions should be final
and a thing once liked should be nailed
down and let alone.
Instead, there have been innumerable
conferences, wrangles, debates and expensive time of important people is hideously
wasted on tearing to pieces and compromising. Compromise is good in business but
death in art and story-telling."

The

Conference

Obsession

Hughes takes perhaps an extreme view
of the situation from a commercial angle,
l)ut there is a more than a modicum of
truth in what he says, that would bear the
attention of everybody in the industry.
The conference idea has become such a
habit in certain Hollywood circles, and
also the producing executives province of
supervision such a}i obsession, that almost
nothing can be settled without consideration of both.

i

Many onlookers are of the opinion that
much could be gained by following the
methods employed at some of the smaller
studios. Columbia and others are pointed
to as having done splendid things with very
little excess of personnel and expense. It
happens that Columbia's picture, "The
Blood Ship," came out at this particular
juncture, and attracted a great deal of attention, in part because of the economic
situation.

Mayer

on

Class

Pictures

Louis B. Mayer answers the contention
of those who believe that the bigger comously: panies could do the same thing very vigor"I have no criticism to make of the accomplishment of any particular company
in producing a picture that happens to attract wide public attention, and which does
this cheaply and economically, but I do
say that the same standards do npt prevail
for an organization like ours that do for
the smaller companies.
"We are in the position of having to put
out a class product on all occasions to meet
the approval of a class audience. We can-

This attitude differs from three or four
years ago when the studios were shut down,
and the industry seemed to have reached
the decision after a period of extravagance
that it •was better to go back to cheap pictures. Present theatre requirements have
naturally made this impossible, and it is
doubtful whether, all things considered, the
situation justifies any resort to methods
that went out of date half a dozen years

Many believe that there should be some
ago.
cutting
down of personnel, and there undoubtedly will be. One can anticipate a
reduction in the present size of stock companies of actors, directors, etc. There appears a definite indication that many players of doubtful box office value will be
eliminated. Normal weeding out processes !
Younger players will be treated in a more
consei-vative way financially. This \\'ill extend to directors and other talent. It will
be well, though, if the eliminating practices
are carried on Avith penetration and not
haphazardly.
No salary is too high, it is conceded by
all, for any player who is a great public
attraction. Whether this attitude is absolutely correct might be called into question,
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I How Money Is Wasted
at Hollywood f
This is the second time the picture
longer is the huge
much
going to
in production
waste
Two recent examples
continue?
have come to our attention, which show
that the economy movements at Hollywood are still in the talk era.
We print below two instances, without names either of the studios or the
personnel involved; because if we did
print the names we would be accused
of discriminating against certain companies and individuals. The truth is
not popular in this industry.
INSTANCE NO. 1
At one of the biggest studios, the
star decided that a certain picture
could not be made for $125,000 because
HOW

he didn't think that would be money
enough to produce the lavish scenes
called for in the script.
More than half of the picture has
been made but it is to be junked and
another story written; and a new leading woman substituted for the one
originally engaged.

has been started and junked. The first
time, a star and complete cast had been
engaged. They, too, were discharged
when the story was changed.
INSTANCE NO. 2
A well-known star is having a lot of
trouble getting started on a picture.
So far, $173,000 has been spent and not
a foot of film to show for it. An
eminent scenario writer got $20,000 for
an adaptation from a novel. A relative
of the star was hired as a director,
worked two weeks, and then his results
were not liked.
A new director was employed, but he
didn't like the first screen story, written
by the eminent scenarist who got $20,000, so that version has been scrapped.
Another eminent scenarist is at work
on a new version, for which Eminent
Scenarist No. 2 will get $15,000. While
the second version is being written,
overhead cost continues to pile up. Net
result: not a single foot of film so far.

.^illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllll^

but it is characteristic of Hollywood's impetuosity.
Economy gestures don't pay unless they
are based on real principles of economy.
Nothing' can be gained by a theatrical attempt to impress Wall Street. The proposal of a salarj' cut had something of that
aspect, and it has gone l)y the board.
There is hardly a pi'oducer who is not
innately cognizant of the faults which exist
in the studios generally. A director who
attended the n)eetings of tlic academy dwelt
on this fact, when he was talking to me:
"We, in the directorial and acting end,
are not telling them anything that they do
not already know, and they are very courteous to listen to it all under the circumstances. It is the industry's mistakes that
stand out most glaringly. It is the case
where a compaiiy throws away $500,000 on
a picture, and then has not a foot of film
that it can use, and then has to go on shooting, throwing more money away trying to
redeem the eiTor, and all the while charging up the overhead, that causes the major
ti'ouble. We sim])ly can't take a licking
and forget about it. We have to go back
and fight some niore. Consider "Ben Hur"
as an example; consider "Old Ironsides"
and various other pictures that have reC(uired many months in the making; consider anj' number of films on which production has been stopped and stalled, and
which have run into bad weather, both real

and metaphorical, and you will have the
major cause of our troubles. Big pictures
all, but were they worth the money tha-t
went into them? Maybe they Avere. Only the
future can tell that definitely.
"The best we can hope for is to use our
past experience to guide us in the future
in dealing with the obstacles we encounter.
We are getting down to cases in dealing
with wilful exti'avagance, but we can only
hope to do our best in combating that which
is unforeseen and accidental. That is, after
all,Inflation
the showof business."
various kinds is perhaps the
worst thing from which the film colony has
suffered — ^that ]>his a share of provincialism
which inhabits any locale dedicated to a
certain line of progress. This same provincialism istypical of the stage in New York;
it probably is «lso typical of the automobile industry in Detroit, and of the packing industry in Chicago. The rest of the
world simply doesn't exist as far as the
manufacture of stage shows goes in Manhattan, of automobiles in Detroit, and the
distribution of livestock products from the
Windy city. Hollywood is the center of
motion picture ])roduction, and is primarily
conscious only of those things that pertain
to production, and not so keenly conscious
of distributicm and exhibition, except in so
far as these have a local effect. At the
same time, the spirit just now is (even as
it can be) much more broad-minded.

The Academy cannot be a cure-all because as at present conceived its activities
center in the field of production. It is an
organization designed primarily — one might
say solely-T-to help along that line. But
the bigger minds in the academy know distribution and exhibition, and later on its
destiny will unquestionably go farther.

Frank

Badgley
Director
Canadian Studio

Frank Badgley, assistant director of the
Canadian Government Motion Picture Studio, Ottawa, has been ap})ointed director of
the branch, in succession (o Raymond S.
Peck who died early in June. The new director, Avho holds the rank of Captain in
the Canadian Artillery, served with distinction in the Great AVar, winning the
^Military Cross at the Battle of the Somme
in 1916. Later Capt. Badgley was a member of the British Wa.r Museum which was
sent to the United States.
After the Annistice, Capt. Badgley became identified with the Metro Pictures
Corp. in New York and later spent about
one year with the D. W. Griffith organization. For some time he also appeared iii
varied roles in pictures, returning to Ottawa
in 1921 when he became assistant director
and film editor of the Government studio,
a post which he occupied until his present aj)i)ointment.
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HE heat wave which descended upon
New York and other Eastern cities two
weeks ago provided the perfect setting
for a spectacular performance in which
artificial cooling demonstrated its value as a theatre attraction.
On Broadway the houses equipped with cooling
systems not only held up to their recent averages
but some of them showed an increase. On the
other hand the plays, and even picture attractions
of proved popularity with the New York public,
offered in theatres not having facilities for "manufacturing weather" felt the effects of the hot spell
in greatly diminished box office receipts.
Of course, no such sensational demonstration
as the records of two weeks ago on Broadway was
required to establish the cooling plant as a box
office factor. The majority of theatres, small and
large, now being built are including this equipment in their original designs.
The smaller houses, in this regard as well as
in others, are stepping up to scratch, toe-to-toe with
the big theatres in the race for patronage. The
artificially cooled theatre not long since was exclusively "downtown"
a
attraction.
Not so today.
Engineering concerns which have developed
efficient cooling systems are installing their equipment in the small neighborhood houses as well as
the big theatres. Recently installations have been
made in many houses with seating capacities of
less than 2,000 and several in theatres having less
than 1,000 seats.
The dream of a few years ago is a reality todav. The theatre has become a summer resort, a
pleasant retreat for refreshment and healthful relief
from the discomforts of heat and humidity as well
as a place of entertainment.

"•CtP'y^&tiZ^^K:

Bell & Howell Cameras
inspire Har
newryideaLachman's

''Travelaughs''
We will let Mr. Lachman, General Production Manager of Rex Ingram Productions,
Inc., say it in his own way:
"Inspired by our success with Eyemo in
the Metro'Goldwyn picture 'The Garden of
Allah', I decided to use it in filming a wholly
new idea of my own in comic travelogues to
be known as 'Travelaughs.' The scenario
may be said to be written with one hand,
with an Eyemo dangling from a strap attached
to the other waiting to film it.''

If
you don't
already know
it, Eyemo
standard
professional
automatic
camerais the
with"hand-held"
which you
can "follow focus" or "dial iris" with camera in operation. A selection of 14 interchangeable lenses, each with
accurately matched viewfinders, make Eyemo a camera
of professional accuracy and adaptability. With Eyemo
you can vary the speed, either 16 exposures per second
or 8 — or with Double-Speed Eyemo, 16 exposures per
second, or 32. Also 3-speed available, 12, 16 and 24.
The price, without case, is only $264 with TaylorHobson-Cooke F 2.5 lens, 47 mm. focal length.

The above scene is from one of Lachman's "Travelaughs." It shows
his new star, Mic/cy Powell, doing
a "sand-ski" sturxt with both a Bell
& Hoirell Pioneer Standard Canieraand Eyemo catching the aciion.

Write for descriptive circular.
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BELL

BELL & 1^
HOWELL

CAMERAS

proved in over twenty years of picture
making in the leading studios of the world.

OF

all the requisites of professional
picture making, PRECISION is the
greatest. No chance can be taken in choosing the camera to record the story, cast
and locations which represent outlays of
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Bell &' Howell Cameras are precision
instruments. Their reliability has been

Famous Players 'Lasky, Paramount,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Associated First
National, De Mille, Vitaphone, Warner
Brothers, Fox, Universal and the other
leaders rely on Bell 6? Howell cameras to
guarantee their production investments
and give the theatre -going public the
finest possible quality of motion picture
photography.
Complete information on either the
Bell t^ Howell Pioneer Standard or Eyemo
will be sent on request.

Bell & Howell Go.
1827 Larchmont
New
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are made with
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I'icK' of the auditorium from the stage, shon'iug bcautijul

DESIGN

ACHIEVES

eiWet gained by flat eeiling

ELEGANCE

WITH

treatment featuring a dome.

SIMPLICITY

Luxurious Playhouse in Caiitoti Built from Flans by Thomas W. hamb
T simplicity has been
ELEGAN
achieved at the cost of $i,ooo,ooo in the construction of the
beautiful new 2,750-seat Loew presentation type theatre in Canton, said
to be the first Loew house built in
Ohio outside of Cleveland and the
forerunner of others to follow.
Its severe exterior, showing the
Egvptian influence on architecture, is
of cream brick with a trimming of
dark brick used in the cornice and at
the corners. The building rises a
little above the average three-story
structure. The solid plainness of the
front wall is broken by three decorative panels surmounted by windows
with overhanging iron balconies. This
austerity of exterior is relieved by the
brilliantly-lighted marquise and signs
and the equally brilliantly-lighted 100foot frontage on Market Ave., the
main business thoroughfare of Canton.
The Empire period, as done in the
time of Napoleon, furnished the inspiration for the interior decorations,
which were done by Miss Anne
Domin, who is associated with
Thomas W. Lamb, architect of the
theatre. Luxury and dignity are the
keynotes of the style of this period.
The atmosphere of the period is felt
immediately upon entering the outer
Right. Russell Bovim, for seven years
connected zvith the Loew Theatres,
is manager
of the Loew's
Canton.

lobby. Three sets of doors separate
tlie lobby from the street. And again,
a series of glass doors separates the
foyer and auditorium. This feature
of construction was designed to eliminate noise and draft from the auditorium as well as to give ample accommodations to patrons waiting for seats.
The auditorium of the theatre follows the stadium plan of architecture.
All the seats are on one floor but on
varying grades. A tier of loges, about
one-third of the way back, divides the
lower section from tlie upper section.

Beautiful wrought iron railings in
Empire
the seats.design separate the loges from
One of the outstanding features of
the auditorium is the beautiful dome
effect done on what is claimed to be
the largest flat ceiling ever designed
for a Loew playhouse. The dome
effect has been created by the decorators through the use of green and
rose colors, much of which has been
put on the i^laster grillwork which
ser\-es an important part in heating
and ventilating the building.
(jreen panels and high, wide arches
colorful with rich, rose DuBarry
draperies alternate along the side
walls. Rose DuBarry draperies also
form the proscenium curtain and
valance. Rose and green were selected
as the fundamental decorative scheme
of the theatre as being most expressive
of warmth for the winter and coolness
for the summer. The star, emblem of
Napoleon, is used extensively as a
decorative feature, as well as warlike
insignia and laurel wreaths, all expressions of art in harmony with the
Crystal lighting fixtures of elaborate
Empire
period. design are suspended from the
ceiling. Three separate systems of
illumination have been installed, thereby providing against any emergency.
Sixteen sets of beautiful silk hangings and draperies have been provided

to make possible changes for the big
presentation acts. Among these
draperies is a rhinestone drop — a black
velvet curtain studded in design with
thousands of brilliants. The front
valance is old rose velour. Next comes
a gold silk curtain which opens directly upon the screen. Green silk hangings cover the entire stage, with alternating curtains of silver and gold
cloth.
Heating and cooling systems have
been installed, providing an even heat
in winter and guaranteeing to be from
lo to 20 degrees lower than street
temperature in summer. A large ice
manufacturing plant has been installed
in the basement of the building to coat
with ice the huge coils through which
the summer air is furnished.
Dressing rooms are beneath the
stage. Also make-up rooms and a
comfortably furnished lounge for the
performers.
Complete fire prevention has been
secured in the projection booth, which
is equipped with two projection machines, three spot lights, as well as
other equipment necessary in a modem
booth. Fire extinguishers, fire apparatus, fire alarms and an asbestos curtain are also provided against fire
exigencies.
Russell Bovim, who has been connected with the Loew Theatres for the
past seven years, is manager of the
Canton Loew Theatre. The policy of
the house is, to present continuous
shows from 12:30 P.M. to 11 :oo P.M.
daily. Fifty cents is the maximum
admission price.

Above, a section of
the auditorium of
the Canton Theatre. The panel behind chandelier is
one section of the
organ chamber.

Audiloriiim

and

stage
Canton of
as Loeiv's
viewed
from the balcony,
showing crystal
chandeliers, panels
masking organ
chambers, and wall
treatment.

The photo above shoivs an angle vieiv of the sidewall and ceiling, revealing artistic proportions
and decoration of this notably attractive theatre.
On the left, a view of the stage and proscenium,
showing design and decoration of the auditorium
of the Royal, owned and operated by Joe Stern,
Newark, N. J.

The photo above
gives only an imperfect suggestion
of the proport i 0 n s of the
Capitol. It is no
less notable in
color, the decorative scheme
■featuring apple
green, carried out
in wall panels,
hangings and
chair ing.
upholster-

On the right is
an angle view
showing the left
sidewall, featuring a successful
treatment of the
space usually
occupied by
boxes by making
t h e ornamental
pipes of the organ
a feature of the
decoration.

UNIVERSAL
THEATRES
OPEN TWO NEW
HOUSES IN ATLANTA
'T'HE Universal company opened two
new houses in the same city, Atlanta,
during the same week, that of July 3.
Both represent the finest kind of modern
picture theatre of their type. They are
the Capitol, built at a cost estimated at
$1,500,000 and with a seating capacity
of 2300, in Atlanta proper, and a beautiful suburban theatre in East Atlanta, the
-\Iadison, with a seating capacity of 800.
The Capitol, occupying a site on the
most highly developed city block in Atlanta, was designed by Starrett and Van
Vleck, New York architects.
The theatre immediately adjoins
Keith's Georgia. The maintenance from
Peachtree street leads through a wide
lobby, paneled in glazed tile and scagliola.
Tn the auditorium and foyer the architecture and interior decoration are after
the Adam style. Particularly effective is
the treatment of the panels where the
])laster ornamentation is picked out in
ivory, glazed and polished by hand.
Carrying out the color scheme chosen
for the walls, the silk damask paneling
shows a background of apple-green with
design in puii)le.
The prime feature of decorative art in
the auditorium proper is the dome, exe-

cuted fom designs copied from the
famous Adam. With apple-green and old
ivory for the background, the plaster ornamentation ofivory, highly glazed and
polished, is accentuated by cleverly contrived lighting.
Thie color scheme prevailing in the
decoration is expressed again in the upholstering of the seats where tapestry
designed in old ivory, green and coral is
combined with leather.
Throughout the foyer, auditorium,
mezzanine and on the stairways the luxurious carpet carries out the general color
scheme.
The suburban house is located at 496
Flat Shoals Avenue in East Atlanta.
Built in Spanish style with stucco finish,
it is a combination office and theatre
building with stores flanking the entrance.
The foyer, which is finished in stucco,
is adorned with two handsome triple wall
frames, finished in bronze with decorations of polychrome. The central panels
are fitted with handsome mirrors topped
with special lighting fixtures.
The auditorium is spacious in proportions with high ceilings that add greatl}'
to the beauty and comfort of the theatre.
In designing the house, the architect
adopted the style now so popular in many
better suburban houses and eliminated
both balcony and mezzanine. The seats,
800 in number, are all on one floor.
The theatre was designed l)y Daniel
and Beautell, architects.

Left,
a viezv of
the exterior
of
the Madison,
done ish
in style
the Spanand
executed in
stucco. The buildoffice and
ing istion
a combinatheatre building
with stores flanking the entrance.

torium audiof the
View of the
Madison theatre.
East A tlanta, is
s h own
below.
The ceiling
panels are in
Spanish stucco
set
off pilasters.
by marbelhed
The
curtain is of
crimson and bold
brocade.
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Above is an artist's sketch of the exterior
of the Million-Dollar theatre on which
construction has been started in Seattle.
The theatre was designed by Sherwood
D. Ford, architect. The structure will
have a frontage of 120 feet on Olive Way
■und 208 feet on Seventh Avenue. It is
being built by the Washington Theatre
Enterprises, an organisation composed of
prominent local business men.

NEW

SEATTLE
*

STAGE

-^fe^. ,

*

*

HOUSE
*

DECORATIONS

Strikingly beautiful in color treatment
and design is the stage curtain and
proscenium drapery of the Marbora
Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. The photo beloiv shows the stage and proscenium. The
curtain is of gold damask with an unique
applique of gold tinsel fringe in a crisscross pattern, and festoon valance is of
coral red damask. Design and installation by the Landish Studios, Inc., Rutherford, N. J.
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EIGHBORHOOD
EOPLE are learning that air conditioning in the theatre means cool
non-humid
comfort
in the Summer,
temperate, healthfully humidified air in
the Winter, a copious supply of cleansed
fresh air always without draughts, ^f These
B. S. Moss
neighborhood
houses
have
greeted the present Summer with Manufactured Weather* for the comfort of their
patrons. The time has come when air conditioning is a profitable investment for the
fine neighborhood houses and small theatres.
^ Carrier acceptance of complete responsibility
has made air conditioning an indispensable
asset
to the theatre and a boon to the public.
Watch the popularity of the theatres where —

makes Weather*
Manufactured
"Every day a good day"
Ask for the hook "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning.
theatres. Ask for a visit from one of our Engineers.

Describe your

* It isn'l \lanufaclured Weather
unless it's a Carrier System.

ondiiioned I heaires
Cbrrier Fhoineerinq Corporation
Offices and Laboratories

Newark, N. J.
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Philadelphia.

PHILADELPHIA

SUBURB

Ballinger Company and W. Ellis Grobefi Associate Architects jar Oxford Theatre
has been commenced on
WORK
the new Oxford Theatre, on
Rising Sun and Oxford
Avenues, Burhohne, Philadelphia, for
Oxford Theatre Company, Inc., in
accordance with drawings and specifications prepared by The Ballinger
Company, Philadelphia and New
York, and W. Ellis Groben, Associate
Architects. This Theatre is ideally
located in the central business section,
in a community where there is now
under way very extensive activity in
new development.

The theatre is designed to be operated on the so-called combination
policy, consisting of high grade feature
pictures in conjunction with headline
vaudeville acts similar to those in the
"down-town" theatres. This sort of
program always attracts patrons from
much greater distances than merely
picture shows alone, so that this theatre will not depend exclusively upon
the immediate vicinity for its patronage, but will draw from surrounding
communities.
In order to accommodate those who
come by automobile and auto-bus, a
large plot has been reserved for parkthe side and entered from Oxford
Pike. The theatre, seating 2,050
persons, is of fire-proof construction, modern in every respect and
includes all conveniences, such as
mechanical heating and ventilation in
winter and artificial cooling in summer, for the comfort of its patrons.

The building has a frontage of 180
feet on Rising Sun Avenue and extends through to Oxford Pike. In
addition to the entrance to the theatre,
there are, on Rising Sun Avenue,
seven modern stores, approximately 20
feet wide by 45 feet deep, over each of
which, on the second floor, is an apartment consisting of four rooms and a
bath.
With its ornamental marquee, the
main entrance gives access to a
spacious two-story vestibule on Rising Sun Avenue, having plaster decorations and stenciled beam ceilings, all
in color and typically Spanish in character, which is the theme used
throughout the interior generally.
From this vestibule, a wide lobby or
promenade leads to the foyer of the
theatre proper.
From the main floor of the theatre,
two spacious marble stairways lead to
the completely appointed mezzanine
above, having a lounge, retiring rooms
and toilets for the women and, in addition, a smoking room for men. all in
the same style of decoration. On this
floor is located also the administration
offices, etc.
The stage, with a 50-foot wide
proscenium opening, is fully equipjjed
in ever}' respect to accommodate Ix)th
the best type of vaudeville acts and
special attractions. The decorative
effects of the interior are worthy of
special attention because of the pleasing Spanish impression they create.

enriched by the introduction of rich
color notes, all upon a tinted, surfaced
plaster background. These, wall
surfaces, otherwise plain in treatment,
depend entirely upon their color and
surface treatment for effectiveness.
Spanish drinking fountains in polychrome terra cotta and faience tile and
the balcony eft'ects with wrought iron
grills,
are features of unusual attractiveness.
Special electrical equipment for
lighting effects will be installed, also
apparatus for cooling and ventilating
the air. Seating, carpets, draperies,
finishings and organ of special construction will be provided.
Contract for the building has been
awarded to Theodore Kinnse, general
contractor.

John Eberson Architect for
New Theatre for Spokane
John Eberson has been selected as
Architect for the new theatre being
built by L. N. Rosenbaum, financier
of New York and Spokane, for the
West Coast Theatres, Incorporated.
The thea'tre is to be built at one of
the principal corners of Spokane, the
comer of Sprage Avenue and Monroe
.Street. It will seat 3.000 peo])le and
will be designed in Italian Renaissance
Style.
Plans are in progress and building
construction is to start in the month of
September.
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A GOOD PAYING SEAT FOR
THE SAXE ORIENTAL!
'"THE Saxe Amusement Enterprises sought a comfortable seat for their new
Oriental Theatre in Milwaukee. They wanted a chair that would provide
the kind of comfort that would build steady, profitable patronage. They found
it in OC431, the beautiful Heywood-Wakefield chair shown above. This
practically designed seat is paying good box office dividends at the new, magnificent Oriental Theatre, one of the finest in the entire Saxe chain.
We will be glad to tell you more about this and other Heywood-Wakefield chairs which have been installed in Saxe,
Publix, Orpheum and other circuit houses all over the country.
Send for your copy of our new booklet "Heywood-Wakefield
Seats the Roxy." This interesting pamphlet illustrates and
describes in detail the Heyivood-Wakefield seating in the
Roxy Theatre, hlew York City.

Baltimore, Maryland
113 West Conway St.
Boston 45, Massachusetts Winter Hill
Display Floor, 174 Portland St.
Buffalo, New York
Wells and Carroll Sts.
Chicago, Illinois 2653 Arthington St.
Display Floor, 439 Railway Exchange Bldg.
Kansas City, Missouri 1310 West 8th St.

i

Los Angeles, California 801 East 7th St.
New York, New York
516 West 34th St.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 244 South 5th St.
Portland, Oregon
148 North 10th St.
San Francisco, California 737 Howard St.
St. Louis, Missouri

6th and O'Fallon Sts.
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The Clinton
Theatre,
Cnlumhus,
L)., eqiiif^ped icith air coiiditionimj
system. The Clinton is a 1500-seat house and is one of the many theatres
ivith less than 2000 capacity having this equipment.

Picture

News

li.vtcrior viei-.' of the /^astern, a cmnpanion
house in (. oluiiihiis to thcf
Clinton, and also equipped ivith air conditioning machinery.
It is operated J'y the same company, the James Amusement Enterprises.

Air Conditioning in the Small Theatre
THE development of air conditioning
machinery to the uses of the
smaller theatres is discussed in an
article by D. C. Lindsay, publicity director of the Carrier Engineering Corporation, which will appear in the 1927
Paramount Pep Qub Year Book, to be
published in August.
The article points out that during the
past six years approximately two hundred theatres in cities throughout the
United States have invested in air conditioning systems. This equipment is
distinguished from the fan ventilation
and heating equipment by the fact that it
provides for cooling the air during summer and offers means of controlling the
condition of humidity in the theatre.

It is important, therefore, that the
theatre owner should know that a complete and properly installed air conditioning system provides his theatre with the
means of maintaining ideally comfortable
and healthful conditions every day in the
year. Furthermore, he has something to
offer his patrons which cannot be approached bya theatre not so equipped.
People are learning by feeling for
themselves, the comfort which is offered
in an air conditioned theatre in contrast

The

primary factor which has persuaded theatre owners that air conditioning will prove profitable because of the
s]>ectacular cooling of the theatre during
the extremely hot weather of summer.
This too, has been the primary appeal to
the public. Though this is sufficient
justification for the investment, the
writer declares, air conditioning has more
to offer than the mere cooling of a theatre during these three or four sultry
months.
The article continues.
Air conditioning as provided in the
theatre is not simply a refrigeration system. The refrigeration machine is not
used to make ice according to the popular conception. The refrigeration machine has little more to do with the system as a whole than the holier by which
the theatre is supplied with the heat in the
winter. Nor is it more important than
the indispensable fan which is used to
distribute conditioned air.

'J'he neii' Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration
Unit, developed for use in the smaller theatres. The unit is of sufficient capacity to cool
and dehumidify the air of a IfiOO-seat theatre. It may be located at any point in the
building and will occupy a room approximately 12 feet square alloiving ample room
for control boards and access to all parts of
the machine.

to many of our old theatres, particularly
the legitimate houses, which are almost
invariably stuffy and over-heated even on
the coldest winter day. We believe that
from this point of view the theatre owners who have invested in air conditioning
systems are overlooking a field of exploitation. The average person is conscious of comfort principally by contrast. That is why it has been easy to attract the public from the hot streets to
the pleasant atmosphere of a properly
cooled theatre. At times when outdoor
conditions do not bring this contrast
boldly to the attention of the patron the
only comparison we have is to bring to
his mind the fact that he is comfortable
in comparison to some experience which
he
ence.has had in a stuffy overheated audiTT was c[uile natural that the application of air conditioning in the theatre
should have had its beginning in the large
elaborate ^Metropolitan houses which represent large investments and which have
far greater prospective incomes than the
theatres in smaller cities or the neighborhood houses in any city. It is to be expected, however, that a feature which has
l)r()\cn to be such a great asset to the
central theatres is worth a careful
economic investigation on the part of the
theatre owner operating first-class small
theatres and neighborhood houses.
Theatre owners have foreseen this and
so have the architects and air conditioning engineers.
result and
has standardize
been a concerted effort toThedevise
equipment that shall be within the
economical reach of, and a profitable in{Continucd on page 3O8)
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Service Is One Phase
THE CONSTRUCTION
OF AN 11- PLATE
VITROHM THEATRE
DIMMER
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Mount Vernon, New York

of Ward Leonard engineering
THEATRE owners, architects, and electricians are
interested in the mechanical and electrical excellence
of the dimmer equipment to be chosen for a job.
They are vitally interested, also, in the service given by
the manufacturer.

n
L'i ^

Emergencies are the rule rather than the exception in the
theatre business. A new show booked for next week
needs more dimming equipment than is available, house
lighting alterations must be made within two weeks — a
dozen and one reasons why speed is imperative.
When these emergencies occur, it is natural to turn to
Ward Leonard engineering and service facilities with the
knowledge that the job will be turned out within
scheduled time.
This is the record of more than a quarter of a century.
The world's great stages and many thousands of smaller
theatres are equipped with Vitrohm Dimmers and backed
by Ward Leonard service.

On June 6th, 1927, the owner of a New York State Theatre
entered an order for a dimmer bank to add to his present
equipment. Speed was essential and he requested our co-operation in getting the job out quickly. The record is given below.
June 6 — order entered.
June 7 — Design and constructional details approved
by engineering department.
June 8 — 8 : 30 A.M. Dimmer construaion started.
2:15 P.M. Dimmer completed.
4:00 P.M. Dimmer boxed and on truck for
delivery to long distance trucking concern.
June P — 9-30 A.M. Dimmer delivered to theatre.

The progress of this dimmer bank through the Ward Leonard
plant is shown pictorially in the illustrations at the left.
The neiv Ward Leonard Vitrolmi Dimmer Catalogue,
Bulletin 68, is ready for distribution. It contains material of
interest to everyone connected in any ivay ivith theatre lighting
control.
A copy ivill he sent -without charge upon reauest.

Ward LeonardnFectric Company
37--il South Street

Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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What Various Types of Cooling Systems
Will Do for You and Your Theatre
By J. F. Dailey
Vice President Typhoon Fan Company

AMONG the many characteristics of
the human race, one is demanding and receiving greater attention
and respect than ever before — that is, the
desire for comfort. To be comfortable
is to be free from irritation or any
bothersome distraction. Men are wearing more sof t collars. Women have
dispensed w^ith the straight- jacket corsets.
Buildings are constructed with every upto-the-minute convenience. People want
to be warm in winter and cool in summer.
It is all a matter of comfort.
Comfort is the outstanding argument
used by exhibitors in selling summer entertainment to the public. And the biggest factor in summer comfort for the
theatre is the cooling system. People
just do not care to go into a hot, stuffy
theatre, no matter what picture is showing. On the other hand, a great many
people gladly slip into a cool show-place
to relax and escape the stifling heat of
the street even though the entertainment
does not happen to be par excellence.
A substantial number of exhibitors
have already installed cooling equipment
and secured gratifying results. A considerable portion of theatre owners, however, while they are fully cognizant of the
benefits derived from cooling apparatus,
are hesitant in placing their orders because of the difficulty and confusion
which they experience in differentiating
between the various cooling systems on
the market and in selecting one suitable
for their particular requirements.
It is the purjx)se of this article to explain as plainly as possible what the exhibitor may expect from the different
types of cooling systems.

firsit few moments when the rush of air
dissipates the film of heat covering your
skin. But the heat is not removed from
the theatre. It is merely churned up and
presently enough heat and foul odors
accumulate from the audience to make

Comjort is the outstanding argument used
by exhibitors in selling summer entertainmcnt to the public, says Mr. Dailey in this
article describing the different types of cooling systems nozv offered the shoivman.

A cooling system for the theatre is generally regarded as a means of making
people feel comfortable in hot weather.
The effectiveness of a cooling system is
measured by hozv comfortable the audience feels. Thus, wall fans may be
classified as cooling equipment but they
could not be designated as effective cooling systems, particularly in a theatre
where the best they can do is to stir up
the foul, warm air. If the fan is pointed
directly at you, you feel a little relief the

Above is a diagramatical illustration showing action of breezemaking equipment in a theatre. Drawing courtesy of Typhoon
Fan Company.

the atmosphere unbearable. Furthermore, there is danger of contracting colds
l)ecause of the local draughts projected
from the wall fans.
Another type of equipment that may
come within the realm of cooling apparatus for theatres is the roof ventilator.
This system depends on the principle that
hot air rises, and if the outside air is
moving quite rapidly there is exerted on
the ventilator a sucking force which often
pulls considerable heat and air from the
house. This type, therefore, depends for
its effectiveness upon outside wind conditions, so that it could not be relied upon
when needed most. As an adjunct to a
more positive cooling system it has a
distinct value in providing heat oultlets in
sections of the theatre where the effect
of the regular cooling system is not readily available.
A more positive and eft'ective cooling
system is the one employing breeze-making equipment. Conjure up a sweltering
day in the city and imagine yourself on
a fast going yacht. The actual temperature may be about the same in both places,
but the fresh air breezes on the boat make
you feel delightfully cool. The breezemaking machines blow fresh air into the
theatre at the stage end, through the
entire length and height of the house,
and out through the available exits in
the rear, taking with it heat, moisture,
{Continued on page 366)

Interior viezv of the Roosevelt theatre. Flushing. L. /., showing
blowing grills directly over stage opening and also at side of
stage and base of columns.
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For

the

Needs

of

Your Theatre —

"SOL"

Fabrics

BEAUTY that pleases the spectator — economical service that pleases you — these, in a
nutshell, are what you require from the fabrics
you use.
And these are precisely the services which our
lines of fabrics are prepared to give you. Among
them are beautiful Glazed Chintzes and Silk
Taffetas. We have a large range of extremely
attractive Velvets, Mohairs and serviceable
Satines. And our famous imported "Sol" Fabrics
of extraordinary durability complete a line to
meet all your upholstery and interior decoration
needs, from draperies up.
Free samples and color charts will be sent on request, and you will find that our fabrics can combine with any color scheme you may have.

Designed and created by Lee Lash
Studius,
1818-1838
Amsterdam
Ave.,
Fabrics.
N. v., using "Sol"

S. M. HEXTER

SOLE OWNERS
CLEVELAND, OHIO

New York Office:

381

Fourth Avenue

& CO.

Chicago Office:

189 West Madison

Street
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Howthe"ShowMe"Method
Was Used to Sell the Organ
at Loew's Cleveland House
And so, in order to explain how an
organ is made, what it can be made to
do, and how it can be made to do it,
Ernest Hunt wrote a short scenario

Ernest
H. Hunt,
organist at Loezv's
State, Cleveland,
who
used viovies to
show his fans inhere "the music comes

called, "WHERE DOES THE MUSIC
COME FIROM?", which he personally
directed and put on most successfully at
Loew's State theatre. The reel is 800
feet long and was run ofif in about ten
minutes. It was made by the Alpha Motion Picture Company of Cleveland, specialists in industrial motion pictures, at
an approximate cost of twelve cents a
foot. It took an entire morning to make
the picture.
The scenario ojjens with a picture of

"
from.ackno
wledged keyis the
VARIETY
note of success in the presentation
of theatrical production, no matter
what its medium, and while the fundamental attribiltes of presentation in a
theatre are limited, there is absolutely no
limit to the variety that can be obtained
through new uses of these fundamental
attributes and through new combinations.

Ernest H. Hunt, organist at Loew's
State theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, demonstrated recently to what extent the house
organ can be employed to attract attention on a well balanced bill of motion
pictures and vaudeville, how it Can get
special newspaper notices and how it can
excite prolonged interesit among the patrons of the theatre.
Everyone knows how much more interesting isa thing with which one is thoroughly conversant. That's a basic psychological axiom. Now everyone who attends a motion picture theatre is familiar
with the strains of the organ, as the organ
is used in practically all picture houses
either as an accompaniment to the picture
or as a special number by itself. But how
many people understand any of the working arrangements of the big organs which
have become standard equipment in the
representative movie houses of the country ? When a theatre installs one of these
organs the public is informed in copious
newspaper articles that three freight cars
were used in hauling the parts from the
factory to the final destination; that fifteen trucks were required to transport
it from the railroad depot to the theatre ;
that ten thousand pipes, ranging in size
from 2 feet to 32 feet, are used in its
composition; that the console has 180
stops and that its possibilities for reproduction of sound, both human and instrumental, are limitless. But what does all
this mean to the reading public ? Nothing !
— unless, of course, the reader takes some
previous knowledge with him to the better understanding of the instrument.

Clips from the negative of Hunt's organ picture "Where the Music Comes From."

Mr. Hunt at the console, while 1 lunt
himself, not a motion picture, is playing

the instrument in the pit. Subtitles follow, explaining the reason for making
the film. Hunt playing the while. Then
Hunt is shown on the screen holding a
stick and ready to start on his tour of
the organ. First he points out a close-up
of the swell pedals, at the same time explaining their mission — that is to increase
or decrease the volume of sound. He
simultaneously demonstrates on the organ the effect of using the swell pedals
as shown on the screen. The swell shutters are next shown in operation, and
from there the audience is taken on a
trip by the organ tuner or mechanic to
the relay, where he explains alternately
in flashes and subtitles the brains of the
organ — that is, the working of the electrical switches, demonstrating the similarity of their action to a telephone exchange, with which everyone is familiar.
From there on the film shows the entire
organ, with Hunt indicating the various
points of interest. The smallest pipe,
which is the size of a common lead pencil, is shown first. Then the audience is
led through a maze of pipes until it is
shown the largest pipe, the 32 foot diaphone, all the time comparing the pipes
with the size of a man, and all the time
demonstrating the stops from the console.
The next demonstration consists of showing the tuner at work. He takes apart
one of the large reeds and exhibits the
tongue, that is the interior of the reed
which creates the sound. He goes through
all the motions of tuning the instrument,
while subtitles explain just what he is
doing and how delicate the work is. This
combines action with demonstration in
a clever manner so as to keep the interest
of the audience sustained. As the tuner
replaces the various reeds, organist Hunt
plays dift'erent stops, thus giving the
audience the dift'erence in tone color, at
the same time showing how these changes
are produced. The mechanical workings
of the attachments are now shown; the
xylophone, harp, viola, and so forth. All
the traps are shown in action on the
screen with the music demonstrating
these stops played by Hunt at the console,
and titles on the screen, make it all as
clear to the audience as it is to the organist. Particularly interesting is the
demonstration of the vox humana. The
machanic stops longer at this point than
at any other, this ])ipe being interesting
to see.
The trij) continues to the blower room.
Here is shown the 15 horse power motor
and blower as well as the air filter. This
filter is taken apart in the scenario to
{Continued on page 366)
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ARE YOU GOING TO
BUILD, REMODEL
OR RE-EQUIP?
Whichever it may be, the following five good business reasons why you
should use the NATIONAL ONE-CONTRACT EQUIPMENT PLAN
are submitted for your thoughtful consideration:
I

NATIONAL ENGINEERING SERVICE insures a correct start.
A thorough scientific survey
of your mechanical
requirements;
eliminating
the
possibility of error in both selection and installation,
through
a_ prearranged plan of procedure.

^^ NATIONAL OFFERS YOU the services of theatre experts. Each depart^
^^^ ment is headed by a specialist in his particular line, whose business it is
^^ to work for your ultimate satisfaction — giving you utmost value in both
service and merchandise best suited to your individual needs.

time"
"on would
only insure that
you not
YOUR inREQUIREMENTS
BY GROUPING
deliveries,
but establish
ONE FIRM a definite
responsibility
otherwise
be divided
among
many
and recognized
by few in the final
analysis.
3

4

THE ONE-CONTRACT PLAN saves you MONEY— because it gives you
the benefit of volume purchases; TIME — -because all details are worked
out in advance and you are spared the necessity of searching here and there
for the equipment you need; WORRY — because it places men at your service
who will relieve you of all details and the anxiety incident to scattered buying
and uncertain delivery.
5

SIMPLIFIES YOUR FINANCING PROBLEM; enables you to do business
with one firm and on one extension of credit (if such is desired) and at one
negotiation. The National Deferred Payment Plan, the most liberal in
existence, applies to your entire contract and saves you the expense and inconvenience of many obligations.

''Give Us 4 Walls and a Roof —
We'll Do the Rest''
^

^J^tional QTheatre Supply lOofupanf
SERVING

AND

SERVICING

THE

AMERICAN

THEATRE

INDUSTRY
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Frontal sketch of the Angola theatre, Angola, N. Y., executed from one of the Standard Theatre designs by Geo. E. Eichenlaub. The Angola has a seating capacity of 500.

The Standard Theatre, What Is It?
THE SHOWMAN has now appeared
many times and each time has given
us a fine treat on the greatest, and
best, and also the quite most expensive
in the vv^orld of "Moving Picture Theatres"— the kind that excite our wonder
and respect but arouse small hope in our
breasts.
By WE, I mean the rank and file of the
average Exhibitor, who constitutes about
is 'getting by'
fieldtheandneighborhood
the or
cent oftown
per small
75
in the
in
the large city, with an old plant seating
some 300 to 1200 and keeps a- wondering
how much longer he is going to last,
against tne big boys who seem every day
to grow still bigger.
The message here is for those (the
75 per cent) who are more or less isolated
not in touch with Architects nor Engineers whonoreally
and
who have
idea know
where "Theatres"
such Architects
can be found, who would be willing to
waste time on their comparatively small
problem, which, however, is a big thing
to themselves and their community as
well.
These so-called "Standard Theatres"
have now been developed all the way
from the 500 seat up to the 2,500 seat
Houses; the latter, for financing reasons
mainly, with a big tail appended in the
shape of a twelve or more story office
building or Hotel or a combination of
both.
Ease of financing — economy in the first
cost — and a low operating personnel are
the chief factors in any investment proposition, particularly in the smaller community theatre, where they are absolutely
essential, as there is no great drawing
population to work on and first-class management may be called in to save an
otherwise poor plant and location, which

By Geo, E. Eichenlaub
Theatre Architect & Engineer,
Erie, Pa.
is possible and has been done in some of
the larger cities.
Predicating all thought and efifort on
these fundamentals, therefore we, some
years back, spent upwards of twelve
months in an intensive study of the whole
problem, in all its various aspects of
use and misuse, equipment and control
and evolved the 500 seat "Girard Theatre," the first of the new line.
nr HIS was later improved in detail and
* perfected in "The Angola Theatre"
pictured herewith. The plainer design was
made as an alternate, for use where even
$200,000 more money could not be possibly found to manage the livelier effect
with the curved parapet.
It will be noted that the Theatre Entrance is broad, impressive and inviting.
The glass of doors is carefully proportioned to take a standard one-sheet
poster. This bank of doors is set back
four feet from the front so the effect of
a Marquise is gained, without the expense
of one. This gives us room on each side
for a panel, designed to take a standard
three-sheet. The resulting floor-space in
front of doors can be used for easels to
handle more paper, photographs, etc.,
when a show is not in progress — but
which we think more and more is not an
essential to good showmanship.
In practice, good results are achieved
with the space provided. When the financial stringency is somewhat in hand.

at a later date then a Marquise can be
added and suspended from the great steel
to steel anchors as provided in the original construction. Two stores are provided, which pay well on the cost of construction. Often, one of the stores is
held for the owner's use, and made into
a general lounge or sub-lobby in which
a popcorn machine is used ; when trimmed
up with some good furniture, a telephone
and a few magazines, etc., this works out
as a meeting-place and rest-room which
pays dividends.
In some cases, both stores are used
by the ovimer, in preference to leasing
them out.
While the store-entrances
on front, they more frequently
around, in the place of the
panel, thus grouping all of the
together, which has its own
in use.

are shown
are placed
three-sheet
main doors
advantages

'y HE front is entirely of cut-stone,
•'• especially in the smaller towns where
it usually happens that this will be the only
stone building in the village, which is as
it should be. The theatre to-dtay, we
argue, is the most important building in
the community and, as such, should carry
sion. most important architectural expresthe
A church is used by only a portion;
the bank, not by all the people ; the school
is used by the children — but the theatre
is used by all the people and we feel
that it should be sold to the public on
the basis of being the "Community Centre" and belonging to the community —
therefor it should stand out as the most
important building in town and be as
fine as money available will permit. In
other words, it must be good enough so
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that the people will take personal pride
in it and be glad to boast a little about
"Their" theatre, when afield.
Next to the front, comes the lobby.
In small towns, this is usually a cramped,
repellent affair, dressed up with cheap
and tawdry junk that the exhibitor, as
often as not, tliinks artistic. The bathroom tile often used on the floor is frequently slippery and needs only a few
first patrons to make it repulsively dirty
— and the mirrors used on the walls
might usually better be left off — in fact
some states prohibit their use in a theatre lobby. To improve this condition, in
fact to make it impossible, we have standardized on a lobby that is i8 feet wide
and twenty-six feet long in the clear,
with a deep coffered ornamental plaster
ceiling and the floor of the finest handmade tiles worked up into artistic designs.
The ticket-booth is in the centre of
the right-wall if the theatre faces South
or East and is made up of the same tiles
and a marble base, with simple plate-glass
set in broad- face lead cames. The walls
are panelled to suit standard displayframes ; the electric fixtures are special
double-bowl prismatic glass of high efficiency, which permit of easy and quick
change-over to various colors and designs
and are always artistic.
All this combines to give a lobby at
once, spacious, inviting, attractive and
suited to the purpose of "The Showman"
and in which he can work and display
such ability as he may possess. Its best
feature is that the proportions and lines
are fixed, and even a poor showman without taste cannot quite ruin the good
effect as built-in according to plans and
specifications. The lobby gives off
through another bank of three large
double doors into a foyer that again is
large and inviting. This foyer is some
sixteen feet from doors to back of seats

buffs and reds, with deeper shades near
the floor and lighter shades toward top
and across the ceiling which is held
quite light, for the efficiency values from
the illuminants used.
In the smaller towns, the exhibitor
always wants a "real stage" until he finds
out what a real stage is,— and what it
costs. We then come to what we term
our "temporary stage" which is a cross
between a real one and a high-school
stage. It enables us to build and equip
at small cost,^ — it will handle and play
any average act working up to eight people,— it complies with the state laws anywhere and the Underwriters' requirements,— and it lends itself at any future
time to expansion into a real, live, fulltime stage, when it is definitely known that
such a stage will pay out and not break
a chap "who guessed wrong."
OAXITARY conveniences are always
provided for the women and for the
men where the owner wishes it. The
plumbing fixtures are the very best, as it
is poor economy to save money by using
the ordinary commercial fixtures.
The heating and ventilating systems
are built in and, againn, are the very best.
It is often difficult for an exhibitor to see
where a thousand dollars more in cash
spent in this department will come back
with good interest, and too often it happens, that in ordinary practice it is only
an added expense. But where the theatre has actually been built, is in operation, the costs are known and the results
checked up carefully, — the factor of
guess and ignorance are replaced by the
known factors of fact and the results
therefore are a matter of positive knowledge, and can be forecast with a close
degree of certainty.
Only on that basis can money be raised
and spent for a projected new theatre,
with assurance that the project will be a
success. The construction of the building is a modern steel-frame with
masonry curtain-walls, concrete foundations and floor, and the highest rating
"LInderwriters' Approved" roof. Steel
sash and T. C. or kalamein doors are used
throughout, which all combines to give

a fire-proof bulding, flexible in practice
and of long life. The cost is always a
variable matter, depending on so many
items of location, site and price of local
labor available.
These buildings have been built in the
last five years as low as $25,000.00 as
outlined above, with the owner usually
furnishing his equipment from his old
house to get started.
Where the owner can afford it. we
think it wiser to purchase all new seats,
projectors, drapes and illuminants, etc.,
which starts the house off right and enables the exhibitor to concentrate on his
showmanship and an early reduction of
the debt, to the point where his worries
do not make life too hard.
'T^HE site required for this 300-seat
•'■ standard theatre is 40 x 125 for the
building proper, with allowance for alley
or 6- foot court on each side and rear as
the local laws may dictate. In the absence
of such laws as. say, in Oklahoma, it is
well to provide a court on each side just
the same, because it is only in accord
with good safety practice, and we never
can tell when' the next chap we elect
is going to make himself famous with
passing laws of some kind and they may
hit this item.
With 65,000 new laws pending at
this time in this good old U. S. A. it is
safe to assume that theatres in some parts
are not being overlooked, and if you
escape to-day it is no assurance that you
will escape later on. The only answer is
to build in accord with the best practice
and be guided by experts of long experience who truly understand this specialty.
To the village or borough exhibitor,
such expert's fees may seem high,^ — but
that money always comes back later and
often carries several hundred percent with
it as a profit, on the costs of construction
alone, to say nothing of the later profits
in operation, due to intelligent design,
layout and co-relation of ecjuipment.
The sound business principle of observing in the original design of the theatre
such features as wide experience has
shown are of definite value to the permanence of the structure and the efficient
operation of the
house sort
as should
a public
rebe self

or "foyer rail" and extends all the way
across the house if an alley or court is
had on either side. If a blind side is
imposed by the size of property, then a
cry-room or special rest-room is worked
into that space. The auditorium proper
is twenty-five feet high, with the ceiling paneled off in
heavily molded
beams, so designed
that a variety of
effects are possible,
according to the personal wishes or leanings of the owner;
or such wishes that
may change with a
change in ownership
at a future date.
The walls are
trimmed with
pilasters and a lowrelief cornice and a
very sparing use of
ornamental plaster
relief work. The colSketch showing exterior design of the "Girard Theatre," a standard design by Geo. E.
Eichenlaid), architect. The seating capacity is 500. It is of plainer design than the
orings are quite uniAngola, shozvn on another page, a feature here noted in the straight instead of the curved
formly held to the
parapet of the latter design.

evident, and the socalled small, independent theatre man
does well when he
not only applies his
own experience but
that of others whose
operations may be
on a far more extensive scale when he
comes to the point of
atre building.
l)]anning
a new theThe Standard
Theatre represents
an effort to supply a
demand which has
long existed.
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Applying the Mo^de Season
Idea to a Group of Six
or More Attractions
Manager

By
Roy L. Smart
Carolina Tlieatre, Greenville,

glad to comply with the request
I AM
of The Showman that I describe in
detail the complete working plan of
the so-called "Big Six Campaign" which
recently was execirted with gratifying
success at the Carolina Theatre in Greenville, S. C.
In principle the idea of a campaign of
this type diflers little or not at all from
the "week" or "season" drive which has
become so popular, because of obvious
advantages in the way of making it a
community or civic evenit. It applies the
"group idea" to exploitation which ordinarily the showman conducts for a single
picture booked for an engagement of
from one day to one week, under the
average circumstances. There is still another advantage, and this is that the interest and reaction of the public stirred
up by such campaigns have something of
the institutional angle, and the theatre is
benefited directly by figuring as the
sponsor of not one but a group of pictures advertised as having especial merit.
Incidentally the recent campaign in
Greenville was modeled after one I used
in Anniston, Alabama, some years ago.
At the Carolina we believe that the recent
one was an improvement on the first.
The campaign was started by arranging bookings so as to have a special program for the Drive, which lasted two
weeks.
The attractions were :
"The Better 'Ole," "The Night of
Love," "Take It from Me," "Don Juan,"
"Children of Divorce" and "Sensation
Seekers."
Well in advance we used a special
trailer briefly stating the main points of
the "Big Six." We also used De luxe
trailers on each subject.
We used a series of newspaper stories
starting two weeks in advance. These
told of the plan to give our patrons six
big pictures consecutively — a carnival of
rich entertainment — little features about
the pictures coming and stories of special
preparation at the theatre.
We ran a series of seven "If" ads using
consecutively the president of the Rotary,
Kiwanis, Lions and Civitan Clubs, the
publisher of the leading newspaper, the
Mayor and a prominent club woman ;
these ran up to the day before the first
picture opened.
We draped the front of the theatre in
green and gold. Across the entire width
of the building we used double drapes
about seven feet deep hanging from the

S. C.

// / Were
Mr, Alester G, Furman, Jr.
Mr. Furman. member ol tM
Brm of Alester G. Piuroan
Company, hiw been accorded
the
Unlvorjity praise
boostersot Furman
for his work
as
KTiiduate
athletics. manager of Furman
His clvlo eflortJ ha™ won for
him the honor of the presidency of the Klwants Club,
whose work for under-privileged chfldren la outstandlr^g.
"We Build." «ay3 the Klwanls
motto. And Greenville, needs
and must have builders.
If I were Mr. Furman, Td oU
the saws — being used so effectively In building
Greenville— reinforce
the hammers
— whose drives have pot over
many
worthyeach
achievements
—
and "Make
knock drive
In a Indians
naU". they
And—win
I'dbuild
tell
those
happiness by reminding
everyone to see each of the
Big Six pictures starting at
the Rlvoll Monday!

Tha^s Mr.
what Alester
I'd do ifG.I
were
Furman, Jr.
APRIL 25TH
MAY 7TH

Important features of Mr. Smart's "Bi.v
Six" campaign. Above, the special frontal
display at the Carolina during flic drive.
On the left, reproduction of one of the
"If I Were" newspaper ads used to
promote

interest

in

the "Big

Six."

cut out letters "Bix Six," and in front of
this "One Of The" underneath was a
place for a still and another for a title
card with dates, at the bottom the theatre
name. We had special snipes made for
all outdoor paper reading "One of the

cornice. At each end of this we used
vertical drapes coming down almost to
the sidewalks, where they were gathered
in rosettes. On each side of the entrance
we used similar drapes with fan-shaped
top and rosettes at the bottom. Under the
marquee we strung a row of pennants
alternating in gold and green. On each
side of the marquee we used two festoons
of the pennants, one running from the
corner of the marquee to the top corner
of the building and the other from the
corner of the marquee to the end of the
big drapes.
VIT'E wall
madeboard
letters
high, from
whichfivewe feet
illumined.
One
set for each end of the marquee reading
"BIG SIX." In the foyer we constructed
a minature stage on which we made a display for each of the "Big Six," each display being animated. For example, the
first one was Syd Chaplin in "The Better
'Ole." A small motor made him salute
constantly. Background was painted to
represent a battlefield, with barbed wire,
bursting shells, etc. We used cut out
tanks and toy cannons on each side.
We used cards on all street cars carrying out the gold and green effect.
We made up from compo board frames
about 14 X 22. At the top of each were

On the opening day we had a "Two for
One" matinee sponsored by the News, by
which we admitted two children for the
Big Six."
price
of one until three oclock.
T^ HE News also used a series of stories
^ for us endeavoring to find persons
iwho had not seen a motion picture. These
stories make good reading matter, and
were given prominence. The paper even
used pictures of some of the seven people
found who had never seen a photoplay.
The Piedmont wrote a humorous editorial
about these seven people, to which we replied, they publishing our response.
The Piedmont used a series of stories
the gist of which was that the Piedmont
and the theatre were given to six careful
drivers one pass on each day the "Big
Six" was under way. The passes were in
the form of a summons, and the charge
was that traffic officers had observed the
driver in some careful or thoughtful observance of traffic regulation. The Piedmont carried a series of stories on
"Which of the Big Six I Like Best, and
Why?"ning letter,
and the
also prizes
published
prize-winbeingthepasses.
The cost of tlie campaign, while higher
than usual, did not fig-ure high when consideration isgiven to the fact that it covered six attractions and that each of the
six did exceptionally large gross.
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YORK
-s;^

COOLING
hefs he specificl
The mere statement that 'YORK THEATRE COOLING AND AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT is being installed in some of the foremost houses
in the country' might be looked upon as an exaggerated claim, worthy of no
particular attention. BUT, when we back up this statement by citing SPECIFIC JOBS, that's diiTerent.
And, here they are:
"THE WORLD"
Omaha, Neb.
"RIVOLI"
; Muncie, Ind.
"LAWNDALE" (Komensky)
Chicago, lU.
Bldg.)
"FOX-ROXY"
(NaUonal
Press Club
Washington, D. C.
Coconut Grove, Fla.
"COCONUT GROVE" (Paramount)
Atlanta, Ga.
"CANDLER"
Rochester, N. Y.
"ROCHESTER"
Baltimore, Md.
"STANLEY"
Pittsburgh, Pa.
"STANLEY"
Philadelphia, Pa.
"STANLEY"
"EARLE"
(Stanley)
Philadelphia, Pa.
"EARLE"
(Stanley)
Washington, D. C.
"INDIANA"
(Publix)
Indianapolis, Ind.
New York, N. Y.
"WINTER GARDEN"
Easton, Pa.
"STATE"
(Wilmer & Vincent)
Allentown, Pa.
"COLONIAL" (Wilmer & Vincent)
Reading, Pa.
"CAPITOL" (WUmer & Vincent)
"ORPHEUM" (Loew)
Boston, Mass. Y.
"STATE"
Newark, N. J.
(Loew)
"ASTOR" (Loew)
New York, N.
New York, N. Y.
"86th STREET" (Loew)
"CHAPEL"
(Loew)
Columbus, Ohio
"PALACE" (Keith)
Cleveland, Ohio
New York, N. Y.
"CHESTER"
(Keith)
New York, N. Y.
"CAMEO" (B. S. Moss)
Roanoke, Va.
"AMERICAN"
Sioux Falls, S. D.
"STATE" (Northwestern Theatres)
Nashville, Tenn.
"CAPITOL"
Richmond, Ind.
"RICHMOND"
New York, N. Y.
"ROSE MARIE"
Let us tell yr»u more of the YORK
System — how it can be applied to
your existing house, or the one you
have in contemplation, and how it

will enable you to GUARANTEE
YOUR

PATRONS
"ENTERTAINMENT PLUS COMFORT"
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Getting Down to the Bottom
of Courtesy Service
The Square Deal Attitude Basis of
THERE are as many methods of
"putting a theatre over" as there
are different types of theatres and
iypes of patronage to be appealed to, but
in every showman's summation of the
qualities a theatre must possess to be suc<:essful there is the inevitable admonition,
"'a spotlessly clean house and courteous
service."
Keeping the theatre properly cleaned is
a more or less mechanical job, dependent
upon the janitor and his staff and the
eternal vigilance of the manager in making daily inspections to be sure that every
nook and comer of the house has received the proper attention from the men
who work with brooms and brushes,
mops and dusters.
But a courteous service is something
involving more difficult factors, since the
efficiency of a cashier in making change
and keeping accounts straight and those
of a door man in collecting tickets has
to do with a skill resulting from practice
and certain natural adaptability to the
work — talent if you vnll. Doing these
things efficiently and courteously at the
same time is more difficult, for it brings
into play the human question — personality— the mental attitude of the employee
respecting his or her job and its relation
to the patrons of the theatre. Various
methods are practiced to build up courteous house staffs. The large theatre organizations, with resources that are practically unlimited, are in a position to pick
and choose, train and educate under a
system of personnel management.
The experience of the personnel departments ofthe large theatre circuits and
the manager working with limited resources agree on the basic point serving
as the foundation for all successful
methods of handling employees.
"The square deal attitude, a prime requisite inall worth-while occupations and
the backbone of all successful employeremployee relations in every line of industry, is 'sure-fire' in developing the
right attitude on the part of theatre employees," said Art Smith, now manager
of the Granada theatre in Corona, N. Y.,
and for many years a showman connected
with legitimate theatres, combination
vaudeville and picture theatres and picture houses, in explaining his method of
dealing with employees.
"When I engage a new usher or cashier
I start him or her off with a little talk,
friendly conversation about the work that
is to be done in fulfilling the job. I tell
them that they will get a square deal from
me, that good work will receive the fullest ai)preciation from me, and that I expect in return only what I am giving — a

Personnel Training in the Theatre

square deal, fair, conscientious work in
the perfonnance of their important duties for the theatre," he added.
"I impress upon them all that they are
important members of the theatre organization, that the success of the house in
a measure depends upon them, and that
everything that may be done in the way
of effective advertising and a good show
might go for naught if their actions and
attitude toward patrons fail to observe
the rules of courtesy."
Smith has operated every type of theatre, he has managed large city houses for
circuits, neighborhood theatres in highclass sections and poor districts of cities
in the east and the middle west. He recently assumed the management of the
Granada in Corona. It is a residence section made up of a largely foreign population. The theatre is of recent construction and is built according to the modern
idea of beauty, luxurious surroundings
and a rich setting for the motion picture
presentations. The Granada is operated
by the S & S circuit.

Policy Applies Everywhere
In operating practically all tyi>e of theatres over a period of many years. Smith
has acquired a wide experience in dealing with employees. His attitude as a result of this experience is similar to that
of men in other lines of business : that
the best results are obtained by giving
the worker incentive, a square deal and
doing everything to impress him with the
fact that the work, no matter how small
the job may be, is vitally important to the
success of the business.
"Encourage the worker who shows the
right spirit, and develop the right spirit
by the attitude that everybody in the theatre is part of the organization, all working together, and each and every employee
is perfomiing a task that is vitally imhe says. portant to the success of the business,"
"I impress upon all employees, from
porters up, that they are in show business,
and show business is first, last and always
a business of pleasing the public, of
catering to the people when they are in
the frame of mind to be pleased — when
they are seeking recreation. Above all
things this is a time when courtesy must
be shown, cordiality must mark the appearance and conduct and speech of the
people in the theatre. And cleanliness is
as important as a good show as a means
of satisfying the amusement seeker.
"Close obser\'ation of a new employee
soon shows the manager whether that employee is either too aloof or too friendly
— for one extreme is as bad as another
and courtesy of the kind that a theatre

manager or employee should show toward
a patron lies midway between the two.
Any failings noted should be immediately
called to the attention of the employee,
l)ut in the manner of making a suggestion,
helpful and valuable as a professional
asset to the worker.
"In a theatre of the community type
cashiers, doormen and ushers should be
encouraged to recognize regular patrons,
but to express their greeting in a manner
befitting the occasion, which does not call
for the familiar attitude we naturally assume with friends and acquaintances in
our own social contacts. It is a business
contact into which the element of friendliness and cordiality has been injected,
and the proper attitude of courtesy on the
part of a theatre or employee toward a
patron takes cognizance of that fact.
"There are certain stock tricks which
in the majority of cases are helpful in
dealing with employees. Unobtrusive
ways of keeping the workers aware of
the fact that the manager is on the job
and is observant of all things going on in
his theatre are productive of good results.
Any infractions of rules — unless of a
serious nature — can be noted and home
in mind until the opportune time, the psychological moment, as it were, arrives and
the admonition will therefore have its
greatest eft'ect. Promoting friendly rivworkers performing similar
dutiesalryisbetween
a help.
An example recently occurred at my
theatre. I noticed that the top of a tapestry hanging over a stairway landing
had not been dusted in the general cleanup that morning. I knew very well the
porter responsible, but I purposely called
the other one and asked him if he was
not supposed to dust that part of the
theatre. He promptly said no, and mentioned the name of the porter who had
been assigned that job. Now that was
simply taking advantage of an incident
to let the other porter know that these
things are watched and that neglect of
duty will bring its reprimand. It also
stimulates a certain feeling of personal
pride, the eternal vanity to which humanity is heir, of superiority in his work over
his colleague in the porter business.
He'll remember that and try to keep that
edge of sui:)eriority over the other man, or
I miss
guess." have proved successful
Thesemy methods
in the large theatre and the small ; they
produce the results. Smith says, whether
the staff' consists of two ushers, two
cashiers, two porters and a doorman, or
a whole coqjs of them. The manager's
problem is largely the same under all conditions aft'ected by the
the house.
(Continued
on size
page of365)
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Yuma, Yuma, Ariz.
Smith, Conway, Ar\.
Alice, Hope, Ar\.
Saenger, Pine Blujf, Ar\.
New Lexington OperaLexington,
House Ky.

Qhairs

^
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^

Qanal Sae
Street
nger'sTheatre
TSle-w Orleans, £a.
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Brown, LouismWe, Ky.
Rapids, Alexandria, La.
Saenger, Bay St. Lows, La.
Saenger, Covington, La.
Saenger, Monroe, La.
Cosmopolitan, Afeiy Orleans, La.
Granada, ?iew Orleans, La.
Lyric Amusement Co.,
7<iew Orleans, La.
Saenger's Canal Street Theatre,
?iew Orleans, La.
Loew's State, T^ew Orleans, La.
Istrione Theatre, J^ew Orleans La.
Broadmoor, T^ew Orleans, La.
Saenger, Shreveport, La.
LiDDON, Cormth, Miss.
Istrione, Jackson, Miss.

J^adonally Organized
for Sales and Service
Baker's Grand, T^atchez, Miss.
Sutherland, Raymond, Miss.
Strand, Tufielo, Miss.
Palace, Muskpgee, Oh^a.
Orpehum, Tulsa, Oi(la.
RiTZ, Tulsa, Okla.
RiALTO, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Majestic, Johnson City, Tenn.
Strand, Knoxville, Tenn.
BuLLOs Bros., M. P., Memphis, Tenn.
Rialto, Memphis, Tenn.
Belmont, A[ashnlle, Tenn.
Tennessee Woodland, Paris, Tenn.
Saenger, Abilene, Texas
The R. R. Gulf Amusement Co.,
Corpus Christi, Texas
Majestic, Dallas. Texas
R. y R., Hillsboro, Texas
KiRBY, Houstoyx, Texas
Metropolitan, Houston, Texas
Arcadia, Kerniille, Texas
R. &? R., Palestine, Texas
Parisian, Pans, Texas
Saenger, Paris, Texas
Texas, San Antonio, Texas
Fox, Waco, Texas
R. fe? R., San Angelo, Texas
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A fczv of the many accessories supplied hy distributors with tlirir jcalurc

uml

short

subjects pictures are illustrated above,

in this group

of

campaign items for Universal releases. On the left is a lobby card, center are tivo of the heralds, the one for "The Trap" of the usual sise,
below it the rotogravure de luxe herald provided for all Universal-Jeivel productions.
On the right are a group of posters, a 24-sheet shown
above, and below, the yi sheet, a new addition to the accessories line provided by this company, and a 3-sheet.

Campaign Variety Via Accessories
FUNNlY how the httle things, which
ofttimes prove their importance,
are overlooked ! How often the proverb of "from an acorn comes an oak"
comes to me — as I see how an exhibitor
adds many dollars weekly to his receipts
by getting behind his pictures with additional advertising ! I personally am a
great believer in newspaper and magazine advertising — but not every exhibitor
is in the position to expend a great deal
of money for this kind of advertising.
In other instances, where an exhibitor
can afford this expenditure he is up
against it if he happens to be situated in
a town where the periodicals are only
issued once a week or bi-weekly.
But I am also a great believer in another kind of advertising, a kind that is
as economical as it is effective. I am referring to the accessories handled by Universal and other producers. This kind of
advertising happens to be important —
vitally important — no matter what the
local conditions are. Where newspaper
or magazine advertising is resorted to, a
good accessory campaign! should also be
layed out.
Don't stint on the final item on your
program ! Because it may be this last
item that might make the S. R. O. sign
change its meaning from "Sitting Room
Only" to "STANDING
ROOM
ONLY !" You see, speaking from the
"little things" even that one letter can
be changed from "sitting" to "standing !"
Don't think that I am trying to tell
you something
you yourself
are not

By Dave Bader

these numerous lobby photos, slides, window cards, heralds, novelties, etc., are

Accessory Sales Manager
Universal Pictures Corporation

some that are just the thing to "work"
for you — and work twenty- four hours,
at that!

aware of. The pity of it is, you realize
that advertising has enriched great
.American and Canadian institutions to
the tune of many millions. Yet, when it
comes to laying out your own campaign,

TT is for your own good to use one or
two of these accessories on every picture. "Don't "herald" your patrons to death
— don't "window card" them to death —
don't "poster" them to death ! Instead of
using the very same accessories on every
picture, why not do something like this :
Use posters one day, along with your

you — I'm not talking to a small minority,
but a greater majority — sincerely believe that a few posters and a set of
photos will "do the trick." How sadly
mistaken you are, is only emphasized by
the fact that your theatre seats sometimes
aren't earning what they could, if you'd
give them a little encouragement. That
encouragement comes in the form of

regular lobby displays, of course — and
slides of forthcoming productions. Don't
be afraid to have many kinds of material
around your theatre — advertising your
forthcoming productions. Keep the
"fans" waiting for your programs, not

printer's ink, art work and good paj>erl
T^X'ER hear that "variety was the spice
-"^ of life !" Well, it's the spice of trade,
too. Using variety in your advertising
campaigns will make those campaigns run
I GO per cent smoother. There is nothing
truer than that ballyhooing every picture
will make none stand out. But that
shouldn't have anything to do with your
"letting down" on using plenty of accessories. Here is an idea that will bring
results of the highest order :
h"or instance, practically every picture
leased these days is backed with numerous advertising accessories — all of which
arc prepared with the thought in mind
that not everyone will be acceptable to
your particular needs and requirements.
But among these many styles of posters,

Another
day use 14 x 36 insert cards
your
competitors'.
and heralds. On another, make use of
many 22 x 28 colored photos for window
displaying. Another day use plenty of
window cards. These are great attentiongetters. You can tack them to telegraph
poles and also stand them in windows
within a mile or two of your house. 11 x
14 colored photos are mighty fine eyedows.
attractors
in your merchant-friends' winThen, on days when you don't get behind your program with a great deal of
this regular type of accessories — and
there should never be any of these days,
but since there are, I'm mentioning it—
a little thought should be given to splenic Co n//;nfrd on page 2>72)
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A Complete Service

LOCAL OFFICES
DiSTBICT 0FFICE.3
GtSALtS
OFFICtS
WAREHOUSLS
FACTORIES
DISTRIBUTORS

Edison Mazda Lamp factories, warehouses and distributors are so located that
an immediate supply of all types and sizes of lamps is always available in every
section of the country.
Sales offices are located in seventy-five cities. Lighting engineers at these offices
are ready to lend advice and assistance on any matter pertaining to the lighting
of a theatre. Free service on theatre lighting and projection is offered also by
the Edison Lighting Institute at Harrison, N. J.
Edison Mazda Lamps are of the highest standard of quality. Through Mazda
Service the benefits of world-wide research and experimentation carried on by
the General Electric Company, are given to the manufacturers of Mazda Lamps.

EDISON
MAZDA
LAMPS
E LECTRIC
GENERAL
-«^^>1f
^
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Methods and Equipment for Lighting
Stage Presentation Numbers
Combining Illumination and Painted Effects to Produce Spectacles
To

attempt to cover this subject in

/?A7 >4

T

J^HTO}/^?!

^^ noted and the intensity and direction

detail in the space or time avail-^^ ■^~^' ■*-'• J^Ui)ui>l'lf ^f ga.ch kind of lighting given attention,
able is indeed a task; one that is Manager, Engineering Department As mentioned before, to tell the w^hole
almost analogous to writing a paper on
Edison Lamp Works of G. E. Co.
story of the application of light to the
how to make women's clothes. Not only
' ' '
stage for all types of settings is an endis there a wide variety of problems en- cal store-room devices as listed below, to less task. It might be approached by decountered, a great diversity in materials be plugged in or brought into use when- scribing definite scenes and then outlinto work with, but also a constant change ever needed. The greater the number of ing the method of lighting each of these,
in style or fashion. It would require these, the greater the variety of effects or, as the writer proposes, a description
almost an encyclopedia to treat either one can secure. The exact quantity of of how each type of special apparatus
subject.
each item will depend on the size of the can be used, and then it is a relatively
In accomplishing the desired results in stage and the magnitude of th« produc- simple matter to pick out the right piece
lighting, a great deal depends on what tions hkely to be given. For the average of apparatus for just the effect desired,
equipment is available, the size of the size motion picture theatre, giving reason- Strip lights equipped with clear lamps
stage, and the possibility of mounting or ably elaborate productions, it would be are often hung at an entrance doorway
hanging lighting equipment, but in addi- well to have the following:
to give the effect of higher intensity out
tion to these physical limitations there is
or doors or in the next room. Equipped
the great factor of the man behind the Strip lights, varying in length from
with blue lamps and lying flat they may
gun,
or the
man who
designs I.and^y oper^°"r *° ^'?'^'^
^^^^' size
.which
^^ ^
^jg^^ ^^
of ^•blue
^
,1
1- 1 .•
-n\
\ ^
equipped
with any
lamp can
up be
to
, heighten
-n • ^ the
^i effect
i
ates the lightmg.
i here may be the best
150 watts, depending on the intensity water, or to illuminate the lower portion
stage in the world, the most complete desired .'.
6
of a sky background.
Equipped with red
equipment, but without a knowledge of
*Open box olivettes, equipped with
and amber lanjps and lying flat they can
how to manipulate this to the best advan- ..r}^^^' °^ 1500-watt lamps. . ..... —
8
j^g manipulated on the dimmer to produce
tage,
effectthewill
fall hand,
short of
is
desired.the On
other
the what
skilled
or clever individual can take some makeshift pieces of apparatus and use these
to
advantage
the ^1
fin. , such
, , .excellent
.
1
r
, that
T
ished thing is a work of art. In no other

^^s^h^s''
wSh^Th^tat'^tor'hSh
intensity work
from front-of-house. . 2t
*Standard
large spotlights, equipped
with 1000-, 1500- or 2000-watt lamps 4t
^^^''it^lL
' ^^"'PP^^
With 500- '"'''Ln''°^^l?^f
or 1000-watt lamps
4*Baby spotlights, equipped with 100-

theOpen
effectbox
of flood
sunset lamps
on thesuspended
back dropclose
to the backdrop, equipped with blue color
screens, are useful for the sky illumination '; fitted
with
color
,
,
/yellow
. ,
r or straw
■ ,
screens placed outside of a window give

field of lighting does the factor of experience play such a vital part.

250'- or 400-watt lamps
.' 12
Footlight baby spotlights, equipped with

the effect of high intensity sunlight out
of doors. In fact this type of device with

It is to be assumed that the stage, Sul^aisfon" Totli^hTs^" '^T^'d' ' " 'th "
wherever
it may
be, will have on it
"500-"or*"l000°wa?t\amps".''!'^^. . .!^.'. . 4
equipment for general lighting, as shown
* Should each be provided with extension
in the accompanying illustration, that is, stand with slide wire dimmer attached, and
border and foot lights. These, as pointed ^^'^o with special pipe damp, for batten

suitable color screens is particularly of
service in providing higher intensities of
partly localized, partly general illumination of just the tint ' required on certain
p^j-fs of the scene.

out before, should be such that several
colors of general illumination are at one s
disposal, and there should be a suitable
means of controlling the intensity to any

"7two^ extra condenser lenses, two slide
carrier heads, and two sets of objective
lenses, including 12-in., 10-in., and 6-in.
f.ocus, should be equipped with these spot-

Lens spot lamps suspended overhead
are used to give splashes ot high intensity color over a restricted area. Their
yges are legion. For example, if there

dimmers.
For the
even SliJ?
hand: rain,eS'^iTadJ^Zfldle"
snow, water ripple, kept'^Sn
moving
desired vakie;
in finest
other effects
words, it isproper
preferable that the general illumination fleecy clouds, and moving storm clouds.
be sub-divided ; in other words, the border and foot lights separate into two sepa- In addition one must have a suitable
rate sections, right stage and left stage, quantity of gelatin color frames for the
so that, if the action demands, one area flood, lens lamps and baby spots.
can be appreciably
brighter
than the
With equipment of this general nature
other.
available, the proposition then becomes
This general lighting equipment is the one of adapting it to individual settings,
groundwork or the canvas on which one Each one will be different, each will reshould build or paint his other effects, quire study and experimentation.
The
There should be available in the electri- effect of colored light on the scene must

features
of this
character
scattered^
f^---^
}-^^l
ornamental
v^esabout
or
the scene, each should be prominently
brought to the attention by a properly
directed color spot. If there is a fountain in the scene, one or more shafts of
light should be directed on this. They
are the best means that the stage artist
has of producing the effect that the audience thinks should exist on the stage and
yeit from physical limitations do not exist,
For instance, if there is a kerosenelamp
burning on the table the audience visual-

Plan View of Permanent Equipment

for Typical Large Picture
Theatre Stage
A — FootliRhts — Mirrored glass or aluminum finish steel reflectors on
9-in.
Four centers.
circuits (1100-watt
to 4) Mazda lamps — Gelatin color screens —
steel angle reflectors on 12-in.
B,-n>--Bordorlit;hts — Mirrored plassC or
lamps — Glass color caps or gelatin
centers — ISO-watt Mazda
color screens — Four circuits in each border (5 to 16)
Oi to Cu, — Stage floor pockets of 15 amperes capacity each (17 to 26)
capacity each, spaced 6, 8.
1.'') amperes
pockets
Stage
Di to Ds — 12
and wall
If) feet
aboveof floor
(27 to 34)
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izes this rather weak light source as creating fairly good illumination in the area
immediately surrounding it. The audience
does not stop to think that there would
only be a small circle of dim light directly
beneath the lamp and practically no illumination on the faces of the characters
surrounding the table, but if at the time
the lamp is lighted or turned up a properly placed overhead spotlamp, equipped
with a reddish amber color medium, is
turned on or brought up on a dimmer,
casting its restricted circle of illumination over the table and group, the effect
is just as if the lamp did the lighting.
Similarly if a character walks on the
scene with a hand lantern and he is followed with a spot from overhead, you
get the impression that this hand lantern
is giving the effect.
IF there happens to l)e a center fixture
in the setting and this equipped .with
powerful enough lamps to give some appreciable illumination to the scene, it
would be glaring and annoying to the
audience, whereas small lamps can actually be used in the fixture and a spot,
with a straw or light yellow screen fairly
well spread, used to direct the light beneath the fixture.
The baby spots can be used to give special illumination for the actors' faces and
effects of the character just described.
The ordinary lens lamp equipped with
a single condenser gives a circular spot
of light with not very well defined edges.
If in addition to this condenser an extra
condenser is insltalled and an objective
lens, a spot of very definite shape is produced, for you have virtually the combination ofthe stereopticon or magic lantern. In front of the second condenser
is inserted a lantern slide carrier and this
will hold a cut-out of some particular
shape. Such definitely shaped spots have
a field of application that has never been
taken advantage of.
As an example of a simple, effective
use of such a device, suppose a solo dancer is representing the ".Spirit of St. Valentine's Day." Instead of painting the
drop or cyclorama in color, this might
well be of a white or some light, neutral
tint, the entire stage flooded with pink
light and a clear spot in the shape of a
heart used to follow the dancer. The clear
light will be of a sufficiently higher intensity to overcome, as one might say,
the colored light and the dancer would
constantly appear in a white spot. As
soon as the spot moved, that position
would again appear pink. This is obviously more attractive than if the drop
were painted pink and a spot lamp merely
gave a greater brilliancy in the area of the
spot. By working with uncolored drapes,
applying the color in light rather than
in pigment, effects far in advance of past
practices can be readily obtained.
There are a number of effects that can
be produced by having the above mentioned combination available, and making
the auxiliary apparatus "on the job." For
example, if it is desired to have a num-

View of a typical stage with equipment which incorporates most of latest developments of artistic stage
lighting devices. !No standard type borderlights are used. The footlights merely supply illumination
to the front curtain when down. All the stage lighting is done from equipment which is designed to
control the distribution of light or confine it to desired areas. Behind the tormentors, supported by pipe
mountings, are 18 large and 5 small "tormentor hoods'' and 12 standard small spotlights. On the
front bridge is provision for mounting any spotlight equipment desired. The cyclorama is specially
lighted.
For "front of the house" above
lights the6 ''soft
edge" proper.
spotlights are recessed in a ceiling beam
auditorium

her of stars appear on the blue flooded
backdrop, a sciopticon with a short focus
objective lens giving a wide spread of
light is used. In the lantern slide carrier
is inserted a piece of metal foil with small
pin pricks at desired locations. The
light shines through these minute holes
andthegives
stars
in
sky. the
Theeft'ect
holesofcanclear,
be sowhite
arranged
as to reproduce the various constellations,
such as the Great Dipper, the Bear, and
so forth.
'C'VEN a home-made water ripple can be
-'-^reproduced by using the sciopticon. A
piece of ripple glass is placed in the slide
carrier, together with a cardboard mask
in which a jagged wedge-shaped cut has
been made. On a piece of clear window
glass is painted, with ordinary lamp dip,
a series of irregular, parallel, blue and
green sitripes of different densities, interspersed with stripes of clear glass.
Moving this slowly up and down in front
of the objective lens gives the ripple.
All sorts of lightning can be obtained
by having in the lantern slide holder a
cardboard mask in which is very carefully
cut a representation of bolt or forked
lightning, then focussing this at the part
where the lightning is supposed to strike.
With a piece of cardboard or with the
hand, the objective lens is covered and
uncovered, giving the lightning flash.
If the electrician or man in charge of
the lighting is clever with the brush or
camera, he can make many types of slides
for use in the sciopticon projector. If a
rainbow is to be produced he can paint a
piece of glass, of lantern slide size (3^4
by 4 in.), jet black, save that portion to
be occupied by the arc of the rainbow,
and then stripe in the concentric circles

of the spectrum. lA piece of frosted gelatin close to the glass will give sufficient
diffusion to overcome any appearance of
too great a regularity in the painting, and
cause the colors to blend together. This
is focused on the part of the scene where
the rainbow is supposed to fall. The
black on the glass prevents the light from
striking the remainder of the scene, the
colors only being projected.
Stationary clouds can be obtained by
using in the lantern slide carrier a positive, on transparent celluloid film, of a
pidture of an actual photograph of the
clouds in the sky, which has laeen intensified so that the white of the cloud is as
clear as possible and the blue of the sky
as dark as possible. A color filter should
be used on the camera when making this
exposure, to heighten the contrast.
A/f OVING effects may be obtained with
■*■ an apparatus similar to the sciopticon, with the single exception that in place
of the stationary lantern slide carrier is
substituted a revolving disk. This disk is
painted in the appropriate manner and
is driven by an adjustable speed motor or
clock-work mechanism. This is used to
produce the effect of running water, falling rain or snow, moving clouds, flames,
fireworks, sand storms, and innumerable
special illusions.
A number of effect machines placed in
various positions and operated at different speeds are used for some of the
realistic cloud effects often seen with the
spectacular productions. Abroad, a rather
intricate and somewhat cumbersome piece
of apparatus is used for cloud effects, as
mentioned in a previous article. The
{Continued on page 365)
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Vital Features
of the New
Brenkert C^14
i
1

Specially designed arc burner allows per♦ feet control of the light source. The special
rack and pinion assure steady precise feeding.
A perfect clear cut spot is maintained for the
entire length of the carbon turn.
2

Counter balanced lamp house allows per♦ feet control of the light beam. This counterbalancing mechanism makes it unnecessary to
clamp the lamp house which is always free to
be moved in any position but never moves itself.
3

Double lens equipment gives spot or flood
♦ instantly. Each lens is selected to give
finest results. A brilliant flood or a clean cut
spot may be had at the twist of your wrist.

4
These five vital features of the New Brenkert
C-14 gives to the theatre a type of projection
service that has never before been possible. The machines are designed and manufactured according to Brenkert standards of
quality which have always represented the
highest attainable. For complete information regarding Brenkert products just write

Flame shield eliminates false images giv♦ ing a perfectly round, sharply defined disc
of light.
No tail flame, no double image effect.

Quick, sure color control. Each color is in♦ dicated on a chart directly below the control handle. A press of the trigger on the handle
puts the desired color in position instantly.
5

Brenkert Light Projection Co.
7348 St. Aubin Ave.
Detroit,

Quality
Products

Mich.

/7'i'\^^

Di»lributed in the

United

States

by ISalional Theatre Supply Company

and in Canada

by Motion Picture Supply Dealers
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering
Any further information that
may be desired regarding equipment devices described in this
department may be had upon request. Address su4-h inquiries
to The Shoivman, Motion Picture ISews, 729 Seventh Ave.,
iSfnv York City.

Power

Machine
for Cutting
Out Lobby Displays

A N apparatus that many exhibitors are
■^*- finding of exceptional use in the
operation of theatres is the International
Cutawl. This mechanism enables thttheatre man to cut out the most intricate
designs for display purposes in lobbies,
etc.
This machine permits of broad sweep
effects and delicate applique work. It is
quickly and inexpensively done whether
heavy cardboard, wall board, paper or
tissue is used.
The cutawl is a motor driven machine
and it is claimed to be exceptionally easy
to operate. It does not use an ordinary
jig saw principle, but does the cutting
with a sort of cutting blade, which acts
similar to the needle action of a sewing
machine.
The operator guides the tiny chisel
around the outline of the desired design,
traced out upon the wall board surface,
and the chisel cuts away those portions
of the surface not wanted. The hand
method of making cutouts is to use a jig
saw to cut the board along the outline of
the profile to be made.
The device has been used bj^ window
display and commercial sign and poster
studios for a long time, but its introduction to the uses of the theatre man is
fairly recent and is the result of the widespread use of marquee and frontal display of an elaborate nature made by the

The

International Cutawl, equipped with a 1/20 horse power motor, and designed
for making cutouts from
paper, fabrics and light wood.
'

theatre's own staff, and frequently the
manager himself.
As will be noted in the accompanying
illustration, the extension arm of the cutawl permits of the cutting out of large
designs. It has a cutting radius of fortyfour inches.
The cutawl is driven with a 1/20
horsepower motor, operating on either
direct or alternating no volt circuit.

Insures

Against
Stolen
Counterfeit Tickets

and

A GREAT deal of interest 1ms been
"^ aroused by the new Cancellograph
which has been put on the market by the
Automate Ticket Register Corporation.
This machine, without mutilating or
defacing the ticket, puts a secret mark
on each ticket issued through the register. This secret mark is a ribbed line of
raised doits on the back of the ticket — a
mark which the patron does not see, but
which the doorman can instantly detect
with his finger tips.
This method of marking, it is claimed,
provides complete protection against
stolen and counterfeit ticket supplies.
This particular protecting device is obtainable as an attachment, when specified,
to the Model 28, Gold Seal Automatic
Ticket Register.

A Light and Power Plant for
Emergency Service
"CpACH year considerable money is lost
'-^ by exhibitors through failure of the
power supply, particularly in rural communities. The only means of preventing
this loss is through an auxiliary power
supply.
Kohler Automatic Electric Plant

One of the systems that is proving successful as an electrical supply in theatres

is the Kohler Automatic Power and
Lighting Plant. This plant consists of
a generator which is driven by a small
four cylinder gasoline engine, the throttling of which is mechanically governed
by the demand for current when the
emergency system is used.
This auxiliary lighting is automatically
started upon the failure of the regular
current supply to operaite, and automatically stops when the regular source of
supply is again available.
These plants are manufactured in 800,
1500 and 2000 and 5000 Watt capacities
and are furnished with storage batteries
for starting and gasoline storage tanks.
No main storage battery installations are
required.

New

Electric Sign Offered for
Theatre Use

A NEW departure in theatre sign light■^ ing is claimed for the Longsign, the
invention of John E. Long, of Multnomah, Ore., and now being manufactured
in 3 sizes (4 to 6 foot lengths for interior display, and 10 foot length for use
on marquee display) .
The leading advantage claimed for the
Longsign is that it places no limit on the
message to be displayed. It is possible
to display by means of the sign advertising for the entire program and as well
include announcements of coming attractions.
The operating principle of the sign is
this : A narrow tape, on which the wording is stenciled, travels through the mechanism of the sign and the perforations
in the type form electrical contacts which
transmit to a bank of electric lights any
message desiired, and which moves at
right angles.
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''Aim at a Star
A N old saying goes, " Better aim
at a star than shoot down a
well; you'll hit higher." When
selecting a pipe organ for your
theatre, don't shoot down a well
The remarkable performance
of Page Unit Orchestral Organs

99

is the finest recommendation
they can have. Wonderful tonal
qualities and instantaneous response make them supreme for
the theatre. The picture-going
public has fallen in love with
Page Organs wherever they have
been installed.

RGANS
and Page Organ Players
THE same fine materials and design that
distinguish Page Unit Organs, are features of Page Organ Players. Page Players
solve the problem of attractive music for
small-town and suburban theatre owners.
From ordinary 88-note piano rolls, purchaseable anywhere, they provide the best orchestral pipe organ music with extraordinary
naturalness. The Page patented solo device
enables the operator to select the solo or
obligato at will. Page Players can be installed anywhere or attached to any modern
organ now in use. Low prices and convenient terms. Mail the coupon for complete
information.

THE

PAGE
521

ORGAN

N. Jackson
Lima,

CO.

St.

Ohio
1

THE PAGE ORGAN CO.,
521 N. Jackson St., Lima, Ohio.

}

Please
terms on
n
n

|
|
I
|

There

are

send me complete
information,
prices and
the following;
Unit Organ
and Player Combined
Page Unit Orchestral Organ
seats in my

Name

•
'
I
|

Street
City

theatre.

State

.

MODEL M-X-40 is a Page Unit Organ
and Player combined. Equipped with
two rolls and two manuals, it can be played
by hand or by roll. Acclaimed as a wonderful development in theatrical music.
Shown, demonstrated and sold on the floor
at the Convention of the AL P. T. O. A. in the
Neil House at Columbus, Ohio, June 7th,
8th and 9th.
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Getting Down to the Bottom
of Courtesy Service
{Continued from page 356)
For courtesy is as important to the prosperity of the little community house as
it is to that of the de luxe theatre in the
downtown section of a large city.
One of the most important things
which a well drilled house stafif contributes to the attractions of a theatre is
the air of poise and dignity which is maintained at all times and under all circumstances. In this connection a factor of
first consideration is the ability of ushers
to deal effectively with instances of fainting, sudden illness or fits with which
patrons sometimes are stricken.
Art Smith provides against this emergency by conducting a course in first aid
and instructions as to the correct method
for removing patrons so stricken to a
part of the theatre where they can be
properly treated without disturbing other
members of the audience.
"In a Broadway theatre which I attended recently there was a case which
illustrated the importance of this factor.
A man seated in the orchestra was
stricken with a fit. The ushers, apparently uninstructed as to how to act in the
emergency, became flustered, and before
the man was removed to a lounge at the
rear of the house a great commotion was
set up. It interrupted the performance,
and no doubt had the effect of upsetting
many of the patrons as depressing and
an untimely incident to occur when they
were at the theatre.
"If the ushers have been properly
drilled in dealing with situations of that
sort, no such commotion and disturbance
could develop to mar the performance
and deprive the stricken person of proper
emergency treatment."

Many of the types of prologues are of
what might be termed a purely decorative
character, where no especial attempt is
made to imitate nature, and the effect is
dependent on striking contrasts of color in
mass. The color of the scenery can be
appreciably intensified or made more
vivid by throwing on it light of the same
color; for, as explained in other papers,
the reflection will be at its maximum
value.
In closing it might be well to describe
the lighting of a particular scene of this
nature. Let us suppose a fairyland setting with a plain back backdrop of a vivid
orange color with distant castles, towers
and minarets outlined in strong black.
The stage floor is covered with bright

green artificial grass. Right and left are
two huge vases. Back stage center is the
fairy princess, asleep on a couch, clothed
in a wliite robe.
The backdrop is flooded from overhead open box lights and at the base a
series of strip lights, all with orange color
screens. The entire area covered by grass
is flooded by bright green light from
overhead spots. On each of the two
vases is a spot of purple or magenta light
covering the entire vase. The flower beds
are picked out by baby spots with red or
pink screens, while the couch of the princess is illuminated by a high intensity
clear or white spot. The color contrasts
with this combination are of the highest
order, yet delicately blended together.

Be ready /or /Jap// Cro^viJls
try out the Brandt NOW
Fall brings crowds to your box office —
but whether they will keep coming or
not depends upon the service you offer.
The Brandt will put your box office
service on a par with the best.
And
the time to try it out is now.
See for
yourself
how
easily and
quickly
it
serves
your
patrons — eliminating
all
delays at the box office.
The machine
itself automatically makes the correct
change — instantly — and delivers it direct to the patron.
There's
only-one-key-to-press — corresponding to tlie price of the ticket.
All mental calculations are entirely eliminated. Mistakes are
impossible.
Brandt will help
you to build steady patronage
— just as it already has for nearly 40,
000 users.

Methods for Lighting Stage
Presentation Numbers
{Continued from page 361)
same general effects can be obtained
through the use of two or more standard
sciopticons.
Home-made log fires are easy to execute. The logs themselves can be made
by shapping papier-mache over a form
constructed of half -inch mesh wire. To
the back of the logs is attached a series
of silk streamers of varying lengths and
shapes. Beneath the group of logs is
placed a small electric fan blowing upward. A small section of strip light,
equipped with red lamps, is also beneath
the logs, and is brought up on a dimmer
simultaneously with the fan. The light
strikes the silk moving in the breeze, giving the eft'ect of flames.
One might go on and describe little
tricks of the trade at considerable length,
but these few examples indicate the simplicity with which certain effects can be
obtained.

THEATRE

CO__^x^

MODEL

di^^^

Wiih the Subtracting Keyboard

Brandt
Automatic
Cashier
Department C, Watertown,

30 Days Trial

Co.,
Wis.

Please place with us on Thirty Days' Free Trial your
Brandt Automatic Cashier. It is, of course, understood
that we can return it, as we accept the trial without
obliijation or expense.
Please cheek whether used on the right or left side
of the Box Office.

n Lejl

D Right

Firm Name
Individual
City

Stale

FREE

Sold Direct
to users
not through dealers

MAIL this
coupon NOW
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Using the
"Show
Me"
Method
to Sell
the Organ

Sincerity

(Continued from page 350)
show how it takes the dirt out of the air
as it is being drawn into the blower. The
motor operating the blower is shown in
operation
making 1750 revolutions per
minute.

FROM the very inception of the motion picture
theatre in its present form, Peter Clark
equipment has been recognized as standard.

The last journey shows the console at
rest. Then it shows the console being
raised to the level of the audience by an
elevator. In order to make this part of
the film clear, the electric control handle
which works this elevator is also demonstrated. And as a finale, the picture
shows a close-up of Ernest Hunt at the
console playing a march which is synchronized on the screen with a flash of
the change of stops as he makes them.
The end of the march played on the organ and a bow from the organist on the
screen occur simultaneously. This brings
to an end this interesting, instructive and
highly original reel.
Explaining the picture, Mr. Hunt
states that he was led to make it because

From the last quarter century, during each step
forward in the progress of theatre design, Peter
Clark equipment has more than kept pace with
the requirements of the better theatre.
Furthermore, straight through this march of
progress, Peter Clark stage rigging, counterweight
system and equipment, and, more recently, organ
console and orchestra lifts, have been practically
the unanimous choice for the country's best houses.
Only sincerity of product, backed by engineering genius, can earn for a manufacturer a record
such as Peter Clark, Inc., holds in the motion
picture equipment field.
*

*

*

the popular opinion prevails that the entire organ is contained in the console,
the only visible part of the instrument.
This is an error easy to understand as
'the rest of the instrument is concealed.
He made the reel in the State theatre
with a great deal of difficulty, however,
for only with great patience was it possible for the cameraman to set his camera
in the small places beitween the pipes.
Double arc lights were used for taking
the picture. The photographer managed
to climb into the extreme comer of the
swell shadows and took successfully a
panorama of the organ, balancing the
camera all the while on his knee. The
result is somewhat jerky and resembles
pictures taken from an airplane, but it
gives a splendid demonstration of the
organ as a whole.
Hunt estimates that the reel, including
sul)titles and art work, cost in the neighborhood of $150. It was a hard job, but
he now has the satisfaction of playing
daily to people who understand what he
is playing, and how he is getJting certain
effects, for now his audience knows
"Where the Music Comes From."

*

A few Peter Clark equipped theatres: New
York City — Capitol, Paramount, Roxy, Ziegfield,
Keith-Albee's Palace; Chicago — McVickers, Chicago, Tivoli, State, Oriental; Los Angeles — Grauman's Los Angeles ; Hollywood — Grauman's HollywoodSanta
;
Barbara — Grauman's Santa Barbara ;
San Francisco — Orpheum ; Los Angeles — Orpheum ;
Buffalo — Shea's; Boston — Metropolitan; Cleveland— Keith-Albee; Detroit — Grand Reviera, Lafayette and Michigan theatres.

Peter Clark, Inc*
534 West 30th St.

New York City

Advertise
in
The
Showman
Decorations for Cashier Booths, Theatres, Lobbies, Posts and
Proscenium Arches also potted Artificial Flowers with hanging vines to decorate brackets when electric fans are removed
illustrated in colors in our Seasonable Catalogue No. 7
Mailed Free on Request.

FRANK
61

Barclay Street

NETSCHERT,

Inc.
New

York,

N. Y.

and
Get
Results

What Cooling Systems Will
Do for Your Theatre
(Continued from page 348)
and odors emanating from the assembled
audience. As the moisture evaporating
from the skin is carried away by the
i)rceze, evajwration is quickened. When
any Ii(|uid evaporates it absorbs heat and
this heat comes from the nearest available source, which in this case is the skin.
Thus it is that gentle breezes of fresh air
make us feel comfortably cool in hot
weather.
.V very effective method of cooling the
theatre is by atmospheric
conditioning.
{Continued on page 370)
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Are the Largest Printers
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The Syncrovertor Guarantees Economy
and Dependability in Picture Projection
THE

trend today in motion picture equipment is in the direction of greater
efficiency at less cost. The development of the Liberty Syncrovertor for
current rectification is therefore a matter of chief interest to every theatre owner and projectionist.
The Syncrovertor has, quiet convincingly, proven its ability to save 25% in
costs of current rectification over other types of installations. In addition to
its normal function of rectification, its transformer also acts as an emergency
unit if anything happens to the motor element. Where the Syncrovertor is
used the "change-over" is effected without any flicker whatever on the screen.
The Syncrovertor is made in four types, complete with ballasts, controls,
meters, etc.
Write today for detailed specifications and prices.

LIBERTY

ELECTRIC
Stamford,

"A

Better Method

Distributed by

The

CORPORATION
Conn.

of Rectification"

National

Theatre

Supply

Co.

\0
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Air Conditioning for the Smaller Theatre

"Vfentilation
ASyou
YEAR-AROUND
ComSort Sor Patrons
and Employees--Bigger Business
Sor YOU-'*
In hot weather ARCTIC NU-AIR'S
zipping breezes put fresh, cool air into
every part of your house, surely, quietly, a welcome blessing to every patron.
In cold weather ARCTIC NU-AIR does
away with "hot spots" around radiators
and gives uniform distribution of heat.
This cuts fuel bills and makes your
patrons happy. The new Speed Control Pulley gives this added service from
your system and permits the introduction of a controlled amount of outside
air to temper the heated air within.
Get the use of this year-around system
NOW while there are many weeks of
blistering weather in store. Priced as
low as $275 — a year to pay.
Mail this coupon for additional facts:
ARCTIC

NU-AIR

CORP.,

Completely
Controlled
Ventilation
512-514
South 4th Street, Minneapolis.
Tell me the year-around FACTS— no obligation.
(MPN8-5)
Theatre
City

State

My Name

oc it is not
COMPLETELY
CONTROLLED
^ENTILAnON

(Continued from page 346)
vestment for, the neighborhood house or
the fine, small theatre.
An important element of the expense
involved in the installation of air conditioning equipment in an old theatre and
to a somewhat lesser degree in a theatre
which includes air conditioning in its
original design, has been the alteration of
the old house to accommodate the equif>ment or the adaptation of the original
plans to include the equipment. This has
lieen so obvious that the greater efforts
of the architects and engineers in bringing a complete system of air conditioning
within the reach of the smaller theatre,
have been toward the minimizing of these
necessary alterations or adaptations toward standardizing the spaces and locations provided for equipment and toward
compactness in the equipment.
In this work of simplification and from
these efforts to reduce the installation expense, has come the ejector system of air
distribution and circulation which has
been ideally adapted to the small theatre
and, in many cases, is adaptable to the
very large houses. The new method has
all of the advantages of the downward
diffusion of conditioned air but reduces
to a very large extent, the cost- of makng
openings in the ceilings and the construction of extensive metal duct systems. It
likewise eliminates the extensive exhaust
air chambers beneath the floors.
Following the original object of making air conditioning available to the small
theatres, attention has been directed to
the development of centrifugal refrigeration units in smaller capacities than
those which have been generally used in
the larger theatres. This work has been
successful and is another step toward
making complete and automatic air conditioning equipment an economic possibility for the smaller theatre.
It is advisable here, to say that air
conditioning will always be a special
engineering problem for each theatre
and that the extent of further standardization will in general apply only to the
units of equipment that go to make up
the system. The ultimate success of any
system de]3ends on the engineering and
upon the complete responsibility of the
air conditioning engineers in the design,
selection, installation and adjustment of
the complete system.
Though undoubtedly further advances
will be made in the direction of price
reduction and standardization, which is
the history of every development, the
time has come when air conditioning
equipment is available for, and will prove
a profitable investment to. a large circle
of theatres which a few years ago could
not have given consideration to the
]^roposition.
\\'e are not without examples of the
profitable application of air conditioning
in the smaller theatre. In fact, one of
the very first completely air conditioned

theatres of the country was the Texan,
a 1500-seat house operated by Will Horwitz, Jr., in Houston, Texas, on a ticket
charge of 25c. The air conditioning
engineers never understood how he made
it pay on this basis but he has done so
and he is a most enthusiastic advocate of
air conditioning. He has since extended
city.
the system to include an older theatre,
the Iris, a 1200-seat house in the same
The Capitol, a 1150-seat combined
vaudeville and motion picture theatre n
Shamokin, Pa., is another good example.
This house increased its top admission
from 50c to 65c upon the introduction of
the cooling and air conditioning system,
but had no difficulty in maintaining an
increased attendance through all seasons.
The looo-seat houses, the Eastern and
Clinton, operated by James Enterprises,
in Columbus, Ohio, have greeted the
present summer season with complete air
conditioning systems. Likewise, the
Grand operated by Biggo Brothers, a
1070-seat house in Steubenville, Ohio.
The B. S. Moss Theatres Corporation
has in operaton or under construction
air conditioning systems in seven neighborhood theatres distributed on Manhattan Island, in Brooklyn and on Long
Island.
The new Franklin Theatre, in Tampa,
a 900-seat house operated by Publix
Theatre Corporation has complete air
conditioning equipment.
The Gumbiner Theatre now under construction in Los Angeles, a 900-seat
house, is being completely equipped for
cooling and air conditioning.
It is very difficult to arrive at figures
on the possible cost of air conditioning
in the small theatre" which would apply
in all cases or would even be a fair average. However, we suggest the following,
leaning toward the maximum cost, if we
vary at all from the average. Figures
are available which show an average cost,
for air conditioning throughout the year,
of 3c per seat per day. This includes
deprecation, the engneer's salary, power,
steam, water, interest on the investment,
and all possible incidental cliarges.
Naturally, the cost of operation during
the winter is much less than in the summer, due to the fact that refrigeration is
not required. On the assumption that
each seat in the theatre is occupied at
least twice a day, and this is below the
reasonable expectation of the first-class
theatre, the cost per ticket to make a patron comfortable is ij^c.
While considering this cost the theatre owner should also consider that many
items which are included therein are
those which would have to be borne
under anv circum.stance. The system replaces the ordinary heating, air \\-ashing
or air filtration and fan systems which
might be installed in the theatre and this
is also true in the employment of an attendant or attendants.
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LANDISH
SCENERY,

RIGGING,

STUDIOS,
DRAPERIES

and STAGE

Inc.
FURNISHINGS

Now located in our own building housing the Scenery, Painting and Drapeiy
departments, also our Iron Shop for all theatrical rigging. Every one of these
departments embody the most modern and up-to-date equipment.
ONE OF OUR RECENT

INSTALLATIONS, MARBORO
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THEATRE

This front curtain, grand valance stage set and house draperies show the beauty, effectiveness and originality of our work. The beautiful fringe, tassels and loops were supplied bv Morris Bernhard & Co.,
18 W. 18th St., New York Citv.

LANDISH
40 AMES

STUDIOS,

Inc.

AVE.

RUTHERFORD,

N. J.

GALLAGHER
blame
't weather
You canthe

NEW LEADER
STANDS
The two new leader
stands serve to indicate
the completeness of the
Gallagher line.
The new Junior Leader Stand
— like its big brother, built for
medium size houses.

The VaudeLeader Stand
— / a s t e n s
against the
apron rail or
on a pedestal.

VE

You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.

With a beautiful and correct music stand for every
requirement no theater
large or small need look
further for pit equipment.
GALLAGHER

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.

ORCHESTRA

EQUIPMENT

CO.

Incorporated

616 Elm Street
Chicago

More
Music
Less

Cost

Resonator
This new resonator can be
placed in any position in the
pit floor, musicians and stands
located where desired, and
still the improved tone and
increased volume is produced.

ZtV

Why not write for
our Booklet N-12?

GALLAGHER
Improved

You know it will be hot in July
and August. It always is.

Typhoon Fan Company
vt

345 West 39th Street
Jacksonville

New York
New Orleans
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What Cooling Systems Will
Do for Your Theatre
(Continued from page 366)
The heat is actually removed from the
air by refrigerating machines. Perhaps a
few words in description of the atmospheric conditioning system will not be
amiss here and will give the exhibitor a
clearer conception of cooling by refrigeration. Water evaporates more quickly if
the water vapor is constantly withdrawn
from the surface, and even more rapidly
if the atmospheric pressure is reduced.
In this process of evaporation, heat is
being absorbed just as heat is necessary
for the transformation of water into
steam.
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Facts Count in Safe Performance I
THERE is a comforting peace of mind in having
your cash receipts guarded by York protection
that is worth many times the moderate investment
entailed by a York Safe. If you were the manager of
the Republic Theatre — read his letter above — would
you ever operate a theatre without York protection?
Write for the facts on York theatre safes the very next
thing you do!

THE YORK

SAFE AND LOCK

New York
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago
Philadelphia
Seattle
Tampa
St. Louis

York,

Pa.

COMPANY
Cleveland
San Francisco
Los
Angeles
Pittsburgh
New Haven
Houston
Washington

HALF

Coney

MOON

Island, New

York

New — Fireproof — 300 Gue^t-Roomi
on the
facing the sc-4 with excellent buthing beach.

Select

Patronage

Boardwalk:

Solicited

Frequent de luxe motor bus service direct to The Half Moon
from the Roosevelt Hotel, Madison Avenue at Forty-Fifth
Street, New York City.

However, as with everything else, the
Breeze System must be efficient to be of
any value. It takes experience in theatre
cooling and competent engineers to design and ini-Jtall an efficient svstem. It
does not mean sticking a fan or a
lilowcr wherever
convenient.

CONVENTIONS:

t wo Ing headquarters by the sea with all New York to
play in

Write for booklet or reservations to
GEORGE H. WARTMAN, Managing Director
The Half Moon,
Coney
Island, N. Y.

Direction of the American Hotels

COSTUMES

Corporation

FOR HIRE

By this method the temperature and
humidity of the theatre may be controlled
quite accurately regardless of outside
weather conditions.
The Breeze-making System blows
fresh air, no matter what the temperature is, into the theatre in continuous,
gentle breezes, and affects the person as
if he were at the beach. The Breeze-making System is a natural method of cooling. Therefore, it is effective, as has been
proved in thousands of theatres all over
the world.

No trip to New York is complete witliout a visit to
"CONEY"

The

Now, if the water is placed in a thermos bottle and connection is made with
a vacuum pump, evaporation will proceed
so rapidly that the water will boil. Since
there is no outside source of heat, the
heat must come from the water itself,
which means that while boiling, the
water is also being cooled. This actually
takes place until finally the water congeals and freezes.
In modern refrigeration the same principle isused except that special materials,
other than water, are refrigerative mediums. These materials, in the form of
gas, are highly compressed and then allowed to expand. The expansion corresponds to the evaporation of water
with the attendant absorption of heat.
If the coils in which the expansion goes
on are submerged in water, the heat
necessary for the expansion will be extracted from the water. The now cold
water is sprayed into a chamber through
which the air to cool the theatre is blowTi.
In passing through this chamber the air
is washed and cooled. In fact, the air
becomes so cold that much of the humidity is condensed and precipitated. Then
after warming the air to the desired temperature, itis distributed to every part
of the theatre through a network of sheet
metal ducts.

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
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STILL LEADING

THE WAY

Next in importance
We are always a step ahead
of the others with our creations of STAGE SETTINGS,
DRAPERIES, CURTAINS AND
BUILT
SCENERY.

to the picture is
the Lighting Control

Our installations cover
the field of
MOTION PICTURE, VAUDEVILLE
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

and

'

f?**?'

Try us on your next job I

The

NOVELTY

SCENIC STUDIOS

Stage Lighting
Anything required, from a color cap to a dimmer bank.
SCENIC
EFFECTS
SCIOPTICONS
COLOR
WHEELS
COLOR
MEDIUMS

Write

Major System

New York City

340 West 41st St.,

FOOTLIGHTS
BORDERLIGHTS
SPOTLIGHTS
FLOODLIGHTS

®

is a flexible pre-selective,
remotepreset,
controlall-master
switchboard for stage and
trol.
auditorium lighting con-

for descriptive

L

CONNECTORS
STAGE
CABLE
RESISTANCES
MUSIC
STANDS

literature

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc.

There is but one lighting
control system that has
experienced and successfully
met all conditions in all sizes
of theatres* Hundreds of
installations testify to the
supremacy of the

321 West 50th Street
N EW

YORK,

NY.

SIMPLE-RELIABLE-ECONOMICAL!
Perfect showmanship and performance are created with the A. D. C.
Curtain Control — operated from any
point of the house by "simply pressing
a button."
Quiet operation — one of its greatest
features — is accomplished by the rubber curtain rollers and ball bearing
steel pulley wheels in the enclosed
track. Explanation of its other many
features will be mailed upon request.

THE AUTOMATIC
739 HAMILTON ST.

DEVICES CO.
ALLENTOWN, PA.

Full details upon request — no obligation
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, III.0.
Cincinnati,
Dallas, Texas

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
DISTRICT

OFFICES

Denver, Colo. Kansas City, Mo.
Detroit, Mich. Los Angeles, Calif.

Memphis, Tenn.
Miami, Fla.
Minneapolis, Minn.

New Orleans, La.
Omaha, Neb.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Seattle, Wash.
San Francisco, Calif.
Vancouver, B. C.
Walkerville, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.
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CHICAGO

Radio-Phonograph Supplies
Accompaniments

INDORSES
the

SILVERSHEEI

Home-Assembled

When the Buckingham Thc.itrc, installed its new
Silversheet, it printed this on the front
page of its program]

"In keepingwith its desire to give its
patrons the best possible entertainment, the management has had a new
"Silversheet" projection screen installed inthe Buckingham Theatre.
The new screen is the finest projection screen that money can buy."

' 'The surface is scientifically designed
to reproduce all details the camera has
caught in the picture. The perfection
of this screen can best be appreciated
by watching such small objects as
eyes, eyelashes and leaves on trees. It
shows the picture uniformly bright
to all sections of the house, making
all seats equally desirable. We invite
you to make such comparison and
observe the remarkable brilliancy of
'Buckingham' pictures."
OTHER

CHICAGO INSTALLATIONS
ASTOR THEATRE
GEM THEATRE
GRAND

THEATRE

ILLINGTON THEATRE
KOZY THEATRE
MARSHALL SQUARE
PATIO THEATRE
STAR THEATRE

There is a genuine Knobel-Builty
Specificatio7i-finished '■''Silversheet' '
for every purpose:
FEATHER-WEIGHT SILVERSHEET
TEAR-PROOF SILVERSHEET
SEAMLESS SILVERSHEET
Every one guaranteed to give
absolute satisfaction
AMERICAN

SILVERSHEET

CO.

Saint Louis

Write direct, or to the nearest "National"
Branch jor details and prices.

STOCK PROGRAMS
PROGRAM
COVERS
For

Moving Picture Houses
Joseph Hoover (s Sons Company
Mflikcl

and

49th

Sts.,

Phil.idclphia.

Pa.

Picture

But let Mr. Hielbron explain his radio-phone, as he calls it :
"I had a table made about four feet
high with a 2 X 5 top, on which I have
two turntables such as are used on phonographs, each one of which has a small
electric motor underneath. Between the
two tables is located a so-called BristofJhone, which is an electric devicd or
pickup onto which the needle is fastened
the same as on the arm of a phonograph.
This Bristoi^hone can be turned, as it is
small, and fastened on a swivel, so it can
be placed on either record on the turntables. The.se records I pick out for the
particular comedy or feature on the
screen.
"The entire outfit is located in a small
room adjoining our booth, from which
a wire leads to a loudspeaker located beneath the screen at a distance' of about
I lo feet. This reproduces the sound
from the record to perfection, so it can
be disitinctly heard all over the auditorium. A small rheostat on the outfit
regulates the volume of sound.
"In addition to the phonograph, I also
have a No. 20 R. C. radio receiver which
also uses the same loudsi>eaker, and by
simply throwing the switch, we can have
either radio or phonograph music. The
sound is so much alike that it is difficult
to distinguish one from the other. Having a small loudspeaker on top of the
receiver, before throwing in the swatch

HALLBERG

GENERATORS

ARE

THE

RIVAL

OF THE

BUT

THE

COST

IS ONLY

$225 BUYS

(1) LAMP— $255 BUYS
WITH

J. H. HALLBERG,

Musical

Combination
Provides
Overtures
at Regent Theatre in St. Paul

N, manager of
HIELDRO
JULIUS
the Regent
theatre, St. Paul, always
has plenty of good music in his theatre. His patrons can always hear the
best orchestras and bands in the country,
afternoons or evenings. They can hear
stirring marches, or dreamy waltzes or
the latest jazz hit played just as it should
Ije played. And the best part of it is— ■
from Mr. Hielbron's ix)int of view —
that he doesn't have to hire an orchestra
or band to provide this music.
The Regent has a radio-phonograph
combination which Mr. Hielbron believes
is just about unbeatable. Those who have
listened to it say that volume and tone
are about as perfect as you could wish,
and that the accompaniment provided for
the pictures is up to the standard provided at many of the larger houses with
orchestra.

Putting Variety in the Drive
With Accessories
{Continued from page 358)
did accessories such as pennants, banners,
buttons, paper masks and hats, post cards
of stars and novelties such as door-knob
hangers and lobby streamers. These are
tronage.
all
excellent in going after stagnant paFor instance, to give you a better idea
of what I mean : On the Denny productions, whether you play the most recent
or one of his pictures released several
months ago, you can make use of the
colorful banner — which has been prepared in such a way that it is adaptable
for all of his pictures. Then, there are
paper and linen pennants, also usable for
any and all of the Denny product.
For Hoot Gibson pictures, there is a
stock banner also. The same procedure
of saving money — and getting the benefit
of wor'thwhile advertising — can be resorted to here.
On "The Collegians" Universal has
issued pennants and banners, along with
a line of advertising accessories. On
Stern Brothers Comedies, there are buttons, post cards and heralds. Who knows
but many of your patrons can be urged to
attend your theatre on the strength of
"Buster Brown"? There are post cards
and many other novelties prepared to help
you make known the fact that you are
playing "Snookums," "Keeping Up With
the Joneses," "Mike and Ike," "Let
George Do It." There is an "Oswald,
the Lucky Rabbit" button, and a line of
material for "Blake of Scotland Yard,"
including a cardboard badge.
So the showman has many things to
choose from. You can make your campaigns varied — you can bring to the attention of patrons and would-be patrons a
different advertising accessory every day.

BUY

AND

ARC

ARCS

LAMP

OPERATE!

(1) LAMP WITH
(1) STEREOPTICON— $450 BUYS
(1) STEREOPTICON
FREE!!

27-7B-WEST

Scores

amounted to about $600."

INTENSITY

i/t TO

and

we can tell if the radio music is suitable
to the picture on the screen.
"The cost of operation is about $2.50
a month for electricity. The outfit is
working in highly satisfactory fashion,
and I would not be without it at any
price. The entire cost of installation

and REFLECTOR

HIGH

News

(2) LAMPS

57th STREET, NEW
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The Strive for Perfection

Correct Organ
Chamber Heating

prompted the following theatres
and road shows to equip with

Perfection Rheostats
Roxy Theatre
—New York City

ERS Architects
in organ equipment
plans they
specify E VENHEET
WHEN
are taking the final step toward protecting
the organ against deterioration caused by
damp air and sudden temperature changes.
These .\rchitects realize full well the importance of maintaining the correct organ chamber temperature — that even temperature so
vital to organ life.

Paramount
Theatre
— New York City
Rialto Theatre
—New York City
Rivoli Theatre
—New York City
Loew's

State Theatre
— New York City

That's why all the leading Architects
insist on EVENHEETERS in their equip-

Astor Theatre
—New York City

ment specifications. That's why EVENHEETERS are endorsed by the world's
leading theatre Architects and that's why
you too should specify them in your equipment plans.

Cohan

Theatre
— New York City

Pubhx

Theatre
—Buffalo, N. Y.

EVENHEETERS are a necessity for correct organ maintenance. They are a wonderfij investment in organ welfare.

Loew's Circuit

Keith's Circuit

M. & S. Circuit
What Price Glory — Road Shows
Big Parade — Road Shows
Beau Geste — Road Shows
Simplex Division, International Projector Corp.
Vitaphone Companies
Eastman Kodak Company
U. S. Navy, and others

HOFFMANN

& SOONS
New York City

522 First Avenue
Moving

Contracting Electrical Engineers
Picture Theatre
Electrical Specialists

EVENHEETERS
CRAMBLET
286 MILWAUKEE

ENG. CORP.

ST.

MILWAUKEE

Justa^fl^
Snap
Reco
Color
Hoods — half or full hoods — over
clear
lamps
of standard
sizes,
and you instantly get rich, brilliant color that won't
fade
or wash
out
like
dipped
bulbs do. Choice of seven
brilliant colors.
Write
for bulletin
describing

^^
2628

Color

BUILT

REMODELING?
EXPANDING?
RE-EQUIPPING?

Hoods

W. Congress
Chicago

Manufacturers^ also of
Motors, Flashers, Traffic
Controls,
RelTectors.
Food Signboard
Mixers, Vegetable
Peelers, etc.
^

HERTNER

BY

i

St.,

Your problem is our problem if we can help you
to secure better projection results.

THE

DC

□D

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

TRANSVERTER

is made in every size and type to meet the needs
of Theatres large or small.
Our Engineering Department is at your service
to give you in lay language the information so
that you can order intelligently and project
efficiently.
Consult us oi\ your needs.

Motion Picture Presentation

Distributed in U. S. A.

for

HERTNER

THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackatcanna

7876

1579 Broadway, New York City

1900 W. 112 St.

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

By The Supply
NationalCo.
Theatre
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OHIO USAl
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Perry's Egyptian Theater,
Ogden, Utah — seating capacity 1280 — is equipped
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than
a
projector
to
'
k
s
E
"show^^ a picture right
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A typical installation
of C-H Simplicity Dimmers— in the WashingIon Theater, Bay City,
Michigan. A Major
switch board is used.

trouble to get good films — for you or your competitors. But there is one thing producers can't do for you
— skilled as they are in creating popular entertainment. They
can't present films for you — and your method of presentation
largely determines the pulling power, the financial success
of your house.
By creating the atmosphere which harmonizes with the spirit
of the picture, C-H Dimmers make good films better; give your
patrons what they want, day-dream-inspiring entertainment.
The exclusive design of C-H Simplicity Dimmers gives perfect
lighting control — dimming as flickerless as nightfall from full
brilliancy to black out — even though part of the light bulbs are
out of service. With bases of solid soapstone; contacts of
Cophite, which is not affected by heat and is self-lubricating,
C-H Dimmers will not burn out. Installations are still operating after 20 years of continuous and expenselessservice.
Regardless of age, seating capacity or scheme of decoration,
your theater can be equipped with C-H Dimmers — be made to
pull a bigger share of the theater going crowds.
Ask your electrical contractor or architect how easily they are
installed and in the meantirne write for a copy of the
booklet "Illumination Control for the Modern Theater."

ThePioneer
CUTLER-HAMMER
Mfg. Co.
Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus
1268 St. Paul Avenue

- MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN

CUTLER ,» HAMMER
Perfect Illzimination Controljor the 'Modern ^Theater

]
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Says Ignorance of Lighting
Is Most Costly Item

Perfectly Cooled

"Your ignorance is the most expensive
thing there is in your theatres today,"
Stanley R. McCandless, instructor in
Hghting in the department of drama at
Yale University, informed a group of
theatre managers and producers at Boston recently, when demonstrating the possibilities of proper lighting effects for
stages and stage productions. The meeting was attended by all legitimate theatre managers and those from motion picture houses presenting vaudeville or stage
numbers.
By utilization of proper lighting, Mr.
McCandless showed how no change in
costume was required for the production
of a great variety of costuming efifects.
The use of three spotlights and three color
lights was made.
All of the cositumes used on the thirteen models were remnants bought at two
cents per yard, specially dyed at small
cost. Miss Joy Higgins, dramatic specialist, had charge of the company of models
and Mrs. Elizabeth Higgins Sullivan had
charge of the dyeing and preparation of
the costumes.
Use of the three primary colors, red,
green and blue, were then explained, together with the secondary colors, yellow,
sine blue and magenta. Effects of each
of the colors alone, then in combination,
and finally all aJt once, which produced a
brilliant white, were demonstrated on
each of the costumes prepared.

in Every Corner with the
iCOOIING& VENTILATING SYSTEM
LETTERS like the following come
J to us often: "We opened night
before last and I can't refrain from
telling you at once how completely
satisfactory the Supreme Cooling
System has been. The representatives of three other widely known
makes all told me that one blower

Malone Theatre to Reopen
Under
Owner's Man'ment
The Plaza Theatre, Malone, N. Y., will
undergo extensive repairs and have neAV
equipment installed prior to its reopening
in September under the personal management of Micjiael Bounvansour. The lease
under which the house was operated by the
Grand Theatre Co. and the Schine Theatre
Enterprise Co., expires August first.

Spider, All- Steel
Scientifically
CuppedWheelBlades.

would not cool our theatre — all
tried to sell me two. Opening night
we were filled far beyond capacity
and the Supreme, running at just
a bit over half speed, was one of the
most talked of features of the house.

*It cools every corner in the
theatre
perfectly. "
Mission Theatre, Menard, Tex.

UNEXCELLED

PERFORMANCE

There are no frills on the Supreme. It
is built for unexcelled performance —
not for fancy looks. Big, efficient and
quiet, it will keep your theatre cool and
your patrons coming, in the hottest
weather. That's the thing that counts
and you can rely on the guaranteed
Supreme System to do it.

Converting Store Building
to Theatre in Macon
A theatre enterprise that will give Publix
its first competition in Macon, Georgia, has
been launched by The Community Theatres,
Consolidated, of Aalanta, of which Ai-thur
Lucas is president, and Wm. K. Jenkins
is secretary and treasurer.
Community Theatres has obtained a lease
covering three store buildings in Cherry
street, in the heart of Macon's retail district, on which a theatre is to be built.
Announcement of the deal was made in
Macon by the Union Dry Goods Company,
owners of the buildings, who have agi'eed
to make the improvements necessary to
convert the structure into a modern motion
picture theatre.
W. J. Beeland, of Macon, has l)een
awarded the general contract. It is said
that the lease and improvenioiifs will exceed $200,000. The new theatre will have
a frontage of 55 feet and will extend along
an alley that separates it from the Macon
Telegraph building for a distance of 1.30
feet. It is expected that the house will be
completed by October 1.

^ SUPREME FEATURES ^
Extra LargeSize — Greater Air
Volume — Higher Outlet Velocity—Vibrationless lo-Spoke

Send for this FREE

Catalog ■

Price ^225 f.o.b. St. Louis

Fill in the Coupon below:

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING CORP.
'
'
' ST. LOUIS, MO.
Kindly send us Catalog M and Information on the Supreme Cooling and Ventilating System. Also details of your term-payment plan. This request does not obligate us in any way.
Name
_

Theatre .

City

State

Seating Capacity
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DIFFERENT—
VALLEN

SAYS

SO!

Vallen
All-Steel
costs There
less than
track. N^oisclcss
Let us prove
this Track
statement!
are the
no cheapest
intricate
parts; no roller or ball bearings.

rJ>^

Write for your 1927 "Quiet
Book."
It's different
too!

ImLLEN
EQUIPMENT

VALLEN

ELECTRICAL

225 Bluff Street

COMPANY
Akron, Ohio
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Clara Boiv, ivho has just renewed her contract with Paramount
Famous
Lasky, us
she will appear
in the sirenic role of
"Hula,"
her new vehicle

L kZIERLE
UEc
AM
om preAbsidroentad of Excellent
frR,
a
B
Stur
es
Pic
Corporation, returas this week from a
month's trip to England, France and Germany,
where he is understood to have arranged som(>
highly advantageous deals for distribution
abroad. Shortly after his arrival here he will
go on to Hollywood to personally attend to production on the 18 Excellent pictures for this
season.

e vSho
ited departed
Limkes
Lakls
IIEN thePul
Upre Sta
WHal
foi- the West last Saturday it carried with it one
of New York's most popular star representatives, Hal Howe, who goes to take up his abode
in Hollywood. He has remained a loyal New
Yorker as long as possible, but with the transfer
of production to the coast, Mahomet lias had to
go to the mountain. He was seen off at the train
by a goodly delegation of editors and fellow
in-ess agents. Mrs. Howe, better known in the
industry as "Pete," and his son, John, will remain here for a few weeks, winding up affaii's.
We commend him to the tender mercies of our
contemporaries in Cinemaland.
A painting of Carl Laemmle, head of Universal, done recently by A. M. Froehlich,
a member of UniversaFs own art department, from life

H:

Ginsberg to Wed

Nils

Asther, a young
Scandinavian
"discovery," who has gone to England
ivith
Herbert
"Sorrell and
(United Brenon
Artists).on (Chidnoff
photo)Son"

M
We never tire of running pictures of Joan
Craivford, ivho has gone swiftly from New
York showgirl to featured roles at M-G-M
studios

ENRY GINSBERG, of Sterling Productions, and Miss Mildred Adler will be married
on
August
9 atwill
Sherry's,
Rabbi Skirboll
officiate. in New York City.

Irving Rossheim, treasurer of the Stanley
Company of America, and his wife, with
Harry
Langdon
during
the filming
of
"Three's A Crowd"
(First National)

C. C. Burr, producer of the Johnny Hines comedies for
First National
release, became
so interested
in polo
during the making of "White Pants Willie" that he has
gone in for equine croquet seriously

Lou
Anger,
vice-president
and
general
manager of the United Artists Theatre circuit, who is touring the Pacific Coast looking the theatre field over
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Corporalion hus

been

"stepping out" in the matter of signing up talent recently.
Here is just one iveek's acquisitions: left
to right: Ricardo Cortez, Claire Windsor and Conway Teurle

A Regular Director

ALPII INCE is in town with his wife (Lucila Mendez)
to film scenes for FBO's "Coney Island" at that famous
spot, and we had the pleasure the other day of seeing him for
the first time in years.
There are a lot of likable things about Ralph, but, so far
as we are concerned, none more so than the fact that he is
lionestly proud of being a good commercial director. He
doesn 't talk in grave tones of his ' ' art, ' ' nor does he want to
discuss the esoterics of pure cinema with you. He is, however, interested in these things : A strong story with a wallop ; good acting ; realistic atmosphere ; accuracy ; economy,
i.e., value on the screen for every dollar spent. We commend that code to the profession in general.
Just before coming East he finished two pictures, "Shanghaied" and "South Sea Love." Although he says little about
his o^vn pictures, we gather that ' ' Shanghaied ' ' is very much
worth watching for.

ing Guest Jewels
CHARLES Film
L. GLETT, producer of the

Edgar A. Guest
Poetic Jewels distributed by ACA, and Walter K. Scott, chief
photographer, returned Monday from an 11,000-mile trip
through the southern and western states and Mexico where
they found scenes to illustrate the Guest poems.
Most of the four months' trip was made by motor and part
by air, water and rail. The camera crew was shooting scenes
in Louisiana when the Mississippi flood began and all were
compelled to flee, abandoning an old time packet steamer they
had chartered for a five-day cruise down the river from
Natchez, Miss.
By special permission of Richard Hagerman, governor of
the Indian reservation in Arizona and New Mexico, a tribe of
Pueblo Indians from the Nambey reservation was permitted to
take part in one of the pictures, "When Redskins Bit The
Dust." The setting was the heart of the land of the Pueblo
and Apache nations. Cowboys who took part were armed with
muskets that had been used there in Indian warfare in 1873.

w.

Inspirational

Waltons

ALTER CAMP, president of Inspiration Pictures,
Inc. and J. Boyce Smith, vice-president, have just returned
from a fishing tour at Catalina where they had some remarkable fishing.
On June 4th they went after white sea bass and brought
in a record catch — six "button fish," each weighing over 20
founds. J. Boyce Smith pulled in the largest, weighing ■I6y2

L

pounds, which is the biggest white sea bass of the season so
far, and if it is not exceeded, then he will receive a handsome
silver loving cup from the Catalina Light Tackle Club. At
present, Mr. Smith and Mr. Camp are proudly displaying the
silver buttons which were awarded by the Club for a white
sea bass weighing over 30 pounds.
Mr. Camp's largest catch was a 239 pound giant black sea
bass which he landed after an hour's fight. Emil Jensen, sales
manager for Inspiration, was with them the fi^rst four days
and, altogether, the party caught nearly a ton of fish — -1869
pounds to be exact, including white and black sea bass, barracuda and albacore.
JiA. |
APID3
progress is Fox
being Picn
made icwith plans for the second
1
annual picnic of the William Fox studio forces at Fox Hills,
Calif., on August 14. All committees are busy completing
their part in the affair under the supervision of Sol M. Wurtzel, general superintendent, and have set themselves the goal
of eclipsing last year's event.
ONSTANCE TALMADGE,
Easthas just finished
Connie Conies who
C
"Breakfast at Sunrise," was scheduled to arrive in New York
City this Thursday, prior to sailing for France, where she
will join Norma. While in Paris, Constance will acquire
some of the lavish wardrobe needed for "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney."
The Talmadges plan to return in Octobei'.
adFamous-Lasky
of the Paramomit
's Stage Play But Dumb,"
Man
ed a play, "Beautiful on.
plac
It was
with the A. H. Woods office for early producti
written in collaboration with Joseph J. Garren.
RED

RATH,

FAd
vertising staff, has

Stellar Relations
O longer is kinship to a star sufficient to win quick and
easy screen fame. Loro Bara, sister of Theda, has been doing
extra work at M-G-M for a year, and has just been given her
first bit in "Tea for Three." Harold Murray, brother of
James, is doing a bit in the same picture. Suzanne 0 'Neill,
sister of Sally, has won her own way upward, to a place with
First National under the name MoUy O'Day. A third
O 'Neill, Isabelle, is doing extra work and bits at M-G-M. Roy
D ' Arcy 's brother and Joan Crawford 's cousin are both in the
extra i-anks at M-G-M.
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own collection was raided. The dining room chaii-s are among
the star's most prized possessions,
come from Claremoiit House, owned by the Duchess having
of Albany. The elaborate
wrought-iron -gates at the entrance were copied from those
formerly used at William K. Vanderbilt's New York home.

o

Lon Chaney, as a Russian jnoiijik, terrorizes Mack ,Sivain in a scene from
"Mockery," a Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer tale of the Russian revolution of
1917, soon to be completed

^^np

An Anchor to Windward

_ XE reason why production will always stay in CaliforiLia, says Lon Chaney, is that the modern actor is not the i)oor
business man traditionally associated with the sock and
buskin, but has extensive property interests in his community. Chaney, for example, is one of the developers of a liuge
apple orchard project in Southern California. Lillian Gish
IS a keen business woman. John Gilbei't has, among other
things, a machine shop. George K. Arthur operates a number of grocery stores. Lew Cody and Renee Adoree are interested in a beauty parlor. Monta Bell o\\tis and operates a
real estate tract and a series of gas stations. Ruth Roland's
real estate activities are noteworthy, as are Antonio Moreno's
m." Moreno Highlands." Thus, Chaney points out, thev
would be seriously opposed to shifting production to any
other point.

i

The House that Jack BuUt

H HE house that Jack built" isn't a nursery rhyme at
the United Artists studios — it's a reality. For Jack Schulze,
Mary Pickford's art director, built houses and whole city
streets for the star's new vehicle, "My Best Girl."
The street "sets," which are among the most elaborate
structures efver made for a motion picture, occupy two city
blocks, and are complete from street-cars to traffic signals.
Nearly a thousand extras and more than two hundred vehicles
were used in filming the "downtown" sequences.
But the two houses Jack built are likewise features of the
picture. One of them is a rickety old shack, a remnant almost
submerged amid a flood of office and tenement structures,
which is reminiscent of the old Telegraph Hill district in San
Fran cisco and of Stuyvesant Square in New York.
The other is a triumph of motion picture art. It is a faithful reproduction of the famous Willard Straight home at 1130
Fifth Avenue, New York City, said by experts to be the most
perfect example of Georgian architecture in the country.
Every detail of the unique circular hallway and the Colonial
paneling has been painstakixigly followed.
Every piece of furniture was selected to confoi-m to the
period, and when genuine specimens could not be obtained in
the Los Angeles antique and furniture stores. Miss Pickford's

Walter Camp, president of Inspiration Pictures, Inc., with a 239-pound
black sea bass tvhich he caught after an hour's fight near Catalina.
Captain Mackay, pilot, is at the left

WO girls who have been appearing in EducationalClii'istie comedies have been chosen for important feature
Gotr!a girl at Christie less
s ey
an ex
roles. Ann Christy, who wa
Th
an a U
ago, and advanced speedily to leading roles, has
year p
thT
been selected as Harold Lloyd's new leading ladj'; while
Miriam ' ' Peanuts ' ' Byron will appear opposite Buster Keaton
in his next feature length comedv.

W:

When C. B. Trouped

HEN "Are You a Mason?" was presented at Wallaek"s theatre, New York City, on April 1, 1901, the role of
Ernest Morrison was played by a promising young actor
named Cecil B. DeMille, while the character of Caroline
Bloodgood was interpreted by May Robson, an old program
recently unearthed at the Patlie DeMille studios siioAvs. Now
Miss Robson is a member of the stock company whicli Mr.
DeMille has assembled about him.

Frank Hull, who worked with Erich ion Stroheim in the cutting of "The
Merry Widow" and "Greed," is serving in a simil<ir capacity on "The
Wedding March," soon to be ready for Paramount

covers
EANIE MACPHERSON,
"King
of Kings" scenarist,
ist Re
Scenar
J
wiio
suffered a severe
nervous breakdoA\ni shortly after the
Western premiere of the picture, has returned to the Pathe
DeMille studios.
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Newly elected officers of the Bumpas, Britain's association of film advertising men: H. A. Walliss, chairman; W. F. Husband, secretary; and W.
A. Northam, vice-chairnum.
The organization is notv entering on its third year, and has been highly successful in promoting friendly relations
with the press in England

All-Americaii Actor
n
TA
ED SIIIPKEY, All- American end, formerly

R,

R

Departs
h HArrives
itsc
ELub
RNST
LUBITSC
arrived and
in New
York

of Stanford University, was one of the college men screened by First
National and College Hujoior in the contest recently held. He
was not one of the winners, but wlien football sequences for
"The Drop Kick" were being filmed at the Rose Bowl in
Pasadena he naturally dropped in. As soon as the director
spotted liim, he was told to report in football togs — and so
M. Shipkey is now a screen player, after all.

Doug Demands

Detail

>RL OSCAR BORG, designer of the sets for "The
Black banks
Pirate"
and fornowdetail.
for "The Gaucho, " says that Fairis a stickler

"Doug wants every binisli stroke of the designer carried
out by draughtsmen, builders and decorators. If a dimension
is not exact, if color tones are altered, the error must be rectified. The work has a seriousness equal to that of erecting a
public library or a modern hotel. ' '

des

Pfd.

Blon
LOOS, the
petite brunette authoress who wrote
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," has returned from Paris and
gone on to Hollywood, where she is to select the screen Lorelei from 20,000 applicants.
NITA
A

D

Truth Is Stranger, Etc.

.EAL life has produced a parallel of the plot for Mary
Pickford's new picture, "My Best Girl." Miss Ethel Brent,
of Springfield, Mass., and her fiance, Chester Lawler, of East
Orange, N. J., are the principals in the romance. Lawler is
the son of the president of a nationally famous chain of 5and-10 cent stores, and Miss Brent's x-omance with him began
when she worked in the Springfield store. Miss Piekford,
learning of it, sent them a telegram of congratulation.

from Germany, where
"Old Heidelberg," and
next picture will be for
nings, with whom he was

this week
he made atmospheric exteriors for
departed again on Wednesday. His
Paramount, and may star Emil Janassociated on many pictures abroad.

RTHUR GUY Lat
EMPEY,
is the latest to be capive Son
est Natauthor,
Atured by California's
lure. He went to the Coast to visit for

a few weeks. After a few hours spent in looking Los Angeles
over for the first time he decided to remain, and has purchased ahome.

Success !

ESPITE a leakage of the sky which lasted all morning, the First National outing at Indian Point last Saturday
was a grand success, with some 250 in attendance. Fortunately, tlie weather cleared off sufficiently in the afternoon to
permit of eanying out the athletic program, dance, and other
events.

o's
onim
erLES
CGHAR
STEVENS,

Grandson

wlio is appearing in "The
Gaucho," and has been in every Douglas Fairbanks picture
since 1915, is a grandson of Geronirao, the famous Apache
chief, his father, the first sheriff in Arizona, having married
Geronimo's daughter. In the film he is one of the liundred
or so South American cowboys, or gauchos.

y

Sk
arle
effortsStof
thess National Board of Reviewfailed to result in any asterisks to brighten tlie producer's
heart, although two features and three short subjects were unreeled for its inspection.
T week's
ASA
L

Agnes Christine Johnston, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer writer, at work on a
story, assisted by her young daughter, who has travelled across the U. S.
and through most of Europe, although still less than a year old
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News

Gives
Views
on Picture
Conditions in Orient

"The Reviewed
Patentby Edwin
Leather
Kid"
Schallert
Editor of the Los Angeles Times Preview and Special
Motion Pictures News

ANGELES, July
been exploited on
ingly always room
Patent Leather Kid"" is
""Wings" in the offing;)
LOS

Correspondent

of

23. — No matter how much the Great War has
the screen in the past two years, there is seemfor one more big war picture. Perhaps "The
the last, (though there is also and lavishly
perhaps there are still others to follow.

Many persons prophesied that when "What Price Glory" showed it
would end the reign of films dealing with events that took place in
Europe from 191-1 to 1918. "What Price Glory" has come and gone
in the key cities, and there are still other war pictures, and the majority
of them popular and successful. None of the more recent ones has
been as outstanding, however, as "The Patent Leather Kid" gives promise of being.
I saw "The Patent Leather Kid" recently at a preview in Los Angeles.
The footage exceeded normal limits, and there were certain scenes that
would of necessity have to be eliminated and altered, but there was no
question that the audience was deeply impressed, and gave a rapt
attention to the story unfolded.
"The Patent Leather Kid" is First National's banner attraction of
the year. They have spent a full million dollars on making it, a great
deal of this money going into a locationing trip to Camp Lewis in the
State of Washington.
The picture spells money, of course, but it isn't this that will hit the
public that goes to see it. The story is really the vital thing. It was
taken from a short narrative by Rupert Hughes, with the adaptation
made by Adele Rogers St. John, and credit for the direction going to
Al Santell.
Al Rockett was in charge of the production as a whole.
Richard Barthelmess is the star, and his role is the best that he has
had in several years. His performance will probably arouse a big
sympathetic response from his audience. No less striking, though, is
Molly O'Day, whose personality and work in this her first big part will
kindle the warmest enthusiasm. This little girl seems to have a rare
intuition for emotion and pathos.
The tank warfare gives the production a sweep and bigness which
would otherwise be lacking, but is not raised to such prominence as to
overshadow the vitality of the human interest side of the story.
Resemblances there are perhaps here and there to "The Big Parade"
and other war picturs. There is one scene in particular between the
hero and his dying comrade that is reminiscent of the death of Slim in
the Vidor production. I cannot say that this detracts materially from
the essential effect, which grows out of the love theme.
"The Patent-Leather Kid" is the story of a slacker. The title character is a prize-fighter, insolent, selfish and overbearing to a degree,
who, prior to the war, holds a championship in New York's East Side
arenas, along with a reputation of never having had his sleekly combed
hair mussed when appearing in the ring.
The girl is a cabaret dancer, attracted to him partly because of his
bravado and dudishness. There is very good comedy, as well as sentiment, in the earlier portion of the picture. Mathew Betz, as the manager who frames every fight before it is fought, does a characterization
notable for humor, while Arthur Stone achieves a seriousness that is
quite a departure for him, as well as a vein of comedy.
Tlie real punch of the picture is the change which the war brings
about in the characters of the Patent-Leather Kid and the girl. Tlie
hero's regeneration is not achieved until his buddy dies on the battlefield, and he overcomes a chronic fear of warfare. It is this that leads
up to the climax of a hand grenade attack by him on the enemy in the
church steeple, at the culmination of which the youth is all but crushed
in the falling ruins. The hospital scene immediately follows. There
is a touching pathos subsequently in the boy's recognition of the meaning of patriotism. Under the garb of a well-told story, "The PatentI^'ather Kid" carries the constructive message of a national ideal,
which makes it significant, as well as an interesting, achievement.

Tlie movie-going lia)jit is spreading rapidly through the Orient and is fast becoming a characteristic of national life as
in America, according to B. P. Schulberg,
associate producer of Paramount studios,
who returned today from a vacaition trip
to Japan.
The Japanese are endeavoring to break
into the production of tllms to compete
with American product, Schulberg said.
They are turning out pictures with Japanese players that follow the lines of American pictures.
Although primarily on a vacation tri]>,
Schulberg while abroad made a complete
survey of the Oriental picture market and
returned loaded with data that will have
an important bearing on pictures that are
produced with the Oriental market considered as a possibility.

Plattsburg
Adopts
Law
Permitting Sunday Shows
The latest victory in New York State for
Sunday movies occurred last week in Plattsburg, where by a vote of 3 to 2, the Common Council adopted a city ordinance which
will permit Sunday shows during July and
August after 6 P. M. This ordinance was
adopted as a result of a demand on the
l)art of Plattsburg residents for Sunday
shows, claiming that Sunday baseball was
permitted as a form of entertainment and
that there was an even greater demand for
some form of entertainment on Sunday
evenings other than walking the streets.
It is generally expected that an effort
will be made early in the fall to continue
these shows throughout the winter.

Three Firms Granted N.Y.
Incorporation Papers
Motion picture companies continue to incorporate inNew York State, either for the
purpose of producing pictures or in the
operation of theatres. Companies granted
charters in Albany during the week included the following: Sydney Sampson
Photoplay Exchanges, Inc., Buffalo, $10,000,
with Sydney Sampson, Freda Sampson,
William J. Serenoffsky, Buffalo; Curtis
Productions, Inc., $50,000, Robert G.
Thaeh, N. Preston Morris, Mae A. Hannigan, New York City, 138 West 48th Street
Co., Inc., capitalization not specified, Julius
Kahn, Jerome Wcinstein, Sidney H. Posner, New York City.

Bruce
Gallup
Nominated
for A.M.P.A. Presidency
Bruce Gallup has been nominated for the
l)rcsidcncj' of the A. M. P. A. Lon Young
has been mentioned for vice-president,
James Zabin for secretary and George Harvey for treasurer. The election will be held
on the second Thursday in September. For
the board of directors have been mentioned
(". W. Barren, Al Selig, Fred Baer, Walter
Kbcrhardt and Tom Wiley. Those nominated for the auditing committee include
Henry C. Bate, Victor Shapiro, and Oswald
Brooks. Jerome Beatty has been nominated
for trustee.
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Delving Into Mergers to Determine if Violations of
Anti-Trust Laws are Likely
y
THE Department of Justice is quietl
pursuing its investigation of the motion picture industry with reference
to possible violations of the anti-trust laws.
The investigation has been going on for
several years. Last week an Assistant Attorney-General headed a group of Government operatives in gathering data in New
York City. The probe was not started as
a result of the decision of the Federal
Trade Commission in the Paramount case,
but is a continuation of the investigation
begun long ago. Naturally, the Department
of Justice has before it the mass of evidence accumulated in the Paramount-Trade
Commission case, and is understood to be
probing the activities of Paramount as one
of several phases of the industry now
under its scrutiny.
At the Department this week, the Washington correspondent of Motion Picture
News was informed that only the usual
scrutiny is being given the industry, chiefly
with respect to mergers which have taken
place from time to time, and which are
studied with a view to determining whether
anti-trust law violations are likely to
occur.
The investigation is being conducted
under the direction of Col. William Donovan, assistant attorney-general, and is going ahead with the usual thoroughness of
the Department. Sufficient evidence to
warrant the instituting of criminal proceedings has not been discovered, up to this
point, so far as can be learned.
The Paramount case before the Federal
Trade Commission is not yet closed, and
will not be until Paramount has had sixty
days to comply with the cease and desist
order, or a final court decision is rendered.

Milaukee Houses Raised $46,034 for Flood

L

THE Milwaukee Film Board of
Trade reports that movie theatres
in the Milwaukee territory raised
$46,034..59 for the relief of the Mississippi flood victims. The value of the
film rental contributed free for these
performances was $1,520. In a monster
benefit sponsored by the M. P. T. O. of
Milwaukee and the Film Board of
Trade at the Milwaukee Auditorium
the sum of $44,514.49 was realized.
Magnificent cooperation was given by
the Milwaukee public schools, the
school children selling more than 80,000
tickets at 50 cents each for this performance.
Paul E. Clemens, assistant superintendent of the Milwaukee public
schools, in a letter to Ben Koenig of
the Milwaukee Film Board of Trade,
asserted that every individual and association allied and affiliated with the
amusement interest in Milwauke rendered aid wholeheartedly. "Never in
all my experience," stated Mr. Clemens,
"have I seen anything as commendable
as what you good people have just
done. Splendid as that was, it was
only outdone by the manner of its
doing."

on a day to be named by the Lieutenant-

Jersey Defers Action on
Producer Members

Governor
by proclamation."
It is interesting
that the pi^sent Ontario
Governor is Hon. W. D. Ross, a director
of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Toronto.
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admission of Producer owned theatres
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Keene to Determine Harm
Done M-G-M Dallas House
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at
ng month
Newark
last atoftheDirect
on TuesdayBoard
meeti
Athletic Club, Newark. N. J. It was
agreed that action will not be taken
"until the National Organization's move
has proved itself through a demonstration of sincerity by the Hays Organization and the Producer owned theg in toNew
."
Jerseymembers
atres operatin
It was
decided
furnish

Lionel S. Keene, Southern Division manager of Loew's, Inc., is now in Dallas,
Texas, where he is looking over the damage
done the Loew Melba there by a recent fire.
Wliether Loew's will rebuild the gutted
house, build a new house, or even seek to
take over the Old Mill Theatre where the
Loew shows are now being presented
through the courtesy of the Saenger intersurvey.
ests depends on the outcome of Mr. Keen's

with
rubber that
stamp,
reading
"Anyto
clausesa herein
are in
addition
those agreed upon on the first day of
March. 1926. shall not apply." Thus
New Jersey hopes to force the issue of
the added clauses to the Standard Exhibition Contract.
A Luncheon Club of members of the
M.P.T.O. of N. J. was organized to
meet in New York weekly.
The next Board of Directors' meeting
will be held in Newton, New Jersey,
Tuesdav, August 2.3rd.

After finishing his business in Dallas,
Mr. Keane will go to Houston where a new
Loew house opens on Labor Day; he will
then proceed to Memphis, Tennessee, where
Loew's recently secured control of all first
run Memphis houses, except the Pantages,
through a deal with Publix.

Satisfactory responses from Will Hays
and Paramount-Famous Players to the invitation of the Federal Trade Commission
to attend a conference at which the banning of block booking and other abuses in
the film industry will be considered, lead
officials of the commission to the hope that
acceptances will be received in the near
future from enough other distributors to
ensure the success of such a meeting.
Until a substantial proportion of the distributors have evinced an interest in the
conference, however, no date or place of
meeting will be set, although it is indicated
at the offices of the commission that it
would be held probably in New York.
Suggestions have been received that representatives ofthe exhibitors be invited to
attend the conference, but in view of the
fjrcat number of exhibitors and the fact
tliat any practices agreed upon would be
enforced against distributors and not
against exhibitors, it is not likely that the
proposal will be given favorable action.

Ontario Awaiting Date
Tax Abolishment

of

Although the Ontario Government intimated that the Provincial Amusement Tax
would be abolished on tickets up to 25 cents
on July 1, as authorized by the passing of
an amendment to the Amusement Ticket
Tax last February, no definite announcement has been made from Toronto, the
Ontario Capital, as to when the tax relief
would become etTective.
The amendment bill received the assent
of the Lieutenant-Governor over three
months ago. Incidentally, a clause in this
bill reads: "This act shall come into effect

Harold
Lloyd
Ahead
of
Production Schedule
Production on the newest Harold Lloyd
picture is so far advanced insofar as the
sequences filmed in Hollywood are concerned that the comedian and his staff will
reach New York several weeks ahead of
schedule. Originally, Lloyd planned to
start filming in Manhattan around the end
of August or early in September, but
progress has been so rapid that he will
probably get to New York in August.
While in New York the company will film
those scenes called for in the story which
posses a New York background. The comedian will remain in the Empire City until
after the World's series games in October.

Birmingham Anticipates
Lively Theatre Battle
INinterested
Birmingham,
Ala., those keenly
in amusement
enterprises predict a terrific battle during the coming season. They point out
that the town, heretofore, has had only
one real large theatre, and now that
Publix's Alabama and the new Pantages house are ready for 1928, they expect closer alignment and keener showmanship on the part of everyone now
connected with uptown theatres.
Some, indeed, are pessimistic over
the outlook, declaring that all these
theatres cannot survive. The most
probable result will be that if Birmingham itself is prosperous and its industries going full blast, a few more
theatres won't seriously affect the situation, and can be absorbed without difficulty. If,however, Birmingham should
suffer a slump in business, there will
be a different story to tell.
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Hays Organization to Co-operate in
Trade Commission Conference
IT is understood that Will H. Hays has signified that his organization
will co-operate with the Federal Trade Commission in the latter's
proposed block-booking conference.
No official announcement was made at the Hays office, but it is believed Mr. Hays has approved the conference. No comment was obtainable
at the Commission headquarters in Washington.
It will be recalled that following its decision in the Paramount case
against block-booking, the Commission invited all producers to confer with
it. It is believed formal announcement of the holding of the conference
will be made after a sufficient number of acceptances have been received
from distributors.

Admission Tax Repeal Is
Practically Assured
Both

Houses

Ready to Eliminate
Tax,
from Washington

of ithe admission tax is pracREPEAL tically
assured when Congress adopts
new revenue legislation next session.
Both Republicans and Democrats are in
favor of the elimination of this tax, it is
indicated by statements of Senator Reed
Smoot, Republican, of Utah, chairman of
the Senate finance committee, and Senator
Pat Harrison, Democrat, of Mississippi,
Ijrominent minority member of the committee in Washing-ton, D. C.
The calling of an extra session in October, in order that tax legislation may be
handled with celerity is favored by both
Senators, who point out that unless this is
done it may be impossible to have the new
bill ready for adoption by March 15, Avhen
all income returns for 1927 must be filed.

WoodhuU
Tells

Maryland

Report

Business Manager M. J. 0 'Toole of the
M.P.T.O.A. attributes the proposed action
of Congress to the fact that official Washington is ready to place the screen on the
same plane as the newspaper in civic and
comimunity affairs. Discussing the elimina/tion of the tax Mr. 0 'Toole said:
"Apart from the fact that there is a
treasury surplus which warrants a tax reduction move, there are special reasons why
official Washington stands ready to set
aside all extra levies on theatres.
"This is due to the fact that they have
been sold the idea that motion picture theatre screens are elements of expression, like
the newspapers, and that all theatres are
communitv institutions. ' '

Talks
Owners
Managers
Through Course

the annual meeting of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Mai-yland held at Havre de Gras National
President R. F. Woodhull of the M.P.T.O.A.
advocated managers' schools in districts,
where the theatre owner and manager could
meet at given periods and hear the technical and detail elements of the business
discussed by experts.
It was the contention of Mr. Woodhull
that every manager should know how to
handle all phases of theatre operation, so
that in any emergency he could take hold
of any division himself and successfully
carry on.
Among other things emphasized by President Woodhull in his address was the delennination of the M.P.T.O.A. to perfect
cxliihilor orgnnization in every state and
division in the ccnnitry so that within a few
iiiontlis tliey would have a eoiirplcte nationwide body.
Mr. Woodhull took up the question of exAS

Says

Schools
Should

Be

Put

tended use of presentations and light vaudeville in motion picture theatres and declared he believed it would be better to
concentrate on pictures, properly exploit
and advertise the same, as the public liked
a well presented picture better than side
issues.
The meeting was an exceptionally well
attended one. Accompanying President
Woodhull to Havi'e de Grace were Chairman A. Julian Brylawski of the National
Board of Directors and President (Charles
Picquet, of the North Carolina Theatre
Owners, both of whom made addresses.
The officers of the INlarylaiid Theatre
Owners are : Herman A. Blum, President ;
William M. Whitehur.st, Vice-President;
Frank A. Hornig, Treasurer; J. Louis Rome,
Counsel; and the Board of l)ii'ectoi"s ai-e:
Frank H. Durkee, Walter D. Pacy, Harry
Cluster, Samuel Back, Louis Carman, J. W.
Bauers and Phillip Miller. William E.
Stumpf is business manager.

Picture

News

Foreign Notes
More than half of all the amusement
taxes collected by the Danish government
during the 1924-25 fiscal year, according to
a recent report received by the Motion Picture Section of the Department of Commerce, were paid by motion picture theatres. The film establishments showed a
healthy gain wtiile the legitimate registered
a decline for the same period.
George R. Canty, trade commissioner in
Paris, reports to the Department of Commerce that there are 160 picture houses in
northern Africa; 110 in Algeria, 23 in
Tunis and 25 in Morocco. Admission
prices vary from one to six francs, and
taxes eat up 25 per cent or more of the
gross receipts in all three countries.
A photo-cinematographic exposition will
be held in Warsaw, Poland, from September 8 to October 3. It will be in two
groups,tures embracing
respectively motion picand artistic photography.
Net profits of Etablissements Gaumont
for the fiscal year 1926, were 3,449,454
francs, according to accounts approved at
a recent general assembly.
The ordinary general meeting of the
Deutsch-Nordische Film Union G.m.b.H.
was held in Berlin recently. It was voted
to increase the capital stock to 240,000
marks, and to produce seven films during
this season, with corresponding imports of
seven foreign pictures.
M. Osnola, a Spanish engineer, recently
demonstrated at Comoedia hall in Paris a
new high glaze screen, which is claimed to
cut down necessary electrical current consumption and also to reduce distortion
from the sides.

Duncan Sisters Arrive in
New York on Aug. 3
On Wednesday, August 3, the Duncan
Sisters, Rosetta and Vivian, Mill arrive in
New York City from San Francisco to appear on the stage of the New York Rivoli
in conjunction with the premiere there on
August 6 of their first screen effort, ' ' Topsy
The Duncans left Los Angeles on July 21
after
the showing of their film and their
and Eva."
ap])earance with the ]iicture at Grauman's
Egyptian Theatre. On July 31 the sisters
left San Francisco on the Overland Limited
for New York City.
During the run of their picture at the
Rivoli they will reside at their home in
White Plains, New York.

First Division Closes Deal
With Gaumont
A foreign deal with the Gaumont Company of London was consummated last week
by First Division Distributors, Inc., distributors of I. E. Chadwiek and James Ormont features. Gaumont is to distribute 12
of the First Division productions everywhere but in the United States and Canada.
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In and Out of Town
JH. MARKS, representative for First Di. vision Distributors, Inc., returned last
week from a trip to exchanges, covering
Buffalo, Toronto, Detroit and Pittsburgh.
IBLUMENTHAL of Berlin, general man• agar for Paramount in Germany and Central Europe, arrived in New York Friday on
the Mauretania for his annual conference with
E. E. Shauer, general manager of the Foreign
Department of Paramount.
BUDD ROGERS, vice president of Gotham,
left last week on an extensive sales tour
covering the Western, Midwestern and Southern territories.
T RVING BRISKIN, head
1 eign Department of the
Distributing Corporation,
New York after a trip to

of th© new ForSterhng Pictures
has returned to
Canada.

DAVID SELMAN, who directed several
Columbia productions last year, paid a
hurried visit to the East last week and was
closeted with Joe Brandt, president of Columbia
pictures, for several days.
WILLIAM LE BARON, vice-president of
FBO in charge of production, returned
this rveek to Hollywood after a ten-day conference zvith Joseph P. Kennedy, president of
FBO, regarding the 1928-29 production program.
ABE STERN, vice-president of the Stern
Film Corporation, makers of Stern
Brothers comedies, and his sales manager,
Herman Stern, sailed for New York aboard
the Aquitania, Saturday, July 23, after a six
weeks' stay in Europe.
LOUIS WEISS, vice-president of Weiss
Brothers' Artclass, returned from the
Coast early this week, after making a complete
swing around the circle, during which he visited
most of the independent exchanges handling
Artclass attractions.

Clara Bow Signs New Contract With Paramount
A new long- term contract with Paramount was this week signed by Clara Bow,
whose next and ninth picture for Paramoimt will be "Red Hair," an Elinor Glyn
story which Malcolm St. Clair will direct.
Her latest picture is "Hula."

Wall
St. Responsible,
Says Mary Pickford
PICKFORD says Wall
MARY
Street is responsible for the
proposed slash in salaries. The
star-producer declares that costly programs and mergers placed some of the
leading film companies in precarious
positions and because a few were sick
Wall Street called for a general cure.
Miss Pickford said:
"Neither Mr. Fairbanks nor myself
agreed to cut wages at our studio. We
did not think such a measure was
necessary. Bad pictures, in which costly
actors and expensive sets were used
and which later turned into box-oflice
flops, in my opinion, have caused the
real trouble with the screen today. I
hope the present conferences under
way will provide a solution in the situation caused by excessive production
costs."

$16,000,000 Theatre Program Plan
of Omaha Company Announced
A

$16,000,000 theatre program is contemplated by the Omaha Suburban
Tlieatre Company, according to a statement by officials of the company. Theatres will be built throughout Western Iowa and
Nebraska. The officers of the company are George O. Monroe, president
and treasurer; Calvin Bard, vice-president, and Gordon O. Ruth, secretary.
William H. Creal and Walter H. Creal, Omaha exhibitors, are directors.
With the Hamilton and Beacon of Omaha as the nucleus the chain will
extend to Cedar Rapids, la., where a 2,000 seat house costing $1,000,000
will be opened September 1st. A 1,000 seat house is also being built at 45th
street and Military Avenue in Omaha, at a cost of $150,000. Other houses
contemplated for this year's program are one at Hastings, Neb., costing
$400,000 and a $125,000 house at Beatrice.
During 1928 $14,000,000 will be expended on theatres. This includes at
least two Omaha houses, with others in Nebraskan cities and Western Idaho.

Ohio
Warns
Exhibitors
On Buying Problem
Urges Them

Not to Purchase Too Hastily and to Consider Independent Product

er ofs the
manaij
busine
WOOD
e Owner
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P.T. ^Motio
Theatr
of
• Ohio, has forwarded a letter to all
members of the organization urging them
not to buy their product for the coming
season too hastily, and suggesting that if
f.hey wait they will undoubtedly secure
their pictures at more favorable prices to
them.
In his letter ]\Ir. Wood predicts after a
careful analysis of the situation that the
theatre business during the next twelve
months will not be as good as during the
past twelve months, and suggests that the
only chance the exhibitor has to break
ahead is to buy carefully. He also urges
that the product of the independent producer be given careful consideration.
The letter from Mr. Wood to the Ohio
theatre owners follows in part :
"The time of the year has arrived when
you are faced with frequent solicitations
from representatives of the various film
companies, urging that you sign contracts
to purchase new product for the coming
season.
"After making a very thorough analysis
of the situation, we have concluded that
there is no need for any exhibitor to be
forced into hasty action insofar as the purchase of new product is concerned, as according to all available information there
will be, as usual, ample product.
"We are most favoral)ly impressed with
the coming season's product of the independent producers and if these pictures,
or the best of them, can be bought right it
is far better for you to run this independent product at a profit than it will be to
run
loss. other pictures for prestige — and at a
"You will have to listen to the same old
stories from film representatives that if
you don't buy your competitor will. In the
past too many exhibitors have heeded this
threat, with the natural result that they
paid big prices for their product and lost

money in the operation of their theatres.
You can only use so many pictures — and
your competitor or competitors likewise.
"If you have to pay prices for your pictures which will not enable you to make a
profit, it will be best for you to close your
theatre. You can only afford to pay so
much for product, and it is a simple matter
for any exhibitor to arrive at this figure.
If you pay more than this safe average,
you are doomed to suffer financially and
ness.
eventually be compelled to go out of busi"Present indications are that business
conditions, on the average, will not be as
good during the next twelve months as they
have been the pa-st twelve months, and for
this reason you should buy your next season's film for less money than you did last
' ' You know how much you have taken in
during the past two or three years. In our
opinion your business for the next twelve
year.
months is going to be considerably less than
the averag:e for the past three years, and
it is for this reason that you cannot afford
to pay as much for the coming season's
product as you did for last year's.
"Don't be stampeded, flattered, coerced
or forced into signing any film contracts
now. Wait and save money. You can buy
as many pictures four months hence as yon
can now — and at much lower prices. Therefore, HESITATE, HESITATE !

Venetian Theatre, Waterloo
Now Under Construction
The Venetian Theatre, which A. H.
Blank is erecting at W^aterloo, Iowa, will
be one of the Blank-Publix chain of theatres. This house has been already under
construction for two months and the building will probably not be completed before
the end of the year. The approximate date
for the opening is set at the first of the
new year.
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Sunday Opening in Providence, R. L,
Proves Complete Success in First Year
WITH

regard to the Sunday opening of picture theatres in Providence, R. I., the following statement has been made by Lieut.
George W. Cowan, amusement inspector for that city:

"On Sunday, May 2, 1926, the motion picture theatres in Providence
were opened, for the first time, under a law passed by the Rhode Island
General Assembly of 1926. This Law provided that all motion pictures
for Sunday exhibition must have the approval of the National Board of
Review. This was agreeable to local regulations which had been in effect
here, for week-day showing of films, for quite a number of years and which
have been very rigidly enforced for the past five years or more.
"During the year just ended, there have been operated, on Sunday and
throughout the week, 14 motion picture theatres. These theatres have
exhibited approximately 25,815,000 feet of film of which 6,025,000 feet
were new or first run photoplays and comedies. In mostly every case the
week's program began on Sunday. No changes were ordered by this department in any picture, no film was rejected, and not a single complaint
has been received. This report shows that patrons of motion pictures on
Sunday were discriminating in the character of entertainment desired and
the success of the operation of the law may be justly attributed as due to
the careful supervision on the part of the National Board of Review and
the cooperative vigilance on the part of the local authorities in supporting
the National Board's action on pictures."

Poll Circuit Sale Near in
New England
Stanley Company

Will Purchase Extensive
Connecticut

DESPITE the statement of S. Z. Poli
that there is absolutely nothing to
it, the rumor persists that the Poli
circuit in New England is about to be purchased by the Stanley Company of America with Keith-Albee in the backgfi-ound.
The reported price is said to be $7,000,000,
though figures of $5,000,000 and $9,000,000
have also been mentioned.
That the deal is near consummation seems
practically certain and it will give the purchasers practical domination of the theatre
situation in Connecticut. It is said to have
been negotiated by E. B. Smith & Company
of Philadelphia, financial sponsors of the
Stanley Company.
A number of conferences were reported
held in Wall Street during the past week,
at which all arrangements for the deal are
said to have been negotiated. It will be an
outright purchase and, according to the arrangement, Keith-Albee and Stanley will
participate in the management, while Poli
and the present executive personnel will

Chain in

have little to do in the future operations of
the company.
It has been common gossip in the motion
picture industry that the deal has been
under consideration for several weeks, with
little doubt that it would eventually be consummated. Names of other holders of large
theatre interests have also been linked with
the Poli rumor. Publix was said to be interested at one time. The Loew circuit was
also considered an active bidder.
Before the Stanley Company and KeithAlbee had seriously discussed the possibilities of pooling their holdings, the KeithAlbee group was known to have been negotiating with Poli looking to the purchase of
the Poli circuit in New England.
Despite the denial of Sylvester Poli that
there is anything in the rumor of the sale
of the circuit to the Stanley Company it
seems a certainty that within the next few
days an official statement will be made announcing the deal closed.

M.P.T.O.A. Invites Chains
Invitation

T

Extended Through Hays Organization; No
Block Booking Action

HE M. p. T. 0. A. ha.s issued a
formal invitatioi to producer-distributor-exhibitors tojoin the association. This invitation has been extended
through the Hays organization, and carries

out the mandate of the recent Columbus
convention.
Mutualizing the situation is the next step
to be undertaken and the aid of the Hays
organization has been asked in this direc-
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tion with the suggestion that it will be for
the benefit of the entire industry. The
committee working on this angle is headed
by R. F. Woodhull, president of the M. P.
T. 0. A., and was directed to communicate
with Mr. Hays at an administrative committee meeting. The proposition is now
under consideration by the Hays organization.
At the M. P. T. 0. A. session Joseph W.
Walsh, of Hartford, was elected chairman
of the administrative committee, and M. J,
0 'Toole, secretary. This committee made a
public declaration regarding censorship. It
stated that it was definitely opposed to official censoring of pictures on the ground
that the exhibitor and the public are the
only qualified censors. This is the first time
official
action has been taken on the question.
It was anticipated that some action
would be taken by the committee on the
question of block-booking, but for some
reason no step was taken in this direction.
In fact it was stated that the subject was
not even brought up at the meeting.

"Wings"

Premier
Postponed Until August 3

The premiere
' ' Wings,
Paramountfor's
aviation
picture ofwhich
was ' 'scheduled
the evening of August 1 at the New York
Criterion Theatre, has been postponed until
the evening of August 8, according to an
announcement from A. Griffith Wray, head
of the Paramount Road Show Department.
Plans for the presentation of the picture
are so elaborate, says Mr. Wray, that Jesse
L. Lasky and S. R. Kent have decided that
another week of preparation was required.

Columbia
Pictures
Signs
Olga Printzlau
Harry Colin, vice president in charge of
production for Columliia Pictures, announces that he has added the name of
Olga Printzlau to his Avriting staff this
week.
During her career Miss Printzlau was
connected with most of the pioneer companies such as Edison, Majestic, American,
Blue Bird, Ince and others. In latter years
she M'rote both originals and adaptations
for Famous Players, Warner, Universal and
First National.

Enlarges Committee to
Judge Laemmle Award
Europe,
to hise,sailing
R Laemml
PRIO
nt of
Unipresidefor
Carl
versal Pictures, decided, in view
of the interest in the Laemmle Award,
that it would be advisable to increase
the number of judges constituting the
Board of Decision to seven, instead of
five members. The desirability of having every branch of the field and every
important news agency reflected in the
board prompted the selection of M.
Koenigsberg, president of International
News Service.
The Laemmle Award, valued at $r),000,
is to go to the editor or writer, newspaper or otherwise, who makes the
most valuable suggestion during the
year intureconnection
with the motion picindustry.

August
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Sennett and Rice Numbers
Head Pathe's Aug. 7 List
"The Colleg-e Kiddo," a Mack Sennett
comedy, and "Scents and Dog Sense," a
Grantland Rice Sportlight, are the chief
offerings on Pathe's schedule of release for
the week of August 7. Other shorts on the
list include Pathe Review Number 32 ;
"Ant Life as It Isn't," an Aesop film
fable; "Topics of the Day Number 32;
"Into the Trap," chapter eight of the
serial, "The Crimson Flash;" and Pathe
News, Issues 66 and 67. The Rice Sportlight has had a pre-release showing at the
Roxy in New York.
In "The College Kiddo" are Madeline
Hurloek and Eddie Quillan, supported by
Andy Clude and Barney Helium. The Pathe
Review number presents: "A Backvard Industry," "It's the Cat's," "The Atlantic
City of England," and "Arctic Archie."

Select Support
for "The
Angel of Broadway"
A strong supporting cast has been
:gathered to surround Leatriee Joy in her
current starring production, "The Angel of
Broadway," which Cecil B. De Mille is
producing for Pathe. Victor Varconi is
playing opposite the star in this feature,
which Lois Weber is directing. May Robson
is cast in an importanlj role while Alice Lake
temporarily forsakes vaudeville to return
to screen work in this production. Jane
-Keckley has a character role and Elise
Bartlett, prominent on the New York stage,
Ivan Lebedeff and Clarence Burton play
■other important parts.

Fitzmaurice Special Titled
"Rose of the Golden West"

The title finally chosen for George Fitzmaurice'sspecial production for First National, which has been in the making for
several weeks under the temporary title of
"The Rose of Monterey," is "Rose of the
■Golden "West. ' ' Bess Merdyth and Clarence
Fernberg prepared the continuity for this
screen work from an original story by Minna Smith and Eugene Woodward. Mary
Astor and Gilbert Roland have the leads.

Additions
to Tiffany's
Selling Force
GENERAL SALES MANAGER ED.
J. SMITH, of TifiFany Productions, Inc., announces the addition of several new managers and
salesmen
to the Tiffany selling organization.
H. C. Borger has been appointed
district supervisor of the Western Division embracing the Coast and Mountain States. F. M. DeLorenzo received
the appointment as manager of the
Tiffany Milwaukee exchange. Jack
Withers succeeds Bob Cobe as Manager of the Pittsburgh Exchange.
Paul Bush has been appointed manager of the Tiffany Chicago exchange
succeeding John Mednikow. Harry
Brown, with Universal for several
years, is now special representative for
Tiffany in the Philadelphia territory.

Kansas City Star Will Show "Rough
Riders" in Ball Park Free
ONE
of the most unusual motion picture entertainments in the history
of Kansas City has been arranged by the Kansas City Star, a daily
newspaper which long has boosted the industry.
Imagine, if you can, an audience of 40,000 witnessing a picture, a band
of 125 pieces and a screen 40 x 50 feet in size, four times larger than the
usual screen in theatres. Through a special arrangment with th Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation the first showing in Kansas City of "The Rough
Riders" will be shown in Muehlebach Field, home of the Kansas City
American Association baseball club, the night of August 3. The park seats
18,000 persons. Twenty-two thousand chairs — comfortable chairs — -will be
placed in the field to accommodate a crowd totalling 40,000. Admittance
will be free, all expenses to be paid by the Star. The orchestra will be led
by O. H. Wheeler.
There is no commercial tie-up whatever in conjunction with the big
theatre partj'.
The Star last year leased Convention Hall in Kansas City and staged a
free showing of "Peter Pan" for children of Kansas City. The Star was a
great supporter of Theodore Roosevelt, which no doubt accounts for its
selection of "The Rough Riders" for its 1927 motion picture party.

Equity

Plans

Abandoned

Tabling of Demands for Equity Shop Brings End to
Membership Drive
its plan to oronedthrou
hasfilm aband
gh memberganize
players
ship in its organization. The decision
came following the move of the players in
tabling their demands for an equity shop.
The latter step was made by a commitee of
about forty film players ydih Conrad Nagel
acting as their chairman. The meeting at
which the decision was made was attended
by approximately 1,000 players.
While the equity shop proposition has
been abandoned, temporarily at least, a uniform contract has been drafted to which
Equity will be a party. The adoption of
this contract will be requested of producers. It is said to provide for a maximum
number of hours which an actor could be
forced to work and to assure proper rest
periods from day to day.
"With regard to the tabling of the equity
shop proposition Conrad Nagel said producers were believed to be sincere in their desire to eliminate difficulties which give rise
to complaints. He said that the revoking
of the proposed salary cuts removed the incentive for leading figures of the screen to
join Equity.
Equity anticipated a large contingent of
film actors as members when the threatened
cut in salaries was announced and steps
were taken to bring them into the fold.
With the tabling of the demand for an
equity shop, however, Equity decided upon
a hands olj policy. Regarding the proposition Paul Dulzell, assistant executive secretary of Equity, said :
"Players on the coast haven't been hurt
as yet, and so are not sold on the proposition that they need Equity. However, the
time is likely to come when studio players
will welcome the protection which Equity
EQUITY

affords
them."
Dulzell
declared that Equity would not
do any more pleading with the players as
Equity does not need them as badly as they

need Equity. The association is in a
healthy condition financially and stands
ready to help either the stage or screen
actor when help is needed, said Dulzell.

Large Cast Assembled for
"Beau Sabreur"
Ten players have already been chosen for
various roles in "Beau Sabreur," Paramount's sequel story to "Beau Geste."
Heading the cast in the title role is Gary
Cooper. The. feminine lead in the picture
is Evelyn Brent. Hank and Buddy, characters who were seen in "Beau Geste," are
again appearing on the screen in the persons of Noah Beery and Roscoe Karns.
William Powell, who contributed a villainous role in the other Wren story, is again
cast as a rogue and will be teamed with
Mitchell Lewis, who will take the part of
Suleimann the Strong. Other members of
the cast are Arnold Kent, Raoul Paoli, Jaon
Standing and Frank Reicher.

Herbert Bosworth in Cast
of "My Best Girl"

The latest addition to the cast of "My
Best Girl," Mary Pickford's new picture
for United Artists release, is Herbert Bosworth, who will play the role of the father
of Charles Rogers, the star's leading man.
Lucien Littlefield, William Courtright,
Evelyn Hall, Avonne Taylor, Harry Walker
and Frank Finch-Smiles are also players
who are working in the picture which is
now being made at the United Artists
studio. The new Pickford vehicle was
nearly half completed before the supporting players were selected.
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Pantages to Battle W. Coast; Changes
to New Policy in First-Run War
Los

ANGELES, July 27. — Pantages, with theatres in many of the important Pacific Coast cities, is subordinating vaudeville to pictures,
and is expected to provide the first real opposition to the West
Coast chain in what now looks like a first-run war.
As a result of a deal closed by James R. Grainger, for the Fox product
100 per cent in the Pantages houses, an interesting situation is disclosed.
Fox owns 36 per cent of the West Coast chain through the deal put through
two years ago. Despite this, Grainger has closed with Pantages in a product deal said to involve between $750,000 and $1,000,000.
The cities included are Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, San Diego,
Tacoma, Portland, Seattle, Vancouver, San Francisco, Minneapolis, Kansas
City and Memphis.
Pantages' new policy will feature the picture above vaudeville, and
will give the important Fox product like "What Price Glory" and
"Seventh Heaven" pretentious presentations.
Some time ago Pantages adopted the combination picture and vaudeville policy, and is now building several theatres. These building activities
may be extended to the East.
The Pantages-Fox deal will furnish first-run opposition to West Coast
Theatres, which is now also managing Publix and Loew houses, and has
been generally considered to be in control of the first-run situation in
Pacific Coast key cities.
It is understood that, some months ago, an overture was made to sell
Pantages' chain to one of the large distributor-exhibitor concerns, but this
plan did not materialize. Following which, the Pantages expansion plans
came into prominence.

Hodkinson Will Re-Enter
Film Industry
Attacks

W
try.

Present
Leaders;
Promises
Constructive
Program; Assails Block Booking

W. HODKINSON, in a statement
issued this week, announced
that he will re-enter the indus-

His statement, addressed to the "executives of the motion picture industry, bankers with motion picture interests, stockholders and patrons of motion pictures, and
the Federal Trade Commission," charged
the present leaders of the industry with incompetence.
"A constructive program has been prel>ared and will be pursued with or without
co-operation from the present leadere of
the industry until it is once more placed
upon a sound basis," said the statement.
"After twenty years of experience with
the type of men who sit in the high places

Blaze at De Mille Studio in Culver City
A^V'IRP> received at the Pathe offices
in New York, stales that a fire of
unknown origin broke out on
stage number six at the De Mille Studios at Culver City.
Damage to the extent of $100,000 was
done before the flames were extinguished. The losses are fully covered
by insurance.

in the industry I am convinced that only
the pressure of economic an dlegal necessity will make them cooperate toward any
useful end," said Mr. Hodkinson.
"I am inclined to believe that the same
necessity now pressing upon them will
reach through to financial interests and will
force the elimination of enough self interest to permit of changes that are necessary for the perpetuation of the industryupon a sound basis.
"Otherwise it is apparent that interests
representing the public, both the stockholders and civic and social organizations
with the aid of a few competent independents, will surely eliminate the present incompetents and set the motion picture industry up anew.
"A combination of the Federal Trade
Commission's decision and the reaction
against those who have been defying economic and other natural laws, has brought
about a crisis which-" cannot be averted, by
compromise measures or by mere surface
remedies.
"The need of the industry today is a
complete new business structure that will
require and enable each motion picture production and each motion picture theatre to
stand solely on its individual and respective worth and merit.
"To aid and facilitate a program of commercial reconstruction I shall endeavor to
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lay before the Federal Trade Commission
such data as I may have to support the
position assumed by that body.
"I may add that present mass production
and
especiallj'
distribution are obsolete and
out of
date.
"Only by neutral, centralized and efficiently operated distribution channels conducted on a common carrier basis, serving'
impartially each producer, can harmony
be brought about.
"There is no evidence that the industry
by itself has either the vision, integrity or
ability to bring this about. The evidence
to the contrary is conclusive. The spokesmen for the industry say that present
block-booking and distribution system*
must and will prevail. I challenge that
statement. They will necessarily fall of
their own weight. They have broken down
even without the decision by the Federal
Trade Commission.
' * Motion pictures have been for years
the poor man's form of entertainment.
Until a few years ago, a working-man was
able to take his whole family out for an
evening's pleasure, for a small amount of
money. Now the prices almost equal those
of the legitimate theatre. Many theatres
throughout the country have been forced
to close, many others are almost ready fol
the sheriff to take possession. The exhibitor would gladly reduce his admission
prices, but with the high rentals and block
bookings he is unable to do this. Thomas
Marshall said: 'What we need is more
good five cent cigars.' We now have them.
Bring the movie admission prices back to
normalcy, eliminate block-booking, and the
picture business will again enjoy properity.

Jessel

Film

Definitely

Titled "Broadway

Kid"

"The Broadway Kid" has been definitely
chosen as the title of the first of two starring vehicles that George Jessel will make
for Warner Bros. The storj', now beingfilmed under the direction of Byron Haskin,
has borne that working title, for some time,
but it has now been decided to let the name
stand as permanent. Anthony Coldeway
adapted it from his own original story.

June Mathis Dies While
Attending Theatre
y ont
and produce
suddenl
scenaris
veteran
. died
MATHISr,
JUNE
Tuesday evening while witnessing
a48th
perform
of "The
Squall"
the
Streetance
theatre
in New
York atCity.
At the climax of the play. Miss Mathis
suddenly cried out to her mother, Mrs.
Emily Hawks, who was accompanying
her, that she was dying. Despite the
efforts of a doctor and two nurses in
the audience, she could not be revived.
Death was ascribed to heart failure.
Although Miss Mathis' successes
were many, her outstanding achievement was "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," which brought fame to
Rex Ingram, its director, and to
Rudolph Valentino. More recently
she was a producer, her most pretentious effort being "The (Jreater
Glory." She was married to Sylvano
Balboni, director. She had been in
poor health for some time.

August

Frank Reicher in Cast of
New Fox Picture
In the announcement that Fox Films has
started production on "Grandnm Bernle
Learns Her Letters," there is the information that Frank Reicher will play an
important character role under the direction of John Ford.
Reicher is noted as a stage director, actor
and authority on the theatre. As a director for the Theatre Guild he guided the destinies of "From Morn Till Midnight";
''He Who Gets Slapped"; "The &)at
Song," and "Lilliom. " In the first three
he played important parts. He is also remembered for his guild direction of
'' Ambush," and "The Cloister," in both
of which he appeared.

Alma
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Bennett
Featured
Sennett Player

Alma Bennett, Mack Sennett player who
has appeared as a vamp in several of the
Ben Tui-pin stan-ing comedies, receives her
first featured billing in a comedy now in
production under the direction of Harry
Edwards in which she shares honors with
Billy Bevan and Vernon Dent. The story
concerns newlyweds and in the cast are
Irving Bacon, Andy Clyde and Billy
Searby.

O'Brien and Kramer Join
Gotham Publicity Staff
Richard B. O'Brien, who has left the
Paramount publicity department, has
joined the Gotham publicity staff under the
direction of Lon Young while Lou Kramer
has been appointed by Sam Sax, Gotham
president, to handle studio publicity at the
West Gotham ])lant. O'Brien, who has been
identified with the motion picture industryfor several years, was foiTnerly motion picture editor of The ^lorning Telegi-aph.

Christies Sell Interest
in Metropolitan
WITH the receipt of final papers
and transfer of funds this
week, the anticipated deal has
been closed whereby the Christies disposed of their interest in Metropolitan
Pictures to the new Pathe-DeMilleKeith-Albee combination, according to
announcement by Charles Christie,
general manager. The negotiations,
which were started in New York recently between J. J. Murdock and other
officials of the new distributing combination and the Christie brothers,
were concluded last week through
Arthur Butler Graham, attorney representing the Christie interests.
Under terms of the deal, the PatheDeMille organization secures the fortynme per cent interest formerly held
by the Christies in Metropolitan. It
does not aflfect the real estate holdings
of the Metropolitan Studios which are
still owned by the Christies. The lease
of the studios, in efifect to Metropolitan
Pictures, still remains and it is understood that Metropolitan will remain
the operating base for much of the
program of Pathe-P. D. C.

Independents' Economical Production
Methods Factor in Salary Slash
is regarded as one of the important factors which led major
WHAT
producers to seek a general salary reduction at the studios is the
lessons of "Poverty Row" in Hollywood, where pictures are produced at from 25 to 75 per cent of the cost estimates of the big plants.
Completion of a picture in from nine to eleven days, as contrasted with the
weeks and months of old line companies, is no unusual occurrence along
"Poverty Row." These "quickies" cost on an average of from $25,000 to
$50,000, as compared to the $300,000 average at the hig studios. The reason is that along the row they are not overhurdened with efficiency experts
and an
sending
The
minute
busy on

army of first, second and third assistants and "yesmen," who are
overhead soaring.
independents sign a star for a specified few days, and use up every
of time working. One director makes exteriors, while the other is
interiors, thus reducing shooting time and overhead to a minimum.

British Producers Only to
Make Quota Films
Measure Making New Provisions Will Become a Law
in November
purpose it
whose
re the
a measu
UNDER
litate
is to rehabi
British film industry, only British producers will
be allowed to make quota pictures. This is
a revised bill for establishment of a quota
system, which has just emerged from committee, and which will probably become a
law in November.
The quota starts with a requisite of 1^2
per cent for distributors, obtaining a maximum of 20 per cent in the twelve year period in which it is to be operative. Under
teriiLS modified for exhibitors, their quota
is reduced to 5 per cent at the inception,
increasing to a maxinium of 20 per cent.
The British trade is reported in accord
with these new conditions, with which Sir
Philip Cunliffe-Lister of the Board of Trade
is also in sympathy. The K. R. S. and C.
E. A. representing renters and exhibitors
respectively, and the film section of the

Federation
of British Industries, are
agreement on the following:

in

Quota on Renters
Period
Year ending March 31, 1929
1930-31
1923
1933
1934-35
1936-37-38-39-40

Per Cent
71/2
10
121/2
15
171/2
20

Quota on Exhibitors
Period
Year ending Sept. 30, 1929
1930-31
1932
1933
1934-35
1936-37-38-39-40

Per Cent
5
71/2
10
121/2
15
20

"U" Has 12 for Summer
List Includes One Special, Six Jewels and Five Western
Features

has selected twelve feaUNIVERSAL
ture productions for Summer showing. Included are one special, six
jewels and five Westerns. The special is
titled "Men of Daring," ©ailed a superWestern, with 'a company headed by Jack
Hoxie.
In the list of Jewels for the Summer are
"Painting the Town," with Glenn Tryon;
"Fast and Furious," with Reginald
Denny, "Down the Stretch," "The Claw,"
"Beware of Widows" and "A Hero on
'
The five ' Westerns
being released have
Horseback.
Fred Humes as the star in two, two with
Ai't Acord
as star, and one with Jack

Hoxie. They are titled, "The Fighting
Three," with Jack Hoxie; "Spurs and
Saddles," with Art Accord; "Range Courage," with Fred Humes; "The Western
Rover," with Art Acord; and "Hands
Off," with Fred Humes.
"A Hero on Horseback" is the latest
Hoot Gibson jewel. It was adapted from
a story by Peter B. Kyne. "The Claw" is
a pioturization of Cynthia Stockley's story
of the African veldt. "Beware of
Widows" is a Laura La Plante starring
vehicle, while "Down the Stretch" is an
adaptation of Gerald Beaumont's story,
"The Money Rider." Robert Ao^new,
Marian Nixon, Virginia True Boardman
and Jack Daugherty head the cast.
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Nine Under Way for Fox

Henry
Burr
and Victor
Artists at Paramount

Production

Henry Burr, concert tenor, who has been
heard on the radio and through his hundreds of Victor phonograph records, will
appear on Broadway for the first time
when he opens at the Paramount Theatre,
July 30, for a week of appearances on the
Paramount stage in company with eight
fellow Victor artists : Billy MuiTay, tenor
comedian, Monroe Silver, monologist, Frank
Banta, pianist, James Stanley, baritone,
Carl Mathieu, tenor, Stanley Baughman,
bass and Sam Herman, xylophonist. More
than 700 concerts have been given by this

Activity Pushed
With Arrival
R. Grainger on Coast

Fox West Coast studios are
THE
launched on a new production drive
that will start nine feature companies at work within the next two weeks.
This announcement was forthcoming simultaneously with the arrival on the coast of
James R. Grainger, general sales manager
of Fox Films. The new pictures will be
under the general supervision of Sol M.
Wurtzel, general superintendent in charge
of production during the absence of Winfield R. Sheehan, Vice-President.
Among the directors assigned to the new
features are John Ford, Frank O'Connor,
David Butler, Ray Flynn, Howard Hawks,
Alfred E. Green, Lew Seller and Lambert
Hillyer.
The John Ford production is based on
the I. A. R. Wylie Saturday Evening Post
story "Grandma Bernle Learns her Letters."
Frank O'Connor's next story, as yet untitled, will feature Ted McNamara and
Sammy Cohen, the comedy teaan of "What
Price Glory."

Vocafilm

of

James

David Butler's first directorial effort will
be
"The Highschool
story' by
is
by William
Conselman Hero."
and the The
scenario
Seton I. Miller. Sally Phipps and Nick
Stuart vnW be featured.
Ray Flynn 's first feature will be a Buck
Jones starring vehicle titled, "Blood Will
Tell." Kathryn Pen-y will be opposite Jones
in the feminine lead.
J. G. Blystone is at Lake Louise directing Olive Borden in "Pajamas," an original story by William Conselman. Albert
Ray has just started production on "Publicity Madness," an Anita Loos story with
Lois Moran in the leading role.
The Howard Hawks production, "Bride
of the Night," featuring Charles Farrell
and Greta Nissen, has been under way for
the past four months. Al Green has just
completed camera work on Janet Gaynor's
first stari'ing vehicle, "2 Girls Wanted."
The latest Tom Mix starring vehicle,
"Tumbling River" and the Buck Jones
picture, "Cha,in Lightning" are in the cutting room.

Premiere

Fails

Unfortunate Breaks Mar Presentation; Another Showing to be Given
VOCAFILir, the latest device for the
synchronization of music with motion pictures had its world's premiere at the Longacre Theatre in New
York last Monday night and it proved anything but successful. Evidently the device
was not ready for public presentation, as
it went almost entirely amiss and was
withdrawn from the house the following
day.
In withdrawing from the theatre Vocafilm Corporation of America announced
that in view of the circumstances attendant upon the opening when the synchronization process failed to measure up to
standard and several breaks occurred to
mar the presentation, they would suspend
their operations temporarily. They asked
that judgment be withheld for the time being, pending a second presentation next
week, when it is promised the showing will
live up to all contentions made by the company. The company said it darkened the
Longacre to prevent any suspicion of misrepresentation.
The program arranged for the premiere
was an extravagant one and brought out a
capacity audience, but it was quite evident
from the opening number that something
was wrong with the mechanics of the device.
It reminded one of the early phonogi-aphs
that scratched and wheezed badly and the
rendition of the numbers was not clarified
by what appeared to be a great volume of
static that invariably broke out at the most
inopportune moments. Also the amplifiers
were a bit out of whack with one registering unusually loud and another so faintly
it could scarcely be heard.
Included in the program of the Vocafilm
were numbers by the Vocafilm Greater Symphony Orchestra, the
Original
Radio

Franks, Wilson Sisters and Washburn,
Yasha Bunchuk, Val and Ernie Stanton,
George Lyons, Ciccolini, Moss and Frye
and the Vocafilm Rhapsodists.
The Vocafilm also rendered the accompanying music for the Babe Ruth picture,
"Babe Comes Home."

First
Three
of Sterling
Program Completed
With "Stranded," the first release on
the Sterling 1927-28 schedule, now completed at the Coast; and with definite plans
already begun and put into operation concerning the two following productions,
"Pretty Clothes" and "Outcast Souls," it
is felt at the Sterling headquarters that a
good start has been made on the 1927-28
William Collier, Jr., and Shirley Mason
program.
head the east of "Stranded," with support by John Miljan, Shannon Day, Florence Turner, Gale Henry, and Lucy Beaumont. Rosa Gore was a last-minute addition to the cast. The film is now being cut
and titled, and it is planned to release it
on August fifteenth.

Seven New
Classics

Tiffany Color
Completed

Tiffany Productions aiinouiice that seven
of their scheduled 24 Color Classics photographed in natural colors for release for
the coming year, are now completed. They
are "King of Sports," "Memories,"
"Love in the Jungle," "Scar Face," "The
Man Who Married the Moon," "Footing
the Bill" and "Me and My Pal." They are
nil in the course of editing and titling.

group of artists.

Tiffany

Chooses

Cast

for

Zane Grey's "Lightning"

Tiffany Productions announces that thecast for their newest release, Zane Grey's
story "Lightning," includes Jobyna Ralston, Margaret Livingston, Robert Frazer,,
Guinn Williams,
Pat Harmon
"Bull"
Montana.
Many scenes
for thisand
story
have
already been photographed in the Mojave
Desert. It is expected that the picture will
be ready for release eai'ly in August.

Tiffany Prepares to Make
Third Dimension Films
I\I. H. Hoffman, vice-president of TifTany
Productions, has just ai-rived in Hollywood,
California, where preparations are under
way for the filming of the first production
to be photographed with the Third Dimension camera. The title of the picture will
be announced within a short time.

Roach Shorts for M-GM Arrive in New York
T-\RINTS of the first three of the
1""^ forty
comedies
Hal Roach
■■■
will make
for that
Metro-GoldwynMayer for release during 1927-28 are
now in New York. These three prints
represent the first of each of three of
the four series of ten each.
The first to be received is Charlie
Chase in "The Sting of Stings." The
second is an all star comedy featuring
Stan Laurel, Jimmy Finlayson, Oliver
Hardy, Edna Marian and Martha
Sleeper entitled "Sugar Daddies." The
third comedy is the "Our Gang" vehicle
entitled "Yale vs. Harvard."
Seven "Oddities" of the twenty-five
of
Ufa during
productions
which year
M-G-M
willthese
release
the coming
are
now completed. They have been edited
and retitled under the personal superri.sion of Major Edward Bowes, who has
shown 11 of the Oddities at his New
York Capital.
The seventeen releases which are
now ready are: "An African Adventure," "Jewels of Venus," "Soaring
Wings," "Dog Days," "Death Traps,"
".Assorted Babies," "Fight for Life,"
"Winged Death," "The Lion Hunt."
"The Parasol Ant," "Jungle Round-Up,"
"Pets and Pests," "Secrets of the Sea,"
"The Monarch of the Glen," "Gritty
Pups," "The Chase" and "Atop the

World."
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Crosland Explains Method
of Vitaphoning Film

First Param't Christie
Comedies Finished
of four Paramountfirst
THEChrist
ie group
comedies has been completed, and prints will be in the
exchanges about a month before date
e.
of releas
The initial offering of the
group is scheduled for release August
13, with succeeding numbers released
one a week.
The four comedies include a Vernon,
Dooley, Adams and a Christie featuring Neal Burns. The first Bobby Vernon is "Short Socks," with Frances Lee
and Eddie Baker. The first Billy
Dooley is "Row, Sailor, Row," with
Vera Steadman and Buddy, the dog.
"Doctor Quack" will be Jimmie Adams'
first starring comedy, with Ethel
Shannon and Billy Engle in support.
"French
Fried"
is Nealand Burns'
comedy,
with Doris
Dawson
Sid Smith.

Paramount
Features
Work Total Seven

of Process Employed on "Jazz Singer"
Technical
RevealedDetails
for First Time in Exclusive Interview

in

At the ParaiuiHiiil Hollywood studio,
where the Lasky "emergency cabinet" is
supervising all details of production, seven
feature productions are now in work, six
more are being titled and edited for release,
and four are in preparatory stages.
Chief among those pictures now in the
process of filming is "Beau Sabreur, " one
of the largest films on the current Paramount calendar in which are working Gary
Cooper, Evelyn Brent, William Powell,
Noah Beery, Mitchell Lewis, Roseoe Karns,
Joan Standing and others. Also on the lot
is the Pola Neg^'i unit making "Sun
Kissed" under the direction of Rowland
V. Lee. Kenneth Thomson and Jean Hersholt have principal parts in this story,
which Lee himself prepared.
Shortly to be released by Paramount are
"Wings," the roadshow which is being
made ready for its premiere at the Criterion and ' * The City Gone Wild, ' ' Thomas
Meighan's new vehicle which James Cruze
directed. In preparation are "Open
Range," a Zane Grey story which will introduce Lane Chandler; "Now We're in
the Air," a new Wallace Beery-Raymond
Hatton comedy, and the first George Bancroft starring picture which Josef von
S-ternberg will direct.

Construction
Progressing
on Greeneville
Theatre
Construction on the Palace theatre, on
the site of the old Liberty theatre in
Greeneville, Tenn., is progressing rapidly.
The house is scheduled to open about August 15.
The building is being erected by Anderson Smith Company for the Booth Enterprises, Inc., and will be equipped with the
most modern conveniences and an adequate
stage.
The opening of the Palace will not affect
plans for the new theatre to be erected on
Main street, which will, also, be under
the management of Booth Enterprises, Inc.
After the opening of the latter house,
the Princess Theatre, situated also on Main
street, will be re-decorated throughout.

Alan Crosland

be erected side by side for all three singing
scenes. In the corner will be placed the
accompanying orchestra for the picture,
with a projection machine to run it off, as
is usual in "scoring" a picture for Vitaphone accompaniment. There will be four
microiihone circuits — one for each of the
three sets and one for the orchestra.
W^hen all is in readiness, the projection
of the incomplete reel will start, with the
leader conducting the orchestra in the synchronized score, which will be picked up by
the first microphone. At the instant when
the blank leader flashes on the screen, indicating the place for the first singing scene,
the orchestra will stop and the microphone
on the first set will be switched on while the
first scene is recorded. As it comes to an
end, one of the scenes previously filmed will
flash on the orchestra's screen (if the timing has been right), and the orchestra will
resume the score. This process will be repeated for the second and third vocal numbers. All three sets must be lighted and
ready, the timing must be perfect, and the
players must
be ready to make
quick
changes while the orchestra scores inter-

ng scenes,
v^ni
ering Bros.
e
"'Th
fllm
is nowWarn
CROSLA
who ND,
ALANdirector,
Jazz Singer" with Al Jolson in the
title role, explained the details of the methComplete Casting for "My
od by which Vitaphone vocal numbers will
be introduced for. the first time into the
Selections for the siijiporting cast of
action of a photoplay, in an exclusive in"My Best Girl" were finally completed
terview with Motion Picture News reGirl" of Carmelita
Best
last week with
the signing
cently. This is of considerable interest,
Geraghty
and
Sunshine
Hart for important
since the problems to be solved are new,
roles. The cast already chosen is headed by
unique and complex.
Charles Rogers, leading man, Hobart BosTo begin with, it must be borne in mind
that one reel of film is accompanied by just
worth, Lucien Littlefield, William Courtright, Avonne Taulor, Harry Walker, Eveone phonograph record. The film can be
lyn Hall and Frank Finch-Smiles. The star
cut, rearranged, shortened, or anything dehas been shooting scenes with only her
sired— when not accompanied by Vitaphone
leading man for the past two uuMiths.
— but since the record cannot be so altered,
once a thousand feet of film has been synchronized with a disc it must remain in
precisely that form and length.
Will Solicit Showmen to
This means that if a "talking movie"
throughout were being made it would be
Join M. P. T. O. K-M
necessai*y to film a thousand feet at a time,
synchronized with the record of the voices,
O. ofKanM.P.T.
rectors
diboard
of the
g of the
and used in just that form. Such is not the
AT a meetin
sas-Mis ouri inKansas City this
case with "The Jazz Singer," however.
week a plan of co-operating with exchange representatives in a memberSongs will be' introduced only at those
points where the story hinges vitally upon
ship drive by the M.P.T.O.K-M was approved. The move marked a great
singing, and there will be no talking.
In reel one, for instance, three songs are
contrast in the present feeling betheatre owners and the former
tween
to be Vitaphoned in at three different
attitude which existed not so many
points. Dui-ing the other portions of the
years ago. Film salesmen will be
reel there will be a synchronized orchestral
given lists of theatre owners in the
score. The method which Crosland will
Kansas City territory who are not
have to employ in filming is this:
members of the exhibitors' body and
First, all those portions of the reel which
they will be solicited to join the thedo not call for singing will be filmed. Then
atre owners' association "for the good
the reel will be assembled and cut, titles
will be no
industry." There cial
of thesion
phase
or any commer
commis
and all. The singing scenes will have been
en's
consalesm
film
whatever nectiontowith the
carefully rehearsed and timed to the secthe campaign, it simply
ond, and in the places in the reel where
being a move to join forces to combat
these are to go, blank leader of an equivaunfair legislation and opposition.
lent length will be placed.
Then, in the Vitaphone studio sets will
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Motion

Ethlyne
Glair
Cast
for
"The Vanishing Rider"

Ethlyne Clair who has been playing leading woman roles in Universal features for
the past few months, has been selected as
the leading woman for William Desmond in
his forthcoming Universal chapter-picture,
"The Vanishing Rider."
This picture, the fifth of Univers(al's
sei'ial line-up for the coming season, will
go into production about August 1st. Bud
Osborne and Nelson Mc^Dowell also have
been selected for roles. Val Cleveland
wrote the story. Ray Taylor will direct it.

Louise

Fazenda

Will

Victhe City of
a civic
C, haveof endorsed
THE ratetoria B.payers
bylaw providing for civic support
of a proposal for the establishment of
motion picture producing industry in
Victoria by British interests, the referendum being passed by a vote of
2,137 to 6(53.
The city was authorized to guarantee
bonds of the company to the extent ot
$200,000, after $500,000 had been raised
among British film distributors and
exhibitors.

Be

Will Rogers' Lead

Louise Fazenda will be Will Rogers'
leading lady in "A Texas Steer" and Ann
Rork will have the role of Bossy, daughter
of the Texas cattleman.
Miss Fazenda is under contract to Warner Bros., and was loaned to Sam Rork. On
completion of her work with Will Rogers,
she will return to Warners to continue her
contract. The rest of the cast will be selected within ten days.

A. ,B. Francis Signed for
"Shepherd of the Hills"

The first player signed to appear in First
National's "The Shepherd of the Hills,"
is Alec B. Francis. Francis will play the
title role in this screen adaptation of Harold Bell Wright's novel, which Charles R.
Rogers will produce for First National
Pictures.
Al Rogel is to direct. Further additions
to the cast will be announced shortly.

Glive Brook
Paramount

Endorse Plan for Film
Production in Victoria

Signs New
Contract

Clive Brook, English actor under contract to Paramount, this week renewed his
affiliation with that company and as a result will be at the Paramount studios for
some time to come. The English actor has
been in America since 1924 and his first
picture for Paramount was "You Never
Know Women," which was also Florence
Vidor's initial starring vehicle.

No "Story Conferences"
for New Menjou Film
of the recommendations of
ONE
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences — that the continuity of a story be written down to
the last minute detail, so that the director can take the script and shoot
from it without a single change or delay from "story conferences" — will be
taken to heart by Adolphe Menjou
when that Paramount star begins his
next picture, "The Musician," by Ernest
Vajda.
Following the completion of "A
Gentleman
of will
Paris,"
his seclusion
present picture, Menjou
go into
on
Catalina Island with the director and
scenarist of his next picture and will
not leave Catalina until the continuity
of the storv has been written down to
the last detail.

Five Stern Comedies
Set
for Summer Release
The Stern Bros., producers of comedies
for release through Universal, have scheduled five of their comedies for distribution
during the summer months. A Buster
Brow^n Jewel comedy, "Buster's Initiation," is the first release for the period.
Gus Meins directed from the newspaper
comic strip by R. F. Outcault. Arthur
Trimble, Doreen Turner and Pete, the dog
comedian, are the principals, as usual.
"Snookums Asleep" is the new comedy of
"The Newlyweds and Their Baby" series.
Meins also directed this one in which Sunny
McKeen takes the part of "Snookums" and
Sid Saylor and Ethlyne Clair his parents.
' ' On Furlough ' ' is the name of the ' ' Let
George Do It' comedy which Sam Newfield directed. Jean Doree and Ethan Laidroles. "W'hat an
law play isthethesupporting
Excuse"
new comedy of the "Excuse
Maker" series starring Charles King.
Newtek! also directed this comedy which
has Thelma Daniels, Max Ascher and Bud
Fine in the cast. The "What Happened to
Jane" comedy is "Jane's Relations" Avith
Margei-y Marcel plajdng the role of Jane.
Earl McCarthy and Joe Bonner are seen in
the cast which Scott Pembroke directed.

First

National
Finishing
Present Pictures

With the completion of photography upon George Fitzmaurice's "Rose of the
Golden West," the new Barthelmess picture, "The Drop Kick,'-' and "The Crystal Cup," featuring Dorothy Mackaill and
Jack Mulhall, First National's Burbank
studios will have wiped the present production slate clean. Work has already been
begun upon a new series.
The three pictures now in work are nearing the end of photography and will probablv be in the cutting room by the end of
"The
and cutting
Sunrise'*'
July. "Breakfast
Patent
Leather Kid,"at are
out of the
room and prints have been shipped to the
homo office. In work ai-e "The Ked Raiders," "Ilard-Boiled Haggerty," "Three's
a Crowd," "American Beauty," and "The
Life of Riley."
The first two of the new series of pictures to go into work are "The Private
Life
of
of Troy"
and "Gun
AVithin Helen
the next
two weeks
half Gospel."
a dozen
more
productions
will
reach
the filming
stage.

Nagel

Picture

to Play Lead
Chancy Film

X

in

Conrad Nagel has been added to the C cast
7t' .Sof Lon Chaney's next Metro-Gokhyj'nMayer vehicle, "The Hypnotist," a mystery story, an original by Tod Browning,
which the director will make in the near
future. Waldcmar Young did the scenario.
Edna Tichenor, who played the "Spider
Woman" in "The Show," also has been
added to the east of "The Hypnotist," to
play a strange mystery figure. Polly Moran
will be seen in an important role.

ConkHn Cast for "Tillie's
OnePunctured
of the featuredRomance"
ccmiedians in the
new screen version of ' ' Tillie 's Punctured
Romance," which is to be made as a Paramount-Christie comedy special, will be
Chester Conklin. Marie Dressier, Charlie
Chai)lin, Mabel Normand and Mack Swain
appeared several years ago in "Tillie's
Punctured Romance."

Chas. Roberts Pathe Agent
for Central Europe
Charles Roberts, in charge of the foreign
publicity for Pathe Exchange, Inc., for a
number of years, has been made Central
European Sales Representative for Pathe,
and will cover Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Switzerland. He
sailed aboard the Majestic on July 16.

George
Bancroft
Suffers
Injury to His Leg
George Bancroft, Paramount star, is now
confined to his home in Santa Monica because of a severe injury to his leg. He will
be on crutches for a week, says Dr. H. J.
Strathern, studio physician, because of a
painful bruise that came on top of a bad
simburning.

Rogers'
Press States
Car to
Tour United
comfor a "WillareRogers
pleted
being Press
ENTS
NGEM
ARRA
Car"
to make a Coast-to-Coastand-return trip in the interest of his
forthcoming motion picture, "A Texas
Steer," to be produced by Sam E. Rork
for First National.
The "Will Rogers Press Car," a Hupp
sedan, will be driven from First National Studios in Burbank, Calif., beginning August 1, to Washington, D.
C., and return. Fred E. Hamlin, publicity director of Sam E. Rork Productions of First National Studios, making "A Texas Steer," will drive, accompanied by a photographer and a mechanic.
Cities on the route to Washington,
where exteriors are to be made with
Will Rogers, Louise Fazenda, Ann Rork
and other players, include Las Vegas,
Salt Lake City, Denver, Kansas City,
Omaha, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Chicago,
Detroit. Columbus, Wheeling, Pittsburgh. Philadelphia and New York City.

A H g i( s I
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Novelty
Ad-Kerchiefs
Used in Tie-up
Manager E. R. Rogers distributed 2,000
novelty Paramount Ad-Kerchiefs to exj^loit "Rolled Stockings" when that film
played at the Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
The novelty ad-kerchief consists of a
double fold cardboard and sewn together
at the top to hold a small iiiece of silk
material.
The double-fold cardboard permitted
plenty of space for advertising. The theatre used one side to excellent advantage
and a cleaning establishment, which defrayed half the expense, advertised on the
other side.

Tie-up With Rose Festival
Prominent
representation
in the recent
Exploits
"The Glaw^"
Rose Festival in Portland, Ore., was obtained for "The Claw," at that time current feature at the Columbia Theatre in
tiiat city by F. F. Vincent, Universal exploiteer, through co-operation of theatres
in key cities and a tie-up with a local bus
line.
The type of window display that obtains
chant and theatre.
Above, photo of the
store CO- featured
the showing of "Tillie
and Royal typewriters.
Exploitation

good locations and brings results for mertie-up window in which a Chattanooga book
the Toiler'^ (M-G-M)
at the Tivoli theatre,
by Manager E. R. Rogers, of the Tivoli.

Turns Lobby Into Night Club
to Exploit "Cabaret

Theatres in key cities in the territory
staged impersonation contests, a girl in
each town selected as best able to imitate
Laura La Plante, Mary Philbin and other
Universal stars were invited to Portland
for the festival. The Bell Stage line agreed
to transport them and the theatres paid
their hotel expenses. .

??

lobby of the Rex Theatre, Spartanburg, N. C, was turned into a
night club, with the orchestra, presented as a stage number in conjunction
with ' ' Cabaret, ' ' furnishing music for dancing. The stunt, arranged by Manager James
H. McKoy, proved so popular that on the
second night there was an added period of
dancing held from eleven until midnight.
Before the opening of the second show at
night, the orchestra took up its place in the
special night club setting an-anged in the
lobby. This was just long enough to get a
crowd and then announce the next show
was just starting and that this orchestra
would be on the stage.
Over 300 dancers and lookers-on filled
the lobby and enjoyed the party to the fullest extent. The people upstairs were given
confetti and serpentines to throw on the
people down below, which all added to the
merriment of the party.
The lobby was literally dressed up like a
night club with lighted lanterns and frames
made up in night-club style. All lighting
was changed to gay colors and the arch in
front of the theatre had three cut-outs of
dancing couples — doing the Charleston.
These dancing figures were hung on
springs and tied together so that they would
all face the front at all times. A line was
run from the center to the top of the box
office and through screw eyes into the box
office where the cashier could give it a little
pull every now and then. With the help of
the wind coming out of the theatre from
the typhoon fans, the dancers were in motion all of the time.
The orchestra used on the stage was a
local one and contributed their services just
for the publicity they got out of it. Cards
and special heralds advertised both the picture and the added attraction.
THE

McKoy also obtained the services of a
professional dancer. The set for the orchestra and dancer was made up as follows:
The back drop was made of sheeting and
painted golden yellow. It was flecked with
red, blue, green, gold bronze and silver. The
columns were made of Nile green cheese
cloth and hung on barrel hoops and were
flecked with gold and silver bronze. The
front of tlie stand for the orchestra was
finished in the same way as the back drop.

Boys' Foot Race Exploits
Altoona Presentation
Alvin Hostler, manager of the Strand
Theatre, Altoona, Pa., co-operating with the
Altoona Tribune, the American Business
Men's Club and local merchants, staged
a three-mile marathon for boys in the
heart of the business district as a means
of attracting attention to the theatre and
its attraction for the week, "Orchids and

Ermine. ' '

Lobby
Mount

display for First ISalionars "Convoy"' at Proctor's Mount Vernon Theatre,
Vernon, I\. Y. Telegraph instrument and operator installed in booth by telegraph company through a tie-up arranged by Manager E. W. Hart. The instrument
constantly clicked a code message which tvas typed on telegraph blanks. The message
advertised
"Convoy^'
shotving
booked
for an advance
date.
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except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents
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Situation Wanted
ASSISTANT MANAGER :
reliable, young married man,
three years' experience; exploitation and prologue builder, vaudeville and presentation experience. Desires to locate in Greater New York,
"Westchester or Northern Jersey. Moderate salary. Box
850, Motion Picture News,
New Yoi'k City.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

FOR SALE— Used Posters,
Pliolos, slides. Banners, and
other kinds of accessories on
any subject, new or old — regardless. Save 60 per cent.
Write for order blanks and)
price list. Theatre Poster;
Supply Company & Sign Exchange, 327 E. Sixth Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

For Sale
VENEER and upholstered
theatre chairs, rare bargain.
Please state requirements.
C. G. Demel, 845 State Street,
Chicago.

WILL LEASE — movie
theatre, fully equipped. Preferably in East. State everytliing. D. Stuart, 311 Adelphi Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR

SALE: 1500 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

CUN DCAMA

TUAT

// ^HI

LAUGH record'/

\ABJk£> TME CAST OP
LOUI/J&PAZENDA,
QOWCING

CCjOOM

ftiKTFP*"

*^

"

^—
* ANOl
^^

»HEAR.

bt^ 3 t-z.^^ p^i.y

^r^e^^uyKi'vviAN ^veRP"gr>gIi^Sl!

FOR SALE: Theatre, 500
seats. Complete stage, two
stores renting. Price $35,
000.00. B. G. Cable, Roscoe,
[Sullivan County, New York.
WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides; Banners,, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will aUow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E.
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0.

EITHER OR ALL OF
CIRCUIT OF THEATRES
FOR SALE: One Spencer,
West Va. Plenty population. No other, show within
80 miles. Capacity 700.
Price $85,000.00. One Saint
Marys, West Va. Only show
in county. Payroll. Capacity 600. Price $16,000.00.
Above include equipment and
properties. Tent theatre,
Vienna, West Va. Capacity
300. Population 8,.500, no
opposition. Building can be
secured in fall. Good equipment. Good proposition.
Good spot. Price $2,500.00.
Terms sixty per cent cash on
either. Reason for selling
logical. H. II. Robey,
Spencer, West Va.

JAUCV

WORLD'5 JTANOINC

Equipment For Sale
FOR SALE : Simplex type
S projector rebuilt guaranteed $325.00; also Powers,
cheap. Glen Crossley, 644 i
Maple St., Williamsport, Pa.
EVERYTHING for "The
Movies." Guaranteed rebuilt Simplex, Powers and
Motiograph Projectors, opera chairs, generators,
screens, etc. Supplies and!
complete equipments. Lowest
prices. Cash or easy terms.
Special bulletin free. Monarch Theatre Supply Co.,
Memphis, Tenn.
BIG BARGAIN to quick
buyer : 1,100 upholstered
chairs, 600 upholstered chairs.
In A-1 condition. Immediate
delivery. Amusement Supply
Co., Inc., 729 7th Avenue,
New York City.

Reproductions of netvspaper displays
Snatchers^^ (Fox) shoivitifi hoiv first
men adapted press book layouts to
their established styles are illustrated

for "Cradle
run theatre
conform to
above. The

picture is being featured as a "riotous comedy of
ivomen tvith young ideas.''^ Ads shown were used
by the Fox Terminal^ Newark^ N. J.; Howard,
Atlanta; Majestic, Fort Worth; Pant ages. Salt
Lake City; Regent, Grand Rapids.
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New

York

City

some relief from the damagWLTH
ing heat of the previous week,
business on the good pictures was
up in many spots last week on Broadway.
It is noticeable, however, that practically
all of the high scale pictures in legitimate
houses are skidding badly.
One gratifying bit was the results on
"The Blood Ship" at the Roxy, which
climbed back near the $100,000 figure again.
What was more, it built up steadily during
the week, nidicating pretty clearly that the
customers liked it.
Its rival and neighbor, the Capitol, failed
to fare well with ' ' The Gingham Girl, ' ' and
business was nothing to brag about.
The Paramount had no complaint to
make with the return on "Rolled Stockings." No records were made but the week
was over several recent seven-day periods.
The Strand fared rather badly with
"The Poor Nut," and had the worst week
in some time, despite the Broadway run of
the play.

Boston
ATTENDANCE improved materially at
all of the Boston theatres this week.
Apparently the low mark for the season
was reached the preceding week and from
now forward larger audiences are confidently expected. Boston's usual summer
slump, ordinarily extending over a period
of several weeks, appears to have been
satisfied with one poor week.
Contrary to expectations, the municipal
receptions to Col. Lindbergh, Commander
Byrd and to the Hawaiian flyers, bunched
into two days, Friday and Saturday, resulted in good business at the motion picture theatres with heavy morning and afternoon grosses.
"Metropolis" was undoubtedly the most
discussed film in months and its appearance
at the ^Metropolitan was the signal for a
big week for that house.
Gene Rodemich and his Merry Makers
continue in now and novel numbers, their
program blending in with that of Klein and
the Grand Orchestra and with a novelty
number on the organ by Arthur Martell.
Cambria's Publix number is "Mural PaintIn more modern vein is the offering at
ing."
Loew's State Theatre where "The Callahans and the Murphys" is the feature,
the delightful Irish farce grossing exceptionally weU for mid-summer. Phil Spitalny and his Band with Llora Hoffman,
soprano, assisting, provides the presentation.
"King of Kings," Boston's only road
show, closed its run at the Tremont Saturday night, playing to fair business for the
entire six weeks' run, and is succeeded by
a musical revue, the premiere of Rosalie
Stewart's "A la Carte." These, with
"Twinkle Twinkle" at the Colonial, are
the only two legitimates in Boston at this
time.
"Beau Geste" was held over for a second
week at the Fenway, being the second film
to be held over recently at that theatre.

"Captain Salvation" is showing at Loew's
Orpheum with good patronage. "Is Zat
So?" is the feature at Keith- Albee 's Boston Theatre with fair grosses. "The
Climbers" and "Hills of Peril" are the
double bills at the Twin houses, the Modern
and Beacon. Other features are ' 'Mantrap"
at the Lancaster, "Beware of Widows" at
the University, "The Masked Woman" at
the Washington Street Olympia, "Silver
Comes Thru' ' at the Scollay Square
OljTnpia
and "A Million Bid" at the
Exeter.

Ottawa
EXHIBITORS of Ottawa, Ontario, had
a different sort of a week, in many respects, during the week of July 18. There
was the usual ca.rnival in the locality but
this did not make much difference 1)ecause
there has been a plethora of corner-lot tent
attractions during recent weeks. A British
film feature and the official Canadian Government film record of the Diamond .Jubilee
helpedtive type.
to make the situation of a distincRay Tubman, manager of the Regent,
was able to call it an excellent week with
the British release "The Flag Lieutenant,"
which proved to be surprisingly good. It
surprised even Mr. Tubman. He used both
military and naval parades to the theatre
during the week for publicity's. sake.
J. M. Franklin, manager of B. F. Keith's
Theatre, took a trip to New Yoi-k but came
back to find plenty of cash in the safe because "White Gold" made good despite a
sad ending. Jetta Goudal earned many new
friends through her work in this one.
The Centre Theatre scored a hit with the
short subject, 2,-500 feet of the Canadian
Jubilee film, which is being released in
Canada by Universal. This brought Prime
Minister King and many other notables to
the theatre to see themselves on the screen
and plenty of others paid their way too.
Split week attractions included "The World
at her Feet" and "Man of the Forest" but
the Jubilee print ran all week.
The Imperial Theatre secured improved
business but it was altogether "Love's
Greatest Mistake" that did it. Manager
Tubman installed Rene Marier's Concert
String Orchestra as a regular fixture in the
pit and the local fame of this unit helped
to repopularize this house.
Manager James Moxley had the regiilars
at the Francais Theatre for the week's
series, "Sweet Daddies." "Bertha the
Sewing Machine Girl" and "Speed Chamof late. pion." The Francais has been rather quiet

Albany

THE

word "fair" could be used in describing the business done during the
past week by the motion picture theatres
of Albany, Troy and Schenectady, in both
downtown houses and those located in the
residential section. The weather remiained
about normal. There is one outstanding
feature, not only of the week, but also of
the entire summer thus far, and that is that
the exhibitors are not losing any money
this season as was the case two or three

years ago, in more than one of the larger
houses. Probably the best moneymaker of
the week was "The Show" that ran at the
Leland in Albany, playing to full houses
day in and day out. The Mark Strand, the
opposition house, did very well with "The
Prince of Headwaiters, " although business
at both houses was only fair when matinees
are considered as well as the evoning
shows. There was a split week at the Mark
Ritz in Albany, with "Outlaws of Red
River" doing well for the first three days
and "The Brute" averaging a bit better
for the last three days. "White Pants
Willie" failed to attract at the Lincoln in
Troy, and the same held true with "Captain
Salvation" at theTampa
Troy theatre.

THE Tampa had two pictures that were
exceptionally good the past week, and
they kept business up to the VERY GOOD
standard. "Twelve Miles Out" opened
Sunday to big business. The draw tapered
down a little the last two days of the four,
but the record for the showing was Very
Good. "Tillie The Toiler" was the feature
for the last half. Tillie happens to be a
daily feature of the Tribune, and is well
known locally. She went over Very Good
for the entire three days.
The Strand opened the week with "Lost
At The Front." Sunday was big and Monday good, making the two days' average
Very Good. "The Claw" held the spot for
the next three days. It failed to pull and
the three days registered Good. "Running
Wild" did better and brought Friday and
Saturday into the Very Good class.
The Franklin kept business up to the
average with "No Man's Law," "The Romantic Age" and "Outlaws' Paradise."
The first named picture proved the best
draw.

Cleveland
p)USINESS was very good here last week.
-L* There are two important reasons for
this decided boost. One was that most of
the first-run houses had their cooling systems in operation. And the other, and
more potent reason, was that the pictures
were good.
"The Big Parade" broke records at the
Stillman theatre where it opened its first
local popular priced engagement. It had
previously been road shown here at advanced prices for a period totalling twelve
weeks. Nevertheless, crowds jammed the
Stillman theatre both afternoon and evening all week. It will be held indefinitely.
"Twelve Miles Out" brought out midseason attendance at the Aellen. "Is Zat So?"
is an unusually amusing comedy, -with
strong audience appeal, as evidenced by
consistently good attendance at B. F.
Keith's Palace. "The First Auto" proved
mildly entertaining to a lot of fans who
attended the Cameo. The picture was extensively exploited and the title drew well,
but the comments were only fair. "Lonesome Ladies," a smart domestic comedy,
combined with good vaudeville, brought
satisfactory results at the State box office.
"Resurrection," second run, although ac-
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claimed by local critics among the ten best
pictures of the year, didn't do much at the
Park. "The Claw," average meltxlrania
drew better than average summer attendance at Reade's Hippodrome the first half
of the -week, and coupled with Midget Follies, did exceptionally -well all week at
Keith's East 105th St. "His Dog," at the
Hippodrome the last half of the week, did
fairly well. The Circle continues its daily
change of revivals with only fair success.
Neighborhood houses continue to report
business below the average of last year at
this time.

Seattle
FOR the tliird time in as many weeks,
the Fifth Avenue Theatre last week
far outdistanced all competition, playing to
packed houses for seven days with "The
Callahans and Murphys," a pleasing Fanchon-Marco Revue featuring all colored
talent, and the third Aveek of the phenomenal engagement of Eddie Peabody as musical director and general master of ceremonies. It was the first week of lower
summer prices (75c top) and business
reached more than $18,000. This was not
far short of the house record of $22,300
established the Aveek before with ' ' Naughty
But Nice" at an 85c top.
As for the other houses, warm summer
weather can be blamed for business that
was only fairly good. "The Prince of
Head waiters" at the Coliseum was just an
average attraction that failed to arouse
much comment. The same may be said for
"Evening Clothes' at the United Artists
Theatre, where the Menjou film did only a
fair business. It was below par for this
star.
At the Blue Mouse, the first week of
"Dearie" and a new four-act Vitaphone
show attracted better than average houses.
The picture was only fair in its audience
appeal; the Vitaphone subjects headed by
John Charles Thomas and Vivienne Segal
were the least attractive of any used so
far this season, with the exception of the
headliners named.
The Columbia with "Whirlwind of
Youth" played to average houses. The bill
was built up to a small extent by a secondrun Lloyd comedy and a strong musical program. "Heroes of the Night" at the Embassy played to fair houses, and "The Perfect Sap" at Pantages, in conjunction with
vaudeville featuring the Brown Brothers
and their Sax Band, did a pleasing week's
gross.
"Is Your Daughter Safe?" at John
Danz's Strand Theatre played its fourth
week to segregated audiences, but is apparently being held at the house for a
record length run, as it is doing very little
business.

Milwaukee
COOL weather throughout the entire
week brought business in Milwaukee
theatres a little nearer normal. The Tuesday half holiday when Maitland visited his
home town, brought the holiday spirit to
the city and theatres found business very
brisk in the evening. Lon Chaney in "The
Unknown" was a popular attraction at the
"Wisconsin. "Is Zat So?" showing at the
Strand drew large houses during the entire Aveek. "The Heart of Salome" was
the feature at the Alhambra aiid was very
well attended. The "Secret Studio" at the
Garden
was well received bv Milwaukee

audiences. "Lonesome Ladies" at the Merrill drew fair houses.
Neighborhood houses also experienced an
increased amount of business during the
Aveek. The Oriental Avith "The Better Ole"
as the feature was always crowded. This
picture played to good houses also at the
Modjeska and ToAver theatres. "The Tender Hour" at the Mihvaukee brought in
good business. Patrons of the Colonial appreciated "Prisco SaUy LeAry." "Fast and
Furious" was an attraction at the Venetian.

Central

Penn.

ENERGETIC exploitation, Avell directed,
helped to bring fairly satisfaetoi-y box
office results to the leading doAvntown theatres in Harrisburg, notAvithstanding it is
the midsummer season Avhen a let-up in
business is looked upon as unavoidable.
playAvith
"Convoy,"
Avas crowds.
shown
at The
the Navy
Colonial
fair sized
Manager Charles Jones having resorted to
several expedients, in addition to the regular advertising, to help it combait the handicap of hot Aveather.
An extra boost Avas given on the night of
July 21 to "Man Power" starring Richard
Dix, in the Victoria theatre, when the management had the bloAv-by-bloAv returns for
the Dempsey-Sharkey fight announced by a
powerful radio. The theatre was crowded
to the doors and this swelled the average of
business done in the Aveek.
The offering at Loew's Regent, "Captain
Salvation," Avith Lars Hanson, received
favorable comment and attracted average
crowds. The State's picture offering Avas
"Birds of Prey," with Aesop's Fables cartoons as an added film attraction. The
National Theatre put on an all-comedy bill
with moderate success. The feature of the
bill Avas "Rubber Tires" and the program
included also Aesop's fables and an "Our
Gang" picture.
A double feature bill Avas presented at
the Russell, consisting of Dick Grace in
"Flying Fools," and Lillian Rich in
"Seven Days." The Russell has been experimenting for several weeks with double
feature attractions Avith results that are
understood to be satisfactory thus far.

Kansas City
BUSINESS at most of the first run
houses in Kansas City this week — a
week of hot Aveather — Avas neither good nor
bad, just average.
At the Newman John Gilbert in "Twelve
Miles Out" played to crowds a little better
than normal, Avhile "The Red Kimono" at
the Liberty for its third week dropped below the average, after having done a big
business for two Aveeks.
Lewis Stone in "The Prince of Headwaiters" at the Mainstreet did a fair business, slightly a])ove normal, but "Metropolis" on its second week at the Royal was
just a bit below the usual weekly attendance. "The Broken Gate" at the Pantages
drew average crowds. Syd ("ha[)lin in "The
Better 'Ole" did a good second week's business at the Globe.

Detroit
FEATURES billed in the downtoAvn section drew nicely this Aveck. Fn^m all
reports, business has improved tremendously at the first-run box offices.
"Metropolis" and John Gilbert in
"Twelve Miles Out" rated highly among
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the current attractions and Avill be held
over a second and third week respectively.
They sonare
running at the Adams and Maditheatres.
At the Michigan, Esther Ralston 's "Ten
Modern Commandments" and a double
stage show pulled in large crowds throughout the entire week.
Pola Negri in "Barbed Wire" did exceptionally well along A\T.th a stage attraction in the Capitol. The State, likeAvise
registered strong, Avith "Dearie," featuring Irene Rich, and a gay series of vaudeville numbers supervised by Freddie Stritt.
The Colonial picture, "Irish Hearts,"
Avent over to medium and large gatherings
during its shoAving. It ran a little better
than fifty-fifty.

St. Louis, Mo.
OT. LOUIS first-runs and neighborhood
^-^ and suburban theatres experienced but
an average Aveek during the seven-day period ending on July 22.
Here and there a house shoAved signs of
good business at times, notably the Ambassador Avhere a new stage policy Avas
presented Avith the first appearance of Herbert Rawlinson in "Hollywood's Ambassa^
dor of Joy" as orchestra director and general master of ceremonies of the musical
and song end of the entertainment. The
appeai-anee of Miss St. Louis and her court
of twenty-five local bathing beauties also
aided business for this big doAvn-town
house somewhat. The screen attraction
Mas "The Poor Nut," a collegiate comedy,
with Charlie i\Iurray and Jack Mulhall as
the fun makers.
The Missouri Theatre experienced an
average week. Its screen feature Avas "The
World at Her Feet" Avith Florence Vidor
as the starette.
Loew's State Theatre offered "The Callahans and Murphys," an alleged Irish comedy of the type made famous on the Burlesque stage years ago by Harrigan and
Hart. Business was fair.
The St. Louis Theatre in conjunction
Avith Orpheuiii circuit vaudeville offered on
its screen "Is Zat So?" It was an average
week for this season.

San

Diego

T^ RAWING well upon the army, navy
-■— ' and marine corps men in and about
San Diego the shoAving of "The Rough
Riders" at the Balboa brought good results
at the box office. The fact, too, that Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt had made San Diego
an extended visit on his last trip to the
Pacific coast added to the local persona)
interest in the picture.
Pola Negri, in "Barbed Wire," opened
big at the Balboa, following the Roosevelt
film. The interest in Avartime pictures, such
as "Barbed Wire," and "Convoy," the
latter being shown recently at the New
California to good houses, seems to keep
up here, where so many men are constantly
in training for military service.
At the Plaza, for the shoAving of "Wonders of the Wilds" Manager Dwight L.
Hill presented in person Burr Nickle, the
explorer, on Avhose expeditions the pictures
were taken. I\Ir. Nickle gave short descriptive talks at each shoAV.
The Superba found "Sweet Rosie 0'Grady," Avith Shirley ]\Iason and Cullen
Landis, a good drawing card for a midFummor Aveek.
The Mission reports

"Josselyn's Wife"
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a very good attraction for the week ending
July 16.
Pantages, a vaudeville house, used "The
Country Beyond" as its film part of the
program of the week of July 11, and follofwed that with the Louise Fazenda picture, "Cradle Snatchers."
The neighborhood houses, about the city,
are finding some slackening in evening attendance, o'tt'ing to the coming on of real
summer weather and a corresponding call
to the beach resorts.

Salt Lake City
THE hottest weather yet experienced this
summer was had last week but first run
theatre business averaged very good.
The Paramount Empress Theatre was
crowded to overflowing during the first fewnights of the showing of John Gilbert in
"Twelve Miles Out" and the management
had a very difficult job in keeping the overflow cool and contented, it is stated. In
addition to the picture bill offered at the
Paramount Empress, there was a special
prologue
billedthe
as crowds.
"Lucky Lindy, " which
also attracted
John Gilbert was also a great drawing
card in "Monte Cristo" at the Pantages
here, exceptionally big business having been
done.
The Victory Theatre enjoyed fairly good
business during the weeks' run of "A
Whirlwind
of Youth"
with Keith.
Lois Moran,
Vera Veronina
and Donald
The picture at the American which was
expected to be a big drawing card, but
which fell rather short of expectations was
"Babe" Ruth and Anna Q. Nilsson in
"Babe Comes Home." The only redeeming
feature of the bill is reported to have been
"The Old Soak."
•Toscph Schildkraut and Lya DePutti in
"The
businessHeart
at theThief"
Gem. did a good summer
The Rialto, a second run house, received
very satisfactory results from the showing
of Ronald Column and Vilma Banky in
"The Night of Love" and also "The "Collegians" with Dorothy Gulliver, a Salt Lake
girl.
Exploitation ran high this past week,
with window cards being used extensively
in addition to twenty-four sheet space, etc.

Los Angeles
/^ RAUMAN'S Egyptian Theatre, which
^^ has just changed its policy to showing
first runs each week, is attracting average
attendance with Richard Dix in "Man
Power. ' '
"Is Zat So?" at the Pantages is very
popular as the play had a very successful
run in Los Angeles and the picture has
been advertised as being equally as good.
At Loew's State, Norma Shearer in "After Midnight" is pleasing theatre-goers
aided by Gene Morgan in a Fanchon &
Marco "Idea" on the stage.
"Stark Love" at the Metropolitan is generally considered to be the most popular
picture showing in the downtown theatres.
Rube Wolf, on the stage, is drawing his
faithful fans who go to see him each week
whether the picture is a strong attraction
or not.
The first showing of "Beau Geste" at
popular prices scenes to be doing good business at the ?»ril!ion Dollar. "The Way of
All Flesh' ' closed this week at the Criterion
leaving a splendid box oifice record.
Ticket purchasing is still running heavy

at Grauman's Chinese for "The King of
Kings" and at Carthay Circle for "Seventh Heaven." Portland
(Previous Week)
A^T'ITH
West upon
Coast the
concentrating
» ' attention
Broadway, their
that
theatre has enjoyed continued good busines throughout the early part of the
summer.
"The Callahans and The Murphys"
drew exceptionally well, and was rated as
excellent comedy. Fanchon and Marco's
' ' Books ' ' idea contained several show
Sitopping numbers, including the * ' Ti-ojan
Five," r. of S. C. quintette.
The Blue Mouse, playing the second
week of "Simple Sis," got satisfactory
business, although the picture was not considered anything unusual. Vitaphone program only fair.
"Resurrection" in its second week at
the Columbia got sufficient business to warrant holding it for a third. Picture criticizedly some as morbid, but generally
considered unusual entertainment,
icized by some as morbid, but generally
for second showing of three days, but drew
such crowds over the week-end that it was
held for three more days.
"The Telephone Girl," at the Rivoli,
drew just average business, although the
jiietnre was well liked.
"Matinee Ladies," at the Music Box
did not create much enthusiasm, and drew
rather poorly.

Seattle
(Previous Week)
IN the face of very tempting summer
weather, numerous outdoor activities
and shows, and the usual holiday exodus
of city residents, the Fifth Avenue Theatre last week established what was probably
the greatest week's attendance ever recorded at a Seattle picture theatre for a
regular attraction.
The bill was in reality a ti'i])le-headliner; it consisted of Colleen Moore's
"Naughty But Nice," an elaborate Fanchon-]\[ar<'o revue called "Ali Baba and
the 39 Thieves," and Eddie Peabody, the
dynamic "banjomaniac" and musical director from the Metropolitan Theatre at
Los Angeles.
Perhaps the second best attraction in
point of box office popularity was "Wedding Bills" at the Coliseum Theatre,
which did a very pleasing business for the
week.
"Frisco Sally Levy" at the United Artists Theatre failed to do the business that
was expected of it. At the Blue Mouse

Existence
of Movie
Trust in Texas Charged
nances
s
ordi
Texathe
tionof of
a viola
R
HEtrust
WHETantihas actually been made is now
being considered by Attorney General
Claude Pollard, of Austin, Texas, who
has agreed to hear Houston attorneys
e that a motion picpresenting a charg
ture trust exists in the state of Texas.
The general attorney has received a
complaint that methods employed by
the so-called trust have forced out of
competition a theatre owner at Bryan
and that these same mehods are about
to be used against another motion picture theatre owner in Houston.

Theatre, "Simple Sis" played its second
and final week to fair houses. The Vitaphone subjects, headed by The Revelers,
are still doing the business at this house,
with the picture coming in second place.
For the first time in the city's history,
a first run house last week featured a Revival Week of past screen successes. Universal's Columbia Theatre was the house
to use the films, and the week's business
was only fair. The pictures used during
the week included "Polyanna, " "Rohin
Hood," "Birth of a Nation," "Thief of
Bagdad," "Orphans of the Storm" and
"The Gold Rush."
At the Strand Theatre, John Danz held
"Is Your Daughter Safe?" for a third
week's engagement. This film, featured
as a big sex drama, is playing at advanced
prices to segregated audiences and is holding up remarkably well.
Another hold-over was "King of the
Pack," which did a very pleasing business
at the Embassy Theatre, Joe Danz's 25c
house, and was kept on for an extra threeday run. "Midnight Lovers" at Pantages
was a secondary attraction, being held
down on account of the appearance of
Irene Franklin as headliner.
At Hamrick's Egyptian Theatre, in the
University
"Rookies"
played to
large housesdistrict,
for the
entire engagement,
in spite of a recent record-breaking twoweek
engagement
at Al Raleigh's
Theatre
in the downtown
district. Coliseum

San Francisco
Franfor San
week houses
goodpicture
ANOTHERcisco's motion
was witnessed by both first-run and residential
theatres in spite of the fact that this is
vacation time and a great many leave the
city. One reason for the prosperity was
that no hot weather was witnessed.
"Resurrection" drew an enormous
crowd to the California Theatre because of
Tolstoy's popularity here. "The Way of
All Flesh," shown at the St. Francis Theatre, was well liked and the house was filled
in
the evenings.
"Twelve
Miles and
Out,"
shown
at the Granada
Theatre,
drewwasa
crowd, many going there to see the presentation act entitled, "Bugs." "Service
for Ladies" drew many to Loew's Warfield
Theatre, as the picture's star, Menjou, is
very popular here. The stage act, with
singing and dancing, did a great deal to
help fill that house.
"Old Ironsides" did not draw so well in
its third week at the Columbia Theatre,
where it is shown at advanced prices, many
stating they thought it too dull. "The
Night Bride," a comedy, drew many to the
seats of the Golden Gate Theatre, which
were filled evei-y evening, partly due to the
vaudeville acts. "The Canyon of Light,"
attracted many to the Pantages Theatre, as
did the acts of vaudeville. At the Union
Square Theatre, "The Cheaters" was considered but fair, while the comedy,, "The
Vanishing Villains" took very well and the
acts of vaudeville drew many to this house.
"Where North Holds Sway," drew a
larger crowd than expected to the Cameo
Theatre.
In the residential houses "The Return
of Peter Grimm" drew many to the
Coliseum Theatre, and at the Wigwam
Theatre, "Don Mike" helped fill the house
as did the musical comedy, "The Finnegans and the Goldbergs." "The Social
Highwayman" did the average at the
Metropolitan Theatre.
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"The Trail of the Tiger"
(Universal

Serial — 10 Episodes)

{Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THIS Universal chapter play featuring Jack
Daiigherty and Frances Teague gives every
promise of developing some lively entertainment before it is concluded and it seems evident that it is going to be a little bit out of the
usual order of serials. Judging by the first
episode the action is going to be unusually fast
but not so ridiculously furious as is customary.
So far as the first three chapters are concerned there seems to have been a lot of thought
put into them. The climaxes are worked up to
nicely and they are not of such an impossible
order as usually is seen. Nor are the cut-backs
of the customary lengthy type. They tell just
enough of the preceding chapters very skctchily to give a fair idea of what has gone before.
Each episode fairly bristles with action and
while the climax of each is exciting, at the
same time it is plausible.
Jack Daugherty is the ideal hero for these
serials. He has the faculty of not overacting
and he completes his heroics apparently with
the slightest effort. He seems a very versatile
young man, being proficient in swimming, riding or whatever he is called upon to do.
Frances Teague is a newcomer to the screen
and evidently familiar with circus life, about
which the action is laid. She is good to look
at, has plenty of pep, and like Daugherty, does
well whatever she is called upon to do. Judging from what has gone on before she will have
plenty to do too. Already she has been rescued
from drowning when her machine went through
an open bridge, and she has been dragged from
the jaws of a tiger, escaped from the circus
menagerie.
A circus outfit in its entirety was used in
the making of tlie serial and the shots apparently are all authentic, even those having to do
with the actual performance. The animals,
freaks, wire walkers, tumblers and clowns are
all on display to make a nice background for
the picture, which has to do with an inheritance
for the heroine, about which so far there is
much mystery. But Jack Daugherty is on the
trail and there'll be some dizzy doings before
it goes into the possession of the rightful owner.

"Perils

of the Ju^gle"

(Weiss Brothers Serial — 10 Episodes)

(Reviewed by Thomas C. Kennedy)
THE
first three chapters of this episode
thriller of the jungle reveal an effort on
the part of the producers to crowd with action
the reels in which are related the adventures
of a big game hunter and a young woman on
some mysterious pursuit in the African wilds.
It seems a long time since the Selig zoo — or
for the matter of that any collection of wild
animals — has figured in a serial play, and this
reviewer believes the fans will welcome them
after their absence these many years from the
episode plays. Indeed, the lions, tigers, elephants, the hyenas, and that extremely well fed
looking beastie, the hippopotamus, give a seemingly new twist, a decidedly interesting turn to
the familiar mechanics of the serial plot. In
this one, there is provision for the always surefire mystery element, with a map showing something or other, for which the sympathetic characters and the "heavies" will contend from
chapter three on up to the middle of reel
twenty-one — the concluding strip in this pictorial adventure tale.
The principal characters are Phyllis Marley
(Eugenia Gilbert), Rod Bedford (Frank Merrill), Kimpo (Bobby Nelson), Marks (Milburn
Morante), "Brute" Hanley (Albert J. Smith),
Moto (Will Herman), Stephens (Walter
Maly)
and Alexander
Marley
(Harry
Bel-

more). Phyllis and her father are making their
way through the jungle in search of some
treasure, the location of which is known only
to the father. "Brute" Hanley, who has posed
as a sailor on the voyage by ship, accompanies
them. They meet Rod Bedford, who, thanks to
the mysterious influence over the savages of a
boy of the jungle called Kimpo, is saved from
the cannibals. Old Marley is seriously stricken
and gives his map, showing the position of the
treasure, to Bedford. "Brute" determines to
obtain the map and get the treasure for himself.
The parties, for mutual protection, occupy the
same hut. They are open to attack by the
jungle beasts, the close of the third chapter
showing the stampede of elephants in a raid
upon the hut, which as the final scenes are run
off, is being thrashed to splinters by the infuriated pachyderms.
In matters of staging and photography the
production is up to a gocxl standard, and while
the plot is quite rubber stamp, the animals,
scenes of which are liberally interspersed
through the reels, furnishing an actionable,
interest-holding serial.

"The

College

Kiddo"

(Sennett-Pathe — Two

Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

MACK
latest offering
through
Pathe, SENNETT'S
as the name implies,
is a collegiate
comedy of the slapstick variety with Madeline
Hurlock and Eddie Quillan featured. It is
fairly rough comedy that will probably bring
shrieks of laughter in the smaller houses, but
it is not among the best of Sennett short reelers.
It abounds in impossible situations injected
solely for laugh purposes and it goes afar from
the campus for its humor.
Eddie Quillan is the usual sap freshman ; in
fact too much so. He is the college laundryman
and is vamped by Miss Hurlock, the college
widow. The latter steals the examination papers
from isthe
professor's
pocket She
to aid
her brother,
who
about
to be flunked.
secrets
them in
Eddie's pocket and then inveigles Eddie to her
room as the professor is calling. Her efforts to
recover the papers from Eddie and at the same
time keep the knowledge of her guilt from the
professor provide a good part of the comedy.

"Sure Cure"
(Educational — Two

Reels)

(Revietved by Raymond Ganly)
THAT
silk-hatted comedain, Clem Beauchamp, who always reminds one of Raymond Griffith, exhibits his manifold capabilities
as a clever comic in this two-reeler of a sanitarium and its patients. He is aided and abetted
in the fun-making by two good troupers, Phil
Dunham and George Davis. Quite a number
of giggles will be let loose when the three
patients start clowning and an escaped seal flipflaps all over the place giving the patients
hysterics and making them think they are seeing
things. There's more fun when Clem Beauchamp stumbles into the operating room of the
sanitarium and proceeds to rid a patient's back
of a kink, when Davis gives an imitation of a
particularly "loony" patient who derives much
pleasure from a pail of water, and the scene
where Dunham paints black streaks on his head
to cover a bald spot. With the arrival of the
seal things are enlivened considerably ; the reaction of the patients towards the mammal are
ludicrous. Terrified negroes, screeching matrons
and the general run for cover of the household
make an enjoyable time for the beholder. In
addition to the above mentioned three the
cast includes Lucille Hutton, Amma Styers,
Muriel Evans, Bobby Burns and Ray Turner.
This Mermaid comedy was directed by Stephen
Roberts.

"Felix

the

Cat

in Art

for

(Educational
One Reel)
Art's —Sake"
HERE'S a malion,
novel
idea.sculptor,
The story
Pygthe Greek
who offell
in
love with his statue, Galatea, is utilized by Pat
Sullivan, only that the cartoonist introduces airplanes and parachutes to give it a modern touch,
and has Felix play the role of the lover pining
away over his clay creation. How this situation came about is an interesting tale: Felix is
canoeing with his sweetheart when an aviator
invites her aboard his plane. Much to the discomfiture of Felix, she accepts, and he, left
alone and heartbroken, weeps so many tears that
his canoe sinks. Distressed because he has lost
his love, Felix begins to paint her likeness, and
seeking inspiration, wanders into an art museum
where the painting of "Pygmalion and Galatea"
fills with him hope. He, too, will follow Pygmalion and pray for the same result. So he
labors at his clay and moulds a statue of his lost
one and then bows his head to shed bitter tears,
harboring the hope that like Galatea his statue
will come to life. And this does come to pass,
as Felix's sweetheart "walking home" from her
ride above the clouds with the aid of a parachute suddenly descends through the roof of the
museum where Felix stands with bowed head.
It takes but a twinkling of an eye for her to
cast aside the figure and takes its place and
smile benevolently upon Felix when he raises
his
head. It's theGANLY.
happy ending for them.
—RAYMOND

"Hold Fast"
(Educational-Cameo — One

Reel)

THE efforts of two country bumpkins to win
the motivating
hand of theforces
fire chief's
pretty
are the
that send
thisdaughter
comedy
whirling down the furrow of slapstick. A village carnival is the grand background for the
usual order of rough and tumble, helter-skelter
antics. Cliff Bowes is the luckier of the two,
and wins the prize money. His rival in love
tries about every trick to put him out of the
way, but that blissful luck which movie heroes
possess turns the march of events so that the
rival's villainy rebounds upon himself and he is
put out of the running. One scene shows Bowes
and a friend dressed up as a wild steer and running around at a furious pace with fire crackers
popping off behind them. These and similar
gags may not arouse hearty laughter but they
will produce results that are fair enough. With
Bowes in the cast are Glen Cavender. "Toy"
Gallagher, James Hertz and Robert Burns. The
director was Mark Sandrich. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Meet the Folks"
(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

JIMMIE certainly was surprised when he met
the folks. Such a motley gang of tall, lanky
mountaineers, with their everlasting shotguns
in their hands and their women smoking pipes
and looking about as tough as the men ! That
was not the environment exactly that Jimmie, a
pill-consuming youth with rabbit courage,
wanted. And to make things worse a healthy,
rip-roaring feud was blossoming around his
ears ; his neighbors were bent on exterminating
each other and the peace-loving Jimmie felt
very much alone and out of place. But the
pretty daughter of the rival clan makes life
worth living and Jimmie tries to bear up with
his clan relations as best he can. His initiation
into the family and the night he spends in a
dilapidated attic have plenty of funny angles
and these are bunched abundantly. The ^-oung
man in the case is Jimmie Adams, the girl,
Gayle Lloyd. Robert Kerr directed this trio.
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Tartuffe the Hyprocrite
Rather

Heavy

But — Jannings

Is In It

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
SO popular has Emil Jannings, the talented Teuton, become that
they are grabbing: his early opuses from the Germanic gi-abhag. A deal of celluloid has been ground through the camera
since he made "Tartuffe, the Hypocrite." And it can be safely
put down that the foreign picture cannot possibly stack up against
Herr Jannings ' first American entry, ' ' The Way of All Flesh. ' '
It has its crudities, noticeable in lighting and make-up and the
particularly heavy treatment. But there is power to it just the
same.
It bears the stamp of UFA — which is no small mark in its favor.
And the Jannings man demonstrates surelj^ and easily the ability
which carried him away from the Fatherland. The treatment
presents the formula of a play within a play — and since it is a
psychological study rather than a dramatic play it calls for much
deep thinking. Yet it has mirthful moments. F. W. Murnau
(yes, it's the same Murnau of "Variety" fame) has sprinkled it
with comedy. He's not a director who places all the eggs Ln one
basket. He guides Jannings, Werner Kraus and Lily Dagover
through their paces — Emil as the hypocritical philanderer, the
others as the deluded husband and his playful spouse.
As mentioned above it should entei'tain thinking people.
The Cast : Emil Jannings' Werner Kraus, Lily Dagover.
Andre Mattoni, Rosa Valctti. Hermann Picha. Director, F. IV.
Murnau.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
THEME : Psychological study
of actor determined to save his
Jannings is your play here. Bill
as picture which shows him in
grandfath(i|r from clutches of
one of his best character
ambitious nurse. He plays
studies.
character of hypocrite to accomplish his aim.
DRAWING POWER : DePRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Comedy touches.
pends upon
Jannings'
larity.
Suitable
for better popuclass
Deft acting by Janriings. Fine
houses with discriminate pasupport by Kraus and Dagover.
tronage.
Atmospheric settings.
Produced
by UFA.
Loigth, seven reels. Released. July. 1927.

varied

group

of gUmp.<ies into the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
"Tivelve Miles Out."

feature

Painted Ponies
Slim Plot and Much

Slapstick

(Reviewed

by Chester J. Smith)
HOOT GIBSON is ithe \actira of yrather a jK>or vehicle in this
Western, which is considerabl below his standard. As a
matter of fact it gives him libtle in the way of oppontunity
and is saved from being almost devoid of interest by a number
of rip-tearing rodeo shots showing broncs, steers and cow punchers
at their besit.
The comedy relief, of which there is entirely too much, is entrusted to the hands of Slim Summerville, armed with a slingshot
with which he unfailingly hits the villain in the same spol^ on the
anatomy at lea,st twice in every reel.
Hoot does mix up in some lively encounters with the villain
which liven up the action a bit as ithey are staged very realisitically.
Their mix-up in the water, as Hoot saves the heroine lends quite
a thrill to ithe picture, but in the last analysis the rodeo shots are
the saving of the picture.
The story is a very slim one. It brings Hoot from the north to
\vrest the cowboy chamfpyions'hip from the villain, which he does,
and he also wins the girl, as usual, las he saves her a terrible fate
at the villain's "hands.
The Cast: Hoot Gibson, William Dunn. Charles Sellon,
Otto Hoffman, Ethl\ne Clair. .Slim Suiumcr^'i'lc.
THEME: Western in which
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
The name of the star; the wild
the hero wins the cowboy chamwestern atmosphere provided by
pionship from the villain and
the actual shots taken from a
by his heroic efforts also wins
foremost rodeo ; the wild ride of
the girl of his choice
Hoot; the river fight and the
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The splendid rodeo
rescue of the girl.
shots showing the bucking
DRAWING POWER: Will
broncs, bull-dogging and roping ; probably be appreciated in the
the fight in the water between
smaller houses and by the reguthe hero and villain.
lar followers of the star.
A quartet of scenes from "Snowbound," a Tiffany picture.

Produced and distributed by Universal.
Length, 5,415 feet. Released, September 25, 1927.
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Twelve Miles Out
Average

Melodrama
Pepped
Up By
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

Gilbert

IT'S quite a let-down for Jack Gilbert to be taken out of the
passionate pastures of romanee in order to can-y out the carryings on of a nxore-or-less rough-and-tumble melodrama. The
piece may disappoint many of his heavj^ worshippers who delight
in capturing some of his love sparks. But he has go-getting ways,
nevertheless — and they're visible throughout the vivid action.
Much has been added to the story since it served as a play. For
one thing it introduces a draggy prologue.
Once the early reels are over it swings into first rate melodrama.
Gilbert and his arch-enemy, Ernest Torrence, give up carrying
contraband fire-arms into Africa — and pick up change and excitement off American shores as rum runners. The kick comes when
the hero escapes from the coast guard and breaks into the home of
heroine. The Gilbertian technique is very evident here. He kidixaps the girl and takes her twch'e miles out or so.
The film is on the dividing line between top-notehers and mediocrities. Because of Gilbert and Torrence it should do business.
The Cast: John Gilbert, Ernest Torrence, Joan Crazvford.
Eileen Percy, Paillette Duval, Dorothy Sebastian, Owen Lcc.
Edward Earlc, Bert Roach. Tom O'Brien. Director, Jack
Conway.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
THEME: Melodrama of rumTitle affords many advertising
runners and hi-jackers who are
possibilities. Play up profitadeadly enemies over their business and their love affairs.
ble bootlegging business. Tease
Hero comes clean when he
title. Bill as affording star red
meets right girl.
hot
rence.action, etc. Feature TorPRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Ship scenes. Red hot
DRAWING POWER: For all
action in rum-running scenes.
Volatile action of Gilbert.
types of houses. Star's popuCharacterization by Torrence.
larity will draw them everywhere.
Suspense.
Atmosphere.
Produced and Distributed by M etro-Goldzvyn-M ayer.
Length, seven reels.
Released, July, ig'^y.

Some of thetheinteresting
scenes
to be found
in "Tartuffe,by the
Moliere play
produced
and distributed
UfaHypocrite,"

Snowbound
Fast Moving and Happy
(Reviewed

Carnivals

and coivboys

mix

in tliese

.stills from

Ponies."

Universal's

"Painted

Farce

by Chester J. Smith)
screen play with all the action that
moving
fast
HERE
couldis bea desired, an abundance of comedy of the lively
ord^T, a bit of romance, plenty of intrigue and a plot with
as many twists and turns as the livliest of the mystery plays. The
characters at one stage appear to be inextricably muddled and one
starts to wonder how they are ever going to become unravelled,
but the tale from then on unwinds itself swiftly and proceeds to
a happy conclusion.
Snowbound is described as a farce comedy, fortunately. Had it
taken itself more seriously and been filmed as a drama it would
have been almos/t ridiculous, but as it is it provides entertainment
that should bring appreciation. There are serious moments when
it threatens to develop into the deepest melodranwi, but these are
passed over and comedy prevails.
The cast is a well balanced one, every member of which does
his or her work excellently. Situations that could easily be overdone are splendidly handled by director Phil Stone, who gets the
most out of 'the story. The title is taken from the fact that the
l)layers are snowbound in an Adirondack lodge.
The Cast: Betty Blythe, Lillian Rich, Robert Agnew,
George Fawcett, Martha Mattox, Harold Goodwin. Guinn JVillianis. /'(/t Ifcinno)!. William A. Carroll and fhirnthra li^olbert.
THEME : A farce comedy of in the lodge during the raging
snowstorm.
romance and intrigue in which
the right man wins the girl after
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
numerous complications with
the principals snowbound in an
Play up the extremely fast action and the well balanced and
Adirondack lodge.
capable cast. It can rightfully
PRODUCTION
HIGHbe termed splendid hot weather
LIGHTS: The race to the
entertainment. Emphasize the
Adirondack lodge and the chase
chase to the Adirondack lodge.
by the motorcycle cop. The
many fast moving escapades.
DRAWING POWER:
Should
The meeting of the three couples
go well in almost any house.
Produced and di.sfribtiied by Tiffany Productions.
Length 5.182 feet. Released July 15, 1927.
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The Satin Woman
Good

Story Well Acted and
W ell Directed
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
HERE
is a feature lavish in its settings, gorgeous in the
star, with an emotionally dramatic story well moulded,
well acted and well directed. There is nothing lacking to
make this an attraction that would meet with the high approval of
any type of audience. It has some tremendously dramatic climaxes.
It has not been marred by the usual injection of stupid comedy
relief: in fact, the comedy element is almost entirely lacking and
that which has been infused is of the more pleasing vai'iety.
Mrs. Wallace Reid is a fashion show in herself. Her gowns are
gorgeous and she certainly displays them to the best advantage.
Women will rave over them and they will not be displeasing to
the eye of the male.
Considerable credit is due Walter Lang for a splendid story
exceptionally well directed. He shoots, straight at the mark and
the details of the picture are can-ied out expeditiously. He has
not allowed his cast to overact and his dramatic climaxes are
nicely worked out. The story hits into a rapid stride and holds
the interest until the final shot.
The Cast: Mrs. Wallace Reid, John Miljan. Rockliffc Fellows, Alice White, Laska Winters, Charles Buddy Post, Ruth
StoneJiaust, Gladys Brockwell, Ethel Wales. Directed by
Walter Lang.
of gowns. The lavish settings;
THEME : A society drama of
a woman who almost forgot she
the splendid acting of a well
was a wife and mother until too
balanced cast and the exceptionally worked out climaxes.
late. Her obligations outside of
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
the family result in divorce
The name of the star; the lux
and later her daughter is about
to follow in her own footsteps
urious costuming which develwhen the mother averts this
ops a veritable fashion show. A
catastrophe and a reconciliation
number of intensely dramatic
with her husband is effected to
situations and the all around
good work of the cast.
bring about a pleasing conclusion.
DRAWING POWER: An attraction that should go well in
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS : The gorgeous display
any tyi)e of house.
Produced and Distributed by Lmnas.
Length, 6,566 feet. Released, July, 1927.

The race track and its romance and tragedy is liie late unfolded in t'irsi
i\ationars "The Sunset Derby," scenes from tvhich are shown above

The Prince of Headwaiters
Leivis

Stone

Makes

(Reviewed

Picture

by Laurence

Enjoyable
Reid)

SO

su'-e of hi-^ technique and other acting aeoompli.shments is
Lewis Stone that he invariably stands head and shoulders
al)ove the luatorial given him. Take this latest for example.
It is no great shnkcs in cither its plot or treatment, the idea behind
it being quite hackneyed — and the bright touches too skippy to
give it novelty. But Stone is there with his personality and talent.
And it shapes up as enjoyable.
This time the start appears a,s an art student in Paris — and
according to the Hollywood patiern he sports a Van Dyke. The
sequence of the whiskers starts the celluloid off on its revolution
from which develops a time lapse. Several yeai-s later Stone bobs
up as a headwaitcr — ^a good one, too. Leave that to Lew. He has
been mourning the death of his girl wife ad interim. During his
journeys from table to table in a New York restaurant he discovers the son of whose existence he had been ignorant. The boy
is fast in the clutches of a gold-digger — and the headwaiter, with
a parental influence guiding him, starts to hand out some fatherly
advice. The upshot of it is he saves the youth from himself —
aided and abetted by a sweet young thing and some self-sacrifice
of his o\\-n.
The Cast: Len'is Stone. Robert Agneiv, PrisciVa Bonner,
Ann Rork, Lilyan Tashnian. John Patrick. Director. John
Fra)ieis Dillon.
THEME: Drama of selfsacrifice with father saving
youth from himself.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The artist sequence.
The scenes of Stone as headwaiter. The expose of gold-digger. The romance. The acting
of star. The sets and photography.

DRAWING POWER: Star
has following and his acting

should draw patronage. Satisfactory for average houses.
Produced and Dix'itxibuted by First National.
Length, six reels'.^ __Relcased, July, 1927.

EXPLOITATION
Shots from the Columbia drama of the sea, "The Blood Ship'

The angle to play here is Lewis
Stone's acting. Concentrate
your campaign on his personality and talent. Bill as effectiveFeature
story of a father's
sacrifice, etc.
Ann Rork.

ANGLES:
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The Sunset Derby
A Jockey Finds His Nerve Again
(Reviewed

by Raymond

Ganly)

PRODUCED with more care and acted with more restraint
than the average race track picture, "The Sunset Derby" is
good entertainment. To be sure, the idea held forth — 'that
of a weakling who conquei-s fear — is not entirely ncAv, it having
been played up in practically every type of athletic picture; but
in the long run the continual human failings are ahvays bobbing
up (they cannot be put down because they are human nature itself)
and if we recognize them in picture after picture that is no reason
why protests should be made against their eternal recurrence.
Racing stories will always be produced because "the sport of
kings" carries a continued appeal.
Several good racing scenes and realistic touches of w'hat goes
on in the stables help a lot in giving the proper punch. Though
you can easily foretell the end of the story, the production shapes
up as a good example of its tj'pe. Collier is very sincere and in
character, but on the whole his interpretation is weakened by too
many expressions of horror. Mary Astor, a shy and meek heroine,
flits in and out of the picture at regular intervals. Ralph Lewis,
Burt Ross, a good kid actor, and David Kirby render appreciative
support.
The Cast: IViUiam Collier, Jr., Mary Astor, Ralph Lczc's.
Dazid Kirby, Lionel Belmore, Burt Ross, Henry Barrows.
Bobby Doyle, Michael Visarotf. Directed by Al Ro(jcU.
THEME: Jockey asserts his
mastery over an innir cowardice
and wins big racing event and
girl.
PRODUCTION
HIGH
LIGHTS : Track and stable sequences. Jockey's fall and comeback. The excitement of a big

racing event.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Use derbies, horse shoes, riding
outfits. Man on hors<', dressed as
jockey, appropriate baUy hoo.
DRAWING POWER: Good
appeal for the average run of
fans.
Interesting shots from ''The Satin Woman," a Lumas release.

Produced by Charles R. Rogers.
Distributed by First Xatioiial.
f-eii(/th ^,ooo feet. Released. Jiiiir. n^i/.

The Blood Ship
Hot and

Heavy Melodrama

(Reviewed

by Laurence

Here

Reid)

A

GOOD old nerve-tingling title decorates this picture — the
action of which lives up to its colorful monicker. The
piece carries a wallop in the play of melodrama on the high
seas. Before you are barely ready to say "Captain Kidd" it
informs you that the clipper is a hell-ship the master of A^-'hich
has a habit of beating up his crews. As you can see, the story is
a blood relative of Jack London's "Sea Wolf," though there are
many marks of originality about it which sets it apart from the
London opus.
The skipper has a "shanghai" complex. When a crew runs out
on him after a punishing cruise he and his first mate (who registers
an equally hard-l)oiled disposition) use strong-arm methods and
shanghai enough sailors to run the ship. Of course, with such a
background it is easy to guess that the motivation will concern a
mutiny. It's red-hot action which is served up heri^ — and no mistake. The i)layei*s entertain a deal of punishment from the brutal
skipper before he is knocked for a row of anchors.
A love note punctuates the action to balanc(> the hard moments —
and Richard Arlen and Jac(iueline Logan take care of it very rouiantically. But it is the melodrama which provides the i-eal interest and suspense. Everything happens that could possibly happen
(luring the voyag'e.
So i)ut it down as vigorous entertaiiunent.
The Cast: Hobart Boszvorth. Fred Kohler, James Bradbury,
Richard Arlen,, Walter Jatnes, Jacqueline Logan, Arthur
Rankin,
/director, George B. Seitz.
THEME:
Melodrama of sea
Tease the title. Bill as vigorous
melodrama of sea which affords
with brutal skipper shanghaing
crew and punishing them until
plentiful action. Play up Bosworth, Logan and Arlen. Use
he gets his just deserts.
st:lls of ship. .etc.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The settings. The
DRAWING POWER: Suitable for downtown houses and
photography. The action aboard
ship. The love interest. The
strong enough for first runs.
fights. The realism. The acting.
Title, backgrounds and acting
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
should draw patronage.
Highliiihls from

"The Prince of Headivaiters," a Fir.st ISalional feature

I'roduced and Distributed by Columbia.
LeiKjth. sex'cn reels. Released. July, \^)2j.
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Briefs
In order to assure comedj' relief in
"Bride of the Night," Fox screen version
of "Prince Fazil," Director Howard
Hawks has added Hank Man and Dale
Fuller to the cast. Charles Farrell and
Oreta Nissen have the principal roles.
Casting is now complete on "The Woman
Who Did Not Care," the eleventh of a
series of twelve Gotham productions for
the 1926-27 season. The choice for the
feminine lead finally rested on Lilyan Tashman. No less than three leading men are
necessary and all of widely varying types.
The male trio who try to win "The Woman
Who Did Not Care" will be portrayed bv
Edward Martindale, Lloyd Whitlock
anil
Arthur Rankin. Sarah Padden, "Big
Boy" Williams and Ruth Boyd comi)lete
the list. Philip Rosen will direct from the
<!ontinuity and adaptation by Marion Orth.

Ford Sterling has been cast for part in
Esther Ralston 's latest starring picture for
Paramount, "Heaven Help the Working
Girl." Blanch Pa\^on, eleven vears in pic*^
tures, IS also to play a featured part in the
picture. Her last work was in "Lost at the
Front" and "The Callahans and Murphys."

ing feminine role in Ramon Xovarro's new
film, as yet untitled.
Paul Panzer, now appearing in the newest Patheserial, "The Hawk of the Hills,"
in which Allene Ray and Walter Miller
are starred, was also in the first Patheserial, "The Perils of Pauline," in which
Pearl White was starred. He has also
i)een in about a dozen other Patheserials
in which different people starred. Panzer
is one of the oldest motion picture players
in the world, in point of experience.
Natalie Kingston is to play the vampire
in Esther Ralston 's latest starring picture,
"Heaven Help the Working Girl."
After an absence of more than a year
Tom ]\roore is renewing old friendships at
the DeMille Studio, where he is to play
the male lead in the Pathe feature, "The
Wise Wife," which is to star Phyllis
Haver, under the direction of E. Mason
Hopper. A year ago Moore played the
lead in support of Leatrice Joy in "The
Clinging Vine," for DeMille. The supporting cast will include Jacqueline Logan,
Joseph Striker and Fred Walton.

After five weeks at the famous Liberlost
^abin of the late Gene Stratton-Porter near
Rome City, Indiana, Director Leo Meehan
and members of "The Harvester" companv
returned to the F B 0 studios. The round
trip involved a journey of more than 5 000
miles for the 40 people comprising the company, and required the transportation of
two carloads of "properties" and equirv
ment. The company is now at work at
the
studio on the interior scenes for the pictur
e
which will be completed and readv for editing within the next ten davs

Mack Sennett has two units busy on
new vehicles for release under the Pathe
banner during the new season. Harry Edwards is directing a newlywed story with
Billy Bevan, Vernon Dent and Alma Bennett enacting the featured roles. Eddie
Cline returns to the Sennett banner to direct the first of the new series of "Girl
Comedies," which will further glorify
bathing beauties. Daphne Pollard, Dot
Farley and Mack Swain head the cast.
"The Pest of Friends," a Bevan-HurlockDent fun vehicle, was recently completed
by Harry Edwards.

^ Two important additions and one chano-e
in the cast of "Stranded," the first of Sterling s"Quality Eight"
1927-28, have
been announced. Gale for
Henry has been
added to the cast to replace Cissv Fitzgerald. The cast will be further augmented by Florence Turner in a svmpathe ic role Phil Rosen is directing
'Stranded."
"

Peverell Marley, youthful camera-man
who handled the photography on "The
King of Kings," will film "The West
Pointer," William Boyd's next starring
picture for Pathe. Donald Crisp is to
direct. Bessie Love is to play the featured
feminine role, the entire film being scheduled for production at West Point.

Duke Kahanomoku will again make a
screen appearance in a Paramount picture,
ihe tamous Hawaiian swimmer will
play
the part of a foreman of a const
ruction
gang
in Clara
Bow's
curren
vehicle,
Hula. Kahanomoku 's lastt work
was
in the Paramount special, "Old Ironsides."

Victor Fleming is to direct the next
Paramount picture starring Emil Jannings,
which will be taken from an original story
by Lajos Biro. The temporary title of the
picture is "Victory." Jannings will impersonate aRussian general of noble family who becomes a refugee after the collapse of the Russian government.

Following an extended vaudevivlle tour,
Alice Lake has returned to the screen for
a featured role in the Pathe feature "The
Angel of Broadway," in which she is supporting Lea trice Joy. This picture, now
in production at the DeMille Studio, is
being directed by Lois Weber from the
scenario by Lenore J. Coffee.
Marceline
Day has been assigned the
feminine lead in Lon Chaney's new MetroGoldwyn-iraycr
starring
picture,
"The
Hypnotist," which Tod Browning will direct. Miss Day is now completing the lead-

Joseph Striker has signed a long-time
contract with Cecil B. DeMille. His first
assignment under the new arrangement Avill
be an important supporting role in "The
Wise Wife," Phyllis Haver's initial starring picture.
Having returned to Hollywood from
Atlantic City, where she reigned as queen
of the Shrine Convention Beauty Pageant,
Marie Prevost is now preparing to start
work on "The Girl in the Pullman," her
next Pathe starring feature which will
mark the third Willson Collison stage suc-

cess ill which she has starred on the screen.
Erie C. Kenton has been retained to direct.
Victor Flaming is to
mount picture starring
the star finishes his
' ' Hitting For Heaven.
definitely set.

direct the next ParaEmil Jannings after
current production,
' ' The story is not

Gregory La Cava is slated to direct the
next Richard Dix picture for Paramount,
while Rowland V. Lee is scheduled to direct "Rachel," the next Paramount picture starring Pola Negri.
Evelyn Hall, English dramatic stage star,
this week was cast in Mary Pickford's new
five-and-ten-cent-store comedy, "My Best
Girl." Miss Hall in private life is Mrs.
Claude King, wife of the actor, and this is
her first picture comedy. Born in Harrowgate, she early showed a taste for Shakespearean roles, and for two years toured
the British Isles with a repertoire organization. Coming to America she playe<l in
"Richard III" with John Barrymore, and
with the Selwyn organization. Her first
screen appeai^ance was in "Tom Jones," an
English production, but later she played in
Corinne Griffith's "Six Days."
First National Pictures has purchased
the rights to "The Man and the Moment,"
a novel by Elinor Glyn, first published in
London in 1915. Contracts for the rights
to the story were closed on the West Coast
this week. It ^vill be screened in elaborate
fashion. It is expected that detailed plans
for the production mil be announced soon.
L E. Chadwick, president of Chadwick
Pictures, who has been supervising production acti\aties in his Hollywood studios
since March, announced this week that he
has engaged Jerome Storm to direct
"Ladies at Ease," the third of a series of
four Chadwick specials starring Pauline
Monday.
Garon. Storm will start shooting next
First National has definitely cast Billie
Dove for the leading role in George Fitzmaurice's "Louisiana," scheduled to go
into production about the middle of August,
soon after Fitzmaurice completes "Rose of
the Golden West." Miss Dove is nearing
the end of photography upon her second
stellar production, "American

Beauty."

AVarner Bros, have signed John Adolfi
as director for Irene Rich's next starring
picture to be started as soon as the actress
completes "The Outpost." Her second
picture will be temporarily called "The
Silver Slave." It is based on Howard
Smith's story which Anthony Coldeway is
adapting to screen purposes. Audrey Ferris will appear as one of Miss Rich's supporting cast.
Pierre Collings, formerly scenarist for
Paramount, has taken up directorial duties
at the FBO studios, where he is making
preparations for the production of "Alex,
the Great," based on H. C. Witwer's book
of short stories by the same title. Mr. Collings wrote the adaptation
himself and

Motion
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ivhen production starts August 1st, he will
handle the megaphone for the first time in
his career. Louis A. Sarecky, editorial
supervisor, will supervise the production.

credit for being its author. The script is
now in preparation by Robert Lord and
camera work is planned to begin in the
course of a few weeks.

After a six weeks' absence from the
Warner Studio, during which she visited
New York, Dolores Costello returned this
week to Hollywood via the Panama Canal
route. She found plans in preparation for
the filming of her next starring vehicle,

Charles Rogers, one of the Paramount
School graduates, will play the lead with
Clara Bow in her next starring picture for

"The College Widow," by George Ade,
which Avill go before the cameras early in
August. Michael Curtiz has been selected
to direct this forthcoming film.

Warner Oland has been named by Warner Bros, for the title role in "Good Time
Charley," a melodrama that will soon be
put into production at the company's
studio. The role will be one of characterization possibilities -along the lines
pursued by Oland since he abandoned the
delineation of heavies.

Ross Lederman, assistant director on
"The First Auto" and "The Heart of
Maryland," has been raised by the Warners to the status of director. Lederman 's
first assignment will be Rin-Tin-Tin's starring picture, "Dog of the Regiment," to be
begun the first week in August. Charles
Condon is writing the scenario from Albert
Howson's story.

Paramount, "Red Hair," which
St. Clair will direct.

Arnold

Kent,

now

Malcolm

playing Raoul

de

Redon in the Paramount special, "Beau
Sabrcur, " has just been signed to a new
long term contract by Paramount. Kent
worked

in Clara

Bow's

"Hula."

Clive Brook, who has just finished the
male lead in the Paramount production,
"Hula," starring Clara Bow, has signed
a new
contract with Paramount
for one

One Extended Run Production and three
Warner Winners were completed this week
on the Coast at the Warner Studio. "Ham
and Eggs" is the Extended Run production which went to the cutting room this
week. Tjouise Fazenda, Heinie Conklitn,

Clara Bow signed a new starring contract with Paramount last week for one
year optional.

Tom Wilson, all appearing- in black-face,
head the featured cast. "Sliehtly T^sed,"
starring May McAvoy with Conrad Nagel,
has also been completed. Rin-Tin-Tin has
completed work on his latest starring picture. "Jaws of Steel." "The Broadway
Kid," temporary title to George Jessel's
new starring vehicle, is now in its second
week before the camera.

Two

well knoAvn film players in the persons of Lola Todd and Edward Hearne

were added to the cast of "The Harvester,"
the Gene Stratton-Porter story in its last
week of filming at the FBO studios. This
marks Miss Todd's return to the studios
following her recent illness. Director Leo
Meehan expects that actual filuiing of "The
Harvester" will be completed within a
week. The cast already comprises Orville
Caldwell, Natalie Kingston, Will Walling
Director Donald Crisp and William Boyd,
the star of the Pathe-De Mille Studio special, "The West Pointer," left Los Angeles
Monday with a company of 25 players and
members of the technical staff. They arrived at West Point this Friday, and are
quartered at the Hotel Thayer. Bessie Love
is to be Mr. Boyd's leading woman.
ald Crisp is to direct.

Don-

Having completed his stage engagements
for the season, Al Jolson began work this
week on his first scenes in "The Jazz
Singer," a Warner Bros. Extended Run
Production which marks his debut as a
film star. Director Alan Crosland has already been shooting scenes in the storjfor about six weeks, having taken preliminary material on the Coast and then
coming to New York for exterior locations.
Bob Steele, FBO

western star who was

injured in a fight during the filming of "The
Mojave Kid," returned this week to his
home in Glendale from the French hospital, where he has been confined for the
past two weeks. The two fractured vertebrae and two broken ribs were received
in a tussle with Jav Morley, the "heavy"
in "The Mojave Kid."
Ralph Graves will direct a de luxe production for Warner Bros, to be called
"Roulette." As well as handling the
megaphone for this story Mr. Graves takes

Making her first screen appearance in
seven years, Marie Walcamp is now at
work at the FBO studios in one of the important roles of the Laura Jean Libbey
story, "In A Moment

of Temptation."

Another production unit was added to
the Gotham West Coast forces this week
when Tom Terriss started work on the
third Gotham Production for the coming
season, "The Girl From Rio." The stellar and title role of this story of Latin
America is being played by Carmel Myers.
The only other feminine principal role in
the picture will be played by Mildred Harris. The leading male role has been assigned to Walter Pidgeon. Richard Tucker
and Henry Hebert have prominent parts.
"Comrades," a First Division production
with the World War as its background, is
now being cast and Gardner James will
play
one ofselected
the 'comrades.'
Ann Slieridan
has been
for the feminine
lead.
Percy Pembroke will direct under the
supervision of James Ormont.
Jack L. Warner announced this week the
signing of four script writers to long term
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contracts. These men are Robert Lord, Ed.
Lowe, Jr., Peter Milne and Nonnan McLeod. Mr. Milne and Mr. Lord have not
yet received their first story assignment
from Warners. Lowe is already busy on the
adaptation of "Sailor Izzy Murphy." Norman McLeod is at work on special gags for
"The Broadway Kid."
Fred Kohler, who recently signed a new
contract Avith Paramount, has been cast to
play the part of Bart Bradley, the heavy
in Jack Luden's first starring picture for
Pai-amount, "Shootin' Irons." Kohler has
just finished a strong part in Thomas Meighan's picture, "The City Gone Wild."
Jesse L. Lasky announced yesterday that
the first Paramount picture co-starring
Chester Conklin and W. C. Fields %vill be
"The Side Show," from a story An-itten by
Percy Heath, scenarist, and Donald Davis,
son of Owen Davis.
Tiffany Productions, Inc. announces that
"Lightning," a Zane Grey drama of the
outdoors, is now in the course of production.
Ralph Ince 's cast for his FBO special,
"South Sea Love," has become practically
complete now that he has secured Lee
Shumway to play the principal m,ale role.
With about 100 players and technical assistants Mr. Ince is now in the Santa Ana Canyon on the banks of the Santa Ana river
filming exterior tropical scenes for the production. Two well known colored actors
are among the "natives." They are Everett
Brown and Gertrude House.
United Artists has received definite word
from Edwin Carewe that Don AJvarado,
who played opposite Dolores del Rio in
"Carmen," will have the role of Filipe in
"Ramona, " just going into production,
with Dolores del Rio in the title role.
June CoUyer, appearing in Fox's "East
Side West Side," has signed a long term
contract with Fox Films. Miss Collyer will
leave August 21 for Hollywood to begin
work under her new contract. In the meantime she is working under the direction of
Allan Dwan in the Fox New York studios
completing her role in "East

Side West

Jeanette Porter Meehan, daughter of the
late Gene Stratton-Porter, is to wTite the
titles for the motion picture adaptation of
the novel, "The Harvester."
Side."
The late author's daughter's husband,
Leo Meehan, is the director of the picture,
and consulted with his wife constantly on
various points which came up during the
preparation of the scenario.
William K. Howard has been assigned to
direct "The Main Event," at the Pathe-De
]\lille Studios. This will he the first starring
jiicture for Vera Reynolds on the coming
program. It is from a storv bv Paul Allison,
called "That Makes Us Even."
Malcolm St. Clair, who has been busying
himself in the search for the actress or
non-professional to portray Lorelei in
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" which Paramount is to bring to the screen under his
direction, has been assigned to immediately
l>repare "Red Hair," Clara Bow's next
picture for production. The latter is to be
finished in time to pennit St. Clair to start
work on the Anita Loos theme.
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NUMBER of houses in this
territory have succumbed +0
the heat during the past week or
two and have closed for the Summer. Some others will stick it out
until the end of the month, when
they will also close their doors, at
least for tlie month of August.
The Tip Top Theatre in Central
Avenue. Brooklyn, is among those
that have succumbed temporarily
to the heat, and has closed for the
Summer, with no reopening date
definitely set. Myer Rosenthal has
also decided to close the Scenic
Theatre at 500 Atlantic Avenue
July 31st. The doors will be closed
most of August, during which time
some alterations will be made.
Henry Seigel, owner of the Beverley Theatre in Church Avenue, has
also decided to close July 31st, with
no definite date set for the reopening.
S. Salkin closed his 72d Street
Playhouse, at 72d Street and First
Avenue, New York, July 25th. The
house will be closed for the balance
of the Summer.
Cy Barr has sold the Subway
Theatre at Myrtle Avenue and
Flatbush Extension, to Morrise &
Grossman, owners of the New
United Theatre in Myrtle Avenue,
Brooklyn. It is not yet known
what they will do with their new
acquisition.
The Tompkins Theatre, on
Tompkins Avenue, -Brooklyn, has
gone on a three-day policy. The
house will be open only on Fridays,
Saturdays and Sundays for the balance of the Summer. Meantime
the house will be repainted and
other alterations made.

RECREATION hall at Palcnville, operated by F. Frankforter, has opened for the summer.
The pictures shown are being
booked from the Albany exchanges.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Veiller left
early Sunday morning by automobile for Virginia, where they
will spend a two weeks' vacation
with relatives. Mr. Veiller is manager of the Mark Ritz in Albany.
Alex Sayles, manager of the Leland in Albany, acting under the
slogan of "bigger and better,"
bought a new car last week, although admitting at the time that
his wife is the only member in the
family who does the driving.
The pride of Harry MrNamara's
life is not his theatre in Valatie,
but a six year old son who is a
chip of the old block, and who is
always on kand to greet the film
salesmen, providing, of course, that
they show up in the afternoon.
Alec Herman journeyed down to
Philmont this p;ist week, calling on
Hector and Herbs, who run the
house there. After Mr. Herbs had
quoted a few golf figures that
completely unnerved Mr. Herman's
ambitions, he then proceeded to
show him a brown trout that he
had hooked the day before.
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Rumor has it that the proposed
Brooklyn Theatre of Famous
Players will be abandoned, though
signs still adorning the site proclaim that it will be built.
Henry Seigel opens his -new
Windsor Theatre, at 43d Street and
Fifteenth Avenue, Friday night of
this week. The house seats 1,200
and elaborate preparations were
made for the opening.
Robbie Binkhoff opened the Rige
Theatre at 610 Wilson Avenue the
night of July 21st. It was formerly the Wilson Theatre, but was
entirely remodeled and redecorated.
Nathan Mass, of the Lincoln
Theatre, Bedford Avenue and Lincoln Place, is back around the film
exchanges after two months absence. He has gone through a severe illness, but is apparently again
rounding into good shape.
Harry Hildenbrand, formerly
manager of the City Line Theatre,
is now manager of the Kinema
Theatre for Dave Rosensweig. F.
R. Carter is manager of the City
Line for the same corjxiration.
Walter Reade, of the Reade Circuit, has sent invitations to the
trade for the opening of his new
May fair Theatre, a 3,000-seat
house at Asbury Park. The opening is set for the first Monday in
August, and scats will be disposed of at $5 each. The ent're
proceeds will be turned over to the

Jack Krause is the classiest looking exchange manager in Albany
these days, appearing daily in knickers. Of course, in all fairness to Mr.
Krause, it might be stated that he
has just joined the Amsterdam golf
club.
W. L. Foote, of Delanson, is
spending a most enjoyable summer,
for his son has been transferred
from Pittsburgh to Springfield,
Mass., and is thus able to spend
each week end at the old homestead,
Sam Eckman, general sales manager for M-G-M, was in Albany
during the week, and spent one
morning with C. H. Buckley. Incidentally, Mr. Buckley was among
those present at the DempseySharkey fight and had his money
on Dempsey.
John Garry, manager of the
Clinton Square in Albany, left the
hospital last week and is now at his
home recovering from his recent
illness,
P. J. Herbert, of Dover Plains ;
Julius Byck, of Tanncrsville, and
William Smalley, of Cooperstown,
were among the exhibitors in town
buying last week.
An addition is being built to the
vault at the Pathe ofhces, now that
Pathe and P. D. C. have combined
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various charitable organizations ir
the town.
Rumor has it that Stanley Company will take over the Kutinsky
houses in Jersey City. There are
nine houses involved in the rumored
deal.
Pollack & Bratter have completed
their new theatre in Arlington,
N. J., and it will be opened the end
of July. It is an 1,800-seat house,
and will be under the management
of Fred Faulkner. The same firm
will also open a new 1,200-seat
house in Woodbridge in September,
and a new house in Lindhurst the
first of October.
Stanley Sobelson & Co., owners
of several houses in Jersey, have
• taken over the Daress Theatre in
Boonton.
Dave Snapper has taken
over the Harris in the same town.
The Castle Theatre in Irvington
has been closed and taken over on
condemnation proceedings by the
city. It is said it will be converted
into a new City Hall. The house is
only about two years old. Irvington, by the way, will inaugurate
Sunday movies this week-end after
many months of agitation.
The Sam Baker Circuit on Long
Island is now part of the Wheeler
& Case Circuit. The new Bell Rose
Theatre at Bell Rose is the latest
addition to the chain. Bell Rose
is a new devcloi>ment on Long
Island.

forces. The moving of the P. D. C.
exchange was effected without any
disorder and everything is now
functioning smoothly.
Evans Linton, of the Olympic in
Utica, took his mother last week on
a most enjoyable automobile tour
of the New England states, leaving
his father in charge of the theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Fitzer, of
Syracuse, stopped over night in
Albany during the week while on
their way to New York to attend
the Sharkey-Dempsey fight. Mr.
sey.
Fitzer placed his money on DempLen Garvey, of Clinton, is busily
engaged in forming a company
which will control seven theatres,
the location of which has not yet
been disclosed by Mr. Garvey. \
new theatre being erected by Mr.
Garvey in New Hartford will open
around Labor Day.
All of the film exchanges in Albany have received a supply of
tickets for the third outing of the
Albany Film Board of Trade, to
be held at Luther's, on Saratoga
Lake, on August 8.
Grover A. Woodard, who recently resigned as local manager
for Bond, has now embarked in
the real estate field, and is engaged

Jack Van Ipps, owner of the
Fort Lee Theatre, is to go back
into the directorial field. He leaves
shortly for the Coast to direct for
Lacey.
one of the big companies. He directs under the name of Jack De
E. W. Gould, manager of the
Morningside Theatre ( Eighth Avenue and 116th Street, New York
City, left Monday, July 25th, for
his annual vacation. He planned
to visit various places of interest
in Nova Scotia.
Leonia, N. J., is to have a new
theatre, which will be ready for
opening about September 1st. It is
being built by Schoen, Rothman &
Kaufman, who also operate the
Broadway in Woodcliffe and the
New Bergen in Tenafly. The new
house will seat about 1,000.
F. E. Backer, who operates the
new Plaza Theatre at Englewood,
N. J., expects to have his new
house at Palisades Park ready for
opening early in October. It will
seat about 1,700. The name of the
Palisades Park house has not yet
been decided upon.
E. Thornton Kelly denies the
printed report that he is to resign
from the Grant- Lee Theatre at
Palisade Junction, Palisade, N. J.
He says he expects to be at the
helm of this house for a long time
to come. In addition to this house
Kelly is directly interested in the
Plaza Theatre at Englewood, the
N.J.
Palisades Park Theatre and the
Westwood Theatre at Westwood,

in selling lots at Sacandaga Lake.
Leon Herman, l?niversal salesman out of Albany, announced this
week that he will be married in
September after mysteriously hinting for several days that it would
not be long now.
Miss Betty Taylor is the new
organist at the Olympic theatre in
Watertown, having been secured by
Manager R. G. Wood as guest
featured organist for the summer.
C. E. Taylor has taken over the
Casino in Antwerp and has closed
the house for a month or more
during which time it will be enlarged. The name of the theatre
will be changed to The Gateway.
Isaac Lyons, who runs the Palace
theatre in Fort Covington, is also
editor of the village paper. And
the same holds true with Exhibitor
Shafer, of Richmondville.
Miss Helen Schleiger, of the
Pathe forces, has left on a two
weeks' vacation, a portion of which
will be spent at one of the New
Jersey shore resorts.
Fred Elliott, former owner of
the Clinton Square theatre in Albany, journeyed to New York with
a party of friends last Wednesday
and occupied a ringside seat at the
fight.
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Ne^ England
. JENNINGS of the Fox
THOS
sales force at Boston had a
narrow escape from death while
swimming at Marlboro, Mass., over
the week end as the guest of Henry
Burke of the Princess Theatre of
that city. He dove from a spring
board, striking his head a glancing blow on a rock. Had he struck
the roek a little more to one side
the result would probably have
been fatal. As it is, he is back on
the job but bears a large wound
on his forehead as a memento.
Frank Grady, formerly assistant booker at the Pathe exchange
who recently resigned, has been appointed in charge of the poster department at First National exchange, Boston.
The Rialto Theatre at Maynard,
Mass., has closed and is scheduled
to reopen Labor Day.
District Manager Harry F.
Campbell of the Boston exchange
of Fox has returned after three
weeks' business and vacation trip
to New York.
Dave Farrell on Onset, Mass.,
who runs the New Onset, Pastime
and Colonial Theatres, is awaiting
the return to Onset for a brief
vacation of his son, Charles Farrell, who plays in Fox films.
The Bradley Theatre at Putnam,
Conn., the largest theatre in that
town, is closed for six weeks for
extensive remodelling and redecorating and the entire house reseated. A new lighting system will
be installed and the lobby enlarged.
Charles Cray, who operates theatres at St. Johnsbury and Bellows
Falls, Vt., was present during the
week in Film Row making bookings.
J. Canastracci has purchased the
Rome Theatre at Bridgeport,
Conn.
The Star Theatre at East Greenwich, R. I., closed on Saturday for
an indefinite period.

Phil Markel expects to open his
new theatre, now under construction in Porter Square, Cambridge,
Mass., about Oct. 1st.
The Broadway Theatre at Norwich, Conn., has been sold by A.
Davidson to Levinson and Eldridge
and added to their circuit.
Isaacson's Hall at Appanaug, R.
I., formerly operated by Joseph
Gorman, closed Saturday for an
indefinite period.
Abe Spitz has taken over the
Royal Theatre at Olneyville, R. I.
The theatre was formerly operated
by the Olneyville Theatre Operating Co.
The Rialto Theatre at New Britain, Conn., formerly operated by
D. Weinstock, has been sold to Sol
Ratner.
The State Theatre at Pawtucket,
R. I., which has been operated by
the Goldstein Brothers, has also
been taken over by Abe Spitz.
Maple Hall at Mapleville, R. I.,
has been sold by Leo Auclair to
A. Teegnan, who will continue to
operate on the same policy.
It is understood that negotiations are under way by E. M. Loew
interests in cooperation with Abe
Goodside, Maine theatre operator,
to take over the Colonial Theatre
in Portland, Me., now operated by
the State Theatre Corporation.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Schletz of
Boston welcomed a daughter to
their home during the week.
Two new Packard sedans have
made their appearance in Film
Row. Their owners are Abe Montague and Joseph McConville of
Independent Films, Inc., the latter
being president of the New England Film Board.
Louis Cohn was welcomed to
Film Row during the week. He
was in town to look after advance
bookings for the Jefferson, Phillips, Strand and Garden Theatres
in .Springfield, Mass.

Fishman Brow has sold the
Lyric Theatre at New Haven to
L. Luippold.
The Broadway Theatre, Springfield, is undergoing alterations and
will reopen about Labor Day.
One of the visitors welcomed to
Film Row during the week was
Joseph Rappalus of the Majestic
Theatre, Easthampton,
Mass.
Dave Daney has purchased the
Town Hall at Poqunock, Conn,
from A. Brodeur.
The Suffalk Theatre at Holyoke,
Mass., has changed its policy to
stock for the season, with prc^ram
of pictures on Sundays. C. W.
Rackliffe operates the theatre.
The Casino Theatre at New Bedford closed Sunday for alterations
and will reopen Aug. 29.
A new theatre is to be built at
Calais, Me., by capital furnished
by business men in that city. Plans
are now in preparation and work
is to start on the building within
two weeks.
The Israelson circuit, operating
summer theatres at Kennebunk
Beach and Kennebunkport, Me.,
has opened for the season.
The Jefferson Theatre at Portland, Me., has reopened with stock.
A. N. Graves has taken over the
Opera House at Franklin, N. H.
Peter D. Latchis is now operating the Lvric Theatre at Bristol,
N. H.
Arthur S. Friend's two new theatres are nearing completion and it
is expected that one will be opened
next month and the other in October. The Plymouth at Worcester,
Mass., will be the first of the two
to be opened according to present
plans. It will seat about 3,000.
The Massasoit at Springfield, seating 3,200, will probably be opened
in October.
John Sanson, manager of the
State Theatre, Manchester, Conn.,
plans to petition the selectmen for

the right to open his theatre Sunday afternoons.
Extensive alterations are being
made at the Princess Theatre,
Hartford, which will be ready for
reopening July 3L This was the
first of the Hoffman circuit theatres and Henry L. Needles is manThe date for the reopening of
Poli's Elm Street Theatre. Worcester, Mass., has been tentatively
ager.
set for Sept. 1. Extensive alterations are being made to the interior.
The new Norwood Tlieatre,
Norwood, Mass., is nearing completion and the opening date has
been set for Aug. 10. The theatre
cost about $300,000.
The building department at
Waltham, Alass., this week issued
a permit for the $250,000 Moody
Street Theatre to be built at 234Aloody Street by the McK.)dy Theatre Trust from plans by George
Nelson Jacobs of Boston. The building will be 173 by 141 feet.
The New England Community
Theatres, Inc., Boston, with capital
of $250,000, has incorporated. Incorporators are James E. Rich,
Warren, Mass. ; Arthur M. Cripps,
of Beverly, Mass., and Everett L.
Rich, of Somerville, Mass.
Consolidation of Pathe and
P.D.C. exchanges here took place
recently. Oscar Hanson remains
in charge at Pathe and Henry Zapp
has assumed the management of
feature sales. Upon the recommendation of Mr. Hanson, Elmer
Reason was selected as general
manager. A former booker, Ed
Loye, is office manager and Gladys
Cooper will be the chief cashier.
Kelly Decker now takes care of
the feature booking, while Lloyd
Turel will be booker for short subjects. All local matters pertaining
to either of these organizations
should be addressed to the Pathe
exchange, 2310 Cass Avenue.

Central Penn
ROBERT
W. STEELE, of
Chambcrsburg, has announced
that he plans to sell his two picture theatres in that city — the Rosedale and the Strand — as well as the
Strand in Carlisle and the Strand
in Dry Run, and in the future to
devote his entire time to the operation of several theatres he controls in Virginia. Mr. Steele in a
report denied that he already had
sold his Chambcrsburg houses to
an exhibitor from Tyrone, adding
that there were no negotiations
pending and that the four theatres
had been "offered for sale through
the regular channels."
George H. Chapman has announced that work on the new
theatre that he is erecting in Conshohocken. Pa., is nearing completion and that he exjjects to open it
for business early in the fall.
Manager Stahl. of the Lyric
Theatre, Oil City, which is now
being enlarged from a house with
seating capacity of 400 to one
capable of seating 900, announces
that one of the features of the en-

larged house, when it is reopened,
will be a permanent orchestra of
six pieces. It is planned to have
the improvements to the theatre
completed by mid-September.
Two theatres in Ephrata, Lancaster county, have just undergone
material improvements. They are
the Capitol, which was recently
leased by Joseph M. Brenner, of
Lebanon, and the Grand, owned by
J. M. Krause, of Ebhrata. D. M.
Reddig is managing the Capitol,
the improvements to which include
a lobby extending across the entire
front of the building, and two new
projection machines. The Grand
theatre, which had been closed
while improvements were being
made, was reopened on July 25.
Jack Culbertson, formerly known
as "Kecne," the magician, on the
professional stage, has just purchased the Bellaire amusement park
on the Conodoguinet creek, near
Carlisle, from the Hays estate.
Isaac Marcus, who controls the
Royal and the National theatres,
Harrisburg, and who early in the

fall will take over the operation of
the new Rialto, which he recently
purchased, was a recent visitor to
the film exchange colony on Vine
street, Philadelphia.
Donald Johnson, an organist,
who was successively employed in
motion picture theatres in both
Lebanon and York, died in the
first-named city on June 26. His
last ]X)sition was an organist in
one of the houses controlled by the
Jackson estate in Lebanon.
The operation of the Queen
Theatre, at St. Clair, Schuylkill
county, has been taken over by
Milton Forman, a prominent Williamsport exhibitor, who recently
purcliascd the house.
Charters
of incorporation
have
been granted by the .State of Pennsylvania at the Capitol in Harris
burg to the following amusement
concerns :
The Forum Amusement Companv. of Philadelphia, capitalized
at $300,000, of which $30,000 has
been paid in, on the basis of $100
par value of shares.
David
P.

Chabrow, Philadelphia, treasurer,
and the incorporators are : Israel
Grossman, Philadelphia ; Penn
Oiabrow, Philadelphia, and Abraham Landow, Philadelphia.
The Eastern .'\rtists. Inc., of
Philadelphia, capitalized at $5,000,.
of which $500 has been paid in on
the basis of $10 par value of shares.
J. Rouse Bruns, of Marion, Pa.,
treasurer, and the incorporators, besides Mr. Bruns, are : John W.
Fairies, Philadelphia, and Kenneth
D. .Action. Elkins Park, Pa
The \\^illow Grove Aliniature
Railway, Inc., of Philadelphia, capitalized at$10,000, of which $1,000
has been paid in on the basis of
$100 par value of shares. The
treasurer of the corporation is
Richard F. Lusse, Philadelphia. He
is also one of the incorporators.
While practically all the larger
downtown picture theatres in Harrisburg announced the results of
the Dempsey-Sharkcy fight, on
July 21, Alanager Lee Levy, of *he
\^ictoria, featured the receipt of the
returns in his theatre.
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I. SHULMAN, of
MANAGER
the New Strand theatre, Uxbridge, Ontario, made special preparations for the Uxbridge Old
Boys Re-Union which was held for
four days in July. Mr. Sh-ulman
arranged a change of film programme for each day of the celebration. The re-union extended
over Sunday and, as Sunday shows
are not permitted in Ontario, Manager Shulman oi)ened his theatre at
midnight Sunday evening for a
special performance. Uxbridge has
a ptipulation of only 1.200 and it
was the first time that a midnight
show had been held there.
Two officials of the Fox Films
in Los Angeles, Cal., had an exciting time of it when they flew in
two airplanes to Calgary, Alberta,
for the annual Calgary Stampede.
The two were R. E. Goux, business

manager, and A. Buchanan, and
their pilots were former Royal Air
Force flyers. They were forced
down at Cardston, Alberta, by a
storm and they were detained by
the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police for failing to have secured
permits to fly in Canada under the
International regulations. Instructions for their release were wired
from Ottawa, the Canadian Capital,
however, and thev completed the
flight.

The annual general convention
of Western Canadian managers of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
was held in Vancouver, B. C, July

Henry Nathanson, general manager of Regal Films, Limited, Toronto, has been married to Miss Lillian Lorie of Toronto, the wedding
taking place at the home of the
bride's parents. Previous to the
ceremony, N. L. Nathanson, managing director of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., and brother of the

Regarding a comment that exhibitors of Ottawa, Ontario, had
not reduced admission prices this
summer, Ray Tubman, manager of
the Regent theatre and Imperial
theatre, Ottawa, took exception to
the declaration by declaring that,
instead of thinking about reduced
prices, there was really a tendency

groom, and Mrs. Nathanson. gave
a dinner and dance to Miss Lorie
at the King Edward Hotel, Toronto.

21 to 23, when all the company's
theatre mangers west of Fort
William gathered to discuss plans
for the coming year.

toward raising them because of
business activity.
A special coach load of moving
picture men made the trip from
Toronto for the event, these including Clarence Robson, Eastern
Division general manager ; H. M.
Thomas, Western Division general
manager ; John Arthur, director of
presentations for Famous Players ;
Harry Sedgwick and Sam De
Pass, also representing the corporation ;Clair Hague, general manager of Canadian Universal ; P. C.
Taylor of Toronto, general manager of the Film Booking Offices
of Canada, Limited, and others.
The chairman of arrangements
for the convention was Walter F.
Davis, manager of the Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg, who arrived in Vancouver a week in advance to complete details.

Southw^est
WHITE, manager of
WP.
• the National Theatre Supply Co., Charlotte, N. C, left
Wednesday for a trip through the
Western part of North Carolina.
R. C. Keller, owner of the Pastime Theatre, Marshall, N. C, and
Mrs. Keller, spent Wednesday in
Charlotte.
C. A. Peeler, owner of the Universal Theatre, Lenoir, N. C, had
his screen destroyed several days
ago when a carpenter fell through
it.
The WBRC radio broadcasting
station, which until recently was
housed in the Age-Herald building,
Birmingham, Ala., now occupies a
position on the Mezzanine floor of
Loew's Temple Theatre in Birmingham. The studio is completely enclosed in glass and is
sound-proof. Patrons of the theater while in "Peacock Alley," the
name given the mezzanine, can see
the artists at work broadcasting,
but would not be able to hear them
except for a transmitter installed
for that purpose.
Roth Bros., owners of the Eagle
Theatre, Asheville, and Palace Theater, Greensboro, N. C, spent
Wednesday in Charlotte.
E. L. Hearn, of the Alameda
Theatre, Albemarle, N. C, visited
Film Row during the week.
D. M. Eaves, of the Eaves Circuit in South Carolina, has purchased the Princess Theatre, Fayetteville,
Townsend. N. C, from D. 'W.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shute, of the
Pastime Theatre, Monroe, N. C,
visited Charlotte Tuesday.
The Better Films Committee of
Birmingham held its regular meeting last Monday at the Axis Club,
with Airs. J. L. Yancey presiding.
Mrs. C. B. Yandle and Mrs. H. J.
Ware were hostesses for the occasion. Of particular interest to
the members was'thc report read bv
Airs. J. H. Vann on the use of motion pictures in public schools.
Mrs. Vann's survey brought out
the fact that twenty-two
schools

The Duncan Theatre, Falmouth,
Ky , will be closed for two or three
weeks while some repairs are being
made.

J. H. Shear, head of scenery department. National Theatre Suppler
Company, spent several days in the
Carolinas the past week.
R. D. Graver, Frank Bryan and
A. B. Cheatham returned to Charlotte Thursday after spending sevlina. eral days in Western North Caro-

J. \\'. Peck, Sr., and his son, J.
W., Jr., of Birmingham, have purchased the First National and
.•\merican Theatres from F. W.
Smith and Randolph St. John, of
Sylacauga. and will probably remodel both houses.

W. E. Callaway, Southern Division sales manager for First National Pictures, spent last Thursday in Louisville.
The Gayety Theatre, Louisville,
is undergoing decorative changes in
order to be ready for the reopening of the burlesque season in
August.
F. M. Holeman, Garrick Theatre,
Madisonville, Ky., and John Long,
of the Temple Theatre, Earlington,
Ky., spent some time in Louisville last week.

It is reported that Roy E. Martin, of Columbus, Ga.. is preparing
city.
to erect a 2,600-seat house in that

J. P. Freeman has taken charge
of the Cumberland Theatre at
Cumberland, Ky.

in the Birmingham district are
equipped with projectors, and use
motion pictures regularly under the
direction
of the Department of \'isual
Instruction.
George P. W'alker, of the Liberty
Theatre, Attalla, Ala., visited
Auburn during the past week, accompanying his son, George P..
Junior, who entered the summer
school of the Alabama Polytechnic
Institute.

The Lyric Theatre, Anniston,
Ala., is reported to have closed for
the rest of the Suminer.
A report from Bessemer. Ala.,
indicates that the Imperial Theatre
closed last Saturday, with the date
of its reopening not yet certain.
Thos. E. Watson, of the Strand
Theatre, Montevallo, visited Birmingham during the past week.
T. F. Thompson, owner of the
Palace Theatre, Cedartown, Ga.,
has purchased from W^ W.
Munday the building at present occupied by the Cedartown Hardwore
Co., which he will convert into a
SOO-seat motion picture theatre.
Mr. Thompson will completely
remodel the Palace, with a view to
using the house for big special picture productions and vaudeville.
A. S. Junghans, of Cincinnati,
has joined the sales force of First
National Pictures at Louisville,
Ky., and will cover the territory
formerly made by Lee W. Moffitt,
who resigned recently.
Fred J. Campbell, manager of B.
F. Keith's Rialto Theatre in Louisville, is away on his vacation.
Jack Boswell is in charge during
Mr. Campbell's absence.

The Lyric Theatre at Beattyville,
Ky., is closed temporarily on account of damage to their machines
cently.
caused by a fire at the theatre reT. L. Grief, of Elizabethtown,
Ky., is having a marquee added to
his Masonic Theatre.
Lee L. Goldberg, upon his return
from Nashville last week, left immediately for Chicago.
Karl Rohs, of the Rohs Theatre,
Cynthiana, Ky., is on an extended
tour through the West.
Miss Sara Goldberg, of the Big
Feature Rights Exchange, is vatic City. cationing inNew York and AtlanAir. Kauffman's resignation takes
effect on July 23. He is really returning to his "first love" in the
independent field as prior to his
association with Paramount for
four years he owned Kauffman
Film Specials at Alemphis, Tenn.,
operating same for nine years.
During that time Air. Kauffman
handled a number of pictures for
Big Feature Rights Co., and the
new deal brings Air. Goldberg and
Air. Kauffman together again after
several years.

Paul Schmuck, formerly manager
Pathe exchange. Charlotte, left
Thursday, to take charge of the
St. Louis office for the same company.
W. P. White, Charlotte manaQ:er
of the National Theatre Supply
Company, spent the week-end in
Charleston, S. C.
B. F. Southern, owner of the
Ideal Theatre, Winston-Salem, N.
C, spent Wednesday in Charlotte.
Stanley 'Wolf, district representative, and Joe Kushner, bookerinspector for Pathe exchange, are
spending several days in the Charlotte office.
Julian Streed, manager of the
Capitol Theatre, Salisbury, N. C,
was in Charlotte during the week.
A. H. Kaufman has resigned as
branch manager of the Paramount
exchange in Louisville, Ky., to accept the management of the new
exchange being opened in Indianapolis by Big Feature Rights Corporation, the independent distributing organization owned by Col.
Fred Levy and Lee L. Goldberg,
both of Louisville. Establishment
of an exchange in Indianapolis is
an expansion move on the part of
Big Feature Rights Corporation,
which heretofore has confined its
tory.
operations to the Louisville terriBush Theatres, Inc., operating n
chain of theatres in this city, Coronado, Chula Vista and Escondido,
are making extensive improvements
to the Vista, their East San Diego
house.
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Atlanta
'"PHE Carolinian theatre, at
* Orangeburg, S. C, which is
being built by the City of Orangeburg, is expected to be completed
for opening early in October. It
is to be operated by Messrs. Wannamaker, Jennings and Seigneus,
representing the municipality. G.
Lloyd Preacher, of Atlanta, is the
architect.
G. D. Jackson, booker for Eltabran Film's Charlotte branch, accompanied by Mrs. Jackson, spent
last week in Atlanta.
Mrs. F. A. English, secretary to
Southern Division Manager H. G.
Ballance of Paramount, left Monday for Wrightsville Beach.
R. B. Wilbanks, manager of the
Charlotte exchange of Paramount,
accompanied by Mrs. Wilbanks and
Henry Owen, spent last week-end
in Atlanta.
George F. Lenehan, who served
as district manager for P. D. C. in
the Southeast until the merger of
that company with Pathe was effected through the consolidation of
their exchanges two weeks ago,
left Atlanta last Saturday for
Washington, D. C, where early
this week he assumed the managerial post for his company in
the Washington branch.
A wedding of interest to Film
Row is that of W. F. (iann, accessory manager
of First
local branch,
to Miss
EdnaNational's
Nabers,
of Atlanta, which was solemnized
at the bride's home last Saturday
evening at 6:30 o'clock. After the
ceremony, the couple left for Key
West, Fla., where they will take

Minneapolis Arbitration
THE
Board set a record last week
by settling 38 cases in one meeting
and thus cleaning up its calendar
almost entirely.
A Minneapolis visitor last week
•was Dan Barton, general manager
of the Barton Organ company, who
had just concluded a deal with the
American Amusement company for
the installation of an organ in the
Broadway theatre, Albert Lea,
Minn.
A deal between F. & R. and the
Delft Theatres company, a northern chain, has been denied by a high
official of the Delft company. It
was admitted, however, that an
offer had been made by F & R.
The Sandon theatre at Mankato,
Minn., has been closed until September by the American Amusement company.
A. M. Heitcr has sold the Blue
Star theatre at Grenada, Minn., to
Hiatt and Tomlinson.
John Konz, an exhibitor at Lake
Crystal, Minn., was in Minneapolis
last week buying pictures for his
theatre.
The American Amusement company has let the contracts and
started work on the remodeling of
the Broadway theatre at Albert Lea
Minn. The seating capacity of the
house will be raised to 1,200
through the addition of new seats.

the boat lor Havana, Cuba. They
will be in Cuba for two weeks.
Universal's Atlanta branch is
vigorously pushing forward in the
company's national Gold Star sales
contest, which is being held during
the months of July, August and
September.
Lionel H. Keene, Southern Division manager of Loews, Inc., with
headquarters in Atlanta, announced
last Tuesday that work of repairing the damage to the Melba Theatre would begin immediately. He
voiced his appreciation and that of
his company for the very friendly
spirit displayed by the Saengcrs in
putting their Old Mill Theatre at
the disposal
of Loew's,of thereby
insuring a continuance
the Melba
shows.
A. C. Cowles, district booker of
the Publix Theatres Corporation
for Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee, received this week a handsome silver service as a first prize
reward in the national drive held
by more than 500 Publix houses
during the week of April 25.
Mr. Cowles' district also won
second and third prizes in the manger's contest,
six theatres
this district
wonand
honorable
mentionin
out of a possible seventeen.
W. T. Murray, manager of the
Rialto Theatre, Atlanta, received a
wrist watch for second prize, and
Sidney Dannenburg, manager of
the Strand Theatre in Birmingham,
Ala., received a watch for third
prize in the manager's contest.
Mrs. J. G. Attaway, of the office
of Atlanta Bromberg Attractions,

A giant organ will be installed by
the Barton Organ company and a
new ventilating system is already
in place. The work which will cost
about $50,000 will require most of
the summer.
When the Tenth District Federation of Women's Clubs was in
session at Cambridge, Minn., they
requested Miss Blanche R. MacDonald, head of the F & R public
relations department, to speak at
one session. The topic of the meeting was "Better Homes" and Miss
MacDonald pointed out the opportunity the clubwomen have to make
the neighborhood theatre an asset
to the homes of the commnity
through special children's matinees
and tie-ups with gardening and
clean-up projects.
The State theatre, Sioux Falls,
S. D., now boasts one of the largest and finest( cooling systems on tlieF & R circuit. When the plant was
set in motion much interest was
aroused through an extensive advertising campaign put on by Jay

underwent an operation for tonsils
this week. Her friends will be glad
to learn she is rapidly recovering.
(ieorge Jackson, booker in Eltabran's Charlotte, N. C., office, was
in Atlanta last week.
Charles P. Lester, manager of
Universal's Jacksonville branch,
visited the Atlanta exchange this
week.
J. E. Long, manager of the
Grand Theatre, Cedartown, Ga.,
visited Fim Row
last week.
W. B. Wood, of the Belle Theatre, Gadsden, Ala., spent several
days on Film Row last week.
Dan Clarey, of the Sparta Theatre, Sparta, Ga., was a visitor on
Film Row last week.
George P. Montgomery, of the
Wells Theatre, Anniston, Ala.,
visited Film Row last week
Major J. W. Quillian, president
of Enterprise Film Corporation, is
expected home shortly after making a trip through the Tennessee
territory.
L. S. Hollingsworth, Georgia
territory representative for Warner Bros., visited Film Row last
week.
John P. Ezell, manager of Warner Bros.' Atlanta branch, spent
last week in Birmingham, Ala.
Jerry Jernigan, booker in the
New Orleans office of Warner
Bros., was a visitor on Film Row
last week.
Nathan Morgan, manager of Roy
Martin's chain of theatres, columbus, Ga., visited Film Row last
week.

Dundas, manager of the State, and
Charlie Winchell, of the Key City
department of F & R.
The new Iris theatre at Deadwood, S. D.. was recently opened
by
Alvey
Brown
The progress that Finkelstein &
Ruben had made during the past
year and their hopes for the future were discussed at the annual
convention of F. & R. theatre managers, which was held last week in
Minneapolis at the Curtis hotel.
Some 200 managers and firm executives attended the sessions,
which were presided over by Hal
Daigler, supervisor of St. Paul
theatres, and which were marked by
many constructive addresses. Speakers included Mayor George E.
Leach of Minneapolis, the Rev. W.
C. Sainsbury of the Central Park
Episcopal church of St. Paul, M.
L. Finkelstein, I. H. Ruben and
William Hamm, all high executives of F. & R. ; and a nuiuber of
other prominent officials, including
Edmond Ruben, associate manager.

Carl Cape, of the Colonial, Buford,
Ga., spent part of last week
in
.'Atlanta.
.\t the meeting of the Atlanta
Joint Board of Arbitration, held
last Tuesday, July 19, eight cases
were considered and disposed of,
several going over until the August
session.
When George P. Montgomery,
manager of the Wells Theatre, Anniston, Ala., reached Atlanta Tuesday for a short visit to attend to
several business matters, he was
immediately pressed into service by
the Arbitration Board, serving
thereon to alternate for O. C. Lam,
of Rome, Ga.
salesman,
is the proud
C. lanta
T. branch
Jordan,
Universal's
Atpossessor of a Carl Laemmle gold
button for having held first place
in Atlanta's sales for four consecutive weeks.
Joe Wheeler, who operates the
Capitol Theatre at Montgomery,
.Ala., and the Grand at Cedartown,
Ga., visited Film Row last week.
George P. Montgomery, of the
Wells Theatre, Anniston, Ala., was
a guest on Film Row last week.
T. F. Thompson, of the Palace
Theatre, Cedartown, Ga., was on
Film Row last week.
Ben Joffe, of the Palace Theatre,
Ensley, Ala., visited Film Row last
week.
Roy Martin, who operates a chain
of theatres in Colufnbus. Ga., was
seen on Film Row last week.
John Evins, of the Lucas Theatre, Savannah, Ga., visited Film
Row last week.

Theodore Hays, chairman of the
board of executives and director of
the department of public relations ;
Herman Fields, director of the department of construction and maintenance;J. H. Haupp, manager of
the Capitol, St. Paul ; Frank
Lemke of the accounting department, and Ben Friedman, general
manager of the American Amusement company, an affiliated organization.
Tlie managers were royally entertained during their three-day
stay in the city. Recreational features included a golf tournament
at the Oak Ridge club, followed b\
a dinner given by the firm; a special midnight program at the State
theatre in Minneapolis in which the
manager stook part in the entertainment ;a dinner .given by William Hamm to winners of the
yearly box office contests, and a
consolation dinner given to the
losers : and a picnic held at the
country home of M. L. Finkelsteui
at Lake Minnetonka.
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EY SHEAHAN, former
HARy
United Artist representative
in Mexico City, and now connected
with the Cleveland United Artist
office, addressed the members of
the Medina, O., Kiwanis Club on
the subject of "How much pictures
mean in the general good will between Mexico and the United
States."
Otto Horvvitz has changed his
address from the local M-G-M exchange to the United Artist exchange. He's in the selling field.
Louis Israel, prominent Qeveland exhibitor, believes in the jinx
of "Xo. 13." On the 13th of this
month he collided with a truck.
And now he is wearing his arm in
a bandage and walks with the aid
of a cane.
Jack

Flynn,

M-G-M

division

manager, spent the week in the
Qeveland office and the surrounding territory.
W. C. Bachmeyer, Fox district
manager, was in town all last week.
He took Local Exchange Manager
\\'ard Scott back to Cincinnati
with him.
Nat Lefton, manager of the
Cleveland exchange of the Standard Film Service Company, and
Sam Gorrell, of the sales force,
paid a visit to Akron last week.
Al Mertz is now manager of the
Detroit office of the Standard Film
Service Company. He succeeds
A. M. Goodman, who has resigned.
Jack Greenbaum has sold his
Royal theatre, Mansfield, to Sam
Deutch of Cleveland. Deutch also
has the Sim theatre, Cleveland.
A. H. Abranis of the Mozart and

Odeon theatres, Canton, is spending
a few weeks at his summer home
in Michigan. W. S. Halbert, who
is associated with him, was seen
around the film bldg. last week.
John Griebel is keeping his Marvel theatre, Cleveland, closed five
days a week so as to give him an
opportunity to redecorate the house.
Henr}' Greenberger, local circuit
owner, is spending a few weeks in
Trenton, N. J., visiting his brother.
H. Hirsch, very well known film
salesman in the Ohio territory, has
joined the local F. B. O. exchange.
He will cover the Canton district.
Joseph DiLorenzo, general representative ofthe Italian Pictures
Corporation, was in town last
week.
The Cleveland Public Library
has installed a special file listing

magazine reviews of the outstanding motion picture productions. It
is in the periodical division. This
is a distinctly new honor to be accorded the photoplays. Announcement of this service was made in
the newspapers.
J. E. Beck, who was manager of
the local P.D.C. exchange, has
been appointed local sales manager
for the DeMille Metropolitan
product released through Pathe.
Oscar Ruby, Pathe exchange manager before the amalgamation, now
wears the title of sales manager for
short subjects. Robert Cotton is
division manager covering Cleveland, Buffalo and Detroit. Dan
Cowhig has been appointed Pathe
office manager in charge of the
physical operation of the branch,
and Lester Dowell of the P.D.C.
organization is head broker.

Chicago
A

THIRD motion picture house
has been announced for Lombard, Illinois, the Lynch Theatres
Company having purchased a site
on which, according to authentic,
reports, will rise a $120,000 structure, which is being designed by
Architect Elmer F. Behrens. The
house is to contain 970 main floor
seats and the design provides for a
220 seat balcony which may be
added later. The opening date is
set for next February. This town
already has one motion picture theatre and some time ago it was reported that a second house was to
be erected in that city, which will
be operated by Fischer's Paramount
Theatre Company.
Clark and Son have sold their
Castle Theatre in Havanna to Manager Wright, who operates the
Lawford of that city.
The Gem Theatre at Peoria, Illinois, has been sold to Adolph Szold
of the Apex Theatre. O. Murdock
was the former owner.
On August 15th, the Balaban and

MILWAUKEE manyexchanges welvisitors this
comed
week and welcomed them heartily
for exhibitor-visitors have not been
very numerous in the past few
weeks.
Al Robarge came down from the
North, where he manages the Cosmo at Merrill and the new theatre
at Minocqua.
Messrs. Louis and Walter Rossa,
of the Douglas theatre, were visiting the exchanges on Thursday.
Pau 1 .Schultz, manager of the
Orpheum theatre at Hancock, was
in the city early in the week.
Dan Kelliher, of Elkhorn, Lake
Geneva and East Troy, was here
on business. His new theatre at
Burlington is progressing rapidly.
George Huebner of Oconomowoc

Katz Norshore Theatre will inaugurate aPaul Ash policy with
\\ Kvale, Mr. Ash's first lieutenant at the Oriental, leading the
band.
Rose Anderson has selected a
name for the 800-seat theatre now
in the course of construction at
Rockford, Illinois. It will be called
the
Capitol and will be a secondrun house.
Frank Irvine, formerly of the
Adams Theatre, is taking over the
Randolph on August 1st, as previously aimounced, and will put a
fifteen-cent policy into effect immediately. The large State street
entrance will be done away with.
It is reported that Richard Salkin, who has been selling pictures
for the Gotham Exchange, has bc^n
appointed manager of the Jackson
Park Theatre, to take the place of
Nat Wayne, resigned.
Earle Johnson has withdrawn the
Strand Theatre in Brookfield and
the Auditorium m Bervvyn, from

was in to arrange bookings for the
Strand.
E. H. Brechner, manager of the
Opera House at Fennimore, made
one of his infrequent visits to the
exchanges.
C. L. Roser, also seldom seen
along film row, came down from
Barahoo, where he manages the Al.
Ringling theatre, for a brief visit.
A. Brungraber, manager of the
Opera House at Jacksonport, was
also a recent Film Row visitor.
L. Thurwachter, of the Park at
Waukesha, was in the city on Wednesday for a few hours.
William Loibel, of the Chimes
theatre at Cedarburg, was a visitor
on Monday.
Francis

Kadow,

of the Mikado

the Coston Booking Circuit and,
hereafter, will personally buy pictures for these houses.
Harry Greenman, who several
years ago managed Fox's Monroe
Theatre, this city, has been transferred, from Pittsburgh
Loew's
State Theatre,
St. Louis, towhere
he
has already taken charge.
Manager H. C. Young of National Screen Service, is opening
a branch office in the Loeb Arcade
Building, Minneapolis, on August
1st. Joseph Kreveling will be in
charge of the branch.
Former Manager Pearlberg of
the State Theatre, Hammond, Indiana, and who is well known in
Chicago as manager of L and T
houses, has been appointed manager
of Lieber's new ball room in the
Indiana Theatre Building, Indianapolis, Indiana.
John Semedalas of the Regent
and Home Theatres and J. Van
Nokomis of the Wabash, New Regent and Rex- Theatres, postcard
tliat they have arrived in Paris,

theatre at Manitowoc, visited at
the exchanges early in the week.
S. Olson, manager of the Pastime theatre at Delavan, was also
in the city this week.
Cecil Maberry, district manager
for P. D.manager
C, accompanied
Honeck,
of U. D. "Doc"
C, up
North into the copper country on
a week's trip.
The Hollywood fheatre, under
management of Sam Pylet, is being
enlarged. Four hundred seats have
been removed in order to facilitate
the building, but the theatre continues to show pictures. The house
is being enlarged to about 1,300 and
will be completed about October
1st.The Milwaukee Branch of Educational won the
Educational

France, en route to Athens, Greece.
President Jack Miller of the Exhibitors Association of Chicago,
who last week attended the administrative committee meeting at
the New York headquarters of the
M. P. T. O. A., stayed over for the
Dempsey-Sharkey boxing match.
Abe and Phil Tague of the Milford Theatre, Mike Siegel, popular
theatre man, and R. Stitsberg of
the Alonarch Theatre Supply Company, comprise a party which is
enjoying an automobile trip to New
York City and return.
Bill Hollander, B and K publicity
and advertising manager, who has
been vacationing at Far Rockaway,
near New York City, his first real
respite from work in several years,
is expected back at his Chicago
headquarters on August 1st. He
has been appointed regional director
for Publix, with supervision over
Publix theatres in Omaha, IndianMoines. apolis. Kansas City and Dcs

Monthly Prize Contest of $1,000
for June, according to word received here early in the week.
Needless to say, the Milwaukee
office is elated.
Saze's Uptown theatre is scheduled for opening on September 1st.
Sam Miller, of the Fischer Pararnount theatres, Chicago, was in the
city during the week.
F. G. Sliter, Fox manager, left
on
a ten-day trip to Northern
Michigan.
Otto Meister, of the Whitehouse
theatre, gave another of his royal
picnics on Friday at his summer
home on the river. About fifteen
of his friends attended.
Irving Melcher resigned his position as salesman for the Fox organization on July 17th.
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THE
following
and new
theatres improvements
in the Kansas
City territory have been anm)unced :
Pastime theatre. Medicine Lodge,
Kas., being erected, to be managed
by Roy Culley, the new theatre replacing the present theatre of the
same name ; new cooling system installed innhe Gem theatre, Richland,
Mo.; new cooling system installed
in the Palace theatre, Anthony,
Kas., according to F. C. Schmidt,
manager ; Miller theatre, Manhattan, Kas., closed for summer to
undergo repairs ; Boiler Brothers,
Kansas City architects, have been
retained to draw plans for a new
theatre of J. D. Stone at Columbia, Mo.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market this
week were : W. D. File, Wichita,
Kas. ; Walter Wallace, Orpheum,
Leavenworth, Kas. ; S. E. Wilhoit,
Springsfield, Mo.; C. M. Pattee,
Pattee theatre, Lawrence, Kas ;
Glenn Dickinson, Dickinson circuit
of theatres, Lawrence, Kas.; G. L.
Hooper,
Orpheum, Topeka, Kas.
J. C. Jossey, vice-president
of

Tt' .siiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiH Ci iiu;?

Enterprise Film Corp. ; Louis
Brager, head of Warner Bros., accessory department, and Ed Alperson. division manager of Warner
Bros., were Kansas City visitors.
Eph Rosen, Tiffany branch manager, was out in the territory after
more business this week.
J. Slaughter is the new booker
at the Fo.x exchange, M. G.
Shackle ford being a newcomer in
the
same capacity at the Universal
exchange.
J. J. tional
McCarthy,
First Na-in
sales force,of istheconfined
St. Mary's hospital, suffering from
influenza.
Sidney Dickheiser, sent from
New York to Kansas City as a
student salesman, is working in the
territf)ry with Joe Rosenberg.
Louis Forbstein, former director
of the Royal theatre orchestra,
Kansas City, and now director at
the Palace, Dallas, Tex., was a
Kansas City visitor, as was Milton
Feld, home office representative for
Publix, who formerly managed the
Newman theatre, Kansas City.
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Oriental Masters
The skill of the individual worker made the
fame of oriental art.
In the Consolidated laboratories, skilled
craftsmen gathered from all over the world
develop the art of your productions with
the most amazing beauty.

CONSOLIDATED FlLMINDUStRIESJNC.

LEON
KRIM,in who
operates
two houses
Mt. Clemens,
will leave for Europe in August
with his wife and daughter. They
have planned to visit a number of
Eastern cities, going as far as
Palestine.
Al Ruttenberg and his wife leave
Jul}' 29 to vacation around the
Muskoka Lake region.
Work has been resumed on the
Loyal which was started four years
ago. For a while the owners
planned to build a garage instead.
However, the latest plans call for
an opening some time in September. The owners, Sam Dworking
and Sam Kutnick, have already
leased it.
Jack Saxe of the Faxorite
Film Co., returned Monday from
a two weeks'

motor

trip to Min-

neapolis, Duluth and Mackinac
Island. Louis Wisper accompanied
him on the entire tour.
Graphic Exchange has opened a
Detroit branch at 610 Film Bldg..
Joseph
O'Donnell
manager
and Favorite
films is
willthehandle
the
physical
distribution.
The Detroit
Film Board of
Trade will hold its outing Friday,
August 5th. Jim Allen, Art Elliott
and Al Moritz constitute the committee in charge and they are prethe day. paring an elaborate program for
ure salesZapp,
manager,
by
Henry
Pathe'straveled
new featplane to the new State theatre in
Kalamazoo which opened last week
with Ross Judson of Continental
Motors and Mr. Kendricks of the
Butterfield office.
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ComAmusem
THE St. Louis
d byentSkoura
s
pany, controlle
Brothers and Harry Koplar, has
y
closed a deal whereb they will
take over the management and control of the new theatre that the
Rupert Levine interests are now
finishing at Gravois avenue and
Ellcnwood avenues, St. Louis.
The new house has not been
named. Its title will be selected
through a public contest, a suitable
prize being offered by the owners
for the best name. It will open
about September 1, Harry Koplar,
vice-president of the St. Louis
Amusement Company says.
St. Louis films stock closed on
tlie St. Louis Stock Exchange on

July 23 as follows : Skouras A
$38 asked, one year ago $51.25;
St. Louis Amusement A, $43 asked.
Ross Garver, who managed the
Rialto Theatre in St. Louis back
in 1920, has returned to St. Louis
to assume the management of the
Orpheum Theatre, Ninth and St.
Charles
liam
A. streets.
Hartung, Hewhosucceeds
has gone\\'\\to
Omaha, Ncl)r., to manage the new
Orpheum Theatre there. The Orpheum in St. Louis will reopen on
August 28.
The West End Lyric Theatre
baseball team, leaders of the
Skouras Brothers League, defeated
the Missouri theatre nine at Forest
Park, July 21, score 12 to 7.
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Des Moines
SHREAIPS, manager of
RE.
• the Family Theatre at Davenport, one of the A. H. BlankPublix chain of houses, suffered a
loss last week with the death of
his mother. The sympathy of the
trade is extended to Mr. Shremps
and his family.
George C. Nalor, manager of the
Universal office, seems to be the
chief representative of this office in
the coming golf contest which the
Des Moines Film Board of Trade
is sponsoring. The dates of the
Film Board picnic has been scheduled for August 22 and August 23.
The entries for the golf tournament
are being sent in to Les Phillips,
who has charge of the general arrangements for the get-together.
Exhibitors of Iowa and Nebraska
are urged to join the exchange men
in putting over a big contest. The
Iowa exhibitor who seems to be the
best bet is Jess Collins of Perry.
He has several times been a finals
man, but has not yet held out to
receive the champion's cup.
Two surprise weddings took
place over the Fourth, in which two
girls of the film exchange staffs
changed their names. Both qre
romances of the film exchange offices. Ella Garness, formerly
stenographer in the booking department at the office of Paramount,
married R. A. Loomer, booker of
that office. At the Universal exchange, Dorothy Gotterman, who
has been cashier of that office, was
married to Clifford Richey, Universal salesman.
Rose Kaplan, who used to be
biller for Producers, is now stenographer of the Educational exchange. Katherine Hiller, who was
previously stenographer of the office, succeeds Mrs. Davidson.
A. G. Stolte, manager of the
Riviera at Omaha for the A. H.
Blank-Public chain, will spent his
vacation at the Minnesota lakes.

Jess Dav, manager of the Strand
Theatre of the A. H. Blank- Publix
chain in Des Moines, will be away
for several weeks on a motor trip.
During his absence, Lionel Wasson
will take the management of the
Strand.
Lorenz Wegener, who is managing the Rialto Theatre at Fort
Dodge, one of the Blank independent houses, was in Des Moines last
week to see Harry Weinberg and
Mr. Denman of the Blank offices.
George M. Watson is the manager of the Spencer Theatre at
Davenport. The theatre has just
been redecorated and a new ventilating system has been added.
C. O. Lacey sold the Palace Theatre at Exira to LeRoy Henry. He
has bought the Unique Theatre at
Anita, Iowa.
Wesley Mansfield, who has been
an exhibitor at Tama, Iowa, for
several years, is adding several
theatres to his string. He has
bought the two houses at Belle
Plain owned by Bob and Wes
Booth and is planning to add several more houses. Mr. Mansfield
has been operating the Weeting
Theatre at Toledo which comes in
as opposition to the house operated
by Mr. and Mrs. Regan, who closed
their theatre during a Sunday closing controversy.
The offices of Educational, which
have been with the Producers exchange on the first floor of the
Film Exchange Building, will be
moved to the offices above, formerly occupied by Pathe, as soon as the
official O. K. is received from the
main office.
The new Venetian Theatre at
Waterloo, a $45,000 house, which
will be one of the A. H. BlankPublix chain of houses, is to be
rather unusual in design and especially decorative. The theatre will
have a tower decorated with col-

GRAPHENBACH,
FRANK
former manager of John
Hamrick's Blue Mouse theatre in
Tacoma, returned to his home in
this city last week and is again
connected with the local Blue
Mouse theatre. The Tacoma Vitaphone opening is scheduled for the
latter part of August.
W. R. Zinn, house manager of
Joe Danz's Embassy theatre, leaves
within a short time for Chicago,
where he will accept a position with
the Publi.x organization.
Norman Boasley, booker at Manager Ben Fish's Metro-GoldwynMayer exchange, resigned his position last week and has left for Los
Angeles to assume another film
position. He has been succeeded
in this city by Cecil Gruwell.
Eddie "The Great" Hitchcock,
associated with Manager James Q.
Clemmer's local Fifth Avenue thea
atre as publicity director, has returned to his desk.

--\clvice received on Film Row
last week indicated that the Lark
theatre at McMinville, Oregon, has
been reopened by Guy Mattecheck
of Kennewick, Washington. The
house has recently been entirely remodeled, redecorated and reequipped.
John Danz. progressive showman of Seattle, last week added
another local house to his rapidlygrowing chain. The Palace Hip
theatre, formerly operated by Ackerman and Harris, has been acquired by Mr. Danz on a long time
lease and will be run as a musical
comedy-feature picture house.
William Lamont, booker at Manager Jack Lannon's Greater Features exchange, Seattle, has returned from his recent vacation
trip to California.
Charles A. Caballero, of the purchasing department of Pacific
Northwest theatres in this territory, left last week for Los An-

ored lights. The reflection of the
building and tov^^er in the river
which it overlooks will add much
to the effect of the construction and
to the effectiveness of its name.
The theatre is now under construction and is being rapidly advanced.
The opening is set for near the end
of the year.
Port Stephenson and Walter
Ferney, who will manage the Portel
Theatre at Thurman, Iowa, received the name for the theatre
through a contest of names. The
theatre has just recently been
opened.
Mr. and Mrs. Leitsch are planning to operate a number of Iowa
houses and are now negotiating
with a number of theatre men tj
take over their houses. The theatre

Newman Grove has a new theatre. The Douglas Theatre there
has just been completed by H.
Douglas. The new theatre replaces
the theatre formerly under the
management of Mr. Douglas which
burned down several months ago.
With the consolidation of Producers Distributing Corporation
with the office of Pathe, a number
of changes in the lineup of the office staff are noted. Les Phillips,
who was head of the Producers
office in Des Moines, is now in
charge of features for Pathe, and
H. A. Kauffman, who was the executive of the Pathe office, is the
branch short subjects man. R. A.

Harry
of the most
Publixof Theatres wasDavid
in Omaha
last
week on business.

Wagcl,
who was
Producers'
is now office
manager
of thebooker,
Pathe
exchange. Grace Gannon is secretary for Mr. Phillips and Helen
Wallace remains as secretary for
Mr. Kauft'man. Will Beale is now
booker of the Pathe office and his
assistant is Ralph Miller, who used
to be biller of the Pathe office.
Rose Browder, who is cashier, was
former cashier for Pathe, and
Grctchen Kelleher remains bookkeeper as formerly. Francis Miller,
who is the Pathe biller, is a recruit
to the film game. On the stenographic staff are Blanche Ridge,
Francis O'Hearn, Anna Johnson,
Thelina Washburn. Keith Roy,
who is shipping clerk for Pathe,
used to be in charge of the ad
sales for that office. Maurice
Burkhalter, who was formerly handling ad sales and shipping for
Producers, is now in charge of the
ad sales department for Pathe. The
inspectors for the office are Famie
Steele, Florence Harris, Edith
Jones, Rena Gannon, Daisy Yant
and Florence Rosenberg. The
Pathe offices are being changed and
enlarged so that when they are
complete the Pathe office will be
the largest
tives state. in Des Moines, execu-

geles, where he will be located at
the home office of West Coast
theatres in the future.
George P. Endert, manager of
Paramount-Famous-Lasky in this
city, left last week for Los Angeles on a business trip. He was
to be joined in Portland by Neal
East, Oregon manager, who would
complete the trip with him.
Ed Dolan's Hoquiam Amusement Company,
Gray's
Harbor
organization,
lasta week
announced
the acquisition of the Capitol theatre in Hoquiam from See and
Pierson. The Dolan group contemplate the erection of a new 1,800
seat house, to be ready for opening
next winter.
Two new houses served out of
Seattle were opened to the public
last week. They were Neil MacGregor's new theatre in PetersShow. burg, Alaska, which he calls The
The
first Victor
phonograph

record made by Eddie Peabody,
"banjo-maniac" and musical director of the Fifth Avenue theatre,
was released for public sale this
week, and 1,500 copies in Seattle
music stores have sold within the
first few days.
Clarence M. Hill, manager of
the newly opened Cooperative Film
E.xchange in Seattle, last week announced the appointment of L. W.
Patrick as a local film salesman.
-And now the P.D.C. exchange
in Seattle is no more. Last week
the film, accessories, etc., were
moved from 308 Virginia Street to
the Pathe office at 2025 Third Avenue, and Manager Dave Frazer
W'ill join with Manager L. A.
Samuelson of Pathe in the sales
management of the enlarged
branch. The former P.D.C. product will still be handled bv the
P.D.C. staff, but Pathe will take
care of physical distribution, booking, accounting, shipping, etc.

which
ow'ned by
al
Laurel, they
Neb., previously
has been bought
A. G. Hudson of Tipton, Iowa.
Mr. Ireland, who had the Strand
Theatre at Griswold, has sold the
house to P. H. Hold.
Rodney, Iowa, now has motion
pictures, under the management of
Clyde Barber, who also operates
the Owl Theatre at Herning, Iowa.
Visitors in Film Row were Mr.
Watson of Knoxville, Lee Moore
from Centerville, Mr. Wolcott of
Eldora, Mr. West of Grinnell, Mr.
Headley of Garden Grove, and Mr.
Sterns of Corydon.
The Palace Theatre at Mason
City has been closed for a period
of remodeling. The house was
closed on July 17 and will be ready
for reopening on July 28. The
theatre has been redecorated and
new seats have been added as well
as a number of smaller changes in
equipment. The Palace is one of
the independent houses of the \
H. Blank chain.
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Richard Dix will play a dashing eaballero
of the early California days in his next
starring vehicle for Paramount entitled,
"The Gay Defender" from an original
story by Grover Jones, dealing with the
career of Joaquin Murrieta, one of the most
colorful fixures in Californian history.
John F. Goodrich and Ray Harris are preparing the adaptation and continuity. Production isto begin about August 15.

Johnson production being made for Universal. Clair McDowell also has joined the
cast, which includes Thelma Todd, Fred
Esmelton, Harry Northrup and Joseph

thought." Production is to start this week,
with Lewis Stone in the role of Menelaus,
Helen's husband. The role of Paris has not
vet been cast.

Girard'. Hamilton won a place on the new
Universal special by reason of his work in
"The Grip of the Yukon." Both "The
Grip of the Yukon" and "The Shield of
Honor" are to be Universal 's Big Gun
Group of Universal Jewels.

Paul L. Stein, European director, who
was recently signed by the Pathe-De Mille
Studios, will direct as his first picture, ' ' The
Forbidden Woman," Jetta Goudal's initial
starring vehicle on the 1927-28 program for
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Jesse J. Goldburg, president of First Division wires from Hollywood that Marguerite de la Motte has been signed to play
the lead with John Bowers in "Ragtime,"
a Joe Mitchell story. Betty Blythe, Robert
Ellis and Bodil Rosing are also in the cast.

Estelle Bradley, who has been playing opposite Lloyd Hamilton most of the past
season, is cast in the leading feminine role
in "Monty of the Mounted," a new Educational-Lupino Lane Comedy released this
month.

Josephine Dunn has been rmlaced bv
Shirley Dorman in the cast of Florence
Vidor's current Paramount picture, "A
Celebrated Woman." Miss Dorman recentlv
signed a new five year contract as a featured player with Paramount.

Eulalie Jensen replaces Blanche Payson
in the cast of Esther Ralston 's current
Paramount picture, "Heaven Help the
Working Girl." Miss Jensen's last work
was in "A Kiss in a Taxi."

Leo Maloney's next Pathe Western feature will be ' ' Border Blackbirds, ' ' an original story by Ford I. Beebe. It is a story of
the Canadian-United States border and is
based on the friendly understanding and
mutual co-operation between the Rojnal
Canadian Mounted Police and the United
States authorities.

After a ten weeks' vacation, which he
utilized to superintend the building of his
new home in Beverly Hills, Edward Connelly, character actor, has returned to the
M-G-M studios to plav the part of a priest
in "Love," M-G-M 's filmization of Tolstoi's
"Anna Karenina, " with John Gilbert and
Greta Garbo co-starred.

Production has been started by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer on Jackie Coogan's "Buttons," which George Hill is directing.
is the second vehicle for the juvenile This
star
under his new M-G-M contract, the first,
"The Bugle Call," having been recently
completed. Lars Hanson has a leading role
and Gertrude Olmsted is the feminine lead.
Coy Watson, Paul Hurst, Roy D'Arcy and
others are in the support.

A baptism of fire was experienced by the
ten lucky college men who were winners of
First National Pictures contest, when they
took part in the football sequences of Richard Barthelmess' new starring picture,
"The Drop Kick," at Pasadena Rise Bowl.
The ten huskies sweltered in their heavy
togs, and they enjoyed it. Dick Hyland,
Stamford football end, coached Barthelmess
on this none too easy stunt, the drop kick,
until he mastered it.

Hayden Stevenson, Knute Erickson and
Patricia Carron have been added to the
east of the Universal-Jewel production,
"The Fourflusher, " now being filmed under
the direction of Wesley Ruggles. "The
Fourflusher" is an adaptation of the New
York stage success of the same name by
Caesar Dunn.

Jack Luden's first starring picture for
Paramount, "Shootin' Irons," will have a
strong supporting cast. Sally Blane, Paramount contract player, will make her debut
as a leading lady and Fred Kohler will
enact a heavy role. Guy Oliver and Richard Carlyle will also have important parts.
Katherine Hillikor and H. H. Caldwell
have gone to work on the Fox screen version
of "East Side, West Side," which Director
Allan Dwan is finishing. This will be the
fifth production of the new season to come
under the eyes of this team of production
editors. In addition to "7th Heaven" they
have already edited and titled "Sunrise,"
"Loves of Carmen" and "The Joy Girl."
Only a few scenes remain before the completion of "East Side, West Side."
Neil Hamilton has been added to the cast
of

"The

Shield

of

Honor,"

the

Emory

Lon Chaney will have the part of a Scotland Yard detective in his next M-G-M
starring picture, "The Hypnotist," which
Tod Browning will dirct from an original
stoi*y. Waldemar Young, M-G-M writer, is
now putting the finishing touches on the
script of the story. Chaney has just completed "Mockery."
William Cavanaugh has been signed for
file part of Steve in the Pathe serial "The
Masked Menace," now in production at the
Cosmopolitan Studio in New York and on
location in New Hampshire. Cavanaugh is
one of the pioneer leading men of the picture liusiness, and has played characters of
every type imaginable.
The task of writing the scenario of "The
Private Life of Helen of Troy," from John
Erskine's novel, has been allotted to Carey
Wilson, who will also produce the picture
for First National. "The Private Life of
Helen of Troy" will feature Maria Corda
in the title role, while her husband, Alexander Korda, will direct. "We intend to
make this picture something distinct and
novel in picture production," explained
Wilson. "It will be ancient in costume and
setting, but will be mod(!rn in its satire and

Pauline Neff has been selected for the
part of Mrs. Delafield in Janet Gaynor's
first starring picture for Fox Films, "Two
Girls Wanted." Other members of the
cast are Glenn Tryon, Ben Bard, Marie
Mosquini, Joseph Cawthorn, Doris Lloyd,
Alyce Mills, William Tooker and William
Bleteher.
Burr Mcintosh, character actor, has been
signed for an important role in the Universal-Jewel production ' ' The Fourflusher," which Wesley Ruggles will direct.
"The Fourfiusher" is an adaptation of the
stage play by Caesar Dunn, and features
Phillips.
Marian Nixon, George Lewis and Eddie
Univei-sal announces that Fred Newmeyer, director, has been re-signed for six
months and will do another Reginald
Denny picture. He just completed ' ' Ask
Me Another," Denny's latest work. Universal announces that Denny will have a
temporary variation from farce-comedy
roles. The ne^v picture will present the star
in a he-man role. "Ask Me Another" is
just emerging from the cutting stage, and
has not yet been shipped East.
Lois Moran, who was signed recently by
Fox Films, started work this week in her
first picture under her new affiliation at
the Hollywood studios of the company. It
is "Publicity Madness," adapted from an
original story by Anita Loos. Albert Ray
is directing. It was originally announced
that Miss Moran 's first picture would be
"I Don't Want to Marry," but this was
changed due to delay in the arrival from
Europe of Dr. Ludwig Berger, who is to
direct that picture. Edmund Lowe will have
the male
lead
Madness."
Others
in the
castinare"Publicity
E. J. Radcliffe,
Jjmies
Gordon, Arthur Housman, Byron Munson,
Nonnan Peck and J. Fan-ell Macdonald.
Diane Ellis is seen portraying the
leading feminine role opposite Buck Jones
in his new starring vehicle, "Chain Lightning." Miss Ellis received her first chance
in a feature production in "Cradle Snatchers" and "Is Zat So?"
Joseph Cawthorn was the first to introduce Janet Gaynor to an opening night
audience when "7th Heaven" opened for a
run in Los Angeles. It was, therefore, fitting and proper that he should be cast as
her "boss" in her first starring vehicle "2
Girls Wanted," which is nearing completion at Fox Films West Coast Studios under
direction of Alfred E. Green. This is Cawthorn'.s second motion picture role.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures thai are coming.
(S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Arizona Whirlwind , The ... Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet. April 1
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures.. .6008 feet. .Mar. 26
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6597 feet .Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall . . . Excellent Pictures. . .6512 feet. .AprU 1
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6436 feet , . April 1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet
.April 8
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HoUowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet.
.April 16
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet.
.AprU 8
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi-WalthaU
Pathe-De MiUe
7019 feet.
Fourth Commandment,
.June 3
The
B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J. Marlowe
Universal
6863 feet . .Oct. 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet .
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
6378 feet .
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . .May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. Hill . . F. B. 0
4601 feet.
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. A.
Harron-S.
!April" ie
HousmanPhipps- Fox
6608 feet . .AprU
29
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . .Mar.
Mar. 26
11
Man From Hardpan, The . .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De MiUe
5814 feet
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet . April
1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet
.
Mar.
26
Mysterious Rider, The
J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6967 feet . June 3
Mystery Club, The
M. Moore-E.Roberts . Universal
6969 feet . .Oct. 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De MiUe
6736 feet .
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedf ord-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet . April
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet . April 22
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet .
Outlaw's Paradise
AI Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet .
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet .
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
6936 feet .
Mar. 11
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
6706 feet. .Feb."*,
!May"6
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9523 feet . April
1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet .
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet.
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
6490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . May
6
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. .Universal
7015 feet.
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet. Jan. 28
Slide, Kelly. Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
7865 feet . AprU
Mar. 111
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyier-F. Darro
F. B. 0
4666 feet
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
4483 feet .
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. F B. 0
4982 feet.. May 13
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno First National
6324 feet..
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer
Sterling Rctures .... 6 reels . . . .
What Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Mil!er-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet. .
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet . June 24
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . . Fox
4783 feet[..April 16
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. Robards^
V. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feett.. April 1
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De MiUe
6198 feett.. Mar. 25

\PRIL
Feature

Distributed by
Star
F. B. 0
*in't
Love
Funny?
Alberta
Vaughn
.
.
.
Afraid to Love
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N
Paramount
Trevor-J. Lee
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . Paramount
Warner Bros
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. MackaiU-L. GrayColUer, Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
TomTyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Han_.
son-R. Hatton . . . . Paramount
Fightmg Comeback, The.. .B. ton
Roosevelt-C. HorPathe-De MiUe
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. Delaney- M-G-M
„ ^ Fists
„.
D'Arcy-T. Holtz. Universal
Hard
ArtR.Acord
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Pathe-De MUle
_ ,
Putti-T. Edeson
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
Universal
„
WaUier
Horse Shoes
Pathe-De MiUe
Monty Banks
Paramotmt
Knockout ReUly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. Reynolds-V. VarPathe-De MiUe
,
coni-P. Haver
Long Pants
First National
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited, The
Rayart
R. Howes-D. Farley. .

Length Reviewed
4745 feet
6169
4912
6463
6901

feet ..April 22
feet
feet . . May 6
feet ..April 29
6662 feet ..May
6

7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet ..May

6

6296 feet ..April 16
4416 feet ..AprU

1

6900 feet . .April 22
4387 feet
6035 feet • July
1
6929 feet . . Mar. 26
5668 feet . AprU 16
6
7080 feet . . May
6200 feet
6650 feet . . April
6264 feet

8

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
M-G-M
6291 feet . . June lO'
Madame Wants No ChUdren
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
6415 feet. .April 8
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros
6352 feet . . April 22^
Mountains of Manhattan . . D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
6358 feet . . June 3
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. BrowneU.F. B. O
6051 feet
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De MiUe
5573 feet
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe-De MUle
6903 feet. .April 2»
Paying the Price
M. Carr-P. Bormer-M.
Bonner-D. Selman. Columbia Pictures ... 6558 feet. .June 10
Pleasure Before Business .P.O'MaUey-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .6559 feet. .July 17
Princess of Hoboken, The.E. Bums-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
6600 feet
Rambling Ranger, The .... Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439 feet
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo BiU, Jr
Pathe-De MiUe
4794 feet . . April 22
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J. HaU- Paramount
6306 feet. .July
1
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
BrienArthur-T. O' M-G-M6640 feet .. May
K.
J. MulhaU-A. Day. ..First National
5800 feet. . 4prU
B. Daniels-J. HaU-W.
Powell
Paramount
6634 feet . . May
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
WUdWestPict (S.R.)4600 feet
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
5718 feet . . May
Special Delivery
E. Cantor- Wm. PoweU-J. Ralston
Paramount
6524 feet. .May
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe-De MiUe
4930 feet . . April
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173 feet.. Feb.
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
6774 feet . . Mar.
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846 feet
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
6399 feet
Turkish Delight
Faye-R. SchUdkrautK. Thomson
Pathe-De MiUe
When Seconds Count
BUIy Sullivan
Rayart
4803 feet . . July
Whirlwind of Youth, The. .L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
.6886 feet. .June
See You in Jail
Senorita

Feature
All Aboard
Babe Comes Home

MAY

6
2
20
C
6
16
18
2S

1
17

Distributed by

Length
Reviewed
6300 feet. .April
t
J. Hines-E. Murphy . First National . .
BabeStarRuth-A. Q. Nilsson-L. Fazenda.. . First National
6761 feet.
Broadway Nights
L. Wilson-S. Hardy .. First National
6765 feet .
8
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal
4687 feet . .July
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
4912 feet . July
8
Captain Salvation
L, Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E.
.July
8
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7396 feet .
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
.July
8
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
6536 feet . May IS
cumbers The
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621 feet . .May 13
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. PhUlips.Fox
6281 feet .
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E. Gilbert Pathe-De MiUe
5804 feet . May 6
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet. June 10
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4867 feet.
Eyes of the Totem, The. . .W. Hawley-T. SantAprU 22
schi-G. Hughes-A.
Cornwall
Pathe-De Mille
6228 feet . May 13
Fighting Hombre The
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet .
Grinning Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet .
May
6
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens- W. Pidgeon-H. Herbert . . Fox
6617 feet . .May 27
Heart of the Yukon
A. Cornwall- J.Bowers. Pathe-De MiUe
6562 feet.
HiUs of Peril
B. Jones-G. Hale.. . Fox
4943 feet. June
May 17
13
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De MiUe
4660 feet .
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
6697 feet .
May 20
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry- Lowe . Fox
6950 feet .
Love ThriU, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet . . May 27
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
5265 feet. June 10
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. EUis . . F. B. 0
6770 feet . . June IT
MiUion Bid, A
D. Costello-W. OlandMcGregor-BIythe. . Warner Bros
6310 feet . June 24
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott.. F. B 0
6934 feet. . Mar. IS
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet. . June 24
Outlaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
6327 feet . . April
May 86
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe-De MiUe
4828 feet .
Poor Girls
D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonehouse .... Columbia Pictures . . . 6428 feet . . May 20
Prairie King The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
6689 feet. ,
Rich But Honest
N. Nash-C. HoUandJ. F. McDonald . . . Fox
6480 feet. . May 30
Rich Men's Sons
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures
Rough House Rosie
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
6952 feet . .
Three MUes Up
Al WUson-E. Clair ... Universal
4041 feet. .
Silver Comes Thru
F. Thomson-E. MurphySUver King (Horse) F. B. 0
6476 feet. . Jime 3
Sinews of Steel
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
6928 feet . . June 10
Song of Steel
Tiffany
Splitting the Breeze
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
4930 feet . .
June 3

Motion
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Feature
Telephone Girl, The

Star
Distributeil by
L. Gray-H. BlinnBellamy-Bazter
Allison
Paramount
Tender Hour The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
TOlie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers . . Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Vanity
L.Joy-A. Hale-C.Ray . Pathe-De Mille
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Pathe-De Mille
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Tours to Command
G. O'Hara-S .Palmer F. B. 0

Feature
Avenging Fangs
Backstage
Beauty Shoppers, The
Bewrare of Widows

JUNE Distributed by
Star
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy. .Tififany
M. Busch-W. Crane. Tiffany
La Plante-B. Washbum
Universal

Black Diamond Express,
The
M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bulldog Pluck
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The
T. Mix-N. Joyce. . . .Fox
Claw The
Kerry-Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak . .Sterling Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-L MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . .First National
Dearie
I. Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy-J.Gadsen. M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The
K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Meddlm' Stranger The. . .Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
CooIey-K.McGuire First National
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Pals and Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The
E.O'Brien-A.Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC.Conklin-L. Gray.. Paramount
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modem
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. Griffith- V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Wedding Bills
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Parfl'iount
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. .W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike
Galloping Thunder
Gingham Giri, The

JULY Distributed by
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan- J. Bowers
. Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP I vnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O

Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B.Love . Pathe-De Mille
Heart of Maryland, The.. .D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. . Warner Bros
Hero on Horseback, A . . . . Hoot Gibson
Universal
Kid Sister, The
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw Th e(tentative) G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Little Firebran d, The
E. Thornton-!,. Tellegan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt . . Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L. Tashman First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal

Length

Feature
RoUed Stockings
_
Rose of the Bowery

Reviewed

6466 feet. . May 27

Skedaddle Gold
Skyhigh Saunders
Three Miles Up
Tom's Gang
Twelve Miles Out

7400 feet . . June 17
6160
6390
6823
5923
7920
6691
4734

feet. .June 17
feet
feet . . May IS
feet . . July
1
feet. .April 16
feet
feet

Two-Gun
^ of the Tumble-weed
White Pants Willie

Feature
Adam and Evil

6,784 feet
5669 feet . . July 22

After Midnight
Beau Geste

6

Border Blackbirds

6803 feet

Bugle Call, The

July 22
4810 feet. .June 24
6252 feet . . June 3
.6700 feet . .June 3
4812 feet. .July

16

6897 feet. .June 24
6987 feet
5684 feet . . July 22
5282 feet . . July

1

4646 feet. .June 17
4773 feet
6167 feet . . July 15
4676 feet. .June 10
6169 feet . . April 1
6620 feet . . July 22
4710 feet . . July

16

6614 feet. .July 16
6870 feet . . June 24
6218 feet . . June 17
6412 feet . . June 10

White Pebbles

6000 feet
6500 feet
6497 feet. .July 22
8
1

6617 feet. . June 24
6869 feet
feet . . July
4404

22

6667 feet. .July

1

Length

Reviewed

4108 feet . . May

6 reels

6

July 29

6868 feet

6 reels . . Dec. 12 '25
6 reels
6406 feet
4388 feet

Length

Reviewed

6 reels .... July 29
6 reels
4041 feet. .June 10

6670 feet .. July 22

Star
Distributed by
Length
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
N. Shearer-L. Gray. .M-G-M
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille .... 6 reels
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille

Bush Leaguer, The
Chain Lightning
Country Doctor The
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P. Haver .Pathe-De Mille
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Gratitude (tentative)
H. Langdon-G.
McCormell
First National
Great Mail Robbery, The. . T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard
M.
Sills-M. O'Day..
HiddenBoiled
Aces Haggerty...
C. Hutchinson-A.
Cal- First National
houn
Pathe-De Mille
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
Interf erin' Gent, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno.. Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Outpost, The (tentative)...!.
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Wamer Bros
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powell
Fox
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Poor Nut. The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian. Paramount
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Singed
B. Sweet- W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
S oft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr. Sterling Pict
Topsy and Eva
Duncan
Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw . United Artists
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-I. Keith. United Artists
Underworid
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
What Price Glory (road
show)
McLaglen-Del RioLowe
Fox
When a Man Loves (road
show)

4926 feet. .July
4334 feet . . July

Star
Distributed by
L. Brooks- J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
E. Murphy-J. WalkerC. Kent-M. Harris A. C. A
Wally Wales
Pathe-De MiUe
Al Wilson
Universal
Al Wilson-E. Clair. ..Universal
T Tyler-S. Lynn
F.
J.Gilbert-E.Torrence- B. O
J.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De MiUe
J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National

News

AUGUST

Length
Reviewed
4336 f eet . . June 3

6670 feet. .May

Picture

J. Barrymore-D. Costello-W. Oland
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille

Reviewed

Sept 11

6 reels
6 reels
10400 f eet . . Mar. 18
6435 feet . . May 20

6909 feet . . Julv

1

6 reels .... July 29
6368 feet. .June 24
6 reels

July 23

11400 feet. .Dec.

4

10049 feet . . Feb.
6 reels

4

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Annie Laurie
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
8730 feet. .May 17
Back to God's Country . . . R. Adoree-R. Frazer. Universal
6761 feet . . July 29
Barbed Wire
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramoimt
6961 feet
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De Mille
Big Parade The rroad
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien. .M-G-M
12650 feet.. Nov. 38
Broadway Kid, The (tentative)
George Jessel
Wamer Bros
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
8700 feet . . May
•
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7713 feet . . May 20
Certain Toung Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
City Gone Wild, The
T. Meighan-M. Millner-W. Standing. . .Paramount
College
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers.. .United Artists
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonaldValli-J. Fox
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson .... Warner Bros
67671 eet . . July
8
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) . Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De Mille
6 reels
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent . . . Universal
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J.Robards . .Warner Bros
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden- J. McDonald-N.
Alden Hamilton-M. Fox
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
7961 feet. .July
8
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Perfect Gentleman, A
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
6 reels
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille

August

5,

Feature
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
Sligljtly Used
*^
Soda Water Cowboy, The.
Swim, Girl, Swim
Tell It to Sweeney
Turkish Delight
Two Girls Wanted

413

19 27
Star
Distributed by
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
. Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille . .
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
R.Schildkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De Mille..
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox

Length

Reviewed

OCTOBER
Feature
Alias the Deacon

Star
Distributed by
J. Hersholt-J. Mar
lowe-R. Graves . Universal
Ben Hur (road show)
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X. Bushman-C. Myers. . . .M-G-M
Beware of Married Men. . . . Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Big Sneeze, The
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
Body and Soul
A. I>ringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Feature
Fair Co-ed, The
Garden of Eden, The .

Star
Distributed by
Marion Davies
M-G-M
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists . . .
Gentleman of Paris, A.
Adolphe Menjou
Paramoimt
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
Fred Thomson
Paramount
Jesse James
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C.Rogers.United Artists. . .
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries .Warner Bros
One Woman to Another . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Rough Riders The (general
release)
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shanghai Bound.
Shooting Irons . .
J. Luden-S. Blane . . . Paramount
Silk Stockings . . .
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines-J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur. M-G-M
Way of AU Flesh, The .
E. Jaimings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith . . . Paramount
Woman on Trail, The .
Negri-Cortez
Paramount

Length

Reviewed

6869 feet
12000 feet. .Jan.

Length

16

Star
Distributed by
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
M-G-M
Dog of the Regiment, A , . Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros . .
Finnegan's Ball (tentative)
Warner Bros . .
Garden of Allah, The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich M-G
Quality Street
M. Davies
M-G-M
Sadie Thompson
G. Swanson
United Artists .
Tempest
J. Barrymore-NissenWolheim
United Artists.
Thirteenth Hour, The
Bona arte (Dog) -J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M

April

1

8486 feet . . July

8

Length Reviewed

Down Our Way
Duke of Ladies, The
Eager Lips
Empty Saddle, The
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Enemy, The
Eternal Silence, The
Fangs of Destiny
Fangs o Fury
Fangs of Justice
Finnegan's Ball
Flag Maker, The
Flying U Ranch, The
Fortune Hunter The
Four Flushers, The
Freckles
Gallant Gringo, The

JANUARY

Romance
West Point

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Circus, The
C. Chaplin-M. Ken„
nedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. South„
ern-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Fihn) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast

I
^"""""""""1

Coming
iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Feature
Ace High
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf

Distributed by
United Artists.

Length Reviewed

Attractions
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiii

Hill

I

de Putti-McGregor . .Universa'.
J. Coogan
M-G-M
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Claincy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS.
W. Lynn-R.
ArmstrongLease- F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
Universal
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Coward, The
W. Baxter-S. Lynn. . .F. B. O
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Cruel Truth, The
H.Hopper-C.Howard. Sterling Pictures
Crystal Cup, The
D. hall
Mackaill-J. Mul- First National
Death Valley
First Division Pict
Deer Drive, The
W. Barter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De Mille
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
Down Grade, The
Wm.
Fairbanks — A. Lumas
Calhoun
Drop Kick, The

Length Reviewed

Star
Distributed by
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists . .
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D.'Arcy
M-G-M
William Haines
M-G-M

Ill

Distributed by
Star
Universal
Hoot Gibson. ..
F.B.O
Al Wilson
L. Wilson-B. LytellW. V. Mong
Columbia

Length

Revitweil.

6 reels

9481 feet. .Oct.

23

Buck Privates
Buttons
Call of the Heart

DECEMBER
Distributed by
Star
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook. . . . United Artists .
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros . .
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros . .
Hypnotist, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Rebecca
O'Brien
May
McAvoy
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Wamer-Nils- Warner Bros . .
son-A. Joyce- Wolheim
United Artists .
Feature
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

Feature
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The

Star
Distributed by
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Angel of Broaday, The
L. Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De Mille
A. W. O. L. (tentative)
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Back to Liberty
Excellent Pict
Bad Little Good Girl
Chadwick
Bamum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Paramount
Beau Sabreur
E. Brent-G. CooperG. ry
Bancroft-N. Bee- Paramount
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood Ship, The
H.Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
Boy Rider, The
F. B. O
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)
C. varado
Talmadge-D.
Al- First National
Breed of Courage. The
F. B. O
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. NissenM. Busch-M. Loy. . Fox
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante
Universal

Reviewed

NOVEMBER
Feature
Becky

Feature
American Beauty

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Length

|
1

Reviewed

4747 feet

,

10018 feet . . Aug. 21

V. Caldwell
Valli-F. Darro-O. F. B. O
R. Barthelmess-V. L.
Carbin-A. Vaughn . First National
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
Fred Humes
Universal
Milton Sills
First National
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . M-G-M
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J. Marlowe. . .Universal
Dynamite
(Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe Bischofif Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
B. Mehaffey-Landis. .First Division Pict
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J S. Blackton (producers) . .
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello . . . .Warner Bros
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
F. B. O
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
H. Gibson-S. Rand . .Universal

Galloping Fury
Gentleman of Paris, A (tentative)
Adolphe
Menjou-A.
Marchal
Paramount
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Gorilla, The
C. Murray
First National
Grand Army Man, The . . . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Fl? pper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.LivingstonFox
Grandma Bemle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling
Fox
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-O. Caldwell
F. B. O
Heaven Help the Working
Girl
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
His Dog
J.Schilrtkraut-T.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De Mille
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale.... Fox
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F.B.O
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G.
ers With- F. B. O
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Judgment of the Hills
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
King o Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall .... First National

7 reels . . . April 29

13500 feet. April 29

Motion

414
Feature
Feature
Lady Bird The
Les Miserables
Life of Riley, The
Lightning
Love

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Special Cast
Dniversal
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe. First National
Tiffany
6600 feet
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M

Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Fihn)
E. Brody-J. Stuart ... M-G-M
Manpower
Richard DLx
Paramount
Man's Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K ■ Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Mojave Kid, The
B.'Steele-L. Gilmore . F. B. O
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. 0
6680 feet
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs
F. B. O
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pcit
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Now We're in the Air . . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Oh I What a Life (tentative) .Colleen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels . . . Dec. 1 8
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . .Universal
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray. . .Fox
Patent Leather Ed, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe-De Mille
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
Rose of Monterey, The (tentative)
G. Roland-M. Astor. .First National

Star

Saddle and Spurs
Sally in Our Alley

Shanghaied
Sheiks and Shebas
Shield of HonorThe
Show Boat
Small Bachelor, The
Smile, Brother, Smile
South Sea Love
Span of Life, The
Speed Boy, The
Stronger Will The
Student Prince, The (In

Distributed by

Length

J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
P. G.
R. Astor
Miller-Santschi- F. B. O
Junior Stars
Paramount
R., N.Lewis-D.
Barrie Gulliver- Universal
Universal
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
J. kaill
Mulhall-D. Mac- First National
F. B. O
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Excellent Pict

Blood
Ship"— Columbia,
Roxy
Theatre,
New
York City
Times: "Vivid characterizations
give vitality to 'The Blood Ship.'
Spectators at Roxy seemed to enjoy it all. Vigorous, unalloyed
melodrama. All characterizations
effective. Perhaps those that go
deepest and longest in imagination
are Hobart Bosworth's Newman,
Jacqueline Logan's Mary, James
Bradbury's 'Knitting Swede,' Fred
Kohler's Fitzgibbons and Blue
Washington's negro seaman."
Morning World: "As bulging
with menace as anything that has
been unveiled here all season.
Columbia set out to do good
thriller . . . and succeeded. All
worked out with proper obbligati."
Daily Neu's: "Well conceived.
It's of stuff that gets you. You'll
like cast."
Daily Mirror: "Worthily reminiscent of 'The Sea Wolf,' but
worthily capable of capturing box
office prizes without comparison.
Good picture, as intense, dramatic
and ofttimes as gory a slice of
shipped passions that ever floated
into cinema range. Mr. Bosworth
enacts sea role so splendidly suited
to his talents. Cast collectively
and individually contributes sterling
performances. Welcome antidote
after mollycoddle rush of celluloiders."
Herald

Trfounc:

"Much

best

thing of week . . . epic qualities. . . . Worth
seeing."
American: "If you like tales of
sea . . . you will find much in
'The Blood Ship' to intrigue you."
Evening
"It .is .all. very
realistic
and World:
audiences
will
like this very much.

Photography

is excellent and direction is good."
Telegram: "Unexpected excellence . . . you will like this
direction
. Graphic:
. . rates "Excellent
first place with
any
sea tales which have been transthis year."
one.":ferred"to screen
Sun
. . . Excellent thriller,
cleverly acted and directed, intense
in general atmosphere. Acting
splendid. One held throughout six
reels . . . variety of marvelously chosen types . . . that
sought for but rarely projected
quality of illusion coats the fdm.
Photography, continuity and grouping and camera jilacements admiral)lc, too. Worth seeing."
Enquirer: "Refreshingly different. Roxy undoubtedly has best
picture since theatre was thrown
open to public. Full of action.
Builds up steadily to striking thrilling climax. Remarkable acting and
perfect

characterization."

"The
Great
Mail
Robbery"—
F B O, York
Hippodrome,
New
City
American:

"\\\\\ give thousands

Reviewed

11,000 feet.. June 10

Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
:
Sim Eissed (tentative) .... P. J.Negri-K.
HersholtThomson- Paramount
Sunrise
Gaynor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
Will Rogers
Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thirteenth Juror, The
F. son
X. Bushman- Nils- Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Times Square
Tiffany
Tired Business Man, The..Hitchcock-MehaffeyGowland
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . .M-G-M
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
What Happened to Father. P. R. Miller
Warner Bros
telle
Warner Bros
10049 feet .. Feb. 18
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Youi Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
Wmd, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
World's lUusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
Excellent Pict

^erOpinionsonNewPict
"The

News

"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
S. Mason-A.
cis B. Fran- Colimibia Pictures
B. Compson-E.
liamsWil- First Division Pict

Say It With Diamonds.
Seventh Heaven

Picture

Times: "Crashing melodrama.
Audiences still like . . . melothrills." drama done in up-to-the-minute
way, according to testimony of
those at the Hippodrome yesterday
Herald-Tribime:
afternoon."

"Great melo-

Daily News: "This has real
drama !" in it."
thrill stuff
Evening Graphic: "Fighting and
riding and moments of suspense
that are real highlights of dramatic
E'l'cning World:

"It is far too

Journal: "It's good. Shumway
thrilling."
effort."
does
very good work, and there's
of action."
Evening
Telegram:
plenty
have
been
yearning for"Those
good who
old
fashioned thriller urged to drop
everything and dash to Hippodrome. In that huge auditorium is
currently hottest, reddest melodrama in these Eastern parts for
many a year. We confess that we
enjoyed it immensely."
" The Callahans and the Murphys "
—M-G-M,
Madison Theatre
Detroit
Times: "Comedy masterpiece as
funny and true as life itself. . .
.■\s truly American as Statue of
Liberty. . . Hilarity from beginning to end.
. . Brawling,

iSI^J
merry-making, love and generosity
and occasional tear all mixed together into luscious bit of screen
comedy. . . Sprinkled with uproarious gags that add to laughter.
. . . Will live forever as screen
masterpiece of comedj'.
. ."
Ercss Press: "Guaranteed to
tantalize your sense of humor even
in hottest weather. . . Is real
comedy. . . May momentarily
draw a lump to your throat but
drives it away next moment with
Kcu'S: "Source of constant
hearty laugh."
laughter.
. . Filled to brim with
merry-making

and

wise-cracking."

"Naughty But Nice" — First JJational,
Washington
Street
Olympia Theatre, Boston
Traveler: "Colleen Moore displays to fine advantage bo.x office
popularity. Role should delight
iier fans and add more to her list.
Made

refreshing by star's spontaneous talents for humor."
Advertiser: "Merry scenes enliven star's newest farce. Liyjs
up to title. Exceedingly amusing
. . . excellent comic acting. Direction by Millard Webb contains
an astonishing assortment of novel
Herald: "Gives Miss Moore
opportunity for characterization
equaled
touches." only by memorable

'So
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Give Them the Best
Theatre patrons are entitled to
the best screen quality— which
means Eastman quality.
Give them the best. Most
productions are made on Eastman
Negative. Specify prints on Eastman Positive and you get the film
combination that first made
movies practicable— that has
maintained its superiority from
the beginning of the industry.
EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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FROM
NUTS

SOUP TO
3
4
3
1

CHANEYS
HAINES
DAVIES
NOVARRO

2
2
3
1

1 gish

COOQANS
GILBERTS
SHEARERS
SYD CHAPLIN

2 garbos

6 McCoys
2 dog star
3 CODY-PRINGLES
3 DANE.ARTHURS
5 COSMOPOLITANS

what a feast!

And Important Specials

IVI-G-M News is here
AUGUST 15th first issue
YOUNG Blood
NOW gives you an
ENTIRE program of
R/l-G"IVi quality.

GARDEN OF ALLAH (Re* Jn^rnm)
THE CROWC) (King V.doi )
THE COSSACKS (John Gilhert)
ROSE-MARIE— NAPOLEON
MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERES
IN OLD KENTUCKY
BODY AND SOUL

And Great Junior Features
HAL

ROACH

COMEDIES

OUR GANG— MAX DAVIDSON
CHARLEY CHASE _ ALL-STAR

M-G.M

NEWS

Tuiirc U'tciil> — Starts August i^th

M-G-M

GREAT

EVENTS

Entirely .n Technicolor

M-G-M

ODDITIES

Produced all oirr i^c world by UFA

The Top of the Industry!

i

^1. XXXVI

No. 6

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

PRICE 20 CENTS

Entercil as second-class matter April 22. 1926, at the Post
under act of March 3, 1879
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Give Them the Best
Theatre patrons are entitled to
the best screen quality— which
means Eastman quality.
Give them the best. Most
productions are made on Eastman
Negative. Specify prints on Eastman Positive and you get the film
combination that first made
movies practicable— that has
maintained its superiority from
the beginning of the industry.
EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

I

ad red
ay

letter

in

film history
^August 1, 1927. First release of Paramount's 100% Program. Start of the greatest of Greater
Movie Seasons for Paramount exhibitors. Debut of the modern super-type of feature picture
and short feature. Everywhere the pubhc is celebrating, with box oflfice dollars. From everywhere pour in congratulations from exhibitors and others hailing the new day. ^ From Chicago:
'^Metropolis' capacity business first week. For first time in history of Roosevelt Theatre,
second week bigger than first. Had intended playing the picture two weeks. Have extended run
four weeks, with possibility of more. Max Balaban."

^ From Los Angeles: w^m "^Way of All

Flesh' triumphant run at Criterion Theatre. Audiences thunder approval. Congratulations to
Paramount. Harold Franklin, President West Coast Theatres." And at the Rialto, New York,
"Way of All Flesh", now in its 6th week, will run beyond Labor Day! ^ Also from Los Angeles:
'^ "^ Chang' and Jl^jj '^Barbed Wire', playing withm^Na few blocks of each other, the talk of
the town. Arch Reeve." From Duluth: "^^"^ Chang' getting wontMrful business and comment. Duluth

I

Herald devotes editorial to picture, saying 4t is more thrilling thak a dozen westerns, more absorbing than a thousand sex dramas, funnier than a hundred comedie^ind one of the few pictures

it is possible to commend

utterly without reservation.' Clinton

Meyers Co." And at the Rivoli, N. Y., "Chang" ran 9 weeks to
301,000 people! §From

Glenwood, Minn.: P^

played to best business in our entire history.

"^Beau Geste'

Picture very satistac-

a red
letter

tory in every respect. A. E. McCauley, Opera House." New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Glenwood — "Beau Geste" takes them all!

C From Omaha:

Firemen, Save My Child' opened big at Riviera Theatre against
CXcl y

Xn

strongest possible opposition.

Audiences in continuous roars of laughter.

Flashes

Tl I TTl

"^^ Mendenhall." ^ Just a few random samples of wires received.

history

from a nation responding because their chief source of entertainment has
taken a giant leap forward in quality. And the beauty of it is that this is

only the start! Coming from Paramount are such jewels as Harold Lloyd's big new comedy,
Clara Bow in "Hula", ^|

"Underworld", Richard Dix in ^l

"Shanghai Bound",

'"^ Gentlemen Prefer Blondes", Adolphe Menjou in ||^^ "Service for Ladies", ^^^ "The Rough
Riders", Bebe Daniels in [f^^ "Swim, Girl, Swim", ^^

"Beau Sabreur", Fred Thomson's

^5^ specials, "Jesse James" and "Davy Crockett", and more, more, more!

80 of them in all!

birth of the modern short feature
^ August 1, 1927. First release of Paramount short features. Sparkling gems of entertainment
supplanting the old fashioned filler type of shorts. The modern Paramount spirit in shorts as
well as longs. That was our aim when we planned the Paramount "whole show" policy. We've
won — 100%! Paramount News, just out, under the editorship of Emanuel Cohen (13 years head
of Pathe News), shows what heights a news reel can reach when experience unites with unbounded
resources and organization! More speed, more coverage, better service. That's what our mighty
army of Paramount News accounts are getting. CI A new spirit in Paramount comedies too!
We knew that in Christie Comedies we had the best. Exhibitors told us so. Box office figures
proved it. Our own eyes confirmed it. The Christie brothers— Al and Charles — first to build a
studio in Hollywood. First to advertise short comedies nationally and establish their brand!
name nation-wide. Famous as star pickers. Wide awake, progressive showmen.
the kind of clean, swift, smart comedy that audiences of today demand.

Producers ol

^. Clock the roars al

Bobby Vernon in "Short Socks", Jimmie Adams in "Dr. Quack", Billy Dooley in "Row, Sailor,
Row." Treat your eyes to the luscious Christie girls. Watch the 36 de luxe Christie Comedies
for 1927-8 as they trip merrily forth from the finest comedy studio in the world. ParamountChristie Comedies. Laugh leaders. ^And Paramount-Edward

Everett Horton Comedies too.

6 of them on the industry's only new-era short features program. A brand new style of comedy.
2-reelers made with the care and class of features. Horton, of "Poker Faces" and "Taxi! Taxi!"
fame. Well known star and very droll. Popular names in the casts of these Hortons too. A quality
product in every way. First release August 1, called "No Publicity." 5 more coming. ^Then, to
lend even more spice. Paramount Novelties. Alrejady the Paramount Theatre, New York, has shown
one — "The Elegy." Which hard-boiled Variety sayS^ ''^ marks a new era in short features." More
Paramount Novelties on the way. Together with 26 Krazy Kat and 26 Inkwell Imps Cartoons.
Cream of the pen and ink comedy product.

X

, ,^M

X

X

X

X

X

has the new day dawned for you?
"■" ^ August 1, 1927. A new era in feature pictures. In short features. In the whole show. All
because Paramount heeded the demand of this changing, modern world for a higher type of
screen entertainment. Because Paramount geared up its production to the spirit of the times.
Producing daring, "different" pictures— the only kind that will roll up big grosses and get back
liberal returns on theatre investments today. Reports from the field prove it. You've read them.
Has the new day dawned for you? Are you set for a year of unprecedented grosses with
Paramount's 100% Program? Or are you trying to buck the tide of public demand by sticking
to old-fashioned movies?

XXXXXXXXXX

for showmen of today
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HERE'S THE GREATEST
. OF THEM ALL!
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-WHITE
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FURY'

A WILD HORSE— A WONDER DOG
AND A HERMAN STAR!

^ i

TO-GETHER!

GOMBINED!

JACK HOXIE

IN ONE SERIAL!

■h

"Heroes of the Wild"

/??v

Ten Episodes of Tremendous Thrills —
A TONIC FOR YOUR

BOX OFFICE!
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RELEASED BY THE LEADING
INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
OF THE COUNTRY
PRODUCED

%^.---W
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BY

NAT LEVINE
1650 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

DIRECTED
BY
HARRY WEBB

FOREIGN

933 SEWARD
HOLLYWOOD.

STREET
CALIF.
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^

RIGHTS

CONTROLLED

BY

BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL TRADING
J. C. BARNSTYN
1540 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

CO., INC.
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MAKE A NON-STOP FUG
TN these jazz-mad days of speed,
speed, and more speed, people
want laughter and amusement as
never before. And they want it
quick and snappy, and in endless
variety. That's one reason for the
great growth in popularity of Educational Pictures.
In its eighth year of specialization in "The
Spice of the Program," Educational offers
you for 1927-1928 a program of Short
Features that, through sheer merit, is establishing even more firmly its position as the
leader in its field.
And they're backed up with a campaign
of magazine advertising that's bigger and
more helpful than any you've ever seen
before!

On^3EC©aF3
LYMAN H
HODGE- PO

6
Two-iCi3r
r>vOROTHY-^^COMEDIES

16
Two*Ree
EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
JACK

WHITE

PROPVCTIONS

Ti^e Spice d

UVIONG THESE STARS

t

OTART this week! And don't stop! Keep featuring Educational Pictures week after week
and watch your business grow.
When you harness these stars to your boxoffice it's like adding another pair of motors to
your airplane. They give added power; and a
big added factor of safety. One motor may get you
there. But add these extra motors; give them the
fuel of local advertising, and you're safe — every
week!

^t6

ViXtOMEDIESXiy

Oiie-Rfielr
OUTDOOR
J^
BY ROBERT

C.BRVCE

8_
JEwo-Reel
BI(3%©Y

Juvenile

KINOGRAMS
TjlA News Reel Built Like a
Newspaper Twice a Week

6
Two-ReeL

•COMEDIES12

One-Reel'^

Coittgdies

,
PRDBtrCED
'""^
WALTERBY FUTTER

WITH

JOHNNY

ARTHUR.

Member, Motion Picture

the Program

Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hay^ Preisident.
THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM'

m
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$319,970.66
SAVED
THEATRE

'

OWNERS

IN 8 MONTHS

The Result of
CENTRALIZED
MANAGEMENT
CENTRALIZED
OPERATION
of

National

Theatre Supply
Stores

Company

JT

\

In plain English: During the first eight month's period
of its operations, National Theatre Supply Company
has saved to exhibitors a total of $319,970.66; based
on prices formerly paid by them for the same merchandise and service.

IVe are proud of this record!
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CHANEY

in 3 Big Hits ^^^

NORMA
SHEARER
in 3 Audience Delights

LILLIAN
GISH
in her Qreatest

WILLIAM
HAINES
in 4 Record Breakers

GRETA

GARBO

in 2 Wonder Pictures

RAMON
^
NOVARRO
in his Biggest

P *^

The BIG

of

^ysT"-™"^

T-Tfljjjiiijt

JOHN
GILBERT
in 1 Sure-Fires!

MARION
DA VIES

JACKIE
COOGAN

in 3 Joy Pictures

in 2 Bis[ Winners

TIM
MCCOY

I

in 6 Thrilling Successes

SYD CHAPLIN

f.ew CODY-

in the Season's Surprise

Vdeen PRINGLE

in 3 Smart Comedies
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^""^^ DANE-

in 3 Hysterical Hits

A

STAR

FOR

EVERY

WEEK

OF THE YEAR

THE
BOX-OFFICE
ANALYSIS
i

of the Greatest Product
•G-M ever released!
(Look up your hooks — consult other exhibitors — and see
ivhat M'Q'M stars have been doing at the box-office —
then you*ll knoiv exactly what you can expect to do
each week with M-Q-M in 1927 '28)

3

LON CHANEYS
You know
business!

that Chancy

4 WILLIAM

3

always docs the

HAINES

This hoy is all set to turn in record receipts
for you.

2 JACKIE COOGANS
"Johnny Get ^'our Hair Cut" started a new
money-makiiig era for this ever more popular
young star.

Better than his best.

6 TIM McCOYS

2 JOHN GILBERTS

His clean-cut American personality has made
himimlimited.
a national favorite. McCoy's
is

We don't have to tell you. ^'ou know what
to expect when handsome John Gilbert is on

2

GRETA

5

GARBOS

The name that has a greater natural draw in
theatres today than any other you could
mention.

1

RAMON

NOVARRO

3
1

NORMA

on.

2

SHEARERS

AND
IN OLD

THESE

KENTUCKY— the famcui hit.

THE CROWD— ICmg Vidor's New One.
THE COSSACKS— John Qilbert Special.
ROSE . MARIE— i/ie celebrated stage -flay.

DOG STAR
get Two great ones in '27-'28.

-PRINGLES
3 CODY
Their first completed picture "Adam

and
Evil" confirms M-G-M in its belief that this
comedy pair is a clean-up.

3

LILLIAN GISH
One of the truly greatest of the screen.
Audiences love and admire her. And pay
heavy to do it!

COSMOPOLITANS

Ever since "The Silent Accuser" exhibitors
have demanded other Dog Star hits. They'll

It's a gilt - edged

proposition'
Your box-office figures tell you that she is to
be depended on to bring in real money
every time!

future

This name means a great story, big production, all-star casts, plus the million dollar
Hearst promotion.

His popularity is the kind that any bank
would lend money

DAVIES

publicity!

1 SYD CHAPLIN

your screen.

MARION

Her reputation as a comedienne has built this
star into a real drawing card. And what

DANE-ARTHURS
" Rookies " started these boys otl to fame —
and your fortune! They've got equally funny
stories for '27-'28's harvest.

BIG SPECIALS
GARDEN OF ALLAH— Rex Ingram's l>ii;got.
NAPOLEON — Eiiro/'c's sensation.
BODY AND SOUL— from the ):<ea' novel.
MADEMOISELLE
FROM
ARMENTIERES
"England's Big Parade."

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

19271928

^

CRISP

DONALD

^ director
of Box-office
hits — '

PDeaMtihelle-

His First KnocJcout
Season 1927-28

ROD
LA ROCQUE
in

The FIGHTING
EAGLE
DIRECTED

BY DONALD

CRISP

with

PHYLLIS

\i

HAVER

A.daptation and Continuity by Douglas
Z. Doty from "The Adi>entUres of Gerard" by A. Conan Doyle. Supervised
b> C. Gardner Sullivan.

11
1

11
p

W"'^fWSL

\

' ^^SM
iHpBPHF

j-^aB

''^^H^l

WILLIAM
BOYD
THE WESi
POINTER
DIRECTED

BY DONALD

CRISP

with

1

m

Another Big One in
Production

BESSIE
jy ,^j^:- -■[ , 'o-^t^K

LOVE

Adapted by Douglas Z. Doty from a
story by Major Robert Glassburn and
Major Alexander Chilton. Supervised
hy C. Gardner SuJ/i^an.

Powerful Units
ff in die Padie complete^
^jn^i perfect pro-am
FROM the time, sixteen years ago, when Charles
Pathe first gave Pathe News to the screen, it has
steadily grown in public favor, until today it stands
not only as the leading newsreel of the world, but
a veritable national institution. Many thrilling and
momentous events are encompassed in the sixteen
years of its history, and Pathe News cameramen
have been first on the scene recording every important happening in every part of the world.
Today, with the cumulative experience and knowledge of 16 years of endeavor, Pathe News stands
pre-eminent. Millions of motion picture fans
who expect the best demand PATHE NEWS.

PATHE
REVIEW

MACK
SENNETT

The yiagaxine of the
Screen

MACK SENNETT— A name
that is synonymous with the
best in comedy — a name that
is magic at the box-office. No
producer of short comedies has
so entrenched himself with the

HERE is the most satisfying
Big Little Feature you can
add to your program. Entertaining trips into far corners of

public as a creator of sul['V-fire
comedy hits.

the world — strange people —
strange animals— intimate sidelights on famous personalities
— wonders of science, and a
great variety of other fascinating subjects are embodied in
this distinctive one reel feature.

MAKE
PART
52 Issues

Comedies

Dorothy Knapp, Futnniis J<fduly

MACK

SENNETTS

NAME

pN

YOUR MARQUEE IS A GU ARA^N.
TEE TO YOUR PATRONS OF A
PERFECT COMEDY PROGRAJ
j(5 Hils, 2 Reels Each

IT A PERMANENT
OF
YOUR
SHOW

ig27-ig28
Path^c
omedy

I Reel Each
hx-Prtme Minister oj Lthiopia

PATHE EXCHANGE
DEMILLE STUDIO PICTURES

- PATHE NEWS

. PATHE WESTERNS

. PATHESERIALS

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays. President

INC
. PATHECOMEDIES

V
L

r

New York

Los Angeles

<p
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PENS l^ ^
Your season, for assured and sustained profits through playing —
Fox Profit Pictures.
There's been a lot of hullabaloo: you've heard from the Big Noise
and the Big Cheese and the Big Bluff (and the So On). Now attend on the one sweet strain that really counts — Big Profits,
profits made possible by thorough, business-like preparation! You can
discount the rest — what you seek is profits !
Are you set?
Opening date August 14th — for sustained schedule of money-making
attractions that constitute the Fox Profit Pictures for 1927-1928.

It is no gamble.
A little clear vision wdll show you why there are assured profits ahead.
Take the three FOX has named for August — one is an outstanding achievement in picture production proclaimed by leading critics
"the world's greatest motion picture"; another brings George O'Brien
and Virginia Yalli to the screen in a pulsating red-blooded romance;
the third is a cracking, well-acted melodrama, starring Blanche Sweet,
a strong favorite with the public.
All have been proven in pre-releases.
You have only to play them — and profit!

fox

profit

pictures

<.(•

PAID TO LOVE'

With GEORGE
O'BRIEN
and VIRGINIA VALLI
Says the ^ew York American^ reviewing this Howard Hawks Production
at its pre-release at the Roxy Theatre: "Paid to Love is full of the stuff
women love to see on the screen and, therefore, will undoubtedly hit the
bull's-eye at the box-office."

m "SINGED '

CHE SWEET
BLAN
Every New York newspaper commented

on the popularity and strength
of this star, in reviewing the pre-release at the Roxy of this J. G. Wray
Production.
''Miss Sweet holds on" concludes the Times.
64

T PRICE GLORY "
WHA
McLAGLEN, EDMUND LOWE, DOLORES DEL

With VICTOR

RIO

There is no need to quote anyone on this Raoul Walsh masterpiece.
If you are a showman you know all about it. If you are not a showman
you are not playing it I Just — by common consent of critics on both
sides of the Atlantic — "the world's greatest motion picture!" That's all.

Speaking of profits — your season opens in two weeks!

FOR

MONTH

O

F

AUGUST

ROXY KEEPS
HIS FINGER
ON THE
S
'
C
I
L
B
U
P
PULSE

^

AFTER
at the WARNER THEATR

^Appffl
MARY ASTOR

—

AND

TREMENDOUS

CAST

INCLUDING

ESTBLLE TAYLOR
MONTAGU
LOVE .

WARNER OLAND
HELENE COSTELLO

HELEN LEE WORTHING
PHYLLIS HAVER
SHELDON
LEWIS.

MYRNA LOY
JUNE MARLOWE
JOSEF SWICKARD.*..

DIRECTED BY ALAN
SCENARIO

BY

CROSLAND

BESS MEREDYTH

AccompanM

-

on Pt^

WARNil
GREATER

EXTENlE

^Theirlove burned
Hhe the Coals of Hell!

lt)PENS
VT THE
^Ycomplete

SCORE
itaphone .

I

iIros.

»N PRODUCTIONS

Ja

OTHER EXTENDED

THE BETTER'OIE
THE MISSING LINK

RUN PRODUCTIONS

WHEN A MAN lOVES
OLD SAN FRANCISCO

THE FIRST AUTO....

NEVER in screen history has a two-reel series received the unanimously
enthusiastic praise of exhibitors in trade paper box-office reports that
has been accorded "THE COLLEGIANS," Universai's Junior Jewel Series.
****That's FACT, bluntly stated.* ***Never in screen history have exhibitors discovered such terrific, pull-'em-back drawing power as they have found
in "THE COLLEGIANS," Cari Laemmle Jr.'s great two-reel series.****
That's FACT, plainly stated.**** AND HERE'S THE BIG FACT: THE
EXHIBITOR WHOSE AUDIENCES HAVE NOT YET SEEN THE
FIRST SERIES OF TEN

"COLLEGIANS " IS DEHNITELY AND
ABSOLUTELY THROWING AWAY COLD, HARD CASH! **** It's
waiting there — ten weeks of certain money-making, and ten more weeks of
greater profit when he books the second series of "Collegians," AS EVERY
EXHIBITOR INEVITABLY WILL WHO HAS PLAYED THE FIRST!
**** FACTS, man, business facts, pocket-book facts, bank-balance facts,
box-office facts! **** GRAB THOSE "COLLEGIANS" NOW AND
SET YOURSELF FOR A CLEAN-UP! **** FACE THESE FACTS!
Starring

"First Collegians"
10 — 2 reels each
)Directed by Vi^esley RuggJea

'Second Collegians

George Lewis ^ Dorothy Gulliver

10—2 reels each

with Eddie Phillips, Churchill Ross, etc.

Directed by Nat Roaa

—
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Directed by

. .m
^
"The Poor Nut'' is one of the
most worthy comedies to reach

the SCreen._yv. Y.EveningTelegram

-c*^.

"The Poor Nut" is real bright.

— The Morning Telegraph

.... can be named
best.

amonii the

1^-

-AT. Y. Evening World

There Is no better entertainment
than a college story when it is
well done and "The Poor Nut"
is surly that. -New

York American

.... the Piece Is one bifi lau£h
without cessation.
Should

-yV. Y. Daily Mirror
be a strong draw.— Variety

the hmdowvL
ouHie

and tbiQnre aUlikje

T41E POOR NUT
Presented by Jess Smith

JackNulhall <»»^Giarlie Murray
<i^dap(ed by Paul Schofield.

From the plap by J.C. and ElliottNi^ent

A Richard Wallace Production

A lin&t Rational Picture
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Move the Goods!
Are the **High-Ups" Fifty Years Behind the Times?

By William A, Johnston

I HAD an interview the other day with
a man-higher-up -than-the-advertisingmanager of a certain company.
And the interview may be of interest to
a number of people — other men higher up,
other advertising managers, sales managers,
division managers, branch managers, salesmen, and finally the army of exhibitors who,
many of them tell us, are not buying today,
as they would and should, because they get
so little definite infonnation about pictures.
Quite a big subject, this: the buying and
selling of merchandise running into the
hundreds of millions of dollars.
Looks like these men-higher-up-than-theadvertising-managers could afford to do quite
a bit of thinking about it.
I SHOWED the executive I refer to all the
advertising on his pictures that had appeared inMotion Picture News since his
company's selling season opened.
It was a sorry-looking display. It hit a
few minor notes here and there on the keyboard of a large and ambitious program.
But it told nothing, and it was sadly, flagrantly, misrepresentative of a well-planned
lot of pictures upon which millions of dollars have been spent. It conveyed the impression that a trade paper was down in a
schedule for a certain number of advertising
pages and that for this reason only someone
had picked out some plates to fill the space.
"Let's," I suggested, "put oursel
in the
place of the buying exhibitor. ves
What on
earth does this advertising mean to him?"
"Here's a page on comedies, another ort
newsreel, some scattering pages on Broad-a

§

way openings, some more exceedingly optimistic but indefinite comparisons between
your product and your competitors, etc.
There are no facts about your program, its
aggregate strength, its A series and B series
of features, why and what story material,
casts, directors were selected, etc., etc. When
I was in Hollywood I heard your whole production story. It was impressive. But your
exhibitor hasn't been in Hollywood, nor will
he call at your office for a two-hour talk with
How, therefore, is he to decide just what
you. program means to him or to his comyour
petitors? Who is going to tell him? How
is he going to* buy?"
«

*

«

»

THIS executive's defense was that his
advertising to the exhibitor — via the
trade paper — was limited by a budget.
And, in reply to my questions as to just
what determined his advertising budget, he
finally in good-natured candor admitted that
it was wholly and especially designed to
please the boss, who regarded all advertising
budgets as a vague but irritating expense.
*****

there, Mr. Exhibitor, is the reason why
you get no information from this company about its pictures. You don't know
why you should buy them for your public;
and you are unable to tell your public why.
you did buy them — if ever you make up your
mind to do so.
The same boss who okayed a production
expense of many millions, who has an annual distribution cost of several millions
SO

{Continued on Next Page)
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An Editorial By William A. Johnston
glaring trouble with Hollywood
ONE
today is the fact that picture production is conferenced to death. Interminable conferences are taking the life blood
out of pictures and sending the production
cost up to the moon.
That seems also to be the trouble with
YOU will also be interested to know that
too many other bosses in this business New York.
feel quite the same way about service
All advertising effort goes into a conference, and then into committees of the whole
to you on pictures. In fact, some are considerably more opposed to it than the one I — the whole industry. And advertising
mention.
emerges, if at all, on crutches.
You have perhaps been thinking right
This conference business is going to lend
along that the almost negative advertising itself to a lot of ridicule.
effort of the producer is the fault of the adToo many cooks are spoiling the broth of
this business.
vertising manager.
The contrary is true. You can thank the
Why not let the advertising managers go
advertising manager for such service as you to work?
♦
♦
«
«
*
do receive and in every instance he has asked
an appropriation for more. He is "rarin to
ina serio
right
g crisis.
are facin
uction
dustrial
Prodnow
has usmade
go" but his recommendations don't get past WE
the head office. The head office, if it has any
a big and expensive effort. Theatre
policy at all in advertising, has a mighty
overhead is too high. There is much unshortsighted or thoroughly misdirected one.
certainty— almost chaos, in fact. But there
It certainly is an anomaly that in the one
of dollars'
American industry in which advertising are goods to be moved — millionstion
of proh of goods; and the salva
wort
plays as vital a part as the goods themselves,
ducer, distributor and exhibitor depends upon
there should exist an appreciation of adver- their being moved.
tising as childlike as that which disappeared
Move them !
from the whole industrial world a half cenMove them in the one way they can be
tury ago.
— not by a frenzied "bull" effort to
Either the advertising managers of the moved
ease a heavy burden off one pair of shoulders
producing companies should be allowed to and on to another.
run their departments or else the bosses
Move them with service
should go to an advertising school in which
Information — so that the exhibitor can
competent and unbiased men from other first buy intelligently and then tell his public
industrial fields would explain to them the what he has and why he is going to exhibit it.
proven facts of advertising as applied to
There is no other sound, successful way.
merchandising.
Think of the public!

more, doesn't believe in spending one cent
on a dollar to tell you the facts — of why you
should buy and how you can sell his pictures to your public.
He calls such
service
•
•
• — *an expense!
«
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Slants
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Industry
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THE ten per cent salary cut is now officially a fiasco.
Two companies, by the way, never even considered
slashing salaries. One of them was ahead of the
economy procession — 'way ahead. It had already efifected
economies in the studio ; in two months' time, the production chief cut expenses 25 per cent.
There was no ballyhoo about this; and there will be
none. The company took the attitude that it did not want
to put its competitors in a hole by showing that it had
already adopted a real economy program while they were
only talking about it.
This concern seems to have its production end well
under
control, and is going ahead, without
blare of
trumpets, to make good*pictures.
#
*
fc 4rT^HE Bull in the Picture Shop" editorial is still bringI iug reactions. We note with interest that M-G-M
is using the trade papers to advertise this to its
salesmen: "As official contact between the motion picture
theatre and the producer it is your duty to give exliibitors
the lowdown on all pictures which you see before prints are
delivered to them for playing. It helps them to promote the
picture properly, and gives an idea of the possibilities in the
release."
*
#
*
GEORGE K. SPOOR'S third dimension pictures wUl
be seen shortly in the Roxy, it is stated on good
authority. Back of this is an interesting story : one
of Spoor's friends advised him not to film a dramatic photoplay as his first stereoscopic offering, because, said the
friend, it would inevitably be compared with the finest
flat-picture photoplays and probably to the disadvantage
of the Spoor process. The friend thought it would be
better to film a news event or a natural wonder like
Niagara Falls. The cost would be less and the impression
on audiences better. It is noM reported that the first
Spoor picture will be views of the Falls and perhaps other
subjects of natural beauty. The argument is that films
of this kind would fit better into the program of a big
house.
*
#
*
TAMAR LANE comes to bat in his Film Mercury with
some common sense views on studio management. ' ' One
man power Ls the only system for motion picture success," he declares, and writes straight to the point on this
important subject:
'"It has become a practice for the head office of producing
organizations in the East to dictate the polity of the studios in
the West. In many respects the idea is not to be ridiculed,
in other respects it is.
"Tlie salesmanagers and swivel chair executives in the
home office are supposed to know what the public wants. Facts
show that no one knows and, if they did, their advice would
be worth so much a word. If a certain type of picture is successful the home office experts immediately wire the studio
boss to make something similar. This they do, usually copying the original success. If the imitation by forced sales
campaigns goes over, the home office does a lot of baekslapping. The studio had nothing whatsoever to do with it.
[ "The studio executive should be permitted to use his own
ideas. He should be boss — sole boss of the studio of which he
is in charge. As it stands today most studio executives are
figure-heads.
If they possess ability they are not permitted

B

The
Mirrors
Filmdom
of

to show it. Yet they are held accountable for every mistake,
even though made under orders from New York.
"A salesmanager may have ideas and should be allowed to
submit them, but it is doubtful whether the salesmanager
knows it all. At least every idea he suggests carries an alibi —
that alibi being the studio did not produce his idea right — in
the event it is a flop. The studio executive has no alibi and
can advance none, although his common sense may have shown
him the idea was bad in the beginning.
' ' No salesmanager, no matter how clever he is, can sell what
is not good and get away with it. A picture to be good must
be produced well, and salesmanagers are not film producers.
They can sell a good thing — but so can anyone else, for that
matter.
"Most of the production fiascoes are caused by home office
interference, too much butting into studio affairs of which
they know little.
"Trace back into history and it will be found that it was
the organizations that liad one capable, yet supreme executive
that made history. The old Ince company in the active days
of Tom Ince, the Fine Arts company under D. W. Griffith, etc.

' 'TTHE chief executive in a studio should be king of his
* domain," continues Mr. Lane. "When he fails to deliver the goods he should abdicate. He should be given a free
hand over his subjects. One boss — one principle — one system.
A properly organized studio with efficient workers will succeed if presided over by a competent executive whose word is
law and not a squawk, carrying no power behind it.
' ' The studio executive should be the final word in the making of the picture. Once a definite production program is
scheduled he should be left to see that it is carried out. There
should be no outside interference. He should be permitted to
change this program from time to time if deemed wise and
expedient, due to market conditions and in favor of the organization. He knows what is happening on this side of the
continent and the other side does not.
"He should be permitted to add new production ideas if
they are worthwhile and without having to get the indorsement of everyone in the organization.
By the time he gets it

In Next Week's Issue

''The Road to Economy"
An Important Article
by SYDNEY

S. COHEN

"A Frankenstein has been erected which
threatens a great industry," Mr.
clares, and tells why and how.

Cohen

de-

The well-known exhibitor leader points
out evils in no uncertain terms; but he also
su^ggests constructive remedies.
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the idea may be obsolete because some other company has
beaten him to the market. He should be the sole boss over
directors, stax-s and their productions. He should be permitted to eliminate some of the temperamental children if
they become unmanageable. In this way he may accomplish
something, get a good working organization and the fact established that he IS boss. ' ' *
*
*
LET'S hope that the economy pact at Hollywood will
have practical results. It's a constructive program
as it is mapped out, but, of course, it remains to be
seen just what it will mean in fact.
We are glad to see that an institute of research is included. This is a matter which should have been given
attention long ago, because it can bring very definite advances in technique. Months ago. Motion Picture ISews
advocated such a step. We are glad to see that the people
in Ho!lywood are coming around to the point where they
are willing to line up with the practices of older established industries.
Any device or method that will contribute to the general
good should be made available for all.
*
*
*

RICHARD WASHBURN CHILD,
Italy, is abroad on an important
tone, we learn. He is aiding
recording of famous diplomats and

former Ambassador to
mission for Fox Moviein arranging for the
statesmen in several

ng,
to ourandunderstandi
according
th6m,George.
countries,'
personalities
The voices
and Lloyd
Clemenceau among
of these celebrities will thus be handed down to posterity, as
well as shown to this generation.
Movietone has already recorded Mussolini, and the film
voice of II Duce is in New York now. Movietone has equally
interesting plans for recording
important
personages
in
America.
*
*
*
A T least two important mergers are in the offing. But
■^*- they'll probably mark time, until the Government's
attitude toward the industry or the possibility of a Federal
investigation is cleared up.
*
#
#
ACCORDING to a repoi-t from our Berlin Correspondent,
Paid Davidson, one of the most notable personalities in
the German film industry, has just died of heart failure, only
56 yeai-s of age. He had been ill for some months.
Davidson had generally been nicknamed "The father of
the German film trade." And quite rightly so ; for he was the
first who, some years before the war, built modem motion
picture theatres, he was one of the founders of Ufa, he built
the first big German motion picture studio and he was the first
to start film production on modern and big lines. Incidentally
he discovered Lubitsch and Negri, and a score of other artists,
to-day enjoying international fame, owe their first opening
to Paul Davidson. Last year, Davidson had been production
manager in the Ufa concern. He had resigned from his position some months ago, however, and had intended to go in
for a big production scheme of his own again, as soon as his
health Avas restored. Now all these plans have been cut short
by his untimely death. *
*
*
pREDDIE SCHADER has resigned as director of pub*• licity and exploitation for West Coast Theatres, and
will return to New York shortly. Broadway will be glad
to see him back and give him a warm welcome.
*
*
*
f TTMOST secrecy surrounds "Sunrise" at Fox. The one
*^ print in the east is securely stowed away in the vault,
from which it can be removed only upon order from William
Fox. Even casual reasoning, however, will show that Fox
evidently considei's that it has something unusual. The picture was costly — very- costly— but Mr. Murnau's contract was
i-eiicwed for a considerable period, against heavy competitive
bidding. Those few persoi^s wlio have seen it speak with the
utmost enthusiasm of its artistry and merit. The question of
"box-office" is another matter, liowever, and I'eniains to be
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seen. Murnau is not likely ever to become a so-called commercial director, and there is little reason to suppose he has
started here. The story is unique and the acting splendid,
however, and perhaps "Sunrise" will prove a surprise commercial y as well as artistically.
* *
*
ALTHOUGH it is a splendid job in
haps we should say because it
pointed
ending
Way
should havein the
liked
to seeofit "The
end where

every way— or peris — we were disapof
the All
old Flesh."
man sitsWein

the balcony of the concert hall, head bowed on arms on
the railing. What came after was anti-climatic, added little,
did not provide a happy ending, and was too much like
a male version of "Stella Dallas" to be particularly happy.
* *
*
LITTLE

of it appears on the surface, but tlie talking picture field is in a good bit of a muddle over the patent
situation. Botli sound recording photographically on
the film and the synchronization of records and film are involved in a maze of claims and counterclaims, so that even the
experts admit frankly that they don't knoAvn precisely whei'e
anybody stands. At least one suit is now on the books, and
other inventors holding older patents are marking time, waiting a suitable opportunity to test the validity of their claims.
It is not unlikelj' that tlie ultimate solution will be a patents
pool, such as has been resorted to in the radio field, with each
manufacturer cross-licensing the others. The situation as regards the use of American talking picture equipment abroad
is even more involved as regards patents.
We may hope that this situation will be straightened out
before long, because progress is being held back by it, in at
least two instances with which we are familiar.
* *
*
A

FEMININE star in Hollywood is in a row with a producer because the latter is said to be insisting that she
appear in an undressed silhouette scene for a production which, by the way, has been started and junked twice.
The star's husband and the producer are also in a row over
production ideas.
There's a problem for the anti-temperament clause of the
Economy Pact.
*
*
*
\ HOLLYWOOD scout tells us that there is nothing to
■^*- the report that Sid Grauman will become a director
of pictures. That was just a little joke of Joe Schenck's,
says the Hollywood spy.
* *
#
ANOTHER indication of the economy trend and its effect
is contained in the new contract recently entered into i
by an independent producer and a national distributing
organization. Last year he had unlimited control over his I
productions, and in almost every instance went way over
the budget, not always delivering quality. This year his
arbitrary methods will find slight play, for his new contract gives the releasing organization full control of story,
cast, director, cost, editing, and whatnot. This business
threatens to become businesslike in spite of itself.
P ICTURE eco'iomy does not by any means necessarily in^
volve loss of quality. Ingenuity wiU often save many dollars. When Ralpli Ince was filming "Bigger Than Barnum's," |
iie found tliat a regular circus wanted some $r),000 a day,
added to wliicli would be tlie cost of filling tiie seats with
extras. So he hired a lot of circus acts, rented a tent and put
on his own circus, advertising it generously as a free cireufcj
The tent Tlie
was secret
jammed,
the whole
circus thing,
cost little
nothing.
of the
Ince and
says,the
wascrowC"
thai
he played fair with tlie crowd ; he told them that he hadl
"pulled a fast one" on them, but that he was going to givej
tliem a first class circus free. He did so, the crowd was goodnatured about it, he got his scenes — and they were possibly]
better than they would have been with an audience of profes-j
sional extras.
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"Bull in Picture Shop" Starts
Lively Controversy
Exhibitors Continue to Criticize Lack of Information on Pictures;
Salesman Comes to Defen se of His Group in Industry
A. JOHNSTON'S recent editorial "The Bull in the Picture Shop" conWILLIAMtinues to arouse
lively discussion.
More than any editorial printed in recent years,
"The Bull in the Picture Shop" has won the approval of exhibitors, and comments
are still coming in in large volume.
In parallel columns Motion
Picture News prints
below the opinions of an exhibitor and a salesman, selecting these as typical of the controversy aroused:
The Exhibitor's Viewpoint
My dear Mr. Johnston:
I read your editorial and I approve it. I
wish the other trade papers would take up
this same line of argument. I believe that
the theatre owners of America have more to
lose by the mismanagement of the big producing companies and the way the business
is run than any other business in the world.
It seems to me that ability does not count
with the big producing companies; even the
press matter that is sent out with pictures.
It gives you advice on how to exploit a picture but it doesn't tell you anything about
the picture itself. Your story on the salesman coming around to sell you pictures is
exactly as you say. They don't know anything about it, only that they have to get more
money for the picture.
I have just completed a theatre, 2,000
capacity, in the suburbs of Providence, and
I am probably the only theatre owner who
has his own broadcast station, 100 watts, 225
meters; and when I want to talk about my
show in the theatre the press sheets do not
make it clear enough, so I must see the show
first before I talk about it.
I wish you would drive your stories home
as those who read them certainly appreciate
them, and in what you say about the chain
theatres you are absolutely right. I don't
know of anything under the sun that will kill
our theatres quicker than the chain theatres
managed by long-distance telephone and
just force the individual theatre owner to the
wall. The producers that run theatres are
killing the goose that has laid the golden egg,
and eventually they will know that they are
Ji

responsible for all the ills of the industry.
Hoping that you will continue the good
work and tell the truth about the industry as
you have in the past, I remain.
Yours very truly,
Jacob Conn,
Olympia Theatre,
Providence, R. I.
The Salesman's Viewpoint
My dear Mr. Johnston:
I got quite a "kick" out of the "Echoes of
the Bull in the Picture Shop." You published aletter from a sales manager, and an
echo from a big chain exhibitor as well as an
echo from an independent exhibitor. All of
which were very interesting reading.
For fear someone else will not do so, I am
going to rise up in defense of the salesman
that Mr. F. C. Shugert, of Columbus, O.,
took such a slap at.
As to national conventions, I believe that
has been covered very thoroughly by yourself ^and Mr. Grainger, so I will pass that,
but
stuff.I can't let Mr. Shugert get away with that
The big exhibitor, as well as the small exhibitor, isbuying stars and directors now
and has been for several years. Is it necessary for a salesman to sit down and go
through the stories of about seventy pictures
with an exhibitor who claims to know more
about the
a salesman's
(he admitsThat
it)
than
salesman product
knows himself?
would be a foolish waste of both the exhibitor's and the salesman's time.
Does an exhibitor today have to know any
more than the type of story that Reginald
(Continued on Next Page)
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run a show, why in hell are you selling picDenny, Lon Chaney , Lewis Stone, John
tures?" Since that experience I am very
Gilbert, Mary Pickford, Tom Meighan, careful what I say regarding any suggesDoug Fairbanks and dozens of others I tions.
could mention, are making, in order to buy
I am not in any sense of the word criticizthem?
ing Mr. Shugert, for I never met the gentleman. Ijust enjoyed what he had to say about
These pictures should sell themselves with
no need of a salesman taking all day telling the salesman he has had call on him, and
an exhibitor beautiful stories. Besides, you thought I would retaliate in a friendly manner by giving the experience of a man who
know there are some men who cannot tell a
story and get it over, while others can enter- has acted in pictures, operated several picture theatres, sold film and managed offices.
tain you with a poor story.
And, after doing all this, is still selling picA salesman is not a publicity man. That's tures.
another line. Besides, if a salesman, after
I will guarantee Mr. Shugert that if any
warming his shins for a couple of hours
salesman
that calls on him to sell pictures can
(perhaps a couple of days or weeks), waiting
to see the booker or buyer for a chain, should get a contract out of him by exposing an ace
offer a suggestion as to how to put a picture in the hole, he sure will expose it, for the
over, the booker for the chain would think salesman is contract-hungry right now.
Can't understand what kind of a salesman
the salesman was trying to tell him how to
does
not read MOTION
PICTURE
run his theatres. That goes also for most of
NEWS. Don't see how he knows what his
the independent theatre owners.
opposition is offering the exhibitor.
That bunk about "Knocking Them Cold
Hoping everyone will take this "echo" in
in Noo Yark" and "A Veritable Clean Up
the
spirit in which it is intended, "with
at the Box-Off ice," "Whiz Bangs," and what
malice
toward none," I beg to remain.
not, is relegated to the brush heap by salesYours very truly,
men who know their onions. If a salesman
wants to get thrown out of an office just let
Chas. W. Tyler,
Salesman,
him try to offer some of these so-called showmen suggestions. I tried it once and the
Red Seal Exchange,
showman said to me these few words: "If
Indianapolis, Ind.
you know so damned much about how to

The Week

in Review :

article in Lichtbildbuehne, leading German
trade paper, indicates that the movement for
contingents, inaugurated by Germany, is proving a
boomerang in the sense that several other countries
with whom she trades are considering or have already
passed similar legislation. The article decries tariff
walls and barriers to the free exchange of films at a
time when the European trend is toward free trade.
The writer concludes that Germany is justified in
having a contingent, because of the large number of
oersons dependent upon the industry, the splendid
studios and the large amount of money invested; the
AN

By Wm. A. Johnston

situation in England, with less highly developed production resources, is regarded differently; France
was once a world film power and is justified in taking
measures to restore that position.
Similar action in countries having no highly developed industry to maintain is decried, however, and
Roumania, Turkey, Austria, Hungary and Czechoslovakia are mentioned in this respect. Says the
writer :
"For all of these instances (at the time of an international conference) there is not the slightest economic foundation."
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Ufa May Open Exchanges Her
Ludwig

Dr. Rudolph Becker to Remain Here to Survey Field;
Klitzch Guest of Honor at Luncheon
a new chain of exOPENING of es
chang throughout the United
States to distribute German and
aps
British pictures by Ufa is underperh
stood to be a serious possibility in the near
future. Dr. Rudolph Becker, foreign sales
manager of Ufa, is now in New York in
company with Ludwig Klitzsch, Ufa executive, president of the Association of the
German Film Industry and president and
general manager y of the August Scherl Publishing Compan of Berlin.
Klitzsch is returning to Germany in a
few days, but Dr. Becker will remain in the
U. S. for about a month, making a suiwey
of the situation and of possibilities in this
market. The report has not been denied.
The exchanges would be principally to
handle Ufa product, but there is a possibility that a number of outstanding British
productions would also be handled here, in
line with the tendency in Europe toward
German-French-British commercial alliances.

A similar plan was under consideration
two or thre years ago, but at that time it
was thought that adequate representation
could be obtained here by releasing through
American companies.
A. Rosenthal, chief editor of film departments of all of the Scherl publications (now
in control of Ufa), in a current article in
Kine Weekly of England points out that
co-operation betwen British and Geraian
companies is the only way in which a start
can be made toward competing with America. He also states that more recognition
of European product in the U. S. will be
necessary if America is to retain her foot-

British Desirous of Using Foreign Producers
iopposnt
expec
may mpt
tion in its
tot preve
T atte
PARLIAMEN
British film manufacturers from
employing foreign producers to assist
the British in production, reports from
London indicate.
The committee's action in barring
the use of foreign producers to aid in
the making of British films has resulted in a spirited protest from the
British film producers, who declare
that for a period of three years at
least the English studios should be
the training ground for the development of British producers under the
guidance of those from other lands
who have a reputation of established
ability. The British producers say that
they do not want the privilege as a
permanent one but are anxious to
make use of the opportunities that
skill and experience offer.
hold abroad. He points out that with leading industrialists in control of Ufa the
company is in a far stronger position to
negotiate with American companies than
before.
Ludwig Klitzsch was the guest of honor
at a luncheon given by Will H. Hays at the
Ritz Carlton hotel in .New York City on
Wednesday, with diplomats, government
officials and leading film executives in attendance.
Mr. Hays in his talk pleaded for an open
market in motion picture distribution, char-

acterizing trade barriers against films as
no more proper than bai-riers against books,
operas or music.
"As for America," he said, "we want
the best motion pictures that are available.
If they are made in HoUj^vood, all well and
good, but if they are made in Germany, all
well and good again. . . . We welcome
foreign productions that meet the standards
of our audiences. There will always be room
Mr. Klitzsch, in his reply, agreed in principle with Mr. Hays as regards free trade
for them."
in films, but implied that the present state
of the German industry made it impractical. He said:
"To start with, the situation of the German film industry is at present not an easy
one. There are not enough theatres in order to allow to take full advantage of the
market possibilities of the film in my home
country. ... I want to point to the
fact that in Germany with a population of
almost seventy millions there are only 3600
film theatres, while in the United States
with a population of one hundred and
twenty millions are said to be about 16,000
film theatres. . . . We do not have
either as complete an organization for the
distribution of the German film in the world
market as you have in America. Therefore,
we believe that for the time being we cannot forego a certain }>rotection of our inMr. Klitzsch particularly stressed the importance of reciprocity, saying that he felt
dustry."
that "provisions should be made that in
the future good German films can be as
easily released in America as good American films are released in Germany today.

Peace Pact Pledges Economy
All Branches in Harmony Meeting Declare They Will Cooperate in Cutting Production Expense
COMPLETE harmony is now in the
immediate offing as the result of the
series of conferences held among
ers,
stars, directors, writers and techproduc
nicians. The last of these peace sessions
was held at a general meeting of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences at the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles on July 29th.
There are to be no slashes in salaries as
proposed at one time. There is to be a general economy move in other directions, with
complete cooperation and collaboration of
all parties that will prohibit the necessity
for salary cuts. Actors will refrain from
imreasonable displays of temperament;
writers promise more careful and efficient
preparation of scripts; directors pledged
the producers' problems as their own and
technicians will cai-ry into effect all reforms
that will make for a reduction in overhead
expense.
The final peace session was presided over

by Douglas Fairbanks with 2.50 in attendance. Other speakers were Cecil B. De
Mille, Conrad Nagel, Fred Niblo, Waldemar
Young and James Mitchell Leisen.
Cecil B. De Mille was spokesman for the
producers. He made the announcement
that the proposed cut in salaries had been
abandoned because of a conviction that the
necessary economy could be effected in some
other manner. He announced pledges of
various branches of the industry aiming at
economy. He also announced that the producers branch
'
of the Academy had pledged
its members to promote and support an institute of research to aid in technical and
artistic advancement.
Mr. De Mille pledged a central clearing
house for story material wherein will be
kept synopses available to all of story material on hand in studios, as well as data
pertaining to sets and other matters.
Conrad Nagel, on behalf of the players,
promised that in future there would be no

unreasonable or unnecessary display of
temperament that makes for delay in the
production of pictures and the consequent
running up of expenses.
For the directors Fred Niblo said they
had a complete understanding of the producersproblems
'
which they would consider
as their own and that they would minimize
excess footage due to unnecessary overshooting of scenes.

Two New York Charters
Granted M. P. Firms
Motion picture companies incorporating
at Albany in New York state during the
past week included the following : JoelsonSuehman Enterprises, $1,000,000, Harry
Suchman, Fred Berger, Jack Rosenthal,
New York City; Fields & Andrews, Inc.,
capitalization not specified, Lew M. Fields,
York
City.Andrews, Jacob Ginsburgh, New
Lyle D.
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G. E. Sound Film Device to
Be Sold Theatres Direct
C. W. Stone, General Executive, Placed
in Charge;
R, C. A. and Westinghouse Also Involved
intimated several months ago, the
Photophono, the synchronized sound
film device developed by General
Electric, will be sold direct to theatres
throughout the country, with the Radio
Corporation of America in charge of sales
and Westinghouse involved in the installations and equipment. If this works out as
expected, exhibitors everywhere will have
available to them synchronized music scores,
recorded by the best orchestras obtainable,
on all features of any importance, from any
company.
As

C. "W. Stone, an important G. E. executive, has been placed in charge of the commercial development of this idea, and a
few months will find the plan in full operation. Apparatus is already being manufactured in commercial quantities, and the
cost of installation, it is promised, will be
low.
The
photophone
photographs
the

Vatican

sound record directly on the film, using no
auxiliary phonograph apparatus.
The group will concentrate on music
scores to accompany films rather than
musical acts and novelties. These are not
made at the time of production, as are
musical acts, but can be recorded at any
time by merely screening a print at a fixed
speed while an orchestra plays the score.
The chief problem to date has been the
difficulty of any one company furnishing
an exhibitor with a sufficient volume of
sound film product to justify the installation expense. The new group, being tied up
with no single film organization, will be
prepared to record synchronized scores for
features from all companies who will cooperate to the extent of furnishing a print
for screening. Thus even the smallest theatre will be able to present its features
from all sources with a high class musical
accompaniment.

Attack

Denied

Criticism of U. S. Films Is Not Official View of Pope
n was not responsible for
THEthe Vatica
recent attack on American films,
according to a cablegram from the
Rome correspondent of National Catholic
Welfare Conference, which "The Catholic
News" prints. According to the story in
"The Catholic News" the attack in "The
Observatore Romano," semi-official organ
of the Vatican, was not an editorial, but a
signed contribution by "one of the most
recent and authoritative collaborators" of
the publication.
"The Catholic News" prints as follows:
"It may even b# said authoritatively
that the Vatican itself — -to which the sentiments of the article were unqualifiedly
credited by prominent secular papers in
America both in news report and editorial
— while it deplores all distribution and
showing of immoral and frivolous motion
pictures, does not approve of the writer's
general criticism of the United States,"
the cable states.
"It is noteworthy that it remained for
the American secular papers to interpret
the article as an editorial and a Vatican
expression. The Italian press, recognizing
the article for what it was, let it pass without reprinting or comment.
"As a matter of fact, the article was
written primarily to congratulate a project
just announced for the production in Belgium of instructive documentary films.
Nothing of this part was mentioned by the
American secular papers. It was from this
beginning that the writer deviated to criticize American motion pictures, asserting
that American film companies are sending
to Europe 'lethal poison.' He then brought
in the subject of American civilization in

these words, which are those quoted Injournals in the United States :
" 'America is a very great country which,
possessing superiority in dollars, believes it
also possesses superiority of mind. Americans build monster palaces which scrape
the sky, but when America was unknown,
we had already built our cathedrals to raise
ourselves to Heaven. Old Europe, whose
soil is made up of the glorious dust of ten
civilizations, cannot renounce the past to
accept with closed eye(s the improvised
civilization beyond the ocean.'
"The article concluded by Avarning
against what the writer termed the 'occidental danger.' "

"Sadie Thompson" Is Half
Completed
"Sadie Thompson," the second Gloria
Swanson production for United Artists release, is half finished, an announcement
from the star to the United Artists home
office reads. Simultaneously Miss Swanson
listed the entire production personnel and
cast of her picture.
Raoul Walsh, director and scenarist of
the Swanson film, also plays the role of a
marine sergeant in the picture, while others
in this screen version of the W. Somerset
Maugham story are Lionel Bari->'more,
Blanche Friderici, Jim Marcus, Charles
Lane, Florence Midgeley and Will Stanton.
George Baimes and Thomas Branigan arc
cameramen for "Sadie Thompson" and
William Tummel is assistant director. The
sets for the production are the work of
William Cameron Menzies, general art director of Joseph M. Schenck productions.
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Block
Conn. Booking
M.P.T.O.Discus'd
Meet
Owners
Theatreof the
tion Picture
Moce session
a conferen
AT Associa
tion of Connecticut at
New Haven last Sunday, block booking was discussed at some length and
while it is understood that no immediate action was taken, the association
is said to have decided to adopt a policy
of watching further developments before another session is held.
Standard contracts now in force
came in for criticism at the hands of
Wesley A. Sturges, professor at Yale
University, who is making an analysis
of the negotiable relations of exhibitors and distributors, which was declared to be inequitable.
Edward G. Levy, secretary of the
association, led a discussion of the
block booking plan.

May
of

Import
Films
Free
Duty
into Mexcio

Duty-free importation into Mexico of
motion picture films long enough for them
to be shown is permitted under a decree
issued by the Mexican Government last
week, according to a cable just received at
the Department of Commerce, Washington,
D. C, from Acting Commercial Attache
George Wythe, at Mexico City.
The decree provides that printed motion
picture films may be imported free of duty
through the Northern and Southern frontiers of Mexico, provided they are re-exported within three days.

Cleveland's
Zoning
Plan
Up for Ratification
The zoning plan of Cleveland, which has
held up buying of new fall product, has
been completed to the satisfaction of local
exhibitors and the meml)ers of the local
Film Board of Trade. It is now in the
hands of the members of the Hays organization for ratification. Local committees
have been working on the plan for the past
three months.

Katterjohn Made Head of
New P. F. L. Department
Jlonte Katerjohn, veteran scenarist, has
been placed in charge of a new department
at the Paramount Hollywood studios, with
the general title "editorial development
work." His duty will be to develop screen
originals and new talent for their creation
for such Paramount stars as, from the special nature of their talents, need original
stories for their vehicles.

Mulrooney United Artists
Foreign Sales Manager
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president and general manager of foreign distribution for
United Artists, has appointed Thomas
Patrick Mulrooney foreign sales manager
of the corporation. Mr. Mulrooney joined
United Artists four years ago and for the
past two years has been assistant sales
manager. As yet he has received no assignment.
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Protection War Looms Over U. S.
New Demands of First-Runs in Several Territories Make Booking Blockade More Solid
S foi- new protection rights
DEMAND
on first-runs by big houses and circuits have precipitated a serious situation in several territories, and are making
the booking blockade even more solid than
it has been previously.
With exhibitors holding back on bookings, as a general rule, throughout the country, the protection demands in some territories are more drastic than ever before.
Three important zones of warfare over
protection came to light this week :
Chicago, where Balaban & Katz are demanding new long-distance protection in
signing 1927-28 contracts for products; on
the West Coast, where the controversy is
waxing hot, and in the Kansas City territory, where demands are being made over
those already in existence.
A new phase in the problem in Chicago
came to light when it was learned Balaban
and Katz will seek protection over entire
counties. As an example of the far reaching effect of this, pictures booked into
Aurora would have protection over four
surrounding counties, with the exception of
a few towns which this concern lists.
The situation has the exchange managers
considerably up in the air. They contend
that with the hold Balaban and Katz have
throughout the territory that organization
will not pay higher rentals even if given
the protection they seek. Exhibitors in the
smaller towns, on the other hand, contend
that decreased rentals should obtain because the drawing power of the pictures
in their houses would be considerably lessened.
Harold B. Franklin, president and general manager of West Coast Theatres out
in Los Angeles, declares that insufficient

Universal Has Twenty
Stories for Next Year
UNIVERSAL has 20 Jewel pictures
bought and most of them in the
hands of adaptors and scenarists who are grooming them for the
1928-29 schedule.
Three stories bought this week were
"The Worm Turns," by Ward Russell;
"Stop That Man," play by George V.
Hobart, and "Phyllis of the Follies,"
by Arthur Gregor. Universal last week
acquired "The Charlatan," by Leonard
Praskins and Ernest Pascal. On next
year's program will be a story of Leif
the Lucky; "The Last Warning," play
by T. F. Fallon; "Give and Take," by
Aaron Hoffman; "The Muzzle," by
Peter B. Kyne; "The Best Policy," by
Edwin Justus Mayer; "The Broadway
Romance," by Nell Martin; "The Burden," by Elsa Ledinger; "The Five
Frankfurters," European play; "Bill
Smith, M. D.," "Polish Blood," "The
Stolen Lady," by William Dudley Pelley; "Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
an original; "Grease Paint," "It Can
Be Done," by Carl Laemmle, Jr.; "Justice," the play by John Galsworthy and
"Blister Jones," by John Taintor Foote.

Terra, German Concern,
to Be Developed
pment in
new develo
ant
AN theimport
n film
Germa
industry is forein
shadowed the report from our
Berlin correspondent of a tie-up between the I. G. Farben Trust and Ullstein, a large newspaper group, to
finance an increased capitalization of
Terra Films, already controlled by
Ullstein.
The I. G. Farben interests include
the Agfa raw film plant, and Ullstein
owns some of the most popular newspapers in Germany, enjoying strong
political influence. It is expected,
therefore, that Terra, already wellknown, will now be developed to
occupyman industry.
a leading position in the Gerprotection has resulted in the establishment
of more 15 cent houses in Los Angeles
county than ever before.
In part Franklin said:
"Proper clearance for each grade of motion picture theatre is essential if successful exhibition is to be maintained. Every
exhibitor who is fair must in the final analysis approve the idea that the theatres
which charge high prices of admission are
entitled to proper clearance over theatres
which charge less. Anyone wUo thinks
otherwise is looking for a personal advantage at the expense of his fellow exhibitor, who bears the burden ~of higher film
•
rentals.
"Is it fair to expect a 15 cent house to
run pictures at the same time or close on
the heels of a house that has a 25 cent admission? And this applies all along up the
line. The fellow who is looking for a free
ride is never the one who contributed anything that is constructive.
' ' Film rental is determined by gross business and gross business is determined by th'e
admission charged, and the exhibitor who
pays the higher film rental is entitled to
protection. If he doesn't get it, eventually
he cannot continue to pay big film rentals
because his admission prices cannot continue in the face of unfair competition.
And when exhibitors cannot continue to pay
big film rentals, producers cannot spend the
money to make big pictures, and when that
time comes the public will begin to lose interest in motion pictures and all will
In the Kansas City territory the larger
first run
houses in Kansas City are atsuffer. ' ' tempting to obtain new protection rights
on first-run pictures. These houses, which
now have a 60 day protection against the
suburban theatres of Kansas City, are seeking thirty days' protection against all theatres within a radius of sixty miles of the
city, which would include Kansas City,
Kans., a city of 135,000 population.
The contention of the smaller town theatre owners is that it has been their money
that built concrete highways to Kansas City

and made it possible for thousands of outof-town patrons to attend theatres in Kansas City. To be cut off entirely from the
current first runs which receive big adsay.
vertising campaigns in Kansas City would
kill the business of the little fellows, they

Miiineapolis'
War Breaks

OutCarnival
Afresh

Minneapolis
' war on form
the carnival
nuisance
broke
out in another
last week
when
aldermen took steps to bar a merry-goround which applied for a license in connection with Barnum and Bailey-Ringling
Bros.' Circus. Alderman John Peterson
proposed an ordinance forbidding the operation of merry-god-rounds, ferris wheels
and aerial ships in Minneapolis. The ordinance was referred to the committee on
ordinances and legislation, and in the meantime the circus will be permitted to operate
the merry-go-round as it has done in years
past. Sentiment against the carnival and
the various carnival amusement devices was
crystallized in Minneapolis a few weeks ago
when four persons were injured in a ferris
wheel accident within the city limits.

Technicolor's
Statement
Shows $830,595 Surplus
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. has
filed its annual statement with the Commissioner of Corporations at Boston. The
capital is placed at $329,700; accounts payable at $1,208,205 and surplus at .$830,595,
a total of $2,368,500. Improvements to
leased property are placed at $66,326, machinery and equipment $390,453, merchandise $72,578, cash $13,542, accounts receivable $27,798, deferred charges $7,586,
furniture, fixtures, etc. $15,622, cameras and
equipment $62,695, research and development, $1,710,429, and miscellaneous items
$1,471.

"Wings"
Premiere
Again
Postponed to August 16
"Wings," Paramount 's aviation picture,
will have its premiere on the evening of
Tuesday, August 16, instead of August 6.
The postponement was necessitated by need
of further time for perfection of the presentation effects which will be a particular
feature of ' * Winss. ' '

Rumors of Deal Between
Delft and F. and R.
Rumors that the Delft Theatres, Inc.,
operating in Marquette, Munising and Eseanaba, Minnesota, will be taken over by
Finkelstein and Ruben have been denied by
H. S. Gallup, general manager for Delft.
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Wesco Planning Ten New
Houses Yearly
Present

Large

Holdings
Will Be
Franklin Regime

its two operating comWESCO, with
panies, West Coast Theatres and
West Coast Pacific Northwest
Theatres, is planning to build ten theatres
a year in Pacific Seaboard states, according
to Frank R. Wilson, who just arrived from
the Pacific Northwest. This is the plan
proposed by Harold B. Franklin, president
and general manager of the circuit.
Wilson, a director of Wesco, aided in
consolidating in the Wesco holdings, houses
of Pacific Northwest Theatres, which he
controlled as president of the parent company. North American Theatres. The latter organization remains intact under the
new pooling arrangement.
The Wesco chain now includes about 260
theatres in California, Oregon, Washington
and Montana, and is about to enter the
Arizona territory. These houses dominate
the industry in 74 cities in Pacific States.
In his message Mr. Wilson metes out the
highest praise to Harold B. Franklin for
his splendid management since assuming
control of the circuit. He says the houses
in the chain are enjoying considerably bet-

Increased

Under

ter business this year as the result of the
new management. Franklin has devoted
much of his time to the elimination of deadwood and effecting economies and new
No definite plan has yet been outlined
policies.
for the building of the ten new houses
yearly. They will be erected, as, in the
opinion of Franklin, they are considered
expedient, but it is expected the ten houses
atained.
year program on an average will be mainFranklin recently announced six new
houses for the chain, including one of
$500,000 for Phoenix, Arizona. This will
tory.
be the first entrance of Wesco in that terriRegarding, the Pacific Northwest houses,
with which he is more familiar, Mr. Wilson
said business has been considerably improved with the larger attractions provided
through the combined management and the
Fanchon & Marco presentations. Bank failures caused some reverses in February in
the Northwest, but since then business has
always been on the improve.

Paramount News Is Here
First Release of New Topical Reel Shown; Initial Subjects on P. F. L. Short Line-up Also Have Premiere
THIS week marked the commencement
of release by the Paramount
Famous-Lasky short feature department of Paramount News and the
first of the Paramount short feature comedies. The first issue of the News opens
with a short dedication to the public written by Emanuel Cohen, the editor, and includes special news features treated from a
novel angle and a thrilling novelty showing a fiaming airplane falling through the
air, with the aviator escaping in a jjarachute.
The release of this fii-st issue of Paramount News marks the realization of a
dream of many years' standing on the
part of Mr. Cohen, who was a pioneer in
the newsreel field. When he was offer(Hl
the editorship of Paramount News, with
unlimited resources at liis command, he
saw an opportunity to carry out phuis
which he believed would make for greater
perfection of newsreel making, and accepted.
A staff of canu'ramen, veterans all, most
of whom had received their training under
the tutelage of Mr. Cohen, foregathered at
the Paramount headquarters early in April
and without loss of time proceeded to cover
all events just as though making up the
twice-weekly release, though the official release date of the first issue was scheduled
four months ahead. But no chances Avere
taken. Consecjuently no confusion was evident in the preparation of tin; first official
release.
"Paramount
News is new only in the

sense that distribution has just been
started. From the angle of its component
units it is as old as any established reel
in
the same classification," states Mr.
Cohen.
Stationed throughout the world are 150
established offices manned by camera men
who have covered world events over a period of years. In New York Citj^ is a
newly erected laboratory, a four-stoi*y
building, which houses the editorial and
technical staff. It is so laid out that there
is absolutely no lost motion from the time
the negative is received until the finished
print is delivered to the truck which bears
it away. The negative is received on the
first floor, passed to the second floor by
means of a dumbwaiter; on the second floor
are the developing rooms and the drums for
drying the film. Another dumbwaiter carries the negative to the third floor on which
is located the assembling rooms, editorial
staff and the projection room. Here the
film is put together under direction of the
nuike-up editor and titles are inserted.
Back to the first floor goes the negative
where the prints are made. A special printing miichine turns out prints faster than
was possible heretofore; it is only one more
step to transfer the complete prints to the
writing vehicles of transportation. On the
fourth floor is the production department.
Exclusively devoted to the development
and ])rinting of Paramount News, the laboratoiy is capable of turning out a total of
■i.OOO^OOO feet of fllm jier week. Furthermore a finished ])rint nuiy be had 25
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Param't Closes Branch
Office in Louisville
ment in exchange circles of
entirely unexpected developLouisville, Ky., last week was
the decision of Paramount Famousy'seffect
branch
compan
the went
to close
Lasky
on
into
closing
office. The
Saturday, July .30.
The exhibitors formerly served out
of the Louisville exchange will hereafter be served out of the branch
offices in St. Louis, Indianapolis and
Cincinnati. Paramount's lease on the
Louisville quarters has eight more
years to go.
AN

minutes
after the negative has been received.
Other releases scheduled for distri))ution
on August 1 were an Edward Everett
Horton comedy in two reels titled ' ' No Publicity" and "Sealing Whacks," a Krazy
Kat one-reel cartoon. On August 6 will be
released the first Paramount two-reel dramatic subject titled "The Elegy" and an
Inkwell Imps one-reel cartoon comedv
"Koko Plays Pool."

Levine to Concentrate
Serial Production

on

Nat Levine announces that for the next
two years he will devote his time to the
production of serials to be known by the
trade mark of Mascot Serials. Four serials
are planned for the season of 1928-29.
"The Isle of Sunken Gold," starring Anita
Stewart, is the first chapter-play ready for
distribution in the fall. Featured in this
production are "Duke" Kohanamoku,
Bruce Gordon, Evangeline Russell, Alfred
Sabato, Emmett Wagner. The direction is
by Harry Webb.
The second Levine serial to be produced
and released right after "The Isle of
Sunken Gold" is "Heroes of the Wild,"
with Jack Hoxie, "White Fury," a horse,
and ' ' Tornado, ' ' a German police dog. The
direction is also by Harry Webb.

Rogers
to Specialize
Reviving Old Films

in

The favorable reception accorded "Passion," for which Tiffany Productions ii
contracting bookings, has induced Louis T.
Rogers, who now owns "Passion," to secure the rights to revive three more former
screen successes, the titles of Avhich he will
announce when the releasing arrangements
have been completed.
Tiffany has already booked the Gernuin
film for Pantages circuit and several otliei!
circuits and houses. Mr. Rogers says he
will continue to handle new productions,
but will also specialize in reviving the old
films that are worth while.

"Straight Shooting" Set for
October 16
"Straight Shooting," the first Ted Wells
Western for Universal, will be released on
October 16 instead of in February, as previously planned.
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"Old Ironsides" Opens for
Runs in Seven Cities
' ' 01(1 Ironsides ' ' will open indefinite engagements soon in seven cities. The Cruze
film will open at the New Detroit Opera
House on August 14; at the Nixon Theatre,
Pittsburgh, on August 15 ; at the Shubert
Theatre, Newark, on August 21; at Ford's
Grand Opera House, Baltimore, on August
22; at the Auditorium, Sacramento, California, on August 14; at the American
Theatre in St. Louis on September 4, and
at the Lyceum Theatre in Patterson, September 11. Showings will be at theatrical
prices on a two-a-day schedule.
Plans are being made for exhibition of
"Wings" in the Tremont Theatre in Boston on November 14, the Aldine Theatre in
Philadelphia on October 1, and at an unannounced theatre in Chicago about November 1.

Exhibitor
Seeks
to Stop
Public Entertainments
As a test case for the Motion Picture
Owners' Association of Utah, George Beard
of Coalville, owner of the Opera House
there, has filed suit in the Summit country
third district court, seeking to enjoin the
school board of that city from allowing
the student body to compete with the opera
liouse by exhibition of movies and staging
of public entertainments on school premises
for profit.
The case is based on a section of the
1923 session laws, which measure is to the
«ffect that all boards of education are authorized to permit public school buildings
to be used for any purpose as long as it
<loes not interfere with school purposes,
providing that the public school houses
shall not be used for commercial purposes.

*'Swell-Head"
Columbia's
First August Release
"The Swell-Head," with Ralph Graves,
is Columbia Pictures ' first release for August. The story is about prizefighting.

Pacific
Northwest
for Busy Year

in

opening of two new independent film exchanges and the enlargement in scope of a third
state right exchange in Seattle, Washington, within the last two weeks
presages a coming season of activity
among the film distributors of the
Pacific Northwest,
First of the two new exchanges to
open was the Cooperative Exchange,
temporarily located at 2022 Third Avenue. Floyd St. John, general manager
of the company, and Anthony Xydias.
president of Sunset Productions of
Hollywood, supervised the opening and
installed Clarence Hill, former MetroGoldwyn-Mayer manager in Seattle, as
head of the new branch office.
Next came the opening of the Columbia Film Exchange, a direct branch of
Columbia Pictures. This office is located at 2018 Third Avenue, and is under the management of Paul Aust.
This exchange will handle the Columbia product.
THE

Paramount
Shows
Big Increase in
Profits for Second Quarter of 1927
PROFITS for the second cjuarter of 1927 for the Paramount FamoTis
Lasky Corporation took a big jump, according to a statement just
issued by the company. After deducting all charges and taxes the
sum of $1,420,000 was realized. This, after providing for preferred stock
dividends amounts to $2.19 per share on 577,798 shares of common stock
outstanding, making a total profit per share for the first six months of 1927
equal to $5.52.
According to the statement there was an advance of 62^2 per cent for the
second quarter of 1927 in net profit available for common stock over the
second quarter of 1926, with an increase of stock outstanding of 55 per cent.
The company shows net profits of $1,420,000 for the second quarter of
1927 against $937,819 for the same period in 1926 and 869,085 for 1925.
The shares outstanding for the same periods were 577,798 for 1927, 375,647
for 1926 and 243,431 for 1925. The profit per share after providing for
preferred dividends showed $2.19 in 1927, $2.07 in 1926 and $2.17 in 1925.

Western Canada Becomes
Producing Center
Quota Discussion in Great Britain Prompts Many New
Projects for Dominion Films
Canada has become the
N
WESTER
stampin<j ground of various moving picture enterprises, due largely to an agitation for films made in the
British Empire. The quota discussion in
Great Britain has had an influence on the
situation, and there are other minor factors.
One of the outstanding projects is that of
the Lions' Gate Cinema Studios, of Vancouver, B. C, which is identified as the
First National Cinema Studios Syndicate.
This company recently purchased studio
proj>erty in West Vancouver.
A British film producing syndicate has
been busy in Victoria, B. C, where the
rate-payers have voted in favor of
municipal support for the venture to the
extent of $200,000, providing English distributors and exhibitors provide $400,000.
This is the Fleming organization.
Matheson Lang interests in London, England, have secured an option on the magnificent Dunsmuir residence and gardens at
Victoria, B. C, for moving picture purposes. Representatives of Matheson Lang
declare that this company is privately controlled and financed.
The Barnes Calgary Film Producing
Company has been organized at Calgary,
Alberta, with the backing of Al. 6. Barnes,
circus proprietor of California, and announcement ismade that the Barnes film
producing organization of California would
lie transferred to Calgary. It is stated that
Barnes and his associates have $10,000,000
for the Calgary project.
At the Canadian National Park, Banff,
near Calgary, a producing unit of the Fox
P^ilm Corporation, with Olive Borden as
tlie star, has been busy for Weeks on new
pictures.
In Eastern Canada, Thunder Bay Films,
Limited, has made its bow at Fort William,
Ontario, as a Canadian producing enterprise with a capitalization of $500,000, a
stock issue to be floated publicly.
At Toronto, the Exclusive Canadian Film

Company, Limited, is reported to be making a feature called "Destiny." Lorraine
Desbrooke is the leading player. Emanuel
Restino is the promoter of this concern.

Nine Releases from F B O
During August
Four features and five short subjects are
scheduled for release by F B 0 during August. On August 7, "Breed of Courage"
will be ready for exhibitors; on August 15,
"The Great Mail Robbery"; on August 21,
"The Coward," and on' August 31, "Not
for Publication." The five short subject
releases are from Witwer's "Beauty Parlor" series. Included in the group are:
' ' The Beauty Parlor, ' ' to be issued on August 3; "The Permanent Rave," on August
10; "Last Nose of Summers," on August
17; "Boys Will Be Girls," on August 24,
•■111(1 "TTclen of Troy, N. Y.," on August 31.

Contracts for Distribution
First Div. Films in Canada
First Division Distributors closed the
past week with Cranfield and Clarke for
complete Dominion of Canada distribution.
J. H. Marks, special representative for
First Division, met with Romney and Balsdon who represent Cranfield and Clarke and
signed a contract in Toronto.

Tiffany
Acquires
Four
Jack London Stories
Tiffany Productions, Inc., has acquired
four stories by Jack London which will be
produced and released during the year in
addition to the 20 Tiffanv features scheduled for 1927-28. M. H. Hoffman, Tiffanv
vice-president, announces that the titles of
the London stories will be published soon.
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Alabama
Legislature

Now

Fears New Bill
Considering
Measure
Sunday Closing

Alabama Legislature, with a
THE
record for passing more freak measures than any previous session of
the General Assembly, is now considering
a Sunday closing measure. Primarily this
measure strikes at baseball and motion pictures. It prohibits any form of Sunday
amusement where admission is charged.
The proposed legislation seems to strike
particularly at Montgomery and Mobile,
which are the only two cities in the state
where Sunday shows are now held, but it
would hit baseball generally.
According to the bill proposed it would
be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to carry on any picture show, vaudeville or other amusement where an admission fee is charged, and it would be unlawful
for any person to play baseball, football or
golf, or to engage in any pugilistic or

.Aiming

at

wrestling contest or exhibition where an
admission fee is charged on Sunday.
The penalties prescribed for such an
offense would be a fine upon conviction of
not less than $100, nor more than $500, or
by imprisonment for not less than six
months at hard labor, or both, at the discretion of the court.
The fiJm footage tax bill is another measure now pending. It has been in committee for some time. The new Sunday closing
bill has been referred to the committee on
Revision of Laws.
With but ten more working days the General Assembly may not be able to put
through these measures. Stern opposition
has met the film footage tax bill, and sentiment in Mobile and Montgomery is strongly
opposed to the proposed Sunday closing
bill.

"U"Theatres
HousWithes TotaltoCapacity
Openof 18,000
Soon
Due

Nine

Before Next Winter
to the building plans of
G nine
RDIN
ACCOUniver
sal
new houses with a
total seating capacity of 18,000 will
be completed by January 1st. In fact, a
number of them will be in operation shortly
after the opening of the new season.
The first of these new houses to open will
be that at Revere, Mass., which has been
named The Revere and will seat 1,900. The
opening is scheduled for the end of August.
Meantime Harry D. Golberg, director of
theatre operation and equipment for Universal isin Indianapolis, where a 1,450-seat
house is scheduled to open September 15th.
From Indianapolis Goldberg will go to
Wisconsin, where a number of houses are
under
construction.
The
Kenosha,
at

Paramount Sets Nineteen Releases for Aug.
TOTAL of nineteen productions
including features and the first
of the Paramount short subjects
and issues of the newsreel has been
scheduled
by Paramount
for release
during the month of August.
During the week of August 1 will
come the features, "Beau Geste,"
"F'ireman, Save My Child" and the
Short subjects, "No Publicity" and
"Sealing Whacks." August 6 will witness the re-issue of "The Covered
Wagon," "Service For Ladies" (both
features, and "The Elegy" and "Koko
Plays Pool," short subjects.
The features set for August 13 are
"Metropolis" and "Madame Pompadour." The shorts for the same date
are "Short Socks" and "Tired Wheels."
On August 20 will be released "Running Wild," a feature, and the shorts,
"Row, Sailor, Row" and "Koko's Kane."
The last release date for August offers
"Hula" and "Soft Cushions," features,
and "Hot Heads" and "Web Feet,"
short subjects. The Paramount News
will be released twice a week.
A

Kenosha, with 2,250 seats, will see its first
performance September 1st. A 2,500-seat
house is being rushed to completion at
Racine, and it is expected to have it in operation some time in the late Pall. Other
Wisconsin houses due to open in the Fall
are at Sheboygan and Milwaukee. The
Shebovgan house will have a. seating capacity of 'l,600 and
that inat New
Milwaukee
1,800.are
Universal
houses
York City
also nearing com;pletion. The Universal on
New Utrecht Avenue, Brooklyn, with a
seating capacity of 2,800, is due for occupancy in September, while the Park Plaza,
at University Avenue and 178th Street, will
open Labor Day. The latter has a seating
capacity of 2,200.
Another of the Universal houses that is
not due to open until the late Fall is the
Uptown Kansas City with a seating capacity of 2,300.

Six Features in Work at
Fox Hollywood
Studio
Feature films now being made at The
William Fox Studios in Hollvwood are:
"Bride of the Night," "Publicity Madness," "Grandma Bernle Learns Her Letters," "Pajamas,"' "2 Girls Wanted,"
"The Highschool Hero" and the following
two reel comedies: "The Kangaroo's Kimono" and "Twenty Legs Under the Sea."
At the Fox New York Studios Allan
Dwan is completing "East Side, West
Side," with George O'Brien and Virginia
Valli in the leading roles. Directors now
shooting for Fox include: John Ford, Howard Hawks, Albert Ray, John Blystone,
David Butler, Ray Flynn, Zion Myers,
Robert Rav and Alfred E. Green.

O'Brien Denies Salary Difficulties With Fox
A false report in a despatch from Hollywood stating that George O'Brien, Fox
Films player, had left for Europe following
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Pantages
to Build
Tampa, Rumor

in

going
rounds
Tampa,nowFlorida,
rmedin rumor
AN theunconfi
is that Pantages is to build a
theatre in the business section of
Tampa and Twiggs Streets, a site now
occupied by a furniture company which
plans to move its business in the near
future.
This location is in the heart of
Tampa's Rialto.
a disagreement with Fox officials, was denied last week, July 25, by O'Brien. The
star repudiated the story that he had had
money difficulties with the company. In
announcing his intention of sailing to Europe next week he is only carrjung out 3
plan that he has had in mind ever since
the completion
"Sunrise."
O'Brien
will
visit F. W. ofMurnau
in Berlin,
and
after a tour of Germany in company with
the director will visit England, France
and Italy. He will also attend the American Legion convention in Paris.

In and Out of Town
f

SHERMAN S. KRELLBERG, president of
Krelbar Pictures, who has been in LosAngeles several weeks, will return to New York
about August 10th.

DENIG. of First National, is back
LYNDE
at his desk after a vacation spent at Falmouth, Mass.

d to
has returne
SCH follow
LUBITCity
T York
ERNS
ing several
New
months abroad spent filming exteriors for
Metro-Goldvio^-Mayer's "The Student

Prince."ROTHAFEL "Roxy" has gone to CamSL.
. den. Me., for a short vacation. In Roxy's
absence Douglas Murray, his assistant, is announcing for his Gang on the air.

r of distribu
simanageArtists'
general United
dent andMAN,
vice-pretioH
LICHT
AL
in the United States and Canada, returned tv
a five Tveeks^
City
New
ood.this zveek from
Hollyw
trip toYork

short subGOMErRSAL
(PECK
ET.
reFox Films,
of L,
sales) manage
. ject
turned this vi/^eek to the Fox Home office in
.
country
after a six weeks' tour of the
New York

to Fox Films home
those
G this
AMON
office
weekto return
after vacations were Truman L. Talley, director-in-chief of Fox News
and J. George Fine, advertising manager.

of the Stent Film CorABE STERN,poration,official
makers of Stern Brothers Comedies for Universal release, arrived in New York
from Europe last week-end and took the next
train for Los Angeles, to inaugurate production
at the Stern Brothers studios.
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tudio Briefs
■"•-^»"- -'■"'
' ' Give and Take, ' ' Aaron Hoffman 's play,
is to be screened by Universal under the
direction of William Beaudine. Jean Hersliolt and George Sidney will be co-starred
in the production which is scheduled to go
into work early in August.
Josephine Borio has been cast by Fox
Films to enact the role of Aicha in "Bride
of the Night," succeeding Myrna Loy.
Howard Hawks is the director of this Chas.
Farrell, Greta Nissen co-starring production.
Hobart Henley is back to the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studio, following a brief
visit in New York, and will direct as his
first assignment under a new long-term
contract "Mixed Marriages," M-G-M's
third co-starring vehicle for Lew Cody and
Aileen Pringle. These two players are now
completing "Tea for Three." "Mixed
Marriages" is an original by Florence
Hyerson and Colin Clements.
The assignment of two of Universal 's
leading directors has just been made at
Universal City. William A. Seiter is slated
to direct Laura La Plante's next picture,
■"Thanks for the Buggy Ride," from a
story by Byron Morgan. Mel Brown has
been assigned to make "No. 13 Washington
Square," a screen adaptation of Leroy
Scott's stage play.
Early this week filming commenced on
Johnny Hines' new First National picture,
■"Home Made," to be made at the Tec-Art
Studio in Hollywood under the personal
supervision of C. C. Burr. While no leading woman has been chosen at this date,
two of the important roles have been filled
and will be played by Eklmund Breese and
Mary Carr. It is expected that the remaining roles will be filled before the week
is over. Charles Hines is taking his usual
place behind the megaphone.
Word comes from Hollywood that
Archie Mayo will direct Dolores Costello in
lier next picture for Warner Bros., "The
College Widow, ' ' by George Ade, which will
go before the cameras the first week in
August. It was previously announced that
Michael Curtiz would handle the megaphone
on this story but the decision now is to
assign Mr. Curtiz to another production.
John Ford's next production for Fox
Films Avill soon go into an extended shooting schedule at the West Coast Studio. Sets
are being constructed at Fox Hills and at
the Sunset and Western studio. The cast
will be announced in the immediate future.
Charles Rogers, Paramount Sohool
IH'aduate, this week was assigned the lead
opposite Clara Bow in her next Paramount
■stan-ing vehicle "Red Hair." Elinor Glyn
wrote the story and Malcolm St. Clair will
■direct.
Sally Phipps, Fox Films player, is finishing the leading feminine role in "Mum's
the Word,"
directed by Eugene
Forde.

Newspaper Life Picture
Planned By Universal
d
complete
just toward
RSAL
UNIVE
ents has
the
looking
arrangem
tive
ion
of a co-opera
product
writcalled "The
special
B.
by Peter
storyMuzzle,"
an beoriginal
ten as to
Kyne. The Associated Press, the
United Press and Will H. Hays will
co-operate with Universal in making
the production.
The story is said to be a tribute to
the enterprise and independence of
newspaper
editors throughout the
country.

Nicholas Stuart is seen opposite Miss
Phipps. The cast includes Fred Spencer,
MoiTis Cannon, HaiTy Dunkinson and
others.
"Horses, Horses, Horses" is the title of
a new picture just announced by Warner
Bros. It will be made shortly with Ray
Enright handling the megaphone and Clyde
Cook playing an important role in its cast.
Jack Kirkland and Owen Francis collaborated on the story. Graham Baker is now
busy writing the script.
Lawrence Gray is plajnng the leading
masculine role opposite Olive Borden in
"Pajamas," a William Conselman story
for Fox Films directed by J. G. Blystone.
The cast includes Jerry Milay, John J.
Clark and others.
Jack Conway, Paramount sub-title writer,
has been assigned to ^\Tite his slang into
the titles of Thomas Meighan's new Pararmount picture "The City Gone Wild."
Emil Chautard, a former Paramount director, was cast this week to play the role
of Colonel Levasseur in the Paramounit
special, ' ' Beau Sabreur, ' ' the companion
storv to "Beau Geste."
Shooting was finished this week on ' ' The
Swell-Head," Columbia's last production
of the past season, featuring Ralph Graves,
Eugenia Gilbert, Mildred Harris, Mary
Carr, and Johnnie Walker.
"The Swell-Head" was started under
the working title of ' ' Sidewalks of New
York."
Chase
Comedy
on Pathe
Program for August 14
"W^hat Women Did For Me," a Hal
Roach comedy starring Charley Chase,
heads the Pathe list of short subject releases for the week of August 14. Other
offerings for the week are: "Red Hot
Sands," an Aesop film fable; "The Flaming Menace," the ninth chapter of "The
Crimson Flash," current Patheserial; Toi>
ics of the Day, Number 33, Pathe Review,
N'umber 33, and Issues 68 and 69 of the
Pathe newsrcel.
Chase is supported by Lupe Vazlc in his

new comedy which was directed by James
Parrott with costumes by Lambert. Eric
Mayne and Caryl Lincoln are in the supporting cast also. The Pathe Review number offers "Mosaics," "Tuna Trappers of
Hawaii" and "The White Trail North."

Columbia Coast Branches
Hold First Sales Meet
The first Pacific Coast sales meeting of
the Columbia exchanges held this week in
the Columbia studio in Hollywood officially
opened
the company's branch ofiices on the
West Coast.
Harry Cohn, vice-president in charge of
production, outlined the Columbia films for
the new season, going into the details of
the plans that are being made for their production. Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columbia, talked on the company's publicity and
advertising campaign as well distribution
plans. John C. Ragland, in charge of the
Coast exchanges, presided at the meeting.
Exchange managers from the offices in
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Butte were also present.

In and Out of Town
FA. FLADER, veteran Universal theatre
, manager, who for the past year or so
has managed the Randolph Theatre, Chicago,
for Carl Laemmle, arrived in New York last
week and sailed Saturday for Germany
aboard the Leviathan, accompanied by his
wife.

JOHN
L. Rice
HAWKINSON,
producer
of
Grantland
Sportlights, has
returned
from
fourteen a weeks'
trip France,
abroad
that aincluded
motor honeymoon
tour across
through
and
Italy. North Africa, Sicily, and into Spain

NED E. DEPINET, general sales manager
for First National, left Wednesday afternoon, July 27th, for Chicago en route to the
West Coast and intervening exchanges in the
interests of his firm's new product. He rvas
accompanied by Stanley W. Hatch, Western
sales manager for First National.

ARTHUR
W. KELLY,
United
Artists'
vice-president
and general
manager
of
Foreign Distribution, left New York City
Thursday, July 28th, for Los Angeles. He
expects to be gone from New York about a
month.

AL president
LICHTMAN,
United
Artists'
viceand general
manager
of distribution for United States and Canada, arrived
in New York City Monday, August 1st, from
Los Angeles. The sales executive stopped over
in Chicago one day en route to New York.
CC. E7.ELL. central sales manager for
• Warner Bros., is back in Neiv York after
several zceeks consumed in visiting the branches
under his supen'ision. After another zveek in
the home office, Mr. Ezell will leave again for
a szving around several of the Southern offices
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"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest and most convenient form of reports received from exhibitors inevery part of the country on current features, which makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature represents the number of managers that have reported
the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the number who consider it "Fair"; the third, the number who
consider it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who consider it "Big."
The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the average rating on that feature, obtained by the followirtg
method: A report of "Poor" is rated at 20%; one of "Fair," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The percentage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are then added together, and divided by the number of reports, giving the average percentage — a figure which represents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this
way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading taken alone, and such individual differences of opinion
are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not received at least ten reports.

Title

of

Title

Pictor*

1
1
■—
—
3
1
1
1
—
—
—
2
—
—
2
5
1

FIRST NATIONAL
Affair of the Follies, An
—
Amateur Gentleman, The .... 3
Babe Comes
Home
—
Blonde
Saint, The
1
■—
Convoy
Don Juan's Three Nights
1
Duchess of Buffalo, The.... 3
Easy Pickings
2
Forever
After
—
High Hat
2
Into Her Kingdom
1
It Must Be Love
—
Just Another
Blonde
1
Indies at Play
—
Lady in Ermine
2
Long
Pants
—
Lunatic at I^rge, The
3
Masked
Woman,
The
3
McFadden's
Flats
1
Men of Steel
—
Midnight
Lovers
2
Mismates
1
Notorious Ladv, The
1
Orchids
and Ermine
—
Overland
Stage, The
1
Pals First
—
Paradise
1
Perfect Sap, The
1
Prince of Tempters, The.... I
Sea Tiger, The
—
See You in Jail
4
Senor
Daredevil
—
Silent Lover, The
—
Stepping Along
1
Strong Man, The
—
Subway Sadie
—
Syncopating
Sue
1
Tender Hour, The
—

5
3
2
—
3
4
8

5
11
11
8
10
9

—

61
52
70
76
55
65

2
2
__
3
9

y
7

S
1
3
6
1
1
4

31
19
21
10
12
27
10
14
12
5
7
23

7
9

7
5
()3
.S
4
3
S
9
3
2
2
4
4
6
6
4
13
3
6
..„

5
1
7
9

3
103

l.S8
14
9
137
10
16
5
18
27
14
14
15
18
9
8
30
27
8
14
9
17
13
If)
13
13
20
20
7
23
13
14
25

?

6
4

6
3
1
—
8

4
—

199
19

—

62
74

70
67
57
68
45
71
71
56

4

4
3
5

5 — - 71

9

1
1
2
1
—
8
—
9

3
—
2
—
—
—
—
—14
—
2
8
3
—
1
—
1
3
9

8
1
9

1
,15
1
2

70
60
62
68
62
66
55
56
77
66
51
68
66
65
52
57
55
75
54
71
53
63
65
59
77
66
69
68
59
71
57
65
74
66
7^
59
63
66

4,879
6,450
5,723
4,800
6,980
6,709
6,103
6,931
5,447
6,807
6,934
6.442
7,713
4,609
5,601
6,678
5,807

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
F..

6,433 Ft.
7.790 Ft.
5.761
6,800
7,724
6,374
6,940
5,400
6.330
6,190
6.447
6,848
5.603
6,119
6,400
5,550
5,521
5,434
7,846
9,153
6,100
6,856

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
It.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Fl.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

Picture

Tliree Hours
Twinkletoes
L' nknown Cavalier, The
Venus of Venice
White Black Sheep, The....
FOX
Ankles Preferred
Auctioneer, The
Bertha, the Sewing
machine
Girl
Blue Eagle, The
Broncho Twister, The
Canvon of Light
City, The
Country Beyond, The
Cradle Snatchers
Desert Valley
Family Upstairs, The
Flying
TheRobbery,
Great K.Horseman,
& A. Train

->

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Adorable Deceiver, The
Breed of the Sea
Don Mike
Gorilla Hunt, The
Her Father Said No
Her Honor, The Governor..
Kosher
Kitty Kelly
Laddie
Lone Hand Saunders
Magic Garden, The
Mother
Moulders of Men
One Minute to Play
Out of the West
Regular
Scout, A
Rose of the Tenements
Tarzan and the Golden Lion . .

of

The
Last Trail, The
Lily, The
Love Makes
'Em Wild
Marriage
License
Midnight Kiss, The
Monkey Talks, The
Music Master. The

1
—

1
1
2
1

—
1
1
—
—
—
—
—

1

1

—
—

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

No Man's Gold
—
Outlaws of Red River
—
Return of Peter Grimm. The —
Summer
Bachelors
—
Thirty Below Zero
2
Three
Bad Men
—
What
Price Glory
—
Whispering Wires
1
Wings of the Storm
—
\\'(imani> iwer
1
METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
Altars of Desire
2
Bardelys the Magnificent.... —
Battling Butler
1

6,734 Ft.
6,392
6,040 Ft.
I't.
6,834 Ft.

Big Parade,
The
Blarney
Boy Friend, The

—

5,982
7,090
7.780
5,606
5,800
6.402
6,500
7,038
6.882
6,727
6.770

Captain
Salvation
Demi-Bride,
The
Deserts' Toll
Exit Smiling
Faust
Fire Brigade
Flaming Forest, The
Flesh and the Devil, The ....
Frisco .Sally Levy
Gay Deceiver, The
1 leaven on Earth
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut..

—
—
— •
9
4
1
1
—
—
3
—
—

Ft.
I't
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,400 Ft

7
3

2
4
11
11
5
4
4
1
6
1
8
4
1
2',
1
3
1
1
6
5
4
5
4
5
3
2
3
4
3
4
2
3
—
5
3
1
6
—10
8
3
3
6
3
5
7
7
5
4
0

9
5
5

13
17
24
15
16
17
12
18
13
9
11
15
6
14
23
10
23
18

15
7
119
11
8
17
29
11
15
12
11
24
15
12
10
11
23
18
8
13
8
24
18
10
25
13
193
37
11
12
22
30
10

3
5
2
3

57
71
69
65
58
64

2
2

65
67

1
3
1
6
1
2
1
1
3
1

66

7

70
76
65

9

—
—
—
—
—

4
7
1
151
4
3
6
3
1
2
_
7
4
4
1
1
8
3
11
3
—

1
1
7

16

70
68
56
72
68
68
70

52
66
60
69
58
73
57
64
58
66
74
66
74
80

5,774 Ft.
7,833
6,595
6,324
6,798

Ft,
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,498
5,686 Ft.
Ft.
5,242
6.200
5.435
5,399
5.508

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,363 Ft.
6,281
Ft.
4,731 Ft.
5,971 Ft.
4,971 Ft.
4.800 Ft.
5,190
6,268
5,508
7,168
5.025

Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
F^

5,500
7.754
5,745
5,327
6,961

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,782
4,691 Ft.
Ft.
8.710 Ft.
11.400
5,946 Ft.
5.244 Ft.
6,240 Ft.

65
S3
77
67
57
46
35
72
73
64
60

8,536
6.970
12,550
6,169
5.584
7.395
6.886

Ft.
Fl.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

80
72
67
76
60

5.376
6.461
8.110
8,716
6,567

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

60
66
54

8,759
6.900 Ft.
Ft.

72

6,781 Ft.

6,037 Ft.

6,624 Ft.
6.301 Ft
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12,

Title

of

1927

Title

Picture

of

Picture

15
La Boheme
Little Journey, The
Lovers
Love's Blindness
Magician,
The
Mare Nostrum
Mr. VVu
Red Mill. The
Rookies
Scarlet Letter, The
Show, The
Slide, Kelly. Slide
Taxi Dancer, The
Tell It to the Marines
Temptress,
The
There You Are
Tillie the Toiler
Tin Hats
Understanding Heart, The...
Upstage
Valencia
Valley of Hell, The
Waltz Dream, The
Waning Sex, The
War Paint
Winners of the Wilderness. .
Women Love Diamonds
PARAMOUNT
Ace of Cads
Afraid to Love
Arizona Bound
Blind Alleys
Blonde or Brunette
Cabaret
Campus Flirt, The
Canadian,
The
Casey at the Bat

2
1
—

16
18
16

4
6
5

3
4
—
—
4
—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
—
—
4
2
3
—
—
—
1

68
60
68

13
11
23
35

67 ^
3
3
7
-4
6
6
4
12
1
7
3
2
5
6
7
6
2
3
3
2
1
6

1
3
6
3
8

22
20
24
19
31
12
31
20
17
9
34
15
13

55
59
73
72
60
78
74
70
68
83
66
57
74

5
18
1
26
12

72

71
65
64
60
57
63
71
72
72
51

21
5
16
35
22
10
5

Ft.
8,781 Ft.
6,088 Ft.
5,291
6,023
6,960
9,476
7,603
6,337
6,640
8,229
6.308
7,865
6,289
8,800
8,221
5,652
6,160
6,598
6,657
6,048
5,580
4.070
7,322
6,025
5,032
6.343
6,365

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.

22
2
3
1
1
1
—
—
2
2

5
8
2
7
4
6
2
9
15

Cat's Pajamas
—
Children
of Divorce
1
Diplomacy
4
Drums of the Desert
—
Eagle of the Sea, The
—
Evening Clothes
2
Everybody's Acting
1
Fascinating Youth
—
Fashions for Women
5
Fine Manners
1
Forlorn River
—
Great Gatsby, The
5
Hold That Lion
2
Hotel Imperial
2
It
—
Kid Boots
1
Kid Brother, The
5
Kiss in a Taxi, A
3
Knockout
Reilly
—
Ladv of the Harem
2
Let It Rain
1
London
3
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em... I
Love's Greatest Mistake
—
Man of the Forest
—
Mantrap
—
Mysterious
Rider, The
—
Nell Gwyn
5
Nev^r York
1
Padlocked
Paradise for Two
—
Popular Sin, The
2
Potters, The
—
Quarterback, The
1
Ritzy
_
Rough House Rosie
—
Senorita

36
8
2
7
7
6
3
8
8
11
7
9
9
—
2
3
11
3
0
10
4
9
12
3
7
4
5
4
3
4
3
3

Show-Off,of The.!.'!.'.'...'.'!."..'
Sorrows
Satan, The
So's Your Old Man
Special Delivery
Stranded in Paris
Telephone Girl, The
!
Tin Gods
Too Many Crooks
Variety

3
10
4
5
1
6
3
6
5

1
5
1
2

2
2
j

4
1
t,

64
58
55

14
1
5
13

22
14
20
24
20
41
25
19
16
7
24
15
21
.28
16

58
65
70
72
7i
54

63

1
4
2
!5
1
1
1
5
1

24
22
10
23
24
19
Z7
41
13

25
3
9
3
6

18
7
16
27
12

18
Ti
15
14
14
24
26
28
19
27
22
6
21

61
66

62
58
69
61
51
64
85
70
59
69
72
57
60
65
51
57
57
72
64

22
21
16
22
25
26
22
19

65
62
78
69

67

151
4
6
3
3
6
1
2
1
7
12

58
64
70
66
62
68
65
78
75
74
68
56
62
70
71
7Z
62
74
50

7,786
6,169
4,912
5.597
5,872
6,947
6,702
7,753
6,040
5,863
6,662
6,950
5,987
7,250
6,287
6,139

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ff.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,882 Ft.
6,296 Ft.
6,435 Ft.
5,992 Ft.
7,296 Ft.
5.811 Ft.
7,091 Ft.
6,452 Ft.
5,650 Ft.
7,654 Ft.
6,439 Ft.
7,080 Ft.
5,717 Ft.
6,052 Ft.
5,584 Fu
6,075 Ft.
6,007 Ft.
5,187 Ft.
6,077 Ft.
5,957 Ft.
6,741 Ft.
6,877 Ft.
6,700 Ft.
6,187 Ft.
6,244 Ft.
6,680
Ft.
7,114 Ft.
5,306
5,952
6,634
6,196
8,691
6,347
5,524
6,106
5,455
8,568
5,399
7.804

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6

Wedding Bills
We're in the Navy Now . .
Whirlwind of Youth, TTie.
World at Her Feet, The. .
You'd Be Surprised
You Never Know Women .
PATHE
Devil Horse, The
PROD. DIST. CORP.

3

20
2

64
56
60
S3
82

11

3
(1
4

—
—
—

Getting
Gertie's Garter
Gigolo
Her Man
O' War
Last
Frontier,
The
Man
Bait
Nervous Wreck, The

—
—
—
—
—
—

1
1

3
4
4

1

3

2
1
1

1
3
2

—
—
—
—

7
1

1

2
1

—^

1

—

1
5
1

—
—

3

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

1

2

I
—

■—
-

1

—

3

1

19
14
13
21
22,

()

2
108
1
5

u

i
2

1

1
3
2
3
4
2
3
3
4
1
2
4
4
4
4

66
61
65
70
67
61
64
64
70
64
57
55
70
53
64
64
63

—
1
2

—
—
—
—
10,;^2

T

27
18
26
2i

23
19
13

2
2
3

10
13
10
13

—
—
—
—

7
4
2

24
fi
22,3
3

/

11
20
13
8

\

—

—
—
—

2
4
1
1

4
1
4

—
216
7
15
12
18
7
11
14
147

—

s

4

3

7
12
9

—
—
—
—

13
2110
8
7

1

102

8
16
18
127
18

19
14
13

77
68
57
67
77
74
83
58

17
1

8

5

3
1
4
1
1

—

5

b

69

1
2
2

U

3
3
2
—

—
—

60

1
4

12
10
24
6
10

/
^

1
1
2

—
—

11
12
21
199
9
8
188
6
6

2
5
4

—

1

3
5
1
5
2
2
3
4
2

8
8
103
2
2
11

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
— .•!

8
12
12
7

—

5,869
5,519
5,886
5,691

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,994 Ft
6,064 Ft.

19
18

Clinging
Corporal \'ine.
Kate The
Fighting Love
Flame of the Yukon, The . . . .
For Wives Only

Nobody's Widow
Pals in Paradise
Rubber Tires
Sunny Side Up
Yankee
Clipper, The
Young .^pril
UNITED
ARTISTS
Beloved Rogue, The
Black Pirate, The
General, The
Love of Sunya, The
Night of Love, The
Resurrection
Son of the Sheik, The
Sparrows
Stella Dallas
Winning
of Barbara
Worth,
The
UNIVERSAL
Buckaruo Kid, The
Cheerful Fraud, The
Denver Dude, The
Flaming Frontier, The
Fourth Commandment, The . .
Held by the Law
Her Big Night
Hey, Hey Cowboy
Ice Flood, The
Love Thrill, The
Marriage Clause, The
Alichael Strogoff
Alidnight Sun, The
Mystery Club, The
Old Soak, The
Perch and the Devil
Poker
Faces
Prisoners of the Storni
Red Hot Leather
Ridin' Rascal, The
Sensation Seekers. The
Spangles
Take It from Me
Taxi, Taxi
Texas Streak, The
W'hole Town's Talking, The
Wild Horse Stampede, The. .
Yellow Back, The
WARNER BROS.
Across the Pacific
Better 'Ole
Don Juan
Don't Tell the Wife
Finger Prints
Hills of Kentucky
Matinee Ladies
^lillionaires
My Official Wife
!
Private Izzy Murphy
Third Degree, The
What Every Girl Should Know
While London Sleeps
White
Flannels
Wolf's Clothing

24
15
6

132

—

1

1
9
3

1
1
2

71
72
()2
68
71
67
67
68
60
68
78
64
70
59
63
58
52
56
55
63
70
66
62
62
74
63
60
59
54
79

5,853 Ft.
6,420
7,460
7,017
5,800
5,800
6,859
7,295

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,106 Ft.
7,964
5,947 Ft.
Ft.
6,730
6,421
6,695
6,303
6,007
7,920

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,858 Ft.
9,380
6,388
7,440
7,311
7,600
9,523

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,685 Ft.
7,763 Ft.
10.157
Ft.
8,560 Ft.
6,167
6,968
5,292
8,829
6,863
6,929
7,603

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,378
5,747
6,038
7,680
9,315
8,767
6,969

Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
F^
2?
Ft.
Ft.

7,445
6.807
7,808
6,102
4,555
4,510

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,015
5,633
6,649
7,173
6,367
6,662
4,776
4,766

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

10,018
9,481
6,972
6,954
7,031
6,264
6,352
6,903

Ft.
Ft.
F-t.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

67
78
77
61
61
68
78
61
63
71
60
61
59
59
54

7,846 Ft.
7,889
7,647 Ft.
Ft.
6,281
6.820
5,810
7,068

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situation Wanted

MANAGER

ORGANIST, competent,
versatile, desires change of
city. Union. Large library.
Nine years' experience.
Straight picture policy preferred. Box 25, Motion Picture News, New York City.

age

forty,

twenty years' experience. Pictures, vaudeville. Fifteen
years general manager one
corporation. Highest references, ability and character.
Box 925, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

CHARLIE MURRAY

«Hl GEORGE

SIDtrtY in

"LOST-*** FRONT"

WILL

INVEST in neighborhood house; with services.
Experienced picture man and
hustler. Show me your pro-

OPERATOR, eight years'
experience wants position.
Non union. Simplex or Powers
Equipment. Write E. T.
Nielsen, c/o Grant Theatre,
Boise, Idaho.

position and I'm your man.
Box 15, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

POSTER ARTIST and
Operator wants position in

Wanted

small sized theatre. 17 years'
experience ; have managed ;
36 years of age; salary 21 per
week. Write for more particulars. R. W., Motion Picture News, 845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.

INDEPENDENT DEALERS wanted to sell complete
line of motion picture products and stage equipment.
Gotham Stage Lighting Co.,
514 West 50th St., New York.

MANAGERS : when

in

need of efficient projectionists, 'phone New York Projectionists 'Equity, Wisconsin 4708, 241 West 42nd
Street.
PIANO

LEADER - CONDUCTOR at liberty September 4th. Former Publix man.
Real showman, energetic
worker and sober. All essentials novelties,
;
pi'ologues and
symphonic jazz. Fine library.
High class picture man, also
capable vaudeville leader.
Press stuff and photos. Box
35, Motion
New York.

Pictui-e News,

ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E.
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0.

TO-DAY
GEORGE

ofltnni for jtm lo<UT Mtfodi
i-r uid WcdnciiUT on* of U*
■ridui( ccnfdJn eplht Muon

CHARLIE
SIDNEY^

MUR

For Sale
FOR SALE— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides, Banners, and
other kinds of accessories on
any subject, new or old — regardless. Save 60 per cent.
Write for order blanks and
price list. Theatre Poster
Supply Company & Sign Exchange, 327 E. Sixth Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
FOR

SALE: 1500 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

FRANK
CRIFf^lN
Bigg««l shout of joy
nee

the

Armitftic*.
ly Ift^mhed

lUelf

to

death

when

of Jollity took

I A FIRST NATIONAL

Advertising

PICTURE

which

exhibitors

are

employing

in
connection tvith first runs of First ISationaVs "Lost
at the Front'" is shoun. A popular type of comedy^
dealing tvith war experiences^ and a starring team,
are the selling features stressed. The displays
illustrated were used by the following: Ambassador, St. Louis; Fairbanks, Springfield, III.; Capitol, Worcester^ Mass.; Mainstreet., Kansas City;
'
Cameo, Cleveland; Liberty, Pittsburgh.
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New

York City

E of hot weather was
CO?v"TINUAXC
not without its effect at the Broadway picture palaces last week,
though no one was complaining heavily.
The slump has been noticeable, but is considered slight in comparison Avith years
past, when very .poor business was ac«epted as inevitable
The Capitol showed such good returns
on "Twelve Miles Out" that the picture
was held over for this week. Gilbert is
always a strong draw at this house.
Roxy did not fare so well with "Paid to
Love," which was pretty well panned, and
the gross fell off nuxterially.
Business at the Paramount was not exceptional on "Manpower," although the
star showed fair drawing power.
With two other .Tannings pictures on
the Strand showed "Tartuffe,"
Broadway,
made in Germany more than a year ago.
Business was fair but failed to build much
during the week, with picture not considered exceptional.
The Rialto is still doing better than good
business on "The Way of All Flesh," and
while conditions brought the gross down
last week there is no reason to believe the
film is slipping, and it will probably be good
lor many weeks more.
"Camille" at the Rivoli is tapering off,
and the announcement of "Topsy and Eva"
failed to stimulate trade here as hoped.
The two-dollar pictures are gradually
declining, "Seventh Heaven" alone showing an appreciable gain. The Colony is
closed until Universal reopens it.

San Francisco
S'AN FRANCISCO'S downtown business
1 was considered brisk by all managers
and a big surprise was in store for the St.
Franc-is Theatre patrons and management
for the patrons did not expect such a popular picture in "The Way of All Flesh" and
the management did not intend to show it
a third time. For the first time in the history of San Francisco theatricals has a motion picture in its second week done such an
improved business that it has been decided
to hold it a third week after extensive preparations for weeks were made to present
another picture, "Beau Geste" for a few
weeks. The billboards have "Beau Geste"
signs on them and it was advertised in the
papers.
A. M. Bowles, general director of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., here, and Herman
Webber, Pacific Coast representative for
Paramount pictures conferred and decided
on the move in spite of the exploitation of
"Beau Geste." "The Way of All Flesh"
opened to a mediocre audience, but it immediately seemed to boom up for it was
not many days before the theatre was
crowded, as all told their friends. This
picture, therefore, has a unique honor, being the first in this city to be held for a
third week after money was spent on another picture. The audience went wild over
the acting and stood outside to wait for
seats.
the California Theatre, did fairly well the
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second week, but not as expected, for the
audience the first week stated it was not
up to the book, itself. "The Callahans and
Murphys" as shown at the Granada Theatre, not only drew crowds, but pleased
them to a great extent. This picture, together with the Fanehon & Marco "Bathing Beauty Revue," attracted many.
"Running Wild" as shown at the Loew's
Warfield Theatre, together with "The
Glorias," a European dancing team, attracted many to this house and more than
filled it. The audience liking comedy.
"The Little Adventuress," a comedy
drama, shown at The Golden Gate Theatre,
seemed to please the audiences, used in conjunction with the ordinary vaudeville.
"The Country Beyond," together with the
vaudeville at the Pantages Theatre, also did
well and packed the houses.
"Dude Cowboy" together with fillers did
especially well at the Union Square Theatre, shown with vaudeville. In the residential houses, "Special Delivery," shown at
the Coliseum did exceptionally well as did
"Down The Stretch" at the Wigwam
Theatre, which pleased the audience together with the musical comedy, "My Night
Club Girl." "The Winning of Barbara
Worth" at the Majestic Theatre drew more
crowds than expected.

Cleveland
COOL weather, cool theatres and good
attractions combined to make last
week's business satisfactory at the downtown houses. Suburban houses continue to
report business slow due to a large rate of
unemployment.
"The Big Parade" continued to keep a
long line in front of the Stillman box office
during the second week of its first popular
priced local engagement. It is being held
a third week anyliow — possibly a fourth.
"The Covered Wagon" in its return popular priced appearance at the Cameo fared
only fairly well. The picture had previously
j)layed all the suburban runs so its revival
appealed to few. Keith's Palace had a
good week with Raymond Griffith in "Time
to Love" as tlie featured photoplay attraction. "The Heart of Maryland" was not
particularly successful at the Allen where
it was well reviewed and recommended and
offered with an . elaborate stage presentation. Whether competitive program.s were
more alluring, or whether this, particular
picture did not appeal to the public, is hard
to determine. The results, no matter what
the explanation, however, are the same.
"Quicksands," at the State, did well.
Entertaining picture with pojiular cast
pulled the business. "What Happened to
Father, ' ' average entertainment, got by
with fair business for the week. "The Little Adventuress" picturization of the popular play on
"Dover
Road,"
failed
score
success
the local
screen
thatto it
did the
on
the local stage when produced. Its failure
to ring a bull's eye on the screen is attributed to its wide divergence from the original story and mif^casting of many major
roles. It played all last week with moderate
"Resurrection" shown a second week at

success only at Keith's East 10.5th St., and
somewhat below moderate success the first
half of the week at Reade's Hippodrome.
"Married Alive," at the Hippodrome the
last half of the week, went over much better. "The Naked Truth" played its third
and last week at the East Ninth St. theatre,
showing to more than 30,000 women during the engagement.
Chicago

E attendance the past week was
THEATR
like the weather, fluctuating, theatres
benefiting by the cool breezes which prevailed the latter part of the week.
The Chicago Theatre offered one of its
sure fire drawing cards, the fur fashion
show, the sixth annual offering of this
feature; Joe Laurie, Jr., Milton Watson
and other features, as well as "The Prince
Of Head Waiters" on the screen, the combination drawing excellent business. The
Oriental, which is little affected by weather
or other conditions, enjoyed its usual good
business with "Barbed Wire" as its feature picture and Paul Ash's "Spice Box
Revue"
"Metropolis"
held overon atthe
thestage.
Roosevelt
and playedwas
to
fair business. "The Big Parade" again
showed its popularity by bringing splendid
records to i^IcVickers Theatre.
The TivoU on the south side had a good
week with "Lost At The Front" on the
screen, and Bennie Kreuger's stage show.
At the Capitol, attendance was normal with
"The Night Of Love" on the screen. Vitaphone and Del and his Capitol Merrymakers in "A Gypsy Caravan," as well as
other specialties rounding out the bill.
At the Marbro, "Is Zat So?" Benny
Maroff with his stage show, "Fortune Tellers" and Vitaphone had a fairly satisfactory week, despite the hot weather.
The Uptown had a strong drawing card
in Ted Lewis and his Musical Clowns and
on the screen, "Lost At The Front," resulting business
beingSheridan,
good. "Dearie"
was
the feature
at the
where Verne
Buck and his orchestra were the leading
stage attractions, business being average.
At the Granada, the program included "The
Satin Woman," Vitaphone, Charles Kaley
and other stage specialties and attendance
was up to normal.
Los Angeles
^l ■'HE warm weather in Los Angeles so
* far has not resulted in a noticeable
slum]) at the box office, probably due to the
cooling and refrigerating systems in the
theatres.
The Criterion had a double line one block
long each night waiting to see the return
run of "The Big Parade." The ]\Ietro])olitan also enjoyed a good week with Buster
Keaton in, "College."
At Loew's State, "Running Wild" was
the feature picture and Kiihe Wolf in his
stage diversion played to average business.
At the Uptown, Dave Good and the Revelers in an entertaining series of musical
numbers and Dolores Costello in "The
Heart of Maryland" united in making an
average box office report for the week.
Two

West

Coast

Theatres,

Grauman's
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Egyptian with "Barbed Wire" and Million
Dollar with "Beau Geste," both second run
})i('turi's, report satisfactory patronage.
"Seventh Heaven" in its thirteenth week
at Carthay Circle and "King of Kings"
at Grauman's Chinese are fair competitors
in attracting large attendance during these
warm days.

Minneapolis
'"pIIE
and fair
■■ ing weather
almost remained
the entirecoolweek,
and durthe
moving picture theatres were rewarded with
some good crowds.
The State enjoyed an excellent week
with Clara Bow in "Rough House Rosie,"
supplemented by Whispering Jack Smith
and the Fionzaley quartet on the Vitaphone
and a rather elaljorate song and dance act.
"The Whirlwind of Youth," with Lois
Moran and Donald Keith proved popular
at the Strand, although not enough so to
warrant holding it over another week.
Eddie Cantor in "Special Delivery" attracted good crowds at the Lyric. Pantages
made the most of "Dearie" with Irene Rich
and profited by a sturdy showing at the
box office. "Too Many Crooks" with Mildred Davis was the Hennepin-Orpheum's
choice of picture, and this picture seemed
to make a hit with the vaudeville fans.
Business at the neighborliood houses was
unusually good, with the Loring, Lagoon,
Kialto and Lyndale showing such pictures
as "The Beloved Rogue," "Wedding
Bills," "Knockout Reilly" and "Women
Love Diamonds."

Milwaukee
l\/f ILWAUKEE sweltered through one of
■^'^A the season's hottest weeks and Milwaukee theatres did correspondingly poor
business.
The Wisconsin theatre, which enjoys the
reputation of being the coolest theatre in
the city, tempted patrons with John Gilbert
in "Twelve Miles Out" and the musical
program olTered by Dave Schooler and his
Play Boys. "Painting The Town" was the
week's attraction at the Alliambra; it
played to slim houses. Even "Dance
Magic ' ' at the Merrill failed to bring in
good patronage. The Strand showing Milton Sills in "Framed," did fairly well.
The Garden found business fair with
"Backstage"
as the feature.
Neighborhood theatres experienced much
the same slack business as the down town
theatres. The Milwaukee theatre, showing
"Tillie the Toiler," drew very good business considering the unfavorable weather.
"Rough House Rosie" was the attraction
at the Modjeska and Tower theatres. "Man
Power" at the Oriental was successful in
attracting good audiences.

Ottawa
■pXHIBIT
Ottawa,
Ontario,
^-^ up a ORS
valiantof fight
against
the kept
hot
weather during the week of July 25 with
fair box otifice results.
The best all-round picture of the week
was "Ritzy," Elinor Glyn's story, in which
Betty Bronson is starred. This played B.
F. Keith's Theatre and was appreciated by
patrons. "The Missing Link" at the Ottawa Regent proved a strong attraction, particularly for the children, and Manager Ray
Tiibiiiaii counted considerably with this
one, all things considered.
"Captain Salvation" had the biggest
opening day at the Imperial Theatre of any

picture in months and mid-week patronage
also held up nicely. The capable string
orchestra, recently installed, also helped to
draw.
"Rolled Stockings" proved to be a good
box-ofiice title at the Centre Theatre. There
was a big crowd for the first day but it
faded on the two succeeding days. Some
wondered if the censors had been heavy
with the scissors on this picture. The feature for the last half of the week at the
Centre was "Drums of the Desert" which
registered steady business.
Typical summer crowds attended the
Francais Theatre for the series of three
features there — ' ' Footloose Widows, ' '
"Phantom of the- Opera" and "Obey the
Law." "The Boy Friend" was added for
the last two days' programme, making it a
double bill, with little patronage effect.
At the Eden Theatre in Hull, Manager
Donat Paquin had "Mother" as a feature
attraction but only a fair number were interested.
The World's Poultry Congress brought
10,000 delegates to Ottawa from 43 countries but most of the delegates admired the
decorations on the outside of the theatres.

Philadelphia
A RATHER humid week hurt business
perceptibly in all the down town
houses.
The Stanley with Lon Chaney in "The
Unknown" played to capacity business
practically all week. The bill had an added
drawing card in a spectacular offering,
"Fiesta Espagnola, " by Agnes Boone dc
Company and David Pesetzki's special solo
"Rhapsody in Blue."
"Captain Salvation" opening at the
Stanton got only fair patronage. "The
Brute," with Monte Blue at the Globe, ran
to just fair summer business.
The Fox with Reginald Denny in "Fast
and Furious" and as added attractions the
comedy team of Brennan & Rogers, creators of "Margie," and the Thirteen Parisienne Redheads featuring Bobby Grice,
drew good business all week.
The Capitol offering Billie Dove in "The
Tender Hour" did not have a wholly satisfactory week.
The Arcadia, with Jetta Goudal in
"White Gold," played to average summer
business, while the Karlton with Irene Rich
in "Dearie" did a little better.
"Resurrection" at the Palace clicked
fairly
whiledidMilton
Sills
in "Framed"
at the well
Victoria
a little
better
than most
of the downtown Market Street houses.

Baltimore
AIDED by an enormous advertising and
publicity campaign in the two Hearst
newspapers here, the American and News,
"Tillie the Toiler," starring Marion Davies, did a tremendous business at Loew's
Century here during the week beginning
Monday, July 25.
Sam Robl)ins and his Baltinu)rcan band
had a quartet of singers and dancers in a
special act called "Watteau."
The second week of "The Unknown,"
starring Lon Chaney, at Loew's Valencia,
proved one of the best second weeks in the
history of that playhouse.
"Pajdng the Price," is reported to have
done a very good summer business at
Keith's Hippodrome with five acts of
vaudeville on the program but the other
three first run playhouses including Warners 'Metropolitan with ' ' Simple Sis, ' ' the

Picture

News

New Theatre with "Painting the Town,"
and the Rivoli with "Framed," starring
Milton Sills, did not do so well.
To a certain extent the hot weather
might be blamed Al
for the decrease in business for Baltimore ba
wasnyagain struck with
a torrid blast during the week.

T^HE Dempsey-Sharkey fight pictures
*^ proved the best bet in the Albany, Troy
and Schenectady district last week, attracting a heavy following wherever shown.
There was plenty of competition for all
houses, especially those in Albany, with
Milk Fund bouts, Lindbergh's reception,
hot weather half holidays and daylight saving. But the Dempsey pictures nosed out
an easy winner.
"The Poor Nut" was well played at the
Mark Strand in Albany and coupled with
the usual Vitaphone presentations, cashed
in on the money. At the Leland, "The
Blonde Saint" led the field from start to
finish and appeared to catch the popular
fancy. The Mark Ritz in Albany, had its
innings with "Man Power" running the
week, showing well to the front as the barriers came up on the opening day, demonstrating plenty of sjjeed through the remaining stretch of five days.
Troy,played
the "Prince
of Headwaiters"
wasIn well
by the general
public and
appeared to give plenty of satisfaction
from start to finish. At the Lincoln theatre
in Troy, the going was rather rough during the last day or so of "Paris" although
the finish got off to a flying start on account
of Saturday's rain. During the latter part
of the week "The Broncho Twister" ran
in the bunch without cashing in at the
money end. Incidentally, the racing season
starts this week at Saratoga Springs, and
the biggest and best pictures shown on
Broadway will be featured at the Saratoga
houses in the entertainment of those M'ho
are horse wise, or who think they ai'e, as
they lay their odds.

Boston
T) ETTER grosses are reported all along
-*-' the line this week, partly due to the
excellence of the films shown and partly
due to weather conditions. It has been an
unusual season of rain for all New England.
A reshowing of Paramount's "The Covered Wagon" at the Metropolitan grossed
fully as weU as "Metropolis" the previous
week. It will be followed by the farce
"Time to Love." Gladys St. John and
Caesar Nesi, the former well known as a
musical comedy star, were featured in the
presentation with Gene Rodemich and his
Met Merry Makers. Publix Opportunity
Girls provided the stage number assisted
by Klein and the Grand Orchestra with
Arthur Martell at the organ.
Loew's State featured "Twelve Miles
Out," playing to houses well above the
average in gross. It was also au revoir week
to Phil Spitalny and his jazz boys. Spitalny moves to Loew's Orpheum next week.
"Beau Geste" holds over for a third week
at the Fenway, thereby equalling the record
for the theatre.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in person was
featured at Loew's Orpheum in a vaudeville skit, en route to a come-back in the
films.featured.
A Lon Chaney
film,office
"The figures
Unknown"
was
The box
were
eminently satisfactory.
"Drums of the Desert" and "Horse
Shoes"
were the double features at the
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twin houses, Modern and Beacon. Other
fihiis showing were ' ' Ladybird ' ' at the Scollav Square Olympia, "Fast and Furious"
at' the Boston," "Tillie the Toiler" at the
Bowdoin Square, "Dance Magic" at the
Washington Street Olympia, and "A Million Bid" at the University.

St. Louis
^I'HE presence of the personality of Her1 bert Rawlinson at the Ambassador Tlieatre, Seventh and Locust streets, has toned
up the business of Skouras Brothers' big
down town "picture palace" and they have
high hopes that he will eventually prove as
big a tonic for box office receipts that
Brooke Johns proved at the Missouri Theatre, Grand boulevard at Lucas avenue.
For the week the screen feature at the
Ambassador was "Service for Ladies"
glorifying Adolphe Menjou as a head
waiter.
The Missouri Theatre's screen attraction
was "Ten Modern Commandments." With
Brooke Johns and his entertainers going
gieat the box office receipts were up to
average.
L.)ew's State offered "Women Love Diamonds," on its screen and got its share of
the week's patronage for the movie theatres.
Out at the West End Lyric and Lyric
Skydoiiie "Cheaters" was the film bill.
Attendance was average.
"His Dog"
Theatre ofoffered
Louis number
andThetheSt.usual
Orpheum Circuit
vaudeville. This house continues to do good
business in the hot weather.
Reports from the neighborhood houses
were that business was still off. Even
double feature programs fail to bring in
the number of patrons the houses should
have.
Southern Illinois still suffering; from the
National Coal Strike and no relief can be
expected before Thanksgiving Day, if that
soon. Elsewhere in the St. Louis territory
conditions could be decidedly better.
Des Moines
''I'^HE Capitol Theatre playing "Twelve
* Miles Out" did an exceptionally good
week, which was attributed, however,
largely to the stage show, one of the highly
billed New Idea Stage Shows of the Publix circuit with Jimmy Ellard, as the personality man, most popular. Comment for
the picture was favorable. Tiic star highly
commended. At the Des Moines "When a
Man Loves" proved a little heavy for summer. The Strand Tiicatre has cut on their
newspaper advertising entirely and this had
some eftect on business tliere. "Running
Wild" and "Lonesome Ladies" were the
pictures there.

Salt

Lake

City

'T'HE Twenty Fourth of July being a holi*■ day in Utah possibly added to the volume of theatre business which has averaged exceptionally big in spite of the warm
weather which has somewhat abated during the latter part of the week.
The Paramount Empress Theatre played
to capacity houses during the showing of
"The Ten Modern Commandments," starring Esther Ralston, and also the presentation of a special stage attraction billed as
"The Metropolitan Ensemble."
All house records have been broken at
the Pantages Theatre this past Aveek it is

w

announced. The Siamese Twins, being featured on the vaudeville bill are stated to be
the cause of this tremendous business rather
than the motion picture offered in this connection, which was "Two Black Crows."
Adolphe Menjou in "Service for
Ladies" was shown at the Victory Theatre
audiences here, where unusually big summer business has been enjoyed throiighoTit
the week.
The American Theatre varies from the
general run of theatre reports given out
here this week, in stating that only fair
results have been had during their double
feature urogram consisting of "High Hat,"
and "The Blonde Saint."
"Tarzan and the Golden Lion" crowded
the Gem Theatre, especially with the child
populace of the city and fairly good results
are reported.
Lon Chaney has been a drawing card in
this city durins: the past week, having been
featured in the second showing of "Mr.
Wu" at the Rialto where full houses were
the outcome. He also drew unusually good
business to the Star, a second and third
run house, in "Tell It To The Marines."

Detroit

]\/f ONEY turned over to the treasurer at
^ *■ nearly all of the houses balanced accounts satisfactorily this week.
The second and third week's run of
"Metropolis" and "Three Miles Out" in
the Adams and ]\ladison was summed up by
a good financial report.
Manager Immerman has reason to smile
over the Michigan's business on "The
Stolen Bride," with Billie Dove and Lloyd
Hughes. The entire showing, billed in connection with a stage presentation, proved a
big success.
Dolores Costello in "Old San Francisco"
went over well at the Capitol. Good attendance was experienced throughout the
week, early evening trade being exceptionally heavy.
"The State did more than was expected
with "Too Many Crooks" and a band show
headed by Fred Stritt. Business here was
better than at any other house along movie
circle.
"Simple Sis" at the Colonial brought in
good crowds at the matinee and evening
shows during the greater part of the week.
Central Fenn.
r> ETURN of extremely hot weather,
* ^ which sent more people away to Summer resorts and made others prefer the
baseball parks to other forms of outdoor
amusement, had its adverse effect on Harrisburg theatres during the past week.
The photoplay attractions which probably proved the best drawing cards, in spite
of the mid-summer handica]>, were: "The
Better 'Ole," with Syd Chaplin at Loew's
Regent, and "Framed," with Milton Sills,
at the Colonial.
There were plenty of thrills in ' ' The Last
Outlaw" at the Victoria. The management
of this theatre also emphasized in its adBowers comedy.vertisements "Steamed Up," a Charlie
The film attraction at the State the first
half of the week was the "Secret Studio"
with Edgar Moss and Olive Borden, while
the last three days "Irish Hearts" was
featured, with May McAvoy. This house
continues to stress the fact that a new cooling system has been installed.
The Russell Theatre offered "White
Mice" the early part of the week and as a

change featured "Resurrection." The
Strand Theatre put on a "Revival Week,"
Tampa
of Zorro."
featuring "The Mark
TAMPA theatres are enjoying a run of
exceptional business for this time of
the year, while most of the other cities of
this section report their business as being
The Seminole,
decidedly
"off." a neighborhood house in
the north end of Tampa which plays all
second run pictures, reported a record business withare"Rough
House Rosie."
There
three reasons
for this unusual
hot weather business. The first, of course,
are the programs presented. Not only the
features, but the short subjects are eating
it up. The second reason is "cool and comfortable" houses. The managers are careful to see this promise is kept, and they
have sold it to the people. The third reais thenow
factinthat
"rainy
season"
with son us
full the
force.
Every
day weis
have heavy tropical rains and this has a
great deal to do with keeping people away
from the beaches and outdoor resorts.
"Fireman Save My Child" and "Vanity" were the two features used by the
Tampa the past week and both pictured
pulled very good. The Strand had "Lonesome Ladies," "The Climbers" and "Red
Heads Preferred" the report for all three
was very good. The Franklin gives the
same report with the three features used,
"The Frontiersman," "Down the Stretch"
and ' ' Cyclone of the Range. ' '

Kansas City

A GOOD lineup of pictures and good
■^*' weather brought increased attendance
to virtually all Kansas City first run theatres this week.
At the Royal "Chang" began its run
with large crowds the first week. "Rolled
Stockings" at the Newman also drew a
good attendance for the week, the business
at night being an increase over the previous
week, which was unusually hot.
"The Other Woman's Story" at the
Liberty attracted a large feminine attendance and business throughout the week was
good. "Dance Magic" at the Mainstreet
also had its appeal tn tlie y(nniger generation and the weekly attendance was above
normal. "Husband Hunters" as the Pantages played to good crowds, as did "Old
San Francisco" at the Glol)e.
Baltimore
{Previous Week)
\ S per his usual custom in Baltimore.
^^ Lon Chaney took down first honors for
big business as the stan-ed player in "The
Unknown," at Loew's Valencia for the
week beginning Monday, July 18.
This picture started big on Monday, got
into the air and i-emained big throughout
the w(>ek.
A close runner up for the big business
record of the week was "Frisco Sally
Levy, ' ' shown in conjunction with Joseph
Santley and Ivy Sawyer at Loew's Century. It must be remembered, however,
that each of these theatres is cooled.
"Birds of Prey," and five acts of family
vaudeville, did a good business for hot
weather at Keith's Hippodrome. "The
Black Diamond Express," with Monte Blue
and Edna ]\Iur])hy, went over good at Warner's Metropolitan, but "Colleen" at the
New Theatre and "Three Hours" at the
Rivoli, only pulled in fair patronage.

J!^^^
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"What Women
Did For Me"
(Roach-Pathe — ^Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
ALL

too rarely in looking over the short product you run across one of the calibre of
■"What Women Did For Me," which has the
clever Charley Chase as the star, supported by
Lupe Valez. Charley is always good for a
laugh and his vehicles are well above the average. In this one he has a gem after it gets
itself set in the first reel.
There are more spontaneous laughs in the
second reel than are usually seen in a full five
reel comedy. It is largely gag stuff, but one
•would have to be in a pretty sour mood to fail
to appreciate their humor ; as for instance,
"when Qiarley to overcome his extreme bashfulness with women decides to take the dummy
to his domicile with him. He certainly shows
himself a true artist in this and following sequences.
It is not hard to realize what women would
do for any bashful young man when they are
a bevy of beauties such as surround Qiarley.
They are comely, shapely and full of fun and
they are given plenty of opportunity to display
their wares, etc., which they do to advantage.
While gag stuff predominates, there are situations that make for plenty of humor, and Oiase
gets the most possible out of all of them. This
is a two-reeler that it would be pretty hard to
lie.

"RushiiTjg

Business"

(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

George Do It"
of ofthethe"Let
THIS
seriescomedy
is typical
Stern Bros, variety.
It is crammed with plenty of action embracing
"both slapstick and situation humor. Some of it
is good and some not so good. There are laughs
for the youngsters and some for the grownups
over most of the two reels, but they do go to
ridiculous lengths for most of their laughs.
George is a department store clerk who is
invited by his girl to go to a masked ball. He
starts in the guise of a policeman and as a consequence never does arrive at the ball. He is
inducted into the service during a traffic jam,
lie is ordered by a passing sergeant to pursue
and trail down a desperate criminal and in various ways he is made to keep the fast action continuous. There is quite a bit of humorous byplay before George unwittingly captures the
•crook, wins the reward and also the girl. The
story offers more possibilities for real humor
lhan are developed, or rather for better humor.

"The

IT

'A

River
of Suds"Ocean Sunset"
(Educational — One Reel)

Mid-

is on warm summer days like these, when
the high humidity sends thoughts winging
to places dcliciously cool and fragrant, that such
scenes as this Bruce Scenic presents seem particularly appropriate. A bubbling foaming river,
Avinding its way along a rocky bed — a beautiful
photographic recording of a sunset on the P.icific. There's pictorial loveliness in abundance
here ; every foot of the film is interesting. For
real, genuine beauty you cannot improve on the
sights of nature and when an artist like Robert
C. Bruce delves into picture values you can be
sure of extra fine results. The camera has
caught all the many magic effects of a sunset
in mid-ocean. The waters of the Pacific, viewed
"a thousand miles from the nearest bit of land,"
are awe inspiring in their silent grandeur. The
lapping waves reflect the radiance of the sun
and except for shifting clouds tWe scene is one

of stillness. Fleecy, maiden-white clouds fill up
the broad expanse of space above the waters and
through them all the sun casts its steady rays,
producing a wonderful proportion of lights and
shadows, of delicate tints, azure and golden
stretches.
We are glad that Educational has a new series
of Bruce subjects for the new season; there
are many good things coming. — ^RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Monty

of the Mounted"

(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

LUPINO LANE himself is the author of
this, his latest comedy, which measures up
as a fairly entertaining bit of nonsense. As is
usually the
case this clever Englishman's
batics will provoke plenty of laughter. His acrorole
of a meek, shy rookie member of a unit of
the Royal Northwest Mounted Police enables
him to register his clever pantomime very effectively. Except for a lapse in a scene with a
trick horse the comedy is fast moving with the
true spirit of foolishness. A scene where Lane
cannot down a glass of liquor because of his
trembling is humorous, as are also his numerous setbacks at the hands of the villians and
the sequence where one of the latter gets entangled in his big fur coat.
All of the other men at the R. N. M. P. base
had been crippled in their attempts to captui-e
the notorious Black Joe, so they called on the
raw rookie to get the man. He does capture
the fellow after braving him face to face and
losing the good graces of his chief by confusing the latter with the outlaw. Lupino Lane as
the central figure in a piece cannot help but
make it good. The star's brother, Wallace
Lupino, is in the cast along with Estelle Bradley and Glen Cavender. Charles Lamont directed.

"High

Spots"

(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
THEY have mixed the laughs with thrills in
this one and the result is a comedy with
snap and pep. Though it is amusing up to its
skyscraper scene, where poor Al St. John has
his hands full trying to retain his balance on
a lofty ledge, it is really this latter portion of
the comedy that elevates the whole considerably.
Whether it is because one feels concern for
his safety
which
renders
"goofy"
antics
all the
more thus
amusing
or Al's
because
high
altitude comedy is not seen as frequently as is
main floor stuff we do not know, but it can be
truthfully said that the piece profits by the
injection of the skyscraper incidents. In the
earlier part of the comedy St. John is seen as
country store clerk. Here he has several opportunities for demonstrating gags with Glen Cavender and Clem Beauchamp. A really good
comedy. Jack Lloyd and Estelle Bradley have
minor parts. Stephen Roberts was the director.

promise issimply this : he must publicly commit
suicide, proclaiming before he dies that the
actress' indifference to his advances was .the
cause of so fatal a step ; then as a result of his
act the actress would achieve much publicity and
would in gratitude buy his play. After many
frantic efforts to die Bobby convinces the gentlemen of the press that he is in earnest and they
'phone their stories to their respective newsWith all
his notoriety
girl
grows verypapers.cold
towards
him but Bobby's
a few words
from the actress clears up everything. Members
of the supporting cast are : Jane Manners, a
willowy brunette ; Billy Engle, Doris Dawson,
Tom Dempsey, Bill Blaisdell, Jimmie Harrisos.
Harold Beaudine directed them.

"Red

Hot

Sands"

(Fables-Pathe— One

Reel)

THRILLING experiences and rescues rather
than comedy make up this one-reeler in
cartoons, which is just another of the Aesop
tales. Thomas Cat, Milton Mouse and Al
Falfa are off on an exploring tour of Egypt.
They visit the Sphinx and discover it is quite
animated ; they effect a thrilling rescue of
Harem Helen from the sheik's castle and they
make a bold getaway by scaling the pyramid
with the aid of a crane. There is very little
at*empt at humor in this one, or, if there was it
" ''d hardly be recosrnized as such. — CHESTER J. SMITH.

Production of Fox Comedy
Schedule Started
The 1927-28 comedy schedule of Fox
Films was started this week when George E.
Marshall, supervisingr Fox comedies, selected the directors who will handle the 26
pictures, including: fen Imperials, eiofht Animal comedies and eight of the Van Bibber
series.
Marshall chose his men after considering their directorial work in last season's
product. The directors and their assignments are : Zion Myers, who made the Animal comedies last year, and who will direct
the next eight of that series; Orville Dull,
who made several of the "Van Bibbers"
and who will this year direct Tyler Brooks,
a new Fox acquisition, in this series of
Richard Harding Davis stories; Gene Ford,
director of the Fox comedy, "Girls," who
■will direct several more of that t^^pe with
Sally Phipps and Nick Stuart in the leads,
and Robert Rav, a new director, who has
been signed to direct the Imperial comedies.
Mr. Marshall's staff now includes Murray
Roth, Andrew Bennison, Arthur Greenlaw,
Guy Gifford, Max Gold, Al Lowenthal and
Lou Breslow. The comedy supervisor intends adding four new men to this group.

"Dead Easy"
(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
ABOUT the average quantity of funny incidents is to he found in this Bobby Vernon
comedy. What it shows (with all the usual
slapstick drippings) is Bobby trying to sell his
play to a French actress and her press representative because his father-in-law-to-be has decifled that he cannot win his daughter until he
lias sold the play. When he tries to press his
sale he meets with a forceful "no" from the
actress and is forced to compromise.
The com-

F. N. Buys
"Valley
of
Giants" as Sills Vehicle
"The Valley of the Giants," Peter B.
Kync's novel, has been purchased by First
National as a vehicle for ISIilton Sills. The
production of the film has been assigned by
Al Rockett, production chief at Burbank, to
Wid Gunning. Most of the picture will be
made in the lumber region of California —
in the Big Trees section of Sonoma.
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Madame

Pompadour

Dorothy Gish Has a Colorful Picture
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IT'S become quite the habit for Dorothy Gish to portray historical characters whose amours established them as the foremost representatives of sex appeal during their brief fling.
In her newly-made English production, "Madame Pompadour,"
the comedienne has an enjoyable time, though the picture cannot
be called as good entertainment as "Nell Gwyn. " Of course much
of the Madame 's life could not be exposed to the relentless light
of the camera. But Dorothy makes her sufficiently glamorous
without stepping a great deal out of character.
Naturally the picture is saturated with romance — and to keep
thoroughly in line with the best screen traditions the central figure
is painted as sympathetic and actuated by the best desires. The
Madame during her reign as the favorite at the court of Louis XV
was not so awfully scrupulous about her conduct. But movies are
movies. And the truth must be colored. Pompadour is presented
as a ■\ristful, fragile type of heroine instead of the amorous hussy
that wound the giddy king around her fingers.
The picture is mostly a character sketch — and the director has
missed many opportunities to color the situations. But it makes
good entertainment, as mentioned above — what with its vibrant
performances by the star and Antonio Moreno — and its pictorial
beauty. It measures out a thrill or two and the plot is consistent.
The Cast: Dorothy Gish, Antonio Moreno, Henrv Bosc, Jeff
McLaughlin, Nelson Keys, Cyril McLaglen, Marcel Bcauplau.
Marie Ault.
Director, Herbert Wilcox.
THEME : Romantic drama of
favorite of court of Louis XV.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS : Pictorial appeal.
Consistent plot. Appeal of star.
Costumes. Romance of heroine
and artist. Acting.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:

Play up historical angle of character. Tell something of Pompadour's popularity with Louis
XV. Exploit star in costumes.
DRAWING POWER: Star's
name and good advertising
should put it over. For high
class patronage.

Produced by Herbert Wilcox.
Distributed by Paramount.
Length, seven reels. Released, August, 192/.

A diversified group of stills from

the First JSiUional attraction, "Lonesome Ladies"

On Ze Boulevard
Plenty of Entertainment in French Farce
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
YOUR patrons should display a more than usual amount of
interest in this light and entertaining comedy of a French
waiter who inherits a million francs — the grand prize of a
lottery. There is nothing heavy in it, no food for thought; how
(iaston (Lew Cody) developed a swelled head with his sudden
inheritance and how his sweetheart, Musette (Renee Adoree),.
saves him from the snares of two clever society crooks — that is
the sum and substance of the story.
It does not present a boulevardier in the manner of Chaplin's
"A Woman of Paris" and is undoubtedly as far away from the
real Paris as is the studio in which it was made; "On Ze Boulevard" is a burlesque done in the HollyAvood manner (that is: it
did not require any puckered brows or terrific concentration in
thinking up its sparse plot). Lew Cody stands head and shoulders over his players in the matter of acting and his are the talents
that keep the piece moving. With his expressions of irritation, of
would-be debonair poise, he is quite amusing in his moments where
he tries to climb up the ladder of society to the cynical giggles
of the bystanders. You'll like his easy manner and realistic performance. Renee Adoree hasn't nothing much to do, and one
wonders why so talented an actress should be given such an unappealing role. Dorothy Sebastian does clever work.
The Cast : Lew Cody, Renee Adoree, Anton Vaverka^

Incidents taken from "The Cruel Truth," a Sterling Pictures release

Dorothy Sebastian, Roy D'Arcy.
Directed by Harry Millarde.
THEME:
Parisian
waiter,
where
crooks attempt
to rob
him.
winning lottery prize, proceeds
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
to make a fool of himself, the
money going to his head like
Tie-ups possible with beverage
stores. Main street can be
wine. However, his sweetheart
is the means of bringing him to
utilized for "boulevard" ideas.
his senses and saving his money.
DRAWING POWER: MoviePRODUCTION
HIGHgoers who are not exacting in
their screen fare should find it
LIGHTS: Cody as waiter.
Sneezing
episode
and cUmax
pleasing.
Produced and Distributed by M etro-Goldwyn-M ayer .
Length, 6 reels.
Released, July, 1927.
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Lonesome Ladies
Nothing Unusual But Entirely Satisfactory
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THE
ti-i:uio:le situation bobs up here to confront Lewis Stone
once he has nuin-ied and settled down to a life of domesticity. It is nothing unusual in plot or treatment, but the
presence of the star gives it a tone and quality which (if you
appreciate his artful style of acting) make it worth seeing. His
role is a conventional one — ^that of a successful architect — who
thinks he has checked out his wild oats.
He feels himself snug and secure until a lonesome widow comes
out of the past and stalks his footsteps. She has remembered some
amorous tidbit which engaged them in their salad days. It is when
she sends for him to plan a house that he falls for her charms
again. You see, she is attired in one of those diaphanous draperies
commonly known as negligee. The gossips get in their deadly work.
As the wife's best friends they deem it wise to inform her of her
philandering husband.
Which starts the kettle-of-fish a-boiling.
It is a more-or-less thankless role which Anna Q. Nilsson carries
here. She finds eventual happiness. A worthy contribution is
offered by Jane Winton as the other woman. She makes the character really convincing. As for Mr. Stone he is in a class by himself in portraying the man of affairs — domestic or financial — or
what you will.
The Cast : Levins Stone, /4nna Q. Nilsson, Jane Winton, Edward Martindel. Director, Joseph JJenabcry.
THEME:
Domestic
drama
Be sure to feature Stone and
featuring triangle situation with
his talent for playing successful
man of affairs. Feature Anna
other woman endeavoring to intrigue married man.
Nilsson and Jane Winton. Play
up title for teaser campaign usPRODUCTION
HIGHing throwaways, etc., asking — •
LIGHTS : Introductory and
"Who Are the Lonesome Laconcluding scenes. Poise and
subtle acting by Lewis Stone.
DRAWING POWER: Title
Scene when husband meets other
has some drawing power. And
woman. Reconciliation. Settings.
Stone
dies?" has following. Suitable
for better class houses.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
Produced and distributed by First Natioyial.
Length, six reels. Released, August, i()2y.

Some of the highlights from "Madame

Pompadour," a Paramount release

The Cruel Truth
Bright, Clever and Well Presented
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THERE

Sophisticated comedy moments from "On Y.e Boulevard," a Metro-Goldtvyn-Muyer farce

are some rather dramatic highlighits and tense situations in this feature and they are presented plausibly and
capably by a well balanced cast with but five princif>als.
The old, old problem is involved of a mo'ther's sacrifice for the
love of her daughter, but it is sei"ved in a little different shape
than usual and it is done so convincingly that it is not nearly so
far fetched as a recounting of the tale Avould make it seem.
It is the S'tory of a very young appearing mother with a daughter of maiTiageable age. The mother wins the love of a vci^j' much
sought yoiing heir to a large fortune and she goes through ail of
the tortures of a beauty parlor to preser\'e her beauty, at the
same time keeping secret from the young man that she has &
daughter.
The daughter appears on the scene, is rescued from drowning
by the young hero, who does not know her identity, but who
promptly falls in love with her — and this time falls for keeps. He
reveals the fact to the girl's mother, not knowing their relationship and, despite the many hardships she has been through, she
{)romptly releases him from his promise of marriage to secure
her daughter's happiness.
The Cast : Iledda Hopper, Constance Howard, Hugh Allan,
Frances Raymond and Ruth Handforth.
THEME:
Romantic
drama
dramatic
situation when
the
of a young appearing mother
young mother sacrifices her love
for her daughter.
who go€s through tortures to
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
preserve her beauty that she
might win the heir to a large
An easy tieup with beauty parlors and with modiste shops.
fortune and then yields her
claim to him when he falls into
The rescue of the girl from the
surf. The dramatic revelation
love with her daughter.
PRODUCTION
HIGHto the mother of the hero's love
LIGHTS: The beautiful sets
for her daughter's happiness.
and gowns: the splendid acting
DRAWING POWER: Should
of the entire cast: the tensely
go well in any house.
Produced and distributed by Sterling Pictures Corp.
Length ^,yoo feet. Release date, July 15, 1927.
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Death Valley
Wealth of Realistic Touches in This Desert Story
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
TELLING- its story with simplicity and directness this tale of
the famous hell hole is a truly '.'photographic" bit
of work. It is photog-raphie in that its aspect of life in the
raw can be compared to the undeviating neutral outlook, the unerring accuracy of the camera. This quality of realism predominates;
it subjugates the noticeably familiar story and is so boldly presented that it recalls to mind the work of those other realists, von
Sternberg and von Stroheim.
A primitive drama of the hard, unresponsive desert where the
terrific heat and the bitterness of lonely thoughts leave men prey
to the consuming passions of envy and greed. On one side you have
the innocence of youth and on the other the evil craftiness of more
mature minds. The boy and girl are the diametrical opposite of the
.sordid prospector and the feminine wreck that must acknowledge
him as a master. The struggle of the two opiwsing forces avoids
the sordid and yet remains brutal.
The story was conceived and adapted by Raymond Wells, who
plays no small part in putting it over. He is really excellent in
his sinister role, doing the best work of the entire cast. Carroll
Nye and Rada Rae are competent as the young people while Sam
Allen handles a comedy role very well.
The Cast : Carroll Nye, Rada Rae, Sam Allen, Raymond
Wells, Crace Lord, Rex (Dog).
Directed by Paid Po7vell.
THEME:
Drama
of lone
and murder. Man's death on hot
sands.
Authentic locale of
youth who, striking gold in
story.
desert, is robbed by neighboring
prospector. Latter kills his partEXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
ner that he may have gold for
Bill
has
something
different.
himself but he dies of snake bite
Play up reputation of Death
while running away. Youth reValley. Tell them acting is very
covers gold.
good,
story. that it's a true-to-life
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Picture's economy of
DRAWING
POWER:
outline. Acting by Wells and
ture should do very well.
Miss Lord.
Theft of nuggets
Produccd and distributed b\ First Division Distributors, Inc.
Released, July, ii)2y. Footage, 5,700 ject.
Pic-

Scenes from "Manpower," a Paramount feature release.

Skedaddle Gold
No Different from the General Run of Westerns
(Reviewed

by Raymond

Ganly)

wits and ready fists of Wally Wales conwidetinue toawake
THE
nonplus the villains. This Western shows the
Pathe cowboy star playing the role of a youthful deputy,
who loses his job and some of his reputation when conspirators
outwit him. In the grand finale, however, all things strike their
pro])er balance and Wally more than gets even with his tormentors.
The usual march of highlights that decorate the everyday Western
are played up in this one; the fist fights, hard riding and the love
making should send them out satisfied. Minor twists enter the
story here and there. After losing his job the former deputy tries
his hand at working a mine and, after devoting much time at his
chiim, receives an invitation from the sheriff to renew his old association but he refuses, prefering to stick to mining, it being a more
|)rofitable one. Again Wally ventures to the city to find his girl, who
is in the toils of the villain; the big slugging contest which ensues
when these two meet takes place in a boarding house and not on
the open range where these encounters are generally staged.
are a few changes of' atmosphere like the two menAlthough there
tioned incidents, this Western is in line with the construction of
its kind. It follows the familiar formula of the hero and heroine
drifting apart because of the plottings of the villain, and coming
togther again at the end after the hero has given the mustached
one a pasting.
The Cast:
Harry Todd.

Wally Wales, Betty Baker, Robert
Directed by Richard Thorpe.

THEME: Young Sheriff
deputy loses his job when his
prisoners outwit him by running off with the evidence. But
he subdues them in the later
reels, saving his girl from the
clutches of one of them. WestScenes from the FBO IVestern offering, "The Mojave Kid^'

Burns and

ern drama.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The fist fights, riding, rescuing of the girl, etc.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
The usual Western baUyhoo.
DRAWING POWER:
Fair.

Produced by Action Pictures, Tic. Distributed by Pathe.
Length, 4,562 feet. Released. July, 1927.
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Man Po\ver
Not a Bit Novel, But Packs a Wallop
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
YOU'VE seen this type of jncture time and again, but that
is no reason why it can't continue to interest you providing
it's as well done as it is here. The theme, naturally, is its
handicap, but it gets away from the beaten track through its treatment. Richard Dix knows a situation when he sees it — and he's
also at home in comedy characterization. He bobs up in Peaceful
Valley as a box-ear passenger^with nothing to recommend him
except an excellent war record. When the girl dashes by in a
smart roadster the plot gets under way and leads both hero and
heroine on an adventurous and romantic journey.
To get down to brass tacks Byron Morgan — who wrote the story
—sees to it that much villainous plotting must be aired before the
girl's father saves his tractor plant. Which is where Dix comes
to the rescue. Having managed a tractor during the war his new
work is easy for him. As in the stories he wrote for Wally Reid
the author gives the villain just enough rope with which to hang
himself. The hero, meanwhile, hits it oif like a regular fellow, and
since he has an incentive to perk up through the response of the
girl he emerges looking like Richard Dix always looks off screen.
The film is crammed with snappy action — ^which reveals some
thrilling water scenes in the bursting dam. Put it down as a convincing shot. There is a wealth of humor, too — to say nothing of
picturesque exteriors.
The Cast : Richard Dix, Mary Brian, Philip Strange, Charles
Hill Mailes, Oscar Smith, George Irving, Charles Clarv. Director, Clarence Badger.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
THEME: Comedy-drama of
Play up Dix as ideal actor for
luckless youth who demonstrates he has good stuff in him
this type of story. Plug title
and emphasize how man can be
when the opportunity arrives to
prove himself a hero.
made over when right girl
becomes interested in him.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Dam scene. Thrills.
DRAWING POWER: Star's
following and title will attract
Exteriors. Treatment of plot.
them here. Good for any type
Characterization by Dix. Subtitles.
of house.
Produced and Distributed by Paramount.
Length, six reels.
Released, July, 1927.

These stills
will engage
interest
as they
are famed
from "Death
a First
Divisionyour
picture
filmed
on that
desert Valley,"

The Mojave Kid
Brimful of Thrilling Action
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THEY have certainly crowded a lot of thrilling action into
this Western, which is Bob Steele's first starring vehicle
for F B 0. One dramatic climax follows another so closely
that it leaves one sort of bewildered. There is a lot of old stuff in
it, but it is a picture that is bound to hold the interest throughout.
The story is well above the average of this type picture, and its
speed is bound to make it popular with audiences.
Bob Steele apjjears to be the youngest looking Western star we
have seen, and he is going to be well liked, particularly when he
gets over the idea of trying so hard to act. He has a wonderfully
athletic build, is the ideal t>T>e for a Western hero, and has a very
pleasing personality. He can ride and he can fight, which are
the main requisites for these Westerns. No young actor has had
a better opportunity to show his complete line of wares than has
Steele in this one, and he is just about up to all requirements.
The Cast : Bob Steele, Lillian Gilmore, Buck Connors, Bob
Fleming, Jay Morley, Theodore Hendersoii and Nat Mills.
Director.
Robert
N^orth Bradbury.
THEME:
Western
melo- the splendid settings and the
drama
in which
the
hero
great climax in the fight on the
rescues father, who has been
cUff.
missing for twelve years, and
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
the girl from band of outlaws.
The succession of thrilling
The father has the secret of the
climaxes; the new Western
hiding place of a great fortune
in buried treasure, and has been
star, whose success seems asheld because of his refusal to
sured. The fight for the release
of the father and the girl. The
reveal it.
wild escape and chase from the
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The battle for his
bandit retreat.
father and girl between the
DRAWING POWER: Should
hero and the villain; the meetdraw unusually well in any
ing after twelve years between
house where they like their
the hero's father and mother;
Westerns.

Scenes

from

the Pathe

Western,

"Skedaddle

Gold"

Produced and Distributed by J' B O.
Length, 4,912 feet. Released, September 26. 1927.
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onal Newsfrom Correspondeii
WILLIAM
HAYNES, manager of the Allen, has invited all of Cleveland to come into
the theatre lobby and get cooled
off. The new cooling system recently installed in the Allen is manifested in the lobby and if the sunbaked public gets a taste of its
comfort, a large percentage will
choose to go into the theatre
rather than out on the hot streets.
Thomas Carroll, alias Tommy,
manager of Loew's State theatre,
is on the bounding blue waters on
the way to Europe. He'll be gone
about six weeks. It's strictly a
pleasure trip. Carroll stated before
leaving. But it's our bet that he'll
spend most of his waking hours in
and about the theatres. Theatre
folks are like that.
George Dumond is managing the
State in Carroll's absence. And
just because the other theatres on
the Avenue are decorated with
icicles and polar bears to indicate
a lower-than nature temperature,
Dumond is building a green, spring
effect for the lobby which gives
the impression of restfulness rather
than frigidity.
Fred Desberg, general manager
of Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc..
spent the weekat Pelee Island. It
was a fishing trip, and Desberg
took an oath not to come until he
had caught a fish.
Ad Ritzier, of the Sigma theatre, Lima, isn't interested in the
weather reports. He's spending a
couple of weeks in Michigan
where thev don't use the term "rising temperature."
Frieds
and fellow exhibitors of
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northern Ohio hereby extend their
sympath> to George Cheuvron,
manager of the Gem Theatre, Barberton, who lost his sister last
week after a long illness. She made
her home in Parkersburg, W. Va.
Jesse Fishman, general manager
of the Standard Film Service Company, and Nat Lefton, manager of
the Cleveland Standard Film exchange, spent the past week in Toledo.
Bill Onie, division manager for
Standard Film Service Company,
is spending a ten-day vacation in
French
Lick Springs, Indiana.
Dr. Shallenberg, of Plaza Pictures, Inc., was in town last Thursday calling on the local independents.
E. A. Eschman, Pathe midwest
division sales manager, arrived in
Cleveland last Thursday in company of division manager Robert
Cotton.
Louis F. Weinsz, for the past
four years office manager of the
local First National exchange, has
resigned. Monday he assumed his
new duties as assistant manager
of the Columbia exchange, which
is headed by W. N. Skirboll.
Herbert Ochs has a new title.
He is now assistant manager of
the First National exchange under
Manager Gradwell Sears. For
four years Ochs has headed
the

city sales department of the company.to the
He willtitle.
keep that job in addition
Miss Beatrice Feniger, secretary
to Pathe Division Manager Bob
Cotton, is absent with pay — meaning a vacation. She is taking it
here in the city, however, on the
golf
Iralinks.
Becksted, manager of First
National's accessory department,
left no forwarding address when
he left last week for his vacation.
Eddie Catlin, First National
chief booker, went to Niagara
Falls last week for his vacation.
Now nobody ever heard of anybody going to Niagara Falls alone.
Come on, Eddie, tell about it !
Jack Flynn, Metro-Goldwyn division sales manager, spent the
past week looking up his old school
friends. Maybe you don't know it,
but
was time
Flynn's
This Cleveland
is the first
in home.
many
years he has been here long enough
to renew the old friendships.
The Opera House in Mansfield
has been leased by W. N. Skirboll and H. R. Skirboll. of Cleveland, and by John Harris, Jr., of
Pittsburgh. It was previously run
by Variety Amusement Company
of Cleveland. The Opera House
is owned by the township and is
leased for three-year periods. At
the pvnjration of each lea'se it goes

to the highest bidder. Jack Greenbaum, of Cleveland, had it prior
to the ''^-'riety Amusement ComIt is reported that I. Lipson, of
Cincinnati, and John Harris, Jr.,
pany.
of Pittsburgh, have purchased the
Majestic theatre at Findlay from
J. The
McGovern.
Raymond

theatre, Raymond,
Ohio, which has been closed for
several months has re-opened
under the management of W. L.
Wheelen.
.\nne ( Paramount ) Trugman
Rose is back from her honeymoon
in Chicago, and except for the new
diamond band, things are running
just as the" did before the wedding
two weeks ago.
William Tallman, manager of
the Ceramic theatre, East Liverpool, paid personal calls on the local
exchanges last week.
Harry Brown, who was the
local distributor of Advance Trailers, is now connected with the Tiffany exchange in Philadelphia.
Lee Berger, manager of the
Cedar-Lee, one of the houses belonging to the U-B circuit, had
the honor of being the first in the
city to show the new single safety
reel made by the Safety Council.
The Ohio Amusement Company

has moved out of the Film Exchange Building into newer and
larger space at 1607 East 21st
street, nited Artists also occupy
space in the same building.
Frank Reinecke, who has the
Paramount theatre, .A.kron. has
purchased the Spicer theatre.

Baltiimore
HENDERSON, as.sistCW.
. ant to Frank H. Durkee, of
the Durkee Theatrical Enterprises
here; Jack Whittle, Baltimore representative for Pathe and Harry
tor of Schanze's
Reddisch, proprie
and the Patterson theatres started
on a fifteen day auto trip with their
wives Saturday, July 23. They motored to New York and then took
the boat up the Hudson to Albany,
thence to Montreal, to Quebec, to
Old Orchard, Bar Harbor, down
the coast to Atlantic City and back
to Baltimore.
Construction work on the new
Stanley Theatre, being built in
Baltimore by the Stanley-Crandell
Company, Washington, D. C, is
progressing nicelv again as the
strike of the .Allied Building Trades
Council of Baltimore affecting 18
locals has been ended and the men
have returned to their work.
The Willou Theatre, Havre de
Grace, Md., has been sold by J.
: Wilham Bauer, to the Grand Com. Pany, a subsidiary of the Stanley
■ Company
of America.
Extensive
improvements costing about $50,000
u- u'^ '"^^*^ "P"" ^he building
which has a seating capacity
of
/IJU persons.
Mr. Bauer has been in the mov-

I

ing picture business for 30 years,
it is said, and he started the Willou
theatre with a seating capacity of
100, enlarged it later to 250 seats
and then to 700.
One of the winners of the Post
Sport awarded
Fans' popularity
contest
was
a ringside
ticketwho
to
the Dempsey-Sharkey fight and expenses, was Miles Murphy, comedian and assistant manager of the
Clover Theatre, 414 East Baltimore street.
Motion pictures made at the
Maryland State fish hatchery,
Gwynnbrook game farm, and various refuges, which wdepict propagation of wild game, will be shown
by the state game department in
the schools of the state next fall,
according to E. Lee LeCompte,
State Game Warden.
A number of innovations are
planned by Charles Somma for the
theatres he operates in Richmond,
Va., since he returned from a trip
to Paris. One of his new theatres
in the Virginia city is the State.
Paramount pictures have been
placed in the Lyric Theatre, Richmond, Va., and the vaudeville formerly given at that playhouse, is
now being booked at the National
in tliat city. Bert A. Wilmer, has

become the Keith-Albee auditor at
the National. For several years, he
was at the Lyric.
The Howard Theatre, a new
playhouse in Cumberland, Md., has
been opened. Thomas W. Koons,
mayor of Cumberland, attended the
premiere performance and made an
address before the large audience.
Large leather upholstered chairs
have been installed in the Capitol
Theatre, Cumberland, Md.
A motion picture theatre with a
seating capacity of 400 persons has
been opened at Ocean View. Va.,
by Chain Theatres, Inc., J. B.
Crockett, president.
H. C. Everhart, president of the
Suffolk Amusement Company. Suffolk, Va., is still in a serious condition from injuries received when
the grandstand at a baseball park
collapsed recently.
Installation of stage rigging and
electric equipment has been made
in Wayne Theatre, Waynesboro,
Va., so that road shows may be
seen there beginning in the fall.
Bert New has succeeded Jack
Connelly as Washington, D. C. representative ofMr.the
Will Hays'
organization.
Connelly
has gone
to Europe for a short vacation but
when he returns he will become
associated with Fox Movie tone.

Mrs. Rox Ronimell, wife of the
musical director at the Rialto Theatre, Washington, D. C, has presented her husband with a baby
Henry I. Rosefield has been made
assistant manager of the Washington, D. C, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
exchange. He formerly acted as a
special representative.
Extensive renovations have been
girl.
made on the Central Theatre,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Pearl M. Hauer has been.
transferred from the York Theatre,
Washington, D. C, to the Home
Theatre in that city. The York will
now have Raymond E. Rapp as
the organist. Formerly he was at
the Ambassador
in St. Louis.
While on a motor trip from
Washington, D. C, Gladys Mills,
secretary to Mrs. Harriet Hawley
Locher of the Stanley-Crandell
Company of that city, was cut and
bruised about the head and shoulders, in Evanston, 111. in an auto
accident. She is recuperating at
her Washington, D. C, home.
Walter Decker, one time manager
of the Empire Theatre and Opera
House, Frederick, Md., has joined
P. E. Hinson, Charles Town, W.
Va., as co-proprietor of the Operahouse at Berryville, Va.
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THE Central theatre in Albany,
one of the oldest houses in the
city, was sold last week to Otto
Gloeckner, by Charles and Joseph
Weidman, who had operated the
house for several years. The new
owner will erect two stores in
front of the theatre and make
other changes.
Convention Hall in Alexandria
Bay, in which motion picture
shows are held, was damaged to
the extent of $12,000 last week,
by a fire. Claude Ellis, who has
operated the theatre, lost about
$3,000 in film and equipment and
carried no insurance.
The motion picture machine operators of Troy will hold their
annual election on August 21, with
everything indicating the re-election of Harry M. Brooks, who has
held the presidency for the past
sixteen years, and Al LeMay, who
has served as financial secretary
for a like period.
Joseph Gerner, manager of the
Schine house in Lowville, will engage this coming fall in theatrical
publicity for theatres in central
and western New York.
Abe Cohen, who handles the
Strand and Rialto theatres in Massena, is engineering the petition being circulated in that village, seeking Sunday shows. The petition
is being very well received by the
residents.
Lewis Benton, of Ballston, took
last Sunday off and with his family, journeyed over to Whitehall,
where he at one time managed the
Capitol theatre.
A new organ is being installed

HD.
FINKELSTEIN, gen• eral manager of Finkelstein & Ruben, has announced the
appointment of William Warvelle
Nelson, conductor of the State theatre orchestra in Minneapolis, to
be the director of the musical department of the entire F. & R.
circuit. Mr. Nelson's place at the
State will be filled by Fred
Heiseke, formerly conductor of the
Garrick theatre orchestra in Minneapolis. Mr. Nelson is widely
known as a musician and composer
in the northwest. He was formerly a member of the Minneapolis Symphony orchestra and has
also directed some of Minneapolis'
park bands.
Minneapolis' exclusive Hennepin avenue-Lake street district,
now served exclusively by Finkelstein & Ruben's Lagoon theatre, is
destined to have plenty of movie
houses the coming year.
William Berg is planning to give
the Lagoon ^'fiitv of competition
with a $100,000 theatre at 3020
Hennepin avenue, a short block
from the site of the Lagoon. This
theatre will have a seating capacity
of 800. The license committee of
the city council last week voted
3 to 2 to recommend
the grant-

in the Strand theatre in Carthage
and will be in shape for useAtwiththe
in three or four weeks.
formal opening, an organist of
note will be brought to -the theatre
for a week or two.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Roberts,
the former being manager of the
Troy theatre, accompanied Ben
Stern, manager of the Lincolntriptheto
atre, on a week-end motor
Atlantic City. Mr. Stern is remaining for a week or so, joining
his wife, who has been there for
several weeks.
Among the visitors along Film
Row last week was E. B. Kelly,
of the Strand in Millbrook; Frank
Ferraro, of the Glasgow theatre;
Charles Van Valkenburg, of Altamont ; Andy, assistant general sales
manager for First National, and
Jack Hutchins, of Amsterdam.
George Markell, of Pittsfield,
was in town during the week and
reported that the tourist business
this summer was very heavy.
Goldstein brothers' house in the
same village has been closed for
two weeks for renovation.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Buckley
journeyed up to Camp Chippewa
last week to visit their son, who is
in camp. They also paid a recent
visit to their daughter, who is in
camp at the Pocono mountains.
The fact that "to-let" signs appeared on the three residences
bought sometime ago by Stanley
company, in the Pine Hills district
of Albany, would indicate that the
new theatre is not to be erected for
some little time yet. A rumor was
current in Albany last week that

Proctor interests had secured an
option on a State street site for a
new theatre.
John Garry has returned to the
Qinton Square theatre following
his recent illness and is making
arrangements for the reseating of
the theatre during the forepart of
August.
Mrs. H. M. Carkner, cashier at
the Warner brothers' exchange, is
her vacation period in
spending
New
York city.

ing of the license to Mr. Berg, and
if the city council actually grants
the license, F. & R. is in for its
first competition in this rapidly
growing and prosperous part of
town.
F. & R., however, will not stand
idly by to see the territory invaded. Edmond R. Ruben, associated general manager of F. & R.,
announced last week that the firm

policies for the coming year with
Mike Frisch, local exchange man-

is planning to convert the Calhoun terrace ballroom, located a
block from the Lagoon and proposed Berg theatres, into a firstrun motion picture thearte. The
Calhoun Terrace was originally
built as a film theatre, but F. & R.
later converted it into a dance
building. They will now reconvert it, remodel it completely, and
give its interior the effect of an
English chateau. The new theatre
will be the most pretentious of any
of the F. & R. outlying theatres,
and will offer first-run releases,
while the Lagoon will continue
with other runs of pictures.
Lee Marcus, manager of distribution for F B O, and Cleve
Adams, mid-west division manager,
were recent visitors at the Minneapolis exchange. They discussed

J. A. Fitzgerald, of the Strand
in Hudson Falls, is back from a
fishing trip in Maine, during which
his young son distinguished himself by landing a two and one-half
pound bass.
Jack Krause, chairman of the
entertainment committee for the
annual outing of the Albany Film
Board of Trade, has arranged a
rowing race for the girls from
along Film Row. The demand for
tickets shows a good size crowd
will be on hand for the outing.
Among the camps booking pictures this year out of Albany, arc
Brant Lake Camp, at Horicon;
Camp Kyle, in the Catskills ;
Camps Sagamora and Ronah, on
Lake George; Camp Balfour, at
Minerva ; Camp Oneida, at Woodgate, and the Rondax Camp at
Carter. The business of supplying
these camps with film has developed this year into a well paying
The Schine Brothers have rebuilt
proposition.
their general offices in Gloversville, following a decision to leave
the headquarters of the big chain
in that
village.
The
decision

ager.
More than a little interest is
being displayed in the lake district
theatre battle. It is a fine territory and one worth battling over,
but whether it can support three
theatres is another question.
Louis Bayones, stage manager of
the Capitol theatre in St. Paul,
was killed last week in his garage
by monoxide gas. The Capitol,
a F .& R. house, is the leading
picture house of St. Paul.
A new picture theatre, seating
350 persons, is now under construction at Lake Crystal, Minn.,
and will be completed about the
middle of September. John Pesava,
who until recently operated the
Cozy theatre at Lake Crystal, is
building the new theatre.
Rollette, N. D., is to have a new
picture house, if plans now being
made by John Arnold of that town
carry through.
Fairmont, Minn., recently turned
out ot see its new $50,000 Nicholas
theatre when it was thrown open
to the public.
The Lyric theatre at Lakota.
N. D., is being thoroughly remod-
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means much to Albany's Film Row
as all booking will be done out of
here.
William Smalley opened his new
theatre last week in Stamford under most auspicious conditions. Invitations were sent to many persons in Albany. The house is one
of the most beautiful in the entire
Catskill region.
R. G. Wood, who has been manager of the Olympic in Watertown, has been promoted to the
management of the Schine houses
in Buffalo. He has been succeeded
by R. V. Connor and G. Rosenblit, both of New York city.
M. B. Riddall opened his new
$10,000 theatre in Luzerne last
Tuesday and Grover A. Woodard
will do the booking. The theatre
as yet has no name, as there is a
contest with prizes for the best
name submitted.
O. J. Hylan has closed his theatre at Valley Falls for an indefinite period, according to announcementsweek.
received on Albany's Film
Row last
C. R. Halligan, assistant manager of the Universal exchange in
two weeks'
takingofa which
is a part
will vabe
Albany, cation,
spent at his home in Green Island.
Louis Buettner, of Cohoes, one
of the best known exhibitors in
this part of the state, was a decidedly welcome visitor at several
of the exchanges in Albany last
week, not so much because of the
pictures he booked, as from the
candy which he had previously
purchased and which he distributed
with a lavish hand among the
young lady employees.

eled by A. B. OToole, its proTiffany now has a separate disprietor.
tributing office for the Minneapolis territory. It was opened a
short ago in the Film Exchange
building in Minneapolis under the
supervision of A. H. McLaughlin,
midwest division manager of Tiffany, and N. Shiren, home office
auditor.
The Yale Amusement company
at Yale, S. D., has changed hands,
having been purchased from H. A.
Williscroft by C. W. Lemke and
Willis I. Bogh. Lemke and Bogh
will remodel nad reopen the Yale
theatre in a short time.

has leased S.theD.DaC. Johnson
O. kota
theatre at Yankton,
to
Henry Tammen and H. S. Tammen, Jr., for five years. The Tamoperate the Moon theamenstre innow
Yankton. They will close
the Dakota theatre for repairs, and
when that theatre is remodelled
they will close the Moon for painting and decorating.
The Ritz theatre, a neighborhood house at 345 Thirteenth avenue, northwest. Minneapolis, has
been purchased by O. .A.. Lee from
the Capitol Amusement comnanv.
The house is less than a year old.
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Atlanta
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SHEAR, for the past several months associated with
National Theatre Supply Company
of Atlanta, in charge of scenery,
has resigned that connection to return to Lee Lash Studios for whom
he* was formerly southern representative.
Manager Sidney Dannenberg, of
the Strand, is sporting a beautiful
wrist watch as the prize he won
in the recent Publix managers' contest.
Louis Rosenbaum, of Muscle
Shoals Enterprises, announces that
construction work on his new Sheffield Theatre will begin within the
next two months. Mr. Rosenbaum
is very optimistic over the possibilities ofthe Muscle Shoals district.
Conditions in North Alabama are
about as usual, save for the terrific heat, which plays havoc witht
the box-office. There is considerable cotton, for which the farmers
are hopeful of getting good prices.
Other crops, however, are not so
good.
C. H. Powell, of the Grand
Theatre, Moultrie, Ga., who was
recently married, left immediately
for New York with his bride.
Nat Williams, who owns the
Williams Circuit, and who is now
completing his new theatre in
Thomasville, Ga., is in New York
booking road show attractions for
that house.
Lewis Miller, of the Capitol Theatre, Cordele, Ga., was a recent
guest on Film Row.
D. O. Graham
of F B O Atlanta branch, is back at his desk
after spending his vacation in Alabama.

NEIL DUFFY, manager of the
Elite theatre at Appleton
braved the extreme heat and ventured into town to call at the exchanges.
William Roob, manager of the
Grand theatre at Port Washington,
brought his wife and two daughters into the city with him when
he came in on business this week.
Tb" National Theatre Equipment Association recently purchased the Wisconsin Theatre Supply Company from Roy Langford.
Mr. Langford has not as yet announced his exact status for the
future, but expects to remain with
the Association in this territory.
Winnie DiLorenzo, who has
been with the Celebrated exchange
for the past six years, resigned
his position as salesman for that
exchange this week.
Two reels of film which were
among that stolen about a week
ago from the back of the exchanges
on Wells street, have been returned
to the Celebrated office. Other
film belonging to Celebrated and
sorpp belonging to the Progress
office is still missing.
Ed. Maertz' new theatre on Hop-

Carl Cape, of the Colonial Theatre, Buford, Ga., was a visitor on
Film Row last week.
B. T. Hicks, of the Palace Theatre, Kellman, Ala., visited Atlanta
recently.
Gurvis
Kimberly,
Universal's
lanta branch
accessory
manager,At-is
on his vacation.
F. E. Williamson, of the Grand
Theatre, Winterhaven, Fla., was a
visitor on Film Row last week.
T. F. Thompson, of the Palace
Theatre, Cedartown, Ga., was in
Atlanta last week.
M. L. Curry, of the Colonial
Theatre, Milledgeville, Ga., accompanied by Mrs. Curry, visited Film
Row recently.
Dave Prince, branch manager of
Paramount's Atlanta branch spent
several days last week in Nashville, Tenn.
W. lanta
W. branch
Anderson,
manager,Pathe's
spent Atlast
Wednesday in Anniston, Ala.
Morris Mitchell, Pathe's feature
salesman in Atlanta branch, is
spending his vacation at Pablo
Beach, Fla.
Sam Wilson, of Pathe's Atlanta
Branch, has returned from Ocala,
Fla., where he spent his vacation.
R. F. Pinson, booker for Pathe,
is spending his vacation in the
Carolinas.
Charles
Stombaugh,
Pathe's
southern
division
sales manager
of
Short Subjects, visited the Atlanta
branch last week.
C. C. Ezelle, central salesman
for Warner Bros., was in Atlanta
this week.
Major J. W. Quillian, president
of Enterprise Corporation, spent
last week in Birmingham, Ala.

kins street is very nearly completed
and will be open within two
months.
John Hanus, of the Hanus circuit at Antigo, spent a few days
in the city during the week, arranging fall bookings.
The closing of the special legislative session at Madison this
week releases Henry A. Staub for
his duties as secretary of M. P.
T. O. of Wisconsin. Mr. Staab
returned to the city on Thursday.
"Dad" Walcott, of the Majestic
theatr" of Racine and Mrs. Walcott vvere in the city on Wednesday. Mr. Walcott reported construction ofhis new theatre on the
idly.
north side to be progressing rapAnother
of Otto
nics was enjoyed
thisMeister's
week bv pichis
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L. M. Rossignol, of the Lindy
Theatre (colored), Macon, Ga.,
visited Atlanta last week.
William Preston and LeRoy
Levinson, owners of the new
Seventh Theatre of Sarasota, Fla.,
which will open next Thursday,
were visitors on Film Row last
week.
Mrs. Guy Kennimer, wife of Guy
Kennimer, manager of Publix theatreslast
in Jacksonville,
visited Atlanta
week.

cashier's
department,
Universal's
Atlanta branch,
is on vacation.
C. T. ("Shag") Jordan, Southwest Georgia salesman for Universal; James W. Greenleaf, Alarepresentative;
E. L. ;O'Neill,
North bama
Georgia
salesman
Harry
M. Williams, Tennessee representative Ira
;
B. Stone, South Georgia salesman, and Frank W. Salley,
South Carolina representative for
Universal, attended a sales conference the past week-end in Atlanta.

Charles Newman, assistant manager of the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., was in Atlanta re-

J. R.
manager
Atlanta Mcllheran,
branch of National
Theatre

J. E. Long, manager of the
Grand Theatre, Cedartown, Ga.,
was in Atlanta last week.
cently.'
Harry G. Ballance, Southern division manager of Paramount Famous Lasky, left last Monday for
Bay St. Louis, Miss., to confer
with E. J. Richards, Jr., and other
officials of Saenger Theatres, Inc.
John W. Mangham, Jr., Atlanta
branch manager of Arthur C.
Bromberg Attractions, left early
last week for a trip through the
ritory.
Alabama and South Georgia terM. H. Hayman, who operates
the Dreamland heatre at Metter,
Ga., visited Film Row last week.
Ben Y. Cammack, branch manager in Atlanta for Universal, left
Tuesday morning for point in Alabama. He was accompanied by
James W. Greenleaf.
Earle E. Griggs, publicity director in the Southeast for Universal, last week went to the Jacksonville exchange territory for special work.
Mrs. J. W. Funderburg, of the

friends in the film business. Mr.
Meister is manager of the Whitehouse theatre, and also owner of
a fine summer home on the upper
river, which is the scene of many
picnics during the summer months.
Ed. Vermuller, of Channing,
Michigan, was in the city tliis
week. Mr. Vermuller is contemplating taking over the Liberty
theatre at Channing from his
brother Charles.
W. H. Ugnow, of the Butterfly
theatre at Palmyra, was a recent
Film Row visitor.
E. Berth, of the Pastime theatre
at Kiel was among out of town
exhibitors in the city this week.
Jack Daly is no longer on the
sales staff of M-G-M. Mr. Daly
resigned this week to go to New
York.

Supply Company, is on his vacation.
Just before he set sail for Europe
last week, E. J. Sparks, prominent
Florida exhibitor and head of the
E. J. Sparks Enterprises, gave a
dinner at the Biltmore Hotel in
New York, to which he invited
William G. Minder, of Atlanta,
Southern division manager of Tiffany Productions, who happened to
be in New York at the time ; Ed.
Brown, of Atlanta, booker for the
E. J. Sparks Enterprises ; B. B.
Garner, of Lakeland, Fla., associated with Mr. Sparks in theatres in Lakeland, and Frank
Rogers, of Jacksonville, Fla., also
associated with E. J. Sparks Enterprises. Mrs. Sparks, who accompanied her husband to Europe, also
was a member of the dinner party.
C. T. ("Shag") Jordan, of Universal's Atlanta exchange and for
years one of the most energetic
selesmen of the company, has the
distinction of leading the nation in
Universal "gold star" sales over a
period of four weeks and, as a
consequence,
collected
extra
salary last
week. one week's

Mrs. August Gloe, who manages
the Rivoli theatre at Two Rivers,
was in the city on Tuesday when
she visited the local exchanges.
Construction of the World theatre on the south side has been resumed recently. Work is progressing slowly.
E. H. Brechler, manager of the
Opera
House at Fennimore, viswppk. ited local exchanges early in the
Francis Kadow, manager of the
Mikado theatre at Manitowoc,
stopped in at the exchanges for a
brief visit before going to New
York and Washington. Mr. Kadow is interested in a broadcasting station in Manitowoc which
was recently ruled ofif the air because of failure to open after a
specified time.
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Pkilaclelphia
THE liquidation of the estate of
the late George Bennethum is
now in progress. Mr. Bennethum
was one of the largest independent
exhibitors in Eastern Pennsylvania.
His interests in the Hippodrome,
Pottsville, Pictureland, Reading,
the Opera House, Coatesville and
the Victor, Allentown, have been
purchased by C. Snyder, who held
a one-half interest in the ventures.
George Kline will act as general
manager of all of the houses for
Mr. Snyder. The Broad, Souderton, another Bennethum house, has
been leased by the East Coast Theatres Company, effective as of
August 1st, and will come under
the management of Sam Stiefel and
Oscar Neufeld who now have a
chain of almost a score of small
houses in the Eastern part of
Penna. and New Jersey. The Opera
House, Downington, has been taken
over by Harry and Oscar Stiefel,
who formerly operated the Windsor
Theatre in Philadelphia.
H. Rosinsky, who operates the

Eureka and several other neighborhood houses in Philadelphia, has
bought the new Broadway Theatre
in Kensington from Joseph Zorn.
William J. Humphreys, who was
branch manager of P. D. C. prior
to the consolidation with Pathe, has
been appointed district manager of
Pathe Features for Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Washington and Charlotte, N. C. Mr. Humphreys will
continue to make his headquarters
in Philadelphia. He has been succeeded as Philadelphia feature
branch manager by Clarence Eisman, who was formerly in charge
of the P. D. C. office in Washington.
Percy A. Bloch, Philadelphia
branch manager for Paramount,
who has been absent from the exchange for two months, part of
which time was spent in Jefferson
Hospital, has resumed his duties at
the exchange as of August 1st.
Pathe Exchange, Inc., is spending upwards of $7,500 on the renovation and re-decoration of the old

"^t0kii

THE staff of Metro-GoldwynMayer had a picnic party last
week that was attended by the
office force en masse and with representatives ofthe sales force also
present. The picnic, which is one
of several which have been held in
line with the work and play program of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Club, was at the state park at Commerce, Iowa, about eight miles
drive from Des Moines. The officers of the exchange club were
in charge of some of the arrangements. Marion Ackerson is president of the club, E. G. West, vice
president, W. H. Davis, treasurer,
and Miss Margaret McGreavy,
secretary.
Dorothy Gotterman is now Mrs.
Clifford Riche, since July 3, when
she slipned away and wedded without telling anyone about it for a
week. She was at work at the
exchange for a week before the
news leaked out. At this date she
is able to take married life quite
calmly, but members of the Universal staff say that she was off
in a rosy haze the first week and
no good about the office at all.
Mr. Lacey, who within the last
month acquired ownership of the
theatre at Oneida, was in Film
Row buying pictures this week.

Paramount offices into which the
Pathe organization recently moved.
The alterations when completed
will make the exchange one of the
most up to date and attractive on
Vine Street.
The Appell Amusement Company
has announced its intention to build
a new 2,000 seat theatre in York,
work on which will begin in January. A site has also recently been
purchased in Hanover, Pa., for a
new 1,500 seat house. Work will
start on this as soon as the plans
are completed, which will probably be within the next two weeks.
The site is located in the heart of
the city and is considered one of
the most attractive in the down
town section.
The lease on the Palace Theatre,
Wilkes-Barre, has been transferred
from Fred Wood to Joseph Zima.
The Parkside Theatre, Camden,
N. J., is now being operated by I.
Zatkin. This house was formerly
operated by R. M. Hodgens.

Jack Greenburg, secretary of the
Film Board of Trade, has left for
a month's vacation at Sebago Lake,
Maine. He was accompanied by
Steve Stiefel of the De Luxe Exchange and Allen Benn, who is general manager of the Stanley-Benn
houses in West Philadelphia.
William Freihofer, who owned
the Rivoli Theatre at 52nd and
Sansom Sts., Philadelphia, on
which the lease recently expired
and which was held jointly by Freihofer and the Nixon-Nirdliiiger interests, has taken over the operation of the house. It will be under
the management of Columbus
Stamper, who manages the other
Freihofer houses.
William J. Heenan, Philadelphia
branch manager for First National
Pictures, Inc., has been confined to
his home for ten days as a result
of an accident on the beach at Atlantic City. Mr. Heenan wrenched
his leg so badly that he has been
unable to walk without the use of
a cane.

Des Moines

M. Scharf, auditor from the
New York office of Universal, has
been at the Des Moines exchange
for several weeks. He is favorably impressed with this office.
Eloise Bolton, who is a member
of the stenographic staff of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, is entered in the
contest which will find the Miss
Iowa to represent the corn-fed at
Atlantic City.
R. A. O'Brien, assistant manager and booker of the Fox exchange, isaway for two weeks, enjoying a respite from hard labor.
Youngclass and Latta, who recently became partners in the Roxy
Theatre, reclaimed from the Rex
Theatre at Perry, were in Film
Row reporting a successful program under way at this new theatre.
W. E. Banford, manager for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, is out in
the territory this week.
Exhibitors who visited the Famous Players office last week included Mr. Feldham, of Odebolt,
Mr. Pierce, of Atlantic, and Mr.
Curtis, of Redfield.
Mr. Wolfberg, district manager
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, visited
the Des Moines office.
Vacation Notes. — Marion Ackerson of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

whose vacation is just coming to
an end, was at Lake Okiboji for
the summer fun. Ilah Elwood,
stenographer of this office, and E.
G. West, booker, are leaving next
week on their vacations. Mr. West
is not telling where he is going,
but it is understood that Mrs. West
knows. Helen Wallace, secretary
to Mr. Kauffman, short subjects
man for Pathe, spent her vacation
with her mother and in visiting
friends at Newton. Keith Roy,
shipper of this office, went on a
short tour with the baseball club
of which he is a star member, and
Grace Gannon, who is secretary
to Les Phillips, feature salesman
for Pathe, took in everything at
Clear Lake. Mr. Kauffman left
this week for points north for
some fishing. Rose Browder,
branch cashier, is about due back
from her vacation trip to California which she has been enjoying
very much.
Dorothy Day, who does publicity
for the A. H. Blank theatres, is
enjoying a brief vacation.
Travelling auditor Wilson of
Fox Films who came here from
the Omaha office left again last
week.
R.

L.

McLean,

district

repre-

sentative for Pathe, was here last
week. He came here from the St.
Louis office.
Nosult Sunday
shows held
wereat the
reof the election
Jewell,
Iowa, when the vote of 205 against
won over the 179 for. Mr. Foresman, owner of the Strand Theatre
there, bore the cost of the election
and was most optimistic that the
election would result otherwise. It
is his plan to ask the council to
close other business houses on the
Sabbath and he is being backed by
a number of influential business
men in this measure.
The Strand Theatre at Council
Bluffs is being remodeled and it
is reported that the theatre will
be one of the finest in western
Iowa when the changes which have
been planned are completed. The
outside of the theatre has been
added to while the interior is now
being redecorated. The theatre is
operated by Morrie Cohen and
Sam Harding. The new theatre
at Cedar Rapids, which will be
ready for opening about Sept. 1,
is to be a 2000-seat house. It will
be the biggest theatre in eastern
Iowa and one of the finest in the
state. Bard and Monroe are
partners in this new house.

Indilanapo
HOUGH, Keith
WILLIAM
local manager, has been
transferred to the Palace, Keith
house, and no successor named.
Palace Manager Herbert Jennings,
here five years, has moved to Detroit.

The Anollo Theatres Corporation and Diana Theatres Corporation have been formed here with
$10,000 capital stock each. Mildred
Creed and Nick Paikos incorporated to operate picture houses this
week.

The Nivoli Theatres Corporation
was formed with Nick Paikos, Mildred Creed and Nick Nolchaff as
directors.
Art Mix appeared in person this
week at Lyric.
Harold
Ramsay,
who
recently

ended a Publix tour, has been
named organist at the new Indiana,
Publix house.
Zez Confrey, creator of "Kitten
of the Keys," comes to the Circle
this week (July 17) as an event in
the Circle's fourth season.
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CG. (PAT) ARGUST, one of
. the oldest managers in point
of service in Colorado Springs,
Colo., has been appointed as the
manager of the America theatre
of that city. The appointment was
made by Amedee Van Buren of
New York City who, in behalf of
the Colorado Springs Theatre
Corp., purchased the America theatre property last week. The
America theatre will be closed in
October at the end of the tourist
season for improvements and remodelling to the extent of $15,000,
which will make the theatre one of
the finest in the state. Argust has
owned and managed the Cameo
theatre of Maintou, Colo., during
the summer months. He has also
managed the Rialto theatre and
the old Princess amusement house
of Colorado Springs.
Max Saltz, Home Office publicity representative for Warner
Bros., spent a few days with Chas.
R. Gilmour last week enroute to
Salt Lake City. Mr. Saltz is hiking from coast to coast visiting

distributing centers along the way.
He left New York July 2nd.
The annual outing for members
of the Denver Film Board of Trade
and their employees will take place
at El Dorado Springs, Colo., Wednesday afternoon and evening
August 3rd. This is the eighth annual outing of the organization and
the third to be held at this particular resort which is nestled
among the mountains some thirty
miles from Denver. Messrs. Krum,
Ashby and Weisbaum is an entertainment committee which insures
a regular time.
The Producers organization has
moved from 2071 Broadway to the
Pathe exchange, 2165 Broadway,
and according to present reports
United Artists will shortly move
from their present location at 2044
Broadway into the old Producers
quarters. Deluxe Feature Film Exchange will move into United
Artists quarters about September
1st. Deluxe is now located at 2020
Stout St. Sam Cain, Universal
manager, has just returned to his

desk after a two weeks' sales trip.
Chas. Gillen was in charge of the
office during Cain's absence. The
I^niversal office, by the way, is
undergoing rather extensive improvements on the interior. The
offices of the manager and assistant
manager have been moved to the
rear and the entire front office has
been remodelled.
Ben Rosenberg, manager protem, of the local Fox exchange, is
a busy man these days. In addition to actively managing the local
branch office of Fox he is also
supervising the management of the
branch office in Salt Lake City.
Ed Shulte of Casper, Wyo., has
taken over the ownership and management of the Rex and America
theatres from the Plains Theatres
Co. Both theatres are located in
Casper, Wyo. Mr. Shulte now operates the Rialto, Rex and American theatres.
J. F. Lynch, manager of the
America theatre, Laramie, Wyo.,
was a Denver visitor this week.
Mr. Lynch
expects to return to

Kansas City within two weeks,
where he has theatre interests.
O. F. Glass, operator of the
Temple theatre of McCook, Neb.,
made on of his rare visits to Denver last week. Mr. Glass gets his
First National and United Artists
service out of Denver and the remainder from Omaha. He reports
very good business in his section.
Nearly every theatre has been
closed down in the Pecos valley of
New Mexico because of an epidemic of infantile paralysis. The
most recent theatres reported closed
are in Ft. Stanton, Hagerman,
Loving, Dexter, and Carlsbad.
Summer resort theatres report
business somewhat off this year.
The Park theatre, Estes Park,
Colo., the Opera House, Idaho
Springs, and the Cameo theatre of
Maintou, Colo., all report business
not up to the standard of other
years. Consistent, cool weather
throughout this part of the country
is given as one of the causes for
keeping tourists away from these
popular resorts.

Florida
-r .iir-r^
ORMISTON, erstwhile member of Paul Gulick's department at Universal, has
been appointed managing director
of the beautiful Flamingo Theatre
at West Palm Beach, Florida.
Ormiston, who left Universal a
few years ago where he assisted in
the editing of the Universal Weekly
under Gulick, drifted ' into real
estate ain Florida at the height of
its boom. Later he handled several
small theatres and recently was
appointed managing head of the
Flamingo, which is considered one
of the prettiest theatres for its
size in the South.
Henry T. Titus, who built and
operated for a number of years
the Vivian and Crystal Theatres,
HA.RRY

of Daytona Beach, Fla., later selling his rights to Publix Theatres
Corporation, was appointed municipal judge July 25th. Judge Titus
has been active in politics for years.
He was formerly municipal judge
for Daytona before its consolidation with Daytona Beach and also
served as police commissioner under the old commission form of
government. He was appointed municipal judge by the city commission and succeeds John R. Parkinson, who resigned the office about
ten days ago.
C. B. Ellis, manager of the Jacksonville Branch, F B O, was formally presented with the President's Cup, in the New York office
of the company last week. The cup

was presented by President Joseph
P. Kennedy, of F B O, who complimented Mr. Ellis for his success in
leading the field for two successive
years in obtaining the largest percentage of sales over his assigned
quota for the '26-27 season.
Bill Hart, the ballyhoo artist of
the Dagmar automobile, exploited
"The Gorilla Hunt" for the Riverside Theatre this week. A. P.
Taller, manager of the Riverside,
is on his vacation and is being relieved during his absence by Charles
Miller, formerly assistant to Jesse
Clark at the Palace and now with
W. A. Krause, Jr., at the Empress.
J. G. Hanattansio, manager of
the Columbia Theatre at LaBelle,

Fla., stopped in this week at the
Kentucky.
Universal exchange on his way to
Mr. Nichols has taken over the
Alcove
Theatre
at Millville, Fla.
L. A. Andrews has assumed
charge of the Rex Theatre at Fernandina, Fla.
William Atkins of Vero Eeach
was a Universal office visitor this
week.
Charlie Morrison, affable manager of the Arcade Theatre, continues to have splendid crowds for
his children's matinees on Saturday mornings, after having kept
them up steadily for four years.
His amateur nights also are finding favor with the grownups.

Central Penn
IT^RIENDS in the picture industry, throughout Pennsylvania,
of Edgar Moss, manager of the
Fox film exchange, of Philadelphia,
are congratulating him on a successful debut as a picture actor.
He is shown in one of the important roles in "Secret Studio." Mr.
Moss' appearance on the screen, in
the role of an art connoisseur, was
a big surprise to the theatre men
of the state with whom he does
business, and came about as a sort
of an escapade, on his part, during
a recent business trip to Hollywood, Cal.
The initial $280,0000 contract
for the erection of the new theatre
that is to replace the Arcadia, in
Reading, on the same site, has been
awarded by the Franklin Theatre
Company, to Charles H. Schlegel,
contractor.
The complete cost of

the improvement will be about
$500,000. The city building permit already has been issued and it
is expected the theatre will be completed early in 1928.
Messrs. Korson and Amsterdam,
who constitute the Franklin Theatre Company, announce the Arcadia will continue to operate while
the new structure is being erected
around it, though, next spring,
shows will have to be discontinued
while the auditorium is being reconstructed. The new house will
seat 3,000 when completed. There
will be a disappearing orchestra pit
equipped for 40 musicians and 3
organ consoles, and there will be a
modern ventilating system to keep
the theatre warm in winter and
cool in summer. The Arcadia, the
only Vitaphone house in Reading,
is one of a chain of almost a dozen

picture houses in that city controlled by the Korson and Amsterdam interests.
Frank D. Hill, who was the first
^employe of the Wilmer & Vincent
Theatre Company, when it started
business in Utica, N. Y., 27 years
ago, has been transferred from the
post of manager of the Strand, in
Reading, to become manager of the
Capitol in the same city durmg the
summer. In the Fall he will be
put in charge of Rajah, in Reading.
An arctic appearance was given
to the Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, the last week in July when
Manager Lee Levy had the outer
lobby arranged like an ice cave.
A glistening snow effect was
created all about the entrance.
Oiarles G. Newbakes, owner of

the Strand and .Standard Theatres,
Steehon, aswho
recently Republican
was an-'
nounced
the regular
organization's candidate in the Sepprimaries
for the nomination for tember
Sheriff
of Dauphin
County,
faces a in
fight
win his
party's
backing
the to
general
election
in
November. Lockwood Warden, Jr.,
has been announced as the candidate of the faction backed by Governor Fisher, in the county, and a
third Republican, Mr. Cooper, an
independent, has entered- the race
against . the theatre man, who,
nevertheless, is making a strong
campaign.
The Electric Theatre, White
Haven, has been leased from
Elmer Meyer, to Frank Romano,
an experienced exhibitor in thatlocalitv.
^
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Me^ England
THE
recent action of the city
council in Rristol, Conn., in
granting Sunday afternoon motion
picture permits has resuhed in the
clerp:ymen of the city starting a
petition to have the council revoke
its action. The matter will come
up for a hearing later. Meanwhile,
the Sunday programs are being
operated.
William F. Rodgers, eastern sales
manager for M-G-M, spent several
days at the Boston exchange of
the company during last week.
Ralph Gilman. manager of the
Bijou Theatre, Boston, is spending his vacation on an extended
motor trip.
George Hammond, owner of the
new Victory Theatre which is
under construction in Lowell,
Mass., announced on a visit to Film
Row this week that the theatre
would probably be ready for opening Oct. 1st.
Dstrict Manager Thomas Spry
of First National has returned
from a brief outing to the Maine
woods and to a visit to some of
the circuits in that state.
L. E. Morin, who with U. L.
Morin has owned and operated the
Grand Theatre in Fitchberg, Mass.,

has sold his interest to J. P. Fredette and U. L. Morin.
Joseph Sulli'. one of the bestknown operators in the film district in Boston and for some years
operator at the Pathe exchange,
has resigned.
Walter R. Scates, well-known
salesman, formerly with Pathe and
at one time manager of the former General Film Co., in Boston,
is ill at the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston.
Joseph Schmuck, w^ho has been
in charge of road shows for Warner Brothers, has joined the regular sales force at the Boston exchange and will cover for Warner
Brothers in Rhode Island.
Miss Sadie Gotz, assistant
booker, and Miss Catherine
Rooney, operator at the Pathe exchange, Boston, are on their vacations.
Mrs. P. G. Allen, mother of Leo
Pelletier of the accessory department of the William P. Gray circuit and wife of the proprietor of
a popular restaurant in Film Row,
passed away Sunday.
Maurice Goldstein, booker at
M-G-M
exchange,
is on a two

weeks' camping trip in New Hampshire.
Carl Crawford and Mark King,
salesmen of the short subject department of the M-G-M exchange,
have resigned.
The Central Theatre at Manville, R. L, has been taken over
by C. E. Dening, formerly of the
Strand Theatre at Hillsboro, N. H.
President Joseph P. Kennedy of
F B O, who is a Bay State man,
has a beautiful summer estate at
Hyannis on Cape Cod where he
manages to spend a few brief hours
away
from business.
Samuel Goldstein of the Goldstein Brothers circuit with headquarters at Springfield, Mass., is
a member of the Western Massachusetts polo team and owner of
a fine string of polo ponies.
Miss Mary Trainor, of Independent Films, Inc., is vacationing at Wells Beach, Me.
Independent Films, Inc., was
well represented at the DempseySharkey ringside by the proprietors, Abe Montague and Joseph
H. McConville, Sales Manager
Samuel Moscow, Henry Scully and
Harry Rogovern.

Augiist Nason, onerator at the
Educational exchange, Boston, was
struck by an auto while crossing
Broadway in front of the exchange.
He is able to be about on crutches
after having spent a couple of days
in the hospital.
Chester Breed, who represents
Educational in Southern Alassachusetts and Rhode Island, is
sporting a new Essex gray sedan.
Livingston Lanning, formerly
manager at Loew's theatre in New
Haven, Conn., has been appointed
manager
the company's Aldine
Theatre inof Pittsburgh.
The Empress Theatre in Danbury, Conn., which has been closed
for some time, will reopen early
in the fall with pictures and vaudeville. Collins Brothers operate
the theatre.
The new Palace Theatre, under
construction in Danbury, Conn., is
expected to be ready for opening
about Oct. 1st.
The Plaza Theatre at Salem,
Mass., which was damaged by fire
some weeks ago, has been remodeled and redecorated and reopened
this week. Joseph Morency is manager. Straight films is the policy.

ersey

ork and New^ J
and
SCHUSTERMAN
JH.
. Sons, operators of the CozyBijou Theatre, New Brunswick, N.
J., will add another house to their
holdings in that city when repairs
on the Opera House are completed.
The installation of new projection
equipment, carpets, draperies and
stage settings will make this house
one of the most complete picture
and vaudeville theatres in the locality. It is expected to be ready
about September 1.
James J. Arthur, familiarly
known among the film trade as
"Jimmie" and for a number of
years associated with the management of George Cohen's theatres in
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., died recently
at the age of 38, after a short illness.
William Milne, of the Keith
Twin State Capitol, Union City, is
said to be getting along finely at
the North Hudson hospital where
he is recuperating a run in with
thugs who sought to relieve him of
a bag containing some checks.

Fred Dollinger, veteran theatre
manager in this section and credited
with successfully building up businessf ro the Filmland Theatre,
Church avenue, Brooklyn, has been
rewarded for his hard work by being appointed manager of the A.
H. Schwartz Rialto, Jamaica, L. I.
Two other changes in theatre
management concern Harry Hildebrand and R. S. Carter : the former is now in charge of Rozensweigs' Kinema, Brooklyn, and the
latter with the City Line, also a
Rosenzweig house.
A rumor that the Freeport Theatre, Freeport, L. I., had recently
been acquired by the A. H.
Schwartz chain of theatres has been
denied by the owner. Major Rassmussen. The latter is president of
the
Long Island Theatre Owner's
Association.
J. Weissman is covering Long
Island and upper New York state
territory
for Red Seal Pictures
Corp.
Bogota, N. J., will soon have a

new 1,400 seat motion picture theatre. It is being built by Wm.
Borea and will be leased to an
operating company.
John Green, formerly associated
with Morris Fleischman's Manor
Theatre, Brooklyn, is now with
Steiner and Blinderman's Palestine
on the lower East Side of New
York City.
East Orange has espoused the
cause of the art theatre movement
and according to report the Oxford
Theatre in that city will open the
latter part of August under the
direction of Symon Gould, of the
Film Arts Guild of New York
City. Other suburban sites for Art
Theatres are said to be under consideration.
The Small & Strausberg house
under construction in Astoria, L.
I., is expected to open for business during the early part of September.
The Roth Brothers of Morristown and other New Jersey points,
are said to have invaded Chatham,

N. Y., with a quarter of a million
theatre project.
Rumors still persist that one of
the tre
largest
Newcertain
York oftheacircuits of
are the
after
the
Alayer &, Schneider holdings on
the East Side. It has long been
known that negotiations have been
under way among several to acquire these valuable theatre properties but the time to believe that
this deal has gone through is when
Mayer and Schneider officials tell
It is reported that John Matyou so. thews, formerly of the Embassy
Theatre, New York City, will have
charge of the new atmospheric
Universal Theatre, Boro Park section of Brooklyn, when that house
opens about the middle of September, 1927. This house will undoubtedly be one of the very finest
neighborhood motion picture theatres in the Metropolitan district. It
was designed by John Eberson,
noted for his achievements with
this type of theatre.

Chicago
has
ed EfromI'HI
resign
theLLU'
salesS staff
RFNC
FpLA
of Producers Distributing Corporation, with which company he has
been connected, including the time
he was with Hodkinson, for more
than six years. Mr. Phillips has
accepted a position with Tiffany
Productions to sell their prtxhict
on Chicago's north side.
Augic Wcigand, popular manager
of Simansky & Miller's Lucilc The-

atre, has just returned from a motor trip which took him to several
eastern points and parts of Canada.
The many friends of Louis
Marks will be glad to know that
he is rapidly recovering from a recent operation.
I^ruce Fowler, who made a host
of Qnicago friends when manager
of McVickcrs Theatre here, is now
manager of the Egyptian Theatre,
Hollywood, California.

Paul Busch, popular film row
exchange manager, has assumed his
new duties as manager of Tiffany
Productions' Chicago exchange.
Mrs. Anna R. Gumbiner, mother
of Alax, Isidor, Nate, Bob and
Abe, passed away at her home last
week after a long illness.
Nat Wayne, who recently resigned as manager of the Jackson
J^ark Theatre,
is vacationing
at

Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin. On his
return Mr. Wayne will take over
the managership of the Capitol
Theatre at Whiting, Indiana, which
is owned and operated by A. J.
Obreshk.
"Doc" Rafelski, manager of the
Rogers, New Era and Magnolia
Theatres, postcards from Mauston.
Wisconsin, that he and his family
are enjoying a two weeks' vacnt-r.n.
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Soutnwest
RATHER, organ road man
for Herbert Brothers and
Wolf for the past three years, was
married recently to Miss Cecile
Dunavant. The bride is a popular
Dallas radio entertainer.
The Best Theatre, located at
Hillsboro, Texas, and operated by
the R and R interests, recently reopened after extensive remodelling
and improvement following a fire
which badly damaged the old structure.
ED

R. D. Suddarth, booker in the
Enterprise Film Corporation office
in Dallas, will manage the new
Trinity Theatre, which will open
soon in Trinity Heights, Dallas.
The venture is owned and financed
by a Mr. Hoyt, former oil field
promoter.
W. H. Hall, formerly treasurer
of the Melba Theatre, is now affiliated with the Majestic Theatre in
the same city in the same capacity.
Marvin Erwin, whom Hall succeeded, has been transferred to the
position of housekeeper in the Majestic.
A new suburban motion picture
theatre will be opened at 314 Ouachita avenue. Hot Springs, Arkansas, about August 15th, by Geor^^e
R. and L. Earl Housley, it was announced by them last week.
The R. and R. Theatres, Inc.,
have taken over Rockett and Gintz,

at Waxahachie. Rockett and Gintz
operate two theatres in that town
and are incorporated under the
name ment
of Company.
the Waxahachie AmuseHenry Reeves, at Menard, opened
his magnificent Mission Theatre recentlv to a capacity house.
On July 1st, W. D. Neville
closed his Washington Theatre, in
Dallas, after many years of operation. Mr. Neville is retiring from
the amusement field.
\V. J. Williams, manager of the
Blue Bird Theatre, at Groom,
Texas, has recently installed a
monster cooling system.
W. J. LaNwue, Jr., has been
transferred by the Jefferson
.\musement Company from Beaumont. Texas, to the Rembert Theatre at Longview. F. W. Putnam
of Richmond. Va., succeeds "W.J."
as manager of the Liberty Theatre
at Beaumont.
Bob O'Donnell and John Smith,
both of the Interstate Circuit, are
in New York this week lining up
the bills for the coming season.
Karl Hoblitzelle, president of the
Interstate Circuit, is in San Antonio, completing plans for the
erection of a new theatre in that
city.
Homer LeTempt, new manager
of the Queen Theatre at Austin,
Texas, is a graduate of the Publix
Theatre Manager Training School,

and has been installed as manager
of the Queen in keeping with the
new management policy of Publix.
Diaz Callahan, former film manhas sold a half inof Dallas,
ager terest
in his Crystal Theatre at
to W^ A. McSterling . City,
will have a part in
who Texas,
Cormack
the house management.
Air. and Mrs. Ross D. Dixon,
owners of the three motion picture
theatres in Colorado, Texas, announce that the Mission at Second
and Walnut has been closed and
that this movie house will go out
of business. The Ritz, at Third
and Walnut, opened July 1 for
regular daily programs. The Palusual. ace will continue to operate as
Southern

Theatres. Inc.. are

planning the complete re-outfitting
of their Rembert Theatre at Longview and their Strand Theatre at
Laredo, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Roberts, acbyC. E.
"Red" Theatre
Rupert,
salesman ofcompaniedthe
National
Supply
of which returned
Roberts
is
the Company,
Dallas manager,
Thursday from El Paso, Texas.
Chas. E. Kessnick. southern division manager of M-G-M. who
recently was made a "Colonel" on
the Georgia governor's staff, was
a three-day visitor in Dallas last
week.

Raymond Willie, formerly manager of the Lyric Theatre in Birmingham, is now the manager of
the Majestic Theatre at San Antonio.
W. G. Underwood returned last
week from a tour of the LibertySpecialty exchanges.
John C. Smith, who was the
manager of the Majestic Theatre in
San Antonio, has been transferred
to the general offices of the Interstate Amusement Company to work
with Frank Starz in the Publicity
cuit.
Department of the Interstate CirL. B. Brown, owner of the Regal Theatre in Gainesville, who is
also building a new theatre in that
town, was in Dallas last week making arrangements for equipment.
J B. Dugger, manageris of
Para-at
mount-Famous-Lasky,
back
work after several days of illn-es«.
Ernest Leeves. branch manager
of the new DeMille Pictures is
making a trip through South and
east Texas.
Jack Adams, president of the
Home State Film Company, returned last week from the Valley
vicinity and reported an excellent
amount of new business signed up.
Bob Ingram, of the Enterprise
Film Corporation, says he is delighted with the new business
favoring his exchange.

San F rancisco
L^
POPULAR Ward Morris, manager of the Union Square Theatre, has returned from his trip
with his wife to Granat Creek,
with a sack of fish he caught. This
is no fish story for his wife verifies
it.
Albert Huntley, Starland Theatre, Sebastopol, recently had a
very serious fire in his theatre,
completely demolishing his projection room and doing considerable
damage throughout the theatre. M.
M. Stern of National Theatre Supply Co. was on the job shortly after
the fire and arranged with Huntley for complete new booth equipment screen, and also elaborate
lighting fixtures of crystal for the
auditorium, lobby and foyer.
George Mann of Eureka has installed more reflector lamps. This
time in his Minor Theatre of
Areata.
Realizing the present nationwide movement toward concentration of resources, Reece & Fuhrman of the Music Supply Co. of
San Francisco increased their capitalization and enlarged the directorate, which now includes Messrs.
Paul Corbell, L. McDonnell, and
L. W. Page, and have adopted the
chain plan.
The many friends of R. P. Mat-

COSTUMES

thews among the Pacific Coast Exhibitors were pleased to learn that
"Joe" was recently elected to succeed J.A. Schiller aj vice-president
and general manager of the Robert Morton Organ Company.
H. W. Falls,
Poole,
the an"Roxy"
of
Klamath
placed
order for
six Preddey latest reflector lamp*.
Poole operates in Klamath Falls
and Chiloquin.
Work on the Golden State The-

atre in Eureka, which is being
modeled. The lighting fixtures
the new George Mann house
Fort Bragg are being built by

R. Wolf & Co.

refor
at
B.

M. Weisfeldt, a member of the
local F.B.O. staff, was in Los Angeles for a few weeks.
Cissy Fitzgerald perpetrated a
so-called "nifty" in Santa Ana recently when she featured a program given in honor of the fliers
at the Walker West Coast Theatre. When the chairman introduced her, he declared that Miss
Fitzgerald would not give an address. "The only address I have."
she declared "is Hollvwood, U.

Realty
new
theatreatre &on
20th Corporation's
Ave. and Taraval
Street is rapidly progressing. The
steel work is up and complete.
The Loew's Warfield Theatre is
being repainted and decorated by
A. M. Bowles, general director of
the West Coast Theatres in the
city of San Francisco.
Co-operative has announced two
reel epochs in its career. The first
is the extension of its service to the
States of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana, by opening a
new branch exchange in Seattle,
July 1. The second is the acquisition of a line of feature pictures
for distribution on the Pacific
Coast.
B. R. Wolf & Co. have just received an order from George Mann
Theatres to furnish new lighting
equipment
for their Rialto The-

Mrs. Edna McCarthy, secretary
for Allied Amusements, and Miss
Ruth Moeller of National Theatres Syndicate, left for the south
A." machine.
inS.their
Chas. Petersen, who now conducts the theatre at San Bruno on
the State Highway, has completed
plans for a new and elaborate theatre that he intends to erect at
once. This house is one of the
Petersen circuit.
Louis Barboni, formerly assistant manager
Visalia
Theatreof inGolden
Visalia,State's
Cal.,
has been promoted to manager of

FOR HIRE
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the new Fruitvale Theatre in Oakland.
C. E. Cunningham of the Opal
Theatre, Hollister, spent a day in
the city recently.
Dave Bolton has been selected
as the permanent manager for the
Golden State Circuit Theatres at
Monterey and Pacific Grove. Dave
Bolton is well known on Film
Row, and was formerly in the
general offices of the Golden State
Circuit in San Francisco. In hij
new position he will have charge
of the Golden State, Monterey and
Strand Theatres, Monterey, and
the Grove Theatre in Pacific
Grove.
The Irving Theatre in the Sunset District, San Francisco, celebrated its first birthday with an
anniversary week recently. Manatre
in style had'
agerdecorated
George Nassar
the thebefitting
the
occasion and offered a special program to his patrons of the Sunset district for the entire week.
The Fairfax Theatre, Oakland,
had its first birthday party, being:
one year old on June 22. A special
birthday program was arranged by
Alec Blumenfeld, manager of the
theatre. The performance was
vvell attended and proved to be a
big success.
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Inquiries and
Comments
Stereoscopic Pictures

IKE every other field, the motion
picture industry has its own pet
bugaboos which are carefully fostered and periodically "solved"
only to find, in the end, that
the elaborate theories so carefully
soluconstructed to support the so-called
tions vanish into thin air when put to a
practical test.
The idea of stereoscopic motion pictures
seems to be of this order. Now it is quite
true that stereoscopic movies have been
successfully shown by several different
methods but in each case binocular vision,
or, to put it rather crudely, "two-eyed
vision, wherein each eye constructs a slightly different image, has formed the basis of
the method.

This is quite as it should be, for stereoscopic pictures without such binocular
vision are nothing more than a myth, or,
perhaps it would be better to say, an
illusion.
'Seldom a year goes by, however, without
some device appearing on the market (or
talk of its appearing on the market), which
purports to produce perfect stereoscopic
pictures with the assistance of nothing else
but the particular device in question.
It may be a special form of motion picture pTOJector, or it may be a screen, or
perhaps, even a combination of the two. In
each case, however, standard, single image
film is used, since the advantage of being
able to use the film as universally distributed isobvious.

without them — the standard machines being
used instead.
In an effort to counteract this setback, a
so-called "stereoscopic" screen was installed so that everything again appeared
to be satisfactory. But this screen, when
put to the test, was found to have considerable flare — so much so that bright streamers of light a-ppeared to radiate from certain areas when the observer viewed the
screen from any one of a number of angles.
In addition to this, the surface appeared to
be smudged and these dark patches showed
through even when the picture was being
projected.
As for the stereoscopic value of the
screen, it had nojie whatever and, indeed,
the picture looked considerably worse than
what would have been provided by a quite
ordinary screen.

The

High
A

Special

Projector

Within the past twelve months, a special
form of projector, which was supposed to
project "perfect stereoscopic" pictures
was widely advertised (by word of mouth),
and at least one large theatre in New York,
which threw open its doors last spring,
made provision in the projection room for
two of these machines, in addition to three
of the standard type for the projection of
pictures as ordinarily found in theatres.
No small amount of verbal advertising
was given to this proposed feature of the
theatre's program, so that everyone was
expectantly looking forward to the debut
of the much heralded projectors. As time
passed and the date of the theatre's opening drew near, however, no projectors were
in sight and the house eventually opened

Stereoscopic

Screen

Claims have been repeatedly made for
stereoscopic screens, none of which, however, have been substantiated. In this respect, it is difficult to see just how the
illusion of the third dimension can be imparted to a flat picture by simply changing
the surface of the screen on which the picture is to be projected.
Any motion picture screen has two
principal requirements which must be met
to insure satisfactory projection — at least,
as far as the screen itself is concerned.
First is that of registration and the second
item is efficiency in the matter of light
reflection. A third item, control over the
reflected light, might also logically be added
to these two and it is probably true that in
practice, this third item is first taken and
the matter of registration is left to take
care of itself, being accepted as it comes
with but little effort being made to obtain
the utmost in this respect.

Reflection

Factor

In the matter of efficient light reflection,
the material from which the screen is made
should be a good reflector of light and
should absorb as little of the light falling
upon it as possible. This is necessary in
order to obtain the greatest utilization of
the volume of light contained within the
projected beam.
Control over the reflected beam (whether
over a wide angle or narrow angle) is obtained by a choice of material (such as silk
for wide angles and metal for narrow
angles) or by changing the texture of the
screen surface such as is commonly done in
the case of metallic screens. Thus a rough
texture is used for narrow angles and a
fine texture for the wide angle type.
Where this is done, however, the registration of the screen, or its ability to faith-

fully reproduce the details of the projected
picture, is also affected because the registration iscontrolled by the surface textureof the screen.

Perfect Registration
For so-called "perfect" registration, touse a badly abused word, it is necessary
for each pin-point of screen area to reflect
light equally (as far as concerns brightness) to every point located within the
viewing area of the picture. This requirement in itself calls for a perfect diffusingsurface which, in turn, necessitates an extremely fine-textured surface.
Changing
the control
surface over
of the
inorder to obtain
the screen
reflectedl
light (such as confining it within a narrowbeam) immediately affects the registrations, making it worse, since certain minutescreen areas will no longer reflect light over
the entire viewing area.
As far as stereoscopic pictures are concerned, however, no screen, no matter hovr
fancifully it may be constructed, can possibly turn the trick. Usually, the principal
result of such screens is to seriously affect
the registrations, thus making the picture
wore than would otherwise be the case.
A screen which registers perfectly will,,
it is quite true, give some apparent depth tothe picture but this is only due to the fact
that all areas of the screen are functioningperfectly
and are
what the camera
saw faithfully
when the reproducing'
picture was
being taken. That, in the final analysis,,
is the most that can be expected of anyscreen and any illusion of picture depth
beyond this must come from the skill of'
the
taken.cameraman when the picture is beingIn the same way that two still photographs may differ considerably in the matter of apparent depth so also will the various film differ and on single device, such as;
a projector or screen can possibly add
something to the picture which, in the first
place, was never there.
The illusion of a certain amount of picture depth may be present under certain
conditions, but even at best it is never very
pronounced and among a group of observers there is usually much argument beforeit is generally admitted that real depth is
With true stereoscopic pictures the effect
present.
is so marked and outstanding that but a
glance is sufficient to assure one of its
presence. There used to be no argument
over it.
This much can be said : that stereoscopic
motion
without
someoutform
of"
binocularpictures
vision are
entirely
of the:
question.
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S. M. P. E. Fall Meeting
at Lake Placid

Creates a New Standard

TER, Edison Lamp
LC.WorkPOR
s, Harrison, N. J., Secre• tary of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, announces that the
Fall meeting will be held at Whiteface
Inn, Lake Placid, N. Y., September
26th to 29th. Announcement will be
made at a later date of the Committee
of Arrangements to be appointed by
Mr. Willard Cook, President of the Society. The Spring Meeting held in
Norfolk in April was a very satisfactory one and every effort will be made
to have the coming meeting even more
successful.
Over eighty firms engaged in the
manufacture of technical equipment
for the making and showing of motion
pictures are represented at these meetings of the S. M. P. E. and all branches
of the motion picture industry are beginning to take a greater interest in
these conventions.

of

Projection
Perfect
Projection
Simplest
machine
to thread
and operate
Stereopticon
attachment
without
movingcost)lamp

International
Employees
Hold Their Outing
The Second Annual Outing of the
Employees of the International Projector
Corporation was held at Narragansett Inn,
Lindenhurst, Long Island, Saturday, July
3(Hh, 1927.
Over 250 of the officers and employees
made the thirty-five mile trip to Lindenhurst in five large busses and private autonlobiles accompanied by the International
Projector Corporation Band wihch supplied
the music for the outing. After the customary photographing all adjourned to the
Narragansett Inn for an excellent dinner
free from all formalities exce{)t a few remarks by Mr. W. C. Michel, Vice-President
and Treasurer of the company. A telegram
was also read sent from Chicago by Mr.
Harley L. Clarke, President of the International Projector Corporation, who expressed his regrets that he was unable to
be present but sent a very liberal contribution which was divided into fifty-five cash
prizes drawn by the number on the tickets
for the outing. Other prizes were contributed byfriends, which were draivn in a
similar manner or given to the winners of
the various contests during the day.
The five-inning baseball game was won
by the shop but the office says that the next
year the fourth to ninth innings will be
played instead and they have every confidence that they will win next time. Farrell
won the hundred-yard dash; Froelich the
standing broad-jump; Florentine the running broad-jump and McAloon won the pieeating contest. The Committee on Games
consisted of Messrs. G. A. Erickson,
Charles Lutz, and A. E. Meyer as Chairman. After the close of the games supper
was served.
Among those present were : W. E. Green,
Vice-President of National Theatre Supply
Company, an old friend of all the company;
Jacob Lurie, George Edwards, Laurence
Jones, S. R. Burns, Vice-President of International Projector Corporation ; Messrs.
Prappier, Healey, Griffin; Mr. P. A. McGuire and Charles Lutz were on the Committee of Arrangements with Mr. Rudolph
Kneuer as Chairman, and all agreed that
they deserve much credit for the success of
the outing which, of course, is to be repeated next year. - "-

or lamphouse
(at small extra

Completely
machined.
No better built machine
at double the price
Many new features always wanted but
heretofore unobtainable.
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CO.
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VAUDEVILLE

A group of laboratories in the East and
West with production facilities comparable
to the country's most successful industries
is the reason why Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., has been able to increasingly
give better service and lower prices. To
achieve this objective, they have perfected
scientific and technical branches of the laboefficiency.
ratory business to a point of the highest

Motion Picture Presentation
for

THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE
AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
1579 Broadway, New York City

STOCK PROGRAMS
PROGRAM
COVERS
Benjamin

Moving Picture Houses
-igth

S(s.,

PhilAdclphia,

Goetz, of Consolidated Film Laboratories

Cleveland Theatre To Live
Up to Its Name

Joseph Hoover Foi£> Sons Company
and

N c zv s

Consolidated
Film's Lab.
Highly Efficient

Standard

M,.,kol

Picture

Pa.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UPiTO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 Rcats. 30%: under 500. 70%: under 800. 85%:
over 800, 15%.
The most economical method of reaching theatres la our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. iA 00 PER M UP. LlBU If
desired. 30 to 50% saved In postage, etc.. tbroush elimination ef dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers, Dlatrlbutora and Supply Dealer*
MULTIGRAFHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING— ENCLOSING— MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
m Sixth Ave. at 4l8t St.
New York City
Phone. Pennsy
7484-7485

The Oriental theatre, Cleveland, is about
to be listed in the local theatre directory.
It's the house formerly known as the East
Ninth St. theatre at East Ninth St. and
Walnut Ave. It \yas built early this year
by the Universal-Brody interests, but was
recently taken over by the Manheim Amusement Company. Milton Hexter, house manager, announces that the house is being entirely redecorated to fit its name. Oriental
wall decorations and furnishings will be
cairied out throughout. Even the ushers
and attendants will wear oriental costumes.

't
You canthe
blame
weather

All this is said to have been accomplished
without a sacrifice of quality. Every reel
of Consolidated prints carries a guarantee
for the reason that they are developed under carefully standardized conditions maintained by the use of the latest scientific
methods and automatic equipment as
well as the highest quality materials and
every process is under the personal supervision of expert craftsmen gathered from
all over the world.
5,

New House at La Grange,
Ga., Recently Opened
Monday, August first, saw the opening of
a new and modern theatre at LaGrange,
Ga., erected and owned by Charlie Jabaley,
of that city, and under the management of
R. Sansone. The house has been temporarily named Lincoln Street and is located at
the corner of Lincoln and Garfield Streets.
The theatre is an attractive red brick
building M'ith a marquee extending over the
front and a seating capacity of 450. It was
equipped by the National Theatre Supply
Company with the most modern equipment.

4 SJmilas Sell Seati
rx ^f--

You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.
Hr

You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.

^

rv^

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself ifyou want good, profitable
business this summer.

dium

advertising
me

Why not write for
our Booklet N-12?
Vt

Typhoon Fan Company

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICED

345 West 39th Street

CHICAGO

Jacksonville

New York
New Orleans

TDislribukd throughout the United States from

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

845 S.Wabash Ave. - lieiSO W.46^St. • 1922 S.Vermont Ave.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut tcnvard such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
(S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Arizona Whirlwind , The . ..Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet. .April 1
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet . . Mar. 25
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6597 feet , . Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .6512 feet. .April 1
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6435 feet . . April 1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet. .April 8
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet .. April 15
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet. .April 8
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi-Walthall
Pathe-De Mille
7019 feet. .June 3
Fotirth Commandment,
The
B.Beimett-M. CarrR Agnew-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
6863 feet . . Oct 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
6378 feet . . April 15
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . . May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. H;II...F. B. 0
4501 feet
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. Harron-S. PhippsA. Housman
Fox
6508 feet . . April 29
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . . Mar. 25
Man From Hardpan, The..L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
5814 feet. Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet. .April 1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . , M-G-M
7603 feet . . June 3
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
5967 feet . . Mar. 25
Mystery Club, The
M. Moore-E.Roberts . Universal
6969 feet . . Oct 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
5736 feet . April 16
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedford-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet . . April 22
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbatiks
Lumas
6000 feet
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore- J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet . . May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet . . Feb.
4
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
6936 feet
Princess on Broadway, The. P. Garon-J. WalkerMar.
11
D.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
6705 feet.
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9523 feet . April
1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
5490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . . May
6
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7016 feet . . Jan. 28
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet
Slide, Kelly, Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeUH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
7866 feet . . April 1
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro... F. B. 0
4565 feet. .Mar. 11
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. F. B. 0
4982 feet
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno. First National
6324 feet . . May 13
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures .... 5 reels
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet. .June 24
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . . Fox
4783 feet . .April 15
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feet ..April 1
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
6198 feet , .Mar. 25

4PRIL
Distributed by
Star
F. B. O
*in't Love Funny?
Alberta Vaughn
Afraid to Love
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N,
Paramount
Trevor-J. Lee
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Warner Bros
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . . Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-!. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
TomTyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton . . . . Paramount
Fighting Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De Mille
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyR. D'Arcy-T. Holtz, M-G-M
Universal
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Little Adventuress, The ... V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
First National
Long Pants
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley. . Rayart
M-G-M
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
Feature

Length

Reviewed

..4745 feet
6169 feet.
April 22
4912
feet ..' May
6
6463 feet
6901 feet .
April 29
6662 feet . . May
6
7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet. May

6

6296 feet. .April 15
4415 feet. .April

1

6900 feet.. April 22
4387 feet
6035 feet . . July

1

6929 f eet . . Mar. 25
5668 feet . . April 15
7080 feet. .May
6
6200
5550
6264
6291

feet
feet.. April 8
feet
feet. .June 10

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Madame Wants No Children
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros
Mountains of Manhattan . . D.Devore-C.Delaney.Lumas
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De Mille
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe-De Mille
Paying the Price
M. Bonner-D.
Carr-P. Bormer-M.
Selman. Columbia Pictures ...

Length

Reviewed

5415 feet . April
6352
5358
5051
5573

8

feet ,
feet
April 223
feet . ,June
feet,

6903 feet
.April 29
5558 feet.
Pleasure Before Business .P.O'Malley-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .6559 feet. .June 10
.July 17
Princess of Hoboken, The . E. Burns-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
5500 feet
Rambling Ranger, The .... Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439 feet .
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
4794 feet
Ritzy
B. Bronson- J. Hall-Paramount
6306 feet
April 22
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G .
July
1
Brien
M-G-M6640
feet
K. Arthur-T. O'
6
See You in Jail
J. Mulhall-A. Day . . . First National
6800 feet .May
Senorita
B. Powell
Daniels-J. Hall-W. Paramount
6634 feet . AprU 2
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
WildWestPict (S.R.)4500 feet .May 20
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Majmard-K. ColC
lins
First National
6718 feet .May
Special Delivery
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
6524 feet .May 6
Spuds
L. Semon-D. D wan . . Pathe-De Mille
4930 feet .April J5
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173 feet
18
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
5774 feet ..Feb.
Mar. 2S
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846 feet
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
5399 feet
Turkish Dtlight
Faye-R. SchildkrautK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
When Seconds Count
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
4803 feet . . July
1
Whirlwind of Youth, The. .L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
5886 feet. . Jime 17

MAY
Feature

Distributed by

Star
All Aboard
J. Hines-E. Murphy . First National
Babe Comes Home
:Babe Ruth-A. Q. NUsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
Broadway Nights
L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
Captain Salvation
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day.. M-G-M
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Luraas
Climbers The
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. Phillips Fox
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E. Gilbert. Pathe-De Mille
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. schi-G.
Hawley-T.
SantHughes-A.

Length
Reviewed
6300 feet . . April
1
5761 feet . . July
6765 feet . . July
4687 feet

8
8

4912 feet . . July

8

7395 feet .. July

8

6621 feet . . May 13
6281
5804
6910
4857

feet. .June 10
feet . . May
6
feet. .AprU 22
feet

Cornwall
Pathe-De Mille
6228 feet . . May 13
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet . . May 6
A. Rubens-W.
Pidgeon-H. Herbert. .Fox
5617 feet.
Heart of the Yukon
A.Cornwall-J. Bowers. Pathe-De Mille
6562 feet. .May 27
Kills of Peru
B. Jones-G. Hale.. . .Fox
4943 feet. .May IS
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De MiUe
4660 feet . May 20
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
6597 feet . June 17
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry-Lowe. Fox
6950 feet.
Love Thrill, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet . .May
.June 27
10
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
5255 feet .
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. Ellis . . F. B. 0
5770 feet .
Million Bid, A
D. Costello-W. OlandJune 17
McGregor-Blythe . Warner Bros
6310 feet . .June 24
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet. Mar. 18
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet. June 24
Outlaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
5327 feet .
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson-W
May
April
86
Hawley
Pathe-De Mille
4828 feet . .May
20
Poor Girls
D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonehouse .... Commbia Pictures . . . 5428 feet .
Prairie King The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
.8689 feet.
Rich But Honest
N. Nash-C. Holland5480 feet.. May 20
J. F. McDonald. . .Fox
Rich Men's Sons
R. Graves-S. Mason. Columbia Pictures
Rough House Rosie
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
5952 feet .
Three MUesUp
Al Wilson-E. Clair .. . Universal
4041 feet .
SUver Comes Thru
F. Thomson-E. MurphySilver King (Horse) F. B. 0
6476 feet. June 3
Smews of Steel
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
6928 feet . June 10
Song of Steel
Tiffany
Splitting the Breeze
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
4930 feet June 3
Telephone Girl, The
L. Gray-H. BUnnBeUamy-Baxter
Allison
Paramount
5456 feet. . May 27
Fighting Hombre
Grinning Gims
Heart of Salome

The
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Distributed by
Star
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
Tfllie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
D. Gish-W. Rogers .. Paramount
Tip Toes
Warner Bros
Rin-Tin-Tin
Police
the
by
Tracked
Vanity
L.Joy-A.Hale-C.Ray .Pathe-De Mille
Mille
Pathe-De
Fair
Boyd-E.
W.
The
Clipper,
Yankee
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Tears to Command
G.O'Hara-S .Palmer F. B. 0
Feature
Tender Hour The

Feature
Avenging Fangs
Backstage
Beauty Shoppers, The
Beware of Widows
Black Diamond Express,
The
Blood Ship, The

JUNE Distributed by
Star
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Peri;y . . Tiffany
M. Busch-W. Crane. .Tiffany
La Plante-B. Washburn
Universal
M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
H. Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Length

Feature
Satin Woman, The
Skedaddle Gold
Skyhigh Saunders
Snowbound

Star
Distributed by
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Al Wilson
Universal
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett.. .Tiffany
Tartuffe, the Hypocrite.'. . .E. over
Jannings-L.
Dag-. .Ufa
— W. Kraus.
Tom's Gang
T Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille
White Pants Willie
J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National

Reviewed

7400 f6 et . . June 17
6160
6390
5823
6923
7920
6691
4734

feet. June 17
feet. ■•••••••
feet . . May 13
feet. .July
1
feet . .April 16
feet
feet

Length
Reviewed
4335 feet . .June 3
, „„. . ^
6,784 feet ... ..
6669 feet . . July 22
6670 feet. .May

Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike
Galloping Thunder
Oingham Girl. The

Star
JULY Distributed by
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen.McNamara.Fox
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National

6

After Midnight
Beau Geste

6803 feet

J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan-J. Bowers
.Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP r vnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O

Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount . . . /
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B.Love . Pathe-De Mille
Heart of Maryland, The . . . D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello.. .Warner Bros
Hero on Horseback, A . . . . Hoot Gibson
Universal
Kid Sister, Tb-^
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw The (tentative) .G. Cooper-B. Jewel. .Paramount
Little Firebran d. The
E. Thornton-I.. TelleMille
Lonesome Ladies
A. gan
T. Nilsson-L. Stone Pathe-De
First National
Married Alive
Livingston-M, Moore
Telleuan-C. Adams Fox
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L. Tashman , First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rose of the Bowery
E. Murphy- J. WalkerC. Kent-M. Harris .A. C. A

Length

Reviewed

4108 f eet . . May

6 reels

News

Length
Reviewed
6566 feet . .Aug.
6
5 reels
5182 feet. .Aug.

6

7 reels

Aug.

6

7 reels

Aug.

6

5670 feet. .July 22

AUGUST
Feature
Adam and Evil

7 reels
Aug.
6
BuUdog Pluck
Callahans and the Murphys,
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
July 22
Circus Ace, The
T. Mix-N. Joyce
Fox
4810 feet. .June 24
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
5252 feet . . June 3
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak . .Sterling Pict. (S. R.) .6700 feet . .June 3
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Coimtry,
, , _,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe-De Mille
4612 feet. .July 16
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-I. MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
1. Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy
Warner Bros
6897 feet. .June 24
Drums of the Desert
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
6987 feet
Fast and Furious
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
6684 feet . . July 22
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
6282 feet . . July
1
Frontiersman,
T.
McCoy-J.
M-G-M
.•
Good as Gold The
Buck
Jones Gadsen. Fox
4646 feet. .Jtine'. . 17
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
4773 feet
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The
K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
6167 feet . . July 15
Meddlin' Stranger The . . . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
4676 feet . . June 10
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
6169 feet. .April 1
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K. McGuire First National
6620 feet . . July 22
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Pals and Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
4710 feet . . July 16
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The
E.O'Brien-A. Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC . Conklin-L. Gray . . Paramount
6614 feet . . July 16
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
6870 feet . . June 24
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
6218 feet . . June 17
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
6412 feet . . June 10
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
6000 feet . . Aug.
5
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
6600 feet
Ten
Modern
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
6497 feet. .July 22
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
4926 feet. .July
8
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
4334 feet . . July
1
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
6617 feet. .June 24
Wedding Bills
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Parffiount
6869 feet. .July 22
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
4404 feet
What Happened to Father. .W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
6667 feet . . July
1
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen

Picture

6

July 29

6868 feet

5 reels . . Dec.l2 '25

Border Blackbirds
Bugle Call, The

Bush Leaguer, The
Chain Lightning
Country Doctor The
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Desired Woman, The
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P Haver .Pathe-De Mille
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Gratitude (tentative)
H. Langdon-G. McConnell
First National
Great Mail Robbery, The..T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard
M.
Sills-M. O'Day Cal. .Fu-st National
HiddenBoiled
Aces Haggerty...
C. Hutchinson-A.
houn
Pathe-De Mille
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook .... Paramount
Interf erin' Gent, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. M oreno . . Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Outpost, The (tentative)... L
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powell
Fox
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Poor Nut. The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C. MurRtmning Wild
Service For Ladies
Singed
Soft Cushions
Stolen Bride, The
Stranded
Topsy and Eva
Two Arabian Knights
Underworld
What Price Glory (road
show)
When a Man Loves (road
show)
White Pebbles

6 reels ... . July

29

Length

Reviewed

Sept 11
6 reels

6 reels
10400 feet. .Mar. 18
6435 feet . . May 20

6909 feet . . Julv
,
., ,

6 reels

J. Barrymore-D. CosteUo-W. Oland
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille

SEPTEMBER
Distributed

_
1
«_

6 reels
July 29
6368 feet . . June 24
July 22

McLaglen-Del Rio„
Lowe
Fox
11400 feet.. Dec.

Star

I

6 reels

10049 feet. .Feb.
6 reels

4
4

by

Length
Reviewed
Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De Mille
•■
Gish-N. Kerry... .M-G-M
8730 feet. .May 27
Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
5761 feet . . July 29
Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
6961 feet
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De Mille
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien. .M-G-M
12550 feet. .Nov. 28
Broadway Kid, The
George Jessel
Warner Bros
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
8700 feet . . May
6
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. ley-C.
La Plante-F.
StanHale-T.
„
».
Angel of Broaday, The
L.
Annie Laurie
L.
Back to God's Country . . . . R.
Barbed Wire
P.

Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
Certain Young Man, A. . . .Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
Chang
(Jungle
Film)
'
.
.
Special
Cast
City Gone Wild, The
T. Meighan-M.
Mill- Paramount
ner-W. Standing. . .Paramount
College
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers . . .United Artists
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonaldValli-J. Fox
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson
Warner Bros
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De Mille
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent . . . Universal
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Joy Girl, The

6

ray
First National
W.C.Fields-M.Brian . Paramount
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramoimt
B. Sweet- W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Douglas MacLean. . .Paramount
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
S. Mason-Collier, Jr. Sterling Pict
Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Da w . United Artists
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-L Keith . United Artists
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount

Feature

Jaws of Steel
6 reels
6406 feet . . Aug.
4388 feet

Star
Distributed by
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
N. Shearer-L. Gray . . M-G-M
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille

Magic Flame, The
Nevada
Old San Francisco
Out All Night

7713 feet . . May 20
j •■ • •i
6636 feet . . May 13

.
, ,
6767( eet . . July

„
8

6 reels

Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J.Robards . Warner Bros
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N.
Alden Hamilton-M. Fox
Colman-Banky
United Artists
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount
D. Costello-C.E. Mack,,
W. Oland
Warner Bros
7961 feet. .July
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal

_
8

August

12 ,

479
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Feature
Painted Ponies
Perfect Gentleman, A
Rush Hour, The
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
Slightly Used

Star
Distributed by
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Soda Water Cowboy, The. . Wally Wales
Pathe-De MiUe
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair. ..U iversaj
Turkish Delight
R.SchUdkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De Mille
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon..Fox

Length
Reviewed
5415 feet . Aug.
5
6 reels

Star
Distributed by
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves . . . Universal
Ben Hur (road show)
Novarro-McAvoyBroDson-F. X. Bushman-C Myers
M-G-M
Beware of Married Men
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Big Sneeze, The
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
Body and Soul
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Forbidden Woman, The . . . Jetta Goudal
Pathe-De MUle
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
Hold 'Em Yale
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
Jesse James
Fred Thomson
Paramount
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C Rogers. United Artists
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries .Warner Bros
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Rough Ridiri The (general
release}
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Bound
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shooting Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane . . . Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
Way of All Flesh, The
E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith. . .Paramount
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love
Pathe-De Mille
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore ..Pathe-De MiUe
Woman on Trail, The .... Negri-Cortez
Paramount
Wreck of the Hesperus, The
Pathe-De Mille

4041 feet. .June 10

Length

Reviewed

6869 feet
12000 feet. .Jan.

April

8486 feet. .July

NOVEMBER
Feature
Becky

Star
Distributed bj
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
M-G-M
Dog of the Regiment, A . . . Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros . .
Finnegan's Ball (tentative)
Warner Bros . .
Garden of Allah, The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich.M-G
Quality Street
M. Davies
M-G-M
Sadie Thompson
G. Swanson
United Artists .
Tempest
J. Barrymore-NissenWolheim
United Artists .
Thirteenth Hour, The
Bona .arte (Dog) -J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

Star
Distributed by
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Ohnstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook. . . . United Artists .
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros . .
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros . .
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day
M-G-M
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros . .
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Wamer-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wolheim
United Artists .

Ramona
Romance (tentative)
West Point

Star
Distributed by
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists.
D. Del Rio-D. Alvarado
United Artists .
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
William Haines
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southern-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M

Distributed by
United Artists.

1

8

Cruel Truth, The
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures
Crystal Cup, The
D. hall
Mackaill-J. Mul- First National
Death Valley
First Division Pict
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De MiUe
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
Down Grade, The
Wm.
Fairbanks
—
A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Caldwell
Valli-F. Darro-O. F. B. O

Fangs of Destiny

Four Flushers, The
Freckles
Gallant Gringo, The

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

Star
Distributed by
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Al Wilson
F. B. O
L. W.Wilson-B.
V. Mong LyteU- Columbia

B. V.Dove-L.
L. CorbinHughes- First National
R. Deimy
Universal
G. T.
Cameron-S
McNamaraCohen- Fox
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Excellent Pict
Chadwick
Wallace Beery
Paramount
E. Brent-G. CooperG. ry
Bancroft-N. Bee- Paramount
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett. Fox
Blood Will Tell
B. Jones-K.Perry. . Fox
Boy Rider, The
F. B. O
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)
C. varado
Talmadge-D.
Al- First National
Breed of Courage, The
F. B. O
Bride of the Night
C. M.
Farrel-G.
Busch-M.NissenLoy..Fox
Brides Will Be Brides. . ..Laura La Plante
Universal
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . Universi,
Buttons
J. Coogan
M-G-M
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. worth
Nixon-H BosUniversal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS. Lynn-R.
W.
ArmstrongLease- F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
Universal
Comrades
G. James-A. Sheridan.First Division
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Coward, The
W. Baxter-S. Lynn. . .F. B. O
Crowd, The
J. man-D.
Murray-E.Sebastian
Board- M-G-M

Finnegan's Ball
Flag Maker, The
Flying U Ranch, The
Fortune Hunter The

MARCH
Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast

Attractions

American Beauty
Ask Me Another
A. W. O. L. (tentative)
Avenger, The
Back to Liberty
Bad Little Good Girl
Bamum (road show)
Beau Sabreur

Fangs o Fury
Fangs of Justice

FEBRUARY
Feature
Circus, The

16

Feature
Ace High
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf

Drop Kick, The

JANUARY
Feature
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The

Coming

Duke of Ladies, The
Eager Lips
Empty Saddle, The
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Enemy, The
Eternal Silence, The

DECEMBER
Feature
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

I

i
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OCTOBER
Feature
Alias the Deacon

b.-mimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii
i

Length

Reviewed

5 reels

9481 feet . . Oct. 23

,,
4747 feet

10018 feet . . Aug. 21

R. Barthelmess-V. L.
Carbin-A. Vaughn . First National
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
Fred Humes
Universal
Milton Sills
First National
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . . M-G-M
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe. Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
B. Mehaffey-Landis. .First Division Pict
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J S. Blackton (producers) . .
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
F. B. O
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
H. Gibson-S. Rand. .Universal
•.
R. Dix
Paramoimt

Galloping Fury
Gay Defender, The
Gentleman of Paris, A (tentative)
Adolphe
Menjou-A.
Marchal. ..:
Paramount
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Gorilla, The
C. Murray
First National
Grand Army Man, The
. . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flspper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M. Livingston Fox
Grandma Bernle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling-F. Reicher Fox
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H.
T. Wilson Conklin- Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-O. Caldwell
F. B. O
Heaven Help the Working
Girl
E. Ralston-R. Arlen, . Paramount
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Highschool Hero, The
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. . Fox
His Dog
J.Schildkraut-J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De MiUe
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray . Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale .... Fox
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F. B. O
Hot Heels
P. R. MiUer-G. TryonUniversal
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. Keef eK. Guard-G. Withers
F. B. O

Motion

480

Picture

News

Distributed by
Feature
In the First Degree

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'RorkeDr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels... AprU 39
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
M-G-M
Jenny Lind
Judgment of the HiUs
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13500 feet. AprU 29
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
LadyMiserables
Bird The
Compson-McGregor
. First
Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les
Special Cast
Universal
Life of Riley, The
Lightning
Love

C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe.First National
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M

6500 feet

Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart ... M-G-M
Manpower
Richard Dix
Paramount
Man's Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Mojave Kid, The
B.Steele-L. Gilmore.F. B. O
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. MarchalF. B. 0
6680 feet
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs
F. B. O
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. D wyer .... Excellent Pcit
.■
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Now We're in the Air . . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Oh I What a Life (tentative) .Colleen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels . . . Dec. 1 8
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray . . . Fox
Patent Leather Ed, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Publicity Madness
L. Moran-E. Lowe . . . Fox
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Ragtime
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M -G-M

Length

Feature
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
Star
Rose of the Gold en West . . G. Roland-M. Astor. . First National
Eason
F. B. O
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Sally in Our Alley

Reviewed

S. Mason-A.
cisB. Fran- Colimibia Pictures

Say It With Diamonds . . . .B. Compson-E.
liamsWil- First Division Pict
Seventh Heaven
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 feet . . June 10
Shanghaied
P. G.
R. Astor
Miller-Santschi- F. B. O
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Shepherd of the Hills, The. A. B. Francis
First National
Shield of HonorThe
R., N.
Lewis-D.
GuUiverHamilton
Universal
N. Barrie
Universal
Show Boat
Universal
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. kaill
Mulhall-D. Mac- First National
South Sea Love
F. B. O
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sim Kissed (tentative) ... .P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Sunrise
Gajrnor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian. M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thirteenth Juror, The
F. son
X. Bushman-Nils- Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance. C. Conklin
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Tired Business Man, The. . Hitchcock-MehaffeyGowland
Tiffany
Trail of '98

K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . M-G-M
Special Cast
Universal
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day ... Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount . . . .'
What Happened to Father. P. R. Miller
Warner Bros
tello
Warner Bros
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Youi Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
Woman Who Did Not Care,
The
L. Tashman-A.
Rankin

Uncle Tom's Cabin
Viennese Lovers

World's lUusion, The
Your Wife and Mine

10049 feet .. Feb. 18

M-G-M
Excellent Pict

^^^^er Opinions onNeu' Pict
"The Poor Nut"— First National,
Mark Strand Theatre, New
York City
Evening World: "Very funny
picture, with plenty of good comedy, no little pathos and some excellent acting. Mr. Mulhall, always good comedian, played with
such success that he had audience
pausing between laughs for little
sniffle. Screen version can be
counted success. Nothing overdone and much subtlety in direction. Charlie Murray responsible
for many of laughs. Jean ,\rthur
very satisfactory."
Mirror: "Mr. Mulhall be
praised, piece is just one big laugh
without cessation. His characterization excellent. Performance can
be compared to best one of Chaplin and Langdon and it will be
difficult matter rightly to apportion honors. Honors, with minor
exceptions, belonged to Mulhall
alone. His appeared to be knowledge of art of pathos as related to
humor."
Telegram :

"One of most worthy

comedies to reach screen for several months. All comedy seems to
have been retained, with few dashes
of slapstick by Charles Murray for
good measure. Broad eye of
camera proves once again superior
potentialities of screen in representing action. Jack Mulhall succeeds in being funny."
Telegraph:tertainment
"Has
in envalue in gained
its transition
from stage to cinema. Humor and
pathos remain intact and athletic
incidents are much more realistic
then on stage. Jack Mulhall puts
over wonderful piece of business as
poor nut. Character he portrays
rich in possibilities, and Jack makes
most of them. Charlie Murray
gets more than his share of laughs.
And there's Jane Winton to vamp
you and Jean Arthur for you to
love. To Jack go
If^orld: "Jack
part earnestly .
Charlie Murray

first honors."
Mulhall played
. . ludicrously.
added plenty of

comedy.''
broad
Journal
: "Bright comedy, amusing situations. Jack Mulhall does

well

with

role

and

Jean

Arthur

charming."
Times: "Comedy of college life
and love. Laughter in it, gags,
Charley Murray's unfailing comicalities and appeal of Jean Ar-

"Naughty But Nice"— First National, Mark Strand Theatre,
thur." New York City

tinged
and

with
humorous

"Man

romance,

adventure

incidents."

Power" — Paramount
Paramoimt, N. Y.

World: "The latest Dix photoplay ... is, as usual, a pictorial treatise for he-men on wooing and winning by pluck and luck
the
their
heart's
. . girl
. theoffilm
looks
to usdesire
like

Post: "Colleen's pantomime so
perfectly attuned to situations that
you find every minute of film entertaining. Her pictures can always be depended upon to be amusing and interesting."
American: For those who enjoy love and romance, adventure
and bright, sparkling comedy, it
might be well to check up "Naughty
But Nice'
as safe
projectsnappy
in week's
theatre
going.
Smooth,
and
altogether enjoyable love comedy.
Among best things Miss Moore

good
value."
The box-office
Sun: "Paramount
now has
a valuable addition to its list of
ingenues (Mary Brian) . . .

has given to screen."
Globe : "Comical
story .

Mary Brian plays the leading feminine role, and is very pretty at it."

she is pretty, animated and interesting . . . we thought that
Richard
Dix was unusually good
Wall Street Journal: " — so directly told that it held the interest."
Telegram: "The immensely
popular Richard Dix is at the
Paramount this week in one of our
favorite moving pictures. . . .

Printers
Roy
Press

T
S
U
G
U
A
the month of opportunities
The warm days of August invariably cause a big
dropping off in motion picture theatre patronage. But
they afford the theatre owner an opportune time to make
provisions for a more profitable business the coming year.

'^

Now is the time to give special attention to projection
equipment. Your projectors may need to be overhauled
and worn parts replaced. Or you may need to install a new
projector. Whatever alterations or improvments are
necessary in any part of your theatre should be made now,
so that the beginning of the fall season will find your theatre
adequately equipped to meet competition and to hold new
patronage.
-^
But be sure that your improvements are lasting ones.
In selecting replacement parts be guided by the experience of
others, and buy only parts made by the company that built
your projector. In buying a projector choose one that has
proven its merits to the satisfaction of thousands of owners.
The Simplex Projector has always represented the
highest standards of quality from the standpoint of design,
detail of construction, efficiency and economy of operation.
Let us send you descriptive catalogue and details of the
easy payment plan on which a Simplex may be bought.
SIMPLEX

DIVISION

International Projector Corporation
90 Gold St., New York

Projectors for Better Projection

%/ht others say about

Permanent
i^usic Feature for
/fte Ava-age Exhibitor

m

Pit PIPE organ:
^^All 1 can say your instru^
ment playing to continuous

» ft',

jammed house.''''
Region theatre

•

'highest
type performance
at Minimuin
Cost.

-91

• • , ,im^m

Does not require
liigh-priced organist.
Played manually,or witli
ordinary 88 note music rolk.

^Marshalltown, doTva

^^Congratulations on wonderful instrument.''''
Clermont
''theatre
Ghicago
♦• •••*'

^Mncreased our business more
than enough to warrant the
investment /^
'tuxedo theatre
^ew %rk Gity

: n
* %

•»

* t

';

THE ROBERT MORTON
ORGAN CO.
- '

r.

w

'-' ■

>^^ t^ewyorkj^l56oBroddM^ /:
^
6hkago-624SoMchigdnf^,
SleSGoldenCaU
an'yranckco
r;
/j//

^Mn itself a distinct musical
attraction.''''

^

Losi^ngdes J
1914 So. Vermont n

Qrand '-theatre

Winter 3^auen, 'd^lorida

^^The organ is a positive
sensation.''''Q)elano theatre
Q)elano, Calif.

^^The success of this organ
prompted us to order
another.''^
Congress-drove
'theatres
Newark, iN.
0.

"^K wonderful addition to
our presentations.''''
Strand-Gmpire 'theatre
Chillicothe, £Mo.

I^^P

...•••v:;.*^AMAof.AM ?*. '*■•• ,

\l

^

'^

MPISSMBttBW"-*

f^

_

ROBERT U^OBJON
■C^
^~'

^^■n^Hi ^f^"J^ '^SB

^

■:

ORGAN

CO. i

Oend me without obligaUon full
details of your Nevj Selling Plan
Name
Theatre
Seating Capacity

State

City

GENUINt

DEAGAN

PERCUSSIONS

USED

X

„ !

August 19, 1927

ij^^ l^^^jpj^j.^ ,^.y
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HIS THEATRE

WHO IS
THE MOST
IMPORTANT
EXHIBITOR
IN YOUR
TOWN?

has been
chosen to play

m«^^

— the public knows it^s the man who
gets ^The Big Parade^^ and ^'Ben^Hur'^
for his patrons*
METRO
Vol. XXXVI

- GOLDWYN

- MAYER

PRICE 20 CENTS

No.
Published

Los Angeles

- the live wires I

Weekly— $2. Oil

New York

Chicago

^

'hr^'^r^A ^ ' ^r£ >^ -\^v.
As

S^v^.>l>^
7/ ''Sk

WURUIZER

\m

^\ -^v

'^Hm

^X'.

^f

ORGAN
The desire of the pubUc
for Wurlitzer music is
growing steadily and has
reached the point where
the drawing power of
the Wurlitzer Organ is
so great that it has the
abiUty to pay for itself*

Jl

:7

r

,JI
f '<

WURLJTZER

:VK.S^

i. '., ,1

Factories, N. Tonawanda, N. Y.
New York
Pittsburgh
San Francisco

Cincinnati
Detroit
Los Angeles

Chicago
Philadelphia
St. Louis

I

-■^se.^

Cleveland
Buffalo
Kansas Citv

?^,

i?ip7

KSP^i^^
Sfe^l?-K:

wrX'W/

.-:?'

The Outstanding

Road Show
w
%
%

HIT
of 1926 ^ 27!

BEAU GESTE
/ r/

►

..

A'

Herbert Brenon Production from
famous novel by P. C. Wren. With
RONALD COLMAN (by arrangement with Samuel Golchvyn) Noah
Beery, Alice Joyce, Neil Hamilton,
Mary Brian, William Powell, Norman Trevor, Ralph Forbes, Victor
McLaglan.

36 weeks in New York — 16
weeks in Boston — 15 weeks in
Philadelphia — 20 weeks in Sydney— 10 weeks in Los Angeles
— 9 weeks in Chicago — and
other long runs too numerous
to mention.

The Outstanding

Picture House

HIT

of 1927-28!
V/

^

Standard-bearer, with "The Rough Riders," of the
greatest line-up of product ever offered to exhibitors

^,

i

/h

The World^s
Greatest
Melodrama !

'42S^'

)

#)

('5'^**''

Hard lives, quick deaths, undying devotion in the heart of
the hot Sahara, with the colorful
French Foreign Legion as the romantic background*

BEAU
Just enough big successful road show engagements
to spread the fame of "Beau Geste" all over the
country, with the rich cream of profits waiting for
you. The cast, headed by Ronald Colman, is packed
with stars. The novel is still a best seller, sales

Ik

running into the hundred thousands. "Beau Geste"
has been advertised in Paramount national advertising reaching 16,000,000 people weekly for almost a year. Everything is set and ready for the
box'office clearx'Up of the year!
Book it now!
^A

RA

X

ill

M O V NT
/

if

zrcuxunount ^icture^

WHAT

DO

I

YOU

WANT?

BOASTS?

Do I mean

. .

r

Ask me another

BULL?
You're sure I mean . . . ,

I

PROMISES?

/

Why^

Now you

I know I mean
/ Or, "nj
perhaps . . . . Or yet again . . . / Sure! Jl
or IS it

PICTURES!
Right — on your first guess /
Now I mean FOX
(

!

J

ll it really is jLidures yoii Mrant — not Jjoasts or JtSiill
or X roniises — consult tlie otner side ol tnis sneet.

FOX

In August, FOX vill release Hawks' "PAID TO Love" witk George O'Brien and Virginia Valli;
J. G. Wray's "SlNGKI)," starring Blanche Swccl; an J Raoul Walsh's "WHAT PRICE GLORY,"
"tlie -world's greatest motion picture," witk McLaglcn, Lowe and Del Rio.

RELEASES:

SEPTEMBER

WANTED"
R in "2 GIRLS
JANET GAYNO
ALFRED E. GREEN Production
Janet Gaynor, whose superb acting in "7th Heaven" has won the praise of
puhHc and critics, is seen as a star for the first time in this screen comedy
made from Gladys Unger's laugh hit, John Golden's big stage success.

''THE JOY GIRL"

with olive borden

ALLAN DWAN Production
One of the most beautiful of the brilliant group of young screen players
is here seen in May Edginton's story of the luxury-loving girl of today
with Neil Hamilton and Marie Dressier in a great supporting cast.
^^O

DELUXE

''LOVES

with DOLORES

DEL

OF

SPf:cj4f^5

CARMEN"

RIO and VICTOR

McLAGLEN

that inimitable pair of screen lovers from "What
RAOUL WALSH Production

"EAST

SIDE, WEST

Price Glory"

SIDE"

with GEORGE O'BRIEN
as the hero in this screen version of Felix Riesenberg's very popular novel.
As in "Paid to Love," it is VIRGINIA VALLI who plays opposite him.
ALLAN DWAN Production
They are jour of the 55 Dramatic ±roaudions oju the £ ox Jrrojit^ ScheaulcJ> for" 1927^28
AND DON'T FORGET FOX SHORTS:
104 FOX NEWS
26 FOX COMEDIES
26 FOX VARIETIES

I!

THIS

IS

FREE!
"zy

— a specially prepared mat f
your local newspaper
(Write

us for the mat

today — it's free.)

OGREAT

STARS!
STARS!
STARS!

n

in the face of the mightiest competition the theatrical busi'
ness has ever known, we are proud to announce that we
have heen able to secure for our friends and patrons

! ! ! ! EXCLUSIVELY

5
btt

FOR

NIAGARA

CHASE

FALLS ! ! ! !

the mighty, ivorld-renmvned, greatest of all

Metro Qoldwyn'Mayer Pictures
THE STRAND
is first to present at
popular prices
Tnt Hii of ihc Oniupy

JUSl A FEW
JOHN GILBERT

OF THE SEASON'S
LON CHANEY

BIG
PARADE
and the Epic of thf Scrern

BEN-HUR

JACKIE COOGAN

) OTHEK

GREAT

LILLIAN GISH

Karl

SYD CHAPLIN

SHEARER

*"„'*^S„!!)*!!f °

Ceo. K.

DANE-ARTHUR

TIM McCOY
MARION

Owdoot

in "Olga o( (hf Volpj'

JACKIE COOGAN

Piclurw

DAVIES

DOG

STAR

and otmibs

WILLIAM
m "Spnng

mm

Sur
of "Charley'*
Auni"
IN GREAT
LAUCH HfTS

lO^^bBHAI

THE STRAND
i-M ol]„ lh,„ Criat ipet^P,o4u<tlm,

THE CROWD
NORMA

m "The Bridal Nighi"

in ThnlLng

of G»4u«ark"

F

(NOTE TO THEATRES:

IF ITS WORTH

COMING TRIUMPHS
RAMON NOVARRO
in -Pnmc

THE

0» K

■OUR GANG"
CHARIEY

AGAIN FOR THE COMING SEASON

LON CH ANEV

Q

■ENEE ADOBEE

THE
STRAND

HAINES

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH
THE COSSACKS
ROSE-MARIE

Fever "

■■B»cLy"

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

IN OLD KENTUCKY
NAPOLEON

■Bn.,8mB Lip F.ihc,'
'Whin Shadow!"
■Th* Uvelom-

Lew

Aileen

CODY-PRINGLE

BODY AND SOUL

got

TO hand it
TO Mister
A. C. Hayman
OF Niagara
FALLS, N Y
HE booked
THE whole
WONDERFUL
M-G-M service
FOR his Strand

NEWS®

for the public of Niagara' Falls
AGAIN!
THE
STRAND
SCORES!
^

0

YOU'VE

^

TELLING
the
AND he's
FOLKS about
IT in a big
SPLASH!
THE public
M-G-K
KNOWS
IS
delivering

"Adam and Evil"

Th.is space is for any additional announcements)

SEEING YOU'LL SEE IT FIRST AT THE STRAND!

THE Big Ones
RIGHT now!
IT pays to
ADVERTISE
THAT Bigyou're
THE
Time
SHOWMAN
WHO'LL show
THE Big Time
SHOWS

of '27-

I

Gmbk
wrdMiai

Carl Laemmle

presents

i
N
E
L
L
U
PA4
c
Produciiori

RunMadison^Detroit
$

UNIVERSALIS
Long Run Special

which the critics proclaimed
starts its triumphant career!

with LAURA

the greatest

thriller

ever

seen —

LA PLANTE

heading the perfect cast, including Arthur Edmund Carew,
Creighton Hale, 'Forrest Stanley, TuUy Marshall, Gertrude Astor,
Martha Mattox, Flora Finch — based on John Willard's stage play
which startled the world!

mMiM

\i

I

Bert Lytell
Lois Wilson
William V. Mong
Paulette Duval
Ned Sparks
Alphonz Ethier
Ann Brody
From the Novel by

Louis Joseph Vance
Directed by

Edward

H. GriSSith

^^Use the brains
God gave you ^^
Presidents^ bankers, salesmanagers,
production heads, stars, directors —
everybody in the industry is reading
the weekly editorials in Motion
Picture News.
A calm, dispassionate analysis of
conditions by a man who understands
the inside workings of the business
thoroughly.
A reader interest such as has never
before been created by any publication in this field offers an opportunity
for every advertising manager to
reach the entire field through a
publication which is read 100%.

Do yowdox OfficeHeceip^ »-)
keep pace with the^Merami /

lize on TORRID WEATHER!
Capita
Hot weather need no longer be a box office handicap — it can be
w i!j|jp=-j|i!rp

turned into a decided asset by equipping your house with a York
air cooling and conditioning system. When the thermometer on the
street hovers between 90 and 100, movie fans are going to seek comfort along with their entertainment. It will pay you to give this
matter some serious thought.
The York Air Cooling System is being installed in some of the
country's foremost houses — the latest being the "American," Roanoke,

Va.

'%f^%M%^^
1. V/m% JV

Manulacturintf'
Company
Q

Ice Making and Reirlgeratlng Machinery Excltufrcly

York, Penna.

Do you know ^^CutawV^?
No? Well, don't you care, a great
many others didn't until they read a
description of it in the "SHOWMAN''
section of Motion Picture News,
Then they began to write in to ask
us where they could get it. A news item
did this'-'we carried no advertising'shows they read the service material
in the "SHOWMAN"
P.S.— Other papers carried this advertising

section, doesn't it?

JLhe man
who has made
short comedies
as important
as the biggest
feature ^ <^
will contribute
40 comedy hits

on the PATHE
PROGRAM
1927-28

BETTER
THAN
EVER

The Most Famous Screen
Family in the World

12 MACK
SENNETT
uirl Comedies

MACK
SENNETT
brcsents
llMACK
SENNETT
Comedies

MACK SWAIN, DAPHNE
POLLARD, STERLING
HOLLOWAY,
DOT
FARLEY and the famous
Sennett Bathing Beauties.
Many

itofhs12
%l
in a Sm
series

sequences
produced
Technicolor.

in

featuring
MARY ANN JACKSON,
RUTH
HIATT
and
RAYMOND McKEE.

ii'ith

BILLY BEVAN, ALMA
BENNETT, VERNON
DENT, MADELINE
HURLOCK and a \\o&t
of others.

MACK
SENNETT

Nether

Before Released

MACK

SENNETT

Harry Landdon
presents

in two VnocVouts ^^

''FIDDLESTICKS"

presents
^

in 2 ^hori
Qomediy Specials

(2 reels)
(J reels) MAN"
"SOLDIER

bes

/

PATHE EXCHANGE,
DEMILLE

STUDIO

PICTURES

- PATHE

NEWS

- PATHE

WESTERNS

• PATHESERIALS

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Havs, Prtiidtm

INC
- PATHECOMEDIES

•

m^ BIGGEIT

mmTs

BE WRONG
stinW

fev

i»«»':;*.

'*e-..

\

ve

^ ••""" .cu» • •VUssS'iti'***

*
*
1^

_ft^£^

m
ijmfj amfbewwm
in ^'Camille^'
9 WEEKS' road-show sensation at N.Y. Globe at $2.00 top !
Now playing extended runs at advanced prices in key cities !
The greatest love classic of the century . . . Months to make
it . . . The role of years for NORMA TALMADGE. By any
standard, artistic or financial, "Camille" is SET as the foremost romance special of 1927-'28!

Cal^LEEN

NOORE

is SET for the greatest year in her record-breaking history
with "LILAC TIME," — a special — from the famous stage
play by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin— and "BABY FACE,"
with an entirely View twist for a Colleen Moore story — "THE
HEAD of the HOUSE of COOMBE," from the great bestselling novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett which set publishing records — ab(4XotHer to be announced.

il

T^W
CONSTANCE

TALNADGE
You know Constance , . . And
Constance knows her Box-Office! —
Remember "Venus of Venice,'*
"Duchess of Buffalo," "Her Sister
from Paris." And now cotnes just the
right Constance Talmadge story.

RICN

ARD

BARTHELHESS
in "The Patent Leather Kid"
— the big mop-up of all war
dramas! How that story hits
and slashes at every known
emotion! . . . And 4 others of
sufter-caiibre.

Bl LLI E

DOVE

New profits for every thewith First
National's
new atrestar,
lending
her
Superb Beauty to 4 Great

NILTON

SILLS

will have the mightiest profitmakers of his career in "Burn"Man
ing Daylight,"
Power" "Just
and a aSucker,'
special
announcement of tremendous
importance — to he made later*

11

ROGERS
He's MADE now!... "Long Pantt,"
"SironK Man" and "Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp" dij ii ! I927-2H it the lime
to CASH IN on ihe lenaalional repulalion he built last year.

By every exhibitor report, the
greatest for-all-the-family Comedian in the business... And
he'll have J speed-record vehicles that will make his name
a Synonym for Success!

Outstanding sensation of all
Western stars! He's past the
test stage now . . . With firstrun reputation made — his big
clean-up is bound to come
this year!

goes to
Steer."
Rogers
an ace
nation's

Congress in "A Texas
Just this role is all
needed to make
him
attraction
for th
exhibitors!
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Service Selling
Why Not Adopt It and Cut Out the Tricks and the Bunk?

By William A. Johnston
The men who came in the street entrance
always began by talking their own business.
But the salesmen who came in after seeing
and knowing the factory began talking about
the factory, about the man's own business.
And naturally and invariably they got either
a cordial reception or an order or both.
Now this man's factory happened to be
his especial pride and joy. But so is most
adopt this selling policy will "clean up." It every man's enterprise, whether it's a theatre
won't
be or
easy.
take asalesmen
new lotand
of or a factory. And the way to see him is the
salesmen
a lot Itofmay
reformed
way his own interest lies.
One kind of salesman says: I want to sell
some hard headed exhibitors may considerably impede progress. But the scheme will you my goods; the other says you need my
win out; and if adopted generally it will prove goods in your business — and I know something of your business needs.
to be a turning point in this trade's history.

have been talking a good deal, lately,
about E. V. Richards and his idea of
Service Selling.
One of the large national distributors
thinks well enough of the idea to send on
to New Orleans, last week, an executive who
will watch the plan in operation.
In this connection I would like to made a
prediction: the first national distributor to
WE

jjc

^;

;(;

;(;

*

*

*

*

SERVICE selling simply means selling
pictures to a theatre for the theatre's
sake, — which means for the public's sake,
Let me begin an explanation with a per- which means for the producer's sake.
The service salesman goes to the exhibitor
sonal experience.
Some time ago I worked for a man who with the exhibitor's interests uppermost in
was rated one of the business leaders of the his mind. Why not? The producer wants
to get his wares successfully to the public,
country.
He was a heavy buyer of materials and, doesn't he? Very well, the salesman's true
like all buyers, he always had his guard up. effort then is a carry-on through the exhibitor to the public.
I saw^ a good manv salesmen leave his office
The service salesman lays his pictures
thoroughly rebuffed and beaten, especially
before the exhibitor, describes them in detail
those who tried to bluff him.
There were two doors to this man's office, and applies their points of interest to the
one directly from the street, and the other exhibitor's particular community.
Describing pictures in detail means giving
from his factory. Most every salesman came
in — if he got in — from the street door: but the details of why the picture was made.
occasionally a clever one would come in This is valuable information even if the
from the factory door.
picture hasn't been produced as yet. There
lERHAPS
there are some who don't
quite understand the term "Service Sell-

504

.

Motion

Picture

Nezvs
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By WUUam a. Johnston

*--'

I

I

was some mighty good reason why a theme If there are any doubts in any minds that
was selected and story material purchased; this is a large and consequential retailing
why the picture is allotted certain super- business let me give this fact: the retail advision, direction, cast, etc.; what its publicity vertising (theatre advertising, of course)
points are, etc. Many an exhibitor will be done by this business is the largest, for its
tickled sick even to get from a salesman the gross, in the business world,
theme of a picture.
The public wants to know about the picThe salesman
who
comes
fresh from tures — before they buy. They want to know
many other communities can help the exhibi- all about them. They want to know more
tor analyze his own town. He can give val- than the title and the star's name. They shop
ued comparisons.
He can suggest ways of wittingly not gullibly. We all know that,
contacting the public.
He can discuss the We admit it. We know the public cannot
possible sales resistance to the titles of the be bunked. We don't use our medicine show
pictures, to the exhibitor's own theatre, etc. tricks on the public — not for a minute.
Then comes the important matter of local Then why continue to use. them on the readvertising — the newspapers, their rates and tailer — the exhibitor?
coverage;
their effectiveness; the simpler Why continue the bull?
rules of newspaper display; ideas on ani*
* ..*
*
mated advertising— as done by other exhibi- r\ UR retail advertising, per gross of business, is the largest in the country,
tors; economies; lighting; cleaning, etc.; all ^^
the successful things other exhibitors are do- And our trade advertising is the least, by
far. Why?
ing.
In other words— service, theatre service; Because we strive to sell by tricks rather
just an ordinarily intelligent and sincere than by straight merchandising, which means
effort to put pictures in an exhibitor's hands, straight information, which means service to
the exhibitor who has to buy goods which he
with information and help.
*
*
*
*
has to sell to the public.
I CAN hear a good many howls of deri- That is all Richards is trying to do. He
sion over this plan. Naturally. We are is insisting that the salesman put the picused to selling pictures by tricks.
tures intelligently and honestly into the exThe favorite one is the forced run on hibitor's hands so the exhibitor in turn can
Broadway, an effort to delude the exhibitor deal honestly and intelligently with the pubin the outlying districts — and to what avail? lie.
This is such arrant bunk. Putting up a
*
*
*
*
false front and yelling about it is an Indian T REPEAT
that service selling, ^ when^ it
medicine show trick. The sales tricks in this ^ comes, will prove to be a turning point
business are no more intelligent, or ethical, in motion picture history,
We can go on talking and working for
or dignified.
We are not running a carnival business, better public relations — in other words, betWe have an industry on our hands. It makes ter service from the industry to the public,
no difference whether it is fourth in size or But we won't accomplish anything until
forty-fifth. It is large enough. We have fif- we put the^ exhibitor — the firing line man
teen thousand retail outlets selling pictures — in a position to give better service,
daily to several millions of people. We have And the one way to do that is to give the
some two thousand salesmen serving these exhibitor service.
theatres and it's about time they started to If it is to be our policy to trick the public
serve — not their bosses but the public, not let's continue to trick the exhibitor,
with tricks, but with service.
If not, let's quit.
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OW did picture quality stack up in the 1926-27
season? There is much comment to the effect
that product, on the whole, has not been as good
as it should be— or as it must be if the box-office is to be
satisfied.
A study of "The Check-Up" in Motion Picture News
brings out some interesting facts. This is a box-office
barometer, depended upon by exhibitors everywhere, and
it shows, with accuracy, what happens when the public
sees the pictures.
Taking the 1926-27 season, beginning with last September and running to August 1 this year, the average
percentage rating of the product of all companies is about
65 per cent.
In "The Check-Up" a picture is not rated "good" unless it reaches 70 per cent. So the average percentage figure for all the product upon which exhibitors sent reports
falls in the classification "fair."
In other words, mediocre.
» * «
WITH

thf exception of a few outstanding pictures, the
record of 1926-27 at the box office is not inspiring.
There is phnity of room for improvement all along
the line, particularly in the week-in-and-week-out features that
are the lifeblood of the theatres and the industry.
» #
«

exhibitor, out on the firing-line where the battle
to win the public and keep it won actually goes on,
writes us nowadays in drastic language on the subject of pictures.
For example, E. E. Sprague, of the Sherman Tlieatre,
Goodland, Kansas, says: "Small exhibitors have known
for the past three years that the picture business was
skidding because the public has been driven away from
the theatres by the unending stream of over-rated, bunk
pictures which we have been forced to show.
"When it is necessary to resort to the oxygen tank and
artificial respiration at the 'temple of the motion picture'
by hiring $15,000-a-week bands, it means that the deathrattle can be plainly heard.
"The producers are starting to stir uneasily in their
sleep and I hope they will wake up before the business
is a total loss with no insurance."
THE

Tie
jylirrors

FiJ

mdo

m

ARE some people in this industry who ought to know better
getting high-hat on the subject of public good-will?
It would seem so, from this incident: a certain wellknown exhibitor, universally recognized as an expert in public
relation-;- Avns sent for by one of the big distributing companies
which also operates theatres. He was offered the job — at practically any ligure he wanted to name — of going around the country
picking out sites for theatres.
He declined the job on the ground that he was not a real estate
expert and would not be able to deliver the goods.
One of the film bosses, sitting in the conference, said to the exhibitor: "We're surprised that you would refuse this. But we
still want you with us. Can you suggest any job you will accept?"
"Yes," the exhibitor answered. "I can. There is an important
work to be done in connection with your theatres. You need a
practical director of public relations. I believe I am that man.
My plan would include visiting your theatres — particularly the
ones that are losing money — studying the situation and finding out
whether your manager in that town is established as a citizen of
the community or is just a doortender.
"You gentlemen may not realize it, but the big chain hasn't
got a Chinaman's chance at big profits unless you give your theatres individuality- — the local touch. That means your managers
have got to get into the organizations and life of tJieir towns and
not be just collection agents for New York.
"If I found that a manager was not in the civic organizations of
his town, I'd make it my business to see that he joined; and I'd
pave the way for it through connections I could easily set up, because of my own membership in these organizations. They are
national in scope; some international. You may not think this is
important. I know it is. You ai'e making a great mistake if you
don't do everytliing to cultivate public good-will, locally, in the
towns
your theatres
The where
big executive
of the are
big located."
chain turned to the exhibitor and
said: "Let's get this over quick. We don't intend to spend another nickel on public good-will. We are already paying for that
through the Hays organization, and it's plenty. We're not going
•:f
»
*
into any of this good-will stuff
ourselves."

The Saenturn to the other side of the picture.
NOW
ger theatre interests were heavy sufferers in the recent Mississippi flood. But, as always, the Saenger
company had public good-will and definite public service
uppermost in its mind, even under very trying conditions.
And in so doing E. V. Richards and his associates are
working constructively for
* * the * whole industry.
following
THEshows
why: editorial in The New
how andleading

movement in Hollywood, which was duly pubeconomy
licized after several weeks of conferences may or may not
amount to something. That remains to be seen; and, in the
interim, it should have every chance to succeed, before judgment
is passed upon it.
The remaking of expensive pictures, however, goes right along.
One of the biggest companies is now engaged in revamping a special which is said to have cost half a million dollars. It was made
originally by a director with a big name, but something went wrong.
In the second edition a change has been made in the cast, involving the substitution of a featured player for another; and
Director No. 1 is now with another company.
»
♦ »
THE

SECRET retakes seem to be in vogue in Hollywood just
as much as ever. On another lot, a director, who had
been a star previously, worked for some time on a
picture. His film has been thromi in the ash can and the
picture is being secretly remade by another director.

Orleans Item

"Greenville (Miss.) glowly gets back to normal. The excitement of the flood passes. The long waiting while the waters receded is done. The work of rehabilitation is under way. Greenville, like other flooded towns, gets to work.
"We note two interesting editorials in the Greenville Daily
Democrat-Times. One, printed during the long wait while the
water receded, is a tribute to the value of moving pictures. Dozens
of Greenville citizens had asked the Democrat-Times every day
when the picture show would open again. The editorial told of
how moving pictures, taken as a matter of course for years, were
missed so much dui"ing the long wait, when they were unobtainable,
of how the people didn't miss the pictures so much during the
first days of flood excitement but how they wanted and needed
the entertainment pictures provide during the days of waiting.
"The second editorial is a fine tribute to the Saenger organization, which owns the Greenville theatre. It recounts how the Saenger people, realizing the people's need of entertainment, got films
in and opened the theatre at the earliest possible time. They not
{Continued on page 508)
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JiTTien Dr. MiUthew B. Stirling:, anthrnpolonist of the University of California, led the American-Dutch expedition to l\ew Guinea, he obtained
a quantity of film posters from the Universal exchanges at Bandoeng,
Dutch East Indies, ivilh ivhich to entertain the Papuan head hunters.
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John McDermott evidently thinks that the script of 'Tillie's Punctured
Romance,'" which Al Chrsilie is readinti. is very, very funny. It will be
released by Paramouni-Famous-Lasky.

l\o part of picture making is more hazardous than posing for stills. Here
are Anima Slyers and '"Poodles" Hanneford. Educational comedy players,
impersonating a scene from Pocahontas, at great risk of life and limb.

There's nothing like tvhiskers to give a man a lot of "it."
Here are T
Al Cooke and Kit Guard, comedians in F B O's ''The Beauty Parlor" *
series, impersonating the "not a cough in a carton" duo.
l.
Rin-Tin-Tin, the Warner Bros, star, is also a musician by avocation. The
lady he is serertading here name
is no islady;
she's his icife, and her .screen
Nanette.

Charlie

Chase, comedian
in Hal Roach Pathe comedies, is musically
inclined and spends much of his time thus tvhen of} the set.
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Joe Ruckcr. Pwrimninit
Aew's cameramnn.
ivilh his outfit lashed into
place to photograph the start of the Smith-Bronte Hawaiian flight over
the Oakland, Calif., airport

A costly extra;

Dolores Costello,

in the background, does atmosphere

for Alan Crosland, dirertiiis "The Jazz Sinser"

> If arner Bros.)

J. Boyce Smith, of Inspiration, Prof. Slichter, of Columbia, planning a
Careive, producer-director
picture training course, and Edwin
motion

Wallace Lupino and Lupino Lane in an axidental scene from "A
Pint Hero," Educational Lupino I^ane comedy

Half

Mary Pickford, Charles Rogers, her leading man, Charles Kosher, her
,. , „
,
j ,
. ,
„
,
.
.i. ; .
camera
the least
man, and Sam Taylor, director, filming a scene for "My Best Little Mary Ann Jackson is the smallest but by no means
Girl:
important of the funmakers on the Mack Sennett lot for Pathe
irl" (United Artists') in the business section of Los Angeles
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Pictures and Feople-continued
only made special efforts to get the theatre open, while the waters
were still about town, but they donated the entire proceeds for
the first four nights to local chai-ity work, the money to be allocated by a committee appointed by the mayor.
4 i f I "1 HIS is a most valuable donation to the people
I
of the community,' the editorial continues.
'The Saenger organization is probably losers
to as great an extent as any business concern in the city.
With a heavy expense they haven't received a dollar revenue in nearly 10 weeks, while their two buildings have
been used to house refugees, have served as Red Cross
headquarters and in fact were turned over entirely to
relief work. They have done a lion's share in the relief
work here. And on top of this they give the entire proceeds of the first four days to the relief of the people of
this community.

LpiGURES just made public here by the motion picture
■*■ branch of the Department of Commerce shows that 78
per cent of the pictures released in France last year were
American. We imagine that figure will be revised downward
somewhat for 1928. The great production activity in France
at the present time will be reflected in the totals for the year,
probably in no uncertain •»manner.
•
•
A NOTHER development going quietly ahead is the appli"^ cation of Movietone to the educational and instructional field. Test films of thtis sort are being made up
at the Fox-Case studios, with an eye to developing a technique and a method for this application of the apparatus
— and it would not surprise us if this field proved larger
than the theatrical.
* *
*

"Again, we ask — has a corporation a heart? This one
has, at any rate."
"Neither the tribute to the Saenger organizations or the
recital of its activities in Greenville will surprise many
Orleanians. Orleanians know how quick this organization
is to render public service, to help a good cause, in the
cities in which it has theatres. The Saengers have been
doing this sort of work here for years. It may be simply

ACCORDING to a cable from the London correspondent of Motion Picture News, Reginald Denny, Universal star, expressed — at a trade luncheon
the
desire to make pictures in England, and later stated that
plans were under way for British production by Universal.
No confirmation of this was obtainable in New York at
the Universal home office.

^good business' for the theatre company
vices have been of real value
* « to « the city."

THEshown
initial
subjects
M-G-jNI's
program
were4.
to the
press in
ait the
Embassy
Theatreof onshorts
August
They included three two-reel comedies from the Hal Roach
lot, "Sugar Daddies," "The Sting of Stings," and "Yale vs.
Harvard (Our Gang); two Ufa nature pictures, "An African
Adventure" and "Soaring Wings," and a two-reel Technicolor

but these ser-

T UST before Kobert J. Flaherty left for the Coast we had
the interesting experience of seeing his picture of New
York, uncut, on which some six months were spent. Pictorially, we cannot recall anything more impressive. He has
used a novel method throughout, filming most of his scenes
from a considerable elevation and using a long focv;s lens,
which results in a peculiarly detached and impersonal quality.
We are not conscious that the camera is anywhere.
Tliere is no story, and few human beings. He shows New
York a tiny bit at a time — a machine, a building, a construction job, a tugboat — and at the end fuses it all into a lovely
mosaic. The plan on which he has built it is daring and
original. It will be cut to two reels for release by Pathe.
Flaherty told us that he would have liked to take three
years instead of six months for tlie work. Many fine things,
he believes, will come from the amateurs wlio can afford to
take months and years, waiting for exactly what they want
and experimenting until they have it.
1^)X is saying little about Movietone, but doing a great
deal. October has been set as the date for the completion in the laboratory of the low-priced theatre installation which is being developed. It would not be fair to reveal figures, but we may say that the cost of Movietone
installation is going to surprise a great many people, and
will be materially below that of other companies.

August 19, 1927

subject,
"The Flag."
The comedies
were in line with the usual Roach product, with
the "Our Gang" offering standing out clearly as the best of those
shown. The Ufa animal pictures were interesting nature subjects,
which deserve wide showing because of their novelty.
"The Flag" tells the famous story of Betsy Ross, with a love
theme introduced.
Altogether, fine dramatic short subjects.
»
*
*
4 4f I
I ^ HE
Bull from
in themany
Picture
Shop" Here
still brings
comments
quarters.
is a typical
exhibitor comment from Jack Van Epps, of the
Fort Lee Theatre, Fort Lee, N. J.: "You are quite right in
your original article, 'The Bull in the Picture Shop' and
also in your reply to Grainger. Mr. Shugert is absolutely
correct as to the lack of knowledge or interest of film
salesmen."

*

»

»

organization in Germany — •
First
THEDefina
— isNational
in activeproducing
production, the first picture being
"Dancing Vienna," featuring Ben Lyon and Lya Mara.
Lyon was on a vacation visiting Europe and Friederich Zelnik,
Defina director, saw the opportunity to enlist his services in the
picture, so cable arrangements were made with Richard A. Rowland, and Lyon is now at work. After which he will resume his
vacation, so the informaition goes.
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The Road to Economy
Ease of Credit Has Brought Abnormal Promotion and Overbuilding — Ballyhooing
Weaknesses Not Good Business — Excess of Theatre Building by Some Producers Has Restricted Their Own Outlets — A Theatre-Building Moratorium Suggested — Some Inside Facts on Production and
Home Office Waste — A Constructive Campaign by the
Whole Industry to Rebuild Confidence Needed

By Sydney S. Cohen
(Editor's Note. — Mr. Cohen's record as
an exhibitor leader and as a successful theatre owner and business man is well known.
The views he expresses in this article are,
in the opinion of Motion Picture News,
worth the careful attention of the whole
industry. )
THIS is a road which must be travelled
by every industry if it hopes to
prosper. The agitation anent eeonomy of the past few weeks in our Motion
Picture Industry is significant of the fact
that it has made the belated discovery that
it has left the main road of economic soundness and has wandered off into a detour of
uneconomic and unbusinesslike extravagance.
Despite all of the front page scareheads,
and despite all of the announcements from
certain spokesmen in the producer ranks,
I feel that they have entirely overlooked
the real crux of the present situation. Apparently the knowledge of the actual seriousness of conditions has come upon some
of them so suddenly that it has made them
somewhat bewildered, if not a trifle panicky,
and their better business sense has temporarily deserted them.
Otherwise, it is difficult to understand
how they can fail to recognize the fact
that they have reared a veritable Frankenstein— a monster which, if uncontrolled,
bids fair to destroy those who have fashioned it.

efficient, businesslike way along business
lines ; in quiet conferences whereby ways
and means are devised to effect real reductions in costs and in the elimination of
waste.
It is not the custom for a well-conducted
and sound industry to ballyhoo and publicise its weaknesses as has been done in our
industry during the past few weeks. That
is neither good business nor good showmanship. A producer, in his announcements,
does not accentuate the faults of his pictures he
; emphasizes their virtues. An exhibitor, having a poor or indifferent picture, does not ballyhoo that fact to the
public, he rather calls attention to that
portion of his show which is good — at least
he does if he is a showman.

Restricted Outlets
I think I can show that this excess of
theatre expansion on the part of producing
companies has literally restricted their own
production outlet. They have not wiped out
competition by their activities, nor have
they done much good for themselves as yet.
In my judgment, the net income from
the pictures produced by two or three companies is insiiMcient, as was stated by the
head of the producing department of a
large producing-distributing-exhibiting company, because they have restricted the
amount of money that it is possible for
them to take in on these pictures by their
campaigns of getting not only show windows in the downtown sections of large
cities, but by acquiring theatres in the

Abnormal Promotion Era
This situation has been largely brought
about by the ease of credit which has come
to these companies through stock sales promoted by the national banking and financial
interests which have been attracted to the
Motion Picture Industry in recent years.
This ease of credit is an unnatural condition, and has led to this era of abnormal
promotion and overbuilding by producers
in sections adequately seated and theatred.
In most of these cases an individual theatre
owner would build a new theatre if there
were not the constant fear that some producer, controlling the distribution of
quality film, would "promote" a theatre in
the section. Were this fear removed, hundreds, perhaps thousands, would build or
enlarge their present theatres and beautify
them; but individuals hesitate to hazard
their own money now when they are opposed by interests who are using other
people's money — the public's.
When an Industry or an ordinarily wellmanaged business becomes unduly wasteful
or extravagant, it recognizes that fact and
sets in force a policy of retrenchment and
of economic sanity. It does this in a quiet,

Sydney S. Cohen

neighborhood sections of these cities, as
well as in the smaller communities.
This activity has forced other large and
substantial producing companies to build
equally large theatres in the downtown sections of these same cities to protect their
own investment as producers, by thus affording them an outlet for their product.
The intense and somewhat unnatural competition of these competitive theatres has
brought about an increased overhead in
the operation of the theatres far beyond
sensible proportions, and also has brought
about the reduction of admission prices in
many sections of the country, and this general overseating and overtheatring of
already adequately theatred sections has
come about with no thought of business
sense, let alone any regard of business
ethics. The disastrous effect of this cannot
be over emphasized. It is tending to make
all theatre building to be viewed with susIt has thus become necessary for these
picion.
producing
companies to play their own pictures, regardless of box office value, in
their own theatres together with those of
the one or two companies afiiliated with
them. If the pictures of these particular
companies do not happen to prove exceptional box office "draws" and do not register, and the pictures of other producers
happen to possess excellent entertainment
values and are thus better liked by the
motion picture-going public, these producerowned theatres must of necessity forego
the opportunity of playing such worthwhile
productions. This constant playing of their
own pictures naturally has prevented these
pictures from having as wide a distribution
outside of their own company as they would
have had otherwise, and this condition
naturally limits the revenues accruing from
the rental of these pictures. This is especially true when an "added attraction"
costing, say, ten to twelve thousand dollars
a week is playing at one of their houses
with one of their pictures ; in this ease the
amount charged off against the picture
must be negligible indeed, a situation far
different from those days when they de]iended on the picture alone to attract the
public into their theatres, and thus were
enabled to pay about 171/2 per cent of the
gross receipts for film rental alone. Now
there is really no price on their own film.
I am convinced fully that if a moratorium
of some stipulated period, a few years at
least, as I urged before, were to be declared
against theatre building by producers, excepting in such downtown sections of the
very large cities as are required as show
windows for their product, that much of
the chaos existing at present would be restored to order. This is a thought deserving of the most careful consideration.
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Reviewed by Edwin Schallert
Editor of The Los Angeles
LOS

Times Preview and Special
Motion Picture ISeivs

Correspondent

of

ANGELES, August 10 (By Wire). — At last the picture that the
trade has been waiting for from the Paramount Famous Lasky

organization.
"Wings'" gains that distinction^
It has an impressive magnitude and spectacular grandeur that will
be far-reaching, not to speak of moments of touching humanness.
Coming at this particular juncture when the interest in the conquest
of the air is at its height, "Wings" would seem to be an ideal sales product. Even a quotation from a Lindbergh speech, extolling the accomplishments ofthe war aviator, has been used to tie the picture up with
the present.
Perhaps I am seeing more in this picture than will be casually observed by the theatregoer, but my deductions were obtained during a
view in a cold projection room in Hollywood without the effects which
accompany the production in its initial showing in New York. Paramount is presenting this film, of course, with a remarkable accompaniment of sound. Tliey are showing it with machines to duplicate
the noise of the airplanes, both as they "take off" and rise into the air,
and while they are in midflight. The sound effects distinguish between
the American planes, and the Fokker and the huge, lumbering Gotha
of the Germans.
All manner of aircraft are engaged in the bigger battles of "Wings."
Most of the fights between them transpire above the clouds. The
planes swoop down upon one another, sometimes like eagles and sometimes seemingly like infuriated bees. There is "shot" after "shot"
during these battle scenes of disabled aircraft, smoking and swirling,
falling down through the clouds to the earth.
The story is keyed in a rather easy tempo. There seems only one
serious lapse, and that is between the time when one catches a last
glimpse of the aviators in their American training camp and next picks
them up in France.
One wishes that the company had availed themselves at this point
of the opportunity to explain, if only briefly, more of the technique
of flying. It would perhaps have made some of the maneuvers in the
air more forceful in the earlier battle encounters. However, such explanation might have proved too technical in character, requiring too
much footage.
One senses about "Wings" an illuminating fact about the World
War, and that is that the key to what happened on the battlefield
centered to a great extent in the sky. The ground maneuvers in
"Wings" gain interest and vigor because most of them are "shot"
from an elevation, whether this elevation be a flying plane or such
an eminence as a constructed camera platform. This brings to mind
the thought that in the photography of the future, for long shots particularly, we may far more often than now vision ourselves as looking
down from a height at what happens on a location or set.
The story of "Wings" centers primarily in two youths who enter
the aviation service — portrayed by Charles Rogers and Richard Arlen.
Another prominent role is allotted to Clara Bow. Jobyna Ralston is
also featured but her part is incidental to the other three, she being
the girl who remained at home, while Miss Bow enters the war as an
ambulance driver. Miss Bow will be greatly liked in this role, which
is both pepful and sympathetic. She saves the hero, during a sequence
in Paris, at the cost of her own reputation.
There is a very tragic side to the story. A young aviator, played
by Arlen, is killed by his buddy, who mistakes him for a German
invader.
This scene is the dramatic climax of the picture.
There is a pitiful impression in all this of the utter and hopeless
uncertainly of all warfare, and the boomerang that it may prove in
its tragedies. Although it glorifies air warfare, "Wings" carries a
curiously effective message for peace.
William Wellman directed this production and has done a job that
is, in most ways, remarkable. The picture is founded on a story by
John Monk Saunders, which must have provided excellent material.
Hope Loring and Louis D. Lighton made the very interesting adaptation.
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Road
to Economy:
By Sydney S. Cohen
{Continued from preceding page)

The waste that goes on at the production
center is sinful. While I do not propose to
mention names or deal in personalities, it
might not be amiss to mention here some
information that has come to me from a
very high source.
When our highest salaried stars grant
herself — or himself — a two or three months'
vacation in Europe or in this country, the
salary for this vacation period is not paid
by their company but it is added to the
budget of their next picture, or spread out
over two or three pictures. This added ' ' exhibition value" is paid by the theatre
owner eventually, and is surely both unfair and uneconomic. While the theatre
owner pays this, the producer does not
really get it, as it represents waste, and I
believe it is the biggest rea.son for the need
of real "economy" at the studios and in
the production companies.
In some companies it is well known to
theatre owners who are conversant with
the actual conditions, and I happen to have
some pertinent facts regarding this, that
for pictures costing very much more than
pictures equally as good, or better, as made
by other companies, at least half of the
cost of the picture was spent on everything
btit the picture.
In one production recently finished on
the Coast, the star of this picture had not
worked for almost a year. All that time
she drew her salary and three other members of her family, acting as business managers or otherwise, drew their salaries, and
before the director turned a crank on the
production, the picture carried an
head cost or accumulated overhead of
$250,000. The picture was started,
had proceeded for about two weeks
the star decided she did not like the

overabout
work
when
even-

ing gown worn throughout the two weeks'
work, so the scenes were retaken at an expense of about $50,000. The completed
picture cost a tremendous fortune, but if
this production were made less wastefully
and extravagantly, it would have cost about
one-third of the amount expended.
I am told that just a few weeks ago, a
company completed a picture in six weeks
and when the picture was previewed, they
decided to take out the leading man and
substitute another, which was done. This
necessitated retaking five weeks' work. It
seems hardly fair or equitable that colossal
blunders like these should be supported
and paid for by the Industry.
Tlie producer can do away with many of
the parasitical and non-productive forces
that are taking so much out of the Industry
and contributing nothing helpful. I mean
j)articularly from the first purchasing of
either a story or a play or a book, where
the manipulation and ''cut ins" to different interests add considerably to this initial cost.
Get Rid of Parasites
Instead of "watching pennies" by curtailment of trade paper advertising, it
would be better business for these producing companies to rid themselves of production j>arasites. Real economies would l)e
effected as a result.
Ail of this extravagant waste in the studios and in the home office bears out fully,
I think, my contention that a Frankenstein
{Co)itiiiucd on next page)
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Many Important Pictures in Offing as Autumn Approaches;
Several to Have World Premieres Shortly
several Broadway theatres
WITH
being groomed for world premieres, the 1927-28 season officially
opens with the industry training all its
guns for a broadside at a common target- — •
supremacy in a year that promises the stiffest competition.
One of the most immediate of the openings is the much discussed Paramount aviation special, "Wings," which comes to the
Criterion shortly after several postponements. An advance review of this by Edwin Schallert on the Coast appears elsewhere, and rates its signflcance highly.
Paramount 's regular releases for the fii-st
quarter will include an unusual number of
pictures which have already proved their
merit and draw at advance engagements.
In August, for instance, the schedule includes "Beau Geste;" "The Covered
Wagon" once more; "Metropolis," which
did such unexpectedly good business on
Broadway; "Mme. Pompadour," one of
the best to come from England ; and
"Hula," which should be an absolute
"natural." In September will come,
among others, "Chang," the sensation of
New York; "Stark Love," another outstanding surprise; and several more. In
the September list are such tested films as
"The Rough Riders" and "The Way of
All Flesh," and a promising Western special in "Jesse James," the first Fred
Thomson for P F L.
The outstanding event on Fii-st .National's immediate program is the world premiere next Monday night at the Globe theatre. New York, of "The Patent Leather
Kid." Edwin Schallert recently reviewed
this on the Coast, and give it warm praise.
On August 1, First National had completed fourteen of its 1927-28 pictures — a
record for this company. We hear some
very fine things of several of these.
"Camille, " which will be released generally in September, has already demonstrated its pulling power. Another
Barthelmess, "The Drop Kick," -will be
available in September, and the next Sills,
"Hard Boiled Haggerty, " will be ready
this month. Billie Dove's first starring
vehicle, "The Stolen Bride," is an August
release, and her next, ' ' The American
Beauty," has been completed and will be
released in October.
The next big Fox event will be the premiere of "Sunrise," which is to take place on
Broadway in September. This, we hear,
is an artistic triumph. ' ' What Price Glory ' '
and "Loves of Carmen" head the regular
releasing schedule. Other interesting subjects not yet assigned a date are "Bride of
the Night" and "Grandma Bernle Learns
Her Letters."
Columbia starts off auspiciously with "The
Blood Ship" as the first of its thirty releases. "Alias the Lone Wolf" and "Sally
in Our Alley" are second and third.
Universal will launch its season on August 21 with the opening of "Les Miserables" at the Central Theatre in a 12-reel
version. On September 3 the company will
again have the Colony Theatre in New
York, and will open with "The Cat and

the Canary," which has been highly
praised. It is hoped that "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" will be ready for the Central on
September 25, which is the 75th anniversarv of the play's premiere. Other specials to follow include "The Big Gun,"
"Show Boat," "Love Me and the World
{Continued on page 512)

The Road to Economy
By Sydney S. Cohen

(Concluded from preceding page)
has been erected which threatens a great
industry. This threat can be averted by a
sensible getting together in conference with
the end in view of eliminating all waste,
insofar as is possible, and of opening new
avenues of attracting many millions of new
patrons for the motion picture theatres.
I sincerely hope that the negative note
recently sounded in the newspapers of the
country about the need for economy will
not create in the minds of the motion picture going public the thought that the entire industry is unsuccessful or poorly
managed. We all know that the public likes
to follow the crowds and loves a winner,
and I urge for the attention of all producers
in this industrv the commencement of a

campaign for the concerted use of the
united man power, brain power and screen
power of the industry to bring the above
thought about. An intensive, constructive
and countrywide industry institutional advertising campaign, launched in the newspapers, on billboards, in magazines, and in
the industry's trade press both national
and regional, would so increase interest in
and knoAvledge of the motion picture that
it would inaugurate a greater movie era, in
that it would bring into our theatres everywhere millions of people who are not now
patrons of the Motion Picture. Producers
and theatre owners alike would profit, and
the resultant increase of income would
cause such a lessening of overhead expense
that real economies would be effected.
The saturation point in production extravagances and unbridled theatre building
has been reached. Sane, well-balanced
minds have called a halt; and the call will
be heeded. We, the motion picture indusreally rank fourth
the time
world's
greattry,industries,
and itamong
is high
we
realized it, and acted accordingly.
Great industries are not built up by pyi-amiding. Expense and extravagance are not
the sign posts marking the pathway to success, but eMciency and ethics are.

No Marked Increase in Volume
of Short Subjects
t recently cira repor
to among
CONTRARY culated
New York's film
trade that there would be a surplus
of two reel and other short subjects due
to the Paramount Famous-Lasky's and
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer's entiy in this field,
the situation as viewed from an analysis
of 1927-1928 production schedules of the
leading producers appears to be practically
unchanged as compared with the previous
season's output.
Paramount Famous-Lasky and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer plan to produce a total of
82 two reel features for the 1927-28 season
but this increase is offset by production cuts
of
fromEducational,
Fox Films, leaving
26'from a Pathe
and
26 26
from
difference
of but 4. Schedules of Universal and F B 0
appear to be about the same as last year.
Educational will produce 8 Big Boy's, 8
Lupino Lane's, 8 Lloyd Hamilton's, 6
Tuxedo's, 6 Dorothy Devore's, 8 Larry
Scmon's and 16 Mermaids, making a total
of 60 two reel features. In the one reel
class, they will release 26 Cameo comedies,
12 Hodge Podge, 13 Bruce scenics, 26 Felix
cartoons, 12 Curiosities, and the 104 issues
of Kinograms.
Universal has a large schedule which consists of 52 Stern Brothers, 12 Collegiate,
12 Andy Gump and 12 Newlywed, all two
reel features, making a total of 86. This
company will also make 52 Western featurettes and in the single reel field, 6 Charles
Puffy-Octavus Cohen comedies, 25 Oswald
cartoons, 5 serials of at least 10 episode?
each and the 104 issues of Universal News.
Paramount
Famous-Lasky
will make
a

total of 52 two reel features consisting of
36 from Christie, 6 Edward Everett Horton and 10 Novelties. In addition, this company will release 26 Krazy Kat cartoons,
26 Out of the Inkwell and the 104 issues
of Paramount News.
In the two reel field, Metro-GoldwynMayer will have 10 Our Gang comedies, 10
Hal Roach-Charlie Chase and 10 Hal Roach
All Star, making a total of 30. There will
be 25 additional subjects — ^most of them
single reels. Also 6 Great Events in Technicolor and the M-G-M News.
Pathe will release 58 two reel features
which can be divided into four groups :
Sennett, Roach, Langdon and Henry and
Polly. There will be 12 Mack Sennett 's, 12
of The Smith's, 12 Sennett Girl comedies,
2 Ben Turpin's, 2 Han-y Langdon 's, 4 Our
Gang, 3 Charlie Chase, 8 Roach Star comedies and 3 Henry and Polly's. In addition,
52 Fables, 52 Topics of the Day, 26 from'
Grantland Rice, 12 Rarebits, 7 Will Rogers
Abroad and the 104 issues of Pathe News.
Fox Fihns have probably made the greatest cut in short subject production schedules inasmuch as this season there will be
but 26 two reel features as compared with
an output of 52 for last season. This company will release 10 Imperials, 8 Animal
comedies and 8 of the Van Bibber brand.
There will also be 26 Fox Varieties and the
104 issues of Fox News.
The 36 two reel features to be released
by FBO consists of 12 of the Witwer
Beauty Parlor series, 12 Micky McGuire,
12 of the Standard Fat Man Comedies and
2 single reel Newslaffs.

^
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Industry Has Been Under Probe Since
April, Says Investigator
LT.

PLUMMER, investigator for the Department of Justice, stated
on a visit to Philadelphia during the week that investigation of

* the film industry by the government has been under way in all
parts of the United States since April.
According to Plummer the department is gathering data wherever
available in order to determine if the anti-trust laws are being violated.
The investigation, he declared, was entirely apart from the findings of the
Federal Trade Commission in the Paramount case.
The initial action, it is said, was taken when charges were made by
Frank J. Rembusch, Indiana exhibitor leader, alleging that the Hays organization and its members are operating in restraint of trade. The PatheP. D. C. and Stanley- West Coast First National deals also are said to have
been responsible for the probe.

Pictures Great Educators
Milliken

Tells Educators SI, 05 6 Theatres Are Serving
As School Rooms

a meeting of the World
BEFORE
Federation of Education Associations held in Toronto Tuesday of this
week, Carl E. Milliken, Secretary of the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, declared that the 51,056 motion
picture theatres in the world today are
serving as school rooms in which the children of all nations are being taught tolerance of all other nations.
Milliken said countless millions of persons of all races and of all ages are being
acquainted with the ideas and ideals of
other races through motion pictures of
world wide interest, and in this fact lies a
great hope for the eventual outlawing of
war.
Continuing his address, Milliken said :
"The acquisition of this knowledge of
world affairs and of current history is salurary and wholesome in bringing to the
people of all nations, especially to the chidren who are the raw material upon which
builders of world peace must operate, increased understanding and friendship for
all other nations.

'"Motion picture lenses today are focused
on every important happening in every
land. They witness the pageantries and tragedies of nations. They hold up a mirror,
as it were, to every phase of human activity
with accuracy and vivid realism, and they
help us form clearer judgments of the
ceaseless work of nations. No longer is it
true that half the world ignores what the
other half is doing."
Mr. Milliken voiced the hope that the
World Federation of ■ Education Associations would themselves some day sponsor
the production of a series of pictures revealing the significant characteristics of
all nations. Such pictures interchanged between the nations, would do much, he declared, to remove the intolerance that ignorance of each other's aims and purposes
engenders.
In stating that there are now 51,056 motion picture theatres listed in the world,
Mr. Milliken divided them as follows: 20,500 in the United States, 19,773 in Europe,
2,000 in Canada, 3,692 in the Far East,
1,932 in Latin America, 490 in Africa and
69 in the Near East.

New Season Off With Rush
"Never Say Die" Spirit
Keeps Show on in Flood
an example of the indomitable
spirit of Southern exhibitors, W.
E. Callaway, Southern sales manager for First National, cites the instance of the manager of the Theatre
in Marked Tree, Arkansas, whose theatre stood upon a knoll and was untouched bythe destroying flood waters.
The exhibitor kept the house open to
the public on the customary two or
three days a week. His patrons came
by boat instead of by auto, but the performance each time found a line of
boats parked around the entrance to
the theatre, says Mr. Callaway.
The First National executive is back
al his desk in the First National home
office after a tour of three weeks' of the
Southern exchanges.
As

{Concluded from prcccdin;/ page)
Ts Mine," "The Man Who Laughs" and
"The Cohens and Kelly in Paris."
F B O's schedule for the next three
nionths includes 15 features, with "Breed
of Courage" leading off the season. Other
leading pictures during the first quarter
will be "The Great Mail Robbery," "The
Coward," "Clancy's Kosher Wedding,"
"The Gingham Girl," "Shanghaied," and
a number of Westerns with promising new
stnrs.
Of the 13 specials to be made by Warner
Tiros, this year, nine Avill be completed l)y
September 15. These will be "The Ja//
Singer," "Ham and Eggs," "The Fortune
Hunter," "The First Auto," already
shown here; "Old San Francisco," now on
Broadway; "When a Man Loves," "The
Missing Link," "The Better 'Ole" and
"Don
icleased.Juan," all of which have been pre-

Picture

News

Five pictures for next season have
already been completed for United Artists,
and three others, "The Circus," "Th
Darling of the Gods" and "Laugh, Clown,
Laugh," will be finished by the end of 1927.
^Nlary Pickf ord 's fii-st in some time will be
"My Best Girl," more than half finished.
Norma Talmadge in "The Dove," Gloria
Swanson in "Sadie Thompson, "Corinne
Griffith in "The Garden of Eden," Fairbanks in "The Gaucho," Barrymore in
' ' Tempest, " " Ramona, " " Topsy and
Eva," "The Devil Dancer," " Sorrell and
Son" and new Keaton and Samuel Goldwyn productions
are among the product
coming
along.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has many specials
iji its fall group, including ' ' The Big Parade," "Ben Hur," "Annie Laurie,"
"Rose-Marie," "In Old Kentucky," "Napoleon," a French special effort, and
"Mile, from Armentieres, " an English film
of considerable interest. "The Garden of
Allah," Rex Ingram's latest, is expected to
open at the Embassy in New York soon,
but no date has been set.
The Pathe-De Mille specials for '27- '28
will include "The Fighting Eagle," "The
West Pointer," "The Wreck of the
Hesperus," "The Forbidden Woman,"
"Hold 'Em, Yale," "Power," "The Blue
Danube," "Rip Van Winkle," "Chicago,"
and "Craig's Wife," the last two having
been outstandingly successful as Broadway
The outstanding feature of Tiffany's
plays.
plans is the use of the Third Dimension
process, which is being applied to a special
and may be applied to a number of the
productions for the new season. If it lives
up to anonuncements, this should be an
important factor in the new season.
All of the newer distributors which
can no longer be fairly classed as "indeI)endents" in the old sense of the word are
making unprecedented efforts to make their
product match up in quality with that of
the "old line" companies. Gotham had a
picture premiere at the Hippodrome last
week, when "The Satin Woman" played
there. Sterling, First Division, Excellent
and Rayart all are making strides forward
with their 1927-28 product. Each will have
several specials, and the general average of
the entire list will be higher than ever
before.

May

Film
Exports
Show DecHne

picture
motion of
exMay film
during
of month
TS the
EXPOR
hibited adrop from those of the
preceding month in the case of positives, while other classes showed increases, according to figures made public by the Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C.
Total foreign shipments for the
month were 21,.307,726 feet with a value
of $782,671, against 27,240,114 feet with
a value of $804,778 in April, it is rePositive exports declined from 20,ported.
.')99„24.5 feet valued at $559,429 in April
to 16,701.364 feet valued at $433,242 in
May, and positive shipments to noncontiguous territories dropped from
2.129,878 feet with a value of $29,508 to
861,057 feet with a value of $19,985.
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Live Topic Films Draw
Business in Ontario
box office importance of topical pictures has been amply demonstrated in Ottawa, Ontario,
during recent weeks. Manager Ray
Tubman of the Regent Theatre reported that he had secured the third
best week of all times for the Regent
with the showing of the, pictures of
Canada's Diamond Jubilee of Confederation immediately after the Ottawa
celebration had taken place.
The Canadian Government's film record of the Jubilee, running to 2,500
feet was later screened at the Centre
for one week and again a fine crowd
attended. Manager J. M. Franklin of
B. F. Keith's Theatre grabbed the
Dempsey-Sharkey fight picture for
showing during the World's Poultry
Congress and the result was tremendous business during the whole week.
During the Ottawa visit of H. R. H.
the Prince of Wales, H. R. H. Prince
George and Rt. Hon. Stanley Baldwin,
Prime Minister of Britain, Manager
Don Stapleton of the Centre Theatre
screened a second run of a British special, "The Making of a King," showing
the Prince of Wales, and this again
drew big crowds.
THE

Motion
Picture
Charters
Granted at Albany
Motion picture companies incorporating
in New York state during the past week included the following: Robert Productions.
Inc., $100,000, Rose London, Helen
Schacker, Anna S. Flaumenbaum, New York
Cit. ; Humanitarian Pictures, Inc., $40,000,
Hannah Kass, Abraham Schneider, Claude
H. MacGowan, New York City; Carlos Pictures Corporation, capitalization not stated,
Harry Lewis, Grant Hoerner, Alexander
Brown, New York City; Clayben Productions, Inc., $5,000, H. Clay Blaney, Ben
Ruyle, Gertrude H. Kearney, New York
City; Jeromont Corporation, $37,500, Reuben Rubinstein, Samuel W. Bass, Henry A.
Shapiro, New York City; Encio Studios.
Inc., capitalization not stated, Frances
Davis, S. Cohen, Catherine- Cawley, New
York City; Mo\aeads, Inc., $10,000, Albert
Law, Jackson Heights ; Julius Frankenberg,
New York City; William A. Smith, Woodhaven.

Lynch President St. Louis
Film Board of Trade
C. T. Lynch, manager of the St. Louis
branch office of Metro-Goldwy-n-Mayer, has
been elected president of the St. Louis Film
Board of Trade to succeed Han-y Weiss,
manager for First National, who was tendered ajoint testimonial dinner at the Congress Hotel roof garden on Monday, August
1, in company with G. E. McKean, J. A.
Han-is and other officials of the board who
are retiring.
Officers elected by the board are:
Many Gottlieb, manager for Univer.sal,
vice-president, and Claude W. ]\IcKean,
manager for Fox, secretary and trea.surer.
Membei's of the board of directors: Lynch,
ex of?sio chairman; Gottlieb, J. E. 0 'Toole
of Pathe; S. J. Hankin, Edueational; Joe
Levy, United Artists ; Nat Steinberg Premier Pictures.

Year's Protection Asked
Over Cheap Houses
Circuits

See

Grave

Menace

in

Springing

Up

of

"Shooting Galleries"
on pictures
matter of protection
THEis one
that is attracting wide attention of big and small exhibitors and
distributors alike and is bound to assume
even larger proportions before order comes
out of the present chaos. The guns of the
l)igger fellows seem directed against the
"shooting galleries," which it is claimed
are prospering beyond all measure because
of a lack of protection to the higher class
houses.
Chicago is seen as the storm center at
present M'ith the prospect for a national
demand for extended protection. Balaban
and Katz have demanded protection of one
year over theatres charging an admission
of less than fifteen cents. The present protection is six months. It is said the new
demand is favored by distributors and big
operators elsewhere, but there is no indication yet that the Balaban and Katz demand is to be met.
Harold B. Franklin, president of West
Coast Theatres has taken practically the
same stand as Balaban and Katz. He has
termed as ruinous and unfair the competition of the fifteen cent houses, declared to
be multiplying at an alarming rate on the
County.
coast and more particularly in Los Angeles
From the distributors' angle low admissions cut film rentals and distributoi-s therefor arc declared inclined to favor the extended protection over
low
admission

houses, although the year proposal is not
striking popular fancy, because of the time
limitations on contracts.
Conditions out around Kansas City
threaten a lively battle before amicable
arrangements are made. First run houses
of Kansas City are demanding extension of
protection within a radius of sixty miles.
The new demand would extend the present
sixty day protection over suburban houses
and action against the proposition is
threatened by the exhibitors' association.
The proposed clearance, if given, would include protection over Kansas City, Kan.,
which has a population of 135,000. Theatre
owners will fight to a finish the granting
of the demand, according to R. R. Bieehele,
who says the extended protection would
kill business for towns included in the restricted area.
There will be no extension of the thirty
day protection if the exchanges in Albany,
N. Y., have their way, as now seems probable. During the past week, certain exhibitors have come out in a demand for
longer periods of protection than now
exists, but their requests have been met
with flat refusal on the part of exchanges.
Several of these demands have come from
heads of large chains and it is claimed that
if longer protection is given the little fellow will be the one to suffer. The situation
is rather acute at the present time and has
I''ilm Row agog as to its possibilities.

Publix Fall Session Off
Managers

Training School Discontinued Temporarily
With All Man Power Supplied

will not be a fall session of
THERE
the Publix Theatre Managers Training School. It was originally intended to start the fourth session of the
Managers School this September. However, the need of man power for the Publix
Theatres can be met with the graduates
of the last three sessions. Inasmuch as
graduates of the Managers School were
trained exclusively for the Publix Theatres
it was decided to close the Managers Training School until a time when there was
sufficient need of more managers to justify
another session of the school.

Training School graduates in their employ.
John F. Bariy who organized the Managers School and has been director of it to
date is now starting sessions of intensive
training for managers now operating theatres. He just returned from New Orleans
where he conducted an intensive training
session for about 150 managers of the
Saenger Circuit and affiliated circuits.
It is felt that sessions of intensive training for groups of managers are to be preferred to the training of new material when
there may not be vacancies enough for the
men trained.

Executives ' of Publix have expressed
themselves as thoroughly satisfied with the
work of the school graduates.
The school has been in session for two
years. John F. Barry, Director of the
School reports that there were approximately five hundred applications for the
session that was scheduled to start this fall.

New

The past three sessions gi'aduated over
seventy-five men and all but three of these
are now engaged in theatre operation. In
practically every state there is some graduate of the Publix Theatre Managers School
engaged in theatre operation. Not all of
the graduates are now employed by Publix.
Seven other circuits have Publix Managers

Pathe District Managers Appointed

Robert Mochrie, branch manager in Pittsburgh for Producers Distributing Corporation, has been made district manager of
District Number 5 (Pittsburgh, Cincinnati
and Indianapolis) for Pathe Exchange, Inc.
William G. Humphries, P. D. C. manager
in Philadelphia, has been made manager of
District Number 3 (Philadelphia, Washington and Charlotte).
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WinnipegTheatre Boom Contemplates
Four New Houses by U. S. Concerns
WINNIPEG, Manitoba, is in for an immediate theatre building boom,
according to local announcement, a large moving picture organization of the United States, owning hundreds of theatres in the
States, having decided upon the erection of no less than four houses. A
large new independent theatre is already well under way in Winnipeg also,
while the Orphem Circuit has decided to erect a large house to replace the
Orphem Theatre which was built in the Manitoba Capital in 1910.
Famous Players Canadian Corp. is already well established in Winnipeg with two large theatres, the Capitol and the Metropolitan, while Universal Pictures Corporation has three theatres there, the Lyceum, the Starland and the College. The third film company, whose identity has not been
publicly disclosed, has arranged for the erection of a house in the downtown section of Winnipeg to seat more than 2,000 person, while the three
others will accommodate 1,200 each. One will be located in the North end
of the city; another at the West end of Portage Avenue, and the third in
Fort Rouge, a residential suburb.

Advocates Broadcasting
Wisconsin

Exhibitor Says It Is Cheaper
Effective Publicity Medium

broadcasting from a theatre's
RADIO
own plant in cities with a population around 20,000 is strongly advocated by Francis M. Kadow, Manager of
the Mikadow Theatre, in Manitowoc, Wis.,
who is in New York at present in an effort
to tie up his own broadcasting station with
the programs of one of the big stations of
the country,
Kadow has been operating his Mikadow
Theatre station for the past year as
WOMT, and he declares it a better and
cheaper advertising and publicity medium
than anything he has ever tried. So far
he has never used it for outside commercial
purposes, but merely to announce his own
theatre activities, and to turn the station
over free to religious, civic and fraternal
organizations for occasional progi'ams.
In discussing his station Kadow said:
"The experience I have had with broad-

Gleveland Golf Tournament on August 19
annual exhibitor-disTHE second tributor
golf tournament will
take place Friday, August 19th
at the Ridgewood Country Club, Cleveland, O. AH members of the industry
are invited to join in the festivities
which start early in the morning.
There is no closing time. This gettogether is staged by the Cleveland
Film Board of Trade for a better mutual understanding between exhibitors
and distributors.
The committee which has mapped
out the details of the tournament consists of W. N. Skirboll, in charge of
arrangements; Gradwell L. Sears and
Oscar Ruby, in charge of events and
invitations, and Harry R. Skirboll, in
charge of prizes. Skirboll has announced that there will be prizes for
novices as well as experts. Ten dollars is the admission fee for players.
Five dollars is the admission fee for
non players.

and

More

casting at the Mikadow has convinced me
that radio is an important part of the publicity and advertising schedule of picture
theatres in cities around the size of Manitowoc. With me it has taken the place of
the house organ and the program. We used
to issue a house organ every week at an
approximate cost of $125 an issue. Now I
have discontinued it entirely.
"Manitowoc has a population of 18,000.
According to the Assessor's figures there
are 2,000 radio receiving sets in the city.
I soon found that I was reaching a large
share of the public through my broadcasting, and gradually did away with the house
organ. I depend entirely on broadcasting
for direct theatre-to-patron publicity. It
costs only about half as much as the house
organ in actual dollars and cents, though
it takes more of my time. Of course, I use
all the other channels of advertising and
publicity, such as the newspapere, the billboards, the lobby displays, etc., to supplement the broadcasting."
During his stay in New York Kadow
visited the home office of First National
Pictures and complimented the company on
its "To-Be-Weds" radio feature, which he
regards as the best motion picture radio feature that has been used and upon which he
is modeling a "team" that is doing part of
the Mikadow Theatre's broadcasting.

"The
Divine
Woman"
Garbo's Next Vehicle
The role of "Aurelic," the French
actress in "The Divine Woman," is Greta
Garbo's next starring part for MetroGoldwyn-IVlayer. The play was successful
when produced in New York by a Western
producer, Frank Egan. Miss Garbo will
enact the role played by Doris Keane under the direction of Victor Seastrom. The
production is based on "Starlight," by
Gladys Unger, a member of the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer scenario staff.

Picture

News

Alberta T. O. Hold Meet
at Edmonton, Alta.
The Independent Theatre Owners' Association of Alberta held their annual meeting at the Macdonald Hotel, Edmonton,
Alta., on Monday morning, July 21. The
election of officers for the following year
took place, the following officers being
chosen :
A. Entraile, president, Edmonton, Alta. ;
R. J. Grant, vice-president, Wetsakiwin,
Alta.; W. Long, secretary-treasurer, VAmonton, Alta. The executive committee appointed for the coming year consists of
W. C. Pilkie, Vermillion, Alta.; C. S.
Bailey, Edmonton, Alta.; L. A. Goodridge,
Edmonton, Alta.; R. N. Beatty, Red Deer,
Alta.
The meeting closed with a dinner in the
main dining room of the hotel.

Sociedad General Ginematografica Handling F B O
A deal has been consummated between the
Sociedad General Cinematografia of Buenos
Aires and F B 0 whereby the entire 1927-28
product of the Kennedy organization will
be distributed by Sociedad throughout
Argentina, Paraguay, Uraguay, Chile, Peru,
Bolivia and Ecuador. The deal was closed
with John Kunzler, New York representative of Sociedad.

Paramount Declares Regular Quarterly Dividend
At a meeting held today the Board of
Directors of Paramount Famous-Lasky Corporation declared the regular quarterly dividend of $2.00 per share on the common
stock, payable
October
1927,
stockholders of record
at the1st,
close
of tobusiness
on September 15th, 1927. The books will
not close.

Joelson
- Suchman
Bronx Merger

in

of incorporationng the
day
r
a charte
of other
the granti
WITH
in Albany, New York, a combined corporation, the Joelson-Suchman Enterprises of the Bronx, began
to operate. By the merger of the Julius
Joelson and Harry Suchman circuits
a capitalization of $1,000,000 is realized: the approximate seating capacity
of the 10 houses is 18,000. Each partner contributed five houses to the
chain, Joelson his Belmont, Ritz, Crescent, Parkway and Melrose and Suchman his Blenheim, Webster, Boston
Road and Golden Rule. Extensive expansion plans, not ready for announcement yet, are being formulated, it is
said.
The company's headquarters will be
located in New York City. Officers are:
Julius Joelson, president and general
manager; Fred Berger, vice-president;
Jack Rosenthal, secretary; Nathan
Starr, treasurer. The Board of directors consists of Harry Suchman, Fred
Berber, Jack Rosenthal, Irving Rosenthal, Julius Joelson, Rose Joelson,
John Delamonte and Nathan Starr.
Mr. Suchman is chairman of the T. O.
C. C.'s committee on arbitration.
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In and Out of Town
TJAL HODES, Universal short product sales
*■ *■ manager, has just arrived at the home
office m New York after a seven weeks' trip
through the Middle West. He visited the
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee and
Minneapolis territories during the trip.
Q^HERMAN S. KRELLBERG, president
^^ Krelbar Pictures Corporation, returned of
to
New York this zveek after several months of
consultation in California ivith Bud Barsk\ over
production details.
GEORGE
O'BRIEN, Fox Film
for Germany
aboard the
American liner. Reliance, this
August 13, on his way to Berlin
with F. W. Murnau.

star, sails
HamburgSaturday,
for a visit

J

J. COLE, pubhcity manager for Mandell's
• Theatres, Ltd., in Sydney, Australia, is
spending two weeks in New York City.

DONALD
REED,
arrived in Nezv
Century last Friday.

First National player,
York on the Twentieth

AL

ROCKETT, production manager for
First National on the Coast, is enroute
to New York to attend the premiere of "The
Patent
Leather Kid" on Monday evening at
the
Globe.

MONA
MARTINSON, stage and screen
star of Sweden, arrived in New York last
Monday morning on the S.S. Gripsholm to take
up her contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Paramount Signs Bachman
as Supervisor
J. G. Bachman, independent producer,
has been signed by B. P. Schulberg, associate producer for Paramount, as supervisor for the next Emil Jannings and
Florence Vidor starring vehicles.

Independent
Exchange
Operating Nationally
FOR the first time in the history of
Cleveland's film trade an independent exchange will adopt national exchange methods in its mode of
operation. This new complexion on the
independent situation has been brought
about by the entry of A. H. Fischer,
formerly Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange manager in Minneapolis and
brother of Meyer Fischer, who has
lately joined the Fischer Film exchange
of Cleveland as general sales manager.
Mr. Fischer will concentrate on first
run engagements throughout the Ohio
territory. Independent pictures are
having a better break locally this year
than ever before in their history. Exhibitors are ready to buy pictures on
merit rather than on reputation. The
addition of A. H. Fischer to the Fischer
Film Exchange is reported in Cleveland as one of the most important
moves that any Ohio independent exchange has ever made not only for
its own advancement, but for the advancement of all independent distributors in the field. Mr. Fischer was manager of the Minneapolis Metro-Goldwyn exchange for nine years, and division manager for Warner Brothers in
St. Louis territory more recently.

Production Financier Sees
Reform Needs
Frank R. Wilson says Mediocre Pictures Are Driving
People From Theatres
copyrighted story
DING in toThea Film
ACCOR
Daily, Frank
appearing
R. Wilson, production financier and
director of Wesco, sees some radical
changes necessary on the production end of
motion pictures in order to bring down
overhead costs and to keep up the standard
of pictures to where they will continue to
interest the picture going public.
The shutting out of outside talent and
the discouraging of outside ideas, are
among the greatest evils, according to Mr.
Wilson, who says :
"The efforts of producers to annex all
available talent have built up a wall around
production, with producers dra^ving only
from within, thus shutting out and discouraging new ideas, which might provide the
betterment in quality which is now lacking.
"Mediocrity in pictures is driving people
away from the box office and the sooner
producers realize the fact the better it will
be for all concerned. The tremendous
amount of money invested in theatres must
be protected by quality entertainment which
is not being provided. Motion pictttres are
coming through a bottle and the neck is too
small.
"Production is the sore thumb of the industry, made so by some of the fallacious
policies now in force at the studios which

have destroyed the community of interest
so essential to quality production.
"Producers must realize that if the industry is to prosper, motion pictures must
improve, and they are not doing so. I do
not profess to know the cure. If I did I
most certainly would apply it to bring about
the betterment so badly needed at the
Among other things Mr. Wilson said in
The Filmtime."
Daily story:
present
"The conference table system also is retarding progress. It is a case of too many
cooks spoiling the broth, with producers
feeling that, if, for instance, one man can
write a brilliant story, the association of
several other persons on the project would
result in a betterment of quality in direct
ratio to the number employed in its making.
"Remuneration for production workers
ultimately must be on a basis determined by
what they produce, which is a profit-sharing basis. New Ideas are needed from the
outside. It is time for producers to pull
down the walls and invite the world in to
help better pictures. Some agency must be
provided to encourage independent production, providing the ideas so necessary
to protect the terrific investments in theatres, and the only way they can be protected is through quality entertainment."

N. J. and Pa. Houses to Open
Forty

Picture

Theatres
Closed for Summer,
Season Labor Day

and
in Penns
MANY
, which
New theatr
Jerseyes
forylvan
one iareason
or another have been closed for a
good part of the Summer, are preparing to
reopen from Labor Day on, according to
The Exhibitor, Avhich publishes a list of
some forty such houses. A goodly number
of these will start the new season on Labor
Day, while various other openings are set
for late in September or the first week in
October.
The majority of these theatres have been
remodeled or have undergone improvements of some sort. The Exhibitor list of
remodeled houses that are to open Labor
Day includes the following:
Apex, 51st Street and Ilaverford Avenue, PhiladelColonial Theatre, 10th Street and Moyamensing
Avenue,
Philadelphia.
phia.
Embassy Tlieatre, Jenkintown.
Levoy Theatre, Millville, N. J.
Elrae Theatre, 2850 North 22d Street, Philadelphia.
Hunts Auditorium Theatre, 2910 North Broad
Street, Philadelphia.
The Colombia Theatre, 20th Street and Columbia
Avenue,
Philadelphia.
The Leader Theatre, 40th Street and Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia.
The 69th Street Theatre, 69th and Market Streets,
Philadelphia.
The Embassy Theatre, Jenkintown, Pa.
Strand Theatre, Easton, Pa.
Colonial Theatre, Phcenixville, Pa.
New theatres scheduled to open on or about Labor
Day are :
New Carman, Germantown Avenue, above Allegheny,
Philadelphia.

Start

Levering
Theatre, Ridge and Levering,
Roxboro.
Benn Theatre. 4th and Central Avenue, Chester, Pa.
Media Theatre, Media, Pa.
-Stanley
wood, Pa. Co. and MarcusBenn's New Theatre, NorRitz Theatre, Oaklyn, N. J.
New Theatre, Westmount,
N. J.
Egyptian
Theatre, Bala-Cynwyd,
Pa.
New Theatre, Drexel Hill, Pa.
New Theatre, Maple Shade, N. J.
New Theatre, Conshohocken, Pa.
New Theatre, Pottsville, Pa.
Among the theatres that will open the latter part of
September of early in October are:
New Park Theatre, 31st and Diamond Streets, Philadelphia.
Pearl Theatre, 20th and Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia.
Erlanger Theatre, 21st and Market Streets, Philadelphia.
New Forest Theatre, Bristol, Pa.
New Theatre, Narberth,
Pa.
Collingswood Theatre, CoUingswood,
N. J.
West Collingswood
Theatre, Collingswood,
N. J.
New Theatre, Hammonton, N. J.
Wynnefield Theatre, 54th Street and Wynneficld
Avenue,
Philadlphia.
New Theatre, Allentown, Pa.
Opera House, Wilmington,
Del.
A new theatre being built at Rising Sun Avenue,
below Cottman Street, Fox Chase, for the Oxford Thegiving.atre Company, is expected to be completed by Thanks-

Ed

Linderman
Resigns
From Warner Bros.

Ed. Lindeman, assistant sales manager in
the Warner Bros, extended run production
department,
Warner Bros.has tendered his resignation to
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Many
Films in Work
at
Pathe-De Mille Studio
With one company on location, five more
units working on the lot and three pictures
in the cutting room, the Pathe-De Mille
studio is heavily engaged in production.
Donald Crisp is filming "The West
Pointer" on the West Point reservation.
All interior as well as interior scenes are
to be taken on the grounds of the military
academy. Phyllis Haver is making her first
starring picture, "The Wise Wife," under
the direction of R. Mason Hopper. Lois
Weber is directing her first De Mille picture, "The Angel of Broadway." Paul
Stein is directing "The Forbidden
Woman," in which Jetta Goudal is supported by Victor Varconi and Joseph
Schildkraut. Marie Prevost is working on
"The Girl in the Pullman" under the direction of Erie C. Kenton. Elmer Clifton
is Hearing the completion of "The Wreck
of the Hesperus," a special.
In the cutting rooms, Director Rupert
Julian and Supervisor Bertram Millhauser
are applying the finishing touches on "The
Country Doctor." "Almost Human," a
Vera Reynolds feature, is being edited by
Director Frank Urson and Adelaide Cannon, film editor. William K. Howard is
preparing his next directorial effort, "The
Main
star. Event," in which Vera Reynolds will

"Chang" Producers Again
Search for Screen Material
Equipped with their cameras and with
the privilege of carte blanche given them
by Paramount executives, Merian C. Cooper
and Ernest B. Schoedsack, producers of
"Chang" and "Grass," have again left
civilization to record the screen history of
some little known people or region. Whither
they are bound is a secret, even to many
officials in the Paramount company, which
is financing and distributing their productions. Their picture will again be filmed in
the open, close to nature.

Dorothy Sebastian
Signed
by Columbia Pictures

Another name was added this week to
the line-up of stars who will appear in
Columbia productions for the present season when Dorothy Sebastian was signed
to a contract by Harry Cohn, Columbia
vice-president in charge of pi'oduction. Her
services were secured through the courtesy
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

F B O Purchases
Ten
Stories for Next Year
to Hollywood last
RNIN
RETU
week
withG ten new stories for his
company's next season product,
William Le Baron, vice-president of
F B O in charge of production, declares
that F B O has taken the lead in the
advance preparation of stories recognizing the value of the suggestion
offered by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences that stories be
thoroughly groomed before production
starts. These ten stories will be placed
in the hands of the F B O scenarists
immediately and will be ready for filming before January 1.

Universal to Open Eight
Theatres During Sept.
er
monthopenof Septemb
G the
DURIN
l will
eight theUniversa
atres. With the opening of these
houses, Universal will rate a steady
pace in enlarging its holding. It is
estimated that the construction of
theatres now under way will be steadily increased and that this activity will
extend well into the new year.

Sterling May Erect Studio
at Burbank
Burbank may soon have a neW motion
picture studio if present plans of Sterling
Productions, Inc., are cai-ried through to
a successful conclusion. The film concern
has purchased twenty acres of ground
fronting on Riverside Drive and within a
block of the First National studios at Burbank.
According to Joe Rock, producer for
Sterling, and Ii-ving L. Walenstein, home
office representative, Sterling anticipates
establishing all of its active units in California during the ensuing year and adequate stages and other studio buildings will be constructed to house the
various companies working for Sterling.
At the present time Rock is producing at
Universal studios, while other Sterling units
are operating in the East.

Assembled Cast for Christie's "Tillie"
An arrangement has just been completed
whereby W. C. Fields will be loaned by
Paramount to Al Christie for one of the
featured roles in "Tillie's Punctured Romance," for which Chester Conklin has
already been announced. Another stellar
name has been secured in Louise Fazenda,
who will be loaned to Christie immediately
after she has completed a picture for another company. Louise Brooks is in the
cast.
Christie has chosen Eddie Sutherland to
direct. The author of the story, John McDermott, is now working on the scenario.
Production will probably start about September 20 at the Christie studio.

First of New "Henry and
Polly" Comedies Named

Pathe's modern version of the "Henry
and Polly" series of comedies which were
immlortalized by Mr. and Mrs. Sydney
Drew, will be released to exhibitors starting in the earlv fall. "Should a Mason
Tell?" is the title of the first of these tworeel subjects and it is set for Septem])er
18., Taylor Holmes and Leah Baird are the
stars of the "Henry and Polly" comedies
which Gaiety Pictures, Inc., is producing.
Amedes J. Van Beuren, president of Gaiety,
sponsored the original two-reel Drew series.

Columbia
Signs Seitz to
Direct Another Special
George B. Seit/,, director of Cohiuibia's
"The Blood Ship,' has signed a new Columbia contract to direct another of the company's productions for the new season.

Excellent

Picture

N ezvs

Concludes
Distribution Arrangements

Excellent Pictures Corporation has just
concluded a number of distribution deals
for the 1927-28 group of 18 Excellent productions. M. A. Chase, vice-president of
Excellent, expects to wind up all other
pending negotiations within a week.
The Excellent distributors as announced
by Mr. Chase are Ludwig Film Exchange,
Inc., operating in Milwaukee and MinneapolisTwentieth
;
Century Film Co., Inc.,
operating in Philadelphia; Security Pictures, operating in Chicago; Montague and
McConville, headquarters in Boston; Commonwealth Film Corporation, operating in
New York and Northern New Jersey; Chase
Pictures Corp. with exchanges in Buffalo
and Albany, N. Y. Excellent has also
closed with the Gaumont Company, Ltd.,
for distribution in England, with Antonio
Interrante of Milan for distribution in
Italy, and with American Film Corp. for
distribution in the Argentine.

Five U. A. Pictures
Go
Into Work in August
The independent producing units of
United Artists have established a production record for that company, believes Al
Lichtman, United Artists oMcial, who returned from Hollywood this week. The five
films that enter production this month are
Corinne Griffith's "The Garden of Eden,"
John Barrymiore 's "Tempest," Gilda
Gray's "The Devil Dancer," D. W. Griffith's "A Romance of Old Spain," and
"Ramona," an Inspiration-Carewe production.
Five pictures already in production are
' ' My Best Girl, " " Sadie Thompson. " " The
Gaucho," "SoiTell and Son" and "Steamboat Bill, Jr." Five completed films are
"The Dove," "The Magic Flame," "Topsy
and Eva," "College" and "Two Arabian
Knights."
"U"
Starring Barbara Kent

Man"
in "Stop
Barbara
Kent is That
to play her
first stellar
role in the Universal production, "Stop
That Man," which Nat Ross is going to
direct from the script by Harry 0. Hoyt,
who is doing the adaptation of this stage
play by George V. Hobart.
After an absence of more than a year
from the Universal lot, Peggy Montgomeiy
has returned to play the feminine lead in
"The Brand of Courage," a Western starring Bob Curwood under the direction of
Bruce Mitchell.
Fox Has $115,000,000 in
Theatre Holdings
invested
theatres
the
has ,$115,timein Fox
the present
AT 000,000
"Daily Film Renter" of London
was informed by Winfield R. Sheehan,
Fox Films executive who is making a
trip through the continent. The West
Coast Theatres holdings are included in
this estimate. The firm has holdings in
4.'iO houses, has six now in the course
of construction and will build 23 others.
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Strict
Regarding
Theatre Operation

New rules and regulations governing motion picture theatres, both in construction
and operation, have beeen published by Attorney General Charles P. Sisson of Massachusetts, and copies have been sent to all
theatre managers, owners, exchanges and
others interested in the industry this week.
The regulations apply only in the towns
and not in the cities, the cities being governed by their own building codes.
Under the new rules all entrances and
exits must be unobstructed. Two or more
exits must be provided for each auditorium, two for each gallery and two for each
stage.
No hall or auditorium above the second
floor in any building may be used for showing motion pictures. Fireproof walls must
be provided for second story theatres, and
placing of false doors or mirrors is prohibited. Fire escapes from upper balconies
must connect with the floor and ground,
must be entirely enclosed or provided with
tight roof and must have lights and hand
rails.
Film booths must be so arranged as not
to hinder or block aisles or exits. Flooring
must be of asbestos cement and doors must
swing outward. Booths must be provided
with inlets on each side and in the door.
Fines not exceeding $100, imprisonment
not exceeding three months, or both, are
the penalties provided for violations of the
new rules.

Lon Ghaney to Play "The
Wandering Jew"

Eugene Sue's story, "The Wandering
Jew," is to serve Lon Chaney as his next
starring vehicle for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The title character of Sue's story has been
interpreted time and time again and has
appeared in fiction frequently. The story
itself is based on a legend many centuries
old. A romance will be inserted by the
M-G-M scenarists into the Sue work.

"Tell the World" New Colleen Moore Picture
Colleen Moore's next picture for First
National will be "Tell the World," on
which the diminutive star will begin work
as soon as she has returned to Holly^vood
from her vacation. Gerald Duffy is adapting the story from Howard Irving Young's
stage play. John McCormick will superintend the management of the production.
The director has not been assigned.

U. A. to Show Films to
Trade in Theatres
will hold speUNITEDcial ARTIS
advance TS
trade showings of
"College" and "Two Arabian
Knights" and other
recently completed
films in theatres in key cities. Some of
the showings will be regular engagements where pictures can be "caught"
by exhibitors through invitations from
United Artists' exchange managers.
Music will be heard at these showings.

Fox Plans First Run
House for Dayton, O.
in Dayton,a Ohio,
RUMOR
that Foxprevails
will construct
first
run theatre there which will cost
about $4,.500,000. The proposed theatre
is to be erected on the site of the
Masonic Temple on South Main Street.
It is said that negotiations for the
property are practically completed. It
is hinted that Fox desires secrecy concerning plans for the new house in
order to obtain sufficient property running through to 5th Street so that the
theatre will have an exit on each
street.
A

Wisconsin M.P.T.O. Meets
on August 30
Date of the 1927 Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin Convention was set
for August 30 and 31 at a meeting of the
Board of Directors on Monday. This date
was chosen only after considerable discussion, as it coincides with State Fair Week.
It is hoped that the double attraction will
bring in more than the usual number of exhibitors. Members of the Board who were
present at the meeting were : John P. Adler
of Marshfield; August Berkholtz of West
Bend; George Fischer, Milwaukee; F. J.
McWilliams, Madison; E. Langmack, Max
Krofta, Fred Seegert, Henry A. Stabb, William Jacobs and Steve Bauer of ^Milwaukee.

Skirboll
Head
Cleveland
Film Board of Trade
William N. Skirboll, manager of the
local Columbia and Gold Seal exchange,
was elected president of the Cleveland Film
Board of Trade at its meeting last Monday. Skirboll succeeds Gradwell L. Sears,
local First National exchange manager.
Other officers elected for the year are as
follows: Norman Moray, Warner Brothers,
exchange manager, vice-president; J. E.
Beck, Pathe feature sales manager, secretary and treasurer. Mrs. Georgia Moffett
was re-elected executive secretary and assistant treasurer.

Pueblo,

Colorado
Publix
House, Robbed

The Colorado Theatre, Pueblo, one of the
Publix theatres, was robbed of between
$2,000 and $3,000 early Tuesday morning
August 2nd when robbers bound the night
watchman and broke open the safe with a
large sledge hammer. Chas. Mayes, the
night watchman, succeeded in freeing himself and notified the police. No trace of
the robbers has been found. Police believe it to be an "inside job."

Ohio M.-P. T. O. Executive
Board Meets Next Week
A meeting of the executive board of the
M. P. T. 0. of Ohio will be held in Columbus next week. At that time it will be
determined when and where the state convention will be held. It has practically
been decided that the convention, scheduled
for late in August, will not be held in
Columbus this year.

Exchanges and Exhibitors
Functioning Harmoniously
Harmony never before experienced in
Kansas-Missouri theatre circles is resulting from the recent agreement of the Kansas City exchanges and exhibitors, whereby
film salesmen aid the M. P. T. 0. KansasMissouri by soliciting new members.
"It is not a case of the exhibitors 'coming over' to the producers," said R. R.
Biechele, president of the M. P. T. 0. K-M.,
"but a case of the producers displaying
their good ■will towards the theatre owners
and their desire to co-operate to the fullest
extent to strengthen the ranks of the organized force of the industry to combat
unfair opposition from outside sources."

Wobber in Charge of Two
More Paramount Offices
John Clark, Western Division sales manager for Paramount, announces that Herman Wobber has taken over the district
management of the Salt Lake City and
Denver Paramount branch offices in addition to his present four exchanges on the
West Coast. Mr. Wobber is replacing Louis
Marcus, who resigned to take care of his
theatre properties.

Goldburg Sails for London
to Produce "Comrades"

Jesse J. Goldburg, president of First Division Distributors, is now on his way to
London where he will supervise pereonally
a specal production to be called "Comrades." The picture may be made with a
British and American cast. There are in
Britain a number of American stars under
contract to James Ormont.

British
Film
Imports
Indicate Gain
BRITISH
imports
of motion growth
picture
films show
considerable
during the first six months of
1927 as compared with the same period
of 1926, but the aggregate footage was
still approximately only one-third that
of 192.5 according to advices to the Department of Commerce, Washington,
D. C, from the American ConsulateGeneral, London, England.
The increase over 1926 amounted to
30.000,000 linear feet, and of this quantity nearly 27,000,000 linear feet related
to blank film, positives showing a rise
of 2,000,000 linear feet, and negatives
the balance. Positive films comprised
rather less than 10,000,000 feet, or
about one-sixth of the total aggregate,
while negatives formed about onetwelfth.
Re-exports in the current half year
were less than one-half the volume
shipped in 1926, and but slightly more
than in 1925; blank film fell by 9,000,000
linear feet, compared with 1926, but
was more than double the re-exports
of two years ago; positive film was
1,700,000 linear feet lower than in 1925.
Negative film recorded an increase
over 1926 of 700,000 feet. The aggregate of re-exports reached 8,063,887
linear feet, compared with 16,713,964
linear
feet in feet
1925. in 1926 and 7,656,105 linear
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New

York City

the new season nears, things along
Broadway show signs of increased
activity. Word has gotten around
that "The Big Parade" will be at the
Astor only a few weeks longer and
receipts last week showed a healthy boost.
"Seventh Heaven" is by no means doing
capacity at the Harris, but goes along
steadily and no complaints are heard.
* * The King of Kings ' ' wa>s not without
its slump, but last week brought a smiling
face back to the box-office.
"Camille" rounded out its fifth week at
the Rivoli and departed.
"The Way of All Flesh" is below the
splendid business of the first few weeks,
but with any sort of a decent break in the
weather should go along for some time at
the Rialto.
AS

"Old San Francisco" and Vitaphone in
their sixth week at Warners showed some
improvement, but will probably wind up
before long.
The Capitol had a good second week on
"12 Miles Out"; "Madame Pompadour"
made a very fair showing at the Paramount; the Strand did not seem to fare
well with "Lonesome Ladies"; business at
the Roxy was excellent with "Painting the
Town."

St. Louis
T\/f IXED weather brought mixed business
^ •* to the first runs and neighborhood
houses of St. Louis and vicinity the past
week, and taken as a whole business might
be classed fair to middling. Nothing to get
excited about either way. Not even the best
press agent in the world could claim record
breaking business for any show in town,
with the exception pwssibly of the Municipal Opera in Forest Park — which after
all has nothing to do with pictures.
Brooke Johns who revived interest in
the Missouri during his stay there is departing on a vacation trip to his farm in
Maryland and put on a real good stage show
at the Grand boulevard "picture" palace
and enjoyed a good week. The screen offering was ' ' See You in Jail. ' '
Just up the street the St. Louis Theatre
had an average week for this season with
"The Clown" on the screen and some good
Orpheum Circuit vaudeville on the stage.
The Ambassador Theatre offered "The
Stolen Bride" on the screen, while Herbert
Rawlinson dubbed his stage show "Around
the Town."
Loew's State had a fair week with
"Twelve Miles Out" on the screen and a
stage show that featured some well formed
bathing and diving girls.

Detroit
^OOL weather and excellent midsummer
^-^ attractions helped to pull down heavy
receipts at the main feature theatres this
week.

The Hatton-Beery team, however, fell
somewhat below the coinage set for "Fireman, Save My Child," al the Adams. This

pair usually packs the houses in this city
from the orchestra pits clear out to the
sidewalks. In view of their previous successes, they flopped badly. But customers
did crowd the ticket office at times and
just enough to warrant a second week's
showing. The cash will undoubtedly increase next week.
"The First Auto," in the Madison, went
over big during the first week's showing.
From all indications, the financial reports
here will show an exceedingly heavy profit
at the end of its run. Local interest in this
attraction
over big. runs high. All performances went
Throngs also witnessed the fate of Ben
Lyon and Claudette Colbert in the Capitol
photoplay, "For the Love of Mike." Business was good during the early and latter
parts of the week. Stage attractions helped.
Considerable tabulating was done on the
reissue of "Quicksands," with Richard Dix,
at the State, where a stage show is always
featured in connection with the films. The
gross at the ticket windows was immense
throughout the greater portion of the week.

Los Angeles
Tack MULHALL and Dorothy
*-' are suppljring the laughs this
Loew's State in, "Smile, Brother,
This picture appears to be the best
of all the downtown attractions.

Mackail
week at
Smile."
received

"Metropolis" at the Metropolitan is attracting average business with a Fanchon
and Marco prologue, "Sea Nymphs," the
most beautiful they have yet staged at the
theatre.
The Criterion and the Million Dollar report large attendance at the showings of
"The Big Parade" and "Beau Geste."
Judging from the box office receipts,
Monte Blue, who is playing in "The
Brute," is a favorite with the Uptown patrons. Dave Good is supplying his usual
snappy musical entertainment.
Grauman's Chinese Theatre, the mecca
of California tourists, reports splendid box
office receipts with "The King of Kings."
Fred Miller of the Carthay Circle Theatre
is elated over the tremendous hit of "Seventh Heaven," now in its fourth month and
still playing practically to capacity.

Boston
\\T}IILK the week's business has be^n
^ ^ inclined to be "spotty" in some instances, on the whole the week has been
satisfactory for this season of the year.
Cooler weather with frequent showers has
aided. Opening of two legitimate playhouses after being dark for many weeks has
not appeared to interfere with box office
receipts at the motion picture houses.
Loew's State has played to good houses
throughout the week. Phil Sj)italny and his
players have moved along to the Loew's
Orpheum and have been succeeded by a
group of fifteen in "The Whirl of Splendor" with Sissle and Blake in Negro songs.
This move has brought increased attendances to both theatres. Spitalny goes next

week to Baltimore. "Painting the Town"
was the film at the State and "Twelve
Miles Out" at the Orpheum, both winning
general commendation.
' ' Time to Love ' ' is the film at the Metropolitan, which has appealed to the midsummer audiences. It is considerably
lighter in vein that "Metropolis" and "The
Covered Wagon" which have been featured the past two weeks, and the diversion
appears to have met with ready response.
Gene Rodemich continues as a stage attraction with Cambria's "Non-Stop to Mars"^
as the somewhat fantastic accompanyingpresentation.
Sissle and Blake, who appear in person
at the State, are heard in the Vitaphone
numbers at the twin houses. Modern and
Beacon. "The Last Outlaw" is the melodrama feature film with the sensational
' ' The Secret Studio ' ' as companion picture
of the double bills at both houses. Box
office receipts are entirely satisfactory at
both.
Following a three weeks' run of "Beau
Geste" at the Fenway, that theatre is this
week playing a split week, with "Not for
Publication" and "RoUed Stockings" the
first half and "Barbed Wire" and "Is Zat
So?" as the double bill the last half. The
innovation has grossed well and will be
continued for a while.
Other theatres reporting good business
for the week include the Washington Olsrmpia,
playing "The
Princewith
of Headwaiters,
Keith-Albee
Boston
"Rich But"
Honest," "Not for Publication" at the
Scollay Square
vation" at the Olympia
Bowdoin. and "Captain Sal-

Philadelphia
NOTWITHSTANDING the mid-summer
season, business in the down town
houses was fairly satisfactory during the
week.
Menjoulined
in
at Adolphe
the Stanley
evening. The sixteen
Marvenga were added

"Service
for Ladies"
up the crowds
each
Tiller Girls and Use
attractions.

The Fox with Jetta Goudal in "Fighting
Love" backed by an excellent surrounding
program including Muriel La France, Caitea
Brothers and the Thirteen Parisienne Redheads reported a good week.
The Arcadia with Irene Rich in "The
Climbers"
played to average summer business.
"The Night of Love" drew well at the
Palace, while the Karlton M-ith Richard Dix
in "Quicksands," maintained an average
standard.
"Convoy" elaborately exploited at the
Victoria repeated the success which it
scored recently at the Stanton.
The Stanton with a first showing of
"Dance Magic" reported good box office
receipts.
"Lost at the Front' ' did not prove a particularly good drawing card at the Globe
and business was only fair.
"Broadway Nights" with Lois Wilson
at the Capitol played to average business.
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Seattle
almost hot, summer weather
WARM,
last week caused a considerable
slump in motion picture business. That is,
■with the exception of the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, which continued to pack the
crowds in. The Fifth Avenue, with "Manpower" on the screen and Eddie Peabody
on the stage, had waiting lines every night
in front of the house. These two attractions, with a Fanchon-Marco stage revue,
succeeded in reaching the $20,000 mark for
the week.
As mentioned, the other houses did not
fare as well. "Dearie" at the Blue Mouse,
playing a second weeks' engagement, fell
off to a very noticeable extent, due to the
weather and poor reports of the picture.
Yitaphone subjects were only fairly well
received.
The Coliseum Theatre surprised the trade
by pulling close to $10,000 for the week
with "Rolled Stockings" which was expected to be a small attraction at the box
office. The picture was one of the unexpected hits of the summer season.
"Drums of the Desert" at the United
Artists Theatre was a noticeably poor attraction that fell quite a bit below this
house's average, which in itself has been
none too high the last few weeks.
At the Columbia Theatre, "Ritzy" played
to average business. It was well advanced
and exploited, and did a fair share of business for this season.
The Embassy Theatre, plasdng "London," maintained its usual pleasing gross
at a 2oc admission policy. The screen and
stage attractions at this theatre are pleasing many patrons every week, and Sam
Siegel is putting across some nice exploitation for the house.
"One Increasing Purpose" at the Pantages was suf&cient as a screen attraction
at a vaudeville house. Business here has
dropped off during the summer months.
It is interesting to note that five of the
six l-eading downtown first run houses during the past week have played Paramount
Pictures, which were formerly confined exclusively to one circuit.

San Francisco
THE picture houses of San Francisco,
both down-town and residential,
report good business for the past week.
At the Aveek ends the houses have been
crowded in the evenings because the pictures appealed to the people and the
weather was favorable.
"The Way of All Flesh," at the St.
Francis Theatre, shown a third week in
spite of the fact that "Beau Geste" was
advertised, again went over especially big
and for that reason it has been decided to
show it a fourth week. It is crowding that
theatre and more than bringing results.
"Chang," shown at the California Theatre,
has been attracting the school boys and
girls as well as others.
"Topsy
featuring
Duncan
sisters
at and
the Eva"
Granada
Theatrethefilled
the
evenings, especially because the Duncan
sisters also appeared in person. The afternoons also were filled, but not like the
evenings. "After Midnight" at Loew's
Warfield Theatre drew crowds, which together with the acting of Nell Kelly, a local
girl, filled the house. Some claim the advertising did it. "His Dog" did well at the

Golden Gate Theatre, which, together with
the acts of vaudeville, ,filled the house all
week. "The Honeymoon Express" shown
on the screen at the Pantages Theatre
pleased the audience very much, which tohouse. gether with the vaudeville acts filled the
"Red Hot Hoofs" the feature and
"Close Shaves," the comedy, at the Union
Square Theatre, together with vaudeville
acts, crowded the theatre at all times.
In the residential districts, the Wigwam
Theatre did especially weU with "The
Prairie King" together with the musical
comedy of, "The Great Kentucky Derby."
"Lost At The Front" drew a fair crowd
to the Coliseum Theatre and the Casino
Theatre did well with "Taxi, Taxi." The
Majestic Theatre did well with "Twinkletoes," but the Avenue Theatre, which just
opened and which played this same picture,
did not do as well as expected with it-

Cleveland
A FEELING of autumn in the evening air,
shorter days and longer evenings has
been reflected in the local theatres which
report a decided upward trend of business
during the past week.
"The Big Parade" in its third week at
the Stillman, continues to be the best box
office attraction. It is being held a fourth
week. This is the only picture that has
survived an extended run here all summer."
The Allen played to consistently good business all week with ' ' Service for Ladies, ' ' a
clever, bright, sophisticated comedy, and one
of Menjou's best productions. "Rich but
Honest" did a crackerjack week's business
at Keith's Palace where it was surrounded
by Gus Edwards' new act and other equally
entertaining novelty numbers. "The Missing Link" did so well at the Cameo that it
is being held a second week. It was listed
by local critics as a riot of laughs. "Rubber Heels," introducing Ed Wynn to local
screen fans, played to crowded houses at
the State where Gertrude Ederle was the
featured headline attraction.
Both Reade's Hippodrome and Keith's
East 105th St. report excellent box office
results with "The Outlaws of Red River,"
unanimously voted good entertainment by
the host of Tom Mix admirers. "The
Clown," playing the Hippodrome the last
half of the week, suffered by comparison,
but did pretty well. The Park played
"High Hat" to good houses all week. The
picture was well liked. The Circle continued its policy of daily change revivals.
Suburban houses continue to report that
business is below normal.

Miltvaukee
MILWAUKEE theatre going public was
a bit more active this week than last
and business in the theatres picked up to
a considerable extent. Weather was cool,
some nights reaching a record cold weather
mark for August. This sort of weather
seems to go hand in hand with good business in the theatres.
The Wisconsin theatre had an unusually
strong bUl headed by "Rolled Stockings,"
with the addition of a "Million Dollar Fur
Fashion Show," with twenty models to
display the fur styles handled by local
dealers. The Wisconsin set a good attendance record with this program. "Down the
Stretch" was the feature at the Alhambra
with George "Freckles" Ward of "Our
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Gang" fame as an added attraction. The
Merrill drew crowds with the DempseySharkey fight pictures. This week's picture
was "Broadway Nights," which shared the
popularity of the fight pictures. "All
Aboard" drew fairly good houses at the
Strand during the week. "Slaves of
Beauty" was featured at the Garden and
did good business.
Business in the neighborhood houses was
also given impetus by the cooler weather.
"Rough House Rosie" was very well received by patrons of the Oriental. "The
Winning of Barbara Worth" brought in
good business to the Modjeska. "Captain
Salvation" did fairly well at the Tower.
Patrons of the Milwaukee were well pleased
with "The Better 'Ole" and business was
good.
Kansas

City

COOLER weather proved a boom to business among the first run houses of Kansas City this week, although the lineup of
pictures was a comparatively strong one,
despite the weather.
At the Newman, Adophe Menjou in "Service for Ladies, ' ' played to large crowds all
week. At the Royal "Chang" did a good
second week's business. "The Poor Nut,"
at the Mainstrcet, with Charlie Murray and
Jack Mulhall, held up well all week. "Old
San Francisco," in conjunction with the
Vitaphone presentation at the Globe, attracted good audiences, while "Is Zat So?"
at the Pantages did a larger week's business than any previous picture in several
weeks.
"On Ze Boulevard," with Renee Adoree
and Lew Cody, at the Liberty did a good
matinee business, while the crowds at
night were larger than usual.
Ottawa
'T'HE Dempsey-Sharkey fight picture and
* an Irish film comedy formed practically
the whole show at Ottawa, Ontario, during
week of August 1. The Canadian Capital
was crowded with visitors for the World's
Poultry Congress and for the official visit
of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales.
The popular hit of the week was the
fight film which was shown exclusively at
B. F. Keith's Theatre along with "The
Night Bride." Manager Franklin had the
biggest week in months.
"The Callahans and the Murphys" at the
Regent Theatre also proved to be an exceptional attraction, although some complaints were made to Manager Ray Tubman
by Irish patrons who could not see the
point.
"The Whole Town's Talking," during
the first half of the week at the Centre
Theatre, rather suffered by comparison but
' ' Time to Love, ' ' starring Raymond Griffith,
during the last three days, was liked better
and had a fair run.
The Imperial Theatre had fairly steady
business with "Beware of Widows," which
ran the whole week, but this was hardly
startling.
Manager James Moxley gave them plenty
at the Francais and business was fair. The
feature Monday and Tuesday was "Infatuation"; on Wednesday and Thursday he
started the new serial "On Guard," along
with "The Belle of Broadway"; on Friday and Saturday there was a double bill,
"The Stormbreaker " and "The Overland
Stage."

Business at the Eden Theatre, Hull, Quebec, wasn't half bad with "The Love
Thrill," which had previously played in
Ottawa.
Des Moines
"TDEAU GESTE" which played at the
-■--' Des Moines Theatre did a very fine
business. It was a way above average.
The audiences were enthusiastic about the
picture. Business slacked on one night,
perhaps because of a circus in town. But
it averaged very, very good. At the Capitol Theatre "Fireman, Save My Child"
was regarded favorably though it is very
light. It played with a strong New Idea
Albany
Publix Stage Show.

QHARP contrasts were presented in the
^ business done during the past week in
the motion picture theatres of Albany and
Troy. While the weather itself was fairly
conducive to good business at the theatres,
the American Legion Convention in Troy,
which brought several thousands to the
city for a three days' stay, cost the theatres
of that city hundreds of dollars through
falling off in patronage.
At the Troy theatre, "The Poor Nut"
ran to only fair business during the week,
but the two Vitaphone selections by the
Kouns Sisters and the Four Aristocrats
were exceptionally well received. At the
Lincoln theatre, very ordinary business prevailed with "Running Wild," but it should
be borne in mind that across from the theatre there were band concerts each night of
the convention.
In Albany, "The Heart of Maryland"
at the Mark Strand probably brought more
shekels to the till than at any other theatre. This picture seemed to please and business was very good, considering all angles
of the situation. At the Leland, "White
Pants Willie" drew far better than it did
in Troy the week before, and probably made
some money for the house. At the Mark
Ritz, "Too Many Crooks" was panned in
the newspapers during its three days' run,
and fell virtually flat. "The Black Diamond
Express" for the last three days did somewhat better. The Clinton Square theatre
played to just about ordinary business with
"The Broadway Drifter" and "The False
Alarm." The Mark Strand will now try
out three of the big outstanding productions in as many weeks, in an effort to brace
up business. This week "Barbed Wire" is
being shown with "The Garden of Allah"
for next week and "Underworld" for the
third week.

Salt Lake City
''pHE weather in Salt Lake City has been
* slightly cooler during the past week,
the result being that picture business
has averaged very good. Exploitation has
been very high in some instances, especially
in regard to the showing of "Chang" at
the Paramount Empress where advance
notices were announced profusely on the
screen and a l)ig campaign in general was
carried on. The picture went over very good
according to Manager George E. Carpenter,
and was shown as an extended run.
Exploitation w^as also heavy in connection with the week's run at the Pantages
here of Lon Chaney in "The Unknown,"
which picture in its extreme oddness was
received very well as a whole.

Picture

News

The Victory management reports satisfactory results to have been gained through
the featuring of W. C. Fields and Mary
Brian in "Running Wild."
Leatrice Joy and Charles Ray in "Vanity" drew good summer crowds to the Gem
and proved to be a pleasing presentation.
The double feature bill at the American
consisted of Monte Blue in "The Black
Diamond Express," and "The Whole
Town's Talking." Good crowds here wer»
the rule.
Central

Pennsylvania

PREVALENCE
delightful weather—
•*■
fair and not of
uncomfortably
warm —
combined with more than ordinarily good
attractions in all the leading theatres,
brovight the amount of business done in
the Harrisburg motion picture houses far
above the average for midsummer.
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton in
"Fireman, Save My Cihld," struck the
popular fancy from the start, in the Victoria Theatre, and big crowds attended all
week.
At Loew's Regent John Gilbert in
"Twelve Miles Out," went over big.
Scarcely less popular was "Hills of Kentucky," with Rin-Tin-Tin, the wonder dog,
at the Colonial.
At the State where the picture attraction
the first half of the week was Madge Bellamy in "Colleen," and for the last three
days Dorothy Devore in "Mountains of
Manhattan," there was a popular musical
show, the "Marcus Revue," in place of
the vaudeville part of the program for the
entire six days, which served to stimulate
interest in the whole program and fine business was recorded.
The National, a neighborhood house, did
good business with a return to Harrisburg
of William Haines in "Slide, Kelly, Slide,"
and a bill at the Russell, including William
Boyd and Marquerite De La Motte in "The
Last Frontier," with Jack Hoxie as "Bufresults.
falo Bill," obtained satisfactory box office
The presence of the 101 Ranch Wild
West Show in Harrisburg on August 5,
two performances, failed to have any adverse effect on the business of the picture
theatres.
Tampa

*I'HE show presented by the Tampa the
^ first half of this week, in the opinion
of this writer, was the best all round program ever arranged by Manager John Carroll, and Carroll has turned out some dandies too. "Chang" was the feature attraction. Then he had a comedy, "Why Girls
Say No," that was really funny. For the
last half "Service For Ladies" was the
feature. Menjou is a favorite in Tampa
and he kept the business in the very good
cla^s.
Sunday at the Strand was big with
"Dance Magic" and Monday came up very
good. "The Black Diamond Express"
opeiu^d Tuesday for a three days' run, and
the opening day was the largest Tuesday of
the Summer, with very good business the
following two days. "The First Night"
did well for the last two days. "The
Devil's Saddle," "The Wrong Mr.
Wright," and "The Galloping Cowboy" all
did well at the Franklin and kej)! the business right up to the average.
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Cutouts
front the standard
are proving
an effective how
feature
merchant-theatre
exploiting
"Babe for
Comes
Home^''in
(First National).
Above are24-sheot
shown two
photos illustrating
the for
figure
of Babe Ruth tie-ups
was used
to advantage
displays
the Spaulding store, Indianapolis, co-operating with the Circle theatre in that city. On the right, a couner display in the Pittsburgh store of the Spaulding company featuring the picture at the Davis theatre

Star Identification Stunt
Backed By Merchants
One Photo in Each of Thirty Window Displays Exploit
'^Sensation Seekers** in Columbus
Universal stars had
THIRTY "lost"
all Columbus, Ohio, searching for
them — and gave Keith's Palace,
on Seekres,
" front page
playing
s Citizen.
the Columbu
breaks in"Sensati

tional publicity, placing the opening story
on the front page, and continuing with
front page follow-ups for two or three
days.

The search was the product of A. J.
Sharick's ingenuity. He secured thirty
windows, most of them on High street, and
in each placed a portrait of a Universal
star. Ther were no names used with the
pictures, only numbers, and the object of
the search was to locate and identify as
many stars as possible. The Columbus
Citizen publicized the contest, giving the
details of the search and telling their readers that there would be four cash prizes
and
tickets toThe
Keith's
Palace
for ten
the pairs
best ofanswers.
contestants

Conducts Sales Contest on
Publix Chex Books

were also asked to write a 100-word essay
on "Why I Like This Star," selecting one
of the Universal players as the object of
their affections.

Features

Displays

In many cases very beautiful displays
were built up around the portraits. George
Lewis, star of "The Collegians," was used
by a sports store and was surrounded by
fishing tackle, golf bags, tennis rackets and
bathing suits. Snookums lent his presence to a display of baby things.
June Marlowe, wearing a bathing suit,
inspired a display of bathing caps, and
Laura La Plante was surrounded by
women's sports clothes.
The newspaper gave the search excep-

Manager Charles R. Hammei-slough, of
the Broadway Theatre, Newburgh, N. Y.,
started the Fourth with a bang that brought
joy to all the boys and girls when a contest
was started on the sale of Publix Chex
Books.
The contest is best explained from the
copy on the circulars that were given a
thorough distribution throughout the city
and near-by towns.
"You all have an opportunity to win a
genuine Iver-Johnson bicycle, which is noiw
on display at Myron Affron's, agent for
Iver-Johnson and Columbia bicycles, at 71
Broadway. They are the World's Best and
you can "Pay as You Ride."
"Just enter your name with the cashier
at the box office in the Publix Chex Books
Sales Contest, starting Monday, July 4th,
and ending Saturday, July 23rd, a period of
three weeks.
"Merely tell your friends to buy Publix
Chex Books, priced at $9.00, $4.50, and
$2.25, and instruct them to credit your
name at the box office at the time of purchase."

"Ankles Preferred" Contest
Scores in San Diego
An
"Ankles Preferred" contest
sponsored by the San Diego Evening
Tribune proved a popular and effective exploitation stunt in connection with the picthat ture
city.
of that title at the Pantages theatre in
For twelve days the Tribune devoted
from one-quarter to one half page to the
contest, using photographs of the entrants,
showing
the ankles that the judges preferred.
The prizes included a trip to the Fox
studios in Hollywood, a portrait painted by
local artist and shoes furnished by the leading store in the city. The Evening Tribune
assigned its staff photographer to make pictuxes of the entrants. The shoe store
turned over its windows for two weeks, displaying enlarged photographs from the
production and an announcement of the
Eliminations were held at the theatre
each evening for two weeks preceding the
prizes.
showing of ' ' Ankles Preferred. ' ' The winners were announced on the opening day.

Drum Tap Feature of Lobby
for "Drums of Desert"

The tapping of a concealed drum in the
lobby was sufficient to attract pasers-by at
the Princess Theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
The lobby stunt was in connection with
the exploiting of "Drums of the Desert."
The lobby display consisted of a huge
beaverboard drum with "Zane Grey's
Drums of the Desert" printed on it. On
either side of the drum cut-out were cutouts of a cowboy and an Indian.
A large band size bass drum was placed
on top of the box office where it could not
be seen. The driun was made to beat by
the cashier pulling a string.

Motion
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Manager /tlinn Hostler of the Strand theatre, Altoona, Pa.,
designs his otcn lobby displays and does all his own sign work.
Above is one of his recent flash fronts, exploiting ''The
Magic Garden" (F B O).

An attractive front exploiting "The
Bros.), arranged by Manager Hostler
Large cutouts on either side are from
ing for the entire display was

18 Houses
Profit From
Stunt
Exploiting News Reel
By M. G. Keller
{District Manager, East Bay Division, Golden State Circuit)

airplane was successfully landed
on a down town city street as an
aid in building up city wide interest
in eighteen theatres in the East Bay Cities
under my direction. This event took place
in Oakland and was tied up with simultaneous showings of "The Race to Paris"
in the eighteen theatres of the division.
Arrangements were made with Kinograms
and extra prints were obtained so that every
house in our Oakland division would be able
AN

to play "The Race to Paris" while the interest stirred by the airplane stunt was at
its peak.
There are any number of difficulties encountered in planning a stunt in which a
plane is to make a landing in a city street.
In our case there was the city ordinance
prohibiting a plane from flying lower than
1,500 feet over the city, but at this particular time when Lindbergh had successfully
crossed the Atlantic nothing could have
been more fitting than to have "The Race
To Paris" delivered by airplane. In this
the City officials of Oakland joined hands
with me in making this one of the most
unusual publicity stunts.
Early in the morning of June 9, the day
set for this hazardous feat, crowds gathered on Tenth Street where the landing was
to take place. Exactly at eleven o'clock,
the time set for the arrival of the plane,
Major W. H. Woerner piloting a W-A-S-P
plane circled above the business district
accompanied by a companion plane. Major
Woerner turned hia plane directly into
Tenth Street and came down to a perfect
landing. Every available police and motorcycle officer was pressed into service to
keep back the crowds that would have
rushed directly in the path of the plane.
The plane had been newly painted for this
occasion and bore, in big letters, "Golden
State Circuit Air Delivery."
The companion plane circled overhead for

several minutes, making close dips to the
ground, thrilling as well as frightening the
crowds.
Immediately after the W-A-S-P plane
landed thousands of cheering spectators
suri'ounded it and the climax was reached
when Mayor John L. Davie received the
films officially for the City of Oakland and
turned them over to me for showing at the
Golden State Theatres.
Arrangements were made Avith "Kinograms ' ' news service and the complete landing was filmed and attached to the "Race

Picture

News

Better 'Ole" (Warner
for the Strand, Altoontu
stock 24-sheet.
Letter'
made of Matilact.

to Paris," making more of a home interest
picture out of the original film. This, of
course, encouraged local interest in the
showing of the film.
As a follow-up for those who were unable to witness the landing, a large motor
truck was secured and the airplane mounted
on it. Then the plane was escorted through
the business district of Oakland by a squad
of motorcycle traffic officers.

Not a Breakfast Food — But
Just an Advertisement
Manager J. D. Hutchinson of the Smalley
Theatre in Sidney, N. Y., adopted a novel
vehicle for a short and pithy advertising
message about the superior entertainment
offered at that house when he distributed
packages, containing sawdust, and a card,
carrying the house ad.
The packages, done up in brown paper
bags Avas typically "grocery" in appearance
and the message was headed "not a breakfast food, but just an advertisement."
The copy read "Just an advertisement
to let you know that the best in amusement
can always be found at Smalley's Sidney
Theatre. You are the person that has asked
for the perfect photoplay. You are the one
that has demanded a brand of moving pictures that will positively assure you an
evening of delightful entertainment every
time it is announced. Read along with us
and learn how your demands have been
met. We are going to show what the name
Smalley means and teach you to say to
vourself and your friends: It's At Smalley's
It 's Got to be Good. ' '

School Graduates Guests of
Hippodrome Manager

A special A board, shown above, is used
to exploit Snookunis Comedies
(Universal) by Manager James D. Kennedy of
the Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Manager J. P. Harrison used several good
stunts to put over Olara Bow in "Rough
House Rosie" when that film played at the
Ilijjpodrome Theatre, Waco, Texas.
Perhaps one of the best stunts that
brought in a lot of extra business was the
issuance of invitations to High School and
other school graduates in both Waco and
the surrounding towns.

WILLIAM FOX
PRESENTS
<?<?

JANET

2 GIRLS

w.

GAYNORm

WANTED

from the play by Gladys linger
!)!>

'ITH the first projection of this picture in the first theatre to play it— a new star will have come to the screen.
Janet Gaynor has been made a star, not as a commercial expedient— a name on which to hang an exploitation campaign
— but because the superb quality of her acting so dominates
any picture in which she appears that she becomes the stellar
attraction — all else is subordinate. '*7th Heaven" has established this conclusively. Janet Gaynor as Diane — what a
paeon of praise has rung through the columns of the press,
has sounded from the lips of her audiences! And now we
have Janet Gaynor as a star — presented first in the screen
version of this spirited comedy-drama which has so proven
itself in a year of solid success in New York.

.«»*l:\■^*'C^

A John Golden stage hit
ALFRED E. GREEN Production

In the iDeptember JUist of Juox JTrojit JLictures

JANET GAYNOR in "2 GIRLS WANTED"
A

YOUNG

GIRL— fighting under great handi-

cap for the man she loves — gives battle to a
domineering giant of finance in this picture made
from an outstanding comedy hit of the New York
stage. Drama

stalks through the laugh-laden

scenes. It is an ''audience picture" — an ideal
attraction for theatres of the best class —
such as the "Roxy", where it will
show first-run in New York.

A SMALL MATTER OF
GREAT IMPORTANCE
Referring of course to any one of
the Fox Shorts — whether it be
one of the 104 issues of Fox News;
one of the 10 Imperial Comedies,
an Animal Comedy

or a Van

Bibber Comedy— of which there
are 8 each; or one of those little
bits of screen witchery. Fox VaBIETIES (you gel 26 of these) — if
it is a Fox Suor.T it is important
to you and to your audience, and
it is class clear through !

Janet Gaynor's true genius is
again strikingly displayed in an
emotional gamut that plumbs the
depths of poignant drama and lightly strikes its merriest notes. Behind
her, Director Alfred Green has
gathered a cast of excellence— Glenn
Tryon, Alyce Mills, Ben Bard,
Joseph Cawthorne, Doris Lloyd,
Marie Mosquini, William Tooker.
Gladys Unger wrote the play
and Seton I. Miller adapted it for the screen.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

For Sale

Situation Wanted
AT LIBERTY : moviagpicture operator and manager, ten years' experience,
married, steady, wants position where honesty and ability
will be appreciated. Go anywhere. Full details first letter. Box 45 Motion Picture
News, New York City.
EXPERIENCED P R 0JECTIONIST and repair
man desires connection with
theatre or supply house where
good work is appreciated.
References on request. Box
55, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
MANAGERS : when

in

need of efficient projectionists, 'phone New York Projectionists' Equity, Wisconsin 3137, 241 West 42nd
Street.
POSTER ARTIST and
Operator wants position in
small sized theatre. 17 years'
experience ; have managed ;
36 years of age; salary 21 per
week. Write for more particulars. R. W., Motion Picture News, 845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago.
MANAGER

age

forty,

twenty years' experience. Pictures, vaudeville. Fifteen
years general manager one
corporation. Highest references, ability and character.
Box 925, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

FOR

SALE: 1500 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
CLOTH BANNERS.—
$1.40, 3 X 15 feet, 3 colors, an.y
copy up to 15 words ; one day
sei^vice ; sent anywhere ; also
Bargain Paper Banners. Associated Advertisei-s, 111 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.
FOR SALE : Suburban
theatre, Tampa, Florida. Box
347, Largo, Fla.
FOR SALE— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides, Banners, and
other kinds of accessories on
any subject, new or old — regardless. Save 60 per cent.
Write for order blanks and
price list. Theatre Poster
Supply Company & Sign Exchange, 327 E. Sixth Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E.
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0.

ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

FOR SALE: must sell to
settle estate. Approximately
500 - 1000-foot reels and 2
Simplex machines. Will sell
cheap for cash. Quick sale.
Address E. J. Conelly, 337
Union Street, Lynn, Mass.

SUPERIOR ORGANIST
desires a change. Large library and long experience.
Organist, Box 50, Niles, Ohio.

Theatre, good proposition.
Long lease, in Cleveland,
Ohio. Box 975, Motion Picture News, New York City.

FOR

SALE:

400 Seat

Exploiting Lon
and

Chancy

in one of his remarkable

widely popular character roles. Reproductions shown above of netvspaper ads for the

M-G-M

production

"^The Vnknoicn^^

were

used by

the following theatres: Loew^s War fields San
Francisco; Strand, Hartford; Eastman, Rochester;
Loew^s State, St. Louis; Texas, San Antonio; Allen,
Cleveland; Majestic, Springfield, III.
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"The
Fighting
Texan"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THE Circle O Ranch, the dishonest foreman,
the honest stranger accused of rustUng, the
loan shark, and the rancher's beautiful daughter
are the ingredients shaken up and served in the
usual manner in this two-reel western which
will prove entertaining to those who like the
abbreviated pictures of the wide open spaces.
There is nothing apart from the regular elements that constitute all of these fast moving
melodramas. The story is quite apparent after
the first few shots, but nevertheless they are
interesting and they are as well done as is
necessary. Fred Oilman is the featured player.
He has the personality and everything that goes
with the Western hero type.
He, of course, is the stranger who eventually
is revealed as the Texas ranger after being accused as a cattle rustler by the ranch foreman,
the real rustler. Said foreman not only rustles
the cattle, but also purlions Helen's money, laid
aside to meet the mortgage on her father's ranch.
The stranger knows just who rustles these cattle and just who stole the bankroll and he turns
up the foreman in the end after some real exciting riding and battling. He is rewarded, as
usual, by the hand of the beautiful daughter.
But you can't take it away from these westerns,
they do entertain if you are satisfied to take
them as they are served, without being too
critical.

"The Newlyweds' Troubles"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
the Twentieth Century or the California
Limited could have Snookums as he is in
this picture as a regular commuter it would no
doubt cause their passengers a lot of consternation, but at the same time would also enliven
what otherwise are many tedious hours on the
coast-to-coast trip.
Snookums is just a whole trainload of fun
on this trip of the Newlyweds. The picture
fairly sparkles with it. In fact a little bit of
it could be eliminated with even better results.
The youngster proceeds from one jam to another and simply plays havoc with everyone
aboard.
Of course there is much of the usual sleeping
car humor, but there are a lot of gags and
situations that are sure laugh provokers.
Snookums is truly a remarkable little artist
who seems to have more comedy sense than
many of the grown-ups usually seen in these
short subjects. Even without as good a story
as this and with half the comedy the picture
would hit the funny bone of nearly any audi-

IF

"Brave

Cowards"

(Educational — One Reel)
KNOW
your limitations, what you can and
what you cannot do. That is what Phil
Dunham learned when he tried to boss his wife
and disillusion her about beating up the strong
man across the hall. He would have gotten
away with it if he had only taken the proper
mental attitude for he was getting the breaks,
the strong man was well nigh down and out,
and all he had to do was to play the drama just
a wee bit longer and then everything would
have been jakc. But he didn't do this, consequently— but let us hear the facts.
A not too friendly bunch of neighbors, Dunham and his wife found it hard to get along
with Estelle Bradley and Fred Spencer, the
couple across the hall. So when Phil's cat
starts fighting with his neighbor's dog you may

be sure that the strong arms were brought into
play. Dunham's strong arm was Sable Johnson,
his huge Amazonian spouse, who bossed him
and made him do all the the housework, while
Estelle's was her own hubby, of course. The
woman proves herself to be the better man,
and she knocks the powerful Fred cold with a
slam of her hand. This is the big stroke, the
explosive kick of the comedy, but before its
advent the helpless Phil had to do much scurrying from one room to another to elude Estelle's
furious hubby, who suspects Phil's presence in
his apartment. There's plenty of room for the
laughs here ; they do not crowd one another. It's
an average comedy. Mark Sandrich directed.
—RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Keeping in Trim"
(Universal — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
DIRECTOR GUS MEINS surely tried to
crowd everything he could think of along
slapstick and knockabout comedy lines into this
one
of the
"Keeping
Up with the
Joneses''
series.
In fact
if he
had eliminated
a little
bit of
the
rougher knockabout stuff he would probably
have had a better comedy. There is such a
thing as overplaying your shots.
There is undoubtedly a lot of good comedy
material, with many laughable situations. There
is also an abundance of alleged comedy which
is not so good. Had about half of the latter
been eliminated the whole thing would have
been better balanced for entire family consumption. As it is it will bring great guffaws only
from the younger element.
The idea in the story is a good one, starting
the McGinnis family off on their daily dozen in
the morning to the accompaniment of the radio
announcer and eventually enrolling them into
the swell athletic club to keep pace with the
Joneses. All of the club paraphernalia is put
into use, but could have been done so much
more effectively, if not quite so hilariously.
Doubtless the picture, as is, will get its laughs.

"Great Guns"
(Universal-Cartoon — One Reel)
THIS

is another of the Oswald Lucky Rabbit cartoons executed by Winkler and
chock full of humor. This artist has a way of
putting real animation into his subjects and of
injecting just enough comedy twists to keep
the laughs almost continuous.
A bit of the world war atmosphere is injected
into this one when Oswald kisses his sweetheart goodbye and enlists. He is next seen in
the trenches dodging cannon balls and then in
a bar-hand encounter with Big Bertha. Eventually he is blown to bits by a shell, but is
gathered up and reconstructed by a Red Cross
nurse, who proves to be his sweetheart.
CHESTER J. SMITH.

"The Mechanical Cow"
(Universal-Cartoon — One Reel)
OSWALD
Lucky cartoon,
Rabbitt which
is the ismilkman in thistheWinkler
just
as good as those of the series that have gone
before. He has the advantage of a mechanical
cow in covering his route and the cow is conveniently equipped with skates to speed up the
action.
An affair with a milkmaid enlivens proceedings, particularly when the maid is kidnapped
in a taxi by an ogre. Oswald pursues the taxi
on the back of the cow and the fun waxes fast
and furious. It all sounds silly in the recounting, but the maneuvers of Oswald and the antics of the cow are surely humorous enough to
bring laughter from the most critical audience.
This series is bound to be popular in all types
of houses if the present standard is maintained.
—CHESTER J. SMITH.

"Smith's Candy Shop"
(Pathe-Sennett — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

MARY
ANN JACKSON, Ruth Hiatt and
Raymond McKee are the featured players in this Sennett comedy which has its moments of humor largely because of the antics
of a well trained elephant, who runs amuck
after having been fed some of the Smith candy,
whose principal ingredient, through an error,
is cement.
When Jimmy Smith gets fired from his
candy store job he starts an opposition store
of his own and his late employer sends him off
to a poor start by substituting a sack of cement
for a sack of sugar. Little Mary Ann is sent
about distributing the candy samples, which she
does generously, particularly to the elephant.
There is general indignation on the part of
the recipients of these samples, but it is all
rectified eventually and in the end Jimmy's new
store takes the play entirely away from the
store of his late employer. Here and there
there is a good touch of comedy, but the well
trained elephant just about steals the picture.

"Bubbles
of Geography"
(Educational — One Reel)
(Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

STUFF for the children and the grown-ups.
The little dog that goes in and out of these
Lyman H. Howe Hodge-Podge series plays the
gentle game of blowing soap bubbles. The
bubbles drift far and wide and take in many
strange sights. From the British West Indies,
where clothes are washed in the rivers and
Morocco where the basket weavers work in the
streets the camera takes a tour through Java
and we see the Javanese hard at work irrigating
their fields of sugar cane. From there we jump
to Maine and a bevy of young ladies who take
-a keen interest in water sports. These scenes are
up to the average as interest holders. The children will recognize some of their old friends,
also, for the animated work of Archie N.
Griffith shows glimpses of Old King Cole and
the Man in the Moon.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"A Hole in One"
(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)
AFTER many futile attempts to ride a goat
and to steer him by the horns, AI
Falfa is finally butted by said goat into a golf
hole, from which fact this title is derived. And
the fable is: "You don't have to be crazy to
About
of the real is devoted to the
play
golf, one-half
but it helps."
butting tactics of the goat in the effort to inject some humor. When Al Falfa fails he
calls upon the Sheriff and the latter goes
through the same sad experiences. Tliere are one
or two humorous situations, but for the most
part there is entirely too much repetition. —
CHESTER J. SMITH.

"Trolley Troubles"
(Universal-Cartoon — One Reel)
IF the first of these new cartoon comedies
for Universal release is an indication ol
what is to come, then this series is destined to
win much popular favor. They are cleverly
drawn, well executed, brimful of action and
fairly abounding in humorous situations.
Oswald the Lucky Rabbit, is all of that. Some
of his experiences are hilarious and breath taking. He is the conductor of the suburban trolley in this one and it is a trick car that provides
plenty of humor. Oswald and the car encounter
all sorts of obstacles. They flatten out to run
under a cow and they hurdle others, much to
the consternation of the bewildered passengers.
The laughs are spontaneous and there are plenty
of them.— CHESTER J. SMITH.
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Judgment of the Hills
A Youngster Scores in Hill Drama
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
PROBABLY the most amazing thing about these stories of
the Blue Ridge country is that their extreme simplicity is
the very reason why they generally prove interesting. Here's
a tale that would have fitted any part of the country during the
early events of our entry in the Great War — yet try to hitch this
simple yarn to an average locality and get the same results that
the Kentucky hills yield ! However, let us not lose sight of the
fact that wee Frankie Darro, an unusually fine child actor, is
more than little responsible for what we believe to be pretty good
entertainment. Likewise, Orville Caldwell; but the boy's part
not only stands out on account of his talent, but because the story
demands that it does. Virginia Valli does well enough in a rather
obscure role.
Young Darro, as Ted Dennison, is a wistful little mountain
child who blindly worships his big hulk of a brother, Brant. The
latter is fast developing into a most conscientious drinker of
mountain dew — forever boastful of his great strength to an audience of tavern loafers. Interested in the welfare of both, the
schoolmistress
young
in delivered
hand. "War
declared and
Brant
evades thetakes
draft.
He isTed
later
to theis authorities
by
the younger brother. Next, his homecoming — covered with medals
and as drunk as ever; but Ted and the schoolma'm win out.
The Cast : Virginia Valli, Frankie Darro, Orville CaldzvcU.
Frank McGlynn, Jr., Johrmy Glough. Very zvell directed by
J. Leo Meelmn.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
THEME: Boy's affection and
faith in older brother finally
Star's names; also, stress
make real man of him.
young Darro 's fine work and
play up as romance of KenPRODUCTION
HIGHtucky hills.
LIGHTS: Excellent direction,
DRAWING POWER: Suitacting of Darro and Caldwell
able for downtown and good
and mountain scenery.
neighborhood trade.
Length, 5,700 feet.
Released, Nov. 6. 1927.
Produced and Distributed by F B 0.

Topsy and Eva," the United
musical Artists
comedy,arereappears
releasing init.the guise of celluloid.

A

netv

if esteru

player cnnies
to theWestern
fore in "Straight
Universal

Shootin,' " a

Paid to Love
Pleasant
Moments
in Romantic
Picture
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THERE are two plots that never fail to register with picture
audiences — one of them concerns the Northwest Mounted,
the other carries on the adventurous intrigue that involves
a mythical kingdom. Both are old timers in the picture world —
and when they're well done the fans are adequately entertained.
"Paid to Love" is cut from the "Graustark" pattern — and offers
enough variation of plot and incident to carry it away from the
orthodox treatment.
The high spots are centered in an Apache dive of Paris which
is being looked over by American tourists. It's very quiet in the
place until the visitors enter. Then things start to pop. A girl
with a knife fastened in her garter falls into the room— and she
is immediately followed by an Apache — with the gendarmes in
pursuit. Which is the moment for the couple to stagger through
a dance. Naturally the officers and the tourists accept the hokum
as genuine.
The mythical kingdom idea is projected when the visiting king'
decides the dancing girl is the one to arouse his son from his indifference for women. The scene shifts to the kingdom and develops much action and romance. It is finely acted by William
Powell, George O'Brien and Virginia Valli.
The Cast: George O'Brien, Virginia Valli, J. Farrell MacDonald. Thomas Jefferson, Merta Sterling, Hank Mann. Director, Howard Hazvks.
THEME: Mythical kingdom
acting by William Powell and
other principals.
romance revolving around king's
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
determination to get his son inTease title and feature story as
terested in women.
different. Use prologue of
PRODUCTION
HIGHApache dance if your house
LIGHTS : The Apache episode.
caters to atmospheric numbers.
The dance sequence. The humor.
Play up principals.
The atmosphere. The deception
DRAWING POWER: Suitable for average houses. Should
employed by heroine to win
prince.
The Captions.
Clever
please them.
Produced and distributed by Fox.
Length, six reels. Released, July, 1927.
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Shootin'
Straight
Fare
With New
Profiles

Western

(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
introductions are in line -with this first of a series of six
TWO
Western features to be produced by Universal during the
1927-28 season. First, we have Ted Wells, the featured
player, a two-fisted, hard-riding young fellow who rather looks and
acts like Jack Dempsey, and who has not yet become so used to
production activities that he hasn't still some natural modesty.
He promises well. Next, we have another newcomer to Westerns —
Lillian Gilmore — a Gish-like little girl with a most attractive
screen personality, who also should win her fans.
Outside of the foregoing interest it's just another Western picture that exhibitors will find measures i:p pretty near as good as
any of its kind. There are the usual real Western backgrounds,
riding, fighting and gun-play — all handled well under the direction
of William Wyler. The inevitable coup de grace as applied by
the hero to the villain lacks the eclat of some of the more finished
Western stars — but that will come with a little more experience.
The story is the conventional one of an oppressed miner and his
daughter. A gang want possession of the mine, and use a starvation method. Mr. Wells naturally frustrates the scheme. We
almost
forgot to mention Garry O'Dell. Garry is the humorist of
this occasion.
Cast : Ted Wells, Garry O'Dell, Lillian Gilmore, Joe Bennett,
Al Ferguson, Wilbur Mack, Buck Connor. Directed by William
Wyler.
THEME : Western melodrama
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Western ballyhoo and tell them
in which wandering cowboy and
pal frustrate scheme to rob
you have a couple of interesting
miner.
newcomers whom you'll guarantee they will like.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: For
LIGHTS: Good Western backgrounds, direction, riding and
any house catering to Western
fighting.
patronage.
Produced and Distributed by Universal Films.
Length, 4,205 feet.
Release date. Oct. 16, 1927.

A hill billy story is F B O's ''Judgment of the Hills.

Topsy and Eva
Mostly

Slapstick,
But
Fairly Amusing
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THE
Duncans (Rosetta and Vivian), have brought their
"Topsy and Eva" to the screen, and the result does not
measure out the entertainment of the stage version. The
sisters, where supported by girls and music, brought considerable
color to the musical comedy pattern of "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
The picture, however, empha-sizes its shortcomings. And one can't
get away from the idea that it is a vehicle for their emotions. It
gives away to comedy most of the time, though pathos creeps in
to keep company whenever Vivian enters the scene. She makes a
likely Eva — and screens like the w. k. million dollars. But it is
Rosetta, the comic member of the team, who carries most of the
action. As Topsy she frolics and cuts up an assortment of didoes.
Otherwise the piece doesn't reveal much to intrigue the imagination. There is very little characterization, most of the footage
})eiiig devoted to planting the comedy. Rosetta is a gifted
comedienne and releases much amusing incident.
The picture could be profitably shortened. Its comedy is
stretched too much to carry through seven reels. There isn't much
of the spirit of the old-time Tom shows about it. The merits,
hoAvever, dominate the faults.
The Cast : Rosetta Duncan, Vivian Duncan, Gibson Gowland, Noble Johnson, Marjorie Daw, Myrtle Ferguson, A'ils
Asther, Henry Victor.
Director, Del Lord.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
THEME:
Comedy-drama
based upon "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," with Topsy carrying
most of the plot.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Rosetta Duncan's
comedy. Screen appeal of
Vivian. Scenes of michievous
Topsy
A group

of interesting highlights from the current
"Paid to Love."

Fox Films release

phere.

Play up Duncan Sisters, exploiting Vivian's screen appeal
and Rosetta 's comedy. Feature
as
film
version of musical
comedy.

DRAWING POWER: Should
be good matinee picture. Has
appeal for children. Suitable
and Ophelia. Atmosfor all types of houses.
Produced and Distributed by United Artists.
Length, seven reels. Released, August, 1927.
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Dance Magic
Jazz Story Has Glitter But Not Much Depth
(Reviewed

by Raymond

Ganly)

the stern, hard, almost dirgeful atmosphere of a Puritanical New England home "Dance Magic" before many
of its sequences ha\'e been unreeled slips into a more modern groove where the predominating tempo is speed and jazz. An
adaptation of the story by Clarence Buddington Kelland, it has
many of the meaty moments that our Kellands, Wrights, Beaches
and other best-selling novelists are wise enough to insert into their
tales. But though the story can claim a truly jazzy mood where
pagan routes, energetic dancing and the like culminate in a murder
it is not any too convincing and this because the display seems
to have been spread on too thick and because your' sympathy is
never extended to the heroine and her mistaken ideas.
That a lot of money was expended on the production is easily
seen in its sets and backgrounds. Those scenes of the girl's
bigoted home and the squelching of her desire to dance lead one
to expect a story of small town intolerance but with the heroine's
venture into the bright lights of Broadway the realism of the tale
is lost and the proceeding events become superficial.
We would gauge "Dance Magic" as having enough appeal to
satisfy the average fan.
The Cast : Ben Lyon, Pauline Starke, Louis John Bartcls,
Isabel Elson, Harlam E. Knight and Judith Vasseli. Directed
by Victor Halperin.
THEME: Girl, who was not
quent entanglement in her manallowed to dance in her childager's web of intrigue. The
murder.
hood, becomes a sensation on
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
Broadway. She escapes a
scandal when her manager is Saxophone emblematic of
murdered and is won by rich
story's spirit. Make use of the
dance contest idea.
youth.
DRAWING POWER: Okay
PRODUCTION
HIGHFROM

LIGHTS: Girl's uprearing.
for average
Author's
name
should clientele.
attract.
Her stage triumph and subseProduced by Robert Ka)ic. Distributed bx First National.
Length, 6 reels.
Released, Ju>ie, 1927.

Still excerpts from the Pathe

Brigh

Western, '^White Pebbles."

Adam and Evil

ht and

Interesting — and

W ell Acted

(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
A
LIKELY idea for farcical play is projected in this picture
which features M-G-M's new light comedy team. Lew Cody
and Aileen Pringle. It's nothing more or less than a triangle fashioned aroimd a pair of twin brothers (both played by
Lew Cody). Inasmuch as one of the boys is married and is getting
tired of domesticity the other comes a-visiting and creates a deal
of embarrassment before the romance is straightened out satisfactorily'.
The piece becomes quite involved, naturally, because of the difficulty in following Cody. The complications arc emphasized because the brothers, being twins, are subject to the same impulses. .
Both are flirtatious and both become involved in love affairs that
are established by one or the other. When the visiting brother
enters his twin's home- — then the man'ied couple discover that
they are very much in love with each other.
The farcical flavor keeps it moving with plenty of zest, though
the captions drive home too many wisecracks. When a picture is
saturated with these nifties for six reels they lose their sting.
Lew Cody plays with a careless abandon that makes the piece
thoroughly sophisticated. And his fair partner makes a splendid
foil. The intelligent customers should respeed to the story.
The Cast: Letv Cody, Aileen Pringle, Given Lee, Gertrude
Short, Hedda Hopper, Roy DArcy. Director, Robert Z.
Leonard.
THEME: Farce-comedy of
brother.
kids
wife into believing he's his
domestic triangle with twin
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
brothers cutting up didoes, before married one settles down
Tease title. It will attract attention. Play up comedy angle
and makes up with his wife.
of twins who kid girls through
PRODUCTION
HIGHtheir resemblance. Mention
LIGHTS: Easy acting by Lew
new comedy team.
Cody. Flirtatious incident. Tone
DRAWING POWER : For
and quality of sets and atmoshigh class houses. Title has a
phere. Effort of wife to vamp
lure about it.
husband.
Scenes when husband
"The Silent Hero," a duce
Rnyart
fenliire
netv dogwriter.
star, series to introH. H. Van
Loanwith
us aa screen

Produced and Distributed by Metro-Goldzvyn-Mayer.
Length, six reels.
Released, August, ig2j.
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White Pebbles
Only Fair Entertainment
in This One
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
Westerns go this Wally Wales veliicle arouses but a
AS
medieum of interest. The little thread of a story is
strengthened with the usual swift riding and heroics, and
to vary the thing a trifle, a Chinese cook is introduced as a killer.
It is familiar in plot and Gonstruetion ; as its kind has been seen
so often before and as it offers nothing particularly new we guess
that the fans will regard it as just another Western. Wales in his
usual serious self, wending his way through the plottings of the
villains and with unperturbed urbanity assisting the charming
Olive Hasbrouck.
It was because she needed the help of some strong, silent man
that Miss Hasbrouck, mistress of the Bar None Ranch, sent for
Wally. The morale of her ranchers was being slowly broken by
mysterious killings, the work of "White Pebbles," a considerate
fellow who left two pebbles underneath the heads of each of his
victims. Wales is in the dark as to the identity of the murderer,
and for a long time suspects the foreman; the latter, disliking
Wales, has him thrown in jail for the crimes. A friend comes to
the rescue, however, and the foreman is foiled.
The Cast: Wall^y Wales, Olive Hasbrouck, Walter Maly.
Tom Bay, Harry Todd, K. Namhu. Director, Richard Thorpe.
Story by R. C. Barker.
C.

THEME: Western drama.
Through the activities of young
Westerner, mysterious killings
of ranchmen employed by
pretty young ranch owner are
stopped when the young man
captures the girl's foreman, a
rustler, and the girl's Chinese
cook explains that he was guilty
of the murders.

PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Wales' appearance
as tenderfoot. His escape from
jail. Unmasking of foreman's
true character and Chinaman's
revelation.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Your usual ideas for Westerns
come into play here.
DRAWING POWER:
Fair.

Produced by Action Pictures, Inc. Distributed by Pathe.
Length, 4,485 feet. Released. August 7, 1927.

The modern jazz spirit pervades "Dance Magic," a First National picture

The Silent Hero
Another Dog Picture
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

THE pen of the well known H. H. Van Loan is credited with
this story which the pressbook calls a "screen original."
Now, in our estimation either Mr. Van Loan wrote it while
dressing for breakfast or the pressbook compilers are off on their
usual exaggerated slant, for the yarn has undoubtedly been written in slightly different form dozens of times. However, we have
with us Monsieur Napoleon Bonaparte — a German canine — whose
name may either ser\'e to help heal the breach between France
and Germany, or cause a stir among the dwellers of Valhalla;
furthermore, there is quite a capable cast and evidences of good
direction in the latter reels. Action in the first part is rather
slow.
Bud Taylor, as played by Robert Frazer, is a penniless young
man who goes to the far North to seek his fortune so as to ask
the hand of Mary Stoddard (Edna Murphy). For a parting gift
he presents her with "Phantoni, " a police puppy which takes an
ammediate dislike to Bud's rival — and, of course, "a dog never
forgets. ' ' In due time Bud strikes gold, and by a remarkable effort
Mr. Van Loan manages to transport all the characters to the north
country where the villain attempts to jump Bud's claim. But here,
Napoleon, kidnapped by villain Ernest Hilliard, comes to the
rescue and does everything that police dogs are trained to do, with
the result that everything turns out as it should.
The Cast : Robert Tracer, Edna Murphy, Ernest Hilliard,
Joseph Girard, Harry Allen, and Napoleon Bonaparte. Directed
b\' Duke Jl'orue.
THEME: Dog melodrama in
which dog hero saves day for
prospector in far North.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Fast action in latter
reels during fight scenes. Sincere work of cast and dog.
The

sophisticHted

and intelligent will derive enjoyment
Goldivyn-Mayer's ^'Adam and Evil"

from. Metro-

Produced by Duke JVonic
Lcug'.h. 3.50J feci.

No

EXPLOITATION

ANGLES:

The pressbook suggests a "dog
parade", or police pup prize.
DRAWING POWER: For
second and third run, and
neighborhood trade.
Pistributcd by Raynrt.
Natioiitil rrlrnsc d.itr.
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"Babe Comes

Home"— First National, Davis Theatre,
Pittsburgh
Sun : "Lively comedy romance
with plenty of thrills as well as
laughs and love appeal. 'Babe'
really good actor. Put over fine
performance. Refreshing, novel
love story; bubbling laugh situations."
Press : " 'Babe Comes Home'
succession of laughs, thrills and
romantic development."
Post: "Plenty
fun interest
as well as
excitement
and of
love
in
'Babe Comes Home.' "
Telegra/yh : "Romance, comedy,
thrills, laughs."
"Framed"— First National, Victoria Theatre, Philadelphia

"Twelve
Miles
Out" — MetroGoldwyn - Mayer,
Capitol
Theatre, New York City
Telegram: "Interesting thriller
of bootleg life . . . Joan Crawford appealing as heroine, and Ernest Torrence first-rate as rival hiEvening World: "John Gilbert
again lays aside dashing drawing
jacker."
room
manner to battle way gayly
through role of bewhiskered roustabout. He carried thing off in
splendid fashion. Extremely entertaining . . . Will draw good
audiences wherever it is shown."
Herald-Tribune: "Mr. Gilbert
gives splendid performance . . .
Ernest Torrence plays Red in very
finest comedy vein. Jack Conway's
direction interesting and titles

Inquirer: "Sills equal to every
twist and turn of plot, misses no

Times: "Something to jolt placid spectator. Real characters in

chancethy.toNatalie
grabKingston
spectator's
doessympasome

freebooting
waterfront comedy."
fine."
Sun: "Should prove to be exceptionally popular vehicle for

appealing work."
Evening Ledger : "Provides
wealth of action, as well as sympathetic story."
Record: "Sills will surely bring
joy to admirers. One of best roles
he has been seen in for great while,
and his enactment is perfect. Mad
rush full of thrills and anxious
moments."
Public Ledger : "Sympathetic
story, with interest and wealth of
action."
"Babe Comes Home" — First National, Longacre Theatre,
New York City
Times : " 'Babe Comes Home'
proved merry thing. Sent people
out laughing at midnight. Full of
fun and go. Ruth himself makes
pleasing screen figure, and is
abetted in comicality by Louise
Fazenda and others. . . . Last
night's crowd approved him as
screen actor as well as home-run
king."
Herald-Tribune :
"Spectators
seemed to enjoy it. Number of
persons informed us that this
comedy was funniest thing they
ever saw. 'Babe' Ruth surprisingly at ease before camera. Louise
Fazenda amusing."
Telegram : " 'Babe Comes Home*
proved to b^ slapstick, amusing
comedy. Bambino as movie actor
is not only refreshing but capable."
Mirror: "Babe's Broadway
cinema curtsey merits applause.
Ruth whams winning sizzler, with
Misses Fazenda and Nilsson on
third and second base, literally
scoring box office wow. Bambino
shows that excellent athlete can
also be good actor."
Journal: "Babe Ruth acquits
himself creditably, as, unlike other
athletes, he isn't too camera-conscious. There's baseball game, and
Louise Fazenda has some funny
scenes."
Post: "Slapstick comedy of baseball. Mr. Ruth, making his screen
debut, appeared at ease and pleasantly unconscious of camera."
Telegraph : "Amusing."
Sun: "Amusing scenes. Will be
popular in regular movie houses."

Graphic: "Surprisingly good
piece of cinema entertainment, giving Mr. Gilbert excellent opporstar." tunity not only to look his customary handsome self, but to do some
acting. Drawing capacity audiences
at every performance . . . Joan
Crawford same beautiful player
who has shown in previous cinema
performances that she has real acting ability." : "Quite easily best
Telegraph
picture of week, and sure bet for
popularity with public."
Daily Nezvs: "You'll find much
to your enjoyment in this movie.
Fierce and fiery . . . Photography beautiful and leading players put over fine performance."
American: " 'Twelve Miles Out'
boasts one of most hectic fights
that has ever been filmed, plenty
of action and more than dash of
romance."
"Painting the Town" — Universal,
Roxy York
Theatre,
City New
Times: "May be nonsensical
from the viewpoint of its fractious
narrative, but possesses plenty of
amusement suitable to sultry days.
Not kind of thing that will permit
one to sleep in comfortable seats
of big theatre. Work of cast highly commendable, especially that of
Glenn Tryon, whose antics and
expressions found favor with
audience."
World: "Mr. Tryon has pleasant appearance, engaging brightness, flair for speed and surefootedness in stunt and gag business,
and like Louis John Bartels, so
readily remembered for his 'The
Show-Off," this young man seems
to have struck precisely type of
play which is made to order for
him. Tryon is a young man who
has freshness and style and method quite extraordinary."
Telegram: "Contains so many
humorous situations that it is practically fool-proof. . . . Tryon's
characterization of wise-cracking
youth who comes to New York is
outstanding feature of film."
Sunday
Neivs:
"Here's

one

which
public
seats.
young

will certainly set picture
a-rolling off red plush Roxy
. . . No question about it,
smiling Glenn person can

make them laugh."
Daily Mirror:
"Should
digestible
summer fare,
light, prove
fluffy
and dubbly as it is."
Morning
"I consider this oneTelegraph:
of the best new
pictures on Broadway. Picture gag
riot and Tryon is supported by excellent cast. . . William Craft,
director, has extracted every last
faint smile from material provided
by Harry Hoyt. By all means,
give us more of Glenn Tryon in
light, fast-moving farces like this
one. They entertain and they
should be box-office bonanzas. Is
a prism of hilarity."
"Painting the Town" — Universal,
Alhambra Theatre,
Milwaukee
Leader:
"If you
think
you
would enjoy one of funniest fastest moving pictures of month, we
suggest you visit Alhambra
this
week.
. . . Humorous incidents,
ludicrous happenings and mishappenings, and fast moving plot which
is nicely shaded
into the background, form what we term one of
funniest and most
amusing
pictures of season."
"Painting the Town" — Universal,
Washington, D. C,
Times: "Turns loose natural
comedian. Here's a kid who has
everything ; screens like a million ;
has no camera consciousness ; injects dancing, vivid self into old
situations and certainly has bright

Tribune: "Acting good throughout and so is photography."
Eveniyig
Post:
"Production
tells
story
in vivid
scenes.
Well acted,
capably directed and excellently
"Naughty
But Nice"— First Naphotographed."
tional, Mark Strand Theatre,
New York City
American: "Affords star opportunity to present clever characterization and she rises beautifully to
occasion . . . Gem of performance . . . Situations most
amusing and take decidedly novel
twist
. . . Many
laughs.'"
Herald Tribune: "Miss Moore
comedienne of about calibre of
Charlie Chaplin . . . Watch
Miss Moore's comedy . . . You
will enjoy 'Naughty But Nice.' "
Telegraph: "If you haven't seen
Colleen Moore in 'Naughty But
Nice' you ain't seen nothin' yet 1
Both picture and player deserve
superlatives . . . Not only is
story basically good but it has been
gagged up to high nines with mirthprovoking combination of sure-fire
touches and original twists. . .
Colleen exceeds any characterization she has yet contributed in
whimsicality, elfin sprightliness,
charm and true comic sense. A
Journal : "In 'Naughty But
Nice' Colleen Moore proves why
knockout."
she is First National's biggest boxoffice bet.
Colleen
amusing
and
cute."
"Lonesome
Ladies" — First National, Mark Strand Theatre,
New York City

future between his fingers."
Neivs: "Mainspring and just
about all rest of production was
left to that charming comedian
Glenn Tryon. Whole thing series
of laughs. Apparently scenario
writer stayed awake many winter
nights to think up such funny

Herald Tribune : "Ws were surprised and delighted. Picture
subtle and soothing where it might
have been blatant and boring.
Titles clever and in such good
taste that we viewed them with delight. . . . We doubt whether
Stone and Anna Q. Nilsson ever
have been as good. Stone espe-

Herald: "Inordinately amusing
picture. Patsy Ruth Miller and
Glen Tryon proved themselves excellent team of comedians. Mr.
Tryon emits wise-cracks enough
to keep audience laughing plentifully. 'Painting the "Town' is the
gags."
thing. You'll love every foot of it."

cially was delightful."
Evening
World society
: "Another
of
those
domestic
triangles
which seldom fail to register hit
with married folks. Will meet
success. Stone, Anna Q. Nilsson,
Jane Winton and some others bring
new touch which is bound to add
to their popularity. Type which

"The
Blood
Ship" — Coupmbia
Pictures, Orpheum
Chicago Theatre,

movie fans country over love."
Evening Post : "Entertaining
story nicely directed by Henabery.
Miss Nilsson and Stone both quite

American: "Not since 'The Sea
Beast' has there been a picture of
men and boats that has equalled
'The Blood Ship.' Strangely compelling theme holds one's attention
in a vise. Director Seitz has proved

American : "Stone gives fine,
sincere performance. Anna Q.
Nilsson,
looking lovelier than ever,
at home."
makes
charming wife. Snappy

again that he is one of screen's
leaders in presenting melodrama.
Cast an all star one in truest sense
of word. Enthralling sea tale, with
fine acting and remarkably good

piece
of celluloid
entertainment."
Journal
: "Entertaining
domestic

photography.
Liked it immensely."
Herald: "Thrilling hokum competently put together by George
Daily

dramaJournal:
. . .

"Manly
exciting

. melo-

Bosworth,
still Hollywood's
best
seaman, immense.
Admirable perSeitz."

formances bycast."

Jane Winton plays vamp convincingly. Henabery turned out nices

drama.
Stone good."
Daily
: "Director
Henabery hasNews
injected
several splendid
touches, deft and original. Has
made most, too, of players. We
certainly hand it to Henabery.
Subtle conclusion worthy even of
Lubitsch. Should please Strand
Mirror : "Stone has something
audiences."
of new job. Will entertain."
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THE
Reade's Mayfair Theatre, Asbury Park, N. J., last week was
undoubtedly one of the most
brilliant theatre openings held in
the state of New Jersey. Society
to the tune of $5 admission flocked
to the new house in Rolls-Royce
and other expensive motor cars and
full dress and diamonds were much
in evidence. Proceeds of the opening night performance were turned
over to the Monmouth County
Charity Association by Mr. Reade.
A special train was chartered by
the several guests who attended the
first showing from this section.
Among those who are reported as
being there were : Sidney Kent, of
Paramount-Famous-Lasky ; George
Schaefifer, Eastern district manager
for P-F-L; David Picker; Henry
and Charles Blumenthal, of the
Haring and Blumenthal circuit ;
George Dillon, of U D C, and Eddie Carroll, of Pathe. Mayor
Hedrick was the chief speaker of
the evening.
Reade's Mayfair is somewhat
more than a mere motion picture
theatre ; it appears to be more of
an Asbury institution, according to
reports. A tower rises from the
corner of the site, which can be
seen from a long distance. In this
are chimes that ring out the four
portions of the hour. There is also
a balcony overlooking the front
part of the building where an extra
orchestra plays to the entertainment of the people in the street,
and for those inside who wish to
dance. Stockton Leigh will manage the Mayfair.
Thirty persons walked quietly
from the 5th Avenue Playhouse at
Thirteenth street last week when a
reel of film caught fire, sending
dense clouds of smoke from the
projection room. Oscar Freund,
of 732 East lS2nd street, the
Bronx, closed the door of the room
when the film burst into flames, but
smoke seeped through the crevices
of the door and into the streets,
where a patrolman noticed it and
rang in an alarm. The fire was
extinguished in a few minutes.
Following the merger of the
Suchman
and Joelson circuits of
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New York City, two shifts of their
personnel are most interesting to
the local trade. Al Suchman, it is
reported, will in the future be connected with the Consolidated
Amusement Co., for which concern
he will do all booking. Meyer
Solomon lately associated with

Filmland Theatre, Qiurch and
Nostrand Avenues, Brooklyn, while
that house is in receivership. It
is predicted that this house will
eventually be added to the A. H.
Schwartz circuit.
Jack Steinhouse, of the Pantheon
Theatre, Bronx, has returned to his

Producers
Distributing
Corp.'sto
New
York exchange,
will move
the offices of the newly formed
Suchman-Joelson circuit, where he
will do all booking. Both men are
extremely well known in the trade,
and all their acquaintances wish
them success in their new positions.
Pathe-P D C exchange men will
tender Mr. Solomon a party at the
Hotel Astor on his resignation.
Apparently, a report published a
few weeks ago in these columns to
the effect that Morris Fleischman's
Manor Theatre, Avenue K and
Coney Island Avenue, Brooklyn,
would soon change hands was
accurate, for it is now said that the
Loew circuit will have its name on
the house after Sept. 1.
Another Fleischman theatre holding, a house under construction at
East 18th Street and Kings Highway, is also reported to have been
included in the deal. It was rather
expected by many that the A. H.
Schwartz circuit would acquire
both these houses.
Consolidated Amusement Co. has
taken over the Jerome Theatre,
built by Haring and Blumenthal,
New Jersey theatre operators, on
Jerome and Tremont Avenues,
Bronx.
J. McCormick, owner of the
Miriam and Newkirk theatres,
Brooklyn, is back from a two
weeks' vacation.
The Sheridan Theatre, Liberty
Avenue, Brooklyn, is operating but
two days a week, Saturday and
Sunday.

duties
following
vacationagain
in the
country.a two weeks'
Manager Murphy, of Harry
Harris' West End Theatre, tendered his resignation from the Harris circuit last Sunday. Murphy
was at one time with the M. & S.
Odeon.
Someone tried to break into
Morris Brown's New Classique
Theatre, Marcy Avenue and Fulton Street, Tuesday of this week,
but only managed to badly cut their
hands while making the attempt.
Harry Rice, formerly with the
M. E. Comerford organization, is
now with Rosensweig's Cross Bay
Theatre, Cross Bay Road, Queens,
L. I.
William Raynor, New York
manager of the Pathe exchange, is
vacationing on the Great Lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Fabian are on
the same boat.
John Dacey, assistant to William
Raynor, is sorting out fishing
tackle these days preparatory to
spending a couple of weeks along
the Sound and Great South Bay,
Whehe a run of weakfish and fluke is
reported.
Most of the Pathe boys have returned from their vacations, and
the usual busy hum is again in evidence around this exchange.
Max Fellerman's brother-in-law
was drowned in the Hudson River
on Monday of this week. The body
was recovered. Three small children are left without a father.
It is reported that David Snapper wil take over the Palace Theatre, Morristown, and the Harris
Theatre
in Boonton, on September
first.

Nelson Theatre
and Renner's
Tompkins
Avenue
is temporarily
closed for alterations.
Chas. G. Garfield is in charge of

PAUL GUSDANOVIC believes
the final five year period. Entrance to the theatre will be in East
with all progressives that one
185th Street. This will be a first
cannot stand still. One goes either
forward or backward. And Gusclass house and will run only firstdanovic is one of those who always
run pictures. Provision is being
made for complete stage equipment
goes forward. So now he announces that he has taken a lease
so as to permit vaudeville presenon a theatre to be built at East
tations. Nicola Petti of Cleveland,
185th St., near Lake Shore Boulearchitect, has the plans completed
vard. The building will contain six
and bids will be taken next week.
suites and four stores in addition to
The building is being financed by
a 1600-seat theatre, the whole
the International Building and Loan
structure to cost about $175,000.
Company, St. Clair Avenue.
,
Gu.sdanovic has leased the theatre
for a period of twenty years on a
Jack Flanagan of Tri-State Picsliding rental scale of $9,000 for the
tures Company, local Pathe representative and leading local indusfirst ten years, $11,000 for the suctrial film manufacturer, announces
ceeding five years and $12,000 for

The new theatre under construc-

the installation of a new 16 MM
contact printer.
John Urbansky, owner and manager of the Jennings theatre, Cleveland, has joined the army of travelers emigrating to Canada.
Tim Roberts, Mansfield exhibitor, has taken unto himself a new
job. In adition to managing his
own houses, the Ritz and the Park
theatres, he will also manage the
Opera House, which fell under the
hammer last week to Messrs. Skirboll and Lipson and Harris. The
Opera House, belonging to the
township, is leased every three
years to the highest bidders. W.
N. Skirboll, H. R. SkirboU,
of

tion at Leonia, N. J., will open
about September 1. This house
will be operated by Jos. Schoen.
The Yorkville Theatre, 86th
Street and Lexington Avenue, New
York City, will discontinue its
policyvertof
Sunday burlesque
concerts and
reto Mutual
for the
coming season. It is possible that
pictures will be added to the Sunprogram. is the relief manager
J. day
Epstein
at Loew's Bijou, Smith and Livingston Streets, Brooklyn, while
Manager
J. Seldener is on his vacation.
Friends of Harry Lazarus, one
time owner of the Pine Hills Theatre, Albany, and of late operator of
a new playhouse in Kingston, will
be glad to hear that he is putting
the house over in nice shape.
Ed Carroll, of Pathe-P D C, is
in receipt of a post card from the
well known Al Sawtell, at present
sojourning in gay Paree. Mr. Sawtell gently inquires of Eddie,
"how's golf at Greenbrook?" and
thentime
goesfor
to ato game
state like
that that
there'sin
no
Paris.
Irving Liner, formerly manager
of the Yorke Theatre, Bronx, is
now managing Adam's U. S. Theatre, Paterson.
Fox Films disposed of a formidable contender in the movie baseball race when they defeated the
Warner Brothers nine by a 10 to
3 score at Protectory Oval last
Saturday. Fox has won 8 of 9
gamestestand,
with one
reinaining
with Pathe
to be
played, conhas
practically clinched the 1927 motion
picture championship.
Dahill and Wolf shared the
twirling honors for Fox, while
Morrell, Miller and Nunner excelled at bat. Seckler and Morris,
hitting. players, led their team in
Warner
The latest movie club standing
shows Fox Fims in first place with
8 victories and 1 defeat ; Pathe
second with 5 games won and 2
lost ; Warners and First National
tied for third with 6 wins in 9
tries ; United Artists is credited
with 2 of 10, while Consolidated
trails with 10 straight defeats.

Cleveland, and I. Lipson of Cincinnati and John Harris of Pittsburgh were the winners this year.
Henry Lustig, prominent Cleveland attorney and circuit owner, is
taking a short vacation at Cedar
Point.
Morris Shlank and George B.
West of Anchor Films spent a few
days in and around Cleveland last
week.
The Rex theatre, Akron, changed
hands last week. Gust. Paris
bought the house from Chris Hall.
Messrs C. B. and L. D. Moore
have purchased the Odeon theatre,
at Ada, Ohio, from W. R. Rhoades.
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THEO.NSEN, manager
HE,
. of the business office of the
Parret Films Company, went to
southwestern Iowa this week to picture some events of historical nature. Mr. Thoensen is filming a
number of interesting events every
week as staff cameraman for the
Publix-A. H. Blank staff.
Stars of the Des Moines Film
Board of Trade ball team which
will play the Omaha team on August 23 are M. E. Lee and Bill McGivern, who represent Universal :
Lee Widertz and Mayo Beatty, who
star for First National ; Keith Rey,
the shining light of the Pathe staff;
Jack Curry, the handsome Famous
Players slugger, and Harold West,
who scores for Metro-GoldwynMayer. So Fox stars seem to be
mentioned, but it is possible that
some may step into the spotlight before the big game comes off. Jimmy
Shay of the F.B.O. exchange is
the manager of the team and one of
the most enthusiastic followers of
the game.
Al Yarowsky, booker for Universal, returned from a vacation spent
at various points. He saw Chicago
for a week, was at Mason City for
the week-end and spent the rest of
the time at Clear Lake.
The Magic Theatre at Pierson is
now under new management. P.
H. Brenmiller has succeeded Fred
Sturve.
The Rialto Theatre is being used
at Cherokee, Iowa, for all the
shows while the Empress Theatre
is closed for the addition of new
equipment.
E. Recknagel was injured in an
automobile accident a short time
back but is now getting along
nicely. He is the new owner of
the Scenic Theatre at Hblstein.
August 19, the opening date of
the theatre, has been chiseled in the
corner stone of the new theatre at
Chariton, Iowa, which has been
built by H. . Cramer.
Dorothy Day, of the publicity
staff of the A. H. Blank organization, waslast
on week.
a four days' vacation
absence
Herb Grove, manager of the Des
Moines theatre at Des ]Moines, has
found very popular his Iowa news
reels, which are added to the regular newsreels each week.
Auditor Shard, from the home
office of Universal, was in Des
Moines last week.
The Capitol Theatre at Ames
had its opening this week. This is
one of the theatres affiliated with
Harry Weinberg of the Commonwealth Theatres Company. The
house is under the management of
Joe Gerbarcht. who is head of the
Ames Theatre Company. The Capitol, which is an 800 seat house,
was remodelled from the old Princess Theatre.
C. C. Twisleton sold the Empress Theatre at Chelsea, Iowa, to
F. A. Costa.
The Star Theatre at Davenport,
Iowa, is now under the management
of J. W. Thornton, who bought
from Lee Barnett.
J. J. Robertson has bought the
Star Theatre at Farnhamville,
Iowa, from G. H. Worsley.

S. H. Becko, who has been operating the theatre at Hubbard,
Iowa, has given over the management of the house to the Hubbard
Commercial Club.
Victor Newton sold the Lyric
Theatre at Pacific Function, Iowa,
to Mr. Burright.
DeFord and Henry have taken
over the Princess Theatre at Shannon City, which has been owned by
A. R. Kremer.
Carl W. Paysen is the newest
exhibitor in the ranks at Des
Moines. He bought the Lincoln
Theatre, which has been under the
management of Sam Sesna.
K. C. Will is the new owner of
the Rialto Theatre at Bode, Iowa.
Jess Day, manager of the Strand
Theatre at Des Moines, has returned to his post, and will take
over the management of the Palace
and the Gardne Theatres also, during the absence of Mr. Shroedt,
who has the management of these
two houses for A. H. Blank.
The Business Men's Club of
Sheffield are now running the theatre there. H. E. Norton has leased
the show to them.
The Casino Theatre at Richmond, which had been owned by
Father Schaefer, was bought by
Rev. Mr. Stahl.
The National Theatre Supply
Company state that business is
showing a pick-up for this month,
which is usually the dull month of
the year for them.
The Crest Theatre at Creston
was bought last week by Joe Erdman, who formerly had the Lyric
Theatre at Harlin. Roy Benson,
who had the theatre at Creston, is
retiring from the theatre game.
However, it is probable that his
retirement is but temporary.
M. L. Dixon, who has the Temple
Theatre at Mt. Pleasant, is now
touring Europe. He left the first
of August and will be back about
October \.
The Paramount Theatre at
Winterset is closed. Mr. Jennings,
who operated that theatre, left town
without making plans for the operation of the theatre.
Eller Metzger, who for the past
year has acted as manager for the
Palace and the Bijou at Mason
City, A. H. Blank independent
houses, has been succeeded by J. M.
Heffner, who formerly had these
two houses. The time during his
absence Mr. Heffner has spent at
Fairmont, Minn., where he 'managed for the new theatre there recently opened by H. E. Gilbert.
Manager Stewart, of the GeeBee Theatre at Manson, la., has
added S2,000 in new equipment to
his theatre.
The Rialto Theatre at Bode, la.,
recently changed hands. K. C.
Will, the new owner, bought from
W. B. Frank.
The Grand Theatre at Cedar
Rapids, which was owned by W.
Waybill, has been sold to Jess
Curtis, who has been an exhibitor
in Iowa for a number of years.
The Diagonal Theatre at Diagonal has again changed hands.
Robert Johnston who is the newowner, bought from Robert Bailey.

Sterling
This hall-mark of the great English silversmiths was only stamped on perfect articles.
The trademark"CERTIFIED PRINTS" is
only placed on prints whose art and beauty
perfected by the Consolidated "s
have been
skilled
craftsmen.
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Producers and Pathe exchanges,
comes announcement of changes in
location of three more of the Boston exchanges.
Film Booking Office, which has
been badly in need of additional
room for its growing business, has
leased the quarters now occupied
by Doc Golden and the Golden
Film Corp., at the corner of
Church and Piedmont streets, and
will move from its present quarters at 46 Piedmont street, Sept.
1st.
The Golden exchange will move
into new quarters on Piedmont
street adjoining its present quarters now occupied by Supreme
Films.
Supreme Films will move to the
quarters at 44 Church street,
formerly occupied by the Red Seal
exchange, diagonally across Church
street from the Pathe-Producers
exchange. Red Seal recently
moved into larger (|uarters in the
adjoining block.
All of these moves have a
tendency to centralize the exchanges with Piedmont and Church
streets as the heart of the district.
First National and Metro each
occupv corners of these two streets
with Independent Films, Inc., Universal, Tiffany and other exchanges adjoining.
Myron C. Shellman, who has
been director of the "Save Old
Ironsides" campaign, by which sale
of the colored picture of the Constitution has supplied necessary
funds for reconstruction work of
the famous frigate, has leased the
Columbus Theatre, at Providence,
R. I., for a period of six years,
and will make it a second-run picture theatre.
The Colonial Theatre Corporation has taken over the Colonial
Theatre at Portland, as prophesied
recently in these columns. It was
formerly operated by the State
Theatre Corporation. This company sold to the Temply Realty
Co., which sells to the new owners.
It is understood that Abe Goodside

and 1£. M. Loew interests are behind the deal.
The Park Theatre, at Woonsocket, R. I., has closed for extensive alterations.
Norwood Theatre, seating 900,
will open Oct. 1st, according to
present plans. Breen and Hayden
will operate the new theatre.
Samuel Berg, booker for the
Fox exchange at Boston, is on his
annual vacation, part of which will
be spent in New York City.
The Dedham Community Theatre is nearing completion and will
open some time next month. The
same interest which operate the
Roslindale Community Theatre
will operate the new house.
The Capitol Theatre, at Revere,
Mass., opposite the Revere City
Hall, seating about 1,500, is nearing completion and will open
-August 29th. Universal will operate the theatre.
Philip Fox, head booker at Independent Films, Inc., is spending
his vacation at Old Orchard, Me.
Andrew Barry, booker for Universal at Boston, is on a two
weeks' vacation at Old Orchard,
Me.
Miss Elizabeth Connors, cashier
for Metro-Goldwyn-AIayer exchange, Boston, is vacationing at
Hampton Beach, N. H. Miss Ella
Freeman, assistant booker of the
same exchange, is also on a two
weeks' vacation.
Miss Ada L. Klein, secretary to
Sales Manager Franik Shea, at
Film Booking Office, Boston, is at
North Conway, N. H., for two
weeks.
Samuel Paul, genial head of the
advertising department at Film
Booking Office, is sojourning for
two weeks in Maine.
Miss Marguerite Murphy, billing
clerk of the Film Booking Office,
is back after a two weeks' vacation
at Oak Bluffs, where she forced
all of the bathing beauties to look
to their laurels when she appeared
in a stunning white bathing suit.
The Idle Hour Theatre, at Hyannis, Mass., controlled by William
Fitzgerald, and the Hyannis Thea-

tre is the same town, controlled by
E. Moore, have consolidated. The
two theatres will be operated
jointly by the new partnership.
Film Booking Office held a sales
convention in Boston during the
week with officials from the home
office in New York attending.
William Cuddy, booker for
comedies ath the Pathe-Producers
exchange, Boston, is motoring
through New England on his annual vacation.

Calais, Ale., is to have a new
theatre. Plans have been drawn
by Blackall, Clapp & Whittemore,
of Boston, J. Unobskey and son,
Arthur Unobskey, are the owners.
Excavating work on Main Street,
Calais, for the new house has
already been started.
Lenox Theatre Co., Hartford,
Conn., has been incorporated with
$50,000 capital. A. M. Schuman,
909 Albany Avenue. Hartford,
heads the company.

Harry Smith, booker for Producers exchange, is vacationing in
Maine.

During the week end thieves
broke into the Capitol Theatre, 303
Broadway, Somerville, knocked off
the combination of the safe and
stole about $600 in cash which was
in the safe. Ticket clerk Thomas
Bullock discovered the break and
notified the police. Investigation
by the police showed that a towel
had been used after the break to
wipe off finger marks which the
thieves might have left on the safe
and the cash boxes.
The Poli Players completed their
season of stock at the Plaza Theatre this v^eek and next week the
house will revert to motion pictures for the rest of the season.
Stock has been played at the house
since April 1.
Joseph Glassman, manager of the
Lenox Theatre, in Hartford, Conn.,
with the help of a group of boys
and girls, set up a booth in the
theatre lobby in aid of the Times
Farm and Camp Courant funds to

Pathe-Producers exchange is
undergoing extensive alterations
and redecoration. An additional
private office has been added for
'District Feature Sales Manager
L. J. Hacking.
Miss Agnes Crowley, sales control clerk at Pathe exchange, is on
a two weeks' vacation.
Frank Healy, former proprietor
of Shay's Theatre, at Fitchburg,
passed away at the hospital in that
city
several
illness.
His after
wife and
babyweeks'
died a
few
weeks ago and since their death he
has gradually failed in health. He
was one of the most popular exhibitors in the New England district.
Joseph Dondis, of the Strand
Theatre, Rockland, Me., was a
visitor to film row during the week.
Charlestown Theatre Co., Boston, has been incorporated, to operate the new theatre now under
construction there. The company
has a capital of 100 shares of
no par value. E. M. Loew is
president and treasurer, and Max
A. Finn is secretary.
Moody Theatre, Inc., Boston,
has been incorporated to operate
the new Moody Theatre under
construction in Walthatn, with
capital of $50,000. Incorporators
are Wilbur M. Snyder, Julius I.
Berns and Edith Foster.
Day Square Theatre Corp., Boston, has been incorporated with
$10,000 capital. Incorporators are
David Krinsky. Thomas Spiro
and Bernard Snider.

give poor children a vacation during the summer.
The beautiful residence of Victor
Charas. in Manchester, N. H.,
undergoing alterations, was
destroyed by fire Sunday about
midnight, with loss in excess of
$25,000. During alterations the
family were stopping elsewhere.
Mr. Charas owns a string of theatres in New Hampshire and Vermont.
Affiliated \'audeville Artists of
Rhode Island is a new organization
formed Sunday at Providence by
upwards of a hundred artists playing in Providence and vicinity.
Another meeting is scheduled for
next Sunday afternoon to elect
officers.

Central Penn
WHILE

serving as a projectionist in the booth of the
New Cumberland theatre. New
Cumberland, Pa., on July 27, James
Feight, a student of Dickinson College, Carlisle, was painfully injured as a result of his hand becoming caught in the machinery.
Mr. Feight, who is 20 years old
and was working in the theatre for
the summer to help earn his way
through college, attempted to remove some grease from the machine without stopping it, during a
performance. He was wiping the
shaft with a cloth when the cloth
caught and drew his hand into the

wheels. His fingers were badly
lacerated and Dr. S. N. Kirkpatrick was summoned.
It is reported in Shenandoah that
the Lyric theatre, in that city,
owned by William Dabbs, is soon to
be acquired by one of the big
chains of theatres that operate in
the hard coal regions of Pennsylvania.

W. S. McCracken, who controls
radio station WMBS, Harrisburg,
which is located on top of the
State Theatre, has obtained a permit from the Federal Radio Commission to remove the station to the
heights of Fort Washington, directly across the susquehanna
River from Harrisburg. He notified the Milmer & Vincent Theatre

Mrs. Isaac Marcus, wife of the
owner of the Royal, National and
New Rialto theatres, Harrisburg,
accompanied by Miss Jean Marcus
and Miss Edith Marcus, went to
.\tlantic City to spend the month of
August.

Company,
ow-ners
of thewillState
Theatre, that the
transfer
be made
about September 1. The reason for
the change is interference with
broadcasting attributed to the presence of steel buildings near the o'.d
site of the station.
WMBS in the

past broadcast many musical programs from the State theatre.
Edward J. Melniker, managing
director of Loew's Regent theatre,
Harrisburg, was host on August 6
at a picture show in the theatre to
500 youngsters who got honorable
mention in an animal-drawing cantest
conducted by the Harrisbu;-.<
Telegraph.
The York Opera House was reopened on -Vugust 1 for a season
of combined pictures and vauHeville. Manager Moore announced
that hereafter the picture part of
the programs will come first.
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enver
HERMAN
WOBBER, district
manager, and John D. Clark,
divisional sales manager for Paramount in this district, were visitors
at the local Paramount branch
office Thursday and Friday of this
week. A sales conference was held
which was attended by the entire
force. The party left Friday afternoon for Kansas City, Mo.
The local Deluxe Feature Film
Exchange is opening a new branch
office in Salt Lake City this month.
Fred P. Brown supervised the
opening of the new office, but E. J.
Drucker will go to Salt Lake to
manage the branch office for an indefinite period.
y. S. Hennon, live wire manager
of the Midway theatre, Burlington,
Colo., succeeded in getting the city
council to repeal an ordinance prohibiting Sunday movies and passing an ordinance permitting Sunday shows. This is the first Sunday entertainment for Burlington,
Colo., for about four years.
The

Midway Theatre has about 400
seats and Burlington has a population of about 1,200.
The annual outing of the Denver
Film Board of Trade was held
Wednesday afternoon and evening
of this week at Eldorado Springs,
Colo. The entire film party, 200
strong, left the film building at
12:30 P. M. and journeyed 30
miles to the grounds, one of the
most scenic resorts in this part of
the state. A baseball game, swimming, races, mountain climbing,
chicken dinner, and dancing made
up the programme of the day. The
outing was pronounced one of the
most successful ever had by the
local film folks.
Wm.

Ostenberg, Jr., spent Wednesday and Thursdav- in Denver
buying draperies and other decorations for his new theat-e now
under construction in Scottsbluff,
Nebr.
It will be a 1000-seat house.
All Denver theatres enjoyed un-

usual good business during the past
week which, of course, was welcome for this time of year. Exceptionally good programmes and
excellent weather furnish the
reasons for the packed houses.
Sam Cain, Universal branch
manager, has returned to his desk
after an absence of about two
weeks
visiting exhibitors in the
tory.
southern part of the Denver terriThe five new theatres now
under construction in Denver are
progressing rapidly and by fall
Denver will have about 7,500 more
theatre seats for occupancy. The
exterior of the new Metropolitan
3,000-seat house has been completed and scores of workmen are
busy finishing the inside of the
theatre. It will be ready for its
grand opening early in October.
The new Hiawatha, at 6th and
Downing Sts., is rapidly nearing
completion, and will open about
about September 15th.

Miss Maude Buford, lady exhibitor from Grand Junction, Colo.,
was a Denver visitor this week
transacting business with exchanges She joined the picnic
party and went to Eldorado
Springs.
It appears that a shift in exchange quarters will soon take
place. Exhibitors looking for
United Artist quarters after September 15th will find them in the
old Producers' quarters at 2071
Broadway. Deluxe will then move
Broadway.
to
United Artists' old place at 2044
Sd Schoelkoph, Opera House,
Idaho Springs, Colo., spent Wednesday in Denver visiting exchanges on business.
V. S. Hennon, owner of the Midway Theatre, Burlington, Colo.,
says there is a bumper crop coming
up in his part of the country, which
means, of course, good business for
the Midwav Theatre.

San F rancisco

.->#:

WARD
MORRIS, manager of
the Union Square Theatre,
one of the city's largest, has announced the appointment of Harry
Eccles, prominent in northern and
Oakland picture houses, as his assistant manager.
Frank A. Lacey, considered one
of the most efficient theatre managers on this Coast, has announced
that the Cameo will immediately
start in on its 15-cent policy, and
show first-run pictures from 10 in
the morning till midnight.
Popular Edward Smith, wellknown local theatre manager, formerly manager at the St. Francis
Theatre, and mure recently identified with the Universal Theatre
chain, has been engaged by L. R.
Greenfield Theatres to manage their
Hawaii and Princess Theatres in
Honolulu.
Bill Peters, of the Home The-

atre, Oakland, has sold his theatre
to Nabeshima, formerly of the Lincoln Theatre at Stockton. New
lobby frames and other equipment
liave been installed.
J. Fred Miller, manager of
Golden State's Visalia Theatre,
certainly got out an attractive looking calendar for his July attractions. It has all the lure and inviting qualities of a circus poster.
Popular Carol Nathan, manager
of Universal Film Exchange, is
confined to his bed with a broken
rib. All were sorry to hear of this
accident.
Returning from a business trip
to many Eastern cities, Joe Cohen,
'of Consolidated, with offices at 109
Golden Gate avenue, left for one
more of his commuting trips to
Honolulu.
Geo. Mann has reopened his
Rialto Theatre
at Eureka
after

charge of Paramount's department,
is vacationing at Lake Tahoe.
Al Extaby, assistant manager of
First National, has a new Studebaker sedan.
G. C. Parson, branch manager
for Metro-Goldwn-Mayer, made a
week-end trip to Los Angeles to

HERBERT
MANAGER
of Keith's
JENNINGS,
Temple, announced the change of
policy in connection with vaudeville being presented at that house
last week. He declares that feature
films released by P D C are to be
booked hereafter. Popular prices
at evening and matinee shows will
also prevail. The change has been
contemplated for some time.

and a big band for this enterprise.
Special stage settings have already
been ordered and a corps of 35
ushers are under the training process daily in preparation for their
work in the huge auditorium which
will seat 4,300.
Completion of the Temple Theatre in Saginaw brings the Butterfield Theatres,
Inc., directory to

Harry M. Goldberg, of the M.
Goldberg Co., theatre decorators,
attended the Dempsey-Sharkey
fight in New York.
Bob Cotton, Pathe division manager, was a Detroit visitor last
week, conferring with Manager
Oscar Hanson and Henry Zapp,
feature sales manager,
fifty, with four houses still under

Ben and Lou Cohen are busily
planning the dedication arrangements for their new Hollywood
theatre which is rapidly taking
form as one of the finest houses on
the west side. They have practically engaged two of the highest
salaried
presentation
performers

EMPIRE

completely remodeling the house.
This theatre has been closed for
a short period pending alterations.
Manager Blumenthal, of the
Educational Film Exchange, has
been out in the territory for two
weeks selling his new product.
Joe Mealey, booker at Warner
Brothers, enjoyed his vacation in
Southern California.
W. K. Lendon, district auditor
for Universal, was in San Francisco checking up on the office and
making a general audit.
Miss Bessie Tuite, who has

confer with his district manager,
George A. Hickey.
Clark S. Baker, assistant manager in the local office for the past
two years, has been transferred to
the Minneapolis office of the Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.
Joe Allen, of the Grand Theatre,
recently.
Tracy, was seen along Film Row
T. E Camp, of the Acme Slide
Company, is taking his wife up to
the northern part of the State to
"rough it."
William Moensch, who was one
of the theatre staff of Gustave
Walter in the early days of the
Orpheum Theatre, died July 7th
in a local
and funeral
vices werehospital,
held Saturday,
July ser9th.
Deceased was connected with the
Orpheum
Theatre for more than 30
vears.

construction. Saginaw leads the
circuit, having seven, while Pontiac
and Bay City are tied for second
place, each harboring six. Nearly
2,000 patrons attended the Temple
opening last week.
Nate Reiss, of the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Co., has returned
to the office after filming special
material at Camp Custer.

FILM VAULTS,

723 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
STORAGE

OF

MOTION

PICTURE

INC.
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Atlanta
"IX^ILLIAM G. MINDER,
^™ Southern Division manager
of Tiffany, with headquarters
in
Atlanta, returned Friday from a
trip to New Orleans.
W. D. Clark, of St. Petersburg,
Fla., formerly connected with the
Piedmont Theatre (now the Alhambra), at Charlotte, N. C, was
a visitor on Film Row last Tuesday, and announced that he had
taken over the Dixie Theatre, at
Dunedin, Fla. Mr. Clark was on
his way to Charlotte to visit relatives.

Tiffany's exchange, at Charlotte,
N. C, which will be formally
opened August 15, will be at 227
North Grand Street. E. E. Heller,
who has been representing Tiffany
in the Carolina territory, will be
in charge as manager.
W. W. Anderson, Pathe's Atvacation.lanta' branch manager, is on his
Charles E. Kessnich, southern
division manager for M-G-M, is
on a business trip through Oklahoma.
Friends of Paul Strachen, First
National salesman, will be glad to
learn that his wife, who has been
very ill, is improving, and wish
her a speedy recovery.
Jim Young, First National salesman, is convalescing from an attack of summer "flu."
Earle E. Griggs, southern
ex-

ploiteer for Universal, spent the
week in Jacksonville, Fla.
Emerson Hinds, formerly M-GM Atlanta branch accessory manager, has been promoted to salesman of the local branch. No territory has yet been assigned to him.
Neil Mclntyre, of M-G-M local
office, has been promoted to head
the accessory department, and Carson Callaway has been employed
as assistant accessory clerk.
Hank Hearn, manager of
Liberty's Atlanta branch, is back
at his desk after a trip through
Tennessee.
C. L. Peavy, F B O Atlanta
branch manager , is on a trip
through Tennessee.
C. B. Brower, auditor for Fox,
is a visitor to the Atlanta branch.
Dave Prince, Atlanta branch
manager for Paramount, is spending his vacation in Chatauqua,
N. Y.
F. C. Groover, assistant manager for Fox Atlanta branch, is
away on his vacation.
A. E. Grooms, salesman for
F B O Atlanta branch, is on his
vacation at his home, Liberty, S. C.
Buddy Rogers, vice-president of
Lumas Film Corporation, was a
guest of the Eltabian Atlanta
branch this week.
John W. Mangham, manager of
Bromberg Attractions, left for
Florida last week.

A. Brown Parkes' new Highland
Avenue Theatre is being rapidly
pushed along, and will likely open
about October 1st.
James T. Monnier, general manager for the Si-Non Circuit, announces that the Bonita, their
Mariona, Ala., house, will close
for a month, while extensive remodeling work will be done. When
finished, the theatre will seat in
excess of 500.
Conditions in south Alabama
have been below normal summer
business, but it is believed that with
the rather extensive cotton crops
coming along, if the section suffers
no extreme bad luck, the farmers
and merchants will enjoy a good
The Liberty, at Attala, was
sold by George P. Walker, to
year.
Marshall County Enterprises, Inc.,
which concern now operates the
Princess, Albertville, Ala. ; Rialto,
Boaz, Ala. ; Cosmo, Guntersville,
Ala. : having also recently acquired
the Belle, at Fort Payne, Ala.,
which was formerly operated by
W. B. Brock. Marshall County
Enterprise is headed bv Col. Thor.
E. Orr.
Hunter M. Smith, president, and
A. Brown Parkes, general manager, respectively, of Pan-Ala
Amusements, visited Meridian,
Miss., the past week on business.

Film Row was represented in
the Magic City the past week by
salesman Haywood, of Warners ;
McRae, F B O ; Bourgeois, Pathe ;
and L. C. Lowe, of Paramount.
M-G-M Club, composed of the
members of the local M-G-M exchange personnel, held its annual
picnic last week at Idlewood.
H. R. Gordon, of Sparta, Ga.,
who recently leased the closed
American Theatre, at Conyers, Ga.,
and opened the house, has been
forced to close it again, due to the
serious illness of his wife in
Sparta, who is suffering with
typhoid
fever.
Visitors
Atlanta's
row
last
week along
included
W. C. film
Stubbs,
Ritz Theatre, Thomaston ; J. A.
McCarthy, Mildred Theatre,
Barnesville ; J. M. McCarty, Forsyth Theatre, Forsyth; H. T.
Kumel, Biltmore, Buena Vista,
Fla. ; W. B. Warner, special sales
representative for Warner Bros. ;
N. W. Redmond, of the Redmond
Chain, Lake Wales, Fla.; M. W.
Smith, booker for War Department theatres ; T. F. Thompson,
Palace Theatre, Cedartown, Ga. ;
G. L. Wynn, Ritz Theatre, Ncavman ; J. G. Attanazio, Columbia
Theatre, La Belle, Fla.: C. S.
Smith, Alamo Theatre, Newman;
H. B. Wells, Opera House, Newberry, S. C; P. V. Kelly, Ideal
Theatre, Ashburn, Ga.

St. L OUIS
ST. LOUIS picture fans who
frequent the first run palaces
anticipate getting better shows for
less the coming 1927-28 entertainment season, as it is reported along
the Rialto that when the Orpheum
Theatre at Ninth and St. Charles
streets re-opens this month, it will
put into effect a new price schedule
with a 75 cent top and 15 cent bottom.
During the new season the
Orpheum will maintain its policy
of a high class feature picture in
conjunction with several acts of
the highest class Orpheum Circuit
vaudeville.
Last season the Orpheum slashed
its price from a $1.50 top to 99

cents top, including 9 cents war
tax, and enjoyed a big year at the
box office. With a still lower price
range it is anticipated the big down
town vaudeville palace will win
back still more of the patrons that
were won over by the rival picture
houses.
The Princess Theatre, in Alton,
111., has been purchased by the
United Operating Corporation, of
Edwardsville, 111., James J. Reilly,
former owner, has announced.
Reilly had operated the Princess
off and on for some fifteen years.
The United Operating Corporation is also building a new theatre
in Woodriver, 111,, and plans to
open that house about October 15.

C. E. Penrod, division manager
for F B O ,and Nat Wertz, special
representative of the Winkler Cartoons, were visitors to St. Louis
during the past week.
Thomas J. Connors, Southern
Sales Manager, and C. E. Kessnich, Southern Division Manager,
were callers at the local MetroGoldwyn-Mayer exchange on Monday, August 1. Later in the day
they departed for Oklahoma City.
Mike Dunn assumed his duties
as Southern Illinois salesman for
F B O.
Sam Werner, of United Film
Exchange, left St. Louis Monday,
May 8, for the Pacific Coast and
when he returns to the Mound City

some five weeks hencee expects to
announce the purchase of some outstanding independent productions.
Tom Leonard, owner-manager of
Progress Pictures Corporation, is
touring the Pacific Coast with his
family. They are now touring
Eastward.
G. E. McKean, district manager
for Fox Pictures, has returned to
his headquarters in St. Louis.
The City Council of Higginsville. Mo., has repealed an ordinance prohibiting Sunday picture
shows. A month's trial of Sunday
shows will be given. The picture
houses will be permitted to hold a
matinee and also a show after
church in the evening.

Portland, Ore.,
RURKE of Baker anKL.
• nounced his intention to close
his Clarick, 1,100 seats, indefinitely,
the reason being insufficient business. Burke will continue to operate his Empire and Orpheum theatres in Baker.
Syd Shuback has been appointed
manager of the Arco theatre (formerly operated by Saxe as the
New Grand). The theatre was recently taken over by Morton Cohn
of Los Angeles.
L. E. Partridge of the Tillamook

Coliseum has purchased the interest of his partner, Leo Morrison,
an dwill operate the tlieatre alone.
The Hiway, Redmond, operated
by Armine Lamb, has closed indefinitely as the result of a devastating
fire in the business section in which
it was located.
George Hunt's new Rivoli at
Grants Pass opened July 1 under
Dunlop.
the
management of J. W. ("Dad")
Floyd Maxwell, manager of the
Broadway, and George StoU, mu-

sical director of the same theatre,
motored to Vancouver, B. C, recently for a brief vacation.

sic Box to the Heilig theatre, the
Music Box has become a straight
picture theatre for the summer
months.

G. Mapes
has been
visiting"
theH. Eastern
Oregon
territory
for
the past week.

The Hippodrome theatre is scheduledfinite
to close
July 24 for an indetime.

J. J. Parker, w^ho operates the
Portland Consolidated Theatres.

John Greulich of Pendleton, formerly a partner the
of Guy
Matlock's,
has purchased
Sherry
at La
Grande, installing his son Francis
as manager. The Sherry was formerly owned by H. G. Trull, who
is now retiring.

(Rivoli, Peoples and United Artists) is in Los Angeles buying
pictures for the coming season.
Following the removal of the
Henry Duffy Players from the Mu-
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ANOTHER
woman has been
added to the ranks of exhibitors in New York State in the
person of Mrs. Sue M. Weller, of
Alexandria Bay, whose new theatre
was opened last week at the wellknown Thousand Island resort.
The house has a seating capacity
of about 600 persons, and is one of
the most modern and attractive theatres in all northern New York.
The house was started by Mrs.
Weller's husband, who died last
April of pneumonia. She decided
to carry on the project, and will not
only manage the theatre but do all
of the booking.
The motion picture theatres in
Troy were elaborately decorated
during the past week for the American Legion Convention in that
city. At some of the theatres the
delegates were admitted free.
T. Roy Kieffer, orchestra conductor at the Troy Theatre, is back
from a week's vacation spent at
Algonquin Lake.
The Bijou, in Troy, which is operated by James Rose, is now running three days a week. Harry
Rose, a brother, who runs the Kinij
Theatre in Troy, made a recent trip
to Newport. N. H. A son of Chas.
Rose, manager of the Smalley
chain, and who resides in Cooperstown, stopped over in Troy last
week while on his way to the
Plattsburg military camp.
Jake Golden, manager of the
Griswold
in Troy, was in New

WITH
the opening on Monday,
August 1st, of their Wilson
Theatre, Wilson, N. C, another
milestone was marked in the steady
progress of Stevenson Theatres,
Inc., one of the most strongly entrenched independent circuits in
North Carolina.
The theatre in Wilson was
formerly operated by Mason and
Phillips, but was purchased not
long ago by the Stevenson interests. The house was closed for two
months for extensive repairs and
improvements, and decoration. It
is now one of the prettiest and
most up-to-date theatres in this
section.
The policy of the Wilson Theatre includes feature pictures,
vaudeville and road shows.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shute, owners of the Pastime Theatre, Monroe, N. C, spent Wednesday in
Charlotte.
Mrs. Phelps Sasseen, manager
of the Iris Theatre, Salisbury, N.
C, and Misses Grace Phelps and
Ruth Sasseen, returned last week
from a very pleasant motor trip to
Washington, D. C, Buffalo, N. Y.,
and Canada.
John Caiman, general manager
of the E & H Filtn Company, Birmingham, Ala., spent several days
in Charlotte with the prospect of

York City a portion of last week.
Louis Saperstein, manager of the
American in Troy, which is closed
until September, is vacationing at
Wildwood.
The city of Watertown is to
send a young lady this fall to the
Atlantic City pageant, and applications are being handled by the
Olympic Theatre of that city.
The American Theatre in Canton, a Papayanakos house, is being
completely redecorated.
Charles C. Lantry, former assi,^tant manager of the Schine Theatre in Oneonta, has become manager of the Bijou in Lowville, succeeding Joseph H. Gerner.
According to reports, the Van
Curler in Schenectady is to reopen
about September 1 under the direction of Arthur Kline. It will be
devoted entirely to pictures, although there is talk that a Vitaphone may be installed.
Tony Veiller is back at the managerial desk of the Mark Ritz in
Albany, following a vacation spent
in Virginia and Montreal.
Uly S. Hill, managing director of
the Stanley houses in Albany and
Troy, took a couple of days off
last week and went fishing, and according to all reports met with excellent success.
Julius Byck, of Tamiersville, and
M. Hopper, of Haines Falls, were
along Film Row during the week,
booking at various exchanges.
Al Fedman,
of Schenectady,
is

opening an exchange for this company here.
Miss Clara Short, formerly billing clerk for the Paramount exchange, has been promoted to contract clerk, effective last week.
Mrs. E. A. Short, secretary to
F. D. Drew, manager for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, and Miss Margaret Phillips, secretary for
Liberty Specialty Film Distributing Corporation, are spending the
week at Qiimney Rock, N. C.
James Estridge, owner of the
Ideal and Lyric Theatres, Gastonia,
N. C, visited film row during the
week.
Bob Masterman, formerly general manager of the Carolina Theatre's, Inc., is now covering the
Eastern North Carolina territory,
as salesman, for Liberty Specialty
Film Distributing Corporation.
Ekl Crowell, booker for Famous
Players-Lasky, left Wednesday for
a trip through western North
Carolina.
O. L. Crabtree, owner of the
Osborne Theatre, Hillsboro, N.
C, spent Tuesday on film row.
Francis White, owner of the
Capitol Theatre, Asheboro, N. C,
was seen on film row during the
week.
Mrs. R. J. Ingram, wife of manager of Enterprise
Distributing

spending his vacation at Lake
George.
M. B. Riddell delayed the opening of his new theatres in Luzerne
last week by a matter of three days
on account of certain things not
being quite in readiness.
Jake Rosenthal, owner of the
Rose Theatre in Troy, made a trip
to the Saratoga track last week.
C. R. Halligan and Nat Levy, of
the Universal exchange, were in
New York City during the week.
Tom Martell, who books for the
United States Army, made one of
his periodical visits to Albany last
week in booking pictures for the
northern posts as well as for the
Plattsburg training camp.
September 3 will witness the reof twopicture
of Albany's
veterantirement
motion
exhibitors,
Charles and Joe Weidman, who recently sold their theatre and will
embark in some other line of business in the near future.
Nat Robbins, of Utica, plans to
open his new theatre on Labor
Day, but for that matter so does
Harry Hellman, of Albany. Good
progress is being made on both of
the houses.
Charles Marshall, of Ausable
Forks, and William Smalley, of
Cooperstown, were in Albany last
week.
William Kennedy, of Champlaio,
is dividing his time between his
theatre and his camp on the Lake

Corporation, Dallas, Texas, and
baby are spending the month of
August in Charlotte visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Henderson.
Friends of Arthur V. Sheckler
were grieved to learn of the death
of his mother last wecjv. Mr.
Sheckler is with the Acme Projector Company, and is well known
in Kentucky territory.
A wave of rheumatism seems to
have swept over the sales staff of
the Educational Film Exchange
and Big Feature Rights. George
Starkey has been forced to recuperate from rheumatic attacks
by taking the baths at Martinsville,
Ind. Morris Horwitz has been
hobbling around in Louisville
under the care of local doctors,
while Jos. W. Bohn and O. S.
Barnett have also been enforced
to take treatments from osteopaths
and masseurs. All of the ailing
sales members, though, are now reported to be recovering and ready
to attach sales prospects.
Leo V. Haag, auditor of the
Columbia Amusement Co. and the
Strand Amusement Company of
Paducah and Owensboro, came
within an ace of losing his life in
a recent automobile accident. Mrs.
Haag was severely injured and
was at first reported to be dead.

shores. Charles Sesonske, of
Watertown and Lowville, was in
Albany during the week.
Ned Kornblite, of Binghamton,
who has not been in the best of
health of late, has gone to Batch
Creek in the hopes of being benefited.
Among those present at the opening of Smalley's
housewerein
Stamford
a week ornew
so ago,
W. H. Linton and son, of Utica;
Harry Seed, Jack Krause, Isadore
Schmertz, of Albany, and Sidney
Katz, of New York.
Russell Sully,
of Warner
exchange,
blossomed
forthBros.'
last
week with a brand new car.
One of the jewelers in Troy
donated a silver loving cup, which
was awarded to the winner of the
rowing race at the annual outing
of the Albany Film Board of
Trade.
Alex Sayles, manager of the
Leland in .A.lbany, will spend his
vacation at Lake George, John
Garry looking after the house for
the time being.
Visitors along Film Row last
week included Air. and Mrs. A. E
Milligan, of Schuylerville, as well
as Henry Freeder, of Hudson.
Miss Margaret Blauborer, of the.
Tiffany exchange, surprised her
many friends as well as her parents
last week, when she was quietly
married to the son of an Albany
policeman.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Haag are now
reported to be well on the road to
recovery. Mr. Haag has been with
the Keiler interests in Paducah for
over twenty years and is a very
efficient, experienced theatrical
man.
E. L. Love has purchased the
Rex Theatre at Dixon, Ky., from
M. E. Wilkey and has engaged
James Crouse as manager.
H. E. Culley has leased the
Audubon Theatre, Henderson, Ky.,
from B. T. Curry.
Since the death of Ray Harrel,
manager of the Liberty Theatre,
Rockport, Ky., Marshall Barnes,
of the Lyric Theatre, Beaver Dam,
Ky., has been managing the theatre for the owners, Harrel Bros.
It is reported that Ereil P. Chim
is now in charge.
Guy B. Amis has purchased the
Princess Theatre, Lexington,
Tenn., from L. E. Drake.
The Court Theatre, Prestonburg,
Ky., is closed for an indefinite
A. L. Miles, of the Eminence
period.
Theatre,
Ky., was in
Louisville Eminence.
Monday.
Leo F. Keiler, of the Strand
Amusement Company, Paducah,
Ky., together with his family, is
spending the summer at Charlevoix, Mich.
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MACUX, of the ColoHH.
• nial Theatre, Vidaha, Ga..
announces his plans to erect a new
house with a seating capacity between five and six hundred, the
construction of which to begin in
the near future.
C. R. Eggleston, manager of
Keith's Georgia Theatre, accompanied by Mrs. Eggleston, is
expected home after spending a
two-week vacation in the East.
Hank Hearn, manager of Liberty's Atlanta branch office, spent
last Friday in Montgomery. Ala.
August 8th has been definitely
set as the opening date of the new
Park Theatre located on McCallie
Street and Willow. The Park is
the first of a group of community
theatres planned by S. H. Borisky
and his associates.
Returning from a brief vacation
spent in New York and New Jersey, H. C. Farley, manager of the
Publix theatres in Montgomery,
expresses himself as optimistic over
the outlook for the new season.
With many complaints from other
sections over bad business conditions Mr. Farley is gratified at the

^mkAt^

consistently good showing regishere. tered by his company's theatres
''I am looking forward to a
good season," Mr. Farley says.
"The product looks better to me
and our section has the best prospects for a good crop than it has
had for years — and the price of
cotton
is going
up who,
all the for
time."
H. B.
Cagle,
many
years, operated the theatres in Albany-Decatur and was forced to retire on account of ill health, has
entirely recovered and is now active
in building and construction work
in the Tennessee River valley.
Work on the new Alabama
Theatre, Publix's mammoth Birmingham house, continues at a
rapid pace, as does construction on
the new Pantages theatre. Work
is also being rushed on Henry
Hury's new colored theatre.
John Ezell, Atlanta branch manager for Warner Brothers, visited
Birmingham the past week, as did
C. L. Peavey, manager of the F B
O exchange in Atlanta.
Frank 'V. Alerritt, of the Marvin
Wise Circuit, recently visited At-

soon ; the Westport Theatre,
suburban house of Kansas City,
has been sold by Frank Amos to
J. A. Townsley.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors inthe Kansas City market
this week were : C. M. Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Lawrence, Kans. ; G.
L. Hooper, Orpheum, Topeka,
Kans. ; Walter Wallace, Orpheum,
Leavenworth, Kans. ; Glenn Dickinson, Dickinson Circuit of Theatres, Lawrence, Kans. ; Frank
Weary, Farris Theatre, Richmond,
Mo.
M. D. Cohn has joined the staff
of the Varsity and Bowersock
Theatres, Lawrence, Kans., as advertising and publicity manager.
After
serving two months
as

lanta, and, upon his return, immediately set about mapping out his
Fall program.
Hunter M. Smith, president of
Pan-Ala Amusements, visited Chicago the past week.
W. G. Underwood, of Dallas,
Tex., general manager of LibertySpecialty Film Distributing Corporation, spent several days in Atlanta last week conferring with
Hank Hearn, branch manager.
C. R. Beacham, First National's
Atlanta Branch manager, spent several days last week in Alabama.
L.
cently. B. Remy, Fox southern district manager, was in Atlanta reRoy Wilson, shipper at F B O
Atlanta branch, is receiving congratulations on the birth of a young
daughter who has been named
Alice.
C. L. Peavy, Atlanta branch manager for F B O, is spending a short
time at Charleston, S. C.
George Hatcher, manager of the
New Theatre, Social Circle, Ga.,
was in Atlanta last week.

City

The Theatorium, a 600-seat motion picture house, recently im-

cashier, Tom Baldwin, of the Kansas City Educational branch, has
been promoted to salesman. He
was succeeded as cashier by Mrs.
H. Mack, assistant cashier.
It was with a sigh of relief that
J. A. Masters, assistant manager
of the F B O exchange, turned
over the booking to Charlie Oliver,
booker, who had been away on a
vacation.
B. C. Cook, manager of the
Economy Film Exchange, Kansas
City, who is touring the East by
motor with his family, had the misfortune to have his car overturn
in Pennsylvania, slightly injuring
Mrs. Cook, according to word received in Kansas City this week.
So many
watches
had Russell

Florida
COLLEEN MOORE, "Tampas
Own" movie star, was in
Tampa last week for a visit of two
days.
L. M. Lcvinson and W. W. Preston, owners and builders of the new
house in Sarasota, opened for business Thursday night. The house
has a seating capacity of 800, and
the equipment comprises everything
needed for the comfort and entertainment of tht patrons. The house
is now known as "The Seventh
Street Theatre," but it is the intention of the owners to change the
name if a better one is offered in
a contest they are conducting. The
policy will be good pictures, either
first or second run, at a standard
price of 10 cents and 20 cents.
Early in the summer O. G. Fin-
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K ansas
the improvements and
AMONG
changes in theatres in the
Kansas City territory the last week
are : Manager Hillis Braden has
installed a ventilating system in his
Regent theatre at Pleasanton,
Kans. ; the Opera House, at Warsaw, Mo., has been re-leased by
A. L. Wickliffe from E. A. Hoag,
who recently purchased the theatre
from L. D. Sands ; the Lyric Theatre, at Abilene, Kans., has opened
again, after having been closed for
redecorasion and other improvements ;the Photopl?" Theatre, at
Schell City, Mo., has been purchased by C. A. Bessier from A.
H. Counterman ; the Iris Theatre,
Hutchinson, Kans., which has been
closed for remodeling,
will open

Picture

ley was transferred from the
Strand to the Seminole, which is
Tampa's finest neighborhood theatre, and instructed to put the house
over. The Seminole had been in
the habit of taking a shot into the
red now and then, and Finley knew
he had a job on his hands to deliver the order. A few evenings
ago this writer visited the house
and was surprised to see a long line
waiting. Finley has put the house
over and has not had a snigle red
week since he took charge. Good
pictures, though mostly second run ;
a cool, clean theatre ; free parking
grounds and stunts of different
kinds three nights each week have
turned the trick.
The Strand Amusement Co., of
Tampa, have asked the City Com-

proved and remodeled by its owner
and manager, Tom Tuggle, was
totally destroyed. It is understood
that there was no insurance on the
theatre and the loss is estimated at
$18,000.
Joe Steed, of Pan-Ala Amusements, returned from Florida the
past
L. week.
Miller, of the Capitol Theatre,
Cordele, Ga., was a visitor on Film
Row recently.
Wendell Welsh, of the Dallas
Theatre, Dallas, Ga., visited Film
Row last week.
Fred G. Weis, of the Savannah
Theatre, Savannah, Ga., was a recent guest on Film Row.
A devastating fire which swept
through the little town of West
Blocton, Alabama, on July 13, destroyed practically the entire business section and left many homes
in ruins.
In addition to the loss on his theatre enterprise, Mr. Tuggle suffered the complete destruction of
his home, and his partner, Mr.
Harvey, suffered a similar loss
when his residence went up in
flames.

Brog, of the Educational exchange,
won in booking and sales contests,
that it was with great relief that
he learned that his latest prize
from the home office was to be a
traveling bag.
James Flinn, formerly with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, now is
representing Warner Bros., in
Southern Kansas. Bob Gary, Universal exploiteer, was confined to
his home because of illness this
week.
Ed Alperson, division manager
for Warner Bros., was a Kansas
City visitor.
Bob Withers, Enterprise manager, not only spent all of last
week in the territory, but departed
again this week for more business.

-r .af,:

missioners to condemn the freight
railway warehouse at the foot of
Zack and Twiggs streets, and open
these streets clear to the Hillsboro
river. This company own th'^
Strand, which is on Twiggs street,
and the Victory on Zack street.
Both of these houses are located
but one block east of the river.
(Jeorge Clifford has closed his
Aidome Theatre in Sarasota and
moved the equipment to Tampa.
He has made arrangements with
the American Legion to hold boxing contests there during the
winter, but says he will not attempt any further showing of pictures and tabs there.
N. V. Darlcy. manager of the
Rivoli in Ybor City, drove to Jacksonville this week to arrange his

bookings with the exchanges there.
Mr. Darley expects to stop over in
Daytona Beach on his way back
and take a good swim in the Atlantic.
Nat Wyse, play date representative of New York, was in the Universal exchange this week.
Earle E. Griggs, Universal exploiteer, and his daughter, Vivian,
have returned to Atlanta.
Bob Simril, if the Jacksonville
L^niversal exchange office, has accumulated 15gold stars in the Gold
Star Drive this week.
Luckie Stein, manager and operator of the Palace Theatre, Valdosta, Ga., was a business visitor
at the Universal exchange this
week.
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SURPRISE party was tendered Thomas Saxe, of the
Saxe Amusement Enterprises, on
Monday night by his friends in
the theatre business at his summer
estate near Hales Corners, Wis.
About 35 cars paraded out, headed
by the orchestra of the Wisconsin
Roof,
Saxe's home.
many
friendsandoutcarried
to his Mr.
beautiful
The grounds had been decorated
with many lights and gaily festooned. Mr. Saxe, needless to say,
was very much surprised, and when
presented with a smoking outfit for
his den was speechless. The party
was an hilarious success, according
to those who were present.
Among the guests were Sam Abrams. of F. B. O. ; J. G. Frackman,
of Progress ; W. A. Beier, of the
Beier Film Exchange : Frank Di
Lorenzo, of Tiffany ; W. A. Aschmaan, of Pathe ; M. Goldman, of
Columbia Pictures ; "Doc" Honeck,
of Pathe ; Fred Aiken, of Pathe ;
Louis Orloave, of Saxe Enterprises Charles
;
Braun, manager of
the Miller; Ralph Wettstein ; Max
and Charles Fox, of the Gayety;
Dave Schooler, of the Wisconsin,
and his "Gang" : George Devine, of
the Wisconsin Roof ; Tom North,
of Pathe; Ed. Weisner, of Colum-

bia Pictures ; Charles Trampe, of
Mid- West; H. R. Vogel, of National Theatre Supply Co. ; Ben
Koenig, of the Film Board of
Trade ; F. G. Sliter, of Fox ; L. L.
Ballard, of United Artists ; Max
Weisner, of Columbia Pictures,
Eddie Weisfeldt, Harold Fitzgerald, John Strain, Charles
Brewster, Oscar Brachman, Bob
Hess, and Frank Berzinger, of
Saxe Amusement Enterprises.
Kenosha is to have a new $400,000 theatre, to be erected on 25th
and Elizabeth Streets, in the very
near future, according to recent report. The theatre is to be run in
conjunction with a hotel, and the
deal is being promoted by a group
of Kenosha business men.
Chester Goetz, of the Goetz Theatre Circuit of Beloit, was in the
city early in the week on business.
Otto Meister, of the Whitehouse,
entertained part of the personnel
of the Chicago Pathe office as well
as the assistant editor of the Pat.ie
News, at his summer home on the
Milwaukee River on Friday.
The Tiffany Exchange announces
the formal opening of its new offices at 195 7th Street on Monday.
N. E. Shiren, of the home office, is

here for the opening of the Milwaukee branch. P. T. Dana is one
of the new salesmen for the new
exchange. He was formerly buyer
and booker for the Schine Circuit.
S. A. Shirley, district manager,
has been visiting the local M-G-M
office for the past few days.
R. C. Wheeler, of the Lloyd Theatre at Menominee, Mich., was in
the city on a brief business trip this
week.
Sam Miller, of the Fischer Theatre Circuit of Chicago, was in
the city on a buying tour.
E. W. Van Norman is no longer
on the staff of M-G-M, where_ he
has been employed for a short time
as short subject salesman.
"Dad" Walcott, of the Majesti;
Theatre of Racine, visited exchanges on Monday.
Leo Behring, of the Pastime
Theatre, has taken over active
management of the Paris Theatre.
Roy Langford, formerly manager
of Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co ,
is now associated with the National
Theatre Supply Co., to whom he
recently sold the Milwaukee
branch.
H. R. Vogel has taken over the
management of the new branch.

The Pathe Exchange is planning
a house warming just as soon as
the office has been completed. Extensive remodeling is now being
completed. Separate offices have
been rebuilt for executives and
salesmen, a new switchboard has
been installed, and the cashier has
been provided with a new cage.
All exhibitors will be invited to attend the house warming.
Marshall Lloyd, owner of the
Lloyd Theatre at Menominee, i-,
seriously ill at his home. Mr.
Lloyd's health has been impaired
since he started the $1,000,000 department store and theatre enterprise about a year ago.
William Van Dyke, of the Bijou
and Vaudette Theatres at Kaukauna, was a recent Film Row
visitor.
Cards and letters have been received in Milwaukee exchanges
from James Zanias, of Janesville,
who is touring in Europe.
E. Berth, of the Pastime Theatre of Kiel, was in the city recently arranging his fall bookings.
Mrs. August Gloe, manager of
the Rivoli Theatre at Two Rivers,
spent Thursday in the Milwaukee
exchanges.

Salt Lake City
BARNHOLTZ, local
DAVE
manager of the Tiffany office, who recently opened here, will
return within a short time from the
Boise section of Idaho, according
to expectations.
Harmon and Louis Peery of the
Egyptian and Ogden Theatres of
Ogden, are spending some time
along the Film Row this week.
Fred Lind, manager in this city
for F. B. O., has just returned
from the Montana territory.
E. Rowell, United Artists special representative who has been in
this city for the past few weeks,
left a few days ago for Los Angeles.
Manager J. D. McNerney is expected to return from a ten-day trip
into Montana this week.
E. E. Harris, in charge of the
local office for Columbia Exchanges, Inc., is making a five
weeks'
Idaho. trip throughout the state of
Ben F. Rosenberg, special representative for Fox, will be returning
to this city from Denver within the
next few days, it is announced.
Manager Clyde H. Messinger, of
the Educational office in this city,

will return shortly from a trip into
Southern Utah.
L. F. Brown of the Isis and Oak
theatres at Preston, Idaho, was
among recent exhibitor visitors
here.
Manager W. J. Heineman just
left the local Universal exchange
for a swing into the Wyoming territory.
Short Subject Manager J. A. Epperson, for Pathe in this city, is
expecting to leave right away for
the Idaho branch, where he will remain for the next three weeks.
District Manager Seth D. Perkins is still visiting the Salt Lake
branch.
I. J. McGinley, local manager
for Paramount, is returning this
week from a sales trip into Montana.
Louis Marcus, George E. Carpenter and Carl E. Porter are extremely busy preparing for the
opening of the new theatre, formerly the Orpheum, which the
Louis Marcus Enterprises, recently
purchased. This will be one of the
iDest theatres in the west, it is
stated, and progression on the installation of improvements and the

rebuilding is keeping up with expectations, according to Porter.
Ed C. Mix, Warner Bros, sales
representative, who was seriously
injured to the extent of having
four ribs broken and having been
lacerated and bruised when a train
hit the car in vifhich he was driving
in Idaho, is recuperating nicely, and
was able to visit the office here for
a few minutes recently.
A. F. Hickox. in charge of the
extended run department for Warner Brothers, is in this city and
will make the Pocatello section of
Idaho with local manager Dave
Farquhar before leaving here for
Los Angeles.
Herman Wobber, new District
Manager who is taking the place
of Louis Marcus here for Paramount, and John D. Clark, Western Division Sales Manager, will
be in Salt Lake within a day
or two and will hold a meeting of
the salesmen.
Carl Porter, manager of the Victory Theatre here, states that business at the Paramount houses in
Provo and Ogden, Utah, is very
good, to the gratification of Mana-

gers Ray Hendry and Harry Ashton, respectively.
Louis Marcus states that it is
the intention to bring Manager Rsy
Hendry back to Salt Lake and to
have Harry Ashton take charge of
the Ogden house. Just what capacity Hendrynounced
will
occupy
ansoon as
wellwill
as beother
changes and appointments to be
made.
It is announced that John
Gillette of Tooelle. Utah, has just
purchased the Bluebird Theatre, of
Garfield, which house has been recently under the management of
Fred Young. The opening will
take place August 7th, according
to report.
Fred Young has now made connections inthe exchange end of the
business and will act in the capacity of manager for the new De
Luxe office, which Mr. Drucker
and Fred Brown are opening up in
this city. The location of this
new office is on East First South
Street, just east of the new Film
Row, and is in conjunction with
the Preferred Pictures exchange,
managed and owned by George
Mayne here.

San Diego
MAJ. T. C. MACAULAY has
had plans drawn for a twostory motion picture theatre building in National City, to cost about
$40,000. It will be of masonry construction, with an auditorium seating 760. The exterior will be of
pressed brick and stucco.

The Ramont Theatre, at Thirtieth and University, one of the best
oi the outlying community film
houses, has been sold by E. C.
Wills, who built it and has since
operated it, to Mrs. Verdi T.
Searles. The new owner of the
property has leased it to Mr. Fills

under a ten-year contract, and he
will continue to operate it.
Announcement has been made
that the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
are planning a new $250,000 theatre and airdome in El Centro, Imperial County. Construction work
will start in the early fall, and it is

hoped that the building will be
ready for occupancy in February.
Stage equipment will be installed
to accommodate vaudeville and road
show attractions as well as the
regular film programs. The theatre will have seating capacity of
1,400.
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Can Flicker be Eliminated?
PROJECTIONIST in Columbus,
Ohio, who does not wish his
name
to be given, recently
setn us the following:
' ' Dear Sir :
"I am. taking the liberty of
referring to you a question over which another projectionist and I have been doing
a considerable amount of arguing without
arriving at anything definite.
"The question is simply this:
"Can flicker, that is, pulsating flicker, be
completely eliminated when an alternating
current arc is used for projecting motion
pictures ?
"It is the writer's contention that it cannot be eliminated at all and that the only
remedy is to change over to the use of direct current. Now, am I right?
"The other party says that it can be
completely eliminated simply by placing
new parts in the projector and by a slight
adjustment of the shutter (the rotating
shutter). The parts he refers to are the
intermjittent movement and driving gears.
"Is there any truth in what he says or
is it purely a matter of light action?"

Never Entirely Disappears
Friend Columbus, we shall answer your
question directly by saying that the flicker
which results when an A. C. arc is used
for motion picture projection can never be
entirely done away with.
Replacing worn parts in the projector
head with new ones will in no way reduce
this flicker since it is purely a combined
optical and electrical effect and, hence, is
not dependent upon the mechanism of the
projector.
It is quite possible, however, that your
friend is confusing picture unsteadiness
with flickei' and in this case the thing he
calls "flicker" could quite likely be eliminated by replacing worn parts with new
ones.
A dirty intermittent sprocket, undercut
teeth on the same sprocket, or even endplay in the sprocket will cause the picture
to be unsteady while being projected and
thus take on the appearance of flicker.
This, however, is not really flicker, since
it is not an illumination effect but rather
is caused by poor mechanical action in placing successive picture frames before the
aj)erture.
Consequently, this unsteadiness is visible
only while the picture is being projected
and on a blank screen. With the arc in
cjjeration and the shutter running the effect

defects

would

not be

The thing commonly called flicker, therefore, is purely an illumination effect and
results, essentially, from periodic interruptions in the light being projected to the
screen.
These interruptions may be produced
either mechanically, (such as by the rotating shutter), electrically, (such as by the
periodic rise and fall of the current flowing throvigh the arc stream), or by a peculiar synchronization which inevitably results when these two are combin.ed as they
are in the motion picture projector.

What Causes Flicker
In an alternating current arc, as is well
known, the current repeatedly reverses its
direction through the lamp with the result
that first one electrode, then the other, is
positive. As a consequence, a crater is
formed on each electrode and for any given
amperage tbe craters so formed are smaller
than would be formed on the positive electrode of a D. C. arc of the same amperage.
Hence, there are three sources of light with
an A. C. arc; two craters and one flame.
Since the flame is always present no matter which electrode is positive, it will have
the same frequency as that of the current.
That is, 120 cycles (for 60 cycle current.)
Both the craters, however, which also fluctuate in brilliancy in synchronism with the
current, wil have a frequency of only 60
cycles per second (for 60 cycle current)
since half the time they are positive and
half the time negative. When they are
nesrative their brilliancy is not as great as
when they are positive, which fact gives
rise to their lower frequency.
Now, the flicker wave of the arc when
combined with the flicker wave imparted
to the light beam by the rotating shutter
is quite likely, under certain conditions, to
become visible at all times, even though the
frc(]uency of the separate flicker waves is
so high that, each taken alone, neither is
visible on the screen.
With an alternating current arc, the best
screen illumination is obtained when one
of the craters (the toj> one) is used as the
light source.
It is quite true that, even when one of
the craters is selected for focusing, the
llame also will provide some light to the
screen. Under the best conditions, therefore, there will be two distinct screen
flickers, one from the flame and one from
the crater.
Since the crater has the lowest frequency
(60 cycles), however, anything which tends
to eliminate this low frequency flicker will
also automatically render the other invisible. It is only necessary, therefore, to reflicker. move, if possible, the lowest frequency

Action

of Shutter

When the shutter is stationary, (shutter
frequency equals zero) the only flicker present will be that from the arc crater which
is 60 cycles per second. This flicker wave
would be in-i'isibic on the screen because it
would be too high for the eye to see.
As the shutter starts up and increases in
speed, the resultant flicker will be equal to
the crater flicker (60 cycles), minus the
shutter frequency, so that of the latter were
12 cycles (4 revolutions per second for a
3 blade and 6 R. P. S. for a 2 blade shutter) the resultant flicker would be 60 — 12 =
48 cycles per second.
This would not be the screen flicker, however.
The screen flicker would be either the
dilference between the two frequencies (48
cycles as above) or it would be the difference between the flgure just arrived at
(48 cycles) and the shutter frequency,
whichever was smallest. In this case, it
would be the difference between 60 cycles
and 48 cycles or 12 cycles.
Now this flicker would be visible on the
screen.

Flicker Cannot he Avoided
When a shutter frequency of 20 cycles
per second is reached the difference between the arc flicker and shutter flicker is
such that the difference between these figures is a maximum.
As the shutter rotates faster, the screen
flicker decreases rapidly so that at a shutter frequency of 25 cycles per second it is
10 cycles. This also is visible.
As the shutter further increases in speed,
the flicker on the screen will vary between
zero and 20 cycles per second and this
brings out the interesting fact that when
the crater of an A. C. arc is focused on
the aperture, it is practically impossible
to entirely avoid screen flicker.
This seems to point out a rather distressing condition since there is only a
small range of shi:tter frequency (35 to 50
cycles) where screen flicker is note likely to
prove particularly bad.

Not So Bad
Actually, however, the condition is not
so bad as an inspection of the curve would
indicate, since during the time that either
of the carbons were negative, they would
tend to form a luminous tip. This tip,
while not as bright as the crater itself,
would still help considerably in reducing
the flicker range, hence, lowering the vanishing flicker frequency on the screen.
The flame, too, would assist in keeping the
brightness of the focused crater up to normal, since it would be partly focused along
with the crater.
{Continued on j^agc 542)
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Ten Tips for the Proper Care
of Handling of Film
CONSOLIDATED Film Industries has reeently stai-ted a new service idea which
has been most favorably received by exchanges and exhibitors throughout the
country. Their experiences in the developing and printing of film convince them that
they possess many points of information
about the proper care and handling of film
that tend to increase its life, maintain its
quality and reduce unnecessary delays and
losses after it has left their plants.
Accordingly they have prepared a series
of "Ten Tips" to serve as helpful suggestions to those who handle film in exchanges
and theatre production rooms. These
"Tips" are being enclosed with every reel
shipped out from Consolidated plants.
Tip No. 1: (The First Ten Years)— the
base of motion pictui'e films is made from
cotton. Remember that with reasonable
care, it will fulfill the requirements of
commercial use but that it has definite physical limitations.
Tip No. 2. (Saving Time and Money) —
investigation indicated that a part of the
burden of print mutilation begins at the
exchanges due to lack of inspection to discover defects which cause damage later.
The exchange does start the damage but it
often fails to stop it. Inspections are frequently too rapid to be thorough.
Tip No. 3: (Perfect Splicing) — the perfect splice is one that is welded. To make a

perfect splice the emulsion must be thoroughly scraped on the ends. Sufficient cement must be applied and the splice allowed to dry under pressure. Remember
that film must stand more than ordinary
strain in these days of high speed projection.
Tip No. 4:- (Remnding) — Line up the rewind carefully so that the film will feed
from one reel to the other without striking
the edges of the reels. Do not use defective
reels. Avoid "cinching"; that is, attempting to tighten loosely-wound reels. This
causes scratches on both sides of the film.
"Cupping" the film to detect damaged
edges, perforations, or loose splices, is very
apt to crack or split the film. Do not "cup"
film when rewinding, particularly after it
has been projected on machines of high
amperage and becomes dry.
Tip No. 5: (Fair and Warmer) — do not
store film in a warm, dry place and at an
average temperature of over 70 degrees.
Under no circumstances store film under
high temperatures as this causes the film
to dry out and become brittle, subject to
slirinkage and susceptible to cracking.
Tip No. 6: (Watch the Leaders) — keep
your reels amply protected with leader.
Dirty beginnings and ends of reels are frequently seen due to carelessness in this
respect.
Tip No. 7: (Standing Room Only)— Tell

the exhibitor that Good Projection adds
patronage and increased revenue, and that
is only possible through the careful handling of prints. Worn and poorly adjusted
projectors quickly niin prints and cause
unfavorable comment from patrons.
Tip No. 8: (Watch the Tension Springs
and Sprockets) — Tension spring on sprockets should be adjusted evenly and not too
tightly. Excessive tension will cause nicked
and pulled out perforations. Heavy tension
on one side (uneven) can be caused by
poorly adjusted, weak or broken springs,
and results in an uneven pull-down star
on the film. Sprockets are frequently left
on projectors until the teeth develop bad
liooks and knife-like edges. Film is practically ruined after one or two showings if
run on a projector equipped with such
sprockets.
Tip No. 9: (How to Ruin a Print at One
Showing) — new or green film should not be
put on projection machines without being
waxed. When unwaxed film is run, it is
necessary to clean the shoes frequently,
otherwise the accumulation of hardened
emulsion on the shoe acts as a holdback,
causing a greatly increased pull-down strain
which always results in mutilated perforations. A new print can be completely
ruined in this manner at one showing.
Tip No. 10: (One Drop of Oil Per Day)
— ^The excessive use of oil due to flooding
mechanism of projectors is unnecessary.
Aside from the intermittent case, one drop
of oil in each oil hole is ample for the average day's run. Oil getting on the film
causes dust to adhere, making projection
impossible.

You cant
blame the weather
Vt:

Decorations for Cashier Booths, Theatres, Lobbies, Posts and
Proscenium Arches also potted Artificial Flowers with hanging vines to decorate brackets when electric fans are removed
illustrated in colors in our Seasonable Catalogue No. 7
Mailed Free on Request.

FRANK
61 Barclay Street

NETSCHERT,

Inc.
New York, N. Y.

You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.
You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.
So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself ifyou want good, profitable
business this summer.

=©/

Why not write for
our Booklet N-12?

Typhoon Fan Company
345 West 39th Street
JacksonvUle

New York
New Orleans
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Plans
L. Marcus Announces
for Rebuilt Orpheum
his return from Los Angeles last
week, Louis Marcus of the Marcus Enterprises throughout the the Intermountain
territory announced that in line with the rebuilding of the Orpheum Theatre, Salt Lake
City, Fanchon and Marco presentations
would be added to the programs of that
house.
The remodeling work on the Orpheum
under the direction of the new owners is
ON

progi'essing rapidly and the decorating contract has been recently let to the Robert
Powers Studios.
According to G-eorge E. Carpentjer, secretary of the Marcus Enterprises, several new
features will be incorporated in the new
playhouse. On the lower floor, enlargement
of the auditorium will give 8550 square feet
of floor space which will permit 1,200 seats.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
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MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
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REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats, 30%: under 500. 70%: under ROO <;r.%:
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National Supply to Market
Sentry Safety Control
Culminating several months of negotiations the Sentry Safety Control Corporation has concluded a deal with the National
Theatre Supply Company whereby the latter organization will market the Sentry devices throughout the country.
By the terms of this contract the National Theatre Supply Company agrees to
take 10,000 machines and will handle all
installations and servicing. The Sentry
Corporation, while free to negotiate rentals with exhibitors on its own, will devote
its future activities to rerating the exhibitor's fire insurance following installation of
its devices. It is claimed by officials of the
Sentry Corporation that the installation of
its fire prevention devices reduces materially the exhibitor's insurance rates and
the Sentry Corporation, through its insurance engineers, Lang and Company, undertakes to obtain these reductions for the exhibitor who contracts for their devices.
Negotiations are now progressing for the
disposal of the rights for Europe and
Australia, which will mean an additional
market for nearly 15,000 Sentry controls.
Announcement of the successful eonclusion,s of this important contract is expected to be made shortly by the Sentry
Safety Corporation.

Lowell,
Mass., To Have
New 1,000 Seat House
Elmer B. Brown, a contractor of Andover,
Mass. and Clayton Kemp, an architect of
Lawrence, Mass., are to jointly build a new
1,000 seat theatre in Lowell, Mass., on
East Merrimac street seating 1,000. It is
understood that the theatre has been leased
to a well known circuit.

(Continued from page 540)

The net result of all this is to tend to
give the focused crater a constant flicker
frequency of 120 cycles per second instead
of the 60 cycles it would appear to possess.
It is doubtful as to just how closely the
frequency of the focused crater would approach 20 cycles per second. Whether or
not it does will not matter since one thing
is certain : the luminous tip and arc flame
will considerably reduce the flicker effect —
so much so in fact, that at low frequencies
(15-30 cycles per second) the flicker will
not be particularly noticeable.
Nevertheless, it will be present.

COSTUMES

FOR HIRE

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

News

Royal Theatre, Findlay, O.,
To Be First Run

The balcony and loges are said to accommodate the same number.
Space will be arranged over the entrance
for a children's nursery, two rest rooms
and a lounging room off the main balcony.
The general offices of the company will be
on the second floor.

Inquiries & Comments

Picture

Abe Kraft
is spending
successfulhisyear's
income
to redecorate
and a remodel
New
Royal theatre, Findlay. Here are some of
the things he is doing to make the Royal
the leading first-run downtown house in
Lima: He has completely rebuilt the lobby
and has inaugurated a new style of entrance
architecture which he is keeping more or
less under the hat until finished; and he
has added six tiers of chairs in the rear of
the house, bigfi comfortable loge chairs,
which are on a raised platform, thus insuring better vision; new lighting fixtures,
throughout, and new mirrors with French
etching in both the lobby and the auditorium entrance; a new mighty Wurlitzer
organ; an addition of ten feet to the stage
with new stage equipment consisting of
automatically controlled curtains, new curtains which are duplicated in both color
and fabric over the doors and at the entrance. One of the novelties of the house
will be the new Frigidaire drinking fountain, one of the first installed in this territory'. Itis located in the rear of the theatre and is one of the beauty spots of the
theatre. A hard glass canopy is over the
fountain which comes up in sprays catching the reflection from hidden lights and
creating a Avonderful rainbow effect. The
Frigidaire equipment is installed up in the
projection booth, entirely out of sight.
Drinking water at constantly cold temperatures is always on hand. The Royal has
been closed for four weeks while these alterations were in progress. It opened
August 1st.

Announces New Vitaphone
House for Louisville
Plans for a new building covering a full
city block and occupied by a new Vitaphone
motion picture theatre at Bardstown Road
and Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky., were
announced late last week by George A. Sine,
manager of the Strand Theatre, and Fehr
Kremer of the Kremer Company. The
Fourth Avenue Amusement Company has
taken a twenty-five year lease on the property.

Working On Site for New
Boston Theatre
The site is being prepared for the new
theatre in the Charlestown district of Boston, at Chelsea, Joines and Call streets.
Old buildings are being torn down and construction will start at once. The theatre
will be 130 by 122 feet. Plans are by Korkyn and Brown of Boston and contract has
been let to Benjamin Steinberg of Boston.

Decorating
Contract
at Albuquerque

Let

The decorating contract on the new theatre under construction in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, has been let to the Robert E.
Power Studios, by the Bachechi Amusement
Company. Work will be started on this
theatre soon by the decorators, and the
house will probably open in September. It
will have 1400 seats.

BROOKS

1437

Broadway

Tel. 5580 Prnn
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Robert Kay has been added to the directorial staiif of Fox Films bv General Superintendent Sol M. Wurtzeh He will direct
comedies
under
super\-ision of George E.
Marshall.

A slight change in plans for May McAvoy
was announced this week by "Warner Bros,
who will postpone for a short time the production of "Rebecca O'Brien" which she
was to start this week, in order that sJie
may fill the star role in "Roulette." This
will be directed by Ralph Graves from his
ouTi storv.

Olive Borden, Fix Film star, is working
under direction of J. G. Blystone at Lake
Louise, Canada. "Pajamas/' by William
Conselman, is the vehicle and Lawrence
Gray has the masculine lead.
Because of his work in "Hula," "The
World at Her Feet" and "Evening
Clothes," Arnold Kent, Italian leading man.
at present playing in "Beau Sabreur,"
has been signed to a new long term contract
A^-ith Paramount. Immediatelv after signing the contract Kent departed for Guad*
lupe, California, where the unit filming
"Beau Sabreur," Paramount special, is on
location. It was through Adolphe Menjou
that Kent got his first chance with Paramount.

Buck .Tones, having completed "Chain
Lightning" for Fox Films, is preparing for
his next Fox vehicle at the West Coast
Studio. Diane Ellis is seen opposite Buck
in
"Chain Lightning," directed by Lambert
Hillver.

With Bob Steele rapidly recovering from
injuries received in his last pictui-e, "The
Mojave Kid," preparations are now being
made at the F B 0 studios to begin work
on his second starring vehicle, to be titled*
"The Bandit's Son." Young Steele has
been confined to his bed for the past three
weeks and was only recently taken to his
home from the French Hospital. Wallace
Fox has been chosen to direct this picture.
Howard Hawks is shooting interior sequences in "Bride of the
at Fox
Films West Coast Studios. Night"
Charles Farrell
and Greta Nissen have the leading romantic roles.
After spending nearly two weeks on
board a specially chartered ocean liner,
filming sea scenes along the Pacific Coast,
the Columbia company which is making
"Alias the Lone Wolf," returned to Hollywood this wek to complete the picture at
the company's studios.
Hank Mann has bee nadded to the cast
of "Bride of the Night," a Howard Hawks
production for Fox Films in which Charles
Farrell and Greta Nissen are featured.
Others in the cast are Mae Busch, Vadim
Uraneff, Tyler Brooke, Eddie Sturgis, Josephine Borio, Erville Alderson, Dale Fuller,
John T. Murray, Constantine Romanoff
and John Boles.

Wilfred 'Noy has been selected by I. E.
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Chadwick to direct "Eager Lips," a First
Division picture starring Pauline Garon
and featuring Gardner James, Betty Blythe,
Jack Richardson, Fred Wan-en, Evelyn
Selby and Erin La Vissoniere. Adele Buffington did the story and continuity.
Malcolm St. Clair, the Paramount director, signed a new contract yesterday for
one year. He is now working on the story
"Red Hair," Clara Bow's next standing
vehicle. This will be followed by "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." Since closing the
Long Island studio St. Clair has been directing Constance Talmadge.
Nicholas Stuart, Fox Films juvenile now
completing the featured masculine role in
"Mum's the Word" under the direction of
Eugene Forde, wall soon appear in David
Butler's first production for Fox. Sally
Phipps "svill have the leading feminine role.
Jack L. Warner, in charge of production
for Warner Bros., announces this week the
renewal of William Koenig's contract as
studio manager. The new contract covers
a long period of years. Mr. Koenig is now
assisting Jack Warner in the preparation
of the company's forthcoming program.
Jules Furthman, wrtier, has signed a new
contract with Paramount for one year. He
is now working on the continuity of the
well known play, "Abie's Irish Rose,"
which will be screened by Paramount. His
last impoi"tant story was "The Way of
All Flesh" the Paramount production, in
which Emil Jannings starred.
Tyler Brooke, of "No, No, Nanette"
fame, and regarded as one of the most versatile comedians in the motion picture industry, has been signed to a long-term contract by General Superintendent Sol M.
Wurtzel of Fox Films. Brooke will be cast
for the leading masculine role in Van
Bibber comedies under supervision of
George E. Marshall.
Shooting on the cafe scene in Gotham's
production of "The Girl From Rio" with
Carmel Myers was begun this week at the
West Coast Studio. The entire sequence is
being made in Technicolor, the first time
that this process has been employed in an
independent feature production, according
to Sam Sax. Tom Terriss, directing, is
oaiTving- out the merest details of local
color so that" the atmosphere may be
strictly authentic. The dancing costume
which Miss Myers wears in this scene was
designed especially for Gotham at a cost
of about $2,500.
Betty Bronson is to play the lead opposite
Lane Chandler in the Paramount western,
"Open Range."
Production is scheduled to start this
week on "The Gorilla," which Asher-Sraall
and Rogers are to produce with Alfred Santell at the directorial helm. Charlie Murray and Fred Kelsey are teamed in this
mystery farce which First National will release. Raymond Turner has also been engaged for a part.

first
assignment
herOlga
neAV Printzlau's
contract with
Columbia
will under
be an
original story, ' ' Say It With Sables. ' '
Casting is now in progress on the Tiffany
production, nouncement
"Once
and Forever."
of the leading
players AvillAnbe
made shortly.
Jerome Stern has been chosen to direct
Ranger, F B 0 dog star, in ' ' Ranger of the
North," which enters productions next
week with Lina Basquette and Hugh Trevor in the leading human roles. Leon.
d'Usseau will supervise.
Tom Crizer has been selected to do the
scenario of "Red Hair," which Clara Bow
will
upon completing "Hula," her
latestmake
for Paramount.
"Home Made," Johnny Hines' new First
National Picture, is now facing the battery
of cameras and is progressing rapidly
through its initial stages. Marjorie Daw
will be the leading lady and her selection
completes the cast.
Esther Ralston finished her latest starring role in "After Office Hours" late last
week at the Paramount Hollywood studio.
Eddie Sutherland, who directed, has taken
the film to the cutting room.
Frank Tuttle is to direct "The Glory
Girl," Esther Ralston 's next starring piece
which goes nto production right after
"After Office Hours" is finished. Luther
Reed will direct Florence Vidor's next vehicle, "Honeymoon Hate," based on Alice
N. Williamson's novel.
Rex Lease heads the cast of "The Cancelled Debt," the eighteenth and last picture on the Sterling program for 1926-27.
Charlotte Stevens appears in the feminine
lead. In the support are James Gordon,
Florence Turner. Ethel Grey Terry and
Billv Sullivan.
Myrna Loy and Audrey Ferris have been
cast for roles in "The Jazz Singer," which
Alan Crosland is directing for Warner
Bros.
Hampton Del Ruth has been assigned to
do the direction of Gotham's "Blondes By
Choice," which will be started within a
few weeks. This comedy was adapted from
an original by Josephine Quirk. It is likely
that Claire Windsor will have the leading
role.
Ralph Graves is busy selecting the supporting cast for "Roulette," the temporary
title of his story for which he is now casting. May McAvoy and Hedda Hopper have
been signed for parts of importance.
Columlbia Pictures has signed Louis Gesnier to direct several of the future Columbia productions. His first work will be
"Say
It With Sables," which will star
Claire Windsor.
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CHART

Produclions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
{S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

m

m
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Madame Wants No Children
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
6416 feet . April 8
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros
6352 feet
Mountains of Manhattan . . D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
5358 feet . April 22
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
6051 feet
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De Mille
5573 feet
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
June 3
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe-De MiUe
6903 feet . . April 29
Paying the F'rice
M. Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Bonner-D. Selman. Columbia Pictures ... 6668 feet. .June 10
Pleasure Before Business . P.O'Malley-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures. . . 6559 feet . . July 17
Princess of Hoboken, The . E. Bums-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tel- Tiffany
legen
6500 feet
Rambling Ranger, The. . . .Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439 feet
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
4794 feet . . April 22
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J. Hall- Paramount
6306 feet .. July
1
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G .

MARCH
Feature
Arizona Whirlwind , The ...
Beloved Rogue, The
Birds of Prey
Blazine Days
Blind Alleys
Broadway Drifter, A
Broncho Twister The
Cabaret
Casey at the Bat
Evening Clothes
Fighting Love
Fourth Commandment,
The

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet . . April 1
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet . . Mar. 25
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6597 feet . . Mar. 11
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .6512 feet. .April 1
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6435 feet . . April 1
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet. .April 8
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet. .April 16
A. Men jou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet . . April 8
Goudal-Varconi-WalthaU
. Pathe-De Mille
7019 feet . . June 3

B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J.
Mar- Universal
lowe
6863 feet. .Oct
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
5378 feet . . April
High Hat
Lyon-Brian- Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . . May
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. HilL.F. B. 0
4501 feet
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. A.
Harron-S.
PhippsHousman
Fox
6508 feet . . April
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . . Mar.
Man From Hardpan, The. .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
5814 feet. .Mar.
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet .. April
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet . . June
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6957 feet . . Mar.
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. .Oct.
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
5736 feet .
April
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedf ord-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet . .April
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet .
.May
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet .
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet . . Feb.
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
6936 feet
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
5705 feet. .Mar.
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio. United Artists
9523 feet.
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet. April
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet.
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
6490 feet.
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . .May
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. .Universal
7016 feet.
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet . .Jan.
Slide, Kelly, Slide
W . Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . M-G-M
7865 feet . . April
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro
F. B. 0
4666 feet.. Mar.
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine F B. 0
4982 feet
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno. First National
6324 feet . . May
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith . Warner Bros
6281 feet . . June
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce. . Fox
4783 feet. .April
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 feet . . April
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
6198 feet. .Mar.

30

29
26
11
1
3
25
16
16
22
6

11
1
6
28
1
11
13
24
16
1
26

6169
4912
6463
6901

feet
feet April 22
6
feet .May
feet
April 29
6662 feet .May
6

7724 feet May 20
4818 feet .May 6
6296 feet

.April 16
4416 feet .April 1
6900 feet
4387 feet .April 22
1

6929 feet . Mar. 25
5668 feet .April 16
7080 feet .May
6
6200
6650
6264
6291

Broadway Nights . . . .
Broncho Buster, The .
California

feet
feet . April 8
feet
feet
.June 10

feet. May
feet . April

(
2

feet . May re
feet
feet . . May
feet. .May
I
feet . . April 15
feet. .Feb. 1£
feet . . Mar. rr
feet
feet . . . .
feet. July

1

feet . .June 17

Distributed by

Star
. J. Hines-E.
Murphy . First National
Babe Ruth-A. 0- Nilsson-L. Fazenda. . . .First National
. L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
.Fred Humes
Universal
,
.T. tian-C.
McCoy-D.
Sebas-. . . M-G-M
Windsor

Length
Reviewed
6300 feet .
6761 feet. April
6765 feet .
4687 feet. July

4912 feet .
July
.L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E. M-G-M
7396 feet.
Torrence-M. Day.
Catch As Catch Can .
July
. Wn^ Fairbanks
Lumas .
Climbers The
. I. Kich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621 feet . . May
Cradle Snatchers ...
.L. Fazenda- J. F. McJuly
Donald-D. Phillips.Fox
6281 feet . .June
Don Desperado
. L.Maloney-E. Gilbert. Pathe-De Mille
5804 feet . . May
Down the Stretch
.Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet. .AprU
Enchanted Island
.H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet
Eyes of the Totem, The . .W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
Cornwall
Pathe-De Mille
6228 feet. .May
.Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet
Fighting Hombre The .
Grinning Guns
. J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet . . May
Heart of Salome
.A. Rubens-W.
Pidgeon-H. Herbert. .Fox
5617 feet. .June
Heart of the Yukon.
.A.Cornwall-J.Bowers. Pathe-De Mille
6562 feet. May
Hills of Peril
.B. Jones-G. Hale.. . .Fox
4943 feet. .May
His First Flame
. H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De Mille
4660 feet . . May
Irish Hearts
. McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
6697 feet . . June
Is Zat So?
. O'Brien-Perry-Lowe Fox
6950 feet . . May
Love Thrill, The
.La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet. .June
Lost at the Front . . .
.C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
6266 feet. .June
6770 feet
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. Ellis . . F. B. 0
Million Bid, A
D. Costello-W. OlandMcGregor-Blythe . Warner Bros
6310 feet . . June
B Bennett-C. KentMother .
Kent-M. J. Scott. F. B 0
6934 feet. .Mar.
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet. .April
Outlaws of Red River .
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
6327 feet . . May
Pirates of the Sky ....
C. Hawley
Hutchinson-W Pathe-De Mille
4828 feet . . May
D. Revier-E. BumsPoor Girls .
R. Stonehouse .... Coiumbia Pictures . . . 6428 feet
Hoot Gibson
Universal
6689 feet
Prairie King The.
Rich But Honest . .
N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonald. . Fox
5480 feet.. May
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures
Rich Men's Sons . . .
Rough House Rosie .
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
6952 feet . . June
Three Miles Up ... ,
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . Universal
4041 feet . . June
Silver Comes Thru.
F. Thomson-E. MurphySilver King (Horse)F. B. 0
5476 feet . . June
Sinews of Steel
, A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
5928 feet
Tiffany
Song of Steel
Tom
Tyler
F.
B.
O
4930
feet
Splitting the Breeze . .
Telephone Gin, The.
,L. Bellamy-Baxter
Gray-H. BUnnAllison
Paramount
6455 feet . . May
Tender Hour The .
Lyon-Dove-A.
B.
Francis-M. Love
First National
7 .
o et . . June
Captain Salvation.

Length
Reviewed
4745 feet

6036 feet ..July

MAY
Feature
All Aboard
Babe Comes Home .

APRIL
Distributed by
Star
Ain't Love Funny?
Alberta Vaughn
F. B. O
Afraid to Love
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N.
Trevor- J. Lee
Paramount
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel. .Paramount
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-!. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E TarronF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton. . . .Paramount
Fighting Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De Mille
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyR. D'Arcy-T. Holtz. M-G-M
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Universal
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson
Pathe-De MiUe
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Long Pants
Harry Langdon
First National
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley. . Rayart
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
M-G-M
Feature

K. Arthur-T. O' M-G-MBrien
6640
J. Mulhall-A. Day . . . First National
5800
B. Daniels- J. Hall-W.
Powell
Paramount
6634
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pict.(S.R.)4600
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
6718
Special Delivery
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
6624
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe-De Mille
4930
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-NLxon
Universal
7173
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
6774
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
6399
When Seconds Count
Billy Sullivan.
Rayart
4803
Whirlwind of Youth, The . . L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
6886

See You in Jail
Senorita

16
13

1
8
8
8
13
108
6
3S
13
6
17
27
IS
20
10
27
17
24
24
18
b
6
20

20
3
10
3

27
17
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August

19 ,

Feature
Tillie the Toiler

19 27

Star
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
Iip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers.
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Vanity
LJoy-A.Hale-C.Ray
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
*orld at Her Feet, The. . .Florence Vidor
Yours to Command
G. O'Hara-S.Pahner
Feature
Avenging Fangs .
Backstage
Beauty Shoppers, The .
Beware of Widows
Black Diamond Express,
The
Blood Ship, The

Distributed by
M-G-M
.Paramount
Warner Bros
. Pathe-De Mille
Pathe-De Mille
Paramount
F. B. 0

JUNE Distributed by
Star
. Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
.Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy. .Tiffany
. M. Busch-W. Crane. .Tiffany
.La Plante-B. Washburn
Universal
. M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
.H. Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Bulldog Pluck
Callahans and the Murphys
The
'S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The.
T. Mix-N.Joyce. . . .Fox
Claw The
Kerry-Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak . .Sterling Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-L MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic.
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
L Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert .
W.Baxter-M. MiUner Paramount
Fast and Furious . . . .
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy- J. Gadsen, M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The . K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Pathe-De MiUe
Meddlin' Stranger The . Wally Wales
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
(Taughty But Nice .
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The .
E.O'Brien-A. Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray -Paramount
Secret Studio The .
O. Borden-C. HollandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The .
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modem
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The.
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Wedding BiUs.
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Paramount
Art Acord
Universal
Western Rover, The
What Happened to Father. W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen
Cruel Truth, The
Death Valley
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike

Length
Reviewed
6160 feet. June 17
6390 feet
6823 feet . . May 13
5923 feet . . July
1
7920 feet . . April 16
6691 feet
473i feet

Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B.Love . Pathe-De MiUe
Heart of Maryland, The.. .D. Costello-J. Robards-H Costello. . . Warner Bros
Hero on Horseback, A . . . . Hoot Gibson
Universal
Kid Sister, Th'^
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw Theftentative)G. Cooper-B. Jewel
Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-I.. TelleMille
Lonesome Ladies
A. gan
T. Nilsson-L. Stone Pathe-De
First National
Manpower
R. Dix-M. Brian Paramount
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt. . . Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L. Tashman . First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes ... Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rose of the Bowery
E. Murphy J. WalkerC. Kent-M. Harris A. C. A
Satin Woman, The
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Skyhigh Saunders
Al Wilson
Universal

Star
Distributed by
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Tartuffe, the Hypocrite.. . .E. Jaimings-L. Dagover — W. Kraus. . . Ufa
Tom's Gang
T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille
White Pants Willie
J. Hines-L. Hymans . First National

Length
Reviewed
4335 feet . . June 3
6,784 feet. ...
5669 feet . . July 22

Feature
Adam and Evil

6670 feet. .May

After Midnight
Beau Geste

6

6803 feet
7 reels ... . Aug.

5

Border Blackbirds
Breed of Courage, The
Bugle Call, The

6126
4810
6252
.5700

feet . . July 22
feet. .June 24
feet . . June
3
feet . .June 3

4612 feet . . July

18

6588 feet
6897 feet.
6987 feet. ,
6684 feet . June 24
6282 feet.
jtine 17
.July'
221
4546 feet . July
4773 feet.
6167 feet .
4676 feet . July 15
6169 feet . June 10
April 1
6520 feet.
4710 feet . July 22
July 16
6614 feet. .July 16
6870 feet . . June 24
6218 feet . . June 17
6412 feet . . June 10
6000 feet . . Aug.
6500 feet

6

6497 feet . . July 22
4926 feet . . July
4334 feet . . July

8
1

6617 feet. .June 24
6869 feet. .July 22
4404 feet
6667 feet. .July

1

Star
JULY Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Bellamy- MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
H.Hopper-C.Howard. Sterling Pictures. . .4700 feet. Aug. 12
C.
Nye-R.
Rae-R.
Wells
First Division Pict . . 5700 feet Aug. 12
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan-J. Bowers
. Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP r vnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Feature
Snowbound

4108 feet . . May

6

6868 feet

66 reels
reels .. . Dec.l2
Aug. '26
12
6617 feet Aug. 12

5482 feet Aug. 12
5 reels
6405 feet . . Aug.
5
4388 feet
6 reels . . .
July 29
6666 feet . . Aug.
5
4562 feet Aug. 12

6

7 reels .... Aug.

6

7899 feet. .Aug.

6

6670 feet. .July 22
6409 feet

AUGUST

ray Mur- First National
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary, J. Arthur-C.
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M. Brian. Paramount
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Singed
B. Sweet-W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes .. First National
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr . Sterling Pict
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert. Columbia Pictures
Three's a Crowd
H. Langdon-G.
McConnell
First National
Topsy and Eva
Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw . United Artists
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-I. Keith . United Artists
Underworld
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
What Price Glory (road
McLaglen-Del RioLowe

Fox

J. Barrymore-D. Costello-W. Oland
White
Pebbles
Pathe-De MiUe
Woman Who Did Not Care, Wally Wales
The
L. Tashman-A. Rankin

Feature

Star

SEPTEMBER
Distributed

L.
L.
R.
P.

Reviewed

Sept 11

6 reels
6 reels
7180 feet . . Aug. la
10400 f eet . . Mar. 18
6435 feet . . May 20
^

6888
6909 feet
feet .. . Julv

t

6 reels .... July 2S5844 feet
6368 feet. .June 24^
5790 feet . .July 24;
7179 feet
^

11400 feet. .Dec.

*

10049 feet. .Feb.
6 reels

4.
^

by

Joy-V. Varconi . .Pathe-De Mille
Gish-N. Kerry .
M-G-M
Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De MiUe
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien. M-G-M
Broadway Kid, The
George Jessel
Warner Bros
CamiUe
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a I e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
Certain Young Man, A.
. .Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
City Gone Wild, The
T. Meighan-M. MiUner-W. Standing. . Paramount
CoUege
B. Keaton-A. CornwaU-G. Withers . . .United Artists
East Side, West Side
G. O'Brien-V. Valli-J.
F. McDonald
Fox
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson .... Warner Bros
Foreign DevUs
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Glory Giri, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen.. Paramount
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De MiUe
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent. . .Universal
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado .
Fox
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . .Warner Bros
Angel of Broaday, The
Annie Laurie
Back to God's Country. . .
Barbed Wire

Reviewed

6182 feet . . Aug.

Star
Distributed by
Length
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
N. Shearer-L. Gray . . M-G-M
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille .... 6 reels
F. B. O
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille

Bush Leaguer, The
Chain Lightning
Country Doctor The
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Coward, The
W. Baxter-S. Lynn...F. B. O
Desired Woman, The
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P Haver .Pathe-De Mille
Fireman Save My Child . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Great Mail Robbery, The. . T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard
Sills-M. O'DayCal. . First National
HiddenBoiled
Aces Haggerty ... M.
C. Hutchinson-A.
hoim
Pathe-De Mille
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
Interferin' Gent, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno . . Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Outpost, The (tentative)...!.
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliPowell R.
. .'
Fox
Painting the Town
G. W.
Tryon-P.
Miller.Universal
Poor Nut. The
J. Mulhall-J. Winton-

show)
When a Man Loves (road
show)

Length

Length
Reviewed
8730 feet. May 27
6751 feet . . July 2»^
6961 feet

12550 feet. .Nov. 28
8700 feet . . May

6

7713 feet . . May 20
6636 feet . . May 13;

6767f eet . . July
6 reels

8-
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Feature

Motion
Length

O. ald-N.
Borden-J.
McDon"
Hamilton-M.
Alden
Fox
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Mojave Kid, The
B. Steele-L. Gilmore . F. B. O
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Perfect Gentleman, A
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
Soda Water Cowboy, The. . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramoimt
Tel] It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair... U iversal
Turkish Delight
R.Schildkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De Mille
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox

Reviewed

Feature
Circus, The

Joy Girl, The

4912 feet . . Aug. 12
7961 feet. .July

8

6415 feet . . Aug.
6 reels

5

Distributed by
Star
Alias the Deacon
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves . . . Universal
Ben Hur (road show)
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X Bushman-C. Myers
M-G-M
Beware of Married Men
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Big Sneeze, The
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
Body and Soul
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Forbidden Woman, The . . . Jetta Goudal
Pathe-De Mille
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
Cingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Hold 'Em Yale
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
Jesse James
Fred Thomson
Paramount
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C Rogers. United Artists
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries .Warner Bros
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Ro'jfhK^d^ri The (general
release'
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Bound
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shooting Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane . . . Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
Straight Shooting
Ted Wells
Universal
Way of All Flesh, The
E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith . . . Paramount
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love . . Pathe-De Mille
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore .. Pathe-De Mille
Woman on Trail, The
Negri-Cortez
Paramount
Wreck of the Hesperus, The
Pathe-De Mille

Feature

Star
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
Dog of the Regiment, A . . . Rin-Tin-Tin
Finnegan's Ball (tentative)
Garden of Allah, The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich
Quality Street
M. Davies
Sadie Thompson
G. Swanson
Tempest
J. Barrymore-NissenWolheim
Thirteenth Hour, The
Bona arte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
Becky

Feature
Ace High
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf
Length
6869 feet
12000 feet. .Jan

April

8486 feet . July
...

Length Reviewed

Divine Woman, The
Pires of Youth
Dove, The
Ramona
Romance (tentative)
West Point

1

8

City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS.
Lynn-R.
LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
Universal
Comrades
G. James-A. Sheridan. First Division
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Crowd, The
J. man-D.
Murray-E.
Board- M-G-M
Sebastian
Crystal Cup, The
D. hall
Mackaill-J. Mul- First National
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De Mille
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
Down Grade, The
Wm.
Fairbanks — A. Lumas
Calhoun
Down Our Way

V. Caldwell
Valli-F.

Drop Kick, The
Duke of Ladies, The
Eager Lips
Empty Saddle, The
Enchantress,
The (tentative)

R. Carbin-A.
Barthelmess-V.
Vaughn L.. First National
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
P. G.
Garon-B.
James Blythe- First Division
Fred Humes
Universal

Fangs o Fury
Fangs of Justice

by

Length Reviewed

Finnegan's Ball
Flag Maker, The
Flying U Ranch, The
Fortune Hunter The
Four Flushers, The
Freckles
Gallant Gringo, The

Length Reviewed

Star
Distributed by
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Al Wilson
F. B. O
L. W.Wilson-B.
V. Mong Lytell- Columbia

Length

Reviewed

6 reels

9481 feet. .Oct. 3S

Bride of the Night
C. M.Busch-M.
Farrel-G. NissenLoy. .Fox
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante
Universal
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . Universa.
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-ii.
Cobb- J. Alden .... Universal
Chinese Parrot, The
M. worth
Nixon-H BosUniversal

Fangs of Destiny

Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists.
D. De! Rio-D. Alvarado
United Artists.
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
William Haines
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

Attractions

B. V.Dove-L.
L. CorbinHughes- First National
R. Denny
Universal
G. T.
Cameron-S
McNamaraCohen- Fox
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Back to Liberty
Excellent Pict
Bad Little Good Girl
Cbadwick
Bamum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Paramount
Beau Sabreur
E. Brent-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray.. . .Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood Will Tell
B.Jones-K.Perry. . Fox
Boy Rider, The
F. B. O
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Breakfast Before Stmrise
(tentative)
C. varado
Tahnadge-D.
Al- First National

Enemy, The
Eternal Silence, The

M-G-M

JANUARY
Distributed

It

6310 feet . . July 29

DECEMBER

Star

Distributed by
United Artists .

American Beauty
Ask Me Another
A. W. O. L. (tentative)

Reviewed

United Artists.

Distributed by
Star
Bridal Night, The
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Buttons
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook
United Artists .
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros . .
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros . .
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day
M-G-M
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros . .
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wolheim
United Artists .

Feature

MARCH
Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The . . Special Cast

Coming

M-G-M
Warner Bros . .
Warner Bros. .
M-G
M-G-M
United Artists .

Feature

Length Reviewed

4041 feet.. June 10

NOVEMBER
Distributed by

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucbo, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southem-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M

6548 feet

OCTOBER
Feature

N ezvs

FEBRUARY

Distributed by

Star

Picture

4747 *eet

10018 feet . . Aug. 21

Darro-O. F. B. O

Milton Sills
First National
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . . M-G-M
Bushman,ilton-J. Marlowe.
Jr.-N. Ham. .Universal
Dynamite
(Dog)-E. Universal
Cobb

6 reels
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Silverstreak
(Dog)-J. Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
Walker-J Marlowe.
B. Mehaffey-Landis. First Division Pict
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J S. Blackton (producers) . .
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
.S. ton-H.
Chaplin-C.
HorCostello . . . .Warner Bros
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
F. B. O
T. McCoy-D.
tianSebas- M-G-M

Galloping Fury
H. Gibson-S. Rand . . Universal
Gay Defender, The
R. Dix
Paramount
Gentleman of Paris, A (tentative)
Adolphe
Menjou-A.
Marchal
Paramount
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Gorilla, The
C. Murray
First National
Grand Army Man, The ... Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bernle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling-F. Reicher Fox
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H.
T. Wilson Conklin- Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-O.
well Cald- F. B. O
Heaven Help the Working
Girl
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas

Attgiis t

19,

Feature
Highschool Hero, The
His Dog

1927
Star
Distributed by
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. . Fox
J.Schildkraut-J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De Mille

547
Length

Reviewed

Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E.
Holy Terror. A
B.
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
Hot Heels
P.
In a Moment of Temptation C.

Jannings-F. Wray Paramount
Jones-G. Hale .... Fox
F. B. O
R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
Stevens-C. Keef eK. Guard-G. Withers
F. B. O
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. L J. Eppel
7 reels . . . April
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Judgment of the Hills
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13600 feet. April
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall .... First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe.First National
Lightning
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
6500 feet
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushia (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film) . . .. E. Brody-J. Stuart . . M-G-M
Man'L Past, A
C. Veidt-L Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. 0
6680 feet
Mother Machree
B. Beunett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs . . . . F. B. O
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pcit
Noah's Ark (road show) . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
NowI What
We'rea Life
in the(tentative)
Air .... W.
Beery-R.
Hatton . Paramount
Oh
.Colleen
Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels ... Dec.
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray. . .Fox
Patent Leather Kid, The
(road show"!
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Publicity Madness
L. Moran-E. Lowe . . . Fox
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Ragtime
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 5800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin Universal
Rose-Mari'
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
Rose of the Golden West .. G. Roland-M. Astor. . First National
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
Sally in Our Alley

29

29

Distributed by
Star
K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . .M-G-M
Universal
Special Cast
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day. . .Paramount
M-G-M.
War Birds
Universal
We Americans
Wedding March, The (road
Paramount
von Stroheim
show)
Who's
Youi Friend? (tenta
- Jones
„, „
„
„
Fox
Buck
White Eagle, The
R. Dix-W. Powell. . .Paramount
tive)
Rexlowe(Horse)-J. Mar- Universal
Wild Beauty .
Windjammers
of Gloucester
d /-.
M-G-M
L- Gish-L. Hanson. . . cr.ij.U.
The
Wind,
—
The.
Paramount . . .
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . .J(^'
show)The
Wings (road
Worid's
Illusion,
,, I"^- ;•
Pict.
Excellent
Your Wife and Mine

ppaiiire
Trail of -98
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Viennese Lovers

Comedies

and

Length

Reviewed

Subjects [

Short

EDUCATIONAL
Title
Star
At Ease
Lloyd Hamilton
Brave Cowards
Dunham-Bradley
Hodge-Podge
Bubbles of Geography
Capers of a Camera
Hodge-Podge
Careless Hubby
Dunham-Bradley
Dead
Easy
Bobby
Vernon
Dummies
Larry Semon
Felix the Cat in Art for

Rel.

Date
V i 4,^'
July 17
Aug. 14,
July 17
June
5
July 17
, . ,«

"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix Heart's
the CatSake
in 'Loco' Mo-

July
10
,
„.

.

.

S. Mason-A. B. Francis
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds . . . . B. Compson-E. WUliams
First Division Pict.
Seventh Heaven
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G Brockwell
Fox
11,000 feet . June n
Shanghaied
P. R. Miller-SantschiG. Astor
F. B. O
.
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Shepherd of the Hills, The. A. B. Francis
First National
Shield of HonorThe
R., Lewis-D. GuUiverN. Barrie
Hamilton
Universal
'
N.
Universal
Show Boat
Universal
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
South Sea Love
F. B. O
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Tahnadge
Universal
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sun Kissed (tentative) ... .P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Sunrise
Gaynor-G. O'BrienLivingston
Fox
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thirteenth Juror, The
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance. C. Conklin
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Tired Business Man, ThcHitchcock-MehaffeyGowland
Tiffany

Hog
"Sullivan Carton"
Lloyd-Murdock
Fully Equipped
Neal Burns
Gobblers
Giddy
Goose Flesh
Lloyd Hamilton
Half-Pint Hero, A
Lupino Lane
Her Husky Hero
Johnny Arthur
High Spots
Al St. John
His Better Half
Lloyd Hamilton
Hold Fast
Cliff Bawes
Holly-Nuts
Big Boy
Jack From AU Trades
"SulUvan Cartoon"
Kid Tricks
"Big Boy"
Live News
Johnny Arthur
Meet the Folks
Jimmie Adams
Monte of the Mounted. . . .Lupino Lane
Movie Hound, The
Phil Dunham
Dunham-Bradley
Night Owls
Al St John
No Cheating
"Sullivan
Non-Stop
Pick
a Pet Fright, The
CurioisitiesCartoon"
"Poodles" Hanneford
Dumb The
Plumb Fish—
Poor
Ebbing
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Tide
Queens Wild
Beauch»imp-Davis
R ver of Suds, The— MidOcesn Sunset, A
Bruce Scenic
Sure Cure
Beauchamp-Davis
Hodge-Podge
Traveler
a
of
Tales
Tenants of Marble Canyon,
The— A Picture Paradise . Bruce Scenic
Chriosities
TIaveling at Home
B. Dooley-O. Hasbrouck
Wi d Wallops

F B

Reviewed

July

1

. 1 reel

June
, , „26. . 1
.1
24 .1
28
12
19 .2
,2
_
5 2
31 .2
31 .2
31 .1
,2
28
7 .1
3 .2
m .2
10. .2
^4 .2
3 .1
19
26 ..21
21 . 1
3 1
21 2
1
Aug. 21
June
5
,2
July lu , 1
July 10 2
June 26 .1
June \i
July 31 ..11
June 26, . 2

tive the Cat in the Travel"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix

I«

.2Length
reels
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 2Ireel
reels
2 reels

July
Aug.
Ju"e
June
_
June
Ju y
Ju y
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
i ,'
July
July
July
June
June
Aug.
July
Aug.

reel
reel
reel

July 29

reels,
June 241
reels
reels . ,. .July
reels . . June 17
reels
reels
reel
reels
reel
reels. . . .July 29
reels
reels
reels. . . July 29
reel
reel
July 29
reels. . . .July 22
reel
teel
July 22
reels
reel
reels
reel . . .June 24
reels. ...
reel

July 29

reel
reel
reels

June 24
July
1

0

Title
Star
Alice Cartoons (Released Twice a Month)
Beauty Parlor, The
Bo's Guest
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Boys Will Be Girls
Campus Romeos
"Fat Men"
Helen of Troy, N. Y
How High Is Up? (Fat Men) . Carr-Alexander-Ross
Kick in the Dark
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Krazy Kat Cartoons (released twice a month)
Last Nose of Summer
Nothing Doing
Charles Bowers
Permanent Rave, The
Pickled Romance
Charles Bowers
Sock in Time, A
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Steamed Up
Charles Bowers

FOX FILMS

Title
Star
Alhambra, The
America Today
Variety
Variety
Arkansas Traveler
Variety
Around Cape Horn
Cupid and the Clock (O. Variety
Henry)
S. Phipps-N. Stuart
Colorful Italy
Variety
Cup of Coffee, A
Variety
Desert Blooms, The
Gentlemen Prefer Scotch.. . Variety
Glory That Was Greece. . . . Variety
Her Silent Vow
"Helen and Warren"
Hot Potato, A (Van Bibber) . . E. Foxe-K. Bates
Land of Evangeline
Variety
Lights and Shadows in Sicily. Variety
Variety
My
Lady's
Coat
My Old Kentucky Home . . . Variety
Over the Andes
Variety
Psyche and the Pskyscraper. "O. Henry"
Road to the Yukon
Variety
Roamin' Gladiator
"Animal Comedy"

Rel.

Date

Aug.
June
Aug.
July
Aug.
June
July
Aug.
July
Aug.
June
June
June

3
19
24
25
31.
27
3.
_
17
11
10
13
5
13

Length
■ 1 reel. .
2 reels.
.2
,2
2
.2
.2
.21

reels
reels .
reels .
reels .
reels .
reel,
reels. ,

.2
2
.2
,2
.2
.2

reels .
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels .
reels.

Reviewed

.
Rel.

Date

Length
1 reel .
1 reel .
1 reel . .
1 reel..

June 19 . . 2
1
Aug.
7.1
1
June 26 . 2
July 24 . . 1
July
3.2
June 19 . . 2
1
1
1
1
1
2
June 26 . . 1
June 12 .. 2

Reviewed

reels
July 16
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reels .... July 15
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
June 24
reels

Motion

548
Title

Star

Rumors for Rent
Silk Legs
Suite Homes
Snow Rambles
Under Colorado Skies
Venders of the World
Whale Hunting
Why Blondes Leave Home
Wolf in Cheap Clothing, A .

Rel.

Date

Length

.2
. .2
.2
.
. .. 11
1
June 12 . . 1
1
July 24 . . 2
July 10 . . 2

"Helen and Warren"

June
July
July
July

"O. Henry"
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety
. "Animal Comedy"

6
31
17
10

reels.
reels.
reels .
reel .
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reels

Reviewed

. . June 24
July

IS

June 17

St.^r

1. Date

An African Adventure
Ufa Oddity. . .
Assorted Babies
Ufa Oddity
.
Atop the World
Ufa Oddity . . .
Chase, The
Ufa Oddity .
Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Dog Days
'.
Ufa Oddity . . .
Falcon, The
Ufa Oddity . .
Flag, The (Technicolor) . . Great Events
Fight For Life, A
Ufa Oddity
..
Fishing With a Microscope. . Ufa Oddity . . .
Gritty Pups
Ufa Odd ty . .
Heavenly Bodies
Ufa Oddity. . .
Hidden Death Traps
Ufa Oddity . . .
Jewels of Venus
Ufa Oddity . . .
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddity . . .
Lion Hunt, The
Ufa Oddity ...
Monarch of the Glen, The.
Ufa Oddity. . .
Pathfinders, The
Ufa Oddity
.
Parasol Abt, The
Ufa Oddity . . . .
Pets and Pests
Ufa Oddity . . . .
Secrets of the Sea
Ufa Oddity . . . .
Soaring Wings
Ufa Oddity . . . ,
Stmg of Stings, The
Charlie Chase .
Sugar Daddies
All Star Cast
.
TaUyHo
Ufa Oddity
Winged Death
Ufa Oddity . . . .
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of
Mexico
Ufa Oddity . . . .
Yale vs. Harvard
Our Gang ....

Aug. 275
Nov.
April
Mar. 267
Oct. 22
Oct.
8
.Oct.
1
.Nov. 19
. Mar. qO .

Sept. 10
Dec. 17
Jan. 14
Feb. 25
Dec. 31
Jan. 28
.Jan.
.Sept. 28
24
Sept. 3
.Sept. 10

Length
KevieweH
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
. 1 reel
Dec. 11
2 reels
1 reel
.1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
Dec. 11
1 reel
Dec. 11
1 reel
Oct.
9
1 reel
1 reel
, 1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

.Dec.
. Sept. 24

1 reel
. 2 reels

PARAMOUNT
Title
Aero Nuts
Behmd the Counter
Dad's Choice
Doctor Quack
Elegy, The
Fmd the King
Hot Heads
Ko-Ko Chops Suey
Ko-Ko Explores
Ko-Ko's Kane
Ko-Ko Plays Pool
Ko-Ko the Knight
Ko-Ko the Kop
Lo<:o Motifs
No Publicity
Row, Sailor, Row!
School Daze
Sealing Whacks
Short Socks
Sho"-' Tail, A
Tired Wheels
Uncle Tom's Caboose
Web Feet

Rel.

Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon ....
E. E. Horton
E. E. Horton
Du£fy-Shannon
Novelty
.
E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Crazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Date

. . . Oct.

Aug.

Aug.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Aug
Aug
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
Aug.

8 .

Length
1 reel.
. 2 reels
2 reels
. 2 reels

6. 2
2
.1
.1
1
1

reels
reels
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

.
.
.
.

Reviewed

Ant Life As It Isn't
Baby Brother
Big Reward, The
Bully, The
Chicken Feed

Star
"Aesop Fables"
"Our Gang"
"Aesop Fables"
"Aesop Fables"
"Our Gang"

1 reel .
o
1 reel .
17
1 reel .
24 2 reels .
1
2 reels .
20
1 reel. .
10 1 reel . .
1
2 reels .
13
1 reel . .
10 . 1 reel .
13
1 reel .
22
1 reel . .
27

12
19
31
4
12
28
21
28
25
18
12
17.
29
11
26.
21
26
5

.1
.2
2
2
1
10
1
1
1
1
,2
.1
2
2
1
1
.1
.2

Title

reel .... June
reels .... June
reels .... July
reels
reel
June
episodes
reel
reel
reel
reel
reels. . . .June
reel
July
reels
reels
reel
July
reel
reel
reels .... June

reel .
Sept. 18 ,11 reel
.
Aug. 14. 1 reel.
July 10.
1 reel .
Aug. 21 2 reels.
Sept. 23
1 reel. .
Aug.
7 1 reel . .
Sept. 4 2 reels.
Aug. 21
2 reels.
2 reels .
Sept. 18
July 24 11 reel
reel
Sept. 18

Village

mance, A
King of Sports
Memories

Rel.

June
June
July
Sept.
June
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
June
Aug.
June
June

June 26

1 reel

July

I

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Beauty and the Beach
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clark
1 reel
Big Pie Raid, The
McDougall Kids. . . . Bray
June
1 . . 2 reels .... June 1ft
Berth Mark
Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal
2 reels
Derelects of the Sea
Novelty
Bray
June 30 . . 1 reel
Deuce, The
McDougall Kids
Bray
June
1.2 reels
Dream of the Sea, A (Binocolor)
Film Dist.
Corp
1 reel
May 2T
God Made This Day For Me (Guest Jewel)
Aug.
1.1 reel
Great Guns
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Helpless Helper
Al Jay
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Henpecked in Morocco ... Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Heralds of the Spring
Nature Special
Bray
April 19 . . 1 reel
Isle of Sunken Gold, The
I Serial)
A. Stewart
Nat Levine
10 episodes
Here Comes the Bride .... Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
His Off-Day
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Hit and Win
Bray
Aug. 20
2 reels
It's a Great Life
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
It's All Wet
Bray
July 10 . . 2 reels
Jungle Belles
"Lantz Cartoon"
Bray
1 reel
June 10
Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Laugh. . ."Fleischer Cartoon" Red Seal
1 reel
July 22
Learn by Mail
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke.
.1 reel
Lift Your Face
Bray
Aug. 10
2 reels
Little Feet
Novelty
June
1 reel
July 22.
Ma and the Auto (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
Nothing to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Over There
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Sappy Days
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Scoop, The
Bray
July 20 .. 2 reels
Silence of the Snows (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
Sky Walkers
Novelty
June .... 1 reel
Sophomore, The
G.O'Neil-L.Graydon.Hi-Mark
Spooky Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Style Book
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
Water, Water Everjrwhere
Bray
June 20 . 2 reels
When Red Bit the Dust. . . . (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
July
1.1 reel
When We Were Kids
(Guest Jewel)
A. C. A. . June
1.1 reel
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Yellow Dog, The (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
April 1*

Greenwhich

Date
Length
Reviewed
. 1 reel
Aug.
7 . 2 reels .... July
t
June 26.
July
1
July
3 . 1 reel
reel
July 29
July 31. .1
. 2 reels
.2 reels
..'.'.'... '..Aug.
7 . 2 reels
June 19 10 episodes. June 17
.... June 24
jfune 12 . 21 reels
reel
Sept. 11
.
1
reel
June 17
June 19 1 reel
June
3
June
5
.2 reels. . . .July
1
July
3 .1 reel
July
15
July 10

College Kiddo,
The
Hurlock-Quillan
Comrades
in Work
Mabel Normand
Crimson Flash, The (Serial— Landis-E. Gilbert)
Cured in the Excitement. . . . Hurlock-Bevan
Cutting a Melon
"Aesop Fables"
Died in the Wool
"Aesop Fables"
Dog's Day, A
"Aesop Fables"
Don't Tell Everything
Roach Stars
Eyes and Angles
Sportlight
Fiddlesticks
Harry Langdon
Flying Feet
Sportlight
Flutterine Hearts
Charley Chase
Glorious Fourth, The
"Our Gang"
Golf Nut, The
Bevan-Quillan-A. Bennett
Hard Cider
"Aesop Fables"
Hawk of the Hills (Serial) . . Ray and Miller
Hole in One, A
"Aesop Fables"
Hook, Line and Sinker
"Aseop Fables"
Human Fly, The
"Aesop Fables"
In and Out Again
"Aesop Fables"
Love 'Em and Weep
M. Busch-Laurel-Finlayson
Love Nest, The
"Aesop Fables"
Love s Languid Lure
Ben Turpin
Olympic Games
"Our Gang"
One Man Dog, A
"Aesop Fables"
On the Hook
Sportlight
Pioneer Instinct
Sportlight
Pride of Pikeville. The . .
Ben Turpin
Prowling Around France with
Will Rogers
Travelesque
Red Hot Sands
"Aesop Fables"
Kidin^ High
"Aesop Fables"
Roaming
the Emerald Isle
with Will Rogers
Travelesque
Sailors, Beware
Roach Stars
Scents and Dog Sense
Sportlight
Small-Town Sheriff, The
. . "Aesop Fables"
Smith's Candy Shop
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Smith's Cook
Hiatt-McKee-Iackson
Smith's Pony
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Subway Sally
"Aesop Fables"
Tackles and Touchdowns . Sportlight

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
July 24 . . 1 reel . .
1 reel . .
Aug. 14. ..22 reels
reels. .... July
1&
July 17 .2 reels
Aug. 28

TIFFANY

.
.
.
.
.
.

PATHE-DE MILLE
Title

Title
Star
Taking Punishment
Sportlight
Weaker Sex, The
Rarebits
What Women Did For Me. .Charley Chase
Why Girls Love Sailors
Roach Stars
With Love and Kisses
Roach Stars
With Will Rogers Through
Switzerland & Bavaria. .. Travelesque

News

STATE RIGHTS

Re
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Title

Picture

July

24
17
29
17

24
15
1
3

22

Ro-

Color Classic
Color Clasyic
Color Classic

1 reel
1 reel
1 reels

Sept 1
Sept. 15

UNIVERSAL

Ah Gay Vienna
Charles Puffy
Barrymore
Tommy
(MusStar
tang)
Fred Oilman
Blake of Scotland Yard (Serial) Hayden Stevenson
Buster's Frame-Up
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Handicap
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Initiation
Trimble and Dog
Cows Is Cows (Mustang) .. .Corbett & Holmes
Crimson Colors
Lewis-Gulliver
Daze of the West (Mustang) Fred Oilman
Doctors Prefer Brunetts . . . . Neely Edwards
Do or Diet
Charles Puffy
George's Many Loves
Sid Saylor
Gun Justice (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Haunted Island, The (Serial) Tack Daugherty-Helen Foster
His Day of Days
Neely Edwards
Home Trail, The (Mustang) Fred Oilman
Honest and Truly
Charles Puffy
Horse Trader, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Jane's Relations
M. Marcel-E. McCarthy
Jane's Sleuth
Dorety-CIair
Man Tamer, The (Mustang) Edmund Cobb
My Mistake
Charles King
Oh Faxi !
Sid Saylor
On Furlough
Sig Saylor
Pawns and Queens (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Penny Ante
Harry Maim
Phantom Outlaw, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Piperock Blaze, The (Tuttle
Western)
Holmes & Corbett
Plain Jane
Please Don't
Plumed Rider, The (Mustang)
Fred Gihnan
Red Suspenders
Summerville & "Faimy"
Rest Cure, The (Tuttle Western)
Corbett and Holmes
Roaring Gulch, The (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Run for His Money, A
Arthur Lake
Rushing Business
Samson at Calford
Lewis Gulliver
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial— F. X. Bushman
Jr.)
Shady Rest
"The Gumps"
Silent Partner, The (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)
Sleepy Time Pal, A
Neely Edwards
Snookum's Asleep
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
Snookum's Clean Up
Snookuras-Clair-Saylor
Son of America, A
George K. Arthur
Square Shooter, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Stop Snookums
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
Surprised Honey
Neely Edwards
Tale of a Shirt, The
Jimmy Aubrey
That's No Excuse
Charles King
Trail of the Tiger, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
Under the Bed
Charies Puffy
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial) Wm. Desmond
What An Excuse
Charles King
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Wallace MacDonald

Rel. Date
July 26

.1Length
reel

Reviewed
July 18

June 18 . . 2 reels . . . . May
Aug. 16
. 10 episodes
June
6 .2 reels . . . . May
Aug.
1 .2 reels. . . ,
July
4. .2 reels . . . .
July
9. . 2 reels . . . .
. 2 reels . . . . July
Sept. 3 .2 reels. . . . June
June
June 20 . . 1 reel
Jime
June 13. . 1 reel
June 16 . .2 reels. . . .
July
2 . . 2 reels . . . . June
May
Jime
, 1 episodes.
reel
Aug. 16 10
.2 reels. . . .
June
4
Aug. 29 2 reels . . . . May
Aug.
July
June
Aug.
June
Aug.
July

20
17
22 .
27
29 .
10
27 .

2 reels
2 reels .... June
July
. 2 reels .... June
2 reels
. 2 reels .... June
2 reels. . . July
2 reels .
. July

27
20

16
24
24
17
2733

13
1
ID'
3
10
22
16

Aug.
6 . .2 reels. .
June 27 . 1 reel . . . ,
July

16 .
2
June 11. 2
Aug. 17 . 2
Aug. 24 . 2

.July 16
reels .... June 24
reels.
reels.
.May 20
reels .

July
June

16
20

30 . 2 reels .... July
6. 1 reel
May
Jime 26. .2 reels.
July 17. . 2 reels .... July
1 reel
Aug. 21
Aug. 31 2 reels
. 2 reels ....
10 episodes
.2 reels
Mar. 19.
July 11 . 2 reels
. 1 reel
July
2 reels. . .
Aug.
. 2 reels ....
Aug.
.1 reel
Aug.
June
Aug.
July
June
July
July
June

2
21
.1
.2
.2

June 17
Feb.

26

June 24
June 24
July 16

reels
July
reels.
. . July
May
reel
reel
July
reels
May
reels

4.
. 1 reel
13 . 10 episodes
. 2 reels
6. 10
episodes

1

22
13
16
1
20

June 24
June 24

Give Them the Best
Theatre patrons are entitled to
the best screen quality— which
means Eastman quality.
Give them the best. Most
productions are made on Eastman
Negative. Specify prints on Eastman Positive and you get the film
combination that first made
movies practicable— that has
maintained its superiority from
the beginning of the industry.
EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

THE DAY OF THE
SHORT SUBJECT
HAS ARRIVED!
To profit by their popularity
advertise liberally with
Posters by

"9^e

y and SerVtee'
or Qualit
Siqn of Superi
Qeneral
Office: Cleveland, Ohio
Branch Offices: NEV/ YORK

"■^

Plants: CLEVELAND

• NEW

YORK

and LOS ANGELES

CiTY • ELMHURST,

LONG

ISLAND

A'c./. r. .S". Patnif OfhiC
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THE SPOTLIGHT
OF THE SCREEN

is here !

NEWS!
IT'S the
TALK of
THE Industry.
THE New
NEWSREEL is
ONE more triumph for •

YOUNG
Vol. XXXVI

No. 8

BLOOD

ntcied as seioiid-ilass matter April 22, 1926, at the Post Ollice at Xew
under act of March 3, 1879
['uUUshcd

J-US .Inycics

Weekly— $2/111 ■< V.-ar

Yoik, X.

V

PRICE 20 CI
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Nezv York
L- II U J •
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Ready for Screening!
Ready for Booking!
GOTHAM LEADS OFF FOR THE SEASON
with the

GREAT ALL-STAR SCREEN COMBINATION
HELEN CHADWICK
PAT O^MALLEY and
HENRY B. WALTHALL
in

"THE

ROSE

OF

KILDARE"

A sincere presentation of GERALD BEAUMONT'S
romance of two worlds and two generations.

heart-gripping

IRELAND — AFRICA — and AMERICA furnish the backgrounds of this
original and unusual drama of a woman who remembered and a man who
forgot.
STELLAR SUPPORTING CAST includes
LEE MORAN,

ED. BRADY,

DALLAS

»■■■■■!!

CARROLL
Directed by

NYE

& ENA

^

GREGORY

FITZGERALD

I1»H1I11

welcome to new york !
tI Dear Harold: We're tickled to death you've come here to use the Big Town as the setting for
the gay new comedy you're working on so hard. Coney Island, the ball parks, the East Side, colorful
Broadway, swell Riverside Drive, are all set for your camera capers. Even to the ancient horse
car you're going to cavort around with. ^ Welcome, Harold, king of
comedy, and the entire staff of the Harold Lloyd Corporation. Paramount
and your great army of exhibitor friends and admirers eagerly await
your new Big Ace coming in the New Era in Motion Pictures —

rr-

IT'S sensational! It's phenomenal! It's record-breaking! THE \
GONE WILD OVER UNIVERSAL! East, West, North,
-THE BIG GUN EXHIBITORS GRABBING THOSE BIG
and Mortar Pictures! GREAT GUNS! BIG GUNS! Today it's
record-breaking Universal deal!— The next day it's the Stanley
U. B. O. And the Orpheum Circuit! Record-breaking deals!
biggest of houses! WOW! GREAT GUNS! The Long Run
the Universal Super-Shorts - THEY'VE GONE WILD OVER
MORTAR PICTURES! Loew jumps his booking of Universal
figures! Kunsky sets "The Cat and the Canary" for the preHarry Crandall breaks all precedent grabbing the first run serial,
Skouras Brothers are in line! And Nathanson, of Canada.
We hear it! You hear it! It's
WHAT A UNIVERSAL YEAR!

It's
Everywherel
Th^
Country
Over Universal! Universal Has

WAY THE COUNTRY HAS
JSouth— here, there, everywhere
'GUN PICTURES !-The Brick
West Coast Theatres settling a
^Company! The other day it was
Unusual
representation!
The
JjSpecials, the Big Gun Jewels,
\LL THOSE BRICK AND
Super-Comedies to new record
elease at the long-run Madison*
'Blake of Scotland Yard/'
5REAT GUNS! What a year!
n the air! It's here! It's there!

Mas Cone Wild
the Pictures!

/

WOW!

\

Can*t mention them all— haven^t got
the space— but look at the high spots!
WEST COAST THEATERS
STANLEY COMPANY -Philadelphia
COSTON BOOKING CIRCUIT-Chicago
GRIFFITH BROS. —Oklahoma
HOSTETTLER CIRCUIT-Omaha
CAPITAL
Kansas SEERS
City ENTERPRISES AZTEC THEATER- San Antonio
LIBERTY-Oklahoma City
BLUMFIELD CIRCUIT- San Francisco
LAKE AMUSEMENT CO.— Minneapolis
RODEN CIKCUIT-Kansas City
MASON CIRCUIT- Kansas City
BRUIN CIRCUIT- Seattle
MILWAUKEE THEATER CIRCUITMilwaalcee
AMERICAN THEATER— Salt Lake
RIALTO THEATER -Butte
GREAT FALLS AMUSEMENT CO.Great Falls
SCHOENSTADT CIRCUIT-Chicago
ORPHEUM THEATER ORCUIT
CARSTEN DAHNKEN-Salt Lake
B. & K. MIDWEST (BURFORD-L. AT.)
COONEY BROS.
Chicago
EASTMAN THEATER -Rochester
KARZAS- Chicago
MIKE GLYNN-New York

\

SKOURAS BROS. -SI. Louis
SHINE CIRCUIT- New York State
ALEXANDER FRANK AMUSEMENT

CO.

Iowa
WHITEHURST CIRCUIT- Baltimore
K. & C. OPERATING CO.- Binghamlon
BRODY CIRCUIT- Cleveland
KEITH'S THEATER -Rochester
AMERICAN THEATER -Salt Lake City
COMMERCE REALTY CO. & ALAMO
AMUSEMENT CO.- San Antonio
PLAYHOUSE
Hudson AND RIALTO THEATERS
GREAT LAKES THEATER -BuHato
ROGERS
SHERMAN THEATER New Haven
ODEON, STRAND AND MOZART
THEATERS— Canton
WOODWARD THEATER CO.-Delroit
Winnipeg
AUDITORIUM THEATER- Quebec
LYCEUM & COLLEGE THEATERS
U. B. O. CIRCUIT— New York
KEITH'S CIRCUIT -New York and Ohio
WILMER & VINCENT CIRCUITPennsylvania
HARRY BRANDT CIRCUIT - New York
SPRINGER CIRCUIT-New York
—and More- And More— And More

TELLING ITTO MILLIONS OF FANS
i^

^
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As the result of Great Short Features, backed by Great
National Advertising,the theatres show1'
ing Educational Pictures and the41 crowds
enjoying them have been steadily
increasing for more than seven years.
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Entertainment
That Never Lets Down
KAvzrthing That Never Lets U|).'
Year after year Educational carries on
an impressive national advertising campaign. .. .
Whetting the appetites of millions o/
steady picture goers for the irresistible
fun and merriment, the speed, pep,
punch, novelty andcharm of Educational
Short Features. . . .
Driving them into the theatres where
EducationaVs uniquely different comedies, novelties and news reels are shown.
Inducing them to go again and again

to see the new Educational releases —
to become your regular patrons, if you
feature them and because you feature
them.
During 1927, 34 full pages are being
employed in the six leading fan publications to teach fans to prefer Educational
Pictures.
Show Educational Pictures on every

BIG BOY
Jux/tAy SMTion Gmudks
Tuxedo Comedies
With Johnny Arthur
OUTDOOR
^KETCUES^
By Robert C. Bruce

HAMILTOM

Juvenile
•COMEDIES*

4ij4ima4gnel^mecue$

.^'Si^

program — exploit them — then all this
advertising will work directly to increase
your patronage and profit.

I

COMEDIES

^

'-=='CX)MED1ES

Felix fke Git
CARTOONS

•

by Pat Sullivan

Cuiio5itieS

Ri
EVOAMS
JjOGR
KIN
The News Reel Built Like a
Newspaper. Twice-a-Week ,

Produced by WALTER FUTTER

r\
e ES vy
mEDI
CaCOM
MSRMAIP

howes

lyma
PODGE
DGnE-hHO
COMBOJSS

Jack White Productions
Member
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays, President

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

DOnOTHY
DEVOUR
President

W

Here are Leaders — all buyers
What has induced these Exhibitors —
every one nationally or territorially dominant — to buy Fox Pictures? You know,
the quality of the product alone !
ALEXANDER

PANTAGES

CIRCUIT

Kansas City .^ Los Angeles .^ San Diego ,^ San Francisco .^ Memphis .^ Minneapolis
Portland ^ Seattle .^ Taconia -^ Spokane .^ Vancouver

PUBLIX

THEATRES

CORPORATION

Thirty- three Cities

WEST

COAST

THEATRES

CIRCUIT

California .^ Washington and Oregon

STANLEY

CIRCUIT

Pennsylvania -^ Delaware and Northern New Jersey

STANLEY-

DAVIS - CLARK

Pittsburgh and Suburbs

WM.

P. GRAY

CIRCUIT

Boston and New England

KARL

HOBLITZELLE

CIRCUIT

Dallas -^ Ft. Worth .y^ San Antonio .^ Houston .y Birmingham,

FRED

Ala. .^ Little Rock, Ark,

DOLLE

Louisville, Ky. "^ Terre Haute, Ind,

I. LIBSON
Cincinnati <x, Dayton <-v, Indianapolis

ROBERT

LIEBER

Indianapolis

COSTEN

CIRCUIT

COONEY

Chicago

ANDREW
MARK

STRAND

KARZAS
Chicago

CIRCUIT

iVet« England

BROS. CIRCUIT
Chicago

THEATRES
KEITH-ALBEE

CIRCUIT

Boston <^. Cleveland <~^ Akron

A Sld)i[) Sales Year?
NOT

FOR

FOX

Thousands of other Exhibitors
have signed where these leaders
have signed — the tlotted line on
the Fox Profit Contract. Slirewd
showmen book for profits.

FOX

PROFIT

PICTURES

of 1927-28 FOX PRODUCT
The strength of Fox pictures this season
is no accident. These pictures are the
result of long, carefully-planned,
business-like preparations : —

24 OF THE

38

Loves of CARMEN

COME
TO MY

Blanche Sweet

SILK HATS

SUGAR

HOUSE

THE GAY RETREAT
Sammy Cohen
Ted McNamara

THE UNKNOWN
BEAUTY

NONE
BUT THE BRAVE

GIRL

Olive Borden

PUBLICITY
MADNESS

Madge Bellamy
Edmund Lowe

Olive Borden
Neil Hamilton

Lois Moran
Edmund Lowe

SILK LEGS

PAID TO LOVE

Madge Bellamy

George O Brien
Virginia Valli

LUNA

THE HIGH SCHOOL
HERO
Sally Phipps

PARK

Victor McLaglen
Greta JSissen
Charles Farrell

COMEDIAN

Greta ISissen

ESCAPE

FRENCH

Janet Gaynor
Charles Farrell

VERY
CONFIDENTIAL
Madge Bellamy

ANKLES

Madge Bellamy

Mary Duncan

and in addition

WHAT

PRICE

Victor McLaglen, Edmund

DADDIES

Mary Duncan

George O Brien
Virginia Valli

Madge Bellamy
Victor McLaglen
Edmund Lowe

LANE

Earle Foxe

EAST SIDE
WEST SIDE

Olive Borden

THE

HOLIDAY

Olive Borden

PAJAMAS

THE

WIDOW-IN-LAW
Sally Phipps

Virginia Valli
Victor McLaglen

WANTED

SINGED

JOY

SPECIALS

Charles Farrell

Janet Gaynor

THE

FOX

HANGMAN'S
HOUSE

Dolores Del Rio
Victor McLaglen

2 GIRLS

NEW

GLORY
Lowe, Dolores Del Rio

also

14 WESTERNS,
with
TOM

FOX
104 ISSUES

FOX

OF FOX

MIX

and

SHORT
NEWS

PROFIT

BUCK

JONES

SUBJECTS
26 COMEDIES

26 VARIETIES

PICTURES

Oriental Masters
The skill of the individual worker made the
fame of oriental art.
In the Consolidated laboratories, skilled
craftsmen gathered from all over the world
develop the art of your productions with
the most amazing beauty.

'lH.I,'H.lftl.>.y:<.l:ilfl.!ll,^i.llL-^.l:H3l.-m]
New York

Los Angeles

Hal RoVJaRch
O

BOX-OFFICE
ANALYSIS
HAL ROACH

COMEDIES

{Look lip your hooks and check over husiness done while
a Hal Roach Comedy was on your hill — ask other exhibitors to verify your experience — then you can judge ivhether
you can do without these ynoney-raakersl)

10 "OUR

GANG"

The Greatest Short Subjects in the entire world — bar none !

10 CHARLEY

CHASE

Next to "Our Gang," exhibitors tell us that Charley Chase
is the biggest known draw in the short-subject iield.

10 MAX

DAVIDSON

We have seen his first character comedy for '27-'28 and
predict he will be one of vour strongest shorts next season.

10 ALL-STAR
These Hal Roach gems challenge many a feature in class.
They're proven money-makers.

M-G-M

NEWS

104 ISSUES— Twice Weekly
No program can afford to be without the newest and greatest of all Newsreels, produced by Hearst, plus M-G-M's
aggressive ideas.

-G-M ODDITIES

26 SUBJECTS— Ei-ery Other Week

Produced by UFA all over the world, they now play at the
5,400-seat Capitol, N. Y., and are singled out by the critics
as high-spots on the great Capitol program.

(IN TECHNICOLOR)

6 SUBJECTS-Ei;ery

Ttvo Months

A brand new idea in Shorts. Wonderful little dramas
produced entirely in Technicolor. We have seen the first,
"The Flag," and it is a wonder!

A I GREAT
EVENTS

READ THE CRITICAL
ESTIMATES OF THE
TRADE PRESS!
—they agree that in Shorts too, M-Q^M is the Top of the Industry
AT A PREVIEW IN THE EMBASSY THEATRE, N. Y., THE INDUSTRY'S
LEADING WRITERS ACCLAIMED M-G-M JUNIOR FEATURES
KANN
in Film Daily:
"M'G-M has no worry in
short subjects. The company need not take a back
seat for any competitors.
Taken by and large, the
special program of short
subjects flashed on the
Embassy screen yesterday
demonstrated that.
'The trade well knows the
abilities of Hal Roach in the
comedy field. And so when
you learn that Our Gang
appears in the M-G-M linemuchis
moreup there
to be isn't
said. very
The first
'Yale vs. Harvard' and it
is there. The well-deserved
popularity of this series is
again demonstrated by this
subject."
SEWELL

inM.P.World:

"The showing suggests that
M-G-M is in line for the
short subjects war and right
in the front line. The various items will be more definitely treated in a later issue."

THE BIG

JOHNSTON

in M. P. Neivs:

"Altogether, fine dramatic
short subjects."

CRUIKSHANK

in Telegraph:

The preview of the first
short subjects to be released
by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
indicates thattheshortproduct emanating from the
Lion's lair may be expected
to maintain a high standard
of excellence.
"AN AFRICAN ADVENTURE"— Here is a gem.
"THE
STING
OF
STINGS" — One of the best
of the Hal Roach produced
Charley Chase comedies,
two reels in length and borin merit.dering on an "Our Gang"
"SOARING WINGS"—
Another UFA one-reeler
which is one of the most
beautiful and fascinating
pictures ever created.

PARADE
THE

HANK

LINET
in Daily:
Exhibitors

"The showing demonstrated very clearly that MetroGoldwyn-Mayer mean to
handle their shorts with the
same attention to detail of
production which has always been evident in their
feature length product."

SPECIALS

STAR

(John Gilbert)
THE
IN OLD KENTUCKY

CROWD (King Vidor)
BODY AND SOUL

HITS

4 HAINES
3 DAVIES
1 NOVARRO
1 GISH
2 GILBERTS
1 SYD CHAPLIN
2 GARBOS
2 COOGANS
6 McCOYS
3 CODY-PRINGLES
3 DANE-ARTHURS
5 COSMOPOLITANS

JUNIOR
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
M-G-M NEWS
T%vicc Weekly

"YALE VS. HARVARD"
— One of the good old "Our
G a n g" CO m edi es with
Farina, Fatty and others of
the "old-timers" is augmented bya lot of new kids,
two of whom are especially
good. It is a high class short,
as are all of these series. It
is more lavishly produced
than the majority of its forerunners and ranks as a wow.

OF BIG PARADES

GARDEN OF ALLAH (Rex Ingram)
THE COSSACKS
ROSE-MARIE— NAPOLEON
MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERES

3 CHANEYS
SHEARERS
2 DOG STAR

"THE FLAG"— It is a thoroughly high class production,
a "prestige
with plenty
of realpicture,"
acting.
This is another one to bill
equally with your feature,
or an ideal feature itself on
an all-shorts bill.

The N.-i, N.'

FEATURES

— our gang— max davidson— charley chase— all star
M-G-M GREAT EVENTS
M-G-M ODDITIES
llntirety in

I'fchi\ici*tt>r

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Produce J all oti'i the ii'<)t/<( by UFA

IN '27-'28

jfie Ideal Modern /Imerican Girl

One of 'her "great vehicles for 1927-28
"WALKING BACK" based on this sensation;
Liberty Magazine Serial "A Ride in the Count
by George Kibbe Turner.

Two

Wild Days and Nights on the
Roaring Road to Ron^ance

j^_ J f ERE'S the swiftest-moving, serial you ever read.
^ Jl It plunges at breakneck speed into a fascinating
series of tensely dramatic adventures. It's all
over in forty-eight hours, and it leaves you breathless..
Young love, gang feuds, and the mysterious underworld of
Watch next week for
a great city.

A Ride in the Coimtry
By George Kibbe Turner
It Begins in Next Wee]i.'s LIBERTY

Reproduction of Announcement which
appeared in July 30th issue of Liberty)
This great serial is typical of the
series of four rapid-fire up-to-theminute stories of modern youth
selected for Vera Reynolds on the
Pathe-De Mille Program 1927-28.

The 3 other Hits are^
♦^ALMOST HUMAN"
with Kenneth Thomson
Screen play by Clara Beranger
Suggested by **The Bar Sinister" by Richard Harding Davis

Directed by Frank Urson
Presented by William C. de Mille

•THE MAIN EVENT"

.^#1

Adapted by Rochus Gliese
from the story "That Makes Us Even" by Paul Allison

Directed by William K. Howard

"The Heart
of Katie O'Doone"
from the story by Leroy Scott

Pafhe Exchange. Inc.
AL5 - PATHECOMEOIES

Foreign Diltrlbutorj Producers Intern.tional Corporation. HO We«r «th Streer. N. Y..
William M. Vocel. General Maoojer

Vito' Pflfect prog
aP« GRANTLAND
Fables Pictures, Inc.
presents

AE50P'5

RICE

Cartoonist Paul Terry

Produced by

^
r
t
f
t
r
o
p
S

The Most Famous Cartoon
Feature on the Screen

John L. Hawkinson

Here's another Pathc institution— a Big little feature
that never misses. Thousands of exhibitors depend
on it to round out the perfect program. A knockout
series of 52 for 1927-28.

Timely

V

Films, Inc.

DAY
OF THE

s

presents

^

A weekly digest of the world's best wit
and humor — a sure - fire bet on any
program.
Hockev

Pool and Billiards

Motor Racing

The Sporting Page of the Screen
A thrillin}; up-to-the-minute one reel feature
of universal appeal, edited by the world's greatest
sporting writer.

Pafhe Exchange. Inc.

"^
Dk MiLLt

»

Studio

Pictures

- Pathe

News

PATHE

WESTERNS

- PATHE SERIALS - PATH tCOME DIES

I

A u gust
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PEOPLE

THE premiere season is under way. "Wings" opened
first, closely followed by "The Patent Leather Kid."
Two war pictures, but each of marked individuality
and excellence.
"Wings" glorifies the airplane's part in war and carries a strong if incidental message for peace. For the
public, it is, and will be, a grand show. The airplane
stufif overshadows everything else, dwarfs the love story,
shoves it into the background, but who cares?
"Wings" is one of the screen's biggest novelties. It is
superb in its realism. Trick stuff and real stuff are dovetailed in such a way that only those in the secret know
where one ends and the other begins.
For the first time, in a sustained dramatic picture the
camera rides the clouds, and the audience rides with it.
This is a brand new sensation
*
* for *picture-goers.
THERE have been near-roadshows aplenty in the past season
or two. Some pictures have come along with a big ballyhoo
and died on Broadway — and Main Street — because they were not
roadshow calibre, though they turned out in some cases to be
pretty good specials.
In order to be a roadshow a picture must have several things,
but most important of all it must appeal to the circus instinct. If
it
hasn't the spectacular stuff that can be circused, it isn't a roadshow.
We hazard the guess that "Wings" will fly right into the roadshow class easily.
*
«
•
'T'HERE is war on Broadway. This is a statement that
may be taken two ways. One is that "The Patent
Leather Kid" opening last Monday night at the Globe
theatre is a competitive World War film with the other
three, the immortal "Big Parade," "What Price Glory"
and "Wings."
Just how much war stuff even Broadway can digest all
in one dose is a question, but it is this writer's opinion
that "The Patent Leather Kid" is not outclassed by its
illustrious predecessors, at least when it gets out of the
big cities.
Judged without comparisons with any of the war pictures— a pretty difficult thing to do for any one who has
seen one or more of them — this picture has plenty of
merit, notwithstanding some faults.
*
»
*
THE merit lies in a well developed although conventional story,
many individual sequences that hit the high spots in drama,
a mighty colorful prize fight, some good war stuff that doesn't
sidetrack the players and a splendid finish as to idea but which
misses a bit on execution.
The faults as we see them lie in the first half of the picture,
where the film comes dangerously near becoming a vaudeville act
to the detriment of the story development, and to too much space
being devoted to incidents in which Mr. Barthelmess has no active
part. After all, this is Mr. Barthelmess' picture as film fans will
view it, and they will sit in the theatre impatient for the time when
the "Kid" gets into that "wonderful war." There are numberless scenes, each carrying a certain amount of comedy interest in
themselves, especially on Broadway, that can be eliminated without doing any harm to the film, excepting shortening it, which will
have to be done when the production goes to the picture theatres.
One thing is certain about "The Patent Leather Kid." It
brings Mr. Barthelmess back in a story that is really worthwhile,
and gives him some badly-needed acting opportunities. It is also
safe to say that it is his best vehicle since "Tol'able David,"

Fil

mdo

m

which is as it should be. The star's acting is faultless, and he is
ably assisted by Molly O'Day, an unknown, who has one big scene
that would have tested the ability of our greatest emotional stars.
That she made the grade is all the more credit to her, but it may
not mean much at the box office.
*
*
*
T) EDUCED to a few words, "The Patent Leather Kid"
*^ just missed being in the "roadshow" class, but is
plenty big enough to stand them up in the picture houses.
Its war stuff is, of course, going to suffer comparisons, but
we are inclined to think that the picture doesn't depend
on its war atmosphere for its appeal.

It's a mighty good picture that will make money — and
that's what most exliibitors
are
looking
for these days.
»
»
*
ONE

of the best known -wTiters in America has been engaged
by a leading picture executive to write the latter 's life
story.
The author will receive $20,000 for the job.
The executive's life offers plenty of material for the writing of
a business romance. And the writer's name on the story will have
a lot to do with making it standard stuff for magazine purposes
or book publication.
»
*
<!
ANOTHER
leading executive has also hired another
leading writer to tell about his life in words.
For
how much, deponent sayeth not.
But the writer
has been traveling around with the executive for over a
year gathering material first-hand from the subject of the
biography.

Leading writers who are unable to "crash" the scenario
game might find the writing of biographies of executives
a pleasant and profitable substitute, not requiring such
an intimate knowledge of picture politics as the script
business calls for.
•

•

«

POINDING remedies for evils is constructive work. It is often
_f_ necessary first, however, to discover the evils, point out their
causes, and give them a thorough aii-ing.
One of the big evils at the moment is that there is entirely too
much financial exploitation of this industi-y by a few for their
own ends.

This is a practical world. Nobody of any sense expects a business man to work for nothing or to spend his whole time in philanthropies. But it is also true that the motion picture has been subjected to entirely too much financial jockeying.
•
«
•
^OOD

pictures
don't just happen. There are no magicians in this industry,
though some people seem to
think they are gifted with wizardry. Good pictures come
from consistent, able, original effort. And they come
also from close attention to business.
The stock ticker seems to be replacing the motion picture as the main interest of some film folk.
What folly this is ! As if the stock ticker could be made
to yield any real results in picture-making, distribution
and exhibition ! Playing the stock-market, to the exclusion
of hard work on this industry's real problems, won't do
the film world any good.
*
«
»

U ERE 'S a curious thing : the producer, being also an exhibitor,
* * IS passing on to himself the intolerable burden of foolish,
extravagant, nonsensical production costs.
The producers do not own or operate all the theatres, of course.
But they control a considerable
Whether they are pass{Continued number.
on page 576)

Motion
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Picture

News

Four generations of a comedy family; Bobby Vernon, starring in Paramount-Christie comedies, and his daughter, Barbara; his mother, Dorothy
Vernon;
and his grandfather,
Philip Ahrens

Ivan Petrovich. nho has the male lead in Rex Ingram'.s "The Garden
of Allah" for Metro-Goldwyn,
introduces
golf on the Sahara desert.
The others are Shorty Macreeh and Lt. Belkassen Zoubir

Two of Hal Roach's rascals in a gridiron bit from "Yale vs. Harvard^
an "Our Gang" comedy released by Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer

Victor Halperin (right) arrives in Hollywood to produce with his
brother Edward in association with Inspiration Pictures, and is met by
J. Boyce Smith, vice-president, and Mabel Livingstone, publicity direptor

Renee Adoree, who is being featured in the title role of "Rose Marie"
for Metro-Goldivvn-Mayer, with her newly acquired husband,
tVilliam

Gill

of /lis latest
sequence
opening
made" birth"home
a
dividing
by
"Home
First Sational picture, day
cake withMade,"
his players and staff

Johnny

Nines

icentre)

celebrates

the
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President
Calvin Coolidge,
at Sioux Falls, S. Dak., turns the crank
himself to inaugurate the first issue of the M-G-M News, the industry s
latest neusreel release

IT'e had to have at least one "pretty girl" picture on these pages.
This
is Estelle Bradley, one of the beauties in Educational comedies

Will Rogers seems to be kidding his new boss, Sam E. Rork, producer
of "A Texas Steer," for First !\atiotial release.
Richard W alluce, director, is at the right

Mary Louise Miller, a clever youngster,
and Rin-Tin-Tin,
whom
she
supports in his next starring vehicle for Warner Bros., "Jatvs of SteeF'

Mary Pickford's 13 "Best Girls," selected from all parts of the country,
were entertained at the Carthay Circle in Los Angeles, with Janet Gaynor as hostess, recently

Judith and Beulah. daughter of Samuel Zierler, president of Excellent,
returning from Europe on theMaeAquitania.
The dogs are the pels of
Murray

M 0 tio n
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Pictures and 'People-Continued
ing this burden to themselves as exhibitors, or shoving it along to
independent theatre owners, the result is just the same.
Now, the result too often is poor pictures which won't stand up
by themselves. What happens? Elaborate presentations costing
huge sums, and band acts which run theatre overhead sky-high.
What does it all mean? Trj'ing to cure one form of waste by
spending a lot of money in another direction?

IT

is understood from semi-official sources that all negotiations between the Saxe circuit of Wisconsin and the
Finkelstein and Ruben interests of Minnesota and the
Dakotas are completely off — at least for the time being.
The Saxe people rejected the proposition outlined by
F. & R. largely, it is believed, because of the Federal Trade
Commission ruling in its case against Paramount. The
decision of the Commission, which would indicate that
there will be a retarding of theatre building and acquisition on the part of distributor-exhibitors, is said to have
relieved the Saxe circuit of its fear of expansion of Universal in the exliibiting field. F. & R. has of course, felt
some concern also over the leasing of the new $2,000,000
theater in Minneapolis by Publix.

consolidation of four major city newspapers, and the entrance of William Randolph Hearst into the Pittsburgh (Pa.)
newspaper field, has stirred Pittsburgh exhibitors as no other development has in years. The saving of thousands of dollars yearly
in advertising rates, and the closer co-operation of publishers and
exhibitors, are foreseen as two of the most important motion-picture
factors of the consolidation.
THE

Governed by an iron-clad Publishers' Association, which
severely limited the prerogatives of each individual paper, the field
has, in the opinion of many, knuckled under to five daily and three
Sunday newspapers for years. The substitution of two dailies and
one Sunday paper for the former Post-Sun and Gazette-Telegraph,
giving the city a total of three dailies and two Sunday papers, is
thus viewed with relief by exhibitors.
While advertising rates are now uniform, the exhibitor will
secure full coverage in three papers, whereas he previously was
forced to use five.
Many of the larger exhibitors foresee the development of a keen
rivalry between the three existing papers in the motion-picture
sections — due to Mr. Hearst's acknowledged leaning toward the
motion picture as a matter of news interest. It is felt that the
Sun-Telegraph (Mr. Hearst's organ), will force the other publications to the use of additional space on motion pictures — ^a conjecture
which appears ready of fulfilment by the immediate establishment
of a movie-section on the part of the Hearst paper.
And, while no definite steps have been taken in this connection,
many exhibitors are anticipating a radical change in this policy —
and the establishment of regular metropolitan screen reviews .
A N interesting effort to eliminate "bunk" and the "high
"^ hat" from production, somewhat along the line we
have been advocating editorially, is being made by a young
producer just commencing activity in the East. Picture
making is not treated in this organization as a divine, esoAugust 26, 1927

teric mystery, but simply as a matter of hard work and
common sense.
Practically every man on the staff has at one time or
another found disfavor in a large organization because he
refused to be a yes-man — and these men have been given
to understand very distinctly that their continuance with
this company rests with their refusal to "yes" anybody.
Every man in the unit is free to criticize or praise anything
he likes — so long as he can give a reason for his view.
There are no "star chamber" sessions and secret conferences; no criticism behind anyone's back, because it can be
made to the victim's face without fear of dismissal. There
are no private offices, even, and titles mean nothing.
This frankness extends to all departments. If an actor
is unsuited to the part he seeks, he is told so tactfully at
once, instead of having his hopes falsely raised by being
told to "come back in two weeks." Any man in the organization can be seen at any time by anyone with a legitimate
reason.
The policy has already worked wonders in promoting
co-operation and team-play among staff and crew during
advance preparations, and has saved thousands of dollars
during the preliminary stages. How much further it will
go during production remains to be seen. Perhaps it
seems strange that we should regard as revolutionary
something so simple and sensible. It is a sad commentary
on film politics and intrigue that it should be so, but to
anyone familiar with studio tactics in general the substitution of sense for incense and frank criticism for fulsome
flattery is nothing short of epoch making.
•
•
•
ALTHOUGH there were many predictions at the time of the
exodus to California that New York was through as a production centre, the facts now point the other way. Harold Lloyd
arrives this week with his complete staff and unit to work for two
months. Henry King will be here shortly to make three productions. Pathe is making a serial at Cosmopolitan, and North American starts there next week on a color series. Robert Kane will
resume work about the middle of next month. Fairly well grounded
rumor has it that Meighan and Dix will be back in New York this
winter. Allan Dwan will probably resume before long. Numerous
independent productions are under way or contemplated. All of
which does not sound as though New York's production days were
exactly over.
*
»
•
SOME interesting points concerning our South American film
trade are raised by R. 0. Hernandez, a Colombia, S. A., editor
with several newspaper and magazine connections, now on a visit
to New York. He makes particular objections to the Spanish titles
placed in prints for the Latin- American trade. These, he says, are
largely written by men born in Spain who, as a result, used many
words which are ambiguous, incomprehensible or even obscene in
Latin-America, due to the difference in Spanish as spoken in Spain
and to the south of us. This, he points out, is like employing titles
written in the British idiom in America without change. The
solution, he feels, would be to have these titles written by welleducated Mexican or Colombian newspaper men, who could write
titles understandable in any Spanish-speaking country.
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York. Entered as second-

the talk
of a
nation!
C| Can you beat it? This "Chang" picture has gone and done it again! Smacked to smithereens
the eleven -year record of the California Theatre, San Francisco! Turned the reviewers into
raving press agents. Coming on top of that record-breaking 9 weeks' run at the Rivoli, New York,
where 301,000 people saw "Chang"; and S. R. O. engagements at the Fenway, Boston; Roosevelt.,
Chicago ; Adams, Detroit ; Million Dollar, Los Angeles ; Lyceum, Detroit ; and others t. n. t. m.
^ "Chang". Hailed on the editorial pages of the New York World, Duluth Herald and other
newspapers as the mightiest leap forward the picture industry has taken in years. Featured in
the Literary Digest, New Republic, Nation, McCall's and other conservative national magazines
as an event of world-wide importance. ^ Merian Cooper and Ernest Schoedsack, who risked
their lives for 18 months in the jungles of Siam to bring back "Chang", should be very proud.
Paramount is very happy. Not only for the sensational success of "Chang", but for the new
startling motion picture history being written daily by "Way of All Flesh" (352,422 spectators
in first seven weeks, including 9,158 repeaters, Rialto, N. Y. Fourth week at the St. Francis,
San Francisco, even bigger than the first). "Metropolis", "Beau Geste", "Barbed Wire",
"Firemen, Save My Child" and others of Paramount's 100% program. Cjj The new era in motion
pictures. "Different", daring, teeming with the life and color of this breathless age. And how
this smart modern public is responding! The talk of a nation! ^ Can Paramount keep it up?
We'll tell the world. We diagnosed public demand for something
new. We prepared. We're delivering. 75 more to come in 1927-8.
Have you got them? If so, you're sitting pretty. If not, hurry!
Time and your opposition wait for no man.
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Box-office Picture Buyers!
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In the side-splitting, laugh-roar
motion picture version of their
great stage success
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SO SIX TREMENDOUS WEEKS
at the EGYPTIAN— HOLLYWOOD
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playing to a BIG BUSINESS at the RIVOLI—

^^The funniest
film ever
N. Y. American

made^^

''Will

draw

shrieks of
delight from
alP^—N.Y, Telegram

Set your date for this one — NOW!

UNITED ART

black or flaming orange?
n Remember

when all fountain pens were black? Then a business genius, with a showman's

alertness, brought out flaming orange fountain pens. Sensing the rising demand of a new world
for beauty, color, life. Orange pens sold like wild fire. Then green pens, yellow pens, pastel pinks
and baby blues. Boom times for the pen business. ^ One big fountain pen manufacturer held
oflf. Stubbornly sticking to his black pens. Saying he had always made money with them and
always would. Scoffed at colored pens as a fad that would pass quickly. What happened? His
business stood still, then dropped dangerously. ^ This one-time leader woke up. Realized colored
pens were not a fad, but a sign of these changing times. Symbol of the desire for the new, the
different and unusual. He had to satisfy his public or quit. He blossomed forth with pens in all
colors of the rainbow. His business came back in leaps and bounds. But what previous losses
he had to overcome! Penalty for his delay, ^j The moral is plain, gentlemen. The 1927 public's
demand for the daring, the different, is broad, world-wide. It extends to all lines. To entertainment, to motion pictures, i^ Paramount is the one company that has sensed this. Paramount
is making pictures for this new world, "Beau Geste", "Chang", "Way of All Flesh", "Barbed
Wire", "Underworld", Clara Bow. Right through the new 100% Program. Exhibitors — don't
make the mistake of the man who scoffed at colored fountain pens. Don't blind yourself to
your public's demand.
Tomorrow

You can't buck the tide of the times.

your opposition may wake up. Line up today with the

thousands of smart showmen playing Paramount's 100% Program.
Pictures of a new world!
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Budgets
Advertising Is Competitive In Every Field But This

By William A. Johnston
THE top executive of one of the large easily into the millions. Costly mistakes are
picture companies told me last week calmly buried; the total cost of Hollywood's
that he agreed with our arguments in scrapped negative would make a yearly
behalf of selling pictures through service to scandal. In fine, the production budget eye
the exhibitor.
is strained only toward results; it looks right
cost
sheet.
^
^
^
^
"Why don't you do it?" I asked — "or and away over the
rather, why don't you do it better than you
do?"
"For two reasons," he replied.
"First, I am not, as yet, clear as to just
how service can best be given.
"And secondly" — here, to his credit, he
grinned — "there's the budget!"

Then there's the distribution budget.
I believe it can very safely be said that
the sales machines in this trade are the
costliest in the business world. As compared
Vvith production, the workers in the distribution branch are vastly underpaid. Nor
do the salesmen earn more than salesmen in
TLT E might better have said: "There's the other businesses; probably they are paid
budget.
And you can forget the other less; and they work harder. It is the tremendous effort to sell — or. rather, to outsell —
reasons."
the other company that makes the machines
If budgets won't permit of service selling,
so
costly. There are towns and towns in the
there won't be any. But if service selling is
correct then it would seem as if the budgets land that, w^ek by week, yield less film revenue than the cost of the salesmen who visit
that permit it are open to criticism and
them.
correction.
*
*
*
*
In other words — competition. That is, the
T UST what determines a budget in the urge back of distribution. Just as with production, iis
t the result that counts most. The
picture business?
Take the production budget, to start with. aim is to outsell the other fellow. The means
This budget seems to be a remarkably are worth the end, whatever the cost.
*
*
*
*
large and loose one. Back of it is as
strenuous and often hysterical competition
A ND now we come to another budget.
as the business world has ever seen. It is
The advertising budget.
marveled over. Star and story and other
Advertising is the 50-50 worker with the
production materials are fought for and paid salesman! You cannot sell goods with adfor in a wild, prodigal and jealous scramble.
vertising and without salesmen ; and you canPerformers from the stage, writers from the tising.not sell with salesmen and without adverbook, magazine and newspaper world walk
into the movies at salaries at least ten times
Is advertising a major factor in this field?
I'll say it is!
their former wage. Executives and directors
If the force that moves two hundred
get yearly stipends unparalleled in the business world. Single picture costs mount million dollars' worth of goods from Holly'T'

*?

'T^

'I'
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wood on through the box-office and turns
them into five hundred million dollars in

Picture
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dollars for planning and writing advertising

campaigns for some of the nation's business.
It sounds like one of our production salaries.
Evidently, in other large industries, they
think quite as much of the advertising as of
If any producer doesn't believe this to be
a fact then let him tell the exhibitor to quit the goods they make; they pay quite as much
spending ten million dollars a year in adver- for creative brains in each field.
I would suggest that one of our business
tising pictures to the public.
But — if he agrees that the exhibitor should leaders write an article for an advertising
spend this large sum — the greatest, per gross magazine on why advertising is not competitive in the picture business. It would
of business done, in all the retail world, —
then let the producer put into the exhibitor s be eagerly received, and curiously read.
Production budgets.
hands all the necessary information, all the
Distribution budgets.
right information, so that the exhibitor can
Advertising budgets.
make this advertising pay its best possible
dividends.
Just why do they differ so completely?
How, in the name of common sense, can
You do not find the producers meeting in
the exhibitor tell the people why they should concord and discussing their plans and excome to see the picture if the producer
penditures for plays, stories, players, directors, etc.
doesn't
tell the exhibitor why and how he
made them?
You do not find the distributors holding a
It is my contention— and that contention is joint convention in an effort to standardize
acknowledged in every other business but all selling effort.
Yet you do have the spectacle of executives
this — that the trade paper is the medium for
this information.
meeting in all seriousness and agreeing to
But if it isn't — if another is better — then standardize, with definite rules and agreements, their advertising effort.
use that other way.
But use something. And do the job as it
And I should say that this meeting is withshould be done, as it is done in other and less
out any parallel in the entire business world
of today.
remarkable businesses than this.
cash
isn't is?
a major factor in this business,
then what

Ah!
But there's a budget.
"You're right, my dear fellow, but the
budget won't permit this service."
Then — may I ask — who and what determined the budget? Why and what is its
size?
j^

y^

yfi.

y^

AA/'K

have seen — in fact, everyone knows
— that competition, hectic competition,
fixes the budgets of production and distribution, and the budgets are huge.

Evidently the leaders of this business don't
regard advertising as competitive.
r was always under the impression that
all advertising effort was highly competitive.
That is a general impression.
A book has just been published, the life
story of a man who earned, in all, five million

>^

^

^

^

A

PHILOSOPHICAL friend of mine
says that the most common and serious
error of the human race is an inability to recognize and freely admit mistakes.
A serious error has been made with advertising budgets in this field.
I think it is largely the fault of the trade
papers. They have not builded as they
should have.
But if the fault lies also with the companies let it be frankly admitted and corrected.
The issue, gentlemen, is not a trade paper
one. It is an issue with your customers, the
exhibitors, and. through them, a still greater
issue with the American public.
It is, in fact, the basis of the public relations ofthe Motion Picture industry.
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God Bless the Movie Critics!
Statement of a Real Problem About Which Something Has Got
to Be Done—A Practical Matter of Dollars and
Cents to Exhibitors and Producers
By WARREN

NOLAN

(Copyright, 1927, by Motion Picture Neivs, Inc. Republication rights granted provided credit is given the author and Motion Picture News)
(For four years Warren Nolan was a menber of the staff of "The New York Times".
For two years he was employed on the late
Mr. Frank Munsey's New York "TelegramMail", part of that time as motion picture
editor and critic. He was educated at St.
Viateiir College and Georgetown University.— Ed. )
ation's foremost drathis
IT was matic
critic,gener
Mr. George Bernard Shaw,
M'ho epitomized in the first volume of
his "Dramatic Opinions and Essays" the
crux of the present problem of newspaper
motion picture criticism, a practical matter
of dollars and cents to exhibitors and producers in the film business. G. B. S., refer,
ring
wrote: as ever to his favorite protag^onist
"When I criticized I really did know
wliat I wanted. Very few journalistic
critics do."

No

Standard

Yet

Here in America, the drama is criticized
by others who know : admittedly competent judges like Gilbert W. Gabriel of The
Situ, George Jean Nathan of The American
Mercury and half a dozen other publications; Alexander WooUcott of The World,
and Percy Hammond of The HeraldTribune. In the footsteps of the late
James Gibbons Huneker there have come
forward such music critics as Pitts Sanborn.
W. J. Henderson. Deems Taylor, Olin
Downes and Lawrence Gilman. Art has
Thomas Craven and Forbes Watson. Literature is criticized by H. L. Mencken, Carl
Van Doren, William McFee, Louis Bromfield, Harry Hansen and Shei-wood Anderson. Until recently those ranks included
Stuart Sherman of the University of Illinois and the Herald-Tribune's "Books,"
and Amy Lowell of New England and
stubby black cigars.
Listen. What have the movies ?
Wait a minute !
What single effort has been made in the
past fifteen years to erect any structure of
sound, fair motion picture criticism, and
to attract to that work clear-thinking, cultured literary men who are on a mental
level with those occupied in criticising other
art forms? It is axiomatic that the cinema
is a more universally appealing art form
or entertainment medium than any the history of mankind records. It is also conceded by all hands that the clientele of the
cinema is identical with that of large-circulation dailies : the same mob. Then, too,
movies now are news and newspapers have
so generally accepted that fact that their
reporters go forth and collect information
about Gloria's unbobbed boh, Charlie's
opinion of Rodin and Pavlowa, and the
rims of Harold's glasses.

Still there is no motion picture criticism,
journalistic or otherwise; no standard
agreed upon by any two reviewers ; no
theory of criticism sponsored by any newspaper but The New York Times. And that
theory eliminates analytical criticism in
favor of reporting. There is not even any
indication that a foundation has been laid
for a critical structure.
Managing editors, publishers, critics, motion picture men with brick and mortar that
is concerned — nobody seems to give a damn.
A situation that should not be tolerated is
endured on all hands, surreptitious cursewords occasionally relieving picture men of
their sentiments.
In New York City motion picture critics
have been made from dried-up editorial
writers, wistful young ladies fresh from
reams of advice given to the lovelorn,
sports Avriters, ex-acti-esses, police court reporters, sons of English noblemen, and
eighteen-year old cub reporters. It is not
so bad in London or in the hinterland of
America, unless one lists cities in which
advertising managers control motion picture news pages.
No inquiry is made into backgrounds of
applicants for motion picture critic posts,
nor into their aptitude for the particular
work, their knowledge of the English language or their possession of the critical
faculty. Himself, a managing editor rarely
sees a film — only when his wife's second
cousin must be entertained during the postharvest season — and his selection of a critic
directly reflects his own low estimate of pictures. He never reads his critic after engaging him and usually fires him when he dares
to ask for a raise in salary. As a result,
movie critics as a class have little standing
on newspapers. Sometimes they are highly
intelligent people, but it does not matter.
Even Jim Tully is entitled to abuse them.
Why?

What's the/.matter?

Editors"
WithManaging
the endorsement
of Mr.Fault
William A.
Johnston of the Motion Picture News, the
present writer simply states the problem.
At this time no bullet-proof solution can
be offered, no all-encompassing conclusion
drawn from the stated premises; only a
personal opinion as to remedies may be expressed. This erstwhile critic is sufficiently
engrossed in the subject to want to Start
Something — to awaken publishers and editors of newspapers, executives of film companies and (possibly) critics themselves
•from the obviously unanimous lethargy on
this subject, and thus to inspire some constructive thought on the part of responsible parties who are in a position to know
the facts.
Something
Ought
To Be Done.
The

author is just he whom F. P. A. has named
The Atitention-Caller.
Managing editors' choices of motion
picture critics have been carelessly made in
a majority of cases. Had proper men been
engaged in the first place they themselves
would have decided upon some canons of
cinema criticism by now; and through subsequent education and guidance of the public, keen appreciation of fine pictures by
audiences would have been hastened.
The film critic's salary is low; and the
job never has had an attractive air of respect thrown around it in newspaper offices.
The average weekly pay of a New York
movie critic is $65; only three men and
one woman receive $100 or mlore, and they
have been at their posts for from three to
six years each. The critic of one evening
paper took her job for no salary at all because she wanted to be in the company of
great movie stars, her predecessor says.
There are, of course, such critics as John
S. Cohen, Jr., of The Sun, whose reputation
is not due to the fact that his father is publisher of The Atlanta Journal; and Roscoe
^IcGowen, former critic of the New York
Daily Nezvs; and Richard Watts, Jr., of
The Herald-Tribune, all of whom sought
their critical jobs because they actually
liked motion pictures.

The N. Y. Critics
Cohen was a reporter on The Sun and
for a year wrote movie criticisms for no
remuneration and under the anonjonity of
"The Moviegoer," seeing new pictures Saturdays and Sundays and on Mondays returning to his regular reportorial duties.
McGowen, a mild-mannered man forty-two
years old, was writing editorials on The
Daily News at an excellent newspaper
salary. When he switched to movie criticisms he approached his new job in the correct spirit : modestly and frankly admitted
he knew little of pdcture-making and heace
asked many questions about production and
distribution. He tried to be thoroughly
grounded in pictures. McGowen was one
critic who kept close to his readers ' average
intelligence — rock bottom— without patently
"writing down" to them.. He took his
audience for a guide. Watts likes movie
criticism so much that he has refused three
offers from one determined independent
producer and another from Mr. Walter
Wanger of Famous Players, for more than
double the salary he is paid on the HeraldTribune, to remain in criticism. Cohen, also,
declined handsome propositions from Mr.
Paul Bern of Metro-GoldAvyn-Mayer and
Mr. Walter Wanger of Famous-Players last
year. The three instances are cited to show
that it is possible to attract and retain
people who like movies and who take a
pride in their jobs.
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God Bless the Movie Critics!
Presently a New York dramatic critic
would be highly indignant if offered a job
as film reviewer. Yet the opportunity
afforded a critic of motion pictures made
by such men as Chaplin, Von Stroheim,
Lubitseh, Murnan, Lang, Cruze, Vidor,
Brenon and a dozen other intelligent directors is far wider than that to be had in
appraising the latest Shubert girl show or
the current opus of IVtr. Samuel Shipman
or the prolific Mr. Owen Davis. Bad as are
many pictures in Broadway first run theatres, the average film offered in Times
Square is on a higher artistic and entertainment level than the average "legitimate"
offering of the past three seasons. "Broadway," the stage success, was matched in
construction, technique, characterization,
staging and effect by the films, "The Big
Parade," "Resurrection" and "Stark
Love," to name the first three that come to
mind. (Of course young Mr. Jed Harris
will deny this.)
"A Woman of Paris," Chaplin's serious
film, is comparable as a creative effort to
any Eugene O'Neill play, while Jannings'
"A Last Laugh" is a short story as perfect as any from the pen of Theodore
Dreiser or Sherwood Anderson.

"High-Brotv'

Bunk

After all, the high-browed pose assumed
by aspiring intelligentsia (including most
critics) of avowedly scorning the cinema,
is just about all wet. Intelligently made
movies need no appologia written for them.
I have sat with the ponderous Dreiser in
a proj(H;tion room and listened to him rave
about the art of Chaplin for two hours.
Jed Harris, producer of "Broadway,"
thought
so muchChaplin
of "A a "Woman
of Paris"
that he wrote
letter and
offered
to work for him free of charge — only to become self-conscious at the last moment and
put the letter in his trunk, where it still
reposes. The fire-eating H. L. Mencken recently went to Hollywood to arm himself
with material for a fresh barrage on movies;
he met some intelligent people and returned,
a convert to films. When Valentino was being buried last August I had a strange telephone call: Mencken wanted a ticket! With
men like these attracted to films — why not
a higher type of newspaper critic?
The average movie critic sticks to his $50
or $75 a week job because he has his byline (for attainment of which some newspapermen struggle for years) and the right
to say what be thinks about Charlie Chaplin, Ernst Lubitseh and Eric Von Stroheim,
who chuckle at his opinions if ever they
read them. Further, a critic may bawl out
press agents making thrice his salary, demand tickets for his relatives, sit between
Jesse Lasky and Will H. Hays at premieres,
crab to a producer about a press agent if
his seats are behind those of Abe Schwartz
of the Evening Blotz, pass judgment on
stories written by men whom he does not
like personally, and even (as did one) put
a sign on the door:
"Tuesday is the day for press agents.
Stay out."
There never was a movie critic who didn't
get the thrill of a lifetime out of Douglas
Fairbanks remembering his name.

//.
Who

Reads Critics?

Managing editors have no interest in motion picture criticism because they estimate
that only 5 per cent of the total readership
looks at a critic 's remarks, and that in New
York fully a fifth of that 5 per cent is to
be found in the motion picture industry. A
managing editor does visit prize fights and
plays. Usually he has married a feature
writer who likes to attend concerts and
operas. But in their private lives New
York managing editors, with two exceptions, do not pay much attention to movies ;
hence they do not know one critic from
another.
The motion picture editor of the second
largest New York evening paper spent five
months last year trying to induce his boss to
attend a gala premiere of a roadshow film,
thereby to convince him that movies now
are important in New York. Not only did
the editor persistently refuse to attend, but
a month later he fired the critic. In the interim he had begim to read his critiques !
Another publisher discharged a movie
critic on one day's notice because his name
was plastered in ten feet lights on the facade of a Broadway theatre, as endorsing a
picture. Until it had been up two weeks,
the critic had not even seen his name. The
publisher believed someone must have
"reached" his critic — though the film in
question had been praised by half the reviewers in New York and nationally is a
box office hit.
One managing editor believes movie audiences,
are should
numbskullslikeandhis
thattabloid's
anotherreaders,
bonehead
write for them; he says unabashedly and
unqualifiedly that no intelligent person
would read a film critic, anyway. Hence
this editor does not bother particularly
about his selection, merely shifting someone from another department to write picture reviews.
Hearst actually has long since discovered
the wisdom of training people to get movie
news. Yet his critics, who are in themselves
smart women, amount to little in criticism
because it is apparently difficult, even for
a clever woman, to take a dispassionate,
reportorial attitude in reviewing a picture
after she has been dealing as a reporter for
a month in advance with the star and director concerned.

Raise

Their Pay!

The remedy? A minimum salary of $100
a week should be paid motion picture critics in New York, so that they will dispense
with free lunches and press agent dinners,
and writing autobiographical scenarios that
only embarrass producers. Every press agent
in New York has a sneaking admiration for
Quinn Martin because he declines to attend
their functions.
Next, a man who is to be made critic
should be sent to Hollywood for six months
to infest the studios and learn how pictures
are made, so that in criticism he will not.
demand effects that he should know are
presently impossible of achievement. (Consider the pronounced improvement in the
criticism of James 0. Spearing in The
Times for two weeks recently, following
his production experience.)

Picture
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Continued

After that, the prospective critic should
serve as assistant reviewer for half a year,
covering lesser openings and minor pictures.
During this time he should be writing according to his publisher's previously defined standard of criticism, whether that be
one of straight reporting, personal reaction,
statement of audience reaction, or mere
opinionated writing (which, however, should
be tolerated only in a man who has by five
years of sound criticism made his opinion
interesting per se). After two years of
first-string movie criticism, a man should
be changed to other work for a year and
then allowed to return. Every critic in
New Yrtrk naturally is stale now, after
looking at ten pictures a week for a year
or more. Further, this summer many of the
films have been bad indeed. The mere
viewing of so many pictures in so short a
space of time tends to remove a critic from
his readers, who are not so hyper-critical,
since they see but one film a fortnight.
No dramatic critic in New York started
cold as first string critic, without having
served an apprenticeship. Every film critic,
did. Is that — nice?

Modus Operandi
Only at night should reviewers see films.
After a comfortable dinner, the critic
should attend one film in a night — and in
the same spirit in which he would go if a
lajTnan : with a genuine desire to enjoy the
show. Any critic (and there have been
some) who attends a film as part of his job,
should be fired.
Critics should arrive on time and see the
film from its beginning. They should not
sit together in loges but in the orchestra
or (better still) the balcony, among patrons
who read their papers. The present cliques
of two and three critics should be disbanded by themselves, as similarity between
reviews is the inevitable result of viewing
pictures in pairs or trios, and subsequent
chatting about merits and faults of films.
The resemblances between certain reviews,
in methods of approach and factual content
is so palpable as to be mirth-provoking.
Many critics read every other reviewer in
town — so that their own articles contain
less original thought than unconsciously
assimilated views of others. Critics should
buy their own seats (as does Mr. Percy
Hammond and as did Mr. Stuart Olivier,
Publisher of The Telegram-Mail in 1925)
and in ever\' way possible be made to forget that they are critics by divine right, set
apart from other human beings looking at
the film. Viewing three pictures on a Sunday afternoon is bad for the second and
third picture the critic, and the newspapers' readers. With ten films to be reviewed
everj' weekend, it is stupid to have but one
reviewer to a paper.
No previews without music should be
given critics, since it is apparently difficult
enough for them
ing power and
ideal visual and
being left alone
a film.

to estimate a film's drawworth in a theatre under
aural conditions, without
in a i>rojection room with

(Concluded next week)
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THIS week saw the inauguration of
the industry's sixth newsreel service
— M-G-M News, billed as "The
World's Spotlight," and produced by
Hearst News Service, Inc. It features
novelty and stunt stuff rather than purely
topical news, with a considerable degree of
refinement in production. Vol. I, No. 1,
presents President Coolidge operating a
newsreel camera — truly a distinguished
cameraman to have on its new staff. A
striking aviation subject, a corking racetrack story in which a riderless horse wins
a steeplechase in Paris, a thrill subject
built around a knife thrower, ending with
a punch scene in which the knife is thrown
directly at the camera, and a good w/iter
subject with cameraman and boat tossed
about on the turbulent waters of Cataract
Rapids near the Grand Canyon, are among
the items in the first release.
Fox News, Vol. 8, No. 92, also has a
striking air subject showing a war game
participated in by Fort Bliss cavalry and
planes from Kelly field, Texas. Taken by
Jack McFarland, the subject shows from
another plane the maneuvers in which the
planes swoop down over the horses and
zoom up again to escape the anti-aircraft
fire. Some aftermath of the flood, a parade
of the king's bodyguard in Rome, a National Guard review in Illinois and miscellaneous events make up the reel.
No. 93 has a Coolidge subject at Mt.
Rushmore, a remarkable bridge under construction in France, speedboat races at
Cowes, England, a Swiss village festival,
surf-boarding at a Jersey resort, dancing
girls atop a New York skyscraper, and
miscellaneous personalities.
Pathe News, No. 67, shows the
welcome of Col. Lindbergh in Detroit, a 70foot kite built by students in Japan, Lou
Gehrig fishing, an interesting Egyptian
travel subject, more Chinese revolution, a
good human interest baby gorilla story and
night blimp maneuvers at Camp Meade.
No. 68 includes the Coolidge and Gutzon
Borglum subject at Mt. Rushmore, a Kansas City baby show, a Judge Gary story,
shots of the Pacific flight entrants, including Art Goebel, the winner, a Wightman
cup tennis subject, sailor maneuvei-s at
Newport, and others.
Paramount News, No. 5, also has military
maneuvers, dealing mainly with tank formations at Fort Benning, Ga., the regatta
at Cowes, England, with King George's
yacht winning, the welcome given Egypt's
king at Rome, a stunt subject of Ray Wood,
high diver, Honolulu air derby entrants,
and miscellaneous news flashes.
No. 6 includes the Wightman cup tennis
matches, Coolidge at Mt. Rushmore, the
new Jefferson memorial at Charlottesville,
Va., where a billion candle-power searchlight is now turned on the statue of him a
quarter mile away, the German endurance
flight, a volcanic eruption story from
Vesuvius, an interesting subject showing
the part the horse plays in National Guard
maneuvers and activities, and miscellaneous subjects such as Edison on the radio
and Thea Rasche's plane in the Hudson.
International Newsreel, No. 66, includes
a considerable variety of subjects, such as
the races at Goshen, N. Y., the cleaning of
Crystal Palace in London, Ziegfeld picking
and rehearsing Follies girls, an aquaplane

$2,216,858 Gross for Roxy Theatre,
is Reported for 21 Weeks
THE Roxy Theatre has rolled up a gross of $2,216,858.39 for the
twenty-oue weeks beginning March 12 and ending August 5, according to the Wall Street Journal, which gives the total gross for each
week. It is pointed out by the Journal that these figures do not include
receipts from the premiere on March 11, which approximated $30,000.
The biggest week at the house of those included in the statement was
that of April 16, Easter week, when the amazing total of $129,524.35 was
grossed,
the attraction
being,
The Journal
estimates
the "Ankles
weekly Preferred."
overhead at the Roxy as between
$50,000 and $70,000 and the net earnings for the period covered as $1,000,000. According to reports "What Price Glory," the current attraction at
the theatre, will gross the largest returns of any single week since the
house opened.
The report is that the first two days grossed $50,000.
Here are the figures given by the Wall Street Journal since the opening
of the house:
Week
Gross
March 12
$125,917.40
March 19
116,661.06
March 26
129,061.63
April
2
107,835.75
April
9
110.929.85
April
16
129,524.35
April
23
102,888.80
April
30
106,409.70
May
7
96,740.30
May
14
101,316.75
Mav
21
94,298.45
May
28
116,160.40
June
4
88,055.70

June
June
June

11
18
25

108,218.85
103,522.65
99,214.10

July
July
July
July
July

2
9
16
23
30

103,522.65
88,268.15
97,320.20
89,991.65
101,000.00

Total, 21 Weeks

story, Japanese wrestling events, baby lion
cubs and the blimp and tank sham battle
at Camp Meade.
No. 67 shows ten thousand Turners in an
impressive gymnastic display in Germany,
Judge Gary, Edison broadcasting, Coolidge
at Rushmore, the Forest Hills tennis battle,
Franch cadets in trick riding, the Vesuvius
eruption, and several others, including a
number of regional subjects for certain
territories only.
In Kinograms, No. 5317, the subjects include the King and Queen of England visiting Scotland, dancing on a surfboard.
Mayor Walker of New York sailing for
abroad, a Tunney-Dempsey story, a new
cyclone roller coaster at Crystal Beach,
Ontario, children at Stroebeck, Germany, in
a chess game with living figures, and a
monkey driving a motorboat. Four of these
are Kinograms exclusives.
No. 5318 shows the Forest Hills tennis
matches, personality items on the late
Judge Gary, Edison and Coolidge, the fire
chiefs' convention in Portland, the Marblehead regatta, an exclusive showing a "onelung" auto built by Reedsburgh, Wis.,
youngsters, French girls at a Paris university in gymnastic work, and a thrilling
motorcycle race at Springfield, Mass., with
shots of an actual collision.

$2,216,858.39

Athletics Will Bring Case
to U. S. Supreme Court
In the fight to remove the Sunday baseball ban and all other Sunday commercialized amusements which Pennsylvania prohibits because of the presence on the books
of a blue law dating back to 1794, John R.
Geyer, of Harrisburg, and Charles G. Gartling, of Philadelphia, announced definitely
on August 10 their intention of carrying
the issue to the United States Supreme
Court. The two are counsels for the Athletics of the American Baseball League.
The action follows the decision of the
State Supreme Court against the Sunday
sport upholding the Dauphin County Court,
of Harrisburg, where the issue was first
joined in behalf of Sunday baseball. When
the State Supreme Court ruled on the issue
two of the justices dissented against the
opinion, claiming that the violation of the
ancient law is merely a penal offense for
which a $4 penalty is provided for by the
law. Under this opinion, said the two dissenting judges, the club could continue Sunday baseball by paying the fine and costs
provided by the statute.
Preparations for the appeal will not be
completed until about October 1, according
to Messrs. Geyer and Gartling.
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Federal Regulation of Film Corporations Seen As Possibility
¥^EDERAL regulation of corporations in the film industry looms as
ri an eventuality of the investigation of the fraudulent security
situation which has just been ordered by the Federal Trade Commission.
The purpose of the inquiry is to gather and compile arguments for
legislation, State or Federal, dealing with corporations, to prevent the
sale of "blue sky" securities.
Millions of dollars a year are taken from "hard headed" business
men and others who "fall" for the glib talk and attractive literature of
the fake stock promotor. The commission has had before it a number
of such cases and has issued orders requiring the promotors to cease
and desist, but new companies spring up as fast as existing ones are
put out of business and members of the commission are coming to the
conclusion that only stringent State or Federal regulation of corporations will deal with the situation.
Such regulation would affect the honest as well as the dishonest corporations and, if adopted, would make incorporated concerns in the
film industry subject to government regulation in much the same
manner as railroads now are controlled. Present corporation laws,
it is pointed out by Commissioner Abram F. Myers, sponsor of the
Federal Trade Commission's investigation, deal with the business
activities of corporations but not with the corporations themselves, and
he favors adoption of a plan such as that advocated by Professor Ripley
of Harvard University, placing security issues and other corporate
activities under strict regulations.

Exhibitors in Southeast
"Trading Hard"Selling

Chains, Buying Cautiously, May Make
Round Proposition
BUYING conditions in the Southeast
are reported from Atlanta as loosening up a bit, but with the chains driving hard bargains and not contracting for
their entire season's product at one time.
Distributors, as a consequence, are fearing
that the selling proposition will be an allyear-round one, with the additional expense of sending men back over the same
territory.
With Labor day and the opening of the
season but a few weeks off exhibitors are
realizing that they must have product and
they are now buying slowly and carefully.
They realize there is an abundance of product to be had and in most cases they are
insistent upon hard bargains.
One of the largest of the independently
owned circuits, comprising a few of the
larger cities and a number of small towns,
with scarcely any opposition, is said to have
purchased only the product of one distributing company up to the present time. It is
said that one national organization only
has succeeded in successfully breaking
through and is sold in the key points in
the eleven Southern States.
Salesmen are striving hard to push their
product and to close for a large volume of
business during the selling season, but they
are finding it a very difficult proposition
with so many pictures on the market ai\d
the companies offering complete sei-vice.
One salesman well and widely known
throughout llie Southeastern territory and

Year-

for years identified with a leading company
has declared the selling season will in all
probability last throughout the year. He is
quoted as follows:
"In towns where our customers usually
buy our entire season's product at one time,
I am now selling one-fourth to one-half
of the scheduled output. To complete the
job I will have to go back again. It means
covering the same job twice, three or four
times, to get the results we got in the past.
The merits of the pictures make no difference at present. The exhibitor is cagier
and he is going to take his own time and
make every effort to get his pictures on his
own terms. The salesman's job is going
to be even tougher than it has been in the

Seven Midwestern Regional
Papers
Welded Together
''

past. Reel Journal," Kansas City re"The
gional, has banded together two regional
papers and created four more which will
))(' operated as a unit. Each publication
will retain its own individual identity. The
seven papers will together embrace 17
states in the Middle West. They will be
])ublished Aveekly and will maintain several
departments similar in nature; some of
tlie material for these departments will be
syndicated. Advertising in the seven journals will be sold as a single unit.
The seven papers in the deal which was
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instigated by Associated Publications, publishers of the Kansas City regional for many
years, are, besides the "The Reel .Journal,"
"Movie Age," "Michigan Film Review,"
"M. P. Digest," "The Ohio Showman,"
"Film Trade Topics," and "Exhibitors
Tribune." The last four publications are
new and circulate in Chicago and Indianapolis, Cleveland and Cincinnati, Denver and
Salt Lake City, and Oklahoma City and
Memphis, respectively.
Ben Shylen is president of Associated
Publications
Kansas City. maintaining headquarters in

Stanley and Schine
Plan
New Houses in Syracuse
Assuming that rejjorts published in
Chester Bann's column in the SjTacuse
Herald are correct, the city of Syracuse,
New York, is likely to have two new theatres shortly. The coluimi reports that the
Stanley Comi>any through the Mark Strand
organization will build another house while
the Schine chain of theatres will be augmented by a new theatre.

Loew

Expands
Brooklyn Chain

in

The Manor Theatre, at Coney Island
Avenue and Avenue H, and The Piccadilly,
a second theatre, will become Loew theatres
shortly. The Manor has been acquired by
the theatre corporation and will offer a
straight policy of motion pictures starting
August 31. The Piccadilly will be completed
within several months.
Early in September another addition to
the Loew circuit vnW open in the Loew
Canal Street Theatre, at Canal and Ludlow.
Loew's Commodore Theatre, Second Avenue and Sixth Street, a recent acquisition
will be opened on September 1.

E. G. Sourbier in Control
of Central Amusement Co.
Ed G. Sourbier obtained control of the
Central Amusement Companv stock in a
$1,050,000 stock deal this week.
Central Amusement Company owned the
Lyric and a Washington St. restaurant site,
formerly the location of the old Alhambra
theatre. A new corporation kno\vTi as the
Washington and Illinois Realty Company
will be formed with Sourbier as president.
The corporation will have as its holdings
the Central Amusement Company properties. Fletcher American Company, trustee,
will offer $875,000 of 6 per cent stock.
Sourbier already owned 25 per cent of
the stock. Under the purchase agi-eement
he obtained 54 per cent of Charles Olsen,
now president and manager, one per cent
of Mrs. Jessie Barton, five per cent from
Gene Marks and fifteen per cent of Martin
M. Hugg, attorney.
Hu^ announced the Apollo, Alamo, Regent houses, in which Marks, Olsen and
Hugg
are interested, are not aJfectcd by
the deal.
Lyric is expected to continue present
policy.

A Correction
Through an error in our review of "Kid
Tricks," an Educational-Big Boy comedy,
the direction was wrongly credited to Ford
West, an actor, instead of Charles Lamont,
who is directing the Big Boy comedies.
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Salaries
Stars'For Reduction
Cut Movement
Plan
with
Said to bedin General
Producers Woul
Present Contracts

from
IT would seem, according to word
tlie coast, that big salaries of the motion picture stars may be a thing of
the past in the near future, despite the recent peace meetings at which the matter of
reduced production costs were thrashed out
satisfaction of all conto the
d. apparent
cerne

The newest retrenchment move, according to the word, contemplates the reduction
of salaries of stars as their present contracts expire, and if they are not satisfied
with the reduction figures they will be replaced by players from the ranks, who, will
be widely exploited, and whom the plan is,
to give better play material.
The Los Angeles Times is responsible for
the original publication of the story during
the week and the giving of the details of
the plan. According to the Times the plan
was first broached about six months ago
when Will H. Hays was in Los Angeles.
The move, according to the story, resulted
from the detennination of the producers
to cut salaries. This having failed when
Paramount proposed the 10 per cent cut, it
is said that the plan now provides for an
iron clad agi-eement binding on all producing factors identified with the Association
of Motion Picture Producers.
All existing contracts are to be carried
out to the letter. As each one expires the
star will be asked to Avork for a lower
salary. Refusal will mean replacement by
a player of lower rank. It is figured that
a wide exploitation campaign for a year,
together with suitable vehicles, will bring
comparatively unknown players almost to
the prominence of the star.
It is said that all producers must be included in the agreement in order that competition will be eliminated. The danger is
seen of competition from the independent
producers and that is also said to have been
provided for. It is held that the independent producer cannot maintain the high
salaries of the stars and that the latter if
banned by the larger companies, will have
eventually to take smaller salaries.
It is reported that an agi'eement has been
entered into by the larger companies to buy
pictures from the independent producers
and release them under their own brand
name. Since the independent picture would
reach the market through the national distributors itis figured the latter would be
enabled to exploit the same big names at
a lower cost to themselves until they have
established their new stars.
Denial of any such proposed plan is made
by the producers, many of whom declare
they have never heard of it.
Frank Gilmore, executive secretary of
the Actors Equity Association, declared the
move would be an unwise one, saying that
such action would appear to be a conspiracy.
"The part that interests me most," said
Gilmore, "is the manner in which, according to the report, the producers may combine to dictate a player's salary. On the
face of it, such an action as that reported
contemplated, appears to be a conspiracy.

English Merger
Cements F B O-Ideal
disof Britis
merger
recent tributing
ting h comand exhibi
panies, participated in by Ideal
Films, Ltd., of London, will have no
effect upon the relationship existing
between F B O and Ideal announced
last September by Joseph P. Kennedy,
who at that time had been in control
of F B O for about seven months. The
merger will really strengthen the F B
O-Ideal relationship, fortifying F B O's
gh Britis
ion throu
positction
Ideal's
theatr,e
s. The
h merger
conne
nt
known as the Gaumo
British Corporation, means that Ideal, Gaumont
and W. F. Company have come under
the same ownership and have acquired
the Davis circuit of theatres in the
United Kingdom.
Ideal is making elaborate plans for
the launching of the F B O product
for 1927-28. In the course of a series of
luncheons every exhibitor in England,
Ireland, Scotland and Wales will be
entertained. The first luncheon will be
held in London on August 26 and will
be followed with others in United
Kingdom key cities.
Program and distribution arrangements were evolved recently in New
York between Harry Rowson, who with
his brother S. Rowson is one of the
managing directors of Ideal, Joseph P.
Kennedy, F B O president, and Colvin
W. Brown, vice-president of F B O.
THE

The jirodueers would be entirely forgetting
the public, which will demand these stars.
"The place to begin cutting down production costs is not with the salary of the
actor or actress, which figures as only about
20 to 25 per cent of the cost, but with the
other factors of production."
According to the Los Angeles report a
number of secret meetings have already
been held on the proposition and the new
system will go into effect as soon as an
ironclad agreement can be arranged. It will
theil be applied to the stars as their individual contracts expire.

Austrian Movie Stars Get
About $35 a Day
The maximum rate of pay for moving
picture stars in Austria ranges between 500
and 600 schillings for each working day, or
in United States money, between $70 and
$85, a trade bulletin issued by the Motion
Picture Section of the Commerce Department, in Washington, D. C, reveals. Actors
and actresses, according to the report, get
from 200 to 300 schillings for each working day or from $28 to $43. Ordinary
menibers of the cast receive about $15 for
each day they are employed. Supernumeraries are paid 15 schillings per week,
but if they are lucky enough to own a dress

suit they get an additional 10 schillings, or
or what amounts to $3.50.
There are four studios in Austria, all of
which are located in the city of Vienna.
The "Vita"' is the largest. There are
about a dozen producers in the country,
only four of them, however, are considered
important. A good part of the necessary
money with which to start production is
obtained by Austrian companies through
advance payments by foreign concerns for
advance bookings, together with moneys secured by the sale of import licenses, whenever this is possible. It is estimated that
40 films will be produced in Austria during
the current year. No American companies
have ever attempted to produce films in
Austria.

8,160
Films
Viewed
by
Birmingham Inspectors
The report of Mrs. M. W. Snell, city
amusement inspector of Birmingham, Ala.,
for the first six months of 1927 shows fhat
S,160 films were viewed by her office, or
under the supervision of the Better Films
committee, comprised of 119 members and
affiliated with 81 organizations, representing more than 3,500 Birmingham residents.
According to the report submitted an
average of 340 films are shown in Birmingham each week, the average monthly
figure being 1,360. First run pictures
viewed in the downtown theatres totaled
248, of which 192 were endorsed by the
Better Films committee.

Albany Grants Charters to
Six New Corporations
Papers incorporating motion picture companies in New York State during the past
week, showed the incorporation at Albany,
of the following companies : Tippecanoe
Theatre Corporation, Gloversville, capitalization not stated, E. Pratt Keiner, J. Gviy
SelniLser and George V. Lynch, of Gloversville; Everyready Movies, Inc., capitalization not stated, Walter Reichert, R. A. Graham, Karl G. Schreff, New York City; Alhambra Theatre Coi-poration, $5,000, Norma
O'Connor, Sigmund Sigler, Lillian Mangsam. New York City; Quality Distributing
Corporation, capitalization not stated,
Harry Lewis, Grant Hoerner and Alexander Brown, New York City; Art Dramatica,
Inc., $50,000, Piero Gargfalo, Carmelo Naso,
Vincenzo Martinez, Brooklyn; Humanitarian Pictures, Inc., $40,000, Hannah
Kaas, Abraham Schneider, Claude H. MacGowan, New York.

Oxford, East Orange, 8th
Film Arts Guild House
The Film Arts Guild is now presenting at
the Oxford Theatre, 524 Central Avenue,
East Orange, New Jersey. This is the eighth
theatre which the Guild is operating, there
l)eing three in New Yoi-k City and others in
Washington, Baltimore, Cleveland ;ind Chicago.
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Music Composers to Demand License
Fee Ten Cents a Seat from Exhibitors
THE

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers will insist upon a license fee of ten cents a seat for the use of copyrighted
music during the coming year, except in instances where exhibitors
prove their inability to pay this amount. That is the statement attributed

to Silvio Nein of the Society's administrative committee.
The society is issuing notices to exhibitors throughout the country that
present agreements below the ten-cent scale will not be renewed with the
new year, which in most cases starts September 1st. New applications must
be filed to use copyright music during the year.
Previously contracts have been extended from year to year but the
society is ending this arrangement in order to enforce the ten-cents license
fee.
W. A. Steffes, head of the Northwest exhibitor organization, is to meet
with representatives of the society on proposed extension of contracts for
his members. Two years ago he secured special concessions based on number of shows weekly and ability to pay.

Pathe's
Executive
Announcement
of Complete
PersonnelLine-Up
Made;
Two
Branch Sales Managers in Each Exchange

ANNOUNCEMENT was made this
week by Pathe of the company's
eomplete executive personnel, following the recent reorganization. J. J.
ck
Murdo
is President and Chairman of the
Board; Cecil B. De Mille, director-general
of production; Elmer Pearson, first vicepresident in charge of operation, and a
member of the Board; and John C. Flinn,
vice-president in charge of publicity, advertising and exploitation.
Phil Reisman is Feature Sales Manager,
with three division managers : W. J. Morgan in the East; E. A. Eschmann, in the
Middle West and Les Weir in the West.
Short Subject production is in the hands
of J. E. Storey, assisted by E. Oswald
Brooks (Pathe Eastern serial unit) and
Phil Ryan, at the Pathe Coast studio.
HaiTy Scott is Short Subject Sales Manager; Pat Campbell, Sales Manager of
Westerns, with the following divisional
sales managers; Charles Henschel, East;
Stanley Jacques, Central; Fred Aiken,
Mid-West; R. S. Ballantyne, West; and C.
W. Stombaugh, South.
Two other important executives are Lewis
Innerarity, secretary, and John Humm,
treasurer of the corporation.

The recent merger with K-A-Orpheum
has brought to the executive personnel E.
F. Albee, Marcus Heiman, Edwin G. Lauder,
B. S. Moss, P. F. Proctor and S. Z. Poli.
The Board of Directors numbers fifteen :
Messrs. Murdock, Albee, Pearson, Heinxan,
Lauder, DeMille and Moss; and George
Armsby and Elisha Walker, of Blair & Co.;
Edmund C. Lynch, of Merrill, Lynch &
Co.; Paul Fuller, Jr., of Coudert Bros.,
counsel for the corporation; Frank Callahan, attorney; Jeremiah Milbank, capitalist and Charles Pathe, founder of the company.
Also among home office executives are
Haydn 0. Duke, manager of the physical
department; and W. C. Smith, asst. secretary and asst. treasurer.
In the organization of the departments
having to do with sales and physical handling, Pathe has stepped out of the usual
routine with an innovation. In each of the
thirty-five branch offices there are two
branch sales managers — one for features
and one for short subjects and Westerns.
There is also an office manager, who is- rehandling. sponsible for all details of the physical

Labor Troubles Threaten
Efforts Being Made to Settle Differences Before Contracts Expire
present contracts expiring
WITH
August 31st, labor troubles again
loom as a great menace to exhibitors in many parts of the United States. It
is feared in some quarters that there is such
a variance between amounts asked by union
workers and those set by the exhibitoi-s
that there are bound to be a number of
walkouts.
Conditions have changed during the past

year, according to many of the exhibitors
and if the unions insist upon increases a
large number of houses will be either forced
to close or do without 'musicians or union
labor help. In some places exhibitors are
oven demanding that the union men accept
a reduction in wages.
In the Twin Cities the unions are declared
to be on the defensive with the theatres insisting upon a reduction in wages because
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of poor business caused by a general slump.
The exhibitor unit is conferring Avitli
musicians, operators and stage hands in an
effort to induce them that a cut is imperative if theatres are to continue to operate
with union lal)or.
The agreement in Seattle between musicians, stage hands and operators and the
exhibitors expires September 1st. Wage
increases are demanded from all quarters
and a lively fight is anticipated. Another
demand is for the retention of the present
existing minimum labor rule, where the
number of emi)loyees is determined by seating capacity.
In Washington, D. C, the demand of the
musicians is for a 20 per cent increase,
bringing the scale from $67 to $85 a week.
A series of meetings have been held between
the theatre owners and musicians and the
owners have declared emphatically they will
not meet the new demands. Every effort is
being made, however, to defer a strike.
The threatened silence of the thirty-five
neighborhood motion picture theatres controlled by members of the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors League has been
averted through an agreement reached by
the theatre owners with officials of the
Musicians' Union for a reduction in the
orchestral personnel of the theatre. The
arrangement finally reached is a compromise of the original demand of the theatre
owners, who asked for lower wages, a reduction in orchestras and an extension of
the Summer season for two weeks, or until
September 1.
Under the new plan the orchestras of all
the theatres having 850 seats or less will
be reduced one man each. Theatres in the
850-seat class will have orchestras of three
pieces instead of four, and those with 500
seats or less can be operated with a pianist
instead of two pieces of music.
The Summer season is also extended for
the two weeks closing on September 1 instead of August 15 as fonnerly. Houses
that rate more than 850 seats are not
atfected by the new agreement with the
Musicians Union.

J.

W.
White
Treasurer
Skouras Enterprises

J. W. White, cashier of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis for the past eight
years, has resigned from that post and on
September 1 will assume the position of
treasurer and director of Skouras Brothers
Enterprises, operators of the Missouri, Ambassador and Grand Central first-run theatres and the controlling factor in the
St. Louis Amusement Company.
White is 36 years old and has resided in
St. Louis sinceiboyhood.

Tiffany Finishing Schedule
for 1926.27
With the completion of "Lightning,"
Tiffany Productions, Inc., announces that
"Wild Geese" is now being cast. Upon
the completion of this latter story Tiffany
will have completed production of their
pictures
1926-27.season, Tiffany plans to
For theforpresent
release 20 Gem productions, 24 (Jolor Classics, four Jack London stories of the sea
and several extended runs whicli will include the Thiri' Dimension pictures.

August
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New Record is Claimed
by Educational
record for short subjects
ANEW
is claimed by Educational in
bookings over Loew's New York
Circuit. The Loew bookings show 696
days of solid paying time between
August 11 and September 11 for Educational subjects. No other company,
it is claimed, ever received such a large
number of days in a single month for
short features.
"At Ease," Hamilton comedy, is
booked to play 154 days, said to be a
new high record for any two-reel
comedv.

Milliken
Attends
World's
Congress Held at Toronto
Carl Milliken, ex-Governor of Maine and
secretary of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors Association, New York
City, spent three days at the World's Educational Congress which was held at Toronto, Ontario, during the week of Aug. 8.
While in Toronto, Mr. Milliken had several meetings with people interested in the
progress of the motion picture. He discussed the moving picture situation with
Miss R. Church, president of the Imperial
Order of the Daughters of the Empire;
Mrs. J. N. Wood, chairman of the National
Committee on Literature and Films of the
National Council of Women; Mrs. Johnston, prominent member of the Liberal Women's Association of Ontario; Rev. Gilbert
Agar, secretary of the Ontario Social Service Council, and Dr. A. E. Hardy, chairman of Films and Literature Committee of
the Ontario Council.
Ex-Governor Milliken was a speaker at
the Educational Congress, his subject being
the probable development of the motion picture in educational work. While in Toronto, he wias the guest of Col. John A.
Cooper, president of the Motion Picture
Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada.

Fox Buys "Dollar Princess,"
Viennese Operetta Hit
The story and music of "The Dollar
Princess," a Viennese operetta hit, has
been purchased by Winfield R. Sheehan for
production by Fox Films. A cable received
Monday, August 1.5, informed the Fox home
office of Mr. Sheehan 's acquisition. The
Fox official personally negotiated the purchase from the widow of the composer, Leo
Fall, and Willner and Grunbaum, authors
of the book. The operetta was presented
on Broadway in 1909 after showings in
various European capitals.
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1927

King Production
for
United Artists in '28

Henry King, director of the Goldwyn production, "The Magic Flame," signed a
United Artists contract last week, by the
terms of which he will make one Henry
King production for release by United
Artists in 1928. The King production will
probably be based on an original story to
be written by Mr. King himself.

New

2-Reelers

in

Color

Lars Moen, M. P. News Staff Man, Producer with Edna
Murphy Starred
, at
Cosmop
e, 127th
d Avenu
THEStreet
New
SeconStudio
andolitan
ng
with acYork is once more bustli
tivity. The first new production unit in
the East since the general exodus to the
Coast several months ago, vrill start at
the Cosmopolitan plant next week.
For the last six months, the North American Society of Arts, Inc., composed of a
group of color specialists, headed by Raymond Hood, the architect responsible for
the American Radiator Building in New
York, and the Chicago Tribvine Tower in
Chicago; T. E. Lawrence, secretary of the
National Terra Cotta Society, and Noble
E. Stephens, color consultant, formerly at
Columbia University, has been laying plans
for the production of a series of Rainbow
productions.
On Monday, August 22nd, actual work
on the picture will be started. The series,
which will be made entirely in Technicolor,
will be composed of six two-reel subjects.
They will be light, intimate comedy dramas
with a novelty angle.
Details of a nation-wide advertising campaign of a scope hitherto not attempted in
the short subject field will be announced
shortly.
Lars Moen, on a leave of absence from
the editorial staff of Motion Picture News,
who developed the plan for the series, and
who is responsible for the promotion of
the project, will act as associate producer
and director. Mr. Moen, who is only 26, is
probably the youngest man to wield a
megaphone in the industry. This marks his
return to production after several years
spent in developing new methods of continuity and production control which have
won the commendation of such outstanding
experts as D. W. Griffith and Ralph Block,
and which will be given their first full
fledged application in the Rainbow series.
Edna Murphy, because of her exquisite
blonde coloring, has been cast in the leading
feminine role. Miss Murphy left the Coast
on Tuesday, (August 16th) and will arrive
in New York on Sunday, the 23 st. The
other principal feminine role will be pltiyed
by Mabel Swor, who scored heavily in
"Broadway Nights" and "Dance Magic."
The title of the production and remain-

Max

Reinhardt to Direct foi^ United Artists

by
produce
ONEMaxpicture
dt, be
ed dGerrenown
Reinharwill
man stage craftsman, for release
by United Artists, a Salzburg cable
which appeared in "The New York
Times" asserts. Morris Gest is said
to have engineered the deal for United
Artists. A modern romance with a
European background will probably be
Reinhardt's screen production, the
first he will have attempted since
1911 when he made the motion
A story
Bliss." Kommer
Isle byof Rudolph
picture,
written
been "The
has
and Felix Salten and it is said that
Reinhardt will begin directing it soon
after the first of the year.

I>ars Moen
der of the cast will be announced as soon
as a selection has been made.
Donald Weston Bartlett is responsible
for the stories and continuities, and is also
acting as production manager. Bert Tuey
is acting as assistant to Mr. Moen, while
Bernard Stearns, formerly with Famous
Players and Robert Kane Productions, is
art director. Robert Snody is production
editor, and camera work will be in the
hands of Howard Green.

Lloyd's Next Will Be His
First Outside Hollywood
For the first time in his screen career,
Harold Lloyd will film several of the important sequences in his new Paramount comedy in and around New York City. The
comedian and his party, occupying two cars,
headed East from Los Angeles last Sunday
evening, August 14, bound for Gotham. The
comedian will work in the East for many
weeks securing authentic scenes for his
latest story. Lloyd is said to be trying
something entirely different than anything
that he has ever before attempted on the
screen. What he is after is new atmosphere, new environment. Even while producing his present picture, he is said to be
planning to make his next offering in one
of the principal European capitals.
In Lloyd's party are little Mildred
Gloria, his three-year old daughter, Mildred
Davies, his wife, John L. Murphy, Ted
Wilde, director, Ann Christy, leading lady,
John Grey, Lex Neal, Howard Emmett
Rogers and Jay A. Howe, scenarists, Walter
Lundin and Henry Kohler, cameramen,
ffaylord Lloyd, assistant director, and the
comedian's complete force of technicians.
William R. Eraser, general manager of
the Lloyd organization, will come from the
West within a few weeks' timr.
Lloyd is making his headquarters at the
Paramount studio in Astoria.
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Distributors Reject Cleveland Zoning
Plan Approved by Exhibitors
THE zoning plan is entirely out of Cleveland. For the past three years
Cleveland theatres have heeii zoned and distributors have sold pictures by zones. The general sales managers' meeting in New York
last week, however, rejected the new zoning plan entirely.
The new plan was drafted by a committee composed of members of the
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association and the Film Board of
Trade. Each of these organizations has approved the plan before sending
it to New York.
No explanation for its rejection was given.
Cleveland was one of the first cities to operate under a zoning plan.
Objections raised to it in the beginning have gradually been ironed out.
Of late there has been very little opposition to it.
The rejection of the zoning plan will not affect protection at all. First
run protection will remain just what it has been. Loew's Ohio Theatres,
which plays both first and second runs in the city, gets 43 days, or 57 days,
protection, depending upon circumstances. They ask no additional protection under the present free-for-all plan.

New

Loew-U. A. Houses

Two in Columbus and One in Pittsburgh Will Increase
Chain by First of Year
Loew-United Artists exhibition
THE
alliance is rapidly extending its activities and will shortly have three
new houses in the chain. Two of these are
in Colnmbns and one in Pittsburgh, bringing the total number operated by the combination to six.
The first of the new Loew-United Artists
houses will open in Columbus on August
21st. This is the Broad, a combination
house seating 2,700. The other Columbus
house, the Ohio, is not scheduled to open
until December. It has 3,300 seats and the
policy will be pictures and presentations.
The Penn, the new Pittsburgh house Avill
have its premiere September 5th. It will
be operated under a picture and presentation policy. The seating capacity is 3,500.
The three houses already in operation by
Loew-United Artists are the Century, Valencia and Parkway in Baltimore.
In addition to its activities with United
Artists, Loew will add nine houses to its
own chain between now and -lanuary. The
State at Detroit, acquired from the Kunsky
interests is scheduled to open August 21st.
It has 2,700 seats.
The Commodore
at

Second Avenue and Seventh Street in New
York City will be ready with 3,000 seats in
September. The Canal, also in New York,
will open about the same time with 2,500
seats.
Three Brooklyn houses will be added to
the Loew chain before the first of the year.
Loew's Oriental is scheduled to open some
time in October and will probably be operated under a straight picture policy. It has
a 2,800 seat capacity.
The Manor and the Piccadilly, both in the
Crlatbush section, will be operated under
the Loew banner. The former, recently acquired, will be taken over in September, and
the latter will be ready for opening in about
three months.
The State Theatre at Houston with a
seating capacity of 2,500 is scheduled for
its premiere October 1st, playing vaudeville. The State at Richmond, Ya., will be
ready in November. It has 2,500 seats and
will probably feature vaudeville. The State
at Syracuse with 3,400 seats is scheduled to
open about January 1st, under a straight
picture policy.

To Confer on Protection
Pettijohn

Due

for Coast to Discuss
Franklin and Exhibitors

serious has become the situation on
the Pacific Coast with regard to protection regulations that C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays organization is to leave
Los Angeles shortly to confer with Harold
B. Franklin, head of West Coast Theatres,
which organization is forcing the protection
issue.
A series of conferences on the matter has

So

been under way in N'ew York. They brought
here from the Coast Ben Berinstein, president of the California M. P. T. 0. and
member of the board of directors of the

Problem

with

M. P. T. 0. A., and W. W. Whitson, a Los
Angeles exhibitor. Bci'instein and Whitson
have been conferring with Will H. Havs,
C. C. Pettijohn and Gabriel Hess. R. F.
WoodhuU was also in attendance.
Out of these confei'cnces canu- the decision for Pettijohn to make the trip to the
Coast to attempt a solution of the situation.
A conference will be held thei'c with exhibitor officials on August 22nd.
The latest demand from West Coast is
saiti to be for a minimum of 77 days' protection from theatres generally classed as
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25-cent houses. Under the old arrangement 30 days' protection was allowed. The
latter plan, according to Bei-instein, has been
in successful operation for the past three
years. About 200 houses in Los Angeles
and Southern Califoraia are affected by the
West Coast demand, according to Berinstein.
According to word from the Coast, Los
Angeles has gone on a buying strike, which
promises to continue until the protection
matter is straightened out. It is said that
only about 10 per cent of the usual amount
of product has been sold to date.
From Chicago comes the word that Balaban & Katz are employing an opportionment of playing time on a unit basis under
the new policy, which embodies the circuit's
program to secure extended protection
throughout the territory.
Under the system is determined at the
outset of the buying season the number of
playing days to be given each distributor
during the year. A company is apportioned
a certain number of units, determined by
the number of pictures bought by B. & K.
Pictures are playing according to this schedule with each showing a unit. If a picture
is held over for an extended run it consumes one or more additional units on the
schedule.

"Protection"
Meeting
in
Kansas City Postponed
A meeting in Kansas City this week, at
which it was hoped to settle the controversy
between first run, houses, suburban and
small town theatres in the Kansas City territory, was postponed for a few days. In
the meantime both sides are remaining
stubborn and refuse to budge an inch. The
first run houses, which now have 60-day
protection on first runs in Kansas City,
Mo., are seeking 30-day protection from all
theatres within sixty miles of Kansas City,
which would not only mean small towns,
but also Kansas City, Kas., a city of 135,000 population. Pending the outcome of
the situation Kansas City exchanges have
taken no move in either direction.

Film

Executive

in New
York Mayor's Cabinet
The cabinet of the mayor

of New York
City claims a film man as one of its members. Richard C. Patterson, president of
the Peacock Motion Picture Company of
Shanghai, has been appointed Commissioner of Corrections, succeeding Frederick
Wallis, resigned.
Mr. Patterson, who has taken but little
part in New York politics, does not intend
to forsake the film industry. He will leave
much of the actual direction of the Peacock
company, which distributes Fii-st National
films in China, in the hands of Luther M.
Jee, a native of China and a graduate of
Harvard
California. and the X^niversity of Southern

M. B. Lee of Sterling Weds
Philadelphia Girl
IVFanfrcd B. Lee. who handles all publicity
and advertising for Sterling Pictures Dislril)titing Corporation, joined the ranks of
the Benedicts last Saturday, August 13,
when he was married to ]\Iiss Betty .Miller
of Philadelphia. The couple are spending
their honeymoon in New York City.

August
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Salesmen
Elected
F. N.'s K. O. Club

to

Five salesmen were elected to membership in First National's K. 0. Club of high
powered salesmen making the best records
during each quarter of the year, and five
others were re-elected, bringing the number
up to ten. Four of the re-elected men were
elected for the second time while one was
elected to the club for the third time and
is therefore privileged to wear the gold
K. 0. button.
A. P. Bibber of the Boston office is the
gold button wearer in the club. Second degree members are W. B. Collins, of the Detroit branch; W. A. Burke, of the Kansas
City exchange; F. A. Loftus, of the Philadelphia branch, and S. D. Chapman, of the
Detroit exchange. The five new members
of the club are J. H. Briggs, Montreal
branch; Gerald M. Hoyt, St. John exchange;
George Bourke, Los Angeles branch ; William J. Melody, Toronto office, and S. J.
Ullmian, New Jersey branch.

Turpin Comedy on Pathe's
Program for August 28
"Love's Languid Lure," a Ben Turpin
comedy, heads the Pathe short subject program for the week of August 28. Nine releases in all make up the short features
that will go out from the Pathe exchanges
during the last week of the present month.
Also included are "With Love and Hisses,"
featuring the Roach stars; "An Oriental
Album," the first of the new Rarebits series ;the initial chapter of * ' The Hawk of
the Hills," new Patheserial; Pathe Review
and Topics of the Day, Number 35;
"Hook, Line and Sinker," an Aesop Film
fable, and two issues of the Pathe News,
Numbers 72 and 73.
Earl Rodney directed the Turpin comedy,
which has Peggy Montgomery, Sunshine
Hart, Irving Bacon, William McCall and
Jack Cooper in support. In the Hal Roach
number Jimmy Finlayson, Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy are the trio that cut up; they
were directed by Fred Guiol. In the Pathe
Review issue are "Concerning Babies,"
"The Town of Tomorrow" and "The Seal

Hunt."

Vita. Signs
Scenarists
for Presentation
Gags
field for the scenarist is
ANEW
indicated by an announcement
from S. L. Warner, in charge of
Vitaphone production at the new Hollywood studio, that he has signed Murray Roth ad Grant Clark, scenarists,
to write exclusively for the Vitaphone.
Their work will consist of supplying
gags and drama for future Vitaphone
numbers. Mr. Warner believes that the
Vitaphone, as a medium of presentation, must get away from the old form
of straight presentations which still
prevails. The tendency of the future
will probably be to devote more time
and care to plots and stories, to try
something new in the presentation
game.
Both Roth and Clarke are now working on a Vitaphone presentation. Bryan
Foy will direct their productions under
the supervision of Mr. Warner.
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Keen
Competition in N. W.
West
Coast
Will
Launch
Busy
Campaign
"Greater Movie Season'

looking
estt is
THE Pacific
itionforward to theNorthw
greates
compet
in
the exhibition of pictures in its history during tlie coming Fall, Avith all sorts
of combinations being effected and strenuous individual chain efforts being put forth
in an effort to corral business.
West Coast Theatres starts the ball arolling with the "Greater Movie Season"
which will be inaugurated August 19th at
Seattle, Portland, Taconia, Bellingham and
other cities in Washington and Oregon. At
the time this chain will also usher in the
"Greater Movie Season" in all of its houses
from Vancouver to San Diego.
Harold B. Franklin, President of West
Coast, says it will be the most ambitious
program so far conceived by the group and
that it will combine better pictures blended
with uplift and education. He claims the
cooperation of civic organizations in every
city where West Coast has a theatre.
Among information gleaned from Seattle
is that West Coast will jointly operate the
new 3,000 seat Seattle Theatre in Seattle
with Publix and Loew when that house
opens this Winter. Wesco is also reported
taking over the George B. Guthrie Thea-

With

tres at Salem, Oregon, including the Elsinore, Oregon and Grand.
The Columbia Theatre in Seattle, owned
and operated by Universal, has announced
through Robert W. Bender, Managing Director of the Universal Northwest chain,
that it Avill play the leading Paramount
pictures for the coming season.
Fox pictures will be played at the Pantages Theatres in Seattle, Portland and Taeoma at regular admission prices, in conjunction with Pantages vaudeville. The
Orpheum Theatre will open soon with a
combined motion picture and vaudeville
policy for the first time in the history of
the circuit in the Northwest. Pathe-DeMille pictures will be the feature attractions.
The Mayflower, a new 3,000 seat independent house under construction and backed
by Seattle capital, has booked the entire
Tiffany product and will open in December
of this year. West Coast has announced
that their Majestic Theatre in Portland
will soon be a United Artists house. It will
be entirely remodeled and is expected to
open about October 15th.

Will Exploit Pictures
M. P. T. O. A. Announces Exploitation Division
Be Operating Shortly
Owners
Theatre
Motiona Picture
THEof Americ
an
to launch
are about
exploitation division, as proposed by
National President Woodhull and Business
Manager 0 'Toole at the Columbus convention. In co-operation with the producers it
is hoped to raise the standard of production
to a point where the pictures may be the
main attraction in picture houses, thus
eliminating to a large extent elaborate presentations and special concert and musical
acts.
According to the announcement by the
M. P. T. 0. A. theatre owners will be aided
in the proper exploitation of pictures by
practical exhibitors of nation-wide prominence in making their pictures pay. Details
of the activities of the exploitation division
will be announced in the near future.
It is the purpose of the officials of the
M. P. T. 0. A. to confer with producing
elements with a view to so elevating picture standards from an entertainment and
box-office standpoint as to make it entirely
practical to stand on the picture alone and
with intelligently directed exploitation sell
it to the public.
In discussing better picture production
and making pictures stand on their own, the
statement says :
"To do this producers and distributors
must adhere to the plain lines of truth in
selling and aiding in the exploitation of
pictures. As matters stand now in the
greater number of instances the exploitation books give little information. One
would suppose they were written academically without the writer ever having seen the

Will

picture.
In fact we are advised that this
is too often the case."
The M. P. T. 0. A. claims to have in process of formation a comprehensive program
nation-wide in character which will prove
a powerful aid to theatre owners in intelligently and effectively marketing the picture, and entirely satisfactory to the public.

Brenon and "Sorrell" Unit
Return to Hollywood
The "Sorrell and Son" producing company headed by its director, Herbert
Brenon, arrived in Hollywood last Saturday
night, August 13, on the Lake Shore Limited. The homecoming was the last leg of
a 12,000 mile location trip for four days
of shooting in 'actual locales of the story.
The party arrived in New York from England on the S.S. Mauretania, Friday,
August 12. The director said that his picture would be photographed, cut and titled
by October 1. His film is nine-tenths completed and but one more scene, a retake,
has to be filmed in Hollywood. Changes in
the story are but minor, said Mr. Brenon.

Singer

Publicity-Advertising Mgr. First Div.

Aaron Singer, newspaper man with Chicago, Cleveland and New York dailies with
whom he served as special and staff Avi'iters,
has been appointed publicity and advertistors. ing manager for First Division Distribu-
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U. S. Players in England
Production Reported on Increase, With
icans Being Featured

Many

Amer-

By ELIZABETH LONERGAN
Staff Correspondent of Motion Picture News and Kinematograph Weekly
London, August 1.
THAT the pictures being made at this
time in British Studios have many
names of interest to Americans, will
no doubt prove of trade value if distributed
over here later on. According to Kine
Weekly, some sixty nine pictures have been
made, are being made, or will be ^vithin the
next few months.
I have visited some half dozen productions in the making and found among them
familiar names and faces. St. Margaret's
Studio, one of the smaller ones, was putting on "Somewhat G-ood." It is a British
Pathe production with Stewart Rome, recently returned from Hollywood, as hero
and Pay Compton who played "Ophelia"
to John Barrymore's "Hamlet" as the
other lead. Of interest also, are J. B.
Sloiine and his wife who were associated
with the old Lasky Studio in London and
who more recently went to the Continent in
charge of production for "Madame Sans
Gene." Mr. Sloane is in charge of the
"Somewhat Good" production with his
wife looking after the scripts.
At Isleworth, another Englishman not
back long from overseas, Harley Knowles,
was directing " The Land of Hope and
Glory."
Lynn Harding returned to England after
finishing several important films (among
them, of course, "When Knighthood Was
In Flower"). Elline Terriss, sister of Tom
Terriss, is making her debut on the screen
in a marvelous mother role. Kenneth McLaghlen, youngest member of the famous
family, is cast for a small role in the film.
Of great interest in our country will undoubtedly be the first picture vmtten and
produced by young Anthony Asquith. It is
called "Shooting Stars" and has considerable Greenwich Villagy atmosphere.
Mr. Asquith spent much time in Hollywood and will no doubt use some of the
knowledge acquired there in his production.
At Islington (the studio built by Famous
Players-Lasky some years ago), the atmosphere seemed even more American. T.
Hayes Hunter was directing "One of the

Best" with the scenario by P. L. Mannock,
editor of Picturegoer. Oarlyle Blackwell is
the hero.
Clifford Pember, Art Director, has been
associated with productions of A. H.
Woods and the Theatre Guild. Kay Loewen,
in charge of the script, worked on "The
Beloved Rogue" for United Artists and
recently returned to London. Best known
of all to writing folks is W. G. O'Bryen,
who was for a long time associated with
Curtis Brown in New York. He is in charge
of the publicity and casting of "One of
theAtBest."
Ellstree, the new modern studio which
"Jaydee" built, the filming of an original
story, "The Kang, " was in progress. .Carl
Brisson, matinee idol, is making his first
British fi.lm. He has worked, before in
Great Northern films with Victor Seastrom
and so has Continental following. Hi.? leading lady is Lillian Hall-Davis who will be
remembered for her fine work in "Quo
I met here the other lead, Ian Hunter,
who
has deserted the stage temporarily for
Vadis."
a picture career. He was a member of the
all star cast of "The School For Scandal"
in America, last season.
Henry Victor came home the other day
and was immediately signed up for "Luck
of the Navy" in which he plays a navy
hero. Work starts soon.
Maurice Elvey is filming "The Further
Adventures of the Flag Lieutenant," an
original story which has Henry Edwards in
lead. I expect to visit this production later
and also will see Syd Chaplin at work in
"A Little Bit of Fluff," which though not
an American success, ran for three years
in London and later was taken on tour.
Several pictures with good American
angles have been finished, cut and are almost ready for shipment. Among the
Broadway (and London) stage successes
that are completed, or almost so, are "The
Vortex" "The Fake" and "Easy Virtue"
with
"The Constant Nym.ph" in the course
of casting.

Admission
Tax
Repeal
Seems Unlikely
Increased

Defense

Appropriations
Hurt
Any But Slight Slash

al inN, D. C— Materi
WASHINGTOcreases
in appropriations for the
national defense next year, carried
to the Black Hills by Director of the Budget Herbert M. Lord and there approved by
President Coolidge, will make impossible a
tax cut of anything like the .$:!0(),()00,000
originally planned and may prove the
stumbling block to the repeal of the admission tax, it is now feared in Washing-

Chances

Picture

N e zv s

leaders now in Washington would comment
upon the subject, it was plain that they
were disturbed about the possibility of another tax cut, as has been virtually promised by the administration. According to
reports from the summer White House,
both the President and General Lord appeared greatly concerned over the tax reduction problem.
Receipts for the next fiscal year are estimated at $3,776,000,000 while the total estimate for the running of the Federal Government next year is $3,.561,000,000, exclusive of the operation of the postal service but including $140,000,000 for tax refunds and $75,000,000 for permanent and
definite annual expenses.
Exclusive of these two items, there will
be required a total of $3,316,000,000, which
is $16,000,000 in excess of the limit set by
the President. It is reported that the
President and General Lord, during the
study of the preliminary figures, endeavored to cut the total amount down to the
$3,300,000,000 originally set by the former
as the limit for expenditures of the Federal Government in 1929, and succeeded in
paring the estimates submitted by the 43 departments and independent bureaus to the
extent of $19,000,000.
While the smallness of the estimated
surplus is unmistakably the cause of great
concern among administration leaders, as it
lessens prospects for a tax reduction, it is
also felt here that Congress will appropriate considerably more than the amount
of the budget as presented by the President, because of urgent projects such as
flood relief and control, possible farm relief,
the building of Boulder Dam and the Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence waterway project. This
situation adds to the disappointment of the
administration leaders, who feel the urgency
of the promised $300,000,000 reduction iii
taxes at the next session of Congress.

Fox
Will
Erect
Stores
Along With St Louis House
The Fox Theatres Corporation w411 erect
16 stores in conjunction with the 5,000-seat
theatre now under construction on Grand
Boulevard just South of Washington Boulevard in St. Louis. The new building will
front 175 feet on Grand Boulevard to a
depth of 308 feet. Originally the Fox interests planned to tear down the Humboldt
Building and erect a gigantic hotel and
studio apartment structure on its site and
also intended to construct a 17-story building on the front of the lot occupied oy the
theatre structure, but it is understood that
these plans have been abandoned definitely.

Title Changes
of

ton. Nevertheless, it is believed, political
expediency will require a tax cut of some
kind, and Treasury officials are now casting
about for means whereby it can be effected.
Administration supporters here frankly
admit that the prospects for a sizeable ta:c
slash at the next session are not promising,
in view of the Treasury Surplus at the end
of the next fiscal year now being estimated
at only $214,000,000.
While none of the

"The man"Outpost"
to "The Desired Wo(Warner).
"Heaven Help the Working Girl" to
"After Working Hours" (Paramount).
"Steamboat Bill" to "Steamboat Bill,
Jr." (United Artists).
"Now I'll Tell One" and "Ask Me Anversal).
other" to "Milo-A-Minute Love" (Uni"Yankee Pluck" to "The Adventurer"
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) .
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In and Out of Town
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rn Fairb
Easte
Agentanks'
CHARLES CHRISTIE, business manager
of the Christie company, arrived in New
York last week from Los Angeles. He and
Paramount executives wall confer on the
Christie comedies slated for the Paramount
program. Pat Dowling, sales manager and
publicity head for the Christies, is also in
New York from the Coast.
BUDD ROGERS, vice-president of Gotham
Productions, returned last Monday from
a sales tour which covered the Western, Midwestern and Southern territories to arrange for
the first-runs of "The Satin Woman." Mr.
Rogers' trip lasted three weeks.

MORRIS, general manager of distribution for Warner Bros., has left the home
office for Chicago tvhere he will attend to sales
details on the new season's product at the Warner office in that city. He returns to A^eiv York
in a zveek or ten days.

SAM

BP. FINEMAN, assistant to B. P.
• Schulberg, Paramount associate producer, left Hollywood this week for a trip to
Europe, where he wdll search for new star
and story material. His tour, which will last
five weeks, will take him to London, Paris
and Berlin.
the Criterion
of "Wings"
premiere
THETheatre
evening
York lastatFriday
in New
saw present many people who were actively
connected with the production. In attendance
were Jesse L. Lasky, Lucien Hubbard, who
supervised "Wings," John Monk Saunders, the
author, Lorenzo del Riccio, Magnascope expert,
Roy Pomeroy, creator of the sound effects, J. S.
Zmecnik, who composed the score and El Bren■del, who contributes much of the comedy in the
picture.
IRVING L. WALENSTEIN, Sterling Pictures representative in Hollyzvood, has gone
■to the Sterling office in Neiv York to take charge
during the absence of Henry Ginsberg.
EDDIE SUTHERLAND,
Monte Brice arrived in
Wednesday. After spending
Paramount home office they
Europe where a month will
story of "Tillie's Punctured

Al Christie and
New York last
five days at the
will embark for
be spent on the
Romance."

BP. FINEMAN, first assistant to B. P.
• Schulberg on the West Coast, signed a
new contract for one year with Paramount just
before he left Hollywood for Europe for a
vacation of five weeks.
JACK LUST BERG, associate head of First
Division Pictures, left last Tuesday night
for a tour of Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit
■and other cities of the Middle West to clinch
franchises with various exchanges. He is expected back next iveek.
REGINALD DENNY began his return
trip from England on the Aquitania on Saturday, August 13. Mrs. Denny
accompanies him back. They are due in New
York on the 19th and will stay in New York
over the week end to attend the premiere of
"Les Miserables."
DAN MICHALOVE, general manager of
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc., is in Atlanta, Georgia, for a conference
with Willard C. Patterson, Southern District
manager. Mr. Michalove will return to New
York next Monday.

posit 1 his
s
Augusand
tion withon A-l
Charle
RESIGNING
ie
entaal
Christ
of gener ,repres
tive, Carroll S. Trowbridge for many
years associated with United Artists
both here and abroad, is now Eastern
representative for Douglas Fairbanks.
Under the terms of the agreement,
which was reached upon Mr. Trowbridge's recent visit to Hollywood, Mr.
Fairbanks' new agent will exercise
supervision over all of Fairbanks
activities as relate to his interests in
United Artists, both in the United
Sates and in foreign countries. Mr.
Trowbridge will make his headquarters
at the United Artists home office in
New York City. His appointment
makes him successor to Harry D.
Buckley, now active vice-president of
United Artists and representative of
Joseph M. Schenck.

PAUL
SWIFT,
I'itaphonc
sales
left New
York for
a stay of
tivo executive,
weeks in
Chicago. He intends to look over the MidWestern section.
JESSE L. LASKY, vice-president in charge
of production for Paramount, left New
York Wednesday bound for Hollywood and
the Paramount studio where he will resume
supervision of production. John Monk Saunders, author executive.
of "Wings," will accompany the
Paramount

JH. MARKS, sales manager for First Di. vision, left Monday, August 8, for a gettogether campaign with franchise holders
throughout the Central states. He will be away
from the home office for about two weeks.

INCH, who has been in New York
H last
RALPthe
two weeks shooting exteriors on
"Coney Island," returned to Hollyivood this
week. His wife, Lucila Mendez, will remain
in New York for another week.
GINSBERG, president of Sterling Pictures, left Wednesday, August 10, on the Berengaria for a six-week
tour of the Sterling branches on the Continent.
HENRY

Doris
Kenyon
in "The
the Giants"
Valley
Doris
Kenygn,offeatured
First National
player, will return to the screen after an
absence of nearly a year, when she begins
working under the Kliegs with Milton Sills
in the latter 's next production, "The Valley of the Giants." Arthur Stone also has
been cast for a role. The picture is scheduled to go into work next week under the
management of Wid Gunning with Charles
Brabin at the megaphone.

Final Testimony
in West
Coast Case to be Heard
The final taking of testimony in the West
Coast Theatres case will be held in New
York August 23, it has been announced by
the Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D. C. It is expected that only one day
\\i\\ be required for the work.

Companies
at Fox Films

at Work
Studio

Ten companies are at work at the Fox
Films studio on the West Coast and others
are scheduled to start soon, announces General Superintendent Sol M. Wurtzel, who
says that the studio is rapidly approaching
its midsummer peak.
Director John Ford is in the midst of
"Grandma Bernle Learns Her Letters,"
with Earle Foxc, James Hall, Albert Gran,
Ferdinand Sehuman-Heink, Margaret
Mann, Archduke Leopold and others in the
cast. Albert E. Green and Howard Hawks
are cutting "Two Girls Wanted" and
"Bride of the Night," respectively. Frank
O'Connor and Wallace MacDonald are
scheduled to start work soon. The former
will direct Sammy Cohen and Ted McXamara, while the latter will direct "A Silly
Sailor" under the supervision of George E.
^Marshall.
Other productions in work include:
' ' Publicity Madness, "
" Pajamas, ' '
"Yerv Confidential," "The High School
Hero," "Blood Will Tell," "Silver Valley," "Her Blue-Black P]yes," "A Fool
and His Honey" and "Twenty Legs Under
the Sea."

"Hawk
Chapte
First
28 "
Set rforofAug.
Serial
"The Hawk of the Hills" is the latest
Pathe serial ready for distribution, its first
chapter being scheduled for the week of
August 28. The story, by George Arthur
Gray, was produced under direction of
Spencer Bennet, AUene Ray and Walter
Miller are the leading players.

Bancroft Signs New Contract With Paramount
George Bancroft has signed a new contract with Paramount, culminating his rise
from a featured player in "The Pony Expres ' ' to his present status of a star. Bancroft is starred in "Underworld," which
Josef Von Sternberg is directing' and is cofeatured with Chester Conklin in "Tell It
to Sweeney." He will be featured exclusively in drannatic roles, his next vehicle
being "You Can't Win."

Columbia Announces Casts
of Three New Pictures
The names of players ai)poaring in "Alias
the Lone Wolf" and "Sally in Our Alley,"
alreadv completed, have been announced by
Columbia. With "The Blood Ship" these
productions are the first three releases of
the Colum!bia program of 30 pictures.
Bert Lytell is starred and Lois Wilson
has the leading feminine role in "Alias the
Lone Wolf," which Edward H. Griffith directed. The cast includes William V. Mong,
James Mason, Ned Sparks, Paulette Duval
and Ann Brody. "Sally in Our Alley"
presents Shirley Mason in the featured role.
Richard Arlen has the romantic male lead.
Others in the cast are : Alec B. Francis,
Paul Panzer, William H. Strauss, Florence
Turner, Kathlyn Williams and Harry
Crocker. Walter Lang directed.
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New

York City

new specials on BroadWITHwaj' two
at the two-dollar scale and
the Roxy showing its first super
since opening, things were looking up on
Broadway this week. At the Criterion,
"Wings" opened with an advance sale reported at $8,600, and is understood to be
sold out for two weeks.
"The Patent Leather Kid" made his bow
at the Globe on Monday night, and Tuesday's matinee was crowded. While not regarded by many as spectacular enough for
a roadshow, the picture is an unquestioned
success and will do its star great good.
The Roxy has "What Price Glory" this
week and did more than $18,000 on Monday
alone. It will continue next week. Last
Aveek the house did good but not remarkable business on "Don Juan."
The Capitol, where Shearer always seems
to draw strongly, is doing w-ell this week
with "After Midnight." "Adam and
Evil" did reasonably well last week.
The Strand had a satisfactory gate last
week with "The Stolen Bride.'"' "Barbed
Wire" at the Paramount did good business,
but somewhat below $70,000.
"The Way of All Flesh" goes along at
a steady rate at the Rialto, but "Topsy
and Eva" proved rather disappointing at
the Rivoli. "The Big Parade" still does
well. "The King of Kings" is not worrying. "Seventh Heaven" is tapering off,
and probably will not be held at the advanced scale much longer. "Old San Francisco" is holding steady at Warners.

Boston
T^ARLY opening of closed theatres in
-'--' down town Boston is forecast by the
activity of theatre managers this week, as
a result of the unusually heavy business
done by all of those theatres which have
remained open during the vacation season.
No explanation is forthcoming for the big
outpouring of theatregoers this week but
box office returns have broken all former
mid-summer records. Waiting lines in front
of many of the theatres reminded one of
mid-winter scenes, minus the snow.
For the first time in weeks the Metropolitan Theatre could not provide seats as
•rapidly as the demand existed. Gene Rodemich's Met Merry Makers gave a much
briefer program thaji usual. "Moon of
Israel" was the feature.
Loew's State Theatre seems to have hit
its stride and is holding its audiences despite sun or rain, heat or cold. This week
has far exceeded a year ago at the same
time. "Alias The Deacon" is the film.
Barbette is the st;igc iiuiiihcr.
"Colleen" and "Matinee Ladies" are the
features for the double bills at the twin
houses. Modern and Beacon, playing to new
mid-summer records. "The Rejuvenation
of Aunt Mary" at the Keith Albcp Boston
showed good grosses.
"Firemen Save My Child" is playing
simultaneously at the Washington Street
Olympia, Scollay Square Olympia, Central
S((iiare, Capifoi and Fenway Theatres and
all five houses report excellent business.

"The Claw" and "The Romantic Age"
supply the features at the University; "The
Better 'Ole" and "Naughty But Nice" at
the Lancaster and "Dance Magic" and
"The Brute" at the Exeter.
After this week the "Follies" move on
to New York and "A La Carte" completes
its run at the Tremont and also goes to
New York, but next week sees the opening
of three more legitimate houses, the Shubert with musical comedy, the Copley with
an original production and the Hollis with
a farce. The Wilbur opened this week with
musical comedy. All of which is mentioned
to show that the legitimate managers have
been keeping their eyes on the picture theatre box offices and believe that reopening
of their theatres from one to three weeks
earlier than usual is a wise bit of business
on their part.

Los Angeles
ALTHOUGH West Coast greater movie
season will not formally open until
next week, Million DoUar stole a march by
showing, "Firemen, Save My Child." Patrons filled the theatre to capacity at each
performance.
The Metropolitan had a good week playing, "The Stolen Bride" shown in conjunction with Rube Wolf on the stage and
Fanchon & Marco's, "Kiddie Revue."
"Adam and Evil" at Loew's State did
well, as it is an entertaining picture and the
cast is popular here.
The Uptown offered, "Lonesome Ladies"
and the
had theatres.
its share of the week's patronage
for
"The King of Kings" at Grauman's
Chinese is still pulling at the box office particularly at the Sunday evening performances as Sid is presenting a musicale in
addition to the picture and prologue.
"Seventh Heaven" at Carthay Circle has
not slipped any in its appeal to the public
as the box office receipts show for the week.

tures he has ever shmvn, and theatrical
critics have lavishly praised it, its reception
was weak. But it passed the test of a
good picture — 'business increased from
day to day. Part of the failure to make
the picture a go was the lack of advertising.
"On Ze Boulevard," at the Metropolitan,
failed to attract much attention. Business
fell below the average.
The Tudor enjoyed a good week with the
split biU composed of "Dangerous Odds,"
"Easy Money," and "Rambling Galoot."
Also, the New Alamo, playing "EmptyHearts" and "Rose of the Desert," ^vatb
two second runs, had a successful week.

Philadelphia
TWO
widely
heralded
Week"
at the
Fox andevents,
Paul "Roxy
Whiteman and his orchestra at the Stanley, drew
most of the doivn town patronage to those
two houses and the other theatres consequently report only fair summer business.
S. L. Rothafel presented his famous
Gang to Fox audiences in a program hard
to beat to crowded houses every day. The
feature was "A Million Bid."
At the Stanley Paul Whiteman and his
orchestra were given a tremendous reception, and also played to packed houses all
week.
Two notable returns are John Barrymore
in "Don Juan" at the Stanton, and "The
Covered Wagon" at the Arcadia, both at
popular prices, which may have had something to do with the welcome they received.
The first week of "Chang," at the Aldine, showed good box office receipts.
The Karlton, with Johnny Hines in
"White Pants Willie," the Palace with
"On Ze Boulevard," the Capitol with Mary
Astor in "The Sunset Derby," and the Victoria with "TilUe, the Toiler," all report
average summer business.

Salt Lake City

Atlanta

\ LL records were broken at the Pantages
■^^ Theatre here during the past week

A FLUCTUATING weather program com-^*- bining rain, excessive heat and cool
fall days probably had its effect upon Atlanta theatres. However, as a whole, business has been an average box office, with
the latter part of the week bringing up the
slow beginning.
Loew's Grand can boast of the most
popular
picture, "Twelve Miles Out," with
John Gilbert.

during the showing of "The Big Parade,"
is is announced. This picture was shown
for the price of fifty cents, which is reported to be the lowest price as j'et accepted
for this big special. This picture is to be
shown the coming week also.
Emil Jannings, in "The Way of All
Flesh," did a phenomenal summer business
at the Paramount Empress, it is reported.

Keith's Georgia drew a good crowd with
"Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary."
"Chang," at the Howard, was liked and
received highest praise by local critics.
However, business on it was only average.
The public is slow to try this kind of picture, regardless of merit. Those seeing it
voiced strong approval and appreciation.
At the Capitol Blanche Sweet in
"Singed" proved an entertaining feature.
Thursday, the showman's weak day, was
one of the largest the theatre has had since
its opening in June.
The German production, "Metropolis,"
played at the Rialto. Although Manager
Murray estimates it as one of the best pic-

The week's
"After
Midnight"
with
Norma showing
Shearer ofand
Lawrence
Gray
at the Victory was also splendidly received.
The American Theatre presented the last
of their double feature programs last week,
consisting of Matt IMoorc and Edith
Roberts in "The Mystery Club," and
Lillian Rich in "God's Great Wilderness,"
and moderately good business was enjoyed.
"The Sea Wolf" proved to be a drawing
card at the Gem here, where it was shown
as first run, large crowds having been
drawn.
Zane Grey's "The Mysterious Rider"
was a very popular feature, and drew exceptionally big business at the Rialto, a
second run house.
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Albany
* I HERE probably was never a better ex*■ ample, in Albany at least of the wisdom of showing fine entertainment during the summer months than that afforded
during the past week at the Mark Strand
with "Barbed Wire." Of course, the
weather, becoming cool and delightful, contributed to the success not only at the Mark
Strand but at other theatres in town, from
the standpoint of attendance.
The Mark Strand ran close to midwinter
business during the week. In addition to
the feature sentations.
there
two also
A'itaphone
preAt the were
Leland,
a downtown
house, "Slaves of Beauty" went over exceptionally well, playing to capacity business throughout the entire week. The Mark
Ritz had an excellent week's business in
Tom Mix in "The Circus Ace," the picture
starting off with a heavy business on Monday and showing no let down during the
days that followed. Proctor's Grand, a
vaudeville house, drew heavily with "Clancy's Kosher Wedding."
In Schenectady, it is rather hard to gauge
the drawing power of a picture these days,
due to the fact that business is not good
generally. At the State, "Ladies at Play"
did only fair, while at the Strand, double
features are now being used. Neighborhood
houses in Albany report business as only
about normal, but Harmanus-Bleecker Hall,
which lies midway between the business and
the residential section of the city, reports
business as excellent.

Baltimore
* '/^APTAIN

SALVATION"

clicked

^ heavily with the public in Baltimore
at Loew's Century during the week beginning Monday, August 8, with the program
including also Phil Spitalny with his band
and Sylvia Sanderson. That production
was advertised heavily in the two Hearst
newspapers here.
For its second week at Loew's Valencia,
"Chang" proved a heavy patron puller and
other theatres where good business was done
during the week included the Rivoli with
the former Baltimorean Ben Lyon in
"Dance Magic;" Keith's Hippodrome with
"Backstage, ' ' and five acts of family vaudeville and Warner's Metropolitan with
"Slaves of Beauty" and Vitaphone attractions on the program also.

fornia Theatre, both the first and second
weeks. But a larger crowd was expected
the evenings the second week, just past, it
was shown.
"The Way of All Flesh," made another
record the week just past, so to the surprise
of all it will be held over the fifth week.
The picture
did exceptionally
well
at the "Metropolis"
Granada Theatre.
The doors
and hallways continually packed for the
entire week and all were surprised it was
not held over for the second week. "College" attracted a good crowd to the Loews
Warfield Theatre, which, together with the
stage acts and the one by young jumpers
and dancers and Nell Kelly, packed the
house each day and night.
"The Unknown Cavalier," the feature
and the comedy "Break Away," together
with the acts of vaudeville kept the Union
Square Theatre filled. "See You in Jail,"
the photoplay feature, together with acts of
vaudeville fiUed the Golden Gate Theatre
and "Slaves of Beauty" together with
vaudeville acts filled the Pantages Theatre.

Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS exhibitors had reason to
rejoice last week, for they experienced
that happy combination of good box office
attractions and ideal weather. As a result
business was brisk at most of the movie
houses.
John Gilbert drew excellent crowds at the
State in "Twelve Miles Out." He is always popular there, and his latest picture
was no exception. Leo Darillo and the Four
Aristocrats on the Vitaphone were a nice
addition to the program, and the presence
of David Rubinoff, popular local violinist,
on the program, undoubtedly was a magnet
for some. The Lyric did a beautiful business with the Dempsey-Sharkey fight pictures and were forced to hold them over for
a second week. Johnny Hines in "White
Pants Willie" was also on the program, but
it was rather generally suspected that the
fight pictures were the big attraction.
Pantages resurrected Pola Negri's "Passion," gave it the benefit of some good
advertising and had a good week at the
box office. The Strand, with CharUe Murray

"Cheating Cheaters," went over fair
with audiences at the New Theatre and at
Whitehurst's Garden "Three Miles Up"
with five acts of family vaudeville proved
a fair drawing card.

and George Sidney in "Lost at the Front,"
experienced just a fair week. The Hennepin-Orj>heum showed "Paying the Price,"
with Mary Carr and Priscilla Bonner and
the Seventh Street, the other Orpheum
house here, showed Viola Dana in "The
Lure of the Night Club ' ' with good results.
It was another good week for the neighborhood houses, including the Lagoon,
Rialto, Lyndale and Ivoring. Pictures
shown at these theatres included Colleen

San Francisco

Moore in "Naughty But Nice, ' ' "Mr. Wu, ' '
and "The Unknown."

ANOTHER record was made by San
Francisco theatres for the manner in
which the houses were crowded last week.
The report comes from the office of A. M.
Bowles, division D:iianager of West Coast
Theatres, that more people have attended
the leading downtown houses during the
week just past than any similar period in
years.
And the odd feature of it all, Bowles
says, is that two of the four first run theatres he manages were offering that type of
picture which generally is characterized as
an "artistic achievement, but financial
failure." "He refers to "Chang," the picpicture of wild life and the "Way of All
riesh."
"Chang"
did well at the Cali-

Indianapolis
BUSINESS is picking up the last half of
the summer for Indianapolis movie
houses. Last week brought moderately
good box office receipts with weather conditions favorable.
A good summer season for Stuart Walker
and Berkell stock companies has cut movie
business somewhat.
Richard Dix, in "Manpower," drew well
at the Indiana, Publix house, last week.
The Circle had a fairly good week with
"Captain Salvation."
"Frisco Sally Levy" was at the Ohio,
and did normal run. Closing of the Palace
temporarily turned some business to movies.

Cleveland
LOCAL

first-run business was very satisfactory last week. Business has been
steadily improving since the installation of
cooling plants and there is every indication
that the season will soon be in full swing.
"The Big Parade" heads the list of box
oflice attractions. It continued to play to
full houses during its fourth and last week
at the StiUman, where it was offered for the
first time at popular prices. It could easily
have played longer, but had to make way
for other attractions. "The Stolen Bride"
coupled with jazz week presentations, drew
consistently large audiences to the Allen.
B. F. Keith's Palace did exceptionally big
business with "Ten Commandments" as
the feature attraction, suri'ounded by an
entertaining vaudeville program. "Quincy
Adams Sawyer," plus vaudeville, did average business at the State. The picture was
more interesting as an example of contrasts
than on its own merits. "The Missing
Link!" had a very good second week at the
Cameo, which is specializing in feature
comedy" attractions. "Easy Pickings" did
just fairly well at the Park. It had too
much mystery and too much drama for
sumnaer
consumption. "The
Heartboth
Thief"at
was enthusiastically
received
Keith's East 105th St. and at Reade's Hippodrome. A good cast and amusing story
combined to make this good entertainment
fare. "Arizona Nights," at the Hippodrome, the last half of the week went over
successfully as most westerns do. ' ' The
Naked Truth" just concluded its sixth week
at the East Ninth St., and is still being
continued. The Circle continues with its
summer policy of daily change revivals. A
change in policy at the Circle will be announced shortly. Neighborhood houses continue to report poor business.

Seattle
T^ ARM weather, rather than pictures,
*
formed the principal competition for
the Fifth Avenue Theatre last week, but in
spite of the hottest week of the season this
house succeeded in playing to very large
audiences at every performance, for a total
gross of close to $19,000. "Twelve Miles
Out" was the film attraction, with Fanchon-Marco's "Hoops ]\I' Idea" on the
stage and Eddie Peabody still a literal miagnet as master of ceremonies and orchestra
director extraordinary. The film, incidentally, was less popular than the society type of Gilbert films in the past.
The Columbia Theatre, playing "Painting the Town," did a pleasing week's gross
business, considering ever^-thing. "The
Black Diamond Express ' ' at the Blue Mouse,
in conjunction with four new Vitaphone
acts headed by Waring 's Pennsylvanians,
played its first week to very good houses.
"Too Many Crooks," at the Coliseum,
failed to arouse much enthusiasm and business at that house was off. "Ten Modern
Commandments," at the United Artists
Theatre, was another rather mediocre box
office attraction. "Easy Pickings," at
Pantages, and "The Beauty Shoppers," at
the P^nibassy, were average program attractions.
In the neighborhood houses, "The Better
'Ole," at ^Hamrick's Egyptian, did a
majority of the business, playing to very
good houses for the entire engagement.
Summed up roughly, it is apparent that
the week was quite noticeably below normal
attendance.
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St. Louis
TpOU the first time iu many, many weeks
an honest to goodness motion picture
had an opportunity of standing strictly on
its own two feet as an entertainment feature at one of the so-called motion picture
palaces of St. Louis. And this picture,
"What Price Glory," playing for the first
time at popular prices after having played
the town as a road show a year or so ago,
went across big at Loew's State Theatre.
Out at the Missouri Theatre on Grand
Boulevard Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton teamed together again in "Fireman, Save My Child. ' ' Judging by the applause it did not get this so-called comedy
failed to add anything to the fame Beery
and Ration hiive won in past screen offerings. However, the Missouri enjoyed a very
good week as Ted Lewis and his band were
on the stage and went over big.
The Ambassador offered Norma Talmadge
in a Twentieth Century version of "Camille" as its screen attraction, and the
picture was very well received by patrons
and critics. Business of the week w'as fairly
good when all local conditions were taken
into consideration.
The St. Louis Theatre combined Belle
Bennett in "The Fourth Commandment"
and several acts of Ori)heum Cii-euit vaudeville and as usual receipts were up to expectations.
Business at the neighborhood theatres of
St. Louis continues off. Reports from
Southern Illinois are still adverse. The coal
strike is still in full force in Egypt.

Kansas City
ATTENDANCE rennained just about at
the normal mark in all first run houses
of Kansas City this week, the only exception being at the Royal theatre, where the
first week of Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton in "Fireman, Save My Child,"
drew big crowds all week, thereby a,ssuring
a second Aveek's run.
At the Newman, Thomas Meighan in
"We're All Gamblers," held up well all
week, being slightly above the previous
week. "The Stolen Bride," with Billie
Dove, at the Main Street played to average
as did "The Romantic Age" at
attendance,
the
Liberty.
Syd Chaplin, in "The Missing Link" at
the Globe Theatre, in conjiuietion willi the
Vitaphone program, drew good all week.

Ottawa
evenings and a public holiday during the week of August 8 made the
situation very pleasant for most of the exhibitors in Ottawa, Ontario. B. F. Keith's
Theatre had them standing up three and
four deep at the back of the orchestra floor
for matinee performances, the film attraction, incidentally, being "The Telephone
COOL

Girl."
' ' San Francisco, " as a title, means little
or nothing in Ottawa, but good summer
crowds turned out at the Regent Theatre
to see Dolores Costello, the youthful star
of this film drama. They found that they
liked the picture after all.
Because of the strong French element in
Ottawa, it might have been thought that
"On Ze Boulevard" would' have drawn
■well at the Imperial Theatre, but the result
was
seems that
fans
have "just
been fair."
fooled Itseveral
timespicture
in recent
months by pictures with Frcnchy titles but

having nothing more Parisian than a few
interior sets that fail to ring true.
Business at the Centre Theatre was steady
but not sensational for "The Husband
Hunters, whicli played the first half, and
"The Mysterious Rider" which occupied
the screen for the last three days. The
Canadian Government picture of the visit
of the Prince of Wales to Ottawa helped,
but then the Regent and Keith's also had
a share of the British Heir's views for good
measure.
The Francais had quite an assortment
with "Valencia" for two days; "Ankles
Preferred" for the next two, and then a
double bill, "The Trap" and "Blarney"
for Friday and Saturday. The backs of
seats were quite conspicuous at some perfoniiances and there was little in the shape
of a rush at any time.
"Moulders of Men" was the type of picture they like at the Eden Theatre in Hull,
Quebec, and patronage was fair.

Detroit
"C^INANCIAL conditions are steadily im^ proving at the downtown houses here.
An increase in industrial activities and fine
theatre weather have caused heavy contributions toflow around the box office.
The Michigan did very well with "Service for Ladies," some extremely large
crowds attending the matinees. Nearly all
the Menjou followers turned out to see
Adolphe in waiter's imiform.
"Painting the Town," at the State,
brought good-size attendance. It was billed
along with a stage presentation headlining
Fred Stritt. Early evening performances
drew the big coin, but the other shows also
went along nicely.
Two hold overs, "The First Auto" and
"Fireman, Save my Child," attracted fair
attention during a final week showings at
the Madison and Adams.
The Capitol with "Alias the Deacon"
and a stage show rated highly this week.
Business was fine here every afternoon and
evening.
At the Colonial "Snowbound" went over
in fine style, heavy business being noticed
throughout the greater part of the week.
Ben and Lou Cohen are highly pleased with
the results obtained from this booking.

Miltvaukee
'I^HE national convention of Eagle in Mil^ waukee this week and the attendant
attractions, were instrumental in boosting
the receipts of down town theatres. Business was good throughout the week; in fact
so much better than previous weeks that
managers wore in most jovial spirits.
"The Stolen Bride" at the Wisconsin,
supported by a good stage presentation was
apparently the most popular picture on the
avenue, and drew excellent business. "The
Blood Ship," at the Garden, was always
well attended, and brought the week's business a bit above the average. "Back to
God's Country," the Alhambra's feature,
was a favorite with theatre goers. "The
Prince of Head Waiters," at the Merrill,
drew fair business, and the "Ten Modern Commandments ' ' played to fairly
good houses at the Strand. "Is Your
Daughter Safe?", playing at the Davidson t'oi- an indefinite period, is doing
only fair l)usiness. "Dearie" vied with the
headliners on the Orpheum bill this week
for popularity. "The Clown" added greatly to the enjoyment of the bill at the
Majestic.

Picture

N e zu ^

Neighborhood houses did not feel the increase in business to the extent the down
town theatres did, but nevertheless, business was average or a little above.

Central

Pennsylvania

"DUSINESS continued at a fair pace for
-'-J midsumme
r in the leading Harrisburg
theatres, during the week, due in considerable measure to the fine class of attractions offered. Clever comedy for the most
part predominated. At the Colonial the
offering was "Lost at the Front," starring
Charley Murray and George Sydney, and
it was put across in a way that was quite
acceptable to the box ofSce. Interest in
the Colonial's bill for the week was further
stimulated, however, by the showing also
of the adventures of Colonel and Mrs.
Harry K. Eustace in hunting white rhinoceros in Africa.
"The Callahans and the Murphys," with
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran, supported
by a thoroughly capable company, at
Loew's Regent, provided a whirlwind of
fun just suited to drive away the summertime blues.
Critics, however, declared that Adolphe
Menjou, in "Service for Ladies," shown at
the Victoria, was far and above the finest
film play shown in Harrisburg in many
weeks, the impression being strong that it
is the best thing even the inimitable
Adolphe ever has done.
The Broad Street Theatre featured a
"grand opening" on Friday, August 12,
when the picture house, which had been
closed for several weeks for improvements,
was thrown open again under the new management of T. B. Reckard. Fred Thompson
and his horse. Silver King, in "Silver
Comes Thru, ' ' was the main attraction, and
good business was done on the two days
of the week that the
theatre was operating.
Tampa

/CONDITIONS, over which the show folks
^-^ have no control, put a crimp in the
theatre attendance for at least two daj's
of the past week. Sunday is usually a
"big" day in 'all houses, but along about
seven in the evening one of those heavy
tropical rains arrived and did a thirtj'^ minute act; just enough to spoil the evening
attendance. Then Wednesday the cigarmakers staged a one day strike as a protest
against the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti. They succeeded in closing all the theatres in the Latin section, and Avhile the
other houses did not close, still there was
fear of trouble by many and the effect was
felt quite materially at the box office.
"The Way Of All Flesh" opened the
week at the Tampa, and it went over big,
but as two of the four days" showing were
"off" — the average for the run was
just "good." "The Heart of Maryland"
had the feature spot for the last half, and
it did good. The Paramount News, with a
stunt made here in Tampa, of Mabel Cody
shoAving different styles of airplane changing, had something to do with the draw.
The Strand had a good lay out and it
seemed to be only the "conditions" that
kept the receipts down to "good." "Cheaters" opened, followed by "Beware of
Widows,"
and "White Pants Willie"
closed the week.
The Franklin kept up their average, with
the exce])ti()n of the two days mentioned.
They had "Broncho Twister," "Pa3ang
the Price" and "Ace of Action."
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After Midnight
Story Is W eak. But Treatment Is Strong
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THERE are a lot of good points in this picture — and a lot
of bad ones, too. Monta Bell, who wrote and directed it,
has done a creditable job with the megaphone, but his
pen must have splotched up the paper. He tells us a story of a
romance between a cigarette girl in a cabaret and a crook — and
embroiders it with all the movieish twists — such as the harumscanim sister of the heroine spending all the money that the
cigarette girl has tried to save.
Of course such a romance as this could never happen — and
that's why Mr. Bell should have treated it more satirically.
Imagine a girl falling in love with a crook who threatens to hit
her with a lead pipe unless she comes across with a ten spot!
She exchanges the money for the pipe and hits the stick-up man
with it. Thereafter develops a romance as she nurses him back to
health. He strives to go straight but after some misunderstanding
she takes her savings and splurges it all with her giddy sister.
Which makes something of an anti-climax of the subsequent reconciliation.
The director has fashioned some interesting scenes from his
material and sees to it that the incident is more or less original.
Not so much can be said for his story. The film is what can be
called just mildly entertaining.
The Cast: Norma Shearer, Gzccn Lee. Lazvrcncc Grav.
Philip Slecinan, Eddie Sturgis. Director, Monta Bell.
THEME:
Romantic
drama
possibilities. Make mention of
star and her appearance as
of cabaret girl who reforms a
crook and falls in love with him.
cabaret girl. Stage prologue to
fit with
cabaret
atmosphere,
PRODUCTION
HIGHGtc
LIGHTS :. The photographic
DRAWING POWER: Star
effects. The cabaret scenes. The
development of romance. The
has big following. Well advertised film should draw. For
acting by Lawrence Gray.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
average houses everywhere.
Title affords all kinds of teaser
Produced and distributed by M ctro-G oldzvyn-Mayer .
Length, seven reels. Released. August. 1027.

There

are comedy, action and pathos in these stills from
River," a new Western from Fox Films

"Tumbling

White Pants Willie
New

Hines Comedy Has Lively Gags
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THERE is a plentiful supply of lively gags dished up in the
ncAV Johnny Hines comedy, most of which have an atmosphere of novelty about them. The fun — as in all of the
comedian's pieces — is not concentrated in one reel or two, but
extends throughout the entire footage. There is no celluloid funmaker on the screen today who goes in for more gag play. And
the best part of it is he puts it over.
The new effort is based upon that faithful comedy theme —
getting awiay with murder. You see, Johnny is employed in a gas
service station and affects white flannels. When he is fired he

A varied collection of stills from
"Shanghaied," a sea story which F B O
is releasing

commandeers an elderly lady's limousine, hires a Chinese laundryman to drive it, and puts on the dog. He motors up to a swanky
hotel and falls in love with the daughter of a rich promoter. The
latter had previously become interested in the young man's invention— and eventually stakes him for a financial killing.
Before the denouement is effected Johnny has a men-y time Avith
the girl, the car and a polo pony. He doesn't know anything about
the aristocratic game, but he picks it up quickly. The polo match
is well gagged and releases the necessary laughs. There isn't so
much originality in the idea (the Hines man has had more mirthful pieces) but it has smart action and incident.
The Cast : Johnny Hines, Leila Hyanis, Walter Long, Henry
Barrozvs, Ruth Diuyer, Margaret Seddon, George Kniva. Director. Cliarles Hines.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
THEME: Comedy of poor
Be sure to tease title. Play up
youth who represents himself
as an aristocrat. Gets away
as snappy comedy of youth who
puts himself over through force
with it and is humiliated, but
of his personality. Play up
wins love and recognition in
Leila Hyams.
the end.
DRAWING POWER: SuitPRODUCTION
HIGHable for all types of houses.
LIGHTS : Gags. Scene of banquet. Polo match. Ice-cream
soda sequence. Love interest.
Title has "kick."
Produced by C. C. Burr. Distributed by First National.
Length, 6,350 feet.
Released, August, 1927.
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Tumbling River
A Typical Mix ivith Thrills A-Plenty
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
HERE is something about Tom Mix pictures that seems to
I
differ just a trifle from those of other Western
stars.
-*■ While the stories are usually about the same, with the
trusted ranch foreman the villainous cattle rustler, at the same
time when a thrill is called for Tom puts it on pretty. And there
are thrills g-alore in this one.
It seems just a matter of course for Tom and Tony to plunge
over a steep embankment and both to come up uninjured. It is
a trivial matter for Tom to lower himself out over the river and
lasso the girl as she is about to be plunged to death with thjfc
villain, who is abducting her as they descend the rapids and near
the falls. It is just an incident when the herd of horses being
taken across the river by the rustlers become stampeded and each
of the head plunges into the river and swims to safety.
The storj' is the usual one of the type. Dorothy Dwan, young
and winning daughter of the rich rancher is a romantic miss with
a penchant for getting into and being saved from serious situaBut shesaved
hadn't
seen anything
till have
Tom become
came into
her life;
then shetions.was
so often
that it must
monotonous

T"

to her. At any rate she liked it well enough to marry the hero,
which made the story perfect.
The Cast : Tom Mix, Dorothy Dzvan, William Cottklin,
Stella Essex, Elmo Billings^ Edward Pell, Sr., Wallace MacDonald, Buster Gardner, Harry Gripp.
THEME : Western in which
swirling rapids ; the stampede of
the horses from the barge; the
the hero outwits the villain, who
furious and daring riding.
is the trusted ranch foreman,
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
and wins the daughter of the
wealthy rancher.
The star's name, of course is
the best bet and you can promise
PRODUCTION
HIGHmore genuine thrills than usual.
LIGHTS: The thrilling plunge
over the cliflf by Tom and Tony;
The all-around good work of the
cast and a well told, story.
the rescue of the girl in the
Produced and distributed by Fox Films.
Length 4,675 jeet. Released August 21st.

The feminine has practically the entire field in these stills from "After
Midnight," a Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer film

Shanghaied
Tensely Interesting Melodrama
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

RUTH MILLER and Ralph Ince put over this somewhat grewsome melodrama in such a capable manner that it
is bound to win them wide praise. Miss Miller proves herself an actress of considerably more ability than she had probably
been given credit for in the past. There is- every opportunity for
overacting in this type of melodrama, but to the credit of both
Miss Miller and Ince be it said that they kept well within the
bounds and made the story most convincing.
There is nothing elevating about this story of San Francisco's
old Barbary Coast and the waterfront; nor was there anything
elevating about that old famed, colorful and tough district of old
San Francisco, but it was nevertheless a district that drew visitors from all over the Avorld. The story sho^vs much of that old
color of the Barbary Coast dives, which flourished before Patsy
Ruth was born, but she enacts her role almost to perfection and
the picture is bound to have a vnde appeal. A harrowing role for a
girl of the type of Patsy Ruth, but she hajs never done one that
gave her a better chance to display her acting ability.
The Cast: .Ralph Ince, Patsy Ruth Miller, Alan Brooks.
Gertrude Astor, Walt Robbins, H. J. Jacobson.
THEME : Melodrama in of Miss Miller, Mr. Ince and the
which the dance hall girl is whole company. The scenes
showing all the old color of San
forced to be a party to the drugging of the sea captain, who in
Francisco's Barbary Coast. The
revenge shanghaies her and
many
ations. tensely melodramatic situforces her to be ship scullery
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
maid. She is transferred to another ship returning to San
Play up the accuracy of the
scenes showing the Barbary
Francisco, where she is emCoast and its old dives: the
ployed in the lowest dive. She
work of Miss Miller and Mr.
saves her money, repays the
captain and eventually weds
Ince.
him.
DRAWING POWER: Will
interest
them in any house.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS:
The splendid work
Produced and distributed by F B O.
Length 5,998 fett.
Released October 19, 1927.
PATSY

Comedy moments from "White duction
I'anis ITillie" a iieiv First National pro-
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Clancy's
Kosher Wedding
Its Gags Are Many But Ineffective
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
LAMBASTIXG, rough and tumble humor seems to be the idea
here. If you don't succeed in producing a laugh the first
time, tiy a second time, try innumerable times, and you are
sure of eventually getting over at least a few chuckles. The trouble
with "Clancy's Kosher Wedding" is that its gags are forced, its
humor is so apparent the spectator cannot help but feel that
desperate and frantic efforts are being extended to loosen his
mouth into smiles. The gag sequences come rapidly but they often
miss fire and sputter out.
The story tells of the fortunes of Cohen and Clancy, two rival
clothing store merchants. They are deadly enemies but the former's daughter and the latter 's son are very much in love with
each other. Many arguments both voluble and fistic take place between the male heads of the two families, the climax arriving
when Cohen stakes his store against Clancy's on the outcome of a
prizefight. It is when Cohen is down and out, having lost his bet,
that the Irishman realizes the fondness he has for
him so they make up their differences and enter partnership. Of
course the romance blossoms between their children and the fadeout is a happy one.
The Cast: George Sidney, Will Armstrong, Ann Brody,
Mary Gordon, Sharon Lynn, Rex Lease, Ed Brady. Director,
A. E. Gilstrom.
tween the two rival businessmen.
THEME: Irishman and HeIjrew, business rivals, have many
The free-for-all at the picnic.
The battle in the ring and the
battles and unwittingly come to
like each other. When the Celt
readjustment
of Cohen's fortunes. The romance.
■wins his rival's store he relents,
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
takes him into partnership. The
two families are united by a
See the press book for some appropriate ideas.
marriage between the IrishDRAWING POWER: Suitman's son and the Hebrew's
able for patrons of the general
daughter.
run houses.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The arguments be-

The late war is viewed from the clouds in "Wings," the new Paramount
road shotv

Produced and Distributed by F B 0.
Released, September ly, ig2j ; Footage, ^joo feet.

The Stolen Bride
Pretty Star and
Tasty Settings — That's
Bride,
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

All

"The it.Stolen
up in about
a touch is ofsei-ved
Cinderella
The
sugaryhasoffering
RATHER which
theme is based upon that trusty favorite — the high-born
girl who is sold by her father to the highest bidder, though her
heart belongs to another. It's a type of story that has proved
very useful as a prop for musical comedies. It looks kind of oldfashioned in celluloid dress. The heroine falls in love Avith a poor
but honest chap during her sojourn in America. When the irate
parent learns about the affair he calls her back to her native Hungary. And the peasant follows — to be inducted into militaiy service as an orderly for the villainous bai'on. The latter (if you must
know) is the fiance of the heroine. It's his job to make things
unpleasant for his servant.
The picture is dependable upon its romantic flourishings for
appeal. And it provides Billie Dove with sufficient opportunity to
bedeck herself in an ai-ray of finerj'. Her acting moments aren't
so
plentiful.
Since wrote
she hasherdemonstrated
an emotional gift it's
about
time someone
a story.
A

Screen highlights from "The Phantom Buster," a Pathe Western release

The film doesn't uncover any novelty of treatment. Situations
which might develop dramatic possibilities are never taken advantage of— and as a result it often becomes incoherent. The sets
indicate that Alexander Korda, the director, knows his Hungary.
Tlve Cast : Billie Dove, Armand Kalis, Lloyd Hughes, Lilyan
Tashman, Frank Beal, Cleve Moore. Director, Alexander
Korda.
scenes. The photography.
THEME : Romantic drama
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
of aristocratic girl who is sold
by father to highest bidder. She
Play up Billie Dove in her various costumes. Bill as effective
has her own choice of a husband eventually.
romance of girl sold to highest
bidder. Might tease title to proPRODUCTION
HIGHvoke interest.
LIGHTS: The appeal of star.
The costumes and settings. The
DRAWING POWER: Suittreatment of romance. The love
able for average houses.
Produced and distributed by First National.
Length, six reels.
Released, August, 1927.
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Wings
The

JFar In The Air Finely Picturized
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THERE'S an interesting; war spectacle in treat for those who
see "Wings." For the first time in cinema histoi-y the
aviation branch of the service (as it operated 'during the
late war) is presented. It makes for capital entertainment if one
can overlook a story W'hich lacks conviction. Our impression is
that it could have been a great deal bettor had it carried a more
substantial plot and had its characters appeared more genuine.
Several reels devoted to maneuvers of planes in the upper ozone
tend to make it repetitious of action. Yet at the same time it
packs a teiTifie wallop by the graphic depiction of the Avar in and
above the clouds. It is spectacular in its appeal and the spectator should forget all about its weakly-built story and accept it as
a frame for the projection of the airplane episodes.
It tells of two young aviators both of w^hom love the same
girl. For the sake of dramatic purjioses they quarrel over her.
When one of them is brought down behind the German front he
makes his escape in an enemy plane. His buddy goes searching for
him and, spying the German plane, brings it down. In accomplishing the job he kills his friend. It is competently acted by Richard
Arlen and Charles Rogers — with the former appearing more
genuine in his role. Clara Bow as the principal heroine contributes a fair performance. A little less sophistication apjilied to
her work would have made it more convincing.
The Cast: Clara Bozv, Charles Rogers, Ricliard Arlen, El
Brendel. Richard Tucker, Gary Cooper, Jobyna Rahton. "Gunboat" Smith,Drama
Arlcttc ofMarchal.
William JVellinan.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
THEME:
war in Director,
Tie up with aviation outfits,
the sky as depicted during
etc. Exploit title to Limit. Bill
World War. Battle scenes dovetailed with romance.
as first picture of its kind ever
shown. Play up big.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: For
LIGHTS : Spectacular appeal
high class houses everywhere.
of air battles. Flight maneuTitle will draw.
vers. Color and atmosphere.
Realism.
Suspense.
Acting.
Produced and distribided by Paramount.
Length, twelve reels. Released

Scenes from F B O's feature length comedy, "Clancy's Kosher Wedding."

The Phantom Buster

Buddy

Roosevelt
IF ipes Out
(Reviewed by Raymond

the Smugglers
Ganly)

W^IIEN it comes to thinking up something new for the plot
of a Western, the producers know they are up against
it. Practically eveiy conceivable story twist has been
made use of by this time so that often enough one sees the same
story pattern employed in all sorts of Westerns, the only difference being that a different -face enacts the role of hero. The story
of this Roosevelt Western is nothing new but it is of the type that
is not seen as regularly as some of its brothers.
It is kind of different to see two men who look exactly alike
but who are nevertheless opposed to each other, for one is good and
the other is bad. You have your doubts as to which of the two is
the upright chap, but you have not long to wonder because of the
heroine's repulsion of one Avhom you immediatly set down as a
villain. This Western is decidedly different up to the point where
the evil fellow is killed from ambush. After that unfortunate episide it tells the same old story of how wicked snuigglers tried to
kill the hero, of how he was nursed back to health through the
devotedness of the girl, and of how he, well and strong again,
subdued the villains, breaking uj> their gang and earning the sobriquet of "The Phantom Buster." It is too bad that the "twin"
had to go out of the pictures as early as he did for his maneuvers
were much more interesting, we confess, than the hero's, whose
actions you could anticipate easily.
Buddy Roosevelt is good in his dual role and we believe that
audiences viewing his latest release will walk out of the theatres
content.

Pretty gowns and sellings are found in the First National picture, "The
Stolen Bride"

The Cast: Buddy Roosevelt, Alma Ray ford, Charles IVhitaker, Boris Karloff, John Junior, liozvard Davies, Walter Maly,
lATurence Underzcood.
Directed bv Jl'illiain Bertram.
THEME:
Western
action PRODUCTION
HIGHdrama. Hero takes the place of
LIGHTS:
The
"double"
idea.
Action and fighting.
his double, who is shot from ambush. By means of his impersonation, he learns many things
DRAWING POWER: Okay
and is instrumental in rounding
for neighborhood and Western
clientele.
up a gang of smugglers.
Produced by .Iction Pictures, Inc. Distributed by Pathc.
Released, August 14, 1927. Length, 4,497 feet.
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The Patent Leather Kid
Excellent Picture With a War Background
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
IT has taken Richard Barthelmess many seasons to get a gooil
break on the screen. Not since "Tol'able David" has he had
had anything to measure up to his histrionic stature. But
^vith the appearance .of "The Patent Leather Kid" the star is
back in «the select circle. It is a stiii'ing war story — one which
does not march off to the trenches until the second half of the
picture.
The Rupert Hughes story of an East-Side prize-fighter with a
patent leatlier complex — and whose idea of patriotism is to wave
a towel instead of the flag — furnishes Barthelmess with a rich
character sketch. He's a demon in the ring, but his conceit
proves his undoing eventually. An Irish girl, ashamed of his lack
of real fighting courage, goads him into becoming reckless.
The story is a trifle too long, but it is packed with humor, action
and thrills. The fight sequences are rich in atmosphere and color
•— and none of the players step out of character. The war scenes
merely serve as a background for the central figui'e. They reveal
picturesque shots (especially the advance of the tanks) but the
real punch of the picture is contained in the making over of the
hero. The love interest kindles humor and pathoi,. Altogether it
is an excellent film — one which tells its story with a spray of human episodes. There is some gifted acting turned in by Arthur
Stone, Matthew Betz and Molly O'Day.
The Cast : Richard Barthelmess, Lazvford Davidson, Matthezv Bets, Arthur Stone, Raymond Turner, Walter James.
Lticien Prk'al. Nigel dc Brulicr.
Director, Al Santell.
title, author and star. Bill as
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The fight sequences.
biggest picture Barthelmess ever
The human interest. The local
had. Tie up with Legion, etc.
color. Life-like characterizaExploit Molly O'Day. Make a
tions. Acting. War episodes.
big spread with it.
DRAWING POWER: Sure
Thrills, humor, action.
to attract them. For first run
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
houses everywhere.
Tell them it is there. Play up
Scenes from the Paramount comedy-drama, ^"The World at Her Feet"

Produced and distributed by First National.
Length T2 reels.
Released,

Silk Stockings
Slim Story Long Drawn
Out
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

existence is a silk stocking with
most
baneinofit.
THEa run
Thiswomen's
is that type of picture. Most of the
trouble is caused when a yoinig lady discards a damaged
stocking by sticking it into the pocket of a young married inan
with a jealous wife. The story has a decided run in it. Had it been
made a two-reeler there might have been sufficient action to keep
it going at a fairly rapid pace.
Laura La Plante is the star and the director gave her ample
scope to display a lot of facial expressions, Avhich she does passably in the long-drawn-out court room scene. However, in so doing
the action halts completely to the detriment of the picture. The
entire cast with Miss La Plante is guilty of overacting.
The screen story was made from the stage play "A Pair of
Silk Stockings," which undoubtedly was better in its original
form. Much of the speed of the original farce Avas lost in its
transposition to the screen. It necessarily lacks the snappy lines
that helped to make the stage play a vsuccess, and as a consequence
it drags painfully most of the way.
The Cast: Laura La Plante, John Harron, William Austin,
Otis Harlan, Burr Mcintosh, Heinie Conklin, Marcella Daly,
Tempe Pigot, Ruth Cherrington.
Directed by William Serter.
THEME: .A farce in which
LIGHTS: .None of any import3,TlCG
the young couple, very much in
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
love, is led to the divorce court
when a young lady playfully
A tieup with a hosiery concern;
the use of the title of the stage
slips her damaged silk stocking
play from which the picture was
into the husband's pocket. The
made might help some.
wrong is righted after much
DRAWING POWER: There
confusion when the wife deis little to recommend in the
liberately compromises herself
with the husband, thus nullifypicture, though it might be aping the interlocutory degree.
preciated in some of the neighborhood houses.
PRODUCTION
HIGHThe atmosphere of the South Seas pervades tliese stills from ''The Encluinted Island," a Tiffany release

Produced and distributed by Universal Pictures.
Length, 5,947 feet.
Released, October 2nd, 1927.
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The World at Her Feet
Too

Light a Yarn For a Talented
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

Star

adaptation of the play, "Lawyer Bolbec and Her Husband," by Georges Berr and Louis Verneuil, this comedy of
marital difficulties featuring the gifted Florence Vidor is
a light inconsequential affair insofar as plot is concerned. The
old story of the lonely wife and straying hubby — how often has
it been and will continue to be used as the mainstay of some
vehicle presenting the countenance of a star? Here is a case,
though, of old wine being sei-ved in a somewhat new bottle.
Luther Reed has made sure that the developments run smoothly
and sparklingly, that all of his incidents are welded together with
delicate subtlety and finesse. Even when the events have stopped
developing, when the piece is coasting, so to speak, he has the
comedy bubbles effervescing, that the camera has a chance to drink
in the beauty and charming personality of the patrician Florence
Vidor. Of course, there are faults here and there (for instance it
is a little risque in spots) but they do not loom largely, and, we
are sure, can be lightly dismissed. The director steered the marriage boat up the river of light humor, avoiding the tributaries of
over-emphasis and seriousness. The result is : a pleasant little
comedy.
The cast does excellent acting.
The Cast : Florence Vidor, Arnold Kent, Margaret Quimby,
Richard Tucker, William Austin, Daznd Torrence. Director,
Luther Reed.
where both husband and wife
THEME : Wif e 's ambition to
are placed in compromising po"Have the world at her feet"
sitions.
so irritates her spouse that he
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
decides to concentrate on his interest in the feminine elsewhere.
Play up star. Mention her role
His wife, alarmed, resorts to
in "The Grand Duchess and
womanish wiles and wins back
the Waiter. ' ' Bill as comedy of
married life.
her man.
DRAWING POWER:
Good.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Intrigues and scenes
AN

Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Released May, 1927. Footage, 5,691 feet.

The prize ring and the mud hole and the faith of a girl all play their
part in "The Patent Leather Kid," the First National special

Service for Ladies
Entertaining

Romance — Capitally
Staged
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

and

Acted

pictures are picking up. His "Service for
Menjou
THELadies,"
is entitled to the same recognition as "The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter," — which is saying a mouthful.
It carries a deal of romantic charm and tells its story without
waxing unduly dramatic. Furthermore it is staged against appropriate atmosphere while the acting is always natural.
It tells the story of a head- waiter of Paris (who is intimately
acquainted with kings and princes) and his love for a New York
debutante. He follows her to the Alps and a passionate affair
springs up between them. But once he realizes his station in life,
he checks out the romance. The girl, however, places another
interpretation on his departure. She considers him above her
inasmuch as she has seen him with a humble king. The situation
is well worked out and never becomes movieish. Indeed, there is
a deep touch of pathos behind the effort of the waiter to find
romance and still be himself.
The picture carries a Continental flavor in its settings, the Alps
sequences being well suggested. Moreover none of the scenes are
forced to be bolstered up with smart titles. What is written into
them serves to provide emphasis to the action. Menjou acts
in his customary suave manner, conducting himself in the proper
deportment of a head-waiter who knows how to establish a clientele. Kathryn Carver as the leading woman brings charm and
bearing to the role. Lawrence Grant's king is humble and human.
The Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Kathryn Carzrr, Laavrence

Light comedy highlights in the Universal production, "Silk Stockings"

Grant.
Lane. drama
Director,
D'Arrast.
THEME:Charles
Romantic
of Harry
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
social barrier with head-waiter
Bill as a typical Menjou picture.
falling in love with debutante.
Play up title — it can stand
PRODUCTION
HIGHteaser campaign. Bill as apLIGHTS: Treatment of ropealing romance.
DRAWING POWER: Should
mance. Human appeal. Color
and atmosphere. Settings. Easy
go well wherever star is popular. For better class houses.
acting by star. Titles.
Produced and distributed b\\ ParainounI .
Length, si.v reels.
Released, August, 1927.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
Situation Wanted
YOUNG MAN responsible,
conscientious willing, desires
position with theatre as assistant to manager. Four
years' theati'ical experience.
Box 75, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
. MANAGER desires connection with chance for advancement, 32, married. Seven
years' experience: five as
owner first run house, two
years'
managing
four houses,
same town
for chain.
Can
handle exploitation, vaudeville, prologues, presentations. Go any place. Moderate salarj^ give me a chance,
will guarantee results. Box
860, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
MANAGER for picture
and vaudeville house, circuit
or indefpendent. Twelve
years' experience, good business and publicity getter.
Unquestionable references. Go
anywhere. Salaiy reasonable.
Box 65 Motion Picture News,
New York City.
HOUSE MANAGER— Experienced, mider 35 ; circuit
experience preferred, for
theater of less than 1,500
seats. To supervise personnel, sei-vice, cleaning, mechanical operation and neighborhood publicity. (Booking and
city advertising taken care
of
"L"_ Theaters,
St.,). Cincinnati,
0. 2621 Vine
EXPERIENCED P R 0JECTIONIST and repair
man desires connection with
theatre or supply house where
good work is appreciated.
References on request. Box
55, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
PIANO LEADER - CONDUCTOR at liberty September 4th. Former Publix man.
Real showman, energetic
worker and sober. AU essentials novelties,
;
prologues and
symphonic jazz. Fine library.
High class picture man, also
capable vaudeville leader.
Press stuff and photos. Box
35, Motion Picture News,
New York.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

Agent
Wanted for U.S. A.
having best connections
with theatres, film-producers •and costume-renters.
Prefer Gentleman with
office and showrooms in
the centre of theatre and
film district. Send application, in detail, together
with references to

THEATERKUNST
HERMANN J. KAUFMANN
Berlin N 54, Schwedterstr.

9.

Manaiactarer of costnmes and
requisites for tlieater and film.

or Sale
FOR

SALE: 1500 upholstered opera chairs in good
condition. Sacrifice to quick
buyer. Can be seen on request.
Box 425, Motion Picture
News, New York City.
CLOTH BANNERS.—
$1.40, 3 x 15 feet, 3 colors, any
copy up to 15 words ; one day
service ; sent anywhere ; also
Bargain Paper Banners. Associated Advertisers, 111 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.
FOR SALE— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides, Banners, and
other kinds of accessories on
any subject, new or old — regardless. Save 60 per cent.
Write for order blanks and
price list. Theatre Poster
Supply Company &; Sign Exchange, 327 E. Sixth Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
AUCTION
So. Manchester,
Connecticut
By order of Superior Court for
Hartford County, I will sell to
the highest bidder at Public
Auction, Thursday, September
1st, 1927. at 2 P. M. D. S. T.,
the Arcadia Theater and Realty
Corp. of Manchester, Connecticut, consisting of real estate as
follows : Rialto Theater, two
stores, and land located on
Main Street, in the business
district of South Manchester,
Conn. Rialto Theater was recently renovated and now presents a very attractive appearance both inside and out, is
fully equipped, and ready for
business, seven hundred seats,
and nice Marque. Splendid
chance to engage in Theater
business.
Terms, ten per cent of sale
price on day of sale, balance
when Bill of Sale and Deed is
approved by Superior Court.
Sales will take place on the
premises. Main Street, South
Manchester, Connecticut, Rain
or Shine.
JOHN T. SULLIVAN,
Receiver.
138 Pearl Street,
So. Manchester,
Ct.

A group of displays whidi exploited "Captain Salvation" (Metro-Gold'
wyn-Mayer) at some of the first run theatres. The netvspaper ads shotvn
above include botli original and adaptations of press book layouts. Tlie
displays reproduced were used by the following: Loew's Aldine, Pittsburgh; Circle theatre, Indianapolis; Victory theatre. Salt Lake City;
Bowdoin Square theatre, Boston; Loew's State, Boston.

WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides; Banners, and
Accessories
of all kinds,
Must be in good condition.

Will aUow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E,
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0.
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ondlNewsfrQmCorresponden
IK" HITCHEDWIX L.COCK,••KIJD
publicity specialist for
the West Coast Theatres in Settle,
who has been responsible to a great
extent for the tremendous business
that Eddie Peabody is brinj^ing to
the Fifth Avenue Theatre eachweek as master of ceremonies, has
a new assignment. This time it is
an eight week trip through California as special publicity representative for Gene Dennis, the girl
psychic. Mr. Hitchcock was scheduled to leave this week, after more
than six months in the Seattle territory.
Don Mitchell, Universal's Western division manager, was a visitor
at Alanager Mat Aparton's local exchange last week, after more than
six months in the Seattle territory.
Don Mitchell, Universal's Western manager, was a visitor at Manager Mat Aparton's local exchange
last week. From this city he went
to Portland, en route to his California offices.
Charles E. Feldman, former First
National manager, and now associated with the National Theatre
Supply Company, returned last
week from Denver and will spend
the next few months in the Seattle
office with Ben F. Shearer. He has
been succeeded in Denver by Heaton F. Randall, a veteran member
of the Shearer organization.
"Cap" Kiggins, theatre owner
and operator of Vancouver, Wash.,
was a recent visitor in Seattle, and
reports that his new theatre in
Vancouver is rapidly nearing completion. A newspaper contest is
now being conducted to select a
name for the 1,400-seat house.

^MiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiin

Seattle

mount News. Mr. Lancaster succeeds Ray Fernstrom, who was
moved to New York City afier
several weeks of filming in the
Northwest territory.

Seattle had two distinguished
visitors last week, but failed to
his
1928 product among j recognize them. Which means that
the company's
exchanges.
trip.
M. H. Newman, former manager
Rod La Rocque and \'ilma Banky
spent a few hours in this city inof the Columbia Theatre in Seattle,
cognito on their recent honeymoon
and the American Theatre in .Spokane, is now handling publicity at
the Columbia Pictures Corporation
Oscar O. Ruth, of Mount Vernon, Fred Mercy, Sr., of Yakima,
studios at Hollj'wood, according to
W.
E. Jackman, of Spirit Lake,
information reaching some of his
"Chuck" Charles and C. A. Swanlocal friends last week.
son, of Everett, Fred Walton, of
The First Annual Film Picnic
Bellingham, and C. L. Gwinn, of
for the Managers and Employees
of the Seattle and Portland film
Olympia, were a few of the out of
town
exhibitors who were seen on
exchanges was held recently at
film
row
last week.
Offut's Lake, between the two
neighboring cities on the Pacific
Marco Wolf, Revues
the "Marco"
of
Fanchon-Marco
that play
Highway, and proved to be very
the West Coast houses on the
much of a success. The major part
of the conmiendation goes to Clyde
Pacific Coast, was a recent visitor
Walker, of the Northwest Motion
in Seattle. He conferred with Herschel Stuart, general manager of
Picture Record, who labored for
the Northwest, during his stay
many hours on the plans and
here, and then he and Mr. Stuart
preparations for the affair.
Clarence Hill, manager of the
motored to V^ancouver to complete
arrangements for the booking of
Metro-GoIdwyn-Ma3'er exchange,
Fanchon-Marco Revues in the
last week announced the appointBritish Columbia picture territory.
ment of "Cherry" Malotte to the
AI-G-M sales staff. Mr. Alalotte
John Hamrick, general manager
is a well-known film man in the
of the Hamrick circuit of houses in
Northwest, having been associated
Seattle, Portland and Tacoma, rewith two other exchanges during
turned from a business trip to the
his many years in the film business
Los ner
Angeles
in this territory.
Brothers headquarters
last week. of
He Warwas

lilllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIHIIIIIIII^

Word was received last week
from Pendleton, Oregon, to the
effect that the Sheery Theatre in
LaGrande has been bought by S.
A. Gruelich, formerly connected
with Guy Matlock in a Pendleton
theatre venture. Francis A. Gruelich, a son, will operate the house.
Bernard Hynes, formerly associated with Publix at the Metropolitan Theatre in Los Angeles, arrived in Seattle last week to assume
the position of assistant manager of
James Q. Clemmer's Fifth Avenue
Theatre. Mr. Hynes will install
the California Publix system in the
house operation plan. He succeeds Arnold I'^link, who has been
transferred by West Coast to the
Coliseum Theatre.
Tommy Gibbons, one of Manager Jack Bower's leading First
National sales representatives, last
week was married to Miss Nellie
Lynch of this city.
Al Raleigh, popular member of
the W^est Coast managerial staff,
who has been directing the destinies
of the Coliseum Theatre lately, left
recently on a two-week vacation
trip. When he returns it is believed that he will be trannsferred
to one of the other West Coast
cities.
Louis Weiss,
of Weiss
Artclass
Pictures,
was Brothers'
a recent
visitor on Film Row, taking care
of the Northwest
distribution of

George Lancaster was announced
last week by Manager George P.
Endert, of the Paramount-Lasky
exchange, as the new cameraman
in the Pacific Northwest for Para-

accompanied by Vic Gauntlett,
dauntless press representative,
whose articles on theatre advertising and exploitation have appeared
in Motion Picture News.

enver
W.\LTER
LEAGUE, manager of the Rialto and Victory Theatres, the Publix amuse
ment houses in Denver, is confined
St. Luke's attack
Hospitalof because
of
ain threatened
bronchial
pneumonia. He had been suffering from a severe cold for some
time, but last Saturday he was
taken suddenly ill at his office in
the Victory Theatre and taken to
his home, and from there removed
to the hospital, when it was seen
that his condition was serious. Mr.
League has managed the local Pub
lix houses for the past eighteon
months, and is one of the leading
managers among Denver Theatre
circles.
The America Theatre will soon
close for about ten days to undergo
extensive repairs. New seats will
be installed and a new carpet will
be put in. The stage and orchestra pit will be enlarged and remodeled. A new lighting system
will be installed and new draperies
and decorations will greet the eyes
of the fans after workmen have
finished.
Exhibitors visiting the local Columbia Exchange will sec a number of new hut familiar faces now
working
under
Manager
J. T.

.Sheffield. Al Vincent, who for the
past six years has been associated
with the local Publix Theatres,
and more recently district booker
for Publix, is now head booker
and office manager of the Columbia
Exchange. H. F. Dickson, formerly F. B. O. booker and salesman, is now on the Columbia
sales force. Ed Lustig, wellknown salesman, is also associated
with Mr. Sheffield as salesman.
Harry Rodell, veteran showman,
now operating the Crystal Theatre
of Mitchell, Neb , arrived in Denver early this week to transact
business with the various exchanges. Mr. Rodell has been
closed part of the time during the
Summer, but will soon open full
time again.
R. J. Garland, manager for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, spent the
week visiting exhibitors in and
around Rawlins, Wyo.
Harry Hoyle, who has been
booking for Educational for the
past six weeks, will return to hiii
former position as salesman next
week. Wendall Ball, former ship|)er, has been promoted to the booking department.
Jack Scott, assistant manager ol
Producers, has been transferred tr

the Portland Pathe office. He left
Denver Wednesday, August 10th,
and will enter his new duties Monday next. Mr. Scott is well known
in this territory, having been associated in the distributing branch
of the industry for a number of
J. F. McParland, Essaness Theyears. atre, Rushville, Neb., arrived in
the city last Tuesday for a visit to
film row.
Chas. Ernst, manager of the
Palm Theatre, Pueblo, Col., who
is in the city, announces plans foi
$6,000 worth of improvements to
the Palm Theatre.
Bud Rogers, vice-president of
Gotham productions, spent some
time in Denver last week visiting
J. T. Sheffield, owner of Columbia
Exchanges, distributors of Gotham
productions in this district.
Sam Cain, Universal manager,
returned to his desk after a two
weeks' sales trip over the western
slope of Colorado. All LIniversal
salesmen arrived back at the same
time and a general conference was
held by Mr. Cain.
S. B. Rahn, Pathe branch manager, spent most of the week visiting exhibitors in Ft. Collins, Col.,

and Cheyenne, Wyo. He will leave
on a trip to the Black Hills next
week.
Chas. O'Connell, office manager
for Pathe, has a new arrival,
Charline Ann ; weight, 7^ lbs.
Charlie says everything is fine and
everybody is happy. This is his
second daughter.
Pat Argust, manager of the
.'\merica, Colorado Springs, is in
the city arranging new service.
He will close the America for extensive remodeling and improvements about October 1st, after the
tourist rush is over.
C. C. Hamberger, of the Rex
Theatre, Platteville, Col., and
William Managh, owner and manager of the Park Theatre, Greeley,
Col., came to Denver on business
last week.
The Majestic Theatre, Pueblo,
Col., is scheduled to reopen about
.•\ugust 24th, after being closed all
summer for repairs. The theatre
is managed by P. H. Hoppen.
Everett Cole, owner and manager of the Legion Theatre. Alamosa, Col., spent the latter part of
the week in Denver. He plans
many
improvements for Ins
theatre new
sliortly.
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Nec? England
AT

a meeting of the directors of
Allied Theatres of Massachusetts, four of the six arbitrators
to represent the exhibitors were
chosen, all from Boston proper theatres. Two more are to be named
later and will probably be chosen
from the suburban theatres.
Those named are Al Lauder of
the Keith-Albee Boston theatre. Al
Somerb.v of the Bowdoin Square,
Joseph Brennan of Loew's State
and Ralph Gilman of the Bijou, a
Keith-Albee house.
Miss Martha Ferris, secretary of
the New England Film Board of
Trade at Boston, is on a two weeks'
vacation, going by motor to Canada.
She is accompanied by Mrs. E. V.
Corbett, booker for Warner Brothers exchange, Boston.
The Strand Theatre at North
Troy, Vt., has been purchased bj'
L. A. Benoit.
At Bucksport, Me., the Alamo
Theatre, operated by Arthur W.
Rosie, has been purchased by Sam
Kurson of the Graphic Circuit.
Miss Rose Mee, assistant contract clerk at the Fox exchange,
Boston, is in Maine for a two
weeks' vacation.
J. Fred Lovett, former manager
of the Emery Theatre in Providence, R. I., is now managing the
Greenwich Theatre at East Greenwich, R. I.
The Emery Theatre at Providence, one of the theatres which
Edward Fay acquired from the
Emery Circuit, which has been
closed for alterations and improvements, will reopen Labor Day with
a policy of pictures and vaudeville.
Charles Spink, who was manager
of Fay's Theatre in Philadelphia,
has become manager of the Emery
at Providence.

When the Emery reopens, it will
probably be another new name. A
contest is soon to be launched for
a new name for the theatre and
the winner will probably be announced on the night of the reopening of the theatre.
The modern Theatre at Providence, one of the Fay Circuit theatres, will reopen Labor Day and
will play stock.
The Broadway Theatre, Springfield, one of the Goldstein Brothers theatres, has been extensively
remodelled and redecorated and reopens on Tuesday night.
Supreme Films exchange, formerly at 19 Piedmont street, which
was scheduled to move to 44 Church
street, has instead leased larger
quarters further along Piedmont
street at Number 54, once the Fox
exchange and later the Grand Arrow, but which has been vacant
for the past year or more.
Carl Crawford has resigned from
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer staff to
take charge of short subject department of the Harry Segal exchange.
The New Haven Film Exchange
held its annual outing and dinner
at Castle Inn, Saybrook, Conn., on
Thursday. Swimming, a baseball
game and sporting events were provided and one of the resort's
famous shore dinners was followed
by general dancing.
Among the guests were Sam Torgan, owner of the Strand Theatre
at Lowell, Mass., Abe Weiner,
booker for United Artists ; Phil
Fox, booker for Independent Films,
Inc., and Henry Wolper, office
manager for Metro-GoldwynMayer exchange, all from Boston.
The Academy of Music at Haverhill, Mass., reopened Sunday and

^H^X,,
RB.
WILBANKS, manager,
< Famous-Players Lasky office,, Charlotte, left last Tuesday
for a flying trip through Western
North Carolina and Eastern Tennessee.
J. E. Simpson, owner of the
Lyric and Ideal Theatres, Gastonia, N. C, together with his
manager, Chase White, visited Film
Row Monday.
Wm. Conn, manager, local Film
Booking Offices exchange, is spending practically all his time out in
the territory lining up contracts
on the new season's product.
Nat Ferber, for several years
manager of the Orpheum Theatre,
Durham, N. C, has resigned from
that position and has gone to New
York. He expects to be back in
this territory shortly with new connections.
D. M. Eaves of Union, S. C,
while in Qiarlotte last Friday, announced that he would make several additions to his already large
circuit of theatres within the next
few weeks. Mr. Eaves is now operating the Princess, Fayetteville, N.
C, Rialto and Dreamland, Union,
S. C, Opera House and Strand in

Edward M. Foley will manage the
house.
Miss Ethel Lasker, cashier at
Universal exchange, Boston, is at
Onset, Cape Cod, for two weeks.
Waldron's Casino at Boston will
reopen Aug. 27 with pictures and
burlesque. Charles M. Waldron
operates the theatre.
The Premier Theatre at Fall
River, closed for extensive repairs
and redecorating, will reopen in
about a week or ten days.
Miss Mary Granger, head bookkeeper for Universal, is on a vacation by auto through Canada.
William Cuddy, comedy booker
for Pathe, is back from his two
weeks' vacation, most of which was
spent in fishing. Cuddy tells a real
fish story on himself. Both he and
his chum hooked what they thought
a big fish at the same time but
nearly pulled each other out of the
boat before they discovered that
their lines had become tangled beneath the craft.
Miss Anna Considine, assistant
booker at Pathe exchange, is vacationing at Nantasket,
Mass.
Al Cohen, night shipper at Pathe,
is on his annual vacation.
The Magnet Theatre, Dorchester, Mass., is open after extensive
alterations, under the management
of Harry Martin.
Leo Griffin, cashier at First National exchange, is in New Hampshire for a two weeks' vacation.
Phil Spitalny and his jazz orchestra, which played several weeks
at Loew's State Theatre, Boston,
are now en tour of the Loew houses
and this week are at the Century
in Baltimore.
Chester Bent, manager of the Orpheuin Theatre, Maiden and the
Larcom Theatre at Beverly, Mass.,

had his auto stolen during the week.
Police of Maiden later found the
car abandoned in a deserted section of the city with more than
?200 worth of equipment stripped
from it.
Redecorating of the Medford
Theatre, Medford, of which George
H. Hackett is manager, has been
nearly completed and the new marquis and stalled.
electric
sign has
inThe theatre
willbeen
reopen
Aug.
29. Theatre at Valley Falls,
Shea's
R. I., will reopen Labor Day. The
theatre was closed by the Town
Council on June 2. The new license
is issued to Mrs. Eugenia W. Shea.
The theatre has been redecorated
and otherwise improved.
The Community Theatre in
Plainville, Conn., has been sold to
the Strand Theatre in that town.
George Lewitt, present owner of
the Strand Theatre, in that town.
It is understood that the new owner
will close the house for extensive
alterations and will reopen later
with a policy of straight pictures.
Joseph Colonna of Wakefield,
Mass., has been added to the staff
of the Capitol Theatre at Worcester, to take charge of presentations.
First Division Pictures Corporation of New England has been incorporated at Boston with 1,000
shares of no par capital stock. Incorporators are Harry M. Golden
of Maiden, Albert Karp of South
Boston, Samuel J. Marshall of
Boston, Maurice Tobey of Qielsea
and Edward A. Golden of Brookline, all of whom are well known
and active in the film district.
With deep regret, the Strand
Theatre of Orono, Maine, announces the death of Frank A.
Owen
on Friday, Aug.
5.

Soutli East

Gaffney, S. C, Imperial, Newberry,
S. C, Rialto, Rock Hill, S. C,
Dreamland, Chester, S. C, Lockhart in Lockhart, S. C, Buffalo
at Buffalo, S. C, and the Lyric
in Sumter, S. C. W. C. Costephens is booking manager of the
Eaves circuit, with headquarters in
the office of the Holacher Delivery
Service, Charlotte.
J. P. Horlacher, owner of the
Horlacher Deliver}- Service, after
spending a few days in Philadelphia, returned to Charlotte Friday.
R. B. Wilby, of Publix-Saenger
Theatres of North Carolina, with
headquarters in Atlanta, spent several days last week in North Carolina with H. F. Kincey, general
manager.
Rufus Davis, Jr., is covering the
South Carolina territory this week,
with his father, Rufus Davis, Sr.,

salesman for the National Theatre

week

Supply
Co. Clark, owner of the
H. C.
Happyhour Theatre, Ithaca, N. Y.,
and his family are spending a vacation in this section. Mr. Clark
announced that he is thinking of
opening a theatre in Charlotte
some time in the near future.
E. F. Dardine, manager. Universal Film Exchange, Charlotte, was
in Wilmington and other points in
Eastern North Carolina last week.
Bob Jernigan, manager of the
Colonial Theatre, Dunn, N. C,
spent Monday and Tuesday in
Charlotte.
Harry E. Buchanan, owner of
the Lyric Theatre, Sylvia, N. C,
spent the week end in Charlotte,
accompanied by his brother.
E. D. Turner, president, Carolina Theatres. Inc., is spending the

J. R. Houser, of Kings Mountain, N. C, formerly owner of the
Imperial Theatre that city has purchased the Victory Theatre,
Mooresville, N. C, from L. C.
Rose.
F. B. Bryant, manager local exchange of First National Pictures
made a trip into South Carolina
last week.
H. cuitJ.of theatres
Paradis, inowner
of North
a cirEastern
Carolina,
was in Charlotte Monday
and
Tuesday.
B. F. Clutts has leased the Allais
Theatre at Allais, Ky., and will
place it under the managerial supervision of his wife.

EMPIRE LABORATORIES
723 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y.
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

MOTION

at Elizabeth City, N. C,

helping his manager, C. D. Buckner, prepare for the opening of the
new Carolina Theatre, which will
be on Monday, August 15.
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Atlanta
TWENTY-FIVE
cases were
considered and disposed of at
the regular meeting of the Atlanta
Joint Board of Arbitration last
Tuesday. The next meeting of the
board will probably be held the first
Tuesday in September.
J. W. Cramer, owner of the
Rainbow Theatre, Opelika, Okla.,
whose death came after a long illness, was buried Monday. It is
understood that the Rainbow Theatre will continue operation under
the managerial supervision of Mrs.
• Cramer, who has been active in her
husband's
a long time.business enterprises for
P. C. Parrish, southern division
purchasing agent for National Theatre Supply Company, has been promoted to manager of the company's
New Orleans' office, and will assume his new duties August 20th.
Mr. Parrish succeeds C. D. Porter in New Orleans. D. P. Bott, of
the Chicago office, arrived in Atlanta this week to fill the vacancy
created by Mr. Parrish's transfer.
The Capitol Theatre has been
sold by I. Miller to Gortatowsky
Brothers of Albany, Ga. The
Gortatowsky Brothers operate the
Liberty and Auditorium in Albany
as well as a handsome new theatre
now about completed.

Universal's Crescent Theatre at
Kissimmee.

Aliss Mildred Matthews, of F B
O, leaves today on her vacation,

George Baumeister, transferred
from Tiffany's exchange in Kansas
City to Atlanta to be booker and
assistant branch manager, arrived
Monday to take up his new duties.
R. S. Beacham, new Florida
salesman for Tiffany, left Atlanta
last Monday for his territory. He
expects to be away for about a
month.
W. G. Minder, southeastern division manager for Tiffany, has returned to his Atlanta headquarters following a sales trip through
Tennessee. The opening of Tiffany's new exchange in Charlotte,
originally set for August 15, has
been delayed one week. E. E. Heller, who has been representing
Tiffany in the Carolina, will be
manager. The oflfice will serve exhibitors inNorth and South Carolina.

which
Beach. she will spend at \'irginia
E. T. Brown, booker for E. J.
Sparks Enterprises, spent this week
in Jacksonville, Fla.
John W. Peck, of the Five Points
Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., has
purchased the Nashville Theatre,
Sylacauga, Ala., from Smith and
St. John.
N. L. Bower, auditor for Fox
Exchanges, is visiting the local
branch.

Hank Hearn, manager of Atlanta branch of Liberty Special, spent
the week in the Tennessee territory on business.
C. R. Beacham, First National's
Atlanta branch manager, spent
Wednesday in Bessemer, Ala.
Mrs. Anna Sessions, formerly
manager of P. D. C, Atlanta
branch, now residing in Miami,
Fla., was a visitor on Film Row
this week. Mrs. Sessions is contemplating the opening of the Biscayne Plaza Theatre at Miami
Beach.

G. L. Wynn has sold an interest
in his Ritz Theatre here to Community Theatres Corporation of
Atlanta. Arthur Lucas and Wm.
K. Jenkins are the principal factors in Community Theatres. The
company operates five suburban
theatres in Atlanta, the newest of
which is the DeKalk in Decatur.
They likewise operate the Ritz at
Valdosta and the Ritz at Brunswick, Ga.

Harvey Sherwood, member of
First National personnel, is away
on his vacation.

George Hoffman, formerly with
Publix Theatres Corporation at
Lakeland, Fla., is now manager of

C. L. Peavy, local manager of
F B O, was in Birmingham, Alaflfi
this week.

Fred Jack, assistant manager of
First National's Atlanta branch
ritory.
spent the week in the Florida ter-

K ansas
A

CORP of painters have been
busy inside the Orpheum theatre, Kansas City, for a week in
redecorating tha interior of the
house for its seasonal opening
August 21. The outside of the theatre is being cleaned and will present an almost new appearance.
"Parenthetically we may remark
that perusal of the list of the greatest pictures calls to mind the fact
that practically all of those pictures have been shown in Missouri's
capital city, thanks to the enterprise and resourcefulness of our
local motion picture manager,
whose name has become a household word in Central Missouri because of his movie programs and
his service to the public." was the
way an editorial in a Daily Capital
News of Jefferson City, Mo., read
concerning Barney Dubinsky, who
has been a Jefferson City exhibitor
only a short time.
The following changes in thea-

tres in the Kansas City territory
were announced this week: The
Burford theatre, Arkansas City,
Kas., has been leased for Sunday
shows by Lewis Linx from Roy
Burford. The interior of the
Odeon theatre, Lyons, Kas., is being redecorated. The Lee theatre,
Clinton, Mo., has been taken over
by L. J. Lenhart of Kansas City
from Lee Jones. The Star theatre,
Warrcnsburg, Mo., was scheduled
to close August 15 for redecoration.
A petition, being circulated by
Kansas City exhibitors in protest
of several clauses in a recent building code ordinance, probably will be
presented to City Manager McElroy in a few days. The new code
would restrain many privileges of
exhibitors in connection of the
operation of booths and the employing of operators. The ordinance
also would mean the employing of
two operators instead of one in
the smaller theatres, it is believed.

W. J. Collins, of Pathe, accompanied by Mrs. Collins, leave today for Wrightsville Beach where
he will spend his vacation.
R. B. Gann, booker for Universal, accompanied with Mrs. Gann,
leaves the first of next week for
Tybee, where he will spend his vacation.
Among the visitors to Atlanta's
film row the past week were : Erwin Diets, Star Theatre, Covington, Ga. ; Hugh Manning and J. C.
Wink, of the circuit bearing their
names
; E.Ashland,
F. Ingram,
Theatre,
Ala. ; Ingram's
Qiarles
Oswald, Publix booker of Jacksonville ;H. W. Dorn, Rivieera
Theatre, South Miami ; Jack Revelle, manager of the Ritz and Bijou Theatres, Brunswick, Ga. ; C.
B. Ellis, F B O Jacksonville branch
manager ; G. L. Wyrin, Ritz Theatre, Newman, Ga. ; Sam Boriskey
of the Boriskey circuit, Chattanooga; J.M. Morgan, Rialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga. ; S. T. Maughon. Circle Theatre, Cordele, Ga. ;
J. R. Dunson, Charity Theatre,
Roanoke, Ala.

lowing atrip to Memphis where he
established DeMille pictures in the
Pathe exchange.
Dan Myers, formerly salesman
for the Oklahoma City exchange
of P. D. C, and prior to that time
the leading exhibitor in Muscogee,
Oklahoma, has been placed in
charge of DeMille pictures in the
Memphis exchange.
Messrs. T. E. Watson and Morris Watson, of the Strand Theatre,
Montevallo, Ala., visited Birmingham during the week.
W. W. Lowery. Jr., of the
Strand, Atmore, Ala., and Star
Theatre, Greenville, Ala., was in
Birmingham during the past week
purchasing new theatre equipment.
C. A. Crute, of the Lyric, Huntsville, Ala., visited exhibitor friends
in Birmingham during the past
week.
The Franklin Theatre, Ensley,
Ala., is undergoing extensive repairs, while the Belle, in the same
town, is closing temporarily.
Oscar S. Oldknow, vice presidentvision
in charge
of the
southern
diof National
Theatre
Supply
Company
headquarters
in Atlanta, waswith
a visitor
to Birmingham
during the past week.
Last Saturday was a gala day
for Universal's Atlanta branch,
when all employees were recipients
of bonuses, totaling in the aggregate approximately $1,000, proportioned to the individual on a basis
of salary and position.
R. A. Kelly has been appointed
branch manager at New Orleans
for Tiffany,
announcement made according
this week to by
W. G.

Ralph A. Morrow, district manager for Pathe, whose supervision
has been extended to include the
exchanges in Atlanta and Alemphis,
reached Atlanta last Saturday fol-

Minder, Southern division manager
of the company, with headquarters
in Atlanta. Mr. Kelly formerly
was connected with Educational
and Associated Exhibitors.

due to restrictions placed upon the
activities of the operator.

Guy Navarre, United Artists
branch manager in Kansas City,
left Friday for Minneapolis, where
he was transferred. .He will- be
succeeded in Kansas City by L. J,^

City

It is rather late in the season, but
it came at last — a baseball series
between Kansas City exhibitors
and exchange representatives. The
date of the series, which will be
three games, has not been decided
upon yet, but Art Levy, Pathe city
representative, is organizing the
exchange team, while R. V. Ritter,
manager of the W^aldo theatre, is
recruiting the exhibitors' team.
The M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri headquarters in Kansas City
has been decorated and "dressed
up" with some new wicker furniture contributed by the HeywoodWakefield Co.
E. C. Rhoden, manager of Midwest Theatres, Inc., Kansas City,
has been combining leisure with
work the last few weeks, the vacation phase of his trip taking him
to Colorado.

Doty, who has been acting as assistant branch manager.
Harris P. Wolfburg, district
manager for Metro-Goldwyn, was
a Kansas City visitor, as was Pat
Dowling chief of the Christie Studios in Los Angeles, and John Gilbert, screen star.
George Hartman, North Kansas
City exhibitor, rolled out a brand
new Hudson car for rival exhibitors to look over this week.
J. A. Masters, assistant branch
manager of the F. B. O. exchange,
is taking a two weeks vacation in
Colorado, Montana and Wyoming.
Harry Taylor, Universal branch
manager, was hustling in the territory this week, as was Bob Withers, Enterprise branch manager.
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Baltiimore
^TAGE acts which abandoned
O several weeks ago at the Rivoli
Theatre, managed by Frank Price,
Ja., will be put on the program
again at that house in September.
The Boulevard Theatre, a large
residential house here owned by
Harry Schwalbe, Philadelphia, has
been leased to J. Calvin Carney, it
is said, and is being operated now
by the Frank H. Durkee Theatrical
Interests, Baltimore, operating also
the Grand, Belnord, Palace, State,
Forest and Community theatres
here.
Lee Whittle, formerly on the
staff at the Rivoli, has been appointed house manager succeeding
Charles Forrester, and the playhouse is under the direct supervision of Charles E. Nolte, manager of the Belnord and Grand.
The crab-feast of the Deputy
Sheriffs' Association of Baltimore,
of which Frank H. Durkee, prominent movie exhibitor here, is president, was held at the Cloverdale
shore Wednesday, August 3. Many
motion picture exhibitors of Baltimore, who are members of the association, attended the affair.
Miss Helen Weidner, bookkeeper
at the Garden Theatre office, is now
on her vacation.
Mrs. M. L. Brown, bookkeeper
at the New Theatre office, has returned from her vacation.
Improvements said to have cost
about $25,000 were made
on the

Garden theatre during the fortnight
it was closed. The interior was
completely redecorated. New lighting effects were placed on the
stage ; the organ was overhauled :
new carpets were laid in various
parts of the house ; new drapes of
wark blue velvet were hung ; new
lighting fixtures were installed ; the
color scheme of the auditorium is
grey, ivory, gold and brown, while
the lobby caenstone, green, ivory,
grey and gold. Brown techstone
panels were made on the walls of
the auditorium while green techstone panels were used on the lobby.
The Circle Playhouse, Annapolis,
Md., managed by M. H. Rogers,
has been completely overhauled and
redecorated at a cost of about $35,000, it is said.
A motion picture, vaudeville and
apartment building is being built at
Follansbee. W. Va., bv Flovd
Brothers, to cost about $65,000.
The Town Hall and Opera
House, Church Hill, Md., was severely damaged by fire recently,
which caused a loss of about $75,000.
The theatre owned by W. R.
Evans, at Osage, W. Va., was one
of the buildings, which suffered
severely from a fire recently in
that citv, which caused a loss of
about $i 00,000.
Bob Woods is back on the job
again handling publicity out of the
Washington, D. C. office for Uni-
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THE Broad Street Theatre, 3d
and Broad Streets, Harrisburg,
was reopened under new management on August 12, after having
been closed for several weeks to
undergo improvements. T. B.
Heckard is now operating the theatre under a long-term lease from
Feldser & Katzman, owners, who
had conducted the theatre for a
number of years. The improvements included repainting and redecorating the interior and the installation of a new screen and a
new projection machine.
Mr. Heckard for several years
leased and operated the New Rialto Theatre, Third and Harris
Streets, but his lease there expires
on September 30, when this house
will be taken over by Isaac Marcus, who recently bought it from
the Handshaw estate. Mr. Marcus
already owns and operates the
Royal and National in Harrisburg
Extensive improvements are being made to the Strand Theatre,
Shenandoah, which is controlled by
interests headed by Lou Berman,
who operates a number of theatres in Pennsylvania. Frank
Hammerstein, local manager of
the theatre, announces the improvements will be completed around
September 1.
Manager C. C. Pippin, of the
Strand Theatre, New York, was
initiated as a member of the
"Forty

and

Eight,"

a branch

or

I

the American Legion, on the night
of August 5, during the week that
the State convention of the Legion
was staged in York.
The work of remodeling the
Feeley Theatre, Hazleton, to the
extent of many thousand dollars,
was completed on August 15, on
which date the theatre, which is
devoted to pictures and vaudeville,
was reopened for the Fall season.
The purchase of the Lehigh Orpheum Theatre, Bethlehem, by the
Wilmer & Vincent chain, is reported in the newspapers. The
theatre is on Fourth Street, anJ
it is said to be the intention of the
new owners to enlarge and improve it next year. Prior to the
reported sale a large financial interest in the theatre was held by
Harlan Woehrle, of Easton, wh 3
recently gave up the management
of the Third Street Theatre in the
latter city.
Use of Acri's Theatre, Marietta,
Lancaster county, was turned over
to the Woman's and Girl's Cluh,
a welfare organization of that
town, for an entertainment the
night of August 5 and 6. The proceeds were used to buy equipment
for the municipal playgrounds.
The Mauch Chunk Opera House
is being remodeled by the Comerford Amusement Company, of
Scranton. It is a motion picture
theatre, seating 1,000.

versal Pictures Corporation, for the
surrounding territory including
Baltimore. Bob is always on the
job and did splendid work recently
for Universal in handling pictures
at the Embassy Theatre here.
A motion picture theatre to cost
about $20,000 is to be built at Memphis, Tenn., by the Greaber Engineering and Construction Company.
The Maryland Theatre, here,
which runs Keith-Albee vaudeville
with motion picture short subjects
for entri acts, reopened for the
season Monday, August 15.
J. M. Shellman, motion picture
editor Baltimore Sun, is now enjoying two weeks' vacation. He will
spend part of the time in New York
and Brooklyn, where he was born,
and in Westminister, Md., where
he completed his education. Shellman has 30,000 words finished on
his third novel entitled "The Saga
of the Seven Pennies," and is negotiating for the publication of two
other
and "A novels,
Fawn of"Cain's
Desire." Woman,''
F. P. Kroeger, doorman at the
New Theatre, has returned from a
week's vacation. He made repairs
on his house while away.
A special benefit performance
for the family of the policeman
shot on duty here recently was
given at the Garden Theater Sunday night, August 14, through the
courtesy of Dr. J. H. Whithurst.
The attendance
was estimated
at

4,000 persons wiUi several thousand standing on the pavement trying to get in.
A site on North Howard street,
opposite the Stanley, now under
construction, has been cleared, on
which the Motion Picture Guild,
Washington, D. C, will build a
little theatre for films to measure
30 bv 110 feet and 25 feet high, to
cost about $25,000. The design
was drawn by Stanislaus Russell,
architect, and the Reliable Construction Company has been given
the contract by B. J. Frederick &
Brother, Inc.
A theater to cost abont $75,000 is
to be built at Wytheville, Va., by
Maurice D. Miller, contractor, and
Mayor Rolfe S. Ewald.
Work on the American theater,
Roanoke, Va., is being completed
by Elmer Neins.
The opening date of the theater
being finished at Newmarket, Va ,
was set for August 15 by William
Dalke, proprietor.
The Olympic Theater, Washington, D. C, operated by Sydney B.
Lust, has been closed.
The 600 seat theater being built
at Overlea, Md., will be managed
by Louis Tunnick, who formerly
operated the Poplar theater.
The Pictorial and Poplar theatres, Baltimore, have been closed.
The Poplar is being remodeled and
enlarged.
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A recent visitor in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, his former home, was
Edmund H. Benson of Tokio, Japan, manager of the Far-Eastern
territory for United Artists Corporation, who was on his way to
New York City for a visit, accompanied by Mrs. Benson. For
some years, Mr. Benson was the
manager of the Walker Theatre,
Winnipeg, but for the past four
}ears he has been with United
.Vrtists, spending considerable time
at Sydney, Australia, where he was
in charge
the Australasian territory of theof company.

announcement is made

of the appointment of ]^"red
Shafer of BufTalo, N. Y. ; as manager of the Pantages Theatre, Toronto, the largest theatre in Canada, in succession to N. K. Miller,
who died suddenly last June. Mr.
Miller had been in charge of the
Pantages since it opened seven
years ago. Incidentally, Air. Shafer was a personal friend of the
late Mr. Miller.
Mr. Shafer was formally introduced at a luncheon in the KingEdward Hotel, Toronto, which was
attended by 50 guests, including
representatives of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Regal Films,
Limited, manager of various Toronto theatres and newspapermen.
Mr. Shafer was welcomed to
Canada by Arthur Cohen, vicepresident and general manager of
Regal Films, Limited, while the
spokesman for the newspapermen
was Alain Johnson of the Toronto
Star.
A notable film event in Canada
was the presence of Capt. Bruce
Bairnsfather, creator of "The Better 'Ole,'' and other film trade figures at the luncheon of the Rotary
Club at Belleville, Ontario, on
August 11, when Bairnsfather was
the guest of honor and speaker.
Capt. Bairnsfather told briefly
the reason for his presence in
Canada, this being his connection
with the British Empire Films Corporation which has set out to produce feature films in the Dominion
under the direction of Col. Clarke
of London, England, managing director of the company, who has
also been identified with the company of Cranfield and Clarke.
Other guests present included W.
Brotherhood, a director of the British Empire Films Corporation, and
G. E. Patton, director of the Ontario Government Motion Picture
Studio at Trenton, Ontario, which
is close to Belleville.

ST. LOUIS film stocks closed on
August 13 as follows : Skouras A, $32 bid and $35 asked, one
year ago, $51.25. St. I^uis
Amusement A, $42 asked. One
year ago $49.
St. Louis friends of Charley Olson, jxirt owner of the Central
Amusement company of Indianapolis, Ind., have learned that he was
paid $970,000 for his 54 per cent
interest in the amusement coml)aiiy by the J<ihn R. Thompson
Restaurant Company.
The entire transaction represented $1,800,000 and included the
Lyric and Alhambra Theatres and
a 99-year lease on 45 feet of
ground at 42 West Washington
street, Indianapolis.
Details of the sale were revealed
by F"rank Quinn, a St. Louis attorney who has been a life-long
friend and business associate of
Olson.

Four FBO employees through whose efforts the St. John, Canada branch won
the sterling silver cup which was first prize in the special Canadian business
drive ending June 30. Standing are: A. L. Gaudet, branch manager, and
R. A. Christie, booker. Seated are: Miss Evelyn Crowley, cashier, and MissI
Francis Gillis, clerk
The Ontario Government studio
at Trenton is to be the nucleus for
the company's activities in Canada
and a story by Capt. Bairnsfather
is to be the first feature produced,
it is stated.
William Feldstein has been appointed branch manager of Warner Bros., at St. John, N. B., by
B. F. Lyon, Canadian general manager for Warner. Previously,
Wolfe Cohen of the sales departinen at St. John had been appointed
Warner branch manager at Winnipeg, Manitoba. Joe Plottel is also
Warner manager at Vancouver, B.
C, and R. W. Wilson is in charge

Charley Olson was widely known
in St. Louis in the days when
wrestling produced something
more than acrobatic exhibitions,
but he quit the sport 17 years ago
to enter the amusement field in
Indianapolis. He is said to have
had but a few thousand dollars
saved when he invested in his first
motion picture house in Indianapolis, liut now rates as a millionaire.
Three armed men entered the
office of the West Lake Park
Amusement company, St. Charles
and Natural Bridge roads in St.
Louis county, Mo., at 3 a. m., August 11, tied up the night watchman and blew the office safe, escaping with about $1,000.
It is reported in St. Louis film
circles that the theatre at Manchester and Sutton avenues in Maplewood, Mo., will change hands very
soon.
This house, which has 1,500

of the Warner Bros, office at Calgary, Alberta.
James Lindsay, aged 42 years,
musical director of Loew's Theatre,
Toronto, was seriously injured on
August 11 when he was crushed
in an automobile accident as he
was leaving after the afternoon
performance.
Mr. Lindsay was pinned against
the wall and had to be released by
employes of the theatre. He was
rushed to the emergency hospital,
a block away where it was found
that his left thigh had been badly
crushed. He will be laid up for
some weeks.

ket.
seats, is known to be on the marLoew's State Theatre, Washington avenue at Eighth street, St.
Louis, AIo., is this week celebrating its Third Anniversary.
Vivien Oakland, screen actres.'^,
demonstrated the "art" of make-up
at Nugent's department store in St.
Louis, Mo., on August IL She
was in St. Louis with John T.
Murray, movie comedian, playing
the St. Louis theatre. Grand boulevard at Morgan street.
George F. McKean, district manager for Fox, has gone to Kansas City and Omaha, Nebr.
Alax Roth, home office special
representative for Fox Pictures, was
in St. ouis, but departed for Chicago during the week.
Tom

Leonard of Progress Pictures has returned
to St. Louis

The Orpheum Theatre, Winnipeg, Alanitoba, re-opened August
8 for the 1927-28 season with a
policy similar to that of last year.
There is a possibility that Winnipeg will have a large new Orpheum Theatre within the coming year as the Orpheum Circuit
is negotiating for the sale of the
present property.
Henry Nathanson and his bride
have returned to Toronto after a
lengthy honeymoon in Jasper Park,
Alberta, their marriage having
taken place July 11. Mrs. Nathanson was formerly Miss Lily Lorrie
of Toronto, daughter of Air. and
Mrs. Solomon Lorrie, 48 Qarendon Road.
Mr. Nathanson, who is a brother
of N. L. Nathanson, managing director of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. is general sales manager of
Regal Films,
Limited,
Toronto,Pathe,
Canadian distributor
of Metro,
ures.
DeMille, P. D. C. and British featFollowing the successful convention of the Western Division managers of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., at Vancouver, B. C, the
managers of the many Famous
Players theatres in Eastern Canada
were called to the annual convention of the company at Toronto,
Ontario, the dates for this meeting
being August 22, 23 and 24.

following a vacation tour of
the Pacific Coast. He returned via
Dallas, Texas, Muskogee, Okla.,
Joplin and Springfield, Mo.
C. E. Brady of Cape Girardeau
was a visitor of the week. C. W.
Schulkert of Chester, 111., was another caller
Premier Pictures moved into it»
new home at 3308 Olive street. Nat
Steinberg and Tommy Tobin are
the S])ark plugs of this exchange,
and it was forced to find larger
quarters to properly care for its
expanding business.
The Gayety Theatre, Louisville,
has been completely refurnished
and will open August 21st under
the management of Abe Fineberg.
Approximately $10,000 has been
spent witiiin tiie past sixty days redecorating the house, changing the
lighting system and installing new
scenery.

August
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SALA'ATORE
who owns the CALDERONE,
Calderone Circuit of Theatres located at Hempstead, Valley Stream, Mineola,
Lynbrook and Westburj', opened
his new Cove Theatre in Glen
Cove Friday night, August 12th.
Calderone's Cove Theatre building on School Street occupies a
plot 200 feet deep, with a street
frontage of 110 feet.
The front building, which is 110
feet by 30 feet deep, and three
stones high, is of Colonial design,
carried out in red tapestry brick
with limestone trimming and cornice, making a simple, interesting
and harmonious facade.
The street floor contains the
mam entrance lobby and vestibule
to the theatre, the entire walls
and floors of the vestibule bein,,'
treated in colored marble. The
mani lobby itself has an unusual
treatment, the floor being of colored marble, the walls being treated
with colored Zenitherm ashlar
There are also four large stores
on the street floor.
The two upper stories provide
for eight three room apartments-four on each floor. These apartments are entered from the side
courts and not from the main
street, as is usually the case.
The house has a seating capacity
of two thousand— thirteen hundred seats on the orchestra floor,
four hundred in the balcony and
three hundred loge box seats; one
hundred fifty in the rear of the
orchestra and one hundred fifty in
the first three rows of the balcony.
The interior of the house is
Italian in style, the main feature
being the elliptical cofi'ered dome
supported on a colonnade of columns twenty-six feet high.
A series of well appointed rest
rooms, approached from the orchestra promenade and also from
the mezzanine promenade will afford privacy and comfort.
The stage is 72 feet by 30 feet
deep with a proscenium opening of

LOUIS FRITCH is remodeling
his Harbor Theatre at Ashtabula Harbor to the extent of approximately $50,000. The alterations include, in addition to new
lighting systems, decorations and
furnishings, the installation of a
stage and complete stage equipment. Fritch plans to play combination vaudeville and pictures the
last three days of the week, witn
a straight picture policy the first
half of the week. Alterations will
be completed by the end of September.
M. B. Horwitz has a name for
his new theatre now in course of
construction at Hough Ave. and
East 85th St. It's to be called the
Astor. and will be a Christmas
present to the movie fans of Cleveland. Horwitz is general manager
of the Washington Circuit.
Last

40 feet is complete in every respect,
and with its two floors of dressing
rooms will accommodate every
possible type of present-day entertainment.
An elaborate system of cooling
and ventilating has been provided.
Six eight foot Typhoon Fans have
been installed, thus assuring pure,
clean fresh air.
Douglas P. Hall, well-known
theatre architect and engineer of
Xw^ York City, is the architect for
the Cove Theatre.
The policy of the theatre will be
pictures and vaudeville. The
vaudeville will be booked by Arthur
Fisher Vaudeville Agency, w'ho
books for over seventy-five theatres in the east.
Col. Theodore Roosevelt and
many prominent county, state and
city officials attended the opening.
Isidore Meyer, of 283 Nostrand
avenue. Brooklyn, an usher in the
Supreme Theatre at 530 Livonia
avenue, Brooklyn, will undoubtedly testify at any time that an
usher's daily routine consists of
far more exciting experiences than
merely conducting patrons to their
seats.
Last Wednesday Meyer was
standing in the rear of the theatre
during a showing when a woman
asked him to speak to a man
whom she said was annoying her.
Mej'er spoke to the man, an argument followed and the man drew
a pistol, fired twice, hitting Meyer
in the arm
and chest.
pursued
by many
of theAlthoug'i
patrons,
the fellow rushed out into the
street and escaped. Meyer was
taken to Kings County Hospital
and it is said that he will recover
from his injuries.
William Ornstein. for five years
identified with M-G-M in several
capacities and recently with Reeland Reviews, a regional trade publication, has resigned from the latter to become New York office
manager of the Horlacher Delivery Service, operating
between

Christmas he opened the Plaza,
St. Clair Ave. and East 152dSt.
E. T. (Peck) Gomersall, Fox
short subject sales manager, spent
one day in Cleveland last week in
conference with Ward Scott, local
exchange manager.
William Weiss, manager of the
Cleveland office of the Fischer
Film Exchange, had his tonsils removed last week. Patient is back
on the job again.
Norman Moray, manager of
Warner Brothers' local exchange,
is back at work after a six weeks'
illness. This time Moray stayed
away long enough to get a 100 per
cent cure, and now he's using all
of his pent-up pep to make up for
lost time.
W. E. Callaway, First National
sales manager, spent Tuesday and
Wednesday of last week in town

New York and Philadelphia. This
company's offices in the Godfrey
building were recently shifted
from suite 510 to suite 501.
F. S. Carter, who recently resigned from the Filmland Theatre,
Church and Nostrand avenues,
Brooklyn, has been appointed manager of the City Line Theatre, one
of the Rosenzweig circuit, located
at Liberty and Lincoln avenues,
Brooklyn.
The experience of Meyer Solomon, who recently resigned from
the local Pathe-DeMille sales organization, to assume his duties as
supervisor and booker for the Joelson-Suchman Enterprises, the
Bronx, dates back to the early days
of New York's show world.
For fourten years, Solomon held
several positions with the Fox
Amusement company, managing
such houses as the old Dewey on
14th street, the Star on 107th
street and Lexington avenue, and
the Brooklyn Folly. Later, he
took over the management of the
Crescent Theatre, located at Boston road and 165th street, and put
that house over after it had been
a losing proposition for some time.
After this, Solomon entered the
selling field, where he has been for
the past seven years.
A. M. Fabian and family have
returned from a vacation spent
among the Great Lakes.
Herman Kram, one of the best
known and liked salesmen along
New York's film row, has severed
his connection with the local FBO
exchange and in the future will
sell Pathe-DeMille product. Mr.
Kram fills a vacancy in the latter
organization occasioned by Meyer
Solomon's entry into the exhibition
end of this industry.
A new motion picture recently
opened at 156 West 44th street
under the direction of Mayfair
Associates. It is called the Mayfair and has a seating capacity of
265. Messrs. Schwartz and Kleinfield are in charge.
Matinee ad-

going over local matters with
Gradwell Sears, Cleveland branch
manager.
Caldwell Brown, who has the
Liberty Theatre, Zanesville, is
building a new house down there.
It will have 1,500 seats and everything that is standard equipment
in a modern up-to-date motion pictuture theatre. Brown says it will
be open October 1.
The Sigma Theatre, Johnstown,
changed hands last week when it
was leased to C. W. Crum and
R. S. Tippett. Messrs. Crum and
Tippett will run the house personally. It was previously operated
by H. C. Bradford.
Robert Cotton made his first
visit to Buffalo last week in the
capacity of Pathe division manager. Under the old P. D. C.
regime, Cotton was division man-

mission will be fifty cents, while
in the evening the charge will be
seventy-five cents.
z
The Pleasant Hour Theatre, 666
Myrtle avenue^ Brooklyn, had a
slight fire Monday morning and
the house will be closed for a short
time in order to make repairs.
Manager Murphy, who recently
left his position at the Harry Harris West End Theatre, is now connected with the New United Theatre, 207 Myrtle avenue, BrookThe Windsor Terrace Theatre,
lyn.
closed
since June in order to permit alterations, opened Tuesday,
Aug.
owner. 16. Joseph Michaels is the
It is understood that Al Suchman, despite his new connection
with the Consolidated Amusement
will continue to do bookCompany,
ing for the Golden Rule Theatre,
Rn-ington street, and the Universal
Theatre, the Bowery. These two
theatres are not part of the Consolidated Circuit but on account
of handling the booking of these
houses in the past the booking affairs will still be in Mr. Suchman's
hands.
Eddie Seider, a member of the
firm of Moley & Seider, and also
connected with the Prudential Film
Delivery, will end his bachelor
days on the 17th of September,
according to report. Miss Clare
Manin is the lady's name and the
Bronx is her home.
William Raynor, manager of the
New York Pathe-DeMille exfrom a vacahas returned
change,among
the Great Lakes.
tion spent
J. B. Gottlieb, one of the owners
of the Paradise Theatre, is away
on his vacation and is expected to
return the latter part of the week.
Friends of Meyer Solomon, erstwhile Pathe-DeMille salesman and
now with the Joelson-Suchman circuit, was tendered a luncheon at
the Hotel Astor last Friday by
his former exchange associates.

ager over Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati and Indianapolis. As Path^
division manager he has supervision over the Cleveland, Detroit and
Buffalo offices.
Harry Scott, Pathe short subject
general sales manager, and W. B.
Frank, special representative for
Mack Sennett, spent a day in town
last week on their way from Chicago to New York. The time was
mostly spent in hand shakes and
greetings.
Miss Jeanette Berliner, representing Cranfield & Clark, of New
York, was in town last week calling on the'was
independent
distributors.
Detroit
her next
stopping
Harvey Sheahan, who recently
came to Cleveland from Mexico
place.
City to join the local United Artists' sales family, has moved East.
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of the most important
ONE
changes in the managemnt of
theatres in this section took place
last week when Jacob Golden, a
former newspaperman, who has
been handling the Griswold in
Troy, was named as manager of
Proctor's Fourth Street house in
the same city. Mr. Golden will
continue to have charge of the
Griswold, as well as the Fourth
Street house, although Jack Campbell, who has been associated with
Mr. Golden at the Griswold, will
have immediate charge of the theatre.
Charles H. Goulding, who has
been manager of Proctor's Fourth
Street house in Troy, has been
named as managing director of a
new $3,000,000 Proctor house in
Rochester. Mr. Goulding was at
one time manager of the Eastman
theatre in Rochester and has been
connected with other large houses
in New York state.
There was a total attendance of
145 persons last week at the annual
outing of the Albany Film Board
of Trade, held at Saratoga Lake.
The day's program proved a most
attractive one, and much credit is
due Jack Krause, as chairman of
the entertainment committee. The
100-yard dash for girls was won
by Esther Kenney, of the Universal exchange. Fred Pollock, of the
F. B. O. exchange, won the running race for Film salesmen. Mrs.
Clayton
Eastman
won
the base-

ball throwing contest for women.
H. C. Bissell won the potato race.
Isador Schmertz defeated Harry
Weinberg in a special race for
managers. The outing concluded
with a dance during the evening.
The Weidman brothers, who recently disposed of their theatre in
Albany, have not yet decided in
what business they will embark
after September. George Roberts,
who runs the Eagle theatre, which
is closed for the summer, has made
the Weidman brothers a proposition to take over his house.
Harry Hellman, generally manages to visit his theatre in course
of construction in Albany each
evening and Mrs. Hellman and the
son invariably accompany him. Although Mr. Hellman is hoping to
have the house in shape to open on
Labor Day, there is much work still
to be done.
Abe Stone, owner of the Arbor
Hill theatre in Albany, has withdrawn from his previous arrangement with the Schines in the booking combine. Mr. Stone has a
black cat which came to him recently and which is now receiving
attention from everyone connected
with the house.
Joe Saperstein, manager of Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, will be back
on the golf links soon, as he has
practically recovered from injuries
sustained several weeks ago when
he slipped and fell in the shower
room of the club house. Mr. Saper-

GUY NAVARRE, present manager of the Kansas City office for United Artists, will assume
charge of the Minneapolis office
August 13 in place of Walter F.
Seymour, resigned. Seymour has
been in Minneapolis for the past
six months and intends to take '*
vacation trip through Yellowstone
National Park before announcing
his future plans.
The Minneapolis branch office of
the Tiffany Productions is now under the management of oyy Miller,
who was formerly with Fox in
Chicago.

New storage and display space
has been provided for the Western
Theatre Equipment Exchange m
Minneapolis by leasing the building
next to the present quarters. The
old building has been badly overcrowded for some time.

THE

atre at Clinton, a new display
board.
Repairs in equipment and redecoration of the theatre have been
completed at the Opera House at
Denison, la., which is now open
again after being closed for a
week.
Bill Curry, booker for the office
of Famous Players, has been staying at home during his vacation,
with the exception of considerable
time spent on the golf course. He
should be in good condition for the

Empress Theatre at Cherokee, owned and operated by
Max Drefke, has been closed for a
time while changes have been made
in the theatre. The installation of
new seats and the new floor laid in
the theatre have made a big change
in the interior of the house.
Youngclass and I^tta bought
new equipment last week- for theii
projection machine. Youngclass
and Latta have the Roxy Theatjc
at Perry, la.
The offices of A. H. Blank
have thought for one of the theatres
of the Blank chain, the Rialto The-

A bid for the proposed municipal
organ for the new $3,000,000 auditorium was entered recently by
Frank Marshall, who is now manager of the organ department for
the Chicago office of the Rudolph
Wurlitzer company.
Manager

Ed

Lipson entertained

match to be played off during the'
Des Moines Film Board picnic and

stein sustained three broken ribs as
well as a severe scalp wound. He
announced last week that there
would be no advance in prices this
fall over the summer ones and that
amateur acts would be featured one
night a week during the fall and
winter.
W. W. Farley, of Schenectady,
and Jake Rosenthal, of Troy, were
seen at Saratoga during the past
week.
George Wright, one time a film
salesman for Universal out of Albany, is now in business for himself with orange juice stands in
Albany and Schenectady.
The DeMille part of the Pathe
organization has taken over a part
of the Boston territory which will
be
served from now on out of
Albany.

Schoharie,
appeared
Albany's
Film
Row last
week on
sporting
the
sportiest pair of sideburns seen in
Albany in many a day.
M. B. Riddell, who recently
opened a new theatre in Luzerne,
will run seven nights to the week
until Labor Day, after which the
house will be open but three nights
a week.

John Augello, of Utica, and T. J.
McCarthy and wife of Fair Haven,
were along Film Row during the
week. Morris Fitzer, one of the
heads of the Bond company, was
also in town.
Chris Marx, owner of the Rialto
and Highland in Utica, is doing
quite a bit of vacationing this summer, having spent a part of his
time at the Thousand Islands, and
then motoring to New York city.
He passed through Albany one day
last week.
Abe VanDusen, booker at the
Albany F. B. O. exchange, is limping about these days following a
fall down a flight of stairs at the

G. S. Angell, a well known exhibitor in Wappingers Falls, has a
busy month ahead of him, but not
at his theatre. Mr. Angell showed
up in Albany last week and spent
the day dating up his pictures and
announced that he would devote the
fall, with his string of race horses,
to covering the county fairs.
Nat Levy, Albany, manager for
Universal, returned on Wednesday
from a trip to New York city.
E. B. Haynes, a former film
salesman of Albany, dropped in for
a call on the boys last week while
going through town with Bratter
and Pollock, who own a string of
houses in New Jersey.

Fred Knipsel, special representative for DeMille Productions, for
two weeks recently in Minneapolis.
J. F. Burke, traveling auditor
for the Education Films company,
spent last week in Minneapolis as
a guest of Manager Max Stahl.
The theatres owned in Albert
Lea, Minn., by the American
Amusement company are now under the management of Biliy
Clifford, according to announcement by L Friedman. Clifford
was formerly manager of the F &
R Strand theater in Minneapolis.

A new policy has been announced by Manager W. J. Rezac
for the F & R theater at Hibbing,
Minn., the Homer. The house will
now be open every evening and
there will be a matinee on Sundays. Patrons may occupy any
seat at any time.
F. W. Kutil has sold the Alex
theater at Alexandria, S. D., to
Miss Anna C. Jacobson, of Woonsocket, S. D. The name of the
theater has been changed to the
"Arcadia." Miss Jacobson was
formerly owner of the Princess,
Sanborn, Iowa.

get-together for exhibitors and exchange men the last of this month.
Jimmy Shay, of the F. B. O. exchange, reports some trouble in
getting the men out for practice
for the baseball team which has
challenged the Omaha team for a
game on August 23, the date of the
Des Moines Film Board picnic.
The repair department of the
National Theatre Supply Company
repaired the complete booth equipment of the Rialto Theatre at
Boone, one of the A. H. Blank
chain of houses.

ager from the New York office of
Famous Players, was in Des.
Moines on visit the office here.
The Universal office was visited!
by W. E. Ruog, district manager,,
last week.
Bill Eddy, exhibitor at Indianola, la., called at the office of
the National Theatre Supply Co.
to arrange for changes of equir>ment. These changes are being
made as a result of the changing
of the current in Indianola from.
DC to AC. Mr. Eddy plans to use
either Mazda or Peerless lamp

John Clark, divisional sales man-

exchange, one morning. The ligaments in Mr. VanDusen's leg were
badly torn.
Proctor's theatre in Albany is apparently realizing the drawing
power of the pictures booked, for
five-sixths of the newspaper advertisements these days are devoted to the picture being shown
and one-sixth to the vaudeville acts.
Livingston Dale, an exhibitor of

equipment.

August
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Salt Lake City
CHANGES of management of
the American Theatre and
Dansante and proposal to remodel
and completely renovate the interior of both the theatre and dansante, were announced last week
by D. E. Schayer, acting for Fred
Dahnken, retiring head of the corporation.
The theatre will close following
the Sunday night performance
August 7th, and work on the reconstruction ofthe interior will be
begun. The formal opening of the
theatre will be held in three or four
weeks, it is stated, although the
€xact date has not yet been determined.
Schayer announces that a corporation of local business men have
secured long time lease on the properties from Dahnken, who purchased the theatre July 1923, from
the Swanson theatrical circuit.
The American Theatre has a
seating capacity of 2,400, making

ACCOLA, manager of
AC.
« the Bonham Theatre at
Prairie du Sac, and a disciple of
progress, made his most recent
trip to Milwaukee exchanges in
his new plane. Mr. Accola, although taxied down by a pilot on
this trip, flies the plane with dexterity. His Milwaukee visits will
be more frequent in the future, he
says, because of the great saving
in time and also because of the
pleasure involved.
Louis Lutz, manager of Fischer'*
Appleton Theatre, Appleton, was in
the city on business on Tuesday.
Milwaukee Theatres are beginning to advertise the new Fall
openings."
and the
product
Several have
made "Fall
requests
to the
Council for permission to use banners across the avenue for their
announcements.
Mrs. O. V. Kelly was in the city
on Wednesday to conduct business
for her husband, who is manager
of the Badger Theatre at Reedsburg.
Percy Palmer, manager of the
Rialto at Edgerton, was a recent
film row visitor.
R. A. McQuire, auditor from
the home office, is spending a few
days in the local Warners office.
Sam Miller, of the Fischer Theatre Circuit of Chicago, spent
Wednesday in and about the exchanges fixing up bookings for his
theatres.

it one of the largest theatre in the
west.
Dahnken is retaining his interest
in the Egyptian theatre at Boise,
Idaho, which opened last April, but
expects to make his home on the
Pacific coast, it is announced.
Louis Marcus of the Louis Marcus Enterprises throughout this
territory, and who recently took
over the Orpheum Theatre here,
announces that the new name for
the former Orpheum is to be The
Capitol, which house will open the
last of August.
E. J. Drucker of the DeLuxe
Feature Film Exchanges, Inc., is
in this city opening his new exchange which is located at 142
East 1st South Street. Drucker
will remain here for several weeks
arranging his first run accounts
and starting his sales force into
the territory. Fred Young has been
engaged as salesman for DeLuxe
Films and will cover the state of
Utah, it is announced.

Elmer Tietjen, operating the
Jewel Theatre at Santa<iuin, Utah,
is visiting Film Row here this week,
as is R. S. Wicker of the Delta
Theatre at Delta, Utah.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Littlejohn
of the Lyric and Star theatres at
Price, Utah, are spending several
days conferring with local exchange managers here.
L. M. Zug of the Star Theatre
at Jerome, is a visitor whom Film
Rom folks have not seen for some
time.
John Ruger of the Orpheum,
Egyptian, and American theatre at
Park City, has been lining up new
business here recently.
Will McFarlane, exhibitor, who
has just returned from a Mormon
mission in California, has returned
to Manati, Utah, and is making his
first trip to Exchange Row here
since his return.
When Louis Marcus officially
took leave of his position as District Manager of the Intermoun-

A. L. Merritt, of the Princess
Theatre at Oconto, cames in to
the exchanges early in the week
for a visit and to arrange his Fall
bookings.
Leslie Jacques is the newly-appointed booker and city salesman
for the Tiffany exchange. Mr.
Jacques was formerly the assistant
booker at the Milwaukee M-G-M
office.
Frank Steffen, manager of the
Rex Theatre at Racine, was in the
city for a brief visit recently.
Harold Koehler, booker at the
Pathe office, has just purchased a
new Chevrolet coach.
The Columbia Theatre, und<-r
management of Sam Ludwig, is
decorating to the extent of $25,000.
N. T. Thompson, manager ot
the Crystal Theatre at Ft. Atkinson, visited the exchanges on business early in the week.
A. H. McLaughlin, Mid-West
division manager for Tiffany Productions, was in the city on
Sunday on his way to Omaha.
H. S. Wales, manager of the
Rialto Theatre at Sharon, was a
recent exchange visitor.
Fred Knispel, special representative for Pathe, was in the city or
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Oilman and
their son, of Plymouth, where Mr.
Oilman manages the Princess, were
in the city for an extended visit
early in the week.

Remodeling of the Elite Theatre will be completed soon, and
Mr. Bauer expects to reopen the
house about September
1st.
Chester Goetz, of the United
Theatre Circuit of Janesville, recently called on his friends in the
exchanges.
N. Schiren, traveling auditor for
Tiffany, left the Milwaukee office
on Saturday. He had been spending the past two weeks in the new
branch.
William Loibl, manager of the
Chimes Theatre at Cedarburg, is
planning a little publicity in his
city when a new projector which
he has recently purchased arrives
via aeroplane. It is said this is the
first delivery of this nature in this
section of the State.
Ralph Mosiman, manager of the
Rex at Oshkosh, was in the city
on business on Tuesday.
Charles Koehler, booker at the
Celebrated office, has become «
commueter. He recently moved to
North Milwaukee.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dorece, of
Racine, stopped in for a few moments at the exchanges while in
theThe
city Paris
to seeTheatre,
the Eagles'
parade.
which
was
recently reopened by Leo Behring,
has
greatly improved its appearcanopy.
ance by the addition of a new
The Hammons

Cup reposes in

state upon the manager's

tain territory for Paramount, he
was the recipient of a beautiful
present from the Salt Lake, Butte
and Denver offices. He was given
a beautiful walnut cabinet style
smoking humidor with an Italian
marble ash tray topping it.
Charles G. Epperson, salesman
for Paramount out of this city, is
the owner of a new Nash automobile.
G. C. Knight of the American
Theatre at Caldwell, Idaho, was in
this city enroute to Yellowstone
Park, a few days ago.
Herman Wobber, new District
Manager for the Intermountain
territory for Paramount, with John
D. Qark, Western Division Sales
Manager, conducted a sales meeting in the Salt Lake Paramount
exchanges this week.
Louis Marcus states that the
work on the renovation and reconstruction of the Capitol Theatre is
progressing
splendidly.

the Educational office. This trophy
along with $1,000 was won by the
Milwaukee branch for the month
of June. Los Angeles has had the
cup for three months. New Orleans
for two, and Atlanta and Pittsburgh for one.
Ray Pfeiffer, manager of the
Princess Theatre at Chilton, was
in to arrange future bookings on
Wednesday.
Gail Bandy was welcomed back
at the exchanges early in the week
after an absence of about three
months. Mr. Bandy has been
touring along the West Coast and
visiting in Hollywood. He took
some interesting motion pictures
while out West, which he projected for his friends here during
his visit. Mr. Bandy also took
some very good pictures of the
Eagles' parade and other convention pictures which he intends to
use in his theatre at Rhinelander.
Mr. Bandy resumed management
of the Majestic a week ago.
Russell Egner, assistant director
of sales from the New York offices of M-G-M, was in the Milwaukee branch on Monday and
Tuesday, at which time he held a
sales meeting with the Wisconsin
representatives.
James Boden, manager of the
Grand Theatre at South Milwaukee, has taken over the Garden
Theatre
from Ed Weisner.

desk in

Detroif
J. HEAGNEY, for the past
• several years in New York,
has returned to this city. He signed
up to cover State territory for
Warner Bros., last week.
Charles Mack, of the Michigan
Vaudeville Managers Association,
is in Europe on a honeymoon.
J

Among the visitors at Pathe last
week were Harry Scott, general
sales manager of short subjects;
W. B. Frank, personal representative for Mack Sennett ; F. C. Aitken, division manager on short products ; E. A. Eschman, division
manager
for feature department ;

Tom North who represents Topics
of the Day and Fables ; and Robert
Cotton, feature division manager.
Carl Shalit became the daddy of
a seven pound boy last week. Both
the mother and boy are getting
along fine at Harper Hospital.

Miss Clements, the popular
booker at Educational, left Sunday
for a two weeks' vacation which she
is spending at Muskoka Lakes.
Al Isaacson is still selling Arctic Nu-Air ventilating and cooling
svstems.
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J^^ Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice
the various combinations of carbons commonly used with the different arcs. Immediately to the right of this are two columns showing the current in amperes and
the voltage as used wdth the respective arc
sets and from Avhich the burning tim,e was
obtained by actual test.
The top heading, "Length of Carbon
Trim," refers to the total length of carbon
(including both positive and negative) as
measured between the two carbon jaws.
Of course, all this carbon length is not
burnable; that is, the entire carbon length
so measured cannot be considered as being
available for use since an allowance must
be made for protection of the jaws from
the heat of the arc. The table is so worked
out, however, that this allowance is automatically taken oare of so that with any
given trim, as measured in the manner described above, the burnable length will be
as indicated in the table.
With the exception of the high intensity
arc, all the types of arcs mentioned in the
table have their carbon trims measured betAveen the two carbon jaws as above described. The two carbons which compose
the set (positive and negative) burn fairly
equally in each of these arcs /^so that both
.
carboift will be exhausted at approximately
the same time.
/8
In the high intensity lamp, however, the
positive carbon burns away from the negative and, indeed, one trim of the 9-inch
/J
negative will outlast the entire 20-inch positive length so that the length of the positive
/S of the/7 trim with
/-3f
^■7
will determine
the length
<?
0-^
this arc. Consequently,
with the high in/Z

Inquiries and
Comments
Hotv to Determine
Burning
Time
of Various Carbon Combinations
SX response to a. number of re([uests from projectionists for inI'oraiation concerning the burning
time of certain carbon combinations, we have gone to the trouble
of gathering the necessary data
and have arranged it in the form of a table
as shown below.
The table as here presented shows the
burning time of various length of trim with
the several carbon combinations used for
the low intensity arc, the mirror arc, the
High Intensity lamp and the alternating
current arc.
This infonaation is valuable in that it
should enable the projectionist to determine in advance, and with a fair degree of
accuracy, at what periods in the schedule
it will be necessary for him to retrim the
various lamps under his care so that he will
not be caught napping. It should also go
a long "way toward relieving him of anxiety
over the probable burning time of a doubtful trim which he thinks will not be sufficient to last out.

How

to Read
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Select the indicated carbon

CAUTIOX: The figures given in this
table were obtained with precise current
adjustments on the A^arious arcs so that in
order to duplicate them in practice, similar
accuracy as to cun-ent and carbon conditions must be adhered to. A higher or
loAver current than that indicated in the
table Avill give correspondingly different
results and Avill destroy the value of the
burning
carefully. figures giA'en. Check the current

/res
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SOLUTION:

combination under the heading "Low Intensity" and read to the right until the
figure "10" is reached, under the heading
"Lepgth of Carbon Trim." The reading"1-20" thus found will shoAV that one setting of the carbons under these conditions
Avill last one hour and tAventy minutes.

"^^

//

Carbon

tensity lamp the length of their trim I'ejjresents that carbon length as measured from
the crater end of positive to the point where
the positive is gripped to make it feed
through the positive holder.
The principal body of the table shows the
burning time of the various carbon sets.
The figures show the burning time in hours
and minutes, so that a reading of, say, 0-28
would mean "no hours, 28 minutes," and a
reading of 2-44 would mean "two hours and
forty-four minutes."
EXAMPLE : A projectionist operating a
spotlamp in the projection room has to
cover a vaudeville bill lasting one hour and
fifteen minutes and he wishes to know
whether one trimming of the arc will last
for the entire show. He is using 60 amperes
D. C. and a carbon set made up of a %inch-12 inches positive and 11/32-ineh by
6-inches negative. The distance between
carbon jaws, when separated to their widest
distance, is found to be 10 inches. ^How
long
tions? A\all one trim last under these condi-

t*h> M9
^i^
Z-^c

f-/f

Table Showing Burning 65-Time of Various Carbon Combinations /-zs-

J. E. Grabtree in Charge of
S.M.P.E. Arrangements
J. E. C'l'abtree, Kescarch Laboratory,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rocliester, N.
Y., has been appointed chairman of the
Committee of Arrangements for the Fall
IMeeting of the Society of ]\Iotion Picture
Engineers to be held at AVhiteface Inn,
Lake Placid, X. Y., September twenty-sixth
to tAventy-ninth. ]\Ir. Crabti'ee has been
Chairman of the Papers Committee for
some years and a member of the Committee
of Arrangements for maiiy of the recent
conventions of the S. M. P. E.
Mr. Crabtree
names of those
the Comimittee
full details of
meeting of the

Avill shortly announce the
Avho will act A\nth him on
of Arrangements and give
the program of the coming
S.M.P.E.

August

26,

1927

Give Them the Best
Theatre patrons are entitled to
the best screen quality— which
means Eastman quality.
Give them the best. Most
productions are made on Eastman
Negative. Specify prints on Eastman Positive and you get the film
combination that first made
movies practicable— that has
maintained its superiority from
the beginning of the industry.
EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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PROGRAM
COVERS

Announcement was made on August 8
of plans for the erection of a large, modern
motion picture theatre in the borough of
Jersey Shore, near Williamsport, Pa., by
the Comerford Amusement Company, of
Scranton, in cooperation with the J. G.
cinity.
Meyer Amusement Company, composed of
investors residing in Jersey Shore and vi-

ew

It has been the policy of the Comerford
interests, which control over one hundred
theatres in the United States, but chiefly
in Pennsylvania, in many instances to associate themselves with local investors in
promoting the erection of new theatres
and the plans for the Jersey Shore enterprise are in accord with this policy.
The building will be erected on the Allegheny street site of the old Young Building, recently destroyed by fire. Among the
modern devices to be installed will be the
Vitaphone for the synchronization of both
speech and music with the action on the
screen. It is proposed to have the new theatre completed next year.

designs
for 1927-28

T^e HENNEGAN Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
for

THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna

7876

1579 Broadway, New York City

STOCK

PROGRAMS

PROGRAM

COVERS
For

Moving Picture Houses
Joseph Hoover & Sons Company
M.nkol

and

<inth

Sts..

Phil.i<)rlpHi^,

P.i.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UPITO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 260 Beats. 30%: under 500, 70%: under SOn. M%;
over 800. 15%.
The most economical method of reaching theatres in our
ADDRESSING 8EUVICE. $4 00 PER M UP. Llstd If
desired 30 to 50% saved In postage, etc.. through elimination of dead and dupllratt theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers. Distributors and Supply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING — ENCLOSING— MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
7^9 SUth Are. at 41»t St.
New York City
Phone. Pennsy. 7484-7485

COSTUMES
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Comerford To Build New
House on Jersey Shore

I
I

HENNEGAN

Picture

T. J. Major, recently Company
placed in chajge of the "OneContract
Plan"
Division
of the National
Supply

T.

New Neighborhood House
Opens in Atlanta

J. Major Heads
OneContract Division

T. J. Major, until recently purchasing
agent for the Balaban & Katz-Publix organization, has been retained by National
Theatre Supply Company and placed in
charge of the One-Contract Plan Division
of the Company, which includes the Engineering Division under the direction of
Alvin Seller, the National theatre equipment engineer.
Mr. Major is without question one of the
leading theatre equipment specialists of
the country, having had sujjervision of
equipment selection over a majority of the
finest B. & K. houses, including the famous
Uptown, Tivoli, Rialto Square and many
other playhouses of like calibre. His combined experience in the equipment industry
and in the operation and maintenajice of
theatres, ideally fits him for the position
he has assumed with the National Theatre
Supply Company.
In addition to assuming sales supervision
of the various unit departments comprising
the One-Contract Division, including the
engineering, scenic, seating, decorating and
pipe organ departments, he will train National teri'itorial representatives and salesmen in National Sei-vice, instructing them
in both merchandising and the better service policies inculcated by National.
The National One-Contract Division has
inaugurated a system of equipment research, and data will be supplied to architects covering every department of theatre
consti'uction and outfitting in which they
may be or become interested.
The National P]ngineering division services and the One-Contract Plan will function only through commissioned architects.
No attempt has or will be made to serve
in an architectural capacity and all decorative schemes, plans and suggestions for
either effect or efficiency wU be submitted
to the architect in charge of each project
j)rior to final submission to the buyer.

FOR HIRE

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

Monday afternoon, August 8th, marked
the opening of the DeKalb theatres in the
Atlanta district. The DeKalb is on Ponce
de Leon Avenue in the heart of the business district of Deoatur.
The new house was built by Walter T.
Candler, in conjunction with the construction of a new hotel, at a cost of approximately $150,000. The architecture is in English style. The house is equipped with modern and up-to-date conveniences. It has a
seating capacity of 500 and an adequate
stage to care
for the community's entertainment programs.
Arthur Lucas and W. K. Jenkins, operators of a chain of community theatres in
the city, including Tenth Street, West End,
Palace and Capitol View Theatres, are the
prime factors of the DeKalb Theatre, which
will be under the direction of Alpha Fowler,
general manager.
Frank Harris, well-known young Atlantan and former Georgia Tech football star,
has been named manager of the theatre.

Page Organ Go. Develops
New 2 Manual Player
The Page Organ Company under the direction of E. A. Williams, Jr., has developed a player similar in appearance to the
usual pipe organ console which, in addition
to the two 88 note piano rolls, is equipped
^vith two manuals and may be played by
hand with all the finesse and technique of
the customary two manual console. The
Page Organ Company reports that this new
Model MX-40, as it is known, has met with
wide approval among theatre owners.
Several prominent theatre men of Ohio
and Pennsylvania have recently placed orders for Page Unit Organs.

BROOKS
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Ackerman and Harris Open New
San Franciso Theatre
LIKE a Moorish palace, the Avenue
Theatre, San Francisco's newest and
luxurious neighborhood playhouse, was
formally presented to the people of San
Bruno district, Wednesday evening, July
20th at 6 o'clock. Purely as a work of
unsui-passed
beauty, this structure is held
in the annals of theatrical architecture.
Like a piece of tine jewelry, studded with
gorgeous gems and shining ^vith their
lustre, the Avenue Theatre forms another
diamjond in a necklace of new theatres
rapidly being established in San Francisco's
great home districts by Ackerman & Harris. Situated on San Bruno Avenue, between Burrows and Bacon Streets, the theatre not only beautifies the region but gives
a marked impetus to its coimnercial growth.
The Avenue is of Spanish Gothic architecture. The front of the building is centered by a gracefully arched entrance. On
each side of the arch and above it are three
miniature balconies, six in all. Four turrets lend a finish that gives the exterior of
the building the atmosphere of a Moorish
cjistle during the medieval ages. A large
dome, 60 feet in diameter, rises gracefully
from the center of the building and from
this dome, in the interior, is hung a beautiful ornamented chandelier, reversed so
that reflected light is cast on the artistically
decorated ceiling of the auditorium below.
The theatre is of the popular stadium type.

There are no balconies, but a rising elevation to the rear of the auditorium provides
for greatly increased seating capacity, making the screen and stage thoroughly visible
mthout fjhe slightest obstruction from
evei-y seat in the house. The building is of
class A steel and concrete, the entire property measuring 250 by 1,500 feet. Exclusive of its land values the structure cost
$220,000 to create. Included with the building are 7 stores including a large market.
The structural equipment of the Avenue
Theatre includes an outer vestibule, inner
foj'er, men's lounging rooms, ladies' rest
rooms, managerial offices, a stage and an
elaborate system of heating and ventilating. Projectors and other equipment for
the presentation of feature pictures were
installed by the J«rational Theatre Supply
Co., while the seating of the theatre was
handled by the Heywood Wakefield Company. The huge organ was installed by the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Company. The marquee
was built by the Bramfield Electric Sign
Co., which also installed all electrical signs,
while the painting and decoration were done
by the American Painting and Decorating
Co. Electrical wiring was handled by the
T. & T. Electric Co. The Avenue Theatre
will maintain a policy of presenting the
pick of the season's feature pictures accompanied with special musical programs.
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& Golton
Enlarge
New York Offices

Every year for the past ten years, the
Miarr and Colton Company, builders of pipe
organs for theatres and churches, have
found it necessary to enlarge in factory
space, buildings, staffs and offices.
The increased business from New York
office makes it necessary to take larger
quarters. After August 1st., the New York
Office will be located in a suite of offices in
the Paramount Building, Times Square,
New York. Mr. Lee Heerwagen, our genial
sales manager, is in charge of the New
York Office.

Loew Providence Site Now
Being Cleared
The site on Weybosset and other streets.
Providence, recently purchased, is now being cleared and present buildings torn
down. On it will be erected the new $1,200,000 theatre for the Marcus Loew Circuit
and it will take about a year to complete
the structure, which will be the largest theatre in Providence. At one time part of
the site was occupied by the old Gaiety
Theatre.
Jasper, Ga., to Have New Theatre
A new theatre with a seating capacity of
275 will soon be opened in Jasper, Ga., by
Paul Stancil. It will be called the Lyric,
and is to have a stage adequate for road
shows. The policy provides for pictures
twice a week.

blame
't weather
You canthe
You know it will be hot in July
and August.
It always is.

Standard
Box Office
Protection
I 5 TM

Marr

SERVICE

You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.

ilUTOMMETlCKElKEeSIERCcilPlllMION
Hmruttrtrs-fCMOSMIIEeiSTUS
and TICKETS tMat F-lt: •

l/VcH- l/bRMC Cirri.
gMABKa^TtmraiON yj^

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.

In Next Week^s Issue

THE SHOWMAN
A Monthly Feature of
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
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Why not write for
our Booklet N-12?

=b<

Typhoon Fan Company
345 West 39tli Street
Jacksonville

New York
New Orleani
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Briefs
jd
George K. Arthur has been assigned a
part in ' ' Mixed Marriages, ' ' the new MetreGold wyn-Mayer picture co-starring Lew
Cody and Aileen Pringle. Others in the
cast will be Bert Roach and Mary McAllister. Director Hobart Henley is now on location at La Jolla.

"Fallen Angels," the Arthur Somers
Roche story currently running in Red Book
Magazine, has been purchased by Universal
for immediate production. Edward
LaemmJe will direct.
Wesley Barry returns to the screen in
"Old Kentucky," which John M. Stahl is
directing for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Richard Arlen will be opposite Bebe
Daniels in Paramount 's "She's a Sheik."
an original by John McDermott for which
Lloyd Corrigan wrote the script. Clarence
Badger will direct.
Harry Beaumont has been placed under
contract to direct "Olga From the Volga,"
a forthcoming eo-starring vehicle for Karl
Dane and George K. Arthur. The story is
an original by Nathalie Bucknall and Franclien Macconnel ; the continuity has just been
^Titten by Florence Ryerson and Colin
Clements, Metro-G^ldwyn-Mayer scenarists.
Aside from Mary Astor and Lloyd
Hughes the cast for First National's "No
Place to Go" includes Virginia Lee Corbin,
Hallam Cooley, Myrtle Stedman and Jed
Prouty. Mervyn LeRoy is directing this
Hobart Henley production.

The ten winners of the First NationalCollege Humor screen tests will make their
third appearance
in "No
Placeof to
Go,"
which
is to be the screen
version
Richard
Council's story, "Isles of Romance."
Sam Hardy has been added to the
of Sam E. Rork's production for First
tional, "A Texas Steer," starring
Rogers. Ann Rork and Louise Fazenda
previously been signed.

cast
NaWill
had

Fox films has added three directors to
its staff. They are James Tinling, Victor
Heerman and Richard Rosson. Tinling has
already begun "Very Confidential," which
stars Madge Bellamy. Heerman will direct
"Ladies Must Dress." Rosson ^vill shortly
be assigned a picture at the Fox studio.
Jeanne Eagles will appear with John Gilbert in "Fires of Youth," which Monta
Bella is directing. Miss Eagles joined the
company filming the story in Washington.
D. C., last week. She is best known for
her characterization of Sadie Thompson in
"Rain."
Gloria Swanson, Director Raoul Walsh
and 98 players and extras left Hollywood
last Sunday morning for a location trip to
the Catalina Island Isthmus for scenes on
"Sadie Thompson," a forthcoming United
Artists picture. The Swanson unit remains at Catalina for a week.

Jack Conway will handle the megaphone
for Cosmopolitan's "Bringing Up Father,"
with Polly Moran and Marie Dressier.
Frances Marion has prepared the script.

Richard Arlen has the juvenile lead in
"The Side Show," the temporai-y title of
the first Paramount comedy co-starring
Chester Conklin and W. C. Fields. No
starting date has been set for the story,
which is being developed by Percy Heath,
Eddie Moran and Donald Davis under the
supervision of Louis D. Lighton.

Georgia Hale plays the leading feminine
role in "The Rawhide Kid," Hoot Gibson's
new vehicle for Universal which is adapted
from Peter B. Kyne's "The Lion and the
Lamb."
A company
of nearly
persons
left for the
Zion National
Park100this
week

Carol Holloway has
"Jake the Plumber,"
comedy starring Jesse
Holloway is returning
a six vears' absence.

headed by Del Andrews.

Michael Curtiz has been assigned to direct "Good Time Charley" for Warner
Bros. This melodrama will go into production soon with Warner Oland enacting the
title role. The story is an adaptation of
"Thecis Zanuck.
Rainbow Chasers," by Darryl Fran-

Alan Forrest Avill play the role of the
heavy in "The Lovelorn," the Cosmopolitan production which goes into production
soon with John P. McCarthy at the directorial helm. Sally O'Neil, Larry Kent and
Molly O'Day have leading roles.
Under a new realignment of Paramount
directors, Frank Tuttle, originally assigned
the direction of "Honeymoon Hate," will
handle the megaphone on Esther Ralston 's
next starring picture. Luther Reed will
take over the direction of "Honeymoon
Hate."
Ralph Forbes has been cast for the role
of "Carl" in "The Enemy," in which
Lillian Gish is shortly to star at the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer studio.
John Mack Brown, erstwhile football
star, is now playing the male lead in
Marion Davies' "The Fair Co-ed."

joined the cast of
and FBO feature
De Vorska. Miss
to the screen after

Fred Datig, casting director, has been
signed by Paramount to a new contract.
Datig has been with Paramount for the
past two years.
Barbara Kent has just boon added to the
cast of "The Drop Kick," Richard Barthelmcss' Stella vehicle which Millard Webb is
directing for First National.
Five writers have joined the Paramount
staff and are engaged in developing special
ideas on original screen tales under the
direction of Monte Katterjohn. .Tack Jevne,
Scott Darling, Sydney Buchman, Arndt
Giusti and Gil Pratt are the five men and
they are all experienced scenarists.

Among those engaged for roles in the
Tiffany production, ' ' The Girl from Gay
Paree," are Lowell Sherman, Barbara Bedford, Malcolm McGregor, Walter Heirs,
Margaret Livingston, Betty Blythe, Tdmplar Saxe and Leo White.
Director Ben Stoloff has filmed the opensequencesWestern
of ' ' Silver
' ' Tomin
Mix'sing latest
for Valley,
Fox Films
which the star's leading lady is Dorothy
Dwan. Philo McCuilough, Joeky Hoefli,
Tom Kennedy, Lon Poif, Harry Dunkinson
and Clarke Comstoek are supporting members of the cast, which also includes Tony,
the horse. The new Mix vehicle is based
on a story by Harry Sinclair Drago.
Sterling Holloway, comedian, has been
signed to a long term contract by Mack
Sennett, who will feature him prominently
in Pathe comedies.
Douglas Gerrard will play in Dolores
Costello's next vehicle for Warner Bros.,
"The College Widow." Paul Schofield has
completed the script and the cameras wiU
begin grinding next week. Archie Mayo
will direct.
Work is going forward at the Chadwick
Studio on the Coast on "The Stunt Man,"
the second of the comedies which Larry
King.
Semon is making for Educational. Semon
is directing and has for his assistant Willie
Jean Arthur has been signed by Monte
Banks to play the leading feminine role in
the comedian's "An Ace in the Hole," now
in production at the Pathe West Coast
studio under the direction of Herman Raymaker.
Richard Arlon will have the romaitic
male lead opposite Mary Brian in the initial Paramount vehicle co-starring Chester
Conklin and W. C. Fields.
'
Marie Prevost and Harrison Ford are
together again in the new Pathe feature,
"The Girl in the Pullman," adapted from
Willson Collison 's stage farce, ' ' The Girl
William
in UpperwasC.
Calls"
with a east
Sally Long,
Donald and

"When Danger
'
' Fairbanks'
put into production last week
that includes Eileen Sedgwick,
Ethan Laidlow, Donald MacHank Mann.

"The Private Life of Helen of Troy,"
now in work at the Burbank studio, had
two additions to its east this Aveok in the
persons of George Fawcett and Ricardo
Cortez. Othere in the cast are Tom
O'Brien, Virginia Lee Corbin and Alice
White.
Jules Cowles will interpret the role of
Dinty Moore in the motion picture transcription of the cartoon, "Bringing Up
Father," which Cosmopolitan is making
with J. Farrell MacDonald as Jiggs and
Gertrude Olmstead and Grant Withers in
the romantic leads.

'August
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such informal ion as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
{S. B. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature
Arizona Wiirlwind , The ...
Beloved Rogue, The
Birds of Prey
Blazing Days
Blind Alleys
Broadway Drifter, A
Broncho Twister The
Cabaret
Casey at the Bat
Enchanted Island
Evening Clothes
Fighting Love
Fourth Commandment,
The

B.Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. H;il...F. B. 0
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. Harron-S. PhippsA. Housman
Fox
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
Man From Hardpan, The. .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
Mystery Club, The
M. Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson.Pathe-De Mille
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedf ord-L. Stone . First National
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. MulhaU . .First National
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures..
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
Princess from Hoboken, The E. Burns-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tellegen
Tiffany
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. .Universal
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
Slide, Kelly, Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeUH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro. . . .F. B. 0
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. F. B. 0
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno First National
Wanted^A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures ....
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . . Fox
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
Feature
Ain't Love Funny?
Afraid to Love

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille .
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramoimt
Little Adventuress. The ... V. coni-P.
Reynolds-V.
Haver Var- Pathe-De Mille
Long Pants
Harry Langdon
First National
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley. . Rayart
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
M-G-M
Madame Wants No Children
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros
Mountains of Manhattan . . D.Devore-C.Delaney.Lumas
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De Mille
No Man's Law
RexEltz-B.
(Horse)-T.
Kent von Pathe-De Mille
Paying the Price
M. Bonaer-D.
Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Selman. Columbia Pictures .
Pleasure
bia Pictures..
Rambling Before
Ranger,Business
The. . . .P.O'Mallev-V
.Jack Hoxie .B.FaireColum
Universal

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet . . April 1
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet . . Mar. 25
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures.. .6008 feet
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6697 feet . .Mar. 11
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .6612 feet.
1
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6436 feet . .April
.AprU 1
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet.
. April 8
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet. .AprU 16
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet . . April 8
Goudal-Varconi-WalthaU
Pathe-De Mille
7019 feet. .June 3

APRIL

Star

Distributed by

Alberta Vaughn
F. B. O
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N.
Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
Backstage
Collier Jr.-Bedf ord-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy . . Tiffany
Beauty Shoppers, The
M. Busch- W. Crane. .Tiffany
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . .Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
TomTyler-E TarrorF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton. . . .Paramount
Fighting Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De Mille
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyR.
D'Arcy-T.
Holtz.M-G-M
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Universal
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal

Red Clay
Ridin'
Ritzy Rowdy, The
Rookies

6863
6301
5378
6190
4501

feet . . Oct 30
feet
feet . . April 15
feet . . May 13
feet

6608
7311
6814
6442

29
26
11
1

feet . . April
feet. .Mar.
feet. .Mar.
feet . .April
7603 feet .
5957 feet . .June
.Mar.
6969 feet. .Oct.

5736
6040
5000
6734
4500
6807
5936

See You in Jail
Senorita
Smoking Guns
Somewhere in Sonora
Special Delivery

263
16

feet. April 15
f eet . . April 22
feet
6
feet . .May
feet.
feet . . Feb.
4
feet

Spuds
Taxi, Taxi
Three Hours
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Too Many Crooks
When Seconds Count

7865 f eet . . April 1
4565 feet. .Mar. 11
4483 feet
4982 feet
6324 feet . . May 13
6 reels
6281 feet. .June 24
4390 eet
4783 feet . . April 16
6820 feet . . April

1

6198 feet. . Mar. 26

Length
Reviewed
...4745 feet
6169 feet . . April 22
4912 feet
5,784 feet
5669 feet . . July 22
6463 f eet . . May
6
6901 feet . . April 29
6662 feet . . May

6

7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet. .May

6

6296 feet. .April 16
4415 feet.. April

1

6900
4387 feet
feet . . April 22
6036 feet . . July

1

6929 feet. .Mar. 26

feet
feet . . April 8
feet
feet June 10

5415
6352
6358
5051
5573

feet . . April 8
f eet . . April 22
feet June 3
feet
feet.

6903 feet . . April 29
. . 5558 feet
.6659
feet
4439 feet

W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626
Buffalo
Bill, Jr Hall- Paramount
Pathe-De Mille
4794
B.
Bronson-J.
6306
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
Brien
6640
K. Arthur-T. O' M-G-MJ. Mulhall-A. Day . . . First National
5800
B. Powell
Daniels-J. Hall-W. Paramount
6634
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pict.(S.R.)4500
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
6718
E. Cantor-Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
5624
L. Semon-D. D wan . . Pathe-De Mille
4930
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173
C. Griffith-J. Bowers. First National
6774
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hugheti
Paramount
6399
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
4803

MAY

feet. .Mar. 11
feet . . April 1
feet .
feet
feet
feet . . May
6
feet. .Jan. 28
f eet . . ,

6200
6660
6264
5291

June 10
July 17

feet
feet .. July
April' 221
feet
feet
.May
feet
feet . April
.May
feet
feet
.May
feet
feet .May
.April
feet .Feb.
feet .Mar.
feet
feet .
feet
Tulv

C
2
20
C
6
15
18
28
1

Kent
Paramoimt
. June 17^
-6886 feet ...juy
Keith
Whirlwind of Youth, The.. L. L.Moran-D.

6600 feet
5705
9523
4834
4482
6490
5623
7015
4634

Length
Reviewed16
..April
..7080
5668 feet
feet
. May
6

Feature
All Aboard
Babe Comes Home

Distributed by

Length
Reviewed
6300 feet.. April
1
J. Hines-E.
Murphy . First National . .
Star
Babe Ruth-A. Q. Nilsson-L. Fazenda.. . .First National
5761 feet
Broadway Nights
L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
6765 feet
July
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal . . .
4687 feet July
California
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
4912 feet
Captain Salvation
L, Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7396 feet
July
8
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
May 13
ClimbersSnatchers
The
I. Rich-F.
Stanley
. . . Warner Bros ... . '.. 6621 feet .
Cradle
L.
Fazenda-J.
F. McDonald-D. Phillips.Fox
6281 feet July
8
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E. Gilbert. Pathe-De Mille
6804 feet .
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal ...
6910 feet May 6
June 10
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. schi-G.
Hawley-T.
SantHughes-A.
Cornwall
Pathe-De Mille
6228 feet April 22
Fighting Hombre The
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet
Griiming Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet May 13
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens- W. Pid6
geon-H. Herbert . . Fox
5617 feet May
Heart of the Yukon
A.Comwall-J.Bowers. Pathe-De Mille 6562 feet
Hills of Peril
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
4943 feet May 27
May 17
13
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De Mille
4660 feet . . June
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
5597 feet May 20
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry-Lowe .Fox
6950 feet .
Love Thrill, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet May 27
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
5265 feet . June 10
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. Ellis . . F. B. O. .
6770 feet June 17
Million Bid, A
D. CosteUo-W. OlandMcGregor-Blythe. . Warner Bros
6310 feet
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet June 24
.June 24
18
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet .Mar.
Outlaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
5327 feet .May 6
.April 8
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe-De Mille
4828 feet.
Poor Gu-ls
D. R.Revier-E.
BurnsStonehouse
.... Columbia Pictures . . . 6428 feet. .May 20
Prairie Kmg The
Hoot Gibson
Universal .
6689 feet
Rich But Honest
N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonald . . . Fox
6480 feet
.May 20
Rich Men's Sons
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures .
Rough House Rosie
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
6962 feet .
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . Universal
4041 feet
Silver Comes Thru
F. Thomson-E. MurphyJune 3
Sinews of,„,bteel ,
King Glass
(Horse)F.
B. 0
5476
A. Silver
Vaughn-G.
.Lumas
5928 feet.
feet June 10
Song of Steel
Tiffany
Splitting the Breeze
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
4930 feet
June 3

Motion

612
Feature
Telephone Girl, The

Star
Distributed by
L. Gray-H. BluiiiBellamy-Bazter
Allison
Paramount
Tender Hour The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
Tniie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Ti t
Warner Bros
Vanity
L.Joy-A.Hal ?-C. Ray .Pathe-De Mille
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-t. Fair
Pathe-De Mille
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Toors to Command
G. O'Hara-S. Palmer F. B. 0

Feature
Avenging Fangs .

Cruel Truth, The
Death VaUey
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike

Reviewed

5*66 feet. . May 27
71 '0 eet. .June 17
6160
6390
6823
5923
7920
6691
4784

feet.
feet
f eet .
feet.
feet .
feet
feet

.June 17
. May 13
.July
1
. April 16

Star
JUNE Distributed by Length Reviewed
. Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille ..... 4336 f eet . . June 3

Beware of Widows
La Plante-B. Washburn
Universal
Black Diamond Express,
The
M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bulldog Pluck
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Callahans and the Murphys,
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The
T. Mix-N. Joyce. . . .Fox
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak. .Sterling Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Picttires
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt. . ..Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-I. MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy.. .First National
Dearie
I. Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert
W.Baxter-M. MiUner Paramount
Past and Furious
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy-J. Gadsen . M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Tones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladles of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The
K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Meddlin' Stranger The . . . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E.
Gregory-F. Universal
Ford
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The
E.O'Brien-A. Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. .Paramount
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modem
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Wedding Bills
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Paramount
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. .W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
WQd Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen

Length

6670 feet. .May

6

5803 feet

feet .. July 22
feet. .June 24
feet . . June 3
feet. .June 3

4512 feet. .July 15
6588 feet. .Aug. 19
6897 feet. .June 24
6987 feet
6684 feet . . July 22
6282 feet. .July

1

4646 feet. .Jtnie 17
4778 feet
6167 feet.
4676 feet . July
Jane
6169 feet.
April
6620 feet.
4710 feet. July
July

16
10
1
22
16

5614 feet. .July 16
5870 feet. .June 24
6218 feet. .June 17
6412 feet . . June 10
6182 feet . . Aug.

6

6000 f eet . . Aug.
6600 feet

8

6497 feet. .July 22
4926 feet . . July
4334 feet . . July

8
1

6617 feet. .June 24
6869 feet . . July
4404 feet

22

6667 feet. .July

1

Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B. Love. Pathe-De Mille
Heart of Maryland, The... D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. . . Warner Bros
Hero on Horseback, A . . . . Hoot Gibson
Universal
Kid Sister, Th'^
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw The(tentative).G. Cooper-B. Jewel. .Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-I- Tellegan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Manpower
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Married Alive
Livingston-M, Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters. The L.Stone-L. Tashman . First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rose of the Bowery
E. Murphy- J. WalkerC. Kent-M. Harris A. C. A

4108 feet . . May

6

N e zv s

Length
Reviewed
6666 feet . Aug.
5
4562 feet . . Aug. 12
7 reels. . . .Aug.

6

7899 feet. .Aug.

5

6670 feet. .July 22
6409 feet

AUGUST
Feature
Adam and Evil
After Midnight
Beau Geste
Blood Ship, The

Star
JULY Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen.McNamara . Fox
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures
4700 feet. .Aug. 12
C. Ny e-R.
Rae-R.
Wells
First Division Pict. . .6700 feet. .Aug. 12
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan-J. Bowers . . Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP r vnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Satin Woman, The
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Skyhigh Saunders ........ AI Wilson
Universal
Tartuffe, the Hypocrite.. . .E. Jannings-L.
Dagover — W. Kraus. . .Ufa
Tired Business Man, The..Hitchcock-MehaffeyGowland
Tiffany
Tom's Gang
T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille
White Pants Willie
J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National

Border Blackbirds
6126
4810
5252
.6700

Picture

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
6 reels
Aug. 19
N. Shearer-L. Gray. .M-G-M
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
Sept 11
H. Bosworth-J. LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
7 reels. . . .Aug.
6
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille
6 reels

Breed of Courage, The. . . .Ranger (Dog)-J. Morgan
F. B. O
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
Bush Leaguer, The
M. BIue-Hyams
Warner Bros
Chain Lightning
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
Country Doctor The
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Coward, The
W.Baxter-S.Lynn.. F. B. O
Desired Woman, The
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P. Haver .Pathe-De Mille
Fireman Save My Child . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Great Mail Robbery, The. .T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard
M.
Sills-M. O'Day,Cal-.First National
HiddenBoiled
Aces Haggerty
C. Hutchinson-A.
houn
Pathe-De Mille
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
Interferin' Gent, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Lightning
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno .. Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortex .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease- J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Mendez
F. B. O
Outpost, The (tentative) . . . L
Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powell
Fox
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Poor Nut, The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonJ. ArthuT-C.
ray Mur- First National
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian . Paramount
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou. . . .Paramount
Singed
B. Sweet- W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean. . .Paramotmt
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr. Sterling Pict
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Three's a Crowd
H. Langdon-G. McConnell
First National
Topsy and Eva
Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw. United Artists
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-L Keith. United Artists
Underworld
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
What Price Glory (road
show)
McLaglen-Del RioLowe
Fox
When a Man Loves (road
show)
J. Barrymore-D. CosteUo-W. Oland
White Pebbles
WaUy Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Woman Who Did Not Care,
The
L. Tashman-A. Rankin
Bugle CaU, The

4910 feet

5093 feet

6607 feet
6 reels
6 reels
6600
7180
10400
6435

feet
feet. .Aug. 12
f eet . . Mar. 18
feet . . May 20

6140 feet

6888 feet Aug. 19
5909 feet . . July
1
6 reels. . . .July 39
5844 feet
6368 feet . . June 24
5790 feet. .July 33
7179 feet

7 reels. . . .Aug. 19

11400 feet. .Dec.

4

10049 feet. .Feb.
4
4485 feet .. Aug. 19

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Angel of Broaday, The
L.
Annie Laurie
L.
Back to God's Country . . . . R.
Barbed Wire
P.

5868 feet

6 reels . . Dec. 12 '25
6 reels .... Aug. 12
6617 feet. .Aug. 12

5482 feet. .Aug. 12
6 reels
6405 feet . . Aug.
6
4388 feet
6 reels .... July 29

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De Mille
Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
8730 feet. .May 37
Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
6751 feet . . July 29
Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
6961 feet
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De Mille
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien . . M-G-M
12550 feet. .Nov. 38
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett. .Fox
Broadway Kid, The
George Jessel
Warner Bros
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
8700 feet . . May
6
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7790 feet. .May it
Certain Toung Man, A. . . .Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
6536 feet. .May 13
City Gone WUd, The
T. Meighan-M. MiUner-W. Standing. . .Paramoimt
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS. Lynn-R.
W.
ArmstrongLease- F. B. 0
6701 feet
College
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers.. .United Artists

August

26 , 19 27

Distributed by
Star
R. Barthelmess - A.
Vaughan-B. Kent. . First National
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonaldVaUi-J. Fox
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. MUler-R. Simpson. . . .Warner Bros
Fl]nngU Ranch, The
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De Mille
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G. Withers
F. B. O
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy- J. Marlowe.First National
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent . . . Universal
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tiu-Tin-H. Ferguson-J.Robards . .Warner Bros
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M.
Alden
Fox
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Mojave Kid, The
B.lSteele-L. Gilmore . F. B. O
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount^ j
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Perfect Gentleman, A
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
Soda Water Cowboy, The. . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Stark Love
Special Cast
Paramount
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair. ..Universal
Turkish Delight
R.Schildkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De Mille
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox
We're All Gamblers .
.Meighan-M. Millner. Paramount
Feature
Drop Kick, The

613
Length

Reviewed

6767(eet. .July

8

Feature

Judgment of the Hills
Let 'Er Go Gallagher
Main Event, The
Mile-A-Minute Love
Street
Quality
Sadie Thompson
Tempest
Thirteenth Hour, The

6 reels

Alias the Deacon
American Beauty
Ben Hur (road show)
Beware of Married Men
Big Sneeze, The
Body and Soul
Boy Rider, The
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)
Celebrated Woman, A
Cheating Cheaters

Distributed by
Star
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves . . . Universal
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Novarro-McAvoyBroQson-F. X. Bushmao-C. Myers .... M-G-M
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
W. Z.Beery-F.
Sterling- Paramount
Pitts

4912 feet . . Aug. 12
7961 feet. .July

8

6415 feet . . Aug.
6 reels

6

6648 feet
6000 feet. . Mar. 11

4041 feet. .June 10

Star
Distributed by
Leatrice Joy
Pathe-De Mille.
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook
United Artists . . .
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros
He's My Man
Phyllis Haver
Pathe-De Mille.
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day
M-G-M
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Power
William Boyd
Pathe-De Mille.
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros
Rip Van Winkle
Rudolph Schildkraut Pathe-De Mille .
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wol- United Artists . . .
heim

West Point

Star
Distributed by
JANUARY
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Tahnadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists.
D. Del Rio-D. Alvarado
United Artists .
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
William Haines
M-G-M

Feature

Star

Feature
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The
Ramona
Romance (tentative)

Length

Reviewed

12000 feet. .Jan.

16

Coming

Crystal Cup, The

6310 feet. .July 29
'.....

-. . .April
6999 feet

4206 feet.. Aug. 19
8486 feet. .July
■.

NOVEMBER
Feature
Becky

Star

Distributed by

S. O'NeU-O. MooreG. Olmstead
M-G-M
Dog of the Regiment, A . . . Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros .
Finnegan's Ball (tentative)
Warner Bros.
Garden of Allah, The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich.M-G
In Bad With Sinbad
Franklin Pangbom. . .F. B. O

1

Length Reviewed

8

Length Reviewed

MARCH

Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The . .Special Cast

C. Tahnadge-D,
varado Al- First National
Florence Vidor
Paramount
B. Compson-K.
lan Har- Universal

Length Reviewed

Distributed by

C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southem-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M

6869 feet

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY

Circus, The

A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Buzz Barton
F. B. O

D. hall
Mackaill-J. Mul- First National
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
orbidden Woman, The . . . Jetta Goudal
Pathe-De Mille
Gambler's Game, The
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
Gingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl in the Pullman
Marie Prevost
Pathe-De Mille
Hold 'Em Yale
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
Jake the Plumber
J. DeVarska-S. Lynn F. B. O
Jesse James
ffred Thomson
Paramount
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C Rogers.United Artists
One Round Hogan
M. Blue- J. J. Jeffries .Warner Bros
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Ranger of the North
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O
Rose of the Golden West ..G. Roland-M. Astor.. First National
Rough RidtTii The (general
release'
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Bound
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shanghaied
P. R. Miller-R. InceG. Astor
F. B. O
Shootin' Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane. . .Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
Straight Shooting
Ted Wells
Universal
Way of All Flesh, The
E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith. . .Paramount
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love
Pathe-De Mille
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore . . Pathe-De Mille
Woman on Trail, The
Negri-Cortez
Paramount
Wreck of the Hesperus, The
Pathe-De Mille

Length
6700
feet. Reviewed
.Aug. 19

DECEMBER
Feature
Blue Danube, The
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

OCTOBER
Feature

Star
Distributed by
F. B. O
V. Valli-F. Darro
Junior Coughlan
F. B. O
Vera Reynolds
Pathe-De Mille .
R. Denny-B. Kent . . . Universal
M-G-M
M. Davies
G. Swanson
United Artists . . .
J. Barrymore-NissenWolheim
United Artists . . .
Bona arte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M

Distributed by
United Artists.

Attractions

Feature
Ace High
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf
Ask Me Another
Avenger, The
Back to Liberty
Bad Little Good Girl
Bamum (road show)
Beau Sabreur

Star
Distributed by
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Al Wilson
F. B. O
L. W.Wilson-B.
V. Mong LyteU- Columbia
R. Denny
Universal
Bob Custer
F. B. O
G. Breese
Walsh-D. HaU-E. Excellent Pict
Chadwick
Wallace Beery
Paramount
E. Brent-G. CooperG. ry
Bancroft-N. Bee- Paramount
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C, Ray. . . . Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood WiUTeU
B. Jones-K.Perry. . .Fox
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Bride of the Night
C. M.
Farrel-G.
Busch-M.NissenLoy. . Fox
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante
Universal
Broadway Madness
M. de la Motte
Excellent Pict
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . Universa.
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
Cancelled Debt, The
Rex Lease
Sterling Pict
Chinese Parrot, The
M. worth
Nixon-H BosUniversal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
G . Sidney
Universal
Comrades
G. James-A. Sheridan.First Division
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De Mille
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks — A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Caldwell
Valli-F. Darro-O. F. B. O
Duke of Ladies, The
Eager Lips
Empty Saddle, The

Length Reviewed

Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
P. G.
Garon-B.
James Blythe- First Division .
Fred Humes
Universal

Length

Reviewed

,

9481 feet. .Oct. M

4747 feet

10018 ifeet . . Aug. 31

Motion

614
Feature
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Enemy, The
Eternal Silence, The
Fangs of Destiny
Fangs o Fury
Fangs of Justice
Finders Keepers
Finnegan's Ball
Flag Maker, The
Flying Nut, The
Fortune Hunter The
Four Flusher, The
Freckles
Galloping Fury
Gay Defender, The
Gay Retreat, The

Star

Distributed by

Length

Reviewed

Milton Sills
First National
L. Gish-R. Forbes. ..M-G-M
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe.Bischofif Prod. (S.R.) . 6OOO feet
Laura La Plante
Universal
B. Mehaffey-Landis. .First Division Pict
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J. S. Blackton (producers) . .
Glenn Tryon
Universal
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
F. B. O.
H. Gibson-S. Rand . . Universal
R.Dix
Paramount
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
5 reels

Gentleman of Paris, A (tentative)
Adolphe
Menjou-A.
Marchal
Paramount
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get
Set—
Go
George
O'Hara
F.
B. O
Girl From Rio The
Mae Busch
Lumas
Gorilla, The
C. Murray-F. Kelsey First National
Grand Army Man, The . . . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bemie Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling-F. Reicher Fox
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-O. CaldweU
F. B. O
Heaven Help the Working
Girl
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Highschool Hero, The
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. . Fox
His Dog
J.Schildkraut- J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De Mille
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray . Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
Home Made
Johnny Hines
First National
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F. B. O
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels . . . April 29
Irresistible Lorer The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer. The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Jungle Rose
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13600 feet. April 29
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies Must Dress
Fox
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
Life's Crossroads
G. Hulette-M. Hamilton
Excellent Pict
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Mademoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Man's Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The . . . . C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K. Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. 0
6680 feet
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs
F. B. O
My Wife's Honor
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pict
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros.
Now We're in the Air . . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Oh I What a Life (tentative). CoUeen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) .Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels . . . Dec. 1 8
Open Range
L. Chandler-B. Bronson.
Paramount
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray . . . Fox
Patent Leather Kid, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Publicity Madness
L. Moran-E. Lowe . . , Fox
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Ragtime
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams .. . Sterling Pictures .... 5800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' LBte Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romance of Old Spain, A. E. Taylor-D.
Alvarado
United Artists
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chadwick
Lumas
Roulette
M . Mc Avoy
Warner Bros
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz"
Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
Sally in Our Alley

S. Mason-A. B. Francis
Columbia Pictures

Picture

N ew s

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
. B. Compson-E.
Williams
First Division Pict
Seventh Heaven
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 feet.. June 10
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Shepherd of the Hills, The.A. B. Francis
First National
Shield of HonorThe
R., Lewis-D. GulliverN. Hamilton
Universal
Silent Hero, The
Nyroleon
(Dog)- R.
Fraser-E. Murphy
6502 feet. .Aug. 19
Show Boat
Universal
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
South Sea Love
F. B. O
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Steamboat Bill, Jr
Keaton-E. Torrence. . United Artists
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict.
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sun Kissed (tentative) ... .P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Sunrise
Gaynor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Surrender
M. Philbin-I. Moskine
Universal
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thanks For the Buggy Ride.Laura La Plante
Universal
Thirteenth Juror, The
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted WeUs
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance . C. Conklin
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K. Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . .M-G-M
,
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Very Confidential
Madge Bellamy
Fox
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The . R. Griffith-A. Day . . . Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Youi Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J. Marlowe
Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
World's Illusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
Excellent Pict.
...,;,.,
Feature
Say It With Diamonds .

Comedies

and Short Subjects
EDUCATIONAL

Title
Star
At Ease
Lloyd Hamilton
Brave Cowards
Dunham-Bradley
Bubbles of Geography
Hodge-Podge
Capers of a Camera
Hodge-Podge
Careless Hubby
Dunham-Bradley
Dead Easy
Bobby Vernon
Dummies
Larry Semon
Felix the Cat in Art for
Heart's Sake
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in 'Loco' Motive
Felix the
Cat in the Travel- "Sullivan Cartoon"
Hog
"Sullivan Carton"
Fully Equipped
Lloyd-Murdock
Giddy Gobblers
Neal Burns
Goose Flesh
Lloyd Hamilton
Half-Pint Hero, A
Lupino Lane
Her Husky Hero
Johnny Arthur
High Spots
Al St. John
His Better Half
Lloyd Hamilton
Hold Fast
Clifif Bawes
Holly-Nuts
Big Boy
Jack From All Trades
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Kid Tricks
"Big Boy"
Live News
Johnny Arthur
Meet the Folks
Jimmie Adams
Monty jf the Moimted .... Lupino Lane
Movie Hound, The
Phil Dunham
Night Owls
Dunham-Bradley
No Cheating
Al St John
Non-stop Fright, The
"Sulhvan Cartoon"
Pick a Pet
Curioisities
Plumb Dumb
"Poodles" Harmeford
Poor
Fish— The
Ebbing
Tide
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Queens Wild
Beauchump-Davis
R^ver of Suds, The — MidOcean Sunset, A
Bruce Scenic
Sure Cure
Beauchamp- Davis
Tales of a Traveler
Hodge-Podge
Tenants of Marble Canyon,
The — A Picture Paradise .Bruce Scenic
T laveling at Home
Chriosities
Wi.d Wallops
B. Dooley-O . Hasbrouck

F B

Rel.

Date

July
Aug.
July
June
July

17 .
14 .
17 .
6.
17.

July

10.

.2Length
reels
. 1 reel
reel
.. 11 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 19
Aug. 19

. 1 reel
July
1
.2 reels.
reels . . .Aug. 12
1 reel.

June 26 . 1
,1
July 24 . . 1
Aug. 28. ,2
June 12 .
June 19 . ,2
.2
.2
June
5 . .2
July 31. .2
July 31 .
July 31 . ,.21
Aug. 28 . . 1
Aug.
7 . .2
July
3. 2
July 10. .22
July 24 . 1
July
3.
June 19 . , 1
June 26. 21
Aug. 21 . .1
July
3. 2
Aug. 21 .
1
Aug. 21 .
June
6. 2
July 10. ,.21
July 10 .
June 26. 1

reel
reel
reel. .
reels.

July 29

'..June W

reels . ..July
. .Jtine
reels
reels.
reels.
Aug.
reels.
reel. .
reels.
reel. .
reels .
reels.
, .July
reels
reels . . . .Aug.
reel

241

12

29
12

reel
July 29
reels. . . .July 22
reel
teel
July 22
reels
reel
reels. . . .June 24
reel
Aug. 12
reels
reel
July 29

Jime 24
June 12 . , 11 reel
reel
July 31 . 2 reels
.... July
1
June 26 .

O

Title
Star
Alice Cartoons (Released Twice a Month)
Beauty Parlor, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard

Rel.

Date

Aug.

Length
1 reel . .
3.2 reels .

Reviewed

^

August

26 , 19 27

Title
Star
Beloved Rogue, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Bo's Guest
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Boys Will Be Girls
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Campus Romeos
"Fat Men"
Chin He Loved to Lift
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Fresh Hair Fiends
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Helen of Troy, N. Y
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
How High Is Dp? (Fat Men) . Carr-Alexander-Ross
Kick in the Dark
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Krazy Kat Cartoons (released twice a month)
Last Nose of Summer
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Mickey's Circus
Mickey's
Pals
New Faces for Old
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Nothing Doing
Charles Bowers
Permanent Rave, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Pickled Romance
Charles Bowers
•Peter's Pan
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
She Troupes to Conquer .... Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Sock in Time, A
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Steamed Up
Charles Bowers
Tanks of the Wabash
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Toupay or Not To Pay
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Wanderers of the Waistline .Karr-Ross-Alexander

615

Length
Rel. Date
Reviewed
reels.
Oct.
5 . .2
.2 reels.
June 19 .
Aug. 24 . .2. 2 reels.
reels .
Tuly 25 .
Sept. 14. .22 reels.
reels.
Sept. 21 . .2 reels.
Aug. 31. .2 reels.
June 27 . .21 reel.
reels. .
July
3.
.2
reels.
Aug. 17.
.2 reels.
Sept. 4 . .2 reels.
Oct. 123 .. .2 reels.
Oct.
July 11 . .2 reels .
reels .
Aug. 10 .2
June 13 . .2 reels.
.2
reels.
Sept. 28 . .2 reels.
O ct. 19 . .2
reels.
June 6 .
June 13 . .2 reels.
Oct. 10 . .2 reels .
reels.
Sept. 7 .2
Sept. 11 .2 reels.

Title

Rel.

Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed

June 19. .2 reels
reel .... July 15
1 reel
Aug.
7 . . 1 reel
1
June 26 . . 2 reels
reel
July 24 . . 1 reels
July
3.2
reels
June 19. .2 reel .... July 15
1
reel
1 reel
1 reel
1
1 reel
reels
2
June 26 . . 1 reel
June 24
reels
June 12 . . 2
reels
....
June
24
June 5.2 reels
July 31. .2 reels
July 17. .2
July 15
July 10 . . 1 reel
1 reel
June 17
June 12 . . 1 reel
1 reel
reels
July 24. .2
July 10 . . 2 reels
Rel. Date
Aug. 27 .
Nov. 6 .
April 7 .
Mar. 26.
Oct. 22.
Oct.
8.

Length
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
Oct.
1 . .2 reels
Nov. 19 . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
Mar. qO. . 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
Sept. 10 . . 1 reel
Jan. 14. Ireel
Dec. 17. . 1 reel
Feb. 25 . . 1 reel
. 1 reel
Dec. 31. . 1 reel
Jan. 28 . . 1 reel
Jan. 28 . . 1 reel
1 reel
Sept. 24. ..2
reels
Sept. 3 ,
Sept. 10 . .2 reels
1 reel
Dec. 3 . . 1 reel

Reviewed

Dec. 11

Dec. 11
Dec. 11
Oct.
9

1 reel
Sept. 24 .2 reels

PARAMOUNT
Title
Aero Nuts
Behind the Counter
Dad's Choice
Doctor Quack
legy. The
Find the King
Hot Heads
Ko-Ko Chops Suey
Ko-Ko Hops Off
Ko-Ko's Kane
Ko-Ko Plays Pool
Ko-Ko the Knight
Ko-Ko the Kop
Loco Motifs
No Publicity
Row, Sailor, Row!
School Daze
Sealing Whacks
Short Socks
Short Tail, A
Tired Wheels
Uncle Tom's Caboose
Web Feet

Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
E. E. Horton
Duffy-Shannon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Crazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Length
Date
1 reel. . Reviewed
Oct. 8 . .
2 reels .
2 reels .
2 reels .
Aug.
6.
22 reels.
reels .
Aug. 27 . 1 reel. .
1
reel
Sept. 17 . . . reel. . ..
'. . . Aug. 201 1 reel. .
Aug.
6. . 1 reel. .
Sept
3 .
Oct.
1. 1 reel . .
Sept. 24 . 1 reel . .
Aug.
1 . 2 reels .
reels.
Aug. 20. 21 reel
Sept. 10 . 1 reel. . ..
Aug.
1.
Aug. 13 . 21 reels
reel . ..
Sept. 10 .
Aug. 13 . 1 reel. .
1 reel . .
Oct. 22. 1 reel . .
Aug. 27 .
Rel.

Star
"Aesop Fables"
"Our Gang"

Rel. Date
Length
Aug.
7. .1 reel
June 26. .2 reels

June
12 .. 21 reel
reels ....
.... June
19 .
.2 reels. . . .July
31 . .2 reels
4 . . 1 reel
June
12 .
episodes
28. 10
..11 reel
Aug.
reel
21 .
28 . .1 reel
25 . .1 reel
18 .
12. .1
.2 reel
reels. . . .June
July
17 . .2
reels
29 . . 2 reels
11 . . 1 reel
July
26
.1 reel
21. . .1
reel
26.
5. .2 reels. . . .June
.1 reel
18 .
14. .1 reel
Aug.
10 .
21 . . 1 reel . .
23 . .2
. 1 reels
reel. ..
7.
. 1 reel. .
4.
reels.
21 .2
.2 reels.
.2 reels.
Aug.
18.
24 .
18
24.
14 .
17.
28 .

..11
.1
.1
,2
..22

24
17
29
17
12

24
15
1
3
12

12

reel
July 22
reel
reel
reels .... Aug. 12
reels
reels .... July 16

26. 1 reel

July

1

TIFFANY

Title

Reviewed
July

Reviewed
. 1Length
reel
July
1
3.
July 29
reels
31 . .. 21 reel
reels
7 . ..22 reels
10
episodes. June 17
19.
12 . ..12 reels
reel .... June 24
11 . .1 reel
June 17
19 . .1 reel
June 3
5.
3. .2 reels. .. .July
1
July 15
10 . . 1 reel

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Beauty and the Beach
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clark
1 reel
Big Pie Raid, The
McDougall Kids
Bray
June
1. .2 reels
June 10
Berth Mark
Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal
2 reels
Derelects of the Sea
Novelty
Bray
Jime 30. .1 reel
Deuce, The
McDougall Kids
Bray
June 1. .2 reels
Dream of the Sea, A (Binocolor)
Film Dist.
Corp
1 reel
May 27
God Made This Day For Me (Guest Jewel)
Aug.
1 . . 1 reel
Great Guns
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Helpless Helper
Al Jay
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Henpecked in Morocco .... Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Heralds of the Spring
Nature Special
Bray
April 19 . . 1 reel
Isle of Sunken Gold, The
(Serial)
A. Stewart
Nat Levine
10 episodes
Here Comes the Bride .... Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
His Off-Day
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Hit and Win
Bray
Aug. 20. .2 reels
It's a Great Life
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
It's All Wet
Bray
July 10. .2 reels
Jungle Belles
"Lantz Cartoon"
Bray
1 reel
June 10
Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Laugh. . . "Fleischer Cartoon" Red Seal
1 reel
July 22
Learn by Mail
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
Lift Your Face
Bray
Aug. 10 .. 2 reels
Little Feet
Novelty
June
1 reel
July 22
Ma and the Auto (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
Nothing to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Over There
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Sappy Days
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Scoop, The
Bray
July 20 .. 2 reels
Silence of the Snows (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
Sky Walkers
Novelty
June .... 1 reel
Sophomore, The
G.O'NeU-L.Graydon.Hi-Mark
Spooky Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Style Book
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
Water, Water Everywhere
Bray
June 20 . . 2 reels
When Red Bit the Dust. . . . (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
July
1 . . 1 reel
When We Were Kids
(Guest Jewel)
A. C. A. . . June 1 . . 1 reel
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Yellow Dog, The (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
April 15

Star
Title
. Color Classic
Footing the Bill
Greenwhich
Village
mance, A
Color Classic
King of Sports
Color Clasyic
Love in the Jungle
Color Classic
Man Who Married the Moon Color Classic
Me and My Pal
Color Classic
Memories
Color Classic

PATHE-DE MILLE
Title
Ant Life As It Isn't
Baby Brother

Date

STATE RIGHTS

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Title
Star
An African Adventure
Ufa Oddity
Assorted Babies
Ufa Oddity
Atop the World
Ufa Oddity
Chase, The
Ufa Oddity
Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Dog Days
Ufa Oddity
Falcon, The
Ufa Oddity
Flag, The (Technicolor) . . .. Great Events
Fight For Life, A
Ufa Oddity
Fishing With a Microscope. . Ufa Oddity
Gritty Pups
Ufa Odd ty
Heavenly Bodies
Ufa Oddity
Hidden Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Jewels of Venus
Ufa Oddity
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddity
Lion Hunt, The
Ufa Oddity
Monarch of the Glen, The . . Ufa Oddity
Pathfinders, The
Ufa Oddity
Parasol Abt, The
Ufa Oddity
Pets and Pests
Ufa Oddity
Secrets of the Sea
Ufa Oddity
Soaring Wings
Ufa Oddity
Sting of Stings, The
Charlie Chase
Sugar Daddies
All Star Cast
TallyHo
Ufa Oddity
Winged Death
Ufa Oddity
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of
Mexico
Ufa Oddity
Yale vs. Harvard
Our Gang

Rel.

Big Reward, The .
"Aesop Fables"
July
Bully, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Chicken Feed
"Our Gang"
College Kiddo, The
Hurlock-Quillan
Aug.
Comrades in Work
Mabel Normand
Crimson Flash, The (Serial— Landis-E. Gilbert)
.June
Cured in the Excitement . . . Hurlock-Bevan
June
Cutting a Melon
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Died in the Wool
"Aesop Fables"
June
Dog's Day, A
"Aesop Fables"
June
Don't Tell Everything
Roach Stars
July
Eyes and Angles
Sportlight
July
Fiddlesticks
Harry Langdon
Flying Feet
SportUght
June
Fluttenne Hearts
Charley Chase
June
Glorious Fourth, The
"Our Gang"
July
Golf Nut, The
Bevan-Quillan-A. Bennett
Sept.
Hard Cider
"Aesop Fables"
June
Hawk of the HiUs (Serial) . .Ray and Miller
Aug.
Hole in One, A
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Hook, Line and Sinker
"Aseop Fables"
Aug.
Human Fly, The
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
In and Out Again
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Love 'Em and Weep
M. Busch-Laurel-Finlayson . . . .June
Love Nest, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Love's Languid Lure
Ben Turpin
Aug.
Olympic Games
"Our Gang"
Sept.
One
Man
Dog,
A
"Aesop
Fables"
June
On the Hook
Sportlight
Aug.
Pioneer Instinct
Sportlight
June
Pride of Pikeville, The
Ben Turpin
June
Prowling Around France with
Will Rogers
Travelesque
Sept.
Red Hot Sands
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Riding
July
RoamingHighthe Emerald Isle "Aesop Fables"
with Will Rogers
Travelesque
Aug.
Sailors, Beware
Roach Stars
Sept.
Scents and Dog Sense
Sportlight
Aug.
Small-Town Sheriff, The . . . "Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Smith's Candy Shop
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Aug.
Smith's Cook
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Smith's Pony
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Sept.
Soldier Man
Harry LangdOn
Subway Sally
"Aesop Fables"
July
Tackles and Touchdowns . . . Sportlight
Sept.
Taking Punishment
Sportlight
July
Weaker Sex, The
Rarebits
What Women Did For Me . .Charley Chase
Aug.
Why Girls Love Sailors
Roach Stars
July
With Love and Kisses
Roach Stars
Aug.
With Will Rogers Through
Switzerland & Bavaria. .. .Travelesque
June

FOX FILMS
iWitle
Star
Variety
AUtambra, The
AiQerica Today
Variety
Arkansas Traveler
Variety
Aiound Cape Horn
Variety
Cupid and the Clock (O.
Henry)
S. Phipps-N. Stuart
Variety
Colorful Italy
Cup of Coffee, A
Variety
Desert Blooms, The
Variety
Gentlemen Prefer Scotch., .
Glory That Was Greece
Variety
Her Silent Vow
"Helen and Warren"
Hot Potato, A (Van Bibber). . E. Foxe-K. Bates
Variety
Land of Evangeline
Lights and Shadows in Sicily. Variety
Variety
My Lady's Coat
My Old Kentucky Home . . . Variety
Over the Andes
Variety
Psyche and the Pskyscraper. "O. Henry"
Road to the Yukon
Variety
Roamin' Gladiator
"Animal Comedy"
Rumors for Rent
"Helen and Warren"
Silk Legs
Suite Homes
"O. Henry"
Snow Rambles
Variety
Under Colorado Skies
Variety
Venders of the World
Variety
Whale Hunting
Variety
Why Blondes Leave Home..
Wolf in Cheap Clothing, A. . "Animal Comedy"

Star

1

Ro-

Rel.

Date

Length
Reviewed
1 reel . .
1 reel.
1 reel . ,
1 reel . . .
1 reel. . .
1 reel . . .
1 reels

Sept 1
Sept. 15

UNIVERSAL

Ah Gay Vienna
Charles Puffy
Barrymore
Tommy
(MusStar
tang)
Fred Oilman
Blake of Scotland Yard (Serial) Hayden Stevenson
Buster Come On
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Frame-Up
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Handicap
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Initiation
Trimble and Dog
Cows Is Cows (Mustang) . . . Corbett & Holmes
Crimson Colors
Lewis-Gulliver

Rel.

Date

...July
June
Aug.
Sept.
June
Aug.
July
July
Sept.

26.
18
15
14
6
1
4
9
12

Reviewed
.1Length
reel
July 16
.2 reels. . . .May 27
10 episodes
.2 reels
.2 reels. . . .May 20
. 2 reels .... July 15
.2 reels. . . .June 24
.2 reels
June 24
.2 reels.. . .June 17

Motion

616
Title
Rel. Date Length
Reviewed
Star
Dare of the West (Mustang) Fred Gibnan
Sept. 3 . .2 reels
.
1
reel
Jime 3
Doctors Prefer Bninetts . . . . Neely Edwards
June 20 ,
June 3
Do or Diet
Charles I>uffy
June 13. . 1 reel
Fighting Texan, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Sept. 10. .2 reels. . . Aug. 19
.2 reels. . . .May 27
George's
Sid Saylor
June 16 . .1 reel. . . .
Great GunsMany Loves
Oswald
Cartoon
.
Gun Justice (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July
2. 2 reels .... June 10
10 episodes
Haunted Island, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster
His Day of Days
Neely Edwards
Aug. 15 . .1 reel
Home Trail, The (Mustang) . Fred Gilman
June 4. .2 reels. . . .May 13
Honest and Truly
Charles Puffy
Aug. 29 . . 2 reels
Horse Trader, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Aug. 20. .2 reels
. 2 reels .... July 1
Jane's Relations
M. Marcel-E. McCarthy
July 17 . . 2 reels .... June 3
Jane's Sleuth
Dorety-Clair
June 22. .2 reels. . . .Aug. 19
Keeping in Trim
Sept. 7 .
Man Tamer, The (Mustang) Edmund Cobb
Aug. 27. . 2 reels
.1 reel
Mechanical Cow, The
Oswald Cartoon
My Mistake
Charles King
June 29. . 2 reels .... June 10
reels. . . .Aug. 19
Newlyweds' Troubles
Sept. 6 . .2
Oh Faxi!
Sid Saylor
Aug. 10. .2 reels. . . .July 22
On Furlough
Sig Saylor
July 27. .2 reels. . . .July 16
Pawns and Queens (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Aug.
6. .2 reels. . . .July 16
Penny Ante
Harry Mann
June 27 . 1 reel
Phantom Outlaw, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July 16 . .2 reels. . . .June 24
Piperock Blaze, The (Tuttle
Western)
Hohnes & Corbett
June 11 . 2 reels. . . . May 20
Plain Jane
Aug. 17 . .2 reels,
Please Don't
Aug. 24 . 2 reels .

Title
Star
Plumed Rider, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Red Suspenders
StmimervUle & "Fanny"
Rest Cure. The (Tuttle Western;
Corbett and Holmes
Roaring Gulch, The (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Run for His Money, A
Arthur Lake
Rushing Business
Samson at Calford
Lewis Gulliver
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial — F. X. Bushman Jr.)
Scrappin'tang)
Fool, The (Mus- Bob Curwood
Shady Rest
"The Gumps"
Silent Partner, The (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)
Sleepy Time Pal, A
Neely Edwards
Snookum's Asleep
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
Snookum's Clean Up
Snookums-Clair-Saylor
Sodas and Shebas
Arthur Lake
Son of America, A
George K. Arthur
Square Shooter, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Stop Snookums
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
Surprised Honey
Neely Edwards
Tale of a Shirt, The
Jimmy Aubrey
That's No Excuse
Charles King
Trail of the Tiger, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
Trolley Troubles
Oswald Cartoon
Under the Bed
Charles Puffy
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial) Wm. Desmond
What An Excuse
Charles King
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Wallace MacDonald

Picture

News

Rel.

Date Length
Reviewed
.2 reels. . . .July |16
July 30.
May 20
Jime 6 . . 1 reel
.2 reels
June 26 .
.2 reels. .. .July] 1
July 17. .1 reel
Aug. 21 .
Aug. 31 . .2 reels. . . .Aug. 12
.2 reels. . . .June 17
10 episodes
Sept. 17 . .. 22 reels
reels
Feb. 26
Mar. 19 . .2 reels
July 11 .
. 1 reel
June 24
July
6 . . 2 reels .... June 24
Aug.
3 . .2 reels. . . .July 16
Sept. 12 . . 2 reels
Aug. 8 . .1 reel
July
Aug. 13. .2 reels
June 1 . .2 reels. . . .May
.
1
reel
July
Aug.
1.
July
July 17. . 1 reel
June 8 . .. 22 reels
reels .... May
Sept. 6 . . 1 reel
Aug.
July
4. . 1 reel
June
10 episodes
July 13 . . 2 reels .... June
June 6. 10 episodes

IS
13
16
1
20
19
24
24

tperOpinionscmNewPictz^m
"College" — United Artists, San
Francisco

quently and are original. When
Buster throws his hammer audi-

latest comedy and by all odds his
best. Safe to prophesy success for
Keaton's second United Artists
picture. Civilized comedy, all of
its laughs, and there are countless
hearty ones, legitimately gained.
Laughs sound and satisfactory,
built on situations that are sane
and universally appealing. Riotously funny without assistance of
single custard pie."
News: "Buster's attempts to
imitate high-powered 'soda jerker'
furnish one of comedy's high spots.
Bewilderment in baseball game and
efforts to fit into track team also
bring steady accompaniment of

ences approach throwing a fit."
L. A. Evening Record: "A surefire gloom chaser ! . . . A picture
of continuous laughs with all kinds
of woe happening to Buster. . . .
It is one in which the laughs and
gags are closely packed, with the
most made out of all the footage."

laughs."
Call: "Embodiment of humor ;
ultimate in comedy. Keaton has
achieved not only best of many
laugh hits but of college comedies.
Contains universe of laughs and
infinity of wit."
Bulletin: "Best Keaton has ever
made. Substitutes humor for heroics with prodigious success. Sends
audience into hysteria."
Examiner: "Happens to be best
of Keaton's comedies. ... A
success. . . . Narrative has more
briskness than anything he has ever
appeared in. Simplicity and abundance of gags go off like string of
firecrackers."
"College" — United
Artists, Metropolitan Theatre, Los
Angeles
L. A. Evening Herald: "You'll
roar plenty over the evolution of a
Buster from a high school grind
into a glorified Charlie Hoff. . . .
It is hard to quit laughing unless
you quit looking at the screen, and
you can't want to quit looking."
Louella Parsons in The L. A.
Examiner: "There were many
who craved Mr. Keaton yesterday
for I had difficulty finding a seat
at the Metropolitan Theatre where
'College' is on exhibition. Mr.
Keaton needed inly to drag himself
into view to get a laugh. . . .The
incidents are really funny."
L. A. Evening F,xpress: "The
picture exudes a continuous, happy
atmosphere.
The gags come fre-

"Judgment of the Hills"— F B O,
Hippodrome
New
York Theatre,
City
World: "It does play itself in so
faithful, so ingenious a fashion that
it represents at once best new
screen play of current week and bv
all odds most respectable exhibit
which F B O has turned out to
date. Frankie Darro gives remarkable portrayal, moving, honest
and unaffected while elder brother,
acted by Orville Caldwell, is done
with strength and repression and
surprising minimum of customary
Holh^-wo(xlian madness. A satisfyins; and creditable screen drama."
Herald - Tribune : "Mountain
story well directed and two parts
nlaved in excellent understanding.
Young actor (Darro) admirably
sincere and moving, and Caldwell
plavs mountain ne'er-do-well splendidly. Is agreeably devoid of usual
mountain hokum, and there is air
nf genuineness about atmosphere.
Mechan has done competent directorial job." Teleiiraph: "Speaking
Morning
of motion picture genius, what
about Leo Meehan? He is bov
who bats out little gems of pictures like 'Judgment of the Hills'
which are given to exhibitors by
F B O to enable them to stay in
business. As sweet a bit of cinema
as New York has seen. Shots
superb in pictorial composition and
pastoral beauty. Sustained suspense and cliinax which are thrillinglv enthralling and carry utter
conviction. Were I production
chief of some company plagued with
the necessity to economize, I believe
I would send each of my directors
a picture of this tousle-headed
Irishman, Meehan, as a gentle reminder of what can be done in
picture business.

'Judgment of the

Hills' weighed

in balance and

found
Dailygolden."
Nezvs: "Frankie Darro,
as kid brother, walks off with
American: "Frankie Darro, boy
for whom picture was made, gives
honors."
excellent
eves
as lovely performance.
and appealingChild's
as Jackie
Coogan's, and he uses them unconsciously and therfore to advantage. Mr. Caldwell makes convincing strong man and contributes
much to picture's sincerity."
Mirror: "This infant prodiev
shows flair for dramatics which
/Tomises to place his name in spotTelearam:

"Excellent acting

and skilled direction."
Journal: "Youngster (Darro")
does
good work and Caldwell gives
lights."
convincing performance."
Evening World: "Kind of story
which movie fans country over
will fork over their money to see."
"Wings" — Paramount,
Criterion
Theatre, New York
City
Evening
Paramount hasIVorld:
succeeded"How
in makins;
some of thrilling battle scenes in
air makes little or no difference —
they are thrilling and realistic."
World: "'Wings' flew into Criterion— riding on breeze of effusive ballyho, and justified virtually
all praise makers have given it.
Never has screen in this country
shown such spectacle of aviation.
.Audience broke into spontaneous
applause at thrill of sheer spectacle. Doubtless will have long run
on Broadway."
Photoplay
* "Great
war
spectacle Magazine:
of air. Thrillin.g
airplane fights and maneuvers in
and above clouds. By all means
see 'Wings.' "
Evening Post: " 'Wings' will
probably be tremendously popub'
Aerial sequences of unflagging and
breath-taking interest."
Telegram: "Sky level of war, it
is now proved, held several thousand thrills and lot of excellent
drama. Excellent and thrilling
stuff. Battles in sky beautifully
photographed and produce fully as

much tense excitement as muddy
struggles of 'The Big Parade.'
Playwright Owen Davis considers
final flying scene in which Charles
Rogers, not knowing that his buddy
is in stolen German plane, drives
him to death on ground, 'the mo<»t
gripping scene in dramatic history.' Quite number of our neighbors wept copiously during episode,
so scene was undeniably effective."
Evening
Sun:
zooming through
cloud"Airplanes
banks, falling,
twisting their way across enlarged
screen covering — proscenium space
of Criterion — these are drama and
core of 'Wings,' which was
shown to plane-crazed world last
evening. Film represents first attempt at using planes as motif, and
naturally 'Wings' is most thrilling;
when audience is transported to
etherized spaces up where blue beTimes : "Amazing air duels and
impressive study of aviators depicted gives unforgettable idea of
existence of these daring fighters
— how they were called upon at
all hours of day and night to soar
into sky and give battle to enemy
Graphic: "'Wings,' packing all
thrills of great adventure, romancinggins."
facts more exciting than fiction, retelling story which screen
has told so often, came into Criterion and before first-night audiplanes."
ence had left theatre box-office reported sell out for all next week.
'Wings' will be big success, not
only because now is appropriate
time for aviation picture, but because extravagant advance notices
were no exaggerations."
Ei-ening Jounwl: '"Wings' impressive spectacle. Airplane sequences— squadrons in formation,
battles in air, planes crashing
down like comets of fire; war
fought over again, exploding
shells, lumbering tanks, barbed
wire, fire, destruction — all these
scenes thrillingly vivid. War and
airplane scene tremendous."
Hcrald-Tribwu::
"Some
liant scenes of aerial
combatbrilin
"Wings." In it, too, enormously
helpful use of this new device
called Magnascope."

T^ow investigate
Incandescent Lamp Projection
THE economy of incandescent lamp projection is
well known to the industry. It is directly responsible for the success of hundreds of medium size theatres
throughout the country where low operating costs are
oi paramount importance.

?v

And it has many other advantages. The light source
is steady and does not vary in intensity. Pictures are,
therefore, free from flicker, shadows and unevenly
distributed light. These features are always
appreciated by the audience.
Projectionists favor incandescent lamp projection not
only because it makes a good screen presentation but
also because it improves operating conditions. There's
no dust or fumes or excess heat from an incandescent
lamp and once adjusted it requires very little attention.
It is, therefore, only a matter of good business to
investigate the merits of this method of projection and
to find out if it is adaptable to your theatre. As a rule
it can be used profitably in any theatre where the
throw does not exceed 120 feet. Often it gives satisfactory results over longer ranges.

'^

-

Very little extra equipment is required and the saving
it effects soon pays all installation costs.
Let us send you complete information on the
Simplex
Incandescent
Lamp
Projector
Unit.

V

J
S IMPLEX
FOR
F ROJECTORS

BETTER

SIMPLEX
INTERNATIONAL

DIVISION

PROJECTOR

CORPORATION

90 Gold Street, New York City
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^^All I can say your instru'
ment playing to continuous
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Perm
atur
Fean
cXusic
/fte Average Exhibitor
'highest
type performance
at Minimum
Cost.

jammed house/''
Region 'theatre
SMarsballtown,
8owa

-Does not require

^^Congratulations on won'
derf ul instrument . "
Glermont
'theatre
Chicago
^Mncreased our business more
than enough to warrant the
investment /
tuxedo theatre
SVew %rk Gity
^Mn itself a distinct musical
attraction/''

Grand 'theatre
'Winter "iKa^cn, 'Florida
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^^The organ is a positive

1^^

''^
sensation. Q)elano
theatre
Q)elano, Galif.
!i

\,

ROBERT

^^The success of this organ
prompted us to order

ORGAN

CO.

Oend me without obligation Full
dettdls of your New Selling Plan

another/^
Congress-drove theatres
SVewark, D^. (f.
^^A wonderful addition to
our presentations V'^
Strand-Gmpire theatre
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Name
Theatre
Seating Capacity

City
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State
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SOME

BABY!

ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

EXTENDS

sincere thanks to the exhibitors of America
for their marvelous, unprecedented reception
of M-G-M News, the new newsreel. Young blood
showmanship has again demonstrated its right to
the Top of the Industry.
''^tr«T'Siicr3T«ia

Kiivo' vrwv,:3«r i

intered as second-class matter April 22, 1926, at the Post
under act of March i, 18/9
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ORGAN
The desire of the pubUc
for Wurlitzer music is
growing steadily and has
reached the point where
the drawing power of
the WurUtzer Organ is
so great that it has the
abiUty to pay for itself*
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a
solid
week
of
new era

Celebrate lO^Annual

4} /

Now comes the big week of
the
for movie
fans—
lOthyear
Annual
Paramount
Week when the best theatres everywhere show one
solid week of Paramount
Pictures only. Greatest
Paramount Week of all —
because Paramount Pictures were never better.
Come— see all the new ones,
catch up on the good .ones
you missed.

km!SM^
YOUR

TOWN

joins in the Paramount Week

FIRST RUN

THEATRE
Sept. 8. 9, 10
ADOLPHE
MENJOU

Sept. 4, S. 6, 7

CLARA

BOW

Celebration!

in "HULA'
"Chndreiv of

PLAZA— 85 E. BROADWAY

In

"SERVICE FOR LADIES''
NORTHVILLE— CAPITOL

Sept. 4-5— Clara Bow & Esther Ralst
Sept. 6-7— Eddie Cantor in "Special Delivery."
Sept. 8.9— Holt.
Raymond Griffith in "Time to Love."
Sept. 10— 2ane Grey's "The Mysterious Rider" with Jack

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

'IE it's a Paramount

pictures

4—
56—
7—
8—

Bebc
Daniels
" at Her Feet."
Florence
Vidot m m "Senonta
"The World
Ed Wyr\n in "Rubber Heels."
Richard Dix in "Knockout Reilly."
Zane
Grey's
"Drums
of
the
Desert" with Warner
Baxter.

9 — Lois Moran in "The Whirlwind of Youth.*'
10 — Glide Gray in "Cabaret."

Picture, it's the

Best Sho^r in To^vn**

^ this ad free in your local or key city newspaper if you book
Paramount

Week

solid. Already set for 2000

reaching a combined

circulation of over

newspapers

Fifteen

Million!

^ Tie up your theatre to the nation-wide celebration of the New Era in Motion Pictures during
Paramount Week, September 4th to 10th. The only special "week" in the business that means
anything to exhibitors. Because it's the only "week" that means anything to the public the exhibitor serves. ^ You get free newspaper advertising, free ad sales items, mats, one-sheets, etc. You get
the accumulated prestige of ten years' national advertising of Paramount Week.
those great 100%
the

Paramount

10th

Paramount

salesman

Pictures in the modern

today

and

celebrate

with

And you get

manner, the talk of a nation. ^ See

a solid

week

of "new

era"

pictures.

annual

paramount
September

4th

week
to

lOt

^^paramount news is so far
ahead of all others I have
seen
that
there is no

comparison

7. W. McKay, Strand Theatre, Rutland, Vu

99

f
^ We said these changing times demanded
We

said Paramount

a new and greater news reel.

News was it. Now the actuality proves it — on the

screen. Don't take our word for it. Read the enthusiastic comments

of

lucky showmen

who have played it from its first issue, August 1st. We've

a barrel more

of wires and letters even more flattering. Nation-wide

praise for Paramount's daring step that has "^^put the news reel ten years
ahead of where it was." i\ Screen the current issue of Paramount

News

for yourself. You'll catch the difference from other news reel at once.
Events flashed on the screen before the newspaper headlines dry. All
previous standards of speed beaten a mile.

The whole world combed by a

mammoth

camera staff, as only Paramount can. Crisp, modern headlines.

Breezy tempo. The news reel of these swift, breathless times. Paramount
News.

^^Eyes of a new world."

Twice weekly.

1927's public demands it.

exhibitors hail the new
and greater news reel!
Mr. McKay^s letter in full :
^ "My hearty congratulations
on your first release of Paramount News, which we are playing today. This news reel is so
far ahead of all others I have
seen that there is no comparison.
^ ""'Comments from audiences
are the greatest ever received
from a production in this house.
There is no question in my
mind but that Paramount News
now tops all other news reels."
-«i*^*»-

Mr. E. R. Rogers of
Chattanooga, Tenn., wires:
^ "The news reel takes on a
new and significant meaning
with the advent of Paramount
News. We marveled at the showmanship displayed in its construction, at the excellent
photography, at the clever
titles and sequences. When we
received scenes of Bobby Jones'
arrival in Atlanta Sunday for
showing Monday, oflF went our
hats again to Paramount News."
-"•cf'SBvs.-

service ever received from the
East. Paramount should be congratulated on Editor Emanuel
Cohen."
"Paramount Netvs best,^'
tvires Mr. Mike Glynne,

^ "The first issue of Paramount
News is about the best news-reel
I have ever had the pleasure of
seeing. / didn^t realize there
could be so much difference in
the subject.

Long Island exhibitor :

^ "I want to mention particularly the titles — how much easier
to read and to remember than

^ "Paramount News best news
reel we have shown in my theatres this year. Congratulations

in any other news reel. Everyone in the audience thought it

to the staff."
Mr. A. C. Gortatowsky,
Atlanta, Ga., showman,

was great."
Mr. Exhibitor C. B. Grimes, of
Tuscaloosa, Ala., sends

expresses enthusiasm :

congratulations :

^ "Ran first issue Paramount
News yesterday and Monday.
It's a cracking good news picture. Much success with it."

^ "My mount
compliments
on ParaNews. The service
from

Mr. Will H. Hays writes
Editor Emanuel Cohen :

— «c<«^^«.-

Atlanta was par-excellent. Showing picture today on Bobby
Jones' welcome in Atlanta yesterday afternoon. Congratulations to Paramount."

^ "I was very much pleased to
see the first issue of the Paramount news reel. It was a splendid one and I want to send you
a word of congratulation and

"Went over great,'* enthuses
Mr. S. Dannenberg, Strand
Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

best wishes."

^ "Paramount News went over
great. You are to be particularly
commended for the speed with

^'Fastest service ever," says
Mr. Edward Johnson, president
California Theatre Co.

"DidnH realize there could he

^ "ParamountNews service best
ever. Subway bomb explosion
received here Sunday — fastest

so much difference,'''' Mr. C. T.
Perrin, SterlingTheatre, Greeley,
Col., writes:

paramount

which rivalyou
got Bobby
arin Atlanta
on ourJones'
screen.
Best wishes for a world of suc-

news

cess."

l\ \

^
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MASTER
SHOWMEN
NAIL
THE CIRCUITS! STORM THE
INDEPENDENTS!
AH booking records smashed • . . shattered
and knocked galley west as exhibitors
take Pete Harrison^ s tip and tie-up to
FBO! Mighty Machine of Practical
Showmanship— with GREATEST BOXOFFICE ATTRACTIONS IN F B O
HISTORY . . . assumes commanding
position in the industry!
^'..

'tJ, 'T ,

THE BIGGER THEY ARE
THE HARDER THEY FALL!
Following
circuits
are aboard
the hand
wagon
:

^''

Gray Publix Circuit, New England States.
Publix, Southern States.
Blank Publix, Iowa.
B. F. Keith's, Moss and Proctor Theatres, Albany, Troy, Lowell, Portland,
Toledo, New York City, etc.
Universal Circuit, Iowa, Nebraska,
Florida, Kansas, Missouri, etc.
Libson's Circuit, Cincinnati, Columbus,
Cleveland, etc.
Co-operative Booking OS£ices, Detroit.
Ed Fay's Theatres, Providence and Rochester.
Marcus Loew Theatres, Greater New
York, etc.
Stanley Co. o( America, Greater New
York, New Jersey, etc.

Comerford
Circuit,
Southern
Jersey and Pennsylvania.

New

and an army of others girdling the nation.

FBO DOESN'T PUT ON THE DOG BUT
ASSUREDLY DOES PUT ON THE PICTURES

MEN

CAN*T

BE

WRONG

There are Exhibitors in
this broad land of ours
sound, solid men, prosperous, progressive — whose
entire prosperity, has arisen through showing

FOX

PICTURES

as the backbone of entertainment at their theatres
for years and years. These men know
meaning of the phrase

PROFIT

WITH

the true

FOX

This season they wUl play "WHAT PRICE
GLORY" and "7tli HEAVEN" — they wiU
get McLAGLEN and DEL RIO in "Loves
of CARMEN", JANET GAYNOR in "2
GIRLS WANTED", O'BRIEN and VALLI
in "EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE" and "PAID
TO LOVE", OLIVE BORDEN in "THE
JOY GIRL" and all the rest of the 38
special pictures and 14 Westerns.
And these steady showmen round out their
programs with FOX NEWS, all the FOX
COMEDIES and many FOX VARIETIES.

They are the mainstay of the industry — these year- in year-out exhibitors.
Such are the men who, years ago nailed the FOX banner to their
flagmasts and took Prosperity for their steady bed-fellow. Yes, Sir!

THE

WORLD'S

{Nothing less, Gentlemen!

"WHAT

RECORD
Here arc the facts)

PRICE

GLORY"

7 Days : August 13-19

ROXY

THEATRE
NEW

'

YORK

Total

Receipts:

$144,267.30

Total

Admissions:

175,866

"The World's Greatest Motion Picture"
at

"The World's Greatest Theatre"
has done the world's greatest business.
THAT'S

ALL!
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• fan — the twice-a-weck visitor to
the box-office— r-who is your bread
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". stunts, will thrill the most
blase — and
her
comedy
will give
a good
hearty
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laugh to anybody
who hasn't
completely
lost
his
funny
bone.
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Just what the fans want — DOROTHY DEVORE— and her costars
in
Educational
Pictures.

*Here's
^novelties

>

a line-up of comedies and
and news that put spice in any

program — and make up the sort of allx^^ around
show that keeps the fans coming.
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EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.

■THE SPICE OFTHE PROGRAM"
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lLJL) letter days in tne nistory ol motion
pictures, it IS writli jiistiliable pride tliat
iVjL e tro -Gro /a 1171771 -iViayer presents to yoii
so tliat yon in turn may

present to your

expectant patrons tins greatest ol all plioto^

Hcf next
'The

A mighty spectacle
in which a storm
of human passions
reaches its' height
against a raging
storm of the sea.

A new, bright
personality in the
PATHE'DE MILLE

WRE

galaxy of featured
players
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WITH VIRGINIA

BRADFORD

FRANK MARION • ALAN HALE •
A~D SAM De ORASSE
^
SUOCESIED

Pafhe Exchange, Inc.
De MiLLE.

STUDIO

PICTURES

-

PATHE'

NEWS

PATHE' westerns

- PATHESERIALS

- PATHECOMEOIES

OY HENRY

WAOSWORTH

LONCjFEUDWS

FAMOUS

POEM

6*1 HARRVCARG-— JOHNPARflOW

Directed By Elmer Clifton •
PRODyCEO
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PlcrvRES,

CORP,

Foreign-Dislrlbulois I'roducers International Corporation. 1.10 West 4bth ;-trcel. N. V.
WILLIAM M. VOGEL. Ccneral Manavjer

PATHE
SHOWMANSHIP
SERVICE
is not just a sloganit represents the highest
type of advertising and ex^
ploitation help, designed
by skilled advertisers,
showmen and artists*
Pathe advertising produces maximum results at a minimium of cost
to you, IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE, and wise showmen will
make liberal use of PATHE'S highpowered lithographs, lobbies, cuts,
mats, slides, banners, press sheets
and other accessories.

Pafhe Exchange, Inc,
Member of Motion Picture Pro<Iucers and Di^tributo^8 of America. Inc.
Will H. Havs. PwiJtnl
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Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc. — Will

H.

Hays, President

The First 3

WARNER

WINP^RS

for 1927 -IS

You can give your patrons
the best and still make money^
Now you can get back on intimate terms with big profits*

26 Warner Winners for
1927-28
The Bush Leaguer
The Desired Woman
Slightly Used
The Broadway Kid (Temp, title)
Jaws of Steel
A Sailor's Sweetheart
One Round Hogan
A De Luxe Winner
Beware of Married Men
Sailor Izzy Murphy
A Dog of the Regiment
Rebecca O' Brian
Five and Ten Cent Annie

Good Time Charley
The Comeback (Temp, title)
Powder My Back
The Girl from Chicago (Temp, title)
Across the Atlantic
Rinty of the Desert
Title to be Selected
Roulette (Temp, tide)
The Devil Dog (Temp, title)
The Silver Slave ( Temp, title)
A De Luxe Winner
If I Were Single (Temp, title)
Title to be Selected

Cbmino lAlJolson
•/

•

-^ WARNEK

BROS.

MONTE BLUE
*• 7)ie BUSHIeAGUER
Comedy drama of small town life with Monte
Blue in a new type of romantic hero

2.

73^e DESIRED
Starring WOMAN
IRENE RICH
Powerful, gripping melodrama teeming with
suspense and action

SLIGHTLY USED

3.

MAY

MCAVOY

"''^^

CONRAD

«'"' N AGEL

Captivating and sophisticated comedy with a
clever all-star cast

in The Jazz Singer ""

SUPREME

TRIUMPH
Member Motion

J ■

Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.— Will

H.

"

Hays, PresicTtjit

r^V^

VmvavalyBisGun GmupTi

The Biggest of
them all Is on the way!
The big, all-star comedy drama that tops them
all ! A Special in any company-^and it's only
one of the many Specials Universal gives you
this year on the Big Gun GroupI-'No wonder
all the Big Boys are setting record-breaking
deals for Universal this year!
A MELVILLE

BROWN

PRODUCTION

starring LYA De PUTTI and MALCOLM
MacGREGOR with ZaZu Pitts
from the story by Stuart Lake
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The Yardstick
''To Build For, Attain and Hold Public Good Will"

By William A. Johnston
I HEARD, last week, from a man who
contacts this business in a large, practical and intimate way, a caustic and
canny appraisal of its present status.
He hit right and left with amazing accuracy, sparing few individuals, few policies
and few institutions.
Yet he believes sturdily in the industry's
intrinsic worth and future — that its future
stability will, somehow, be had; and his concluding words furnish the best, in fact the
only, yardstick to define and assure future
stability.
He said, in conclusion; "To build for, and
attain and hold the public good will."

public, not merely to the motion picture
business.
And also the days have passed when producing, distributing and theatre interests belonged to motion picture men. They now
belong to a very considerable degree, to
some 60,000 public shareholders.
The motion picture industry, in short, has
completely outgrown its early provincialism.
And the day's crying need is for policies
broad enough to meet its broad responsibilities.

The rotten sport within this business is
*
*
*
*
opportunism.
Opportunism builds for today and says
Here's the yardstick:
hell with tomorrow."
Pictures — made, in every instance, with "ToOpportunism
puts the individual ahead of
one thought uppermost; namely, to build the his firm.
public good will.
Opportunism puts individual interests
Theatres — so built, and operated and, if
necessary, merged, to the end of meeting and ahead of the industry's own welfare.
holding the public good will.
Opportunism preaches the destructive docPublicity — of such a volume and such a
trine: "Get yours while the going is good."
character as to mould and maintain for the
Opportunism breeds rotten politics and
motion picture and all its institutions, the prodigal waste.
public good will.
Opportunism is bad enough within the
And finally, men — men big enough, broad business, since it fairly recognizes neither a
enough, wise enough, to put these policies
firm's welfare nor the whole industry's welinto solid effect.
fare; but worse still is its broader effect upon
the public relation of the motion picture,
which it recognizes not at all.
There's no future for this business except
Trade deals, policies and practices not
a future built upon public good will.
The days when this was a show business built upon public good will must go. They
only, a business where show success counted will go sooner or later.
But the need is solemn and immediate
only, whatever the result, have long since
passed. The motion picture belongs to the for men who will hasten their departure.
'K
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A neiv photo of producer Sam E.
Rork, who is makinp
''A Texas
Steer," starritiii Will Rogers, as a
First National special

Picture

News

Very confidentially. Isn't she nice?
She's Madge Bellamy and her latest
for Fox is "Very Confidential "

Lassie hou Ahern
is ^'Little Harry'''' in Vniversal's "Uncle
Tom's
Cabin."
And her hobby
is listening to bedtime stories oi^er the
radio and then repeating them to her dolly

Monte Blue is said to outdo Lou Gehrig and Babe Ruth in his latest
for Warner Bros., '^The Bush
Leaguer."
The kids are extras in
the picture ivith Monte

Dorothy

(wiiltirer. Iniversal
featured player all <lressed
up for
Labor
Day.
She's
making
"I he
Shield of Honor," now

I\'ot a neto style in millinery, but just a star and her director doing
a bit of clowning between scenes of ''''My Best Cirl." new United
Artists production.
The jesters are Mary Pickford and Sam Taylor

Al Rockett.
west const production
manager for first ?ialioiial and
Richard Barthelmess, star of "The Patent Leather hid" both came
to l\ew York for the world premiere at the Globe.
Dick met Al
on the lalter's arrival

. . . and the other reason for
running this cut is that the Summer
.season isClair
nearlyof over.
She's Ethlyne
Universal
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PICTURES
AND

J^irrors

PEOPLE

Is the public getting weary of motion pictures? Of poor
pictures, yes; the public wearied of them some time
ago. Of good pictures — emphatically, no.
The proof of this is located about a block from the
typewriter upon which we are pounding out this item — the
Roxy theatre, and the picture is "What Price Glory."
In the seven days, August 13-19, "What Price Glory"
piled up the amazing gross of $144,267, a world's record,
an absolutely new mark in theatrical history.
And in August — the favorite vacation month; and in a
week in which there were no holidays; just favorable
weather — and a fine picture I
* *
*
npiIE Roxy record on tliis picture is unanswerable evidence
*■ that the public will pay money — and a whole lot of it—
for real stuff on the sceen. The end is not yet. The picture
is held over for a second week
# * and * will go into the third.
r^URTHERMORE — and just as importantly— the surrounding program for the "What Price Glory" engagement builds up to the picture. A fine prologue is presented; but handled in such a manner that the total showeffect is heightened. "Roxy" does not introduce a lot of
flashy presentation stuff that has no connection with the
film.
Give 'em a fine picture, properly presented, and they'll
come in crowds to see it. Sounds simple enough, but it is
not done as often as it might be — or should be.
# «
*
C PEAXING of surroundings and atmosphere, give a thought
to the atmospheric theatre, whose leading exponent and
creator is John Eberson.
Home months ago, Motion Picture News devoted a Buyers'
Guide issue to Mr. Eberson 's atmospheric theatres, with illustrations in color. This issue literally went 'round the world,
and brought inquiries from many countries. It helped to
establisli Eberson 's splendid new idea in the show world.
Now, Mr. Eberson has gone very far with his conception of
the atmospheric theatre. A town's own setting should determine tlie kind of theatre to be built, he points out.
For example, an Egyptian theatre would be out of place
in many towns, though the number of "Egyptians" seems to
be increasing, without regard to their local settings.
It is Mr. Eberson 's thought — and he is right — that the' particular kind of atmosphere chosen for the house should suit
the locale. When it does, the show-value of the theatre is
greatly increased, and it becomes also a valuable architectural
addition to the town.
* *
*
A WELL-KNOWN producer-director has made several ex■^ pensive box-office "flops" in a row. At the same time,
he is reported to be half a million dollars richer than he
was before he produced the "flops." Some of this money
was made by business deals outside actual picture-making;;
most of it wasn't. But all of it came to him because of his
association with the industry.
This is the only business in the world, we believe, where
a thing like this could ha[)pen. Whether the record of boxoffice failures is entirely the producer-director's fault, we
don't know.
But we do know that it is silly to talk about

The

Fil

mdo

m

putting the industry on an economic basis when things of
this sort continue.

W ,/IIEN
deal

the film history of 1927 comes to be written, a good
of attention will doubtless be paid to the booking

slump, with an interesting sidelight or two on "protection."
To go back for a moment, it will be remembered that the
sales plans, worked out by agreement, held the drive for new
product to a deadline, with all the major companies getting
away to an even start. The conventions were staged in the
same month, and then the onslaught on the exhibitor began.
But the exhibitor held out ; to a large extent he is still holding out, and the sales drive is now nearly three months old.
The net results, to date, are in the main that the big circuits
are commencing to book, but at a heavy concession.
Distributors, eager for contracts which were not forthcoming as expected, were asked by the circuits for protection concessions unlieai'd of before. The circuits got them in some
cases; in others the situations are still balled up. The Hays
office, for the first time, was brought into the picture-selling
situation, and Charles C. Pettijohn went to Los Angeles to
mediate in the dispute there between tlie West Coast Theaties,
greater protection tlian before and the smaller exhibiseeking
tors.
In St. Louis, the fight grows warm and the exhibitor organization has gone on record as opposed to any kind of unreasonable protection for any type of house.
Until the zoning system is settled, the independent theatres
are refusing to sign for new pictures.
Further than this, it was disclosed at one of the exhibitors'
executive sessions, which was attended also by distributor
representatives, that some of the film companies have not
placed a single contract for the new season in )St. Louis.
A NNOUNCEMENTS by leading companies of bookings
-^*- currently being made usually name circuits as the
buyers. Suppression of picture information, by agreement, and the rush for bookings by distributors gave the
circuits their opportunity to make protection figure
heavily in the buyer-seller situation.
This is not healthy at all, for the reason that picture
values are not, but they should be, the main item in the
bargaining. Of course, they are not, simply because the
distributors shortsightedly, and mistakenly, failed to give
service information on the new product. In other words,
they did not create the demand properly, but relied upon
salesmen, without sufficient advertising backing, to rush
out and get the contracts.
With the result, among other things, that they let themselves in for a "protection" war with the circuits, and, in
other ways, gummed up the distribution machinery.
It will all have to be straightened out, and undoubtedly
it will be.
*
*
*
T^HE "star replacement" plan, by which high-salaried stars
_ were to be replaced by new faces, is denied by heads of
studios on the Coast, who are reported to regard it as "foolish
so it would be.
andAndfutile."

The replacing of stars is attended to
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Greater Movie sefison is shaping up nicely as voir II agree after gazing at this fair array of femininity from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studio, who helped with its launching

Mayor George E. Cryer of Los Angeles inaugurated Greater Movie
Season on the West Coast.
West Coast Theatres executives are with
the Mayor.
From left to right: A. L. Gore, H. B. Franklin, Mayor
Crrer and M. Gore
Rin-Tin-Tin,
Warner Bros, dog-star has become quite
Helen Ferguson during the making of "Jaips of Steel."
working out a picture puzzle together

devoted
to
They are

Lois Moran is the latest victim of the hob.
She sacrifices her tresses
for art in ''^Publicity Madness."
her
first
contract
with Fox picture under her new
The Spirit of St. Vitus. Director John S. R4tberlson is turning the
propellor for Marceline
Day.
She supports
Raymond
!\ovarro in
his latest Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture. "Romance

Here's a mtrelly in the way of motion
piclurr iiil.
It shoics ttro
bathing beauties actually in the water.
They are Ethlyne Clair and
Barbara Worth, Iniversal featured players
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Pictures and Veo^Xe-conunued
by tlie public ; also the placing of stars on the screen. There
have been many instances, over a perioil of years, when
producers attempted to make stars but the public would not
have them, so they weren't stars.
In the same manner, it would be impossible to dispense with
the sei-vices of established stars, always provided that they
ai-e in great public favor. Some of them may be getting too
much money. If they are, the pyramiding of star salaries by
competition among producers themselves is at tlie bottom of
the situation.
But — the important thing to remember is tliat the public
decides, in this vital matter, as in all vital matters affecting
the industry.
If the industry keeps that simple fact in mind, and governs
itself accordingly, it can well afford to foi'get a lot of other
things which seem to be important, but are not.
A DRASTIC condemnation of overdoing presentation,
"^*- and playing up band shows and other acts at the expense of the picture, was contained in a recent editorial
in the St. Louis Times. The article was by a special writer
and appeared in the editorial news column featured on
the second page of the paper.
It was headed "The Play is Not the Tiling," and continued in part: "Tlie picture is now the least important
feature of the big picture houses. As a rule, when the formerly impressive announcemnt of the 'presentation^
flashes on the screen, the audience relaxes in its seat and
wonders how long it will be before the other stuff is resumed.
"There is not a large picture theatre in America that
could survive on the 'presentation,' if unaccompanied. A
good example of the decadence of the film story is to be
found at the . . . theatre this week." Then follows
a roast of the picture, which says among other things:
"The story contains not one hint of information, entertainment, amusement or instruction. . . . The tale is
tenuous to the snapping point and if the audience got anything out of it more than a forty-minute nap, it is not of
record."
This is an interesting newspaper reaction to presentation stuff. The writer evidently went into the theatre expecting to see pictures, instead of which he saw a flood of
presentation and, when the picture arrived, it was poor.
A LONG this same line, James R. Grainger, Fox general
"^*- sales manager, characterizes the overdoing of presentation as "a dangerous nuisance." His views were given in an
interview publislied in Greater Amusements and follow in
part :
"For the past seven weeks I have been traveling over the
entire country and those nights when I was not riding on
trains I have been watcliing business in the large tlieatres in
Sc[^tcuibcr 2, 1927

the key cities and from tliis observation I am thoroughly convinced that the jjublic is getting well fed-up on this so-called
presentation, which, after all, consists of nothing but a series
of vaudeville acts, magnified and dressed up a trifle.
"Some of the presentations I have seen in the de luxe
houses were not suited to play vaudeville houses at ten and
twenty cents.
"If more time were expended by organizations and their
management in properly exploiting pictures their receipts
would greatly increase and their expenses would decrease
proportionately. Of course, there may be three or four houses
in the country where presentation is of real importance to
balance up their programs, but beyond these it is a dangerous
* *
*
nuisance."
A NOTHER point brought out by Mr. Grainger was this:
"'*■ "Houses playing big, tiresome presentations must
depend on being able to keep up this evil by buying films
at cheap prices.
"If motion picture producers are chumps enough to
sell their product cheap in order to enable certain managers and organizations to maintain their egotism, they
can be considered very poor
men."
* *business
*
'l^'RICKLING in from the Coast are reports that one of xhe
•*■ most famous of producer-directors has not been able to
get started on a single picture, though lie has been waiting
several months to do so. He has been ready to begin on lio
less than four different productions, but indications are that
he will liave to wait another month before beginning, although
he has been ready for many weeks.
The production executives don't seem to be able to decide
what they want him to do. Meanwhile, the overhead, including player salaries, is piling up.
The producer-director is reported to be discouraged with
the many postponements. But he is under contract, so all he
can do is wait until the executives make up their minds, if
and when they do.
A NOTHER director has recently been displaced in favor
"^ of a megaphone wielder from Europe and has gone
back to the company from which he was borrowed, but
has no assignment as yet.
The foreign director was brought over last year and
put on salary at another studio, but he has yet to make a
picture in Hollywood.
Director No. 1, together with four stars and featured
players, drew salary for months, but the script is still up
in the air. Tlie producer and this director, it is said,
could not agree on the story. Whether the producer and
the foreign director will be able to agree remains to be
seen. But the overhead, of course, goes right on — and
on — and on.
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God Bless the Movie Critics!
Film Reviews in the New York Newspapers Fall Far Short of
What They Should Be, With a Few Exceptions — Some
Ideas Toward Solving the Problem of Genuine Criticism
By WARREN
(Copyright, 1927, by Motion Picture Nptvs, Inc.
{Continued from last ivcck)
first I became a critic all of
WJEEN
us sat on the chairs, piano and
floor of a projection room in a
Broadway theatre every Friday noon and
made smart cracks (or so we thought them)
about the titles, actors and (especially) the
producer. Through all the babble. Hall of
the Times, who takes his job seriously,
vainly tried to make notes. Martin of The
World rarely or never came, prefen-ing to
see films in the theatre. Ted Shane of
The New Yorker was my idea of a witty
fellow in those days. Louella Parsons,
through seniority, was queen of the May.
Then I did not know, but in retrospect it
seems to have been cheap, unfair and rather
stupid. I think we wrote for one another
and patted each other on the back for smart
lines and pithy sallies.
Some poor boob had laid out $250,000 to
make a picture; this was his break from
New York papers reaching six million
people.

IV.

Reporters

and

Critics

As a general thing, good reporters do not
make good analytical critics, and the same
is true conversely. The duties should devolve on different writers, as they now do
on The Sun and The Morning Telegraph;
and as they do in every newspaper dramatic
department in New York City except those
of The Post and The Graphic. A critic
should not know stars and directors intimately, because thereby he must be influenced unconsciously, — if not consciously,
as is manifest in some cases, — by the friendship. Of course, a reporter should know
them all . . . which is doubtless why the
New York papers assigned to the Valentino
and Chaplin news stories reporters who
would not have known either gentleman in
private dress had he hit them in the eye.
Now. Why is it that the drama, which
does not attract in two months to thirty
theatres so many New Yorkers as films lure
to ten theatres in a single week, and whose
sponsors do not advertise so extensively as
film companies and theatres now do, should
in every instance have a newspaper department of two, three or four men reporting
its activities, while films have one, — who is
both critic and reporter? It is because that
which has been done these many years still
is being done. It's a bad hangover. Even
the circulation-boosting demise of Rudolph
Valentino last August did not wallop managing editors in the eye with the news in
movies. Nor does the fact that 2,300,000
fan magazines are sold every month to
readers of their newspapers mean anything
to New York newspaper jjubiishers. Still,
the same data is available to daily papers.
One might be catty and cite specific cases

NOLAN

Reproduction rights granted provided credit is given the author and Motion Picture News)
of this or that reporter-critic's obvious bitterness against a star, actor or director, as
registered in reviews and traceable for
origin and first cause to previous columns
WTitten by that reporter-critic. This lamentable condition reflects only on the
petty-mindedness of certain reviewers,
mostly women ; but if managing editors had
reporters AND critics for motion picture
pages the condition could and would not
arise. So long as critics have to come into
daily contact with picture folk in the course
of their reporting those meetings will be
mirrored in reviews.

Leonardo

Illustrates

It is exactly as though Thomas Craven,
art critic of The American Mercury, in his
hj'pothetically dual capacity of reporter,
visited the galleries to gather news items
and at the Anderson Galleries had run
across Leonardo da Vinci. Perhaps
Leonardo might have told Craven:
"It's none of your damned business, old
timer, what pigment I'm going to use and
why I am painting six feet on the man's
figure. Nor is it any of your affair how I
choose to employ lighting."
Paralleling certain film critics' antics,
Craven, the critic, would vindicate Craven,
the reporter, by rapping the coloring and
lighting in Leonardo's subsequent effort.
Even with men like Craven, Woollcott,
Gabriel, Sanborn and Henderson it would
be difficult to separate the Jekyl-Hyde characters of reporter and critic, — so why hope
for it in present film reviewers?
In Hollywood, I am told, this angle is
vicious. Credits given assistant directors,
carpenters, make-up men and electricians
in some reviews reflect reportorial associations of critics.

Does

V.
Criticism

Exist?

As an academic quesfion in practical
journalism :
Should the current analytical type of
motion picture critique be published in
New York daily newspapers?
Audiences (composed wholly of newspaper readers) attend films with a nonprofessional purpose to be amused or emotionally stirred; in any case, to be entertained through reactions, into the psychological mechanics of which they do not introspectively inquire. A film is good or
had, liked or disliked in its totality. If
that total effect of an infinite number of
individual reactions resulted from conscious
design and artistry of the actor or producer
bent upon achieving a premeditated, contemplated emotional effect, — -that is food
for a psychologist or analytical critic such
as John
Grierson,
Ralph
Flint, Evelyn

Gerstein, John S. Cohen, or Robert E. Sherwood to discuss in an esoteric niiagazine
read by artists similarly concerned in playing upon emotions of audiences.
The public neither knows nor cares, so
long as barefaced hokum is not dragged
into a screen situation by the seats of its
figurative panties. Even then, I have seen
strung men weep in cinemas as they cursed
the director for a sentimental ass. . . .
Too many daily newspaper critics now
are trying to prove by queer gauges of their
own why a certain film is not good. The
news fact is the reception spontaneously
accorded a film by patrons who have spent
money and time in a willful desire to like
a picture. Discussion of the psychic causation therefore has no' place in a daily
paper's news columns, — the more so since
movie critics are hardly competent to determine that cause.
The purely "high-brow" type of film
critic — Mr. John Grierson is the liigh priest
of this cult — should write for magazines,
not newspapers. A newspaper reader wants
to know it he is going to like a picture
enough to part Avith his cash. Once I suggested to Grierson at lunch that he was
criticizing directors for things that they
never heard about; that most film directors
do not consciously insert rhythm, tempo
did).
and visual flow into pictures (though I
agreed it would be awfullv nice if they
"You're quite wrong," said the
distinguished Scotch student, "King Vidor
direc'ts
with a metronome at hand."
And HOW?

VI.
Practical Suggestions
A review in a New York daily newspaper,
then, should contain the following information, pending some ultimate definition of
motion picture criticism subsequent to
much discussion of the subject :
1. The full program of the theatre, including the divertissements (which interest
parts of the audience, even though they do
not interest the critic). While it is permissible tohope for a day when movies will
be the only fare in movie theatres, the fact
is othei'wise. The length of the show,
time of the feature picture and the complete billing of cast, producer, director, etc.,
should be stated. The last is now done by
the Times, World, Herald-Tribune and
some other papers. Further, though it is
not done now, a review should list scheduled hours for showing of the feature film,
so that persons particularlj* interested may
see the picture in fifty minutes. Lunch hour
attendances at film theatres would be increased and the reviewer would be serving
his readers.
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God Bless the Movie Critics!
2. The plot of a picture should be recited
in one paa'agraph, not to exceed in length
seventy-five words. Movies are not so different in themes that a reader cannot tell
the type of film from so brief a synopsis.
Long narrations of stories are boring.
Furthermore, if all surprises are eliminated,
why see a picture?
3. If the picture is a comedy, that fact
should be stated; and if the laughter of the
audience was pronounced, then that is the
news of the review to future audiences.
Then the comedy must have been funny.
Critical diagnosis of visual flow, essence of
cinema, dynamics and rhythm is needless
and superfluous. "They laughed their
heads off" is true journalistic criticism at
present. It is a canon of cinema criticism
to judge any creation in terms of its maker's apparent objective. If D. W. Griffith
wants to make them weep and they weep
and like it, his is a successful and entertaining picture. If Harry Langdon wants
to make them laugh and they hold their
sides at his pantomime, the same is true.
4. Be fair. The ci-itic is entitled to his
opinion. He should state in a single
sentence, near the end of his review,
whether or not he liked a picture and why,
but he should make the audience's evidenced opinion the \dtal news of the
critique. It is not, strictly speaking, accurate to say that readers do not care about
a critic's opinion. One usually follows the
same man day after day, gets used to his
turn of mind and his theories of picturemaking and, even though one disagrees, the
man has served as a weather vane.
5. A review should state to what type of
audience a film is most apt to appeal. "This
picture will delight the kiddies." "The
flappers who cuddle close in the side loges
will gobble up the love stuff in this one."
Etc.
6. There is no place in motion picture
criticism for the very prevalent type of
critic who sacrifices sound thought, sincerity and even truth for allegedly witty
lines. The criticism frequently hurled at
certain New York reviewers, that they
would rather be smart than right, is absolutely accurate. Sit with them at a preview and you will hear :
"That's a swell line, my dear. Mind if
I use it as a head tomoiTOW?"
Then a paragraph or even a review is
written around the line. The same is true
of at least three dramatic critics. A review, then, should contain definite statements made ^\'ithout reservation or selfconsciousness and after honest thought. Incidental y, in this connection, a critic who
is not merely reporting but saying his say
all through a review should not hedge and
evade the issue, but place himself down
yes or no on a picture.
Straddlers abound.

Discussion

of Style

7. Reviews should be written brightly,
entertainingly-, and with the thought in mind
that they must read easily. The theory of
visual flow should be aplied to reviews. As
pure ^vriting, the motion picture criticisms
in Xew York papers are even inferior to
editorials by sob sisters on women's pages.
Bromidic, platitudinous phrases are dusted

off and planked down countless times; metaphors are mixed as readily as cocktails.
Allene Talmey, who was working on The
World six months ago, could write splendid
inteiwiews which made delightful reading.
She introduced style into motion picture
criticisms, and her Sunday interviews were
so good that they are being issued in book
form this fall — so far as I know, the only
motion picture articles from a New York
paper to be bound and sold for $2.50 a
copy. But Miss Talmey, who was a weak
critic because she did not know what she
expected from a film, went off to Europe
and returned recently to accept assignments from a major national magazine to
write feature character sketches of international figures.

What

Critics Said

Dick Watts, Wilella Waldorf and Martin
Dickstein are the conscious stylists of the
critics, and as such all are readable.
Martin, Cohen and Cruikshank all ^vrite
with a certain vigor. Rose Pelswick of the
Journal composes excellent light verse and
tells a good short story; but she is in the
difficult position of owning intelligence and
talent that her type of reader cannot fully
grasp. She consistently dix-eets her readers
to films which she knows they ^vill like,
but which did not appeal to her. That is
eminently right in a daily newspaper critic.
To be fair, I asked the movie critics what
they thought a review should contain. To
each one I happened to meet last week I
handed the poser: What are you supposed
to wnnte? One answered, ratiher inconsistently:

'Continued

My last witness is the present motion picture editor and critic of an evening newspaper. He does not like movies at all and
he is intellectually honest enough to say so.
He had to get work and the job was offered
him.

VII.
on very
"Graft"
It is Dont
a little Pick
silly and
much unfair
to New York critics and not particularly
constructive criticism to cite the petty
"graft" incidental to their jobs. It isn't
so much as it's cracked up to be. We used
to get together and chuckle over cheap perfumes and rotten cigars sent by companies
and individuals as Christmas gifts. Generally the next reviews would see us bending a mile back in an effort to stand erect,
so that the gifts had a reaction the exact
reverse of the supposedly anticipated one.
This "graft" is thought of so lightly that
only one New York paper insists its critic
return gifts.
Occasionally a star or producer bound for
the coast leaves his car at the disposal of
a New York critic, or flowers an-ive the day
after an unknown director has been "discovered." Once a very popular shoAvman,
whose large theatre is quite a factor now,
sent a huge array of flowers to another
editor on The Telegram for a signed article
I had written about him. Another time a
producer (who is much joked about) insisted upon weaving himself into the good
graces of Dick Watts of the HeraldTribune by exclaiming as he met him :
"Dick, I read your articles in The World

' ' The movie moguls are dumb. They are
every
Sunday!"
As for
the "graft," critics rarely like
feeding audiences stupid pictures of low
press agents because they are better paid,
taste because they think audiences are as
vulgar as themselves. I do not think it better informed and better situated to adnecessai-y to pander to a public which is not .vance. Critics also pretend to loathe movie
moguls because they do not attempt to
dumb by praising vulgar pictures, even
learn facts about them and feel it inthough they demonstrate their popularity
cumbent on any smart person to scorn film
magnates. A critic really is an inferior
making
by The
nextfortunes."
said: "There should be no
being Avho would like to be creative and
movie criticism. Newspapers ought to
lives in hope that eventually he will be
carry a column, giving about six lines to
offered $750 a week to start learning the
a new picture and reading like this :
picture business. He consorts with other
"'The Baby's Little Booties'— At the
critics from sheer defense and assumes an
Grand Theatre from Monday to Friday — A
aggressive
attitude only to bolster his own
sentimental mother-love story about a
courage, whistling in the dark.
drunken husband who spends it all at GroWhen Variety scratched the surface of
gan's on Saturday night as his baby
alleged critical "graft" last year, some of
whines. 'Daddy! Please come out through
the ladies
were a. little upset. One conthem there swingin' doors.' Eight reels,
fes ed :
colored in one sequence in the third reel.
Featuring Lizzie Glutz, Joe Gump and
"They could get plenty of stuff on me."
Yet silk stockings and auto rides do not
Baby Maggie Murphy. Direction of H.
influence the lady's criticisms so much as
does her personal reaction to the manhood
Timber-Wolf.''
Not being
the worrying kind, the third
LeRoy
of the director or star. Nevertheless, this
and fourth critics had not even thought
critic is a fine reporter and she attracts
about the matter. JSTo, the boss never had
readers to her paper. Only a few months
told them what or how to ^vi'ite; they just
ago she published an item about a brilliant
wrote the first things about a picture that
nail polish which Gloria Swanson uses, and
came to mind. Would they pan a picture
she had twelve letters and ten telephone
if its star had snubbed them or sent back
calls in two days from female readers who
a scenario ? Why ! Of course not !
wanted the formula!
The fifth critic said he believed directors
The point is, however, that all critics
read his reviews and that he felt he could
should strain to keep their skirts clear of
do the art of the cinema a real seiwice by
any insinuation of subsidization. In this
pointing out defects in construction. No,
they could be materially aided by press
he had never worked in a studio. He never
agents. There have been, to my knowledge,
had constructed a film himself.
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two critics in New York who have accepted
payment for writino^ publicity for press
agents of national iihn companies, not in
itself a criminal practice, but a most unethical one. These individuals only injure
the class, destroy public and trade confidence, and lower the standard.
Nearly all of the New York critics are
honest. Several of them are very intelligent persons with considerable background;
at least two could hold their own no matter
who entered the field of motion picture
criticism. Three of the present lot are sons
of wealthy parents, and as such are independent oftheir salaries and able to possess
their critical souls.
It is not so much the alleged "graft." It
is the ugly appearance of it that lessens
confidence.

VIII.
Cooperation

by Industry

The A. M. P. A., the Wanipas, the Motion Picture Academy of Arts and Sciences,
or the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors Association could aid development of motion picture criticism by one of
several methods :
1. By cooperation with the American
Newspaper Publishers Association, American Society of Newspaper Editors, Associated and United Press members, Editor
and Publisher, and other newspaper forces,
defining daily news]>aper criticism of motion pictures or deciding to eliminate analytical critiques in favor of reportorial reviews.
2. By offering, through a similar agency
to that employed in awarding Pulitzer
Prizes for new stories, novels and dramas,
substantial cash and medal prizes for most
constructive criticisms of motion pictures
during a year.
3. By selecting in each city the best critic
of a given year, motion jiicturemen (who
read all criticisms, which the public does
not), being best suited to judge. If a sufficient amount of honor attaches to this
award, it will be sought and better criticisms thereby induced. Nowadays a man
may write a fine criticism and not even his
wife notices it. That" doesn't encourage
good criticism.
4. By refraining, individually, from bitter criticisms of critics who publish adverse
reviews which are in strict accord with a
film's lack of merit. All "raves" make
any critic's endorsement valueless. There
must be valleys to be hills.

IX.
Bump

the Ego!

For the advancement of motion picture
criticism, it is essential that the ego of
critics be suppressed. Perhaps this is a
Quixotic hope, since it is ego-gratification
above all else which inspires a man to write
criticisms.
The pernicious practice of quoting critics
by name outside New York, where their
names mean nothing from an advertisingsales standpoint, should be stopped. Critics
naturally like to see their names stuck up
on buildings and quoted in ads., especially
as most of them are writing on the side and
the advertising helps to build up the literary
name. They do not realize that they are
quoted because of the importance of the
paper whicli employs them. As a result of
the cpioting practice followed by theatrical
advertisers for a quarter of a century, half
the movie critics in New York are deliber-

ately injecting snappy lines, for quoting, in
their reviews. Some of them brazenly set
out their lines in single-sentence paragraphs at the ends of criticisms.
Advertising men of all national film companies should agree to quote newspapers,
not individuals. It is done as a sop to
critics, this quoting, not because any advertising manager boilieves a reviewer's
name sells anything throughout the country. I laughed out loud when I saw my
name in an Ohio newspaper advertisement
as "a great critic who liked this film."
Still, I have known an important and conservative critic on a splendid New York
daily to telephone a press agent and arbitrarily insist upon learning why he had
not been quoted !
Maybe the ego will get a bump when
Variety publishes its first box score of
movie critics. I am told it will be a rare
critic whose average is above .500 and that
many will be as low as .333! Think of it!
A person supposed to advise half a million
or a million New Yorkers whether or not
to attend a film, and that person only able

A Critic Speaks
r ofe these
ul
his desir
to be articl
factfes,
THEin autho
and fair, reports the following version of a fact statetl
in the first article, — as telephoned to him by the critic in
quest
Theion:
article said that the critic
once had posted a sign on her
door (seen at the time by the
author) to the effect that "Tuesday is the day for press agents.
Theout."
critic says that while the
Stay
words "Tuesday is the day for
press agents" were on the door,
the words, "Stay out," were not.
Her sign was posted to let press
agents know that she would he in
on Tuesday, she says, so that it
would not be necessary for them
to call when she might be out,
and thus waste their time. The
critic says the sign was intended
as a help to press agents rather
than as the deterrent some press
agents and one trade paper evidently took it to be. This is the
critic's
first public explanation
of
her motivation.
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to guess rightly one out of three times,
with lic's
the patronage.
test the newspaper-reading pubCompare those figures with Gilbert
Gabriel's .895 average on plays. Surely no
one will argue that out of the total number
presented, a higher average of good plays
comes to Broadway than of movies. Gabriel, then, is hitting the public taste
squarely on the head 89 times out of 100,
and Gabriel is one of the most profound,
genuinely highbrow writers on the drama
in America. For eight years he criticized
music, for five the drama. ^Vhen he was
but a youth out of Williams College he won
the praise of the great Jim Huneker. Gabriel, whose verdict is supported by the
money-spending theatregoers of New York
nine times out of ten, possesses a betterrounded knowledge of the arts than any six
movie critics in New York put together.
Yet he does not emulate their attitude of
tossing wisdom from Underwoods and Remingtons clicking on Olympus.

Press

Agents

Can

Help

To level the ego, press agents should not
fawn upon critics. Critics don't like it.
anyway. The whole thing is a 50-50 proposition. No movie critic in New York could
get out a column if press agents agreed to
blacklist him and ^vithhold their news. Few
stories are published as personal favors to
press agents. There is no reason why an
honest publicity man, who submits his
stories on their worth as readable news,
should be treated like a hobo hopping the blind baggage out of Galesburg,
111., when the yard dick nabs him. A
few publicity men have patted critical
backs to such a degree that it will take several figurative haymakers in the breadbasket to straighten up some of the gentlemen. But this is not the case with art
critics, dramatic critics and music critics,
as classes. Why with the movie reviewers?
Perhaps it is because the critcal ego has
beeen nourished by publicity men for so
long a time that motion picture critic-reporters do not stand up ^\'ith dramatic reporters like George Kaufman, Ward ilorehouse, Frank Vreeland, Walter Winchell
and Alison Smith. Perhaps, too, that is
why movie reporter-critics are frequently
incapable of getting stories themselves, and
must rely on threatening publicity men with
no subsequent breaks unless certain stories
are released. A favorite device for one
lady along this line is :
"You give that story to me and me alone
or The
you thing
get noforbreak
in my
listtoofdo,
papers!"
a press
agent
(and it
has upon occasion been done!), is to reply:
"Lady, you build a bonfire with those
it at once.
gets critical
! Everybody
papers
As in
reporting, the
ego' ' flows
through reviews.
It is:
"These tired eyes have not viewed so

The sign's posting having been
clarified, the author of these articles is happy to withdraw his
stated objection to it as an affront to press agents. As a fact
reporter, he naturally regrets the
inaccuracy of the inclusion of

gorgeous
film in yeai"s,"
"This abattered
bonnet or
is doffed to direct (U- ]\rcSchultz who has, in your correspondent's humble opinion," or
"Since I discovered Harold Lloyd, T have

the words, "Stay out," — possibly
due to a faulty memory, as the
incident occurred nineteen

not been so enthused about a conu'diau." or
"I liked the film immensely and nearly
fell over in mv seat laughing, it was that

months ago and no sign is available to decide the point. No
signs have been posted for a
year, to the author's knowledge.

Captain!
Wait for baby!
What did the l)oys in the back room think
of the i)ictiire? Until we hit ui)on some
real theory of journalistic criticism, if any,
droll."
that
will be the news.

We
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Proper Lighting;for the Theatre
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Review of New
Ecjuipment.

OOPERATIVE publicity between pic. ture theatres and the public library is
the subject of one of our feature articles in this issue of The Showman, and
the facts regarding the benefits derived by the
Cleveland Public Library — where this form of
publicity has been developed to its highest potentialities— would furnish more than one surprise to
those outside the picture business, while the showman and the distributor not previously informed
regarding the excellent work being done along this
line, particularly in Cleveland, will find much to
interest them and much by which they may profit
in future through a perusal of the article by Ina
Roberts.
Distributors who are cooperating wholeheartedly with the Cleveland Public Library by furnishing advance stills and press books on pictures which
may lend themselves to this form of publicity are
performing a real service in behalf of exhibitors
who may show these productions in that city. And
distributors who have not given this matter of
library cooperation attention in the past would do
well to instruct their publicity department to take
the proper steps in that direction.
The exhibitors who have cooperated with
libraries in a manner that has produced mutually
beneficial results likewise have performed a valuable service. While those showmen who have not
succeeded in interesting their local library officials
in proposed cooperative drives, might succeed in
changing adverse viewpoints by persuading the
objectors to read this highly interesting and informative article, based upon facts gained through
experience of years and many cooperative publicity campaigns based on photoplay tieups.
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"Old ironsides," the unconquerable fightpig ship of AnuTican history, exemplified
the DEPENDABILITY of each of these Bell & Howell Pioneer Standard Cameras used
in filyning the Paramount product ion of thatnayne under the direction of James Cruze

The Greatest Producers
use

BELL & Howell
CAMERAS
LONG ago the greatest producers settled the question as
J to what cameras to use in safeguarding the tremen'
dous outlay of money represented in the story, cast and
locations of each feature production.
These men who have given the best of their lives to
making the great screen productions of the world use
Bell &= Howell Cameras. They hriow that the B. &? H.
trademark on a camera means absolute precision and adaptability under all conditions of professional picture making.
The quality of Bell &? Howell photography has been
presented to the world through the famous production
names of Famous Players-Lasky, Paramount, Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer, Associated First National, DeMille, Vitaphone, Warner Brothers, Fox, Universal and many others.
Note that each of the cameras in the photo above is
equipped with the Cinemotor, the Bell ^ Howell camera
equipment which eliminates hand cranking and paints
artistry into the picture. Complete information will be
sent on request. Address

BELL 8c HOWELL

CO.

1827 Larchniont Ave., Chicago, III.
New York, Hollywood, London (B & H Co., Ltd.)
EsiaWishid 1907

Automatic
This is the Eycmo, the automatic professional camera which
is used universally for news reels, special production effects and
filming locations. You can "follow focus" or "dial iris" with
camera in operation. A selection of fourteen lenses interchangeable. Each provided with accurately matched viewfinders. You
can vary the speed — either i6 exposures per second or 8. With
the Double-Speed Eyemo either i6 per second or ji. A three'
speed also available — ii, i6 and 24. Price of 8-16 speed Eyemo
without case is only $264 withTaylor-Hohson Cooke F 2. 5 lens,
47 mm. focal length. Write for descriptive circular.

Auditoriitiit znezc of the Slaiilcy Theatre, \'czfark. N. J., designed by frank Grad, architect, of Neivark.
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NEWARK— A

Theatre in Modern

/^NE
of the most l>eautifiil atnio^^^ spheric theatres in America.
That is tlie verdict of many theatre
men, Idiilders and architects who have
seen the Stanley Theatre, newest Stanley-Fa!)ian Theatre, Direction of Stanley Companv of America, in Newark,
The Stanley, which is situated in the
vailsburg section of the city, brings to
the patrons the brilliant and hauntingmagic of Seville or Barcelona. All the
glamor, all the color, all the gaiety of
the romance loving people of the
Southland of Europe are reflected in
the architectural conception of the theatre. Hands skilled in the crafts of
theatre building and decoration have
admirably caught this conception so
much so that it is graphically transmitted to patrons.
This Spanish conception is followed
inside and out. Beauty of decoration
and lansorous comfort are main feat-

SPANISH

ATMOSPHERIC

THEATRE

Style Creates Outdoor Setting for Prese?Jtations

ures. One views a program of de luxe
motion pictures at the Stanley as if
one were in Spain. One of the slogans
of the theatre is its showing of photoplays "'Neath Spanish Skies."
There is an expansive cyclorama
over the heads of the spectators. The
walls have the appearance of many
buildings with balconies and sunshades. The general setting is an outdoor Spanish night. Patrons look up
and see the cloud-decked heavens fretted with more than loo twinkling stars
which peep out through the freize of
rolling clouds produced by four cloud
machines set in each corner of the theatre. Over the proscenium there is a
huge moonbtirst which further creates
the illusion of a romantic night.
The playhouse contains 2,000 seats
set at comfortable distance.
Louis R. Golding, an executive of
the Stanley-Fabian Corporation, conceived the idea of the Stanlev.
He

spent more than two years in developing the details and general effects of
the theatre. Then followed a tour of
the country whereby Mr. Golding
studied the latest type of atmospheric
theatres in America. Points of interest were then incorporated into Mr.
Golding's Spanish theatre conception.
The plans for the playhouse were
drawn by Frank Grad, Newark architect, with Mr. Golding supervising during the period of construction. Attention was paid to the smallest detail, including lighting fixtures, door-knobs,
niches and the hundred and one things
that go into the making of a modern
playhouse. Warren MacEvoy, also of
Newark, built this playhouse.
The ornamental details were done by
the New York Ornamental Plaster
Company while the interior painting
was done by Signor Vincent Maragolotti, who also painted the Theatre
Guild Playhouse, in New York city.

The inside foyer,
with stairway leading to foyer balcony, one of the
luxurious lounges
provided patrons of
the Stanley. The
color scheme and
furnishings fit into
the atmospheric
ityle featured in the
interior and exterior design of the
theatre.

On the left, the
main foyer with
z'ieiv of the foyer
balcony.
This place
spacious entrance
introduces to the
patron the out of
door effect which
has been achieved
in the design of the
Stanley and forms
the first point of
contact ivith the interesting inner features of this playhouse "N e at h
Spanish Skies."

Above, right side
ivall view of the
Stanley, Newark's
atmospheric
theatre
reproduc in g a
Spanish g ar d en.
Louis R. Golding,
an executive of the
Stanley - F ab i a n
Corporation conceived the idea of
this attractive playhouse, built from
plans drawn by
Frank Grad.

A portion of the
left sideivall of the
and i t 0 r iu m is
shoivn in the photo
on the left. This
close-up reveals the
details of Spanish
design
carried and
out
in the Stanley,
illustrates the cove
lighting employed
in the auditorium.

Exterior view of the Broadivay Theatre, Kingston, N. Y.

THE

BROADWAY THEATRE IS KINGSTON'S DE LUXE PLAYHOUSE
Stores and Offices in Theatre Building Designed by Douglas P. Hall

'y HE new "Broadway Theatre" on
* Broadway, Kingston, N. Y., which
opened its doors to the puliHc in June
of this year, is a theatre of special notice.
The theatre is constructed on an irregular lot of approximately 2,400
sq. ft., with a frontage of no ft. on
Broadway. This frontage is occupied
by the business building 50 ft. deep,
containing the main entrance to the
theatre, four stores, and one floor of
offices above. The Broadway elevation is finished in red brick with cut
lime stone trimmings, with decorative
panels of "Aztec" tile. The offices
above are provided with large plate
glass windows, which have made the
office building very desirable renting
space.
The theatre has been constructed entirely of fireproof material, brick, steel
and concrete. Every detail essential
to the public safety has been carefully
studied and considered before being
embodied in the general ]:)lanning, and
no materials other than those passed
by the I'ire-Underwriters arc used in
the general construction.

The house has a seating capacity of
two thousand ; thirteen hundred seats
on the orchestra floor, four hundred
in the balcony and three hundred
Loge box seats. The seating arrangement provides, at a sacrifice of considerable space, wide and gently sloping main aisles between each bank of
seats and affords easy entrance and
egress with the least possible disturbance to those remaining.
An unusual feature is carried out in
the orchestra, in addition to the three
rows of Loge seats in the front of the
balcony, three rows in the center of
the orchestra having been railed off and
constructed into Loge boxes, with special designed chairs. The remainder
of the house is seated with substantially
upholstered chairs, giving a maximum
of comfort, which is so essential to
the success of the j^resent day theatre.
The interior of the house is Italian
in style, the main feature being the
double dome, (the outermost one being coffered to accommodate the ventilation and heating grilles ) , supported
on a colonnade of columns twenty-six
feet hi"h. The house has a three-color

lighting system, lighting effects being
obtained by the dome coves and illuminated panels in the balcony soffet.
The entrance lobby, foyer, staircase
foyer and mezzanine are also carried
out in Italian design, with beamed ceiling in walnut and highly decorated
with color. All floors are black and
white marble, the wall being of a rough
texture decorated with "Aztec" tile
panels and antique tapestries.
A series of well appointed rest
rooms, approached from the meezzanine promenade will afford privacy
and comfort.
The stage 80 ft. x 32 ft. deep, with
a proscenium opening of 40 ft. is complete in every respect. It is equipped
with counter-balanced rigging, switch
hoard, stage pockets, etc. It is the intention of Harry Lazarus to make a
specialty of producing Broadway successes, and he has already presented
a number with success.
Douglas P. Hall, architect and engineer of New York City, is the architect for this new building.

Viezv of the ofauditorium the
B r 0 a d IV a y,
Kingston, .V. Y.,
lookiny to the
rear frotn the
stage, shozvn
above. TIte interior is Italian
in style, tlie
main feature being the double
dome, supported
on a colonadc
of c 0 lu m n s
tzventy-six feet
h igh .

On the left is a
V i e zv of the
stage
and proscenium
arch.
rangementf0
The seating
arthe
Broadzvay
provides zv i d e
and gently sloping main aisles
betzveen each
bank of seats affording patrons
easy entrance
and egress to
chestra chairs.
halcony and
or-

On the left, a view
of the mezcanine
promenade of the
BroadiMay, also
ian style.
The
featuring
the Italbeamed ceiling is
of ivalmtt, highly
decorated zvith
color. Furnishings
and
decorations
give this charming
loungeability.
an air of
comfort and live-

The inner entrance
and staircase leading to the mezzanine promenade is
shoivn on the right.
The wall treatment
is of rough texture
decorated zvith Aztec tile and antique
tapestries. The
floor is of black and
white marble.

p^

On the ru/ht, diagonal view of Broadway's auditorium
taken from the
stage level. The
theatre has a seating capacity of two
thousand; thirteen
hundred seats on
the orchestra floor,
four hundred in the
balcony and three
hundred lodge box
seats.
I'iciv across the
aiiditoriunifrom the
balcony, affording
a sectional view of
the domed ceiling.
The outermost
dome is coffered to
accommodate the
ventilation and
h eat i n g grilles.
Ligliting effects are
obtained by the
dome coves and illuminated panels in
the balcony soffet.

ATMOSPHERIC THEATRE
SOON TO OPEN
IN GREATER NEW YORK
^ HE Universal theatre in Brooklyn,
■■■ Greater New York's first atmospheric playhouse, is to be opened this
month, according to present ]:)lans.
Some time ago, Dan Alichalove, general manager of Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., operating the
theatre, set the tentative date of opening for September 15.
This "theatre picture," designed in
accordance with a principle of showmanship of comparatively recent development and growing popularity, is
the work of John Eberson.
The sketches reproduced on this page
indicate the style of architecture for
exterior and interior. The Universal
is of the Italian garden style which the
architect has employed so frequently
since he originated the outdoor type of
auditorium for picture presentations.
The Universal will have a seating
capacity of 3,000 and is to include in its
eciuipment and furnishings the latest
appointments.
Left is an architect's sketch shozving
the exterior of the Universal Theatre
in Brooklyn, designed by John Eberson, and the first atmospheric playhouse in Greater New York.
Reproducing an Italian garden, the
auditorium of the Universal, shozvn in
the sketch beloiv, achieves the interesting atmospheric effects which are
responsible for the 'widespread popularity of this type of theater.

r

Picture Record of Building Progress of the Universal

The auditoriinn as it at>fcarcd on Afril 18, 1927, with
steel work Hearing completion.

Progress photo of the Universal taken June 2, shozving
the exterior architecture of this handsome building.

Below, how the Universal Theatre looked last March.
This progress photo gives an accurate idea of the sise
of the playhouse.

J

Exterior view of the State Theatre.
operated by the W. S. Butterfield
Circuit, shown above. The building
provides store and office space. The
outside lines follow the Italian style
of architecture featured in a playhouse li'hich reproduces a garden
scene as an auditorium setting.

BUTTERFIELD
IN

THEATRE

KALAMAZOO

DESIGNED

BY EBERSON

Below, a view of the unusually attractive auditorium of the State
Theatre, a house in ivhich the
architect has incorporated the outstanding features of beauty and
utility gained through extensive
experience in designing playhouses
of this type

■P

Floor plans of the State Theatre, Kalamazoo. Above, the
auditorium floor. Upper right,
the mezzanine floor. Right,
the balcony

Below is a full view of the
stage and proscenium ivalls,
taken from the upper balcony.
Striking realism of the outdoor effects is gainedby the outline and decorative detail

The inner lobby of the
State Theatre, Kalamazoo, showing stairway to messanine.
Ceramic tile is used in
stairs and floor.

Below, the main floor
foyer,ure atshozving
rear ofenclosauditorium seats. Furnishings and decorative
(nieces contribute to the
air
of
comfort
and
■z^'annfh of
this foyer.

Tzvo interesting stage settings designed
by the Novelty Scenic studios of New
York are shoivn here. Above is an atmospheric setting for a picture theatre now in
construction. The proscenium is trimmed
columns supporting the ach.. Sky-blue
A built arch masks the ceiling, gold spiral
with a festooned valance and portieres,
hyclorama masks back icall of the stage.
Silk screen curtains trimmed at bottom
zvith rosettes and tassels and braid and
icith embroidered
medallions.

Atmospheric Setting

STAGE

TREATMENTS

Masks Or2;an Chambers

Pictured beloic is the striking proscenium
treatment in the Embassy Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. The need of concealing the
organ chambers above the stage ceiling
zvas responsible for this type of draping.
The festoons are of figured polychrome
damask trimmed zvith silk fringe. An unorange satin trimmed with
derskirtof
fringe is used to reduce the opening. The
side tabs from floor to top of arch are
made of black velvet decorated zcith golden
bronze air brush design.

ADMIRAL

THEATRE

Chicago, Illinois
Features the

f^Ks^rr^^^ci
(hlton
FINEST
Ol^GA.N

>\ME^FL,ICA.'S

The owners, Hke other prominent
exhibitors throughout the country,
choose the Marr & Cokon organ for its
artistic beauty, tonal quality and great
box office value.
Write for Catalog and
Get Estimate

The MARR

and COLTON

CO.

Factories — Warsaw, N. Y.
Eastern Sales Office
Paramount
BIdg., Broadwav
& 43rd St., New York City

Western Sales Office
708 Congress Bldg., 506 S.
Wal>ash Ave., Chicago, III.

These Other Exliibitors Also Feature Marr & Coltoii Organs
Wibner & Vincent. . . .New York City
Finkelstein & Reuben
IVIinneapolis,
Minn.
Dave Harrison
Syracuse, N. Y.
Warner Bros
New Yoi^k City
S. Chapman
Fullerlon, Calif.
Geo. Rosing
BulTalo, N. Y.
A. A. Feny vessy
Rochester, N. Y.
Lee Win Development Co.
Detroit, Mich.
Chas. Olson
Indianapolis, Ind.
A. C. Zaring
Indianapolis,
Ind.
A. C. Ilayman
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
N. Dipson .... Balavia, N. Y.
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What Street Lighting Will Do for the Theatre Location
-J3=^

The street shown above would hardly attract people out after dark,
its dim lighting rather marking it as a place to be avoided. WHILE —

This same street, lighted to a sufficiently high intensity, zvould be a
good location for a motion picture theatre.

The Value of Good Street Illumination
PRACTICALLY the first use of
light was to furnish the aborigines
with ilkimination whereby they
could enjoy themselves. They had the
flaming torch in their caves ; and when
they wanted to visit their neighbors to
spend the evening, along would come the
torch to light the way.
People must have enjoyment and pleasure. Those who work during the day
find that their time for recreation is limited to the evenings. The problem of the
moving picture industry is to convince
the people that they can get the best
amount of enjoyment and recreation
through the medium of the screen rather
than through any other source. And, having convinced them that the movies are
the best thing for the money, the next
step is to change the conviction into an
impulse — a desire — a determination to
see the pictures. But how does all of this
fit in with street lighting?
Before answering the question directly
let me analyze, for a moment, the psychology of light. The old Romans discovered that light dispels the fear of
darkness. Light has always been associated with truth, uprightness, progress
and constructive thought. The whole animal kingdom is attracted by light. Notice
how the small insects will buzz around
the street lamps, how birds will fly toward
a bright beacon or a searchlight, how human beings will be attracted to a brightly
lighted sliow window rather than a
lighted one. We can't help it. There is
poorly lighted one. We can't help it.

By T. P. Brown
Eng. Dept. Edison Lamp Works
attracts
our eye and compels our attention.
In spite of the fact that the moving
p^qture industry adMertises its various
productions so extensively, it is probably
safe to say that the average movie fan
accepts this message in a general way
rather than with reference to any particular picture, unless it be an outstanding
one. In other words, when he leaves his
home, he is headed for "the movies," he
will follow along the paths of light, patronize some theatre along this path. So
that it behooves every theatre owner to
make sure that he is on the path ; to make
sure that his street, his section of the
town, is well lighted.
The particular local lighting around the
theatre — signs, marquee,^ etc., are secondary to the street lightihg. You cannot
eat an apple until you possess the apple.
Likewise, you cannot attract the crowds
from the street unless the crowds are on
the street : And the best way of ensuring that crowds will be on the street is
good street lighting.
The question as to what constitutes
good street lighting is more or less of a
difficult one to answer especially when a
layman asks the question. However, it
may be said that the intensity of light on
the street should vary with the size of the
town, and the section of the town. City
zoning and planning are furnishing the
means by which many cities can expand

systematically, with the greatest good to
the greatest number. The essential feature of this question is the plotting of a
city into various zones or districts — retail
business, wholesale business, residential,
suburban, etc., and allowing no encroachment by business on residences, etc.
Illuminating engineers after studying the
situation for years, have determined upon
the amount of light suitable and necessary for each zone, and have determined
further the relation between small and
large cities. Table I gives the minimum
values for the various zones, etc.
Table I
Minimum
Lumens per
Lineal Foot
Business SectionPopulation over
100,000
Population SO.OOO
to 100,000...
Population 20,000
to 50,000..;
Population
up- to
20,000
Main Thoroughfare —
Fully
developed
residence district . .

Maximum
Spacing A long
Center Line
of Street

200

125

120

125

80

125

60

125

35

150

Fully
developed
residistrict
15
250
Outlying
residence
districts
10
250
The standard street is taken as being 40 feet
from curb to curb. For streets of greater
width, the values of minimum lumens per
linear foot should be increased in the same ratio
as the width of street

Just a word would not be amis at this
point in regard
to the
(Continued
on phrase
page 683)"minimum
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Neighborhood
H0USF5
N A PAR with such great
theatres
as the Roxy and
the Paramount, these small
theatres in residential neighborhoods of
Columbus, Ohio, offer to their patrons the
same cool comfort in Summer ; temperate,
healthfully humidified air in Winter; a
copious supply of cleansed fresh air always
without draughts.
Carrier acceptance of complete responsibility
for every part of the system and the Carrier
guarantee of results has made conditioned air
an indispensable assset to the theatre and a boon
to the public.
Watch the popularity of the theatres where —

makes Weather*
Manufactured

Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration
Compact, Safe, Simple, Automatic
Used with the Carrier System of
Air Conditioning

"Every day a good day"
Ask for the book "Theatre Cooling and Conditioning.
theatres. Ask for a visit from one of our Engineers.

Describe your

' It isn't Manufactured Weather
unless it's a Carrier System.

ifi

ondiiioned I heaires
Carrier Fnaineering (brporation
Offices and Laboratories

Newark, N. J.

NEW

YORK

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

WASHINGTON

KANSAS

CITY

LOS ANGELES
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By S. L. Rothafel

In Presenting Motion Pictures
I Have Always These Basic
Principals in Mind:
IN presenting motion pictures to the
public, I have always several basic
principles in mind :
Happiness begins at home. Do somecount. thing different. It's the little things that
Now to elaborate — "Happiness begins
at home." That is to say if you want
your guests to enjoy themselves you must
bear in mind, first of all that they are
your guests ; and second you must assure
yourself that you are providing comfortable, well regulated quarters and that you
have entrusted the welfare of your visitors to a competent and contented staff.
Dissatisfaction among employees not only
destroys the morale, but it quickly communicates itself to your clientele. It isn't
a difficult matter to make your staff
happy. All you have to do is to be human,
to remember that those boys and girls are
starting off on the sea of life, that they
want their chance to reach their goal and
attain the fulfillment of their hopes and
aspiration.
To this end, we have installed a definite system of promotion. There is an
honor role and a demerit system by which
those who have earned the right are automatically headed for promotion. The
page boy of today is the housemanager of
tomorrow if he fulfills his obligations consistently and well. Our boys know this,
and it encourages them in their ambition
to "get to the top" — the desire of every
normal American boy. Already, though
the theatre has been open only a few
months, promotions are in order. Since
good health is the foundation of every
human endeavor, physical training is essential. Our young men are trained by
an ex-sergeant of the Marines who puts
them through their daily routine of setting-up exercises. There is a hospital
fully equipped on the premises where a
.sprained ankle, sore throat, headache, etc.,
can be nipped in the bud and hand ball
courts are in the making.
I am a great believer in giving the
young fellow another chance, and on those
occasions when a lad has been weighed
in the balance and found wanting, I make
it my personal business to examine the
culprit and to plumb the depths of his
offense. It is a duty and a welcome one,
I should think, for every man in authority to see that every boy in his employ
is given not only a square deal, but a
chance to make a man of himself if by
misfortune,
temptation
has been
too

1. Happiness Begins At Home.
2. Do Something Different.
3. The Little Things
Count.
strong for him and he has succumbed.
It's seldom I find that one's faith in human nature is abused, but the good you
can accomplish outweighs your failures.
"Do Something Different" — By this I
mean don't be afraid to strike out for
yourself, don't slavishly attempt to follow the fellow in the next block. If you've
got ideas use them. Develop your own
individuality, it will communicate itself
to your patrons. If you are of a humorous
turn of mind, put a little of that into your
programs. If you are an artist at heart,
let that make itself felt in your presentations. It's individuality that counts and
don't be afraid of anything being too good
for your public.
IT'S
been my
the public
responds
like experience
lightning tothat
anything
that
is really good, and in such cases where I
have attempted something I felt to be
good, and it failed, I know that I myself
was wrong, not the public. It was my
error in judgment, not theirs. But if you
give your theatre a personality, you will
find that you establish a bond of sympathy between you and your patrons, that
they will understand, and that they will
not only appreciate your efforts on their
behalf,
but stick to you through your failures.
Third: "It's the little things that
count" — If you want to keep the good
will of your public, you must show them
consideration. You must think of them.
It's the same with an audience as it is
with friendship. Gilbert and Sullivan,
you know, severed a lifelong friendship
over a piece of carpet. It isn't luxury,
nor gold braid, quantities of marble which
please tionyour
audience.
your considerafor them.
The It's
exhibitor
on Main
Street has just as much chance to make
his audience "feel at home," as the man
who runs a big theatre on Broadway.
The tiny cottage on the edge of a prarie
often houses ten times more happiness
than the mansion on Fifth Avenue, because of the spirit which dwells therein.
With our added facilities, we, of
course, have taken every precaution to insure the least possible inconvenience to
those who come to the Roxy. As you
know, we can house ten thousand people

under one roof. It takes a staff of five
hundred to insure their welfare and the
demands on the energies of this staff are
so great that a relief system has been
installed not only that they have respite
to fifteen minutes, but relays of fresh
men constantly appear on duty.

things"
are little
obviated
to which
every
that "the
order patrons
INannoy
possible degree we have built, for example,
a marquee extending the whole length of
the building and the lobby where soft
music plays during change of program,
houses 4,ooo against inclement weather.
The Lost and Found Department is conveniently installed in the lobby, one of
our house managers is always on hand,
maids are on hand in the ladies' rest
rooms, no gratuities are allowed, and the
lights are not glaring. Little things you
say, but it's the little things that count.
Our aim is to establish a soothing, not a
distracting atmophere — that atmosphere
that is to say of the well-regulated home.
Its "the personal touch" as an old
friend of mine used to say which counts.
I keep in touch constantly with the heads
of my departments. We have staff meetings, staff luncheons and dinners, and my
suite on the top floor of the Roxy is ever
open to receive members of my staff who
wish to discuss their problems with me.
All may confer over the various problems
in the library, or over the dinner table
in Ijetween sessions. We give as much
thought to tlie "the little things" as to
the big issues for it is the little things
that count.

Theatre Man Establishes
Own Printing Shop
The printing bills of Sam Blair, owner
of theatres in Belleville, Kas. ; Scandia,
Kas. : Mankato, Kas., and Clyde, Kas.,
had become so large that he sought a
remedy for the expaise. Finally he hit
upon an idea. He did nothing otlier than
establish a print shop of his own. Aside
from the printing work for his theatres,,
the shop does almost enough outside work
to pay the overhead expenses.
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The Ashcraft Intensiflector

What It Will Do For Your Theatre
W

BETTER
NATION

PROJECTION

THROUGH

INCREASED

ILLUMI-

This lamp changes the blue-gray of high intensity to clear-white
light which is distributed evenly over the entire screen — not white in
the center and brown on the edges.
REDUCES HIGH INTENSITY CURRENT 50%
^R If your theatre is now equipped with high intensity lamps, you
can reduce your current 50% with an improvement in screen results. That is, 60 amperes
with the Intensiflector produces
the
equivalent in light of 120 amperes high intensity (old style).
^ CARBON COST REDUCTION
^^ Due to decreased current and improved design your carbon bill
will be reduced 40% with the Intensiflector.

^ IF YOUR THEATRE IS OPERATING ON LOW INTENSITY
REFLECTOR
^ arcs
^"
we can improve your projection unbelievably with a very

small increase in current consumption. We can give you de luxe projection with 60 amperes.

Now

in Use in Los Angeles Largest Theatres

Descriptive literature is now ready for distribution
ADDRESS

Ashcraft Automatic Arc Co.
4214-16-18 Santa Monica Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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The Press Books Are O. K.!
5z/^-Someof Them Forget
To Remember the
Little Fellow
By Jay David Blaufox
(Former Director of Publicity, B. S.
Moss' Colony Theatre; Exploiteer
and Theatre Manager)

"If the press book
ideas demand ex
penditures beyoin:
the small town
manager's means,
then it is not fidfilling its mission
to the man it is
supposed
serve,"
says
Mr. toBlaufox.

THE press books really are good. In
most of them, no stone is left unturned to assist the exhibitor in
every conceivable manner to put the picture across. Hundreds of thousands of
■dollars are spent annually to render this
service to the projector of motion pictures— and this press book service is always rendered absolutely free of cost.
Ideas for presentations are offered.
Suggestions for the exploitation of the
screen drama or comedy are submitted
and, when used, often result in a capacity
house.

But — there is some one the press book
makers overlook. And that is the little
fellow. The chap who would like to use
every suggestion it holds for him, but
owing to the cost, is unable to utilize
them. True, this is one of the local conditions over which the desk man in the
home ofifice has no control, but which he
must nevertheless acquaint himself with
if he hopes to have his books used one
hundred per cent.
This local condition can be taken in a
general sense, for Main Street is Main
Street the world over. The small town
theatre manager is invariably limited as to
expense. But most press books fail to
realize this. The result is that the ideas
and suggestions are over his head as far
as money is concerned and he cannot and
does not take advantage of them. And
believe me, they are in most cases excellent ideas and suggestions. And, since the
little fellow can't afford to touch them so
why not include ideas that he can utilize?
For a theatre to be successful and be
made to pay, one of the most vitally important essentials is the economy of operation. If the press books demand the expenditure of monies beyond the small
town manager's limited means, then that
press book is not fulfilling its mission to
the man it is supposed to serve. The only
specific examples that I can extract from
the books are presentation ideas and some
of the suggestions for advertising.

The public wants presentations. In
many places they are demanding them but
they won't pay more for pictures and want
the presentation or prologue thrown in.
This means that the manager must spend
additional money for his program which
he must get back somehow. He nmst
economize somewhere and invariably he
does so in his advertising. Most of the
ideas for prologues, or "atmosphere creators" as some of us choose to call them,
call for expensive drops, props and electrical effects. Too bad ! Really splendid
ideas, but since for the little fellow who
has no access to all of these, it is impractical.
Anda mind
the little
hasn't
such
foolishyou,
looking
littleexhibitor
theatre today.
They are building houses in small towns
now that put some of those in the bigger
cities to shame. The Capital Theatre, in
Portchester, which I had the distinction
of handling before and after its opening
is one of the most beautifully appointed
theatres in the country, and if transplanted bodily to Broadway, would not
seem in the least out of place. This house,
of course, can afford a great deal more
than houses I am speaking for. I merely
cited it to bear out the fact that small
towns are now receiving the best that
architectural ingenuity can conceive, and
that such places are factors to be considered in the successful maintenance of the
present enviable record of the motion picture industry.
A little more thought might be given
to the presentation angle in the press
books for this is one of the most important, and valuable helps rendered the exhibitor. But it must be inexpensive, else
it defeats its own purpose.
Another thing to consider for the little
fellow is his advertising help. Generally
it is excellent, but even here economy of
expense is unconsciously overlooked by
the Press Book Chap.
The majority of mats designed for the
user of limited advertising space as laid
out by the home office departments — by

men who are not managers and may never
have had the experience that comes to
the person who has had to run a theatre — •
usually does not meet with the requirements for several reasons.
It must first be remembered that the
country newspapers are issued in nearly
all cases, once a week. In some cases the
editions appear bi-monthly. This, then,
makes the manager's job of laying out
his advertising just a bit more difficult.
Particularly when his program changes
every two days, or if the town requires
it, every day. If he is limited for space,
as he oftentimes is, and he is a progressive sort of chap who believes in doing
justice to the picture he is playing by
properly exploiting it with the use of
mats, he suddenly acquires a headache
when he finds that most of the mats are
too large for a well laid out advertisement. So he eliminates them, much to
his own chagrin and the financial loss of
the accessories department.
The small town manager is not averse
to dressing his ads with pictorial embellishments. He realizes their value and
wants to use them. Biut when he resorts
to the press books and finds no cooperation there for him, he becomes discouraged and uses nothing but the ordinary
program layout, which merely serves to
remind, rather than to attract.
My personal experience is what I know
best and can quote intelligently. During
my own siege as manager and publicity
director of small town theatres, by advertising appropriation had more often
been limited. The money alloted me for
this important item did not permit me to
use more than two columns eight inches
in each of the five weekly newspapers covering the various towns from which these
theatres drew their patronage. In one of
these theatres, the program was changed
Monday, Wednesday and Fridays for a
while until it was found that a four-aweek policy was more expedient and the
program was again changed to Mondays,
(Continued on page 683)
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Qreat Lakes
cArea
turns to
"American"
New Family, Adrian, Michigan
Majestic, Arm Arbor, Michigan
Gardner, Battle Creel{, Michigan
BoNSTELLE Playhouse, Detroit, Mich.
Ferry Field, Detroit, Michigan
Franklin, Detroit, Michigan
Myrtle, Detroit, Michigan
Grande, Daroit, Michigan
State, Flint, Michigan
Braumart, Iron Mountain, Michigan
Lan Will, River Rouge, Michigan
Colonial, RiDcr Rouge, Michigan
Majestic, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Strand, Port Huron, Michigan
M. P., Redford, Michigan
Strand, Sturgis, Michigan
Keith-Albee, Detroit, Michigan
State, Kalamazoo, Michigan
State, Pontiac, Michigan
Owosso, Owosso, Michigan
Cass. Detroit, Michigan
Riviera Annex, Detroit, Michigan
Stair-Shubert, Detroit, Michigan
Dixie, Monroe, Michigan
EjAY, Crystal Falls, Michigan
KiMM2L Bros., Detroit, Michigan
Stocker Amusement Compant,
Detroit. Michigan

Qhairs

J^ationally Organized,
for Sales and Service
Lafayette, Bay City, Michigan
West End, Detroit, Michigan
Buffalo, Buffalo, ?{. T.
Rochester, Bujfalo,
Rochester,
'M.. T.
Cardina,
7\(. T.
New Fry Street, Bu^alo, }■{. T.
Roosevelt, Bujfalo, >J. T.
Riviera, Rochester, ?{. T.
Eastern Theatre Company,
Columbus, Ohio
Clinton, Columbus, Ohio
Capitol, Bellaire, Ohio
Ambassador, Ciet-cland, Ohio
Detroit, Ciei'eland, Ohio
The Hough'79TH St. Theatre
Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Ivanhoe Square, Cla'eland, Ohio
Ritz, Cletieland, Ohio
Tivoli, Ciereland, Ohio
West Park, Cieveknd, Ohio
Plaza, Clereland, Ohio
Columbia, Da>ton, Ohio
Dayton Federation, Da>ton, Ohio
Lincoln, Lal{ewood, Ohio
Butler, Tvjiles, Ohio
Toledo Museum of Art,
Toledo, Ohio
Huss, Cincinnati, Ohio
Keith, Columbus, Ohio
Stambaugh Memorial Auditorium,
Toungstou'n, Ohio
LoEw's, Canton, Ohio
Broadview, Cleveland, Ohio
Palace Theatre Company,
Canton, Ohio
Leroy Theatre Company,
Portsmouth. Ohio

AMERICAN
1 13 W. 40TH

SEAT'ING
COMPANY
. I'o EAST
JACKSON
BLVD.,
CHICAGO
STREET, NEW YORK CITY . 1211-K CHESTNUT STREET. PHILADELPHIA
77-D CANAL
STREET,
BOSTON
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A typical display of scenes from the film and books used in the Cleveland, Public Library.
The tie-up above featured shoivings
of "Monte Crista," the Fox production of the Dumas novel.

Library Cooperation With Film Theatres
LIBRARJY-FIL.M cooperation is still
in its infancy, although much has
been accomplished along this line
and more is being done all the time by
librarians throughout the countr>\
The Cleveland Public Library cooperation began in 1924 with a bookmark
listing books of particular interest in connection with the filmed version of the
Sabatini novel "Scaramouche." I learned
in the local office of the producers of this
film that the Cleveland library bookmark
has been duplicated in every town containing a public library in which the picture was subsequently shown.
Today film bookmarks are almost a
weekly occurrence and the Cleveland
Public Library is now posting a copy of
these bookmarks in every book listed on
the bookmark. This plan connects forever all the books thus listed, making
available the entire list to each person
reading any one book. It also serves to
keep the existence of the filmed version
in the public mind. In the days to come
when moving pictures have become incorporated into our system of education
and Boards of Education compile lists of
"Required Films" as well as lists of "ReReading,"
have an quired
added
value.these bookmarks will
This library-film cooperation which began modestly with a conversation between
the Cleveland Library's newly
publicity representative (this
1924) and a man who knows how
well, M. A. Melaney, publicity

installed
was in
to listen
director

By
Ina Roberts
Publicity Representative,
Cleveland Public Library
for Loew's Cleveland Theatres, has now
grown to rather astonishing proportions
in magnitude and importance.
The plan of procedure in the Cleveland
Library cooperation is as follows : The
publicity office keeps, by means of the
trade papers, a card file of pictures. On
reading that a picture is to be made, the
card is filed and the progress of the making watched. In the meantime the publicity office has notified the Order Department and the heads of divisions carrying
connecting books so that orders may be
placed for extra books needed for cooperation with the film. These orders are
nearly all for books in the non-fiction
class, the exception being the classics that
are filmed ; sometimes as many as 75 extra
copies of a classic are purchased ; because
if its filmed version is to be shown in
Cleveland these copies can be used until
worn out, the demand for classics being
steady and perennial. The foregoing is
the reason why the Cleveland Public Library can so seldom cooperate with films
made from best-sellers ; unless these are
classics this coope^ration would bring a
demand for extra copies of the book that,
if purchased would, in six months or a
year, lie idle on the sihelves.
As soon as production is completed the
publicity office writes (usually to the New

York office of the producers) for one set
of stills and a pressbook. When received,
these are routed to each division of the
Main Library having connecting books
and also to the heads of the Branch,
ments.
Schools, Stations and County departIt may be well to state in passing that
the Cleveland Public Library system consists of a main library, 26 branch libraries, 30 high school libraries, 108 station
libraries (in factories, department stores,
fire engine houses, etc.) and 12 county
libraries. Thus it is that the cooperation
with a film, if approved and begun in
the main library with the first or roadshow run, may follow the picture through
its second and third runs and on to the
outlying districts.

the one set of stills has been
WHEN
routed to all these places the publicity office writes to New York for the
number required. In the case of "Ben
Hur" more than 200 stills were used. For
"The King of Ivings" the various divisions and libraries have ordered a total of
160 stills. These will be used by the
Exhibit Committee for a show-case
and street window exhibits and by the
History, Fiction, Philosophy and Religion, Foreign Literature and Literature
divisions for exhibits and book displays
with stills and posters, also in the branch,
schools, stations and covmty libraries.
When advance publicity men, the local
representatives of producers or the ex-
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hibitors request that a bookmark be issued
and distributed in connection with the
Cleveland showing of a film the matter
is referred byresentativethe
to theLibrar\''s
editorial publicity
office. repThe
first step is to get the film approved for
cooperation and also an O. K. for the
bookmark. This done, each division having connecting books sends these to the
library editor, Mrs. Julia Harron, who
selects from the many books the few appropriate for the bookmark, groups these
with pertinent sub-heads, tops the list
with an apt quotat^'ri and sends the copy,
all ready for the -printer, to the publicity
who adds the "frame" at
representative,
the
end, announcing the film and adding
a courtesy acknowledgement to the theatre paying for the printing. This copy,
duly approved, is then turned over to the
person who has requested the bookmark
with the stipulation that proof be submitted to the library editor.

y also stipulates that since
THEthe librar
bookmarks are distributed in the
libraries of the Clevelaftd system an equal
number myst be distafiGfed in the theatre
showing the film; the Cleveland Library
is always eager to interest those not already using its services.
**J^
The picture when shown in Cleveland
should find library exhibits and displays
installed ; book marks should have been
distributed in theatres and libraries for
a week previous.
The chief drawback to complete cooperation isthe difficulty of securing the
library approval for co-operation far
enough in advance of the Cleveland showing. It is of the utmost importance that
library cooi>eration begin as far as possible in advance of the Cleveland showing. So far as the obtaining of stills and
pi-ess books is concerned, this is a simple
matter for these can be secured, sometimes must be, before the film is approved
for co-operation. With stills and press
books at hand to assist, librarians can se-

Miss Linda A. Eastman, Chief Librarian of
the Cleveland Public Library System.

lect books and pictures combining with
the stills in displays and exhibits. These
displays and exhibits, however, cannot
be put in pfece until the film has been approved. In the case of most of the road
.show films the matter of approval can be
decided frdhi the reviews but with most
other films the pictufe must be seen by
librarians before the approval can be
secured.
The solution of this problem is, of
course, a special screening for library
officials and this the producing company
concerned is always glad to arrange provided the necessary print is available.

Picture

News

During the first run of "Dorothy Vernon>
of Haddon Hall" the public's book interest centered in the life of Mary, Queenof Scots and the reserve orders for these
were heavy; for a year after the film left
Cleveland it was impossible to keep a hisof Queen
Elizabeth on the shelvesof thetory main
library.

A film with a strongly marked travel
interest always causes a demand for the
corresponding books. For a year after
the advent of the filmed version of "Sea
Tracks of the Speejacks" the book was
heavily reserved. The Cleveland Library's
cooperation
with "Ben
Hur" of helped
tocirculate,
in addition
to copies
the novel
This, however, is not always the case ;" itself in seven languages, books on the
library-film co-operation suffers much in
Cleveland because of the delay in seeing
following subjects ; piracy, galleys, charthe film. This delay holds up both the
iots, horses, Roman art, religious art, the
places of the story and the life of Christ.
preparation
and
the
installation
of
exhibits.
"The Black Pirate," "Michael StroIn the matter of stills the cooperation
goff,;' "The Yankee Clipper," "Monte
is well systematized. These arrive
Crieto" all brought a brisk demand for
promptly in response to the request of the coi5iiecting books ; "Beau Geste" on its
first ' run aroused an interest in reading
publicity representative; one company,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, sends me a set matter connected with the Foreign Leof stills on every feature film turned out
gion that still continues.
just as soon, I feel sure, as these reach
the New York ofifice. It would be better
greatly
es cantion
companicoopera
ng -film
produci
still if stills were sent from the studio
THEassist
library
by
just as scJon as ready. A press sheet
making more stills of the kind the lishould always accompany stills if one is
braries can use. These are never the emoavailable ; if not, it should follow the
tional plot stills and the close-ups wanted
stills as soon as possible.
by the newspapers and primarily desired
It may be said in passing that stills are
by the exhibitor for lobby use. Previous
vital in library-film cooperation. It is the to the days of library-film cooperation the
kind of stills desired by librarians were
stills that separate the group of connecting books in displays from the thousands
so Httle useid by newspapers and texof books that line the walls about them ; hibitors that fewer and fewer of them
the stills also serve to attract the attention
were made. Now all this is changed and
of visitors, causing them to stop to look
it would well pay producers to consider
first a the stills, then at the books. Of
the needs of libraries when making stills.
course, the pertinent posters turned out
In the film "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon
Hair' were beautiful views of the exterior
by the library's curator of exhibits, Albert C. Young, contribute their part to the of the historic mansion itself ; no exterior
success of exhibits. Of assistance also
views, however, apf>eared in the stills.
are the newspaper accounts.
The exhibitor who has so far been unable to convince his local library of the
the combined reit is that
CERTAIN
factors is gratifying
sults of these
{Continued o nf<age 690)
to the library and it affects, of course, the
popularity of the film also. Before the
days of library film cooj^eration the presence in Cleveland of any film was not felt
to any great extent in the library outside
of the fiction division where the demand
tor novels that have been filmed has
always been heavy.
But now — library-film cooperation is
luring many readers from the fiction division to the travel and biography books.
l:'>iography circulation in particular is
affected. One reader inquiring for the
life of a famous personage figuring in a
film chiefly historical said that she had
first seen the picture, then read the novel
"and now," she added, "I want to read
tliis man's life." The reading of biography often leads to an interest in the
l^riod featured. In the same way film
displays in the travel and biography division often send to see the film seriousminded readers who would not be interested in the exhibitor's advertising.
Often, too, the interest of the reader
M. W. Freeman,
Librarian
of the Main
moves from the sensational to the serious.
Library, Cleveland Public Library.
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The
Coconut
Grove
Theatre (Paramount)
Coconut Grove, Fla.
and the York Carbon
Dioxide refrigerating
machine dition
used
to conand cool
the
air throughout the
entire house. The
York is quiet and
odorless in operation
and is furnished in a
wide citiesrange
of capa— ■ a size
for
every house.

Don^t Send tine Customers Away Mad/
patrons' physical welfare
that your
SEE
is taken
into account. The most interesting and thrilling picture becomes a
bore if exhibited in an atmosphere heavily
moisture laden and with the thermometer
hovering around ninety!
The

York

air

conditioning

and

cooling

^/"^SMh^r
E ^WXWk.

system is designed to abolish that dread
bugaboo "summer slump." York cooled
theatres make hot weather pay — ^they capitalize on heat. The one illustrated above
is at Coconut Grove, Fla. — down where
hot weather is hot weather, and where a
theatre air-cooling system must be worthy
of its name.

Matftufacturintf
Company
Q

Ic« Making and Refrigerating Machinery Cxelosfvdlsr

York, Peima.
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The balcony promenade is typical of the beauty rreated by redecorating the Criterion Theater, N. Y. Although the seating

The Lincoln Theater, Lincoln, Neb., makes
each film better by means of (J-H Simplicity
Dimmers.
Hamly's Theater, Clinton,
Okla.j with a sealing capacity of 300, ts equipped with
C-H Dimmers. The success

capacity is small, C-H Simpltc
ity Dimmers hare proved a
valuable investment.

of Hamly's proves what
lighting control can do for
any house.

TTiey'llpay to see
good films presented better
WHY
can one theater charge more and still pull bigger
crowds than another, with the same program, on the
same evening? Lighting effects — there lies the outstanding
advantage of one theater over another.

Superiorities of
C-H Simplicity Dimmers
Solid soapstone bases have high heat dispersion and insulating qualities — great continuous load capacity^and they won't burnout*
Contacts on each side of plates allow twice
as many circuits in the same space. Plates can
be taken out by removing one screw. Plates
of any capacity can be substituted — allowing
easy adaptation to all theaters.
Low ratio rack and pinion drive eliminates
play and back-lash. 1 10 distinct steps with no
overlapping of contacts assure flickerless
fading from full brilliancy to black out.
Brushes of Cophite — a non-oxidizing» selflubricating material.

When presented with the aid of C-H Simplicity Dimmers any
program is better. By creating a fitting atmosphere for the picture, an atmosphere which banishes the "cares of every day",
C-H Dimmers assure yourpatrons more restful entertainment.
Simplicity Dimmers can be economically operated and
easily installed in your theater — regardless of its age, size or
decorative scheme. Ask your electrical contractor or architect.
Over 800 theaters have already profited by the pulling power of
C-H Dimmers. All are listed by name ana address in the Booklet "Illumination Control for the Modern Theater" — which also
tells why C-H Dimmers are superior. Write for your copy.

ThePioneer
CUTLER-HAMMER
Mfg. Co.
Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus
1268St. Paul Avenue

CUTLER^m

-

MILWAUKEE,

WISCONSIN

HAMMER

Perfect Illztmination Cordroljbr the ISIodern ^Theater

News
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New and Improved Equipment
A Review of the Latest Developments in Theatre Engineering
For the present the new gate is being
supplied only on new Powers Projectors,
but it is expected that within a short time
it will be available for those who already
have these machines installed. The new
gate will readily fit any Powers 6-A or
6-B mechanism and may be attached in
four or five minutes.
The gate is massive in construction and
so designed that there are two large cooling spaces between three widely spaced
heavy metal shields. The front shield or
bafi^e plate which covers almost the entire
mechanism front is of waffle iron design
which secures ready and rapid radiation
of heat. To the front baffle are attached
completely insulated bakelite finger plates
above and below for the protection of the

/Wm> Powers Gate Assembly

New

IT

Film Gate Assembly
Powers Projectors

for

is not often that the projector manufacturers have occasion to ofifer some-

thing "new." For projectors, unlike automobiles, are not adaptable to a merchandising program which provides a new line
of body colors, a different kind of fabric
for upholstery, and a new fiiaish on the
radiator shell as the sum total of a brand
new model — dated six months ahead of
the calendar.
The projector manufacturers, however,
are not standing pat on their machines.
Continued and continual effort is made to
improve and refine their product, and
wherever experience shows that something different is required to meet any
changing conditions or correct any weakness revealed by continued use, every
effort is put forth to solve the problem.
The International Propector Corporation, as a result of over two years of research and testing by the engineering department, has perfected a new film gate
assembly with lower fire shield for the
Powers Projector. This important improvement supplies a demand which has
resulted from the rapidly growing use of
the reflector lamp, the high intensity and
other illuminants with extremely high
candle power and corresponding increase
of heat.
The new Powers film gate assembly
provides protection against overheating
and ignition of the film, in addition to
affording the projectionist absolute protection against burns and other discomforts due to handling heated parts of the
mechanism. Moreover, the tension is -reduced to a minimum without interfering
with the steady showing of the film on
the screen.

projectionist's
fingers in
andthethisconstruction
feature is
carried still further
and design of the latch gate itself. On
this front baffle is mounted the automatic
fire shutter, an accurately balanced sheet
steel curtain having great thickness which
closes and opens at a projection speed of
approximately forty^ve to fifty film feet
i:>er mniute. The eye shield, which is of
new design, is part of the front plate and
may be readily removed by simply lifting it from its supporting spindle. Back
of this front baffle is another heat dissipating unit and between the two a cooling
flow of air is assured at all times. To
this second plate is attached the gate latch
and gate latch spring which, also carries
the upper film guide roller, the upper fire
shield and the pad to which are attached
the pressure pads and their respective tension springs. All parts normally exposed
to heat are thoroughly protected from the
direct light rays which would tend to render them inoperative. The old lower fire
shield assembly has been discontinued
and in its place a new device having a
positive lock has been attached.
With the new film gate assembly it will
no longer be necessary to hold the film
in place when closing the gate. The gate
may be repeatedly opened and closed
while the film is being projected, each

nection with both the screw and flush types
of receptacles. With the former the Hood
Holder is clamped to the face of the sign
surface by means of the screw socket,
whereas with the flush type socket it is
fastened to the surface with the two
screws which hold the receptacle. The
liood Holder has a quarter-turn thread
which securely holds the Color Hood.
The advantages of this Hood Holder
are : The lamp is protected from dust and
dirt, and the matter of cleaning is thereby
simplified. Furthermore, the Hood
Holder prevents the white light from
escaping through the end of the Hood.
Color Hoods are furnished in six standard
: Ruby,
ber,colors
Blue and
Opal;Green, Canary, Am-

Interchangeable
Parts Used
Burglary Chest

in

is a lean day's news as related by
ITnewspapers
throughodt the country

that does not yield at least one story about
a robbery or hold-up, and the theatre is
becoming increasingly prominent as the
victim of some bold and usually cunning
job of this outlaw craft.
For reasons quite obvious the theatre is
selected as one of the most desirable fields
for the operations of bandits and burglars. For one thing there is usually a
good prize in the coin of the ealm for
the looter to obtain if successful. For another the distinctly public character of
the theatre allows the crook to carefully
observe the "lay of the land'' before completing his plans of operation, and robberies of the kind which take place in
theatres are no haphazard affair. As
proof of this we have the records of theatre robberies showing that there are
more hold-up attempts following a holiday— during which, of course, the theatre
( Conf'nuicd on par/c 686)

time the gate is closed the film will automatically be placed where it properly be-

A

New

longs.

Development in Hoods
for Color Lighting

''PHE
Reynolds
Electric
Company,
* manufacturers
of
Color
Hoods,
Flashers
for electric signs, etc., have
just ketplaced
on the called
mara new device
a Color Hood Holder, to
be used in connection
with RECO
Color
Hoods..
The Holder is made of
noncorrosive metal, and
is made to be used in con-

York Burglary Chest in York Fire Resisting

_,^_

Safe _,,
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Five Vital Features
of the New Brenkert C-14

1 Specially designed arc burner allows per♦ feet control of the light source. The special
rack and pinion assure steady precise feeding.
A perfect, clear cut spot is maintained for the
entire length of the carbon turn.
2

Counter balanced lamp house allows per♦ feet control of the light beam. This counterbalancing mechanism makes it unnecessary to
lamp the lamp house so that it is always free
to be moved in any position.
3

Double lens equipment gives spot or flood
♦ instantly. Each lens is selected to give
finest results. A brilliant flood or a clean cut
spot may be had at the twist of your wrist.
4

Flame shield eliminates false images giv♦ ing a perfectly round, sharply defined disc
of light. No tail flame, no double image effect

These five vital features of the New Brenkert C-14 give to the
theatre a type of projection service that has never before been
possible. The machines are designed and manufactured according to Brenkert standards of quality which have always
represented the highest attainable. For complete information
regarding Brenkert products just write

color
. y Each
sure acolor
Quick, d^n
5 ♦ dicate
the is'inconbelow^
directl
chartcontrol
trol^handle.'^ A press of the trigger on the handle
puts^the desired color in position instantly.

Brenkert Light Projection Co.
7348 St. Aubin Ave.

Quality
Products

v^^^

Detroit, Mich.

/'/...^^

PROJECTORS

*"** EFFECT

Dlatrihuted in the United State*

uGhrm^JGDEVICES

by National Theatre Supply Company

and in Canada

by Motion Picture Supply D«aler§
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Locating the Projection Room Ports
Proper

Placement Will Save Projectionist Many Needless

simplest things in conONE of the
nection with the design of theatre
projection rooms is the location of
the projection ports which permit the passage of the light beams from the various
projectors to the stage and screen. Probably this is the reason why the job frequently isso messed up as to pactically
exclude certain pieces of equipment from
theatres even when "allowances" for future, ifnot for present, installations have
been made by providing what was thought
to be required in the way of ports.
The sensible location of such openings
in the front wall of the projection room
is a simple thing in itself. Yet, it requires aknowledge of quite a few factors
having to do with the practical side of
projection, in addition to knowing in advance just what will be required in the
way of such projection equipment as motion picture projectors, stereopticon lanterns, spotlamps, and effect machines.
The placement, with relation to each
other, of the various pieces of equipment
in the projection room in a fair sized theatre is not entirely a matter of guesswork
and, indeed, should be carefully studied
before the equipment has been bought,
much less before the projection ports
have been cut.
The projection room is to the theatre
what the humble kitchen is to the home
and it is, therefore, just as essential to
save the projectionist many needless and
weary steps as it is to conserve the energy
of the housewife, if the much advertised
claims of the kitchen cabinet manufacturers are to go unchallenged.
Experience, acquired over no small
number of years' indicates that there are
but a limited number of ways in which
the projection room equipment can be
placed to insure all-round satisfactory results.
Where seven or eight projectors, including the now commonly used dissolving stereopticon, spotlamps and effect projectors are used, it is commonly the practice to place the motion picture projectors (now usually three in number) in
the center of the room, with relation to
the front wall, so that the middle projector (in a three machine installation) will
be in line with the centerline of the screen.
If this is done, serious distortion of
the screen picture is avoided and the
screen, furthermore, will reflect its incident light more equally over the seating
area instead of favoring a certain section
of tthe theatre interior.
With the picture projectors so located,
the spotlamps, placed in a single group,
may then be located either to the right
or left of the projectors, whichever position is deemed best by the projectionists.
The dissolving stereopticon lantern and
effect projector, forming the third group.
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FIGURE I
Diagram showing placement of projector booth units and ports placed in proper relation to
each other.

are then placed on the remaining openo'
^side of the picture machines.
If this arrangement is adhered to, and
it commonly is, then the three distinct
groups of projectors are kept separated
and yet close enough together so that
needless cross-paths are avoided as the
projectionist successively performs his
various duties.
The arrangement of the portholes in
accordance with the plan just described
would appear as in Fig. i, which is
offered as a working sketch. In this figure, the view is toward the stage or screen
and the spotlamps are shown as being to
the right of the picture projectors, while
the slide and effect machines occupy the
position to the left.
An alternate arrangement, of course,
would be to switch the positions of the
spotlamps and effect machines if such a
change favored other conditions.
A subject of much argtmient is that of
the proper size of the various portholes
for passing the light beams from the various projectors. The ''proper" size of the
ports could be defined, probably, as the
smallest size opening required for fully
satisfactory results.
The dimensions given in Fig. i have
been found to be practicable under normal conditions and are commonly adhered
to wherever care has been exercised in
the layout of projection rooms. Portholes
should never be larger than absolutely
necessary, but considerable caution is required when endeavoring to ascertain
just what is "absolutely necessary."
With the exception of those ports for
the effect projector and stereopticon lantern, the size of the remaining portholes
can be accepted without question. It is
quite likely, however, that the near future
will see developments which will call for

much smaller ports for the effect projector and stereopticon lantern, and it is not
at all unlikely that even the size of the
spotlamp ports, too, will be reduced in
size as a result of the construction of
newer types of lamps.
Indeed, it appears as though the day is
nolt far off when the largest port opening
required will measure i6 inches, if not I2
inches, square.
With the equipment as at present available, however, the dimensions as given in
Fig. I should be adhered to.

Hooked Radio to Vitaphone
to Furnish Fight Returns
An experiment in which the Vitaphone
equipment of the Liberty theatre in New
Kensington, Pa., was put to novel use
was recently completed with notable success. The management of the Liberty provided patrons of the house with an excellent reception of the ringside account of
the Dempsey-Sharkey fight by means of
a radio hook-up with the loud speaker system used in connection with Vitaphone.
Russell C. Roshon, publicity director of
the Columbus Amusement Company, operating the theatre, states in a report of
the event to this department that owing
to uncertainty as to the outcome of the
experiment there was little advance advertising used in connection with it.
A radio receiving set embodying all the
latest improvements received the returns
from the fight and they in turn were
amplified by the powerful instruments of
the Vitaphone. The Liberty management
had the cooperation of a local radio firm,
and the installation and operation of the
radio-Vitaphone presentation was handled
by an expert supplied by this company.
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WARD LEONARD Vitrohm Theatre
Dimmers control lighting completely,
easily, and accurately.
The more than 35 years of manufacturing experience back of Vitrohm
Dimmers contribute in no small measure
to their many superior features.

That Ward Leonard is constantly looking ahead to anticipate every lighting
control need of the Theatre Industry is
assured by constant research and an
honest endeavor to make each installation
of Vitrohm Dimmers an example of Ward
Leonard craftsmanship and engineering.

Ward Leonar4nrectric Company
4^ectri(

P I c t It y c
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Uniformed Staffs Pass in Review

'T^HE staff of the Roxy Theatre, one of the best
trained and uniformed service organizations
catering to theatregoers. The uniforms consist of
black trousers and zvhite jackets, imth black lapels
and cuffs. Doormen wear tailed jackets and zvhite
visored caps of a military style. White gloves are
worn by all members of the uniformed staff.

\/^ARGARET MORGAN, Zora Moral and
Susan McLeoud, three of the star usherettes
of the Eastman Theatre, Rochester, po^e for The
Showman in their summer uniforms. House Manager 0'Neil's staff at the Eastman is zvidcly noted
for the courtesy and efficiency of its members. The
costum,es represent a tasteful selection fitting the
season and the style of the theatre.

^'pUBLIX
SERVICE!"
forms zvorn
by the ushersIllustrating
in theatrestheof unithe
Publix circuit, the combined staffs of the Rivoli
and Rialto Theatres in New York, -are shozvn
belozv. It is a decidedly dressy uniform giving an
appearance that matclws in smartness the bearvng
of the splendidly trained young men picked to serve
on tlie staffs of tlw Publix houses.

M

T^/Z/i Hour staff of the Metropolitan Theatre,
^ IVasliington, D. C, operated by the StaiileyCrandall Company. Uniforms consists of black
Palm Beach coat, cut tuxedo style, braided zvith
zvhite and with zvJiite epaulettes ; "white duck
trousers and white shoes; white shirt and black
bow tie. This is the standardised summer uniform
of the Stanley-Crandall company, in use in all
theatres of the circuit.

'T^HE atmospheric costume for usherettes in the
Theatre, San Antonio.
It is most fitting that
in a theatre which carries out in every detail of
arcMtecture and ornamentation the Aztec art the
usherettes should be garbed in costumes of the type
worn by the members of the staff shourn in the
photo on the left.

'T^HE service staff at Loew's Theatre, Canton.
Ohio, is shozvn in the photo below. This
theatre, which is of the atmospheric type, is one of
the leading picture playhouses of the Loew organisation in Ohio. It is one of the newest in that
group and its operation under Manager Russell
Bovim provides patrons with the highest type of
service on the part of the floor staff.
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or
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Interior of the new Walt Whitman Theatre,
Camden, N. J. Mr. W. H. Lee, Architect.

A COMFORTABLE SEAT AT
THE WALT WHITMAN!

\/fESSRS. Schindler and Varbalow, practical an4 long experienced showmen, wanted a theatre chair of unusual beauty and comfort for their
new Walt Whitman Theatre at Camden, N. J.
They selected OC 417, one of the best selling chairs in the Hey woodWakefield line. This good-looking chair, with its deep spring seat and
restfuUy pitched back, provides that extra comfort to the patron which
means extra profit at the box office.
Perhaps we can help you to select the proper, profitable seat for your
theatre.
We shall be glad to offer suggestions or draw up seating plans
and recommendations without cost or obligation on your part. Just drop
a line to the nearest Heywood- Wakefield sales office.

A

PUBLIC SEATING
Baltimore, Maryland
Boston, Massachusetts
Buffalo, New York
Chicago, Illinois
Detroit, Michigan
Kansas City, Missouri

DIVISION SALES OFHCES

113 West Conway St.
Los Angeles, California
174 Portland St.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Wells and Carroll Sts.
New York, New York
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
439 Railway Exchange Bldg.
Portland, Oregon
404 Film Exchange Bldg.
1310 West 8th St.
St. Louis, Missouri
San Francisco, California
737 Howard St.

801 East 7th St.
357 Loeb Arcade
516 West 34th St.
244 South 5th St.
148 North 10th St.
6th and O'Fallon Sts.
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Improve your projection
— and save money
^

For small or medium size theatres, editing rooms, scoring
rooms, churches, schools or any place where the "throw"
does not exceed 120 feet, incandescent lamp projection
gives entirely satisfactory results at a saving of about
fifty per cent on operating costs.
Incandescent lamp projection is steady — the intensity of
illumination on the screen is uniform — there are no
flickers or shadows. No adjustment is required during
the period of operation; the projectionist can give his entire
cttention to the screen and film in the projector.
Like all other tpyes of light sources, to obtain the
best results it is important that proper installation be made.

*Through Mazda service the
achievements of world-wide research and experiment in the
laboratories of General Electric
are given exclusively to lamp
manufacturers entitled to use
the name Mazda.

EDISON

We will gladly inspect your theatre and advise you
whether or not incandescent lamp projection is adaptable
to it. Our services are free and give you the benefit of
MAZDA service.* Just write to the Edison Lamp Works of
General Electric Company, Harrison, N. J.

MAZDA

GENERAL

LAMPS
ELECTRIC

News
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Press Books O. K., But What
About the Little Fellow
(Continued from page 669)

Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
It can be readily appreciated that with
such changes of pohcies, the space alloted
to each picture in the advertising cokmins
of my weekly newspapers was worse than
inadequate, and my appropriation was
not flexible enough to allow for an increase in space. Where a manager is so
limited, and there are doubtless thousands
of them throughout the country, there
can be seen the dire importance and necessity of the absolute cooperation and
thought required by those who are the
makers of one of the greatest helps to
the exhibitor.
There are only two organizations to my
knowledge who have realized this need
and met it with small, picturesque slugs
which may be used in such an emergency.
Give a thought to the little fellow. He
wants to use your press book, perhaps
more than even you want him to use it.
Your ideas are good but they cost too
much. Put yourself in his place — remember that his main battle is keeping expenses down — and govern your ideas accordingly. Ifthis is done, the acme of
press book perfection will be realized and
the ideal press book will be evolved.

The Value

of Good

tarian type of units, comliining cast iron
trolley poles and brackets on which are
mounted the ornamental lighting units.
Finally, the less costly types of fixtures,
and incidentally less ornamental, include
what are known as center span units —
mounted over the center of the street,
and certain types of pendant units suspended from mast arms. All of these
various types have been designed along
scientific lines to give a certain definite
result — a certain type of light distribution.
Of course, street lighting costs money.
We are interested in seeing that the taxpayer gets the most value per dollar spent.
You will find in this connection that a
fewer number of high power lamps will
he more economical and will give a better

illuminating effect than a large number
of low power lamps, even though there
be the same total installed candlepower.
This is true because of the higher efficiency of the larger lamps (they consume
less energy p>er candlepower), because of
the lower maintenance charges, and because of the better use of the road surface as a secondary light source.
This subject of street lighting is one
in which theatre managers should be
vitally interested. Their box office
receipts will sihow the result of their
activity for better street lighting. You
may say that some rival theatre manager
may benefit also because of your activity.
That may be true. But you may be sure
that neither of you will Itenefit under poor
street lighting.

'no theatrecanbewttUoutone
of any size
LO.DavIs Gen.M^r,

Street

Lighting to the Theatre
{Continued from page 665)

values." Of course, the essential reason
for street lighting is that of protection —
protection of property and protection of
traffic. Therefore, the absolute minimum
value would be determined by this need
of protection. But there is another phase
that enters, too — that of advertising.
Cities and business men have learned by
experience that street lighting is a powerful advertising medium. It is something
on which they can capitalize; it is an investment that brings returns every single
day of the year, winter and summer,
spring and fall. The minimum values
given in the table above, allow for a certain amount of extra light for advertising
jmrposes. The maximum values, of
course, will depend upon local conditions
— the status of surrounding towns — the
degree of inter-city rivalry, the amount
of inter-zone rivalry within the city, etc.
Just as there are theatres of all sizes
and varieties to satisfy human wants, so
are there street lighting fixtures to suit
any particular requiremens and any sized
city purse. There are the large two — or
three — unit ornamnetal standards such as
are used in Saratoga, Los Angeles, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco, Detroit, Augusta, Chicago, etc. ; the single unit ornamental poles of the various designs and
heights which are so common in the majority of our larger cities. The above
poles may be classed as purely ornamental. Then, there are the more utili-

V

""V9

■for „* tat.

Over 40,000 Users

THEATRE V^

C^'

(0_^/

Brandt Automatic
Cashier
Department C, Watertown,

(^^^^l^

Wiih the Subtracting Ke/board
Sold Direct
to users

Co.,
Wis.

Not sold through dealers

Please place with us on Tlilrty Days' FREE Trial your
Brandt Automatic Cashier. It Is, of course, understood
that we can return It, as we accept the trial without obligation or ej [tense.
Please check whether used on the D RIGHT or O IiEFT
side of the box office.

Firm Name
Individual
City

. .
State.

30 Days Trial
FREE
MAIL
Coupon
NOW
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Bringing

Them
Into Town
Outlying Districts

g busiingenious way of bringin
ness from the outlying districts to
theatres located in the cities and
larger sized towns was demonstrated,
profitably for both parties to the co-operative arrangement, during the past winter
by Laurence J. Carkey, at present manager of the Utica District of the Schine
Theatrical Enterprises in Northern New
York state.
At the time he executed the idea in
which a bus company worked hand-inhand with a picture theatre, Mr. Carkey
AN

Among

From

was manager of the Avon theatre in
Watertown and district manager of the
northern district of the Schine Company.
Of the many effective exploitation methods and promotion ideas Carkey executed
at the period of his career, a career, by
the way, which is marked by many splendid achievements in showmanship, the
motor bus tie-up ranked ace hgh among
them, and it brought considerable business to the Avon theatre in Watertown.
The tie-up was made with the Colonial
Coach lines, Inc., following a conference

the World' s Finest

THE

MOSQUE. Newark, New Jersey
A Stanley Fabian Theatre
Draperies, stage furnishings, scenery and rigging by Landish Studios, Inc.

Work conceived and executed in many leading ttieatres
has built for the Landish Studios, Inc., a position of
preeminence. For original ideas and assurance of the
most satisfactory results for the stage of your new
theatre, secure the services of>^

Landish Studios, inc.
40 AMES

STREET

the

RUTHERFORD,

N. J.

Picture

X c iv s

between Mr. Carkey and Frank Phelan,
general manager, and Allen Brady, field
manager, of the bus lines. The Colonial
company maintains general offices in
Watertown and operates several lines
through the smaller towns in that district
of New York.
"I hit upon the plan as the most workable solution of the problem then facing
the Avon theatre, which was that, owing
to heavy snows and the condition of the
roads, people in towns outside Watertown
were not using their own automobiles,
with the result that the transient trade
from these outlying points came to an
almost dead stop," Mr. 'Carkey told a
representative of The Showman.
"Naturally with the loss or absences of
these transients the theatre business was
badly hit, and it became apparent that
something must be done to bring into
Watertown the visitors whose patronage
was so important to the prosperity of the
theatre and the merchants of the town as
well.
"I called on the officials of the Colonial
Coach Lines and stated my proposition
to them. Both Mr. Whalen and Mr.
Brady were interested in the project and
entered into the tie-up with the theatre,
which later proved profitable to both.
We directed our efiforts toward bringing
into Watertown trade from a radius of
25 miles of the city.
"We immediately formulated plans to
start regular excursion trips, which would
leave villages and town within a 25 mile
radius, every Thursday and Sunday
night.
"Special representatives were assigned
to each of the towns and it was their duty
to look after our interests at their respective places. The representatives received
a commission on the number of people
that were carried to Watertown on the
])usses. Six such routes were laid out
and within a short time the plan was
working
in a manner most gratifying to
us.
"The bus fare paid by the patron for
these excursions included the price of
admission to the theatre. This plan thus
saved considerable congestion at the box
office, due to the arrival of people in bus
load lots. Following the performance
the patrons were transported back to their
home towns.
"The experience in this case was so
satis factor)- that I believe a co-operative
arrangement of this kind between a theatre, located as is the Avon in Watertown,
and the transportation company offers
possibilities that might profitably be applied on a much wider scale than is now
Mr. Carkey has been connected with
attempted."
the
Schine company for five years and
during that time has had the distinction
of opening over twenty theatres for the
concern. Some of the big houses operated by the Schines and which were
opened by Mr. Carkey are the Liberty at
Herkimer, the Rialto at Little Falls, the
Avon and Olympic at Watertown.
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OuY Creed:
i(

To exemplify in our daily contacts with
those whom we are privileged to serve ^ that
age-old business doctrine: ^He profits Most
Who Serves Best/^^
TV National Theatre Supply Company is organized,
■^ ^ equipped and peculiarly fitted by personnel to
serve those in the theatre industry who likewise practice
the doctrine of better service in the conduct of their businesses and profit thereby.
We serve in every capacity wherein the furnishing and
maintenance of theatre equipment is concerned — in every
emergency affecting the service of our patron's interests.
Working conscientiously, day and night, from 31 vantage
points throughout the United States and with full regard
for the responsibility which we assume in

Serving and Servicing the American Theatre Industry
3

^

^J^tional QBieatre Supply "Company
i^[_^=S^

M 0 t i (> II
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Solves Parking Problem by
Arrangement With Garage
Solving the automobile parking problem of the patrons of three downtown
Wilmer & Vincent theatres, located close
together in the business section of Harrisburg, C. Floyd Hopkins, head of the company's theatres in that city, has entered
into an arrangement with a large garage,
nearby, known as the Downtown Garage,
at Fourth and Chestnut streets, which
gives persons attending any one of the
theatres the opportunity to store their
cars indefinitely during the periods of
performances. Previously the theatre patrons had much difficulty finding park-

ing space, having often to leave their cars
three or four blocks from a theatre and
walk to the show, after a tedious hunt
for parking space.
Under the new arrangement patrons
know they are sure of space in the garage
where provision also is made to sell them
tickets to one of the three theatres — the
Colonial, Victoria, and State — at current
box office rates.
The plans was announced in newspaper
advertisements and in notices on the
screens which state:
"Owing to the difficulty our patrons
have in finding parking space Wilmer &
Vincent's State, Colonial and Victoria
theatres have arranged with the Down-

■*■ and
thatdimes
you
yHOSE dollars
nickels,
take in today are a lure
that the burglar cannot
resist. Today and tomorrow, cash is coining
in — what are you doing
to protect it?

YOUR
Cashl
•hut for
how long? z

Before you can deposit your cash in the bank — that's when
chances of losing it are greatest.

your

For over forty years York has built vaults for the country's finest
banks. In this Burglary Chest it has built the experience of these
years, the knowledge of its craftsmen.

and

Principal Office, York, Pa.
Tampa
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
St. Iionis
Cleveland
New Haven

town Garage to properly house your cars
while you are in the theatre. The service
is free up until 6 o'clock in the evening,
and costs you only 25 cents for four
hours after 6 o'clock. For your convenience yon may drive direct to the
Downtown Garage and purchase tickets
there at the regular box office prices.

Interchangeable Parts Used
in Burglary Chest
(Continued from page 675)

proof of this we have the records of theatre robberies showing that there are
more hold-up attempts following a holiday— during which, of course, the theatre
chest contains receipts for two or more
days owing to the closing of banks — than
at any other time.
H the theatre man has not adequate
protedtion for the safe storing of liis receipts he is courting a situation which
may cost him the entire returns for one,
two or even three days — as holidays falling on a Monday cause the holding in the
theatre of ithe box office take for Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
One of the newest developments in
thief-proof safes is the York Round
Door Burglary Qiedt in a regular York
Fire-Resisting Safe, which gives the
added protection against loss by fire of
valuable books and papers.
One of the leading features of this
York safe is the standardization of parts,
which are interchangeable. New parts
can be obtained and are easily installed,
as every working part of the chest is of
simple design and operation. This factor
is an important one working for economy
in the event that attempted raids on the
chest result in breakage of tlie handle or
other parts.
Another feature of the York Chest is
the simple adjustment of the crane hinge,
supporting the door of the chest. Should
this be out of line either because of an
attack on ithe chest or other cause, it may
be quickly straightened by adjusting the
nut at the top of the hinge, whereas
hinges held' in alignment with babbitt
metal must be adjusted at the factory,

New

Theatre

Building

Projects
ARKANSAS

York Safe and Lock Company
Factory
Chicago
Philadelphia
Seattle

X e zv s

necessitating costly shipments and delays. Even if the combination dial should
be knocked ofif, the safe may still be
opened. An exclusive feature of the
York Chest is the combination adjustment, under Ithe regular dial, so that the
chest may be opened with the regular
combination even under these conditions.

PREY
for every
hold-up
man,
burglar
and bandit,
most
Motion
Picture
Theatres
today
are vulnerable
and weak.
Can you afford to stand idly by and
watch your hard earned dollars be stolen?

Now York
Baltimore
Boston

Picture

Houston
Washington
Los Angeles

Eldorado — Owner, Arkansas Amuse. Ent ,
Inc. Arch., E. M. Kolben. Plans have been
drawn up for thea. bldg., SI x 140, to be erected
on East Cedar St. Seating capacity, 1200. To
be completed by fall.
(Continued

on page 688)
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QUILNA
THEATRE
LIMA. OHIO.

CAPITOL
THEATRE
DELPHOS.OHIO.
STAR THEATRE

MUNCIEJWD.

MAJESTIC
THEATRE
ATHENS.OHIO.
LIBERTY THEATRE

ORGAN

RAVENNA, OH 10.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

effects of a full two-manual orchestral pipe organ
from ordinary 88-note piano rolls that you can purchase anywhere. The Page name-plate on an organ
or player is insurance of quality craftsmanship. Write
for details without obligation.

PAGE

LYRIC THEATRE
LIMA, OHIO.

GEM THEATRE

COMPANY

NEWARK,OHI0.

521 N. Jackson Street
Lima, Ohio

RIVOLI THEATRE

RAC'"
GRAND GRAND

ST.MARYS,

KOKOMO.

IND,

i\GE

DOVER,

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

BARBERTON.

PARAMOL^NT

OHIO.

THEATRE

KOKOMO,

IND.

/P

THEATRE
FHDEEATfON THEATRE RONDO
BARBERT0N,OHIO.
DAYTON,

OHIO

RITZ THEATRE
COLUMBUS.OHIO.

STATE THEATRE
FR^NRUN THEATRE
ALr-ENTOWN.

BROWNS

LIMA,OHIO.

PA.

STOCKING A¥E;Tm{

GRAND

RAPlt>5,~MlCH.

STATE THEATRE
FAIRMOl^T, MIMN.

PASADENA

THEATPJ

RGANS

PARK THEATRE

YORK

OHIO.

is
a Unit
Orchestral
Page
Model
MX- 4
Organ
and With
Player
combined.
two rolls and two
manuals, it can b«
played by hand or
by roll.
The last
word
in theatre
organs.

OHIO.

LIBERTY THEATRE

ROYAL GRAND THEATRE
MARION.
LVT- !XTD.
OHIO THEATRE

NEW

"
"*"
THEATRE

HATRE
ISIS THEATRE

EMPIRE THEATRE

1c

LEES THEATRE

masterpieces of excellence. They solve the problem
of the best music at low cost, giving all the superb

THE

WESTMi;NSTER,MD.

STRAND THEATRE

THEATRES throughout the country have installed
Page Unit Orchestral Organs, because of marvelous tonal quality, instantaneous response and dependable performance. Page Organ Players, built
with the same fine materials, are also acclaimed as

DETROIT.

iV^ICri.
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New

Theatre Building
Projects

(Continued from page 686)
CALIFORNIA
El Centro — West Coast Theatres will erect a
thea. costing $250,000. Arch. J. P. Perrine of
Los Angeles.
Long Beach — Owner, All States Bldg Corp.
Contract awarded to Wilson & Bever for construction of 14-story thea., office & apt. bldg.
Cost $400,000. Location, Seaside Blvd. & Atlantic Ave.
Newport — Owner, Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood.
Contract let to Solomon Carr of Long Beach.
Thea., stores (2) and dance hall. Cost $15,000.
Oakland — Architect,
Win.
H. Weeks,
Ray

Bldg., Oakland. Thea. costing $65,000. Location, Hopkins St. & 38th Ave.
Redondo Beach — Owners, Beach Theatres,
Inc. Two-story thea., stores (2) and office
(14) bldg., seating 1510. 89 x 185, Spanish
Renaissance architecture, reinf. concrete constr.,
stucco and art stone exterior, marble lobby and
foyer floors, structural steel, heating and ventilating system. Cost $250,000. Noted July
1st.
San Bernardino — West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
plan $500,000 thea. bldg. at Arrowhead Ave. &
D St. Seating capacity, 2200.
San Francisco — Owner, A. C. Franklin.
Arch. Morrow & Morrow, De Young bldg.
Plans being prepared for thea. and store bldg.
Cost $70,000. Location, 24th & Noe Sts.
IDAHO
Pocatello — Owners,
Location, North
Main

Main
St.

St. Invest.
Co.
Three-story thea..

(5)

and

apt. bldg.

114

N e zv s
x 140.

Cost,

ILLINOIS

$250,000.
Lake Forest — Thea., store and apt. bldg. Location, Westminster Ave. & Bank Lane. Owner,
Vincent Quarta. Seating capacity, 850. Cost,
Lombard — Owners, Lombard Realty Co.
$250,000.
Thea., stores ^6) and apt. OO) bldg., brick and
terra cotta. Architect, R. G. Wolff. Location,
Main & Parkside. Seating capacity, 1400.
Cost, $300,000.
INDIANA
Anderson — Construction started on thea. and
store room bldg., costing $50,000. Location,
23rd St. & Columbus Ave. 67 x 115. Seating
capacity, 700.
Indianapolis— Owners, Oscar Markum & Son.
Architect, George V. Bedell. Contractor, B. A.
Branson. Thea. and storeroom (2) bldg., 60 x
130, brick, steel and concrete trimmed with Indiana limestone. Refrigerating ventillating system. Cost, $65,000.
Seating capacity, 800.
Sullivan — Owner, Donald Booker. Seating
capacity, 300. Name: Majestic. To open in
Sept.
Troy — Contracts let for thea. bldg. Owners,
Troy Amuse. Co.
Cost, $75,000.

No room
for doubt

MARYLAND
Brooklyn — Plans have been filed for a thea.
costing $18,000.
Location, Annapolis Blvd.
Cumberland — Contractor, John I. Vandergrift. Thea. and store (2) bldg., 40 x 90.
Seating capacity, 500. Colored patronage.
Name : Howard. Location, North Mechanic

THERE is a wide variation of opinions as to the
relative merits of different makes ofalmost
any item of theatre equipment. But there is one
item on which all opinions agree.
Performance records have proven the supremacy
of Peter Clark stage rigging and equipment to the
satisfaction of every discriminating buyer.
That is why this equipment is found in the Publix,
Balaban & Katz, Keith-Albee, Stanley, Loew, Fox,
Orpheum and Comerford circuits and the Roxy,
New York Capitol, Grauman's, Ziegfeld's, Eastman's, Shea's, and in practically every other
important theatre in the country.
Peter Clark stage rigging, counter-weight system
and equipment have been the accepted standard
for the last quarter century and more recently,
Peter Clark organ console and orchestra lifts have
also reached that pinnacle.
To have Peter Clark equipment installed in your
house is to guarantee complete satisfaction in
operation and maximum longevity.

Peter Clark, Inc^
534 West 30th St.

stores

Picture

New York City

MICHIGAN
St.
Birmingham — Ovvners, Briggs Development
Co. of Detroit. Contractor, Pryale Constr. Co.
of Pontiac. Thea. and stores (11) bldg., fireproof constr., steel, concrete, tile and brick.
Seating capacity, 1400. To be completed by
Nov. 15th.
Brighimoor — Thea., store (4) and office (14)
bldg., costing |500,000. Name: Kunsky-Redford. Location, Lahser Ave. To be completed
about Dec. 1st.
NEW JERSEY
Bogota — Owners, Queen Anne Thea., Inc.
Contract let to Heller Constr. Co. of Newark.
Two-story thea., stores, offices and apts. bldg.,
front will be tapestry brick. Seating capacity,
1400.
Cost, $500,000.
Site, Queen Ann Ave.
Iselin — Owner, Sebaste Linole. Cost, $40,981. Site, Oak Tree Rd. & Correja Ave.
Newark — Owners, Stanley - Fabian Corp.
Arch. Wm. E. Lehmann. Seating capacity,
2000.
Site, Lyons Ave. & Qinton Place.
Trenton — Owners, Chas. C. Hildinger and
associates. Thea. bldg., 100 x 300. Location,
Brunswick Ave., near Cherry St. Seating capacity, —1200. Owners, C. B. M. Realty Corp.
Trenton
Cost, $400,000.
Location, North Warren St.
NEW

YORK

Buffalo — Owner, John Schaaf. Arch., Henry
Spann. Two-story thea., store (12), office (12)
bldg., terra cotta front, brick and steel frames,
fireproof. Seating capacity, 1800. Cost, $200,000.
Corp. Location, 2153-73 Baily Ave. To be completed in Dec. Leased to Stanley-Mark-Strand
Mt. Kisco — Owner, Robert K. Kyle. Seating
capacity, 1200. Cost $200,000. Location, Maple
Ave. & South St.
New York City — Owners, Cortlandt and
West St. Corp. Two-story thea. bldg., 106.6 x
194.5. Arch., Gronenberg & Leuchtag. Location, 81-85 Cortlandt St., 164 & 166 Washington
St. & 109-13, West St.
Richmoiui Hill — Owners, B. S. Moss interests. Seating capacity 2800. Name : Putnam.
Site, Myrtle Ave. & 116th St. Ao open in Nov.
OHIO
Auburndale — Owners, Toledo Theatres &
Realty Co. Arch., Mills, Rhines, Bellman &
NordiioflF. Thea., storeroom (16), apt. (30)
and office (7) bldg., 3 stories, 36625^x3621.4.
Cost, $750,000. Seating capacity, 2000. Name:
Auburn.
Location, Ottawa Dr. & Monroe St.
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The Syncrovertor Will Reduce Your Current
Cost of Projection Fully 25%
O

NE of the many satisfied users of the Liberty Ssmcrovertor writes:
"The Liberty Syncrovertor is a little giant, so small and simple, yet
powerful and dependable, and it needs so little attention in return
for service it gives, that one is inclined to almost forget its presence
in the projection room." Thus writes the Thurston Theatre in
Rochester who have been using the Syncrovertor for over eighteen
months.

Motion picture theatre owners — present and prospective extending from one end of the
country to the other, are being attracted by the revolutionary step in current conversion
methods as demonstrated in the Liberty Syncrovertor.
This highly efficient device consists of a transformer, a motor, a commutator, a switchboard control panel, all assembled in one unit or with separate control panel. The actual
rectification is done at the commutator — not within the motor.
The transformer of the Syncrovertor is the machine's own emergency unit. If the motor
ceased to function, the transformer would furnish A. C. current of the proper voltage
to the arc.
;
Write us and let us tell you how you can save 25% in the cost of your projection.

LIBERTY ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Stamford, Conn.

"A Better Method
Distributed

of Rectification"

by The National

Theatre

Supply

Co.

LIBMAN-SPANJER
CORPORATION

1600 Broadway

New York City

Builders and Designers of

Evee In A Pietere Theatre
A garden drop or setting is sometimes necessary
for a presentation. The photograph illustrates
a neat and useful foliage setting. The wings are
firmly constructed and profiled. The borders
are not merely splashed with color. They represent tree foliage and look like it.
This and many other designs can be supplied
at short notice.

Novelty Scenic Stedios
340 West 41st Street

New York City

LOBBY DISPLAY
FRAMES
TICKET BOOTHS
WROUGHT
IRON
FOYER FURNITURE
MIRRORS,
TAPESTRIES
DECORATIVE
SILK
AND
PLUSH BANNERS
ELECTRIC FOUNTAINS

Send for Catalogue Nou/
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Cooperative

Publicity Between
Motion Picture

(^Continued from page 672)
of the value of cooperating with the films
be shows is advised to secure samples of
library-film bookmarks. These may be
obtained by writing to Mrs. Ina Roberts,
Publicity Representative. Cleveland Public Library. Available also are copies of
a list of magazine articles dealing with
library-film cooperation.
This cooperation, it may be explained,
consists of much more than mere publicity ;it represents a wide and deep
knowledge, long experience in librarianship, also vision and enthusiasm.
The

BUILT

Public Library and
Theatre

the

Cleveland Library-film cooperation has
been peculiarly happy in having these furnished in abundance.
The library editor, Mrs. Julia Harron,
has gained from years of writing revievvs
of books for the Cleveland Library publication, "The Open Shelf," a mind richly
filled with the colorful pageantry of events
and an understanding of books and their
readers. To see an outstanding and well
executed film with Mrs. Harron is a treat
because of her ability to appreciate to
the full the care taken by everyone concerned in its making to have the period

HERTNER

BY

As universal as the taste for pictures, is the demand
theatres in turn, for the

by

TRANSVERTER
From

the largest theatre to the smallest, good projection is still essential — most easily maintained by the
Transverter.
If you are technically trained you will appreciate
long service rendering features.

its

If "Seat Sales" reflect your view point, then the Transverter is indeed your best friend.
Consult with us. Learn like thousands of others have
done, why the Transverter is used to advantage wherever
pictures are shown.
'A size and type for every need"
Distributed in U. S. A.
By The National
Theatre Supply Co.

HERTNER

c

1900 W. 112 St

3| ^ d[«j| y ;U»M:HOu

I :/±li:i^^

CLEVELAWD.OHIOUSAl

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
for

THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna

1579 Broadway, New York City

FOR HIRE

X e n' s

material accurate and to pick out the
books that will serve to illumine and increase the enjoyment of the film.
Miss Marilla Waite Freeman, librarian
of Cleveland's Main Library, gives much
to that institution's film cooperation
through hor boundless enthusiasm and a
progressive spirit given restraint and direction byher library experience and an
undestanding of library aims and provinces. Miss Freeman represents the
American Library Association on Mr.
Hays' committee and is also a member
of the American Library Association
Committee on the proposed distributing
educational film through libraries.
The publicity representative, whose
agreeable duty it is to bring the library
and the film world closer together through
mutual understanding, has been fortunate also in that the head of history,
travel and biography (combined in one
division) in Cleveland's Main Library,
possesses the too-seldom-met combination
of a mind erudite by training and inclination yet also extremely open to the
popular point of view. Miss Louise Boutelle, head of the History, Biography and
Travel IDivision, presiding over an important collection of history books that
include the histories of the largest countries in the language of each as well as
in English, yet finds time to watch for
the popularly written yet authoritative
histories, biographies and travel books
that illumine films that in turn help readers to visualize what the books contain.
Serves

Welfare

of Patrons

The desire of the Cleveland Public Library to have its books serve vitally the
welfare of its patrons has led to the systematized effort to add to each current
event, each phase of public and private
life its list of connecting books. This
effort has resulted in the installation of
a curator of exhibits whose time and that
of his assistants is given to arranging
exhibits within and without the library.
Mr. Albert Young is a thoroughly equipped artist, whose part in film cooperation
consists in combining and presenting in
exhibits film stills and library pictures
and books in such a way as to attract and
hold attention and to make vivid and attractive their relation to each other.
Miss Ruth Wilcox, head of the Fine
Arts Division, is, because of her expert
knowledge of fine arts books and their
relative value, adept in choosing the right
library material to be combined with stills
in exhibits. She is one of many throughout the Cleveland system who contribute
the "little added somethings" that give
distinction and a scholarly touch as well
as current interest to library-film exhibits.
In the "Monte Cristo" exhibit this was a
selection of colored prints of the France
of the nineteenth century; in "La Bohemc" it was a book opened at a reproduction of a i)age of the original manu-
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PRODUCTIONS
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GALLAGHER
Resonators

Nine Times in Ten —

The theatre manager who
overlooks the extra drawing
power of a large orchestra
when it can be obtained at a
medium orchestra price is
overlooking a bet in this day
of keen competition.

when your projection is "not
right" the fault Ues in the
screen. '^ Install a Minusa

More
Mifsic

De-Luxe Special and be relieved ofall further worry.
Tour best picture will
always appear better on
a ^Minusa.
MINUSA
Bomont

THE

CINE SCREEN

COMPANY

at Morgan

Saint Louis

SINCE 1914

BEST

Gallagher Resonators increase
the volume by acting as a
secondary instnmient beneath
each musician. It is easy
to investigate. Most modern
theatres use them. Send for
literature.

Gallagher Equipment Co
616 ELM STREET
CHICAGO

De Luxe Special

LOBBY FRAMES
TICKET BOOTHS
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Direct
from
manufacturer
to
you
This
d irect
method
of selling enables us to
give you

,11

SERVICE
UNSURPASSED

f

'
t

The Quality and
Workmanship
of
our Product have
won the confidence

1
r
1-

exhibitors
of
throughout
the
country.

STPy

Strip tickets

DISPLAY

EDWARD
723 7th Ave.
NEW YORK CITY

reT,

We

have
always given service and value —
and now because
of the great size
of our
business
you
can
always
depend
on
the
best
value
and
service
when
you
use

Gold

r

-^fpE^

Seal
"aLsi-

Ticket Products

LOBBY

o.

The Unbeatable Box Office
Combination
GOLD SEAL TICKET REGISTERS
with Cancellograpfi
and

GOLD

SEAL
that

\
FpI^I

£T

TICKETS
fit

mmmmiiwimmimmmmm^
Mkmathirm'/eotDaMKfCJSmiS

VS^n -WHEIlEVBt*
TICKJSTSAHE SOLO

'COLD SEAL
ana TMCKBTStHat
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Patents

Controlled

Exclusively
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Theatre Aids Traffic Committee With
Film to Promote Safe Driving

Say it in

Scenario Contest Aligns Rowland and Clark Houses with Important
Civic Movement in Pittsburgh
with

f^

Flashers _

GHT ercolumns of legitiY-EInewspap
FIFTtimate
space was tlie reward of Harold B. Dyg-ert, director
of advertising and publicity for the Stanley-Davis-Clark theatres at Pittsburgh.
Pa., when he tied up with the city traffic
committee on a three-way publicity cam-

Douglas Fairbanks gets over big because he
puts action in his pictures. Your electric sign
wiU get your name over with a far greater number of people if stirred to action by a Reco
Flasher.
Saves its cost in current saving.

Po^

2628

W.
Congress
Chicago

St.

Daily front page and inside newspaper
paign.
stories, over a period of two months, besides the institutional publicity derived,
featured the stunt, which set the pace for
all future exhibitor exploitation in Western Pennsylvania,

gA-y-jjij't
tors, Food
Mixers, Vegetable Peelers,
etc.

K
V.4

'M'iRWWWM;

The campaign came about when Mayor
Kline appointed a Traffic Committee to
reduce accidents through general publicity. The committee decided to make a
motion picture, pointing out the fatal results of careless driving, and to have it
exhibited in the local theatres — and approached Dygert on the production of the
film.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UPiTO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES
Under 250 seats. 30%: under 600, 70%: under 800. 85%:
over 800, 15%.
The most eoonooilcal method of reaching theatres is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. J4 00 PER M UP. Usta If
deah-ed. 30 to 50% saved In postage, stc, through elimination ef dead and duplleate theatres usually listed. Usts of
Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealer*
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING— ENCLOSING — MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
7*9 Sixth Ave. at 41st St.
New York City
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

Dygert took the matter up with the
Pittsburgh Press, and they agreed to join

in the campaign. The first step was to
announce a SCENARIO CONTEST,
ofifering $275 in cash prizes and fifty sets
of theatre tickets, to the persons sending
in the best general idea for a scenario on
the subject of Traffic Violations, etc. The
story broke on the first page, and stayed
there.
Another angle was the production of
the scenario, to be made in Pittsburgh,
and to be exhibited in the Stanley-tDavisClark theatres, full credit going to the
person sending in the winning idea for
the scenario. Up to the end of this first
phase of the campaign, the stunt netted
approximately twenty-five columns of
space, inside and front page, and public
interest was keen.
The stunt was going so well at this
time that it was decided to announce a
second contest, to select the local talent
to play in the picture. The next day photographs poured in — and in addition to
other feature stories on the drive, the
Press printed two full-page layouts of
photographs entered in the contest.
After the contest had run another
month, the winners were announced, and
screen tests given eighteen, from which
the final selections were made. The continuity was written by Dygert from the
idea submitted, and the story filmed by
Mdtion Picture Producers Corporation
at their local studio.
^leantime the Press was covering the
filming of the picture from a news angle,
and running two and three column stories
dition.
daily, with Sunday picture layouts in ad"The Traffic Committee was as pleased
as anyone," 'Dygert said, "since they
would have had to pay for making the
picture anyway. Through our connection
with the campaign, they receive a distribution of over 200,000 on the screens of
our theatres. One of the best angles to
the idea is the fact that it can be put over
successfully anywhere — and also the fact
that there is no expense to the exhibitor.
The prizes were offered by the Traffic
Coinmittee, and the production was made
at their expense. Our total investment
was the supervision of the contests, screen
tests, and the production, and using the
film in our theatres."

THE

SUFEEME

HEATS —
COOLS —
VENTILATES—
SUPREME

HEATER

TEMPER

AT® R

Manufactures ideal theatre weather the year round. Heats in winter, cools
in summer, ventilate* . all the time. Nothing else like it. Costs less than a
steam heating plant. Write for folder M.
&

VENTILATING

CORP.

'

'

ST.

LOUIS,

MO.
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S ep te m b e r

Theatre Lighting
Control
The sensible equipment from every
viewpoint — economy — profit — service— safety. So widely accepted
that it eliminates one big problem
in theatre construction by simply
specifying @ Major.

^ank a^dam
ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Hundreds of Installations

ST. LOUIS

Offices in Principal Cities

Used in More Theatres than
all other
makes
combined

Equipped with either
Cutler-Hammer or Ward-Leonard Dimmers

The Strive for Perfection
prompted the following theatres
and road shows to equip wth

EVENHEETERS
The
Correct
Method
of
Organ Chamber Heating.

Perfection Rheostats
Roxy —Theatre
New York City
Paramount Theatre
— New York City
Rialto Theatre
—New York City
Rivoli Theatre
— New York City
Loew's — New
State York
Theatre
City
Aster

Theatre
— New York City

Cohan Theatre
— New York City
Publix Theatre
■
—Buffalo, N. Y.
New Capitol
Oriental Theatre
Binghamton, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Keith's Circuit
—
M. & S. Circuit
—
Loew's Circuit
What Price Glory — Road Shows
Big Parade — Road Shows
Beau Geste — Road Shows
Simplex Division, International Projector Corp.
Vitaphone Companies
Eastman Kodak Company
U. S. Navy, and others
SOLD

BY ALL BRANCHES

NATIONAL

THEATRE

HOFFMANN

522 First Avenue
Marring

SUPPLY

CO., SAM

& SOONS

^''^- division

KAPLAN,

endorsing Architects now. Protect
this list of
JOrIN ent
m air
exfrorep
you cli pensive organ
bills and loss ofyinorgan use by specif g
EVENHEETERS
for their organ chambers.
Rapp & Rapp, Walter
Ahlschlager, and Eberson &
Eberson all endorse EVENHEETERS
and include
them in their equipment
specifications. Why

don't

N.Y.C.

jy^^ York City

Contracting Electrical Engineers
Picture Theatre
Electrical Specialists

Architects are
mor
ing thaand
n-e
liz
t Eve
RE
rea
MO
heeters are a necessity in maintaining
the most expensive
piace of theatre
equipment — the
organ.
These Architects
realize full well the importance of maintaining the correct organ chamber temperature— that even temperature
so vital to organ life. And
they are specifying EVENHEETERS in every theatre
equipment order they place.

CRAMBLET

ENG.
CORP.
you?

286-288 Milwaukee St.

Milwaukee, Wis.
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SlLVERSHEEl

Finds Demand

When the BuckinghjmThc.ltrc. installed its new
Silvershcet. it printed this on the front

page of Its program 1

"In keepingwith its desire to give its
patrons the best possible entertainment, the management has had a new
"Silversheet" projection screen installed in the Buckingham Theatre.
The new screen is the finest projection screen that money can buy."

for Fire Prevention Device Based More On Service
Than Economic Considerations

desire to safeguard patrons
THE
takes precedence over considerations of property protection and
lowered fire insurance rates on the part
of exhibitors who have installed the
Sentry Safety Control — a fire prevention
device for projectors — according to Jos.
E. Cohen, chairman of the board of the
Sentry Safety Control Corporation.
"While, as in any business, the economic value of any device is fundamental,

' 'The surface is scientifically designed
to reproduce all details the camera has
caught in the picture. The perfection
of this screen can best be appreciated
by watching such small objects as
eyes, eyelashes and leaves on trees. It
shows the picture uniformly bright
to all sections of the house, making
all seats equally desirable. We invite
you to make such comparison and
observe the remarkable brilliancy of

"The possibility of fire is the bugaboo
of theatre owners and managers, not so
much out of concern for their investment

'Buckingham' pictures."

as it is for safety of their patrons, espe-

CHICAGO INSTALLATIONS
ASTOR THEATRE
GEM THEATRE
GRAND THEATRE
ILLINGTON THEATRE
KOZY THEATRE
MARSHALL SQUARE
PATIO THEATRE
STAR

THEATRE

There is a genuine Knohel-Builf,
ion-finished ' ''Silversheet' '
Sfecificatfor
every purpose:
FEATHER-WEIGHT SILVERSHEET
TEAR-PROOF SILVERSHEET
SEAMLESS SILVERSHEET
Evety one guaranteed to give
absolute satisfaction
AMERICAN

SILVERSHEET

CO.

Saint Louis
Write direct, or to the nearest ^'Natiotial"
Branch for details and prices.

STOCK PROGRAMS
PROGRAM For COVERS
Moving Picture Houses
Joseph Hoover Gt Sons Company
M.iikcl

and

49th

Sts.,

PhiLidelphia,

Pa.

News

Fire
Prevention
As A Safeguard For
Patrons First Concern Of Showmen

INDORSES
the

OTHER

Picture

it is'a striking manifestation of the desire
of exhibitors to serve the public, that the
demand we have had for the Sentry Control is based more upon the grounds of
service to the patrons than property proto the theatre
man,"
said in atectionstatement
issued
last Mr.
week. Cohen

children."Safety Control, which was
The cially
Sentry
described in the New and Improved
Equipment department of the June issue
of The Showman, is an automatic device
installed on the projector in which an electrically operated douser cuts ofif the light
beam at any stoppage of the film from
any cause.
The company which developed the device and is marketing it, is now expanding operations to supply theatres all over
the world. Until fairly recently the company has confined its activities mostly to
the Philadelphia territory, as it was there
that the invention was developed. Administrative offices of the corporation are
maintained in Philadelphia and New
York, but distribution, installation and
servicing will be available in all parts of
the country, both through representatives
of the Sentry Safety Control Corporation
and through the National Theatre Supply Co., which recently contracted to act
in a distribution capacity for the apparatus.
Plans are now being worked out for
the distribution of the Control in foreign
countries.
The device has been approved by the
Underwriters Laboratory, where it is said
to have successfully passed a series of
230,000 tests. It meets the full requirements of regulations governing motion
picture theatres recently established
in

HALLBERG
ARE
BUT
$225 BUYS

GENERATORS
THE RIVAL
THE COST

The corporation provides the services
of an insurance engineer to analyze rates
of theatres which install the device. This
is a free service maintained by the company. The range of saving effected
through this new equipment is from lo
cents per thousand to lo dollars per thousand, in accordance with the individual
conditions of the theatre regarding building construction and equipment.
In view of statement issued early in the
summer by the National Theatre Supply
Company, that the majority of trouble
calls for emergency equipment and service at supply branches were due to fires
in the projection booth, there is an added
economic factor to be considered in scientific methods for fire prevention.
However, the attitude of theatre men,
though well aware of the serious losses
they face by reason of fire, is that above
and beyond that factor is their duty to
the public in the matter of preventive
measures and equipment. The sentiment
which Mr. Cohen says is typical of all
the theatre men who have sought information regarding the Sentry Safety Control was expressed by M. E. Comer ford,
head of the theatre circuit bearing his
name, in his statement to the company,
"We have adopted the Sentry Safety Control because it is the greatest desire of
my organization to safeguard the lives of
our patrons."

Library
Motion

Cooperation
With
Picture Theatres

(Continued from page 690)
script of Puccini's opera ; in "Annie
Laurie" prints and photographs of the
places and historic persons features ; in
"The Hunchback of Xotre Dame" it was
the titles of the books that tell of what is
left of the Paris of that period.
It is rather amazing — the power of
moving pictures to make the past live for
us, which is a very different thing from
merely telling about it or even showing
it on the screen ; it is in this vivifying the
life of our own and other times that
books and films can each supplement the
other ; to what extent I do not believe we
have as vet even guessed.

and REFLECTOR

OF THE HIGH INTENSITY
IS ONLY ^4 TO BUY AND

(1) LAMP— $255 BUYS
WITH

J. H. HALLBERG,

the State of Kentucky, the City of Cincinnati, Ohio, and the City of Camden,

ARCS

ARC LAMP
OPERATE!

(1) LAMP WITH
(1) STEREOPTICON— $450 BUYS
(1) STEREOPTICON
FREE!!
Established
1904

(2) LAMPS

27-7B-WEST 57th STREET, NEW

YORK

September
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r Stage Lighting

You cant
blame the weather

Anything rtquirtd, from a color cap to a dimmer bcmk.
CONNECTORS
FOOTLIGHTS
SCENIC
EFFECTS
STAGE
CABLE
SCIOPTICONS
BORDERLIGHTS
RESISTANCES
COLOR
WHEELS
SPOTLIGHTS
FLOODLIGHTS
COLOR
MEDIUMS
MUSIC STANDS
Writt

for dticriptiv*

You know it will be hot in July
and August. It always is.

tittraturt

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co..inc

You know people like to be comfortable— and won't sit and perspire in a hot theatre.

321 West 50th Street
N EW

YORK.

NY.

kj?-

m/

So you can't blame the weather —
nor the public. It's up to yourself if you want good, profitable
business this summer.

EVIDENCE
EVERYWHERE
That Popularity for Your Theatre
is spelled through

VALLEN

NOISELESS

CURTAIN

NOISELESS

ALL-STEEL
meaning

Quiet and

VALLEN
Have you received
your 1927 "Quiet
Book"? It's different

Perfect

CONTROLS
TRACKS

Vte

Curtain

Manipulation

ELECTRICAL

COMPANY

t'w w r- j^
225
Bluff Street
\.h^.&,iy Akron.
Ohio

''EQUIPMENT

" ^ ^

Decorations for Cashier Booths, Theatres, Lobbies, Posts and
Prosceniiun Arches also potted Artificial Flowers with hanging vines to decorate brackets when electric fans are removed
illustrated in colors in our Seasonable Catalogue No. 7
Mailed Free on Request.

FRANK
61

Barclay

NETSCHERT,

Street

Inc.
New

York, N. Y.

FOR BEST
SCREEN
RESULTS"

bJABILARC
MOTOR
GENERATOR
Advanced
Design
and Quality Material.
Guarantee
fomi Voltage with Quiet Operation.
Makers of A. D. C. Curtain Control.

THE
739

AUTOMATIC

HAMILTON

ST.

Why not write for
our Booklet N-12?

AND

DEVICES

ALLENTOWN,

Uni

CO

PA

Typhoon Fan Company
345 West 39th Street
Jacksonville

New York
New Orleani
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ANNOUNCING AN IMPORTANT IMPROVJBMENT
NEW FILM GATE ASSEMBLY
WITH LOWER FIRE SHIELD
FOR

Power's Projectors
A — Lateral Guide
Roller
B — Upper
and Lower
Film Pads
C— FUm Pad Plate
D — Gate Lock Screw
E— Fire Shutter Lift
Lever

K — Upper

Heat Insulating Cap
L— Insulated Gate Latch
Lever

K

L

IM— Light

Shield

N— Fire Shutter Pivot
Pin
O — Lower Heat
ing Cap

Insulat- Q

P— Lower Loop Protector

F— Central Film Pads
G— Rear Baffle Plate
H — Air Space Between
G and J
I— Air Space Betweea G
and C
J— Front Plate
(Radiating
Shield)
and Insula!ing
Heat

NEW
INTERNATIONAL

90

GO]JX>

FILM

GATE

POWER'S DIVISION
PROJECTOR
CORPORATION

ST.

>rH>V

YORK

1927

September

U. A. Theatre
Renamed

in

Seattle

"Liberty"

An important change in the first run
situation was announced in Seattle, Washing-ton, last week by Herschel B. Stuart,
newly-appointed general manager of the
West Coast houses in the Pacific Northwest
territory. Under the new plan, the present
United Artists Theatre will abandon that
title this week and will return to the former
"Liberty Theatre" name, while the present
Coliseum Theatre ^\i\\ become the new
United Artists Theatre and the "Coliseum," after twelve years as Seattle's
premier house, will be no more, at least in
name.
The West Coast house in Seattle's Unidistrict,Artists
named Theatre
"The became
Liberty"a
when the versity
United
reality last fall, will again return to its old
name, "The Neptune."

Agree

to Wage
Scale
Northwest T. O.

of

A committee of the Musicians' Union of
Minneapolis and St. Paul has finally, after
many conferences, come to an agreement
with the wage scale committee of the Theatre Owners' Association of the Northwest
and new contracts have been signed for the
period of one year. The new a^eement has
no material changes over that of last year
and the scale is to remain the same. The
exhibitors were unsuccessful in their effort
to have the agreement of eight months'
duration.

Garden,
Milwaukee,
Sold
to L. K. Brin of Seattle
The Garden Theatre, one of Milwaukee's
five first run motion picture theatres, was
sold to Leonard K. Brin of Seattle, Wash.,
by the Uihlein interests, change in management to be effective on August 27th. Ed.
Tunstall has been managing the Garden for
the past few years. Mr. Brin is contemplating the installation of the Vitaphone.

Proposes
to Solidify
New England T. O.
AFTER completing the preliminary
work of his projected nationwide organizing campaign. President R. F. Woodhull of the M. P. T.
O. A. left for Boston this week where
he is to attend a conference of Theatre
Owners at the Hotel Statler.
It is Mr. WoodhuH's purpose to
solidify the Theatre Owners organizations in the different New England
states. Connecticut now has an excellent organization with Arthur Lockwood President and Edward Levy
Manager and Secretary. Rhode Island
is well organized under E. M. Fay's
leadership.
The organizations in Massachusetts,
Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire
are to be strengthened in every way.
President Woodhull will extend his
organization energies in other directions as soon as the Massachusetts and
New England campaign is finished. National Director Nathan Yemins of Fall
River, Chairman of the Administrative
Committee, .Joseph W. Walsh of Hartford and National Treasurer L. M.
SaKal of New Haven are cooperating
with Mr. Woodhull in this organizing
work.
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135 Western N. Y. and Ohio Theatres
in Booking Combine
CHARLES L. CASANAVE, president of Associated Theatres of Ohio,
announced in Cleveland this week, that he had completed his affiliation with Theatrical Utilities Corporation of Buffalo headed by
N. Dipson, whereby the combined companies will render booking service
to 135 independent theatres in Western New York and Ohio. The temporary embargo placed by the national distributors on centralized booking
companies has been lifted, it is stated, with the assurance by these exhibitor companies that their policy offers a legitimate service for the protection
of independently-owned theatre property rather than a price cutting camCasanave states that the independently-owned theatre property in Ohio
paign.
alone is valued at $50,000,000. His company and the Buffalo company will
render booking and exploitation service to a degree of efficiency, according
to Casanave, equal to the largest chain theatre operators in the industry'.
Affiliated Theatres of Ohio, now located in the Film Exchange BIdg.,
Cleveland, contemplates opening new offices in another location very
shortlv.

Hearing Closes Against
West Coast Theatres
Government

Decision in Long-Drawn-Out
Expected This Winter

the Federal Trade Comcase of
mission against West Coast Theatres and others charging unfair
trade practices in the operation of theatres
in California was concluded during the
week and a decision will probably be forthcoming some time shortly after the first of
the year. The defendants will proceed
with the preparation of briefs for examination by the Commission before the decision
is rendered.
THE

The case against West Coast and codefendants was embodied in two complaints which were prosecuted jointly. The
proceedings started May 29th, 1925. In
one of these complaints the defendants
named were West Coast Theatres, Inc., of
Northern California; the T. & D. Jr. Enterprises, Inc.; Herbert L. Rothchild Entertainments, Inc., and N. M. Turner, Fred
Dahnken, C. L. Langley, and F. W. Livingston, partners doing business under the
name of Turner, Dahnken & Langley.
All of the foregoing were charged with
having conspired together for the purpose
of hindering, restraining and preventing
producers and distributors in other states
from leasing their films to competitors of
respondents and with having made agreements as to competition between themselves in the exhibition of films.
The second complaint named West Coast
Theatres, Inc. ; West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
of Northern California; Venice Amusement
Company ; Hollywood Theatres, Inc. ; All
Star Feature Distributors, Inc.; Educational Film Exchange; Principal Pictures
Corp., and the partners, N. M. Turner,
Fred Dahnken, C. L. Langley and F. W.
Livingston, operating as Turner, Dahnken
and Langley, and A. L. Gore, Michael Gore,
Sol Lesser, Adolph Ramish and Dave Bershon. They, too, are charged with having
conspired to hinder, restrain and prevent

Hearing Is

outside producers or distributors from leasing their films to competitors.
Taking of testimony on the west coast
in the joint chai'ges was conducted at
various times until about two months ago.
At that time the Herbert L. Rothchild Enterprises, Inc., one of the respondents, applied to have the hearing transferred to
New York for the testimony of Jack Partington and Sam Dembew, both of Publix.
These were the final two witnesses at
the hearing held in New York during the
week. Dembow was examined by William
Mallard, New York attorney for the respondent, and cross examined by J. Edwin
Rowland, district attorney for the Government. He testified that he bought product for the Rothchild Theatres in San
Francisco from the f alf of 1923 to 1925
and that so far as he knew no agreement
existed between West Coast and Rothchild.
The testimony of Partington corroborated
that of Dembow in every particular.

Kansas Theatres Again
Damaged by Flood Waters

Flood disaster again has befallen exhibitors in many sections of Kansas. In
Herington, Council Grove and many other
towns of that state the streets are covered
with from three to four feet of water. The
towns hardest hit are located along the
Neosho River. In several towns the floors
and chairs in motion picture theatres
virtually have been wrecked, although detail of the total damage has not been
learned, the crest of the flood having been
reached this week. No official action has
yet been taken, but individual members of
the M. P. T. 0. Kansas-Missouri are contemplating arelief campaign to aid the unfortunate exhibitors, as well as the citizens
of many towns.
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New Mid-West Pool Brings Together
Big Circuits in September
POOL of Mid-West motion picture circuits, which will hring together
the Fitzpatrick and McElroy and the Butterfield chains is said to
be about consumated and will probably be in operation shortly after
the 1st of September. The F. and M. circuit operates out of Chicago and
includes about forty theatres, with a substantial interest in the concern
being owned by B. & K.
Publix owns a quarter interest in the Butterfield chain, which embraces
fifty theatres, all in Michigan. The pool arranged for booking purposes
is a strategic one, with the circuits operating in an interlocking Michigan
territory.
The F. and M. circuit houses are located in Adrian, Alpena, Benton
Harbor, Big Rapids, Cadillac, Ludington, Manistee, Three Rivers, Traverse
City, and St. Joe in Michigan; Muncie and Richmond in Indiana; Blue
Island, Chicago Heights and Harvey in Illinois, and Marinette in Wisconsin.
The Butterfield theatres are located in the following towns : Ann Arbor,
Battle Creek, Bay City, Flint, Grand Rapids, Hillsdale, Jackson, Lansing,
Niles, Owosso, Pontiac, Port Huron, Saginaw and Ypsilanti.
A

Extended Protection Is
Hotly Contested
Missouri M. P. T. O. Unanimously
Opposed
Other States Debate Problem
ition of protection on picpropos
THE
tures is assuming proiDortions little
expected when the controversy first
got under way. Everywhere it is resulting
in meetings of exhibitors, indignant and
otherwise. Ruin is predicted for many if
extended protection is granted, many are
claiming, while others are contending that
the larger houses must have protection
from the shooting galleries.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois,
meeting at the Elks' Club, St. Louis, Mo.,
on Tuesday, August 16, unanimously went
on record as opposed to unreasonable protection for any motion picture theatre, first
run, second run or neighborhood, and also
took a definite stand as against Forced
Block Booking.
The meeting, which was the first held by
the theatre owners since their annual convention on May 24, was attended by the
representatives of almost 200 independently
operated motion j^ictures in Eastern
Slissouri and Southern Illinois.
The question of protection was the big
problem before the gathering. The Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois some time
ago in co-operation with a special committee of the St. Louis Film Board of Trade
worked out what was believed to be an
equitable zoning plan which was submitted
to a committee of the producers and
distributors at New York, but to date this
plan has not been put into effect. As a
result the independently operated theatres
are refusing to sign contracts for motion
pictures.
At the executive session of the exhibitors
and also at the dinner at noon time, which
was attended by the representatives of
inany of tlic film cxchangps, it was revealed

to
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new film is needed to sign up with independent exchanges that wUl grant equitable
protection to all contract signers.
J. P. Wood, business manager of the Ohio
state exhibitor bodj^ says the Ohio exhibitors are showing great concern over the
matter of protection for large chain theatres. He says theatre owners in Ohio are faced
with the same conditions as those existing
in Illinois, where B. & K., by virtue of their
holdings, secure unusual protection over
competitors not only in Chicago, but in
many counties throughout the state.
Wood says one large producer-owned
theatre is disjjlaying twenty-four sheets for
sixty miles in different directions and has
asked for protection in a circle covering a
radius of forty miles from the city in which
it operates. If this is permitted, it is contended, itwill cause financial ruin to many
exhibitors.
At a meeting attended by Joseph Stern,
representing Stanley-Fabian Corp., operating in New Jersey, and a committee from
the Jersey M. P. T. 0., consisting of Joseph
M. Seider, president, Ben Harris and Louis
Gold, Stern declared the Stanley-Fabian
CorjD. Avill not require any longer protection
than it has obtained in the past. The M. P.
T. 0. asked Stanley-Fabian to confer when
the latter were reported to have requested
GO days' protection, or more, against theatres that run subsequently to those owned
by that corporation.

It; Pathe-De
Mille
Plans
Greater Studio

that some of the film companies have not
placed a contract for the new season in
St. Louis.
It was brought out that Skouras Brothers
Enterprises, which controls three of the
city's first run houses, and also the St.
Louis Amusement Company, with some
thirty neighborhood houses, are seeking 28
days' protection for first runs, 14 days'
protection for all subsequent runs and at
least four months' protection against
houses charging 5 and 10 cents admission.
However, the discussion also brought to
light the fact that Skouras Brothers were
not alone in demanding long-term protection. Film exchange managers and exhibitors revealed that in some instances
exhibitors in towns adjacent to St. Louis
who have objected very strenuously to the
granting 28 days' protection to the Skouras
houses on first run showing have in turn
demanded as high as 45 to 90 days' protection over houses in not only their own
towns, but in some instances to so-called
rival houses 15 and 20 miles distant.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois, who presided at both the dinner and the executive
session of the association, stated that he
felt that 28 days' protection for first run
houses was equitable, and that 14 days was
fair protection for the second runs and that
7 days should be ample leeway on all subsequent runs.
At the executive session of the exhibitors
it was agreed that the fight for an equitable
zone plan should not be dropped until his
objective has been attained.
Members of the organization have been
advised not to sigh any contracts for new
film until October unless it is absolutely
necessary to do so, and that if tiicy do find

The recent fire at the DeMille studio that
ravaged the property room ruined Stage 6
and also damaged Stage 3, caused no interruption in De Mille production schedule.
No time was lost by the producing units,
who resumjed work the day following the
confiagration. Actual space loss by fire
amounted to less than 18 feet.
Reconstmction plans were at once pushed
forward at the De Mille studio. Williajm
Sisfcrom, the organization's general manager, A. Gr. Volck, his assistant, and George
Berthelon conferred on plans to replace the
ruined stages, machinery and other injured
equipment.

Harry
Lachman
Resigns
as Ingram Official
Harry Lachman, for three years general
manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Rex
Ingram productions abroad, has resigned
his position and M'ill devote his entire time
to the filming of his "Travelaughs" series
of comic travelogues. Lachman is constructing a studio at St. Andre de Nice to
house all his production
units

Jannings
Signs
New
Paramount Contract
The one year optional contract that Paramount had on the services of Emil Jannings
was taken up last week at the Paramount
studio on the Coast and a new agreement
signed by the Gennan star calling for him
to make four feature pictures a year. The
new long term contract following the completion of a new Jannings vehicle, "Hitting
for Heaven."
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Dispute
Closes
Schine House

conference bethe final
WITH
tween Schine representatives
and the Albany union of musicians, stage hands and operators
failing to come to a satisfactory conclusion, the Avon Theatre, a long run
house in Watertown, was ordered closed
for an indefinite period and its bookings for "Beau Geste," "What Price
" ls
of Kings
"Thed. King
andcancelle
Glory" dered
officiaorThe Schine
made public a statement to the effect
that the demand of the union was most
unjust and that if the increases were
granted, it would be necessary to jump
admission prices at the theatre.
Rather than do this it was decided to
close the Avon.

New German Slow Motion
Picture Invention
A device has recently been invented and
patented in Germany which permits an
enormous increase in the number of exposures made per second, according to advices
received in the Motion Picture Section of
the Department of Commerce from Trade
Commissioner Geo. R. Canty, Paris. This
invention permits taking as high as 48,000
different exposures per second. However,
special apparatus must be used for such
high speeds whiJe with a normal machine
costing $350 to manufacture up to 8,000
pictures every second can be obtained.
A tremendous field of application
will be found for the invention in
scientific and experimental work. There
are certain very fast operations absolutely
beyond the human eye and ordinary film
photography, where a scientific investigation of the happenings at such high speeds
has created an actual demand for highspeed photography.

Six Films Emerging

from

F. N. s Cutting Rooms

Six pictures completed and in the cutting room of the First National studio at
Burbank include "The Drop Kick,"
"American Beauty," "The Red Raiders,"
''The Lfie of Riley," "Rose of the (iolden
West," and "The Crystal Cup."
pictures are cither in production Twelve
or are
about to be started at the studio. They
include "I'll Tell the World," "The Private Life of Helen of Troy," "No Place
to Go," "The Gorilla," ''Home Made,"
"Gun Gospel," "Man Crazy," "The
Texas Steer," "The Shepherd of the
Hills," "The Valley of the Giants,"
"Louisiana"
comedy, untitled.and a Harry Langdon

Chaplin to Resume Work
on
"Circus" in September
Charles Chaplin will
resume production
on "The Circus" in September, according
to Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists vicepresident and general manager of foreign
distribution, who has just returned to the
United Artists home office after a fortnight spent in Los Angeles consulting with
Joseph M. Schenck. The bulk of the shooting has been done and Chaplin has arranged
to finish the "odds and ends" at the studio
in Hollywood, which is again a scene of
activity.

Poor Season Is Predicted
for Germany
Analysis Shows 50%

of Pictures
by Market

Cannot be Digested

By Heinrich Fraenkel
Berlin Correspondent, Motion Picture News

ng, the German
GENERA
butors' speaki
distriLLY
situation, as far as the
ensuing season is concerned, can be
considered worse than ever it was, the main
reason for this state of things being the
simple fact that more than 50 per cent of
the pictures offered cannot possibly be digested by the market.
According to some highely interesting figures published by H. U. Brachvogel in L.
B. B., there are altogether 4,293 moving
picture theatres registered in this country.
It has to be borne in mind, however, that as
much as 91 per cent of the total are small
theatres up to 600 seats. Fifty-eight, 5 per
cent of the total, has a capacity of less than
300 seats only. Furthermore it must be
considered that only 200 of all the German
theatres can afford to run a picture a whole
week. No less than 1,600 change their program twice a week, and 5,200, many of
which are not continuously opened, even
oftener.
At a conservative estimate the whole
German market has a capacity of 9,400
play-dates jjer week, which, accounting for
closing time, renovations, etc., results in a
maximum of 470,000 play-dates a year. In
view of the fact, however, that at least 33
per cent must be accounted for running and
old productions, it is an undeniable fact
that no mtore than 300,000 play-dates will
be opened for the distributor in the ensuing season.

^-^
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WorM
Roxy

Grosses

According to the statistics of a big German distributor it takes roughly 900 bookings to properly exploit the average feature,
recuperating production cost and overhead
with a reasonable profit. Here is the
analysis : 15 theatres yielding Mks. 1500 and
more; 31 theatres, Mks. 750-1500; 67 theatres, Mks. 400-750; 156 theatres Mks. 200400 ; 361 theatres, Mks. 80-200 ; 227 theatres
under and up to Mks. 80. Thus the Mks.
200 required for the exploitation of the
average German feature are collected.
Now in order to properly exploit each
picture within the given possibilities of play
time, it stands to reason that no more than
360
ket. pictures ought to be offered on the marThe pictures actually offered so far, however, amount to 580 already, which means
that there will be a tremendous competition
for each play date and that no pictures, except the absolute knock-outs, will possibly
stand the slightest chance of being properly
exploited.
One does not need to be gifted with prophecy to foresee under these circumstances
a very bad season for every distributing
organization in this country as well as for
many German producers who are dependent
on regular advances and remittances from
their distributors. Increase of exports
seems to be the only hope for many com]>anies to keep alive during and over this
critical situation.
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s$144,267
Record
for "Glory
for Week; Late Figures Indicate Record for Hold-Over

for
record
s ts
g a eworld'
s theatr
makin
for the
receip
a week'
AFTER
seven days beginning Saturday,
Aug. 13, and ending Friday, Aug. 19, running up a grand total of $144,267, "What
Price Glory"- broke its previous week end
record by $1,000 as it went into its second
week at the Roxy Theatre, New York City.
Last Easter week was the nearest that this
theatre came to these record figures when
another Fox picture, "Ankles Preferred,"
grossed in the neighborhood of $130,000.
In the point of attendance, "Glory" far
outstripped its rival, making a new record
of 175,866 paid admissions as against 150,652 for the Easter showing.
A most remarkable fact in the case of
"What Price Glory" is that as shown at
the Roxy Theatre with prologue and symphony orchestra it has attracted in ten
days about the same number of patrons
that it did during its six months' run at
the Harris Theatre.
The prelude lasts twenty-five minutes
and contains sixteen short, snappy numbers. "Roxy" has caught the happy-golucky spirit of the American soldier off

duty in France and has woven into his
stage picture the songs of the A.E.F. and
their French comrades. There are a dozen
soloists
taken and
fromdances
"Roxy's"
Therea
are choruses
and atgang.
the close
thrilling tableau.
' ' The large motion picture theatre, ' ' Mr.
Rothafel contends, "depends as much on
its stage presentations as on its pictures
for success. Without appropriate surroundings and musical accompaniment, the
best pictures often fail to attract a large

Texas M.P.T.O. Award
for F. N. Picture
public."
Texas has
O. of 's
T. National
M. P.
THEchosen
"Smile,
First
Brother, Smile" as the Texas
"Blue Ribbon Award" for the month of
August. The idea of choosing certain
pictures for awards was started several months ago. The previous awards
from the Texas M. P. T. O. unit went
to "Painting the Town," "Tillie the
Toiler," "Let It Rain" and "Rookies."
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"LesMiserables"
VICTOR HUGO'S classic, screened in France and brought here by
Universal, opened at the Central Theatre, New York, this week and
is doing fine business.
The response of the public is little short of amazing, because the picture
itself is much inferior to American production standards. Made originally
in thirty reels, then cut to eighteen, and finally to eleven for the New York
engagement, the fihn presented almost impossible difficulties in editing.
But the job was done — and very well done indeed — ^considering the
problem presented. The version which will go to the exhibitor is in
eight reels and this further condensation improves it.
The picture has many faults, all of which could be enumerated here,
but to what purpose? Much more important is it to look beneath the
surface for the reason why the public is flocking to see it in New York.
Frankly, after seeing the picture we were puzzled by the business it
is doing. We put the question to one of the canniest observers in the
industry and he sized it up this way:
"It's on account of the book itself. They're coming to see Victor Hugo's
great novel on the screen, because they have all read it. The trouble with
us in the picture business is that we forget that people do read books
nowadays — and the classics, too."
Victor Hugo is still being read. The picture, whatever its shortcomings,
is Hugo's
work sincerely
and very humanly screened. That, to W.us, A.is J.the
real
news about
this film.

Chain
Is Salvation
Of
Shovs^man, Says Vet.
Declares Houses Must Be Welded Together and Operate on Facts and Figures
dent of the
MOMAND, Presi
AB. Moma
nd Enterprises of Oklahoma,
• declares in an article in Motion
Picture Journal, that the chain is the salvation of the showman. He says that those
who will survive are the ones welded into
powerful chains that operate on facts and
figures. Mr. Momand is a veteran exhibitor.
His article in part follows :
"Buying films at what they are actually
worth will always be the keynote of the
theatre owner's success.
"The producer-distributor reaps the benefit of all the ability devoted to theatre business whenever the theatre owner pays excessive rentals. So, it comes down to organization in the operation of theatres.
Theatre businesses reduced to a definite concrete formula, operated upon facts and the
most improved accounting methods, are
necessary if theatre owners are to succeed,
and these are hardly possible of achievement by the individual operator.
"Those of us who will survive must be
welded into powerful chains in order that
each and every unit of the chain will have
the advantage of these methods — and these
are thoughts that should interest the theatre owner more than, 'whether or not the
price of cotton will be a little better this
year than last.'
"Crop prospects are slightly in advance
of last year as regarding the cotton and
other row crops. The weevil and flea, under
present circumstances, while it is hot and
dry, will not infest the crop so badly. In
many counties in this section, however, the
pests
haveunfortunate
dug deep into
'the pocket
books
of
many
farmers
who received
too much- rain.

"My advice to sho^^^nen who would succeed is : To buy their film carefully and
slowly, organize their institution into a
perfect, cooperating machine, giving you
the utmost in their make-up; organize into
a sound, constructive combine of theatres,
if possible; eliminate waste of presentation
and music preludes by carefully planned
programs each week.
— "and, by giving your theatre your entire time, from the time the 'Big Ben'
awakes you in the m.oming, until you make
the house dark that night, it is probable
that your existence is assured, for some
time as least."

Sir Henry and Lady Cowan Encourage Production
Among distinguished visitors in Canada
have been Sir Henry Cowan, member of
the British House of Commons, and Lady
Cowjin, both of whom are interested in the
control and giiidance of British Empiremade films, to the exclusion of others.
Lady Cowan is chairman of the British
Film Committee of Patriotic Societies,
while Sir Henry heads the British Association of Film Directors and claims the
credit for sponsoring the film quota bill in
the British Parliament.
The Cowans have held conference with
leading moving picture enthusiasts in
various Canadian cities with a view to encouraging the cause of British jiictures, and
it is their hope that Canadian organizations will press for a film quota bill in the
Canadian House of Commons, Ottawa, at
the next session.
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Quebec Theatre Report to
Be Issued on Sept. 1
The report of the Royal Investigationinto moving picture theatre conditions in
the Province of Quebec will be released at
Montreal on September 1, it has been announced by Mr. Justice Boyer, who conducted the inquiry over a period of two
months.
The report will embody recommendations
regarding the operation of theatres, the
suggestions being sent on to the Quebec
Provincial Government for action. Among
other things, the request was made before
the Commission by numerous religious
bodies that all theatres be closed on Sundays. It is already intimated that no action will be taken along this line.
Structural improvements in smaller theatres will be recommended, it is understood,
and the question of the presence of police
and firemen at performances will be
settled.

W.

H.

Rife, Pioneer
Exhibitor, Dies

Pa.

William H. Rife, accredited \y\ih having
been the first exhibitor to show motion pictures out-of-doors in Pennsylvania, and one
of the fii"st two men to bring movies to
Harrisburg, died at his home in that city
on August 19, in his sixty-first year.
Mr. Raife was former proprietor of the
Rife Hotel, Walnut Street, Harrisburg,
and he introduced movies in a beer garden
he operated, adjoining the hotel in 1904.
It was in the same year that Peter Magaro,
veteran Harrisburg exhibitor, opened the
city's first picture theatre.
For a number of years the Rife Garden
was one of the most popular resorts in the
Pennsylvania Capital City. The pictureswere shown free, but only to persons who
sat around the tables and patronized the
bar, the garden being enclosed by a high
wall.

Services Commemorate
Valentino's Death
and
picture
motion od
friends esin the
in Hollywo
HIS his colleagu
industry paid silent tribute to
the memory of Rudolph Valentino, who
died one year ago at the Polyclinic
Hospital, New York City. With the
relebration of a memorial mass in the
Church of the Blessed Sacrament,
Hollywood, at 10.30 A. M., and five
minutes of silent prayer from all executives and employees in the United
Artists' Hollywood and New York offices, Tuesday, August 23, the anniver.
sary of theof star's
placed
actorobserved
late was
the death
Friends
wreaths on the crypt containing his
ashes in the Hollywood Cemetery.
The celebrant, deacon and subdeacon of the requiem mass were respectively. Fathers Galli, Tonelli and
Pilolli. The chief usher at the services
was Sylvano Balboni, widower of the
late June Mathis. who discovered
Valentino. The Italian Government
was represented by Count Grandinego,
Italian vice-consul. Fred Beetson
represented Will H. Hays. Hollywood's envoy at the mass was Harry
Barratt of the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce.
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Two

Episodes of Rainbow Pictures Completed

THIS week saw the completion of
two of the six episodes of the
first Rainbow production which
Lars Moen is producing at the Cosmopolitan studio in New York for the
North American Society of Arts, Inc.
New foreign methods of the photography of colored objects are being employed in the production of this series,
which are to be done in technicolor.
Edna Murphy is being starred.
The cast announced last Saturday
will have Walter Tennuson, as leading
man, Mabel Swor, in the second feminine lead, and Louis Dayton, Herbert
Fortiers, Louise Peters, Myra Brooks
and Kittens Reichert.
A large portion of the series is devoted to fashion show sequences and
for these scenes Mr. Moen acquired
fifteen girls from the Follies, the Scandals and other sources of pulchritude.

Minnesota
Rules
Drastic
for Traveling Shows
It will be practically impossible for the
itinerant show to operate in Minnesota on
.a profitable basis henceforth, as a result of
new drastic regulations issued by George
"W. Wells, Jr., state fire marshal. A permit
must now be applied for ten days before a
•showing and details must be given a deputy
iire marshal or agent of the apparatus to
he used and location of the machine, which
must not be placed within a radius of 30
feet of any building. A fee of $5 is charged
for each performance and the showman
must be bonded to the satisfaction of the
iire mai-shal 's office.

Minneapolis Expects New
Policy for Taking Films
When

the board of equalization held its

■final meeting of the year the latter part of
July it asked representatives of several motion picture film exchanges around Minne:apolis to be present to discuss the method
•of assessing motion picture films held in
the city for storage and rental purposes.
It was explained to the board that the film
IS valued at about $25 a reel and that it
lias a rental value of from $10 to $1,000 a
day. Some of the exchanges average from
700 to 1,200 films daily in storage.

New

Title for Negri Paramount Vehicle

"Begged of Love" has been substituted
for "Sun Kissed" as the title of Pola
Negri's new Paramount picture now in the
company's cutting rooms in Hollywood under the scissors of its director, Rowland
V. Lee. Kenneth Thompson and Jean Hersholt support the star.
"The Gay Defender" will be the title of
Richard Dix's next Paramount picture.
The star's latest, "Shanghai Bound," leaves
the cutters' hands inside of a few weeks.
The title of Esther Ralston 's latest romantic eomedv has been changed from
"After Office Hours" to "Figures Don't
Lie." "Serenade" has been selected as
the title of Adolphe Menjou's next comedy
drama for Paramount for which Ernest
Tajda wrote the story.

Industry Praised by Red
Cross in Flood Relief
$417,212 in Cash Donated and Invaluable Aid Given in
Visualizing Conditions
official inorgan
r, Cross,
Courie
Crosscan
Red Ameri
THEof the
the
Red
issue of August 15th, gives the motion picture industry extensive credit for
the raising of a substantial portion of the
$17,000,000 which was turned over to the
Red Cross in the Mississippi flood disaster.
In actual cash the motion picture industry raised $417,212.12, according to the
latest reports made by film boards of trade
to Will H. Hays. These boards of trade
did a splendid work in assisting with the
arrangements for the various benefits held
by motion picture interests in different
cities.
With regard to this the Red Cross
Courier says :
"As helpful as the actual raising of
funds was, it is doubtful if its value exceeds the worth of the service giver\ by the
motion picture itself in acquainting people
with actual conditions in the flood areas. ' '
The $417,212.21 raised by the industry
was contributed directly to the local chapters of the Red Cross by the theatres that
gave benefit perfonnances. For these performances distril)uting companies contributed film with rental value totaling
$44,593.46.
In addition, distributing companies in
the devastated areas contributed to the
Red Cross and Knights of Columbus film
for 122 shows given for the refugees in
emergency camps.
Los Angeles led in the matter of contributions with $54,273.84. In Milwaukee,
school children sold 80,000 tickets at fifty
cents each for a benefit performance at the
Milwaukee Auditorium.
The
campjiigns
throughout
the United

States were begun as a result of a suggestion from Will H. Hays to theatre owners
and distributors. The exhibitor organizations backed the Red Cross to the utmost.
Money raised for the flood sufferers as
reported by film boards of trade of various
cities was as follows :
Donated by
Value of Film
Amount
Raised
Albany
$ 7,000.00
Atlanta
2,554.45
Boston
23,275.95
Butte
1,216.51
Buffalo
14,201.57
Chicago
29,993.69
Charlotte, N. C
3,886.77
Cincinnati
5,545.95
Cleveland
1,903.57
Dallas ■.
22,155.30
Des Moines
2,977.20
Detroit
8,191.63
Denver
3,440.47
Indianapolis
8,067.87
Kansas City
5,857.41
Los Angeles
54,273.84
Memphis-Little
Rock 21,427.98
Milwaukee
46,034.59
Minneapolis
5,897.78
New
Haven
3,066.86
New Orleans
17,916.17
New York City
12,214.19
Philadelphia,
Pa
16,883.82
Oklahoma
City
7,522.23
Omaha
5,012.32
Pittsburgh
23,310.24
Portland, Ore
1,598.51
San Francisco
16,275.00
Seattle, Wash
2,424.00
St. Louis
10,879.25
Washington
32,207.00
Total

Distributors

300.50
206.50
$3,730.00
2,025.50
4,200.00
254.00
1,003.71
881.00
206.50
3,272.00
476.00
923.50
1,285.50
1,681.50
9,639.00
1,520.00
200.00
1,214.50
2,600.00
2,006.00
177.50
3,243.45
1,322.30
227.50

497.00
1,500.00

$417,212.12
$44,593.46

Pennsylvania Circuits Are Acquiring
Many Individually Owned Houses
INDIVIDUALLY owned houses in Pennsylvania are rapidly being absorbed by the prominent circuits, according to a number of announcements made recently. Among the latest of these is that the Harris
Amusement Companies of Pittsburgh has actjuired the Holzman estate
interests in the Majestic Theatre, Johnstown. At the same time the Johnstown papers announced the Majestic was one of eight Western Pennsylvania and Ohio theatres just added to the Harris string. The others are the
Palace and Peoples of Tarentum; the Washington, Regent and Palace of
Washington, Pa., and the Playhouse, Butler and Majestic of Findlay, Ohio.
From Reading comes the news that John N. Snyder, business partner of
the late George Bennethum, has acquired the interest of the Bennethum
estate in the theatres the two had jointly owned. The houses include the
Strand and Opera House in Pittstown, the Lyric, Boyertown, and leases
on the Hippodrome, Pottstown; Pictureland, Reading, and the Opera
House, Coatesville.
The Comerford Amusement Company of Scranton has purchased the
Hippodrome in Pottsville for 170,000, bringing its chain up to 143 houses
in Pennsylvania and New York. The Comerford interests have also taken
over the chain operated by the J. G. Meyer Amusment Company in Jersey
Shore, Montoursville, Troy and Canton, and including also the City Theatre in Williamsport.
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Many New England Houses
To Undergo Changes
Most Important of Many Deals is That Involving Poli
Circuit
approach of Fall, many
WITHchangthe
es and contemplated changes
in New England motion picture
theatres are becoming known, of which the
most important is the pending deal involving the Poli Circuit, one of the strongest
circuits in New England and operating theatres in the principal cities outside Boston.
Another important change is that involving the State Theatre at Hartford, which
has been acquired by Mark Capitol-Stanley
interests and will reopen this week Friday.
The theatre is one of the largest and best
known in Connecticut with seating capacity
of 3,600. It is to become a straight picture
theatre.
The Richmond Theatre at Richmond, Vt.,
has been bought by new interests said to be
backed by local capital, J. E. Gannon making the sale, effective Sept. 1.
James Cohan of Boston, widely known in
film circles, has bought Grange Hall at
Merrimack, Mass., from Leslie Patterson,
and will continue a policy of straight pictures.
In Worcester the new Arthur S. Friend
theatre is to open about Nov. 1. The Worcester Theatre, which has been playing
stock, the Plaza and the Elm, all three Poli

houses, are apparently marking time during
Poli negotiations before making any announcement regarding opening dates and
policies.
The Orpheum Theatre at Danielson,
Conn., formerly operated by the S & A
Amusement Company of Putnam, Conn.,
has been taken over by the Regional Chain
Theatres.
The new Humboldt Theatre in the Dorchester district, Boston, is planning for its
opening on Labor Day.
George Hammond will operate the new
Victory Theatre in Lowell, which is scheduled for formal opening early in October.
This will be one of the largest theatres in
that section of the state.
The new theatre being erected by Samuel
Woolfson in Medf ord will probably be ready
for formal opening the latter part of October. It will seat about 1,200.
Medford Theatre at Medford, Mass., has
been extensively improved by its ownermanager, George H. Hackett and is scheduled for reopening at Labor Day.
Another new Massachusetts theatre to
open about Labor Day is the Wollaston at
Wolla.ston, owned by Abe Spitz.

New Houses for Brooklyn
35,000 Seats Will Be Added to Territory When Sixteen
New Theatres Open
thirty-fiive thousand additional
FULLY
seats will be available to Brooklyn
territory when, approximately sixteen new theatres in the several sections
of this city open within the next few weeks
and months. Some are scheduled for an
early Fall opening, others are almost completed and several are well advanced in the
stage of construction.
On September 2.3, or thereabouts, Samuel Lesselbaum will open his new Fortway
Theatre, Fort Hamilton avenue and 69th
street, Brooklyn. Mr. Lesselbaum was the
former owner and operator of the Premier
Theatre before that house passed into
Loew control.

a Labor Day opening, it is reported.
ager Greene will be his associate.

Picture

News-

Saenger to Expand
in
Jamaica and Panama
mentsThe-in
importa
E progra
THRE
m ntofdevelop
Saenger
the
aters, Inc., for theater acquisition and expansion in Panama and
Jamaica, were mentioned in leading
news despatches from Kingston, Jamaica, to New Orleans, this week.
The Saenger organization has purchased the Gayety in Kingston and
will provide motion pictures and vaudeville for residents of the British
colony there. In addition to this the
Saengers will erect a new theater at
Rose Gardens, Kingston. This will be
a part of a $500,000 project to develop
theatrical enterprises in Jamaica.
A third important enterprise already
in
Saenger's large
theater
nowprogress
under isconstruction
in Panama,
and will cost approximately $500,000.

Eight Firms Incorporate in
New York State
Motion picture companies incorporating
in New York state during the past week
included the following, according to papers
which were filed with the secretary of state
at Albany: Stanley Productions, Inc.,
$25,000,
Stanley
Gluck,
New York
City; H.'Gluck,
Arthur W.Renee
Schurberg,
Yonkers; Macon Theatre Corporation,
$150,000, Gertrude HofEman, Henrietta
Shapiro, Robert Eliasberg, New York City;
Rudy Amusement Corporation, $5,000,
Joseph and Sophie Tankeloff, Queens ;
Leonore McLaughlin, New York City;
Novel Productions, Inc., $20,000, Lillian
Passman, Rose London, Anna S. Flaumenbaum, New York City; Star and Studio
Picture Corporation, $25,000, Bernard L.
and Morton Miller, Pauline Keller, New
York City; 54th St. Amusement Productions, Inc., $10,000, Anna Fruhling, Marion
Koenig, Irving P. Turman, New York City.

Man-

Somer's new 2,000-seat theatre at Ocean
Parkway and Brighton Beach avenue is
fast nearing the finished stage and the same
can be said for Sam Berman's new 3,000,
seat picture and vaudeville house at 64th
street and 18th avenue. Both are in
Brooklyn.

Three other new Brooklyn theatres soon
to be ready are: "Mike" Goldreyer's Art
Theatre, on Pineapple street in the Brooklyn Heights section; Rachmiel and Rinsler's Congress, St. Johns Place, near Buffalo avenue — scheduled to open next Thursday— and Sol Brill's Fresh Pond Road
Sam Ronnheimer's new house is nearing ■ Theatre. The latter is a 2,000-seat house
completion at Empire Boulevard and Kingand it is rumored that the Keith circuit
ston avenue, Brooklyn, and Loew's new Ormay acquire it in the near future.
iental Theatre in the fast growing section
of Bensonhurst is also near its opening
Universal 's handsome new atmospheric
type theatre, designed by the well known
day — said to be two weeks away.
On the site of his old Marathon Theatre
Chicago architect, John Eberson, and located at 43d street and New Utrecht aveat Park Circle, Brooklyn, "Rudy" Sannue,
will be ready in about two weeks;
der's new house is well under way, and
Loew Theatres have started work on the
Herman Weingarten will add 600 seats to
the downtown section of Brooklyn when
large house to be built on 9th street. Park
the Montniartre opens as an extended run
Slope section; Keith's big 4,000 seater unhouse.
der construction at Church avenue and
Builder Schwartz, owner of the Elton
K(>nmorc Place is well under way, and the
Loew Circuit is putting finishing touches
Theatre, a house Avhich was recently
on its recently acquired Piccadilly Theatre,
brought to the stage of completion in the
Kings Highway and East 18th street.
Boro Park section of Brooklyn, will have

Confirms
Loew's
Acquisition Report
Ohio Theatre
Fred Desberg, general manager of
Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., has confirmed
the report that his organization has taken
over the Circle theatre, Euclid avenue and
East 101st street, formerly operated by
Martin Printz. Loew 's Ohio Theatres, Inc.,
takes possession of the Circle theatre this
week. Actual operation of the house will
begin August 28th. The announcement further states that the Circle will be the first
house in its section to show first-run downtown attractions.

Kansas City Ahead in F.
N.'s Summer Billing Drive
Kansas City jumped to first place last
M'eek in the First National summer billing
campaign. This is the eleventh week of
the drive and there are but two more weeks
to go. New Orleans, which had held firet
place for four or five consecutive weeks,
dropped back to second place, while New
York came up to third place, followed by
St. Louis, New Jersey and the St. John
branch in the order named. The district
standings are as follows: 1st, Eastern;
2nd, Southern ; 3rd, Western, and 4th
Canadian.

September
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F B O Completes Plans in
Foreign Fields
Has Made

All Arrangements For Distribution in IB
Territories Abroad

EPH P. KEJS^NEDY, President of
JOS
F B 0, announces that after a year
of concentrated effort the company has
established distribution in sixteen important foreign territories. The policy under
which the distribution plans are completed
involves the affiliation in individual foreign
territories with native distributors, with
the marketing directly under the F B 0
trademark.
As a result of these affiliations, the first
of which was the Ideal Films, Ltd., for the
United Kingdom, the product of the company is now receiving wide foreign distribution. Arrangements have been completed
with the Sociedad General Cinematografica
of Buenos Aires, Argentine for the territory of Argentine, Paraguay, Uruguay,
Chile, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.
Other affiliations announced by Mr. Kennedy are as follows :
Luis Lezama of Mexico City for Mexico;
Tezai Biga Kaisha, Ltd., of Kobe, for
Japan; Odeon Theatres Company of Shanghai, for China, Manchuria, and British
Hongkong; the Industries Rounidas F. Matarazzo of Sao Paulo, for Brazil; Lie Tok
Swie of Weltevreden, for the Dutch East
Indies ; Leet C. Barnstyn, of the Hague,
for Holland; Albert Goose of Brussels for
Belgium; France and Goulette, Inc., of Manila for the Philippine
Islands; Raissi

Alabama's Sunday Closing Bill Killed by Vote
S of the "Sunday ClosOPPONENT
ing" bill now before the Alabama
legislature, Montgomery, Alabama, scored a victory last Wednesday,
when, led by H. C. Farley, the house
committee on revision of laws killed
the bill of Representative Monk to prohibit Sunday shows and other amusements. The bill was killed by a vote
of 13 to 4 and was placed in the hands
of a subcommittee known to be dead
set against the Monk measure.
The bill's advocates received a surprise when their opponents produced
Dr. Richard Wilkinsom, for several
years rector of St. John's Episcopal
church, who said that the legislature
should not step in on local matters
unless asked to do so. Oscar L. Tompkins, of Dothan, led the fight for a
favorable report on the bill with its
author. Rev. Bob Jones and D. F.
Green, executive secretary of the Alabama Baptist Board, favored the passage of the measure.
Senator John Craft of Mobile county,
made a vigorous appeal for the defeat
of the bill, declaring that the people
of Mobile and Montgomery had settled
the question of Sunday amusements
and that he did not see why the legislature should vote for it. This view
was also expressed by Jesse B. Hearin,
Sunday school teacher and head of the
agricultural department of the chamber of commerce.

Freres, of Cairo, for Egypt, Syria and Palestine; S. T. Stephens of Athens, for Greece,
Bulgaria, Turkey and Armenia; Odeon
Film Company of Prague for Czecho Slovakia Louis
;
Sojourne of Caracas, for Central America and Venezuela; Leon Gaumont
of Barcelona, for Spain and Portugal;
TeiTa Film, A. B., for Sweden, and Adams
Filmi of Helsingforse, for Finland.
In addition to the above a deal has just
been completed between F B 0 and Munchener Liehtspielkunst Aktien-Gesellschaft,
known to the film trade as Emelka, whereby
the new series of Tom Tyler productions
will be distributed in Germany by that distributing agency.

Bershon
Special
Sales
Representative for U. A.
David Bershon has been named special
sales representative for United Artists by
Al Lichtman, vice-president and general
manager of distribution in the United
States and Canada. Mr. Bershon has been
selling and buying film for sixteen years.
He has sold pictures for Universal and
First National and has purchased them for
West Coast Theatres. Two and one-half
years ago he became West Division manager for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Edward Lindeman has also been appointed to the post of special representative of the L'nited Artists' home office by
Mr. Lichtman. His first asignment will be
the management of the Philadelphia exchange during the illriess of Jack Von
Tilzer, present manager of the branch, who
will resume his position upon recovery.

Tiffany Working on Three
for New^ Season
All the production energy of Tiffany is
now being concentrated on seven of the 24
Tiffany features for the new season. These
seven pictures are now in production. Two
of thorn have practically been completed
and are now in the course of editing and
titling. They are "The Girl from Gay
Paree, " with Lowell Sherman, Barbara
Bedford, Malcolm McGregor, Walter Heirs,
Margaret Livingston and Betty Blythe, and
"Women's Wares," featuring Evelyn
Brent, Bert Lytell, Gertrude Short, Larry
Kent and Sylvia Ashton. "Once and Forever," with Patsv Ruth Miller, is being
filmed.

"Bowery

Rose" New Excellent to Go Into Work

Following the completion of "Broadway
Madness," co-starring Marguerite de la
Motte and Donald Keith, Excellent Pictures
will place ' ' Bowery Rose ' ' into work. Pat
O'Malley and Gladys Hulette will play
the leads in the new production.

Ingram
Film
Opens
Embassy, N. Y., Sept. 2
I Ingram's
newwill
Metro-G
Allah,"
of
on,
Garden
■*■
producti
open oldwyn
at Rex
the
4 4rpHE
Embassy Theatre, New York City, Friday evening, September second, for an
indefinite run.
The new picture, an adaptation of
Robert Hichens' romance, is the result
of many months' work by the Ingram
unit at the director's studios in Nice,
France and on location in Northern
Africa, where practically all of the exteriors for the picture were made.

Production
Boomed
Columbia Studio

at

Two of the Columbia pictures have been
finished and four more are in various production stages, the waning month of August
finds.
"Alias the Lone Wolf" is completed and
on its way to the New York office. Shooting
has been finished on "Sally in Our Alley"
and Columbia editors are now cutting and
titling it for release.
"By Whose Hand," starring Ricardo
Cortez, will go into production as soon as
the remainder of the cast has been chosen.
Director Louis Gasnier is now working on
the script
of "Say
It with
Sables,"
serve
as vehicle
for Claire
Windsor.
Workto
is also progressing rapidly on the two
stories selected for Priscilla Dean and Conwav Tearle.

DeMille to Start Soon on
Personal Picture
During intervals between conferences on
various specials on the De Mille studio list
scheduled for inunediate production, CecU
B. De Mille hiis intimated that his next personally directed production to follow "The
King of Kings" will not be Biblical, but
will be strictly modern. Camera work will
not be started until the late fall, it is said.
The producer does not intend to start his
own story until he is satisfied witli the
product being made by his stars, directors
and stock company. Jeanie Macpherson is
writing the storv.

Sterling
Finishes
1926-27
Production Program
With the conclusion of production on
"The Cancelled Debt," Sterling Pictures
has finished its list of 18 productions for
the 1926-27 season and is ready for the production of its eight pictures for the new
"Stranded" is the first picture on the
1927-28 progi-am. "Pretty Clothes," the
second, goes into production on August 15.
year.

Mary
Philbin
Signed
by
Griffith for U. A. Film
David Wark Griffith has signed Mary
Philbin to a contract to play the leading
role of Princess Emanuella in "A Romance
of Old Spain," which is the director's next
picture for United Artists. The male lead
is being played by Don Alvarado.

Motion
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Innovations for Colony
Dr, Riesenfeld, Opposed to Vaudeville, Promises Many
Novel Presentations
HUGO RIESENFELD promises a
number of innovations in the way
of motion picture presentations
when he reopens the Colony Theatre in
New York on September 9th. A formal
reserved seat openitig will be held on that
night, after which the policy will be regular continuous performances starting daily
at noon.
Dr. Eiesenfeld has expressed himself as
decidedly opposed to the combination motion picture and vaudeville house and will
confine the Colony to high-class presentations and pictures.
In discussing the opening Dr. Riesenfeld
said:
DE.

"In vaudeville theatres films were often
used to chase out the crowds to make way
for new audiences for the vaudeville. It
seems just a little absurd to me that the
magnificent new picture palaces should
rely upon vaudeville to recruit audiences
for motion pictures. I feel sure that in
this city of six million people there are
enough interested in films to support
a de luxe Broadway house dedicated to the
finest screen entertainment, presented with
discrimination and good showmanship.
' ' We are going to make an effort to make
such people feel at home at the Colony.
We hope it will be one of the smartest pictui-e theatres on Broadway. While I will
not have the largest orchesti-a, I will leave
it to a jury of musicians whether or not it
is the finest.
"There will be many innovations at the
new Colony. I consider myself fortunate
in having acquired some presentation novelties which I feel sure will be well received.
A variety of novelties will lend spice to
the programs and you may rest assured
that they will never be crowded
out to

Kane
Will
Produce
Five for First National
ROBERT KANE has announced
the titles of the five pictures
which he will make under a new
contract with First National for release in 1927-28.
"French Dressing," an original story
by Adelaide Heilbron, will be the first
film made under the new contract. Ben
Lyon and Claudette Colbert will be cofeatured. "Harold Teen," based on the
comic strip by Carl Ed, next follows
before the cameras at the Cosmopolitan Studio. Ben Lyon will again play
the leading role. "The Golden Calf,"
taken from a Liberty Magazine story,
will be the third Kane film next falL
"The Man and the Moment," an Elinor
Glyn tale, the fourth Kane picture,
may, in all likelihood, be switched to
follow "French Dressing" into production. "A ("hild in Their Midst" completes the list of five films.
With "For the Love of Mike" now
in the theatres, Kane has virtually
finished his twelfth independently produced picture.

make room for any unwieldy and dull stage
The Colony, which has been dark for
some time, has been undergoing extensive
acts."
alterations
and will reopen with a 2,000seat capacity. The initial picture upon reopening will be "The Cat and the Canary,"
Paul Leni's first production for Universal.
Details of the surrounding program have
not yet been completed by Dr. Riesenfeld.

Six

Warner
Releases
lor
Month of September

"Old San Francisco" and "The First
Auto," two extended run productions, head
the Warner Bros, schedule of six releases
for the month of September, their release
dates being September 4 and September 18
respectively.
"Slightly Used," starring May MvAvoy,
will be released on September 3 and "The
Broadway Kid," starring George Jessel, on
September 10. "Jaws of Steel," starring
Rin-Tin-Tin, will be sent out on September
17. The last release for the month will be
"A Sailor's Sweetheart," co-starring
Louise Fazenda and Clyde Cook, which will
come from the exchanges on September 24.

"The Blood Ship" Opening
Three New Theatres
With two openings already scheduled,
"The Blood Ship," Columbia's sea special,
has also been chosen as the initial picture
to be shown to the audiences of the Orpheum in Lansing, Michigan, when that house
opens early next month. The Million Dollar Mayfair in Asbury, New Jersey, opened
on August 6 with the Columbia production
and Charles Miles' Oriental Theatre in Detroit will in the near future throw open its
doors with "The Blood Ship" as its initial
screen presentation.

Lazarus
Adv.-Pub.
Head
for West Coast Theatres
Harold B. Franklin, president of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., has announced the appointment of Jeff Lazarus, as director of
publicity, advertising and exploitation of
the West Coast circuit of theatres.
Lazarus last week took over his new duties,
which were formerly under the direction of
Fred Schader, who has received the appointment of Western representative of
Photoplay Magazine.

"The
Cossacks"
Next M-G-M

Gilbert's
Vehicle

"The Cossacks," Tolstoi's story, will be
translated to the screen shortly with John
(iilbert in the starring role. George Hill
will direct the film. Elaborate preparations are now under way for this romance.
Production will begin at the Culver City
studio as soon as Gilbert completes his
])reseiil role in "Fires of Youth."

Picture

News

In and Out of Town
RICHARD
A. ROWLAND, general
production manager of First National,
and Al Rockett, general manager of production at the Burbank studio, left Wednesday,
August 17, on the Twentieth Century for
the studio on the Coast. Mr. Rowland will
remain on the Coast for a few weeks.
JR. BRAY, accompanied by Mrs. Bray, has
• just left for Hollywood for a stay of some
three months, which he will devote to the production of his comedies.
LEAVING Los Angeles Sunday noon, Aug.
13. Paid Bern, Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer executive, flew to Chicago to catch the Tiventieth
Century for New York, arriving in the Eastern
metropolis Tuesday morning. Mr. Bern secured
a passport in 24 hours and left on the Mauretania U' ednesday. He is bound for London,
Paris. Berlin, Vienna and Budapest to confer
with leading authors and will return about November 1.
BEN LYON, who has been spending the
past two months in Europe, arrived
back in the United States Tuesday, August
23, on the S.S. Olympic. In addition to
visiting France, England, Germany, Italy
and Switzerland, the actor played a role in
"Dancing Vienna" made by the Deutsches
Film Producing Union in Berlin.

genmanager, ,returned
this week
Fox Films'
JAMES eral.Rsales GRAINGER
from an extensive tour of his company's sales
branches.
COLVIN
FBO vice-president
in chargeW.ofBROWN,
foreign distribution,
sails for
Europe August 30 on the Berengaria.
EDGAR B. HATRICK, in charge of the
motion picture interests of William
Randolph Hearst, left last Tuesday, August
23, on the Twentieth Century for Los Anweeks. geles where he vnll remain for several
RECENT arrivals in New York from
Hollywood include Joan Crawford, Neil
Neely and Ralph P2merson, all of whom entrained almost immediately for West Point to
join
the
ina there. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer company filmIBLUMENTHAL,
general
. manager in Germany,Paramounfs
sails Wednesday
on
the Aquitania for Berlin, after having spent
several weeks in consultation zvith E. E.
Shatter, general manager of the foreign department of Paramount.

director and photoFOSTER,
RAY
grapher, left New York Thursday, August 25, for the Coast where he will make
pictures for Castle Films. He expects to
return to New York in about a month's time.
GKORCiE
WILEY, Corporation,
vice-presidenthasof left
the
PeerlessII.Pictures
New York on a business trip and will visit all
key city exchanges handling Peerless pictures.

UFA

Erecting New Theatre in Konigsberg

UFA is building a new nmtion picture
tlieatre in Konigsberg, Germany, wliieh will
be named the "Capitol." It will have a
seating capacity of 950 seats and is to be
opened on October 1, 1027.

William Fox

THE
OLIVE

JOY GIRU
presents

with

BORDEN

THE young beauty and fresh charm of OLIVE BORDEN alone
would be sufficient to make this FOX picture truly a joy picture,
but it has many distinctions. Palm Beach is its background, and an
air of social luxury pervades it. Tropical beauty frames every scene,
with Technicolor skilfully preserving and presenting the high notes.
An intriguing love story; an ingenious plot; a cast to marvel at, with
Neil Hamilton, Helen Chandler, Mary Alden and two old (but never
antique!) favorites — Marie Dressier and William Norris; and above
all, through all — youth, rampant, cocksure youth! JOY is the Surname of this picture and GIRL is its family name — truly! A box
office bon bon! One of the best and sweetest Olive Borden pictures!

One of the
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OLIVE
Burdens
first for the season
A

"THE
WILLIAM
ALLAN

JOY

FOX
DWAN

GIRL"

PROFIT
PICTURE
PRODUCTION

From May Edginton's Saturday Evening Post Story. The matrimonial mix-ups
of a fortune-hunting flapper — with Palm Beach as a setting, humor as a flavor
and Technicolor supplying the spice.

Oh you Exhibitor!

Heres Youth and Allurement for you!
Shorts !

Shorts !

Shorts !

The House of Fox has long been the House of
superior Shorts. Just as dimes make dollars
Fox Shorts make the Program. And first
and foremost, always, is

FOX

NEWS

cast

NmrnlmLTON

MARIE DRESSLER
MARY ALDEN
WILLIAM NORRIS
HELEN CHANDLER
JERRY MILEY
FRANK WALSH
CLARENCE ELMER
PEGGY KELLY
JIMMY GRAINGER, Jr.

104 Issues

26 FOX

COMEDIES

26 FOX

VARIETIES

I

S e p t e mh e r

Twenty

1 9.

Paramount
in Production
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Films

What is said to be a new record for Hollywood is the working: schedule of Paramount, which has twenty features now in
the course of production. This progi-am in-cludes films in all stages of preparation,
filming and editing and titling.
Foremost among the specials being made
is "Beau Sabreur. " Another is "Now
We're in the Air," the new Beery-Hatton
«omedy which has Louise Brooks in a featured role. Others in the course of making
^re "A Gentleman of Paris," "One
W^oman to Another," "Beggars of Love"
(formerly titled "Sun Kissed"), "Figures
Don't Lie" and "The Street of Sin." In
the cutting rooms are "Shanghai Bound,"
"Swim, Girl, Swim" and "Tell It to
' ' for immediate camera work
Sweeney.
Scheduled
are "Open Range," "Red Hair," "The
•Gay Defender," "Honeymoon Hate,"
■"Rachel," the first George Bancroft starring picture, the first Field-Conklin comedy
vehicle, and a new Esther Ralston picture.

Two

New Branches Handling 1st Division's Product

As the result of a trip taken last Wednesday and Thm-sday by Jack Lustberg,
secretary of First Division Distributoi'S,
Inc., First Division has acquired two additional exchanges to handle this year's program. of pictures, practically one-half of
which is now complete. In Pittsburgli, Abe
-and Sam Steinberg will distribute the First
Division pictures from their exchange at
1034 Frobes Street; they will be known as
The First Division Distributors of Penn-sylvania, Inc. The Fischer Film Exchange
•will distribute the First Division line-up
from their office in Cleveland. W. B. Hurlliert, of the Favorite Film Exchange in
Detroit, will handle the First Division
•schedule of pictures in his section.

Sennett Comedy
Heads
Pathe Lineup for Sept. 4
"The Golf Nut," a new Mack Sennett
•comedy with Billy Bevan, Eddie Quillan
.and Alma Bennett, is the chief number on
the Pathe program of short subject releases
for the week of September 4. The group of
:subjcets also includes "In the Talons of
the Hawk," second chapter of "Hawk of
the Hills," new Pathe serial; "The Small
Town Sheriff," an ^sop film fable;
"Horses, Horses," a Grantland Rice Sportlight number; Topics of the Day and Pathe
Review, Number 36 and two issues of the
Pathe News, Numbers 74 and 75.
In the Pathe Review number are: "Over■eoats for Goats," "Jazzing Up Japan,"
"The City That Was Sacred" and "Parlor
-Swimming."

Photography on "My Best
Girl" Completed

With the taking of steamship scenes in
Los Angeles harbor, more than three
months of camera work was finished last
week on "My Best Girl," Mary Pickford's
new picture for United Artists. Allen McNeill isnow cutting the reels to the proper
:footage.
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Newsreel Resume

|
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Fox News, Vol. 8, No. 94, features the
take-off of the ill fated flyers from Oakland, Cal., in the $35,000 prize race to
Honolulu. General Pershing visiting the
president at the Summer White House;
shots of the government's private reindeer
herd in Alaska, pugilistic youngsters,^ and
Chicago's beauty pageant are some of the
other highlights.
No. 95 shows President Coolidge in a
saddle climbing Mt. Rushmore to officiate
at the dedication of the Borglum memorial.
Still another shot shows the president
cranking a motion picture camera. A
fourth shot presents King George V caparisoned in oilskins aboard his royal yacht.
Paramount News, No. 7, includes the start
of the San Francisco-Honolulu flight, news
pictures
of Uncle
Sam'sthe"war
horses,"
the contest
between
Vanitie
and and
the
Resolute. Intimate glimpses of prominent
persons
in the world's
an athletic
meet of German
warriors news,
and scenes
of the
Lithuanian army contribute to make up the
issue.
No. 8 records the reception given the
Prince of Wales on his tour of Canada,
German students manipulating motorless
planes and "Leading Eagle" Coolidge addressing 10,000 Indians. More scenes of the
Vanitie and Resolute, shots of the lost Pacific fliers and an Italian human fly are
shown.
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Kinograms, No. 5319, features the start
of the tragic race to the Hawaiians. A variety of subjects are had in a kid's auto
built out of .junk, Britain's polo team which
will oppose America's, an athletic exhibition by Parisiennes and shots of Hindoos.
In No. 5320 are depicted the departure
of Erwin and Eichwaldt from California
Hindenburg attending a military service,
New York's beauty contest at the Yankee
Stadium and the welcome tendered President Coolidge by the red men.
M-G-M News, Vol. 1, No. 2, shows a display of gynmastics by English lads, surf
board sport, sheep scaling snowy peaks in
Washington,
the world
a Pacific marathon
swim's biggest
and the searchlight,
new iloods

Perfect picturization of the Paris
and New York stage success by
Paul Geraldy.
Scintillant cast

including

Holmes Herbert
Ruth Dwyer
Reginald Sheffield

in the Mid-West. Besides several regional
stories, the reel plays up the first of a series of picture talks by Gene Tunney.
No. 3 has the celebration of the German

Jean Acker
Wilfred
Lucas
Thomas Holding

Republic, canoeing scenes. New York's
beauty queens, parents of victors in flight
to Hawaii, U. S. fliers being initiated, New
Orleans' pulchritude winner, baby carnival stars, and chorus girls dancing on Manhattan's skyline. Current news item of the
war situation in China, the Redskins' dance
before Coolidge make up the remainder of
the reel.
Pathe News, No. 69, starts off with scenes
of the training sites of the contestants in
the impending Tunney-Dempsey match,
Pershing visiting the president, Mussolini's
sons training at Facisti camp, baseball
teams, a Borah fish story, the figures in the
hop-off from California to Hawaii.
International News, Vol. 9, No. 68, consists of troops of Northern China passing
in review, aquaplane ride amid Alaskan
icebergs, Spaniards training of bull fights,
reducing elephants in New York, world's
tiniest railroad in England, Mussolini farming, airmen's take oft' in Pacific flight.
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Neiv York City
BUSINESS took a decided spurt in
practically all of the Broadway
houses last week with the result that
some of them hung up their best grosses
this summer. Good show weather prevailed with a rainy Sunday thrown in for
good measure. The showing of legitimate
theatres is also a decided barometer and it
is claimed for these houses that last Saturday night was by far the best they have
had since warm weather settled in.
Going into its second week at the Roxy,
"What Price Glory" topx>ed its previous
week end by $1,000 and the past week hung
up a record that will probably stand for
some time. $144,267 was the total amount,
and this shows the drawing power of a real
picture. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
of this week has shoAvn a slight fall as compared with last, but the figures indicate
that a two weeks ' run record will also be
established.
"Wings" at the Criterion and "The
Patent Leather Kid" at the Globe are both
clicking along in fine shape, the former
particularly catching the fancy of the public. An advance sale of two weeks is reported for both shows with standing room
also sold out.
The week's gross at the Capitol shot up
over the previous week when the Norma
Shearer cludedpicture,
"After
Midnight"
its run while
the Strand
with conRod
La Roquc
Eagle" did
better
than in
the "The
week Fighting
before.
The Gaiety with "The King of Kings"
stepping along at a pleasing pace, unruffled
by other openings, and Fox Films "Seventh
Heaven" at the Harris despite strong competition isstill pulling them in.
"Service for Ladies," the Adolph Menjou picture at the Paramount, is said to be
responsible for the best gross that house
has had this summer. "Topsy and Eva,"
at the Rivoli is not getting along as well as
it might and will go out the end of this
week. Emil Jannings' remarkable performance in "The Way of All Flesh" is
still attracting many to the Rialto.
It is too early to tell just what "Les
Miserable!^" will do at the Central. Apparently this film will stay there for some
time.
At the Astor "The Big Pjirade" is nearing its hundredth week and still getting
pleasing results. It is reported that this
picture will go out Sept. 10. A Russian
film at the Cameo, a small theatre, seemed
to share in the general prosperity and "Old
San Francisco" is still at Warners'.

Chicago
SLIGHT sgins of improvement were noted
in some of Chicago's neighborhood
houses last week, the big, de luxe houses
continuing to hold their own in a satisfactory iiiaiuier.
The screen feature at the Chicago was
"Becky" with Ben Bernie and his Broadwiiy .Jazz Orchestra heading the stage offerings, and business was normal. Paul
Ash and his gang in "Cdllcgc .Jazz," iiiid
Dorothy Gisli in "Madame Pompadour"
accounted for another good week at the

Oriental, which has maintained its patronage throughout the summer. The timely
offering of the Dempsey-Sharkey fight pictures in addition to the college romance,
"For the Love of Mike," pulled strong at
the Roosevelt Theatre. ' ' The Big Parade, ' '
which went into its fourth week at McVickers Theatre, continues to interest the
picture-going public, and a satisfactory box
office report was turned in.
Northside theatres shared in the improved business of the week, the Granada
having an exceptionally good week with
"The Resurrection" as its feature picture,
Benny Meroff and his stage band and Vitaphone.
The Uptown
Avith "The
Poor onNut"
on the screen
and Benny
Kreuger
the
stage, with other attractions, had an average week. "Metropolis" was the screen
offering at the Sheridan with Verne Buck
and his baild as the leading stage attraction, and only fair business was enjoyed.
On the west side "Resurrection"
also proved itself a strong drawing card,
where Charles Kaley was in "A Trip on
the Comet" and George Givot also appeared as a stage attraction.
"The Callahans and the Murphys" with
Vitaphone and Del Delbridge and his
]\Ierrym;ikers, brought a normal attendance
to the Capitol, and the Tivoli had a fair
week with "The Unknown" as its screen
feature
and Lottie Mayer's Diving Girls
on
the stage.

Atlanta
l^T'ITH
interesting
of well
' ' chosenan pictures,
each aiTay
one possessing
some definite merit, Atlanta theatres fought
out a strongly competitive battle last week
with bettor than average box-office results.
"The Blood Ship," at Keith's Georgia,
was the box-ofiice lead, with big attendance
all week, generous word-of-mouth advertising and ample recognition from the press.
"Stark Love," showing at the Rialto,
received two highly laudatory signed reviews that reacted through the box-office.
The Capitol Theatre presented "Dearie"
to uniformly large and enthusiastic audiences. The picture "clicked" mightily
throughout the week.
At the PubUx de luxe Howard Theatre
"Ten Modern Commandments" was well
received and favorably reviewed by critics.
It's record shows box-office value.
The public had a pleasant surprise in
"Broadway Nights," which held the boards
at the Mctroijloitan all week.
"The Understanding Heart" went over
satisfactorily with patrons of Loew's
Grand, the spectacular stuff and comedy
element finding am]ile favor. The Tudor
registered its customary success at the boxoffice with "Rambling Ranger," "Perils of
the Coast Guard," and "Hero on Horseback," dividing honors pretty evenly, each
running for two days.
"Mile-a-Minute Man," the one first-run
picture of the week at tlie New Alamo, was
an average drawing card Friday and Saturday, the first four days of the week being
filled by return engagements of two different attractions.

Boston
"|\/f ORE rapidly than in former seasons,
^ * Boston theatres are reaching midseason conditions. This week has been
better than last week and last week was
better than the preceding week.
Probably the real answer is that Boston,
theatres are giving better pictures than
ever before and better stage entertainment.
Every theatre which could reasonably be
called old has been remodelled, redecorated,
reseated and modernized. Only a short
while back, downtown Boston theatres
alone advertised in the Boston papers and
on Boston billboards. Today finds the
suburban theatre a real competitor.
This week finds Jackie Coogan featured
in "The Bugle Call" at Loew's State Theatre, with Jan Garber and orchestra, known
as the Victor Mirth Makers and Beth
Challis, singing comedienne, as the presentation number.
Few films of recent appearance have been
given more space by the reviewers than
"The Way of All Flesh" at the Metropolitan this week. Gene Rodemich and his
Metropolitan Merry Makers continue to
provide the presentation number with the
aid of new assisting talent each week.
"Painting the Town" is the feature at
Loew's Orpheum and a vaudeville bill
headed by Barbette. At the twin houses,
Modern and Beacon, the double features are
"The Missing Link" and "Good as Gold."
"Slaves of Beauty" has proven a big
drawing card at the Keith-Albee Boston
Theatre, while the double bill at the Fenway, "Lost at the Front" and "Manpower" has grossed well. Other theatres
joining in the report of weU filled houses
include the University with "The Climbers" and "Tarzan and the Golden Lion;"
the Exeter with "Arizona Bound" and
"The Climbers;" the Capitol with "The
Unknown" and "Fast and Furious," the
Olympia with "Lost at the Front" and
"Hard Boiled Haggerty" and the Scollay
Square with the same double bill.

Los Angeles
Vl/'EATHER conditions in Los Angeles
* ' do not affect box office receipts to
any great extent, with the possible exception to matinees, as it is always cool after
sunset. The neighborhood theatres always
have splendid attendance, especially the
theatre where the alluring sign, "Feature
preview tonight " is on dis])lay in the lobby.
"Seventh Heaven" at Carthay Circle
Theatre is doing capacity business, both
matinee and evening, with the advance sales
heavier than on any other production shown
at the house.
\\'e('k.
"Firemen, Save My Child" did so well
at Million Dollar that it was held a second

The Clara Bow fans, and she has many,
were out in full force to witness, "Hula,"
at the Metropolitan. Rube Wolf and the
Fanchon-Marco "Parisian Idea" added to
the vei-y entertaining bill.
Lon Chaney in "Mockery" at Loew's
State drew well while. "For the Love of
Mike"
at receii)ts.
the Uptown maintained average
1)()X office
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Cleveland
THIS was a good week at all the theatres.
The weather continues cold. The Industrial Exposition staged at the Public
A\ulitorium brought hundreds of people
from surrounding towns into the city. And
legitimate theatre competition has not yet
started.
"Ben
Hur,"
playing its first popular
priced engagement in the country at the
Stillman, easily walked off with first honors.
Although the picture opened big, it has been
growing steadily each day. It is being held
did
for a continued'run. "After Midnight"
fairly well at the Allen, where it was surrounded byan elaborate presentation. "For
the Love of Mike" pulled just average business at the State, although it received newspaper notices as being a "good wholesome
"Old San
picture for the entire family."
Francisco" brought out all lovers of melodrama, of whom there are many, as evidenced by its being held a second week.
"Painting the Town"
did very well at
Keith's Palace, where it luid been well exploited. "For the Love of Mike," pleasant,
light entertainment, did fairly well at the
State.
"The Notorious Lady,"
a second
rate story with a first rate east, also rang
up a fair average for the week at the Park.
"Beware
of Widows"
was mildly successful at both Keith's East 105th St. and
at Reade's Hippodrome.
"The Heart of
Salome" at the Hippodrome the last half
of the week did fairly well. "The Naked
Truth," propaganda film on the social evil,
continues to do business at the East Ninth's
St. Theatre, where it just finished its sixth
week.
The Circle is still on its summer
policy of daily change revivals. Neighborhood theatres report a picking up in business.

Kansas City
p)OX offices "clicked" much more regu-'-' larly this week than in several weeks
in Kansas City at first run houses. Cooler
weather may or may not have been responsible for the increase in attendance at
virtually all tlioatres.
At the Newman Esther Ralston in "Ten
Modern Commandments" drew big all
week. At the Royal, Wallace Beery and
Raymond Hatton in "Firemen, Save My
Child," played for the second week to good
business.
Milton Sills in "Hard Boiled Haggerty"
at the Main Street held up well both afternoon and night Ijvisincss. The DempseySharkcy fight packed them in at the Globe,
while "Birds of Prey" at the Pantages did
better business than last week.
Raymond Griffitii in "Time to Love" at
the Liberty also played to full houses.

Seattle
'l"' HE last week was an average one for the
* theatres of this city — the warm weather
kept many of the city residents away from
the houses of entertainment, but hundreds
of visitors enjoyed the programs that were
offered. Business in general was below
normal, however.
The Fifth Avenue Theatre, although it
did a very good l)usincss foi- tlie entire
week, fell very noticeably below the average of till' last live weeks. "Time to Love"
with Raymond Griffith was the feature.
Eddie Peabody and one or two good Fanchon-Marco specialty entertainers saved
the prog^ram. Business was probably several thousands of dollars
below
the

Salt Lake City
clicking regu$20,000larly mark,
lately. which has been
The best business in town was checked
ColumRobert W.ng Bender's
up bybiaManager
Theatre, consideri
capacity. The
Columbia offered Menjou's "Service for
Ladies," and did a very big business for
the week. An added attraction of imappearance at each perthe Seattle.
portance
formance of wasMiss
An unusual first run situation occurred
at the United Artists and Coliseum Theatres, in the fact that both houses played
second run pictures which had appeared at
the same houses many months before.
"The Covered Wagon" played the first
week of a two-week engagement at the
United Artists Theatre, and did a nice
business, but was far from a sensation.
At the Coliseum, "Quicksands" was just
an average drawing card, built up to a considerable extent by a strong supporting
program.
The Blue Mouse Theatre played the first
week of a two- week engagement of "The
Heart of Maryland, ' ' which did a very good
business. The Vitaphone s^lbjects, including Blossom Seeley, Senator Ford, Flonzaley Quartet and Schumann-Heink were not
very well received, particularly the first
two mentioned.

"
Theatre,
the a Pantages
n, built"CoUeen
up by a
fair attractio
wasAt just
pleasing vaudeville program. The Embassy
but
Cents,"
Gave Me theTwenty
played
business
film, and
was against
the title"God
was not particularly good. At the Strand
Theatre, John Danz cashed in on the
presence of the Pacific Fleet and many
country visitors in Seattle by playing a return engagement of "Is Your Daughter
Safe?" as a "Men Only" attraction.
Neighborhood show business was very
much off, according to reports from the
larger houses.

Oklohowa City
' tOMILE,
BROTHER, SMILE, " at the
►-^ Empress last week made a good showing at the box-office, and also went over
well with the audiences as there were many
chuckles during its showing.
"Chang" did a nice business at the Criterion too. This was shown the week before
at three consecutive morning matinees for
the children under 12 of the city. These
free shows were very well attended and
seemed to prove good advertising to the
"The Heart of Maryland" proved a sucpublic.cess at the Capitol the first of the week,
and gave way to another winner the last of
the week, "Metropolis." This latter picture seemed to be a case of where the audience attendance was excellent, yet the picture itself failed to please a good percent.
Everyone was talking about the photography and "oddness" of "Metropolis,"
while he criticized the picture. Yet curiosity won at the })ook-office.
"My Lady of Whims," a Clara Bow
story presented by an Independent Company— and evidently made about eighteen
months ago — made a good business for the
Liberty the first part of the week. "Closed
Gates" closed the week at this theatre to
fair business.
The weather the first two days of the
week was extremely warm but the cool
days that followed made business pick up
all along "Main Street." Indications are
that the fall theatre season is about to be-

gin.

T^HE thermometer has dropped consider■*■ ably of late, especially in the evenings,
in and about Salt Lake, and down town
theatre business has been tremendous as a
general rule.
The Paramount Empress management reports last week to have seen the biggest
results experienced within the past twelve
months during the showing of "The Rough
Riders. ' ' In addition to the feature picture and the short subjects, a stage presentation was also offered.
"The Big Parade," which is now finishing the second week at the Pantages, has
smashed every record ever made at this
house, having played to over fifty thousand
people the first week and a similarly mammoth crowd the second week.
Large crowds attended the Victory Theatre during the week's run of Dorothy Gish
and Antonio Moreno in "Madame Pompadour." An added stage attraction was also
included in the bill.
"That Model from Paris," went over
very satisfactorily at the Gem with capacity houses being the rule.
The Rialto Theatre was unable to take
care of patrons who were desirous of seeing "Rookies," it is announced.
Exjjloitation ran heavy on the above
productions, and results were extremely
beneficial.

Detroit
p)IG business has resulted here from the
-'-' advertising campaign conducted in connection with Greater Movie Season. Extensive use of newspaper columns and extra
publicity are the chief causes of large
grosses in the houses, although first-rate
weather conditions last week assisted
materially.
"Old Ironsides," the pictorial tribute to
America's famous warship, leads by a wide
margin. This production selling at special
road show prices brought immense crowds,
to the New Detroit. Critics unanimous in
their praise and heavy crowds were on hand
for every showing. To be held ovei'.
At the Madison, a good record was established with "The Cat and the Canary,"
many customers being thrilled at Laura La
Plante's adventures in a forbidding, deserted mansion. Matinees went strong and
nights even stronger, so the management
has decided to retain it another week.
Money was also spent without much reluctance on the Adams photo-romance,
"When a Man Loves," starring John Barrymore and Dolores Costello. Races to the
ticket windows took place every evening
and
either.the afternoon crow^ds were not slow
The Michigan chalked up nice performance totals through Milton SiUs' "HardBoiled Haggerty," backed by Boyd Senter
in a syncopation fiight labeled "Non-Stop
After the first day's business of "Smile,
to Mars." Smile" the Capitol management
Brother,
has sufficient reason for adopting a similar course. Sunday business excellent but
a drop occurred Monday. However, from
Tuesday on the house was invariably filled.
A stage attraction was featured on the bill.
Monte Blue in "The Black Diamond Express" pulled good throngs throughout the
week at the Colonial, while "The Irresistible Lover, ' ' featuring Norman Kerry and
Lois Moran, went along at a good clip on
the State screen.
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Minneapolis
^[0 theatre records were smashed in Min-'■^ neapolis last week, but nearly every
picture house reported business brisk. The
weather has been bright and cool — ideal
for theatre-going — and the box offices have
been busy as a result, even if there were
no outstanding attractions.
The State did a very good business with
Richard Dix and Mary Brian in "Manpower." A stage novelty, "The Garden of
Enchantment," an Our Gang comedy, and
the Kouns Sisters on the Vitaphone
rounded out a very satisfactory program.
The Strand also did a good business with
Patsy Ruth Miller in "Painting the Town"
and the Lyric was packed most of the time
during the second week's showing of the
Dempsey-Sharkey fight pictures. Johnny
Hines in "White Pants Willie" was an
added attraction on this program.
Pantagf's featured Blanche Sweet and
Warner Baxter in "Singed" and had a
50od week's business. The HennepinOrpheum supplemented its vaudeville program with Joseph Scihildkraut in "Hia
Dog," and the Seventh Street, the junior
Orpheum house, enjoyed good patronage
■with Francis McDonald in ' ' The Valley of
HeU."
The leading neighborhood houses all reported average or better than average attendance. Pictures featured at these
houses — the Loring, Lagoon, Rialto and
Lyndale — included "The Better 'Ole,"
Colleen . Moore in "Naughty, But Nice,"
John Barrymore in "The Beloved Rogue"
and Leon Errol in "Lunatic at Large."

Mihvaukee

weather, the exhibitors' ally,
C OLD
descended upon Mihvaukee this week
and shot receipts at all theatres up a notch
or two. Business was brisk both down
town and at the neighborhood houses. The
week began rather slow, but ended with a
redeeming flourish.
Jack Mulhall in "The Poor Nut" headed
the bill at the Wisconsin and did good business, supported by a strong stage presentation. The Strand had "Laff Week" which
was unusually well attended. The pictures
■were "Time to Love" and "Haunted
Spooks," both making a strong bid for
popularity. "The Blonde Saint" drew
very good houses to the Alhambra Theatre.
The feature at tli(> (iardcn was "Colleen"
and brought in gratifying returns. "Convoy" was also well attended at the Merrill.
A varied selection was offered patrons
of the neighborhood theatres this week, and
all theatres reported business considerably
above average for tliis season of the year.
The Milwaukee drew good houses with
"Rough House Rosie." "The World at
Her Feet" seemed popular with tlie large
audiences of the Oriental. "On Ze Boulevard" was the feature at tlie Tower. Patrons of the Yenetiiin turned out in goodly
numbers to see ' ' The Claw. ' '

Baltimore
T^WO

pictures did excellent l)usiness during the week beginning Monday, August 15, in Baltimore, and another broke
the house record and generally speaking
business for the seven-day period was good.
"The Circus Ace," starring Tom Mix
with five circus acts on the program and the
lobby and exterior decorated and arranged
like a main entrance to a big circus, broke

all house records at Whitehurst's Garden.
Special back page advertising was used in
conjunction Avith this show urging children to ask their parents to bring them to
the theatre.
"Annie Laurie," proved a wonderful patron puller at Loew's Valencia and "Firemen, Save My Child," sharing honors on
the ])rogram witii the Parisian Redheads,
Bobl)y Gryce and Newhoff and Phelps,
pulled them in strong at Loew's Century.
The best business done during the entire
sununer at Keith's Hippodrome was evidenced by the showing of "Somewhere in
Sonora," featuring Iven Maynard in that
house with five acts of vaudeville.
"On Ze Boulevard" proved a good drawing card at Whitehurst's New Theatre, but
business there might have been helped by
the publicity given the New, w^hen John T.
Moore, the manager was assaulted and robbed Monday night.
"The Swell-Head," featuring Ralph
Graves and Eugenia Gilbert and Johnny
Walker, did pretty fair business throughout the week at Warners' Metropolitan,
with Vitaphone presentations on the same
program.
While the critics here gave Raymond
Griffith's latest picture "Time to Love,"
good write-ups, it did not pull so well at
the Rivoli Theatre and business there could
be considered less than fair.

Ottawa
T^HE theatres of Ottawa, Ontario, bucked
'^ against the Connaught Park Jockey
Club meet and the baseball and lacrosse
league finals during the week of August 15
and everybody got a good share of business despite the opposition.
B. F. Keith's Theatre had another big
Monday and this house was nicely filled at
every night performance during the remainder of the week. The film attraction was
"The Fourth Commandment" and it was
voted one of the best seen there in a long
time. The vaudeville was good but this
picture overshadowed even the fine stage
acts.
The British program at the Regent was
also an excellent draw and Manager Tiibninn did not hang any flags out to make it
patriotic, either. The feature was "Madame
Pompadour," starring Dorothy Gish, and
added was the Boys' Navy League Band of
Victoria, B. C, which was on its way home
after a trip to Great Britain.
"One Hour of Love" looked good on the
signboards of the Centre Theatre and with
plenty of stars in the cast it made fine entertainment for flappers, wives, old maids
and sheiks, who really turned out in force.
This went on for three days when "WeddinglievedBills,"
starring
rethe tension
for Raymond
the rest ofGriffith,
the week.
The Centre had a pick-up week with these
two.
Reginald Denny's automobile story "Fast
and Furious" at the Imperial Theatre was
another capable production and drew fairly
well, although attendance suffered through
the absence of the six-piece string orchestra which had helped to boost things
through July.
"TilUe the Toiler," as second run at the
Eden Theatre in Hull, Quebec, again pleased
a lot of fans and Manager Donat Pa(iuin
counted quite a heap of cash. The Capitol
Theatre, I lull, Quebec, followed the Centre
in Ottawa with "One Hour of Love" and
liad quite a bit better than average business.

Albany
Picture

News

T AST week in Albany Avas characterized
■*-^ with what might be termed good movie
weather, the days being moderate and the
evenings coming off cool and delightful.
Such conditions brought an immediate response in the box offices of the various
downtown theatres in Albany and Troy.
For instance, "Underworld" played at the
Mark Strand to business that would ordinarily be handled in October or November.
The same held true with "Running Wild"
at the Mark Ritz, which did a most satisfactory business throughout the entire
week. At the Leiand, "Framed" started off
Monday to almost capacity business and
held up throughout the week. This picture,
like the other.s, appeared to please the local
critics. There is one thing that must be
said of tthe newspaper critics in Albany,
and that is if they do not like a picture,
they say so in no uncertain terms. One of
these critics is an old timer and his reports
are closely followed by thousands.
In Troy, the Troy theatre played "Twelve
Miles Out" to fairly good business throughout the week. John Gilbert is a favorite in
the collar city. The theatre owners of Troy
and Albany are keeping their houses cool
and delightful this summer, which is also
an important factor. While daylight saving, of course, has its drawbacks to the
motion picture theatre, it does not seem to
hurt this year to the extent of past seasons.
This may be due to the fact that theatre
owners in Albany and Troy have come to
the wise decision of putting on good pictures during the summer months, rather
than to seek about and show anything that
has been booked and which is of doubtful
drawing power.

Central Pennsylvania
SMASHING the record for attendance at
•^-^ any motion picture show in Harrisburg
for a like period, 30,000 persons viewed
"What Price Glory" in the week of August
15, at the Colonial Theatre.
It was the first appearance of the famous
war play in that city, but nevertheless the
regular prices of tickets prevailed, — 30 and
50 cents and 15 cents for children. Four
shows a day were given. So popular. was
the picture the first week that Manager
Charles Jones, of the Colonial, arranged to
keep the film for the following week,
although another picture had been advertised.

"Running Wild," with Mary Brian and
W. C. Fields, opened the week at the Victoria, but proved to have no very great
pulling power. At mid-week the bill was
changed and
Covered Wagon,
return visit to"The
Harrisburg, was put" onon toa
finish the week and did splendidly.
At Loew's Regent the feature all week
wiis Lillian Gish in "Annie Laurie," which
proved profitable attraction, although it is
probable the business fell below what
would have been dona had not "What
Price
Glory" been going so strong in a
rival theatre.
At the State, the first three days, the film
attraction was the comedj^, "Is Zat So?"
with George O'Brien and Edmund Love,
and the last half of the week "Rich Men's
Sons," featuring Ral])li Grjucs and Shirley
Aljison, Avas presented. Both helped attract
big crowds in connection with the vaude\ille offerings.
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"The

Hawk

of

the

Hills"

(Patheserial — 10 Episodes)
[Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
BEGINS

another twenty-reel recountal of intrigue, treachery, double-crossing, Indians,
kidnapping, theft, fistfights, troopers, firearms,
villainy, rescues and all the other serial situations, this time laid in the bright sunshine and
verdure-clad mountains of the early West.
Allene Ray and Walter Miller are again costarring under the direction of Spencer Bennet;
the story is by George Arthur Gray, and if the
first three chapters are an indication of what is
to come we would say that the rabid serial fans
are going to have a fine time following the different developments. As it shapes up now, the
serial has sufficient punch and competency in its
portrayal and presentation to pass muster as a
logical follower of the many serial successes put
out by Pathe in the past.
Frank Lackteen is the villain of the piece, being a half breed Indian with a wolfish, hungry
look on his bronze countenance. Qiief White
Horse and members of the Araphoe Indian tribe
appear in the cast, which also claims adequate
character actors in Paul Panzer, Wally Oettel
and Harry Semels. The photography is first
rate and the director keeps his plot well in hand,
giving the proper stress to the menace's insidious hoverings around the helpless heroine.
The Hawk is a leader of a depraved band,
who respond to his every wish. In the first
chapter they rob the claim of two prospectors,
killing one and keeping the other captive. This
prisoner is father of Miss Ray, who is traveling
to meet her uncle, the Indian agent. The Hawk
also captures the Indian agent, thinking to substitute him with one of his own men, and takes
on a new member for his gang in the person of
Walter Miller. Just who the latter is, whether
he is a villain who will be moulded to a virtuous
state by the beauty of the heroine or whether he
is a government man in disguise, is a question
the fans will be eager to ascertain as they follow up the successive episodes. It is seen early,
though, that he is a friend to the girl, for he
warns the driver of her stage when the Indians
attempt to waylay her. There are plenty of
details crotwded into these reels, plenty of excitement, too. The continual ups and downs of
the fortunes of the heroine, the resourcefulness
of Walter Miller to meet all the situations as
they arise and the foiling of the villainous
Lackteen will, we are sure, keep the interest
aroused until the final fadeout somewhere in the
future has arrived.

"His Better Half"
(Educational— Two Reels)
{Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

IMAGINE the "Ham" Hamilton as a plump,
buxom dame ! He's on view in this comedy
as an unwieldy, awkward female attired in
blonde wig, long flouncy dress and lace wristlets. And, although he is not as competent a
lady impersonator as Syd Oiaplin or Julian
Eltinge, his outlandish appearance and fluttering feminine ways are still comical and droll.
Tender-hearted "Ham" thought he would help a
friend out by substituting as a newly acquired
bride. You see, his friend during a carouse had
wired his relations that he was homeward bound
with a blushing helpmate on his arm. When he
reached a sober state, he realized that he would
have to get a real wife or "Ham" would have
to do some subbing. Quite a departure for the
veteran comedian is this role.
Surrounded by admiring and doting relatives,
Hamilton finds the reception anything but congenial the
;
only one in whom he is interested is
pretty Estelle Bradley, the daughter of the
house. The various attempts of the playful rela-

tives to entertain their guest will surely make
'em chuckle. The rotund comic has only to do
a few of the many tricks he knows so well to
get the average audience a-laughing. Good support is had in the comedy of Al Thompson anc
Henry Murdock. The latter gives the im
pression that he has lots of ability under cover
Glen Cavender and Blanche Payson are the
other two troupers in the cast. Norman Taurog
presided at the megaphone.

"A

Half. Pint

Hero"

(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THEY have put together a lot of gag stuff
for Lupino Lane in this two-reeler and
much of it is funny, but it would seem a comedian of the versatility of Lane is worthy of
much better material. He hardly gets a chance
to strut his stuff to the best advantage but what
he does he does humorously and well.
The comedian is a fireman and in the firehouse
a rival in
for allthesorts
girl ofhe episodes,
loves. I'hey
become isinvolved
even
to the smearing of custard pies. An alarm calls
them to a disastrous fire and while they are
there the home of the girl also starts afire. She
sends the alarm by note with her dog, which
delivers it to Lane. He dashes back and is followed by the rival.
Lane scales to the girl's room via way of
awnings, while the rival dashes up the burning
stairway. There is a wild scramble between
them to save the girl and Lane finally succeeds
by jumping to the telegraph wires with the girl
and sliding down the pole. The picture will
undoubtedly be liked in the neigbhorhood houses.

"Danger
Ahead"
(Universal Featurette — -Two Reels)
THIS new series from Universal might well
be termed "Northwestern" instead of
Western for the reason that the stories deal
with the activities of the Northwest Mounted
Police. Undoubtedly this change from the regular ranch house tare will find favor among
bookers of this type of picture, for the past
year's
crophasof been
botha full
length and
Westerns
considerable
one. two reel
Jack Perrin, under the direction of Bruce
Mitchell, is the featured player and does very
well in the role of a mounted 'con'. In this one
he takes the assignment of rounding up a gang
of horse raiders. He not only successfully accomplishes this, but after some harrowing experiences gains a bride as well. Action is well
done.-E. G. JOHNSTON.

"The
Scrappin'
Fool"
(Universal Featurette — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

A RIP
roarin'
feller"and
is the
of this
two "Literary
reel Western
he hero
does
everything that heroes of these pictures do
except tote a couple of guns. He is a "nogun-man" instead of being one of the chaps
who usually carry two or more cannons out in
the wide open country.
This strenuous author is out among the cattle
ranchers in search of stories, but finally concludes that he must put on cowboy clothing in
order to get some real color. Immediately he
becomes embroiled in a quarrel between two
neighboring ranchers. In a fist fight with a
gunman who has arrived there to become the
paid assasin of one rancher, he vanquishes that
gentleman and uses the latter's name. Eventually
he is the means of patching up the fued — in
fact hero-Bob Curwood does everything — even
to the point of stealing one rancher's daughter
for his bride. This Featurette will satisfy for
those who play them.

"Olympic

Games"

(Pathe-Our Gang — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THE title of this one gives promise of some
keen comedy, which does not develop. The
games feature of the picture falls down badly
and the director has resorted to the hurling of
overripe eggs and fruit for his humor. The
atmosphere and the countenances of the gang
are fairly smeared with too ripe eggs and fruit
of all descriptions. For one with a weak
stomach some of the closeups would be extremely nauseating.
While the "rasberry" has nothing to do with
the throwing of the fruit it cuts considerable
figure in the development of the story — if any.
As the games progress there is a continuous
repetition of the "rasberry" from some unknown
quarter and the gang takes exception to it. They
charge on the wrong victim on numerous occasions and submit him to a beating. Eventually
all of the victims band together and return with
their supply of too ripe fruit and eggs and the
battle is on. It must have taken considerable
time to collect all the garbage that is hurled
with unerring aim to the countenances of all
concerned.

"Up In— Arms"
(Educational
Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
DEVORE is featured in this
DOROTHY
comedy which has a cast consisting also
of Al Thompson, Stanley Blystone, Glen Cavender and Charles Dourety. It is a fast moving
comedy, some of it good and some not so good,
but taken as a whole is very passable. It is
replete with automobile and aeroplane stuff and
in addition to the comedy offers a number of
thrills.
There is a lot of old gag stuff in the automobile sequences, such as losing the steering
wheel and dodging in and out among street cars
and trucks. There are parachute jumps from
aeroplanes and there are perilous changes from
one plane to another with Miss Devore the center of activity. In fact she is kept continuously on the jump. It is fairly full of action
with enough good comedy to put it over.

"The Dancing Fools"
(Universal-Stern
Bros. — Two
Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)

as
known are
i''^l ^^^
Charles
and otherwise
Charles Dorety,
IKE,"
ANDKing
' 'IVf
with us again accompanied by their usual
troubles. This time they have a date with a
couple of girls but have a difficult time evading
their landlord who seeks to collect the long due
rent. They finally get away and meet the girls
— one fat and one lean — and end up in a tough
cabaret where the orchestra leader shoots a gun
when the next number is to start, and where a
prize is offered for the roughest dance. Mike
and his fat flapper carry off the honors. This
one has a pretty fair assortment of laughs.

"The

Small Town

Sheriff"

(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)
AL FALFA is the sheriff in this one of the
Fables cartoons and he descends upon a
soda fountain speakeasy. Instead of confiscating the goods he partakes of them and forthwith must become a victim of the D.T.'s for
he is next seen up in the clouds and is eventually in a boat which runs amuck of a comet.
He is carried along at a terrific rate until he
comes to in the midst of a band of wild animals. There is little in the way of humor in
it— CHESTER J. SMITH.
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"Love's Languid Lure"

(Pathe-Sennett — Two Reels)
only
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
FROM the entertainment angle this Mack
Sennett starring Ben Turpin is
moderate. To be sure, the cross-eyed comedian
has several good gags and receives good support
from the other members of the cast, but on the
whole their efforts will only provoke mirth
of the subdued kind.
Ben is a country lad, the idol of his mother
and the love of Pretty Montgomery, who works
in the same store with him. The piquant Peggy
felt that romantic feeling for her Ben until the
oily villain from the city breezed into town one
day ; then, little by little, her romantic ardor
cooled towards the cross-eyed one, and she
finally leaves him flat to go ofif with the city
slicker. Poor Ben has no one to turn to in his
loneliness except his mother.
The high spots of the comedy are those where
the city feller cheats at cards, winning Ben's
savings, and those in which Turpin sadly sings
"Sweet Adeline" with all the necessary facial
expressions. Its other parts are but average.
That scene where the store keeper tries to make
a sale with a customer should be left out ; it is
out of place and is a vulgar way to get laughs.
Other players in the comedy, which was directed
by Earl Rodney, are Sunshine Hart, Irving
Bacon, William McCall and Jack Cooper.

Pathe

Review, Number

35

(Pathe— One Reel)
THERE are three subjects in this issue of
the Pathe Review : "Concerning Babies,"
"The Town of Tomorrow" and "The Seal
Hunt." The first is a human bit, done in color,
and showing a tussle between a baby and a
monkey over a bottle of milk. After this good
start a novelty is introduced in closeup shots of
a model town in Colorado where everything,
from the backyard fence to the railroad train, is
done in miniature. Away up in the Northern
Canadian Coast, the camera next brings the
spectator to witness an actual seal hunt in the
icy expanses. You see the boat leaving its
haven, forcing its way steadily and surely
through the masses of floating ice. Occasionally, dynamite must be used to release the ship
when the ice holds it tightly within its grasp.
Actual shots are taken of the seals who do not
scurry to safety with the near approach of man
and who are picked off at a distance with rifle
shots. You see them dragging the carcasses of
the slain mammals aboard the ship. The haunts
of the seal are invaded every year by hardy
men ; adventures and method of approach are
interesting, to say the least. The usual educational standard is maintained in this issue of the
Review.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Holly-Nuts
(Educational — One Reel)
ALL of the freaks of Hollywood are on
play in this one, which is described as
movie side show. It shows the fat woman,
fat boy, the witch, the man who bathes

disthe
the
his

"beard
in milkthedaily
to draw
his pay,
the vCho
lean
tall woman,
midget
and many
others
draw little more than a pittance to appear before the camera.
The picture also is interesting because it
sTiows the roads leading to Hollywood, the
Hollywood boulevards, studios and some of the
"homes of the stars. As a novelty it will probably go well.— CHESTER J. SMITH.

"On the Hook"
(Pathe-Sportlight — One Reel)
SOMETHING of interest for all devotees of
Izaak Walton. The thrill of expectancy an
angler has when he battles a fish, the uncertainty
of the tug of war, are in this pictorial version
of the catching and landing of a huge tarpon
off the coast of Florida. One of the biggest
and gamest of fish, the tarpon puts up a terrific resistance as he is towed in by the relentless hook and line. There he is twisting and

turning, threshing and churning the water, leaping high into the air, diving deeply — anything to
escape that line slowly but surely drawipg
him to his doom. The cameraman has played
up the thrills in the battle, alternating between
the frantic efforts of the tarpon to escape and
the dogged tenacity of the fisherman to land
his prey. This deep sea fishing must be great
sport, one concludes, as scenes of this Sportlight are unreeled. Audiences should get a kick
out of the battle of life and death.
In contrast to the gorgeous fight put up by
the tarpon is the indoor fishing scenes used as
an opener. Here the fish are in a swimming
pool into which dangle the lines of easy going
fishermen, who stretch out on a comfortable
chair awaiting a nibble. Weak anaemic fishing,
this — for in comparison with the sporting
chance given the aquatic denizens of the Atlantic 'the catching of a few fish in a pool is not
much of an accomplishment. This is a good
Grantland Rice Sportlight — and you know how
good the brand can be.— RAYMOND GANLY.

"Mum's
the Word"
(Fox — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J, Smith)
IF action and running through situations are
the main ingredients for a two-reeler Fox
has a good one in this. Every efTort is made
to pile up situations as rapidly as possible and
to keep the characters on the jump evading
each other or dodging the slapstick. The brand
of comedy is something else again. As in nearly
all of these alleged comedies the humor is entirely too much exaggerated unless the picture
is made for audiences under ten years of age.
The story is of the very fresh and breezy
young masher who tries to "make" the pretty
daughter of the stern judge, who is opposed
to mashing. The youth trails her into a department store and in order to talk to her steps
behind the counter and waits upon her. He is
apprehended by the store detective and brought
before the stern judge, who sentences him to
walk the streets placarded as a masher.
Later the judge unwittingly enters the wrong
apartment and is about to be compromised,
when the youth, also involved, conceives a way
out for them both, saves a delicate situation,
and with an implied threat keeps the stern
judge mum as he wins the winning daughter.
—CHESTER J. SMITH.

"The

Cry

of Winter"

(Educational — One Reel)
A NUMBER of interesting sights and, pleasing scenic shots are shown in this one of
the Outdoor Sketches series. Few stop to thmk
of the hardships the wild animals undergo
through the bleak Winter. Here are shown
the antelope and the mountain goat in their
quest for food. Hundreds of the species are on
display wandering aimlessly for fodder enough
to carry them over until Spring.
As a second part of the reel shows The Hot
Place with the many phenomena of the Yellowstone Park on display. There are some good
shots of Old Faithful and the other wonders
of the National park. It is all fairly interesting
and instructive.— CHESTER J. SMITH.

"Oh,

Teacher"

(Universal-Oswald Cartoon — One Reel)
Er' VEN though many complimentary things
J have already been said about these new
animated
Rabbit
cartoons
Universal's,
thishasis
the first one
of the
seriesofthat
this writer
seen and he wishes to add his endorsement.
They are amusing and should find favor among
the general run of exhibitors who want to give
their patrons a change of diet. The ears and
feet of this animal should make interesting
thingsisfor
a cartoonist
to work
rival
a vicious
Tom Cat
which on.
seeksOswald's
to win
the rabbit's sweetheart — but the latter wins out.
— E. G. JOHNSTON.

Picture

News

"At Ease"
(Educational — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THIS is a typical Hamilton vehicle and will
undoubtedly be appreciated by the comedian's fans. It is just a lot of hokkum and slapstick with a climax of aeroplane stuff to brmg
it right down to the minute. Hamilton is the
rookie in the citizen's training camp — and a very
much exaggerated rookie at that. He is put
through all the paces of the camp and bobbles
them all badly, upsetting lieutenants, captains
and generals in his awkwardness.
Put in the awkward squad, the comedian even
disrupts that and when the hardboiled sergeant
asks if any one is tired of walking Hamilton
steps forward. He is then made to run, v/ith
the sergeant prodding him at every step. Eventually the pair find themselves in an aeroplane
and to save a crash they are compelled to jump.
Hamilton is warned to count ten and then pull
the string,
unknown
to him,
Lloyd's
parachute ropebut
becomes
severed
before
he makes
the jump. He jumps, counts ten and pull the
string, chute
butand lands
a-topdescend
of his companion's
para-is
the pair
safely. There
enough fair comedy in it to make it appealing
to those who like that sort of thing.

"Too

Much

Sleep"

(Universal- Andy Gump — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
HERE

is a corking good Andy Gump comedy— made good not only through the efforts of Joe Murphy, but considerably more so
by Fay Tincher who does her stuff in a way to
make some of the younger element in comedies
look like mere tyros. Most of the action centers around dumbbell Andy, who manages to reverse connections on the gas and water pipes
while making repairs. Naturally, water llows
through the gas pipes — and water through the
gas jets. Director Francis Corby has made the
most out of this situation. There are other
parts equally as good.

"Cutting a Melon"

(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)
THERE
nothing
Fables
cartoon isfor
which init this
couldAesop
possibly
be
recommended. It is entirely devoid of humor,
though the cartoonists tried to cram some in
out of very thin material. Al Falfa is the
owner of a watermelon patch, which attracts all
the dogs of the neighborhood. When Al starts
out with his wagon all of the canines chase
after it and steal the melons. Al gives chase
and as he does so one of the dogs steals the
wagon. It's a very poor subject. — CHESTER
J. SMITH.

"Felix the Cat in the Travel-Hog"
(Educational — One Reel)
NOT

much of a story behind this Felix cartoon. It is not even a tryout for the versatile cat, but to its credit it is fast-moving and
always on the go. The lively pace started
when Felix slips onto a piece of soap is maintained to the finish. But, even though it is a
fast and snappy number, the competent cat is
thrown hither and yon like a rubber ball, and
few opportunities are had for him to demonstrate his agreeable mimicking. Give Felix better
material to work with.
Our initial sequence is one of Felix at his
hath. He had just promised his wife that he
would slip on something and be down to breakfast with her in a jiffy. He does slip — on a
cake of soap — and falls out of a window only
to be kicked by an arrogant mule right into the
path of a tornado. Felix is traveling as fast as
light itself — one minute he is up in the North
I^ole, the next we see him in Holland, Italy,
F^ypt.
He goes
up to heroes
the mooncanitself
— -what
worlds these
cartoon
conquer!
Finally a volcano gets Felix in its clutches and
projects him over the broad Atlantic on a nonstop flight to his home.— RAYMOND GANLY.
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Mockery
Not So Hot, But Chaney Puts It Over
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THEY'RE still serving up different characterizations to Lon
Chaney — and the end is nowhere in sight. In his newest
entry he gets away from the super-morbid roles which presented him crippled or deformed. Instead he acts a stolid, stupid
Russian peasant and extracts a deal of sympathy for the figure.
It's a simple story which is offered here — one which is perfectly
obvious all the way. Indeed, had the director drawn a map he
could not have made it more easy to follow. One knows what will
happen the moment the characters are planted.
The story is a sort of aftermath of the revolution. The peasant
rescues the aristocratic heroine from a band of IMouziks and suffers a severe beating as a result. Naturally with his slow-thinking
mind he is vinable to comprehend that she cannot possibly accept
him as a lover. She gives him a job as a servant and he becomes
an easy tool in the hand of a revolutionist.
The picture is happily free from heavy atmosphere — and it certainly has not gone "set." The players act with excellent restraint— and each one is splendidly cast. Barbara Bedford gives
the role of the countess considerable poise and bearing. While
Chaney has had better pictures and characterizations, this one
won't take anything away from his popularity.
The Cast : Lou Chaney, Barbara Bedford, Ricardo Cortex,
Mack Szvain, EniiJy Fiisroy, Charley Puffy, Kai Schmidt.
Director. Bciija\iiiu Christciiscn.
THEME:
Drama
of peassets. The retained acting. Chaney's make-up.
ant's love for countess during
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
the Russian revolution— and his
supreme sacrifice for her.
Bill as another triumph of ChaPRODUCTION
HIGHney's art. Play up the sympathy
LIGHTS : The meeting of counand heart appeal of story. Mention Ricardo Cortez.
tess and peasant. The rescue of
DRAWING POWER: Rests
heroine The comedy in the serwith Chaney. He should draw
vant's quarters. The attack by
them. 0. K. for first runs and
the peasant. The Climax when
average houses.
he protects heroine. The simple
Produced and distributed by M ctro-G oldivyn-M ayer .
Lciuith. six reels. Released, August, i()2j.

A romance

of the Napoleonic era is "The Fighting Eagle" a current
release from Pathe

Soft Cushions
Modernized
(Reviewed

Crooks try to outwit the law in tlw Pathe feature, "Hidden Aces."
Scenes from the Paramount feature length comedy, "Soft Cushions."

Arabian

Knights

Comedy

by Chester J. Smith)

HP^RE is something different in the way of comedy.
Set in
period costuming of Arabian Knights days it is modernized
by a lot of wise-cracking gags and a set of titles written by
the late George Randolph Chester. When the Sultan, pleased with
the beauty and grace of the charmer of the harem, asks Doug if
she can dance, his prompt reply is, "and how?"
There is much about the picture that suggests a travesty on
"The Thief of Bagdad." It has all the beautiful settings and costuming and it offers a splendid change from the usual comedy in
the subtleness of its humor, which is fairly continuous, though the
picture does drag a bit in spots.
Doug is not the dashing type of the other Doug in "The Thief";
not quite. He gets out of just as many situations, but he resorts
more to strategy of mind than to nimbleness of foot. He too is a
thief, who with his cohorts adopts the inodern method of forward
passing their swag. It surely is a laugh when Doug snatches a
purse and a lateral and forward pass is made to deceive the
victim.
It's a story so well done and with so much subtle humor that
there seems little chance for it to miss.
The Cast : Douglas MacLean, Sue Carol, Richard Carle,
Russell Powell, Frank Leigh, Wade Boteler, Nigel de Brulier,
Albert Gran, Fred Kelsey, Harry Jones, Noble Johnson.
THEME:
Modernized
cosbevy of beautiful
girls; the
subtle comedy.
tume comedy of Arabian
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Knights' days in which the
young thief outwits the high
The star and the exceptional
moguls and eventually wins the
cast: The wise-cracking titles
most beautiful slave in the
of the late George Randolph
harem of a dealer in virgins.
Chester. The combination of
the period costume comedy with
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The elaborate seta
the sure-fire modern gags.
and ebautiful costuming;
the
DRAWING POWER:
Good.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length seven reels.
Released, August zytli.
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The Fighting Eagle
Fair

Enough
Entertainment
of its Kind
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
NAPOLEONIC background is employed in this picture, an
A
adaptation of Conan Doyle's story, "The Exploits of
Brigadier Gerard." It is fairly intelligent — and at times,
adequately amusing, though one can never say that it packs any
suspense or thrills. The director takes it lightly enough — and by
doing so makes it into an acceptable film. It is all quite impossible as to plot but there is enough incident to make the patron
overlook its faults.
It has for its central figure a young innkeeper who is something
of a braggart. A pretty spy who knows her onions enlists the services of the hero in order to outwit a treacherous Tallyrand. He
gets away with it and is rewarded with a commission and the
heroine's love.
The picture gets off to a good start but it soon dissipates its
few highlights. The humor which provided the good points does
a fade-out. The finish shows an old-time situation — the hero being
saved from the firing squad in the nick of time.
The best features are the captions, which are amusing and intelligent, and the capable acting of the cast. While Phyllis Haver
has a more or less colorless role she makes the most of it. Rod La
Rocque is a good choice as the boastful hero, but Max Barwyn
plays Napoleon in the traditional manner. Which, of course, makes
it a stereotyped performance.
The Cast: Rod La Rocque, Phyllis Haz'cr, Max Barzvyn.
Sam De Grasse, Julia Faye, Clarence Burton, Alphonse Ethier.
Director, Donald Crisp.
THEME : Romantic drama
tic interludes, etc.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
of innkeeper who falls in love
Play up title and source of
with spy during reign of Napoleon and saves his emperor
story. Mention as written by
Conan Doyle. Feature Rod La
after much misunderstanding.
Rocque and Phyllis Hav6r.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Suit^
LIGHTS: The settings. The
able for average houses.
acting by principals. The captions. The climax. The romanProduced by Cecil De Mille. Distributed by Pathe-De Mille.
Length, scvoi reels. Released, August, 1027.

A

story

of the aftermath

of the Russian

revolution

is told in Metro-

Goldivyn^M oyer's "Mockery."

Hidden Aces

Smuggled Jetvels and Government Agents
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)

Highlif^hts

from

the Jf'arncr

Bros.

"Crook"

drnnui,

"Fingprprints"

y expenditure
OBVIOUSLY produced without much pecuniar
and yet telling a fairly good detective yarn, this latest
adventure, which throws together Charles Hutchinson and
Alice Calhoun once again, has enough to satisfy the patronage of
the average neighborhood house.
The spinning of the web of circumstances is begun when some
valuable jewels are smuggled past the customs inspectors. Hutchinson upon seeing them appears to want them very much; so does
the girl. They both want the same thing and they both begin to
feel that mutual attraction for each other so common in the
movies. The man, thinking her a crook, suggests that they work
together, but she spurns the idea. Eventually, however, she relents
and is only too willing to accept aid from him. Their concerted
efforts enable them to hurdle all the entanglements placed before
them in the forms of other crooks, policemen and the like. Physical activity exemplified in wild automobile rides, a bucking motorcycle, climbing up the sides of buildings, fighting with a dozen
crooks or more occur about this time and when all the excitement
has quieted down, the crooks are gently removed to jail, the true
character of Hutchinson and the girl are disclosed and everything
ends in the customary manner.
The Cast: Charles Hutchinson, Alice Calhoun. Barbara
Tennant. Paid IVeigel, Harry Nerosses, James Bradbury, Jr.,
Frank Whitson. Directed by Howard Mitchell.
THEME: Melodrama. Jew- in the end.
els, smuggled into the country,
PRODUCTION
HIGHcause man and girl to get on
LIGHTS: The various encounters
and
battles
of
wit.
their trail. They think each
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
other crooks and are suspected
as such. After a series of diffiBallyhoo in regular serial fashion.
culties, they obtain their object
DRAWING POWER: Good
and enough evidence to send the
for the average audience.
rightful crooks to jail. They are
revealed as government agents
Produced and distributed by Pathe.
Released August 7, 1927. Length. 4620 feet
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situation Wanted
MANAGER — Theatre or
circuit. Seventeen years practical experience. Pietui'es,
V a ii#l e V i 1 1 e , presentations,
publicity, public service, construction an d equipment.
Married. Good personalit}^
Unquestionable refei-ences,
3haracter and ability. Go anywhere. Manager, Box 95, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
EXPERIENCED P R 0JECTIONLST. Handle any
equipment. Experienced in
repairinp' and elect ical work.
Go anywhere. Luberne Kelly,
Mitcliell, S. Dak.
ORGANIST -PIANIST
leader, experienced ; large orchestra library ; cue pictures
correctly, wishes position.
Moderate salary. Answer Box
105, Motion Picture News,
New York Q\\\.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

Wanted
AVANTED working partner, middle aged, for ti-aveling motion picture business.
Equal investment. Box 110,
Motion Picture News, New
York City.
SMALL lab specializing in
rush work wants A-1 all
round lab expert, must be able
to time negative. Man who
can also do camea work ])referred. State experience, references, age and salary. Box
D. N., Motion Pictui-e News,
845 S. Wabash, Chicago.

WANTED for South Africa programmes about 10.000
ft. suitable for native and coloured halls. Westerns, railroads, comedies and serials.
State lowest price purchase
or hire to S. Hayden, 680 Salisbury House, London.
WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides ; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0

For Sale
FOR SALE: I'sed posters,
photos, slides, banners and
all other kinds of accessories
on any subject — features,
comedies, serials, save 60 per
cent. Write for price list.
Theatre Poster Supply Co. &
Sign Exchange, 327 Flast
Sixth St., Cincinnati. Oliio.
CLOTH BANNERS.—
n.40, 3 X 10 feet, 3 colors, any
copy up to 15 words ; one day
sennce ; sent anywhere ; also
Bargain Paper Banners. Associated Advertisers, 111 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.
FOR

SALE: 1200 upholstered opera chairs; price per

chair $2.50; in good sei'viceable condition. Can be seen
on request. Box 425, Motion
Picture News, New York Citv.
Lucerne,

Switzerland,
Will
Filmland

Become

With excess cheap electricity,
low-priced
landoffers
and unheard
modera'.eof
taxes, Lucerne
advantages for fihning on a large
scale. Picturesque
landscape,
snowclad mountaintops and verdant slopes, forests, lakes. Mountain railways facilitate transports.
Within easy access of chief cities
— Zurich. Basle. Bern, Ktno-hooking in Switzerland average 500,000
weekly. Advantageous industrial
position. Trading fibns with
France, Germany. Italy and Austrial easy. Every help would be
given to faciitate success of enterprise to efficient film concern.
Please write for paiitculars to Dr.
Al. Moser, M. of P., Lucerne,
Switzerland.

Displays ivhicli featured showings of ^^Painting the
Toivn'"' (Universal ) at some of the first run
theatres, are shown above, and as usual the layouts
reflect the press book suggestions as to make-up
and illustration. The advertisements reproduced
here were used by the folloiving theatres: Apollo,
Indianapolis; State, Boston; New, Baltimore;
Rialto, Washington; Family, Cincinnati; State
Detroit; Pantages, Memphis, Capitol, Atlanta.
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On the eve of departing for Zion Park,
rtah, where exteriors on "Open Range,"
a Zane Grey story featuring Lane Chandk-r,
will be filmed, Paramount 's newest cowboy
star signed a contract with the company.
Betty Bronson, Fred Kohler, Guy Oliver
and Christian Frank and a party of 100
extras accompanied Chandler.

■ *'Bull" Montana appears as the opponent of "Poodles" Hanneford in a
pugilistic encounter in "Plumb Dumb," an
fiducatioiuil-Mermaid comedy.
Following liis first directorial attempt,
"The Bandit's Son," starring Bob Steele,
Wallace Fox has just been chosen to direct
the new F B 0 Western star in his next
picture, "'Driftin' Sands," the third of the
series of Westerns which Steele is doinofor F B 0.
Piiil Dunham is featured in "Lucky
Dog," the tirst Educational-Cameo comedy
to be directed by Jules White, brother of
Jack White, director-in-chief at the Educational studio. The new director has been
making comedies for other companies for
some time.
The^ cast for F B O's "Deadman's
Curve" was completed this week with the
signing of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., to play
the featured male lead. Actual filming will
be inaugurated immediately at the F B 0
studio under the direction of Richard
Rosson. Tn the ca^t are Sally Blaine,
Arthur Metcalfe, Charles Byer, Kit Guard
and others.

George Davis has been east for the featured role in "Batter Up," the first Educat.ional-Mermaid comedy of the new season.
Steplien Roberts is making this comedy,
which has Lucille Hutton and Kewpie Morgan in su])port.
Following not long after the announcements of the addition to Columbia's
scenario staff of Xorman Springer and Olga
Printzlau comes news of another writer
who has joined that growing organ:/.a:ion.
He is Harold Shunxate, and he has been
connected with the motion picture industry
since 1917.

"The Butter and Egg Man" will serve
as a vehicle for the talents of Jack
^Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill. They will also
make another picture, "Man Crazy,"
according to the present First National
schedule, before starting on the Kauffman
comedy which Avas originally scheduled as
a TL-irry Langdon vehicle.
Eight F B O producing units are now
working simultaneously, both in the studio
or on location. F B 0 expects to have its
jjrogram for the year completed for the
first two months of 1928, and are putting
forth every effort to see that wish materialize. In work now are "Coney Lsland,"
"Ranger of the North," " The' Gambler's
Game," "Driftin' Sands," "Wizard of the
Saddle," "Little Mickey Grogan," "Jake
the Pluuiber" and ' " Deadinan 's Curve."

j\l o t i 0 11

Billy Bevan and Vernon Dent are reunited after a year's separation in "The
Golf Nut," a Mack Sennett two-reeler,
which was directed by Harry Edwards.
Alma Bennett and Mary Maberry are the
two feminine leads.
Philip Bartholoinae has been assigned to
do the adaptation of "The Noose," the
stage play which Avill serve as Richard
Barthelmess' next picture for First National. Al Rogell is scheduled to put it into
\',ork about the middle of next September.
Ricardo Cortez' first vehicle for Columbia Pictures will by "By Whose Hand?"
This will be one of the company's early releases for the coming season and will go
into work next week.
Winifred Dunn, First National scenarist,
will prepare the script for "Lilac Time,"
which will be one of the specials on the next
year program of the company. In this
production George Fitzniaurice will direct
Colleen Moore.
Dorothy Cumming has one of the featured roles in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "In
Old Kentucky." Anxong other players recently cast are Harvey Clark, Nick Cogley
and Caroh'nne Snowden.
Fox Films has signed a contract with
Frank Roster Davis for the appearance of
his police dog. Thunder, in a Fox picture
temporarily titled "Wolf Fangs." It goes
into production within a week under tlie
direction of Lew Seller. Charles Morton
has the featured male role. Also in the cast
are James Gordon and Frank Rice.
George Cooper is to have a part in "The
Lovelorn," the new Cosmopolitan production featuring Sallv O'Neil and her sister,
:\rollv O'Dav.
Sol ]\I. Wurtzel, whom Fox Films have
dubbed "the maker of directors," has elevated four men to directorships. He has
assigned David Butler, former screen actor,
to direct "The High School," James Tinling, former assistant director, to handle
"Very Confidential," Ray Flynn, brother
of Enmiett Flynn, to direct "Blood Will
Tell" and Wallace MacDonald, former
actor, to megaphone a comedy, not as yet
titled.
The first three Excellent pictures which
will be released to exhibitors will be "Your
Wife and Mine," "The Nest" and
"Broadway Madness." They will be released in the order named. Six of the Excellent productions for the present season
have already been completed.
Walter C. Lange, head of the Lange-Joy
Films, Inc., now making a series of conu>dies starring Al Joy for release by Cranfield and Clarke, has placed Joseph A.
Richmond, comedy director, under a longterm contract. He M-ill do 24 comedies
starring Joy and is now directing the comedian in "Show Night" with Rose May,
.lack Hopkins and Frank Baric in the cast.

Picture
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Edward Connelly has signed a new contract with the Metr()-G()ldwyn-]\Iayer company. He first entered pictures 13 years
ago with the old Metro company.
All three of F B O's western stars, Tom
Tyler, Bob Steele and Buzz Barton are at
work in various locations about the- California desert. Tyler is acting in The
Gambler's Game," Steele in "Driftin'
Sands," and Barton in "Wizard of the
Helene Costello has been given an imSaddle." portant role in "In Old Kentucky," a
forthcoming Metro-Goldwyn-!Mayer film
which concerns racing.
Frank Tuttle will direct Paramount 's
"Honeymoon Hate" adapted from A. M.
Williamson's Saturday Evening Post story
of the same title. Doris Anderson has already finished the adaptation and Ethel
Doherty is working on the continuity. E.
Lloyd Sheldon will be editor-in-chief on the
production.
Paul Schofield and Peter Milne have
finished their collaboration on the scenario
of "The College Widow," the completed
script for which will be delivered into the
hands of Archie Mayo who will focus his
cameras on the first scenes of this AVarner
Bros, picture in about a week.
OAving to the fact that production on
"Raniona" has been delayed and also that
he is Avanted by D. W. Griffith for a production, Don Ah'arado, signed by Inspiration and CarcAve for the male lead in their
joint production, Avill not play the role of
Felipe.
bA'
mutualAh'arado
consent.'s contract Avas cancelled
Richard Arlen and Bary Brian have been
assigned the romantic leads in "Side
ShoAv, " Avhich Ralph Cedar Avill direct for
Paramount.
HoAvard Bretherton Avill direct Irene Rich
in "The Silver Slave" and not John
Adolfi as previously announced by Warner
Bros. Work is to start on the Rich vehicle
within a few daA's.
Fay Wray plays opposite Adolphe Menjou in the latter 's ncAv Pai-amount picture,
an original by Ernest Vajda Avhich Avill go
into work during September.
^lae Busch has been aAvarded the leading role in "Bare Knees" a Gotham picture for Avhich Adele Bnffington AA-rote the
story. Clair Wiiulsor has a stella role in
Gotham's "Blondes By Choice," by Josel)hine Quirk. Percy Jlarmount is expected
to return from England shortly to the
(lotham studio, where he Avill play the lead
in "Turn Back the Hours."
Hal])h Graves will act in as well as direct
Warner Bros'. "Roulette," for Avliich he
also Avrote the story. He will ai)])ear ()])jkisite May McAvoy. Othei's in sup[)ort are
Robert Ober and William Demarest. Work
is to begin in a few days. The title is tempoi'arv.
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ondlNewsfrom Correspondeii
THE Park Theatre, one of the
down town Boston houses,
which for a decade has been a legitimate theatre, has been leased for
a term of years to the Strand
Amusement Co., which will operate the theatre as a first run motion picture theatre.
The Park Theatre is owned by
the estate of Lotta Crabtree, former famous actress whose large
estate has been before the courts
for many months. A. L. Erlanger
w-as the present lessee who, with
representatives of the Crabtree
estate, negotiated the lease.
I'^xtensive alterations are to be
made immediately to the theatre and
a new organ installed.
Charlie Farrell. First National
star and son of David H. Farrell
of Onset, widely known theatre
operator, received columns of space
in the Boston newspapers upon his
return from a vacation visit with
his father.
Granada Theatre at Maiden, operated by Ramsdell Brothers, as its
contribution to the forthcoming Legion convention in Paris, awarded
a free round trip to the convention
to one of the gold star mothers.
Carl Crawford has been made
branch manager of the Red Seal
exchange for the New England
district with headquarters at the exchange at 46 Church street. Mr.
Crawford was formerly with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Mark King, formerly on the
sales staff of Metro-GoldwynMayer, has joined the sales force

i:iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiim!iiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii:iiii!iiiiiii^

A PARTY was given at the Oak
Ridge golf course early this
month in honor of G. Ralph Branton, former manager of the Minneapolis Educational branch, by
members of the Minneapolis film
exchanges. Branton was recently
appointed manager of the Minneapolis theatres for Finkelstein and
Ruben. He was presented at the
party with a golf bag in recognition of his efforts in behalf of the
Film Board of Trade and the Arbitration board.
Pat Dowling, an executive of the
Christie Film company, was entertained for a few days recently
by Max Stahl, manager of the Minneapolis Educational exchange.
Dowling was on his way west from
New York.
James R. Grainger, general sales
manager of Fox Films, concluded

American Legion was held in that
thriving town, and thousands of
legionnaires and their wives attended. Naturally the theatres did
an S. R. O. business all week ; more
tlian that, they gave several special
performances for the benefit of the
visitors.
The new Wertin theatre has just
been opened in Albany, Minn., by
the Wertin Brothers, who formerly
operated the Winter theatre there.
The Homer theatre in Hibbing,
Minn., recently reduced its admission price to 10 cents, to ineet the
competition of the Garden theatre,
which is operated by Edelstein &
h'tklstein. A price war is on there,
and business is booming for both
theatres. Arthur Abelson, district
manager of the northern division
of V. & R. theatres, is looking after
the F. & R. interests in the theatre
battle.
Some of the F & R officials left
iMinneapolis for New York last
week on matters pertaining to important bookings for the coming
season. It is understood there is no
deal on at the present time involving the sale of the F & R circuit
or the purchase by the firm of any
other chain.

his
seven weeks'
trij) athrough<:iut
the United
States with
visit with
Moe Levy, Fox manager in iMinneapolis. While here Grainger
closed a deal with F & R, for Fox's
1927-1928 product for the entire
circuit of theatres, with the exception of first run in Minneapolis
which had already been sold in
Fox's national deal with Pantages.
Hibbing picture theatres were
sitting on top of the world last
week. The state convention of the

I
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of Red Seal Pictures and will cover
New Hampshire for the company.
Harry Goldstein has resigned
from the sales force at TifTany to
become city salesman for Boston
and vicinitv for Film Booking
Office.
General Manager Harry Bernstein of Red Seal was a visitor to
Boston and the Boston exchange of
that company during the week, later
returning to New York City.
Fred Murphy will manage the
new Humboldt Theatre which is
soon to open on Humboldt avenue,
Dorchester, Mass.
Harry Segal, head of Royal
Films for New England, spent
sev'eral days in New York City
during the week on business.
James Curran, assistant manager
of Pathe exchange, is spending his
\acation at Nantasket.
Phil Coolidge, cameraman for
Paramount, is about again after receiving abadly sprained ankle while
makmg films on one of the incoming ocean liners.
William O'Brien, salesman for
Pathe. who covers the Maine territory, was removed to the Maine
(jcncral Hospital at Portland this
week to undergo an operation.
William Harding will manage the
new
Wollaston
Theatre
which

"El Lago" is the name selected by
the Lake Amusement company for

Day.
opens in Wollaston about Labor
Joseph Sully, for many years projection operator in the Film district who recently resigned from
the Pathe exchange, has been appointed projectionist at the Franklin Park Theatre, Boston.
Joseph Brennan, manager of
Loew's State Theatre and head of
the Massachusetts Avenue Association, Boston, is on a vacation
through New England by auto.
Michael O'Brien of the GreenEilenberg circuit, left this week on
his annual vacation, which will consist of an extended auto tour
through Ne^v England.
F. B. O. moved on Monday from
Piedmont street into its new exchange quarters on Church street.
Aliss Sarah Laurie, head bookkeeper at Independent Films, Inc.,
Boston, is spending two weeks at
Passaic, N. J.
One of the visitors to Boston
(luring the week was Joseph Slater
of the Opera House at Suncook,
N. H. He was accompanied by
Edw. W. Smith, associated with
him in the management of tiie theatre.
Abe Montague, treasurer of Independent Films, $nc., has been
spending a few weeks in Maine.

Miss Josie Kahn, secretary to
District Manager M. N. Wolf of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has been
vacationing in the White Mountain
region.
Phil Fox, booker at Independent
Films, Boston, has returned from a
two weeks' tour of Maine and Connecticut, making his headquarters at
Old Orchard and later at CoUinsville. Conn.
M!ss Catherine Sullivan, secretary of the New Haven Film Board
of Trade, had her auto stolen from
in front of the Film Building last
week.
The Broadway Amusement Co.
has opened offices in Hartford. Ray
.•\verill, widely known as a theatre
manager in the New England territory managing the Franklin Park,
Dorchester, Lowell and Cambridge
houses, is managing the newly established branch.
Manager Sam Davidson of Consolidated Films, Inc., at New Haven, had his new Nash sedan stolen
during the week. The car was
parked near the office.
John B. Nash, for 35 years identified as owner and manager of
Rhode Island theatres and one of
the most widely known amusement
promoters in the statee, died at his
home, 183 Adelaide avenue. Providence, from an infection of the jaw
followed by pulmonary embolism.
He was a native of Holland, born
in 1868. He leaves a widow, two
sons and a daughter. In late vears
he had managed summer theatres
at manv
Riiode Island resorts.

the new theatre which it is erecting at Thirty-fifth avenue south and
Lake street in Minneapolis. Henry
Greene, general manager of the
company, announces that the house
will be ready for opening about the
first of September.
Harry Dickerman has his plans
ready and is calling for bids for the
new theatre which he is to erect at
3215 Penn avenue north, Minneapolis. Dickerman now owns the
Penn theatre at Thirty-second and
Penn avenues north.

has leased the community club in
that city for a year and will operate it as a picture theatre.
W. E. Cole has reopened the
Nujoy theatre at Ashton, S. D. A
good crop prospect has insjiired the
hope that business conditions will
now warrant its operation.
C. W. Lemke and Willis I. Bogh

J. E. Humphrey has been engaged by the Premier Film exchange of Minneapolis to represent
it in Minnesota, iNorth and South
Dakota and the northern section of
Wisconsin. Miss Rose Greenberg
has also been added to the Premier
staff to check contracts.
W. L. Hamilton has bought the
Eagle theatre at Austin, Minn., and
will remodel it, build a new stage
for it, and enlarge its seating capacity. iMr. Hamilton has also

R. E. Fowler, who recently closed
pany.
his Idle Hour theatre at Cliancellor, S. D., has sold the house
eciuipment to the American Theatre
supply
companv at Sioux Falls, S.
D.

bought out his partner's interest in
the Amuzu theatre at Spring \^alley,Paul
Minn.Nicholson will open his
Star theatre at Clarkfield, iMinn.,
shortly. He bought the house several months ago from A. B. Anderson.Harry Anderson of Platte, S. D.,

have purciiased all the theatre holdings of the Yale Amusement Co.,
Yale, S. D., and have changed its
name to the Royal-Inland com-

The Lounge theatre at Huron,
S. D.. will be completely remodelled
and rebuilt, according to an announcement by Donald J. Harris,
owner and manager, who has engaged J. E. Nason, Minneapolis
architect, to draw up plans for the
work. The seating capacity will be
enlarged by 100 seats, the stage will
be enlarged, and the front of the
theatre extended to three stores.
New dressing rooms, ventilating
plant, rigging loft and heating room
are planned, and the theatre will be
refinished and redecorated.
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Atlanta
Ox

Au^iKst 27tli. Arthur Lucah
and William K. Jenkins
opened tlie beautiful Ritz Theatre
at Valdosta, Ga.
The Ritz is one of the finest theatres in the entire South, having
been recently built by William
West and C. C. Taylor, of Valdosta, at a cost of approximately
$250,000.00. The theatre seats 1200
and is of Spanish architecture.
The equipment is of the very
best, inclndina lu.xuriously upholstered chairs, full stage equipment
and operating equipment of the latest design, as well as an enormous
cooling and ventilating system. The
theatre is equipped for road shows
having a standard stage and all
stage equipment.
This theatre is one of a number
of theatres now being operated by
Lucas and Jenkins. Jack ReVille
formerly of Brunswick, has been
appointed Manager.
While in .A^tlanta last week, J. R
Long, of Ft. Payne, .A.la., an
nounced that he had taken a new
lease on the Opera House at that
place ting
'and
remodeling
it, putup a was
marquee
and otherwise
inaking improvements for tlie coming season.
Paul Lazarus, general sales manager (southern and western divisions) of United Artists Corporation, spent several days here this
week in conference with his Atlanta exchange manager, W. G
Carmichael.
Manager Thos. H. James is back
at Loew's Grand after a week's
vaction in New York.
Willard C. Patterson, southern
division manager of Universal the-

EG.
SOUERBIER, who is in. terested in a chain of theatres in Toledo, has purchased ihe
Lyric theatre at Indianapolis from
Charles Olsen. It is rumored that
he is negotiating for two other
houses in Indianapolis. The addition of the Indianapolis theatres to
his chain gives Souerbier an interest in twenty picture houses.
Gradwell Sears, local First National exchange manager, sprained
his back last week. Report has it
that he was trying to lift his car
out of a ditch. The accident was
more uncomfortable than serious.
W. F. Rogers, M.G.M. sales
manager, stopped ofif in Cleveland
for a day last week en route to
New York.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was the
old distributor represented by a
booth at the Cleveland Industrial
Ex]X)sition which was held at the
Public .\uditorium from .Xugust
6-28. C. C Deardorff, M.GM.
publicity man, decorated the booth
with M.G.M. lions, illuminated pictures of stars, and pretty girls.
George Fleischman, of the Atlas
and World the-ntres in Toledo, will
soon have the State thetare to look

atres, left Tuesday for Charleston
West X'irginia. for an inspection of
his company's holdings at that
Dan Michalove. general manager
point.
of Universal theatres, returned yesterday from a two-day visit with
his parents in Asheville. N. C.
A fire which originated in the
operating room of the Alamo No. 1
Theatre at 36 Peachtree Street
shortly
before
10 o'clock
Thursday night,
completely
destroyed
the
projection room and fourteen reels
of film. No one was injured and
the flames were quickly extinguished.
The Alamo No. 1 belongs to the
theatre enterprises in which R. B
Wilby and Thos. G. Coleman are
jointly interested. Mr. Coleman is
the m-^naper.
Willis Moore, projectionist at the
Ritz Theatre, Thomaston, Ga., died
at his home last Saturday night a^
a result of burns received wher
the film he was propecting caught
fire. When the film blazed Mr
Moore atempted to take the reel out
of the magazine, but it dropped to
the floor, and in his excitement he
kicked it out of the projection
room, where he was enveloped in
the flames, sustaining fatal burns.
The deceased is survived by his
wife and two children.
C. H. Carney, owner and operator
of the Gypsy Theatre, Brocton
.'\la., announces the opening of his
new house at Troy, Ala., on September 13th.
George O. Hatcher has taken
over the Evelvn Theatre, Social
Circle. Ga., and will re-christen it
the Social Theatre.
This marks

after, too. The State, a 2,00G-seat
outskirt house now under construction, will be completed about
November 1st.
Martin Smith and J. A. Beidler,
who own and operate a chain of
motion picture theatres in Toledo,
have broken ground for a new
1,500-seat house in West Toledo.
It is expected to be finished the
first of the year.
.\. H. Fischer, who came out of
the west to become general sales
manager in the Ohio territory for
the Fischer Film Exchange, was
escorted around the territory last
week by Meyer Fischer, president
of the company. A. H. Hscher
will concentrate on first runs.

Mr. Hatcher's first venture in a
motion picture theatre enterprise.
Thomas A. Little and Miss
Pearle Malone Weatherly were
married in Charlotte, July 30th, according to formal announcements
received in Atlanta early this week.
Mr. Little is well known in Atlanta, having served as local branch
manager for P D C for more than
a year.
The Grand Theatre, Waynesboro, Ga., was purchased this week
by F. Haygood from R. W. Tyson,
of Birmingham, Ala. Mr. Haygood has been the resident manager
of the Grand for the past two years
and has made many friends both
for himself and the theatre since
coming to Waynesboro.
T. J. Connors, of New York
.Southern sales sunerintendent of
MM-G-M, visited the Atlanta
branch last Saturday.
C. H. Carney, of Troy, Ala., who
is soon to open a new theatre there,
has placed orders with the Atlanta
branch of National Theatre Supply
Company for equipment.
"Bill" Shari)e, one of the best
known film salesmen in the Southeast, has returned to United Artists and will travel in the Florida
territory. Frank Hudson and
Harry Schull, also well known in
this section, have joined United
.\rtists' sales force, the former in
Alabama and the latter in the
Georgia territory.
Fred W. Young, sales manager
for Arctic Nu-Air, with headquarters in Atlanta, leaves September
1st for Chicago, where he will remain until the first of the year.
Among Birmingham visitors the

the James. As the names indicate,
this is the house which Loew and
L'nited /\rtist took over from Wilchanges in equipment and decorations, and will re open .\ugust 21st
with six acts of vaudeville and
feature pictures as a regular policy,
liam James.
It has been closed for
William M. James, president of
the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, and P. T.
Wood, executive secretary of the
organization, both were in Cleveland last Friday to attend the
second
aiuiual Film Golf Tournament.
Milton Bryer, of the Waldorf
theatre, y\kron, took an English
week-end (Friday to Tuesday) to
go fishing in Pennsylvania. Br\er
says the picture business in .\kron
is good,
Wallace .Allen has come here
from Memphis to handle the exploitatif)n for the .Allen theatre.

The Board of Trustees of ihe
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Ohio will meet in Columbus on
August 24th at the Neil House.
At that time it will he decided
when and where the 7th annual
convention of the M.P.T.O. of
Ohio will be held. J. J. Harwood
of Cleveland will attend.

The Allen
will starting
inaugurate
its um't
show
policv,
September
10th.
A dozen of the oldest practicing
physicians in Cleveland were guests
fast Monday of John F. Royal,

Loew's and United Artists'
Broad Theatre is the name of the
Columbus
theatre f:irnK'rl\- called

manager
Palace
at dinner of
andKeith's
theatre.
The thea're
dinner
was at the Statler Hotel.

past week were Joe Slatsky, ol the
New Lyric, Brookside, Ala.; John
Johnson, of the Colonial, Jasper
Ala. ; John Miller, of the Dixie,
Cordova ; Lee Castelberry, of
Princess, Gadsden.
Ben Y. Cammack, Atlanta manager of Universal, was a Birmingham visitor the past week, accompanied by his salesman, Jimmy
Greenleaf.
Henry Hury returned to Birmingham after a short vacation in
Panama City, Fla., and immediately
be'^'^n rushing plans to open his new
"Champion," on which work is rapidly progressing. It is believed the
house will be ready in September.
Manager Vernon Reaver, of the
Ritz, visited Atlanta the past week.
Manager C. R. Beacham. of Atlanta First National, visited Birmingham the past week and
greeted his many friends along the
local rialto.
Messrs. John W. Peck. Sr., and
John W. Peck, Jr., visited several
south Alabama points the past week
on business connected with their
circuit.
The cotton situation having improved, the small towns of the state
are looking optimistically to a very
good fall.
hoped will
b\- go
many
business
men Itthatis cotton
as
high as 21 cents per pound, in which
case they state the farmers will
recoup their losses of the past two
seasons, and still have something
left over. Should this be the case,
the box-office will undoubtedly
benefit. The steel situation is clearing up in the district and mills arc
resuming normal capacity output.

Keith's Temple theatre. Detroit,
is changing its house policy the
first time in twenty-four yea'rs.
The Temple, which has been playing straight vaudeville for the past
twenty-four years without an interruption, has gone into the combination vaudeville and picture
policy.
The Temple theatre, Toledo, is
installing Movietone, and is the
first house in the territory to put in
this
equipment. The house is closed
made.
for two weeks while installation is
.\ romance of the Film Bldg.
will culminate on .August 31 with
the marriage of Ruth Marie Steffens, head inspector, and William
Gross, head booker for the Educational Film Exchange.

I

Herbert Jennings, formerly manager of Keith's
Indianapolis,Palace
has been theatre.
appointed
manager
of Keith's
Temple Arthur
theatre
in
Detroit.
He succeeds
Gobel.
John F. Royal, manager of
Keith's Palace theatre, Cleveland,
was in Saganaw, Michigan, last
week to attend the formal opening
of the new Butterrield house.
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JAMES E. ROACH, who nas
been managing director of the
Farley houses in Schenectady, has
now been named as manager of the
State theatre in that city, one of
the Farley group, and Guy Graves,
who has been connected with the
organization, has been named as
supervisor of the Farley theatres.
It has been decided to hold each
house manager responsible for the
business done by the respective
houses. Mr. and Mrs. Farley are
just back from a week or so in
Atlantic City.
F. C. -Adams, who runs the theatre in Millerton, is now showing
but two nights a week. Later on
he will probably open the hou>e
for four nights.
The Town Ha.l in Leno.x, whi;h
has been conducted by Mr. Johnson, has been turned over to l;is
daughter, Mrs. J. J. McCabe.
McLaughlin's tjicatre in Oriskany Falls, is now open but one
night each week. Len Garvey, who
operates a theatre in Clinton, is
also doing the booking for the
theatre in New Hartford.
Exhibitor Riddell, of Luzerne,
may shortly be known as Super-

visor Riddell, for he has decided
to make the race this fall, having
been nominated to the Board of
Supervisors
Ala.x Milder, who is now doing
the buying for the Schine circuit,
spent a few days last week in
New York city.
For the first time in three years
or more. Pop Linton, of Utica,
has been indulging in a vacation.
And. what's more to the point, he
took ten days, -arriving home this
week and plunging into business
ten minutes after reaching Utica.
Henri Brunet, one of the home
office executives of Pathe, paid
.\lbany a visit last week, and spent
the time in going over matters
with Edward Hayes, local manager.
Otto Gloeckner, who recently
bought the Central theatre in Albany from the Weidman brothers,
has made a proposition to the latter to run the theatre for three
months more until such time as
he can obtain a manager. The
house will be redecorated and
otherwise improved, but will not
close.
George Dwore will open his new

theatre, which will be known as
the Colonv, in Schenectady, about
October theatres
l". It will
The
Dwore
will seat
not 800.
be a part
of the Schine proposed booking
system.
Very few exhibitors are appearing along Film Row in Albauv
tliis summer, as compared with
other seasons. This is said to be
due to the fact that the film salesmen are all equipped with cars
these days.

taken to the Pearl theatre.
Stephen Boisclair, formerly a
well know-n organist in Albany,
and more recently with Proctor's
theatre in Schenectady, has resigned.
James Savage, of Buffalo, manager for Chase Pictures, was in
town during the week. Walter
Roijerts, manager of the Trey

W'arrensburg, while W. W. Farley will place one in the Albany.
Bert Gibbons, formerly connected
with Vitagraph and more lately
with Bond, is now selling these
machines.
Julius Boxhorn, conductor of
the Mark Strand orchestra in .Albany, is back from a vacation
spent in New York city.
Grace Cramer has been engaged

theatre,cationis
spending
a week's vaat Burden
Lake.
jack- Cami>iieil is now handling
the Griswold theatre in Troy, and
IS oeiug congraunaied uy nis many
friends. Tlie promotion comes as
a fine recognition to the young man
who has been in the business for
about eight years.
Miss Celia Rosenthal, of the
Rose theatre in Troy, is spending
three weeks in New York city.
Her father, Jacob Rosenthal, is on
a trip this week through the
-Adirondacks, with Ray Smith of
the Universal forces.
Before Charles H. Goulding left
Troy last week, to assume his iiiw

as
organist
for Silverman's
theatre
in Schenectady,
in RiaI*-o
which
a new organ is being installed.
The
present instrument
will be

duties as
manager of
theatre
in Rochester,
he Proctor's
was presented with a beautiful silver service by the employees of the Fourth

Many of the motion picture theatres are installing popcorn machines these days. Jerry LaRock
has installed one at his house in

Salt Lake City
ACCORDING to George E.
Carpenter, manager of the
Paramount Empress Theatre and
Secretary for the Louis Marcus
Enterprises, installation of the newpipe organ at the "Capitol" Theatre is under way. The name "Capitol" was selected for this recently
g conpurchased house after havin
ducted a contest during which Five
were
e
names
y-thre
Hundred Sevent
submitted.
A change of policy is to be instituted at the Victory Theatre
here the first of September and
Ackerman Harris vaudeville will
be added to the picture program.
Ray Hendry, who has been managnt at
the Paramou
Ogden
for
some ing'time,
will take
charge
of the
Porter,
Carl
while
here,
Victory
present manager, will take charge
of other duties on the circuit, it is
announced.
Harry Ashton, manager of the
Paramount Theater at Provo,
Utah, is to be transferred to the
managership of the Ogden Paramount house, while Sam I. Levine,
of the Capitol Film Laboratories
here, is to take charge of the Paramount Provo Theatre.
Alex Schriner, organist of the
Metropolitan Theatre of Los
Angeles, is to be the head organist
at the new Capitol Theatre here in
addition to the Fanchon-Marco
shows w-hich will be offered.
Walter Mendenhall, of the Pinney Theatre at Boise, Idaho, is in
tiiis city making arrangements to
have the Fanchon-Marco shows
play there. These acts will also
|)lay the Paramount at Ogden each
week
following
the presentation

The .\ckerman Harris vaudeville
will play the Paramount at Provo
following the Salt Lake performance, it is announced.
Herman Webber, who recently
added the intermountain territory
for Paramount to his District, was
in this city a few days ago.
Miss Ether Hunter, Maintenance
Clerk of the local Paramount exisback
two weeks"
vacation,change,as
is from
Frank a Hallow,
of
the Ad Sales Department.
Charles D. Bucknum, operating
the Ideal Theatre at Emmett. Idaho, was a film row visitor this
week.
E. Swain, former operator of the
L'topia Theatre at Roosevelt, Utah,
has purchased the Gem Theatre at
Murray, formerly operated by
George Homerig.
William Poison, who operates
the Idletime Theatre at Bruneau.
Idaho, has taken over the. management of the Paramount Theatre at
Glenns Ferry, Idaho. This house
Loy. recently operated by E. M.
was
Ike Swenson, of the Angelus
Theatre at Spanish Fork, Utah, is
\isiting the various exchanges here.
E. J. Drucker. one of the owners
of the new De Luxe Feature Film
exchange in this city, is arranging
to move his family from Denver,

EMPIRE

to make Salt Lake his home and
headquarters for at least a year.
Fred Young, salesman out of this
new De Lu.xe exchange, is making
a six weeks' trip into the territory.
Alanager L. C. Wingham, of the
M-G-M office, is back from the
Idaho and Montana territory,
where he spent about six weeks.
George Derrick, former booker
for M-G-M here, has been promoted to the position of Assistant
Manager.
Ed S. Diamond, former manager
of the Pantages Theatre, has been
named as manager of the American
Theatre by the new lessee, Peter
.Sylvagni, a contractor of Salt
Lake and Carbon County, LUah.
The new management has obtained
a ten-year lease on the theatre
from the Fred Dahnken interests,
and is at present engaged in remodeling the theatre, at a cost of
The American Theatre will open
$15,000.00.
the evening of August 24th with
Warner Stone's orchestra. The
new management announces that
the policy will be the best pictures
obtainable at popular prices.
Ray Peterson, former owner of
the Cozy Theatre of this city, and
at present operating the Fair Oaks
Theatre at Pasadena, California, is
visiting his host of friends in Salt

Lake and also his brother, Pete
Peterson, Assistant to Manager W.
\i. .Shipley, ot the local Gem Theatre. Ray Peterson states that
things in Pasadena are going good.
May Pearson, Secretary to Division Manager
L. W^.
Weir of theis
De Mille
Pathe
Corporation,
visiting her folks in this city.
Cupid appears to be working
wonders at the local Pathe exchange, it is reported, as Reba
Hansen is to be a September bride,
and Charlie Hamal is to join the
ranks of the benedicts in the same
month.
Johnny Harrington, Associated
First National sales representative
in Montana, was crowded off the
road near Bozeman, Montana, and
tipped over in his Nash sedan, a
few days ago. He was badly
bruised and shaken up but escaped
serious injury, it is reported by
Manager W. F. Gordon here. His
car was completely demolished.
Mell Stringham, of the Colonial
Theatre at Ogden, is among exhibitor visitors here this week.
Ed Ryan, of the Liberty Theatre
at Brigham City, Utah, is lining up
new business along the row.
Earl D. Smith, manager of the
National Theatre Supply Company
here, returned recently from a two
weeks' motor trip to Los Angeles.
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Florida
IMPROVEMENTS consisting A
remodeling and refurnishing a.
an estimated cost of $20,000, are
to be made immediately in the Casino Theatre, Jacksonville, according to announcement by L. D. Joel,
owner and manager. The house
will be closed September 5 for this
work, which is expected to be completed in time for reopening about
September 17.
Manager Scotty Chesnutt. of the
local Paramount exchange, is now
enjoying a two weeks' vacation in
his home city of Birmingham. He
stopped in Atlanta enroute to Birmingham.
J. J. Fitzgibbons, eastern division manager for Publix, is spending a few days in Jacksonville.
Charles Oswald, booker for Publix district office, was in Atlanta
last week.
Ed Brown, E. J. Sparks Enterprises booker from Atlanta, visited
the Universal exchange this week.
Walter Price, Universal booker
from Atlanta, accompanied by
Harry Vincent, supervisor for Universal's Florida theatres, also paid
the local exchange a visit.

R. L. Price, son of Maniger
Price of the Royal Theatre at Mad
ison, Florida, visited local exchanges this week.

Two tres,ofthe Palma
Tampa's Ceia,
suburban
theain Palma
Ceia Park, and the Garden on
20th avenue, have closed for the
summer months.

Earle E. Griggs, 'director pubUniversal, visited Jacksonvillelicity.
last week.
Charles P. Lester, manager local
Universal exchange, left Wednesday night for a trip down state.
Mrs. Anna Sessions, who is well
known in the motion picture field,
stopped in Jacksonville enroute to
Miami this week.
.\. Davies, of Jacksonville, has
been employed by the Universal exchange as bookkeeper.

J. H. McLaughlin, manager of
the Franklin, Tampa, and his wife,
who is considered one of the most
popular ladies in Tampa through
the wonderful way she has handled
the Victory box office, are having
a short vacation driving through
the state.
The new theatre recently oi>encd
at Sarasota has been named the
"Park-Seventh," being located at
the corner of the streets mentioned. The name was chosen
from several hundred suggested in
a contest conducted by the man-

J. H. McLaughlin, of the Franklin Theatre, Tampa, accompanied
by Mrs. McLaughlin, and Mrs.
Mable McKinney, who is connected
with the Tampa Theatre, paid a
visit to Jacksonville last Tuesday.
William Krause, Jr., manager of
the Empress, has returned after a
pleasant vacation.
Dixon Williams, popular assistant manager of the Florida Theatre, has returned to his duties here
after having temporarily acted as
manager of a theatre at Cocoa.

agement.
C. C. Klutts, who operates the
Glades at Moore Haven, has completed his new house at Clewiston.
They are building an immense
Celotex factory in that little city
by the mighty everglades, and as
soon as it starts operation Klutts
will provide the amusement.
.Starting next Saturday night.
Manager
John Carroll announced

City

K ansas
Ar

the regular weekly meeting
of the Kansas City Film
Board of Trade, Harry Taylor was
elected president, succeeding Guy
Navarre, former United Artists
branch manager, who was transferred to Minneapolis. Eph Rosen,
Tiffany branch manager, was
elected vice-president, the office
formerly held by Mr. Taylor.
That annual event which usually
is looked forward to — the baseball
contest between the exhibitors and
exchange representatives of Kansas
City — has been set for next Saturday, according to F. E. Ritter, who
is heading the organization of the
exhibitors. The line ups of both
sides will be kept secret until the
game, the reason for which no one
seems to know. E. C. Rhoden and
Bill Warner will be chief umpires.
Among the changes and improvements intheatres in the Kansas City territory this week are : a
new theatre is to be built in Lyons,
Kans.,
I'air Kans.
and W.; W.
D.
Fulton, byof Charles
Hutchison,
R. Browning and Harry Graham

he will offer a midnight pre-view
show, at the new Tampa theatre.
The picture which is to open the
following day will be used. As
Sunday is usually a capacity day,
the new stunt will probably relieve
the long waiting lines, if the public take to the new arrangement.
Wm. H. Wassman, popular representative of P. D. C, was a visitor in Tampa the past week.
Wassman
is now
a "cracker,"
he
having
bought
an orange
grove and
home at Mount Dora, which is
centrally located and makes it easy
to reach for the week end.
The two houses in Dade City
have consolidated. The Colonial,
owned by Vivian Gaskins, has been
closed and Gaskins goes over to
the Crescent, which will provide
the entertainment for that city.
The colored theatre in Lake
Wales, owned by Ben Terrill, has
been leased to Robert Mack and
re-opened this week.
The Maceo Amusement Company, who operate the Central and
Maceo theatres in Tampa, held
their annual meeting this week
and re-elected Charles A. Sappal
as president and general manager

will manage the Miller Theatre,
Manhatton, Kans., according to
Mr. Browning, who owns the theatre.
The Liberty Theatre, Marysville,
Kans., has been re-opened and is
being managed by Charles Woollner.
Work has been started on a new
theatre in Coffeyville, Kans., by J.
B. Tackett, owner of the Tackett
Theatre in that town.
A new motor generator and new
mirror reflector arc lamp has been
installed in the Royal Theatre,
Cameron, Mo., by H. Jarboe, man-

Aniong the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City territory
this week were ; Frank Weary,
Harris Theatre, Richmond, Mo. ;
J. H. Campbell, Wellsville, Kans. ;
C. L. McVey, Dreamland Theatre,
Herington, Kans. ; G. L. Rugg.
Hiathawa, Kans.; Walter Wallace,
Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kans. ; C.
M. Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Lawrence, Kans.
The Kansas City Post, a daily
newspaper, has added a radio movie
service to its regular Wednesday
night program. Fifteen minutes
will be devoted to answering as

at the Tiffany exchange, succeeding George Raumeistcr.
"Red" Jones, Educational branch
manager, has been hustling in the
territory three w'eeks now.
W. C. Ancell and M. R. Edington have joined the Enterprise
branch sales force.
C. L. Hickman and Irving
Melcher are new members of the
I'^ix branch force, the latter having
been transferred to Kansas City
from Chicago.

ager.
The Rialto Theatre, Kansas
City, managed by J. W. Holmes,
has changed its name to the
Eighteenth Street Theatre.
The Golden City Theatre, Golden City, Mo., managed by C. R.
Marshall, has closed for repairs,
and will open in September.
A. Kilgen organ has been installed in the Eldorado Theatre,
Eldorado,
Kans.. leased by Uni-

many

Max Mayer of that company
has been transferred to Northern Kansas.

questions as possible concerning the screen industry.
Clyde Badger, manager of the
Stebins Picture Supply Company,

Kansas City, returned from a Colorado vacation this week, as did
Charles Beseenbacher, of the Independent exchange, who was on a
fishing trip in Southern Missouri,
and B. C. Cook, of the Economy
Film Company, who had been on
a motor trip to Pennsylvania.
R. E. Recoh is the new booker

William Flynn is now covering
-Southern
Missouri for Warner
Bros.

C. A. Schultz, of the Midwest
Film Distributors, Inc., was out in
the territory this week.
The Liberty Theatre, United
Artists leased house of Kansas
City, has changed its opening day
from Saturday to Friday, effective
this week, according to .Sannicl
Carver, manager.

OUIS
COL. E. A. SF,G1LLER, vicepresident and general roprepresentative of Liew's Incorporated, passed through St. Louis
August 22 on his way to Kansas
City, Mo., when another Loew picture palace will be opened soon as
the 384th link in the chain of Loew
theatres around the world.
The
Ambassador
Theatre,
St.
Louis, Mo., is celebrating its first

anniversary.
A special program
was arranged for the occasion.
Charlie Goodnight, prominent
motion picture theatre owner of
De Soto, Mo., died at Warrensburg, Mo., on Sunday, August 14.
His funeral was held on Tuesday,
.'\ugusl 16.
1.. H. Stephens has resigtied
from the Fox sales staff and on

August 15 started out for F.B.O.
He has been assigned to the Easttern Missouri territory. R. Wilkinson, also formerly with Fox,
is one of the special representatives in the St. Louis F B O
office.
E. B. Derrm, treasurer of the
Film Booking Offices, was in St.
Louis (in Saturday, August 13, an<I
attended a conference of the local

sales organization. C. E. Penrod.
division manager, was also present
H. M. Herbel, division manager for Universal Pictures, was
a visitor to the St. Louis exchange.
He will also visit Omaha before
returning to New York.
Moving pictures are being m:Kle
at the Missouri Botanical Gardens
in St. Louis, Mo., of plants growing, blossoming and dying.
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Soutli East
Carolina Theatre, IClizaTHE
beth City, N. C, which is the
latest edition to the circuit owned
's Inc., had
a Theatre
the Carolin
by
g last
nt openin
Monday
a brillia
night.
Short speeches were delivered by
Mayor Jerome B. Flora, VV. T.
Culpepper, Dr. A. L. Pendleton
and Dr. S. H. Templeton. E. D.
Turner, president of the Carolina
Theatre's Inc., also made an interesting talk on the policy of his
circuit. An address was also made
by W. O. Saunders, owner of the
Independent, and prominent writer
for Collier's and other magazines.
Among those present from Charlotte were : Mr. and Mrs. IC. D.
Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Drew, M. E. Winman, Bob Masterman, Clvde Cheek, R. B. Wilbanks. W. P. White, R. A. Davis,
Otto Fletcher, and O. R. Brown,
of Aranson & Brown. Others
present were : Chas. Arrington,
Rocky Mt.. X. C, and E. L. Garrett, Ahoskie, N. C. Mr. and Mrs.
C. D. Buckner.
Enos Beam, owner Princess
Theatre, Shelby, N. C, spent
Thursday in Charlotte.
H. J. Paradis, owner of a string

of theatres in North Carolina, accompanied by E. C. Pierce, is
spending the week in New York.
W. H. Marion, former owner of
the \"ictory Theatre, Mt. Airey.
X. C, which has been operated
under the name of the National
Theatre under a receivership for
the last several months, purchased
the theatre Monday when it was
sold under order of the Court.
Early Benbow and P. A. Boon, former owner of the Broadway and
part owners of the National Theatre, Mt. Airy, have announced that
they will have a new modern theatre with full equipment, also stage
for road shows in operation in Alt.
Airy by November 1st.
Ritch Keller, manager Strand
Theatre, Marshall, X. C, spent
last Monday on Film Row.
H. F._ Kincey, general manager
Publi.x-Saenger Theartes of North
Carolina, spent the week in New
Orleans and Bay St. Louis, Miss.,
with Saenger officials.
S. S. Stevenson, general manager Stevenson's Theatres, and
Geo. tSevenson spent Friday and
Saturday in Rock Hill, S. C, and
Charlotte, purchasing equipment
for the new Stevenson theatre in

Rock
shortly.Hill, which is to be opened
H. H. Everett, manager of
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions
Charlotte, spent several days in the
South Carolina territory, returning
Saturday.
J. Harry Long representative for
the Alexander Film Co., in Virginia, Tennessee, North and South
lotte.
Carolina, spent I'hursday in CharW. J. Morgan, general sales
ager, DeMille Division of Pathe,
spent several days in Charlotte in
conference with W. F. Lenehan,
his salesman. Mr. Morgan, C. S.
.Stombaugh, district manager for
Pathe, W. L. Lenehan and Paul
Phillips, salesmen, made a flying
day.
trip to Hendersonville, N. C, TuesD. M. Eaves, owner of the
Eaves' Circuit in North and South
day.
Carolina,
was in Charlotte MonJ. R. Mooresville,
Houser, owner
Theatre,
N. C,X'ictory
spent
Wednesday on Film Row.
Walter Griffith, general manager
Holachcr Film Delivery Service,
announces the extension of routes
for his company,
beginning
Sat-

urday of this week, to take in Columbia, Newberry, Sumter, Camden, Lancaster and other points in
South Carolina.
Announcement has just been
made that F. L. Harrel is the sole
owner of the Liberty Theatre at
Rockport, Ky. There have been
several announcements regarding
the new management of this theatre
recently, but Mr. Harrel advises
that he is the sole owner, and that
his nephew, Ray Harrel, ran the
theatre for the past several years
until his death last April.
The Goldberg Amusement Company, Clarksville, Tenn,, has
leased the Dreamland Theatre at
Guthrie, Ky.
Earle Hall
hte Kentucky
Ky., and the
is spending a
York.

Payne, manager of
Theatre, Lexington,
Kentucky, Danville,
few weeks in New

H. E.dubonCully
AuTheatre has
from leased
B. T. the
Curry.
Boyd Potter has taken over the
Htyburn
.Vrjay, K\-.
from
VirgilTheatre,
York.
L. G. Patterson reports that August 9th he temporarily closed the
Ivv Theatre at Island, Ky.

Southwest
''pOM
nnn1 ager BOND,
of one formerly
of the Publix
theatres at Little Rock, Ark., has
arrived to become the new manager of the Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City. Before going to Little
Rock, Mr. Bond was with the West
Coast theatres in San Francisco.
He takes the place here of Adna
Avery, who has been made C'ty
Manager of the Public Theatres in
McAlester,
Okla.
A new theatre, to be known as
the Cozy, is now under construction in Tipton, Okla., and will be
opened about September 15th. The
owners are Joe Combs and A. E.
Rippcy.
Jake Jones has named his new
theatre that opened several weeks
ago in Shawnee, Okla., the Criterion Theatre. This theatre was

known as the New Picture Show
at the time of its opening.
Dye and Bradley are the nsw
owners of the Dixie Theatre at
Wynona, Okla., having purchased
this theatre recently from E. C.
Benson.
The Empress Theatre at MrCurtain, Okla., which has been
closed, has been reopened by Dennis Miller, according to news received last week.
R. S. Hunt, who has the Dixie
Theatre at Spiro, Okla., has taken
over the Cummings Theatre at
Panama, Okla , and will operate
both shows.
The Royal Theatre at Ralston,
Okla., which has been closed for
some time, has been opened by
N. S. Nixon.
The
Greenfield
Theatre
at

(ireenfield, Okla., has been '-eported as having been closed for
an indefinite period.
M. E. Tarkington, formerly of
Cyril, Okla., has opened up the
Mulhall Theatre at Mulhall, Okla.
This theatre burned several months
Gus Joseph has leased his two
ago.
theatres, the Gem and the Joseph,
at Kaw City, Okla., to A. B. Hopkins of Harryman and Hopkins
of Perry, Okla. Harryman and
Hopkins own the Lyric and
Temple Theatres at Perry.
Dr. R. L. Wright has sold the
Princess Theatre at Talihina,
Okla., to J. Oldham, formerly of
Clayton, Okla.
E. V. Weaver has leased the
Senate Theatre at Shidler, Ok'a.,
from Fred Jackson.
Geo. C. Hid,

who has had a lease on this theatre,
has relinquished his lease.
This gives Mr. Weaver both
theatres in Shidler, as he has already been operating the Osage
Theatre there. He also has the
two theatres at Yale, Okla., the
Cozy and the Rex. At this time,
however, he is operating only the
one theatre in Yale.
A. B. Crawford has purchased
the Kaneyville Theatre at Kaneyville from Lee Cooper.
According to reports received
recently a John Richardson, Jr., is
soon to open a new theatre at
Hollis, Okla.
C. W. Stonibough, southern divisional sales manager
of the
Pathe's Short Subject department, ,
was in the city tliis week visiting
the local exchange.

Detroit:
THE
Film Baseball Club has
been playing some fine games
lately. Last Sunday the boys
downed the Carleton Baseball Club
with a score of II to 9. Wade
Allen of Universal, who acts as
club manager, seems to have
pepped the team up considerably
during the last few months.
Tom Moule, the Kunsky manager, is back at his desk after a
two-weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Charles S. Mott, daughter
of Colonel W. S. Butterfield, and

her husband, Charles S. Alott,
vice-president of General Motors
Corp., have departed for a honeyEurope.moon trip to South America and
The Pastime at Williamston,
Mich., was recently sold by Roy
and Ralph Adams to Mrs. Oda
Cranston. The same policy will
be continued under the new management.
Two Michigan exhibitors were
enrolled in the recent state championship golf tournament at Ypsil-

anti. Harry Lush of Plymouth
and Hunter Robbins, Grand Haven
theatre owner, are the distinguished
gentlemen. Unfortunately, neither
carried away the bacon.
Maurice J. Caplan, president of
the Metropolitan Motion Picture
Co., has returned from a twomonths' tour of Europe.
Employes in the Filin building
park their cars with much care
since A. W. Bowman, Columbia
manager, paid the police department $9 for overtime
parking.

When 4:30 arrives there is a general rush daily to the open spaces
away from Cass avenue.
According to a sign over the
canopy, the Broadway Straml will
reopen in September with a new
policy. No other information is
The Ironwood Theatre Corporagiven.tion has taken over the Re.x Theatre, Ironwood, and will begin at
once the erection of a modern
house on the lots in the rear of
the Seamon block on x^urora street.
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MATTHIAS
RADIN, A.B..
LL.B., better known as
"Matty," of the Commonwealth
Film Exchange, has the distinction
among film salesmen of having
never lost an exhibitor-customer
during his several years' association with the motion picture industry.
There is no particular myste'-y
about the manner in which Mr.
Radin has accomplished the above ;
in fact, the following rules, which
he graciously explains, earned him
the good graces of the trade, are
those that could be applied to any
other business — they need only to
be carried faithfully out :
Matty's idea of a real salesman
is : one who never makes a promise
which he does not intend to carry
out, or which he cannot carry out ;
one who never makes any statements about his wares unless he
knows them to be positive — so
qualifying his statements as to
leave no room for any doubt with
the exhibitor that it is partly conjecture or based upon certain in-

formation which he discloses. On
these simple rules, Matty bases his
success in this lield.
After spending two years in
managerial capacity with the
Steiner and Blinderman theatre
circuit o.f New York City, Hfymie
Goldschein is now with the Mayer
and Schneider Clinton Theatre, located on Clinton street between
Delancev and Rivington streets.
The M. P. T. O. of New Jersey
are holding a directors' meeting at
Newton, N. J., this week.
A new theatre will be erected on
14th street, between 5th and 6th
avenues. The building is unnamed
at the present.
The City Theatre, Hoboken,
opened Wednesday, August 24.
J. Gottlieb, owner and o[>erator
of the Paradise Theatre, 4th avenue and 28th street, Brooklyn, has
returned from his vacation.
Rosenweig and Seigle's Beverley
Theatre is closed in order to permit alterations.
"Jimmy" Sammons, who has operated ht e Sunsliine
Theatre,

Coney Island avenue, for some
time, has sold that house to B.
Lyman. Mr. Lyman also operates
the Eagle Theatre, and another
theatre in Hicksville, L. I.
The Eden Theatre, 5th avenue
and 9th street, Brooklyn, will open
in a couple of weeks.
Work will soon be well under
way on
the onLoew
Circuit's
new
hiuse
9th Theatre
street, Brooklyn.
Rosenweig and Siegle are reported as having taken iver the
Park Theatre, 44th and 5th avenue,
Brooklyn, from the B. L. & M.
(Barr Bros.) circuit.
Messrs. Rachmiel and Rinsler
are said to have added the Carroll
Theatre, Utica and Carroll streets,
Brooklyn, to their holdings.
Beginning Labor Day, the Albce
Theatre, Brooklyn, will adopt a
split week with pictures instead of
a full week policy, and the same
company's Orpheum Theatre, a
few blocks away, near the Strand,
will go back to its former straight
bill of vaudeville.
The Albee is near the Metro-

politan, operated by the Loew C'rcuit. There will be some lively
competition in this section in the
weeks to come
Eugene Pulch, partner with Fred
Huebner in the Shore Road
.Amusement Company in the Bay
Ridge section of Brooklyn, is vacationing in the New England
states.
Eddie Madden, formerly with
the Harry Harris circuit of New
York City, will take over the
Tompkins Theatre, 534 Gates avenue, August 26. This house was
formerly owned by Nelson and
Renner.
The Alhambra Theatre, 125th
street and 7th avenue, one of the
oldest theatres in New York City,
opened up this week, Monday, with
a split week policy.
Miss Goodman, of the Prudential ImIui Delivery, is vacationing
in Pennsylvania.
The National Winter Garden
will soon reopen. Pictures are said
to be included in its program.

Central Penn
SNYDER has resigned his post as manager of
the Scenic theatre, York, owned by
the Nathan Appell Enterprises, to
become general manager of a chain
of picture and vaudeville houses in
Eastern Pennsylvania, for his brother, John H. Snyder, of Reading,
who recently acquired many of the
theatre holdings of the late George
Bennethum. Arthur Snyder will
have his headquarters in the Kline
Poster Company Building, Philadelphia. His York friends gave a
farewell dinner in his honor on
August 14.
Bert Lowe, manager of the Wizard Theatre, York, becomes successor of Mr. Snyder as manager
of the Scenic, and will hereafter
be in charge of both theatres.
M. Clyde (iibble, manager of the
State Theatre, Harrisburg, accompanied by Mrs. Gibble and Miss
Evelyn Stoner, of Penbrook, left
on August 15 on a vacation trip by
motor. The party planned to visit
Pittsburgh, Erie, Buffalo and New
York City. In the latter city it
was the intention of Mrs. Gibble
ARTHUR

to make a business call at the home
offices of the Wilmer & Vincent
Theatre Company, which control
the chain of which the State theatre is a part.
Walter Vincent, of New York,
one of the heads of the Wilmer &
\'incent Company, in the latter part
of August made a tour of the circuit of combined vaudeville and
picture houses of the company in
Pennsylvania and V^irginia, inspecting, among other things, new cooling systems that have recently been
installed in some of the houses.
Among the cities he visited were
Reading, Harrisburg, Allentown,
Easton, Altoona, Bethlehem, Norfolk and Richmond.
John G. Newkirk, of the Wilmer
& \'incent managerial staff, was
transferred from Reading to Harrisburg August 15 to have charge
of the State theatre, during the
absence of Manager Gibble on a
vacation trip.
Air. Newkirk, formerly of the
Rialto, Allentown, was sent to
Reading early in the summer to
manage the State theatre there dur-

ing the absence of F. G. Plessner,
who took a five-week vacation trip
to California. In the Fall Mr.
Newkirk will become permanent
manager of the Capitol in Reading. Frank D. Hill, now acting as
temporary manager of the Capitol,
will manage the Rajah, Reading,
when this vaudeville and picture
house reopens September 5.
Announcement is made that
Cedar Crest College, Allentown,
will erect an open air theatre on
the campus, to be completed early
next Spring. It will have a seating capacity of 1,500.
After an absence of several
months in Atlantic City, Jack
Jones has returned to Scranton and
has resumed his duties as manager
of the Capitol Theatre, of the
Comerford circuit.
John De Palma relinquished his
duties as organist at the Strand
theatre, in York, on August 13, and
has gone to accept a position in a
Philadelphia theatre. His place at
the Strand ^\'urlitzcr will be taken
bv Theodore .Xurand wlio has been

chief organist at the Capitol, York.
Stuart Wiley, who assisted at the
Strand, will henceforth preside at
the organ in the Capitol. All these
York houses belong to the Nathan
Appell
Nick Enterprises.
lacocoa, proprietor of the
Franklin Theatre, Allentown, devoted all the receipts of the performances of August 19 to help
outfit the Franklin municipal playgrounds for the children's Romper
Day sports.
Local movies of the children's
carnival week exercises in Allentown, were taken for the Alajestic
Theatre management and shown in
the theatre on August 2i and for
24.
There was a special matinee
children on the first day of
the
showing of these films.
has
J. G. Beilin, proprietor of the
Palace
Theatre,
Bethlehem,
announced the theatre is to be thor
oughly renovated.
Harold Geschwind, a church organist, of Boyertown, has accepted
a position as organist for the Park
Theatre, Reading.

lanada
NORMAN
CODE of the Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, has returned to Winnipeg
after spending some weeks in
British Columbia, where he supervised various constructional details in the building of several
Famous
Plavers
Canadian
Cor-

poration houses in British Columbia cities.
One of the latest company incorporations under a Canadian
Federal charter is the Lions Gate
Cinema Studios, Limited, with
headquarters in Vancouver, B. C.
According to information supplied
at Ottawa, the company has been

organized to produce and distribute
Canadian moving pictures. The
cajMtal comprises 500,000 shares of
preference stock at $10 par value
The Lauricr Theatre, IIull. Quebec, is still dark because of building operations, and it is stated that
it will not be re opened until Scptemi)er.
The whole interior has

been ripped out and
seating capacity to
cording to Donat
prietor of the house,
and 500,000 conunon

enlarged, the
be 1,400, ac
Paquin. pro
stock of no

Lions Gate Cinema Studios,
parThevalue.
Limited, has iiurchased studio
property

in \'ancouver

West.
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Harr- Hensler, brother of F. <".
Hensler, branch manager of M-G-M
Omaha branch, has been appointed
assistant poster clerk in the local
M-G-M exchange. Earl Haney
has been made poster clerk to fill
the vacancy created by the resignation of James Patton.
Charles Guelson, manager of the
Badger theatre at Stoughton, was
among out-of-town exhibitors to
visit exchanges this week.
Aug. Berkholtz, manager of the
Mermac, West Bend, .stopped in
at several exchanges while in the
city on Monday at attend the regular meeting of the Film Board of
Trade.

The Ozaukee theatre at Port
Washington, which was recently
taken over by Harry Perlowitz
manager of the Savoy here, is being
opened after extensive remodeling,
on August 27th. Stanley Perlowitz is acting as manager of the
theatre.
The Orpheum theatre at Green
Bay is having a fashion show with
the co-operation of Green Bay merchants. The show is being held
under the direction of Aliss Alice
Conroy of Milwaukee.
Louis B. Christ, is the new manager of the Saxe Green Bay houses.
the Grand, Strand, and Colonial
Mr. Christ was formerly with Pantap'es in Seattle.
Walter J. Hildebrandt is the new
booker at the Tiffany exchange
Mr. Hildebrandt was formerlv road
secretary for the Milwaukee Ball
Club and at one time was interested in the Rainbow and Butterfly theatres.
F. G. Sliter, manager of the Fox
exchange, was in Chicago on Wednesday to attend a sales conference
with James R. Grainger, general
sales manaper.
The Columbia exchange has
moved its quarters from 719 to 713
W'ells St. The space occupied by
Columbia at 719 is now being used
by National Theatre Supply, which
has greatly increased its offices and
show rooms.

The Modjeska. under mana?emen of Fred Brown, celebrated its
third anniversary with special programs.

Jack Draginis is managing the
Bell theatre at Sparta for E. L.
Weisner, who recently took over
the Bell from Otto Bell.

J

WILLIAM HOUCK has
• been named manager of the
new Kenosha theatre, The Kenosha, the latest addition to the
U. chain in Wisconsin. The Kenosha will open about the first of
September. The theatre has a capacity of 2200, is built in Spanish
style with atmospheric interior.
Mr. Houck was formerly manager
of .Saxe's State at Racine. Miss
Laura Goodman is assistant manager.
Dan Kelliher, of Lake Geneva
and Elkhorn, was in the city for
a few hours early in the week on
business.
J. E. White, cashier at the
Pathe exchange, has been at home
ill for the past few days.

Neil Duffy, manager of the Elite
theatre at Appleton, dropped in ai
several of the exchanges for a
short business call.
A. . C. Wilson, home office au
ditor, is spending a few days in the
local Fox office.
Saxe's newest theatre in Mil
waukee. The Uptown, will open on
September
C. W.
"Terry"
Bedel
is the3rd.
manager
of the
new
house. Mr. Bedel comes here from
Peoria.
\'. P. "W'innie" DiLorenzo has
been appointed office manager and
booker at the Columbia exchange.
Mr. DiLorenzo is well known to
exhibitors for he was with Celebrated for seven years prior to
taking his present position.
Mark Morgan, representative of
Red Seal in Wisconsin and Miss
Anne Fifer of the Ludwig Exchanges, almost got away with it
— and succeeded in keeping it secret for a month at least, but the
news that .\nne is now Mrs. Mark
Morgan couldn't be kept from folks
along Film Row for very long.
K. Egan is now covering Wisconsin territory for Celebrated. He
is a former Paramount salesman
from Kansas.
Frank Steffen, manager of the
Rex at Racine, visited the exchanges on Tuesday.
Eric Carl entertained managers
of the United Theatre Circuit theatres at a picnic on Wednesday of
this week.
J. S. Grauman, president of Celebrated exchange, is recovering after

an operation for the removal of
his tonsils at Mt. Sinai hospital.
Racine is to have a new theatre
at 63rd and Washington Ave., according to word received here.
The project is being financed by
Racine business men.
Mendel Rice and wife have returned to Milwaukee from California for a visit of two months. Mr.
Rice was former owner of the
-State, Riviera, and Kosciuszko theatres.
John Seeger, formerly associated
with the Cooper Theatre in La
Crosse, has taken over the Unique
theatre at Tomah from Roy Smith
of Smith and Johnson. Mr. Seeger
is now running the theatre under
the name of the Tomah. Mr.
Smith is at present building a new*
theatre in Tomah, a 500 seat house,
which will be ready for opening
about December 1st.
Frank Cook of the Gem Theatre
at Sheboygan was a recent Film
Row visitor.
John Heft of the Pastime theatre at Horicon is spending his vacation in the northern part of the
state.
Chester Goetz of the United Theday. atre Circuit of Janesville was seen
in the various exchanges on ThursJack Yeo of the Odeon theatre
at Beaver Dam is spending a week
in LaSalle, Illinois.
Art Desormeaux, manager of the
Strand at Madison, is leaving on
hsi vacation shortly, which he intends to spend in the west.

Seattl
A
WAl.Tl'R (.kAHA.M, ii.ipular
exhibitor of Shelton, Washington, spent a few days in this city
last week, booking pictures for the
coming month. During his stay he
announced that he will open, within
a few months, a new 750-seat theatre in Elma, a neighboring city,
which will be one of the finest
suburban houses in the territory.
Equipment and furnishings are already on the way, according to Mr.
Graham.
George Wahl, owner of the property in Bellingham, Washington
upon which the Grand Theatre
stands, is reported last week to have
declared his intentions of- reopening the house for the fall season
under a first run picture policy.
Rejiorts have it that Mr. Wahl
will spend about $50,000 remodeling the house prior to the opening.
J. A. Gage, special representative for D. C. Millward's Tiffany
Productions exchange, returned to
the city last week after several
days spent in the Oregon territory.
Meager reports received from
Chelan, Washington, last week announced the death of R. A.. Kelsey.
prominent exhibitor of that territory.
Manager Mat Aparton and his
staff from the local Universal exchange returned from Portland last

tV.

week, after a visit in the Oregon
territory with Lou Metzger, general sales manager for Universal.
Also at the gathering were F. F.
Vincent, Pacific Northwest exploitation specialist ; George Jackson,
Portland branch manager ; and Don
Mitchell, Western division manager.
Shortly after his return from a
month's trip to various Eastern
cities, Ray Grombacher of the Liberty Theatre in .Spokane received
news from Cleveland to the effect
that his father had passed away
and the Grombacher family left
Spokane again for the Ohio city
last week. Mr. Grombacher, senior.
was well known by the old-time
exhibitors of Washington, having
spent many years here prior to his
remo\al to Cleveland.
The old Family Theatre in Ballard, one of Seattle's early suburban neighborhood houses, was renamed "The Bat Theatre" last
week by its new manager, Mr.
Gallagher.
T. Shanley, recently connected
with the managerial staff of the
Coliseum Theatare, left last week
for Butte, Montana, where he will
take o\er the managerial duties of
the Rialto Theatre. Arnold Flink,
former assistant to James Q. Clemmer at the Fifth Avenue Theatre,

is now acting as managing director
of the Coliseum.
Miss E. Rosecan, representative
for John C. Raglund, who handles
the Columbia Pictures exchanges
on the Pacific Coast, arrived in this
territory last week and appointed
Jack Tillman as head of the new
Columbia exchange in Portland.
Mr. Tillman has a wide knowledge
of the field in Washington and
Oregon, having covered that territory recently for Metro-GoldwynMayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Davis, operating the Ansonia Amusement Company of Butte, were visitors in
trip.
Seattle last week, en route to California on a brief summer vacation
Monte Blue, popular Warner
Brothers star, accompanied by Mrs.
Blue, a former .Seattle girl,, spent
spent a short time in this city last
week en route to Lake Crescent,
Washington, where they are vacafriends. tioning as the guests of family
Manager Robert W'. Bender of
Universal's Northwest Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., heaved a sigh of
relief last week at the conclusion
of the Universal-Seattle Post Intelligencer contest to select Miss
Seattle for the 1927 Atlantic City
Beautv Pageant.

B. Wallace Rucker, manager of
the local exchange for Educational
Pictures, returned from Portland
last week
few days'
ence withafter
Billya Green,
his conferrepresentative in that territory. Mr.
Rucker is very much occupied at
present, attempting to select an exchange site in Portland and supervise the building and furnishing of
his new offices in .Seattle all at one
and the same time.
Art H. Huot, Northwest manager for Film Booking Offices, is
another local resident who has just
returned from the Oregon territory, after a brief visit with Manager Withers of the Oregon F. B.
O. exchange.
Miss Myrtle Nester, former
cashier at Manager Dave Frazer's
local Producers' Distributing Corporation office, now combined with
Pathe, was appointed last week to
the position
of Theatre
treasurer Owners
of the Motion Picture
of
W^ashington and the Western Poster Company. James M. Hone of
the
showman's
Art
Aronson
of the group,
poster and
company
made the joint appointment.
Joseph D. Roberts, publisher of
the Seattle Amusement Guide, a
local directory and news pamphlet,
last week w-as appointed local representative for "Inside Facts."
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ENTRY blanks were going out
this week for the 1927 Midwest Film Golf Tournament which
will be held on September 16 at
Olympia Fields, the scene of the
previous matches, which have
been greatly enjoyed by the large
crowds of picture men who have
turned out each year. The committee in charge, comprising Len
Ullrich, chairman ; Clayton E.
Bond, Jack Sampson, William Burlock and Tommy Greenwood, are
working hard to make this event
the most successful of the Midwest Tournaments, and promise,
as only one tournament is to be
held this year, that the prizes and
entertainment provided will be unusual in every respect. The committee also wishes to stress that the
tournament is open to all film men,
theatre owners and others connected with the industry in the
Central West, and any one not receiving an entry blank should communicate with Len Ullrich, 908
South Wabash Avenue, who will
see that their entry is taken care
of. The fee, as in previous years,
is $10.00, which includes lunch,
dinner, green fees and club privileges.
C. H. Powell is now connected
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with F. B. O., and is covering
Northern Illinois territory for this
company. Mr. Powell was formerly connected with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer, for whom he
traveled in Northern Illinois.
Vice-President Geo. De Kruif,
of the National Theatre Supply
Co., has returned from a vacation
spent aboard a lake steamer. It is
tiie first time Mr. De Kruif has
been away from his desk, except on
business trips, in several years, and
the rest and change were greatly
enjoyed.
Dolph Miller, manager of Simansky & Miller's Plaisance Theatre, has left for a vacation, which
will include a visit to Buffalo, his
home city. Mr. Miller is accompanied by his wife and daughter.
Manager C. C. Wallace, of
United Artists, invited exhibitors
and film men of Chicago to attend
a pre-view. A large criwd turned
out.
As the result of votes in Milford and Sheldon, 111., the Majestic
Theatre at the former place and
the Family at the latter are now
open to the public on Sundays.
Manager Schultz, of the Rialto
Theatre, Walkertown, 111., has
completed
improvements
on his

house, which include the installation of a new organ.
L. L. Cochevity, of the South
Bend Theatre Corporation, which
operates the Strand, has taken
over the 800-seat Blackstone Theatre of that city.
It is reported that Hugh Martin,
of Argenta, 111., will shortly open
the picture show there.
Mrs. Al Sobler presented the
popular publicity expert with a
bouncing baby girl early Monday
morning. Al is passing out the
cigars and accepting congratulations at his office, 845 S. Wabash
Avenue.
Great State Theatres, Inc., has
secured control of the Belasco
Theatre at Quincy, from William
H. Sohn, who remains as manager
of the Belasco, as well as taking
charge of the Empire, which will
reopen early in September.
Joe Koppel is now buying pictures for the Vittorial Theatre.
Indiana Harbor, in addition to the
La Salle and Astor Theatres in
Chicago and the Village Theatre
in Wilmette.
Orchestraphone was given its
first actual public try-out in the
Pantheon Theatre on Wednesday
and Thursday of last week, in con-

nection with "The Resurrection,''
and
with "Barbed
\\'ire."
The this
newweek
reproducing
instrument
shows that it fills the place of an
orchestra very satisfactorily and is
proving of great interest to all
exhibitors.
Emil Stern is still confined to his
home, recuperating from his recent
illness, but expects to be back at
his down-town
business headquarters shortly.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy have appointed Edward R. Sather manCity.
ager of their houses in Michigan
Freddie
Cleveland's
Circle Road,
Theatre on West
Roosevelt
which has been operating tTiree
days a week, will reopen next Friday on a seven-day a week schedule. During the time the show
was closed part of the week, extensive improvements have been
made in the house, including redecorating and refurnishing.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Sweeney
spent last week-end at Lake Geneva
at the home of Jack Miller, president of the Exhibitors 'Association
of Chicago.
Bill's health
tinuing to improve,
much is
to conthe
pleasure of his many friends.

Baltiimore
THE

Royal Theatre, Newcastle,
Del , has been leased by C. H.
Banks, who will take over the
playhouse September 5, and will
run that 500-seat house four nights
a week. It was formerly operated
by a Miss Warwick.
A motion picture theatre, Chatham, Va., is rapidly nearing completion.
E. L. McDaniel, proprietor of
the motion picture theatre at Bedford, Va., entertained the Rotary
Club at that playhouse recently.
Harry Kahn, proprietor of the
Opera House, Havre de Grace,
Md., which is closed now for improvements, has taken over the
Strand Theatre, Halethorpe, Md.
The Broadway Tlieatre here, operated by the Associated Theatres,

J^ Louis Rome, general manager,
will be reopened to the public, September 3. with practically everything entirely new.
A balcony has been built in
which greatly enlarges the seating
capacity. The new color scheme
is ivory, gold and old rose, with
damask draperies to match. The
stage has been enlarged and new
lighting effects have been installed. The entire interior has
been redecorated and remodeled
with techstone old rose panels. A
large crystal chandelier with 200
lights weighing half a ton has been
placed in the center of the ceiling,
with bracket lights around the
walls.
The heating will be done by an
oil burner.
The marquee
is 50

feet long, with an electric sign of
the same length over it with 5,000
lights.
Mary Pascor, assistant bookkeeper at the Garden Theatre office,
started her two weeks' vacation
Monday, August 22, by going to
Mercy Hospital here to have her
tonsils removed by an operation.
.A.fter leaving the hospital she will
go to Atlantic City.
Two persons connected with the
Whitehurst Theatrical Interests
have just returned from their vacations. H. M. Messiter, booker,
went on a motor trip with his wife
up through Williamsport and into
Canada and back again through
East Aurora, N. Y. Helen Weidner, bookkeeper at the Garden Theare office, spent her vacation
at

.\tlantic City. She is back at her
desk again.
Ben Guterson, who has been
working at the Loew offices in
New York, and prior to that was
connected with the Embassy here,
will leave for Los Angeles September 1. He will become associated with the West Coast Theaters. He is the .son of Mischa
Guterson, musical conductor at
Loew's Valencia.
Harold Ramsay has been appointed was
organist at
Loew's organist
Century
here. He
formerly
at the Capitol in Montreal and at
the Indiana in Indianapolis. Ken
Widner has been appointed organist at Loew's Valencia. He was
formerlv at the Newman, Kansas

Citv.

San F rancisco
"OILL"
CROSBY, formerly
JD assistant manager of the
Union Square Theatre and well
known in local motion picture theatres, has been appointed manager
of the big Ackerman & Harris district house, the Roosevelt Theatre.
The Grad Lake, Senator and Dimond Theatres in Oakland installed
W. G. Preddey-Triplett Spotlights.
Laurence Borg, manager of the
Rivoli Theatre, Berkeley, just returned from a two weeks' rest at
Richardson Hot Springs.
Archie Mayo, Warner Brothers
film director, was in this city re-

cently to attend the opening of the
new residential Avenue Theatre,
that was opened by Ackerman &
Harris.
Leon Byrne, formerly connected
with the Portland Oregonian and
otiier papers at Portland, Oregon,
has been made director of the publicity at the Golden Gate Theatre
in this city, former manager Phillips having resigned to take a position in Oakland with a large T.
& U., Jr., house. Byrne came direct from Portland, Ore.
Manager Frank Lacey of the
Cameo Theatre, who has been put-

ting over some big things there,
just announced that he is going to
bring back, at once, to that house,
some of the bigger feature pictures
in soite of the reduction in prices
of the theatre.
F"loyd St. John, of Co-operative
has just returned from Seattle,
where he announces the opening of
Co-operative's new branch. Clarence M. Hill was installed as manRecently the Robert K. Power
ager.
Studios have received contracts for
the interior decorations on the new
Indian
Theatre
in .'\lbti(|ucr(iue.

New Mexico, for the Bachechi
Company ; for the new theatre under construction on Whittier Boulevard inLos Angeles for Murphy's
I'rancisco.
Comedians and also for Newby's
new theatre in \'entura, near San
The sincerest sympathy is extended to \'ivian Preston. First National's booker, by every person
connected with this industry. His
wife, after a long siege of suffering, passed to her eternal rest recently. Mr. and Mrs. Preston had
been childhood friends in Manchester, England.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
(S. R. indicates Stale Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature

Star

Arizona Whirlwind , The .
Beloved Rogue, The
Birds of Prey
Blazing Days
Blind Alleys
Broadway Drifter, A
Broncho Twister
The
Cabaret
Casey at the Bat
Enchanted Island
Evening Clothes
Fighting Love
Fourth Commandment,
The

Distributed by

.Bill Cody
John Barrymore
Priscilla Dean
Fred Humes
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
G. Walsh-D. Hall . .
T. Mix-H. Costello
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
H. B. Walthall
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery
Goudal-Varcooi- Walthall

Feature
Star
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. Reynolds-V. Varconi-P. Haver

Lengrth

Pathe-De Mille
4134
United Artists
9380
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008
Universal
4639

Reviewed
feet ..April 1
feet ..Mar. 25
feet
feet

Long Pants
Lost Limited, The
Lovers?
Madame
Wants No
dren
Matinee Ladies

8

6947 feet

Paramount
Tiffany

15
6040 feet
..April
4857 feet

Paramount
Pathe-De

Mille

B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J. Marlowe
Universal
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree .M-G-M
Hey Hey
Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. Hill . . F. B. 0
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . J. A.
Harron-S.
HousmanPhipps- Fox

..April

Arizona Bound
Backstage
Beauty Shoppers, The
Bitter Apples
5rV,'?
Children'^^^,
of Divorce

:. .

Convoy

M. BIue-L. Hyams. ..Warner Bros
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sher-

Paying the Price

Pleasure Before Business . P.O'Mallev-V.B.FaireColurabia Pictures.. .5559 feet .July
Ramblmg Ranger, The . . . Jack Hoxie
Dniversal
4439 feet . June
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
4794 feet July
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J.
Hall- Paramount
5306 feet .April
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
.May
Brien
6640 feet
K. Arthur-T.
O' M-G-MSee You in Jail
J. Mulhall-A. Day . . First National
6800 feet
Senorita
B. Daniels-J. Hall-W.
. April
Powell
Paramount
6634 feet
Smoking Guns
AI Hoxie
Wild West Pict. (S. R.)4500 feet .
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
5718 feet .
Special Delivery
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
6524 feet .May
.May
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe-De Mille
4930 feet
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173 feet .Feb.
April
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
5774 feet .Mar.
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846 feet
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
5399 feet
When Seconds Count
Billy Sullivan.
Rayart
4803 feet
Whirlwind of Youth, The. , L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
5886 feet .
July
.June

. . June
6863
6301
5378
6190
4501

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet .

'.April ie
Oct. 30
May

13

Length

R eviewed

4745 feet
6169 feet .
4912 feet April 22
5,784 feet
6669 feet
May 6
5463 feet
July 22
April 29
6901 feet
6662 feet
May
6

_. ,.,.
^
^ .
Fighting
Comeback,

„ son-R.
Hatton Hor.... Paramount
B.
Roosevelt-C.

6296 feet

o '.2°
Pathe-De Mille
S. O'Neil-C. Delaney. R.Acord
D'Arcy-T. Holtz. M-G-M
.
Art
Universal
J. Schildkraut-L. de

4416 feet . April

e 1, T
Sally Levy
_. ,
Fists
.
Thief, The

„,^„
, ,
Held By the Law

^.
The..

Putti-T. Edeson
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker

First National

7724 feet

May

F. B

4818 feet

May

Pathe-De
Universal

Mille

feet
feet April 22
feet
feet! June
3
6903 feet. May
.April 29
M. Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Bonner-D. Selman Columbia Pictures ... 5558 feet

3

man-I.Keith Tarror
TomTyler-E
F.
Darro
E Ralston-E.
Han-

_.
Frisco
„
.
Hard
Heart

6352
5358
5051
5573

8

„Cyclone
, of. the
,. „
Range
_Fashions
..
,for Women
„,

0

6200 feet .
6660 feet .
8
6264 feet . .April
6291 feet .
.June 10
6416 feet. .April 8

7019 feet

APRIL
Star
Distributed by
Alberta Vaughn
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N, F B. 0
Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . Paramount
Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy . . Tiffany
M. Busch-W. Crane. Tiffany
. .
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros

Mille

T.ength
Reviewed
5668 feet .. .April 16
6
7080 feet. .May

6287 feet . . April

6508 feet
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet April
Mar. 29
25
Mar. 11
Man From Hardpan, The . .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPr\the-De Mille
6814 feet
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B 0
6442 feet
April
1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser .
M-G-M
7603 feet
June 253
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6967 feet ..Mar.
Oct. 16
Mystery Club, The
M. Moore-E.Roberts . Universal
6969 feet
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
6736 feet
April 15
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedford-L. Stone , First National
6040 feet
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
6000 feet April 22
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall. .First National
6734 feet .May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor.
. . Columbia
6936 feet
Princess from Hoboken, The E. Burns-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tellegen
Tiffany
6600 feet
.Feb. "4
Princess on Broadway, The. P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
6706 feet .Mar. 11
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
96i3 feet April
1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
i*S2 feet
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
6490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills- M. Astor
First National
6623 feet .May
6
Sensation Seekers, The — B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7016 feet
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet .Jan. 28
Slide, Kelly, Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . M-G-M
7866 feet . . April
1
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro. . . F. B. O
4566 feet. .Mar. 11
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. . F B. 0
4982 feet . Venus of Venice The
C Tahnadge-Moreno First National
6324 feet. May 13
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures ... 6 reels . . .
What
Every
Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet
Wheo a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet
June 24
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . Fox
4783 feet .Apriri5
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820 1 eet
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftApril
1
Mar. 25
K. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
6198 feet

Feature
»:n't Love Funny?
Afraid to Love

Pathe-De

'. . . . Harry Langdon
First National
R. Howes-D. Farley. .Rayart
Novarro-Terry
M-G-M
ChilM. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
McAvoy-McGregorHooper
Warner Bros
Mountains of Manhattan.
D.Devore-C.Delaney Lumas
Naughty Nannette
V.Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De Mille
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe-De Mille

Paramount
6697 feet . Mar. 11
Excellent Pictures. . . 6512 feet . April 1
1
Fox
6436 feet ..April
Paramount

Oistrihuted by
Pathe-De Mille
Paramount

6900 feet
4387 feet

20
6

. April 16
1

April 22

6035 feet. .July

1

6929 feet . Mar. 25

MAY

Di.stri'iuted by

Fe.Tture
All Aboard
Babe Comes

.J. Hines-E.
Murphy .First National
Star
Home .
.BabeRuth-A. Q. Nilsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
Broadway Nights . . . .
. L. Wilson-S. Hardy . First National
Broncho Buster, The .
. Fred Humes
Universal
California
.T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor
M-G-M
Captain Salvation .
. L, Hanson-G. Fawcett-P.
Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day . M-G-M
Catch As Catch Can .
. Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Climbers The
. I. Rich-F. Stanley
. . Warner Bros
Cradle Snatchers. . .
.L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. Phillips Fox
Don Desperado
.L.Maloney-E. Gilbert Pathe-De Mille
Down the Stretch
.Agnew-Nixon
Universal
Eyes of the Totem, The. .W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
Cornwall
Pathe-De Mille
.Bob Custer
F. B. 0
Fighting Hombre
The.
Grinning Guns
. J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
Heart of Salome
. A. Rubens-W.
Pidgeon-H. Herbert . . Fox
Heart of the Yukon.
. A.Cornwall- J.Bowers. Pathe-De Mille
Hills of Peril
. B. Jones-G. Hale. . . Fox
His First Flame. . . .
. H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De Mille
Irish Hearts
. McAvoy-Robards ... Warner Bros
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry- Lowe. Fox
.La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
Love Thrill, The
.C. Murray-C. SidneyLost at the Front . . .
N. Kingston
First National
Lure of the Night Club. The Viola Dana-R. Ellis . . F. B. 0
Million Bid, A
D. Costello-W.OlaDdMcGregor-BIythe . Warner Bros
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M
J. Scott. F. B 0
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O.
Outlaw Dog, The
. T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
Outlaws of Red River.
Pirates of the Sky . . . .
.C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe-De Mille. .
Poor Girls .
.D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonebouse .... Co umbia Pictures
. Hoot Gibson
Universal
Praine King The.
Rich But Honest..
.N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonaH. . Fox
R. Graves-S. Mason Columbia Pictures
Rich Men's Sons. . .
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Rough House Rosie .
Gilmore
Paiauount
Silver Comes Thru . .
.F. Thomson-E. MurphySilver King (Horse)F. B. 0
Sinews of Steel
. A. Vaughn-G. Glass Lumas
Tiffany
Song of Steel
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Splitting the Breeze .
Telephone Gin, The.
.L. Bellamy-Baxter
Gray-H. BlianAllison

Paramount

Length

17
10
1
22

ri
U
16
ri

171

Reviewed

6300 feet

.AprU

1

5761 feet
6765 feet ..July
4687 feet .

8

4912 feet . July
. July

8
8

7395 feet .
6621 feet.

July

8

6281 feet
5804 feet. .May 6
6910 feet. June 10
April 23
!May' is
6228 feet . May 13
4624 feet .
4689 feet .
.May
6
5617 feet .
6562 feet. .May 27
4943 feet .June 17
May 20
1?
4660 feet . .May
6597 feet .
6950 feet.
6038 feet . .May
.June 27
It)
5255 feet .
5770 feel
6313 feet .

June 17

June
6934 feet.
Mar.
.4727 feet. .June
.6327 feet.
.May
4828 feet.. April
May

2)
18
24
6
208

5428 feet .
. 6689 feet .
5480 feet. .May

20

6952 feet
6476 feet
6928 feet

June

3

.June

3

May

27

4930 feet
6455 feet

726
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Feature
Tender Hour The

Star
Distributed by
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . Uni v srsal
TiUie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Vanity
L.Joy-A.Hal vC.Ray . Pathe-De Mille
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Pathe-De Mille
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Tours to Command
G. O'Hara-S. Palmer F. B. 0

7
■ et
4041 feet . .June 17
. .June 10
6160 feet
.
6390 feet .June 17
6823 feet ..May 13
6923 feet
7920 feet ..July 1
6691 feet ..April 16
4734 feet ..Aug. 26

JUNE Distributed by
Star
. Sandow (Dog) ._._.... Pathe-De Mille
.La burn.
Plante-B. Wash.Universal

Length
Reviewed
4335 feet . . June 3
6670 feet. .May
6

Feature
Avenging Fangs . . .
Beware of Widows.

Black Diamond Express,
The
M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Bulldog Pluck
CaUahans and the Murphys
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The .
T. Mix-N. Joyce .... Fox
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak . .Sterhng Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt. . . .Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-L MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic .
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Stark e-S. Hardy.. First National
Dearie
L Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy
Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert .
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious . . . .
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy- J. Gadsen. M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Fred Humes
Universal
Hands Off
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The . .K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Pathe-De Mille
Meddlin' Stranger The . Wally Wales
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
r^aughty But Nice .
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The .
E.O'Brien-A. Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
Secret Studio The .
O. Borden-C. HollandM. Livingston
Fox
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Simple Sis
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound .
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett.. .Tiffany
Tiffany
Squads Right
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Sunset Derby, The .
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tiffany
Tale of a Vanishing People
Ten
Modem
CommandEsther Ralston
Paramount
ments
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The.
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
R. Griffith-A. SheriWedding Bills.
dan
Paramount
Art Acord
Universal
Western Rover, The
What Happened to Father. W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen
Cruel Truth, The
Death Valley
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only .
For the Love of Mike

Length

Reviewed

Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B.Love . Pathe-De Mille
Heart of Maryland, The.. .D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. . . Warner Bros
Hero on Horseback, A . . . . Hoot Gibson
Universal
Kid Sister, Th"
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw The(tentative) G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thornton-I,. Tellegan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Manpower
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L. Tashman . First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rose of the Bowery
E. Murphy-J. WalkerC. Kent-M. Harris A. C. A
Satin Woman, The
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Skyhigh Saunders
Al Wilson
Universal

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Tartuffe, the Hypocrite.. . ,E. Jannings-L. Dag_.
over — W. Kraus. . . Ufa
Tired
Business Man, The..Hitchcock-MehafFeyGowland
Tiffany
Tom's Gang
T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F.
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.Torrence- B. O
„ of the TumbleTwo-Gun

J.Crawford-B.Compson-E.Percy
M-G-M

Length
7 reel«

X c i<.' s
Reviewed
Aug.

7899 feet .. Au g.
5670 feet. .July
6409 feet . Aug.

6

6

-weed
White Pants WiUie

Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille
J. Hines-L. Hymans . First National

23
26

Feature
Adam and Evil

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
6 reels
Aug. 19
N. Shearer-L. Gray. .M-G-M
7 reels. . Aug. 26
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
Sept 11
H. Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
7 reels .... Aug.
6
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille
6 reels

AUGUST

5803 feet .

After Midnight
Beau Geste
Blood Ship, The
Border Blackbirds

6126
4810
5262
.6700

feet . . July 22
feet . . June 24
feet. .June
3
feet. .June 3

4512 feet.

.July

15

6688 feet. .Aug. 19
5897 feet .
5987 feet. .June 24
6684 feet .
6282 feet . July 1
4546 feet . .'jun^'i?
.July' 22
4773 feet .
6157 feet .
4576 feet . July
.June
6169 feet .
.April
6620 feet .
4710 feet. .July
July
6614 feet.
July
6870 feet .
6218 feet. .June
.June
6412 feet .
.June
6182 feet. . Aug.
6000 feet , Aug.
6600 feet.

16
10
1
22
15
16
24
17
10
5
5

6497 feet
July 22
4926 feet . . July
8
4334 feet . . July
1
6517 feet . .June 24
5869 feet . . July
4404 feet

22

6667 feet. .July

1

4108 feet . . May.

Breed of Courage, The
Bugle CaU, The

6

Ranger (Dog)-J. Morgan
F. B. O
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor. . . M-G-M
M. BIue-Hyams
Warner Bros
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille

Bush Leaguer, The
Chain Lightning
Country Doctor The
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Coward, The
W.Baxter-S.Lynn.. F. B. O
Desired Woman, The
I. Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P Haver .Pathe-De Mille
Fireman Save My Child
. W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Great Mail Robbery, The .T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard
Sills-M. O'DayCal. . First NatioiuU
HiddenBoiled
Aces Haggerty ... M.
C. Hutchinson-A.
houn
Pathe-De Mille
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
Interferin' Gent, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Lightning
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno.. Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S Ch^p!in-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Mendez
F. B. O
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powell
Fox
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Poor Nut, The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian . Paramount
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Singed
.B. Sweet-W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr. Sterling Pict
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Three's a Crowd
H. Connell
Langdon-G.
Mc- First National
Topsy and Eva

JULY Distributed by Length Reviewed
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures
4700 feet. .Aug. 12
C. Nye-R.
Rae-R.
Wells
First Division Pict. . .6700 feet. .Aug. 12
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan-J. Bowers. .Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP r vnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O

P ic t u r c

Tumbling River
Two Arabian Knights
Underworld
What Price Glory (road
show)
When a Man Loves (road
show)

Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw . United Artists
T. Mix-D. Dwan. . Fox
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-I. Keith. United Artists
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
McLaglen-Del RioLowe

Fox

J. Barrymore-D. Costello-W. Oland
Wally Wales
Pathe-De MiUe

White Pebbles
Woman Who Did Not Care,
The
L. Tashman-A. Rankin

4910 feet

6093 feet

6607 feet
5 reels
6 reels
6500
7180
10400
6436

feet
feet. .Aug. 12
feet . . Mar. 18
feet. .May 20

6140 feet
6888 feet.. Aug. 19
6909 feet . . Julv
1
6 reels. . . .July 29
6844 feet
6368 feet . . Jtine 24
6 reels . . Aug. 26
6790 feet .. July 23
7179 feet . . Aug. 26

7 reels .... Aug. 19
4675 feet. Aug. 26

11400 feet.. Dec.

4

10049 feet. .Feb.
4
4485 feet . . Aug. 19

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Angel of Broaday, The
Annie Laurie
Back to God's Country . . .
Barbed Wire

6868 feet

6 reels . . Dec. 12 '25
6 reels . . . .Aug. 12
6617 feet. .Aug. 12

6482 feet. Aug. 12
5 reels
4497 feet Aug. 26
4388 feet
6 reels . . .

.July 29

6566 feet . .Aug.
6
4562 feet . Aug. 12

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
L. Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De Mille
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
8730 f eet . . May 37
. R. Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
5761 feet . . July 29
P. Hanson
Negri-C. Brook-E,
. Paramount
6961 feet .
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K. Thom
son-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De Mille
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
M-G-M
12550 feet. Nov. 28
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien . Fox
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett.
Universal
4427 feet
Border Cavalier, The
Fred Humes
Broadway Kid, The
George Jessel
Warner Bros
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
8700 feet . . May
6
Cat and the Canary, The.
.L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a I e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7790 feet. .May 2*
Certain Young Man, A . .
. Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor. M-G-M
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
6636 feet. .May 13
City Gone WUd, The
T. Meijhan-M. MiUner-W. Standing. . .Paramotmt
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M.GordonS.
W. Lynn-R.
ArmstrongLease- F. B. 0
6701 feet. .Aug. 26
College
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers.. .United Artists

S c pfc 111 be r
Feature
Drop Kick, The

727
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Star
Distributed by
Barthelmess <- A.
Vaughan-B. Kent. . First National
East Side, West Side
G. O'Brien-V. Valli-J.
F. McDonald
Fox
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson
Warner Bros
Flying U Ranch, The
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Pathe-De Mille
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) .Harold Lloyd
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G.
Withers
F. B. O
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy- J. Marlowe.First National
R. Keene-B. Kent . . . Universal
Lone Eagle, The
Loves of Carmen
Del
Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
..
Fox

Length

Reviewed

R.

,
, ,
6767( eet . . July

,
8

Tempest
Thirteenth Hour, The

6 reels

4912 feet . . Aug. 12
7961 feet. .July

8

5415 feet . . Aug.
6 reels

5

6548 feet
6000 feet. .Mar. 11
4041 feet.

June 10

Alias the Deacon
American Beauty
Ben Hur (road show)
Beware of Married Men
Big Sneeze, The
Body and Soul
Boy Rider. The
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)
Celebrated Woman, A
Cheating Cheaters

Star
Distributed by
Leatrice Joy
Pathe-De Mille.
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook
United Artists . .
Five and Ten Cent Aimie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros
He's My Man
PhyUis Haver
Pathe-De Mille .
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day
M-G-M
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Power
William Boyd
Pathe-De Mille .
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros . . . .
Rip Van Winkle
Rudolph Schildkraut Pathe-De Mille .
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Wamer-Nilsson-A. Joyce-Wol- United Artists . .
heim

Feature
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The
Ramona
Romance (tentative)
West Point

OCTOBER
Distributed by
Star
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves .. . Universal
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X Bushman-C.Myers. . .M-G-M
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
W. Z.Beery-F.
SterlingPitts
Paramount

;

Length

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southem-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M

Reviewed

6869 feet

12000 feet

Jan

Star
Distributed by
JANUARY
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Tahnadge-G. Ro,
land-N. Beery
Umted Artists .
D. Del Rio-D.
Alvarado
United Artists.
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
William Haines
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY

Feature
Circus, The

Length Reviewed

MARCH

16
Feature
Darling of the Gods, The.

A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Buzz Barton
F. B. O
C. Tahnadge-D.
Alvarado
First National
Florence Vidor
Paramotmt
B. Compson-K.
lan Har- Universal

D. MackaiU-J. Mulhall
First National
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
orbidden Woman, The . . . Jetta Goudal
Pathe-De Mille
Gambler's Game, The
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
Adolphe Menjou
Paramount
Gingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl in the Pullman
Marie Prevost
Pathe-De Mille
Hold 'Em Yale
'.
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
Jake the Plumber
J. DeVarska-S. Lynn F. B. O
Jesse James
Fred Thomson
Paramount
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C Rogers. United Artists
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries .Warner Bros
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M.Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Ranger of the North
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O
Rose of the Golden West . . G. Roland-M. Astor. . First National
Rough Ridirs The (general
release!
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Bound
Richard Dix
Paramount
Shanghaied
P. R. Miller-R. InceG. Astor
F. B. O
Shootin' Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane . . . Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines-J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur. M-G-M
Straight Shooting
Ted Wells
Universal
Way of All Flesh, The
E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith . . . Paramount
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love .... Pathe-De Mille
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore . . Pathe-De Mille
Woman on Trail, The
Negri-Cortez
Paramount
Wreck of the Hesperus, The
Pathe-De Mille

Length
Reviewed
6700 feet .. Aug. 19

DECEMBER

Joy Girl, The

Feature

Star
Distributed by
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Junior Coughlan
F. B. O
Vera Reynolds
Pathe-De Mille
R. Denny-B. Kent . . . Universal
M-G-M
M. Davies
G. Swanson
United Artists
J. Wolheim
Barrymore-Nissen- United Artists
Bonaparte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M . . . . ;

Feature
Blue Danube, The
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

Jaws of Steel

Rin-Tin-Tin-H. Ferguson-J.Robards .Warner Bros
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M
Alden
Fox
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Magic Flame, The
Mojave Kid, The
B.[Steele-L. Gilmore . F. B. O
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount^
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
Perfect Gentleman, A. . . . Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille
Sailor's Sweetheart, A . . . L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Smile, Brother, Smile . . . . J. MulhaU-D. Mackaill
■
First
National
Soda Water Cowboy, The Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Stark Love
Special Cast
Paramount
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Swim, Girl, Swim
TeU It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair... Uiversal
Turkish Delight
R.Schildkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De MUle
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox
We're All Gamblers
lieighan-M. Milhier .Paramount

Feature
Judgment of the Hills
Let 'Er Go Gallagher
Main Event, The
Mile-A-Minute Love
Street
QualityThompson
Sadie

Star
Special Cast

Coming

Distributed by
United Artists.

Length Reviewed

Attractions

Crystal Cup, The

6310 feet. July

April

Star
Becky
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
Dog of the Regiment, A . . . Rin-Tin-Tin
Finnegan's Ball (tentative)
Garden of Allah, The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich

Distributed by
M-G-M
Warner Bros .
Warner Bros .
M-G

1

5999 feet. .Aug. 26
5947 feet

Aug. 26

4206 feet. Aug. 19
8486 feet . . July

NOVEMBER
Feature

29

Length

Reviewed

8

Feature
Ace High
Adventurer, The
After Office Hours
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf

Star
Distributed by
Hoot Gibson
Universal
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
E. Ralston-R. Arlen Paramount
Al Wilson
F. B. O
L. Wilson-B. LytellW. V. Mong
Columbia
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Back to Liberty
G. Breese
Walsh-D. HaU-E. Excellent Pict
Bad Little Good Girl
Chadwick
Bamum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Paramoimt
Beau Sabreur
E. Brent-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Betmett . Fox
Blood Will Tell
B. Jones-K.Perry. . .Fox
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. NissenM. Busch-M. Loy. . Fox
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante ... . Universal
Broadway Madness
M. Keith
de la Motte- , D. Excellent Pict
de Putti-McGregor . . Uni versa.
Dynamite (Dog)-£.
Cobb-J. Alden .... Universal
CancelledParrot,
Debt, The
The
Rex
Lease
Sterling Pict
Chinese
M. Nixon-H
Bosworth
Universal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
G. Sidney
Universal
Comrades
G. James-A. Sheridan. First Division
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De Mille
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
Down Grade, The
Wm.
Fairbanks
—
A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Caldwell
Valli-F. Darro-O. F. B. O

Length

Reviewed

9481 feet. .Oct.

23

Buck Privates
Call of the Heart

D oke of Ladies, The

Lyon-Brian-Bere nger First National

.'

.

4747 'ee'.

10018 feet . . Aug. 21

728
Feature
Eager Lips
Empty Saddle, The
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Enemy, The
Eternal Silence, The
Fangs of Destiny
Fangs o Fury
Fangs of Justice
Finders Keepers
Finnegan's Ball
Flag Maker, The
Flying Nut, The
Fortune Hunter The
Four Flusher, The
Freckles
Galloping Fury
Gay Defender, The
Gay Retreat, The

,

Mot
Star
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
Fred Humes

Distributed by

Length

Star
Distributed Picture
by
Length A'
Reviewed
S. Mason-A. B. Francis-R. Arlen
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds. . . .B Compson-E. Williams
First Division Pict
Seventh Heaven
J Gaynor C. FarrellD. Butler-G Brojk
well
Fox
11,000 feet.. June 13
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Shepherd of the Hills, The.A. B. Francis
First National
Shield of HonorThe
R., Lewis-D. GulliverN. Hamilton
Universal
Silent Hero, The
Nyroleon
(Dog)- R.
Fraser-E. Murphy
6602 feet. .Aug. 19
Show Boat
Universal
Silver Valley
Tom Mix
Fox
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB Kent-C. Geraghty
Universal
South Sea Love
F. B. O
;
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Steamboat Bill, Jr
Keaton-E. Torrence. . United Artists
Stronger
Will The
Excellent Pict
Student Prince,
The (In
Fe.iture
Sally in Our Alley

Reviewed

First Division
Universal

Milton Sills
First National
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . . M-G-M
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
....
. 6 reels .
Sandow (Dog)
Patbe-De Mille .
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker- J Marlowe. Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
Laura La Plante
Universal
B. Mehaffey-Landis. First Division Pict
. .
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J S. Blackton (producers) .
Glenn Tryon
Universal
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello . . . .Warner Bros
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
F. B. O.
H. Gibson-S. Rand . . Universal
R. Dix
Paramount
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
S reels

Gentleman of Paris, A (tentative)
Adolphe
Menjou-A.
Marchal
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Get
George
O'Hara
Girl Set—
From Go
Rio The
Mae Busch

Paramount
Paramount
F.
B. O
Lumas

Gorilla, The
Grand Army Man, The
Grand Fl?pper The

C. Murray-F. Kelsey First National
. .Alec. B. Francis . . . Fox
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foie-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma BenJe Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling -F. Reicher Fox
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-O. Caldwell
F. B. O
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Highschool Hero, The
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. . Fox
His Dog
J.Schildkraut-T.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De Mille
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale.... Fox
Home Made
Johnny Hines
First National
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F. B. O
Hot Heels
P.R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels . . . April
Irresistible LoVf-r The. . . .Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Jungle Rose
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13500 feet . April
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies Must Dress
Fox ...
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
Life's Crossroads
G. Hulette-M. Hamilton
Excellent Pict
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brodv- J. Stuart . . M-G-M
Man's: Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. O
6680 feet
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs . . . . F. B. O
My Wife's Honor
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pict
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Now We're in the Air . . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Oh I What a Life (tentative) .Colleen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels . . Dec.
Open Range
L. Chandler-B. Bronson
Paramount
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray . . . Fox
Patent Leather Kid, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National .... 12 reels . . Aug.
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Publicity Madness
L. Moran-E. Lowe . . . Fox
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Ragtime
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . Sterling Pictures . . . .6800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin* Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romance of Old Spain, A . .E. Taylor-D. Alvarado
United Artists
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M -G-M
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
Roulette
M. McAvoy
Warner Bros
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O

39

29

Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sun Kissed (tentative) ... .P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Sunrise
Gaynor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Surrender
M. Philbia-I. Moskine
Universal
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thanks For the Buggy Ride. Laura La Plante
Universal
Thirteenth Juror The
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance . C. Conklin
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . .M-G-M
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Valley of the Giants
M. Sills-D. Kenyon. . First National
Very Confidential
Madge Bellamy
Fox
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day. . .Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's You: Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . .Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex iHorse)-J. Marlowe
Universal
Wind. The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
12 reels .
World's Illusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
P. Haver-S. HolmesB. Tennant-W. Mc- donald Excellent Pict .

Comedies

and

Short

^.

Aug. 26

Subjects

EDUCATIONAL
Title
Star
At Ease
Lloyd Hamilton
Batter Up
George Davis
Brave Cowards
Dunham-Bradley
Bubbles of Geography
Hodge-Podge
Capers of a Camera
Hodge-Podge
Careless Hubby
Dunham-Bradley
Cry of Winter, The— Hot
Place, The . .
Bruce Outdoor Sketches .
Dead Easy
Bobby Vernon
Delving Into the Dictionary. Hodge-Podge
Dummies
Larry Semon
Felix the Cat in Art for
Heart's Sake
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in 'Loco' Motive
Felix the Cat in the Travel- "Sullivan Cartoon"
18

26

.

Hog
"Sullivan Carton"
Flim
Films
"SuUiva ies Ca.-tooi"
FolliesFlam
of Fashion
Curiositi
Fox Tales
Fully Equipped
Lloyd-Murdock
Giddy Gobblers
Neal Burns
Goose Flesh
Lloyd Hamilton
Half-Pint Hero, A
Lupino Lane
Her Husky Hero
Johnny Arthur
High Spots
Al St. John
His Better Half
Lloyd Hamilton
Hold Fast
Cliff Bawes
Holly-Nuts
Big Boy
Jack From All Trades
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Kid
Tricks
'Big
Boy" Devore
Kilties
Dorothy
Live News
Johnny Arthur
Lucky Dog
P. Dunham-L. Billetts ...
Meet the Folks
Jimmie Adams
Monty >l the Mounted .... Lupino Lane
Movie Hound, The
Phil Dunham
Night Owls
Djnham-Bradley
No Cheating
Al St John
Non-Stop Fright, The
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Off Again
J. Lloyd-B. Boyd
Pick a Pet
Curioisities
Plumb Dumb
"Poodles" Hanneford
Poor
Fish— The
Ebbing
Tide
Bruce Outdoor Sketches .

el. Date
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
.July
.July
June
Sept.
.July
Sept.

4.
11
14.
17.
17.
5.
18.
17.
11.

.July

10.

.2Length
reels
2 reels
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1
.2
.1
.2

Reviewed
Aug. 19
Aug. 19
July

1

reel
reels. . . .Aug. 12
reel
reels

. 1 reel
.June 26.
. Sept. 24.
18
.July
Sept.
Aug.
Tune
.June
Sept.
lune
.July
July
.July
Aug.
Aug.
. July
Aug.
.Aug.
Sept.

25
28.
19.
12.
18.
5.
31
31.
31.
23.
7.
3.
28
28.
11

.1 reel
. 1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels.
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels.
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels.
2 reels
.2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels.
. 1 reel
.1 reel
reels
..21 reel
. 1 reel
.1 teel
.2 reels

.July
3.
July 10.
July 19
24.
.June
.June
26.
Aug. 21.
Sept. 25
. July 3
.Aug. 21. .1 reel
Aug. 21.

July

29

. . June 24
. . July
1
. . June 17
. . Aug. 12

. . July 29

. . Aug. 12
July 29
July 22
July 22

September

2,

litle

729

1927
Star

Rcl.

Queens Wild
Beauchamp-Davis
Rver of Suds, The— MidOcean Sunset, A
Bruce Scenic
Sure Cure
Beauchamp-Davis
Tales of a Traveler
Hodge-Podge
Tenants of Marble Canyon,
The — A Picture Paradise Bruce Scenic
TIaveling at Home
Chriosities
W: d Wallops
B. Dooley-O
Hasbrouck
Wise Guise
"Sullivan Cartoon"

F B

Date

June

Length

Reviewed

5. .2 reels. . . June 24

July 10 . . 1 reel
July 10. .2 reels
June 26. .1 reel
June 12 .. 1
July 31. .1
June 26 . . 2
Sept. 4 1

Aug. 12
July

29

reel ... . June 24
reel
reels .... July
1
reel

0

Title
Star
Alice Cartoons 'Released Twice a Month)
Beauty Parlor, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Beloved Rogue, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Bo's Guest
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Boys WUl Be Girls
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Campus Romeos
"Fat Men"
Chin He Loved to Lift
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Fresh Hair Fiends
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Helen of Troy, N. Y
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
How High Is Up? (Fat Men) . Carr-Alexander-Ross
Kick in the Dark
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Krazy Kat Cartoons 'released twice a month)
Last Nose of Summer
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Mickey's Circus
Mickey's Pals
New Faces for Old
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Nothing Doing
Charles Bowers
Permanent Rave, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Pickled Romance
Charles Bowers
Peter's Pan
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
She Troupes to Conquer .... Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Sock in Time, A
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Steamed Up
Charles Bowers
Tanks of the Wabash
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Toupay or Not To Pay
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Wanderers of the Waistline .Karr-Ross-AIexander

Rel.

Length
1 reel. .

Date

Aug.
Oct.
June
Aug.
Tuly
Sspt.
Sept.
Aug.
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct .
July
Aug.
Tune
Sept.
O ct.
June
June
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.

Reviewed

.2 reels.
3.
reels.
5 . .2
.2 reels.
19. .2 reels.
24 .
2 reels.
25
14. . 2 reels .
21 . .2 reels.
31 .2 reels.
. 2 reels .
27 .
reels. .
3. .21 reel.
17. .2 reels.
.2 reels.
4 . . 2 reels .
3.
12 . .2 reels.
11 2 reels .
reels.
10 . .2
13 .2 reels .
.2 reels.
28 .2 reels.
19 .2 reels.
5.
13 . .2 reels.
10 . .2 reels .
7 . .2 reels.
11 . .2 reels.

Title

FOX FILMS
Title

Star
Variety
Variety
Variety
Variety

Rel.

Alhambra, The
A.nerica Today
Arkansas Traveler
Around Cape Horn
Ciipid and
the Clock
(O.
Henry)
S. Phipps-N. Stuart
Colorful Italy
Variety
Cup of Coffee, A
Variety
Desert Blooms, The
Variety
Fool and His Honey
Tyles Brooks
Gentlemen Prefer Scotch.. .
Glory That Was Greece . . . . Variety
Her Silent Vow
"Helen and Warren"
Hot Potato, A (Van Bibber). . E. Foxe-K. Bates
Land of Evangeline
Variety
Lights and Shadows in Sicily. Variety
Variety
My Lady's Coat
My Old Kentucky Home. . . Variety
Over the Andes
Variety
Psyche and the Pskyscraper. "O. Henry"
Road to the Yukon
Variety
Roamin' Gladiator
"Animal Comedy"
Rumors for Rent
"Helen and Warren"
Silk Legs
Suite Homes
"O. Henry"
Snow Rambles
Variety
Twenty Legs Under the Sea R. Walling
Under Colorado Skies
Variety
Venders of the World
Variety
Whale Hunting
Variety
Why Blondes Leave Home
Wolf in Cheap Clothing, A. "Animal Comedy"

Title

Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed

. . .July 15
June 19. .2 reels.
reel
1 reel
Aug.
7.1 reel
1 reels
2 reels
June 26. 2 reel
July 24 . . 1 reels
July
3 2
June 19. .2 reels . . . .July 15
1 reel
reel
1
1 reel
reel
1 reel
1 reels
2
reel
June 24
June 26 . 1 reels
June 12.2
reels
.
.
.
June
24
June
5.2
July 31. 2 reels
reels
July 17 . . 2
July 15
July 10. .1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
June 17
June 12
1 reel
1 reel
reels
July 24. .2
reels
July 10 . 2

Rel.

Date
Length
1 reel
Aug. 27
Nov.
5 1 reel
. 1 reel
April
7 1 reel
Mar. 26
1 reel
Oct. 22
Oct.
8 . 1 reel
. 1 reel
2 reels
Oct.
i
reel
Nov. 19 11 reel
1 reel
Mar. qO 1 reel
1 reel;
1 reel
Sept. 10
reel
Jan. 14 11 reel
Dec. 17 1 reel
Feb
25
1 reel
1 reel
Dec. 31
1 reel
Jan. 28
1 reel
Jan. 28
1 reel
Sept. 24 .2 reels
Sept. 3
2 reels
Sept. 10 1 reel
1 reel
Dec.
3
Sept. 24.

Reviewed

Dec. 11

Dec. 11
Dec. 11
Oct.
9

1 reel
.2 reels

PARAMOUNT
Title
Aero Nuts
Behind the Counter
Dad's Choice
Doctor Quack
legy , The
Find the King
Hot Heads
Ko-Ko Chops Suey

Rel.
Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
E. E. Horton
Duffy-Shannon
Novelty
E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Inkwell Cartoon

Date
Oct.

Lc.gth

8 . .1
2
2
2
Aug.
6
2
Aug. 27 . . 2
1

reel . .
reels .
reels .
reels .
reels.
reels .
reel . .

Reviewed

Star
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Crazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon

Rel. Date
Length
Sept. 17 . . 1 reel
Aug. 201 . . reel
Aug.
6.1 reel
Sept
3 .. 1 reel
Oct.
1.1 reel
Sept. 24 .. 1 reel
Aug.
1,2 reels
Aug. 20. .2 reels
Sept. 10 . . 1 reel
Aug.
1 . . 1 reel
Aug. 13 . . 2 reels
Sept. 10 . . 1 reel
Aug. 13. .1 reel
Oct. 22 . . 1 reel
Aug
27 . . 1 reel

ReviewcJ

PATHE-DE MILLE

Rel. Date
Ant Life As It Isn't
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
7
Baby Brother
"Our Star
Gang"
June 26
Big Reward, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
3.
Bully, The
"Aesop Fables"
July 31.
Chicken Feed
"Our Gang"
College Kiddo, The
Hurlock-Quillan
Aug.
7
Comrades in Work
Mabel Normand
Crimson Flash, The (Serial— Landis-E. Gilbert)
June 19
Cured in the Excitement . . . Hurlock-Bevan
June 12 .
Cutting a Melon
"Aesop Fables"
Sept. 11
Died in the Wool
"Aesop Fables"
June 19
Dog's Day, A
"Aesop Fables"
June
5
Don't Tell Everything
Roach Stars
July
3.
Eyes and Angles
Sportlight
July 10 .
Fiddlesticks
Harry Langdon
Flying Feet
Sportlight
June 12 .
Flutterinz Hearts
Charley Chase
June 19 .
Glorious Fourth, The
"Our Gang"
July 31
Golf Nut, The
Bevan-Quillan-A. Bennett
Sept. 4
Hard Cider
"Aesop Fables"
Jtme 12
Hawk of the Hills (Serial) . . Ray and Miller
Aug. 28 .
Hole in One, A
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 21 .
Hook, Line and Sinker
"Aseop Fables"
Aug. 28.
Human Fly, The
"Aesop Fables"
Sept. 25 .
In and Out Again
"Aesop Fables"
Sept. 18 .
Love 'Em and Weep
M. Busch-Laurel-Finlayson . . . .June 12
Love Nest, The
"Aesop r'iibles"
July 17 .
Love's Languid Lure
Ben Turpin
Aug. 29 .
Olympic Games
"Our Gang"
Sept. 11 .
One Man Dog, A
"Aesop Fables"
June 26 .
On the Hook
Sporthght
Aug. 21 .
Pioneer Instinct
Sportlight
June 26 .
Pride of Pikeville, The
Ben Turpin
June
5.
Prowling Around France with
Will Rogers
Travelesque
Sept. 18 .
Red Hot Sands
"Aesop Fables"
Aug. 14 .
Riding High
"Aesop Fables"
July 10 .
Roaming
the Emerald Isle
with Will Rogers
Travelesque
Aug. 21 .
Sailors, Beware
Roach Stars
Sept. 23 .
Scents and Dog Sense
Sportlight
Aug.
7.
Small-Town Sheriff, The . . . "Aesop Fables"
Sept. 4.
Smith's Candy Shop
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Aug. 21
Smith's Cook
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Smith's Pony
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Sept. 18 .
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Subway Sally
"Aesop Fables"
July 24 .
Tackles and Touchdowns . . . Sportlight
Sept. 18 .
Taking Punishment
Sportlight
July 24 .
Weaker Sex, The
Rarebits
What Women Did For Me . .Charley Chase
Aug. 14 .
Why Girls Love Sailors
Roach Stars
July 17 .
With Love and Kisses
Roach Stars
Aug. 28 .
With Will Rogers Through
Switzerland & Bavaria . .. .Travelesque
June 26 .

Reviewed
. Length
1 reel
.2 reels. . . .July
1
.1 reel
July
1
.1 reel
July 29
.2
reels
. 2 reels
.2
10
.2
.1
.1
.1
.2
.1

reels
episodes.
reels. . .
reel
reel
reel
reels. . .
reel

.1
.2
.2
.2
1

reel . . . .June
reels .... June
reels. . . .July
reels
reel
June

10 episodes
. 1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
.2
.1
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.2

June 17
.June 24
June 17
June
3
.July
1
July 16
24
17
29
17

Aug. 12

reels. . .
reel
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reels . . .

June 24
July 15
July

1

June

3

. 1 reel
.1
reel
. 1 reel
.1
.2
.1
.1
2
.2
.2

reel . .
reels.
reel . .
reel. ,
reels.
reels.
reels.

.1
.1
.1
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel

Aug. 12

.Aug. 12

July

22

22 reels.
12
reels. .. .. .Aug.
.July 15
2 reels
1 reel

July

1

STATE RIGHTS
Title
Beauty and the Beach
Big Pie Raid, The
Berth Mark

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Star
An African Adventure
Ufa Oddity
Assorted Babies
Ufa Oddity
Atop the World
Ufa Oddity
Chase, The
Ufa Oddity
Death Traps.
Ufa Oddity
Dog Days
Ufa Oddity
Falcon, The
Ufa Oddity
Flag, The ITechnicolor) ... Great Events
Fight For Life, A
Ufa Oddity
Fishing With a Microscope. . Ufa Oddity
Gritty Pups
Ufa Odd ty
Heavenly Bodies
Ufa Oddity
Hidden Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Jewels of Venus
Ufa Oddity
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddity
Lion Hunt, The
Ufa Oddity
Monarch of the Glen, The
. Ufa Oddity
PathHnders, The
Ufa Oddity
Parasol Abt, The
Ufa Oddity
Pets and Pests
Ufa Oddity
Sec rets of the Sea
Ufa Oddity
Soaring Wings
Ufa Oddity
Sting of Stings, The
Charlie Chase
Sugar Daddies
All Star Cast
Tally Ho
Ufa Oddity
Winged Death
Ufa Oddity
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of
Mexico
Ufa Oddity
Yale vs. Harvard
Our Gang

Title
Ko-Ko Hops Off
Ko-Ko's Kane
Ko-Ko Plays Pool
Ko-Ko the Knight
Ko-Ko the Kop
Loco Motifs
No Publicity
Row, Sailor, Row I
School Daze
Sealing Whacks
Short Socks
Short Tail, A
Tired Wheels
Uncle Tom's Caboose
Web Feet

Star

Rel.

Date

Sketchosraf
Cranfield-Clark
McDougall Kids.. . .Bray
June
Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal

Derelects o ' the Sea
Novelty
Deuce, The
McDougall
Dream of the Sea, A (Binocolor)

Kids

Bray
Bray

TIFFANY

Star
Color Classic
. Color Classic

Reviewed

1 reel
1. .2 reels. . . June 10
2 reels

June 30 . . 1 reel
June
1 . . 2 reels

Film Dist.
Corp
God Made This Day For Me (Guest Jewel)
Aug.
Great Guns
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Helpless Helper
Al Jay
Cranfield-Clarke
Henpecked in Morocco .... Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Heralds of the Spring
Nature Special
Bray
April
Isle of Sunken Gold, The
(Serial)
A. Stewart
Nat Levine
Here Comes the Bride .... Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
His Off-Day
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Hit and Win
Bray
Aug.
It's a Great Life
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
It's All Wet
Bray
July
Jungle Belles
"Lantz Cartoon" . ..Bray
Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Laugh. . "Fleischer Cartoon" Red Seal
Learn by Mail
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
Lift Your Face
Bray
Aug.
Little Feet
Novelty
June
Ma and the Auto (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
Nothing to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Over There
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Sappy Days
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Scoop, The
Bray
July
Silence of the Snows (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
Sky Walkers
Novelty
June
Sophomore, The
G.O'Neil-L.Graydon.Hi-Mark
Spooky Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Style Book
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
Water, Water Everywhere
Bray
June
When Red Bit the Dust. ... (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
July
When We Were Kids
(Guest Jewel)
A. C. A. . . . June
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Yellow Dog, The (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema

Title
Footing the Bill
Greenwhich
Village
ma nee, A

Length

Rel.

1.1

1 reel
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel

May

27

2
2
2
19 . . 1

10 episodes
1 reel
2 reels
20 . . 2 reels
1 reel
10. .2 reels
1 reel
June 10
1 reel
July 22
1 reel
10. .2 reels
1 reel
July 22
1 reel
2 reels
2 reels
.
2 reels
20 .. 2 reels
1 reel
.... 1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
20 . . 2 reels
1.1 reel
1 . . 1 reel
2 reels
1 reel

Date

Length
1 reel . .
1 reel

April 15

Reviewed

730

.1/ 0 f i 0 It

Title
Star
King of Sports
Color Clasyic
Love in the Jungle
Color Classic
Man Who Married the Moon Color Classic
Me and My Pal
Color Classic
Memories . ,
Color Classic

Rel.
Sept 1
Sept. IS

Hate

Length
Revieweil
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reels

UNIVERSAL
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
.May
Ah Gay Vienna
Charles Puffy
July 25 . . 1 reel
July 15
Barrymore
Tommy
(Mus.2
reels.
.
.
Mav 27
tang)
Fred Gilman
June 18 .
Blake of Scotland Yard (Serial) Hayden Stevenson
Aug. 15 10 episodes
Buster Come On
Trimble and Dog
Sept. 14 .2 reels. . .luly
20
reels . .
Buster's Frame-Up
Trimble and Dog
June 6 .2
. 2 reels . . .
Buster's Handicap
Trimble and Dog
Aug.
1 . 2 reels . .
24
Buster's Initiation
Trimble and Dog
July
4
24
Cows Is Cows (Mustang) . . . Corbett & Holmes
July
9 . .2 reels. . .
16
17
Crimson Colors
Lewis-Gulliver
Sept. 12. .2 reels. .
2
reels
.
.June
Dancing Fools
Sept. 21
June
Danger Ahead i Western > Jack Perrin
Sept. 24 2 reels
Daze of the West (Mustang) Fred Gilman
Sept. 3 . 2 reels . June
3
Doctors Prefer Brunetts .... Neely Edwards
June 20 1 reel
.June 3
Do or Diet
Charles Puffy
June 13. .1 reel
Fighting Texan, The (Mus.June
tang)
Fred Gilman
Sept. 10. .2 reels
Aug. 19
George's
Many
Loves
Sid
Saylor
June
15
2
reels
....
May 27
Great Guns
Oswald Cartoon
1 reel
Gun Justice (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July
2. .2 reels. . . .June 10
Haunted Island, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster
10 episodes
His Day of Days
Neely Edwards
Aug. 15.1 reel
Home Trail, The ( Mustang) . Fred Oilman
June
4.2 reels .... May 13
Honest and Truly
Charles Puffy
Aug. 29 . . 2 reels
Horse Trader, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Aug. 20 . . 2 reels
Jane's Relations
M. Marcel-E. McCarthy
July 17 . . 2 reels .... July
1
Jane's Sleuth
Dorety-Clair
June 22 . . 2 reels .... June 3
Keeping in Trim
Sept. 7 . . 2 reels . . Aug. 19
Man Tamer, The (Mustang) Edmund Cobb
Aug. 27. .2 reels
Mechanical Cow, The
Oswald Cartoon
1 reel
My Mistake
Charles King
June 29 . . 2 reels .... June 10
Newlyweds' Troubles
Sept. 5.2 reels ... Aug. 19
Oh Taxi!
Sid Saylor
Aug. 10. .2 reels
July 22

Title
Star
Oh Teacher !
Oswald Cartoon
On Furlough
Sig Saylor
Pawns and Queens (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Penny Ante
Harry Mann
Phantom Outlaw, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Piperock Blaze, The (Tuttle
Western)
Holmes & Corbett
Plain Jane
Please Don't
Plumed Rider, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Red Suspenders
Summerville & "Fanny"
Rest Cure, The (Tuttle Western)
Corbett and Holmes
Roaring Gulch, The (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Run for His Money, A
Arthur Lake
Rushing Business
Samson at Calford
Lewis Gulliver
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial— F. X. Bushman Jr.)
Scrappin' Fool, The (Mustang)
Bob Curwood
Shady Rest
"The Gumps"
Silent Partner, The (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)
Sleepy Time Pal, A
Neely Edwards
Snookum's Asleep
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
Snookum's Clean Up
Snookums-Clair-Saylor
Sodas and Shebas
Arthur Lake
Son of America, A
George K. Arthur
Square Shooter, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Stop Snookums
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
Surprised Honey
Neely Edwards
Tale of a Shirt, The
Jimmy Aubrey
That's No Excuse
Charles King
Too Much Sleep
"The Gumps"
Trail of the Tiger, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
Trolley Troubles
Oswald Cartoon
Under the Bed
Charles Puffy
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial) Wm. Desmond
What An Excuse
Charles King
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Wallace MacDonald

P ic t H r i

C 7V s

Rel. Date Length
Reviewed
Sept. 19 .1 reel
July 27. . 2 reels .... July 15
reels. .
Aug.
6 . .21 reel.
June 27.
.July 16
July

16 . .2 reels. . . .June
June 11 . .2
reels.
Aug. 17 . . 2 reels . .May
Aug. 24 . . 2 reels .
July 30 . .2 reels . . .July
May
June 6 . . 1 reel
June 25 . .2 reels

24

July 17 . . 2 reels .... July
Aug. 21. .1 reel
Aug. 31 . .2 reels. . . Aug.
.2 reels. . . .June
10 episodes
Sept. 17 . .2 reels
. 2 reels
Mar. 19 . 2 reels. . . Feb.
July 11 . . 1 reel .... June
reels. . . Jtme
July
6 .2 reels.
. . .July
Aug.
3 . .2 reels
Sept. 12 . .2
Aug.
8 . . 1 reel

1
12
17

Aug. 13 . .2 reels. . . .July
June
1 . 2 reels. . . .May
July
Aug.
1 . .1 reel
July 17 . . 1 reel
July
.2 reels. . .May
Tune 8 2 reel?
Sept. 19 .2 reels
Aug.
Sept. 5 . .1 reel
July
4 . .1 reel
Jime
10 episodes
July 13 . .2 reels. . June
June
6. 10 episodes

22
13
15
1
20

20
15
20

25
24
24
15

19
24
24

^ er Opinions (mNew Pict^
Pompadour" — Paramount, Paramount Theatre,
New York City

"Barbed
Wire" — Paramount,
Paramount
Theatre,
New York City

Daily Mirror: "Dorothy Gish
. . . shows rare appreciation of
her role. . . . And so, with
aid of personable Moreno, Miss
Gish has here nice treatment of
grandiose-drama.
World: "As was the case with
her "Nell Gwyn," one wonders why
other Gish sister had been hiding
her light all these years under
bushel of more advertised member
of family. For in this picture
Dorothy Gish again displays histrionic talent ... a talent
made of substance and infinitely
more plausible and convincing
. . . thing beautifully unrolled
by Miss (jish ; excellent supporting

American : "War stor\' from entirely new angle, sympathetically
told and intensely interesting.
. . . Miss Negri has seldom
done better work. Looks slimmer

"Madame

cast."
Sun: "Sufficiently entertaining
filni . . . better than average.
. . . Miss Gish, as usual, is
whole show. . . . Will probably be fairly jxjpular in these
United States. . . . Also successful isperformance of Antonio
Moreno.
Brooklyn Eagle: "Let it be said
that Dorothy Gish exudes more
than modest sex appeal in magnificent characterization of Pompadour
. . . Let it be reported, too, that
Mr. Moreno's virile presence is
eminently suited to role of passionate Rene Laval
. . ."
American:
"Will entertain you."
Morning Telegraph: "Dorothy
(is) best actress in Gi.sh family.
To watch Dorothy Gish is joy.
There is suspense in picture. For
at any moment anything may happen. . . . rest of players competent. . . ."
Daily Nei<.'s: "Acting generally
excellent. Miss Gish exquisite and
Antonio Moreno loves her with
exquisite techni(|ue. Henr_\- B<jsc
did well as king
. . ."

and younser than ever
. . ."
Sun: "Generally satisfying picture. . . . Pola Negri . . .
gives brave and moving performance . . .at all times excellent."
Brooklyn Eagle: "Picture well
directed, well acted and particularly pleasing. . . . Miss Negri
gives as skillfull interpretation as
any of her career. Supporting cast
comnetent."
Wall .Street .Journal: . "Fine
war story from new and human
angle. Constantly holds attention.
realism of plot being heightened bv
solidity and age-worn apnearance
of little French farm on which
story takes place."
Telegram : "Excellent conceived
and photographed film and one that
you should see."
Tribune: "Her (Pola Negri's)
finest picture."
Morning World: "Belongs to
new type of war picture wh-ch won
approval first with 'The Big Pa"The
Prince
of Headwaiters" —
First rade.' " National, Washington
Street Olympia Theatre,
Boston
American : "It is one of exceptional pictures of season, with Mr.
Stone in his most dramatic role."
Post: "Lewis Stone offer;
usual finished characterization. One
of First National's best pictures
of year. In usual quiet but
forceful manner Mr. Stone gives
great touch of reality and humanness to jwrtrayal. Lewis
Stone's best
picture
in months.

Mr. Stone dominates film. Acting
suave and easy, his portrayal of
head waiter perfect in every detail.
Film fairly rattles along. Carries
no excess footage, does not take
itself too seriously, and is bright
and lively. Lilyan Tashman easily outdoes every one in cast except Mr. Stone, who cannot be ou<:Trai'clcr:
"The performance of
done
by any one."
this white-haired leading man
makes picture diverting entertainment it is. Lilyan Tashman plavs
her part for all it is worth."
Herald: Story unusual in dramatic angles and brings little used
theme — father love — to screen.
Dramatic tale, thrilling climax."
'The Patent Leather Kid"— First
National,
Globe
Theatre,
New Yok City
Times : "Barthelmess excels any
performance he has hitherto given.
There is not single flaw in his acting. Mr. Santall, aside from realizing full pictorial values of his
scenes, never permits them to interrupt trend of tale. First half of
this production well nigh perfect in
movement and in characterization. . . . l-lmphatically h u m a n
chronicle, filled with incidents true
to life and some really good
comedy.

Miss O'Day sincere and

AV'ct'.v : "Barthelmess came back
into his own. Public loudly and
earnest."
ardently applauded
Dick's : pernew
achievement.
A great picture
haps only war production yet
filmed which has so big story behind it— delightful romance. Its
sense of comed\' delightful. Titles
most laugh-enticing and .generally
well written we'\e read in cinema
season, ^'(lu'll enjo_\' every reel of
Herald-Tribune: "Highly entertaining work. Barthelmess
con-

vincing and stage perfect. Entertainment worth seeing. To its most
minute detail a picture as perfect
in stagecraft
as isaccepts
drama only
'Broadway.' Mr. Santell
that
which is convincing, conceivable
and realistic of life in realm of
squared
Mollywith
(3'Day
and
Alathew circle.
Betz play
genuine
realism
sympathy."
If 'nrW and
: "Another
set of battle
scenes of finest, most natural order.
Talking movie scenes injected during prize fight
and very
enhancing. interesting
Barthelmess does
well indeed. Molly O'Day handsome and capable new screen playMirror: "Ivichlx- dressed produc: unc|uestionably
Barthelmess'
most tionexcellent
screen offering
since
'Tol'able David.' Has been splendidly photographed and appears
more of his former self than of
yore. Celuloider far above average.
Beautiful photographic support.
Molly O'Day distinctly different
from ordinary run of leading
Telegram: "Makes an exceedingly smooth and entertaining mixture of its gloves and bayonets.
.Some of most skilled acting which
has graced screen in some weeks is
contained
women." in narrative. One of best
and most enjt)yahle pictures of
year. Acting of both
er." Barthelmess
and Miss O'Day splendid. .Arthur
.Stone
amusing."
Sun :xtremely
"Well acted
and directed
and photographed. . . with human
touches and capable war spectacles."
Erenini/ Post: Highl\ entertaining movie matter. Considerable
credit for entertaining picture
should go to Santell. who has
chosen excellent cast and framed
scenes splendidly. Barthelmess excellent throughout i)iece, and Molly
O'Day deserves all sorts of pleasant adjectives. Will remain at
(ilobe for some time to come."

Clearly Reflected
at the box-office
If your patrons are enjoying faultless
screen quality you are projecting prints
on Eastman Positive made from originals
on Eastman Negative.
Always specify Eastman prints, and
look for the words ^^Eastman Kodak'' in
the transparent margin. For Eastman
screen quality is clearly reflected at the
box-office.
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PICTURES
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Chicagi
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"The

v/^ * ^t)^ ^MA,^^-

SPECIALS

Street of Sin," finished and

unt
rakimo
pa
clic ng so
all over

pronounced in pre-views even superior to "Way of all Flesh." q Why

^'.',.;/. '.^^.^!■v«■,«vS/

is "Wings" ^^

instantly a S2.

success at the Criterion, New York?
Already classed by the industry with the two or three super-road shows of
history. Packed houses and the biggest advance sale ever known.
-".lit

IREMKN, SaVK
Y Child

get scores of wires on "Chang"

•0 Gestp:

Co. of America:

Rou(;h Riders C^MJ
«

-METROPOLIS

Pi

^ Why is "Beau Geste" J^^k cleaning up everywhere? f| Why do we

.m*?

^^'

pi^TARK LOVI^^^ii

*^ like this one from the Stanley

"''Chang' tremendous

Impossible to accommodate

hit at Aldine, Philadelphia.

crowds. Record breaking engagement."

9 terrific weeks for "Chang" at the Rivoli, New York. Fenway, Boston;
Roosevelt, Chicago; Million Dollar, Los Angeles; Lyceum, Duluth, and
then after less than a month

repeating its success at the Strand, same

town — hit, hit, hit, everywhere. CI Why is Clara Bow in "Hula*
making "It" records look silly? With the Ambassador, St. Louis, high

LI.

beaten already and skyrocket business at the Paramount, N. Y. C| Why

«*a^j^^WEE

tl?
^^PltETER Blondes

t

was the run of "Metropolis," ^^^ set for two weeks at the Roosevelt,
Chicago, extended to four? CI Why

Beak Sabrelk

did "Firemen, Save My Child"

\ break the two years' house record at the Rivoli, Portlancl, Ore.?

■%^'j'REE'r Of "^ .

^ TiELiE'S PuN<rnjREi)
'^' ''"'Romance

Glorii YiMG The
Ameri<:ai\ Giri
and more in

And score a resounding hit at the Riviera, Omaha?
i

1
'v^

|

"Underworld"

for a long run at the Rivoli, New

Now set to follow
York. CI Why

has

"Rough Riders" Jb VJ in San Antonio "rolled up the greatest gross a
popular priced picture ever got in the State of Texas," according to
the theatre's wire? Chosen from all the pictures in the industry by the
Kansas City Star as the feature at its annual show, "Rough

Riders"

played to 60,000 people in one day, with 10,000 standees. CI Why is
"Service for Ladies" B* ~^

setting new highs

for. Adolphe Menjou?

100% program
sensationally

the
■ 1

^^

country
^^^-^

^— ^ Jl

^
J

^ Why does the Cincinnati Post hail "Stark
Love

»»

.4

as "a great
"-nr-yTrrrrrr^r— ims?

moment in our lives" and

Hakold LLoVi3||

add: "A great picture has

been born and shown. So real, so terribly real, so beautiful that it
makes ash- faced anemics of studio productions!" ^ Why has "Barbed

f-

Claka Bow

"-"■■■
^ife

Wire" RjM knocked the opposition in Buffalo and scores of other

RUHAKD

DiX

^
,"
^

towns galley- west? ^^ Why have resounding hits been scored by Douglas
MacLean in "Soft Cushions,'
"Mme. Pompadour"?

Dorothy Gish and Tony Moreno in

I
fci-iiPwiL Janniisgs '^
Beeky-Hatton
jI
.:?.

IS^J ^^ Why has Paramount News leaped into

Bebe Daniels

instant success with public and exhibitors alike? Revealing from its
very first issue a news reel in advance of anything ever seen before.

i%
Jf

Thomas Meighan^^
.5

^ Why are Paramount shorts — Christie comedies, Horton comedies,
Novelties, Krazy Kat and Inkwell Imps cartoons, so consistently, amaz-

^1^ ADOLPHE MENJOUg

ingly good? Why is Paramount so far, far ahead of the field this new

Iffv Fred Thomson 1

m:

season? Why has this one company been able to pour out hit after hit
week after week? Exactly on release dates. CI The glory of it is
that the pictures already released are only the start ! 60 more of them
are coming! Attractions like Harold Lloyd, "Gentlemen
Blondes," Fred Thomson

Prefer

in "Jesse James," Beau Sabreur," Emil

p:

h_

PiiL\ Negri

icf-?: Geo. Bancroft

B^' Esther RaEst*

Jannings in "The Street of Sin," and more, Clara Bow in "Red Hair"

'

FlELDS-COIVKLIN ::l
i;*
tit

Fi.orence Vmoa^

and others, Richard Dix in "Shanghai Bound," Conklin and Bancroft
in "Tell it to Sweeney," "Tillie's Punctured Romance," Beery-Hatton"
in "Now We're in the Air" and more, Fields-Conklin in "Side Show
and more, Meighan, Negri, Ralston, Vidor, Zane Grey, George Bancroft
(a star by unanimous popular acclaim after "Underworld")— to name
but a few. Why is Paramount's record this year the talk of the nation?

u

Zane Grey

«

because it's a new era in the
show business and Paramount alone is making the
new era type of picture !
^Because Paramount alone has a producing organization alive and
geared up to the exacting standards of the times. Because while other
companies slept. Paramount was developing a Jannings, a Bow, a BeeryHatton, a Bancroft, pioneering, daring to make the "Changs," the
"Underworlds," the "Way of All Fleshes." Because while other companies thought the old stuff would get money in 1927, Paramount
sensed a shrewder, smarter public hot for something better and different. ^Paramount bought a new, enlarged studio, expanded its organization, packed it with new young talent and bent every energy and
resource to making a group of pictures that would write box office
history! They're writing it. You know it! ^Have you got Paramount's
100% Program? How can you, your business, your investment do without it? You exhibitors are not saps; you're smart business men. That's
why Paramount has closed more contracts, big and small, in less time
this season than at any time in its 16 years in business. There isn't an
exhibitor in the country who can keep these pictures away from his
public. There isn't a sensible exhibitor who can afford to have his opposition playing them!
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$ GLORY! $
(^There's plenty of it to go around)

"THE WORLD'S
GREATEST MOTION PICTURE"
held over for

S"* WEEK
at the
World^s Greatest Theatre

R O X Y
NET/ YORK

also
NOW

BREAKING

ALL

RECORDS

EVERYWHERE

KEITH'S THEATRE

Portland, Me.
COLUMBIA THEATRE
Far Rockaway, L. I.
STRAND THEATRE
Easton, Pa.
COLONIAL THEATRE
Harrisbiirg, Pa.
PALACE THEATRE
Manchester, N. H.

INCLUDING

PARK THEATRE
Nashvia, N. H.
DIXIE THEATRE
Galveston, Texas.
ORPHEUM THEATRE
Tulsa, Okla.
PANTAGES THEATRE
Minneapolis, Minn.
SAN MATEO THEATRE
San Mateo, Calif.

Here it is^ Gentlemen . . The picture that's
responsible for all the big money!

WHAT

WILLIAM

FOX

presents

PRICE GLORY
with

VICTOR

I

McLAGLEN
EDMUND
DOLORES DEL RIO

LOWE

Based on the Stage Triumph by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson

RAOUL

WALSH

Production

LET

about the

^1

but the ONLY

BIG THREE

BIG l3
/■ /

in existence are
The World's Greatest Motion Picture

WHAT

PRICE GLORY

with
Victor McLaglen
Edmund Lowe
Dolores Del Rio
RAOUL WALSH Production
The International Record Breaker

7^' HEAVEN
with
Janet Gaynor
FRANK BORZAGE

Charles Farrell
Production

A De Luxe Attraction

DOLORES DEL RIO
VICTOR McLAGLEN

LOVES OF CARMEN
RAOUL

WALSH

Production

/

f

.Bi BIG BIG
SAY-

what's the use of talking. By this
time everybody in the industry is
CONVINCED that FOX doesn't
make 'em any other way

I

A De Luxe

MONEYINTHEBANKPICTURES

EAST

SIDE,

WEST

SIDE

George O'Brien
Virginia Valli

t

Janet Gaynor
in

2 GIRLS WANTED

THE JOY GIRL

VERY

PAJAMAS

Olive Borden
Neil Hamilton

LUNA

Attraction

CONFIDENTIAL

Madge Bellamy

Olive Borden

Mary Duncan

SILK HATS

PARK

Madge Bellamy
Victor McLaglen
Edmund Lowe

Victor McLaglen
Greta Nissen
Charles Farrell

HANGMAN'S

Charles Farrell

HOUSE

Virginia
Valli
Victor McLaglen

f

PUBLICITY

THE GAY

MADNESS

Lois Moran
Edmund Lowe

RETREAT

Sammy Cohen
Ted McNamara

also

14 WESTERNS
with TOM

FOX
104 issues of FOX

MIX

and BUCK

SHORT
NEWS

JONES

SUBJECTS
26 Comedies

26 Varieties

Fox Pictures are Proeit Pictures

i«j(jl»J>pjJj^

[^iS

cmfcfyi^d'^j^T/unchkackpf^otre^am^y
3

®

Filro>-Ud^Tmncc Triumph

^sss. «»«
**

Ol«e«

SA**

::««oKies-

^

II

I

//

■RIX[EFR!GANZA^

GRANGE

\*

Colundbiii
91t>.

BERT LYTEIX
LOIS WILSON
and

-^' ■ ■'.^

lONE

-Ml

WOlf
From the Novel by

Louis Joseph Vance
Directed by

Edward H.
A ^ Griffith

oi

^

n established Favorite
Rudolph Schildkraut
the screen's most versatile acto:
"A work of art anil
fine entertainment.
Rudolph S child.
kraut's performance
^^Pholoplay.
as
the doctor is a
masterpiec

66

e."

7%«r COUNTRY
DOCTOR"
^.^RUDOLPH SCHILDKIUUT
JUMOnCOGHLANscntEMPiAYBvBEULAH

VIRGINIA BRADFORD-

MAIXIE DIX adapted

from stories by

noiAFonntSTEn AND mann pace ••• supervisedby
BERTRAM MILLHAUSEn-'DinccTEDBvRUPERTJULIAN
PRODUCED Bv de mille PICTURES conp.

I

jelecired by Photoplay as one of
the six hest pictures of the month

This great artist is destined
to score new and greater
triumphs in a sensational
series of characterizations
on the PATHE-DE MILLE
PROGRAM 1927-28.

Padie Exdian^e, Inc.
Oe MiLLE

STUDIO

Pictures

- Patme

news

PATHE

westerns

- PATHESERIALS

- PATHE'COMEDIES
Diitribulots Producers Intcinallonal Corporjllon, UO Wi'st 46lh Street. N. V.
WIIJJAM M. VOCt^L. General Manager

i

MORE THAN
A NEWSREEL
i

!i ^
i

ilg

U1

■

Lf-JT^*

s

1

1 1

^^^gid

PATHE NEWS
in addition
to being the
world's greatest newsreel,
recording FIRST every important
happening in every part of the
world—is a thrilling, breath-taking triumph of realistic entertainment— IS STRANGER THAN FIO
TRUTH
TION, and twice a week patrons of
the best motion picture theatres see
flashed on the screen in Pathe News a
marvelous pictorial panorama combin*
ing all the thrilling drama, heart-touching pathos and tragedy, rib 'tickling
humor and awe-inspiring spectacles
garnered from all comers of the earth
by the unrivalled news gathering organization ofPathe cameramen. Thousands of wise showmen are advertising
and boosting this great entertainment
feature and reaping a harvest of good
will and dollars at the box-office. (Issued
twice a week.)
There is no substitute for Pathe
News — for 16 years the world[s
leading newsreeL

Pathe Exchange. Inc>
DC MILLC

STUDIO

PICTURES

-

PATHE

NEWS

pathe' westerns

- PATHfSERIALS

Member of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.
Will. H. Hays, PresidrnI

- PATHE'COMEOIES

'hm^^

^^

to the Worlds Events/

\'

"^HE window to the
^ world's events is
thrown open to your
patrons by Kinograms.
And there is nothing
to dim the view. For
KiNOGRAMS has no interest except to get the
news. It is the only
truly independent
news reel.

ND

^

(TSduAiailorva/ (RctuA^

while, under the keen eyes of Kinograms cameras,

A

L the world's pace grows faster and more gruelling— and
your patrons want laughs more than ever before— EducationaVs comedies and novelties furnish a never-failing supply

"^^

of laughter and wholesome amusement.

and ^diuca^oncii^^ comedies
and novelties insure any

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.

program — and any box-office.
Member, Motion Picture Producers &. Distributors of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays. President

Preaidtnt

'-

>

'fS^

\

,'rr

dii
mi-

/

A dramatic melody with
a great cast
y

,r

Marguerite de la Motte
John Bowers
Robert Ellis
Rose Dione
Bernard
Siegal
An outstanding epic of the jazz age — New
York's hectic night club life — 'Tin Pan
Alley's' laughter and heart breaks —
In tense dramatic sequences to the parlors
of
Fifth Avenue w^ith its elite drawing
rooms.

^Xi

The first time: a great drama with a strictly
musical theme of BROADWAY, written
around its glare and glamor.
iiWiT'i

:~anr^

And the rendezvous of silk hats and shimmering gow^ned beauties.
Produced by JAMES ORMONT PRODUCTIONS, under P. Scott Pembroke's direction.
For

FIRST DIVISI
729 7th Avenue,

=RINGS NEW NOTE:
Big box office Money Melody
Words of Praise From Hard Boiled Exchangemen
COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
NEW YORK CITY

FISCHER FILM EXCHANGE
CLEVELAND & CINCINNATI

"I have Just seen your picture,
'RAGTIME' and want to compliment you on having made a production of such fine entertainment
value.

"We screened 'RAGTIME' and
we liked it and we are going to do
our utmost to give same every bit of
our time. We are going to try to
show you that when we get REAL
GOOD PICTURES we know how to
sell them."— M. FISCHER.

"I have every reason to believe
that it will give satisfaction to both
our exhibitors and their patrons."
ZIERLER

GREIVER PRODUCTIONS
CHICAGO, ILL
"We have screened 'Ragtime* for our
sales force. In our opinion it is one of the
finest, most ORIGINAL and ENTERTAINING picture it has been our privilege to
distribute in this territory in many years.
"It has every element of an OUTSTANDING box-office SPECIAL w^ith superb acting, w^onderful sets and a STORY that
HOLDS for every foot of the seven reels.
"No greater TESTIMONIAL could be
GIVEN than to say that it has been
BOOKED for an INDEFINITE RUN at ORCHESTRA HALL in CHICAGO, the FIRST
TIME that INSTITUTION EVER BOOKED
an INDEPENDENT

picture."
—SI GREIVER

CRANFIELD & CLARKE
CANADA
Limited space does not allow
for publishing the statements
of other exchangemen — a
really formidable list, this
FIRST DIVISION group of distributors — undoubtedly the
best men in the independent
franchise field.

"I consider 'Ragtime' one of the
best productions I have seen this
year, and I am sure that starting the
exhibitors off with productions of
this type will give First Division pictures the prestige which they deserve. There will be no difficulty
in putting First Division pictures in
the BEST THEATRES in Canada."
A. BALDSON

ON DISTRIBUTORS,

New York City

Cables: "FIRST

FILMS"

Inc.

In Preparation

An Invaluable Aid to Your Publicity Department

Did you ev&r
ai

Dthii]^

- Ae way

FIRST Nsno^/^
is putti

'enxacioss

Mrmber of Motion Picture Producers ina Distributors of Amwica

Int-.-^WllI H.Hays J'niuifnt

History repeats . . •
Once more you liear tliat
^

well-known Showman- JoyGOD
FOR
ut —
slioTHANK
NORNA TALNADGE!
They said it when
was roiiin£t
up
Throufih*^
Smiiin*
records—
They said it
when
and
Secrets"

REASONS
whi| this is the kind oP picture it

ki**
Ki-f>resenk

would break qour heaix to lose—
I— /creen's Greatest /far.
2—Norma^s ^realesl role.
l—Based on the most sensationally popular
romance In theatrical history. Everybody's heard of this classic sta^e successr
made famous by /arah Bernhardtr and
a dozen other ^reat actresses.
4— Months in the studio to make it perfect.
5— A fortune spent on lavish beauty of
itowns and settings.
6-Jidvertised to millions in ''Liberty'% etc.
T—Elaborately praised by critics.
8— It rates Extended Runs at Advanced Prices.
9-'Already TRIED and TESTED at BoxOffice.
10— It's
one of the famous Showman's Group
SPECIALS!

NO
t

V

(UmodemvmumvMk

, GILB«^
\ ROLAND

were buiidintil showman-fortunes—
And today they're sayinfi
it afiain-'in St. Louis— in
Ninneapolis-in Seattle
—in Omaha— in San
Antonio— in Colo- ^
rado Springs— as
they watch the
profits roll .
— «^^K
in . . .
. Just like
old
times !

^*^

PttOYED
SiNSfinoN at"
N. y. Globe -9 Weeks at $2.10 Top
N. y. Rivoli-4 Weeks
Aztecr San Antonio ^Extended
Capacity every show

Run—

RialtOf Newark— Advanced Admission.
Auditoriunir Oklahoma City- Advanced
Admission

Screensbnum
•FW>DE-GRmC

NIBLO
-produdmi

Shawneei. Okla.-^'100% Satisfaction' %
writes Jack Jonesr Pres. Seminole Co.
Tremendous Business in St. Louis-^
Ninneapolis— Seattle— Omaha

BOUGHT BT PUBUX
FOR ENTIRE CIRCUIT!

,>

•

national
Picture*

Abdarmllion
saq the samciM
It's that DOUBLE DRAW that has
put him Head-and-Shoulders above
all other Adventure - Heros at the
Box -Office!
#
#
#
#

And now you
£et him in-

(Cbss SPECIAL
Oa$$ Houses
i^riKMATlONAL'S ^
SHOWMANS GftfHHK^
Mcmbtr jf Motion Plctute Aoducctt wt DUtrlbwort of America Incv^Wlu H.Hayt J'miilnl

RAIDERS
CHARLES

Presented by

R.

ROGERS

From the story by

NARION

ALBERT
HARRY

JACKSON
Directed by

ROGELL

Supervised by

J.

BROWN

|r

•

-—

^ .
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Act Now!
Arbitration Board Necessary Immediately in Labor Crisis

By William A. Johnston
situation
strike
Chicago
nationto become
threatens
the
wide, which might mean
closing of all picture theatres in which
there are union employees.
In other words, it is entirely possible that, if attempts are made to reopen
the Chicago houses with non-union
help, the I. A. T. S. E. might step in
and call a national sympathetic strike
of operators, stage hands, musicians
and others.
THE

This might spread, of course, to
other branches of the industry in which
there are union employees, such as
studio electricians and carpenters, and,
in the East, cameramen.
If this happens, the industry will be
completely tied up. Differences with
unions on various matters have been in
the air for some time, and the Chicago
situation, as we go to press, has a])parently brought matters to a crisis.
In this grave situation, we believe
constructive steps should be taken at
once.

We urge that, following the precedents in other industries, a National
Board of Arbitration should be formed
immediately.
It should consist of one

member of the industry, a leader representing union labor, and a representative of the public.
In creating such a Board, the parties
in disagreement should be represented
as a matter of course. But the public
should also be represented, because the
motion picture is a great public utility,
and the public is vitally concerned in
the present situation.
We believe the leaders of the industry should immediately take steps to
form such a Board. Even if the Chicago situation should be adjusted by
the time this editorial appears, we still
believe the Board should be formed,
ready to function in this or any other
similar crisis.

This is by no means merely a local
situation. It is nation-wide in importance and gravity and shoidd be dealt
with through a National Board of Arbitration. Itseems to us that no other
method will prove effective in the long
run; and we also believe that the suggestion we make is practical.
The time to act is now. The step
suggested is constructive and fair to all.
We urge immediate action.
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Movie Critics!"
on "GodPictureBless
Comment
those whom they assign to that work, I am
in Motion
PUBLICATION
News of Warren Nolan's articles, "God certain that our industry will be greatly beneBless the Movie Critics!" has drawn fited. After all, no one wants poor pictures,
comment in many quarters in and out of the and higher standards of criticism make for
better pictures.
industry.
Robert E. Sherwood, editor of Life and "Kindly call upon me for anything I can
famed movie critic, devoted his entire column do to aid in this valuable work."
in the New York Evening Post last Saturday The author of the articles has received this
The letter from Joseph McElliott, film critic of
to a discussion of Mr. Nolan's views.
Sherwood articles are syndicated by the Bell The New York Mirror:
your article in Motion PicSyndicate to about thirty of the biggest news- ''A proof of been
It appears to
sent me.
ture News has
papers in the country.
on
commentary
Typical of comments in the industry is the me that this is an excellent
following letter to William A. Johnston from my own, and, as your article indicates, your
Samuel Spring, secretary-treasurer of First former job.
National :
"Nor will be out of place for me to write
"May I not send you a word of congratula- you to that effect."
tion on the excellent article entitled 'God In his article for the Bell Syndicate, Mr.
Bless the Movie Critics!' which appeared in Sherwood took exception to Mr. Nolan's
the last issue of your valuable Motion Picture point that critics should report audience reacNewsf Mr. Warren Nolan has written with tions rather than their own personal opincourage and discernment, and to my thinking ions. Mr. Sherwood said in part:
he is entirely sound in his point of view. No
"If a critic is writing for a trade paper
artistic creative work has ever attained which goes to exhibitors whose one thought
marked success, without the guidance of is for possible profits, he should view a picsound, thoughtful standards of criticism, and ture simply and solely as a piece of merchanI think that you and Mr. Nolan are to be dise and judge it accordingly. But if he is
congratulated in pointing out that all of us writing for a newspaper or magazine, whose
engaged in the field of motion pictures can readers are looking for his advice, he should
well afford to give our thought toward aiding crusade vehemently for that which he thinks
those who are criticising our pictures in in- is right and against that which he thinks is
dicating those standards.
wrong.
The thought that a picture which
picture critics he dislikes will appeal to an enormous nummotion
"Unquestionably
must be free from the slightest suggestion of ber of people should carry no weight with
control or subsidy. They have valiantly car- him whatever.
ried on their work despite many difficulties; "This sounds like an arrogant point of
but if the industry can use its influence to view, and the sound is not deceptive. Every
persuade the newspaper proprietors to take worth while critic in every branch of art has
the field of motion picture criticism a bit been arrogant; he has assumed that his opinmore seriously and to aid by better pay and ions are better than the opinions of any one
more favorable conditions of employment else, his fellow critics included."
September g, 1927
Motion Picture News
Vol. XXXf'I. Xo. 10
^Published weekly by Motion Picture News, Inc. Founded in September, 1913. Publication Office, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York, N. Y.; Editorial and General Offices, 729 Seventli Ave., New York City; BrancJi Offices 845 S. Wabasfi Ave., CJiicago,
III.; Room 616 Security Bldg., Hollywood, California. William A. Jofinston, president; E. Kendall Gillett, vice-president;
William A. Jolinston, editor; J. S. Dickerson, associate editor; Oscar Cooper, managing editor; Fred I. Beecroft, advertising
manager ; L. H. Mason, CJiicago representative ; William McCormack, Los Angeles representative. Subscription price, $2.00 per
year, postpaid in United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Pliilippine Islands and some other countries. Canada, $3.00;
Foreign, $6.00. Copyright, 1927, ^3; Motion Picture News, Inc., in United States and Great Britain. Title registered in tfw
United States Patent Office and foreign countries. Western Union cable address is "Picknews," New York. Entered as secondclass matter at tlie Post Office, New York, N. Y., April 22, 1926, under the Art of March 3, 187Q.
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Katz, in Exclusive Interview,
Discusses Publix Plans
By William A. Johnston
(Copyright^ 1927, by Motion Picture News, Inc. Repu blication rights granted providecl full credit is given)

SAM KATZ, President of Publix Theatres,
gave me an interesting interview last week.
Just back from a rest trip to Europe and
vigorously at his job, he talked frankly and for
the first time about Publix theatres presentations.
"There has been from the beginning, just one
big idea back of Publix presentations," he said.
"That was to build in the public mind the belief
that a Publix theatre is a class theatre, a type
of theatre different from any other theatre.
"It has been a big undertaking, a far step
ahead, but the result has been worth the effort.
"The thing has been accomplished. You might
call it an advertising campaign; certainly it has
been a building campaign.
"And now that it has been accomplished, now
that we have established in the public mind just
this conception of the Publix theatre, we now
propose to make the second step and that will
be to give the public just the type of presentation
they want.
"If they want it 'red,' we'll give it to them. If
they want 'gold' we'll give them 'gold.' This
will be easier than the first step.
"Certain facts must be borne in mind:
"A new type of theatre exists today. The investment isvery large, greater than was ever
dreamed of. The nut of these luxurious theatres
is as high as $35,000 a week, without the cost of
the show itself.
"Now, the show has got to be in keeping. It's
got to be a big show. Also it must pull and keep
pulling a high admission price.
"Not only that, but you must have ample protection on motion pictures. And you must have
ample protection on presentations. You cannot
expect people to pay seventy-five cents for that
which they can see a week or so later for fifteen
cents."
"In other words," said I, "vou seek to widen
keep wide the gap between the high admission
and the low admission house?"
"Exactlv," he replied.
"How about the secondary house — the one that
charges forty cents?" I asked.
"Well, there- oomes up another problem." Mr.
Katz said. "This house often runs vaudeville.
Presentatics are exoensive, but vaudeville has
become ver^' expensive. Both are too expensive for th's admission charge.

Sam

Katz, President of Publix

Theatres

"As presentation people we say to the vaudeville circuits: 'You take off vaudeville and we'll
keep presentations from the secondary runs.'
"To which they reply: 'Vaudeville is an established institution.'
"Well, that may be true; but it's just as true
that a combination vaudeville and picture bill
is unfair competition with a straight picture bill."
"Have you completed your Publix expansion
program?" was my next question.
"No," Mr. Katz replied, "but in pushino our
Publix policy ahead we are forming local unit
partnerships in the case of our secondary theatres. We are placing these under the manas^ement of men who are thoroughly familiar with
the communities.
"We are giving these theatres the local touch,
but they still remain Publix houses, and are
operated under these local unit partnerships by
{Continued on page 765)
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Edna Murphy and W^alter Tennyson are co-starring in a series of Rainbow productions being produced and directed by Lars Moen.
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Sally 0'!\eil and Molly CfDay would halt activities on "The Lovelorn,"
by taking the crutches from director John P. McCarthy, who suffered
a broken
ankle while making
this Cosmopolitan
picture for MetroGoldwyn-Mayer release.

Officers of Japan's navy visit the First National studio during the making of "The Private Life of Helen of Troy." With them in he picture
are Maria Corda, Lewis Stone and Alice White.

A "Congressman at Large" arrives in Washington, W ill Rogers starts
production on "A Texas Steer." In the cut, left to right are Richard
Wallace, director; Louise Fazenda, leading woman; Sam Rork, producer; his daughter. Ann, who pUiys a leading role, and Will, himself.
It is a First National release.

Football win have all of the newspaper headlines shortly and Our Gang
tcill be seen in "Yule vs Harvard," a H(d Roach comedy for MetroG oldtvyn-Mayer.

Sandwich boxes and a milk can served as a lunch counter for Monte
of "One
Blue and his leading lady. Leila Hyams during the making
Round Hogan" for W arner Bros.

S c p t c !i! b c r
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Inside
Slants
on the
Industry

PICTURES

The
fs^irrors

AND

PEOPLE

COMES now "Underworld" to furnish additional
proof that fine pictures are still being made — and
what is more, are pulling crowds all by themselves.
After running at the Paramount Theatre, New York,
for a week, and coming within $30 of the house record,
this picture has moved up the street to the Rivoli where
it is in for a run.
It is blood-and-thunder melodrama, but real motion
picture all the way. The story is perfectly simple, but how
it has been handled! Corking stuff — put on the screen
the way pictures ought to be put there.
After seeing "Underworld," one is impatient with the
great mass of studio drivel turned out under the name of
pictures. But — if this film is a sample of what the new
season will bring, Hollywood will be forgiven many of its
production sins of the past.
* * *
"\/0U never can tell. " Undei-^vorld' ' was directed by Josef
von Sternberg, whose "Salvation Hunters" was one of
tlie prize box-office bloomers. Sternberg has done a wonderful
job with ' ' Underworld. ' ' All credit to liim ! He has left the
"arty" critics high and dry, and in " Undei-world " has shown
the real art that has made *the * motion
picture great.
*
'T' HE "What Price Glory" engagement at the Roxy has
hung up a record which seems likely to staml for
some time to come. The picture is completing its third
week, and the total number of dollars grossed, by the
time the week ends, will be approximately 412,000.
In the first two weeks, a gross of $282,161.60 was recorded. The pace this week indicated that this figure
would be swelled by about $130,000.
When a picture — and it was the picture chiefly without
iloubt — does better than $400,000 at one theatre in three
weeks, who can say what the ultimate possibilities of this
industry are?
* * #
t 'T ES MISERABLES" continues to be the surprise picture of Broadway. As we pointed out last week, it has
production defects, but these very evidently do not count
when balanced against the immortal story of Victor Hugo,
with which the public is very familiar.
Also, the great humanness of the novel has been put on the
screen in a sincere and appealing way. Capacity business is
being recorded, and Universal is considering roadshowing
the film.
* * *
A S for "The Patent Leather Kid," First National an"^ nounced this week that the lease of the Globe Theatre, where it is playing, has been extended to January 1,
after which it is planned to release the picture as a special for first-run theatres.
The total gross, as we went to press, was announced as
$48,263.50, indicating clearly enough that an extended
run is justified. This picture is a corking good special,
not quite in the roadshow class, as we pointed out after
its opening, an opinion which has now been ratified by
First National's decision to release it as a special to the
first-runs.
^TILL another capacity picture on Broadway is "Wings,"
^ for which a phenomenal advance sale is claimed by the
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Paramount roacLshow department. During the period August
12-25, advance sales were recorded as follows: August 12,
$8,531; August 13, $8,677; Aur-:.st 14, $7,359; August 15,
$8.268 ; August 16, $12,060 ; August 17, $13,169 ; August 18,
$15,491 ; August 20, $21,612; August 21, $19,784; August 22,
$21,239 ; August 23, $20,146 ; August 24, $18,783 ; August 25,
$19,462.
These figures, announced by A. Griffith Grey, represent
what is believed to be a record for advance sales for picture
specials — and by a large margin.
* * #
A LL of which proves that fine pictures will get, and are
■^
getting, big money at the box-office.
Not a single one
of these Broadway runs depends upon anything but the
picture — properly presented.
* # *
T T pays to read. A member of the advertising department of
■^ a film company, which is releasing a picture with a foreign
story, suggested the other daj^ to his company's space-buyer
that it would be a good idea to advertise the picture in a certain foreign language newspaper of big circulation.
"That's a fine idea," the space-buyer replied, "In fact, I
thought so well of it that I placed advertising in that paper
* *
on the picture six weeks ago."

*

t^ ROM time to time, reports drift in from Hollywood
about "The Wedding March," upon which Eric von
Stroheim has been engaged for fifteen months. The cost,
to date, is said to be around $2,000,000, and the footage
"shot" by Stroheim totaled 200 reels.
After many months, the director succeeded in getting
the footage down to 27 reels, but, of course, that is much
too long to be shown in one night. So P. A. Powers, who is
the financial backer of the picture, is said to have broken
with von Stroheim, and employed Josef von Sternberg to
cut the picture to the required twelve reels.
•jr ■)(■ TV"

t) A.Y HALL, editor of Pathe News, has some interesting
ideas on the bigger meaning of news reels to the public.
' ' Movies teach quicker than books, ' ' he points out. ' ' I took
my daughter to see a moving picture of the life of Lincoln,
and, in two hours, she absorbed a more correct idea of his
personality than I had obtained from reading twenty volumes
of biography about him. The news reel deserves even more
credit, because it is the one agency which has forgotten the
necessity for fiction and invention, which does not depend on
pretty faces and which never falsifies life."
The news reel, he continues, has also been a great factor
in giving us a common national feeling, and has aided tremendously inwelding these United States into one gi-eat sympathetic nation.
"It has revealed facts through the length and breadth of
the land that were never disclosed before. During the Civil
War, mothers sat home, reading well-censored dispatches
from the front. During the late war, they saw with their own
eyes, through the reels, what a battle really is.
"President Harding, the first candidate to be publicized
after news reels became a factor, gained tremendous popularity through his genial screen personality. He made millions of friends in this way, and, when he died, the most
touching sentiment was shown by the waiting crowds as his
train came East.
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Principals <ind some of the types t}mt will be seen in the spectacular Metro-Goldwyn picture made abroad by Rex Ingram, "The Garden of Allah."'
It is scheduled to have its premiere at the Embassy Theatre in ISetv York the night of September 2nd.
From left to right in the cut are, Claude^
Fielding, Ben Sadour, Alice Terry, Ivan Petrovich, Madame Parquet.

Carl Dane, hero of M-G-M's "Big Parade" is helping in every way tvith
the Greater Movie Season on the West Coast.
Here he is shown dealing
tickets from the box office

Harold Lloyd is among the late arrivals in New York.
He is to shoot
scenes here for his neivest Paramount comedy, so he brought the family
with him. Mrs. Lloyd and Mildred Gloria are shotvn with the comedian
on their arrival at Penn. station

■'/

^

iJ
Nicholas Longicorth, Speaker of the House, was a recent visitor at
M.G.M. studios, where he was received by Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan
Star and Sam Wood, director of her latest vehicle, "The Fair Co-ed."

r ^^^^^

^J2f
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While in England,
Regimdd
Denny,
L niversal star, called upon Mr.
Bryson.
Left to right in the cut are Andrew Soutar, famous English
novelist; Reginald Denny, James f. Bryson, Mrs. Bryson.
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Pictures and People-cbn^mM^j
"A high politician told me there was no doubt that Harding's popularity was because he had become personally acquainted with everyone in the eountiy, thi'ough his appearance in the news reels."
IN the past, exploitation men in the picture business have
drawn bank president salaries for enticing lions into
hotel rooms with attendant newspaper space that never
got any publicity for the picture it was supposed to advertise beyond the domains of the film curb, but recently
the industry has come nearer to the ethics accepted in the
more stable lines of trade and tried to make the press
agent a purveyor of real news.
* * «
pERHAPS the finest example of this sort of publicity is the
•*■ Will Rogers dinner given by tlie National Press Club at
Washington, in which "A Texas Steer" (Sam Rork First National) and the entire cast of the picture were most effectively
sold to millions of people who listened in over tlie radio. Forty
stations of the National Broadcasting Company were hooked
in on the banquet and the daily newspapers all over the country carried headline stories not only about the banquet and
what Mr. Rogers said in his speech but also a great amount
of detail about the picture, who was in it, who the producer
was and the distributor.
' p HIS amount of advertising could not have been pur^ chased at any price. No amount of advertising, in the
ordinary sense, could have sold the desire to see a motion
picture as this broadcasting of the dinner did.
And the moral of it all is that neither newspapers,
broatlcast station nor the Associated Press held up their
hands in holy horror, yelling "press agent and publicity"
and they
to be tricked into something that
would
leavedidn't
a badhave
effect.
The
Marion
his old
the rest

dinner was news, Mr. Rogers was news, George
with his wonderful reading of a line or two from
role in the original play was news and all this made
of the cast, the producer and the distributor, news.

Without a doubt no picture has ever had such a wonderful send off. Tliere is only one regret and that "A Texas
Steer" isn't ready for that fifty million public that was
"sold" Saturday night. * * #
0 'TOOLE,
Manager
of the
^■jV/f
^ ' J.Theatre
OwnersBasuiess
of America,
writes
us : Motion Picture
"I read with much intei'est your excellent editorial 'The
Yardstick' in the current issue of Motion Picture News. I
must agree Avitli you as I have been preaching that doctrine
in the Motion Picture Theatre 0^\^lers of America as an official of the organization and in the i*anks since my affiliation
with the same in 1921.
"You declare with complete truth that public good-will is
tlie motion picture industry's greatest asset. Our National
organization is on record along that line for years. We have
preached and practiced it and it is this accumulation of goodwill that has stopped the march of censorship and special
taxes in the Nation and in the States. Despite the mistakes
made, the color given to questionable moves, personal and
otherwise, in the industry and the occasional seeming defiance
of public opinion on the part of the few, we have been able
to build up such a treasure of good-will that the other elements were entirely outweighed.
' ' No industry in the world needs a greater measure of public goodwill than ours. It is our business oxygen, without
which it is doomed to decay and death. Yet it is difficult to

have certain elements agree on this and their miethical moves
at times render progress uncertain."
Mr. O 'Toole quotes from his report as Chairman of the
M.P.T.O.A. Public Service Committee to the 1921 Boston Convention, in which he gave the exhibitor some excellent advice
on how to become a real leader in his eommunitv.

P EACE has been declared or at least a truce is in effect
on the lower East Side of New York City where for
a long period a booking battle has waged between the
theatre circuits of Loew, Inc., Mayer & Schneider and the
Delancey-Clinton Corp. The theatre holding of Mayer &
Schnieder and the Delancey-Clinton Corp. aggregate from
forty odd houses while several of the Loew the-atres are
located in this section at strategic points.
Now, all is serene, it is declared, for within the past two
weeks a reported entente cordiale in the form of a booking agreement has been arranged betMcen the three
belligerents, thus dealing somewhat of a solar plexus blow
to some of the New York exchangemen, who heretofore
have been reaping the fruits of the battle.
DESPITE the fact that it has been raining every other
hour or so in New York for several weeks, golf gets in
its innings whenever possible. And film men continue to
distinguish themselves at the ancient game.
For example, at the Rye Country Club the other day, A. W.
Smith, Jr., Eastern salesmanager of Fii-st National, and
Walter Futter, producer of "Curiosities of the Screen," won
places as runners-up for the Governor's Cup of the Rye Club.
Which also reminds us that the semi-aimual Film Golf
Tournament, one of the big events of New York fildom, will
take place this Fall at the Bonnie Briar Club, Larchmont, and
a record turnout is a safe prediction.
#

*

*

Katz, in Exclusive Interview,
Discusses Publix Plans
{Continued from page 761)

men trained in Publix ideas. It is a partnership
of collective brains — a policy which we believe
will be eminently successful.
"We are much interested in the small towns;
and we are creating the small town Publix theatre, just as we are also specializing in the big
key city house. What our policy will be in the
small towns we don't know yet. It may not be
presentations. Perhaps it will be the 'sound'
movies, or something else — or just pictures.
"And here is a fact which I believe the industry is not aware of: eighty-five per cent of the
Publix theatres today run only pictures and
Finally, Mr. Katz spoke of the situation in
Minneapolis
with Finkelstein & Ruben.
music."
"We expect to co-operate in that city," he said.
"The details have not yet been worked out."

Motion
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Revenue Bureau Reports $6,000,000
Drop in Admission Tax for Year
DROP of over $6,000,000 in admission taxes collected during the
fiscal year 1927, as compared with the preceding year, is shown by
of the
Bureau
Revenue
by the Internal
figures just compiled
Treasury Department.
The decline is due to the change in the 1926 law, increasing the exemption from from 50 to 75 cents. The increase in exemption relieved all
but a comparatively few motion picture theaters in the very largest cities
from all tax, and resulted in cutting the Government's revenue from this
scource from $23,980,676.66 during the fiscal year 1926 to $17,940,636.69
during the fiscal year ended June 30, last.
The widespread freedom from tax which is now enjoyed by exhibitors
is indicated by the fact that more than $14,750,000 in admission taxes was
collected in nine States and but slightly over $3,000,000 was collected in
the remaining 39. New York State, of course, paid the greatest total,
$6,785,925, followed by Illinois, $2,029,755; Pennsylvania, $1,556,998;
California, $1,357,746; Massachusetts, $850,493; Ohio, $734,931; Michigan,
$515,937: New Jersey, $484,155; and Missouri, $435,047.

Texas Attorney General
Launches Probe
Against
Block Booking Bring
Houston and Dallas

TEXAS is in the throes of a probe by
Attorney General Pollard which
"wiill take up various phases of the
motion picture industry, following complaints that have come from many different
parts of the state for a period of several
years. The investigation, now well under
way, has for its main objective the consideration of the legality of operations and
prying into the activities of the Film
Boards of Trade.
Block booking is one of the main considerations under the scrutiny of the Attorney G-eneral and it is said he will delve into
this problem. He was spurred on in this
direction largely as the result of complaints
made by a group of exhibitors in Houston,
and also from exhibitors in other parts of
the state.
Just what effect this investigation will
have in the premises is largely problematical and there is a more or less general
feeling that no serious complications will
develop. When the Film Board of Trade
was organized several years ago great care
was taken in mapping out its program in
accordance with state law as it then affected
the industry and it is on those laws that
the Film Board is ready to stand by its
actions.
The film interests in the controversy will
be well protected as they are in the competent hands of former Senator J. J. Strickland, associated with Publix as head of
the Public Relations department, who is
thoroughly familiar with all angles of the
situation in Texas.
That the Attorney General's office is to
pry deeply into the affairs of the industry is shown by the fact that Assistant
Attorney General Joe Brown was in Dallas
recently visiting exchanges in connection
with the investigation, and at the same

Action

Grants Charters
New Concerns

to

Minister
Aids
Campaign
for Sunday Movies

in

time Attorney
General
Pollard
was in
Houston on the same mission.
That block booking is the principal cause
for the launching of the investigation there
seemis little doubt in Texas. There has been
agitation over this matter for a long time
past and it has been the subject of many
complaints niade to the state by exhibitors.
The claim has frequently been made that
exhibitors have been forced to purchase
the entire output of certain producers or
to book a limited number of films at prohibitive prices. Recently a Dallas exhibitor
sent a representative to Houston to confer
^vith other exhibitors and the Attorney
General concerning the present investigation. It is expected that the probe will be
in operation for some time before a decision
is handed down.

Censorship
Measure
Bellingham

N e zv s

Pennsylvania has granted a number of
charters for new amusements during the
past week. Principal among these was one
to Nathan Appell, Inc., of York. The new
corporation is allied with the Nathan Appell
Enterprises. It has a capitalization of
$5,000, of which $500 has been paid in,
and the par value of the shares is $100.
The Vemark Theatre Company of Oil
City also obtained a charter at Harrisburg.
The nominal capitalization is $5,000 -svith
$500 paid on the basis of $100 par value.
John B. Veach of Oil City is the treasurer.
This company has under construction a
modern theatre in Oil City, where it also
controls another house.
The Pearl Amusement Company of
Philadelphia with $10,000 capitalization and
$1,000 paid in was also granted a charter,
as was the Superior Motion Picture Supply
Company of Pittsburgh, capitalized at $10,000,$100
of "which
$1,000
is paid on the basis
of
par value
a share.

A

Complaints

Picture

for

Not to be outdone by its larger neighbor,
Seattle, the city of Bellingham, Washington, last week discussed in its City Council
a new motion picture censorship ordinance
- — the first of its kind in the city, introduced
at the behest of the Bellingham W. C. T. U.
The proposed measure would entitle the
mayor of the city to appoint nine members
of a Film Censorship Board, one member
of which shall be an owner or general
manager of a theatre. The members hold
office for a sliding scale of years, and will
serve without salary.
All pictures to be shown on Bellingham
screens are to be shown privately before
the Board for approval, and no exhibitor
shall show a film not approved by the National Board of Censorship or by the Board
of Theatre Supervisors in Bellingham.

Rev. Lascelles Ward, pastor of an Episcopalian church in Massena, N. Y., aided
last week the campaign being conducted in
that place for Sunday movies. In a public
statement, Rev. Mr. Ward declared that he
believed that Sunday shows would ser\'e
to keep many young people aAvay from
questionable resorts.
The minister said that he had been spending a greater part of this summer in Ogdensburg, where he had an excellent opportunity of noting the effect of Sunday
shows in that city. He further said that
there should be no objection to Sunday
movies so long as they did not run at hours
that might prevent persons from attending
church service.

United Artists' Employees
Hold
First Outing
The first annual outing of United Artists'
employees was held August 27th at Nassau
Shores, Amityville, L. I., with more than
250 in attendance. It was a most enjoyable affair, with the arrangements in charge
of Norris Wilcox, Bruce Gallup and Pearl
Blackwell.
Included among those who attended were :
Arthur W. Kelly and Harry D. Buckley,
vice-presidents; and Moxley Hill and Paul
Lazarus, divisional general sales managers.
The prizes for the various competitions
were donated by Mary Pickford, Gloria
Swanson, Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, D. W. Griffith, Joseph M. Sehenck
and Samuel Goldwvn.

City of Quebec Enacts Poster Tax By-law
The City of Quebec has enacted a poster
tax bylaw, the revenue of which, through
poster taxes, is to be used to defray the
cost of the new poster censor board which
is patterned after the poster censorship plan
of the City of Montreal. The latter has been
in operation for the past throe years under
the direction of Martin Singher, a foi-mer
newspaper man.
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National Labor Crisis Looms;
Chicago Theatres Closed
Tie-Up of Windy City Houses Practically 100%;
Serious Situation in Many Other Cities,
With Threatened Walk-Outs
picture theatres in Cliicago
WITH
closed practically 100 per cent, as
a result of the lockout of operators on Monday, a crisis of national proportions appeared possible as this issue
Avent to press.
The closing order was issued by President Jack Miller, of the Exhibitors' Association of Chicago, and affected 380 picture
and vaudeville theatres of the city of Chicago and Cook County. Both union and
exhibitor officials announced that it would
be a fight to the finish.
The Chicago situation might become national in scope, in ease attempts were made
to reopen the theatres there with nonunion help, it was pointed out by William
Canavan, president of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
and M. P. Machine Operators, with headquarters in New York. In that event, a
sympathetic strike might be called throughout the country.
The other serious angle in the situation
was the threatened walkouts in many
cities, including Washington, Baltimore,
Los Angeles, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Dallas,
Houston, Fort Worth, Newark and Harrisburg, Pa.

Tie-up

is Complete

On Thursday the tie-up of Chicago theatres became practically complete, and the
city and county were filmless. The total
revenue of the theatres involved is about
$225,000 daily; 25,000 employees are out of
work.
Further complications loomed, as contracts with both the musicians' and stage
hands' unions terminate this week, and demands which exhibitors regard as exorbitant were presented at meetings held between exhibitors and officials of these two
unions. No progress toward settlement
was made, both sides standing firm in their
refusal to yield.
Contrary to previous reports, it was announced in Chicago on Thm-sday that film
service in the city and Cook County has
not been discontinued by the exchangemen and the Film Board of Trade.
The controversy which caused the closing
of the Chicago theatres started when the
operators' union demanded that four operator's employed by Lubliner & Tiinz should
be retained after this theatre was transferred to the Orpheum Circuit, the latter
changing its policy from that of a picture
house to a vaudeville theatre.
The Orpheum offered to retain two operator's and arbitrate the matter of using
four. This arbitration was refused by
Business Agent Tom Malloy, and a strike

was caused on all Orpheum houses in Chicago. In the meantime, the Exhibitors'
Association of Chicago held a mass meeting at which a resolution was adopted that
all theatres close if the operatoi-s' miions
called a strike against the Oi^pheum houses.

Unique

Situation

The demands of the musicians' union,
which may further complicate the situation,
include abrogation of the arbitration
agreement, seven days' pay for six days'
work and the installation! o^ four-piece
orchestras in sixty theatres for 52 weeks,
many of these houses now being without
orchestras. The stage hands' union is demanding a pay increase of 25 per cent, and
changes in their working conditions.
Immediately following the Iroquois Theatre fire a quarter of a century ago, Chicago
theatres of all kinds were closed, and during the flu epidemic they were closed for a
day, but the present action of the theatre
owners is unique as it closes, for the first
time in the history of the city, all classes of
houses from the Chicago Capitol, Oriental,
etc., down to the three hundred seat theatres, by the voluntary action of the owners.
At a mass meeting of the Exhibitors'
Association, held on Tuesday, a rousing
vote of confidence was given to President
Jliller and his committee, who were instructed to fight to a finish. Many big
exhibitors stated that they were prepared
to keep their theatres closed for months,
if necessary.

Trouble in Many Cities
Reports of the labor situation in other
cities follow :
Los Angeles — Stage hands have asked
for a substantial increase, which exhibitors
declare they cannot meet. It was expected
that a decision would be reached on Thursday as this issue went to press. The union
officials announced that unless the exhibitors met their terms a strike would be
called.
Elizabeth, N. J. — A strike was called at
the Strand, Royal and Gaiety theatres, and
an effort is being made to secure an injunction against the operators' local from
interfering Avith employes of these houses.
The hearing AvilJ come up before the vicechancellor on Sept. 13. Meanwhile, the
operators are back at work.
San Francisco — Last minute efforts are
being made to avert a walkout in negotiations between exhibitors of this city and
Oakland operators and stage hands. Both
classes of employees
are seeking higher

Washington, D. C. — Exhibitors, headed
b}' A. Julian Bi-ylawski, held conferences
with business agents of the musicians' and
stage hands' unions in an effort to avert
a walkout. A new scale of wages and working conditions were sought by the unions.
Atlanta — Demands of the local motion
picture machine operators for an increase
of $20.00 a week over the scale prevailing
during the season just passed has precipitated a controversy mth theatre and iinion
executives that may not be smoothed out
for some weeks to come.
When the new scale was presented theatre managers protested against the increase,
claiming that the current year has been
one of the hardest since 1921 and citing
the general depression in box-office receipts
for the past seven months as proof that
theatres could not stand the increase.

Atlanta

Looks

Ahead

Several conferences have been held, but
so far little progi-ess has been made in
reaching a mutually agi'eeable solution.
However, Atlanta theatre managers have
protected themselves by agreeing to start
the new season (September 5th) on a basis
that will make any new and final agreement with the Atlanta local of Motion Picdate. ture Machine Operators retroactive to that
New contracts have already been closed
with musicians who asked no increase; and
stage employees are working under a twoyear contract, which has another year to
run, so no difficulty has presented itself
except in the case of the operators whose
demands for so large an increase have been
th source of considerable speculation.
Toronto — A serious labor situation has
developed in the Toronto, Ontario, theatre
field as a result of the demands of the
Musicians' Union for substantial increases
in wages, the owners having notified the
union that they will not consider the request for a higher scale. Moreover, the
exhibitors have been advertising for musicians, jarojeotion machine operators, stage
hands and electricians to take the place of
employees in case of a strike, announcement being made that preference will be
given to returned soldiers.
It is declared by leading theatre managers that more applications have been received for the jobs than will be required to
fill the vacancies in case of a general walkout. On the other hand, J. Weatherburn,
business agent of the Toronto musicians,
declares that this is all bluff because, he
says, qualified musicians and operators are
not available outside of organized labor
ranks.
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Activity Organized
Protection

On

Fourteen replies to the letter from exchanges have been received by Secretary
George Erdmann. Of these, ten exchange
managers agreed to the terms and four were
noncommittal. The exchanges that agreed
are Universal, F. B. 0., Fischer Film Exchange, Columbia, Fox, Tiffany, Pathe, feature department; Education, Standard Film
Service Company and United Artists.
Paramount, First National, Warners and
the Pathe short subject division were noncommittal and M. G. M. did not answer.
Complaints and a protest have been
lodged by the M. P. T. 0. of Western Pennsylvania with a number of producer-distributors regarding new protection periods
for certain of Pittsburgh's down-town first
runs and circuit theatres. The exhibitors
claim to have learned that some of these

tions and personnel of the United
SEVERAL major changes in posiArtists sales organization are announced by Al Lichtman, vice-president and general manager of distribution for the company. The position of
divisional sales manager has been discontinued. The eastern, western,
southern and mid-western divisions
have been merged into one unit, and
the three executives advanced to new
duties.
Paul N. Lazarus has been promoted
to the newly-created post of Sales Promotion Manager. Cresson E. Smith
has been elevated to the post of Assistant General Sales Manager, and
Mozley A. Hill has been made maanger
of
the newly-created contract department.

houses were to be granted longer protection periods by distributors.
The fight of the larger first run theatres
for longer protection rights within a 60-mile
radius of Kansas City has by no means
come to a close, but thus far no exchanges
have agreed to the concessions sought by
the larger houses, it is said. It is believed,
however, that some agreement may be
reached concerning protection of Kansas
City, Mo., theatres in Kansas City, Kas.,
a city of 135,000, although not as drastic a
protection as is sought by the Kansas City,
Mo., theatres. Extended protection against
theatres within sixty miles of Kansas City
will not be granted by Kansas City exchanges, it virtually is understood.

the instigation of Will
last week in an effort to
New York to meet the
the Theatre Owners Chamher

David Bershon and Edward Lindeman, whose appointments as special
representatives had been announced,
will spend the greater part of their
time in visiting exchanges throughout
the country and working in the field.

Albany
Grants
Charters
to New Companies

To

Motion picture companies incorporating
in New York state during the past week included the following, according to records in
the department of state: Greater Queensboro Exhibitors, Inc., capitalized at $3,000,
Robert J. Setchanove, Douglaston; Alexander T. Wells, Jackson Heights; James J.
Thornton, Flushing; Webster Operating
Corporation, Gloversville, capitalization not
stated. Belle Fogel, Dorothy Tishkoff, Max
Fogel, Rochester; Sorr Producing Co., Inc.,
$1,000, Jacob I. Wiener, Joseph Melcer,
Nathan Sugarman, New York City; Orman
Produ-ctions, Inc., $20,000, Orman P. and
Bernard Goodman, Hollvwood, Cal. ; Nathan
Saland, New York City; G-C Theatre Corporation, Gloversville, capitalization not
stated, E. Pratt Keiner, J. Guy Selmser,
George V. Lynch, Gloversville; Balfin
Amusemjent Corporation, $20,000, Paul Orszag, Isidore Goldman, Isidor H. Lutzker,
New York City; The Varsity Girl Corporation, $100,000, Robert Campbell, Edward
Royce, Adam Dingwall, iNew York City.

Following the tour of Canada by Sir
Henry Cowan, member of the British House
of Commons xVho has been most active in
seeking a film quota law for Great Britain,
there is definite intimation that the National
officers of the Imperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire in the Dominion will
urge upon the members of the Canadian
Parliament that measures leading to the
encouragement of British Empire-made
films in Canada are desired.
It is declared that the next session of
the Canadian House of Commons at Ottawa,
starting probably in January, will use a
debate regarding the question of legislative assistance for moving pictures produced in Canada, Great Britain and other
parts of the Empire.

New York Conference Discusses Allocation of First Runs in Greater City
AT

N c tt jt

L ic h t m a n
Makes
Changes in Sales Staff

Cleveland Exhibitors Quizz Exchanges on Policy; Other
Cities Force Issue
ORGANIZED activity on the part of
exhibitoi's in injany cities promises
to bring to u, crisis in the near future the matter of first run protection policy by distributing companies. Little in
the way of definite announcement has
been made yet, but there is every indication that steps must be taken without much
delay if the bujTing market is to be stimulated.
A definite stand has been taken by the
Cleveland exhibitors' association with the
urging of limitations on extended protection. The association has forwarded a letter to exery exchange in the city requesting a definite statement of its first run protection policy for the season of 1927-28.
The letter urges that pictures receiving
seven consecutive days' first run be available to members of the association for
forty-third day following said run, and
that pictures receiving fourteen or more
consecutive days' first run shalll be available to members of the association on the
fifty-seventh day following said run. The
letter asked that such conditions be inserted in contracts.

Picture

H. Hays, a conference was held in New York
adjust the allocation of first runs in Greater
complaints of unfair treatment charged hy
of Commerce.

The conference brought together S. R. Kent of Paramount, Andrew^
W. Smith, Jr., of First National, Charles Moskowitz of Loew's, Inc., with
Sol Raives, president of the T. O. C. C. and a committee composed of
Arthur Hirsh, Leo Brccher and Harry Suchman. No definite understanding was arrived at, but some action will be taken after Labor Day.
The conference suggested by Hays came following a mass meeting of
the T. O. C. C. held on July 14th, at which a resolution was adopted condemning the first-run situation in the greater city. The resolution, among
other things, charged the confining of first runs to producer-owned theatres. It alleged that it resulted in stunting the development of the independent theatre owner and that the practice was imfair to the public.

Urge
British Empire
Films in Canada

Canadian
Famous
Holds
Annual Conference
Eastern Canada managers of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., Limited, met in
their annual convention at Toronto, August
22, 23 and 24 and discussed many matters
of importance relative to plans for the
coming year.
Addresses were delivered during the
course of the sessions by home office officials
and two important officials of the company
in the Western Division. Among the speakers were: M. M. Thomas, general manager
for Western Canada and J. 11. IMuir of
Vancouver; N. L. Xathanson, managing director; Clarence Robson, eastern division
general manager; John Arthur, director of
presentations; San dePass, director of advertising, and others.

Katz Named on Executive
Board of Paramount
Sam Katz, pri'sidont
Inc., has been elected a
utive committee of the
of Paramount Famous

of Publix Theatres,.
member of the execBoard of Directors
Lasky Corporation,

S c p tc m b c r
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British Take U. S. Angle

Paramount Profits Big
For Three Months
Paramount-Famous-Lasky
THE
Corporation, in its consolidated
statement, which includes earnings of subsidiary companies, reports
combined net profits of $1,465,051.66
for the three months and $3,532,325.49
for the six months ended July 2, 1927,
after deducting all charges and reserves for Federal Income and other
taxes. The
six months' figures include
its $479,415.55 undistributed share of
earnings of the Balaban & Katz Corporation, a 65 per cent owned subsidiary.
After allowing for payment of dividends on the preferred stock, the
above earnings amount to $2.27 per
share for the three months and $5.60
per share for the six months, on the
common stock outstanding.

Six R. I. Houses Closed in
Safety Drive
Attorney General Charles P. Sisson of
Rhode Island last week ordered six theatres
closed in the safety drive to make theatres
comply with regulations set forth in recently enacted rules. The closing orders
were the result of reports submitted by
state police inspectors. Two of the houses
made alterations and were allowed to reopen.
Inspection was made on 43 houses. Closings were ordered in most instances for
general infractions, such as ladders and
other obstructions being permitted in exit
aisles, and littered conditions in projection
booths. Cases w'ere found where fireproof
stairways do not exist in conformity to the
new rules.
As soon as the inspection of all town theatres is completed, which will take about
two weeks, the inspectors will re-check the
theatres to see that changes have been
made where ordered to meet with the approval of the new rules.

Griffith Plans Three
United Artists

for

Lillian Gish will not appear in any of the
next three pictures produced by D. W.
Griffith for United Artists, according to
the schedule announced by the producer.
In denying a published rumor as unfounded,
in fairness to Miss Gish, he said her appearance in forthcoming Griffith pictures
had not been considered or discussed.
The first of the Griffith pictures will be
"A Romance of Old Spain" with Mary
Philbin and Don Alvarado. The title, incidentally has been changed to "Drums of
Love," and Tully Marshall has been signed
/to play the role of the Jester.
Plans are nearing completion for Griffith
to produce "Sunny,' which will mark Constance Talmadge's debut as a United Artist star. "Sunny" was the musical comedy
in
cess.which Marilyn Miller scoi-ed such a sucThe third Griffith production contemplated is "La Paiva, " an original story of
the Napoleon III court written by Dr. Karl
Vollmoeller, author of the book of "The
Miracle."

A merican

Players

and American
in Many Studios

Ideas

Being

Used

Bv ELIZABETH LONERGAN
Staff Correspondent of Motion Picture Neivs and Cinematograph Weekly
British pictures can go in other countries
not,
or can
be anrateAmeri
thereR seemsit isto delibe
WHETHE
is one that is interesting producers here.
Many of them frankly are making simply
angle, at times almost invisible,
in the British Studios which I have visited.
for home consumption while others would
prefer the world market. One director told
Recently I travelled down to the Gaume that he is trying to create a new type
mont Studio where Colonel Bromhead was
of pictures, another was imitating, to the
holding a sort of open house to members
best of his ability, American methods. And
of the trade press preparatory to the forso it goes. One development has been the
mal opening of the completed studio.
As to the American angle : They are filmlengthening of the news reel — and not always to its advantage.
ing a musical comedy success, "The Arcadians," which I believe had production
in America. But it is its comedian who has
Keith
Cornerstone
Laid
the real American angle, for it is our own
Ben Blue who has abandoned America,
for
Boston
Memorial
temporarily at least, to open a successful
The cornerstone of the new B. F. Keith
restaurant and Night Club in London, and
Memorial Theatre in Boston, was laid last
afrom
step. this a debut at screen star was but
Thursday with fitting ceremonies provided
by Mayor Malcolm B. Nichols of Boston.
At the Gaumont they shortly will comVaudeville stars of the past and present
mence a storj'^ which promises to be someand stars of the legitimate stage were
thing new in British production, a story
entirely of London life which, it is hoped,
present in large numbers.
Tribute was paid to the late Benjamin
will accomplish in our country what our
Franklin Keith as father of vaudeville in
pictures have done over here to make AmerAjneriea, and to Edward F. Albee, for years
ican life familiar. It is called "In Pawn"
associated with Mr. Keith and his successor
(based upon a play) and the leading lady
as head of the vast Keith-Albee interests.
will be Caroline Peterson, who made a deIn addition to that of the Mayor, adcided hit over here in ' ' Broadway. ' ' She
dresses were also made by Fred Stone,
is an American, of course, and her name
is hoped also to carry weight.
president of the National Vaudeville
Artists Association. Mr. Albee, George M.
"The Luck of the Navy" has Henry VicCohan, F. F. Proctor, Walter D. Collins,
tor, recently back from Hollywood, as the
Earl L. Crabb, J.oe Webber, Lew Fields,
dashing naval officer, and Evelyn Laye one
of the principal musical comedy favorites
Hap Ward, Maggie Cline, Mclntyre and
as the other lead. This is her first screen
Heath, James Thornton, Julia Arthur, Rayrole and it may interfere with her proposed
mond Hitchcock, and Henry Chesterfield.
Miss Dorothy Stone applied the steel coat
plan to come to New York this fall in the
of cement with a golden trowel to the
London importation, "Princess Charming."
cornerstone strong box.
The question of just how far typical

Minneapolis Considers Big Increase In
Personal Property Tax on Film
A

MEASURE to increase the personal property tax on films in vaults
of local exchanges to an extent estimated at ten times the present
valuation basis is now under consideration by the Minneapolis city
tax committee, sitting as a board of equalization.
A committee composed of Theodore L. Hays, T. A. Burke, and Eddie
Ripson, representing the film companies, filed a protest against the proposed plan and the tax committee has taken the protest under advisement.
It is understood that if the new plan is put through the film companies
will pay the taxes under protest and then take the case into the courts to
arrive at some definite and equitable basis of valuation and taxation.
A recent survey of the city's property was made with a view to uncovering taxable property and the proposed change in the tax on motion picture
films is one result of the Survey. In the past the personal property tax
on films has been based on estimated valuations set by assessors and exchangemen. The board of equalization would change the basis of taxation to an estimated valuation by the average earning possibility of a
subject and its number of prints. The present tax rate is two and threequarters per cent. The proposed change of valuation would increase the
amount realized enormously. For example, one Minneapolis exchange
was taxed last year on a basis of $10,000 valuation, while this year under
the proposed plan the company would be taxed on a valuation basis of
approximately $110,000.

Motion

Will Rogers Is Honored
National

Press

mented that the office had been conferred
upon him in public and not in a corner of
a secluded room.
"I have been given a sheepskin," he
said, "Think of giving a sheepskin to a
cowboy ! Over a million men in America
have got a sheepskin and haven't got a
sheep; and it takes eight or ten years for
them to get a sheepskin and they are not
taught how to get a sheep."

Sennett

Comedy
Girl
Play Lorelei

N e zv s

In and Out of Town

''Congressman-atHim
Club Makes
Large" at Big Reception

-Club in "WashingPressWill
nalmade
THE Natio
ton, D. C,
Rogers a Congressman-at-Large with a suspended
salai-y of $1 a year at a monster reception
held at the National Capital last Saturday
night. The ceremony and presentation
were broadcast through forty radio stations
and the speeches and music were heard in
all parts of the country.
Arrangements for the Rogers reception
were made by Fred E. Hamlin, press representative for Sam Rork, who is producing
the film version of Charles Hoyt's famous
stage play, "A Texas Steer," with Rogers
as the star, for release through First National.
The company arrived in Washington last
week to film exteriors. With the comedian
on the special train were Mr. Rork, Mrs.
Rork, their daughter, Ann, who plays the
role of Bossy, daughter of Congressman
Maverick Brander; Richard Wallace, the
director; Louise Fazenda, who plays Mrs.
Brander; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., the juvenile lead, and a company of assistants and
cameramen.
The National Press Club reception for
Mr. Rogers and members of the "Texas
Steer" company was held at the Washington Auditorium, w'hose 6,000 seat capacity
was entirely inadequate to hold the large
number of admirers of the humorist-philosopher.
Louis Ludlow, President of the Club, presented Mr. Rogers with a parchment scroll
attesting his appointment to the hitherto
unknown office of "Congressman-at-Large."
His duties, said Mr. Ludlow, will be to
"roam over the country, pry into the state
of the union, check up on prohibition enforcement and report at regular intervals
to the National Press Club." Tenure of
office is confined to good behavior, and the
job carries a suspended salary of $1 a year.
In his response to the conferring of the
title of Congressman-at-Large, Mr. Rogers
said he did not consider the appointment
"any honor at all;" that he had been
brought up by his parents to live so that
"you'll never become a Congressman," and
now he felt the "shame" of it. He la-

Picture

to

MORRIS
SAFIER, Run
head Department,
of Warner
Bros.' Extended
left New York this week for a sales trip in
the southern territory which will take him
to thetion ofcompany's
the country.branch offices in that secEARL SCOTT,
Blackan River
Falls,visit
Wis-to
consin, has justof paid
extensive
the Fox Films Home Office in New York. Mr.
Scott opened his first theatre a little more than
ten years ago at Black River Falls.
JESSE
J. GOLDBERG,
president
Division
Distributors, Inc.,
left of
forFirst
the
Coast on the Tzventieth Century, Wednesday,
zvhere he will spend about a month, supervising
production matters, before returning East.
CHARLES CHRISTIE left New York,
Thursday, bound for Los Angeles and
the Christie studios after holding a series of
conferences with Paramount officials concerning Christie comedies. He will supervice production in the absence of his brother,
Al, who is on his way to Europe.

Paramount has announced the choice of
Ruth Lee Taylor for the role of Lorelie Lee
in Anita Loos' "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes." Miss Taylor is a comparatively
unknown Mack Sennett player and was
chosen from a long list of prominent screen
BUDD ROGERS, vice-president, and Floyd
personalities who were under consideration.
Weber, comptroller of Gotham Productions, are vacationing. Sam Sax, Gotham presiAmong these are Constance Talmadge,
dent, who returned from the Coast a short time
Phyllis Haver and Laura La Plante.
ago, will leave within a week to be present
Miss Taylor played leads in three Harry
when
work is started on "Blondes by Choice,"
Langdon two-reel comedies for Sennett, and
the forthcoming Gotham production.
opposite Ben Tui^pin in others. Three
months ago her contract expired and she SIDNEY W. ROSSUK sailed on the S. S.
has been out of work since.
President Madison, leaving September 3rd
from San Francisco for China on a selling trip
for J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc. Rossuk will cover
China and Japan. J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc.,
handle First Division Pictures, Gotham ChadLya De Putti Leaves for zvick,
Christie Comedies and other independent
One German Picture
product in these territories.
Lya De Putti is off for Europe on a sixtyproduction
day leave of absence granted by American
FOLLO
workWING
by Larrycompleti
Semonon onof the second
producers in order that she may star in one
release of the series of eight two-reel comedies he is making this year for release
super-production for the German organizathrough Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
tion, Phoebus Films.
the comedy star made a flying trip to New
While here Miss De Putti completetd
York and after a few hours spent in confer"Midnight Rose" and "Buck Privates"
ence with E. W. Hammons, Educational's
for Universal, and still has another picture
president, immediately started back to the
coast.
to make for that company under her contract. Since her residence in Hollywood
she has been missed in Germany, where she
EWING BRADY, one of
COL. JASPER dwyn-Maye
r officials, recentthe Metro-Gol
is a prime favorite, and German producers
returned
ly
from
the
West Coast, where he has
induced her to appear in another German
been recuperating from an operation which he
film. Upon completion of this picture she
was forced to undergo last spring. He is fully
recovered.
will return to America to complete her contract with Universal.

K. C. Patrons Vote Decisively for Features in Preference to Presentations
WITH
elaborate stage presentations in theatres on all sides of him,
Samuel Carver, manager of the Liberty theatre, first run house
of Kansas City, made up his mind to let his audiences settle the
question.
That was three weeks ago. The voting by the audiences ended
this week.
Mr. Carver assured his patrons, through the medium of trailers, that
he would provide stage presentations and keep the admission price at its
present scale, or show only first run pictures at a reduction in prices.
Aside from a few smaU acts, the Liberty never has had stage presentations.
Out of 4,637 votes, 3,458 favored feature pictures exclusively, those desiring stage shows numbering 1.179. There were thousands of patrons, of
course, who did not vote, but such a lack of interest is accepted by Mr.
Carver as meaning that those patrons will "take it or leave it," regardless
of what the theatre's policy might be.

BETTY
B'URBRIDGE,
of
Pathe IVcstcrns,
starring scenarist
Buffalo Bill,
U'ally M'^alcs and Buddy Roosevelt, made
Action Pictures, Inc., is in New York for
annual vacation of theatre-going.

the
Jr.,
by
her

district
. JR., yer
ECKMANldwyn-Ma
SAMUEL
New
for manager for Metro-Go
York, Albany, Buffalo, New Haven and Boston, will leave for England in the near future to do special work for Jury MetroGoldwyn, Ltd., as designated by Arthur M.
Loew, head of M-G-M's foreign department.

arrived inproducer
New York
the Century
come-"
of theon Roach
HALdies,ROACH,
August 29th. Mr. Roach is in New York after
ain very
spring and summer at his studios
Culverbusy
City.
HERMAN
STERN,
salesreturned
manager
for
Stern Brothers
Comedies,
to New
York this iceek after a sales tour of the Middle Atlantic States. He reports a decided inedies. crease in the demand for good tzvo-rcel com-
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News Reel Resume
International News Vol. 9, No. 70, scenes
of President Coolidge and party viewing
sights of Yellowstone Park, Wyo. ; Empress
of Abyssinia receiving homage of Italian
diplomats at Addis Abeba; Prince of Wales
reviewing crack Canadian regiment at Victoria, B. C; Alford J. Williams making
speed of 240 miles an hour in new craft.
No. 71 includes, views of victorious
Shantunguese forces in attack on Cantonese
on Shantung Front, China; Bobby Jones
capturing golf title at Milwaukee; Paul
Redfern in take-off from Brunswick, Ga.,
for attempted flight to Rio Janeiro.
Pathe News, No. 71, opens with scenes of
welcome reception to Dole Prize Winners
in Honolulu after non-stop flight from California; President as tourist at Yellowstone; auto leaping hedge in race with
horse at La Capelle; Army blimp protected
by smoke screen laid in air.
No. 72, offers views of George Young,
winner of Catalina swim, in training for
race in Lake Ontario; arrival of contingent
of Legion members to convention in
France; Bobby Jones defeating Chick
Evans for amateur golf crown; archers in
national tourney.
M-G-M News, Vol. 1, No. 4, Ai-my
aviators laying smoke screen around blimps
is lead-off feature, with other highlights,
including views of Beauty Contest on beach
at Long Beach, Cal. ; 'Round the World
flyers taking off on first leg of journey;
Black Billy Sunday holding revival at New
Orleans.
No. 5 presents scenes of final match at
Minneapolis with Bobby Jones winning
Amateur Golf Championship; newly completed bridge spanning Alpine peaks in
French Alps; American aviators who are
writing new air epics ; President at Yellowstone; arrow sharpshooter exhibiting skill
with bow ; Legion members arriving in
France.
Paramount News, No. 9, pictures of
President Coolidge viewing marvels of Yellowstone; Geisha girls in annual "0-Bon"
dance festival; crack shots in competition
with rifles; smoke curtain laid for Anny
blimps; Prince of Wales in Canada; auto
hurdling in race with horse at La Capeile,
France; Redfern and Schlee and Brock
starting on new conquests of the air.
No. 10, further pictorial adventures of
President Coolidge at Yellowstone; Legion
members in France; Jones winning golf
title ; log rollers exhibit skill and daring in
championship event; Firpo training for
ring comeback at Buenos Aires; Lindbergh arrives in home to\vn; Helen Wills
regains
of U. S. crown as M-omen's tennis champion
Kinograms No. 5321, scenes at take-off
of globe-girdling aviators open the reel,
AVith views of President at Yellowstone;
Britain's biggest battleship leaving shipyard; pictorial tour of Rainier Park with
Navy men, as included features.
No. 3322, pictures of Helen Wills winning tennis championship at Forest Hills;
Legionnaires sailing for Paris convention;
Flagpole "Sitter" establishing "standing" record atop hotel pole; Jones winning
golf title; log rollers in championship competition.

Fraser Talks Production
Lloyd General Manager Says One-Man
Away With Many Evils
wrong
lly ry,
radica
nothing
THERE
e indust
with theismotion
pictur
in
the opniion of William R. Fraser,
general manager of the Harold Lloyd Corporation, who is in New York with the
Lloyd company, which is shooting scenes
for the comedian's newest pictures. There
has been more smoke than fire, according
to Fraser, with all of the talk of retrenchment, salary cuts and mismanagement.
Discussing the situation he said :
"One man must be held responsible for
any job. Two men dictating what should
be done Avith that job are bound to cause
confusion. If one man is not capable of
making a decision that is correct he has no
business at the helm. There are too many
supervising directors, too many writers who
think they should be directing pictures, instead of just developing plots; too many
advisory supervisors, and sometimes too
many of everj'body.
"The progress of the industry has been
so marked that the gamble has been virtually eliminated from production, particularly in the case of stars and producers who
follow the mode of production pursued by
Harold Lloyd.
"Today the wise producer is letting his
audience dictate what should go into his
pictures, as Harold Lloyd has done. Years
ago he started this business of interviewing,
Avhich since has become so common in the
industry. One cannot attend a neighborhood motion picture in Los Angeles now
without seeing in electric lights, 'Big Feature Preview Here Tonight. ' It 's a healthy
sign for the industry. It is the one and
only certain method of determining, without
guessing, the class of your product.
' ' There is waste in the motion pictiu'e
business as there is in every other industry.
The rating may be a little high in our business, but it is coming down.
The average

M-G-M Lion Will Make
Coast to Coast Flight
grown lion, and mascot of
LEO,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Comthe full
pany, will be first animal and sole
passenger to participate in a non-stop
airplane flight from coast to coast, if
present plans do not miscarry. The
flight is scheduled to start probably
from Culver City on September 11th,
and to terminate at Roosevelt Field on
Long Island within twenty-four hours.
The plane, of the same type as Lindbergh's, is nearing completion at the
B. F. Mahoney Aircraft shops in San
Diego. The lion will be housed in a
specially built enclosed cage, constructed as part of the plane directly
behind the pilot. Lee will be on a
liquid diet during the trip, and will be
fed and watered by means of a tubing
compartment
running from rthe pilot's
to a containe at the bottom of the
cage. The trip is to be made only to
demonstrate the practicability of carrying animals long distances by airplane.

Rule

Will Do

motion picture producer has but one thing
in view- — results. He wants good pictures,
and he goes sometimes to extremes to get
them, but where there is one man at the
head of production who can reign absolutely and apply the proper intelligence,,
there is little waste, little lost motion.
"High salaries are due those who earn
them, and as long as we get pictures that
bring commensurate returns at the box
office. As far as the Lloyd Corporation is
concerned, our policy demands a standard
of excellence second to none, and we spare
no means to obtain this end — money, time
or anvthing else it might involve."

Seven
Short Subjects On
M-G-M Release Chart
For the last week in August and during
September M.G.M. has seven short subjects
scheduled for release. These include three
UFA
dies. Oddities and four Hal Roach come"African Adventure," first of the twenty-five UFA Oddities, went to exhibitors
August 27th. The balance of the schedule
is as follows :
September 3rd, Charley Chase in ' ' The
Sting of Stings"; September 10th, "Jewels
of Venice," an Oddity; September 10th,
"Sugar Daddies," with Stan Laurel, Jimmy
Finlayson, Edna Marian and Oliver Hardy ;
September 17th, "What Evei-y Ice Man
KnoAvs," starring Max Davidson; September 24th, "Soaring Wings," an Oddity;
September
24th, "Yale vs Harvard," an
Our
Gang comedy.

Tiffany Selects Casts
Two
Features

for

Casts have been selected for Iavo more of
Tiffany's twenty-foiu' features scheduled
for the season. These are the second and
third pictures on the schedule. Patsy Ruth
IMiller and John Mai-ron Avill be seen in the
leading roles of "Once and Forever." They
will be supported by Burr ^Iclntosh, Emily
Fitzroy, William V. Mong and Vadin
Uranoff.
Evelyn Brent and Bert Lytell have the
leading roles in "Women's Wares," Avith
the supporting roles in the hands of LaiTy
Kent, Gertrude Short, Myrtle Stedman,
Cissy Fitzgerald, Richard Tucker, Sylvia
Ashton, Stanhope Wheatcroft, Robert
Bolder, Gino Corrado and James Mack.

Our Gang Comedy Heads
Pathe Week's Releases

The Pathe short feature program of releases for the week of September 11th includes the usual diversity of subjects. It
is headed by one of the popular Our Gang
comedies titled "Olympic Games.' In addition there is included the third chapter of
the current Patheserial, "HaAvk of the
Hills," starring Allene Ray and Walter
Miller; Pathe Review No. 37; "Cutting a
Melon," an Aesop Film Fable; Topics of
the Day No. 37, and two issues of Pathe
NeAvs.

Motion

Local Obstructions
Hurt
U. S. Film in Japan
F. B. O. Representative Tells of Conditions
in Far East
dent of
COLVIN BROWN, vice-presi
F. B. 0., is just in receipt of an interesting report on film conditions in
Japan from William Scott, Far Eastern
representative of the company. Scott reports that in addition to the usual distribution troubles there are many purely local
obstructions, which make for slow progress
in establishing American films.
Scott reports that few theatres in Japan
have adequate seating capacity. In a theatre that caters to seven hundred patrons
there are seats for about two hundred. The
overflow sit or squat upon the floor.
Most of the product shown is made by
Japanese companies. In the thousand theatres operating, eight hundred and forty-five
use Jai)anese product exclusively, one hundred and twenty-five screen a mixed program of imported and domestic film, and
thirty are using imported film exclusively.
The small quantity of American film being shown, according to Scott, is winning
high favor and more and more the demand
is increasing for American pictures. He
feels that with the advent of more American theatres and American presentations
suitable revenue, now lacking, will be derived from Japanese sources. The new
Nogaku-Za Theatre in Tokyo is now the
center of much attention. It is under
American management, with a twenty-five
piece orchestra and has adequate accommodations. Its success seems assured and
will probably do much to popularize American films.
The Japanese censors are reported remarkably severe. Sex stories are entirely
taboo and love scenes, especially kissing.

Sax Blames Producers
for Mediocre Pictures
SAX, president of Gotham Productions, blames the producers for
the mediocrity in pictures, but also
says the exhibitor has made the situation worse with over-stuffed presentation programs. He declares the two
luudanicntal contributing evils are
overhead and overproduction and that
the second is the direct result of the
first.
Discussing the situation, Mr. Sax
says: "Thousands of dollars are spent
on a story and then thousands more
are paid to adaptors and scenarists to
mince the story into hash. Meanwhile
the contract players loll in their porch
swinffs, receiving enormous salaries for
idleness while the scenarist and director wrangle over the script.
"The problem of keeping the stars
and directors busy is the biggest one
the large producing organizations have
to face. The result is that the machinery must keep turning and one factorymade picture follows another. The
marvel is that at this rate so many
worthy pictures see the light of dav at
all.
SAM

Existing

as well as rioting and scenes depicting lawlessness, are also prohibited.
The Japanese public demands about the
same sort of thing as its American prototype in its film fare, according to Scott.
Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin are
the most popular artists and any story with
plenty of fast logical action is well received.
The Japanese are learning to appreciate
good from bad film, according to the report,
and soon they will appreciate and be willing to pay to see pictures at present too
highly priced for distribution. Better facilities will also eventually bring more consideration toAmerican films.

Fox

Short
Product
Fall Announced

For

E. T. Gomersall, short subject sales manager of Fox Films announces that five comedies and six varieties, as well as the usual
issues of Fox News will be released the
first three months of the 1927-28 season.
The subjects and their release dates are;
August 21st, "The Salmon Run;" August
28th, "The Kangaroo's Kimona," with
Gene Cameron and Flora Bramlev; Septem11th, "Twenty
LegsandUnder"
Sea,"
with berRichard
AValling
Jean the
Lorraine;
September 4th, "Sky Frontiers," a variety;
September 25th "A Fool and His Money,"
a Van Bibber comedy with Tyler Brookes;
September 18th, "Under Colorado Skies,"
a variety; October 9th, "Her Blue Black
Eyes," featuring Maria Casajuana and
Eddie Clayton; October 2nd, "Argentina,"
a variety ; October 16th, ' ' Northern Alaska
To-day," a variety; October 23rd, "Capt.
Kidd's Kittens," an animal comedy; Ocvariety.tober 30th, "The Romantic Alhambra, " a

Four Features, Six Shorts
FBO's September Releases

F B O's schedule of four features and
six short subjects for the month of September opens on September 4 with "The Flying U Ranch," a Western stan-ing Tom
Tyler. In support of Tyler are Nora Lane,
Frankie DaiTO, and Beans, the dog. The
three other features for the month are
"Clancy's Kosher Wedding," set for September 17, "In a Moment of Temptation,"
for September 18, and ' ' The Mojave Kid, ' '
a September 25 release.
Four of "The Beauty Parlor" series of
comedies will be issued during September.
These include "Toupay or Not Toupay, "
on September 7; "The Chin He Loved to
Lift," on Septemlber 14; "Fresh Hair
Fiends," on September 21; and "Peter's
Pan," on September 28. "Mickey's Circus," a two-reeler having to do with the
Fontaine Fox character, will be shown on
September 4, while "Wanderers of the
Waistline," presenting the throe fat men,
will h(> ready on Scpteintjor 11.

Picture
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Canadian Justice Holds
Pictures Moral
Montreal,
representing
the
THEof findings
of Mr.
Justice Boyer
Royal Commission appointed to
investigate moving picture theatre conditions, were presented to the Quebec
Provincial Government Tuesday in the
form of a 13,000 word report. After
examining 427 witnesses, Justice Boyer
gave judgment that moving pictures,
generally speaking, were not immoral,
but he recommended that all children
under 16 years of age should not attend performances.
Justice Boyer also ruled that Sunday
shows should not be prohibited because they were a necessity. Sunday
performances were favored by many
classes of citizens, he found. Present
laws and regulations governing the
operation of theatres were sufficient,
but he recommended the establishment of a Poster Censor Board by the
Quebec Government to work with the
film censors of the pi>;vince, thus
abolishing Civic Poster Boards.

Ten

Companies Busy for
Fox on West Coast

Ten companies are at work at the Fox
West Coast studios in a new production
drive under the direction of Sol M. Wurtzel, general superintendent. Two were
completed last week and three new ones
got under way.
Buck Jones finished "Blood Will Tell"
on Thursdav, and started work Fridav on
"The Branded Sombrero." "The High
School Hero," featuring Sally Phipps,
Nick Stuart and Charles Paddock, was also
completed last week.
The two pictures that got started, in addition to "The Branded Sombreror, " were
"Wolf Fangs," featuring the dog. Thunder, and a six-reel comedy featuring Ted
McNaniara and Sammy Cohen, of "What
Price Glory" renown. Lew Seller is directing "Wolf Fangs" and Frank O'Connor is making the Cohen-]\[cNamai"a story,
as vet untitled.

Virtually All of Educational
Units Producing
When "Big Boy" returns from a mountain resort near Los Angeles where he is
recuperating from his recent serious illness, practically all of the units producing
for Educational will be well along in
production. The child star is expected to
begin his new juvenile comedy as soon as
his director, Charles Lamont, has finished
a new Menniaid comedy.
Dorothy Devore is starting her third picture on a ranch in the San Fernando Valley
under the direction of Norman Taurog.
Glenn Cavender and Al Thompson ai'e supporting her. Lupino Lane, assisted by
Wallace Lupino, is starting his fourth
comedy for the season with Mark Sandrich
directing. George Davis is acting in a new
iVIermaid comedy. Larry Semon is well into
production on "The Stunt Man." Johnny
Arthur is nearing the end of his second
Tuxedo comedies, and Jack Lloyd and Phil
Dunham are working on a two-reel Cameo
comedy. Lloyd Hamilton is resting between pictures following his "At Ease."
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Arbiters
Asks
Jersey
On N. Y. Board
ng of the directors of
AT thea meeti
M. P. T. O. of New Jersey
held early in the week, it was
agreed that the organization will insist
upon appointing its own arbitrators to
sit in with the New York Film Board
in judgment of cases affecting Northern Jersey. The proposition has been
taken up with the Hays office and the
T. O. C. C, which handled Northern
Jersey cases.
Joseph M. Seider declares that if the
present negotiations fail the association will resort to the law. Southern
Jersey arbitration cases are handled
through Philadelphia, with the state
exhibitors appointing their three members.
At the directors' meeting E. T. Kelly
was appointed treasurer and his post
as vice-president was taken over by
Louis Rosenthal, former treasurer.

N. Y. Weather Halts Lloyd
in New Comedy
After ten days of enforced idleness because of unfavoral)le weather conditions,
Harold Lloyd and the company he brought
from Califoi'nia with him started shooting
late in the week in New York on the comedian's new picture for Paramount. Previously they had devoted an afternoon to
work at Coney Island, where a num})er of
scenes were shot.
The Lloyd company went on location in
the vicinity of the Women's Hospital in
Harlem, and they attracted so much attention it became necessary to call out a
squad of police from the 100th street station.
Xext week will be a busy one for Lloyd.
He will complete the taxicab episodes, working in Harlem,
St. Yankee
John's Stadium.
Orphanage in
Brookhn
and atatthe

Marion and Fairbanks, Jr.
in "A Texas Steer"

With the signing of George Marion for a
character part and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
for the juvenile lead, the cast for Sam E.
Rork's "A Texas Steer," for First National, is practically
complete.

Fox

or Paramount
Albany Deal

in

EITHER the Fox or the Paramount
company is said to be behind the
deal that last week took an option
on Benson's Hotel in Albany, as a site
for a million dollar theatre that may
be erected in the near future. The
option expires October 10. The property
is said to be held for $17.5,000. It is
located about two short blocks from
the State Capitol and in the main business center of the city. Both of these
companies were negotiating a few
months ago for the huge auditorium
that will be a part of the new Masonic
Temple. The erection of this temple,
however, has been delayed. If the new
theatre is erected, it will bring real
competition to the Stanley Company of
America, which is now operating four
houses in Albanv.

Says ''Local Touch" Is Aim
of "U" Theatre Policy
Michalove,

Outlining Operating Plan, Declares
munity Pride Resents 'Outside Domination

resting observations emphaSOME inte
sizing the value of "local touch" in
chain theatre operation as opposed to
"long distance" methods are set forth by
e, general manager of UniDan Michalov
versal Chain Theatrical Enterprises, in a
discussion of principles and policies which
teds. in the management of Uniguratheatre
he inauversal

"The theatre is essentially a co'ramunity
institution," says Mr. Michalove. "The
more the patrons are made to feel the theatre belongs to them and performs a definite
service in their behalf, the greater their
interest in the institution.
"The theatre becomes a factor in the
lives of people who patronize it. Even in
the major metropolitan centers the community feeling is not lost.
"In its relatively brief history the Roxy
Theatre has become a recognized institution in New York. Rothafel is himself a
Broadway institution.
' ' Hugo Riesenf eld is a favorite along the
Great White Way. His success is due not
only to sterling musicianship and sound
showmanship, but largely to the fact that
he adds to those qualifications an intimate
knowledge of Broadway.
"Joe Plunkett and Carl Edouarde have
made the Strand a successful Broadway institution; Major Bowes and the Capitol
have written theatre history in Xew York.
"Sid Grauman is an established institution on the Pacific Coast.
"There is scarcely a section of the country that has not produced one pre-eminent
leader in theatre enterprises.
"Citing but two instances: there is E. V.
Richards, the prime power in the Saenger
organization. Though his activities have
been confined exclusively to the Southern
states, he has become a national figure.
:\Ir. Richards makes a fine art of his business and he applies his knowledge to the
operation of the Saenger theatre enterprises.
"The other case is that of a man recruited to the Saenger organization by Mr.
Richards. He is Maurice F. Barr, managing director of the Saenger theatres in
Xcw Orleans. With a background of valuable newspaper experience, excellent local
contacts, and some instinctive sense of
shoM'manship, Mr. Barr set himself to the
task of making the Saenger theatres in that
city an enduring success.
"Successful chain theatre operation demands for each section an expert familiar
with his tei-ritory and his job. The recognition of this basic principle determined
Universal 's policies of operation. The
])liin was actually put into practice when
Universal acquired its first group of the;itres — the E. J. Sparks Florida circuit. A
manager who knew the community was assigned to each theatre — and the entire
Florida circuit was placed under the supervision of an executive with wide expe-

Com-

rience in theatre operation in that state.
The same man, H. B. Vincent of Orlando, is
still our district manager in Florida.
"When Universal launched a more vigorous program of theatre acquisition and exconcentrating conpansion with a viewthetoSouthern
states, the
siderable energy in
man chosen to assist in developing that
section was Willard C. Patterson, a native
Southerner and a practical showman.
"Mr. Patterson came into the Universal

of successwith a long record enterpris
organization operation
es
covering
ful theatre
in several Southern states.
"His promotion five months ago to the
head of our southern division, filling the
vacancy created when I gave up that post
managership of Unito accept the general
versal theatres, was directly in line with
our policy of heading each division with an
expert peculiarly qualified to handle the
problems of that territory.
"The same principle was applied in placing Charles G. Branham in charge of our
Middle Western division. Mr. Branham is
West ; in that tera product of the Middle ground.
ritory he is on familiar
' ' Observation has taught us that communitv pride resents domination by outside
forces. Patrons do not relish the feeling
that their entertainment fare is dictated
by a distant and probably powerful corporation. They like to feel that a cominaunity institution has some authority of its
own.
"Sensing this attitude on the part of the
public we have precluded any suggestion of
'outside domination' by actually placing
in the hands of our division managers full
authority for buying and booking pictures
for their circuits. The division managers
take the principle still farther and confer
with individual theatre managers in the
matter of buying and dating attractions
for their houses.
"As a result of this policy the theatre
becomes a more vital community institution, harmony is maintained within the
ranks, and the irksome weight of arbitrary
rule is eliminated."

Paramount Showings at
Midnight Permanent
arlyhave
ight show
midnUNT
at
ed to
decidregul
has ing
AMO
PARathe
Paramount Theatre in New
York, as a result of the
success attendant upon the recent showing of
"Underworld." It is figured that the
great crowds released from legitimate
theatres around 11 o'clock each night
will
help popularize the midnight
showings.
Paramount expects to build
permanent 11:45 P. M. patronage,
the feature picture only, shown
music, but without the other
features of the program and
presentation.

up a
with
with
long
stage
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The Check-up

"The Check-Up" is a presentation in the briefest
hibitors in every part of the country on current features,
picture has done for other theatre managers.
The first column following the name of the feature
the picture as "Poor." The second column gives the num
consider it "Good" ; and the fourth column, those who
The fifth column is a percentage figure giving the av
method : A report of "Poor" is rated at 20% ; one of "F
centage ratings of all of these reports on one picture are
ports, giving the average percentage — a figure which rep
way exceptional cases, reports which might be misleading
are averaged up and eliminated.
No picture is included in the list which has not recei

39

Picture

News

9 9
9 9

and most convenient form of reports received from exwhich makes it possible for the exhibitor to see what the
represents the number of managers that have reported
ber who consider it "Fair" ; the third, the number who
consider
it "Big."
erage
rating
on that feature, obtained by the following
air," 40%; "Good," 70%; and "Big," 100%. The perthen added together, and divided by the number of reresents the consensus of opinion on that picture. In this
taken alone, and such individual dififerences of opinion
ved at least ten reports.
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Title

of

Title

Pictar*

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
Adorable
Deceiver, The
1
Breed of the Sea
1
Don
Mike
—
Flashing
Fangs
2
Gorilla Hunt, The
—
Her Father Said No
3
Her Honor, The Governor. ... 1
Kosher
Kitty Kelly
1
Laddie
1
Magic Garden, The
—
Mother
—
Moulders of Men
2
One Minute to Play
—
Out of the West
—
Regular
Scout, A
2
Rose of the Tenements
5
Tarzan of the Golden Lion... . 1
Tom and His Pals
—
FIRST NATIONAL
Affair of the Follies, An
—
All Abroad
1
Babe Comes Home
— ■
Blonde
Saint, The
1
Broadway
Nights
—
Convoy
—
Don Juan's Three Nights.... 1
Easy Pickings
2
Forever After
—
Framed
—
High Hat
3
Just Another Blonde
1
Ladies at Play
—
Lady in Ermine
3
Long
Pants
1
Lost at the Front
■—
Lunatic at Large, The
3
Masked
Woman,
The
3
McFadden's
Flats
1
Midnight
Lovers
2
Mismates
1
Notorious Lady, The
1
Orchids
and Ermine
—
Overland Stage, The
1
Paradise
1
Perfect Sap. The
1
Poor Nut, The
—
Prince of Tempters,
The.... 2
Sea Tiger, The
—
See You in Jail
4
Silent Lover, The
—
Stepping
Along
1
Subway Sadie
—
Syncopating
Sue
1
Tender Hour, The
—
Three Hours
1
Twinkletoes
—
Unknown
Cavalier, The
1
Venus of Venice
1
White Black Sheep, The
2

5
3
2
3
3
4
8
2
5
2
3
7
1
__
1
4
2
4
6
3
S
5
3
2
5
2
2
3
3
6
9
3
2
2
2
4
7
6
4
15
3
—
5
3
2
2
3
11
3
2
6
5
123
4
11
6

6
11
126
9
11
20
10
15
32
10
11
27
14
125
8
7
26
5
168
9
10
7
11
16
10
6
16
14
18
16
8
9
8
9
14
329
18
16
14
13
6
21
20
9
13
26
15
20
17
11
16
26
16
13

—
—
2
—
2
—
3
2
5
3
1
—
8
—
5
—
1
1
—
—

4

1
1
1
2
—
8
1
—
__
2
—
—
2
—
—
-3
14
—
2
8
—

1

1
1
3
2
1
2
5
1
2
—
3
5
2
3

of

Picture

FOX

53
70
61
75
53
56
63
66
67
71
68
58
72
73
68
45
67
60
70
51
62
66
62
65
62
56
77
68
50
62
56
62
63
70
55
75
54
53
59
65
63
77
69
64
59
69
57
71
58
66
73
65
63
56
70
58
69
63

4,879
6,450
5,723
4,853
4,800
6,908
6,709
6,103
6,931
6,807
6,934
6,442
7,713
4,609
5,601
6,678
5,807
4,346

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,433
6,300
5,761
6,800
6,765

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,724
6,374
5,400
6,330
5,282
6,190
5,603
6,119
6,400
5,550
5,255
5,521
5,434
7,846
6.100
6,856

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,040
6,734
6,392
7,090
5,982
6,897
7,780
5,606
5,800
6,500
7,038
6.727

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,770
7,400
5,774
7,833
6.595

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,324 Ft.
6,798 Ft.

Ankles Preferred
Auctioneer, The
Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl
Blue Eagle, The
Broncho Twister, The
Canyon of Light
City, The
Country Beyond, The
Cradle Snatchers
Desert Valley
Great K. & A. Train Robbery,
The
Is Zat So?
:....
Last Trail, The
Lily, The
Love Makes 'Em Wild
Marriage License
Midnight Kiss, The
Monkey Talks, The
Music Master, The
One Increasing Purpose
Outlaws of Red River
Return of Peter Grimm, The
Seventh
Heaven,
The
Summer Bachelors
Thirty
Below
Zero
Three Bad Men
War Horse, The
What
Price Glory
Whispering Wires
Wings of the Storm
Womanpower

1
—
1
1
—
—
1
—
—
—

4
4
1
7
3
8
4
1
3
1

18
14
10
18
13
15
7
14
13
12

2
2
1
3
1
6
1
3
1
1

66
67
66
64
66
68
59
73
66
70

—
—
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
—
—
—
—
2
—
—
—
1
—
1

1
2
6
5
4
6
4
5
3
3
3
4
1
3
4
2
1
3
—
5
3

24
10
15
7
9
11
8
11
17
6
14
15
8
13
12
24
9
12
10
11
15

7
—
3
—
—
—
—
—
4
—
2
1
4
4
3
15
—
8
3
1
2

76
65
64
52
60
57
57
58
69
56
68
66
77
72
64
80
67
77
73
53
66

10
1
_
8
3

21
18
9
10
13

—
7
8
—
1

58
77
84
46
60

—
5,
6
4
5
7
7
5
5
4
9
5
6
4
6
5
7
6
3

11
14
25
15
3
18
27
32
37
13
12
11
24
18
16
17
11
13
23

4
1
8
—
—
3
11
4
16
1
1
—
7
5
—
3
3
1
3

78
64
72
64
35
60
72
68
76
65
54
61
71
68
60
68
59
55
73

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Altars of Desire
2
Bardelys the Magnificent
—
Big Parade, The
—
Blarney
7
Boy Friend, The
3
Callahans
and the Murphys,
The
_
Captain
Salvation
—
Demi-Bride, The
—
Deserts' Toll
—
Exit Smiling
9
Faust
4
Fire Brigade
1
Flaming Forest, The
1
Flesh and the Devil, The
—
Frisco Sally Levy
—
Gay Deceiver, The
3
Heaven on Earth
—
Johnny Get Your Hair Cut.. —
La Bohcme
2
Little Journey, The
1
Lovers
—
Love's Blindness
3
Magician,
The
4
Mare
Nostrum
—

5,498
5,686
5,242
6,200
5,435
5,399
5,508

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,363 Ft.
6,281 Ft.
4,731
4,800
6,950
5,190
6,268

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,508 Ft.
7,168 Ft.
5,025 Ft.
5,500 Ft.
7,754
7,677 Ft.
5,327 Ft.
6,961
11,000 Ft.
6,782 Ft.
4,691 Ft.
Ft.
8,710
4,976 Ft.
11.400
5,946 Ft.
Ft.
5,244
6,240 Ft.
6,037
8,536
12,550
6,169

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,584 Ft.
6,126 Ft.
7,395
5.376 Ft.
Ft.
6,886
6,461 Ft.
8,110 Ft.
8,716 Ft.
6,567 Ft.
Ft.
8,759
6,900 Ft.
Ft.
6,624 Ft.
6,301 Ft.
Ft.
6,781
8,781
6,088
6,023
5,291 Ft
6,960 Ft
9,476 Ft
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Title

&
Mr. Wu
Red Mill, The
Rookies
Scarlet Letter, The
Show, The
Slide. Kelly, Slide
Taxi Dancer, The.
Tell It to the Marines
Temptress,
The
There You Are
Tillie the Toiler
Tin Hats
Twelve Miles Out
Understanding
Heart, The...
Unknown, The
Upstage
Valencia
Valley of Hell, The
Waltz Dream, The
Waning Se.x, The
War Paint
Winners of the Wilderness...
Women
Love Diamonds
PARAMOUNT
Ace of Cads
Afraid to Love
Arizona Bound
Blind Alleys
Blonde or Brunette
Cabaret
Campus Flirt, The
Canadian,
The
Casey at the Bat
Cat's Pajamas
Chang
Children of Divorce
Drums of the Desert
Eagle of the Sea, The
Evening Clothes
Everybody's
Fashions for Acting
Women
Fireman
Save My
Great Gatsby, The
Hotel Imperial

It

r

Child

Kid Boots
Kid Brother. The
Kiss in the Ta.xi, A
Knockout Reilly
Lady of the Harem
Let It Rain
London
Love 'Em and Leave 'Em. ...
Love's Greatest Mistake
Man of the Forest
Man Power
Mysterious
Rider, The
New York
Paradise for Two
Popular
Sin, The
Potters, The
Quarterback,
The
Ritzy
Rolled Stockings
Rough House Rosie
Senorita
Service for Ladies
Sorrows of Satan, The
So's Your Old Man
Special Delivery
Stranded in Paris
Telephone
Girl, The
Ten Modern Commandments..
Time to Love
Tin Gods
Too Many Crooks
Variety
Way of All Flesh, The
Wedding
Bills
We're in the Navy Now
Whirlwind of Youth, The....
World at Her Feet, The

—

4
—
—
1
—
—
—
^—
—
1
—
—
—
—
4
2
3
—
—
—
1
2
3
1
1
1
—
■—
3
2
—
—
1
—
—
2
51
—

—

—

—
—
—
—

5
2
1
5
3
2
1
3
1

1

—
2
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
5
1
2
—
2
—
—
—
3
1
—
1
—
1
1

You'd Be Surprised
5
You Never Know Women .... —

of

Picture

a
3
7
4
6
6
5

12
1
/
4
4
5
1
6

*J

28
23
26
22
24
13
36
20
2,2
17
13
35
11

7
3
8
7
5
19
1
28
—
124
8
4
2
6
3
2
1
2

1
8
6
2
3
3
2
2
7

166
35
23
11
6

—

5
8
2
7
4
6
2
159

22
15
8
14
22
21
20
24

2
2
—:>
2
1351

3
1
6
4
7
7
6
8
1
7
9
—
2
3
11
3
6
10
5
9
12
3
3
4
4
4
3
4
—
5
1
1
4
1
104
5
1
6
2
5
3
6
5
—
6

169
15
77

42
19
259
11
24
15
22
16
5
10
41
19
24

U
18
9
12
16
27

21
16
25
22
23
19
22,
21
12
15
20

8

8
5
6
9
3
—
1
4
3
4
1
251

—

228
5
27
9
21
163
24
14
9
16
19

3
9
3
6

—
—

6
1

5
2
2

—
—
—
151
—

7
14
20
28
26

7

5
135

—

2,7
22

Tz

4
2

—

1
4
6
3
3
6
2
2
1
2
7

—
12
7
—
20
2
—
—
—

72
61
72
71
68
77
83
57
74
64
71
70
74
65
72
64
61
56
63
71
70
72
51
58
64
60
78
62
65
69
57
65
68
72
71
79
63
61
66
58
79
51
70
85
59
69
60
72
65
57
57
52
57
72
69
68
64
66
62
78
67
70
64
74
75
72
56
70
63
71
62
70
55
72
74
52
91
82
60
64
53
S7
60

«
7,603 Ft
6,337 Ft
6,640
Ft
8,229 Ft
6,308 Ft
7,865 Ft
6,289 Ft
8,800 Ft
8,221 Ft
5,562 Ft
6,160 Ft
6,598 Ft
7,899 Ft
6,657 Ft
5,517 Ft
6.048
Ft
5,580 Ft
4,070 Ft
7,322 Ft
6,025
5,032
6,343
6,365

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

7,786 Ft
6,169
4,912
5,597
5,872
6,947
6,702
7,753
6,040
5,863
6,536

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6,662
5,987
7,250
6,287
6,139
6,296

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

5,399
7,296
7,091
6.452
5,650
7,654
6,439
7,080
5,717
6,052
5,584
6,075

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6,007
5,187
5,617
5,957

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft

6,877 Ft
6,187
6,244
6,680
7,114
5,306
6,249
5,952
6,634
6,170
8,691
6,347
5,524
6,106
5,455
6,497
4,926
8,568
5,399
7,804

Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft.
Ft.
Ft
Ft
Ft.

8,486
5,869
5,519
5,886
5,691

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,994 Ft.
6,064 Ft.

PATHE-DEMILLE
Clinging Vine, The
CorporalHorse,
Kate The
Devil

2
—1

Fighting
Love
For Wives Only
Getting
Gertie's Garter
Gigolo

1
—
—1

Jim the Conqueror
Man Bait
Nervous Wreck, The

■ —
—

Night Bride, The
Nobody's Widow
Pals in Paradise
Rubber Tires
White Gold
Yankee Clipper, The
Young April
UNITED ARTISTS
Beloved
Rogue,
The
Black Pirate, The
General, The

—

3
1

—

2
—
—
1
1
3
3

Love of Sunya, The
Night of Love, The
Resurrection
Son of the Sheik. The
Sparrows
Winning
of Barbara
Worth,
The
UNIVERSAL
Buckaroo
Kid, Tlie
Butterflies in the Rain
Cheerful Fraud, The
Denver
Dude, The
Down the Stretch
Flaming Frontier, The
Fourth
Commandment,
The..
Held bv the Law

—
—
—
—

Her Big Night
Hey, Hey, Cowboy
Ice Flood, The
Love Thrill, The
Marriage Clause, The
Michael
Strogoff
Midnight Sun, The
Mystery Club, The
Oh, Babv
Old Soak, The
Perch of the Devil
Poker ^ Faces
Prisoners of the Storm

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Red Hot Leather
Ridin' Rascal, The
Runaway E.xpress, The
Sensation Seekers, The
Silent Rider, The
Spangles
Take
It from Me
Taxi, Taxi
Texas Streak, The
Whole Town's Talking, The..
Wild Horse
Stampede,
The..
Wrong
Mr. Wright,
The....
Yellow Back, The
WARNER
BROS.

—

Across the Pacific
Better 'Ole
Brute, The
Climbers, The
Don Juan
Don't Tell the Wife
Finger Prints
Hills of Kentucky
Matinee Ladies
Millionaires
Million Bid, A
My Official Wife
Private Izzy Murphy
Third Degree, The
What Every Girl Should Know
While
London
Sleeps
White Flannels
Wolf's Clothing

7

3
4
2

3
4
7
3
1
6
2
2
2
3
5
4

1
10
8
9
3
3
2
11

1
1
2

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

2
5
5

1
1

7
6
102
8
1
5
6
7

1
1

—
1
5
1

2
1
3

1

—
—
—

5
4
115
7
5
3
3
7

2
1

—
•—

—
—

67
65
57
53
58
60
70
13
10
1
6
12

1

2
1
1

—
3

6
3

3
4
3
1
6
1
3
1
1
3
3
5
2
3
4
2
3
3
3
4
1
2
4
4
4
4

12
11
23
14
11
8
18
16
8
18
139
27
18
3
23
10
21
4
6
7
14
13
11
14
11
11
11
20
13
6
217
8
17
7
5
19
16
7
11
7
10
7
13
14
22
9

8
7
5

77
69
63
56

82
67
58
7(1
77
55
72

7

67

1
7

—

2

1
—
102
—
7
4
2
1
1
2

.—

—
—

—

4
2
3
1
2

4
1
4
—
—

3

8
12
1
10
—
—
1
—
—
—
1
9
3
—
1
1
2

6,420 Ft.
7,460
Ft.
5,853 Ft.
7,017
5,800
6,859
7,295

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,947
Ft.
5,324 Ft.
6,730 Ft.
5,736 Ft.
6,421
6,303
6,695 Ft.
Ft.
6,198 Ft.
7,920 Ft.
6.858 Ft.

24
6
12

19
1
1
3

—
—

29
22
24
27
19

&.

62t'
65
70
67
69
63
67
62
70

9

9
7
8
9
6
7
18
14
13

24

—

—
—

13
8
19
14
7
13
19
8

a

JS

63
68
60
64
61
58
68
71
67
78
59
68
64
51
70
59
64
70
55
50
63
66
75
59
61
60
63
74
62
57
55
67
77
61
55
78
78
61
68
63
59
61
61
78
71
61
61
60
63
55

9,380
6,388
7,440
7,311

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,600 Ft.
9,523 Ft.
6,685 Ft.
7,763 Ft.
8,560 Ft.
6,167 Ft.
7,319
6,968
5,292
6,910
8,829
6,863

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,929
7,603
5.378
5.747
6,038
7,680
9,315
8,767
6,969

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

7,152
7,445
6,807
7,808

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,102
4,555
4,510
5,865
7,015

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

5,879 Ft.
5,633
6,649
7,173
6,367
6.662

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

4,776 Ft.
6,459 Ft.
4,766 Ft.
6,954 Ft.
9,481 Ft.
6.901 Ft.
6,621
10,018
6,972
7,031
6,264
6,352
6,903
6,310
7,846
7,889
7,647

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Ft.

6,281 Ft.
5,810 Ft.
6,820 Ft.
7,068 Ft.
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Tiffany Fixes Releases on
Seven Features

es forweek
the
of releas
numbe
inERSA
its record
Lr has
UNIVweek
of September 4th, when
three features and a lineup of short
product will total twenty-eight reels.
Reginald Denny will be seen in a special, "Oat All Night," Renee Adoree
will be seen in the starring role of
"Back to God's Country," a Jewel, and
Al Wilson is starred in the stunt picture, "Three Miles Up," an airplane
drama.
Among the short subjects to be
released are : "The Newlyweds'
Troubles," featuring Snookums; the
fourth chapter of the serial, "Blake
of Scotland Yard"; "Oswald the Lucky
Rabbit," a one-reel cartoon; "Keeping
in Trim," of the Keeping Up with the
Joneses series; "The Fighting Texan,"
a two-reel western, featuring Fred
Gilman, and two issues of International Newsreel.

September 1st, "The Girl from Gay
Paree;" September 15th, "Their Hour;"
October 1st, "Once and Forever;" October 15th, "Lingerie;" November 1st,
"Grass Widows;" November 15th,
"Women's Wares;" December 1st,
"Streets of Shanghai."
Of these attractions four are now in production. They are: "The Girl from Gay
Paree," "Once and Forever," "Women's
Wares"
"Streets
Work
has and
also been
started ofon Shanghai."
the first of
four Jack London stories to he released
during the season.

Henry
King Will Direct
"Darling of the Gods"

American

Industries
New Series

In

A series of short reel subjects dealing
with American industries is being produced
by IMalkames Educational Film Co., of
Hazleton, Pa. The first of the series is
titled "The Story of Anthracite" and will
be seen at the Capitol this week.

F. B. O. to Hire Players
as Required
FB abolishment
O's new policy,
the
of thefollowing
stock company of actors, will be to have
only stars and a small group of players, who are being groomed for stardom, under long term contracts. All
other actors used in the company pictures will be selected from the open
market.
With the new system of casting
planned by P" B O it is figured all
players who are competent and good
actors will be in constant demand, and
will be able to work fifty-two weeks a
year without being crowded out of
their places by stock company players.
At the present time F B O has under
contract only three western stars, Tom
Tyler, Bob Steele and Buzz Barton;
Al Cooke and Kit Guard as a comedy
team; Frankie Darro, child star; and
three directors, Leo Meehan, Ralph
Ince and Robert De Lacy. All other
players and directors are hired for the
picture only.

.V e w s

Univ'l
Offers
Record
Releases for Week

Tiffany Productions has Jixed the release
dates for the first seven of the. t went j^-f our
features planned for the season. They are
as follows :

Morris Gest's first film production, "The
Darling of the Gods," which will be made
for United Artists, will he directed by
Henry King. The director was scheduled to
leave for China and Japan this week to do
some research w'ork in connection with the
picture. Gest will do the production in association with Joseph M. Sehenck. David
Belasco will select the screen's Yo San upon
King's return.
Production of "The Darling of the Gods"
will be started in December of this year at
the United Artists' studio in HollyAvood.
This will be the first of several pictures
to be directed by Henry King for the company.

Picture

Ralph A. Kohn

Kohn Is Named Treasurer
of Paramount
Ralph A. Kohn has been chosen treasurer
of the Paramount-Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation by the executive committee of
the board of directors. Mr. Kohn has been
assistant secretary-treasurer since the organization of the company. He was also
made a member of the executive comxnittee.
The new treasurer succeeds Elek John
Ludvigh, at whose request he was appointed. Mr. Ludvigh has been serving as
secretary-treasurer and general counsel of
the company, and he asked that he be relieved of the duties as treasurer.
Except for the period he served in the
war, Mr. Kohn has been continuously with
the Paramount organization and at different times has been associated with nearly
all phases of the company's business. He
is a graduate of New York University and
the University law school. In addition to
being an assistant secretary-treasurer of
Paramount he has been a director of the
company for a number of years.

Four

Christies
Due
for
Early Fall Release

Finishing touches are being put on the
second group of four two-reel Christie
features for release by Paramount during
late September and early October. "Crazy
to Fly" will be ready for first runs September 17th. ' ' A Mooney Mariner, ' ' with Billy
Dooley, is due for release September 24th.
Jack Duffy's first starring comedy, "Not
Papa," is set for release October 1st, and
Jimmie Adams' second offering, "0 Mammy," is due October 8th.

H. S. Brown Manager Tiffany Washington Branch
Harry S. Brown, formerly special representative for Tiffany Productions under
Al Blofson of the Philadelphia exchange,
has succeeded Tracey Cunningham as
branch manager of the Tiffany office in
Washington.

Warners

Change
September Release Schedule

Warner Bros, announce a change in their
release schedule. The George Jessel starring vehicle, temporarily titled, "The
Broadway Kid," originally shceduled for
September, will not be released until October. In its place on the September list is
"One Round Hogan," starring Monte Blue.
The Warner September release schedule
is now as follows :
September 3rd, "Slightly Used," starring May McAvoy, with Conrad Nagel, directed by Archie Mayo; September 10th,
"Jaws of Steel," starring Rin-Tin-Tin, directed by Ray Enright ; September 17th,
"One Round Hogan," starring Monte Blue,
directed by Howard Bretherton ; September
24th, "A Sailor's Sweetheart," starring
Louise Fazenda and Clyde Cook, directed
bv Llovd Bacon.

First National Starts
British Picture

All-

First National has started production on
"Confetti," its first all-British picture,
which is being made abroad -with British
players from the story by Douglas Furber,
an Englishman.
Graham Cutts left London last week for
Nice to start production on the picture,
which will be under the management of
Harry Ham, recently appointed by E. Bruce
Johnson, the firm's foreign manager.

"Big
Parade"
Tops
MG-M Sept. Releases
I Metro
re9 ?rpHE
BIG- Goldwyn
PARADE"- Mayer
heads the
leases during the month of
September. After having appeared for
twenty-two months as a road show it
is now scheduled for general release
September 10th.
Lillian Gish's "Annie Laurie" is another feature that will be released by
VI.G.M. in September, as will "The Road
to Romance," Ramon Novarro's newest
starring vehicle. Tim McCoy, the Western star, will be seen in a Peter B.
Kyne
which is
also onstory,
the "Foreign
SeptemberDevils,"
schedule.
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Features of the prize campaigns in First l\ational's "i\aughty But .\jc«>" contest. Center
is one of the window displays used by Manager
Brown. Left is lobby peep show and right
window in Tampa drive.

Hobby and Brown Win Exploitation Prizes
Given First and Second Awards in "Naughty But Nice" Contest Sponsored by First
National and Announced Exclusively in NEWS
JACK L. HOBBY, assistant manager of
the Tampa Theatre, Tampa, Fla., and
HaiTy Brown, Jr., manager of the Majestic, Mansfield, 0., respectively were
awarded first and second prize in the Colleen Moore Exploitation contest for the
best suggestions from exhibitors for publicizing her newest picture ' ' Naughty But
Nice" conducted by First National and
announced exclusively in Motion Picture News.
Mr. Hobby won the first prize of $100,
and ^Ir. Brown the second prize of $50.
Both prize winning suggestions were submitted in the form of exploitation campaigns executed by the managers in conjunction with presentations of ' ' Naughty
But Nice" at their theatres.
The contest was announced in the July 1st
issue of Motion Picture News, the
competition closing on August 1st. Scores
of replies were received at the offices of
First National Pictures and of the Motion
Picture News. Some of these were suggestions by exhibitors as to how they would
exploit the picture ; most were articles,
illustrated with photographs, ads and other
publicity aids, telling how the exhibitors
had exploited the picture.
The judges of the contest were J. S.
Dickerson, associate editor of the Motion
Picture News, A1 Rockett, Western Production Manager for First National, and C.
F. Chandler, director of advertising and
publicity for that company.
The campaign which the judges selected
as the winner of first prize in the contest
was launched one week in advance of the
opening of "Naughty But Nice" at the
Tampa. It Avas planned and executed by
Mr. Hobby.
In the lobby of the theatre, a week in
advance, a peep-box in the form of a small
house, with long sloping roof and dormer
Avindows, was placed on a table, with
printed instructions to peep thi-ough an
opened, first floor window. When patrons
at the previous week's attraction peej>ed
through this window they saw a number of
small figures cut out of "Naughty
But

Nice" stills, with the title of the picture
lettered in the background.
Another feature of Mr. Hobby's exploitation was a window display in the city's
chief men's outfitting store, Maas' Haberdashei-y. A still showing Colleen Moore and
her girl companion hiding behind the
opened wardrobe trunk in the hotel room
of an unknown man while the man, in
B. V. D's and shirt, arranged his tie, was
pasted on a bit of heavy pasteboard, cut to
represent a picture frame. The man's socks
were held up by Paris garters and the sign
tieing the picture up with the window display read : "At least he 's wearing Paris
garters," with an arrow leading from the
sign to the still. The bottom part of the
special sign carried the name of the star,
title of the picture, name of theatre and
the playdate. Underneath it was a display
of Paris garters for men.
Trousers, a cane and straw hats occupied
the rest of the display window.
A third feature of Mr. Hobby's campaign was an attractive windshield sticker
for motorists. This carried merely the title
of the picture and became much in demand.
This stunt was started a week in advance.

Brown's

Campaign

The main feature of Hai-ry Brown's
campaign at the Majestic Theatre, Mansfield, 0., which won the second prize of $50,
was a "Naughty But Nice" dance at the
big Coliseum dance hall in Mansfield. The
contest Avas for three days, the prize a pair
of Colleen Moore dance slippers contributed
by the Kinney Shoe Store. Mr. Brown arranged and handled the contest and estimates that he thus "sold" the show to
4,000 persons. The manager of the dance
hall paid for all of his own advertising,
including the dance program.
The program Avas headed by the word
"Dance," Avith "Be naughty but nice" underneath it. Clear across the bottom of the
two pages devoted to listing the dances was
the injunction, "See 'Naughty But Nice'
with Colleen Moore — Majestic Theatre —
SundaA'. "

Half of the reverse side of the program
was devoted to a large portrait of Miss
Moore, Avhile the remaining half carried the
theatre's advertisement.
At the dance contest, on Saturday night,
Mr. BroAvn gave out fifty autographed portraits of Miss Moore to the first fifty girls
entering the finals.
A display of ladies' slippers was given
in its principal show windoAv by the Kinney
Shoe Store, with a pair of slippers presented by Miss Moore occupying the place
of honor. A special card called attention
to the slippers and to the "Naughty But
Nice" dance at the Coliseum.
Another Avindow display Avas in Askin's
store.
It consisted of ladies ' dresses and
underwear.
Mr. BroAvii also attracted much attention
to the picture through 3-column, page-deep
ads in the Mansfield dailies. "My Wife
\Vants a New Dress," Avas the heading of
the ads, Avith each Avord occupying a line,
in heavy black type. A paragraph of the
text following Avas devoted to Mr. Brown's
oAvn impression of "Naughty But Nice"
after seeing it run off.

Youngsters Guests at Show
of First Serial Chapter
Directly in the center of the front page
of The Evening Reporter-Star of Orlando,
Fla., was a story recently inviting the children of Orlando to be the guests of the
paper at a shoAving of the first chapter of
"Whispering Smith Rides," at the Rialto
theatre. This came about through an arrangement of Manager Sol Samuels.
The story told the children to gather at
the newspaper office betAveen 10 and 10:30
on Tuesday morning and that from there
they Avould march to the Rialto headed by
the NeAvsboys Band. Just Avhen the street
was crowded to its last inch, despite a merciless sun, a truck arrived from the theatre
bringing banners for the children to carry
in the parade. The truck also bore two
mounted 6-sheets and preceded the procession doAvn the street.
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Key City Reports
New York City
IN its third and final week at the Roxy
"What Price Glory" has easily made
box office history, having grossed during- its first fortnight, $282,161.60 with 343,031 attendance. From Saturday, Aug. 27,
to Tuesday, Aug. 30, inclusive, this picture
has grossed $82,370.95 with an attendance
of 90,787, and it will easily make the $130,000 mark at the end of this week. The
best previous week the Roxv ever had was
$129,000. Undoubtedly "Glory" could be
held another week but other exhibitors are
clamoring for it.
"Underworld," at the Paramount, practically equalled that house's record, going
over the $80,000 mark, and furthermore
having the distinction of graduating to the
Rivoli for an extended run. It will no
doubt be there for some time, for even the
morning shows are packing them in.
Lon Chaney fans in New York City continued to pay tribute to "Mockery's" second week and, despite some adverse criticism, it drew a gratifying attendance, due
no doubt to Chaney 's popularity. "Ben
Hur" follows in.
"Wings" is going great guns at the
Criterion, and the house has been sold out
for several weeks in advance ; and the same
can be said for ' ' The Patent Leather Kid, ' '
which grossed $42,463.50 in thirteen days
at the Globe. As the Globe seats but 1,300,
this means that the house has been sold
out at every performance. First National
has extended its lease on the Globe to
Jan. 1.
"Hard Boiled Haggerty" drew good
business for the Strand and the results indicate a well to average box office retux-n.
There can be no doubt that "Seventh
Heaven" Avould be pulling better were the
Harris Theatre in a better location. The
real figures will show when it goes into the
Roxy. "Old San Fi-ancisco" still stays at
Warners, and is managing to do very well.
That Victor Hugo's book "Les
Miserables, " done into picture form by
Universal, has been widely read is evidenced in the way this picture is pulling at
the Central. Trade comment has carried a
doubtful tone, but figures do not lie. Wise
ones say it 's the book that 's doing it. " The
King of Kings" continues to do nicclv;
likewise "The Way of All Flesh."

Chicago
/^HICAGO motion picture theatre oper^^ ators were pleased this week to know
that the usual fall revival of business,
aided by an early cool spell, was arriving
ahead of schedule, and throughout the city
M lic.'ilthy increase in attendance Avas noted.
At the Chicago "The Stolen Bride" on
the screen and two stage shows, "Spitalny's
^foonlight Sonata," and "Kid Days"
played to big business throughout the week.
The popular Oriental also had an excellent
week with "The Heart of Maryland" featiiriiii;- l)()l(ii-('s Costcllo on the scr(>en, and
I'.iiil Ash's "llcy, Kuhc" on tlio stage.
At the Roosevelt, the Dempsey and Sharkey
fight pictures were in their last week, and
continued to draw well, aided l)y the timely

arrival of Jack Dempsey in Chicago, and
the awakening local interest in the coming
fight. "For the Love of Mike" was the
other feature on tlic bill. "The Big Parade" went into its fifth week at McVickers Theatre, and box office statements reflected the continued popularity of this big
feature.
At the Uptown, Lon Chaney in ' ' The Unknown" was the feature picture, and
Frankie ]\Iasters and his band made their
first appearance at this house in " Slieiks
of Jazzoby," and business was good. At
the Sheridan, Verne Buck and his orchestra
on
stageshared
with "The
Girl" on
the the
screen,
in the Gingham
general revival
of
business. "Paid to Love" with Charles
Kaley and his ])and reinforced by George
Givot, Vitaphone and other features,
brought good crowds to the Granada.
At the Capitol "Resurrection" on the
sr-i'cen, Del Delbridge in "Rushin' Jazz,"
and other stage attractions, provided a
strong drawing bill.
Benny Meroff and his band headed the
Marbro
and with
"Paid
to Love"as
was
the stage
screen show,
feature,
Vitaphone
an extra attraction, business being better
than average.

Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS exhibitors had good
reason to rejoice last week, for the
turn stiles were clicking more swiftly than
they have done for many a day. There
were a number of reasons for this, chief
among them Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh,
who dropped into the Twin Cities for two
days. Then again, Minneapolis was the
scene
ment. of the national amateur golf tournaThe State theatre in Minneapolis tied
up with Lindy's visit in fine fashion. They
staged a "Hello Lindy" revue, a breezy,
high-flying stage show, and advertised it
heavily. As a result the State scored
heavily in all the Lindbergh publicity. Included on the State program was Billie
Dove in "The Stolen Bride" and the Howard Brothers on the Vitaphone.
Norma Talmadge in "Camille" pulled
heavily at the Strand. This picture did
such a big business that it was necessary
to hold it over for a second week, the first
time that that theatre had held over a film
foi' many weeks.
The Lyric also experienced a fine week
with Esther Ralston in "Ten Modem Commandments" and the Dempsey-Sharkey
films were transferred from the Lyric to
the Grand, where they continued to draw
big crowds.
Pantages did a whale of a business with
"What Price Glory," and the crowds
rushed the boxoifiee so intensely that the
film liad to be held over for a second week.
The Hennepin-Orpheum shared in the
general theatre prosperity of the week, with
"Rich Men's Sons" supplementing tlie
regular vaudeville program. The chief
neigborhood houses — Lagoon, Rialto, Loring and Lyndale — found Imsiness booming.
Their pictures included "Rough House
Rosie. " "The Better' Ole," and "Slide
Kelly, SUde."

Atlanta
ATLANTA
theatres enjoyed a good week
on tlie whole.
Emil Jannings in "The Way of All
Flesh," playing at the Howard, was the
outstanding picture of the week, receiving
unanimous praise from local critics and
theatre patrons seeing it. However, as
seems to be the fate of many great artistic
productions, its box-office reached only an
average peak.
"Back to God's Country," featuring
Renee Adoree, Robert Frazer, and Walter
Long, proved the prize box-office ringer.
This picture, combined vdi\\ an extraordinarily good Pantages vaudeville bill, broke
all records for the Capitol Theatre since its
opening the latter part of June.
Keith's Georgia had a good week with
Charles Sidney and CarUe Murray in their
comedy, "Lost at the Front." Keith's
Georgia also showed Redfern's take-off.
Lew Cody and Aileen Pringle in "Adam
and Evil," drew a heavy box-ofiice for
Loew's Grand. This clever comedy brought
commendation from all.
The Metropolitan Theatre enjoyed an ungood week
witli BenusuallyLyon
and playing
Pauline "Dance
Starke. Magic"
Zane Grey's "Nevada," featuring Gary
Cooper and Thelma Todd, brought good
business to the Rialto.
The Tudor divides honors for an average week between "Hard Fists," "California or Bust," and "Terror of Bar X."
"Married AUve," "Tongues of Scandal," and "The Big Stunt" were good
drawing cards for the New Alamo.

Milwaukee
BUSINESS this week has been excellent
say managers of Milwaukee theatres.
In fact, receipts show a decided gain over
previous weeks of this month and a decided increase over business at this time
last year — due no doubt to the decidedly
cool weather Milwaukee has been having
recently. "Moon of Israel" shown last
week at the Garden was a strong attraction
and kept the house well filled at every performance. "After Midnight," the feature
at the Wisconsin drew excellent crowds.
"The Lone Eagle" together with "Jelly
Roll Morton" comprised the Alhamlira bill
for the Aveek, and made a strong bid for
popularity in the week's offerings. "Service for Ladies ' ' drew good business to the
Merrill. Harry Langdon in "Long Pants"
found appreciative audiences at the Strand.
Neighborhood theatres experienced the
same good business that down town theatres
enjoyed. Some managers found that totals
for the week were unusually high. Good
programs together with the tang of autumn
in the air is accountable. "The Red Mill"
at the Milwaukee was exceedingly well attended. "Framed" found favor at the
Oriental, and "The Unknown" was featured at the ]\Iodjeska and Tower where it
played
\'enctian.to large houses. The Colonial
offered "Lovers?" and found business good
"The Better 'Ole" was well received at the
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Seattle
CHALK up another banner week for the
Fifth Avenue Theatre — in spite of heat
and . conflicting . outdoor . entertainments
this house established a three-day running
box office record and finished the remainder
of the week very little behind the house
gross record set a few weeks ago. "The
Stolen Bride" was the film attraction, and
a very satisfactory one. But FanchonMarco's "Tassels Idea" on the stage set
the whole city talking — a magnificent dance
act composed of six teams of adagio dancers who were little short of sensational.
Eddie Peabody as master of ceremonies, of
course, still continues to be a box office
magnet also. The week totaled more than
$20,000.
Second money probably went to the Coliseum Theatre with "Framed," although
the picture received very detrimental
audience comments and business dropped off
toward tlie end of the week. Also well tip
in the running was Manager Bender's Columbia Theatre show featuring "Back to
God's Country" and the personal appearance of a nationally-known trained police
dog owned by Seattle residents. This program did a very pleasing gross for the entire week.
At the Blue Mouse Theatre, the second
week of "Heart of Maryland" and a mediocre Vitaphone program showed a tendency to drop off. This and other recent
program attractions have been very poor
box office bets.
"The Covered Wagon" played its second
■week at the United Artists Theatre to fair
business. At the Pantages, "Passion" was
brought back foi- a reissue engagement, but
was only a slight drawing card at the box
office.
The Dempsey-Sharkey fight pictures at
the Winter Garden Theatre continued to do
business for Universal, and Manager Felker
held them over for a second week that was
quite profitable. "Tip Toes" at the Embassy held its own against the various competitive films, but was not a strong picture.

Boston
^TEADILY increasing business is re^ ported from both down town and suburban theatres for the week. During the
coming two weeks some of the new theatres
in the suburbs will be opened, giving additional seating capacity but exhibitors feel
confident that the number of new seats provided will not interfere with attendances
at already operating theatres.
New England, and especially in the vicinitj' of Boston, has not for many years
known so cool or so rainy a summer, which
may have been one reason why Boston theatres have grossed so well this season.
Metropolitan's feature is "Service for
Ladies ' ' which is receiving the same favorable comment that has marked the showing
of the features for several weeks. Their
stage number, is Banjomania.
Loew's State's offering is "After Midnight," which has also been well received
and won much praise from the reviewers
locally. The presentation is new this week
and consists of Isham Jones and his Orchestra assisted by a couple of specialty
numbers.
Loew's Orpheum has been a mecca for
the youngsters, and a large number of the
grown-ups, too, with the showing of "The
Bugle Call" for this week feature. Heavy
business is reported.

"Hard Boiled Haggerty" heads the bills
at the two Olympias, the Washington street
and the Seollay square, and has proven one
of the best drawing cards either house has
shown for some weeks.
At the Twin houses, Modern and Beacon,
"The Missing Link" and "Good as Gold"
provided the double feataure bills, playing
to well above average houses.
"His First Flame" is featured at the
Keith- Albee Boston with "Alaskan Adventures" as an extra for the week, reports
indicating the largest business of the summer season for the house.
"The Better 'Ole" continues to draw
attention with its showing at the Capitol.
"Ten Modern Commandments" has proven
an unexpected drawing card at the Exeter
during the week, apparently improving with
age. "Dream Street" and "The Savage"
at the Lancaster, "The Brute" and "Shamrock and the Rose" at the University,
and "Metropolis" at the Fenway have
Alba
grossed exceedingly
well.
ny

T AST week in Albany was the sort of a
^ week that had Tony Veiller, manager
of the Mark Ritz on the jump every night
attempting to handle the people that flocked
to "Broadway Nights."
At the Mark Strand, "Children of Divorce" went over with a bang, although it
did not establish any house record for this
time of the year. The Mark Strand continues to cut its newsreels, however, much
to the dissatisfaction of many patrons. The
Vitaphone was but fair.
At the Leland, business was of the sort
that wreathed in smiles the face of Alec
Sayles,
manager, who used "The City"
for
the the
week.
At the State in Schenectady business was
good with "Stolen Brides," while "The
Last Laugh" and "The Secret Studio"
grossed more money last week at the Strand
in Schenectady than pictures shown in
some little time past. In Troy, "Children
of Divorce" played to satisfactory business
throughout the week. Cool weather prevailed.

Tampa
TPHIS week opened up with a bang and
* theatres generally enjoyed one of the
largest Sundays of the summer. The Tampa
had Lon Chaney, who has a real following
here and is sure fire, in "Mockery." The
matinee was very good and they turned 'em
away at the evening performances. The following three days were very good .ilso.
"The Poor Nut" proved a good card and
drew well for tlie last half.
Manager Peek, of the Strand, used extra
space and featured his entire week's program in his Sunday advertising, and he had
a line-up that warranted it. "Backstage"
opened Sunday to big business with a very
good ^londay following. "The Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary" proved an excellent
puller and drew very good for tlie three
days' showing. "Barbed Wire" closed the
week and all the Pola Xegri fans turned
out, giving the house a dandy week.
"Hero on Horseback" opened the week
for the Franklin and did well. "For
Ladies Only" was given a nifty lobby flash
that caught the eye of the passer and it
drew good. "Splitting the Breeze" closed
the week and drew the average Friday and
Saturday business.

New

Orleans

THEall New
Saenger last
theatre
competition
week,outdistanced
playing to
packed houses with "The Callahans and
Murphys," coupled with the new idea Publix Stage shows, with Ralph Pollock and
his seventeen merrymakers. The writer believes it was the stage bill and not the picture responsible for the big business.
But the Saenger was not the only playhouse doing an excellent business. Directly
across the street Loew's State packed them
in also, with "Running Wild." Energetic
exploitation, well directed, and a fine vaudeville bill helped matters.
"Metropolis," the German film, drew a
large patronage, at the Saenger Strand.
The picture was held over a second week.
"Barbed Wire" was the Globe attraction
and the house did a fairly good business.
Pola Negri's popularity in this city was
partly responsible. "The Red Kimono,"
after playing at the Tudor Theatre for several weeks, was shifted to the Trianon and
is still
drawing
theatre-goers.
"Mother,"
with
Belle
Bennett,
was the Tudor
Theatre
attraction and tliis tlieatre, too, was doing
an above the average business.
Tom McCoy in "California," was the
attraction at the Crescent theatre, but the
picture was not the only attraction, as a
musical comedy show is offered in conjunction with the film weekly. The house did a
good
business.' ' at
' ' Cabaret,
the Lyceum, had its first
run elsewhere, but Gilda Gray was enough
to draw theatre-goers to the house. The
Orpheum offered "His Dog," with Joseph
Schildkraut, hut it was not the film that
packed this playhouse all week. Gene Austen, Victor artist in person, did the trick.
average.
The Orpheum 's business was far above
The neighborhood houses all played excellent attractions and the managers report
business as being better than usual.

Central

Pennsylvania

TN its second week's run at the Colonial,
1 Harrisburg, "What Price Glory" continued to draw crowds whicl. sometimes
called for the S. Iv. 0. sign, though attendance did not equal that of its appearance
there in the preceding week when all records
were broken for a single week's attendance
tal City.
at any film show in Pennsylvania's CapiThe weather most of the week, though
unseasonably cool for August, was fair and
almost bracing and this fact contributed
considerably to the business of all the picture houses. "Metropolis" brought excellent business to the Victoria, the intense
world-wide interest in aviation and other
modern trends having a lot to do with the
popular interest in this film.
Norma Shearer is one of the idols of
Harrisburg movie patrons and it was not
surprising that she brought big profits to
Loew's Regent where she appeared in
"After Midnight" which held up well all
week. The screen feature at the State the
last half of the week was "The Heart of
Maryland," starring Dolores Costello. The
presence of Eddy Foy, in person, on the
vaudeville half of the bill at the State materially stimulated the interest.
The Grand successfully offered "Exquisite Sinner," with Conrad Nagle and Renee
Adorcc, while the Capital thriUed 'em with
"Hair Trigger Baxter."

Mot

Detroit
T^ETROIT first-run houses experienced a
^-^ good week due to cool weather and
few counter attractions. The regular
legitimate season has not begun here, and
slight opposition was olifercd by Miller
Brothers' 101 Ranch and "Broadway,"
which is Hearing the end of its run here.
The Temple, having recently inaugurated
a picture program in coiijuiiction with

feature attraction and the stage act,
"Masks." Frank A. Lacey, manager of
the Cameo Theatre, surprised the local
movie world with the 16,000 he got to crowd
the Cameo the first six days while showing
the Universal official fight film of the
"Dempsey-Sharkey Fight." He will hold
this over a second week. The Pompeii,
Rivoli and a residential, the Wigwam also
showed fight pictures, but Lacey did the
best, although the Wigwam did especially

Keith vaudeville, offered "Rich Men's
Sons," featuring Shirley Mason and Ralph
Graves, to evening throngs. Afternoon
business was good also.
At the Michigan, business was ordinary

well because of the showing of "The Wrong
Mr. Wright" and the musical comedy,
"Who's Booze?"
The Union Square Theatre was crowded

on "After Midnight" and a stage show
titl('<l "(iyi)sy Ronutnce. " However, the
Kunsky management was very pleased with

all week with the showing of "Fighting
Hombre, " a comedy, "Hoot i\Ion" and five
acts of vaudeville. The Golden Gate Theatre also was crowded with the showing of

Lon Chaney's "Mockery," showing in the
Capitol. The hitter house did extrenxelv
well.
John Barrymore and Dolores Costello
drew big crowds to the Adams. Their feature, "When a Man Loves," playing here
three weeks, was the most talked-of attraction in town.
"The Cat and the Canary," mysteryiii('lo(ii-an>a, with Ijanra La Plante, was
billed for a third week at the Madison, and
fair results obtained. It is being replaced
by "The .Magic Fhinic. "
The State's initial Loew vaudeville program and "Silk Stockings" did the heaviest business of all. [Matinee attendance was
e.x'cccdiiigly large during the Week.
The Miies bill offered Monte Banks

in

"Horseshoes" and vaudeville for good
business, and "Wild Beauty," augmented
by a stage show, went over nicely at the
Colonial.

Des

Moines

'T'HE Capitol showed "After Midnight,"
*■ which was considered a good film but
not entirely responsible for the box office
success as the stage show is the main attraction at this theatre. At the DesMoines the
feature was "The Magic Flame," which did
a very nice business. Good entertainment

Johnny Hines in "White Pants Willie" and
six acts of vaudeville, besides Pathe news
and Pathe fillers.
Ernst Lubitsch's film production, "Passion" alone crowded the Pantages Theatre,
the acts of vaudeville, of course, greatly
helping.
St.

Louis

T ILLIAN GISH and Norman Kerry in
*— ' "Annie Laurie" enjoyed a very good
week at the Loew's State Theatre. The feature film was supported by the Royal
Scotch Highlanders' band, directed by Rov
D. Smith.
Over at the Ambassador Clara Bow in
"Hula" added to her past laurels, and the
box office didn't suffer any by it. Weather
conditions were such that visions of Hawaii
and its lithesome ladies were very desirable.
Out on Grand Boulevard at the Missouri
Reginald Denny had a "Fast and Furious"
time stretching a very speedy little picture
into one of feature length. A few reels
were consumed with an automobile race.
Aided by a good band show on the stage
the picture played to nice business.
The St. Louis Theatre at Grand and

value. Jackie Coogan's picture "The Bugle
Call," was shown at the Strand for the
first half of the week and did a good business, drawing a large kid trade. The last
half of the week the feature was "For the
Love of Mike, ' ' a comedy which gives Ben
Lyon a chance to make quite a hit.

Morgan streets offered one of the best pictures of the year, if comments of cash patrons are worth anything. It was styled
"The Country Doctor." Receipts for the
week were good, and they deserved to be.
Xeiglihoiliood theatres continued to draw
slim crowds. The weather was entirely too
cool to make outdoor shows enjoyable.

San Francisco

Cleveland

CAN FRANCISCO motion picture thea^-^ tres continued to draw crowds last
week as they have been doing recently, especially in the down town theatres of the

T^HP] picture business was brisk all last
week at the first-run theatres. Cool,
clear weather contributed to the situation.
The Stillman did exceptionally well with

West Coast Theatres, Incorporated. "The
Way of All Flesh, ' ' crowded the St. Francis
Theatre for a sixth week and all, both management and the public were surprised that
such big crowds would hold to the last.

the second run of "Ben Hur" at popular
prices. The ]>i('tur(' is being held a third
week. "Old San Francisco" held up well
(luring its second week at the Cameo. "The
Country Doctor" packed Keith's Palace at
every performance. "Mockery" did very
well at the Allen. "We're All Gamblers,"
played to better than average business. The
Park played a very successful return engagement of "Twelve Miles Out." "The
Wrong Mr. Wright," combined with a?i
act of taking motion pictures on the stage,

"The

Big Parade," shown at the California Theatre, was expected to fill the
house also the second week, hut the crowds
were so big that at times the management
was forced to turn some away. Even though
the management has advertised "Ben Ilur"
to show the following week at the California Theatre, because of the enormous
crowds coming to see "The Big Parade,"
they will hold it over a thii-d week.
"Rolled Stockings," a Langdon comedy, together with the Fanchon and Marco
act, "Saturday Afternoon," more than
filled the Granada Theatre and the same can
be said of Loew's Warfield Theatre. The
latter had
"The
Stolen
Bride,"
as the

made a record week at Reade's Hippodrome
the first half of the week. Hoot (iihson in
"The Silent Rider" was equally successful
the last half of the week. "The Wrong
Mr. Wright" went over with average results at Keith's East 105th St. house where
it played all week. This was the last week
of revivals at the Circle. The regular season policy followed.
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Baltimore
''/^LD
IRONSIDES,"
was
given its
^^ first run here at Ford's Theatre, a
legitimate house with a ^L.^O top admission
price at nights and $1.00 top for matinees.
The picture did not prove a sensational
hit with audiences, although the comedy
element was enjoyed. The matinees were
good, but the night business was off considerably, and business for the entire week
might be considered fair.
However, business done at Loew's
Century for the week beginning Monday,
August 22, with "After Midnight," featuring Norma Shearer, was excellent, with
Minnevitch's Harmonica orchestra and
selections from "Faust" on the same proDuring its second week at Loew's Valencia, "Annie Laurie" went over very
gram.
good, and "The Missing Link," with Syd
Chaplin in the starring role, with Vitajihone accompaniment and extra jiresentations also on the program, clicked heavily
at Warners' Metropolitan, causing it to be
held for a second
week.
"Alias the Deacon," featuring Jean
Hersholt, went over right well at the New
Theatre, although business was nothing to
rave about, but "Poor Girls" with five acts
of family
at Keith's Hippodrome, wentvaudeville,
over very good.
The business done at Whitehurst's
Carden could be considered about fair, for,
on Monday, Tuesday and Saturday, there
was an excellent showing, but the other
days Ralph
were Ince,
off. was
"Not
Publication"
with
the For
feature
attraction
with five acts of family vaudeville.
"White Pants Willie," with Johnny
Hines, went over at the Rivoli with a business that was considered less than fair.

Kansas

City

EARLY fall M'cather served as a boost
for attendance in most first run theatres in Kansas City this week.
At the Newman Lon Chaney in "Mockery" played to good crowds all week, as
did Tom Mix in "The Circus Ace" at the
Pantages. At the Royal "The Rough
Riders," which had had a previous showing, free of charge, to 60,000 persons in the
Kansas City baseball park, under the auspices of the Kansas City Stai-, played to
large audiences both afternoon and night.
Sally O'Neil and Roy D'Arcy in "Frisco
Sally Levy" at the Liberty had the usual
Irish-Hebrew appeal and the attendance
held up well all week.
Syd Chaplin in "The Missing Link,"
augmented
by the second
week's
showing
the Tunney-Sharkey
fight
jnctures,
did of'
a
big business, as did Dolores Costello in
street.
"The Heart of Maryland" at the MainOklahoma

City

' ''T'HE WAY OF ALL FLESH" played
^ all week at the Criterion Theatre to
appreciative audiences. There was a midnight preview of this picture a week before
it ran here, which roused an interest in it
before it appeared. There was also a little
extra newspaper space used the week before announcing it.
"The Blood Ship" had a very successful
run at the Liberty Theatre and remained
all week. This theatre usually changes programs in midweek. Nothing spectacular in
the way of exploitation was noti'(?ed on the'
])icture, however.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents
As It Has Never Been

Situation Wanted
MAINTENANCE MAN or
assistant house manager, experienced painter and decorator and in general upkeep
of theatre •wishes to make
change. Bes,t <©£ references
from present employers, Box
15, Motion Picture News, New
Fork CityMANAGEE— 15 years with
biggest circuits in Ajnerica.
Proven ability, highest references, at present handling biggest vaudeville-pictiire profit
maker in Greater New York.
Open for immediate engagement. Box 120 Motion Picture News, New York City.
PIANO LEADEE - CONDUCTOR at liberty. Former
Publix man. Real showman ;
worker; loyal; sober. All
essentials : novelties, presentations, symphonic jazz; fine
library, photos, press stuff.
High class picture man and
capable vaudeville leader. Box
35, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
MOVIE CAMERAMAN,
operator and mechanic open
for position. Prefer assistant
manager position with chance
for advancement. Good publicity man. Have own camea.
Will go anywhere. Best of
references. Box 130, Motion
Picture News, New York City.
AT LIBERTY to connect
as circuit supervisor or theatre manager. Many years experience with tJiose well
known in trade. Prefer New.
York teritory. Box 125, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
MANAGERS — When in
need of efficient projectionists,
phone New York Pojeetionists
Equity, Wisconsin 3137, 241
AVest 42nd Street.
EXPERIENCED P R 0JECTIONIST. Handle any
equipment. Experienced in
repairing and electical work.
Go anywhere. Luberne Kelly
Mitchell, S. Dak.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.

Thrilled
As
It HasBefore—
Nfivpi- RpAn

ORGANIST -PIANIST
leader, experienced; large orchestra library; (Cue pictures
correctly, wishes position.
Moderate salary. Answer Box
105, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
MANAGER — Theatre or
circuit. Seventeen years practical experience. Pictures,
vaudeville, presentations,
publicity, public service, construction and equipment.
Married. Good personality.
Unquestionable references,
character and ability. Go anywhere. Manager, Box 95, MoCity. tion Picture News, New York

TwEiVE Miles Ou
An araaiing tale of ships that pass in the
night, and the drama that stalks their decks.
Ram runners, hi-jackers, aghting, love nrakiBK— Gilbert's most thrilling picture since
"The Big Parade."

GUbtrl.

Thrimng
o,i
thr Rum
AC'monl
Dashing,
TTTRTT.T.S

Toledo
AUKiitf.

Parlnff
CHILover.
LLS

SPILLS

QTl-*-^.

^,

.^'<,

ERNEST TORRENCE, JOAN CRAWFORD
And a Brilliant Cast- Directed by
JACK CONWAY

I
I

ni

Wanted
SMALL lab specializing in
rusli work wants A-1 all
round lab expert, must be able
to time negative. Man Avho
can also do camea work preferred. State experience, references, age and salary. Box
D. N, Motion Picture News
845 S. Wabash. Chicago.
WANTED for South Africa programmes about 10,000
ft. suitable for native and coloured halls. Westerns, railroads, comedies and serials.
State lowest price purchase
or hire to S. Hayden, 680 Salisbury House, Lfondon.
WANTED— Used Posters,
Photos, Slides; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, O

For Sale

FOR SALE : Used posters,
pliotos, slides, banners and
all other kinds of accessories
on any subject — features,
comedies, serials, save 60 per
cent. Write for price list
Theatre Poster Supply Co. &
Sign Exchange, 327 East
Sixth St.. Cincinnati, Ohio
CLOTH BANNER S-1
$1.40, 3 X 10 feet, 3 colors, any
copy up to 15 words ; one day
service; sent anywhere; also
Bargain Paper Banners. Associated Advertisers, 111 W
18th St., Kansas City, Mo
FOR SALE: 1200 upholstered opera chairs ; price per
chair $2.50; in good serviceable condition. Can be seen
on request. Box 425, Motion
Picture News, New York City

I■ ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Reproduced above are several displays in which
first run theatres featured presentation
s of
Twelve Miles Out'' (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer).
ads illustrated show a wider range of ideas The
and
layouts than usual and were used by the
following
theatres: Apollo, Indianapolis; Loew's Valen
Toledo; Capitol, St, Paul; State, Raleigh, tine,
N. C.,Palace, Fort Worth; Piccadilly, Rochester,
Loew's
Urpheum,
Boston,
and Loew's
State, Pittsburgh

T^^^^^^sm
Motion
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ms 01? CurreT?tProcluctioi?s
"Traveling at Home"
(Educational — One Reel)
go outside of your own country in
WHY
order to see interesting folks and places
is the question asked in this release of the
Futter Curiosities series. In these forty-eight
states are plenty of things to look at or into.
This collection of sights just skims over the
surface, so to speak. New York is represented
by one sight — that of a house (probably in the
Washington Heights district) which is partially
built on steel stilts and which overhangs a cliff.
A giant, eight feet tall and proportionately
broad, is shown along with scenes which include
California's Salton sea; a man who has traveled
500 miles in thirty days in a wheel chair ; a skyscraper garage ; the transfer of mail to ships on
the Detroit River ; a bicyclist riding atop a tall
building ; the busy American beaver and a
pumpkin harvest. There have been better
Curiosities subjects in the past, but this one
ought to suffice for ten minutes or so of entertainment.—RAYMOND GANLY.

"Poor

Fish"— "The

Ebbing

Tide"

(Educational — One Reel)
unusually good subject. The salty tang
of the sea and the crisp, strong ocean wind
are brought to mind in the two scenes unfolded
here : the fall salmon run at the mouth of the
Columbia River and the ebbing Pacific tides
going out to meet the setting sun. Educational
and instructive to the extreme this little number
is heartily recommended and if it were in our
reward it with something more worthpower to than
while a few words that are at the best but
general vaporizings we would unhesitatingly do
so.
Placing his camera on a spot on the Pacific
Coast and facing towards the sea, Bruce has
achieved some wonderful effects. He has caught
the strange, eerie light which covers the ocean
after the sun has gone down and the approaching vanguard of darkness is conquering the sky.
The waves come slowly in splashing snow white
spray against dark, jaggered rocks silhouetted
against the sky. The scene is one of poetry in
motion, of vague, indefinite things caught by
the magic emulsioned film. Words can give but
a hazy idea of the pictorial value of this peaceful scene, every particle of which is steeped in
beauty. We can only tell you that it is worth
seeing, not once but manv times. — RAYMOND
GANLY.
AN

"Plumb

Dumb"

(Educational— Two

Reels)

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
clever circus rider and musical
THAT
comedy star, "Poodles" Hanneford, is successfully crashing the gates of filmdom ; his latest Mermaid comedy, the second of a series that
he is making for Educational, has a more than
ordinary number of laughs stretched throughout

its length. When you have a "dumb" sort of
helper parading around a blacksmith shop with
forges, bellows, red hot irons and the like, and
when this particular assistant has a tendency to
get into trouble, all the director has to do is to
stir up the situation a bit and something funny
is bound to emerge from under cover.
Julius (that's "Poodles'" name) has to take
his boss' place when that husky becomes suddenly ill upon meeting Saughter-House Slattery
(Bull Montana) whom he is to fight in the
roped arcn:^ The Slaughter-House is a tough
baby, and Julius an innocent lamb, and it really
looks as if Julius is in for a beating: but nay,
not so: The crafty Julius resorts to strategy to
lick his tough opponent — and lick him he does,
knocking
him clear through
the roof with a

mighty wham of a fist that is encased in cement.
As we said before "Poodles" is good. He
receives excellent support from Bull Montana
and Blanche Payson. The hardworking village
blacksmith is Glen Cavender and Lucille Hutton
is
the Al
girlThompson
that inspires
"Poodles"
his
fight.
has the
role of to
her win
father,
Norman Taurog directed competently, as usual.

"Felix the

Cat in Jack

From

All

(Educational — One Reel)
PAT SULLIVAN'S ad
cat has
too.
" his troubles,
What could be Tr
more es
exasperating
to a husband than to be constantly reminded by
his wife that he is the bread-winner and
that he must relinquish his afternoon naps and
get busy at some job or other? It is one of
Felix's pleasures to stretch his frame in the
warm rays of the sun and woo Sleep, but his
wife (a beautiful white cartoon cat) regards
her spouse as a lazy loafer and sharp and biting are her words and clamorous her tongue
when she arouses Felix with threatening
gestures urging him to work and provide her
with cash.
Despondently, the cat starts off on the pursuit
of elusive coin and his outlook, for a time, looks
as black as his skin. An active mind, though,
can find many ways to procure employment — so
Felix is not long idle. There could not be a
better illustration of his practical mindedness
than the incident where a saxophonist has
put all his wind, his heart and soul into his instrument to beguile the ears of a residential
neighborhood. Receiving no response to his
valiant efforts, he sets himself wearily and sadly
down to meditate upon his wasted efforts. Felix
comes along at this time and putting other
powers to work for him with the rsult that a
golden harvest is received into the hat that
Felix holds forth in anticipation. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

school house, and the boys are seen cavorting
down in the old swimming hole, sans clothing,
which is stolen by the girls. The young man
and womanhood is depicted pleasingly ; in fact,
the whole story is unfolded in a manner calculated to win the approval of any audience.
The photography is exceptionally good and
the colors so blended as to make the whole
thing a photographic gem. The shots are well
chosen and the action could hardly be improved
upon. It is one of those pictures that will send
the whole family away with a pleasant taste in
their mouth.

"Capers of a Camera"
(Educational — One Reel)

(Reviewed by Raymond

THE camera went a voyaging again. Manned by capable photography and the highgrade editing of Robert E. Gillaum and the
clever animation of Archie N. Griffith the "one
eyed demon" had quite an interesting trip and
many details to tell us. At times it felt very
serious and then again frivolous and playful
Japan's sacred shrine at Kyoto first started the
ball of conversation rolling. Then the camera
hurried on apace and showed us city traffic
scenes that were evidently reflected from curved
mirrors. In contrast to this were the scenes of
slow moving cattle and people that loll along
the streets of Madrid. Germany's canals and
mammoth statuary were next shown and then
on to the Galata Bridge of Constantinople
where the inhabitants' activities were speeded up
a bit. The camera then played some prankish
tricks with the movement of a group of acrobats
and then took a ride down the "shoot the chutes"
at Luna. After surveying an inviting fishing spot
in Pennsylvania, the camera decided to sign off.
We can say his listeners (or his witnesses) had
a pretty enjoyable time during his conversation.
In other words we place our okay upon this
Hodge-Podge.

"Buster
"Roaming
the Emerald
(Pathe— One Reel)

Isle"

WILL
ROGERS is an eminently capable
guide in this series of scenics which carries the audience to various points of interest
about Europe and the Continent. The titles are
Rogers' own and he has picked out some beautiful and interesting spots to make a pleasing
and instructive series.
Among the sights included in the Roaming
of the Emerald Isle is the home of the late
Richard Croker, Old Tammany boss. And in
his sub-title Rogers refers to Croker as "the
one who made two votes count where one was
cast." The Lakes of Killarney and other
beautiful spots are depicted and they are all set
in Rogers' gems of humor in the way of subtitles. It is a series that should go well anywhere.—CHESTER J. SMITH.

"Memories"
(Tiffany— 950 Feet)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THIS little Tiffany gem is described as a
color classic and it is all of that. It
is entirely pleasing from start to finish and,
done in color, it is particularly effective. There
is nothing new to the story idea. It is the old
talc of the elderly couple lost in reminiscences
with their dream through their early life being
unfolded on the screen.
Lending particular effectiveness to the splendid photography is the musical arrangement
with such popular airs as "Wlien You and I
Were Young, Maggie" and "School Days," carrying completely the theme of the picture.
The old couple are shown as boy and girl
lovers in their school days : there is the old

Ganly)

Come

On"

(Universal Stern Bros. — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by E. G. Johnston)
^t 'HIS dog Tige certainly ought to get the
1 most loving kind of care, for, believe us or
not, some of the Buster Brown two reel comedies
would not be comedies if Tige \Vere not in them.
In this one,
we've
seencanhe becontributes mostas
of in
theothers
fun and
there
no
question but that he is one of the best trained
canines of the screen. There, Tige ! Here's
hoping that this will bring you an extra ration
of dog biscuit.
In this one the whole Brown family with
the exception of Tige make ready for a vacation.
This time, for the sake of a little peace, the
dog is left behind. However, Tige outwits them
all and arrives promptly at the Summer camp
with the rest. Some exciting adventures with
bulls, bees, wood pussy cats and other nice pets
befall
stav. Buster, Mary Jane and Tige during their

"Sodas

and

Shebas"

(Universal-Snappy — One Reel)
THIS single reel comedy starring Arthur
Lake looks to be something new among
Universal's short subjects and while it may
satisfy some, to us it all seemed rather an inane
effort to produce laughs. Some parts of it, however, are amusing, .\rthur, a drug store cowboy,
takes a temporary job as a soda-jerkr, in spite
of the fact that his father disapproves and that
his little sister threatens to tell "paw." But
anyway, it furthers his love affair with Mary
Marsh and the pair finally land in her father's
dental office to gain consent. This is not accomplished without some ])ulling of teeth and resistance from a rival suitor. — E. G. JOHNSTON.
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Hard -Boiled Haggerty
Flavored

With War — Sills' Best in Long Time
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
and silent character -which has been Milton Sills'
strong
THEscreen
spinach is probably on a temporary leave of absence.
In his new picture the star plays one of those up-and-at- 'em
heroes whose Irish nature thrusts him into all sorts of adventure,
combative, romantic ct al. It is an obvious type of story — one
which releases some further highlights of the late war (truly
the martial fever continues unabated in Hollywood). Fortunately
it has been made into a character study of a hard-boiled aviator
who has the bulge on his immediate superiors. He is never reprimanded for taking A. W. 0. L. That's how good he is in
bringing down Heine's plane.
The aviator takes his Fi-ench leave and finds romantic adventures in Paris. The action reveals melodramatic incident and much
which can be labeled farcical. Ever since it became quite fashionable to humorize the war the producers are presenting in much
the manner of a three-ring circus. There's a doughboy clown,
acted with breezy abandon by Arthur Stone. It's a role similar
to one he portrays in "The Patent Leather Kid."
While the picture doesn't reveal any new treatment or presentation of story it succeeds in being the best assignment given Milton
Sills in a long, long time.
The Cast : Milton Sills, Molly O'Day, Arthur Stone, Mitchell
Lezvis,
George Fazvcett, Yola d'Avril. Director, Charles Brabin.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
THEME: Comedy-drama of
Tie up with aviation interests.
aviator who is a fighting demon
in the sky. Has adventures and
Bill as comedy-drama of the
romance while taking A.W.O.L.
late war. Play up Molly O'Day,
a new find. Tease the title and
PRODUCTION
HIGHtie up with Legion posts.
LIGHTS : The atmosphere.
DRAWING POWER: Should
The spirited acting by star,
attract
average movie crowd.
MoUy O'Day and Arthur Stone.
0. K. for all houses.
Molly's "tough"
scenes. The
comedy relief.
Produced and distributed by First National.
Length. .«Lr reels.
Released, August. 1927.

"Underworld,"
in Paramount's
plays his
gangster
The professional
by Ben Hecht
written
was role
for which
the story

The Bush Leaguer
Fairly Entertaining Baseball Yarn
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smitb)

Jach Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill in First National's, "Smile, Brother,

Smile"

advantage in this comgoodgarage
to fairly
is seen
MONTE edyBLUE
drama of
owner and bush
town
the small
league baseball pitcher w'ho jumps into the coast league
and wins the pennant for his club. The story is one of the more
or less cut and dried variety, but it is nevertheless entertaining,
with a climax that brings an abundance of suspense and a satisfactory conclusion, with some fair comedy mixed in here and
there.
There are crooked gamblers who endeavor to get Monte to
throw the decisive game with offers of enough funds to promote
the invention he is banking on for his fortune. There is reason
to believe as, the story progresses, that Monte may fall for these
overtures. At least the girl of his choice has reason to believe
that he is not on the square. But he turns up in time to win the
decisive ball game, to throw do^svu the gambler.
The Cast: Monte Blue, Clyde Cook, Leila Hvains. IVilliain
Demarest, Richard Tucker, Bud MarsluiU, Tom Dcuipsey, JVilfred North, JVilUam IVilsoi, Violet Palmer. Rodnev Hildehrand.
C3>Stj
THEME: Comedy drama of
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
young garage owner and bush
leaguer who wins place with
The picture lends itself naturally to exploitation with the
coast league club, pitches his
baseball
season coming to a close
club to a pennant under adverse
conditions, overthrows the
and the world's series in the imcrooked gamblers and wins the
mediate offing; Monte 's wallop
ning.
of
Babe Ruth proportions, which
girl of his choice.
wins the game in the ninth inPRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The baseball seDRAWING POWER: Has a
quences showing shots of league
popular appeal and should go
games; the fight between Monte
well in any but the largest
and the gambler; the shots in
houses.
the training camp and the generally good work of the entire
Produced afid Distributed by Warner Bros.
Length, 6,281 feet. Released August 20, 1927.
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Underworld
Graphic Melodrama. Raw But Real
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
A CRISP, uncompromisino; melodrama, is flashed for once on
the screen. CaiTving the cryptic title of "Underworld" it
reveals a graphic layout of crime — crime which as it develops exacts the supreme penalty. Here is celluloid matter which
presents life in the raw. If there is any gesture toward the conventions itcan be discovered in the portrayal of the girl crook —
who is jiainted in too picturey a manner to be real. The interpretation of Evelyn Brent's is one that is Avrought from imagination
and feeling. So it isn't her fault if the figure becomes a trifle
Pollyannish.
Ben Hecht 's story pulsates with very moving drama, particularly
when the gun fight is staged between the gangsters and the police.
It f)rojects all the earmarks of a tui'bulent tale, picturized on the
front page of a tabloid. There is a moral behind it too — one which
proves that the crook can't win. The treatment is excellent except
for the sequence of the chief gangster's escape from prison — an
hour before his execution. The scene glosses over what anyone
would accept as very important detail. In other words how he
wins his freedom is never shown. This is the single flaw in a picture which carries a genuine wallop. The acting is magnificent —
especially the performances by George Bancroft, Clive Brook and
Evelyn Brent.
The Cast : George Bancroft, Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook,
Larry Semon, Fred Kohler, Helen Lynch. Jerry Mandy. Karl
Morse.
Director, Joseph. Sternherg.
THEME : Melodrama of gang
The acting.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
feud and murder with regeneration of crooks after their
Go the limit in exploiting as the
most realistic melodrama of the
buddy is executed.
year. Play up stars and author
PRODUCTION
HIGHand director. Tease the police
LIGHTS: The fight between
gangsters and police. The feud
slogan
— "you POWER:
can't win."Should
DRAWING
between crooks. The love interdraw heavy everywhere.
est. The realism. The suspense.
Produced and distributed by Famous I^layers,
Length, eight reels.
Released. August, 1927.

Scenes from "Hard Boiled Hnggerty," a First National jeature

Smile, Brother, Smile
Pleasant

Monte Blue in scenes from

Warner Bros., "The Bush I.,eaguer"

Little Offering, Obvious But
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

Okay

in this picture — and
his innings
salesman ithasshapes
THEall traveling
up as likely entertainment.
things considered
Of course it is nothing to write superlatives over. The idea
has lieen ground in celluloid time and again, l)ut it has been treated
senii-humorously enough to make it click with anyone who's not
afflicted with a grouch. Jack Mulhall is the white haired boy in
the picture and it can be chalked down that the piece is not in
the same class as "The Poor Xut." He has one of those easy-going
roles — and he plays it in an easy-going style.
The plot, however, is consideivible of a chestnut. A young shipping clerk is determined to make good on a bigger job — inspired
as he is by the telephone girl. So he becomes a salesman on the
road — and frustrates the villain who, working for a rival company,
tT-ies to steal the business aw'ay from the hero's firm. Here is the
idea — and you must admit it has been done quite a bit in celluloid. But the picture has its com]>ensations in some wise-cracking
subtitles — and some effective "business" while the boys are on
the road.
If the spectators are not fed up on the plot, it should please
them.
The Cast: Jack .MuUuill, Jkwothy Mackaill, Philo .]JcChIlough, E. J. Ratcliffe, Harry Dunkinson, Ernest Hilliard.
Charles Clary, Jack Dillon, Hank Mann, T. Roy Barnes. Jed
Prouty, Sam Bloom. Director. John Francis Dillon.
THEME:
Comedy-drama of
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
travelling salesman who outwits
Tie up with traveling salesman
Drganizations, etc. Bill as breezy
rival in getting the orders and
winning the girl.
comedy-drama of the knights of
the grip. Play up Mulhall and
PRODUCTION
HIGHMiss Mackaill.
LIGHTS: The episodes of the
drummers. The development of
DRAWING POWER: Suitable for average trade. Okay
the romance. The wise-cracking
titles. The gags and incident.
for neighborhood houses.
The easy acting by principals.
Produced and distributed by First National.
Length, six reels.
Released, August, 1927.
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erin' Gent
The Interf
W estern With a Few Twists

An Average

(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
par is this Pathe release. Except for a few twists
to
up
NOT
in the story, it impresses one as an ordinary Western. Of
course, Buffalo Bill, Jr., makes his part realistic as he is a
convincing performer dressed in cowboy garb, and Olive Hasbrouck
is as sensible and pleasing an actress in her role of unprotected
heroine as could reasonably be asked. Then again the picture is
graced with the presence of Harry Todd, whose inimitable pantomime and facial changes help immensely in supplying comedy
relief. Al Taylor, in the role of consumptive brother of the heroine and who the hero poses as, gives about the best delineation of
all.
It is said that there are but nine or ten basic situations underlying the plots of all fiction stories and plays. In the niain, the structure for this one has been well worn with constant use. A redeemable feature of the plot, however, is the unexpected disclosure of the identity of the consumptive brother, whom one suspects as a villain of some dye. In other resj>ects, it follows the
well trodden path of the lonely heroine the prey to fears caused
by the evil maneuvering of a vulture eyed rogue. Buffalo Bill,
Jr., gets his title of "The Interferin' Gent" because he responds
to the call of knight errantry, helping a lady in distress. We do
not think the average Western fan exercises so much discrimination about the plots of the various Westerns.
The Cast: Buffalo Bill, Jr., Olive Hasbrouck, Al Taylor.
Harry Todd, E. IV. Borman, Jack McDonald. Director, Richard Thorpe. Story by Range Rider.
THEME: Youthful cowman Western drama,
poses as brother to girl owner
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: See comments above.
of rajich because he sees her in
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
difficulties. He foils man who
would defraud her of her ranch,
Play up Buffalo Bill, Jr., and
and real brother backs him up
highlights of story.
DRAWING POWER : Fair.
for his chivalry. He wins the
girl's good graces and Land.
Produced by Lester F. Scott, Jr. Distributed by Pathe.
Length, 4,864. feet. Released, August 21, 1927.

Highlight.^ from the First Division picture, "Ragtime," tvhich has to do
with things of a jazz nature

Border Blackbirds
Leo Moloney in a Good Western
(Reviewed

Action stills of Rudolph Schildkraut

by Raymond

Vehicle

Ganly)

A GOOD story is provided in Leo Maloney's latest for Pathe.
/\ While it is not as good as some of the star's vehicles that
w M. Ave have seen in the past and containing more of the usual
Western hokum than we generally associate with the Maloney
efforts, nevertheless satisfying entertainment is had for the hour
<ir more of its unreeling. Disregarding the fact that its story
material is a trifle too conventional, complimentary conunent can
he centered on the good points in the star's natural acting and
competent direction, the freshness and femonine grace of Eugenia
Gilbei-t, the leading lady, the screen treatment of Ford I. Beebe
and the iihotography. The Western fans should walk out content
after viewing it for plenty of action is scattered throughout its
length, especially in the latter half. But it is the first half that is
better produced; it is more convincing and the murder sequence
incorporated in it is well handled.
With this killing, Maloney and his mournful friend. Nelson McDowell, are implicated as the murderers and placed in jail through
the testimony of the real culprit, "Bud" Osborne and his pal-incrime, Joseph Rickson. It is with the breaking of the jail and
the gradual accumulation of tell tale evidence that Maloney gradually corners his men and catches them plying their criminal work.
The Cast : Leo Maloney, Eugenia Gilbert, Nelson McDowell.
Joseph Rickson, Bud Osborne. Frank Clarke and Morgan
fhwis.
Director, Leo Maloney.
THEME : Western drama of
jailing and escape. Grand finale
Canadian border. Hero, impliwhere hero
outwits
villains'
henchmen,
defeats
them and
aids
cated in murder of girl's
brother, wends his manful way
mounted police in their capture,
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
through a mass of difficulties,
The usual Western ballyhoo.
proves his innocence, captures
DRAWING POWER: Good
the guilty ones and wins the girl.
for action-loving fans.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The murder. Hero's
Produced by Leo Maloney.
Distributed by Pathe.
Length,
5,326
feet.
Released,
August 28, 1927,
in I'athe's, "The Country Doctor''
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Ragtime
Jazz Story Thinly Varnished With Conviction
(Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

STARTING off promisingly enough as an able filmization of
New York's Tin Pan Alley, throbbing jazz orchestras and
night clnbs and the folks connected with them, it soon falters
by the wayside and becomes commonplace. Analyzing it, one finds
that it has but an old song to sing, and one that does not sound
fonder upon repetition, either.
A poor pianist in a jazz band, who's ambition is to write a
song hit, is attracted by a wealthy society girl, and she to him.
He composes a song, inspired by her loveliness, only another fellow steals it, has it published and wins the glory when it proves
a success. The girl, as a result of the song's popularity, becomes
ostracized by her class (because the piece was dedicated to her)
and is even dismissed by her music teacher, who prefers the classics
to the free and easy melodies of the day. The young pianist punishes the rogue who took the credit for writing the jazz hit, composes a nobler and more lofty song, melts the heart of the old
music teacher with its melody and incidentally charms and captivates the girl, she having been called by the professor on the
telephone to listen to the young jazz musician serenade her unwittingly.
The Cast : Jolm Bozvers, Marguerite de la Motte, Robert
Ellis, Rose Dione, Wm. H. Strauss, Kate Bruce, Bernard
Siegel. Director, Scott Penbroke.
THEME: Tin Pan Alley
Ellis* and Dione 's characterizadrama of stolen song hit and
tions. Latter 's visit of vengehow its popularity rebounds upance to song publisher's office.
Telephone cUmax.
on society girl. Her injured digEXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
nity is softened and her heart
See above.
won when young musician com..DRAWING POWER: Not
poses another melody in her
honor.
for sophisticated audiences.
Okay for average.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Prison cafe scenes.
Produced and Distributed by First Div. Distributors, Inc.
Length, 6,700 feet. Released. August, 1927.

Highlights from Pathes "The Interferin' Gent," a new Western

The Country Doctor
Strong in Qualities of Emotional
Appeal
(Reviewed by Thomas C. Kennedy)

Enough action to satisfy the rabid will be found
Blackbirds"

in Pathe's

"Border

ELEMENTS of strong emotional appeal form a firm and substantial foundation upon which "The Country Doctor"
should build up a creditable reputation as a popular success.
This latest directorial effort of Rupert Julian reveals a sound
and workmanlike quality in its pictorial treatment. It triumphs
despite two handicaps which singly have accounted for the failure
of more than one ambitions photoplay — from the box office standpoint, that is. These are the facts that it sets out to glorify a type,
and that the central character is of middle age and beyond and
therefore not the stuff of which romantic lovers are made. Largely
it succeeds, in the opinion of this reviewer, because the director
has adhered to conservative methods, aimed straight at fundamental (Irnmatic effects and untouched by the more imaginative inventions of a rapidly developing newer technic.
Three good reasons are evident as the cause for the effectiveness
of "The Country Doctor." These are the story, of direct, elemental
appeal, the direction, and the unobtrusively powerful performance of the central character. Schildkraut the elder performs
splendidly as Amos Rinker, M. D., whole-souled, and wholehearted "doc," who when the call comes goes forth and gives his
best, regardless of personal sacrifice and hardship.
The Cast: Rudolph Schildkraut, Junior Coghlan, Virginia
Bradford, Frank Marion, Sam De Grasse, Gladys Brockwell,
Jane Kecklcy, Louis Natheaux, Ethel Wales. Directed by
Rupert Julian.
THEME: Self sacrifice of
LIGHTS: Strong human apcountry doctor, who incurs the
ism. peal, stirring climax and realenmity of the town's leading
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
citizen.
But medical
when this
man's
son needs
attention,
Stress as powerful drama of
Amos braves a terrific snowlove of a boy for a girl and devotion of a doctor to duty.
storm, ascending the mountain
DRAWING POWER: Is type
to treat the seriously injured
that will build up on word of
lad.
mouth publicity.
PRODUCTION
HIGHProduced b\ De Mille Pictures Corp. Distributed b\ Pathc.
Length. 8 reels.
Released ? f f t f f
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complete alij^nment of
THE
Pathe-De Mille-Metropolitan
under Phil Reisman has been completed with the appointment of Les
Weir as Division Manager on the
Coast. Les Weir has been district
manager for P D C for a long
time. The name of the firm remains as the Pathe Exchange. H.
M. Hollandsworth, former P D C
broker, will, under the new arrangement, become Office Manager
for De Mille product, and W. E.
Seib will be in charge of Pathe
short subjects, and feature pictures
of the Pathe program.
J. M. McClure is now calling on
exhibitors in the Sacramento Valley
territory for Co-Operative.
W. b. paid
(';BiH")
Edmunds,
Progress,
a hurried
visit of
to
Studioland in the south recently,
conferring with Bert Moeller, production head of A. C. A.
The Progress office has moved
to former Peerless quarters and
dolled up the open spaces with oil
paintings of the new knockouts now
in and working and others on the
Limited route.
S. Blumenfeld. local manager for
Educational, has returned from a
two weeks' trip to Portland, Ore.
Thomas D. Van Osten. popular
secretary of the Allied Amusements Association of this section,
recently was appointed a Notary
Public by the Governor, something
500 others craved, but only 50 in
this state receiving coveted appointand ability
obtainedment.itTom's
for popularity
him.
\'. Preston, booker for First National, is getting a much needed
rest at Capitola.
Frank Parker, who, for a number of years was prominently identified in the motion picture theatre
industry in the Northern California
zone, died July 18th at the Franklin Hospital, San Francisco.
Tampalpias Theatre, owned by
the Blumenfeld
Circuit, and the
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Strand Theatre, at Los Gatos, have
both installed Preddey Reflector
Lamps.
Visitors to film row from out of
town recently were : Jimmy Wood
of Redding, F. W. Rodgers of
Corning, H. W. Poole of Klamath
Falls and Gus Johnson of Newman.
The Granada Theatre has installed three W. G. Preddey Reflector Lamps.
Mrs. Jack De Lacy, Educational's biller, is back at work
again after having an attack of appendicitis.
Fred Wollenberg, the Knight of
the Road for All-Star product, has
a new Chrysler roadster.
Peggy Hirrell, contract clerk at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has returned from a wonderful vacation
in Los Angeles.
H. J. Henroulle, is now working
out of the Pathe office as a short
subject salesman, and is doing well.
^lary Clark has returned to film
row as secretary to Walsh at the
Warner Bros, office. All are glad
she has returned well.
F. H. Butler, formerly assistant
manager at the local First National
office, is now associated with Cory
in the Pathe-Producers local exchange.
Mrs. Flood, of the Rex Theatre,
Fallon, Nevada, recently paid the
offices of the local film row a visit.
Nick Laurice, First National's
shipper. recently surprised his
friends, for on August 6th he was
married. He is receiving many
congratulations and all wish and
know happiness will be theirs.
Larry Sutton,
one able
of the
West's
youngest
and most
organists.

employed by Nat Holt at the Wigwam Theatre, has to the enjoyment of all returned from his vacation, which was spent at Santa
Cruz.
Miss Alive Shafmaster, Educational's cashier, was married in
July to Joseph Francis. They are
spending their honeymoon in Los
Angeles and Tia Juana. Aliss
Shaftmaster has been with Educational for some time. Francis is
not connected with the industry.
L. B. Metzger, general sales
manager for Universal, was recently in San Francisco. Metzger is
very well known in this territory,
having been a salesman out of San
Francisco for many years prior to
joining forces with Carl Laemmle.
He was accompanied by H. W.
Herbel, the sales director of the
western division, and D. S.
Mtchell, the division manager.
Edward Rosecan, has come from
Chicago to open the new Columbia
Film Exchange. Rosecan held the
position of general manager of
Gregory & Bernasick, representing
that firm's interests in the Balaban
& Katz merger. Rosecan's brother,
Adolph, will be the branch manager for Columbia at Butte, Mont.,
while his sister, Miss Esther Rusecan, will act as special representative in the Pacific Coast territory.
An exchange has been put in running order by Mr. Rosecan at 177
Golden Gate Ave.
W. E. Matthews, manager of F
ley.
B O, has returned from a business
trip through the Sacramento ValMiss Reba Rosengard has returned to Universal and is now
billing clerk in the local office.

E. H. Emmick, president of the
Golden State Theatre Circuit, in
company with Mrs. Emmick, spent
a week at Yosemite.
Jimmie Grainger, sales manager
for Fox, spent several days in San
Francisco en route to Seattle with
Howard
Sheehan,
is Fox's
Pacific Coast
districtwho
manager.
Miss Thelma Patterson, of the
Universal Exchange, has just returned from her vacation, which
she spent touring some of the
beauty spots of California.
Frank Pinero, the Delano manager, has installed two Arctic NuAir
appliances in his theatre at
Delano.
The changes and improvements,
in connection with the Warfield
Theatre. San Francisco, include
new front stage drapery in beautiful combination of black and gold
plush,
Power furnished
Studios. by the ArmstrongM. Naify, of the T. & D., Jr.,.
Circuit, has signed contracts which
will insure the very latest in stage
draperies and equipment being installed in the New Royal Theatre,
located on Polk. Street, San Francisco, which is being completely remodelled and transformed into a
modern and luxurious theatre.
Ellis J. Arkush has commissioned
the Armstrong-Power Studios to.
equip his new Palo Alto Theatre
with a large arcade entrance, and
which will be known as the new
Varsity Theatre.
Theo Newman, of the Golden^
State Theatres, spent about ten
days in and around Los Angeles
the latter part of July, visiting old
friends and enjoying a much needed rest. Mrs. Newman journeyed
to the southern city two weeks in
advance and they returned together.
Less Reader, manager of the
Palace Theatre, Oakland, spoke before the Boosters' Club recently on
the subject of entertainment as a
real necessity in life.

Central Penn
estate valued at $250,000
was left by William H. Rife,
pioneer motion picture exhibitor of
Harrisburg, who was one of the
first two men to introduce movies
in that city in 1904.

AN

Charles J. Jones, manager of the
Colonial Theatre, Harrisburg, accompanied by his wife and his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
Jones, left on August 21 for a
vacation trip by motor. They
planned to go to Winchester, Ind.,
to visit relatives. During his absence the Colonial was managed
by Lee Levy, manager of the Victoria, who conducted both theatres
for the temporary period. Later
in the season Mr. Lee will take a
vacation trip, at which time Mr.
Jones will be in charge of both
houses.
A gift of $50 for the Old Home
Week celebration at Locust Gap
was received from L. J. Chamber-

lain, head of the Chamberlain
.•\musement Company, of Shamokin, which operates a chain of picture theatres in the hard coal mining belt of Pennsylvania.
C. Floyd Hopkins, of Harrisburg, head of the Wilmer & Vincent theatres in that city and Reading, has been appointed a member
of the reception committee of the
Harrisburg Chamber of Commerce to entertain 250 members of
the Scranton Chamber who were
scheduled to visit the Capital City
on September 13. on a tour of
eastern cities. Mr. Hopkins is a
former president of the Harrisburg Chamber.
Plans have been approved for
the new theatre to be erected in
Bloomsburg by the Comerford
Amusement Company of Scranton.
It will seat 1,000 persons and construction work will be started at
once.

Motion picture theatres of Carlisle on September IS will encounter the unusual handicap of
having to compete for patronage
with two circuses the same day.
Arthur Snyder, former manager
of the Scenic theatre, York, who
recently resigned that post to become manager of a chain of theatres operated by his brother in
Eastern and Central Pennsylvania,
announces that his headquarters
address will be care of the Kline
Poster Company, 1307 Vine street,
Philadelphia.
The Feeley theatre, Hazleton,
which had been closed during part
of the summer for renovations,
was reopened on August 15.
The Bloomsburg Post of the
American Legion is contemplating
the erection of a small picture theatre in Bloomsburg.

The Victoria Theatre, Steelton,
will be used as the place of worship of the Mt. Zion Baptist
church, during a period, starting
Sunday, August 28, in which the
church will be rebuilt.
A set of motion picture films of
the Dempsey- Sharkey fight was
seized by United States District
Attorney John D. Meyer, of Pittsburgh,on anda Tony
was the
arrested
chargeMolarino
of violating
Federal statute prohibiting the
transportation of fight films under
Interstate Commerce. The arrest
was made when Molarino appeared
before Meyer and requested a special permit to allow him to show
the films.
A motion picture theatre that,
it is estimated, will cost in the
neighborhood of $50,000 is to be
erected in Sugar Notch, Pa., by
John Tanavage, of that town.
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Chicago
, of the MadKAMPnd
S Ashla
RLE
CHAlin
Theatres, is
and
attending the American Legion
convention at Joliet, Ilhnois.
It is reported that Walter
Flingel. owner of the Capitol and
Empire Theatres, at Pekin, intends
to build a new theatre on the present location of the Capitol. Work,
it is said, will start at an early date.
E. E. Alger and Ed Ramsey,
formerly associated in corporation,
which operated a number of theatres in southern Illinois, have dissolved partnership, Mr. Alger taking over the houses in Pana and
La Salle, the balance of the houses,
including those in Fairbury, Rantoul, Paxton, Urbana and Clinton,
going to Mr. Ramsey. Since the
firm dissolved, Mr. Alger has act|uired the Princess in Urbana,
which is an opposition house to that
operated by Mr. Ramsey.
Employees of Universal's Chicago exchange remembered Miss
E. Wetter on the occasion of her
20th anniversary of service with
Universal with a diamond and
sapphire wrist watch. Miss Wetter
holds the record for continuous
service with one company in the
Chicago territory and is highly regarded and respected by the entire
film colony.
Earle Johnson, of the Auditorium Theatre, Berwyn, Illinois, has
acquired the Illinois Theatre, La
Grange, Illinois, from the Fifth
Avenue Theatre Company, and
will operate it in conjunction with
his other theatre.
H. R. Smith, of the Crystal
Theatre, Antioch, Illinois, was
visiting on film row this week,
completing his bookings for the
1927-28 season.
Harold Hill, of the Hollywood
Theatre on Fullerton Avenue, is
enjoying another two-in-one vaca-

Arnold Schaak, of the Panorama
and Keystone Theatres, who commutes back and forth between his
home in California and his theatre
interests in Chicago, is scheduled
to leave Thursday evening for the
West, and will be gone for several
months.
Edward Grossman, who is traveling in Illinois for United Artists,
going one thousand miles a week,
reported on his last trip to Chicago
that for the past two weeks business generally has picked up 25

Syd Chaplin film, "The Missing
Link," and the program included
an address by Will Hays, besides
vanians and the
Waring's Pennsyl
Four Aristocrats. The new entertainment feature is proving an excellent drawing card, filling the
house at every show.
Mike Newman has come to San
Diego as house manager of the
Balboa, under H. L. Hartman,
who has charge of the three local
houses of the West Coast chain,
the other two being the New Califiirnia and the Cabrillo. Mr. Newman has been connected with the
theatrical business for many years,
formerly in Kansas City and more
recently in Los .Angeles.
He is a

Cress Smith spent the week in
Chicago, working with Manager
Wallace, to close certain circuit
deals
for United
Artists'
pictures.
Mr. Smith
returned
to his
New
York headquarers well satisfied
with the local situation.
Mrs. E. B. Eberman and her son,
Paul, who formerly operated the
city.
Opera
House at Batavia, Illinois,
have opened a new theatre in West
Chicago, which is named after that
Fred Martin, formerly assistant

per cent.
W. B. Jury has opened the Opera
House at Warren, Illinois, which
has been dark for a number of
H. D. Snokie has purchased the
years.
Lyric Theatre, at Cerro Gordo,
from B. L. Chapman, and will
operate the house himself.
Margaret Burnett, of the Hossier
Theatre, Whiting, Indiana, has left
for a trip through the Black Hills
country and expects to be gone
about two weeks, traveling by auto.
Another vacationist who is enjoying the wide open spaces of the
West, is Manager O'Hara, of the
Temple Theatre, Alishawaka, who
is at present in Colorado, and expects to be back at his theatre next
week.
Margaret Burnett, of the Hoosier
the Pioneer Westmont. He has
closed his Home Theatre for improvements which, when reopened,
will be rechristened Westmont.
Latino Brothers, of the Columbia
Theatre, Rockford, are constructing a second house in that city,
which will have a seating capacity
of one thousand. It is being
erected one block south of the Columbia, and it is hoped that it will

^^%i^^-'
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THE Pacific National Theatres,
Inc., whose chain of theatres
includes the Plaza, Mission, California, Superba and Rivoli in this
city, has completed the installation
of the Vitaphone in the firstnamed house. The opening presentation was given August 20, in
connection with the showing of the

from California to New York last
week,
stopping off for a visit with
Tom North.

tion in Wisconsin, fishing and reducing.

manager
of United
Artists'
cago exchange,
and who
is nowChiin

Harold Lloyd and his company are at
present in the East, where they are
working
on a picture for Paramount

be
1st. readv for opening about Januarv
V. T. Lynch, it is reported, is
now booking his own houses at
Park Ridge, and Elmliurst, which
for some time past have been serviced by Balaban & Katz Midwest
Theatres, Inc. It is rumored that
Charles Lamb, of the Palm Theatre, Rockford, Illinois, is also booking his own house direct.
Frank Miller, supervisor of the
De Mille Studios, was here last
week securing stills of the local
jail and court rooms, which will be
used in a forthcoming attraction.
Qiarles McDonald, general manager of Fables and editor of Topics,
passed through
Chicago, en route

charge apolis
of branch,
this iscompany's
Indianback at his
desk
after being seriously ill for several
weeks.
Phil Reisman, general sales manager of Pathe, has been in Chicago
for a conference with Messrs. Maherry, Aiken, Lorcli and Gillick.
Following
theto meeting
Mr. City.
Reisman returned
New York
John Pakis has purchased the
Hillside Theatre, 1515 W. 69th St.,
from Tom Christos. Mr. Pakis
had been associated with Andrew
Karzas Theatre Enterprises for a
number of years, and is a veteran
in theatre management.
The Jackson Park Theatre becomes a second-run house on Labor
Day, repeating on the Tower and
other 63rd Street theatres. The
price of admission will be cut to
thirty cents.
It is reported that Floyd Brockell,
Balaban
& Katz's
willof be
interested
withMidwest,
Joseph
Stern, of the Highway and Marquette Theatres, in a new theatre
that is to be erected in Downers
Grove, Illinois. Plans for the
house, which is to seat approximately fifteen hundred, are now in
work.

San Diego

brother of Frank L. Newman of
the Metropolitan in Los Angeles.
Bush Theatres, Inc., have completed extensive improvements to
their East San Diego house, the
Vista.
The new theatre now under construction inNational City by Maj.
T. C. Macauley will be taken over
by and become a link in the chain
of film houses controlled by the
Bush Theatres, Inc., who now have
the Bush Egyptian in San Diego,
the Strand in Coronado, the Vista
in East San Diego and houses in
Chula Vista and Escondido. The
National City theatre will have a
seating capacity of 800, will cost
about $90,000.00 and will be finished late in the year.
George Brecce and Jennie Budd,
lK)th members of the personnel at
the New California Theatre, recently surprised their friends by
announcing their marriage. The
romance started when the two met
at a Hallowe'en party given by Al
Lyons, former
director of music

and acts at the Balboa and New
California. Mr. and Mrs. Breece
will move to Sacramento to make
their home.
The Encinitas Theatre, located
in a thriving community north of
San Diego, after being closed for
several months during the progress
of renovation, has reopened under
the management of LeRoy Enich,
formerly manager of the Majestic
theatre at Santa Monica.

Albaey

"Mike" Glynn, of Long Island
theatre fame, is reported as having
taken over the Elite Theatre at
Sag Harbor. S. Rosenthal was the
former
owner.
The Rialto theatre in Glens Falls
was recently improved by a beautiful marquee similar to that at the
Embassy theatre in New York
city.
Now it is planned to erect

one at the Empire theatre in the
same city and which is under the
same management.
One of the first moves made by
Jake Golden, new manager of the
Proctor theatre in Troy, was to
give double features each Sunday
night, along with the concert
feature.
The fresh air children in northern New York were the guests of
the Bijou theatre in Lowville, at
a special matinee last Saturday.
This is a Schine house and the
Schine brothers are observing their
anniversary month in a number of
The Strand theatre in Ogdensplaces.
burg was plunged into darkness
one night last week when a transformer burned out.
It is a hard matter to secure
amateur acts in Troy this summer.
The other night, a pie-eating contest was quickly arranged at the
Rose theatre, with the contestants
gathered from among those standing outside the theatre.
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THREE days before her theatre
at Alexandria Bay was opened,
Mrs. Sue Weller fell over some
building material and fractured her
ankle. Despite the injury Mrs.
Weller. supDortin? herself on
crutches, continued to superintend
the final details, and was on hand
at the opening.
Although this is the first theatre
that Airs. Weller has ever run, she
has been prominent and successful
in a number of business ventures in
Alexandria Bay. The theatre was
being constructed by her husband,
and was partiallv finished at the
time of his death last spring. Mrs.
Weller decided to carry the project
to completion.
Isaiah Perkins, who owns and
onerates a motion picture theatre in
Speculator. N. Y., paid a visit to
Albanv"s film row last week. The
visit took on more than the usual
imr)ortance in view of the fact that
Mr. Perkins is a close friend of
Gene Tunnev.
Tony Veiller, manager of the
Mark Ritz in .Albany, was pM
smiles last week in the pick up in
business at his theatre. From now
on the house will be advertised
apart from the other Stanley
houses in Albany.
C. W. Sawin, Pathe home office
official, was in .Albany all last

week, installing a new system in
the local office.
Jack Krause, local manager for
Tiffany, was out on the road all of
last week, calling on exhibitors in
central New York. Both managers
of the Pathe exchange, Edward
Hayes and Alec Herman, were also
on the road during the week.
Morris Fitzer, head of Bond
Photoplay, spent a day or so in
Albany last week, following a few
days' vacation at Elizabethtown.
The Wedgeway Theatre in
Schenectady, opened last week
under the Farash banner, and with
Frank Breymaier in charge. The
house will be operated with vaudeville for three days and with burlesque during the remainder of the
week. This will result in a fight
between the Wedgeway and Proctor's on the vaudeville end.
L. J. Hacking, district manager
of the combined Pathe-Pro-Dis-Co.,
was in town during the past week
for a day, which was spent at the
local exchange in going over matters generally.
Many of the exhibitors are still
cleaning up on last year's product,
although the Mark Strand in Albany has already started in showing this year's pictures.
After being closed for a few
davs,
the
Liberty
Theatre
in
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HN.
JERNBERG. proprietor
• of the Province Theatre,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, has been
spending the past three weeks in a
holiday automobile trip, which took
him as far as Chicago, 111. He
stopped over in various cities of
Minnesota to study moving picture
theatre presentations.
Local theatre interests in Quebec,
Quebec, who had arranged for the
erection of a new moving picture
theatre on Cartier Avenue, have
been refused a building permit by
the civic authorities, with the result
that they have applied for a writ
of mandamus in an effort to force
the city to grant the necessary permission.
It is declared that no reason
exists for the city refusing to issue
a building permit. The promoters
claim thatsiderablethey
conloss as are
they suff'ering
have already
granted contracts for the erection
of the theatre.
Formal announcement has been
made of the appointment of Irving
Sourkes, formerly identified with
United Artists Corporation in
Canada, as manager of the new
Auditorium Theatre in Quebec
City, which is to be opened shortly
by the Keith-Albee organization.
The Auditorium Theatre has
been completely rebuilt, with the
exception of the four walls of the
structure, the seating capacity being increased to 1,800.
The two

former balconies have been replaced by one large balcony, and
the orchestra floor has been reconstructed. The equipment will include a pipe organ. The policy of
the house will be to present feature
pictures, short film subjects and
Keith vaudeville.
The Quebec Auditorium is the
only expansion of the Keith-Albee
circuit in Canada this year, it is
stated.
J. R. Minhinnick, veteran manager of the Grand Theatre, London, Ontario, has announced the
re-opening of that house on September, following general renovation of the building.
George F. Eaton, of the Webb
Theatre, Niagara Falls, Oontario,
has become manager of the Grand
Theatre at Sudbury, Ontario.
Lazareff & Company, Trail, B.
C, have secured the contract for
the erection of a moving picture
theatre in Trail having a seating
capacity of 500, the building to include two stores. The structure is
of solid brick with 50-foot frontage
and 100-foot depth. The building,
without electrical, heating and ventilating equipment, is to cost $27,000.
Manager Kaplan, of the Strand
Theatre, Kirkland Lake, Northern
Ontario, is busily engaged with the
enlargement and redecoration of
his theatre, one of the most popular
in the North mining country.

Watertown

was

reopened

last

Saturday by Manager E. H. .Arnold and the double-picture policy
that has prevailed during the summer is now supplanted by a single
feature, three changes to the week.
While closed, the house was redecorated and otherwise improved.
R. V. Conner, manager of the
Schine Theatres in Watertown,
played the part of host last Thursday afternoon to the fresh air children spending a couple of weeks in
and around Watertown.
The Strand Theatre in Schenectady, managed by Frank Learnan,
changed its policy last week insofar as admission prices are concerned, and afternoons will now be
15 and 25 cents, while 25 cents admission will be charged throughout
the house after 6 P. M. The former policy was a 10, 20 and 30 cent
admission.
Charles Marshall, of Ausable
Forks, and Len Garvey, of Oriskany Falls, were among exhibitors
along Albany's film row during the
week. Clarence Dopp, of Johnstown, was also in town.
Harry Hellman has given up all
hope of having his theatre in Albany completed in time to open on
Labor Day, and the opening will
probably not occur until the latter
part of September.

E. H. Grappotte, who runs the
theatre in Cape Vincent, plans to
close to two days a week after
September 21.
Uly S. Hill is back on the job
following
a week's
fishing trip
which
he took
his younger
son. on
Abe Stone has reopened the Columbia and the Bright Spot Theatres in Rensselaer.
Walter Hays, of the Stanley
Company of America, was among
the prominent persons seen at Saratoga the past week.
Stephen Boisclair, who recently
resigned
as Schenectady,
organist at has
Proctor's
Theatre in
gone
to California to claim a fortune of
$60,000 that has been left him by a
relative.
Local exhibitors, as well as employees of film exchanges in Albany, were much interested last
week in the announcement that Art
Goldsmith, formerly of Albany, has
been made manager of the Pittsburgh Pro-Dis-Co- Pathe exchange,
succeeding Bob Mochrie. who has
become division manager.
The organ soloists at the Mark
Ritz in Albany are now being featured and a spotlight is being
thrown on the organist. Albert T.
Forrest is expected to return to the
Ritz early in September from his
vacation. During his absence, Mrs.
A. G. Storrs has acted as organist.
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Salt Lake City
rT has been announced that J. R.
Baxter, of Spring City, Utah,
who has operated the Lyceum
Theatre there for some time, has
just sold this house to Mr. Bertson,
who is also running the Ephriam
Theatre at Ephriam, Utah. After
redecorating and installing new
equipment this theatre will be reopened the first week in September.
Boxter is one of the pioneer exhibitors of the state, having been
one of the first theatre owners in
this section seventeen years ago.
Able Davis will leave for New
York within a few days by airplane. He will spend one day in
New York with C. J. Smith, General Sales Manager for Tiffany,
and will then return to the Denver
office by airplane.
Manager Lawrence J. McGinley,
of the local Paramount-Famous
Players-Lasky exchange, is making a short trip into Southern Utah
this week.
Ed. C. Mix, sales representative
out of the local Warner Brothers
exchange, has not as yet completely
recovered from his automobile accident, but is expected to be entirely
well within a short time.
George

Cloward is in the Southern Utah
section this week.
Manager Dave Farquhar, of the
Warner Brothers exchange here, is
in the office for a few days.
Carl Porter, Man'ager of the
Victory Theatre, is in California
for a few days, it is reported.
J. A. Epperson, manager in this
city for Pathe short subjects, returned afew days ago from Southern Utah, where he states conditions look very good.
Mell Stringham, owner of the
Colonial Theatre at Ogden, Utah,
is visiting this city again this week.
Manager W. J. Heineman, of the
Universal office here, is in the Butte
section of Montana at present.
Mrs. Ackerman, of this exchange,
returned from a two weeks' vacation a few days ago as did Al Winward, Assistant Manager and
booker here.
Tony Hartford, Universal representative in Southern Utah, returned to the office for a short stay
last week.
B. Jacobs, home office play date
representative
for
Universal,
is
"ftMKm

UPCHURCH, who has
MC.
• the Liberty Theatre at
Lone Wolf, Okla., and the Victory
Theatre at Olustee, has taken over
the Fletcher Theatre at Fletcher,
and is getting it ready to open.
Charles Mahone, who has the
Cozy and Palace Theatres at
Hobart, Okla., is beginning to take
his golfing seriously. Recently
Mahone has plaved in tournaments
at Anadarko, Hobart, Oklahoma
City and Lawton.
A new brick theatre has just
been completed at Crescent, Okla.
It has been built by Graft Bros.,
but up to date has not been leased.
The theatre is located at the south
end of Main Street. It seats 650.
Bob Hampton, who recently
opened the Lyric Theatre at Marshall, Okla., lias sold his theatre to
Sanders and Carroll, according to
reports this week.
J. E. Houston, formerly in the
theatre business in Perry with Bob
Montgomery, is back in Perry once
more as manager of the Lyric
Theatre for Harryman and Hopkins.
Miss Katherine Phillips is a new
assistant
at Pathe's, we
found this cashier
week.
The Rialto Theatre, at Oklahoma
City, is being enlarged by the addition of extra scats in the place
formerly occupied by the stage.
This theatre, which formerly
showed vaudeville together with
pictures, is now changed ovar to a
policy of pictures only. The Rialto
is also being redecorated at this
time.
Abraham Levinsky is the new
bookkeeper and cashier at Home
State's.

visiting the local exchange for a
few days this week.
Clyde H. Messinger, local manager for Educational Pictures, is
expected to return from the Idaho
branch the latter part of this week.
Manager Chas. Walker, of the
Fox exchange here, returned from
a short trip into Southern Utah a
few days ago, and leaves for Idaho
immediately. J. L. Tidwell is now
working in Southern Utah.
E. E. Harris, local manager for
Columbia Exchanges, Inc., is back
from an extensive sales trip into
Idaho.
John Rugar, exhibitor of Park
City, Utah, is leaving within a
short time for California, where he
will spend his vacation and also
meet and return with his family.
Earl Steel, of the Venice Theatre at Nephi, Utah, is lining up
new business at the local exchange
mart this week.
Willis Kent, who has been connected with the distributing end of
the film business for some time,
spent several days in Salt Lake
City this week, having come here
from Denver. Kent, who is leaving here for Buffalo, New York,

Oklahoma

Bill Ford, a former Paramount
salesman, is now selling Pathe features.
The Iris Theatre, Sapulpa, Okla.,
ing. just been closed for remodelhas
The Princess Theatre, at Cashion, Okla., opened recently. Billy
Ketcham is the new manager.
Harry Drennan is the new booker over at Warner Brothers office.
Mr. Drennan comes from the Warner exchange at Dallas, and takes
the place of A. Moussa, who has
been transferred.
Ralph Morrow, who has been
district manager of this territory
for P D C, has been given the
offices at New Orleans, Jacksonville and Atlanta of Pathe's. and
Les Wier is now over the Oklahoma City office, as well as
Memphis and Dallas.
John D. Clark, divisional sales
manager from New York, and R.
C. Li Beau, divisional manager
from Kansas City, were guests this
week of the local Paramount office
here.
E. B. Derr, treasurer of F B O,
was visiting the Oklahoma branch
this week.
E. J. Ferney, special representative for Motiograph, spent two
davs in the city this past week.
Frank Miller opened his new
theatre. The Rex, at Marlow,
Okla., August 25th. The Rex is
a modern brick theatre, seating
276. It will be run at popular
prices. Mr. Miller also has the
White Way Theatre at Marlow.
Charles Blaine, of Henryetta,
Okla., was in the city this week on
his was back home from Santa Fe,
N. Mex., and Denver, where he
has been spending se\eral months

shortly, is traveling in the interest
of the personal appearance of Mrs.
Wallace Reid.
The Peery brothers of the Egvptian and Ogden Theatres at Ogden.
L'tah. are also spending some time
here booking some of the new attractions.
E. M. Swain, formerly of Roosevelt, Utah, has taken over the Iris
Theatre, at Murray, it is announced. The Iris was operated
by George Homrig, prcviouslv.
Manager J. D. McNerney, of the
United Artists exchange, with
A/Ianager Lawrence J. McGinley,
of the Paramount office, and Representative W. A. Calkins, of the
F B O organization here, is expecting to make a trip to Connecticut,
which is the "Old Stamping
Grounds" of this trio, they say.
The trip will be made, according to
report, about the first of October.
Fred Lind, in charge of the F B
O
here,andis Montana.
on a ten days'
tripexchange
into Idaho
Able Davis, District Manager
for Tiffany Productions, Inc., arrived in Salt Lake City last week
from his Denver headquarters.

City

for his health. Since selling out
his theatre interests in Okmulgee
and Henryetta to Griffith Brothers.
Mr. Blaine's present holdings in
this line are in Wetumka, Okla.
Roy Sohn reopened his Electric
Theatre recently at Mountain
View, Okla. The Electric has been
closed for several weeks for remodeling. The confectionery in the
front of the building was torn out.
and the theatre made larger by 150
seats.
Ed Crew's new theatre, Waurika,
Okla., opened August 18th.
The Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma
City, was robbed recently of something like a thousand dollars. No
clues leading to the discovery of
the robbers have been found. It is
thought that they must have stayed
in the building after the last performance, and waited until everyone had left, as no traces of their
breaking in were discovered. Robert D. Hutchinson is the manager
of the Liberty.

Okla., which was formerly known
as The Adelphos, is getting a new
$25,000 organ to be installed the
middle of next month. The Griffith
Brothers, who have bought controlling interest in this, as well as
The Princess and Theatorium at
Ardmore, are remodeling and redecorating the Ritz.
The Quannah Theatre, at Comanche, Okla., which burned
earlier in the summer, is being rebuilt by G. I. Warner, and will reopen September 1st. G. W. Spears
formerly had the Quannah Theatre in Comanche.

Two local film men have recently
received promotions that take them
away from this territorv. Dan
Myers, former salesman for P D
C, has been made feature branch
manager of the Pathe office at
Memphis, and A. Moussa, auditor
for Warner Bros., has left for the
New York office of Warners to receive his appointment as traveling
auditor.

Afiss Virginia Howard, formerly an employee of the Rialto Theatre in Tulsa, has been chosen as
Miss Tulsa to represent Tulsa at
the Atlantic City Beauty Contest
next month.

Miss Ruth Bates, who is connected with the Kirby Hotel at
Hollis, Okla., is getting her new
theatre ready for opening in Hollis.
Afiss Bates is installing a 500-seat
theatre for the colored population.
It will be called The Dixie.
The Ritz Theatre, at .'\rdinore.

Leo J. Doty, formerly assistant
branch manager for United Artists
in Kansas City, has succeeded Guy
F. Navarre as manager there. Mr.
Navarre has been transferred to
Minneapolis.
G. L. Husemen, manager of the
Orpheum Theatre at Tulsa, recentin lyChicago.
left for a two weeks' vacation

A change in the vaudeville circuit for the Orpheum Theatres in
Oklahoma City and Tulsa will be
made in the policy of the coming
season. There will be no split
weeks, all shows playing a solid
week.
John Brown, who has recently
re-opened his Lyric Tiieatre, at
Tulsa, after its extensive remodeling and redecorating process, is
Chicago.
spending a three weeks' vacation in

September
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CUTTS, well
WILLIAM
known by Pacific Northwest showmen through his previous
connections with LTniversal theatres in this territory, and his work
with several- large concerns in the
theatrical field within the last fifteen years, last week announced
that he will soon open an office in
the Rialto Theatre Building, Portland, under the name of William
Cutts, Inc., specializing in theatre

the Liberty Theatre in that town
had been closed for the remainder
of the summer season, and would
be renovated prior to its reopening
within the next few months.
U. E. Boswell, newly appointed
sales director of the Columbia Pictures exchanges in Portland, Seattle and Butte, arrived here last
week and made plans to locate his
permanent home in Seattle prior to
his first trip over the new territory.

Cutts'
Mr. include
all types.
of exhibit
service
ors will
service to
everything from buying and selling their house to the supervision
of the remodeling or the installation of new equipment.
Robert W. Bender, managing
director of the Columbia Theatre
and general manager of the eleven
suburban houses in Seattle owned
and operated by Universal, last
week moved his offices to the Columbia Theatre Building, leaving
the Northwest Theatrical Enterprises offices in the Securities
Building under the management of
the general staff. Mr. Bender gave
as the reason for the move his desire to be closer to the scene of
action during the opening of the
Columbia's great Fall campaign of
big productions.
Ben Fish, manager of the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer exchange in this
city, announced the appointment of
Art Schaycr to the local sales stafif.
Mr. Schayer is well known in this

Dispatches reaching this city last
week .from Lewiston, Ida., announced that E. J. Potter has taken
over a ten-year lease on the Masonic Temple, and will immediately
begin reconstruction work that will
fit the building for a 1,000-seat
motion picture house. Mr. Potter
is a Portland exhibitor who formerly had two suburban houses
tliat were included in the recent
Universal-Multnomah deal.
Concurrent with the opening of
Seattle's "Greater Movie Season,"
the Coliseum Theatre in this city
this week became the "LTnited Artists Theatre," and the present
"United Artists" house resumed its
former name of "The Liberty Theatre." Henceforth the new LTnited
Artists house (formerly the Coliseum) will play the major longrun attractions of all producing
companies.
At the time of the ColiseumLlnited Artists - Liberty name
change, Hershel Stuart, general
manager of all West Coast houses
in the Pacific Northwest, announced the appointment of Witold
Stefan Perutz as managing director of the new
United
Artists

territory through his efforts "during past seasons as publicity director for the Usiversal chain in the
North.
Reports received last week from
Kettle Falls, Wash., indicated that

MANY
have been the occasions
when exhibitors have given
things away on opening nights, but
leave it to Adolph Eisner, former
president of the M. P. T. O. Kansas City, who opened the Gillis
Theatre, Kansas City, the other
night, to do something different.
Eisner gave away money. But such
a stunt was not prc-arrranged, by
any means. Eisner was as much
surprised as any one. The Gillis,
which has been closed several
months, had featured mid-night
stage shows, in addition to the pictures, on Saturday nights. When
Eisner took over the theatre he
decided to continue that policy.
The picture program had been
completed and midnight came. But
half of the cast for the stage show
did not "show.' ' There was nothing
left for Eisner to do but test his
oratorial ability in directing the
patrons to the box office, where
they obtained their money back.
The northwest corner of Twelfth
street and Forest avenue, Kansas
City, was purchased this week by
Everett M. Oxley for Chicago interests, who, it was announced, will
erect a motion picture theatre on
the site. Mr. Oxley said he was
unable to name his client at this
time.
The site was purchased for

$18,000. The theatre will seat 800.
Besecke &.De Foe, of Kansas City,
will be the architects.
The Gladstone Theatre, suburban house of Kansas City, has
been re-opened after an extensive
redecoration. The theatre is being
operated by Universal and will
have a policy of fe'ature pictures
and musical units. The Cozy
Theatre, Pratt, Kans.. has been
re-opened after several weeks of
alteration work. Charles H. Barron is manager. New ventilating
equipment has been installed in the
Princess Theatre, Eureka, Kas.
John H. Plumb, perhaps the
most widely known publicity and
advertising manager in the Kansas
City territory, has resigned from
his post with the Hooper & Jencks
theatres, of Topeka, Kans., effective September 1. Plumb won national recognition when he put over
the Topeka-Hollywood
popularity

house. Mr. Perutz is a Publix
Theatre man, formerly having
managed the Lincoln Theatre at
Lincoln, Neb., for the Publix Corporation. Arnold Flink remains
at the house as assistant manager,
following his recent transfer from
the same
position at the Fifth Avenue Theatre.
F. F. Vincent, exploitation and
publicity director for the LTniversal
exchanges in tlie Pacific Northwest, spent several days in this city
last week, and then left for Portland, where he was scheduled to
put across a big campaign for
Manager a Bert
Columbia
Theatre,
part Levy's
of the LIniversal
chain on the Pacific Coast.
Douglas Kimberly, president of
the Tacoma Theatre Owners and
Managers Association, announced
last week that his organization is
making plans to support A. B.
Holden and R. N. Bergen, who will
enter an airplane as "The City of
Tacoma" in the coming National
Air Derby from New York to
Spokane. A benefit performance
to raise additional funds is being
planned by the Tacoma showmen
group.
Branch Manager Ballentine, of
the local Fox exchange, had as his
guest this week none other than
General Sales Manager James
Grainger, accompanied by Howard
Sheehan, W^estern District manager. During the stay of the two
executives in this territory several
conferences were held with Mr.
Ballentine and James Linn, Fox
manager in Portland, who came up
for the occasion.
Monte
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Rock Island railroad and the
Topeka Daily Capitol, last summer.
A free trip to Hollywood with letcontest in co-operation with the
ters from the governor of Kansas and mayor of Topeka was
awarded the winner of the contest
— Miss Georgia, Brown. Plumb
has not decided on his future
activities yet.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market
this week were : William Parsons,
Pershing Theatre, Joplin, Mo. ;
W'alter Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kans. ; Frank Weary,
Farris Theatre, Richmond, Mo. ;
C. M. Pattee, Pattee Theatre,
Lawrence, Kans. ; G. L. Hooper,
Orpheum, Topeka, Kans. ; Glenn
Dickinson, Dickinson Circuit of
Theatres, Lawrence, Kans.
The Exhibitors Film Delivery
and Service Company of Kansas
City has opened a Denver branch.

star, and his wife, the former Miss
Tove Janson, of this city, have
been spending a number of days
here recently on a vacation trip,
and Mr. Blue was prevailed upon
last week by John Hamrick, of the
Blue Mouse Theatres, to make a
personal appearance in behalf of
the opening
of the
new
Fall season.
So Blue
great Mouse's
was the
demand for seats to hear Mr.
Blue's few lines that hundreds of
patrons were unable to gain admission to the theatre, and were
forced to wait in line, later being
greeted personally by Mr. Blue,
who passed up and down the waiting line shaking hands with the delighted patrons.
Rodney Pantages, son of the
vaudeville magnate and already a
theatrical leader in his own right,
is spending a few weeks in the
Pacific Northwest territory revising policies of the leading Pantagf
houses.
Herbert Sobottka, manager of
the Liberty Theatre in Wenatchee,
W^ash., reopened his house last
week after it had undergone a thorough renovating and remodeling.
Reports are that the newly decorated house can well take its
place among the leading smaller
town theatres in this locality.
Seattle friends of James Merion,
former auditor of the John Hamrick circuit, and more recently
auditor on the West Coast for Producers' Distributing Corporation,
will be glad to learn of his appointment as office manager of the
newly combined Pathe-P. D. C.
exchange in Portland.

and will operate between Denver
and Cheyenne, Wyo.
Leo Doty has been succeeded as
booker at the United Artists
branch by Tommy Thompson,
formerly of the Midwest Film
Distributors, Inc. Mr. Doty has
been promoted as manager.
Martha Hoffman has been added
to the office force of the Midwest
Film Distributors,
Inc.
Bill Burke, Northern Missouri
representative for First National,
has been admitted to the second degree of the K. O. Club, an honorary sales organization of First National.
Miss A. L. Menagh, secretary of
the Kansas City Film Board ol
Trade, is taking a vacation in Des
Moines, Iowa, A, H, McLaughlin,
Tiffany district manager, was a
Kansas City visitor, as was George
West, brother of Billy West,
comedian.
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Atlanta
hly rebeing thorougted,
AFTER
and
modeled and redecora
with the installation of a large
sign and a style "W"
flash electric
Wurlitzer organette, the Grand
Theatre, one of the largest suburban houses of New Orleans, has
been opened by I. C. Chauvin and
G. Lopes.
Claude Ezell, Central sales manager for Warner Brothers, New
York, spent a few days in Atlanta
last week in conference with his
local exchange force.
Pat Dowling, of the Christie
Studios, Hollywood, California,
recently made his third pilgrimage
to Atlanta in the past few years.
Bruce Snider, of the Grand
Theatre, Bessemen, Ala., was a
visitor on Film Row last week;
also H. M. Mitchell, of the Dixie
Theatre, Pelham, Ga.
C. F. McGuire is a new member of M-G-M Atlanta office personnel, acting in the capacity of
office manager.
J. W. Hanlon, local M-G-M
branch manager, made a business
trip into Florida last week.
Miss Anne Manley, of the
M-G-M office, is back at her desk
after a slight attack of pneumonia.
R. B. Gann, booker for Universal exchange, returned this week
from his vacation at Tybee.
Friends of H. P. Jackson, bookkeeper in Universal branch, will regret to learn of his illness.
W. A.

Butler is succeeding him during
his illness,
Dewey Mousson, of the Knickerbocker Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.,
made a business tour on Film Row
this week.
B. Y. Cammack, Universal Atlanta branch manager, spent this
week on a trip through North
(icorgia and Tennessee.
J. W. Peck, of the Peck circuit
of theatres, Birmingham, Ala., visited Film Row last week.
L. S. Hollingsworth has joined
First National office as booker.
O. C. Lam. of the Rivoli Theatre, Rome, Ga., spent several busy
days on Film Row last week ; also
A. H. Yeomans, of the Rose
Theatre, Dublin, Ga.
Frank Adams, of the Orpheum
and Lyric Theatres, Waycross,
Ga., was seen in several exchanges
recently.
A. T. Shepherd, of the New
Theatre, Davisboro, Ga., which
will open the first week in September, was a recent visitor.
W. A. Odom, operator of three
theatres in Thomaston, Ga., spent
several busy days along Film
Row ; also Roy Martin, of theRialto Theatre, Columbus, Ga.
George T. Chester, manager of
Enterprise office, is back in the
city from several business trips.
Major J. W. Quillian, president
of Enterprise Corporation, left last
week for New Orleans.

J. W. Peck, Jr., of First National Theatre, Sylacauga, Ala.,
was on Film Row last week.
Sam Schulzbacker, of the Grand
Theatre, Montgomery, Ala., spent
several days along Atlanta Film
Row.
Dan Roberts, Warner Bros,
salesman, has been transferred
from
the Charlotte
company's office.
Atlanta branch
to
their
Louis Rosenbaum, of the Florence, Sheffield, Tuscombia circuit,
and Nat Williams, of the Grand
Theatre, Thomasville, Ga., spent
several busy days on Film Row
last week.
A. H. Frazier, secretary and
treasurer of Keith's Georgia Theatre, Atlanta, is back at his desk
from his vacation.
A. Brown Parkes, vice-president
and general manager of Pan-Ala
Amusement Company, who recently
returned to Birmingham following
a vacation, has left again for Chicago.
Joe Wheeler, of Montgomery,
Ala., and Cedartown, Ga., was a
visitor to Birmingham this week.
Ernest Ashland,
F. Ingram,Ala.,
of Ingram's
Theatre,
has just
completed extensive remodeling of
his theatre. It is now one of the
best equipped small town theatres
in the state.
Scotty Chestnutt, manager of
the Famous Players-Lasky exchange in Jacksonville,
Fla., re-

cently spent his vacation in Birmingham, his home town.
Sidney Dannenberg, manager of
Publix's Strand and" Galax, participated ina fishing trip to Panama City last week which culminated in the catching of a 1,300pound
J. R.shark.
Dunson, of the Lowell
Auditorium at Roanoke, Ala.,
states that the general business outlook in his section is excellent.
Dr. C. B. Welch, of the Liberty
Theatre, Roanoke, also feels optimistic over prospects for the Fall.
It is likely that his initial venture
into the theatrical field will prove
sufficiently attractive to warrant
his erecting a new theatre to serve
the town.
Randolph St. John, who recently
sold his interest in the First National and American theatres at
Sylacauga, Ala., announces that he
does not intend to retire from the
business. After a brief vacation
he will re-enter the business in
another town.
Dick Kennedy, resident manager
of the Wilby theatres in Birmingham, was very much gratified at
the reception accorded their new
Ensley Theatre.
Ben Jafife has been appointed
manager of the Dixie Theatre,
Birmingham.
The Lyric Theatre, Anniston,
Ala., has been sold to Harvey Orr,
of Kokomo, Ind., according to report received here last week.

D enver
CHAS. DILLARD, assistantmanager of the local MetroGoldwyn-AIayer branch office, died
last Tuesday evening at the Presbyterian Hospital in Denver. Mr.
Dillard suffered from a hemorrhage of the brain which paralyzed
the entire respiratory center. Although the respiration center was
ed
paralyz
o'clock
the
afternoon at
Mr.three
Dillard
wasin kept
alive by artificial respiration for
over eight hours, eight friends
using artificial means to give him
eighteen breaths a minute. The
eight friends, composed of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer employees, hospital internes and physicians, took
turns keeping him alive by this
method until his heart action failed.
Mr. Dillard has been associated
with the local Metro-GoldwynMayer office since January first of
this year. During his employment
here he had made a host of friends
throughout the Denver territory.
He is survived by his wife, Helen.
Burial was held in Denver.
The America Theatre, Universal
first-run in Denver, has reopened
after an expenditure of about fifty
thousand dollars in repairs and remodelling which included complete
redecoration from lobby clear on
back. A special invitation performance was held Thursday to a
packed house. Those attending declared the theatre to now be one
of Denver's most comfortable and

beautiful amusement houses. The
theatre is managed by E. Marshall
Taylor.
The Denver Bureau of Fire Prevention has issued notices to all
Denver theatre owners that asbestos
curtains or curtains of other inflammable material must, after
November 1st, be used wherever
stage presentations or acts of any
kind are used. The order does not
apply to those theatres showing
motion pictures exclusively. Most
Denver first-run movie houses already have met the requirements.
Ray Pearson, Kansas City branch
manager for Pathe, was a Denver
visitor for a few days this week
while on a vacation. He visited
Colorado Springs, h'stes Park, took
several mountain drives, and is returning to Kansas City via Omaha,
where he will spend a few days.
Mr. Pearson is a brother of Elmer
Pearson, General Sales Manager
for Pathe.
Members of the Colorado River
Conference were extended an invitation by the first-run motion piclure theatres of Denver to attend
any of their performances during
their stay in the city. The conference contains representatives from
seven western states, and included
seven governors, a number of
United States Senators and state
legislators.
Kenneth Hodkinson, district sales

manager for United Artists, is a
Denver visitor for a few days. The
local United Artists branch office
will very probably be removed to
2071 Broadway, the old Producers
headquarters, about September
15th.
A. H. Hurley, president of the
M. P. T. O. of New Mexico, and
member of the National Board of
Directors of the M. P. T. O., is a
Denver visitor this week. Mr.
Hurley is here attending the Colorado River Conference, having
been appointed a New Mexico
commissioner by Gov. Richard
Dillon of New Mexico to represent
the state in the parley.
W. Glenn Miller, a new-comer
among exhibitors, has purchased
the Rialto Theatre of Brighton.
Colo., which he is now operating.
D. N. McDonald, another new
face in the industry, has taken over
the ownership and management of
the old Sherbino Theatre in Ridgeway, Colo. The theatre has been
closed about three months.
Harry Wood, former Fox booker, is now with Pathe, having accepted a position there of a similar
nature, assisting Chas. O'Connell.
The Majestic Theatre, of Pueblo.
Colo., has reopened after being
closed for repairs since the first of
June. The theatre is owned and
managed by P. H. Iloppen.
Another
new
theatre
opening

took place when the Rialto Theatre
of Pueblo, Colo., was reopened last
Tuesday by the Rialto Amusement
Co. The theatre is under the direction of Joseph Roth, who is also
the active manager of the Rivoli
theatre of Denver.
R. Rogers, who owns the old
Ideal Theatre building in Bayard,
Neb., has arranged to re-equip the
theatre and reopen it again. The
theatre has been closed for several
months.
An indication of what is going
to happen to the Rialto Theatre,
one of the Publix theatres here,
happened last week when the Joslin
Co. adjoining bought the building
and announced plans to extend
their store over the theatre. The
theatre lease has four years yet to
run, and it is probable that the
Rialto will not be done away with
immediately. Publi.x now operates
the Rialto and Victory Theatres
here, and is building a new three
thousand seat house at 16th and
Glenarm, whicli will be ready for
opening sometime in October.
Sid Weisbaum, F B O branch
manager, has left for a long sales
trip in the northern part of the territory. He will go as far as Billings, Montana, before returning to
Denver.
Mrs. W. R. Logan, owner of the
Rex Theatre, Basin, Wyo,, spent a
few days in Denver last week
transacting business along film row.
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Capitol Theatre, SomerTHE
ville, opened late last season,
will switch to the policy originally
planned for it with the opening of
the new theatre of the Universal
chain at Revere. It will become a
first run house with single feature
and four acts vaudeville. The
Capitol seats 2,200. Alark Hanna
is manager.
Charles Shute, formerly operating a theatre at Holyoke, Mass., is
operating the Cosmian Hall at
Florence, Mass.
-Albert Desautells, well known
exhibitor at Holyoke, Mass., is enjoying a vacation to Chicago.
The Capitol Theatre at Monson,
Mass., reopens ne.xt week following extensive redecoration and reseating. Itis owned and managed
by Joseph Rapalus, who also operates the Majestic at Easthampton and is completing the construction of another new theatre at
Ludlow, Mass. It- is understood
that Mr. Rapolus has plans in
preparation for two more theatres
in the Western Massachusetts territory.
The Richmond Theatre, reported
sold last week to parties not yet
announced, is now operated by G.
Orran, who purchased the house
from J. Gannon.
Members of the Fox staf? at
Boston are actively engaged in
making the forthcoming Fox
week, Sept. 11th to 17th, surpass
even last year's high record.
Manager Leo Carney of the
Premier Theatre, Lawrence, Mass.,
averted danger of a panic at that

theatre Saturday when a film
caught fire in the booth, driving
the operators from the booth.
Manager Carney stepped to the
stage and coolly directed the audience of some 700 to leave the theatre. He was assisted by Manager
James Carney of another Lawrence theatre, who saw the flare as
he was passing the theatre, and,
with a police officer, rushed into
the theatre and directed the audience in reaching the street. While
considerable damage was done to
the machines and equipment in the
booth, there was no damage to the
theatre.
Miss Katherine Clegg, assistant
booker at the Fox exchange, is recovering from serious illness, which
has confined her to her home for
the past week.
Starting Aug. 31st the Bijou at
Springfield will operate a double
change weekly policy, with two
features both halves of the week.
Film Booking Offices moved into
its new quarters at Church and
Piedmont streets Saturday. Redecoration of the office has not been
quite
way. completed but is well under
The new Capitol Theatre at
Lowell w'ill open Sept. 9 and 10,
the former being to an invited list
of guests and the latter to the public. Sam Torgan will manage the
theatre, which has scats for about
1,800.
The Academy at Haverhill has
reopened under the management
of Edward M. Foley.
The
Palace
Theatre
at Man-

chester, N. H., opened Monday
under the management of Mr.
Charis. Its policy is pictures and
vaudeville.
The Tremont Theatre at Nashua,
N. H., reopened Monday under the
name of the State Theatre. The
theatre has been extensively remodelled and redecorated. Henry
Farrell is manager.
The United Theatre at Westerly,
R. I., will open Labor Day under
the management of J. B. Findlay.
Joseph Cohan, shipper at First
National e.xchanee, Boston, is on a
two-weeks' vacation in Maine.
Joseph Schmuck has joined
Warner Brothers sales staff and
is covering Rhode Island and the
Cape Cod sections.
Harry Goldstein has resigned
from Tiffany's sales force to join
Film Booking Office.
Miss Florence Sullivan, secretary to Branch Manager William
Erb at Paramount-Famous-Lasky
exchange, Boston, is spending her
two-weeks' vacation at Nantasket
Beach.
W. R. Carbee, owner and manager of the Carbee Theatre at
Groton, Vt., was welcomed to
Film Row during the week, securing his dates for Fall and Winter
Ixiokings.
Elmer Turnquist .shipper at
Paramount-Famous Players-Lasky
exchange, Boston, has been promoted to assistant booker.
John Howard has been promoted
to short feature booker at the Paramount exchange, Boston.
Harris Ware of Ware Brothers,

operators of the Strand Theatre,
Peabody, Mass., is vacationing at
his
Mass. summer home at Brewster,
Miss Etta Glazer, assistant
booker at the Paramount exchange,
is back from a vacation passed in
the White Mountains.
Louis Cohn, who operates the
Phillips, Jefferson, Strand and
Gardner Theatres at Springfield
and Gardner, has returned from a
vacation at Atlantic City.
Moe Mark of the Mark-Strand
theatres, paid a visit to Boston
during the week, returning later to
Hartford for the opening of the
State and thence returning to New
York.
Joseph McKenney, who has been
a member of the staff of Paramount exchange during the summer, returns to coach football at
Boston College, where he made
such a reputation as player and
coach. He is succeeded at the
Paramount shipping department by
James Keegan.
Empire Amusement Co. of
Salem has been incorporated with
offices at Lynn, Mass., with capital
of $50,000. Incorporators are
John B. Mack, Ira Einstein and
Charles B. Goldman.
Cape Cod Theatres, Inc., has incorporated at Barnstable, Mass.,
with capital of $10,000. Incorporators are George R. Moore,
Alice B. Moore and William L.
Fitzgerald.
Modern Theatre at Providence
will open with stock on Labor Day.

St. L OUIS
WF.
Defrenne, city salesman
. in St. Louis for Paramount Pictures, has purchased a
controlling interest in the Liberty
Theatre Company at Mexico, Mo.,
and on September 1 will remove
to that city to take active charge
of the management of its two
houses, the Liberty and the Orpheum.
Defrenne has been a member of
the Paramount sales organization
for seven years, most of that time
being spent in St. Louis. In 1924
he opened the Louisville exchange
for Paramount, but later was
brought back to St. Louis to handle sales in St. Louis and other key
cities of the St. Louis district.
William AVandell. booker for
Paramount, has lieen promoted to
salesman to fill the vacancy caused
by Defrenne's resignation.
J. A. Haas, special representative for advertising department of
Paramount, has been in St. Louis
for some time.
The general contract for the construction of the new theatre of
the Farmington Entertainment
Company, in Faririington, Mo., has
been awarded to F. M. Roux, of
Kansas City. The house was designed by J. Hall Lynch, of St.
Louis.
It will be one story and

basement, 65 by 111 feet. Dr. C.
A. Tetley is president of the
Farmington Entertainment Company.
Everett Hays, manager of the
St. Louis Theatre, has been named
president of the St. Louis Theatre
Managers'
Association.
Other officers of the association
are : Henry Chouteau, of the
Odeon Theatre, vice-president ;
Paul Beisman, American Theatre,
secretary, and James P. JBrennan,
Grand Opera House, treasurer.
Don Albert, musical director at
Loew's State Theatre, St. Louis,
Mo., since its opening three years
ago, will leave for Pittsburgh, Pa.,
within a few days to organize the
symphony orchestra that will be a
feature of the new Loew's Penn
Theatre in that city.
Col. E. A. Schiller, vice-president
and general representative of
Loew's, Inc., was in St. Louis,
August
Theatre. 24, visiting Loew's State
Anticipating a record for attendance and box-office receipts, Harry
Greenman,
manager
of arranged
Loew's
State Theatre,
St. Louis,
his schedule to include seven complete show's daily, except Sunday,
during the engagement
of "The

Big Parade," which opened at the
house on Saturday, August 17.
On Sunday but six shows were
given, the first being at noon instead of at 10 A. M., as on week
(lays. This arrangement did not
interfere with Sunday morning
church service.
The usual scale of prices prevailed during the week. It was the
first
"The Big
Parade"
in St.showing
Louis atofpopular
prices.
The Ambassador Theatre, St.
Louis, will celebrate its first anniversary the week of September
3 W'ith a gala revue including more
than 75 persons.
J. I. Schnitzer, vice-president
and general sales manager for
F. B. O., was in St. Louis, Mo., on
Wednesday, August 24. He departed for Chicago
that
night.
Tom McKean, manager for
F. B. O.. visited Springfield, 111.,
and vicinity during the week.
Daniel Cupid has raided the local
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer change, departing with two bobbed scalps.
Miss Ruth Mc.A-tee, who was
booker for the exchange, chucked
up her job, and on .August 31 will
become the bride of Morgan
Lomesney, of Chicago.
Mr. Lomes-

ney is in the insurance business in
Chicago, and the couple will make
their home in that city.
Miss Mary Mae Brennan, assistant contract clerk, has also tendered her resignation to Manager
C. T. Lynch, and during the first
week in September will wed Chas.
Gannon, of St. Louis.
Clifford Burtt, shipping clerk,
has been promoted to Miss McAtee's job, while Miss Fannie
Isaacson takes Miss Brennan's
A. V. Philbin, assistant manager
of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer explace.
change, has resigned from that post
to enter the jewelry business. His
place has been filled temporarily by
J.
H. Zimmerman, home office representative.
The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange has put on a new poster
clerk.
Will Dufnil fills the post.
Out-of-town v.':'.tors of the week
included Barney Dubinsky, Jefferson City ; John Rees, Wellsville,
Mo. ; Charley Weeks, Dexter,
Mo.; Dr. C. A. Tetley and Fred
Karsh. Flat River and Farmington, Mo. ; H. C. Tuttle, Desloge,
Mo.
Mo., and Harrv Miller, Festus,
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OTTO HARTSU, uwner of the
North Newton Theatre, Newton, N. C, and his family, spent
the week end at Virginia Beach.
J. A. Reynolds, manager Educational exchange, Charlotte, and his
wife left Tuesday for Jacksonville,
Fla., to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Reynolds' mother.
James Mcccham. formerly booker
for DeMille division of Pathe Exchange, is now feature representative for the new Pathe specials.
J. W. Morrison, formerly booker
for Liberty-.Specialty, has succeeded
Air. Meacham as booker for Pathe.
A. C. Peeler, owner of the Universal Theatre, Lenoir, N. C,
spent last Wednesday on Film Row.
E. C. Pearce, and H. Abrams,
Jr., are now checking road shows
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Ed. Turner, president of the
Carolina Theatre's Inc., and G. L.
Stallings, his manager for the
Broadway Theatre, Columbia, spent
last Sunday and Monday in Atlanta.
Manager M. E. Winman, of the
Liberty-Specialty Charlotte exchange, is covering the central
North Carolina territory with his
salesman Bob Masterman.
Ira Furman is the new manager
for the Charlotte Branch of MetroGoldwyn-Maycr, succeeding Frank
Drew, who has been assigned to
special work out of the Home
OfSce.
W^alter Griffith, general manager
of the Holacher Delivery Service,
announces a proposed new route in
the South Carolina Territory which
will include Bennetsville, Kershaw,
Darlington, Lake City, Kingstree
and Manning, efTective September
10th, or later.
J. H. Paradis, owner of a cir-

M( ) T I O N Picture Theatre
Owners of Wisconsin held
their aimual convention in Milwaukee on August ,30th and 31st.
Roll call and registration on Tuesday were followed by luncheon in
the Gold Room of the Wisconsin
Hotel. Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel for Hays Organization, addressed the assemblage.
Business sessions and election of
officers for the new year occupied
the exhibitors for the remainder
of the convention. The fact that
the convention and State Fair coincided kept the visiting exhibitors
well entertained. Nine district
film boards were present.
H. Eagan of the American theatre at Wautoma dropped in at exchanges for a brief visit recently.
Miss Elsie Luedke of the Columbia theatre at Kenosha was in the
city on Thursday to line up bookings for the new season.
Jack Draginis, new manager of
the Bell theater at Sparta, was in

cuit of theatres in Eastern North
Carolina, together with his managers, Joe Paradis, Sanford ; R. E.
Corbctt, Greenville ; and Mr. Smith
of Tarboro, spent last Monday and
Tuesday in Charlotte.
Arnold HufT, Jr., son of A. B.
Huff, owner of the High Point
Amusement Co., High Point, N. C,
is recuperating after having been
confined to his home with a broken
leg, received some time ago in an
automobile accident.
Chase White, formerly manager
of the Ideal and Lyric Theatres,
Gastonia, N. C, is now covering
Block "B" for Pathe Exchange.
Jack London, booker for First
National Pictures, is spending his
vacation in New York City.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shute, of the
Pastime Theatre, Monroe, N. C,
visited Film Row last Tuesday.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office reports the addition of C. W. Starr
as special salesman.
J. M. Hicks, formerly special
salesman for Metro, left Saturday
for a City.
several days' trip to New
York

P. W. Wayland, announces that
the Tivoli Theatre. Columbia, S. C,
will be ready to open August 29th,
and will feature musical comedies
and first run pictures. This house
was at one time owned by Lawrence
Lester.
The Holacher Delivery Service,
wishes to announce that all exhibitors coming to Charlotte in their
cars may have the privilege of
parking their cars in the Holacher
garage, free of charge, and to make
their office headtiuarters while in
town.
C. W. Drace of the Grand Theatre, Greer, S. C, purchased a new
organ from the National Theatre
Supply Co.
Carl F. Mock, one of the best
known film salesmen in the Southeast, this week rejoined the Eltabran Film Company's organization,
being appointed sales manager for
the Carolinas with headquarters at
Charlotte, N. C.

ixjsitiun with Big Feature Rights
Corporation.
Announcement is made that B.
F. Keith's National Theatre will
swing into action August 28 with
a policy of the best current picture
releases at popular prices and with
a10 special
a.m. to shoppers'
1 :30 p.m. matinee from
H. S. Bowman, First National
salesman, has been on the sick list
for several days.
Lee L. Goldberg, Big Feature
Rights Corporation, together with
his Indianapolis manager, Abe H.
Kaufman, left Sunday for Chicago.
Messrs. Lewis and Hamilton have
taken over the Masonic Theatre,
Bardstown, Ky., from Messrs.
Lewis and Smith.
H. L. Davis has taken over the
Lyric Theatre, Burkesville, Ky.,
from Tliomas and Young.
J. P. Freeman is the new owner
of the Cumberland
Theatre, Cumberland Ky.

.S. H. Borisky, Independent Theatres Corporation, Chattanooga,
Tenn., took over the Ritz Theatre
at Rossville, Ga., August 22.

ing.The Lyell Theatre, Lyles, Tenn.,
is closing August 27 until September 11 on account of a revival meet-

E. D. Crowell, local booker for
Paramount is covering Central
North
Carolina territory.

Prof. W. H. McKeller, Sewanee
Union, Sewanee, Tenn., is away on
a fishing trip.

U. K. Rice, manager of the Colonial Theatre, Winston-Salem, N.
C, announces that he is repainting
and redecorating his house.

The Winchester Amusement
Company, Lexington, Ky., has
taken over the Hippodrome and
Palace theatres at Corbin, Ky., forbloom. merly operated by Louis Merrin-

The Idle Hour Theatre, Williamstown, Ky., is closing Thursday for the balance of the month.
The theatres at Southland and
London, Ky., have closed for the
week ending August 27.
The Court Theatre, Prestonburg,
Ky., will reopen September 1.
Judge Kinney, manager of the
Orpheum Theatre, is back in Louisville, after having been out of the
city for several weeks.
Fred J. Campbell, manager
Rialto Theatre, Louisville, is back
from his vacation.

D. M. Eaves, owner of a circuit of theatres in South Carolina,
spent last Sunday and Monday in
Charlotte.
Mrs. Yount, cashier for First
National Pictures, left Saturday
for a two weeks' vacation.
W. F. Lenehan, and Ed McShane, of the Pathe Exchange, recently spent several days in the
.South Carolina territorv.

the city early in the week signing
up
house.for the new product for his
Steve Bauer, manager of the
Venus and Avenue theatres of this
city, is driving a new Paige sedan.
Racine managers made a hundred
per cent attendance record in exchanges thisDorece,
week. Louis
"Dad" Rossa,
Wolcott, Steve
and Frank StefFen were all in to
get their bookings in order for the
fall season.
Word

G. V. Cox, manager ParentTeachers' Association Theatre,
Caneyville, Ky., was in Louisville
last week.
Emil Courte, formerly with the
local Paramount exchange, is poster clerk with First National. This
position was formerh' held by Tom
Miller, who resigned to accept a

Community tliL-atrc at West Allis,
has just returned from a visit to
Italy, where he has been spending
the past few months.
Art. Roberts is no longer associated with Pathe. G. Bowens has
been added to the Pathe sales force
as sj-ecial feature salesman.
Earl Scott, manager of the Fox
theatre at Black River Falls,
stopped in at the exchanges on his
way home from New York.
O. A. Wodke, manager of the
Majestic theatre at Lake Mills, was
day.
seen in the exchanges on Thurs-

has been received in Milwaukee from Charles Washacheck
from Los Angeles that his motor
car is still holding up well after
the 5,000-mile trip, and he himself is having a great time. Mr.
Washacheck manages the Pearl,
(irace, Riveria and Layton Park
theatres of this city.

W. Luth, of the .Mamo theatre
at Pembine, Wisconsin, came down
to the city to visit exchanges.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Speaker of the
Majestic theatre at DePere were
in the city on Thursday and made
a short visit to several exchanges.
Jack
Deleo,
manager
of the

Rmnortheatre
is persistent
that 'soon
the
Garrick
will he opened
as a picture theatre and that a
Vitaphone will be installed.
Dan
Kelliher of Elkhorn
and

Bert Wheeler of Lloyds theatre
at Menominee, Michigan, motored
to
Milwaukee this week with his
family.

E. A. Booth announces the opening of his new Palace Theatre at
Greeneville, Tenn, next Monday,

Lake Geneva was in the city early
in the week getting the new prodtres. uct lined up for his several theaThe Garden theatre opens under
management of L. K. Brin on
September 2, with "When a Man
Loves." The Vitaphone. which is
being installed, will be an innovation in Milwaukee.
Mr. and Mrs. B. I^vell of the
Lovcll theatre at Pardeeville were
in the city on Wednesday on business.
Francis Kadow of the Midako
theatre at Manitowoc put in his
api>earance in Milwaukee exchanges after an absence of some
months.
Carl Lipnian. whose new theatre
the Allen at Jefiferson will be
opened about the middle of October, was in the city early in the
week to arrange bookings for the
new house. Mr. Lipman is planning to build theatres in several of
the
soon. larger cities of the state very
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American
Legionis Post,
Albert
City, Iowa,
openingat
a new theatre there on September
2. This theatre, bought from Fred
Ketchner, will be under the management of Mr. Johnson. The arrangements have been made with
the National Theatre Supply Company to equip the theatre with 200
opera chairs. However, it is estimated that the completed house will
seat 300. The $1,100 worth of
equipment which has been contracted for includes a Simplex machine. The theatre will have opposition in the theatre already located at Albert City. The American Legion theatre is housed in a
building which is being altered to
accommr>date the new enterprise.
Miss Edith Tohnson, biller of the
stafif of F B O, was wed last week.
She is now Mrs. Roy Adleman.
Mr. and Mrs. Adleman are now on
a wedding trip to Chicago. Mrs.
Adleman will retain her place with
F B O.
The complete stage equipment
for the Shrine Temple at Cedar
Kapids, was installed by the Des
Moines office of the National
Theatre Supply Company. The
SIO 000 in equipment was put in
just last week.
Messrs. Youngclass and Latta.
who are partners in ownership of
the Rex Theatre at Perrv, Iowa,
last week took over the Grand
Theatre there. The house was sold
by G. L. West.
Johnson, of Audubon, who is
interested with his son in the
Crescent Theatre, was the winner
of the first place in the Des Moines
Film Board of Trade golf tournament, which was held the last week

in August. Mr. Johnson, who is
past fifty years of age, was not
entered in the golf contest last year.
He defeated Mitchell, of Omaha,
who was winner of first place last
year. The golf tournament, which
was managed by Jimmy Wynn, of
the Des Moines Educational staf?,
cooperating with Les Phillips, feature man for Pathe, had charge
of the general arrrangements for
the Film Board of Trade picnic
and get-together. The affair was a
big success this year, and there
were more than 300 exhibitors
from over the state who came in
for the informal gathering. Over
5700 in prizes were distributed in
various events.
X'isitors in film row were Youngclass and Latta, of Perry, where
they have the Roxy and the Grand,
Mr. Hoadley, of Garden Grove,
Mr. Hales of Madrid and Morris
and Wolcott, of Eldora and Eagle
Grove.
Miss Leona Alathews, who for
seven or eight years has been one
of the standbys of the stafif of A.
H. Blank Enterprises, has entered
into another field of the picture
industry. Miss Mathews has been
serving as booker for the independent houses of the Blank chain.
This week she goes to the Film
Board of Trade office to act as
secretary and treasurer, succeeding
Mrs. Mary Benjamin, who had
served on the Board for a number
of years. Miss L\-tell, who came
from one of the southern Board of
Trade offices to take over the work
at the Des Moines office while a
successor was lined up for Mrs.
Benjamin, has been the temporary
incumbent.

Mr. Thornton has bought the
Montrose Theatre, at Montrose,
Iowa. He bought the theatre from
Harry Mitchnick, who is well
known over the state from his years
of association with the Orpheum
Theatre in Des Moines.
Edwin Shroeder is the new owner of the Midway Theatre at Mt.
Pelier. The files do not disclose
the name of the previous owner.
Stern Brothers have bought the
Strand Theatre at Fort Dodge,
Iowa, from J. B. Julius.
Harry Brader, conductor of the
Rialto Theatre orchestra at Omaha,
was injured with bad cuts and
bruises in an auto accident at Milford, Iowa, when the car in which
he was riding with his wife and
daughter turned over. The injuries
were not serious, however, and the
party resumed their journey next
day to Omaha, where they were returning after a trip to the Minnesota lakes.
Carl Krumrei, manager for the
Omaha office of the National Theatre Supply Company, was also injured while traveling in Iowa territory. He collided with another car
and, while his car met with little
injury, the other car was prettr
well wrecked, while the occupants
of the car suffered some serious
injury.
A. H. Blank and his wife and
two sons returned this week from
several months spent abroad, where
they have been enjoying a pleasure
trip. A. H. Blank, largest Iowa
exhibitor, affiliated with the Publix-A. H. Blank chain, and an
e.xecutive of First National, stated
some time back that he might go
into the producing game himself.

J. M. Erdman, of the Crest
Theatre at Creston, recently purchased this theatre from Roy E.
Benson. Mr. Erdman had the
Lyric Theatre at Harlin, Iowa.
The Isis Theatre at New Market,
Iowa, will reopen this fall. The
theatre has been closed due to lack
of patronage.
The theatre at Farnhamville
changed hands at recent date. J. J.
Robertson bought from C. H.
Worsley.
August 31 is the opening date of
the new Ritz Theatre at Chariton,
Iowa. Delays in the building of
the theatre have set the opening
date at a later time than was at
first intended.
The Princess, which is the new
theatre at Sanborn, Iowa, was
opened last week. The theatre is
equipped with all the best and latest.
The Movie Theatre, at Elgin,
Iowa, has been closed for a time
while complete changes were made
in the theatre. The house was redecorated and extensive repairing
done. William F. Miller is the
owner of the Elgin house.
Ed Shroeder, who bought the
Majestic Theatre at Letts. Iowa,
bought the house from May Ellen
Gipple.
Houses temporarily closed for
hot weather season, or for a period
of repair, are the Empress Theatre at Rowan. The Legion Theatre
at Hull, the Mason's Theatre at
Modale. All will be reopened this
fall.
Theo. Larson, of Gowrie, Iowa,
sold the theatre to Nelson and
Carr, who took immediate possession.

ersey
or k and New^ J
PatheLOVEJ
K eH. salesm
FRAN
anOY,
out of the
DeMill
New York branch, died suddenly
last Monday morning following an
attack of acute indigestion. Fmneral services will be held Thursday, 3 P. M., and interment will
be made at Hillside Cemetery,
Lyndhurst, N. J. Mr. Lovejoy was
54 years of age when death came
and was considered one of Pathe's
old-timers, having served the Pathe
exchange for a period of nine
yeiars, under Managers Edw.
Abeles, Harry Lyons, Chas. Stombaugh and the present branch manager, William Raynor. A widow
and a 14-jear-old son survive the
deceased.
Further evidence of false alarms
in theatre construction is said to
be in the Long Island cities of
Hicksville, Amityville and Glen
Cove, where only the foundations
of proposed structures bear mute
testimony to the optimism of several builders. In each case, it is
said, work ceased through lack of
proper financing or eventual lack
of faith that opposition could be
success full v bucked.

S. Levine ( said to be no relation to the flyer) will manage
Rachmiel & Rinsler's new Congress
Theatre when that house opens
September 1.
Al or Andy (take your choice)
Sawtell — jovial, rotund exchangeman of non-theatrical fame out of
the Pathe-DeMille New York office, has returned from a two
months" sojourn in Paris and
among the erstwhile battlefields of
France. Al or Andy is more rotund
than ever, further bearing out
France's reputation as the home of
nourishing liquid and solid food.
Mr. Sawtell brought hack with
him several French souvenirs —
very, very French, say we. They
may be seen at his office during
inspection hours from 7 A. M. to
7 P. M.
A. L. Greene will continue as
manager of the Manor Theatre,
Brooklyn, since that house recently
passed into control of the Loew
circuit.
Meyer Solomon's sister passed
away the early 'part of this week.
After being closed for the Summer, the S. & S. Halsey Theatre,

Malsey Street near Broadway,
Brooklyn, will open for business
September 3.
A new theatre is said to be under
construction at Gerritsen Beach,
Brooklyn, and a New Jersey man
by name of Katz is reported to be
heliind the project.
Rumor has it that the Capitol
Theatre, M-G-M's Broadway firstrun house, will have a change of
npsresentation policy in the near
future, changing from the more or
less dignified style of stage presentation to the introduction of a jazz
orchestra on stage, etc.
If over
you wish
to study
"types,"
look
the crowd
which
lines
the sidewalks from the corner of
Seventh Avenue and 49th Street
to the box office of the Rivoli Theatre during the morning showings
of "L'nderworld."
The Motion Picture Salesmen,
Inc., will resume their bi-monthly
meetings at the Hotel Manger,
September 17, when the organization will appoint a new chairman
on matters pertaining to entertainment.
Last week's issue of this publi-

cation carried a story to the effect
that fully
thirty
to thirty-hve
thousand seats
would
be added
to
Brooklyn territory when approximately sixteen new houses opened
during the coming season. Some
of the smaller theatres will undoubtedly feel the effect of this.
Ownership of the Star Theatre, Lyndhurst, L. I., has recently reverted to its former proprietress. Miss Geddetti.
The Wakefield Theatre, a former Chrisedge house and now operated by Bolte Bros., will reopen after having undergone some
improvements. Bolte Bros, also
operate the Laconia, Burke and
B. & B. Theatres.
In the front news section of this
issue there is a box devoted to a
rumored report that at last there
seems to be the prospect of peace
among the theatre forces of New
York's lower East Side.
After considerable redecorating
and renovation, the Bronx-Plaza
Theatre, 187 Washington Avenue,
will be reopened by Messrs, Grobc
and Knobel during Labor Day
week.
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Baltiimore
THE Red Wing Theatre, here
reopened to the public, Thursday, August 25, under the management of Howard Gaertner, who
has operated it with his brother
George for a number of years.
While closed, extensive alterations and improvements were made
in it, including a new balcony in
the center of which is the projection room. The seating capacity
has been increased, the stage has
been enlarged, new lighting equipment has been installed and the
interior has been redecorated.
M. J.Theatre
O'Toole,Company,
treasurerhasofgone
the
Avalon
on a motor trip through the Adirondacks during his vacation.
Arthur
B. Price, who operates

THE new Pantages policy was
inaugurated this week in Minneapolis by the elimination of
vaudeville and the booking of the
Fox road show "What Price
Glory" for a two weeks' run. A
presentation act, which is purely
color for the film, is the only
vaudeville act. Admission has been
raised to seventy-five cents.
It is rumored that E. C. Bostick,
who has managed the Pantages in
Minneapolis for the last year, is
scheduled to leave the city soon to
take an important position in the
Pan organization.
An office has been opened in Minneapolis by the National
Screen

the Aurora and Avalon theatres,
here, has returned from a five week
sojourn at Bagley, Md., with his
wife and four children. He will
take them with him when he goes
to Atlantic City to see the beauty
pageant.
Julius Goodman, proprietor of the
Ideal Theatre, Hampden, spent a
few days in Covington, Va., recently with his sister, his wife and
son Billy. On the way home he
had a hard time pulling through
the mud 8 miles this side of Hot
Springs and he arrived one morning at aboutWeaver
4 o'clock.
George
has succeeded
Lee Whittle as one of the doormen
on the house staff of the Rivoli
here.

Service, sharing the space with the
Heywood-Wakefield company, at
353 Loeb Arcade. One or two men
will represent the company in the
territory, while Jos. Creveling will
act as manager. It will be purely
a sales office and the trailers will
continue to be shipped out of Chicago.
J. H. Grant has resigned from
the F. & R. organization with
which he has been associated for a
number of years and has gone to
Racine, Wis., to act as manager of
the State Theatre. He will succeed William Houck, who has accepted a position with the Universal chain as manager of the new
million
dollar
"Kenosha"
at

Harry Van Hoven, publicist for
Whitehurst Theatrical Interests
here, made a hurried trip to Chicago, Saturday, August 27, remaining for several days.
Dorothy Eilerman, on the staff
at the Garden Theatre, is acting as
assistant bookkeeper in the Garden
office during the absence of Mary
Pascor, who is on vacation.
Roger Kemp, Garden Roof manager, acted as manager of the New
Theatre for John T. Moore while
the latter was absent after his altercation with the bandit who attempted to rob the playhouse.
Louis Schneider, manager of the
Bridge Theatre, here, has returned
from a long motor trip which he
took on his vacation to Chicago,

through Indiana and back b.v way
of New York.
The Rialto theatre, here, reopened to the public Friday, August
26, under the management of Samuel Back. While closed for about
eight weeks, the Rialto was entirely remodeled and redecorated.
A new custom is being tried out
there now of serving coffee in the
lounge between shows for the patrons.
The lobby has been rearranged
with the ticket booth in the center.
A room for women smokers has
been arranged. New chairs, draperies, screen, lighting effects have
hcen installed and new electric
sign has been erected on the sides
of the marquee.

Kenosha, Wis. Grant was recently
manager of the St. Claire, and
F. & R. Theatre in St. Paul.

The Gem Theatre and the McVille Opera House, at McVille,
N. D., have been leased to Fletch
Despain, who is making extensive
repairs ready for the fall season.
New equipment has already been
installed.

The McCarthy brothers, of
Moorhead, N. D., have bought a
building on Center Avenue, and
will convert it into a modern theatre with a seating capacity of 800.
Lanesboro, Minn., is to have motion pictures. They will be shown
at the Harmony Opera House by
C. L. Bier.
The new State Theatre, at Ironton, Minn., is one of the most attractive houses in the northern part
of the state. It was opened quite
recentlv.

The motion picture theatre at
Springfield, S. D., has been sold
to Clio Henderson by Fred Dykman.
The Alhambra Theatre Company has leased a building in Garrison, N. D., and is converting it
into a theatre which is expected to
1st. readv to open about September
be

Detroit
ONE of Detroit's oldest houses,
the Peoples Theatre, at Montcalm and Hastings Streets, reopened August 14 after being
closed since June.
David Palfreyman,- manager of
the local Film Board of Trade, has
returned from Muskoka Lakes,
where he spent two weeks in an
enjoyable manner.
Alex Schreiber is on the job
again after sojourning several
weeks at Atlantic City. He is
running the Oakman Boulevard,
Dawn and New Plaza.

J. Berkowitz, proprietor of
Graphic exchanges, visited in this
city all last week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hurlbut
(Favorite Film Co.) were in New
York last week, combining business
with pleasure.
Vernon Locey, who operates the
Temple at Howell, stopped in at
the Wolverine last week to call on
General Manager Richey, of the
M. P. T. O.
Joe O'Donnell, Detroit manager
for Graphic
Exchanges,
and Joe

Greenway, salesman, went to Grand
Rapids over the week-end, screening pictures for George Spaeth at
the Temple.
Another new exchange has
opened here. The latest is named
Crescent Pictures Exchange, and
Dan Dolan will preside as manager.
Office quarters are located in
Room
Building.412, New Film Exchange

tion at Jackson, October 11 and 12.
It is understood that W. S. McLaren and the Jackson bunch have
prepared elaborate ceremonies and
several surprises are in store for
the visitors.
The Film Baseball Club completed its season with a nice record
and the members have started to
consider their plans for next year.
Among the film boys who play
regularly on the team are Freddie
Dickson, Wade Allen, Vince Colby,

Invitations are already being extended various owners to attend
the coming M. P. T. O. conven-

^^'illianl
I^mdis. Joe O'Brien and
Leo McElway,

Walter Lloyd, Publix city manat Daytona,
visited
the Publixagerdistrict
office last
week.

Frank Dowler, Publix district
manager, returned last week from
Sanford.

Frank Burns, of the Ark Amusement Company, Orlando, and Lincoln Theatre, Bradentown, called
at exchanges last week.

Manager Guy Kenimer, of the
Florida Theatre, Jacksonville, and
Mrs. Kenimer, are in Atlanta this

Florida
STEWART,
MANAGER
Grand Theatre, Croft City,
visited exchanges last week.
Manager C. P. Lester, of Universal exchange, is in and about
Miami territory this week.
Malcolm Estes, who has been
associated with E. J. Sparks Enterprises for several years, recently took over management
of

the Edwards and Sarasota theatres,
two L'niversal houses in Sarasota.
Harry Simpson, Universal salesman, is in West Coast territory
this week.
Manager Kennedy, Athens and
Dreka theatres, Deland, called on
Universal exchange Tuesday.
Newton Treece, manager, Lyric,
Gainesville, was in Jacksonville
Mondav on business.

Manager Ralph Jacobson, Lincoln Theatre, Palatka, was another
recent visitor.

week.
Manager C. B. Ellis, of the local
FBO exchange, is travelling down
state this week.
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Clearly Reflected
at the box-office
If your patrons are enjoying faultless
screen quality you are projecting prints
on Eastman Positive made from originals
on Eastman Negative.
Always specify Eastman prints, and
look for the words ^^Eastman Kodak'' in
the transparent margin. For Eastman
screen quality is clearly reflected at the
box-office.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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J/% Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice
the other hand, was equally insistent that
the resistance elements were quite all right
and were operating in a perfectly normal
manner and, indeed, far from "going
West," they would, if anything, gradually
work their way eastward since the entire
mechanism
Avas designed to have a proper
ing.
factor of safety in the matter of over heat-

Inquiries and
Comments
How

Hot

Does a Resistance
Become?

is surprising how much of an
jirgunicnt such a simple thing as a
i-esistiince can provoke among persons who are really inclined to
argue.
Just the other day the writer
was i)rivileged to "listen in" on a very
heated discussion which revolved continuously— and, for a time, it seemed as if it
would he endlessly — around the amount of
heat which any respectable resistance unit
should give off when it was supposed to be
operating in a normal fashion.
The parties to this hot affair were the
chief electrician of a theatre on the one
side, and the representative of a well-know'n
resistance manufacturer on the other. The
argument finally ended in a deadlock since
neither party was able to convince the other
of the logic of his reasoning.
The bone of contention proved to be a
bank of circular plate dimmers, driven by
a motor, for regularly raising and lowering
the current through three separate circuits
of incandescent lamps. The total load involved was some 13,000 odd watts and the
dimmer contractor arms were operated in
such a manner as to make a complete cycle
once every two minutes.
This latter has no bearing whatever on.
the principal argument, but it may serve to
make the general set-up a little clearer to
those on the side-lines.
The resistance units were of the wellknown pancake type, being madcup of a
ca.st iron, cupped shaped plate, on the front
side of which Were mounted the contact
points, and on the other, the resistance elements imbedded in a vitreous enamel. The
j)rinciple of the entire design was to insure
great ruggedness with minimum si/e, for the
entire motor driven e(|uipment did not

2occupy
ft. a space greatei' tiian .'5 ft. x 4 ft. x
Too

Hot

for

Comfort

The theatre electrician claimed that the
units were too hot for comfort and that he
was in constant fear that the elements, if
left to operate under those conditions, would
(luickly "go West" — ^or south — or wher(^ver overworked resistance coils go when
they finally curl uj) their toes and leave a
"dark" house behind them.
The

manufacturer's

rein-esentative,

on

The basis of the electrician's argument
was the surface temperature of the plates
and he claimed that when said plates became too hot to touch comfortably, it was
a positive sign that everything was far
from being "jake. " It seemed as though
his previous experience with resistance centered mainly around another equipment
which he had handled some years ago and
which, for approximately the same amount
of power, had been about three times as
large. This equipment, it developed later,
was of the open coil type, having its resistor
elements freely exposed to the air.
He failed to see why one device should
run so much better than another and explained it by saying that he believed the
smaller equipment was generating an undue amount of heat and, therefore, was
oi)erating in a dangei-ous manner.

Surface

Temperature
Radiation

and

The factory man patiently tried to explain that the true reason lay in the fact
that the lai-ge unit had considerably greater
radiating surface and furthermore was air
cooled so that its framework and supporting mechanism would, naturally, be less
likely to store up heat.
Most important of all, he pointed out
that it was quite probable that the resistor
elements were of such size and length that
they were operating at a very low tem]>erature and that what heat was generated was
quickly dissipated into the air and not into
the framework.

Everything considered, the operating temi:)erature, undoubtedly, was much below
what was re(iuired for safety, so that the
size
be. of the apj)aratus was greater than need

The smaller eciuipment, on the other
hand, was generating no more heat but was
operating at a higher surface in this condition, aslong as the resistor elements Avere
not heated above a safe value (a]>pro\imately 400° C. Max.).
Since these resistor elements were entirely enclosed in a vitreous substance,
which in itself is a poor heat conductor and
thus stored it up. it Was only natural that
they Avould. in turn, be heated to a still
higher tein])ci-;it urc.
The safe opcr.-if ing

value, however, was in no danger of being
exceeded and the mechanical construction
of the equipment was such as to give no
cause for alarm whatever.
The matter of the total heat given off by
any resistance unit when in operation is
easilj"- settled and leaves no room for argument. The rate at which heat is emitted
measured in watts will be equal to the
square of the current multiplied by the
resistance in ohms, or
P=IXIXR
In the case of two resistances where each
is designed to take care of the same load,
the heat given off by the both will be exactly the same no matter what the relative
sizes of the units may be. In other words,
it makes no difference whether one unit is
twice as large as the other; if the load on
each is the same the heat loss will also be
the same.

This brings to mind the much discussed
question concerning the amount of heat
emitted by an incandescent lamp. The
answer is simple — all of the electrical energy consumed by the lamp is converted
into heat so that a 100 watt lamp will emit
exactly lUO watts of heat ; a 200 watt lamp
200 watts, etc.

Of the 100 electrical watts put into the
lamp, about 92 watts will never even reach
the visible light stage but will be changed
into heat waves and infra-red (also heat
weaves which are too long to be visible). The
other 8 watts Avill be emitted in the form
of visible light but each time these light
rays strike an object and are reflected a certain percentage is lost and changed into
heat so that eventually all of even these 8
watts of light are converted into heat.

Connect to Separate Circuit
One thing brought out by the factory
man in his explanation was the necessity,
in a bank of pancake resistance, of connecting each plate individually to its full
rated load without overloading the plate
by even a couple hundred watts. A bank
of three i)lates, for example, connected in
l)arallel to the entire load would incur the
danger of one or two plates "hogging" the
current, or at least taking more than their
proi>er amount, with the result that early
burnout of the unit would come.
It is for this reason that each plate is
marked individually with the load rating
for which it was designed and, furthermore,
separate terminals are provided on each
plate to permit of each being connected
separately to its exact rated load.
Projectionists are cautioned, therefore,
to follow the manufacturer's instructions
in this res])ect and be careful not to attempt
l);iliks.
multiple hook-ups with such resistance
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Four Theatres Under Way
in New England
Exterior work on the ne\v Goldstein
Brothers theatre in Chicopee, Mass., is completed and interior work started this week.
Georg'e Nelson Jacobs of Boston has completed plans for a new theatre to be built
on Main Street, Fitchburg, Mass., for the
Kenmore Realty Co. Bennett Rockman, of
Newton, Mass., will be in general charge.
The theatre will cost $300,000 exclusive of
equipment.
Foundations have been completed and
walls started on the new theatre on State
Street, Springfield, Mass., for the Goldstein Brothers circuit, from plans by Architects Blackall, Clapp & Whittemore, of
Boston.
Plans are being drawn by Architect
Thomas Lamb, of New York City, for the
Poli Memorial theatre in Sijringfield,
Mass., which is to cost in excess of $1,000,000. An office building will be erected in
conjunction with the project, to be ten
stories high.

Salt

Lake Business Man
Plan New Theatre

Steps leading toward the erection of a
beautiful new theatre on Main Street, Salt
Lake City, have been taken by a group of
prominent business men, according to report
made public recently. The plan, it is stated,
is to build the structure for use as one of
the chain of playhouses used in presenting
the Orpheum circuit attractions.
The site considered, it is announced, is
on the west side of Main Street, between
First and Second South Streets. The structure, which would be designed in L shape,
would have a frontage on both Main and
First South Ssti-eets, if constructed at this
location, ^\'hich has attracted attention for
some time of several men of importance in
the amusement world here, including motion
picture magnates. A combination of men
interested in amusement enterprises with
indicated support from Salt Lake business
men, has advanced the theatre building proposal toward definite form.

Brooks Elected 17th Time
by Troy Operators

For the seventeenth time in as many
years, Harry M. Brooks, former member
of the New York State Asembly, was last
week re-elected as president of the moving picture machine operators' union in Troy
at the annual meeting. Alphonso LeMay
was also re-elected as financial secretary
for the seventeenth year. Others chosen
were Felix Mangione, vice-president; Senaca
M. Shaffer, treasurer; Louis Rimm, recording secretary. The board of trustees will
con.'yist of ^iichael ]\IcGrath, Dan Corcoran
and Arthur Edge. The annual outing will
be held some time in September. The
operators will be represented this winter
in the bowling league.
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Fall Meet
Committee
of S. M. P. E. Listed
Arrangements
of ng
tteeMeeti
THEfor Commi
the Fall
of the Son Picture Engiciety of Motio
ce
neers, Whitefa Inn, Lake Placid,
New York, September 26th to 29th, is
as follows: Mrs. J. H. Theiss, H. T.
Cowling, Louis Cuzzens, P. A. McGuire
and J. L Crabtree, Chairman.
Mr. Crabtree announces that twentyone papers have already been listed on
the tentative program and the completed list with the names of papers to
be read and authors will be given out
in about two weeks.
The addition of Mrs. J. H. Theiss,
wife of J. H. Theiss, E. L Du Pont-DeNemours Co., to the Committee is an
interesting novelty which will undoubtedly make the social side of the
meeting very much more attractive
from every standpoint.
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Work Rapidly Progressing
on Publix's Alabama

T^e HENNEGAN Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Work is rapidly progressing on Piiblix's
new "Alabama." It is reported that the
house will install a Wurlitzer pipe-organ.
apj)r()ximately the same instrument as now
being used in the Chicago Theatre. It is
(juite evident from construction thus far
completed that Publix intends the Alabama
to be one of its finest units, and Birmingham is expectantly awaiting the announcements preceding the opening.
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Two More New Theatres
for Downtown Brooklyn

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
a UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES

Two new theatres will soon be added to
Brooklyn's downtown section when ^Yilliam
Fox's new house is completed and another
smaller theatre known as the Montmartre
gets
ber. under wav the earlv part of Septem-

over
Under 800.
250 15%.
seats. 30%; under 500, 70%: under 800. 857.:
The most economical method of reaching theatres is our
ADDRESSING SERVICE. J4 00 PER M UP. Lists If
desired. 30 to 50% saved In postage, etc.. tbrouKh elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers, Distributors and Supply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING— ENCLOSING— MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
7t9 Slith Ave. at 4l8t St.
New York Cltj
Phone, Pennsy. 7484-7485

The Fox project is a large one and will
be included among those houses which will
be
under the supervision of S. L. "Roxv"
Rothafel.
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Several Shifts Among Theatres
in Pacific-Northwest
SEVERAL changes in theatre ownership,
management, policy and ])riee have been
made in the Pacific Xorthvvest territory
recently, according to news emanating
from reliable sources in Seattle, Washington.
The Hollywood Theatre, one of Seattle's
newer suburban houses, was sold last week
by Si Danz to a Mr. Clapp of California,
who plans to operate the theatre.
The Yesler Theatre, another Seattle
neighborhood playhouse, was bought by N.
Levin from Mr. and Mrs. S. Z. Williams
this week. The Williams will continue to
operate the Good Luck Theatre, and the
South Park Theatre will remain under Mr.
Levin's direction.
The Hollywood Theatre at Ellensberg,
Washington, was taken over last week by
Harry IJlsh, who acquired the house at an

exceptionally advantageous figure. The
house
vating. has been temporarily closed for renoF. C. Weskil of Sand Point, Idaho, last
week let the contract for his new 1,000 seat
house in that city. It is expected that the
theatre will be ready for opening early in
December.
Construction will also begin soon on Calvin Heilig's new $150,000 theatre in the
Oregon territory. The house will seat 1700
and will be ready for opening late in the
fall.
The United Artists and Fifth Avenue
Theatres in Seattle, owned and operated
by West Coast Theatres, last week raised
their Sunday evening admission prices to
fiO cents, as against the former 50 cents
admission that has been in effect all during
the summer season.

Ensley Theatre Latest Addition
to Wilby- Alabama Chain
ONE of the latest addtions to the R. B.
Wilbv chain of theatres in Alabama,
the new beautiful $100,000 Ensley Theatre,
Ensley, Ala., will open on the evening of
Monday, August 29, at 7:30 o'clock.
D. 0. Whilldin, the architect, has carried out the popular Spanish-Moorish idea
in the design and an attractive tower,
which can be seen for blocks away, stands
at the corner of the structure.
The interior of the theatre is treated in
many distinctive designs and, like the exterior, is Spanish to a large extent. Gold
and green are the predominating colors.
One of the most attractive parts of the
theatre is the inside foyer, where there is
an unusually pretty fountain with goldfish.

Rest rooms for both men and women are
conveniently located near th auditorium
and a drinking fountain of bright tiles
is to be found near the foyer.
A Robert Morton organ of the latest
type is a special feature of the equipment
and an organist famous for her broadcasting from one of the largest radio stations
in the country will be at the console. Chairs
from the Heywood-Wakefield Company are
large and comfortable, while the red and
gold Spanish carpeting adds much charm
to the appearance of the auditorium.
A. V. Summers, formerly with the Jefferson Theatre in Birmingham, has been
chosen as manager of the house, according
to Dick Kennedy, resident manager of the
Wilbv theatres in Birmingham.

Power

Joseph AUcr, Production Manager of the West Coast
plant Consolidated I<aboratories.

COSTUMES

Picture

Mot

Studios in Charge
of Denver Job

Contracts covering the complete remodeling of the America Theatre in Denver, Col.,
have been signed by the Robert E. Power
Studios. This house is one of the many
being run throughout the country under
the direction of Universal Pictures Cor])()ration. Work will begin at once, and the
liouse will close down for one week, opening about August 21st.
The present design of the interior is
Acbuiis mixed with Empire, and the plan is
to alter the house, adhering strictly to the
Empire Period. Alterations will be made
not only to the auditorium but to the foyers,
outside lobby, and marquee, as well. New
lighting fixtures will be installed, and the
stage will be re-equipped completely.
When finished the interior M'ill be entirely
changed.
The Robert E. Power Studios are in
charge of the complete
alterations and,

FOR HIRE

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

N CIVS

while working on the America Theatre in
Denver, they will also have crcAvs of men
working on the alterations of the Orpheum
Theatre in Salt Lake City, and the decorating of the new Baehechi Theatre in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Work will be started soon on the decorating of the new theatre under construction
at Twenty-third and Central Avenue, Los
Angeles. The interior of this building is
almost ready and the Robert E. Power
Studios Avill begin work there within the
next few davs.

Consolidated Maintains 24Hour Service on Coast
One of the most important branches of
the laboratory business is the developing of
negative and the making of the first prints.
This is one that requires the most specialized equipment and the most expert craftsmen to handle it successfully.
Joseph Aller, production manager of Consolidated Film Laboratories' West Coast
plant,
or 'rushes'
are the says:
first "These
evidence 'dailies'
of each step
in the
making of a picture, and are anxiously
awaited by directors, camera men and producers, and everyone connected with production, in order that they judge as to what
has been accomplished, check on their picture apparatus, the lighting and action, and
proceed with their next scene. Due to the
immense hourly or daily cost of all elements of production, the need for speed is
most obvious. Consolidated has met this
by maintaining a 24-hour-a-day service."

Cutler ■ Hammer
Mfg.
Moves Cleveland Office
The Cutler-Hannner ^Ifg. Company, of
Milwaukee, Wis., manufacturers of electric
controlling devices, announce that their
Cleveland Office has been moved from the
Guardian Trust Building to the Guarantee
Title Building, Suite 1905. The new office
has approximately three times the space
of the old with increased facilities, made
necessary bv the large and growing busi-
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphaheiical'y and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such infornuiliun as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
(S. R. indicates State Right release.)
BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March
NEWS
PICTURE
MOTION
Refer to THE

MARCH
Feature
Arizona Whirlwind , The ...
Beloved Rogue, The
Birds of Prey
Blazing Days
Blind Alleys
Broadway Drifter, A
Broncho Twister The
Cabaret
Casey at the Bat
Enchanted Island
Evening Clothes
Fighting Love
Fourth Commandment,
The

Feature
Star
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Little Adventuress. The. . .V. coni-P.
Reynolds-V.
Haver VarLong Pants
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley.
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
Madame Wants No ChUdren
M. Corda-H. Liedtke
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Bill Cody
Pathe-De MUle
4134 feet . . April 1
John Barrymore
Dnited Artists
9380 feet . . Mar. 26
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6697 feet . . Mar. 11
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .6612 feet. .April 1
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6436 feet . . AprU 1
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet. .April 8
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet. .April 16
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet . . April 8
Goudal-Varconi- Walthall
Pathe-De MiUe
7019 feet. .June 3

B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
6863 feet . . Oct
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
6378 feet . . April
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . . May
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. H;11...F. B. 0
4601 feet
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. Harron-S. PhippsA. Housman
Fox
6608 feet. .April
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . . Mar.
Man From Hardpan, The. .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
5814 feet. .Mar.
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet .. April
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser ... M-G-M
7603 feet . . June
Mysterious Rider, The .... J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6967 feet . . Mar.
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. .Oct
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
6736 feet .. April
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedford-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet , . April
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
6000 feet
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 f eet , , May
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4600 feet
Perch of the DevU
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet . . Feb.
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
6936 feet
Princess from Hoboken, The E. Bums-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tellegen
Tiffany
6600 feet
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De MiUe
6705 feet. .Mar.
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9623 feet . . April
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
5490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
6623 feet . . May
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7015 feet . . Jan.
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet
Slide, KeUy, Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . , . M-G-M
7866 f eet . . April
Sonora Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro. .. ,F. B. 0
4566 feet. .Mar.
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De MiUe
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. F. B. 0
4982 feet
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno First National
6324 feet . . May
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet. .June
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . . Fox
4783 feet . . April
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820f eet. .April
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
6198 feet . . Mar.
Star
Distributed by
Alberta
Vaughn
F.
B. 0
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N.

Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
CoUier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy . . Tiffany
Beauty Shoppers, The
M. Busch-W. Crane. .Tiffany
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . .Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCoUier, Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E TarrorF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E. Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton. . . .Paramount
Fighting Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De Mille
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'NeU-C. DelaneyR. D'Arcy-T. Holtz. M-G-M
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Universal
Heart Thief, The
J. SchUdkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
Held By the Uw
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal
Arizona Bound
Backstage

30
16
13
29
26
11
1
3
26
16
16
22
6
4

11
1
6
28
1
11
13
24
16
1
26

6169 feet . . April 22
4912 feet
6,784 feet
6669 feet. .July 22
6463 feet. .May
6
6901 feet . . April 29
6

7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet. .May

6

6296 feet. .April 16
4416 feet. .April

Length
Reviewed
6668 feet . . April 16
7080 feet. .May
6
6200 feet
6660 feet . . April 8
6264 feet
6291 feet. .June 10
6416 feet . . April
6362
5900
5051
5673

feet
feet
feet
feet

6903 feet

Paying the Price
M. Bonner-D.
Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Selman. Columbia Pictures ... 6658
Pleasure Before Business .P.O'Mallev-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .6559
Rambling Ranger, The .... Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De MUle
4794
Ritzy
B. Bronson- J. HaU- Paramount
6306
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G .
Brien
6640
K. Arthur-T. O' M-G-MSee You in Jail
J. MuUiaU-A. Day . . . First National
6800
Senorita
B. Powell
Daniels-J. HaU-W. Paramount
6634
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
WUd West Pict (S.R.) 4600
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Uns
Maynard-K. Col- First National
6718
Special DeUvery
E. Cantor- Wm. PoweU-J. Ralston
Paramount
6524
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe-De MiUe
4930
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers. First National
6774
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
6399
When Seconds Count
BUIy Sullivan
Rayart
4803
Whirlwind of Youth, The. .L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
6886

1

6900 feet. .April 22
4387 feet
6036 feet . . July
1
6929 feet. .Mar. 26

Feature
All Aboard
Babe Comes Home

Star
Distributed by
J. Hines-E. Murphy . First National
Babe Ruth-A. Q. NUsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
Broadway Nights
L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
Broncho Buster, The
Fred Humes
Universal
California
T. tian-C.
McCoy-D.
Sebas-. . M-G-M
Windsor
Captain Salvation
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P
Starke— E
Torrence-M. Day. .M-G-M
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Climbers The
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. Phillips. Fox
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E. Gilbert. Pathe-De Mille
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
CornwaU
Pathe-De MUle
Fighting Hombre The
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
Griiming Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens- W. Pidgeon-H. Herbert. .Fox
Heart of the Yukon
A.Cornwall-J.Bowers. Pathe-De MUle
Hills of Peru
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De MiUe
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry- Lowe. Fox
Love ThriU, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. ElUs. .F. B. 0
MiUion Bid, A
D. CosteUo-W. OlandMcGregor-Bl3fthe. . Warner Bros
Mother
B. Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott.. F. B 0
OuUaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog^
F. B. 0
OuUaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe-De MiUe
Poor Gbls
D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonehouse .... Co.umbia Pictures .
Prairie King The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Rich But Honest
N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonald. . .Fox
Rich Men's Sons
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures
Rough House Rosie
C. GUmore
Bow-R. Howes-D. Paramount
Silver Comes Thru
Sinews of Steel
Song of Steel
Splitting the Breeze
Telephone Girl, The

F. Thomson-E. MurphySilver King (Horse)F. B. 0
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
Tiffany
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
L. Gray-H. BlionBeUamy-Baxter
Allison
Paramount

8

.
. .April 22
. .June 3
.

feet. .April
feet. . . June
feet . .July
feet .
feet ..April
.July
feet ...May

29
10
17
22
1

6
feet
..May
feet . . AprU 2
feet ..May 20
feet
feet
6
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

. . May
6
..April 18
16
..Feb.
..Mar. 25
. .July

1

feet
. . June 17

MAY

Length
Reviewed
4746 feet

6662 feet . . May

Fox

Warner Bros
Mountains of Manhattan . . D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
Naughty Naimette
V. Dana-Ed. BrowneU.F. B. O
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De MiUe
No Man's Law
RexEltz-B.
(Horse)-T.
Kent von Pathe-De MUle

APRIL
Feature
Ain't
Funny?
Afraid Love
to Love

Distributed by
Pathe-De Mille
Paramount
Pathe-De MiUe
First National
. Rayart
M-G-M

Length
Reviewed
6300 f eet . . AprU
1
6761
6766
4687
4912

f eet . . July
feet . . July
feet
feet. .July

8
8

7396 feet. .July

8

8

6621 feet . . May IS
6281 feet. .June 10
5804 feet . .May
6
6910 feet. .AprU 28
6228 feet . . May 13
4624 feet
4689 feet . . May
6
6617
6562
4943
4660
6597
6950
6038

feet. .June
feet. .May
feet.. May
feet. . May
feet . . June
feet. .May
feet . . June

17
27
18
20
10
27
17

6266 feet. .June 24
5770 feet
6310 feet . . June 24
6934 feet.. Mar. 18
4727 feet. .April 8
5327 feet . . May
6
4828 feet. .May 20
. . 5428 feet
6689 feet
5480 feet.. May 20
6952 feet. .June

S

6476 feet. .Juno
5700 feet

8

4930 feet
6456 feet . . May 27

Motion
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Feature
Tender Hour The

Star
Distributed by
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
Three Miles Dp
AI Wilson-E. Clair . . . Universal
TiUie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish- W. Rogers . . Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Vanity
L.Joy-A Hal;-C.Ray . Pathe-De Mille
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Pathe-De Mille
w orld at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Vours to Command
G. O'Hara-S. Palmer F. B. 0

Feature
Avenging Fangs
Beware of Widows

JUNE Distributed by
Star
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
La Plante-B. Washburn
Universal

Black Diamond Express,
The
M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bulldog Pluck
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Callahuis and the Murphys,
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The
T. Mix-N. Joyce
Fox
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron- J Novak . .Sterling Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt. . . .Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. N.
de de
Putti-I.
Moskine-Universal
Brulier
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy. . . First National
Dearie
I. Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy-J. Gadsen. M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The
K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Meddlin' Stranger The . . . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
CooIey-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age. The
E.O'Brien-A. Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray . . Paramount
Secret Studio The
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
Silent Avenger, The
Thunder iDog) Lumas
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H. Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Squads Right
Tiffany
Siuset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modem
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. GrifBth-V. Veronina- W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Wedding BiUs
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Paramount
Western Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. . W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen
Cruel Truth, The .
Death Valley
Devil's Saddle, The .
Fighting Three, The. . .
For Ladies Onlv
For the Love of Mike .

Length

Reviewed

7400 feet.
4041 feet . .June
, .June
6160 feet. June
6390 feet .
6823 feet . .May
5923 feet ...July
7920 feet .
6691 f eet ., ..April
Aug.
4734 feet.

17
10
17
13
1
15
26

Length
Reviewed
4336 feet . . June 3
6670 feet. .May
6
6803 feet

feet . .July 22
feet .. June 24
feet . . June 3
feet . .June 3

weed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille
White
Woman Pants
Who Willie
Did Not Care, J. Hines-L. Hymans . First National
The
L. Tashman-A. Rankin
Lumas

4512 feet. .July

15

6588 feet . . Aug. 19
6897 feet. .June 24
5987 feet
6684 feet . . July 22
5282 feet . . July

1

4545 feet. .Jnne 17
4773 feet
6157 feet . . July 15
4576 feet . . June 10
6169 feet. .April 1
6520 feet. .July 22
4710 feet. .July 16
5614 feet . . July

16

6870 feet. .June 24
5900 feet
6218 feet . . June 17
6412 feet . . June 10
6182 feet . . Aug.

6

6000 feet . . Aug.
6500 feet

6

6497 feet. .July 22
4926 f eet . . July
4334 feet . . July

S
1

6617 feet . . June 24
6869 feet. .July 22
4404 feet
6667 feet. .July

1

Blood Ship, The
Border Blackbirds

Bugle Call, The

Star
Distributed by
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
N. Shearer-L. Gray . . M-G-M
N. Beery-Cohnan-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
H.Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille
Ranger (Dog)-J. Morgan
F. B. O
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille

Bush Leaguer, The
Chain Lightning
Country Doctor The
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Coward, The
W. Baxter-S. Lynn. . . F. B. O
Desired Woman, The
1. Rich-W.
RussellW. CoUier, Jr
Warner Bros
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P Haver .Pathe-De Mille .
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Great Mail Robbery, The. .T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard
SiUs-M. O'DayCal. . First National
HiddenBoiled
Aces Haggerty ... . M.
C. Hutchinson-A.
houn
Pathe-De Mille
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
Interf erin' Gent, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Lightning
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno.. Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease- J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Mendez
F. B. O
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powell
Fox
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Poor Nut. The
J. Mulhall-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian . Paramount
Satin Woman, The
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Singed
B. Sweet-W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr . Sterling Pict
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Three's a Crowd
H. Connell
Langdon-G. Mc- First National
Topsy and Eva
Tumbling River
Two Arabian Knights
Underworld
What Price Glory (road
show)
When a Man Loves (road
show)
White Pebbles

Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw. United Artists
T. Mix-D. Dwan. . . .Fox
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-L Keith . United Artists
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
McLaglen-Del RioLowe

Fox

J. Barrymore-D. CosteUo-W. Oland
WaUy Wales
Pathe-De Mille

6 reels .... July 29
4662 feet . . Aug. 12

Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M.GordonS. Lynn-R. LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. 0

6 reels . . Dec. 12 '25
6 reels .... Aug. 12
6617 feet . . Aug. 12

6482 feet. Aug. 12
6 reels
4497 feet . Aug. 26
4388 feet

Length

Reviewed

7 reela

Aug.

6

7899 feet. .Aug.

6

5670 feet. .July 22
6409 feet . . Aug. 26
6000 feet

Length
6 reels
6312 feet

Reviewed
Aug. 19
Aug. 26
Sept 11

6843 feet . . Aug.

6

5326 feet
4910 feet

5093 feet
. 8000 feet

Sept.

2

4620 feet . Sept.

2

6507 feet

4864
6500
7180
10400
6435

feet
feet
feet. .Aug. 12
f eet . . Mar. 18
feet . . May 20

5957 fete
6140 feet

Sept.

2

6888 feet Aug. 19
6909 feet . . Julv
1
6 reels. . . .July 29
5844 feet
6368 feet . . June 24
7000 feet . . Aug.
6
6 reels .... Aug. 26
6790
7000
7179
5400

feet . . July 23
feet Sept. 2
feet . . Aug. 26
feet

6668 feet
7 reels. . . .Aug. 19
4675 feet, .Aug. 26

7463 feet
11400 feet. .Dec.

4

10049 feet. .Feb.
4
4486 feet. .Aug. 19

SEPTEMBER
Star
Distributed by
Feature
Angel of Broaday, The
.L. Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De Mille
Annie Laurie
. L. Gish-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Back
God's Country . . . , R. Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
Barbedto Wire
.P. Hanson
Negri-C. Brook-E. Paramount
Beautiful But Dumb
V. Reynolds-K.
Thom- . Pathe-De Mille
son-C. McDowell.
Bigshow)
Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
Dane-T. O'Brien . . M-G-M
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett. .Fox
Border Cavalier, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Broadway Kid, The (tenia
five)
.
George
Jessel
Warner Bros
Camilie
. N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
Certain Young Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
Chang (Juiigle Film)
.Special Cast
Paramount
City Gone Wild, The
.T. ner-W.
Meighan-M.
Mill- .Paramotmt
Standing.

6868 feet .

News

AUGUST
Feature
Adam and Evil

Breed of Courage, The

JULY Distributed by Length Reviewed
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
H.Hopper-C.Howard. Sterling Pictures. . . .4700 feet. .Aug. 12
C. Nye-R. Rae-R.
Wells
First Division Pict. . .5700 feet. .Aug. 12
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
4108 feet . . May
6
J. Logan- J. Bowers . . Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP r vnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Galloping Thunder . .
Grounds for Marriage (ten- . B. Bronson
Paramount
tative)
Harp in Hock, A
. Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B. Love. Pathe-De Mille
Heart of Maryland, The . . . D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. . . Warner Bros
Universal
Hero on Horseback, A . . . .. Hoot Gibson
. M. de la Motte-McKid Sister, Th" ....
Gregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw The (tentative).'i.G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
.E. Thomton-I.. TelleLittle Firebrand, The .
gan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
. A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Manpower
. R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Married Alive
.Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard .
.L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
. Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L. Tashman . First National
Fred Humes
Universal
Range Courage
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rose of the Bowery .
E. Murphy-J. WalkerC. Kent-M. Harris A. C. A
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Skedaddle Gold

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Skyhigh Saunders
Al Wilson
Universal
Tartuff e, the Hypocrite . . . . E. Jannings-L. Dagover — W. Kraus. . .Ufa
Tired Business Man, The..Hitchcock-MehaffeyGowland
Tiffany
Tom's Gang
T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two-Gun of the Tumble-

After Midnight
Beau Geste
6126
4810
6252
.5700

Picture

Length
8730 feet
5761 feet

Reviewed
May S7

6961 feet
July 29
12560 feet. .Nov. 28
4427 feet
8700 f eet . .May
7790 feet .

6

May 2«

6636 feet. May IS

6701 feet

Aug. 26

S c pt c in ber

9 , 19 27
803

Feature
College

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers . . .United Artists
Drop Kick, The
R. Barthelmess - A.
Vaughan-B. Kent. . First National
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonaldValli-J. Fox
Finnegan's Ball
B. Mehaff ey-Landis. .First Division Pict . . . 6200 feet
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. MUler-R. Simpson
Warner Bros
6767f eet . . July
8
Flying U Ranch, The
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Girl From Gay Paree, The . Sherman-BedfordMcGregor-Blythe. . Tiffany
Girl From Rio, The
Carmel Myers
Lumas
6900 feet
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De Mille
4750 feet
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. Keef eK. Guard-G. Withers
F. B. O
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe. First National
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent . . . Universal
6862 feet
I-oves of Carmen,
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H. Ferguson-J.Robards . .Warner Bros
Joy Girl, The
O.Borden-J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-MAlden
Fox
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Mojave Kid, The
B..Steele-L. Gilmore . F. B. O
4912 feet . . Aug. 12
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount^ ■.
Old San Francisco
D. CosteDo-C.E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
7961 feet. .July
8
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon
Universal
6170 feet
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
5415 feet . . Aug.
5
Perfect Gentleman, A
Monty Banks
Pathe-De MiUe
5626 feet
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
6000 feet
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De MUle
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
6548 feet
Soda Water Cowboy, The. . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Stark Love
Special Cast
Paramount
6000 feet. . Mar. 11
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Couklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Their Hour
Tiffany
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . Universal
4041 feet . . June 10
Turkish Delight
R.Schildkraut- J.Faye Pathe-De Mille
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox
We're All Gamblers
Meighan-M. Millner .Paramount

Feature

American Beauty
Ben Hur (road show)
Beware of Married Men
Big Sneeze, The
Body and Soul
Boy Rider, The
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)

Distributed by
Star
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves . . . Universal
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X Bushman-C Myers...
M-G-M
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Buzz Barton
F. B. O

Reviewed

Length

Reviewed

Length Reviewed

,.6700 feet. Aug. 19

DECEMBER
Star
Distributed by
Leatrice Joy
Pathe-De Mille.
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Ohnstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook
United Artists . . .
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros
He's My Man
Phyllis Haver
Pathe-De Mille .
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day
M-G-M
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Power
William Boyd
Pathe-De MiUe .
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros
Rip Van Winkle
Rudolph Schildkraut Pathe-De MUJe .
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Warner-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wol- United Artists . . .
heim
Streets of Shanghai
Tiffany

Feature
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The

West Point

Star
Distributed by
JANUARY
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists.
D. Del Rio-D. Alvarado
United Artists .
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
William Haines
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY

12000 feet. .Jan.

16

Feature
Circus, The

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southern-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast

C. Tahnadge-D.
Alvarado
First National
Florence Vidor
Paramount
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Crystal Cup, The
D. MackaiU-J. Mulhall
First National
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Forbidden Woman, The . . . Jetta Goudal
Pathe-De Mille
Gamble r's Game, The
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
A. A.
Menjoy-S.
Marchall O'HaraL. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl in the Pullman
Marie Prevost
Pathe-De Mille
Hold 'Em Yale
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
Jake
the
Plumber
J.
DeVarska-S.
Lynn
F.
B. O
Jesse James
Fred Thomson
Paramount
Lingerie
Tiffany
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C Rogers United Artists
Now We're in the Air .... W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Once and Forever
Patsy Ruth Miller , Tiffany
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries. Warner Bros
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Ranger of the North
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O
Rose of the Golden West..G. Roland-M. Astor.. First National
Rou?.*7 KidiTi The (genera!
release)
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Bound
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Shanghaied
P. R. Miller-R. InceG. Astor
F. B. O
Shootm Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane . . . Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
Straight Shooting
Ted Wells
Universal
Way of All Flesh, The
E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith. . .Paramount
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love
Pathe-De Mille . . .
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore .. Pathe-De MiUe
Wolf's Trail
Dynamite (Dog)
Universal

Distributed by

Feature
Blue Danube, The
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

6869 feet

Celebrated Woman, A
Cheating Cheaters

Gingham Girl, The

Star

Becky
S. G.O'Neil-O.
Ohnstead Moore- M-G-M
Dog of the Regiment, A . . . Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Finnegan's Ball (tentative)
Warner Bros
Garden of Allah, The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich.M-G
Grass Widows
Tiffany
Judgment of the Hills
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Let 'Er Go Gallagher
Junior Coughlan
F. B. O
Main Event, The
Vera Reynolds
Pathe-De Mille.
Mile-A-Minute Love
R. Denny-B. Kent . . . Universal
QualityThompson
Street
•.
M.
Davies
M-G-M Artists . . ,
Sadie
G. Swanson
United
Tempest
J. Wolheim
Barrymore-Nissen- United Artists . .
Thirteenth Hour ,The
Bonaparte (Dog)-J.
Oadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M
Women's Wares
Brent-Lytell-L. Kent . Tiffany

Romance (tentative)
Length

Distributed by
Paramount
Pathe-De Mille. ,

NOVEMBER
Feature

Ramona

OCTOBER
Alias the Deacon

Feature
Star
Woman on Trail, The
Negri-Cortez
Wreck of the Hesperus, The

Coming

.

Distributed by
United Artists.

Length Reviewed

Attractions
Distributed by

6310 feet. .July

29

.'.'.'.■.■

April

1

5999 feet. .Aug. 26
6166 feet . . Aug. 26
4206 feet. Aug. 19
8486 feet. .July

4167 feet

8

Feature
Ace High
Adventurer, The

Hoot Gibson
tian SebasT. Star
McCoy-D.

Universal
M-G-M .

F. B. O .
Al Wilson
V. Mong LytellL. W.Wilson-B.
Columbia.
F. B. O . . .
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
Back to Liberty
G. Breese
Walsh-D. Hall-E Excellent Pict.
Chadwick
Bad Little Good Girl
Paramount. . .
Barnum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Beau Sabreur
E. Brent-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Bee- Paramoimt
Beggar of Love
P. ryNegri-K. Thomson Paramount
J. Hersholt
Warner Bros
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Universal
M-G-M
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray
Big Ditch, The
Universal
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Warner Bros
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bermett . Fox
Blood Will TeU
B. Jones-K. Perry . . . Fox
Bowery Rose
P. lette
O'Malley-G. Hu- Excellent Pict .
F. B. O
Branded
Bob Custer
Fox
Bride of the Night
C. M.Busch-M.Loy.
Farrel-G. Nissen- .
Universal
.
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante
Broadway Madness
M. Keith
de la Motte- D Excellent Pict.
Uni versa.
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . .
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-E. Universal
Cobb-J. Alden
Sterling Pict. .
Cancelled Debt, The
Rex Lease

Length

Reviewed

Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf

9481 feet . . Oct.

i^

Motion

804
Feature
Chinese Parrot, The

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4747 fee'
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
G. Sidney
Universal
Comrades
G. James-A. Sheridan. First Division
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De Mille
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet . . Aug. 21
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks — A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O
Duke of Ladies, The
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
Eager Lips
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Milton Sills
First National
Enemy, The
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . . M-G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destiny
Dynamite {Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Fangs o Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe. Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) .6000 feet
Figures
Don't
Lie
E.
Ralston-R.
Arlen . . Universal
Paramount
Finders Keepers
Laura
La Plante
Flag Maker, The
Flying Nut, The
Fortune Hunter The

C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J. S. Blackton (producers)
Glenn Tryon
Universal
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Four Flusher, The
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
Freckles
F. B. O
Galloping Fury
H. Gibson-S. Rand. .Universal
Gay Defender, The
R. Dix
Paramount
Gay Retreat, The
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
5 reels
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Gorilla, The
C. Murray-F. Kelsey . First National
Grand Army Man, The . . . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bemle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling-F. Reicher Fox
Gun Gospel
K. Maynard
First National
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-0. Caldwell
F. B. O
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Highschool Hero, The
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. .Fox
His Dog
J.Schildkraut-J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De Mille
6788 feet
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray . Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
Home Made
Johnny Hines
First National
Honeymoon Hate
Paramount
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F. B. O
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
I'll Tell the World
Colleen Moore
First National
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'RorkeDr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels ... April
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Jungle Rose
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13600 feet. April
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies Must Dress
Fox
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
7713 feet
(Also version of 11 reels)
Life's Crossroads
G. Hulette-M. Hamilton
Excellent Pict
Louisiana
Billie Dove
First National
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Man Crazy
Mulhall-Mackaill ... First National
Man'E Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs, The....C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
Mike Donovan of Ireland
First National
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. 0
6680 feet
Mother Machree
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs
F. B. O
My Wife's Honor
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pict
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
No Place to Go
M. Astor-L. Hughes . First National
Oh! What a Life (tentative). Colleen Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels ... Dec.
Open Range
L. Chandler-B. Bronson
Paramount
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray . . . Fox
Patent Leather Kid, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
12 reels .... Aug.

..

29

29

Picture

News

Feature
Phantom Buster, The
Publicity Madness
Quality
Ragtime
Red Hair
Red Signals

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
L. Moran-E. Lowe . . . Fox
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
6700 feet
Clara Bow
Paramount
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romance of Old Spain, A . .E. Taylor-D.
Alvarado-M. Philbin. . . . United Artists
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose- Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Roulette
M. McAvoy
Warner Bros
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
Sally in Our Alley

S. Mason-A. B. Francis-R. Arlen
Columbia Pictures
B. Compson-E.
liamsWil- First Division Pict
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 feet. .Jiue 10
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Shepherd of the Hills, The.A. B. Francis
First National
Shield of HonorThe
R., N.
Lewis-D.
HamiltonGuUiver- Universal
Silent Hero, The
Napoleon
(Dog)- R.
Fraser-E. Murphy . Rayart
Show Boat
Universal
Silver Valley
Tom Mix
Fox
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
South Sea Love
F. B. O
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Speedy Smith
Billy Sullivan
Rayart (S. R.)
6006 feet
Steamboat Bill, Jr
Keaton-E. Torrence. . United Artists
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict.
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sunrise
Gajrnor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Surrender
M. Philbin-I. Moskine
Universal
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thanks For the Buggy Ride. Laura La Plante
Universal
Thirteenth Juror The
F. son
X. Bushman-Nils- Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance . C. ConkUn
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K, Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . M-G-M
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Valley of the Giants
M. Sills-D. Kenyon. . First National
Very Confidential
Madge Bellamy
Fox
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day. . .Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Youi Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. . . M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
12 reels .... Aug. 26
Wolf Fangs (tentative)
Fox
World's Illusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
P. Haver-S. HolmesB. Tennant-W.
donald Mc- Excellent Pict
Say It With Diamonds
Serenade
Seventh Heaven

Comedies

and

Short

Subjects

EDUCATIONAL

18

26

Title
Star
At Ease
Lloyd Hamilton
Batter Up
George Davis
Brave Cowards
Dunham-Bradley
Bubbles of Geography
Hodge-Podge
Capers of a Camera
Hodge-Podge
Careless Hubby
Dunham-Bradley
Cry of Winter, The— Hot
Place, The
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Dead Easy
Bobby Vernon
Delving Into the Dictionary. Hodge-Podge
Dummies
Larry Semon
Felix the Cat in Art for
Heart's Sake
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in 'Loco' Motive
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the TravelHog
"Sullivan Carton"
Flim Flam Films
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Follies of Fashion
Curiosities
Fox Tales
Fully Equipped
Lloyd-Murdock
Giddy Gobblers
Neal Burns
Goose Flesh
Lloyd Hamilton
Half-Pint Hero, A
Lupino Lane
Her Husky Hero
Johnny Arthur
High Spots
Al St. John
His Better Half
Lloyd Hamilton

Rel.

Date
Sept. 4 .
Sept. 11 .
July 17 .
Aug. 14 .
July 17 .
June
6.

.2Length
reels. .. Reviewed
.Sept. 2
.2 reels
. 1 reel
Aug. 19
. 1 reel
Aug. 19
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
July
1
Sept. 2
Sept. 18 . 1 reel
July 17 . ,21 reels
reel .... Aug. 12
Sept. 11.
.2 reels
July

10 . . 1 reel

June 26 .
July
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
June
June
Sept.
Tune
July
July

24 .
18 .
25 .
26
28.
12 .
19 .
18 .
6.
31.
31.

.1
,1
.1
.1
.2
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

reel
reel
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels.
reels
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels

Aug.

6

July 29
Sept. 2

. . .June 24
. . .July 1
.. .Sept. 2
. . .June 17
. . .Aug. 12
Sept. 2

September

9,

805

19

Title
Star
Hold Fast
Cliff Bowes
HoUy-Nuts
Big Boy
Jack From All Trades
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Kid Tricks
"Big Boy"
Kilties
Dorothy Devore
Live News
Johnny Arthur
Lucky Dog
P. Dunham-L. Billetts
Meet the Folks
Jimmie Adams
Monty jf the Mounted .... Lupino Lane
Movie Hound, The
Phil Dunham
Night Owls
Dunham-Bradley
No Cheating
Al St John
Non-Stop Fright, The
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Off Again
J. Lloyd-B. Boyd
Pick a Pet
Curioisities
Plumb Dumb
"Poodles" Hanneford
Poor
Fish— The
Ebbing
Tide
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Queens Wild
Beauchamp-Davis
Rver of Suds, The — MidOcean Sunset, A
Bruce Scenic
Sure Cure
Beauchamp-Davis
Tales of a Traveler
Hodge-Podge
Tenants of Marble Canyon,
The — A Picture Paradise . Bruce Scenic
Traveling at Home
Chriosities
Up In Arms
Dorothy Devore
Wi d Wallops
B. Dooley-O Hasbrouck
Wise Guise
"Sullivan Cartoon"

F B

Rel.

Date
July 31 ,
Aug. 28
Aug. 7 .
July
3
Aug. 28 ,
Aug. 28 .
Sept. 11 .
July 10.
July 24
July
3,
June 19
June 26
Aug. 21 .
Sept. 25
July
3
Aug. 21.
21,
Aug.
June 5.
July 10.
July 10
June 26 .

Length
Reviewed
. 1 reel
Aug.
5
.2 reels
Sept. 2
. 1 reel
.2 reels
July 29
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 1 reel
.2 reels. . . .Aug.
5
.2 reels. . . .Aug. 12
. 1 reel
.1 reel
July 29
.2 reels
July 22
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 teel
July 22
.2 reels
, 1 reel. .
2 reels.
.June
1 reel
Aug. 24
12
2 reels. . . .Aug.
5
1 reel
July 29

June 12 . 11 reel
June 24
reel
July 31.
Sept. 21
.... July
June 26 , 21 reels
reel
Sept. 4 .

0

Title
Star
Alice Cartoons (Released Twice a Month)
Beauty Parlor, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Beloved Rogue, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Bo's Guest
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Boys Will Be Girls
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Campus Romeos
"Fat Men"
Chin He Loved to Lift
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Fresh Hair Fiends
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Helen of Troy, N. Y
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
How High Is Up? (Fat Men) . Carr- Alexander-Ross
Kick in the Dark
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Krazy Kat Cartoons (released twice a month)
Last Nose of Summer
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Mickey's Circus
Mickey's Pals
New Faces for Old
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Nothing Doing
Charles Bowers
Permanent Rave, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Pickled Romance
Charles Bowers
Peter's Pan
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
She Troupes to Conquer .... Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Sock in Time, A ... 1
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Steamed Up
Charles Bowers
Tanks of the Wabash
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Toupay or Not To Pay
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Wanderers of the Waistline. .Karr-Ross-Alexander

Rel.

Length
.1 reel. .
.2
reels.
3
reels.
5. .2
.2 reels.
19
.
24. . 22 reels
reels.
25 .2 reels.
14 .
21. .2 reels.
reels.
31 . .2
.2 reels.
27 .2
reels. .
3 . .1 reel.
.2
reels.
17.
.2 reels.
4 .2
reels.
3,
12 .2 reels.
.2
reels.
11 ,
10 .2 reels.
.2
reels.
13
reels.
28 .2
.2
reels.
19
reels.
5 .2
13 .2 reels.
10 .2 reels.
7 . .2 reels.
11 . .2 reels.

Date

Aug.
Oct.
June
Aug.
Tuly
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Jime
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
July
Aug.
June
Sept.
O ct.
June
June
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.

Reviewed

Rel.

Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed

.... July
June 19. .2 reels
reel
1 reel
Aug.
7. .1 reel
1 reels
2 reels
June 26. .2 reel
July 24 . . 1 reels
July
3 . .2
June 19.. 2 reels
reel .... July
1 reel
1
2 reels .... Sept.
1 reel
reel
1 reel
1 reels
2
Jime
June 26 . . 1 reel
reels
June 12.2
reels.
.
.
.June
June 5 . . 2 reels
July 31. .2 reels
July 17. .2
reel
July
July 10 . . 1 reels
2
1 reel
June
June 12. .1 reel
reels
1 reel
July 24. .2 reels
July 10 . . 2

15

15
2

24
24
15
17

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Title
An African Adventure
Assorted Babies
Atop the World
Chase, The
Death Traps
Dog Days
Falcon, The
Flag, The (Technicolor) . .
Fight For Life, A
Fishing With a Microscope.
Gritty Pups
HeaverJy Bodies
Hidden Death Traps
Jewels of Venus
Jungle Round-Up, A
Lion Hunt, The
Monarch of the Glen, The.
Pathfinders, The
Parasol Abt, The
Pets and Pests
Secrets of the Sea
Soaring Wings
Sting of Stings, The

Star
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
. Great Events
Ufa Oddity
. Ufa Oddity
Ufa Odd ty
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
.Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Charlie Chase

Rel.

Date
Length
reel
Aug. 27 . ...11 reel
Nov.
5
.1
reel
April 7 .
Mar. 26 . .1 reel
Oct. 22. .1 reel
Oct.
8. . 1 reel
.1 reel
Oct.
1 . .2 reels
Nov. 19. . 1 reel
.Ireel
Mar. . . . .1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
Sept. 10 . .1 reel
Jan. 14 . .Ireel
Dec. 17. . 1 reel
Feb. 25. . 1 reel
. 1 reel
Dec. 31. . 1 reel
reel
Jan. 28 . .. 11 reel
Jan. 28 . . 1 reel
Sept. 24 , .2 reels
Sept. 3 .

Title
Aero Nuts
Behind the Counter.
Crazy to Fly
Dad's Choice
Doctor Quack.
Elegy, The
Fantasy
Find the King
French Fried
Hot Heads
Hot Papa
Ko-Ko Chops Suey
Ko-Ko Explores
Ko-Ko Hops Off
Ko-Ko's Kane
Ko-Ko Plays Pool
Ko-Ko the Knight
Ko-Ko theKop
Loco Motifs
Moony Mariner, A
No Publicity
Rail Rode
Row, SaUor, Rowl
School Daze
Sealing Whacks
Short Socks
Short Tail, A
Tired Wheels
Topsey Turvey
Uncle Tom's Caboose
Web Feet
Wedding Wows
Title

FOX FILMS
Title
Star
Alhambra, The
Variety
AJnerica Today
Variety
Atkansas Traveler
Variety
Around Cape Horn
Variety
Cupid and the Clock (O.
Henry)
S. Phipps-N. Stuart
Colorful Italy
Variety
Cup of Coffee, A
Variety
Desert Blooms, The
Variety
Fool and His Honey
Tyles Brooks
Gentlemen Prefer Scotch . . .
Glory That Was Greece
Variety
Her Silent Vow
"Helen and Warren"
Hot Potato, A (Van Bibber). . E. Foxe-K. Bates
Land of Evangeline
Variety
Lights and Shadows in Sicily. .Variety
Mum's the Word
Variety
My Lady's Coat
My Old Kentucky Home . . . Variety
Over the Andes
Variety
Psyche and the Pskyscraper . "O. Henry"
Road to the Yukon
Variety
Roamin' Gladiator
"Animal Comedy"
Rumors for Rent
"Helen and Warren"
Silk Legs
Suite Homes
"O. Henry"
Snow Rambles
Variety
Twenty Legs Under the Sea R. WaUing
Under Colorado Skies
Variety
Venders of the World
Variety
Whale Hunting
Variety
Why Blondes Leave Home.
Wolf in Cheap Clothing, A. "Animal Comedy"

Title
Star
Sugar Daddies
All Star Cast
TallyHo
Ufa Oddity
Winged Death
Ufa Oddity
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of
Mexico
Ufa Oddity
Yale vs. Harvard
Our Gang

Reviewed

Ret.

Date
Length
Sept. 10. .2 reels
1 reel
Dec.
3.. 1 reel

Reviewed

1 reel
Sept. 24. .2 reels

PARAMOUNT
Star
.Krazy
Cartoon
. . E. E. Kat
Horton
. .Bobby Vernon
. .E.
E. Horton
Jimmie
Adams
Novelty
Novelty
E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
E. E. Horton
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon

,

Lei.gth
Rel. Date
Aug. 13, .1 reel. .
.2 reels.
Sept. 17 . 2 reels.
reels .
Aug. ' 27 .2 reels .
Aug.
6.
Oct. 16 .
reels.
Sept. 3 . ,22 reels.
Aug. 27 . .2 reels.
Oct.
1 . 2 reels .
. 1 reel. .
Oct. 15 . 1 reel. .
Sept. 17 . . 1 reel . .
Aug. 20.
reel .. ..
Aug.
6 . .. 11 reel
Sept
3 .
,
1
reel.
.
Oct.
1.
Sept. 24 . , 1 reel . .
reel . .
Sept. 24 . .21 reels.
Aug.
1. .2 reels.
Sept. 24.
Aug. 20. 1 reel . .
reels. .
Sept. 10 . .,21 reel.
Aug.
1 . . 1 reel. .
Aug. 13. .2 reels.
Sept. 10. . 1 reel. .
Oct. 27.
8 . . 1 reel. .
1 reel . .
Oct. 22
22.
22. . 1 reel . .
Oct.
. 1 reel . .
Aug.
2 reels.
Oct.

PATHE-DE MILLE

Rel.

Date

Ant Life As It Isn't
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Baby Brother
"Our Star
Gang"
June
Big Reward, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Bully, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Chicken Feed
"Our Gang"
July
College Kiddo, The
Hurlock-Quillan
Aug.
Comrades in Work
Mabel Normand
Crimson Flash, The (Serial — Landis-E. Gilbert)
June
Cured in the Excitement. . . . Hurlock-Bevan
June
Cutting a Melon
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Died in the Wool
"Aesop Fables"
June
Dog's Day, A
"Aesop Fables"
June
Don't Tell Everything
Roach Stars
July
Eyes and Angles
Sportlight
July
Fiddlesticks
Harry Langdon
Flying Feet
Sportlight
June
Fluttering Hearts
Charlev Chase
June
Glorious Fourth, The
"Our Gang"
July
Golf Nut, The
Bevan-Quillan-A. Bennett
Sept.
Hard Cider
"Aesop Fables"
June
Hawk of the Hills (Serial) . . Ray and Miller
Aug.
Hole in One, A
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Hook, Line and Sinker
"Aseop Fables"
Aug.
Human Fly, The
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
In and Out Again
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Love 'Em and Weep
M. Busch-Laurel-Finlayson . . . .June
Love Nest, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Love's Languid Lure
Ben Turpin
Aug.
Olympic Games
"Our Gang"
Sept.
One
Man
Dog,
A
"Aesop
Fables"
June
On the Hook
Sportlight
Aug.
Pioneer Instinct
Sportlight
June
Pride of Pikeville, The
Ben Turpin
June
Prowling Around France with
Will Rogers
Travelesque
Sept.
Red Hot Sands
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Riding
High
"Aesop
Fables"
July
Roammg the Emerald Isle
with Will Rogers
Travelesque
Aug.
Sailors, Beware
Roach Stars
Sept.
Scents and Dog Sense
Sportlight
Aug.
Small-Town Sheriff, The . . . "Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Smith's Candy Shop
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Aug.
Smith's Cook
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Smith's Pony
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Sept.
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Subway Sally
"Aesop Fables"
July
Tackles and Touchdowns . . . Sportlight
Sept.
Taking"
Sportlight
July
Weaker Punishment
Sex, The
Rarebits
What Women Did For Me . .Charley Chase
Aug.
Why Girls Love Sailors
Roach Stars
July
With Love and Kisses
Roach Stars
Aug.
With Will Rogers Through
Switzerland & Bavaria . .. .Travelesque
June

Reviewed

7,
26,
3.
31 .
31.
7.

Length
Reviewed
. 1 reel
. 2 reels .... July
1
. 1 reel
July
1
. 1 reel
July 29
.2 reels
. 2 reels
reels .... Aug.
6
.2

19
12 .
11 ,
19 ,
6,
3.
10.

10 episodes. June
.2 reels. . . . Tune
.Ireel
Sept.
,1 reel
June
.1 reel
June
.2 reels. . . .July
.1 reel
July

17
24
2
17
3
1
15

12 . .1 reel . . . .June
19 . .2 reels. . . .June
.2 reels
July
31 .2
reels
4,
June
12 . . 1 reel
28 .
Sept.
.1 episodes.
reel
Aug.
21 . 10
.1 reel
28 .
reel
25 . .1
.1 reel
18 .
12. .2 reels
June
17 . .1 reel
July
Sept.
29 . .2 reels
11 . .2 reels. .. .Sept.
.1 reel
July
26
21 .. .Ireel
Sept.
26 . .1 reel
5. .2 reels. . . .June
18 . .1 reel
14. .1
reel
Aug.
10. .1 reel
.1
reel
21.
23 . .2 reels
7 . . 1 reel
Sept.
4 . .Ireel
21 .2 reels. . . .Aug.
.2
reels
.2 reels
18.

24
17
29

24 . .. 11
18 .
.1
24 . .1
14 .
17 . .2
.2
28 . .2

reel
reel
reel
reel

17
122

24
16
2
2
1
2
3
12

2
12

July 22

reels. . . .Aug. 12
reels. . . .July , 16
reels
..

26 . . 1 reel

July

1

STATE RIGHTS
Dec. 11

Dec. 11
Dec. 11
Oct.
9

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Animal Catchers
McDougall Kids
Bray
2 reels
Beauty and the Beach
Sketchograf
Cranfield-CIark
1 reel
Big Pie Raid, The
McDougall Kids.. . .Bray
June
1. .2 reels. . . .June 10
Berth Mark
Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal
2 reels
r1 2eels
reel. .
Custard's Last Stand
Bray
Derelects of the Sea
Novelty
Bray
June 30 .
Deuce, The
McDougall Kids
Bray
June 1 . 2 reels .
Dream of the Sea, A (Binocolor)
Film Dist.
Corp
1 reel
May 27
Fresh and a Devil
Bray
God Made This Day For Me (Guest Jewel)
Aug.
1 . . 1 reel .
Good Scouts
Bray
2 reels
Great Guns
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Helpless Helper
Al Jay
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Henpecked in Morocco... .Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Heralds of the Spring
Nature Special
Bray
April 19 . . 1 reel .
H s Ticklish Predicament
Bray

Motion

806
Title
Rel. Date Length
Reviewed
Star
Iron Derby, The
Bray
Isle of Sunken Gold, The
^
. .
10 episodes
Nat Levine
A. Stewart
(Serial)
1 reel
Cranfield-Clarke
Sketchograf
Here Comes the Bride
2 reels
Cranfield-Clarke
Albert
Tommy
His Off-Day
Hit and Win
Bray
Aug. 20..2rees
It's a Great Life
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
It's All Wet
Bray
July 10.. 2 reels
.
..
June 10
reel
1
"Lantz Cartoon". . ..Bray
Jungle Belles
Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Laugh. . "Fleischer Cartoon" Red Seal
1 reel
July ZZ
1 reel
Cranfield-Clarke
Sketchograf
Learn by Mail
Lift Your Face
Bray
Aug. 10.. 2 reels
v,---Little Feet
Novelty
June
1 reel
July 22
Lost in a Pullman
Bray
2 reels
Ma and the Auto (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
2 reels
Cranfield-Clarke
Al Joy
Nothing to Live For
2 reels
Bray
Kids
McDougall
Orphans, The
2 reels
Cranfield-Clarke
Al Joy
Over There
Perils of the Jungle ( Serial) E. Gilbert-F. Merril
Weiss Bros
10 episodes Aug.
6
2 reels
Cranfield-Clarke
Tommy Albert
Sappy Days
reels
.2
20.
July
Bray
The
Scoop,
Silence of the Snows (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
Sky Walkers
Novelty
June
1 reel
Sophomore, The
G.O'Neil-L.Graydon.Hi-Mark
reels
2
Cranfield-Clarke
Al Joy
Spooky Money
1 reel
Cranfield-Clarke
Sketchograf
Style Book
Two Arabian Sights
Bray
2 reels
Water, Water Everywhere
Bray
June 20. .2 reels
When Red Bit the Dust. . . . (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
July
1.1 reel
When We Were Kids
(Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
June 1.1 reel
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
April 15
1 reel
Am. Cinema
YeUow Dog, The (Guest Jewel)

TIFFANY
Title
Star
Footing the Bill
. Color Classic
Grejnwhich
Village Romance, A
Color Classic
King of Sports . .
Color Clasyic
Love in the Jungle
Color Classic
Man Who Married the Moon Color Classic
Me and My Pal
Color Classic
Memories
Color Classic

Rel.

Sept 1
Sept. 15

UNIVERSAL

Title
Star
Ah Gay Vienna
Charles Puffy
Barrymore
Tommy
(Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Battle Scarred Hero, A
"The Gumps"
Blake of Scotland Yard (Serial) Hayden Stevenson
Buster Come On
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Frame-Up
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Handicap
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Initiation
Trimble and Dog
Cows Is Cows (Mustang) . . . Corbett & Holmes
Crimson Colors
Lewis-Gulliver
Dancing Fools
C. King-C. Doherty
Danger Ahead ( Western) . Jack Perrin
Daze of the West ( Mustang) Fred Oilman
Doctors Prefer Brunetts .... Neely Edwards
Do or Diet
Charles Puffy
Fighting Texan, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman

Date

Length
1 reel. .

Reviewed

1 reel.
1 reel .
1 reel . . .
1 reel. ..
1 reel . . .
1 reels

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
July 15
July 25 .1 reel
June 18 .2 reels. . . May 27
Oct.
3 . 2 reels . . .
Aug. 15 10 episodes
Sept. 14 .2 reels. . .
reels. . . . May 20
June
6 . .2
.2 reels. . .
Aug.
1 .2
reels. . .
July
4
July 24
15
July
9 .2 reels. . . June
Sept. 12 .2 reels. . . June 24
2
reels.
.
.
.June
Sept. 21
Sept. 172
Sept. 24 .2 reels . . .
Sept. 3 2 reels. . . Sept. 2
Tune 20 . 1 reel. . . .
June 13 . 1 reel .... June 3
June 3
Sept. 10 . .2 reels. . . .Aug.
19

Title

Star

George's Many Loves
Sid Saylor
George Steps Out
Great Guns
Oswald Cartoon
Gun Justice (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Haunted Island, The (Serial) Tack Daugherty-Helen Foster
His Day of Days
Neely Edwards
Home Trail, The (Mustang) .Fred Gilman
Honest and Truly
Charles Phiffy
Horse Trader, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Jane's Relations
M. Marcel-E. McCarthy
Jane's Sleuth
Dorety-Clair
Keeping in Trim
Man Tamer, The (Mustang) Edmund Cobb
Mechanical Cow, The
Oswald Cartoon
Monkey Shines
Ben Hall
My Mistake
Charles King
Newlyweds' Surprise
Snookums
Newlyweds' Troubles
Snookums
Oh Taxi!
Sid Saylor
Oh Teacher !
Oswald Cartoon
On Furlough
Sig Saylor
On Special Duty ( Western) Fred Gilman
Pawns and Queens (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Penny Ante
Harry Mann
Phantom Outlaw, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Piperock Blaze, The (Tuttle
Western)
Holmes & Corbett
Plain Jane
Please Don't
Plumed Rider, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Red Suspenders
Summerville & "Fanny"
Rest Cure, The (Tuttle Western]
Corbett and Holmes
Riding
Whirlwind,
The
(Western)
Newton House
Roaring Gulch, The (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Run for His Money, A
Arthur Lake
Rushing Business
Samson at Calford
Lewis Gulliver
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial — F. X. Bushman Jr.)
Scrappin'tang)
Fool, The (Mus- Bob Curwood
Shady Rest
"The Gumps"
Silent Partner. The (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)
Sleepy Time Pal, A
Neely Edwards
Snookum's Asleep
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
~
Snookum's Clean Up
Snookums-Clair-Saylor
Society Breaks
Sodas and Shebas
Arthur Lake
Son of America, A
George K. Arthur
Square Shooter, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Stop Snookums
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
Surprised Honey
Neely Edwards
Tale of a Shirt, The
Jimmy Aubrey
That's No Excuse
Charles King
Too Much Sleep
"The Gumps"
Trail of the Tiger, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
Trolley Troubles
Oswald Cartoon
Under the Bed
Charles Puffy
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial) Wm. Desmond
What An Excuse
Charles King
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Wallace MacDonald
Winning Five, The
Lewis-Gulliver

Picture

News

Rel.

Date
2 reels ....Reviewed
May 27
June 15 . .Length
reels
Sept. 28 . 21 reel
July
2 . . 2 reels .... June 10
10 episodes
Aug. 15 . .1 reel
June 4. .2 reels. . . .May IS
Aug. 29 . .2 reels

Aug.
July
June
Sept.
Aug.
Oct.
Sept.
June
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
July
Oct.
Aug.
June
July
June
Aug.
Aug.
July
June
June
Oct.

20 . .2 reels
17 . . 2 reels .... July 1
22. .2 reels. .. .June 3
7 . .2 reels. . . .Aug. 19
27 . .2 reels
3 . . 1 reel
25 1 reel
29 . .2 reels
June 10
3 .2 reels
.
.
Aug. 19
5 . .2.2 reels.
reels.
10
19 1 reel. . . . July 22
.2
reels
.
.
27 .
8 2 reels . . Sept. 2
.July 16
6 . .2 reels.
27 . 1 reel. .
.July 16
16.
2 reels
June 24
11 . 2 reels
May 20
17 .
. 2 reels
24 . 2 reels
30 . 2 reels ...July 18
May 20
6 . 1 reel
25 . 2 reels.
1

2 reels.

July 17 . . 2 reels
July
Aug. 21 . .1 reel
Aug. 31. .2 reels. . . Aug.
.2 reels. . . .June
10 episodes
Sept.
Sept. 17 . .2 reels
. 2 reels
Mar. 19
July 11 . .2 reels. . . Feb.
June
July
6 . 12 reel
reels .. .. .July
June
Aug.
3 . .22 reels.
8.
reels
Oct.
5.
Sept. 12 . .2 reels
. 1 reel
Aug.
.2
.2
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
10
July 13 .2
June
6 10
2
Sept. 26

Aug.
June
Aug.
July
Tune
Sept.
Sept.
July

13
1
1
17
8
19
5
4

reels
July
reels. . . .May
reel
July
reel
July
reels. . . .May
reels ... Sept.
reels ... Aug.
reel
Aug.
reel
June
episodes
reels. . June
episodes
reels

1
12
17
2
25
24
24
16

22
13
16
1
20
2
6
19
24
24

^erOpinionsonNeiuPict
"Camille" — First National,
viera Theatre, Omaha

Ri-

News-Bee : "For sheer breathtaking beauty and superb performance, give me Norma Tahnadge in
'Camille.' Not only is picture supreme triumph of adorable Norma's
colorful screen career, but her
Camille probably is lovliest ever
brought to stage or screen. Holds
rai)t attention and interest of whole
audience during every moment that
she is in picture. A gorgeous and
exciuisite beauty, with talent convincing and satisfying. Delightful
and praiseworthy attraction. Do
not fail to see it."
"Camille" — First National,
Ambassador Theatre, St. Louis
Times: "The role of 'Camille' is
not new to stage or screen, but
modern incarnation and beautiful
through medium of Norma Talmadge is perhaps most exotic and
beautiful that public has yet been
able to enjoy. Fred Niblo has given technical treatment that fully
maintains high artistic standards,
which he established in 'Ben Hur,'
and liiat greatly enhances splendid
performance of star. Norma Talmadge
has
never
appeared
to

greater histrionic ad\antage.
Wideh' divergent emotions which
identified 'The Lady of the
Camellias' portrayed with sincerity
of interpretation that has been unsurpassed byany 'Camille' in theatrical
history."
Star: "With 'Camille' as her
vehicle. Norma Talmadge reaches
pinnacle of her career as emotive
actress. Has brought to screen one
of finest portrayal of an all-sacrificing love that has ever been
filmed. Should satisfy most critical.
Gilbert Roland bids fair to take his
place as one of great lovers of
"Whit
screen." Pants Willie"— First National, Carlton Theatre,
Philadelphia
Record: "Johnny Hines outstrips
former successes. Hilarious from
beginning to end, nicely produced
and comedian keeps running steady
streams of really good humor without let-down. Good cast supports."
Inquirer : "Laughs that gurgle
with introductory sub-title and
never end until fade-out accompany
antics of Johnny Hines in 'White
Pants Willie.' Film absorbing
throughout."
Evening Ledger: "Johnny Hines,

that popular comedian, will please
not only faithful following that is
essentially his aown, but casual
movie goer with his latest film.
For it is breezy comedy. Naturally
entire burden of film rests on
Johnny Hines' shoulders, and he
carries off honors easily and deftly. He never becomes tiring — as
do some other comedians."
Evening Bulletin : "Johnny Hines
provides plenty of fast
comedy and mirth-provoking stunts
suitable for entertainment during
hot summer days."
Public
"This scintillating farceLedger
is one: rollicking
laugh
after another."
"The Poor Nut" — First National,
Oriental Theatre, Chicago
Daily Xczvs: "Af, good as plav.
and that's good. The joy, cleanliness and humor of piece made plav
popular
and do same for
movie."a
Herald-Examiner:
"Mulhall
scream as 'poor nut.' Riotous
farce, unwinding to accompaniment
of gurgles and guffaws. All told,
this is one of most amusing and
nutty little stereopticons on market, completely successful translation from stage to screen. Go
and have good time."

^a/
"The
Patent
Leather
Kid" —
Globe Theatre, New York City
Ei'ening Journal : "Barthelmess
makes comeback picture great entertainment. Well made, story
splendidl\- developed, and its telling
absorbingly human. Happy ending
beautifully done without usual
maudlin sentimeiit. Barthelmess,
in several of the sequences, does
outstanding work. Comedy and
grimness and thrils. You'll get
kick out of this one. It's worth
Graphic : "The old Barthelmess
of 'Tol'ablc David' and 'Broken
blossoms' came back on screen and
scored
seeing."cinema knockout. Utterly
different in type from earlier characters which brought Barthelmess
fame, this newest film shows him
once more in best form, real actor ;
who can make flesh and blood being out of a film portrait. Santell
built up around sterling performance of star an atmosphere and sustained interest with intense action
to lastdledclose-up.
Molly like
O'Dayveteran
handifficult character
performer. To be recommended on
street dotted with shell-peppered
Roy
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to the point of
this message
Simplex
built

Projectors
right.

are designed

That

has been

thousands of owners.

right and
proven by

They present

pictures in the best possible manner
and

with

reasonable

care

they

give years of steady dependable
service.
Their
annual
operating
the

I

cost is surprisingly low. Stick to
tried
and

proven Simplex
and
you
will save
money.

SIMPLEX
INTERNATIONAL

DIVISION

PROJECTOR

CORPORATION

90 Gold St., New York

whd others say about

Pit PIPE organ:
^"^All 1 can say your instrU'
ment playing to continuous
jammed house 5
£egion theatre
£Marshalltown, Bo-wa

^^Congratulations on wonderful instrument . "
Glermont
'-theatre
Chicago
^^ Increased our business more
than enough to warrant the
investment /
tuxedo theatre
iNew '^ork Qity

^Mn itself a distinct musical
attraction . "
Srand 'theatre

Pernianent
i^usic Feature for
theMerag^ Exhibitor
'highest
type performance
a^ Minimum
Cost.

Does not require
liigh-priced organist.
Played manually,or yritlci
ordinary 88 note music rolls*
THE ROBERT MORTON
ORGAN CO.
^ i^ewYorkj^ 156oBroadwy /
y 6hicago-624SoMchigdn //
San'yrancisco
![
/A'

16S GoIdmCaie,
LosLAngeles

^^

\ lSl4So.Vermont A

Winter fHauen, Florida

^'^The organ is a positive

1

^"■

r^-

sensation/''
Q)elano theatre
Q)elano, Gahf.

ROBERT U^OKTCN

^'^The success of this organ
prompted us to order

i

another.'^
Congress-drove theatres

Bfeto
.■■^

ORGAN

Oend me without obliga.tion full
deuuls of your New odiing Plan

llprwfi

Mpm^

it;

Th«»Atr*»

^^^H

pinr

«

Newark, iN. ^.

Srnrr

^^A wonderful addition to
our presentations/''
StrmidSmpire theatre
ChtUicothe, ZMo.
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The Wurlitzer Organ
is famous for its wonderful range of tone
coloring which is one
of the features that
make it the leading musical attraction for motion picture theatres.
NEW YORK
CLEVELAND
PHILADELPHIA
ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH

A

J

V/uRLlIzER Organ
FACTORIES,

N. TONAWANDA,

N. Y.

In musical expression
the Wurlitzer is supreme as no other theatre organ is so well
equipped for conveying to the audience the
dramatic import of
feature presentations.
BUFFALO
SAN FRANCISCO
CINCINNATI
DETROIT
KANSAS
CITY
LOS ANGELES

Ov.Tr.v.^
ILf. V.\r.Tr.V.T r.T.'.^r.'trrrrrrrrtTT^CTTUT
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but what kind are they?
Cf It means nothing for a company to have
a lot of stars. The question is: Who are they?
What kind of stars are they? Young folks 17
lo 30 years of age compose 70% of motion
picture audiences. Restless, up-to-date young
folks. The class most affected by these changing times. ^Thumbs

down, cries this youth-

ful hard-boiled pviblic, on the doll-faced
heroines and too heroic heroes of yesterday.

G\_clara B OWl^^^

Up with breezy Harold Lloyd, saucy Clara
Bow, regular-guy Richard Dix, virile Emil
Jannings, slam-bang Beery-Hatton, sophisti•

cated Adolphe Menjou. Spotlight for modern
stars sparkling with color, honesty, fun,
action. Spotlight, in other words, for Paramount stars, and curtain for the has-beens
and never-wases! ^ Cold facts — box office
figures, fan mail totals, exhibitor reports —
prove the superiority of Paramount''s list.
Surround this stellar galaxy with the industry's shrewdest showman

BEERY a^d^^
GX^HATTON

brains, the finest

resources, national advertising hitting
70,000,000 readers — and try and tie it!

•

stars — but wha
J_j L O Y D .

XX j4. R O L D

More than a great comedy star — a

keen, alert showman. Variety analyzed a year's theatre grosses and named
Lloyd the biggest draw in the business! His latest production, which he is
now making in New York, will prove it anew. Produced by the Harold
Lloyd Corporation. A Paramount release.

LIoI of the hour. MilHon candle power "It"

Bow.

Clara

girl. 16,000 fan letters a month. Here now in "Hula." Previous Bows pale
beside it. Coming in Elinor Glyn's "Red Hair," "Devil -May -Care." A
Bow year!

Beery

and

HATTON.

First of the comedy teams

— and still first. These boys are naturally funny. Not near-Beerys — the
real thing. See "Fireman, Save My Child." Watch for "Now We're in
th«' Air," "Now We're in Dutch," "We're in Society Now," "The Big
Game Hunt."

Richard

DIX.

Real, fighting he-man. And they love him I

"Quarterback," "Vanishing American," "Knockout Reilly." And now the
slashing two-fisted roustabout of "Shanghai Bound." Then "The Gay
Defender," and more.

BEBE

JJANIELS.

Screen's best romedienne. Now at the

zenith of her popularity. And destined for even greater heights in "Swim,
Girl, Swim." "Campus Flirt" type of story. Followed by "She's a Sheik" —
and more.

"B<>x-Ofiice" her middle name.

kind are they?
lliMIL

JANNINGS.

Greatest dramatic artist on the screen.

The world marvels at "The Way of All Flesh." His second American picture, *'The Street of Sin" even stronger.

Only from Paramount a Jannings!

1 1 E G R I • Empress of emotions. ''Barbed Wire" reveals

X OLA

the new Negri. Photoplay hails her second for 1927-8, "Woman

on Trial"

as "a glorious, extraordinarily fine picture." All-star casts and directors.
A super-Negri.

Real stories.

ADOLPHE

MENJOU.

Lover, new style. Don Juan in

evening clothes. "Service for Ladies" rated among first six of new season
by Photoplay.

Fred

Then "A Gentleman of Paris." "The Musician."

Thomson.

Biggest Westem

More.

draw of them all.
GN„.

florenceVIDOR

Paramount rounds up the best, always. And Silver King. In a "natural"

-VO

special, "Jesse James" and another big special. And a series of ripsnorting typical Thomsons.

Florence

VIDOR.

LovcU, gowned by Poiret. Class,

with a naughty twinkle in her eyes. At her best in "One Woman

to

Another." In "Honeymoon Hate," from the Satevepost serial.

^ A N E

\jF R E 1 . Biggest name in \^"estern stories. Zane Grey-

Westerns— the class product. Watch for "Nevada," from American Magazine serial. "Open Range," Country Gentleman headliner.

GK-.

fied THOMSON

-•D

Thomas

MEIGHAN,

Rugged favorite, in stories of

"Tin Gods" type. Smashing action, big easts. "We're Ail Gamblers."
"The City Gone Wild."
George

And others.

Bancroft.

Brand new style of star. \ n.

lainy with "it." A mighty performance in one of the season's best specials,
ikomasMEIGHAN^
CV-'

"Underworld," the giant thriller sweeping the country. Now stardom.
Coming in a Joseph Conrad story, "Victory." And in one roaring comedy
special with Chester Conklin — "Tell It to Sweeney."

Esther

Ralston.

"American Venus," "Fashions

for Women," "Ten Modern Commandments."

Paramoiint's luscious blonde

has arrived! More alluring than ever in "Figures Don't Lie." "The Glory
Girl" and others.

Fields

and

Conklin.

Paramount

originated

comedy teams. Naturally we can pick 'em and make 'em right. Fields,
whom Exhibitors' Herald after "Running Wild," calls the screen's greatest
natural comedian. Conklin — well, you know what Chester means to a picture. Both of 'em in "The Side Show." And more.
<| Study the list again, gentlemen. Compare it freely with others. Then
you'll understand why in Hollywood to become a Paramount star is to join
the major leagues. Paramount star — a mark of superior merit and drawing
power.

Naturally your public and you won't be satisfied with less I

I^PECIALS.
"Chang,"

Best of the stars, and specials like "Beau Geste,"

"Metropolis,"

"Rough

world," "Gentlemen Prefer
And more.
News,

Riders,"

Blondes,"

"Beau

"Tillie's

Sabreur,"
Punctured

"UnderRomance."

Short features — Paramount

Paramount - Christie

Comedies,

Paramount-Hortons, Paramount Novelties, Krazy Kat and Inkwell Imps Cartoons. Paramount — the whole show!

i

JAMES CRUZE

yy

to produce "ON TO RENO
starring MARIE PREVOST
Sensational Story of Reno Dworce
Mill to be Filmed as Brilliant
Melodramatic Comedy
FIRST FROM JAMES CRUZE
PATHE-DEMILLE PROGRAM
HITS FOR
ONE

ON
OF

This is the first of several great productions which James Cruze will produce
and supervise for Pathe during the coming year, with the same careful selection
of story, star and cast. Each a sensational
showmanship combination.

1927-28

man had dashed west to seek his sweetheart,
and one his \vife — and both found THE SAME

w^oman ! To husband and lover came the same shock
of surprise, of incredulous dismay, of hot anger.
Had they been simple victims of a questionable
scheme — toys for the daring game of a designing
woman? Were four lives to be spoiled by the sensational revelation? „
Here is an amazing story by Joseph
Jackson, a smart
sophisticated comedy drama centerins; about the great
"divorce mill" at
Reno.
With Marie

J AMES CRUZE, one of the screen's greatest, who has a record
second-to-none as a director of box-office hits. "On to Reno" was
selected by Mr. Cruze as type of story in which he has achieved
some of his biggest successes.

Prevost as the central figure plus the
superb direction of

Marie
prevost, incomparable interpreter of
supliislicaled femininity, has one of the greatest tales

James Cruze, "On
to Reno" is bound
to be one of the big;
box-office hits of
the year.

of her career in "On to Reno "

GuLLEN

LANDIS

to

play opposite Mi ss Prevost.
His ability and name tend
definite box-office value to
this great production.

ALTER WOODS, wno
will act as scenario supervisor.
Most of James Cruze greatest
pictures were directed from
scenarios supervised by
Mr, Hoods.

Another sample of the big things coming to you
from Pathe in 1927-28

Pafhe Exchange, Inc.
De MiLLE

STUDIO

Pictures

- Pathe

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation,
1.^0 WestM. 46th
Street, New
'^'ork.
WILLIAM
VOGEL.
General
Manager.

PATME

westerns

- PATHESERIALS
Member

- PATHE'COMEOIES

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America, Inc.
WILL H. HAYS. President

^11 the Romance and Adventure
of theEternal West in

Path e western s

Interpreted by these
Great Western Stars

JACK
PADJAN
a he
big,man
two-fisted
BUDDY

west
JACK DONOVAN
a real hero of the

lEO

BUFFALO BILL, Jr.
a real son of the saddle,

WALLY WALES
Prince of the
Plains, in 8

MALONEY

ROOSEVELT

the college-bred
cowboy, in 2

DON COLEMAN
world's champion
bronco buster, in 8

a great star in a
class by himself,
in 4

OPLENDID

STORIES

written by the best writers of

Western fiction— interpreted by the greatest of Western stars

/ormerly with Sells-Floto
Wild West Show, in 8

that's Pathe Westerns. Big, virile action dramas replete
with all the thrills and romance of the eternal West— an
absolute sure-fire bet that no exhibitor can afford to pass up.
Book them all. Sold on a basis that insures you a big profit.
Get in touch with your Pathe Westerns
representative^

Padie Exchange, Inc.
OE MILLC

STUDIO

PICTURC<ES

Mimherof

- PATKE. News

1 Ca>

I

Patme WESTERNS

Molion Piclufo Pro<lnrcr« .tnd Di>trihutor» of America. Ino

- PATH^SERIALS

WiiL H

- PATHECOMEDIES

Hays. Prrsidrnl.

jW^A\SSVVSAWiWL%WW^WWWWWWWvC^^

TIFFANY
1540

PR

D U CTION/INC

M.M.HOPPMAN.VICE.PaES.

BROADWAY

■nWAVdV-Mh

EXCHANGES

EVERYWHERE

NEW

YORK

CITY

HlSWiS^VyWiV

/?,KE

the

FOX

Lighthouses
theatres
of

PROFIT

PICTURES

beacon-lights
LOEWS

CIRCUIT

17 Theatres Metropolitan

N. L. NATHANSON
COMERFORD

GREENFIELD
UNIVERSAL

CIRCUIT

42 Theatres

CIRCUIT
THEATRE

E. J. SPARKS
BUTTERFIELD

CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT

district of New

sound
York City and Brooklyn

Famous Players — Canadian Circuit
59 Theatres in Pennsylvania
New Jersey

CIRCUIT

STANLEY-FABIAN
SCHINE CIRCUIT

of

CIRCUIT

in the state of New

York

San Francisco — Sacramento — Santa
Seattle and State of Florida
Jacksonville — St. Petersburg
Grand

Cruz and Honolulu

and West Palm

Rapids — Lansing — Saginaw

Beach

and 8 other Michigan

cities

It will pay you to study

Loves of CARMEN
Dolores Del Rio
Victor McLaglne
2 GIRLS WANTED
Janet Gaynor
SINGED
Blanche Sweet

"PtAYS

SILK HATS
Madge Bellamy
Victor McLaglen
Edmund Lowe
PAID TO LOVE
George O'Brien
Virginia Valli
THE COMEDIAN
Greta Nissen
THE ESCAPE
Janet Gaynor
Charles Farrell
HANGMAN'S HOUSE
Charles Farrell
Virginia Valli
Victor McLaglen
COME TO MY HOUSE
Olive Borden

guiding navigation
these men who play
dot the country with
showmanship.
DIPSON-ZIMMERMAN
SMALL-STRAUSBURG

CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT

Buflfalo — Cleveland
30 Theatres

and Pittsburgh

in Brooklyn

and Long Island

C. H. BUCKLEY

Leland & Clinton Sq., Albany

HARRY

Omaha and Nebraska
Salt Lake City

LOUIS

GOLDBERG
MARCUS

REGORSON

CORPORATION

Circuit

WILMER

& VINCENT

Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Harrisburg, Pa.

NATHAN

YAMINS

Fall River, Mass. and Newport,

MERLE

DAVIS

territories

R. I.

Butte, Montana

their campaigns on

EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE
George O'Brien
Virginia Valli
NONE BUT THE BRAVE
Madge Bellamy
Edmund Lowe
SILK LEGS
Madge Bellamy
LUNA PARK
Victor McLaglen
Greta Nissen
Charles Farreli,
FRENCH ANKLES
Madge Bellamy
WIDOW-IN-LAW
Sally Phipps
HOLIDAY LANE
Earle Foxe •

PUBLICITY MADNESS
SUGAR DADDIES
Lois Moran
Edmund Lowe
Mary Duncan
HIGH
SCHOOL
HERO
Sally Phipps
THE GAY RETREAT
McNamara
Ted
Sammy Cohen
VERY CONFIDENTIAL
THE UNKNOWN
BEAUTY
Madge
Bellamy
Mary Duncan
Olive Borden
and in addition

WHAT

PRICE

Victor McLaglen, Edmund

GLORY
lAtwc, Dolores Del Rio

etiMbtf^' ' CUARLES R.
9rom the shrtf bit. * * MARION

■/r

DimkfL bf-' ALBERT
difewlsedbif,' • HARRY J.BRO\%f

"bokJoyxAnoiher

15 In

fvr
1717-Z^
Lfadfr^hip
\

fJtoiy on folbviiK^ poj^

Tt?^*/

EDWARD L. HYMAN
Mark Strand
Brooklyn

«

M. U FINKELSTEIN .
and I. J. RUBEN
Finkelstein & Ruben Circuit
Minneapolis
Minneapolis

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
West Coast Theatres
Portland, Seattle.San Francisco
and Los Angeles

^^

^m

w

whv7 ViikW NAMED ,
f«

SHOWM

AI rh? SUPMMil

^y

0
WALTER HAYS
Strand
Albany

\

A. C. HAYMAN
Strand and Cataract
Niagara Falls

JUDGES
kN'S GROUP
s>rvf sff

Vibson

O'

TessirZ-irs all over now!
The Naster Minds have Made up their
Minds!

TOM BOLAND
Griffith Theatres
Oklahoma

^1^
v
^ou'vsv
atv^ ^

/?®*

i^

■^

f

•^ J?»

\

^

For weeks they sat in Judgment—
Listeninii— Checkin^—Comparinst - > >
OHNSON
heatre
le

JACOB FABIAN
New JerseyCircuit
Stanley-Fabian

They HAD to^because on each man*s
verdict depended the prosperity^
not of a single theatre^ but of a
score!
Now at last thevWe decided-

J. B. CLARK
Rowland & Clark
Pennsylvania

And their decision GOESf or this whole
Industry.

No more Doubts—
No more Arituments—

FIRST NATIONAL
/o*- 1927-28
WIN*? ecaufe

JOSEPH
Mark PLUNKETT
Strand
New York

J. D. and
EAGAN
Wilmer
Vincent
Pennsylvania and Virginia

Gfe»^

that SETTLES it!

mnv

w

^
>
«
v
^^

\i <^^^^^
red

Xti
they knew their theauts
would
shipKEEP
with theiil
theseeadei'

OVE
NX TIOING
DUCELM
PRORWU
CANIUE
15 Weeks on Broadway! — Extended runn at advance
admission
in key cilicsJ— The most famous love clauic
of the century.

LILAC TINE
Your previous Colleen Moore profits will be carfare
compared to the gross from this sensational Broadway
success, directed by George Fitimauricc.

THE PATENT

*«iiijyf»ove

LEATHER

New York ran wild at opening
engagement, at $2.20 top.

KID

of Broadway

special

HAROLD BELL WRICHT'S
"THE SHEPHERD
what Ihi> one U OF
boundTHE
lo Jo.HILLS'"

You KNOW

THE MIRACLE
Max Rcinhardt'ft stupendous spectacle. The greatest
buy in years and world' s-record holder of all theatrical
attractionft.

THE PRIVATE'LIFE or HELEH OP TROT

The be»i-".el ting novelof the decade broutfht tvuhe --creen.

WILLof theROCERS
"A TEXAS
STEER"
most famousIN farces
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Marcus Loew
The Industry United in Sorrow Over His Passing

By William A, Johnston
so often this turbulent industry is unified. Today, as I
write this, the common mind is
one of sorrow over the passing of
Marcus Loew. There are no exceptions.
EVERY

that characterized him when his home
City.
was a modest apartment in New York

T^HERE is a great romance in his
-*" career, the newspapers point out.
But it is not merely the romance of
The newspapers seem unanimous the motion picture. It is the romance
in their recognition of him as a figure of wonderful personal achievement;
of world-wide importance. And so he the story of a penniless New York boy
was.
And so he will be remembered. who battled his way to great wealth
But we are thinking of him as a and renown and achieved both without loss of his own character or the
man, a sterling, lovable man. And so
we will remember him.
affection of others.
He had the sturdiness of the pioneer,
He was universally liked.
And no prominent man can leave the decision of the soldier.
He could say yes and no and mean
behind him a greater heritage than this.
what he said.
T17HENEVER some one man had
He demanded and gave fairness.
^ ^ to preside over a meeting of the
He fought at times against very
clans of the industry, the choice was heavy odds. But he never wavered,
Marcus Loew.
never lost his head. He builded well
He was always cool and candid; and solidly even when the lightning
sturdily fair; without pose; genuinely threatened. His courage was highly
unassuming; real; always the same exceptional, most admirable.
whether you met him on the street or
It is sad that the toll of such men
in his magnificent home, Pembroke.
must be taken in early life. It is reHe was a kindly man.
grettable that he could not have seen
Nothing pleased him more than to more of that which he builded.
But his work will go on and the
play the host at Pembroke; to as many
as cared to come; and this he did with memory of him will live for many
the same heartiness and unostentation
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In this corner ive have Jack W lute,
director - in ■ chief of Educational
Studios who ivas married last week
to f'auline Slarke tvhose photo is
shoivn in the opposite corner

Picture

News

Over here is Pauline Stark, now
Mrs. Jack White. His picture is
over there in the first column.
Miss Starke is now at ivork under
Robert Z. Leonard's direction in
M-G-M's 'Little Bit of Broadway"
Al Christie and Geor'^p U . M eeks abonrd the lie de France on which
Christie sailed to confer with Eddie Sutherland and Monte Brice on the
neiv version of "Tillie's Punctured Romance," a Paramount release

^

The Hypnotist demonstrates.
Lon Chaney instructs director-author Tod
Broivninn and Polly Moran in concentration in preparation for M-G-M's
prod'ictio of "The Hypnotist"

One of the most attractive and promising young ladies on the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer lot is Louise Lorraine, who at present is playing with
Tim McCoy in his latest starring vehicle, "The Frontiersman"

\

5
Mammy has a rehearsal.
Al Jolson going through it scene tvith Director
Crosland in ff arner Bros., "The Jazz Singer."
Hal Mohr is at the piano

Alley atmosphere, with Shirley Mason and Paul Panzer doing their stuff
in "Sally in Our Alley," a Columbia production
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More St. Louisans went to tlie downtown first-runs that
NEWSPAPERMEN will not soon forget Marcus Loew.
Tliey know, perhaps better than many others, how
week than in any similar period
* * in« the city's history.
human he was; how approachable; how democratic
at all times; and what a refreshing sense of humor he
A T Loew's State, in St. Louis that week, "The Big Paexercised even in trying situations.
rade," which ha<l already played two extended runs
The measure of a man is very clearly shown in his in the city at advanced prices, grossed upwards of $42,000
for the week at popular admission scale. It was held over
dealings with the press. Mr. Loew put up no false barriers
around himself; it was always possible to see him on a —the third time a picture has been held over in the three
history ofof the
the total
house.attendance at the State for the
news story; or, for that matter, to discuss any subject in years'
Estimates
which he was interested, without the necessity for a formal
week ranged up to 115,000 persons. If this figure is corappointment. He gave his views frankly and without fear
rect, it was the greatest week enjoyed by any theatre in
and a fine sense of justice tempered everything that he
St. Louis, topping the 113,000 week set at the Ambassador
said and did.
theatre by Paul \^liiteman and his band last Christmas
week.
Tliough it is not generally' known, Mr. Loew was at one
^ * *
lime a newspaperman himself; the publisher of a small
paper in his early days. This experience was no doubt
'T^HE Ambassador Theatre, St. Louis, also enjoyed a very
reflected, in his later great career, when he came to power
wonderful week's business because the feature picture
in the film world.
"Beau Geste" was given an opportunity to demonstrate its
The men of the trade press estimate pretty accurately
worth. There was a stage offering but it didn 't handicap the
picture because it had real merit. Final figures are not yet
the bigness or the smallness of film folk. They do not
available
but it would not be surprising if the final reports
share the illusions in which some of these personages envelop themselves. 7 he newspaperman is trained to deal
show that only the Whiteman record topped "Beau Geste."
in facts; not in illusions.
At the Grand Opera House, "What Price Glory" was playMr. Loew, newspapermen know, was one of the few
ing its third St. Louis engagement and it packed 'em at every
show, every day in the week. What becomes of the idea that
really big men in the industry; and by all who knew him
costly presentations, noisy band shows, etc., are needed to put
was well-beloved.
* # «
over good pictures?
Prior to coming of motion pictures — musical revues of that
pLlZABETH LONERGAN, American representative of time were in their very ascendency — St. Louis had fewer than
■^ Kinenmtogmph Weekly and staff correspondent of Moa dozen theatres, while today there are about 107 theatres
tion PicTiRE News, returned tliis week on tlie Homeric from
(k)ing business in the community.
England, where she has been studying film conditions and
At the St. Louis Theatre, "Metropolis" got off to a flying
consulting with Kine Weekly and Picturcgoer. During her
stay abroad, ]\Iiss Lonergan contributed several reviews of start with big business on Saturday and Sunday and while
the crowds tapered off the latter part of the engagement, on
films and articles on the British studios to the News.
* * *
the whole the Aveek was above average for this house. In
recent months, the Missoiiri had been converted into a jazz
palace, stage shows being played up in preference to feature
''pHE evidence in favor of the "Back-to-the-Movies" idea
continues to pile up at a great rate. '*What Price
pictures.
Glory" grossed more than $400,000 at the Roxy in three
Just across the sti-eet, the Grand Central, St. Louis's first
weeks, establishing several different kinds of records — on
high class picture house, has been dark since early in the
its merits as a picture, properly presented.
Some observei-s in the Missouri city attribute the
Out in Minneapolis, the Pantages theatre played a Summer.
* * jazz
* and not enough picture.
straight picture policy recently for the first time in its closing to a policy of too much
history when it showed "What Price Glory." The theatre
broke all its records for a week's gross box-oflfice intake,
YY ILLIAM
A. JOHNSTON'S
exclusive
with
Sam Katz,
published in last
week's interview
issue, defined
the figure being slightly over $16,400, and the film was
pretty
clearly
the
Publix
policy
in
several
directions,
notheld over for a second week of fine business.
* ^ *
ably the plans for unit partnership operation of secondary
theatres.
TN St. Louis, the week ending September 2, there Avas a
In this connection it is understood that a deal is under
forceful demonstration of the same thing. The alibi of
way by which the Publix Cass B and C theatres in the
poor industrial conditions, unemployment, unfavorable
Southeast will be managed by local chain executives,
weather or covniter-attractions, was not needed Avhen such
though still remaining Publix houses.
pictures as ' ' Beau Geste, " " What Price Glory, " " Metropo •
lis" and "The Fighting Eagle" held the screen.
TN the summer of 1926 Publix Theatres Corporation and
General business conditions in St. Louis have changed but
Saenger Tlieatres, Inc., of New Orleans, announced the
little in recent weeks. There have been no business booms, no
formation of an affiliation for furtlier theatre developments in
the South in which Publix and Saenger would be jointly and
general revival of industry and no sudden increase in population. Hence, the big business generally done in the city
equally interested.
Under thewasplan
theatres then
"being
first-runs the week of Sept. 2 was due primarily to the fact
operated
by either company
to no
be included
in Publixthat for the first time in many moons the picture was given
Saenger activities, but the New Saenger Theatre in New
Orleans, which opened in February, 1927, was included in
the opportunity to do its stuff — and it did, without being
the deal and became the de luxe Publix house in that citv.
snowed under by presentations, bands and revues.
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John JFestivood of Princeton and John StanvNipping a ride.
A new pastime suggested for youngsters.
Al
baugh,
collegiate winners
of First National
does a quick change from an auto to an aeroplane.
contnicis in "The Drop Kick"

Harold Lloyd's smile is prompted by New York's fairer weather
after much rain.
The comedian and his technical staff on their
way to Coney to shoot scenes for his next for Paramount

Dorothy

Gulliver,

Picture

Wilson, Universal
Try it sometime

Universal featured player parked
for a mid-afternoon nap

William
Demarest
exploiting
his idea
of
feminine attire for men, with Audrey
Ferris
Patsy Ruth Miller enjoyed
her acquaplaning
persuading him it's all wet.
They are Warner
at Catalina, where with Glenn Tryon she was
players
making "The Flying Nut" for Universal

Dorothy

Sebastian

in

learns

New

stunt

aviator

a precarious

her

riding

s

spot

for

her

.<itrenuous role in the MGM western "IVyoming"
on an electrical horse.
It is better
padded than the real animal
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Pictures and People-con^/nw^j
It will be re:'alled that a few months after the formation of
Publix-Saenger T^atres Corporation that company gained a
strong footliold in Xortli Carolina throngh the formation of
another subsidiaiy comjiany — Publix-Saenger Theatres of
North Carolina — through the acquisition of 50 per ceait interest in Piedmont Theatres, Inc., a chain of theatres owned
by R. B. Wilby, H. F. Kincey and their associates. The chain
consisted of some twelve theatres at the time, and otliers have
been added since the affiliation was perfected.
At the time Publix and Saenger entered into the original
affiliation with plans to piLsh developments in theatre acquisition and expansion in the South no mention w^as made of the
possibility of the class B and C Publix houses passing under
the operating administration of the Saengers. However, it is
known that a deal to accomplish this was set in motion many
months ago with E. V. Richards, General Manager of Saenger
Theatres, Inc., taking the initiative.
What adds strength to the report that Publix-Saenger Theatres Coi-poration will gain operating control of the Publix
houses in their territoiy is the fact that those B and C houses
have not, on the whole, yielded a profit commensurate w'ith the
investment the.y represent. It is generally conceded that a
well organized local theatres operating group would have considerable advantage in this connection.
The foundation has been laid for the deal whether it is
eventually consummated or not. Through their affiliation
with Mr. "Wilby and Mr. Kincey and their several associates
in North Carolina the Publix-Saenger Theatres of North Carolina already owai 30 per cent interest in an excellent group of
theatres. Their successful operation of those houses from
their headquarters in Greensboro, N. C, offers further evidence of the advisability of having a local executive familiar
with the territory in charge of actual administration.
It would be a simple and logical move to shift all Class B
and C houses in Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, North and
South Carolina to the Saenger and Saenger affiliations. And
there is a persistent relport to the effect that the Saengers
would make the deal with Publix for such a handling and
then in turn delegate operating authority to their subsidiaries.
In Georgia, it is said, Arthur Lucas might enter into agreement to take over the Publix B and C houses through an affiliation with the Publix-Saenger Theatres Corporation. Mr.
Lucas already heads Community Theatres Corporation, which
owns and operates five suburban theatres in Atlanta and several houses in southern Georgia. Also he is now engaged in
building a new theatre in Macon, Georgia, Publix 's only opposition theatre. One of his important holdings is the Lixcas
Theatre in Savannah, Ga.
Florida will probably not come into the deal inasmuch as
E. J. Sparks Enterprises has already perfected a deal by Avhich
the majority of the Publix B and C houses in that state were
pooled with Sparks holdings and all placed under the supervision of Mr. Sparks. That deal was made several montlis
ago and is already operative.
Sept. i6, 1927

nn HE Hollywood Committee on Rumors is not quite so
active this week, but it sends in a report to the effect
that production supervisors are planning to organize, the
object being, so it is said, to keep wages of supervisors up
and prevent the wolf from approaching their several
doors.
\^ e had not realized that the supervisors' situation was
so acute; in fact, we still don't realize it.
l_JxVL ROACH is a vigorous champion of tlie short subject.
At a luncheon the other day he declared two-reel comedies to be the solution to the presentation problem, which is
becoming serious in many sections.
Picture theatres are beginning to find at the start of the
new season that there is a shortage of talent for presentation
purposes. There is a lack of variety — and this Mr. Roach
believes can be supplied best of all by good short subjects.
Mr. Roach came straight to the point on the financial side
of short subject production. "We find it impossible to obtain
a return that compares with sums expended on feature pictures of far less entertainment value — just because they are
in
two
he asked.reels. W^hat has length to do with entertainment?"
The answer is, of course, nothing in itself. We believe firmly
that a picture theatre is primarily a place in which to show
])!ctures. That being tlie case, the short subject sliould be
giventor ofits
pi'oper and rightful place on the program as a creavariety.
* « *
A FEW words about ourselves: Motion Picture IS ews has
"^^ a world-wide audience. It is read in sixty foreign
countries and territories, and for many years has been
recognized as the authoritative American trade paper.
These are:
Alaska, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Borneo,
Brazil, British West Indies, Bulgaria, Canada, Canal Zone,
Chile, China, Costa Rica, Culja, Czecho-Slovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Egypt, England, Esthonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guam, Guatemala,
Hawaii, Holland, Hungary, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Java, Jugo-Slovakia, Korea, Mexico, Nicaragua, Norway,
New Zealand, Panama, Peru, Philippine Islands, Porto
Rico, Poland, Roumania, Russia, Scotland, Africa, Straits
Settlements, Swetlen, Switzerland, Spain, Tasmania,
Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, Newfoundland, Netherlands.
The iSeivs is quoted very widely in newspapers in this
country — and the same thing is true abroad. For
example, "Progres," newspaper of Bordeaux, France, recently referred to The ISeivs as being one of the three best
edited of trade papers, the others being "Lichbildbuhne,"
Berlin, and "Cinema," Brussels.
Through its reciprocal news arrangement with
"Kinematograph Weekly," the leading British trade
paper. The i\ew>s maintains close contact with trade developments in Europe.
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Motion

Wage Troubles Near End
in Many Cities
Settlement

of

Strike Finds
Chicago
Playing to Capacity

the settlement of the wageg
W[TH
controversy which darkened practically every motion picture house
in Chicago, word comes from many different
points that labor conditions are again
threatened to get back to normalcy. The
Chicago settlement came following a conference in the office of Mayor William Hale
Thompson. Under the terms of the compromise settlement stage hands reecive increases of from seven to eight per cent and
operators withdrew their request for increases for apprentices. Operators are
assured fulfillment of existing contracts.
Since the settlement the theatres have been
playing to standing room.
After Famous Players-Canadian Corporation had secured an interim injunction
restraining the operators and stage hands of
Toronto theatres from joining with the musicians in ease of a local strike in which
about one thousand mien would have been
involved, both sides got together Tuesday
and signed a three-year agreement.
A threatened walk-out of stage hands,
musicians and operators at the leading Harrisburg motion picture theatres was averted
after an all-day session on September 2 at
which the managers and the employes
reached an agreement.
The conference of September 2 took up
most of the day and in the final show down
the scale of wages was boosted.
Minneapolis this week narrowly escaped
a strike of motion picture machine operators which almost closed its 58 theatres
and threw 7,000 persons out of work. The
strike was averted at the last minute.
The operators gained wage increases
ranging from 7 to 15 per cent as a result
of this conference.
A brief period of open shop conditions in
five Houston theatres was ended August 21
after a one-day operation of machines by
non-union operatox'S. The controversy between Will Horwitz, theatre manager, and
union operators was teraiinated at a conference Saturday night. At this conference,
Mr. Horwitz agreed to a 5 per cent wage
increase.
A jurisdictional fight between licensed eu-

Theatres

Again

ineers and union electricians as to which
organization should have charge of the
operation of cooling systems in the leading
theatres of St. Louis has caused the engineers to pass out handbills announcing that
no licensed engineez's are employed in operating the cooling systems in the St. Louis,
Grand Opera House, Missouri, Ambassador
and Loew 's State theatres.
In all probability the differences that have
been existing between the motio npicture
machine operators' union in Albany, N. Y.,
and the exhibitors of that city, will be
smoothed out this week. Exhibitors admit
this, following two or three meetings that
were held last week.
A strike
of motion
pictui'e
operators'at
union
threatened
to close
the theatres
Sioux City, Iowa, last week but a last minute agreement was reached between the
theatre men and the Sioux City theatres.
The agreement was reached a few hours before the operators were due to walk out.
The new scale of wages with a total of
ninety-five cents an hour was claimed by
both sides to be a victory.
Forty-seven Baltimore moving pictui'e
theatres are now running Avithout operators affiliated with the Federation of Labor
and they have signed contracts with the
Motion Picture Managers' and Operators'
Union No. 1, an indej^endent organization
not affiliated with labor.

Changes Education
in Ohio Dep't

Vernon M. Riegel has resigned as head
of the Department of Education of the
State of Ohio and has been succeeded by
John L. Clifton. Mr. Riegel now heads the
Ohio office of the visual education department of Fox Films with headquarters in
Columbus. He is concerned only with nontheatrical films, his chief interest being to
make visual education a part of the prescribed public school curriculum. Mr.
Clifton was previously connected with the
Ohio State University in Columbus. No other
changes in the personnel of the censor
board has been made.

Labor Arrangements Halt Proposed
Loew-Publix Presentations Combine
BECAUSE

of

of certain labor arrangements which made the deal impracticable, the Publix-Locw presentations combine, which recently was
announced by the companies, has definitely been called off. The
companies learned that labor regulations would conflict with the plans for
sending the Publix de luxe stage shows into some of the larger Loew houses.
Arrangements as they exist between the chains at the present time will
be continued, it is said, with each organization booking its attraction independently. Louis Sidney is in charge of presentation bookings for Loew
and Jimmy Cowan serves in a similar capacity for Piiblix.
It is said that Publix is now ready to open its units in New Haven instead
of at the Paramount Theatre in New York City. This is to allow time for
polishing up of the attractions before they are displayed in New York.

Picture
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Legislators
Commend
Chain Manager
measan unusual
sentatives
of RepreHouse
a tookunanim
THE Alabam
ous
vote it
ure when by
adopted a resolution last week thanking the Montgom«»' Enterprises and
r at
cal manage
the'^lo
Farley, for
Hoxie mery,
d enterthe splendi
Montgo
tainment provided the legislators in
the way of motion pictures during
their long stay in Montgomery.
The resolution commended manager
Farley for the many courtesies shown
them and congratulated the company
on the high-class entertainment, the
courtesies and service furnished the
people of Montgomery in the several
motion
picture theatres controlled by
the
company.

Albany
Grants
Charters
to New Companies
Companies incorporating in the motion
picture business in New York state during
the past week included the following: Rennel Operating Co., Inc., capitalization not
specified, Louis Frisch, Hjauan Rachmill,
Louis Nelson, Brooklyn; Basil Brothers
'Holding Corporation, Buffalo, capitalization not specified, Constantine J. Basil,
Nicholas J. Basil, Theophiles J. Basil,
Buffalo.
Vinlcs Productions, Inc., $100,000, Joseph
P. Bickerton, Sidney R. Fleisher, Milton L.
Maier, New York City; Equity Theatres
Corporation, capitalization not specified,
Floyd J. Carter, Thomas H. Watson, Frank
Gersten, New York city; St. Louis Gan'ick
Operating Corp., $20,000, Henry L. Lederman, I. M. Lichtignian, Annette Selenkow,
New York city.
Ten Percent, Inc., $10,000, Thomas E.
Jackson, Morton Miller, Pauline Zeller,
New York City; Insular Amusement Corporation, $7,000, Morris
Sadie Hammerling,
New Leff',
YorkHenry
city; Liman,
Slovak
Producing Corporation, $20,000, Jenie
Jacobs,
]\Iercedes
deAcosta, Norma 0 'Connor, New
York City.

3,995
French
Theatres
Tout-Cinema Estimates
According to a report to the Department
of Commerce from Trade Commissioner
Geo. R. Canty, Paris, in Metropolitan
France there are registered 3,995 motion
picture theatres, according to the ToutCinema 1927. Of this number 180 are located in Paris, and 3,815 are in the provinces. Of these picture theatres, 24 of the
Parisian theatres have more than 1,500
seats, 40 have from 1,000 to 1,500 seats, 81
have from 500 to 1,000 seats, 29 have from
300 to 500 seats, and 6 have less than 300.
Seventy of the provincial theatres have
more than 1,500 seats, 235 have from 1,000
to 1,500 seats, 1,127 have from 500 to 1,000
seats, 1,174 have from 300 to 500 seats, and
1,209 have less than 300 seats.

B. & K. Take Belasco At
Balaban &Quincy,
Katz have 111.
taken over the
Belasco Theatre, Quincy, 111., formerly
operated by William H. Sohm.
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Marcus Loew Dies Suddenly In
Sleep at Glen Cove Estate
Head of Vast Theatre and Film Interest Long III, But End
Comes Unexpectedly — Amusement World Grieves

changes in the United States and
Canada observed the occasion by
ceasing all operations for five
minutes beginning at 2 p.m., New
York Daylight Saving Time, on
Thursday. At the meeting of the
Hays organization, at which arrangements were made for these
observances, a set of resolutions
were adopted expressing the grief
of the board members at the loss
of Marcus Loew.

EW, presiMARCUS dent of LO
Loew's Incored,
porat died at 6 :30
Monday morning, September 5,
at his home in Glen Cove, Long
Ishuid. The heart attack to
which he succumbed while sleeping was sudden and unexpected,
for, though in ill health for some
time, the late motion picture and
theatrical leader improved because of his complete retirement
from active business. The deceased is survived by Caroline,
his wife, and Arthur M. and
David, bis sons.

Mr. Loew had been in practical
retirement for the last three
years. In 1924 he abandoned active exercise of his authorities in
the affairs of his corporation.
Nicholas M. Schenck, executive
vice-president, has been the virtual head of both Loew's Incorporated and Metro - GoldwynMayer, which were organized and
headed by Mr. Loew until 1924,
when failing health caused him
to relinquish his active participation in business affairs. Mr.
Schenck will continue the administration.
YoY nearly a month before his
fleath Mr. Loew had been vacationing at Mr. Schenck 's home in
Saratoga.
Last Sunday
he returned
to
Pendjroke, his Glen Cove estate, aboard his
yacht, "The Caroline."
The entire Loew
fnmily was present at the time, as they had
all gathered at Glen Cove for the first weekend after Mr. Loew 's return from the Saratoga sojourn.
The funeral services were held at 11 a.m.
Thursday, the procession starting at 11 :30
from Pembroke to Maimonides Cemetery,
Cypress Hills, L. I., the burial place of his
pai-ents, Herman L. and Ida (Lewenstein)
Loew, and the last resting place of Marcus
Loew. The Rev. Dr. Aaron Eisman, of 1310
Foe Ave., Bronx, officiated.
The pallbearers were : David Warfield,
Nicholas M. Schenck, David Bernstein,
Adolph Zukor, Joseph Michaels, John
Golden, Lee Shubert, Charles M. Schwab,
William Randolph Hearst, Edward A.
Schiller, Will H. Hays, Aaron Jones,
Arthur Brisbane, E. F. Albee.
Honorary pallbearei's were Louis B.
Mayer, Joseph M. Schenck, Irving Thalberg, Sidney Kent, Sam Katz, Felix Feist,
Leopold Friedman, C. C. JMoskowitz, Joseph
R. Vogel, Maurice Blumenthal, Richard
Rowland, J. J. Murdock, B. S. Moss, A. L.
Erlaiiger, J. Robert Rubin, Edward Bowes,
Daniel E. Pomeroy, William Hamlin Childs,
William C. Durant, William L. Phillips,
William Braden, Messmore Kendall, Carl
Laemmle, Sime Silverman, R. H. Cochran,
William Fox, E. W. Hammons, Joseph P.

No accurate estimate of Mr.
Loew's wealth is obtainable at
this time, but his personal foi'tune runs into many millions.
His principal interests are represented in Loew's Incorporated,
which owns a large chain of theatres, and in Metro-Gold wynMayer Pictures Corporation. In
1924
purchased
"Pembroke,"
one ofhe the
show places
of Long
Island, at an announced price of

Marcus Loew
Kennedy, J. Homer Flatten, Albert Warner, G. M. Baynes, Charles H. Christie,
Cecil B. DcMilli', D. W. Griffith, J. J. McGuirk, Samuel Spring, H. D. Buckley,
Courtland Smith, J. I. Schnitzer, Mark
Hyman, Morris Kohn.
In respect to the memory of Marcus
Loew nearly every motion picture theatre
in the United States remained closed until
2 p.m., on Thui'sday, at which time the
funeral services for Mr. Loew were concluded. This action followed a meeting of
the board of directors of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., the organization headed by Will
H. Hays. As a further token of respect the
orchestras and organs in theatres played
' ' Lead, Kindly Light, ' ' which had been Mr.
Loew's favorite hymn, at the first performance Thursday afternoon.
Motion
picture
studios
and
film ex-

The aflfairs of Loew's, Inc., and
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, representing
the principal interests of the late
Marcus Loew, will continue without
interruption under the administration
of Nicholas M. Schenck, who has had
active charge of both companies since
1924, when Mr. Loew went into practical retirement owing to failing
health.

$1,000,000.
All holdings of the family will
be represented in the corporation
by his two sons, Arthur M. Loew,
vice-president, active in the Foreign Department of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; and David Loew,
vice-president, active in the nuinagement of the theatres and real
estate operations.
The affairs of both these corporations will continue without interruption under Nicholas M. Schenck, who has
had active charge of their administration
since 1924.
The death of Marcus Loew marked the
passing of one of the most beloved personalities in the theatrical world. It has
been common understanding that he was
a man who had made his own way to his
position of vast wealth without having lost
that common touch of kindliness towards
all. It is doubtful if the passing of any individual of the entertainment world has
caused such genuine grief or has evoked as
many condolences and tributes from mourners, to whom the name of Loew was either
a symbol of a good time or a g'ood friend.
Among those who paid tribute to his
memory were :
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK.— It is futile
to describe the grief of all of our associates
and myself at the loss of that great, lovable
person. His memory will linger long in our
hearts and in the annals of the amusement
business.
ADOLPH ZUKOR.— I went to Glen Cove
to see Mr. Loew yesterday. I knew he was
a sick num, but he did not seem near death.
When I heard the news today, it was a terrible shock. He and I have been close
friends for thirty years. We have practically grown up in the business together
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Pay Tribute to Memory of Marcus Loew
and have been associated in many enterprises. All I can say now is that I feel his
loss more than that of any man in the
world.
LEE SHUBERT.— Marcus Loew was a
wonderful character, beloved by every one
who came in contact with him. It was always a pleasure to do business with him on
account of his honesty and integrity. Ilis
death will be felt by the entire theatrical
Morld in which he won for himself an enviable standing. His success was all the
more remarkable in that he started from
the very bottom. Personally I feel his loss
perhaps more than any of his business colleagues because I had been associated with
him since his start in the show business.
Marcus was a truly great man in every
sense of the word.
E. F. ALBEE. — I was shocked and
grieved at the sudden passing away of my
friend, Marcus Loew. 1 paid a visit to his
home two weeks ago yesterday, and while
he was not very rugged, he seemed in good
spirits and was about to take a trip to
Saratoga on board his yacht. I don't know
of any one outside of his immediate partners who was more familiar with his Avonderful rise in the theatrical profession than
myself. He booked his first two houses in
the Keith-Albee office. Every one respected him. He was a keen business man ;
loved home life and his family, was a fair
opponent in business. I considered him one
of the finest examples of clean business
principles in the theatrical world. He will
be greatly missed not only in the sliosv
business but by his legion of friends.
MAJOR EDWARD BOWES.— A great
soul has passed away.
WILLIAM de LIGNEMARE, general
manager for Anne Nichols, who proposed
Mr. Loew for the Legion of Honor. — When
I talked with him about the Legion of
Honor recognition planned for him, Mr.
Loew insisted that there were others in the
motion picture industry who deserved it
more than he, and even mentioned their
names to me as if to prove he was right.
JOHN C. McDowell, secretary. Theatrical Protective Union, No. 1. — We are
astounded at the news of Mr. Loew's death.
It is certainly regrettable to learn of the
passing of this man with whom, as an employer, we have always enjoyed the most
harmonious relations.
SAMUEL L. ROTHAFEL.— I have lost a
dear friend. He was a genius and a great
organizer. The industry has suffered an irreparable loss. What more can I say?
B. S. MOSS. — The motion picture industry has lost a pathfinder who blazed the
trail by his progressiveness, his fearlessness and his integrity. I personally have
lost a great friend.
ARTHUR HAMMERSTEIN.— He was
one of my best friends and had been a
great friend of my father. I know Mr.
Loew had been very ill for the last three or
four years, but his death comes as a great
shock.
SIDNEY R. KENT.— The loss of his
leadership to the great business he helped
build and guide to eminence cannot be estimated. The loss of his sweet and generous friendship to the countless number who
knew and loved him, cannot be replaced.
JESSE L. LASKY.— In the death of
Marcus Loew tlie industry has lost one of

its builders. It is with real sorrow that I
heard of his passing. Those who were associated with him have lost a real friend.
EMIL S. SHAUER.— Marcus Loew was
one of the few men I could really say I
loved. In his death the motion picture industry has lost a great genius who so ably
led in the work of organizing and making
possible high-grade entertainment for hundreds of millions of the world's population. His passing at the zenith of his
career is not only a great personal loss, but
will come as a shock to those whose playtime hours have been made lighter and better b}' the able leadership of one of the industry's great pioneers.
SAM KATZ.— The business world and
the entire motion picture industry has lost
one of its most powerfully constructive
leaders in the death of Marcus Loew. The
influence of his dominant personality has
been felt in every branch of the business.
He was one of the pioneers, and from the
first to the last a man to resjject and admire. His death comes as a personal loss
to me as to all his steadfast friends.
JOSEPH PLUNKETT, managing director Mark Strand theatre. — In tne passing
of Marcus Loew I have lost a very dear
iriend and the industry has lost a great
leader. My heartfelt sympathy goes out to
his familj'.
R. F. WOODHULL.— It was my pleasure
to know Marcus Loew during the alternoon
and evening of his life and to notice with
admiration that during these two periods
of his career he was abundantly blessed
with an accumulation of weli-deserved
friendships. To say that I regret the passing of Marcus Loew seems a meager expression of my feelings.
E. B. HATRICK.— m the death of Marcus Loew, the film industry loses a pioneer
and an outstanding ligure, but the world
sutfers an even greacer loss — a lovable character whose main object in life was to help
someone.
E. V. RICHARDS, JR.— Marcus Loew
was a big man with a big heart, a rare combination of big business. What a loss to
all of us !
AL LICHTMAN, HARRY D. BUCKLEY
and ARTHUR W. KELLY, United Artists
executive committee of three. — ' ' The motion picture industry attained prominence
through the life struggles of a handful of
men. Marcus Loew, perhaps the greatest
of them, has passed, and we join in silent
tribute with every member of the industry
lor which he did so much.
WILLIAM FOX.— I deeply regret the
passing of Marcus Loew, for whom I have
regard and affection. He was one of
the real pioneers in motion ])ictures, and his
death makes a big gap in those ranks. His
place in pictures is assured for all time, but
Ue will be missed as long as memory runs.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.— It is a great
personal loss to me and a great loss to the
entire picture industry and tiie public. He
was one of the most important 2)ersonalities
in our country and the most human man 1
ever met.
Following are the resolutions adopted at
a special meeting of the board of directors
of the Hays organization this week:
WHEREAS, The members of the Board
of Directors of Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors of America, Inc., are
deeply grieved at the death of one of the
ablest, most respected and best loved pioneers and leaders in the motion picture industry, Marcus Loew, and
WHEREAS, As President of his corporations and a member of the Board of Directors of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., he has by his
splendid talents, sound judgment and that
rare and admirable attribute — eternal humanness — succeeded pre-eminently in a
field which reckons in terms of service as
well as in accumulation of worldly goods,
and

WHEREAS, By his charity to all men,
in thought and in deed, he built for himself
in the hearts of his associates a position of
honor which time will not eclipse, and
WHEREAS, His example, his foresight,
his ideals and his accomplishments remain
a heritage to those; who folloAV in the industry he loved and served ;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED,
That the Board of Directors of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., in special meeting convened, does
hereby express its profound regret at the
passing of this great leader, who was a tru
friend to all men, whose deeds are a lasting monument and whose career will be an
inspiration forever, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That
these preambles and resolutions bs spread
upon the records of the Association and
copies thereof sent to the family of our
friend.

Triumphed Over Great Obstacles
An indomitable Avill and a capacity for
hard Avork Avere the characteristics which
ecjuipped Marcus Loew for the remarkable
accomplishments which croAvned his spectacular career. His personal modesty,
geniality and strict adherence to the rule
of "live and let live" were qualities Avhich
Avon for him the love of his friends and
acquaintances and the high esteem of his
fellow men.
The son of Jewish immigrants, Marcus
Loew Avas born May 7, 1870, at Avenue B
and Fifth Street, New York. He embarked
upon the career Avhieli ultimately was to
carry him to a position of eminence in the
amusement Avorld Avhen he Avas nine years
old. Discouragenu'iits numerous and severe
enough to have broken the spirit of one
not so generously endowed Avith the will
to Avork and succeed marked his early
scurity.
efforts to struggle up from poverty and obHe began to make his own Avay by earning money while still attending school. His
jM-ofits were counted in the pennies he
earned selling newspapers on the streets of
the East Side. When he Avas nine years old
necessity forced him to devote full time to
business. The first job was Avith a mapcoloring firm at a Avage of 35 cents a day.
Then he and a few fellow Avorkers Avent on
strike for 40 cents — and all of them lost
their jobs.
Thrown out of Avork and linding jobs
scarce, Marcus and another boy organized
a printing business. They acquired an old
hand press and jn-inted cards, later expanding the business to the publication of
a paper. The East Side Advertiser.
Work-
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Loew Battled His Way Up From Poverty
ing furiously as reporter, editor and advertising solicitor of the paper, he made a valiant effort to succeed, but difficulties arose
and he and his partner were forced to sell
out.
Then he took a job with a wholesale furrier, remaining at this work until he was
eighteen and had acquired a thorough
"knowledge of that business. With a modest capital, put aside from his earnings, he
launched out for himself. Things went well
until there came a collapse of the fur business, and Loew 's firm was forced into bankruptcy with liabilities of about $1,800.
Though not legally responsible for the
debts, as the company had gone through
bankruptcy, Marcus took a job as a fur
salesman with other companies and saved
up enough to repay all the creditors of his
company.
Again he started his own business and
was making progress when the general
depression of 1895 struck fatal blows at
companies similar to his own. He was one
of a few furriers to survive the storm, but
it was not an encouraging survival, for he
wound up his alfairs with about $7 left to
show for the faith, hope and hard work he
had put into this enterprise.
Then Loew engaged in a jobbing business, dealing in velveteen capes, at that
time coming into wide demand. This business developed gradually and soundly into
a prosperous organization.
In 1894 he married Caroline Rosenheim,
■\\\\o with their two sons, David and Arthur,
both executives in his organization, survive
Tiim.
His business affairs seemed settled for
life, when a chance acquaintance with
David Warfield, the actor, was instrumental
in l)ringing Marcus Loew into the amuseonent business he has served so well.

Meeting With David

Warfield

Both Warfield and Loew were investing
in apartment house properties, and Marcus
gave the actor advice and assistance in the
management of his affairs which enabled
Warfield to turn one of his properties from
a losing to a paying proposition. The business association and friendship thus formed
was to last throughout the years that have
followed. The meeting of these two took
place in 1899.
A short time later Adolph Zukor was
launching a penny arcade in Union Square,
and Warfield, who had amassed a modest
fortune through his success on the stage in
the role of "The Music Master," was
enthusiastic about Zukor 's enterprise. He
induced Loew to enter with him into an
association with Zukor and his partners.
The business flourished and in 1904 Loew
and Warfield withdrew to form a stock
company to operate a chain of arcades.
The first of these peep shows was established at Twenty-third Street and Eighth
Avenue, New York. Others were opened in
New York and Cincinnati.
Loew 's genius for organization was showing itself in a spectacular manner now, and
his keen sense for adapting his business to
changing conditions and new demands was
displayed when he arrived at a quick decision to make use of motion pictures, just
coming into prominence in the amusement
world, in his arcades.

He set \\\) his first projection machine in
Cincinnati, and then brought the picture
idea to New York, opening a picture show
on an upper floor above one of his arcades.
He acquired his first real theatre when
the old Cozy Corner, a former bux'lesque
house in Brooklyn, was taken over. Loew
remodeled the Cozy Corner and reopened it
as the Royal Theatre. Though many regarded the move as a rash adventure — believing that picture shows could not be
operated on such a scale — Marcus Loew instituted a picture program and with an admission scale of 10 cents top turned a profit
of $60,000 on the first year.

Develops Combination Program
He elaborated the picture showings with
acts consisting of recitations and songs. It
is said that his first engagement of a performer to appear in between picture showings was the result of one of his characteristically delicate ways of performing a
charity. According to the story David Warfield had sent to see Loew an actor acquaintance who was in need, thinking that Marcus might find some employment for him.
At the time there was nothing he could
offer, so Loew told the man he was hired to
give recitations as an added act to the picture programs. This novelty was something of a success and it was extended.
From that beginning Loew developed his
policy of combined vaudeville and picture
entertainments as a popular attraction.
In 1908 he acquired Blaney's Lincoln
Square and a short time later the old Harlem Casino. Thus was laid the foundation
for the chain of theatres now operated by
Loew 's Inc., now directly controlling about
a hundred houses and holding an interest
ill many others in New York, Boston, Buffalo, Washington, St. Louis, several cities
in Ohio, the South and on the West Coast,
and in foreign countries as well.
The expansion of theatre interests as a
natural consequence directed Loew's attention to the source of supply for pictures.
He was buying pictures at a wholesale rate
and the dependence of the manj' theatres,
representing a huge investment, upon films
of suitable drawing power became a consideration of prime importance to the continued success and progress of his company.

Merges

Large

Picture

Interests

Loew bought the Metro Film Corporation in 19i!0. Perhaps his first important
decision as a producer came in connection
with the filming of ' ' The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse" from the novel by Ibanez.
It was a subject requiring an ambitious
mounting and therefore a costly operation
as production went in those days. Many
believed the public had had too much war
as an actual experience in their lives to be
interested in a motion picture dealing with
war. Loew provided the funds for the filming of the picture, and while he did not
hazard all, the investment was large and
much depended upon the success of the picture.
"The Four Horsemen," it is a matter of
history, immediately established itself as
a popular success and set new box office
records, ultimately piling up one of the big
gross figures achieved by film spectacles.

In addition it brought to the fore Rex
Ingram, its director; June Mathis, scenarist, and Rudolph Valentino. Then followed
other elaborate film productions, "The
Prisoner of Zenda, " " Scaraniouche, ' ' and
others.
In 1924 Loew merged Metro and the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, bringing
into the amalgamation the Louis B. Mayer
Company and thus effecting the biggest
production merger in the history of the industry up to that time.
The expansion policy he set for his theatre and production organization was consistently carried out over a j^eriod of several years. More and more elaborate theatres were built by Loew, and he acquired
large houses built by others. In 1921 he
built Loew's State Theatre on Broadway,
a huge theatre and office building. In 1923
he accjiired the Lexington Opera House,
built by Oscar Hammerstein with the original intention of i)resenting opera there.
In 1924 Mr. Loew's health failed, and he
turned over the active administration of
the various companies he headed to Nicholas M. Sehenck, for a long time associated
with him in business.
Loew places
purchased
' ' Pembroke,
one
of Mr.
the show
of Long
Island, at' 'Glen
Cove, for an announced price of $] ,000,000.
"Pembroke" was the estate of the late
Captain Joseph R. De Lamar. The greatest flight of imagination scarcely could have
pictured to the youthful Marcus Loew, living in poverty and struggling to keep up
with necessity, the possession of "Pembroke" as one of the rewards for the effort
he was to put forth in his endeavor to make
a success in life.
This magnificent estate includes such
luxuries as Japanese and Italian gardens,
spacious conservatories, indoor swimmingpools, shooting galleries, gymnasiums and
a theatre capable of accommodating IfiO
persons.

Organizations Commanded

by Loew

Among
besides
Loew's
Inc.,
under the
his companies,
command were
the Peoples
Vaudeville Company, International Vaudeville Company, Loew's Theatrical Company, Loew's Amusement Company, Marcus Loew, Inc., Greeley Square Amusement
Company, William Morris, Inc., Bedford
Theatrical Company, Gem Amusement
Company, Twentieth Century Amusement
Company, New York and Fall River Amusement Company, Advance Amusement Company, Fort George Amusement Company,
Hamanova Producing Company, Columbia
Amusement Company and Moving Picture
Company of Massachusetts, Mascot Amusement Company, Delancey Amusement Company, Natoma Amusement Company,
Loew's Boston Theatres, Inc., Loew's Buffalo Theatres, Inc., Loew's Inc., of Delaware, Loew's N. and K. Corporation of
Tennessee, Loew's New Rochelle and Syracuse Corporations, of New York and a number of New York City organizations, including Loew's Booking Agency, Marcus Loew
Realty Corporation, Loew's Borough Park
Theatre Corporation, Loew's Eighty-sixth
Street Corporation, Loew's Lexington TheBureau.atre, Inc., and Loew's Star Attractions
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Nolan Articles Interest Critics
Sherwood Writes Second Extended Comment; Bahn, of Syracuse, Agrees With Author; Critic Pans Press Agents
e, "God
NOLAN'S articls!"
KN
conWARRBle
ss the Movie Critict,
some
tinue to stir up commen
adverse, same favorable, in newspapers
and letters from critics themselves.
Robert E. Sherwood, editor of Life and
well-known film critic, devoted his entire
article in the New York Evening Post for
the second time to a reply to Mr. Nolan.
This article is syndicated to many important newspapers throughout the country,
by the Bell Syndicate.
Chester B. Bahn, dramatic critic of The
Syi-acuse Herald, discussed the Nolan
views at length in his issue of September 4.
And Gerald F. Doyle, photoplay editor of
The Memphis (Tenn.) Evening Appeal,
wrote a sizzling letter, in which he scored
several things, including press agents.
The letter from Mr. Doyle to Motion
Picture News follows in part :

Critic Pans Press Agents
"Of all the mess of press agents who
pour in on me their flood of inane and often
illiterate blah, Warren Nolan has hitherto
seemed to write usually with some sense
and discretion.
"Where does he get the idea that a byline will take the place of ten or fifteen dollars pay? Personally, I am so disgusted
at times with having to write about movies
that almost I would pay to hide my identity.
"Sure, a critic may bawl out a press
agent 'making thrice his salary,' if there
are any press agents in such lucky positions. Mr. Nolan, of course, is getting big
money. In this town, however, there is
only one man of whom I know who has ever
made a dollar more than I get. In Denver,
where I happen to be acquainted with conditions also, an ordinary reporter drew as
much as the ordinary press agent.
"Who gives a damn if Douglas Fairbanks remembers his first name? I have
met many movie stars and, with the exception of about three, I could not to this day
relate their Kleiged names to their faces.
Generally speaking, I never care to see another movie star. Most of them are good
fellows, it's true, but I prefer to do my
drinking with cotton men, lumber men,
aviators and bootleggers.
"Mr. Nolan has given me a hunch. As
soon as I can, I will have a sign: 'Wednesday is the day for press agents. It
won't be long now.'
"Sure, I go to lunch with press agents,
theatre managers, musicians, and, when I
am able to, with channing secretai-ies.
But I also go to lunch with anybody I am
able to find who knows how to use a knife
and fork. I hate to eat alone. Most newspaper men that I know have the same happy
contempt for a dollar that I have and the
'free' insinuation, implication or declaration only riles them.
"Mr. Nolan's instance of H. L.
Mencken demanding a ticket to the Valentino funeral is nothing extraordinary. The

spectacle it afforded must have furnished
any critic with material galore, over which
he could lick his chops with glee.
"What, I ask you, has a critic get to
do with the drawing power of a picture?
That is the business of the writers for your
and other trade publications.
"For the most part, the movies get
exactly the treatment they need. It is
mostly helter-shelter, hodge podge, lowbrow, scrappy, unintelligent and even illiterate. Truth to tell, so ai-e the movies.
Even some of the productions of the highbrow Chaplin, the ponderous Lubitsch, the
film-eating von Stroheim, would not rate
very high in a Binet intelligence test.
' ' Only the other day, a press agent came
into my office. Said he: 'I've got a great
stunt for you boys. Get your newsboys together, get a band, and march them downtown to our show and we will let them in
for no-thing.' Yes, a great stunt! We
could have sent our boys to see the show
and it would have cost us less than even the
price of the band — to say nothing of the
worry and of the time.
' ' Someday, I hope to write for Mr.
Mencken a little piece entitled, 'Press
Agent
Follies.'
It will from
consist
of little
anecdotes
and extracts
blurbs.
It
could be mighty long. I ran out of furlined cuspidors a long while ago, but I
would like to have one for nearly every
press agent I hear from. Each deserves it
for his gall in sending in matter about his
pictures which even an advertising manager
would hesitate to publish for paid rates
for fear he would run afoul of the Postal
Law, dealing with conspiracy to use the
mails to defraud.
"I would far rather buy my own tickets
and thus be relieved from the strain of
holding back from committing mayhem and
assault when I am reminded that the show
which I have failed to laud to the skies I
came to see on a free ticket.
"The more I see of the movie business
the more I am convinced that the sooner
it goes broke and is taken over by newspaper publishers the better. ' '

Syracuse Critic Approves
In his comment for The Syracuse Herald,
Mr. Bahn wrote :
"In the Motion Picture News my good
friend, Warren Nolan, sometime newspaperman and cinema critic asks a very
pertinent question :
" 'What single effort has been made in
the past 15 years to erect any structure of
sound, fair motion picture criticism, and to
attract to that work clear-thinking, cultured literary men who are on a mental level
M'ith those occupied in criticising other art
"The? ' answer is — but it is really too obforms
vious. From time to time, in this department, Ihave had some things to say about
the lowly state of criticism, with specific
reference to the hinterland. Mv. Nolan's
article, 'God Bless the Movie Critics!' convinces easily that the same situation, nay
even worse, exists in the metropolis.

" 'In New York City motion picture critics
have been made from dried-up editorial
writers, wistful young ladies fresh from
the reams of advice given to the love-lorn,
sports ' wi'tiers, ex-actresses, police court reporters, sons of English noblemen and 18year-old cub reporters.'
"Verily, a stinging indictment of those
who pass upon the cinema for the presumed
benefit of millions of theater patrons, and
whose names are heralded far and wide by
the trade advertising.
"Mr. Nolan's text is 'Something Ought
to Be Done.'
And it should.
"If the drama, with its restricted clientele, is entitled to serious critical consideration, the cinema, with its universal appeal,
is much more so. I believe that managing
editors who toss the movie critic's job to
Tom, Dick or Mary, and let it go at that,
are darn poor newspapermen, something
like 10 years behind the procession.
"But the heart of the problem, I believe,
is the definition of just what should constitute cinema criticism. Once we establish the standard, we may cut our critical
cloth to fit the pattern.

Reporting vs.

Criticism

"Personally, I feel that a picture, in a
newspaper at least, should be reported
rather than criticized. That is, the reporting angle should be stressed always. The
critic, of course, has a double duty, first to
see the picture through the eyes of the audience, and secondly to apply his own analytical measuring rod to it and note the result. Obviously, the latter verdict will be as
intelligent and honest as the critic — no
more, no less.
"It is equally logical, I believe, that the
critic's real university is not some collegiate institution, but actually the cinema
playhouse and, if convenient, the cinema
M-orkshop. Mr. Nolan says, 'A man who
is to be made critic should be sent to
Hollywood for six months to infest the
studios and learn how pictures are made,
so that in criticism he will not demand
effects that he should know are presently
impossible achievement.' Agreed, but I
dou])t if that hope will ever become an
actuality. And Mr. Nolan, as an erstwhile
working newspaperman, knows why.
"I have said before, and I say again,
that the acid test of a picture is whether
it supplies entertainment for its intended
pul)lic. If its elements are skilfully numipulated to that end, it is a good picture in its
fflwii particular field, and all the talk in the
world about rhythm, tempo, visual flow, and
other catch words of the high brows cannot
alter the fact. For the rest — to quote Mr.
Nolan — 'reviews should l)e written brightly,
entertainingly, and with the thought in
mind that they must read easily.'
"There is, to be sure, much more
might be said, and perhaps at some
time I will say it. For the present,
ever, let me express the fervent wish
Mr. Nolan and Motiox Picture News
Started

Something. ' '

that
later
howthat
have
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In and Out of Town
SAM SAX, Gotham president, leaves next
week for the coast to be on hand when
"Blondes by Choice," the third of a series
of twelve Gotham productions for the current season, gets under way.

director of publicity and adLON YOUNG,
vertising for Gotham will leave at the end
of next week for Bermuda with Mrs. Young.
He expects to ge gone about two weeks.
BUDD ROGERS, I'ice-president of Gotham,
returned Tuesday from a brief vacation in
Massachusetts. Fishing and golf occupied most
of his time during his stay.
AFTER a pleasant stay visiting friends
and family in the East, Joe Bonomo,
former Universal serial star and lately, a
free-lance artist, returned to Hollywood.
Before leaving, he signed a contract with
Nat Levine, independent producer of Mascot Serials, to appear in a forthcoming
serial, "Heroes
of the Wild."
LEON SCHLESINGER, of the Pacific Title
and Art Studio, has arrived in New York
from Hollywood. He is in the East both for
business and pleasure and while here will make
his headquarters at Warner Bros.

MORRIS SAFIER, head of the Extended
Run Department of Warner Bros., is
back at his desk in New York after a two
lueeks' trip to the South, where he visited the
coinpany'
Orleans. 's offices in that territory as far as New
CLAUDE H. MACGOWAN, general sales
manager in Columbia Pictures Corporation, has returned to the home office after a
month's swing around the various branches.

director of "Stella Dallas,"
KING,David"
Y ble
HENR
and "The Magic
"Tol'a
Flame," has arrived in New York from Los
h
Angeles to do researc work at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art on "The Darling of the Gods,"
Morris Gest's first motion picture, which Mr.
King will direct for United Artists release.
Callwivay, Southern Sales Manager
WE.
• for First National Pictures, has returned frombranch
a threeoffices
weeks'in trip
Nezv Orleans
and otlier
the toSouth.

Schenck
Takes
Oath
On
Highway Commission
Jo.seph M. Schenck, motion picture magnate recently appointed to the State Highway Commission by Governor Young, took
his oath of office at Sacramento August 2.5th
and left with B. B. Meek, State Director of
Public Works, on an inspection tour of
Southern
California highways.
The new commissioner said that the state
ought to be guided by the opinion of thoroughly trained road building experts in determining its future highway undertakings
and hold that, so far as Northern and Southern California are concerned, "there ought
to be no divisional thought in the administration of highway work."

B 6? K Win Demands for
Protection
Are

Granted Far-Reaching Concessions Which May Be
Applied to Other Circuits

fars of been
ssion
conce
TIONpropo
s have
PROTEC
rtion
reaching
granted Balaban & Katz, according
to word from Chicago, which will probably
serve as a pattern to be applied in numy
sections of the United States. According
to the terms provided there is little chance
for the survival of the ten-cent shooting
ies.
galler
Balaban
& Katz have been granted just
about the protection they sought in the rezoning of the territory about Chicago. The
new agreement extends protection covering
the entire territory and imposes restrictions ranging from 28 days to one year on
subsequent runs, as well as widening the
protected area to embrace several counties
and in some instances half of the state.
As a part of the agreement first run
houses are to get four weeks' protection
over class A pre-release houses. The latter
in turn would have seven days' clearance
over class B houses. Classes C, D and E
will follow with successive seven day clearance.
Under the terms of the agreement the
ten-cent theatres would not be eligible to
play a picture until the fifty-third week
after its class E run. The year's clearance
is provided for all theatres charging less
than 15 cents.
Kansas City's protection war seems to
he gradually drifting into a status of selfadjustment. Thus far no contracts have
been entered into by theatres in towns outside Kansas City and within sixty miles
of the city, which might serve as a barometer in the campaign of first run houses
to obtain 30-day protection within sixty
miles of Kansas City.
There have been several contracts entered
into by suburban houses of Kansas City,
Kas., however, and those contracts have in-

St.

Louis Ambassador
Sets Record

nce
ar high
one-ye
W
ANErecord
the Amset byattenda
has been
bassador Theatre, Seventh and
Locust streets, St. Louis, Mo., controlled by Skouras Brothers Enterprises, Inc. The Ambassador was one
year old on August 25 and during the
preceding twelve months had a total
attendance of 2,604,848 persons.
The theatre charges a 6.5-cent top
with a 35-cent maximum charge for
the early afternoon matinees. Paul
Whiteman and his band is given credit
for bringing the most patrons to the
Ambassador in any week. In the week
following last Christmas a total of
113-22.3 persons visited the theatre to
hear
music.
Ne.xtWhiteman's
to the Whiteman
record run
the second week that the Ambassador
was open was the best. In that week
73,494 persons paid to see "Subway
Sadie." Gilda Gray attracted 70,099
patrons in one week, holding third
place for the year.

eluded an extension of twenty-eight days'
to thirty-five days' protection for the first
run theatres, making an increase of seven
days in protection. It generally is understood that the first run houses of Kansas
City, the Electric being the only large house
in question, will submit to a one- or twoweek protection on the part of Kansas City,
Mo., first run houses.
Several exhibitors in towns near Kansas
City thus far have signified their willingness to submit to seven and 14-day protection, the number of days depending upon
the distance from Kansas City. Thus far
no contracts have been entered into with
Kansas City, Mo., suburban houses, but it
is believed those contracts will be the same
as those of the suburban houses of Kansas
City, Kas.

New

Glass A Theatre for
San Francisco

A new Class A theatre and store building
is to be erected on Forty-fourth and Noe
Streets, San Francisco, according to Alfred
P. Fisher, constructural engineer. The
structure will be of steel and reinforced
concrete, having a seating capacity of 1000
and containing two stores. The cost is estimated at $70,000. MoiTow & Morrow, the
architects, have completed the pkns, and it
is expected that the owners will be ready
to receive bids for actual construction at
an early dart;e.

Ed

Smith
Named
Acting
Manager of Tiffany

Ed. J. Smith has been appointed acting
general manager of Tiffany Productions by
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president. Smith will
serve in his new capacity and at the same
time will carry on his present duties as
general sales manager. He went with
Tiffany last December and since that time
has built up a nation-wide sales organization ^vith a staff of managers and field men.
Exchanges have been established in every
principal exchange city in the United
States.

Cleveland
Men
To Build
at Galion, Ohio
A gi-oup of Cleveland men, headed by
Sam F. Deutsch, have incorporated the
Galion Amusement Company for the purpose of purchasing the property known as
the Galion Maccabee Temple building, located on the northwest corner of the square,
at Galion, Ohio.
A three-story brick building will be
erected on the site comprising three stores,
ten office suites, a lodgeroom and an 800seat motion picture theatre. Plans for the
theatre have already been completed. It
will be Spanish in type, and will be provided with complete stage equipment, so
that vaudeville or road shows may b&
shown.

Motion
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$408,152 Glory Record at
New York Roxy
Amazing

Total Makes Statisticians Predict
Gross for House for Year

-HAT

PRICE

GLORY"

com-

pleted it three weeks' run at
the Roxy Theatre in New
York last week with the amazing total of
$408,152.45, a record Avhich has not before
been approached in a motion picture house.
The first week showed a gross of $144,267.30, the second week, $137,893.70, and
the third week, $125,991.45.
As a result of this unprecedented attendstatistiance, which totaled 492,699 people,
cians in Wall Street are now predicting a
gross of $5,000,000 for the Roxy during the
existence. This is exclufirst year of its
sive of admission taxes.
From the period of March 11th to August
19th receipts of the house, exclusive of
taxes, totaled $2,351,608, a weekly average
in excess of $100,000. It is now figured the
weekly average will gross for the year
$115,000.
Along with the exceptional business being done by the Roxy, the Fox Film Corp.
and Fox Theatres Corp. are expected by
Wall Street to show largely increased earnings. It is said Fox Avill receive $525,000
a year in rentals from the Roxy, which is
equal to a little over $1 a share on the 500,000 shares of common stock outstanding.
It is figured that the Fox Theatre Corp.,
which holds 75 per cent in the Roxy circuit,
which controls 51 per cent of the common
stock of Roxy Theatres Corp., ultimately
will receive approximately $500,000 a year
in dividends. This will make the tw^o Fox
organizations receive $1,000,000 a year on
an investment of $4,000,000.
The weekly expenses of the Roxy aie
said to run around $50,000, including rental.
Interest and depreciation will bring the
total to $70,000, which will leave a weekly
net profit of $45,000 or $2,400,000 a year.
The gross attendance figures for "What
Price Glory" at the Roxy are reported as
follows :
Week
Aug. 13
Aug. 14
Aug. 15

of Aug. 13.
$23,904.75
26,255.25
18.459.00

23,221
25.036
25,205

Aug. 17
Aug. 18
Aug. 19

19,308.65
18,029.40
18,831.80

Total
Week
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Total
Week
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

27
28
29
30
31

Sept.
Sept. 21

$5,000,000

'

$144,267.30
of Aug. 20.
$25,469.25
25,630.85
16,396.25
17,731.20
18,115.60
17,391.20
17,159.35

26,119
25,837
25,214
175,866
24,646
24,559
22,293
24,090
24,444
23,747
23,026

$137,893.70 166,805
of Aug. 27.
$25,708.20 24,771
26,140.60 24,938
15,144.75 20,572
15,377.50 29,506
16,795.03 22,325
11,167.85
15,659.50

15,875
21,043

Total

$125,991.45

150,028

Grand Total

$408,152.45

492,699

Ohio M. P. T. O. Sets Date
for Convention
At a meeting of the Board of Trustees
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Ohio held August 31st at the Neil House,
it was decided to hold the Seventh Annual
Convention of the organization in Columbus on November 15th and 16th, 1927.
J. J. Harwood, Cleveland; John A.
Schwalm, Hamilton, Sam E. Lind, Zanesville, and W. M. James and P. J. Wood,
Columbus, were appointed a committee to
handle the details in connection with the
convention.
In cdnneetion with the convention, a
trade exposition will be held at which displays of the very latest in motion picture
equipment and accessories will be shown,
and as Columbus is a central point, motion
picture exhibitors from the entire middle
West are to be invited to attend the exposition.

United Artists Announce Erection of
Five Additional Houses in Circuit
UNITED

ARTISTS

THEATRE

circuit stockholders

have been advised

in a .'supplementary report that the company is erecting five additional houses with partners, to the twelve houses now in operation.
The twelve houses have a total seating capacity of 24,117 and the five new
ones will have a total capacity of 10,050.
In all but two of the twelve
houses now in operation the company has a fifty per cent interest.
Included in the present lineup are the Rivoli and Rialto in New York.
in which the company purchased a 50 per cent interest from Paramount ;
two in Hollywood, three in Baltimore, tAvo each in Seattle and Columbus
and one in Pittsburgh. The houses under construction are located in Los
Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Columbus and Portland.
In his announcement, .Joseph M. Schenck, president of the company,
says that by early in 1928 the circuit should embrace seventeen theatre^!,
all in operation.
This total will have been achieved in a year and a half.

John
Away

Picture

News

Harris
Passes
in Pittsburgh

JOHN
HARRIS, showman
SR., 81 years
old,
and pioneer
in Pittsburgs, passed away on September
2nd at his home in Grafton, at Pittsburgh suburb. He was founder of the
Harris Amusement Company, which
controls a big chain of motion picture
and other theatres in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio and other states.
Mr. Harris entered the amusement
business as a member of the firm of
Harris & Willoughby. He later became a playwright and had some success in producing plays. He was associated in the management of the
first motion picture house in McKeesport, a suburb of Pittsburgh.
Deceased was the father of the late
state Senator John P. Harris and present state Senator Frank J. Harris, and
Dennis A. Harris, now president of the
Harris Amusement Companj', in which
all three sons as well as the father
had large financial interests.

New England Theatres To
Buy Elm Circuit
New England Theatres Operating Co. is
negotiating
of the Elm
stood that
state that

for the purchase of the circuit
Amusement Co. and it is underplans have progressed to such a
announcement of the transfer

may be made at any time. The Elm Amusement Co. owns theatres in North Attleboro,
Malboro, Milford, East Boston and elsewhere. The New England Theatres Operating Co. o\\'iis one of the largest of the New
England circuits.

Universal
Opens
in Kenosha

House

The ncAv Kenosha Theatre, a Universal
house in Kenosha, Wisconsin, was formally
opened with a brilliant premiere gathering
the night of September 1st. The new. house
represents an investment of $750,000 and
was built by the United Studios, Inc., of
Chicago. It is conducted by the Milwaukee
Theatre Circuit, Inc., a subsidiary to the
Universal Chain Theatrical Enterprises,
Inc. The Kenosha will operate on a combination policy of pictures and vaudeville
with three changes a week.

Wisconsin Exhibitors Elect
McWilliams
The AYisconsin exhibitor organization at
the convention held in Milwaukee last week
a.gain elected F. J. McWilliams as president of the association, with other officers
named as follows : A. C. Gutenberg, vicepresident; Max Krofta, recording secretary;
Ernest Langmack, treasurer, and Williajn
-Jacobs, sergeant-at-arms. Henry A. Staub
was re-elected secretary and business man-

Fred

ager.

Niblo
Will
Direct
Colinan, Banky

Fred Niblo has been signed by Samuel
Goldwyn to direct Ronald Colman and
Vilma Banky in their final co-starring film,
as yet untitled. Niblo was signed through
arrangement with Joseph M. Schenck, president of United Artists.

September

$30,000
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Advance

Mussolini on Movietone

Sale

for ^Wings" in N. Y.

Sheehan Back from Europe With Prominent Names on
Fox Contracts

GRIFFITH GREY, head of the
Paramount roadshow depart• ment, announces an unusually
" now
sale for
heavy
on
the Criteri
at "Wings,
fourth week
in its advance
Theatre in New York. The advance
sale, according to Grey, is $30,115 and
the picture is said to have played to
capacity since its opening.
According to the Grey announcement
the Criterion was completely sold out
in advance for the week of September
4th and at the same time there was an
advance sale of $9,000 for the week of
September 11th. The box-office had
sold as far ahead as September 24th.
Extended engagements are planned for
Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston.
A

3,000,000

Feet of Film
Australia

pe of Winfield
return from Euro
THER. Shee
han, vice-president and general manager of Fox Film Corporation, brought several announcements of the
signing of foreign talent to participate in
. The works of sevprograms
Fox were
coming
eral authors
secured for the screen, as
were exclusive services of some of them to
appear in Hollywood.
Among

to

For the second time in recent months,
more than 3,000,000 feet of positive film
were exported to Australia, it is shown by
figures just compiled by the Department of
Commerce covering motion picture exports
in June.
Another outstanding feature of the
month's trade was the export of over 2,000,000 feet of positives to Bolivia, and
1,590,000 feet to Spain.
Exports during the month included 17,010,624 feet of positives, valued at $433,698 ; 4,015,555 feet of raw stock, valued at
$121,546; 508,664 feet of negatives, valued
at $69,913, and 1,182,407 feet of positives
to non-contiguous territories, valued at
$18,484, a total of 22,717,250 feet with a
value of $643,641.

Tiffany Names Three New
Branch Managers
Ed. J. Smith, general sales manager of
Tiffany Productions, has appointed three
ncAV branch managers in the organization.
J. W. MacFarland, former feature manager
for Pathe and Universal in Detroit, has
been named to head the Tiffany office in
Los Angeles.
A. W. Plues, formerly connected with
Pathe in Indianapolis and with M. G. M.
in the southern division, now has charge of
the Indianapolis exchange. H. H. Hurn,
formerly Tiffany special representative in
the Chicago exchange, has been appointed
in charge of the Cincinnati office.

Cast

Is Completed
"The Gorilla"

843

For

Edward Small, producer of "The Gorilla" for First National, has completed the
cast that will support Charlie Murray and
Fred Kelsey in that mystery comedy.
Tully Marshall and Claude Gillingwater
have already been announced. The newcomers are : Dorothy Revier, Walter Pidgeon, Gaston Glass, Brooks Benedict, Syd
Crossley and Aggie Herring. Production
has already started with Alfred Santell
directing.

other things Mr. Sheehan announced that Mussolini, Premier of Italy,
had made a special address to the American
public through the Fox-Case Mevietone. In
lact, Alassonni made two thirty-minute addresses, in which he outlined his political
purposes, hopes and achievements. They
will be used in connection with a picture to
be shown at the Times Square Theatre in
New York late this month l#y the Fox Film
Corporation.
Mussolini's talks are in both English and
Italian. The Fox-Case Movietone was
shown to the Italian Premier in the Fox
offices in Rome before an exclusive audience
invited by Mussolini and including cabinet
ministers, army and naval officials and personal friends.
While in Europe Mr. Sheehan contracted
with Henri Bernstein, noted French author,
for five original stories for Fox films. The
author will arrive in New York shortly and
will go directly to Hollywood.
Motion picture rights to three popular
European novels were bought by Mr. Sheehan. They are, Herman Bang 's ' ' The Four
Devils," which will be directed by F. W.
Murnau; "Don't Marry," by Bolla Zenes,
and ' ' The Richest Man in the World, ' ' by
Franz Ilerczog, Hungarian novelist. He
also contracted
for the music and story

Fox News Cameramen
in N. Y. Convention
camera
located in
STAFF and
nentlyfield
the men
largerpermacities
east of the Mississippi for Fox
News have been holding a convention
at the home office of the company during the week. They were brought to
New York for a general discussion of
newsreel policy with Truman H. Talley,
director-in-chief; Edmund H. Reek,
news editor, and the home office editorial stafif.
Among the out-of-town cameramen
attending the sessions were: Ray
Anderson, St. Louis; Frank King, Buffalo; Larry Ellis, Boston; Charles
Clark, Philadelphia; A. B. Cheroton of
New York, who is leaving for the Chicago territory to become assistant
cameraman under William Storz;
Webber Hall, of the New York staff,
temporarily assigned to Memphis and
New Orleans territories, and field
cameramen Robert Jennings and Ray
Foster, two eastern contributors to
Fox News. Fernando E. Delgado was
also present. He has just returned to
New York after a two-year trip for
Fox News to Spain and Portugal,
Cuba, the West Indies and different
parts of South America.

rights
of "The
Dollar Princess," Leo Fall's
successful
operetta.
Carl Mayer, author of "The Last
Laugh," was signed by Mr. SheeJian. His
next three plays were secured, as well as
his exclusive services in Hollywood, for a
period of years. Berthold Viertek, German
stage director, will also be under the Fox
banner, starting January 1.
Mr. Sheehan said that F. W. Murnau declared to him that the photoplay of the
future will be as different as that of to-day
as the styles in clothes to-day are from
those of the ancient Greeks. Murnau has
certain ideas which he believes will lead
eventually to a complete metamorphqsis in.
film manufacture.

Neilan

Named
to Direct
Colleen Moore

John McCormick has made arrangements
for Marshall Neilan to direct Colleen
Moore in the star's next production for
First National. The story, as yet untitled,
will be a comedy drama with the action taking place around an exclusive watering

a four-mouths'
is completing
to start work on her new
is eager
and Moore
restMiss
place.
McCormick will produce the picvehicle.
ture and will have as his assistant Duncan
Cassell, while Ben Silvey will serve as assistant director. The story of the new picture was written by Howard Irving Young
and the continuity is being prepared by
Gerald Duffy.

Five

Paramount Features
Ready for Camera

Paramount has arranged a busy production schedule for the immediate future.
Four feature productions are now being
filmed and eleven others will go before the
camera at once.
Five pictures are now ready to get under
way. They are, ' ' The Gay Defender, ' ' starring Richard Dix ; ' The Side Show, ' ' a comedy special with W. C. Fields and Chester
Conklin ; ' ' Red Hair, ' ' an Elinor Glyii original to star Clara Bow; a story based on
Joseph Conrad's "Victory," which will
star George Bancroft, and the next Esther
Ralston vehicle, a story of the stage.

Contract
Lillian "U"
Gilmore
Signs Long
Universal has signed Lillian Gilmore to
a five year contract following a series of
successes in which she has appeared in
pictures for that company. She is just 18
years old and has been in pictures only a
few months. Her best screen work was in
the leading feminine roles apposite Ted
Wells in "Straight Shootin' " and Al Wilson in "The Phantom Flyer."
Miss Gilmore is the daughter of Barney
Gilmore, famous actor-playwright, and Mrs.
Gilmore, one of the noted Shirley sisters of
vaudeville and stage fame.

.V o f ! o n
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New
England
Organizes
Will Have Own
Theatre
Owners
Association
Headquarters in Boston
Motion Picture Theatre Owners
THE
of New England, with regional headquarters in Boston, is now assured.
At the request of representative exhibitors
of Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont, National President R. F.
Woodhull of the ]\Iotion Picture Theatre
Owners of America spent the forepart of
the present week in Boston where several
conferences were held, during which extensive arrangements were made to develop
organization activities in the above states.
In a statement made by Mr. Woodhull
on the New England situation, he said :
"After considerable deliberation with
some of the leaders in that territory, it wa°
decided to embrace the States of Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont in one organization because these
states form a solid block in the northeast
corner of the country. This organization
will be known as the Motion Picture The-

Loans

English

With

atre Owners of New England. Ea<;h State,
however, will have separate legislative
committees to care for necessary work in
their respective capitals.
"A special committee of exhibitors was
named at the Boston conference to develop
ways and means to hold a big mass meeting of Theatre Owners, out of which the
main organization will be formed.
The committee is as follows :
Harry Wasserman, Roxbury, Mass.;
Stanley Sumner, Cambridge, Mass. ; J.
Lourie, Boston, Mass. ; P. J. Lydonk, South
Boston, Mass. ; E. H. Horstmann, Worcester,
Mass.; 0. Ramsdell, Maiden, Mass.; Linwood Curtis, Worcester, Mass. ; W. B. Littlefield, Hyde Park, Mass. ; Charles Moning, Plymouth, Mass. ; Nathan Yamins, Fall
River, Mass. ; David Adams, Concord, New
Hampshire; Mr. Ford of AUston, Mass.,
and Mr. Boas, of Boston, Mass.

Producers

Dr. Giannini Extends Bank'sduction
Activities
in Aid of ProAbroad
A. H. GIANNINI, president of
the Bowery and East River National
Bank of New York, who pioneered
the business of banking loans to motion
picture producers in America, is now extending the activities of his institution to
foreign fields, according to an interview
published in the Los Angeles Examiner.
Dr. Giannini, who has always been interested in motion pictures, started making
loans to producers eight years ago and
since that time declares his banks have
loaned totals of from $2,000,000 to $10,000,000 annually for the production of pictures. He says that motion picture producing companies have established themselves
among the safest and sanest risks for huge
bank loans.
The Dr. Giannini published in the Examiner was, in part, as follows :
"England and other European countries
are interested in motion pictures. But the
attitude of the English banks today is the
same attitude that prevailed among American bankers fifteen years ago. England does
DR.

Warners Will Produce
Commercial Films
BROS, have organized
WARNaER
new department to produce
commercial pictures of all descriptions for outside organizations.
Educational, industrial, commercial and
professional films will come under the
scope of the department.
These pictures will be made in New
fork and the new branch of the organization will be under the supervision of
Herbert B. Fogel, who has had long experience in (he niakinp; of short subjects. In addition to black and white
subjects pictures will also be produced
in natural colors.

not want the English exhibitors to use all
American-made pictures and encourages
them to enter the field of production. But
England bankers are wary of advancing
loans to producers.
' ' The motion picture business today is a
legitimate business. The men in command
of the industry are men of competency and
integrity, and I do not hesitate to extend
all the credit accommodations they ask for.
"Only recently I financed a British motion i^icture, and I am the first American
l)anker to make such a loan. The loan was
extended for the financing of a picture to
be made in England by the British National
Pictures and which will star Syd Chaplin.
"I did this because I believe I am giving
the industry its start in England, with the
hope that other American bankers will follow suit."

Eight
Paramount
Shorts
For September Release
Paramount has eight short subject releases scheduled for September. The program j^rovides four two-reelers and four
one-reelers, among the former being three
Christie comedies. There are also one
Mintz comedy-drama, two Krazy Cat and
two Inkwell Imp cartoons.
The first release, September 3, was
"French Fried," a Christie, starring Neal
Burns. "Koko the Knight," an Inkwell
cartoon was released the same day. The
Mintz comedy-drama, "A Short Tail" will
be released September 10, as will "School
Daze," a Krazy Kat cartoon.
September 17 is the release date for
'Crazy to Fly," a Bobby Vernon starring
comedy, and "Koko Hops Off," of the
Inkwell cartoon series. "A Moony Mariner," starring Billy Dooley, and "Rail
Hode, " a Crazy Kat cartoon, will be the
last release of the month.

Picture
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Rainbow Completes Six
Two-Reelers in Color
has
UCTI
ted
complesW
a series
ofONS
six time
twoRAINBO
reeler
in PROD
color
in record
an
at the Cosmopolit
Studio in New
York and the executives are so pleased
with the rushes that they are now considering the advisability of a super-production in eight reels of the picture
for Broadway presentation, instead of
ing as the series of two-reelers.
releasentire
The
series was shot in three
weeks.
Lars Moen produced and directed
the series, Donald Weston Bartlett as
co-producer and Robert Snody as production editor. The pictures were
made for the North American Society
of Arts, Inc.
Edna Murphy is starred in the pictures, with Mabelle Swor, Walter
Tennyson, Louis Dayton, Herbert Fortier, Louise Peters and Myra Brooks
in leading roles.

Warner Production Nears
Peak on Coast
Warner Bros, have reached the peak of
l>roduction w^ith fourteen features under
way. "The Jazz Singer," starring Al Jolson, is nearing completion, and last scenes
are also being shot on "Roulette," starring
May McAvoy; "Sailor Izzy Murphy," starring George Jessel, and "The College
Widow," starring Dolores Costello. "A
Regiment,"
the under
of well
Dog
Tin, is
way. starring Rin-TinFour features recently went into production. They are, Mav McAvoy 's next, " If I
Were Single," "The Girl From Chicago,"
with Myi-na Loy and Conrad Nagel ; ' ' Good
Time Charley," featuring Warner Oland,
and "The Silver Slave," starring Irene
Rich. Casting started this week on Monte
Blue's "The Comeback."
Stories being prepared for production are
"The Cliff Dwellers," with Rin-Tin-Tin;
"Five and Ten-Cent Annie" for Louise
Fazenda and Clyde Cook; "Rebecca
O'Brien" for May McAvoy, and the next
special for Dolores Costello.

Lloyd
Keeps
Busy
With
Fair N. Y. Weather
Harold Lloyd finally got a break in the
New York weather and managed to get in
several days of work on his newest Paramount comedy over the last week-end and
through the week. He shot scenes at Coney
Island, Suitton Place, Lincoln Square and
the Plaza Hotel. Great crowds surged about
the comedian as he was working, but they
were not unruly, and Lloyd took occasion
to thank New^ Yorkers for the splendid cooperation they have given him. If the present weather continues Lloyd hop>es to complote his New York stay within eight weeks.

Ramon Novarro to Appear
as Louis Fourteenth
Ramon Novarro will appear as Louis the
Fourteenth in his next starring vehicle for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It will be a lavish
production dealing AVith the life of the
greatest of the French Kings during the
period before his marriage. The story, as
yet untitled, will be an original one.

S e pt c III her
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Eastman Issues Booklet
on Film Mutilation
VALUABLE information as to
how to prevent mutilation of
film and to improve projection
has been prepared by the Eastman
Kodak Company in an illustrated booklet called, "Film Mutilation and How
to Prevent It." This is a handy pocket
guide for the operator and should be
read by every responsible projectionist.
A postcard rquest addressed to Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., 469 Fifth Ave.,
New York City, or to the editor of this
publication, will bring a copy of the
booklet free of charge.

Joe
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Steed's Ensley House
Nearing Completion

Remodelling of the Franklin Theatre,
operated by Joe Steed and Warren Andrews, at Ensley, is rapidly nearing' completion and the house is expected to be
ready to open by Thursday, September 1.
Workmen have been placed on the job so
as to have shifts covering day and night.
When completed, the Franklin will be
one of the most up-to-date houses in the
city. A large new sta^e is being built and
elaborate embossed plastering work will set
off the whole front of it. A fly loft for
handling stage drops will be included. A
large balcony is being built and total seating capacity will be much greater than the
average suburban house. The lobby will
have an arched ceiling illuminated by colored lights and rest rooms will be located
on either side.

Bandit Fails to Loot Till
of New Theatre, Baltimore
Running through the back of the house
with blood streaming from a wound in his
head, John T. Moore, manager of the New
Theatre, Baltimore, prevented the escape
of a lone bandit who had hit him with the
butt of a revolver and hiad attempted to
rifle the cash box of the day's receipts.
Moore's cry of "Murder!" roused the
large audience and many joined in the pursuit of the robber, who was captured at
pistol point. Mr. Moore was taken to
Mercy Hospital where his wounds were
dressed. The organist and operator did
their bit to keep the alarmed house quiet,
keeping the film and music going as if
nothing had happened.

Midwest Will Soon Award
Pana Contracts
The Midwest Theatre & Amusement
Company will shortly award contracts for
the erection of a 1200-seat vaudeville and
picture theatre in Pana, 111. The house,
which will cover a site 67 by 120 feet at
the junction of two main highways in
Pana, was designed by Spindler & Spindler. The house will change its feature pictures three times a week and will also put
on several acts of vaudeville. Occasionally
i-oad shows will play the new theatre.

New M. P. T. O. A. Bureau
Theatre

Auxiliary

Department
Will
Handling of Houses

WOODHULL and BusiPRESIDENT
e of the
Manager 0 'Toolre
ness
Owners Mo-of
tion Picture Theat
America have created a new department to
function along service lines to exhibitors.
The new bureau known as the Theatre
Auxiliary Deiaartment will take into account the needs of theatre owners along
any line appertaining to the handling of
their theatres, except the exploitation and
advertising features, which will be handled
where needed through the Exploitation
Bureau, now in process of development.
Just who will serve as head of the new
bureau has not yet been announced. An
executive who has served in the industry
for many years has been offered the place
and is still in conference with President
Woodhull
and ChairmanCommittee.
Joseph W. He
W^alsh,
of the Administrative
will
carry on the work of the department from
national headquarters at 745 Seventh
Avenue, Ncav York City.
This Department will be at the service

Render

Aid

in

of all Theatre Owners of the country,
whether directly attached to the National
organization or not, as it is the purpose of
the National office to make organization
effort in this relation as comprehensive as
possible in earing for the needs of the
entire Exhibitor body.
If a theatre owner feels the need of advice in the matter of building, remodelling
or otherwise handling the physical phases
of locating or furnishing a Theatre and
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America can be of service in any way it
Avill be freely tendered. Information regarding any theatre accessory will be placed
at the disposal of all exhibitors through
this Department, which has attached to it,
in an advisory way, several of the leading
Exhibitors of the country who are entirely
familiar with every phase of Theatre Ownership and equipment and are willing to
share their knowledge freely with other exhibitors who may be able to profit by it.

Circuit Profits Are Small
Pettijohn Declares Larger Chains Show
Per Cent to 9 Per Cent
IJOHN of the
C. PETT
CHARLE
on, head
of the Film
organizati
Hays S
s
,
Board of Trade announced in an
address at the annual convention of the
Wisconsin exhibitors held in Milwaukee
last week that, contrary to the general impression, the large circuits are not reaping
extensive profits on their investments. He
declared that profits ranged only from
about 4 per cent to 9 per cent.
It was while emphasizing the need for adjustment of operating conditions that Mr.
Pettijohn made his statement. He said
that overhead and various other expenses
which vary from time to time ate extensively into the profits.
Elaborate settings.

"Patent Leather Kid" in
Chicago Fight Week
ey fight
y-Tunn
ber
o, Septem
Chicag
for Dempse
WITHset the
Kid"
Leather
Patent
"The
22nd,
will be opened for an indefinite run in
that city at the Woods Theatre on
tember 19th. It is figured ttie
fans who will flock to Chicago at
time will be liberal patrons of the

Sepfight
that
fight

picture.
The Chicago opening will be the first
big city engagement to follow the run
now at the Globe Theatre, New York.
The same prices are to be charged,
$2.20 top evenings and $L65 top matinees. The presentation at the Woods
will be similar to that prepared by
Joseph Plunkett for the New York run.
First National will dispatch special
exploitation men to Chicago within a
few days to launch an aggressive exploitation campaign, which will be
ing.
backed by heavy newspaper advertis-

Only from

4

which increase overhead, are demanded by
theatre patrons, according to the speaker.
Close to one hundred theatre owers,
managers and secretaries were in attendance at the meeting at which Pettijohn
urged better organization among exhibitors.
While the speaker said organization had
improved during the past few years, there
was still much room for increased co-operation to meet successfully the many new
problems that were constantly arising.
In the course of his address Pettijohn
said that in late years exhibitors have laeen
realizing that it is to their advantage to
study the type of pictures the public desires. If the exhibitors study the demand
closely and communicate the results to the
producers the result will be for much better harmony throughout the industry.
Continuing, Pettijohn said that theatres
staging vaudeville acts in connection with
a motion picture, particularly those in
smaller cities and towns, should be careful
in staging and booking only good acts if
they wish to attract full houses.
In connection Avith this, Pettijohn said,
it is perfectly all right for the theatres to
book vaudeville acts, but they should not
feature over the picture. He pointed out
that vaudeville should be offered as an
added attraction which the house is to donate to keep patronage.

King

Vidor
Will
Direct
Marion Davies

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer announces that
King Vidor Avill direct Marion Davies in
' ' The Patsy, ' ' her next starring vehicle.
As
stagetwoplay
"The ago.
Patsy"
in
New a York
seasons
Vidor scored
has just
completed his new M-G-M

Crowd."

special, ' ' The
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Millions for Blue Laws
Huge

Fund

to Be Raised for Legislation
Session of Congress

at Next

pany their Congressional efforts with a de4^Tp\LUE"
legislation will be forced
mand upon the heads of the Army and Navy
1""^ into a prominent place at the
-*— ' next session of Congress, it is that military and naval establishments
throughout the country shall be required
disclosed, Avith the openinf of a drive by
to comply with the Sunday laws of the
the Lord's Day Alliance for funds with
which to finance their campaign.
States in which they are located. The sucNo limit has been fixed for the amount
cess of such a demand, it is felt, would be
a real victory for the reformers, who could
to be raised, but it is no secret that the
cite it as administration approval of their
organization is hopeful of getting a fund
efforts.
well over $1,000,000, to be used for the
"education" of Congress in the need for a
Sunday-closing law for the District of CoJensen
to Pilot Leo
in
lumbia, to be used as a model for similar
legislation in States now having no such
Flight from Coast
laws.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have selected MarWell satisfied with the results achieved
tin Jensen as pilot of the airj^lane that will
last year, when the Lankford bill was forced
transijort Leo, the M-G-M lion, across the
through the sub-committee of the District
continent. Jensen piloted the "Aloha"
of Columbia Committee of the House of
across the Pacific to win second place in
the recent Dole air race to Hawaii. The air
Representatives by the efforts of Southern
pilot who returned from Honolulu to Los
democratic members, officei's of the reform
organizations arq freely predicting that
Angeles arrived in Hollywood last Friday
during the coming session such legislation
niglit, when he was signed.
will not only get through the committee,
The Mahon^y Aircraft Corporation is
but through the House as well, with every
constructing a sjjecial "ship" in San Diego
prospect that it will be passed by the
for the coming flight from Los Angeles to
Senate before the Congress comes to an
New York. It is figured this non-stop flight
end on March 4, 1929.
will take not more than twenty-four hours.
In order to bring the weight of millions
of persons to bear upon Congress, the
Paramount
Newsreel
Lord's Day Alliance is seeking affiliation
Names New Cameraman
with other reform organizations, such as
the Methodist Episcopal Board of TemperParamount Newsreel has appointed Wilance, the Anti-Saloon League and the Ft ■ 'liam F. Gerecke, well-known news cameraeration of Churches.
^
man to the staff, tie has been assigned to
The plea for funds is based on the assercover stories in and around New York.
tion that lax Sunday observance is responThis gi' es Emanuel Cohen, editor of the
sible for present lawlessness, and that a
Parameunt News, ten cameramen working
large percentage of our criminals are little
out of New York.
mjore than children; anything that tends to
Gerecke for many years did free lance
draw the people away from church on Sunwork and contributed many camera stories
day is condemned as being conducive to
to the various newsreels. He was previcrime.
ously photographer of commercial reels proIt is likelv that the reformers will accomduced by the United States Rubber Company.

Stern

Bros.
Have
Long
List of Comedies

Stern Brothers have announced a supply
of two-reelers on hand which are included
in release dates through December. Prints
are already in the exchanges and available
for previewing.
The product consists of one Universal
Junior Jew^el series of twelve two-reelers,
and four Stern Brothers series of thirteen
1 wo-reelers each. All of the new comedies
;ire
st
rips.based on popular newspaper comic

Beery

I'red ('.. Diilinkpn

and
Hatton
Kid Society

Will

Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton will
l)een seen next in "We're in Society Now."
in which they will satirize New York's 400.
They have kidded war, the navy, aviation,
mountaineering and the heroes of the fire
licpartment and they will now take a crack
at the ultra-fashionable of Fifth Avenue.
Production will be started as soon as they
complete "Now We're in the Air," on
which they are now at work.

Picture
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Fred Dahnken Dies In
Salt Lake City
American Theatre of Salt Lake
FRED C. DAHNKEN, owner of the
City, and millionaire theatrical
and real estate man, died at a local
hospital there, Aug. 28th, as a result
of burns about the body and limbs,
which were received when he was
trapped by flames in the basement of
his residence.
Mr. Dahnken became affiiliated with
the show business in Salt Lake when
he purchased the American Theatre
from Mrs. W. H. Swanson in 1923,
which he has since operated in connection with the Egyptian theatre of
Boise and the Lindhurst of Brooklyn.
Previous to that he was with the
Turner and Dahnken chain of show
houses, interest in which he sold in
the same year for more than a million
dollars. He recently leased the Salt
Lake house to P. O. Silvagni, but still
owns the building.

Booth
Enterprises
Open
Greenville Theatre
Monday, August 29, marked the opening
of a new theatre, Greenville, Tenn., the
Palace, which represents another link in
the chain of houses operated in this section by Booth Enterprises, Inc., of which
E. A. Booth is the head.
The new theatre, located on Depot Street,
is singularly attractive in its tasteful simplicity. I'mished in Titt'any blend, the
lobby is esijecially pleasing with its white
tile floor and wall mirrors. Rose, gold and
black constitute the color motif throughout
the house. Large drop lights from the ceiling and brackets on the walls are shaded in
walls are
gold with rose background. The art
panels
done in Russian renaissance with
spaof
in subdued shades, and an effect
ciousness isconveyed by a 30-foot ceiling.
Wicker furniture, upholstered in the color
scheme shades of rose, gold and black, adds
greatly to the coziness of the foyer. A. C.
house.
the
decorated
Rankin

Players
Signs
Columbia
for New Features
Columbia Pictures has
of players to appear in
forthcoming productions.
tian and Gibson Gowland

signed a quartet
leading roles in
Dorothy Sebaswill be seen in

support of Conway Tcarle in the company 's
Forgotten
of by
next
which special,
will be "Isle
directed
George Women,"
B. Seitz.
Pauline Garon and Alice Calhoun have
been signed to play featured roles in two
features that will go into production
shortly, the titles of which have not yet
been announced.

''Victory," Conrad Novel,
Bancroft's First Vehicle
"Victory," the novel by Joseph Conrad,
will serve as George Bancroft's initial starring vehicle under his new contract recently entered into with Paramount and
not "You Can't Win," as announced last
week. John Goodrich is writing the adaptation of the Conrad work which will be directed by Josef von Sternberg. No feminine lead has been chosen for the film which
goes
ber. into production some time in Septem-
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"Big Boy" on Educational
October Schedule

Movietone Accompanies
"Seventh Heaven"

"Big Boy" is back on the release schedule of Educational Film Exchanges for the
month of October, after an absence of several months caused by illness. He will be
welcomed back with the first of the new

ROXY will show Movietone in a
new way with the first showing
at popular prices of the Fox feature, "7th Heaven," which opens at the
Roxy Theatre, September 10th. Movietone will furnish an orchestral and
choral accompaniment for the showing
of the picture.
The scoring of the feature was ararnged by S. L. Rothafel, "Roxy," with
the assistance of Erno Rapee and his
musical staff at the Roxy. The Movietone orchestra is made up of members
of the Roxy Symphony Orchestra and
the chorus also is taken from the theatre.

"Big Boy"

There are five two-reel comedies and
eight one-reelers for October. Larry
Semon's first release will be "The Stunt
Man." The Lloyd Hamilton subject for
October will be "New Wrinkles." "Seeing Stars," featuring George Davis, is the
Boy."
Mermaid comedy for the month, while

First National Starts Four
Features
First National started photography on
four new features at the Burbank studios
last week. GoUeen Moore got under way
in an original screen story written by Howard Irving Young and as yet untitled. Marshall Neilan is directing.
George Fitzmaurice started! the direction of "Louisiana," an adaptation from
the stage play, "The Barber of New Orleans." Billie Dove is starred. The new
Harry Langdon picture, about which no details have been divulged, started August
29th.
The fourth picture that went into production during the week was "Man Grazy,"
from the Saturday Evening Post story,
"Clarissa of the Post Road." Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill are featured.

Will Consult East'rn Heads
About Story Material
According to an announcement from the
studio, Edward J. Montague, Universal
scenario editor-in-chief, is departing on
September 1st for New York to consult
Eastern officials regarding the exhibitors'
desires and to personally acquaint himself
with the suggestions for certain types of
stories made by Universal 's salesmen
throughout the world.
According to Montague, it is possible
that General Manager Henry Henigson
will accompany him on this trip and take
part in all these conferences.
While in the east, Montague and Henigson will definitely conclude the negotiations with playwrights and novelists to
supply material for next year's Universal
program.

Wide

Variety
on
Pathe
Weekly Program

Pathe has a wide variety of short subjects for release the week of September 18.
Included in the program are: "Should a
Mason Tell?", the first Henry and Polly
comedy, "Smith's Pony," a Mack Sennett
two-reeler; a Will Eogers travel film;
Topics of the Day, an Aesop's Film
Fable, "Tackles and Touchdowns," a
Grantland Rice sportreel; the fourth chapter of the Pathe serial, "Hawk of the
Hills," starring AUene Ray and Walter
Miller, and two issues of Pathe News.

comedies, titled, "She's A

John William Toone

Educational
Treasurer
Dead in N. Y.
•John William Toone, treasurer of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., and Educational Pictures, Inc., passed away September 1st at the Polyclinic Hospital in New
York Gity, wthere he had been confined two
weeks ago. He had been in failing health
since early in the Summer.
Mr. Toone had been treasurer of Educational for the past seven years. He entered the motion picture business with
Famous Players-Lasky and was with that
company for three years before becoming
affiliated with Educational. Deceased was
a native of Halifax, Yorkshire, England,
and was in his fifty-sixth year at the time
of his death. He is sui"vived by a widow,
who, before their man'iage, was Sybil Hall,
two sisters, Mi's. W. Dallimore and Mrs.
Enmia Rose, and one brother, Edward
Toone, living in Yorkshire, England.
Funeral services were held at the family
residence, 740 West End Avenue, New York
City, September 3rd, with Rev. Dr. Arthur
Judge of St. Matthew's Episcopal Church.

All-Woman

Cast For Arctic Picture

Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt, Arctic explorer and producer of Northland pictures,
is now titling and editing a feature with an
all-woman cast. The film was made in territory adjacent to the Bering Sea and is
designed for state rights release beginning
Sept. 15th. Kleinschmidt spent six mouths
on it.

William

De

Mille

Will

William Direct
De Mille has"Rip"
been requested by
his brother, Cecil, to direct the immortal
American epic, "Rip Van Winkle," which
will be produced at the De Mille Studios
for Pathe Exchange, Inc. Clara Beranger
is at work on the adaptation of the story,
which will go into production shortly with
Rudolph Schildkraut in the role of "Rip."

Dorothy Devore will be seen in "Kilties."
Pat Sullivan offers three cartoon subjects. There will be two Cameo comedies,
"Eats for Two," with Phil Dunham and
Al Thompson, and "Shooting Wild," with
Jack Lloyd in the principal role. Three
novelty subjects complete the program — a
Lyman H. Howe 's Hodge-Podge, ' ' Here and
There in Travel Land"; a reel of Robert
C. Bruce Outdoor Sketches containing two
subjects titled, "Burning Timber and
Rough Country," and a Walter Futter
Curiosities release, "For Men Only."

Griffith Adds to Cast for
"Drums of Love"
A number of principals have been added
to the east of "Drums of Love," which
David W. Griffith will produce for United
Artists. The newcomei's to the cast are :
Charles Hill Mailes, Eugenie Besserer,
Sydney De Grey, Barbara Debozoky, William Austin, Rosemary Cooper and Joyce
Coad. Mary Philbin, Don Alvarado and
Tully Marshall had been previously announced.
"Drums of Love" was originally announced under the tentative title of "A
Romance of Old Spain," an original story
by Gerritt Lloyd.

Eight Companies Working
at F. B. O. Studios
William Le Baron, vice-president in
charge of production for F B 0, makes the
announcement that eight companies are now
at work or will be within the next few days.
At the present time work is in progress
on "Wizard of the Saddle," starring Buzz
Barton; "Driftin' Sands," with Bob
Steele; "The Desert Pirate," starring Tom
Tyler, and "Coney Island," a Ralph Ince
production.
Robert De Lacy is preparing for the production of "Red Riders of Canada," Leo
Meehan is completing preliminary work on
"Freckles," and Edward Luddy is preparing for "Her Summer Hero," glorifying
the coast life guard.

Paramount

Will

Start

Paramount
to make
a sequel to
"Wings"
Sequelis to
"Wings" under the title of "The Legion
of the Condemned." Work on the production is scheduled to start September 15th.
The story is by John Monk Saunders,
author of "Wings" and William Wellman
will again direct. Gary Cooper is to be
starred in the new production.
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Big time exploitation supported the showing of "Rookies" (M-G-M) at Loctv's theatre, Reading, Pa. The campaign, handled by
Manager H. W. Forste, and Erie Homan, publicity director of the theatre, had as its leading feature a demonstration by an AntiAircraft Searchlight Co. of the 11. S. Army. Photos above show the army truck with searchlight on display in front of theatre,
and one of the tvindow displays resulting from merchant tie-ups.

Stages Mail Campaign at
Minimum Cost
Letters Exploiting **Tillie the Toiler* Printed by Business College — Addressed to Waco Stenographers
letters tto 750 stenographers in local business concerns, proved a highly profitable
form of exploitation for the presentation
of "Tillie the Toiler" at the Hippodrome
theatre in Waco, Texas. The campaign,
planned and executed by Manager J. P.
Harrison, of the Hippodrome, was carried
out at a minimum cost.
The production cost of the 750 letters,
planted on the stenographers' desks fully
one week prior to the showing of the picture, cost $7 and a dozen passes. The
$7 was paid to a local department store,
which quoted the theatre man a special
price on the paper, a high grade of correspondence paper, and the local business
college got the 12 passes for addressing
the envelopes and printing the letters.
Using a good grade of paper, Harrison
got out 750 letters which he planted on
stenographers' desks fully one week prior
to the showing of picture — all at a cost
of $7. One of the largest department
stores quoted Harrison a special price on
the paper and envelopes ($7.00) and the
local business college got 12 passes for addressing the envelopes and printing the
letters.
The business college has 350 students,
and by the time the first fifty sheets were
run off on the printing machine, the entire
student body knew that "Tillie the Toiler"
was onming to the Public Hippodrome.
The students not only talked about the picture among themselves, but told their many
friends as well.
The copy of the letter follows:
ADDRESSING

"Dear Matt:
"I sure need some help — quick.

Can't

you get me a job over in your office?
"The boss was gazing into my eyes yesterday and paid a man ten dollars he owed
him and it won't be long now.
"I got the dear little Hoyt to take me
out to that road house the other night because I knew Pennington Fish would be
there and if the little 'Insignificant' had
only stayed out of the picture a few more
minutes I would have hooked Fish with
all his money. It would have been wedding
bells and the lap of luxury for me.
"Fish thinks I'm an heiress and I can't
let him know I am just a poor innocent
working girl trying to get along and with
us girls having to have two pairs of garters now, one pair to hold up our stockings and the other to hold up traffic, expenses are terrible.
"Well, I'll see you Thursday at the
Hipp — you know Marion Davies is my
favorite and she'll be there doing her
latest.
"Yours for more liberty,
"TILLIE— THE TOILER."
When Harrison told the newspaper
editor about a letter contest, he fell for
it in a hurry. A box on the front page invited stenographers to look on the Classified page to see how they could get free
tickets
see "Tillie
All theto stenos
had tothe"
do Toiler."
was to write a
letter to "Classified Editor" and tell how
(within the last six months) a Want Ad
in the Employment Columns of this newspaper aided them in finding a position as
stenographer or secretary.
The newspaper tie-up cost the theatre
2r) passes but the publicity derived was
well worth the expenditure.

Haberdasher

and

Jeweler

in "Popular Athlete" Tieup
A new version of the "most-popularathlete contest," which has been used so
successfully this spring in connection with
the showing of "The Collegians," was
worked out by Tom Blair, manager of the
Rialto Theatre in Tonkawa, Okla. He took
a full page in the Tonkawa News to tell
his fellow townsmen that he, together with
a local jeweli-y store and the Hart Schaffner
and Marx dealer, were seeking to determine
the most popular athlete in the three
Tonkawa schools. The theatre was giving
a silver loving cup, the jeweler a watch, and
the haberdasher, a $35 suit of clothes to the
winning athlete.
To make sure that the contest was well
taken care of in the News, one of the judges
was a member of the staff and the other
two were faculty men from the schools.
The jewelry store displayed the silver loving cup during part of the time and the contest was running against a background of
lobby cards, "Collegians" pennants and
tie-up cards, and the rest of the time the
men's furnishing store used it in a window
display of collegiate clothes. Here, too,
pennants and cards plugged the Rialto and
"The Collegians" series playing there.

Plan
Increases
Business
for Opening Matinees
Manager T. R. Earl put over a stunt that
is bound to increase the attendances at
opening matinees. It was first tried when
"The Unknown" was the feature film attraction at the Imperial Theatre, Asheville,
N. C.
A number of merchants in the tie-up, give
out passes with every purchase made. However, the passes are only good when accompanied with a paid admission — and at the
opening matinee only.
The stores in the tie-up display one-sheet
mats both inside and outside their places of
business — giving forth information about
the passes, how they can be procured and
how and when they can be used
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Brown
Effects Profitable
Tie-up In Raleigh
George E. Brown, manager of the State
theatre, Raleigh, N. C, seems to carry a
rabbit's foot in effecting tie-ups with dominant advertising mediums. His forte seems
to be principally street ear systems, his latest acquisition in this line being the Carolina Power & Light Co., of the Capitol
city.
When BrowTi was in Memphis, he had his
theatre's advertising placarded on the front
dashes of that city and a visitor in Raleigh
nowadays would think there was only one
theatre in Brown's vicinity. With the use
of some sound selling talk and three passes.
Brown sold the idea to the street car company advertising the State theatre and
thereby increased the revenue of the street
car company. The argument went over and
the State now has exclusive rights to the
front and rear dashes of the entire city
system of street cars and at no cost except
cost of printing the oards.
In addition to selling the pictures which
it is wished to emphasize. Brown uses the
street cards to carry messages about the
cooling system of his theatre.

Displays Ice Cakes Tinted
in Patriotic Hues
A display of red, white and blue ice in
the lobby of the Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., was a patriotic and seasonable
method of exploiting "Alaskan Adventures," which was shown in that theatre,
the week of July Fourth, as a companion
feaiture with the Paramount Juniors in
"'Rolled Stockings."
Manager Lee Levy, of the Victoria, in
cooperation with C. Floyd Hopkins, chief of
the Wilmer & Vincent theatres of Harrisburg and Reading, was responsible for the
unique stunt. Half a dozen 300-pound
cakes of ice were used, specially made by
the ammonia process by the Harrisburg Ice
iind Coal Company.

Boy Scouts of Beaumont, Texas, tcho headed a parade staged there as exploitation
for "The Gorilla Hunt"
(F. B. O.) at the Liberty theatre.
The exploitation teas
arranged by Manager F. W. Putnam, tcho entertained the Scouts at a special invitation performance

Wise-Crack Contest Introduces
"Painting the Town" Engagement
A

on a
baseda lively
tie-up
rack R
t opened
NEWS
contes
wise-cPAPE
and effective campaign for the

the
Town"
the kee.
"Paintining
g oftheatre
showinra
Fouratdays
Milwau
Alhamb
previous to the opening the Milwaukee
Leader announced prizes of 100 theatre
tickets for the best lists of "wise cracks"
turned in, and with all the smart sophomores and juniors, to say nothing of the
seniors and freshmen vacationing at home
from college, the latest thing in collegiate
language was dished up for the edification
The contest excited great
of Milwaukee.

interest, as evidenced by the heavy mail
which flowed into the wise-crack editor.
Other stunts elaborated the drive. Pretty
girls clad in scarlet stood at prominent
street corners handing out peanuts in
paper bags on which was printed the line
"Nutty but Nice!" Also there was a mail
campaign. Five thousand post cards were
sent to names on the Alhambra 's mailing
list from Chicago. These read: "Dear
Old Thing, Greetings from the bid city.
Yesterday was a high spot in my vacation
Avhen I saw Glenn Tryon in a swell comedy,
'Painting the Town.' This Tryon is a real
number, strong on looks and acting and the
picture is something to rave about. I found
out it is to play at the Alhambra, Milwaukee, Starting July 23rd. Wish you were
here.
FiftyScotty."
paint stores displayed rainbow
colored window cards on "Painting the
Town" in their windows, and ten candy
stores featured "Peanut Sundaes" during
the run of the picture. Ten other shops
drew special attention to their peanut and
other nut candies.

Titian Blondes
Guests
at
"Redheads Preferred" Show
One of the effective exploitation stunts
put over by the manager of the Hippodrome
Theatre in Oakland, California, during the
of "Redheads
Preferred"
was
aengagements
Red Head Week.
All during
the showing
of the picture red headed girls were admitted free. A most imposing array of
titian-haired young ladies pounced upon the
theatre for the free show.
Striking cutout which featured the frontal display at the Coliseum theatre, Seattle,
for First National's "Three Hours.''

This was preceded by the usual amount
of newspaper
tion of heralds.advertisements and distribu-
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New York City

record on the Capitol screen, while the

New York City
THAT many come to ays
to spend their holid
and that all
tes
ttani
y oft'last
Manha
do
not
scurr
to
ated
resorts was well demonstr
this

Michigan
of "Adam
Evil"money
was
fair. But gross
the State
pulled inandbetter
than either of these shows with ' ' The Desired Woman" and a Loew's vaudeville

Labor Day week-end. In addition to these
possible handicaps there was stormy
weather during the middle of the week but
with Saturday, Sunday and Monday just
the kind of days to take people away.
Despite all this the week was a good one,
several houses keeping up to the high mark
and one setting a record.
"What Price Glory" at the Roxy ended
its three week run in a veritable blaze of
glory, grossing over $400,000 during its
stay. This record will jirobably stand for
some time.
"Underworld," which graduated from
the Paramount to the Rivoli made the latter house blink its eyes at the close of the
week. Over $40,000 was taken in, breaking the house record.
Clara Bow's popularity made "Hula" a
money picture at the Paramount in spite of
the fact that general trade comment was
not particularly flattering to the picture.
But the box office indicated that Miss Bow

I^rogram.
Tabulations after a final week with "Old
Ironsides" pleased Alton Warner, the NewDetroit manager, as much as any other
road film he has billed. Three weeks of
excellent business characterized its run.

has "IT" alright. "Hula" looks to be
sure fire from this standpoint.
It looks as though "Mockery" with Lon
Chaney was somewhat forced through its
second week at the Capitol even though
Chaney has a big following in this city.
"Ben Hur" is in and will probably make
up the discrepancy to some extent.
"Wings" and "The Patent Leather
Kid" continue at a fast pace, both houses
being sold out for several weeks. "The
Way of All Flesh" is still holding up at
the Rialto but will probably be taken out
in a couple of weeks. The good-bye sign
is up on the Astor front where the big letters spelled, "The Big Parade" for so long
a time. Sept. 10 is the tentative release
date.
"Smile Brother Smile" at the Strand
did a nice business and comment on the picture was most favorable, and the little
Cameo theatre demonstrated that "Chang"
is still popular despite its long run at the
Rivoli.
"The Garden of Allah," Rex Ingram's
latest, opened last Friday at the 600 seat
Embassy. It is probably good for twenty
weeks for several reasons. One is that it a
typically beautiful Ingram effort. "Les
Miserables " continues to do well at the
Central; likewise "The King of Kings" at
the Gaiety and "Old San Francisco" at
Warners. "Seventh Heaven" still plugs
along at the Harris.

Detroit
TWO outstanding films, "Beau Geste"
and "The Magic Flame," drew enormous attendance here this week. The first,
playing at the Adams, was screened before packed houses every evening during
the initial showings. Because Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky arc a great draw
in this city "The Magic Flame" did just
as well. Both attractions are being held
over.
"Hula," with Clara Bow made a good

The Miles photoplay, "White Pants Willie," was fair enough to bring in ordinary
money and during the greater portion of
the week the Colonial, presenting "Cheating Cheaters," rated highly.

Atlanta
GOOD theater weather swelled Atlanta
box-offices on the whole last week.
The Howard walked away with the champion box-oflice gross with Clara Bow in
"Hula." The. "it" girl displayed more
of her characteristic element than ever in
her new production and drew the crowds
each day.
Olive Borden in "The Secret Studio"
followed close second in popularity at
Keith's Georgia.
Loew's Grand had an average good week
with "Mockery," Lon Chaney 's latest.
Although not the box-office winner, "Mockery" gathered in the laudatory passages
from Atlanta critics' pens.
Dolores Costello played to an average
house at the Capitol in "The Heart of
Maryland," a picturesque civil Avar story.
The Metropolitan opened its "Greater
Movie Season" with Corrinne Griffith in
' ' Three Hours, ' ' and enjoyed an unusually
good week.
"Judgment of the HiUs, " showing at the
Rialto the first part of the week, proved a
well liked bill, but "Snowbound" inlaying
the latter half failed to come up to the
average.
"Code of the Range," "When a Dog
Loves" and "Strange Rider" shared
equally in an average good box-office for
the Tudor.

Baltimore
EVEN
Big Parade"
has
been though
shown in"The
Baltimore
twice before
at the Auditorium, a legitimate house, at
road show prices, during its first week at
Loew's Valencia at popular prices, beginning Monday, August 29, the business done
during each of the entire six days was tremendous.
Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle's reception at
Loew's Century was very good but he did
not do the business expected by the house
management.
"Soft Cushions," was the feature attraction on the same bill with Arbuckle, with
Douglas ^lacLcan in the stiirring role.
"The Magic Garden," from Gene Stratton Porter's novel, went over very good at
Keith's Hippodrome with five acts of family vaudeville on the same bill.
Very good business was done also at
Whitehurst's New Theater where "The
Country Doctor was the feature film attraction.

For its second week at Warners' Metropolitan "The Missing Link," starring Syd
Chaplin did very good business. The
AVhitehurst's Garden Theater came along
with pretty good business with "A Hero
on Horseback" starring Hoot Gibson.
Five acts of family vaudeville were given
also on the program at that house.
"Old Ironsides" cannot be considered a
good drawing card in Baltimore. It was
shown for two weeks at Ford's Theater
and during its second week, it only went
over fairly well but the management held it
for a third week. Fords is a legitimate
house with prices for the picture ranging
from 50 cents to $1.50 for nights and 50
cents to $1 for matinees.
"Lonesome Ladies" with Lewis Stone,
Anna Q. Nilsson and Jane Winton went
over only fairly well at the Rivoli.

•Cleveland
EXCEPTIONALLY good business was
reported all along Euclid Ave. last
week, due, in large part, to the exceptionally good pictures which were on parade.
"Hula" seemed to head the list of attractions if judged by the box office. It did a
rushing business all week at the Allen.
"Ben Hur" held up weU during its third
and last week at the Stillman where it was
offered with the original tread mill chariot
race as shown in New York. "Moon of
Isreal" opened rather slow at the Cameo
but grew steadily all week, bringing the
receipts up to where it justified being held
over a second week. The State did better
than average business with "Dearie" which
proved to be just an average picture.
"Soft Cushions" was a big success at
Keith's Palace where it kept the capacity
audiences in roars of laughter. "The Secret Studio" made an average record at
Keith's East 105th St. where it played all
week, and did better than average at
Reade's Hippodrome where it was presented for the first half of the week only.
"Vanity" finished the week at the Hippodrome with satisfactory box office results.
The Park did very well with a second showing of "The Better 'Ole." The Circle
played a repeat engagement of "The Callahan's and the Murphys" and did well with,
it, considering it had played more than four
weeks during its downtown showing.
Neighborhood houses report a gradual improvement in business. Nothing startling,
but a consistent improvement which promises a good season. Two legitimate theatres
were offering competition. ' ' The Desert
Song" was at the Hanna and "The Ghost
Train" at the Ohio.

Ottawa
ONE

fine feature on the screens of Ottawa, Ontario, during the week of
Augustring 29John was
"Twelve
starGilbert
and Miles
Joan Out,"
Crawford,
This was at the Regent Theatre and both
the flappers and the red-blooded yoiing men
liked it a-plenty. There were some censorship cuts in this film but the picturewasn't riddled.
"Man Power," with Richard Dix, opened
to very heavy business

at B. F. Keith's
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Theatre and patronage stayed high all week
because of the impression that it made on
Keith customers.
Manager Don Stapleton of the Centre
Theatre opened the football season by presenting "College Days" for the first half.
There were quite a few who said they
wished they had seen this one but it was
only on for the three days. "Stolen Pleastires" held fair attention during the last
half.
The threshold of the Imperial Theatre
-wasn't worn much by patrons during the
presentation of "Heaven on Earth," a war
story.
The people just did not go.
The Francais was also quiet even though
Manager J. T. Moxley offered a variety of
bills. On Monday and Tuesday there was
a double-feature program with "The Lily"
and "Exit Smiling." The next two days
it was "Just Another Blonde," while on
Friday and Saturday Manager Moxley
tried ' "The
The latter
worked
a littleDeath
better Trap."
than the others
mentioned.
"Beware of Widows" was a title which
caught the eye at the p]den Theatre, Hull,
and good patronage resulted. It was a
very fair week.
There were practically no counter-attractions in Ottawa during the week, the exhibitors having things pretty much their
own way.

Albany
TT rained nearly every day last week in
*■ Albany, Troy and Schenectady, with the
result that the motion picture theatres in
these three cities did exceptionally well.
The weather had more to do with the business than the picture shown, with the possible exception of "The Rough Riders" at
the Mark Strand in Albany. This theatre
made more money last week than any of
the others in town, playing to good crowds
both afternoon and evening, although it
took considerable in the way of exploitation and parades to attract attention. At
the Leland, there was just about what might
be termed fair business with ' ' Snowbound. ' '
At the Mark Ritz, "For the Love of Mike"
ran to good crowds throughout the week.
In Troy, "Barbed Wire" at the Troy
theatre, split the week with "Alias The
Lone
was regarded
as being
rather Wolf."
unusual This
in view
of the fact
that
"Barbed Wire" did a very satisfactory
business a week or so before in Albany.
At the Lincoln theatre, "The Stolen Bride"
failed to attract much attention.
In Schenectady, "Camille" played
cellent business at the State theatre,
ing up well throughout the entire
All the first run houses in these three
are using big features this week.

to exholdweek.
cities

Miltvaukee
T^HIS was State Fair week in Milwaukee,
- and consequently this Avas a week of
good business for the down town theatres.
It was generally felt that business was due
to slump because of the come-back summer
staged early in the week, but the Fair visitors saved the week.
Dorothy Gish was a popular drawing
card in "Madame Pompadour" at the Alhambra and her re-appearance on the
screen «'as greeted with enthusiasm. W. C.
Fields in "Running Wild" was a strong
attraction at the Wisconsin and brought in
good business. "Barbed Wire" at the Merrill played to excellent houses. ' ' The Heart

of Maryland" was very well received by
audiences at the Orpheum. The Strand
playing "Hardboiled Haggerty" enjoyed
unusually good business throughout the
week. The Garden has been closed for a
few days following the change in ownership, during which Milwaukee's first Vitaphone is being installed.
Business in the outlying theatres was
fair, not as good as that of the downtown
houses. "Man Power" at the Milwaukee
drew good houses. "RoUed Stockings"
brought in good business at the Oriental
and "Framed" played to fair houses at the
Modjeska. "Twelve Miles Out" did fairly
good business at the Tower. The re-issued
"Shadows" proved popular with patrons
of the Venetian.

Boston
IF down town exhibitors -expected to feel
a falling off in box office receipts with
the reopening of several of the legitimate
theatres, they were agreeably disappointed,
for the current week's business has been
the best late summer week reported in years.
Owners who have theatres under construction and who had not expected such
an outpouring of theatre audiences as have
been the rule, are rushing construction
work to early completion in order to cash
in.
The Metropolitan started a big week's
business Monday and patronage increased
until by mid-week the house was well filled.
"We're All Gamblers" was the feature,
playing to heavy business all week. ' ' Tokio
Blues," was John Murray Anderson's Japanese presentation.
Loew's State continues to play to record
breaking business for late summer.
"Adam & Evil" is the feature, establishing a new August-September record.
The Parisian Redheads supply the presentation.
Added to the feast of good films which
are being shown, Loew's Orpheum is showing "After Midnight" to new high record
marks for summer time entertainment.
At Liicw 's Orpheum "The Callahans
and the Murphys ' ' is proving a big drawing
card, possibly through the publicity which
has been tlie result of many discussions of
the feature.
"Dearie" and "Circus Ace" at the twin
houses, the Modern and Beacon, report a
good week's business. At the Fenway
"Moon of Israel" which moved there from
the Metropolitan, is plasdng to the largest
audiences in several weeks.
"The Lone Eagle" is drawing good
houses to the Keith-Albee Boston, while
"Painting the Town" at the Lancaster,
"Twelve Miles Out" at the Capitol and the
Bowdoin Stiuaie, "Man Power" at the
Exeter, "The Great Mail Robbery" at the
Scollay Square Olympia report steady business throughout the week. "Not For Publication" established a new record for the
August-September week at the University.

Seattle
VITEST Coast's Greater Movie Season
^ » hapened in Seattle this week, and
local picture business reached a new high
total gross that bids fair to establish a
record for all time.
Reaching the highest gross, due principally to capacity, was the Fifth Avenue
Theatre which held up to its usual $20,000
business and played to large houses all
week. Lon Chaney's "Mockery" was the

film attraction, but in audience opinion this
was far from being a satisfactory Chaney
vehicle. The show was put ovex% however,
by dynamic Eddie Peabody in his "OneMan Vaudeville Show" novelty and Fanchon-Marco's "Bugs Idea" on the stage.
Another tremendous box office success
was "What Price Glory" which played at
the Pantages Theatre at regular 5Uc admission prices for the first time in the history
of the film. The film played to absolute capacity houses and goes into the second week
with no signs of a let-up in attendance.
At Bob Bender's Columbia Theatre
"Beau Geste" played its first local engagement at popular prices and attracted
capacity houses for the entire week. The
film was somewhat shortened from its previous road show form.
At John Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre,
the fall season was opened with "The Missing Link" and a complete list of four new
Vitaphone acts. The picture did a capacity
business at every performance, aided by a
personal appearance on the opening night
by Monte Blue, Warner Brothers star. The
Vitaphone subjects were weak.
"Camille" was the stellar attraction at
the United Artists Theatre (formerly the
Coliseum) whicli inaugurated its new policy
this week. Norma Talmadge's popularity
was responsible for large houses, but opinion was divided on the picture. Business
was good enough, however, to warrant a
second week. Manager Perutz, incidentally,
has made some decided improvements in
the appearance of his house and his presentations in the one short week that he
has been in this city.
The weakest of the new season's attractions was "Three's a Crowd" at the Liberty Theatre, but which played to better
than average houses any^vay. This house
has just returned to its fonner popular
price policy, and business has shown a constant improvement already. One week is
all for this film.
At the Embassy Theatre, Joe Danz
offered "New York" and did a very pleasing business, aided by a stage show that was
very well received.
The circus, in town for three days, was
little competition for these pictures, and
the week will long be remembered for its
very large business.

Minneapolis
i '/^AMILLE" did a fine second week's
^ business at the Strand theatre, although not quite good enough to warrant a
third week. Two weeks at the Strand,
though, means that the picture is certainly
a box-office success. Pantages did another
splendid week with "What Price Glory,"
but like "Camille" it was not thought advisable to hold it over for a third week.
However, "What Price Glory" did such a
tremendous fortnight's business that Pantages officials seemed highly elated over
the house's new policy of an occasional
"straight picture" week. Lon Chaney in
"Mockey" didn't set any records at the
State, but the receipts were up to average.
The State program was supplemented by
the Six original Brown Brothers and Senator Ford on the Vitaphone, and by an elaborate F. & R. ballet, in "The Slave Mart."
Ben Lyon went over well at the Lyric in
"For the Love of Mike" and Syd Chaplin
continued
to befrom
a riotthein State
"The to
Better
"Ole,"
which
moved
the Grand.
The Hennepin-Orpheum crowds took a great
liking to "The Country Doctor," and even
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went out of their M-ay to applaud the fihu,
which is something unusual. Buck Jones
proved popular at the Seventh street theatre in "Whispering Sage." The Loring,
Lagoon, liialto and Lyndale — neighborhood
houses — found business uniformly good,
with such pictures as "Tillie the Toiler,"
"Rough House Rosie" and "Finger
Prints." The Rialto revived "The Merry
Widow" to good houses. The week was
featured by exceptionally fine weather and
an almost complete absence of counterby
attractions.

St. Louis
ST. LOUISIANS during the week closing
on Friday, September 2, demonstrated
forcefully, if not effectively, that real motion pictures do not have to take second
place to any other form of entertainment.
Four or five high class motion pictures
were on the screens of the leading theatres
of St. Louis and combined they did a tremendous business — perhaps the greatest
aggregate week in the history of St. Louis
film theatres. The showing of the pictures
is considered remarkable in view of the keen
competition of horse racing and a couple
of tracks of dogs.
At Loew's State that remarkable film
"The Big Parade" was the attraction and
it grossed (unofficially) more than $42,000.
The final figures are not yet available but
upwards of 100,000 cash patrons passed
through the theatre's entrance during the
seven-day run. One unofficial estimate
total attendance at 115,placed
000 for tiie
the grand
week. It was held over.
Just a few blocks from Loew's State at
Skouras Brothers' Ambassador "Beau
Geste" had a deservedly fine week. The
record for this theatre is held by Paul
Whiteman and his band when 113,223 persons paid during the week, which opened on
Christmas Day. "Beau G-este" did not attain the popularity of Whiteman and his
players, but its business was the best the
Ambassador has had for many, many weeks.
"Metropolis" which was on the screen
at Skduras P>rothers' Missouri Theatre at
Grand P.oiilevard and Lucas avenue, played
to remarkable business on Saturday and
Sunday, August 27 and 28, but failed to
hold up but on the whole the week was
much above the average for this house.
"Metropolis" is a great picture from a
technical point of view, but generally
speaking held little interest for the average
patron of the Missouri. In recent months
this house has featured band shows of the
jazz tyi)e and its general patronage is made
up largely of the younger element.
"What Price Glory" in its third St.
Louis run at the Grand Opera House stood
'em up all week.

Tampa

IT looks as though the "It" girl, Clara
Bow, is taking the lead with Tampa fans,
judging by the business done with her latest picture, "Hula." 01' course there were
a number of other features on t\n' bill, provided by Manager Carroll. To relieve the
Sunday crowds a midnight nmtinee was
given Satui'day night and the stunt clicked.
The following three days registered very
good. "After Midnight" was the feature.
The Strand opened the week with "Sin
Cargo ' ' and it pulled one of the largest
Sundays of the summer, witli a good Monday following. "The Night Bride," used
I line (lays, did very good and "Hard Boiled
Haggerty" kept 'em coming for the last
two.

The Franklin played in hard luck having
a mis-out on Sunday. "Arizona Nights"
was advertised and it brought the crowds
for Thompson
his An
horse
"Silver" show
are
sure-fire
cards and
here.
emergency
had to be put on and many turned away
and the day's receipts were badly off.
"The Swell Head" and "The Cyclone Cowboy" were used the last four days, two days
each, and they did nicely.

Central Pennsylvania
FAIR weather, cooler than is usual for
late August and early September, together Avith attractions with an especially
popular ajjpeal, made business exceptionally
good for this time of year in the principal
downtown theatres in Harrisburg.
Clara Bow appeared at the Victoria all
Week in "Hula," and Manager Lee Levy
reports the box office made a kilUng.
Scarcely less successful were the appearances of Lew Cody in "Adam and Evil,"
in Loew's Regent, and "The Stolen Bride,"
with Billie Love and Lloyd Hughes, at the
Colonial. All three of these plays seem to
possess those qualifications of light entertainment which appeal strongly to summer
audiences.
At the Russell Theatre, Harrisburg 's
newestneesneighborhood
house, with
1 o'clock
matihave been resumed
continuous
performances until 11 o'clock. The principal attraction there was a revival of "The
Thief of Bagdad," with Douglas Fairbanks,
which has lost none of its popularity, judging from the way the cash register clicked
in the box office.
The State, which is part vaudeville, had
Rin Tin Tin in "Tracked by the Police,"
as its chief picture attraction in the first
three days, and the last half of the week
the film presentation was Douglas McLean
in "Soft Cushions." There was no falling
off in the good business the State has been
doing all summer.
Tom Mix followers enjoyed "Outlaws of
Red River," at the Ncav Rialto, which entered upon its final month under Manag-er
Hechard, who has taken over the Broad.
In the latter theatre the main picture was
"Flaming Fury."

Salt Lake

City

EARLY Fall seems to be in evidence in
Salt Lake and the picture theatres of
the downtown district are enjoying a splendid improvement in business. The several
heavy rain stomis during the past week
have done their share toward encourag^ing
patrons inside the theatres.
Very good bills have been the rule
throughout the city. "Metropolis" was
shown at the Paramount Empress with
splendid results. A stage attraction was
also offered at this house, billed as "Paul's
.Juvenile Symphonators," which act seems
to be very popular here.
Thomas Aleighan and Marlette Millner
in "We're All Gamblers" was a tremendous drawing card at the Victory with capacity houses being the result.
"Is Zat So?" proved to be a comedy attraction which was generally received with
laughter and favorable comment.
Mae Busch and Marceliue Day in
"Fools of Fashion" drew fuU houses to
the (lem throughout the week with big box
office results being reported.
The American Theatre here reopened
with "The Cat and The Canary." Results
exceeded expectations it is announced.
"The Callahans and the Murphys" was
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shown as a second run at the Rialto Theatre where packed houses were had each
night.
Exploitation has been rather exceptionally heavy recently on all big pictures.

New

Orleans

WITH
excellent productions at all
downtown houses, New Orleans Theatres experienced one of the largest weeks
of business in years.
Loew's State theatre set a record in theatre attendance during the week. The combination of Norma Shearer on the screen,
in "After Midnight" and a company of
midget actors on the stage half of the bill
was responsible, according to Rodney D.
Toups, managing director. But the photoplay alone
crowdnew'emSaenger
in.
Next
in was
orderenough
comesto the
Theatre. Lon Chaney in "Mockery" was
the screen attraction, while a new Idea Publix show was given on the stage. The acts
were weak and with Chaney so well liked
in this city it is no Avonder this beautiful
playhouse shared in the profits.
The smaller houses too, came in for large
patronage. "Metropolis" in its second
week at the Strand, piled them in just as
it did the first week. "The Heart of Maryland" did well at the Liberty and received
excellent comments. "The Callahans and
Murphys" was featured at the Trianon despite a storm of protests when it was shown
at the New Saenger. Crowds seemed to
like it very much.
"The Romantic Age" with GeorgeO'Brien and Alberta Vaughn, coupled withi
six big acts, was a big drawing card at the
Orpheum. The acts were weak and the film
sent them home satisfied.
Zane Grey's "Drums of the Desert" gave
good satisfaction at the Saenger Crescent
Theatre, where it shared honors with a
snappy musical show.
"Man Power," with Richard Dix and.
Mary Brian, had its local premiere at the
new Saenger, but it didn't seem to matter
judging the way they flocked to see it at
the Globe Theatre. This house equaled its
biggest week with this picture.
The Lyceum played Eddie Cantor in
"Special Delivery," and reported a fair
patronage.
[Neighborhood theatre managers report
business better than usual.
The weather has been ideal for the past
few weeks and this can partly be credited
with the large amount of business done.

Kansas

City

nPHERE
was very
littleweek
difference
in the*■ attendance
of this
and that
of
last week at first run theatres of Kansas
City. Business, considering the fact that
the weather was much warmer, was good.
"The Rough Riders" at the Royal
played its second week to good crowds,
while Pola Negri in "Barbed Wire" at the
Newman played to a good week's attendance. "The Blood Ship" at the Liberty
held up fairly well, although it was slightly
below last week's business.
"What Price Glory" marked the anniversary week at the Pantages and businesswas good, even better than last week. "The
First Auto," with Barney Oldfield and
Patsy Ruth Jliller in a Vitaphone production at the Globe drew large crowds all
week, much money having been spent in
ex])loitatioii and advertising. "Three's A.
Crowd"
at the Mainstreet played to normal crowds.
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San Francisco

AS the past week was the boosting of
the "Greater Movie Season Week,"
the additional advertising, etc., helped to
greatly increase the box office receipts in
the theatres, in spite of the fact that
weather conditions drew many to the outbeach in San Francisco. lying districts and the
"The Big Parade," was kept over for a
fifth week at the California Theatre as the
box office reports continued large. Every
attendance record of motion pictures in
this city, since the year 1917 or any time,
in fact, has been broken in San Francisco
by this picture, because in three weeks
alone over 160,000 attended the California
Theatre and many were turned away.
"Beau Geste," was shown at the St.
Francis Theatre for a second week and it
was crowded. Lon Chaney, in "Mockery,"
shown at the Loews Warfield Theatre,
crowded that house most of the time, but
the Fanchon & Marco act was considered
poor, and this injured box office reports.
In the Granada Theatre, "Hula" drew
a fair, but not too large a crowd. The stage
presentation was considered good. Frank
Lacey of the Cameo Theatre showed a
Griffith's Week, as he called it, by having
"Dream Street," "One Exciting Night"
and the "White Rose" on the screen, which
attracted many.
"Broadway Nights" together with the
wonderful mental telepathy stunt of Joseph
Mendez, known as Mercedes, filled the Golden Gate Theatre, every performance.
The Pantages Theatre did well with "Cameo
Kirby" and the act of vaudeville. The
Wigwam, a residential house, did very well
with "Silver Comes Through" and Nat
Holt's musical comedy. The Casino Theatre
reported good business with "For Alimony
Only" and "Old Shoes."
City
Oklah loma
I tlJ ULA" went over well with the Cri■TA terion audiences last week on the
strength of Clara Bow. "The Missing
Link" did an average business at the
Empress. "The Covered Wagon" played a
return engagement at the Liberty this week,
and altho the comments Avere all good, still
the business was not as good as was expected. "Soft Cushions" did weU the first
part of the week at the Capitol. But
"Dearie" the last was rather disappointing.

Los Angeles
PATRONS are rushing to see "Seventh
Heaven" at Carthay Circle as word is
going around that the present attraction
will soon give way to "Loves of Carmen."
"King of Kings" with a prologue of two
hundred i)eople on the stage at Grauman's
Chinese showed a small gain in box office
receipts.
The ^letropolitan showed Richard Dix
in "Shanghai Bound" and had a very good
week as a result. "Moonlit Waters," Fanchon & Marco presentation, was particularly
good.
"Swim, Girl, Swim" was a splendid box
office picture at Loew's State last week.
The large crowds told the story of the
successful
showing
at the ^Million
Dollarof intheits"Magic
second Flame"
week.
"The Big Parade" has just seven more
days to run at the Criterion. It has been
drawing heavy attendance at each perform-
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ance since it opened there for its second run
in Los Angeles. Three of the other theatres
screening second run pictures did satisfactory business. "Metropolis" was played at
Grauman's Egyptian. "Underworld" at the
Uptown
the
Rialto.and "The Way of All Flesh" at
San

Diego

INAUGURATING "Greater Movie Sea* son," fostered by the West Coast Theatres, Inc., Manager H. L. Hartman of the
local houses in the company's chain, secured
considerable publicity for "Firemen, Save
My Child," at the 'New California. The
run.
picture
drew full houses during its week's
At the Balboa "The Covered Wagon,"
on a return showing in this city, did an excellent business, following the Menjou film,
' ' Service for Ladies, ' ' which had filled the
house at every show.
Pantages Theatre, a vaudeville house,
found "The Big Parade" a good drawing
card as the film feature of a recent weekly
program.
showing of' ' the
The week
Missingbeginning
Link, ' '
as The
the Plaza,
film feature
August 20, had packed houses as the result
of the installation of the Vitaphone.
"The Heart of Maryland," shown at the
Superba, proved a specially good attraction for the matinees, according to the house
manager. It also enjoyed a good evening
patronage, as does almost any picture which
carries an impersonation of Abraham Lincoln in its cast.
Belle Bennett's interpretation of
"Mother," has drawn well at the Mission
during its week's showing.

Ottawa
THE exhibitors of Ottawa, Ontario, had
the annual Ottawa Fair to contend
with during the week of August 22 and, as
the exposition drew 275,000 paid admissions during the six days, the theatres
were glad to get what they got.
The outstanding screen feature of the
week was "The British Clipper" at B. F.
Keith's Theati-e, this being an Anglicized
form ture
ofwas"The
Yankee Clipper."
pican immediate
hit with allThe
classes
of patrons and should go well anywhere.
Another picture that aroused wide attention was "Firemen, Save My Child" at
the Regent Theatre, and the Beery-Hatton
team pleased everybody as of yore.
The Centre Theatre did some smart business with "Lonesome Ladies," with Anna
Q. Nilsson and Lewus Stone, during the
first half, a large percentage of the crowd
wearing skirts. "Let It Rain," during the
last three days registered steady patronage.
"Hills of Kentucky" started off at the
Imperial Theatre with a dog show and
parade, with good, bad and indifferent dogs
because of the presence of Rin-Tin-Tin in
the picture. Business was fair after the
first splurge.

SAMUEL

ZIERLER

presents
A Story of the Rialto's
gayest madcap who
falls
, awfully hard for a sweet,

^

clean hick-town lad.
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MARGUERITE

DE LA MOTTE
DONALD
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U
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The Francais Theatre ofi'ered plenty during the week and the response was fair.
For two days it was "The Auctioneer,"
followed by "Faust" for two days, and
then a double bill comprising "Notorious
Lady" and "Family Upstairs" for Friday
and Saturday. "Faust" and "Notorious
Lady" proved to be the best attractions.
At the Eden Theatre in Hull, Quebec,
"Captain Salvation" did not create a
sensation with French-Canadian patronage.
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Dorothy Archer, woman director, has
been given the direction of "Red Hair,"
Clara
mount. Bow's next starring picture for ParaWilliam Collier, Jr., ^vill play opposite
Dolores Costcllo in her first light comedy
for Warner Bros., "The College Widow."
Neil Hamilton will again be seen with
Esther Ralston in her next Paramount
Stella vehicle, as yet Avithout a title. Miss
Ralston has just finished "Figures Don't
Lie," with Richard Arlen.
Except for "The Jazz Singer" unit, the
entire Warner Bros, studio abandoned work
for one day to listen to Al Jolson record
the Vitaphone sequences of the picture.
These Vitaphone sequences will take several
more weeks to complete. Cantor Joseph
Rosenblatt is also heard in the sound episodes of the story.
Clara Horton has been added to the cast
of "Sailor Izzy Murphy," George Jessel's
next screen appearance for Warner Bros.
Audrey Ferris has the first genuine lead,
Miss Horton the second. Henry Lehrman is
directing.
Tiffany Productions, Inc., has signed
Patsy Ruth Miller to play leading roles in
several of the new Tiffany pictures now being produced for the 1927-28 program.
Molly Malone has the feminine lead in a
new Mermaid comedy starring George
Davis. Miss Malone is taking the place of
Lucille Hutton, Educational commedienne,
who is confined to her bed because of a severe illness.
Louise Di'esser has been signed for one
of the principal roles in Corinne Griffith's
"The Garden of Eden," the star's first
picture for United Artists which went into
work Monday, August 15, under the direction of Lewis Milestone. Hank Mann,
Maude George and Lowell Sherman are also
in the cast.
Floor space at the Educational studio
will be materially increased with the completion inside of three weeks of the new
stage building which is now under construction. The new structure is to be a twostory affair with stages on the upper floor.
The total floor space at Educational, with
the addition stage, will be 60,000 square
feet.
Pathe began production last Monday at
the Cosmopolitan studio in New York on a
new Pathe serial, "The Mark of the Frog,''
which Oswald Brooks is producing and
Arch Heatli directing. Margaret Morris and
Donald Reed head the cast.
Recent additions to the cast of First National's "A Texas Steer" are Mack Swain,
Otis Harlan, Arthur Hoyt, Hedda Hopper,
William Orlamond, Lucipn Littlefield and
Cornelius Kcefe.
The next George Fitzmaurice production
for First National
will be "Louisiana,"

with Billie Dove in the starring role and
Mary Astor as one of the featured players.
"Baby Mine," the stage farce, is to be
inade into a picture by Metro-GoldwynMayer with Karl Dane and George K.
Arthur co-starring. Lew Lipton will direct
tliis picture as his first directorial assignment.
Anna May Wong has been signed for
"The Devil Dancer," starring Gilda Gray,
Sojin, Michael Vaviteh, James Leong, Anne
Sciiaeffer, Martha Mattox, Albert Conti
and Barbara Tennant have also been engaged for the picture which Sam Goldwyn
is producing.
Laura La Plante is to play the leading
role in "Has Anybody Here Seen Kelly?"
This announcement was coincident with another regarding Miss La Plante 's future
plans. She will start "Thanks for the
Buggy Ride," her next Universal film within ten days, the Irish comedy to follow
later.
Louise Lorraine has been cast for a role
in "Baby Mine," a new Metro-GoldwynMayer film with Karl Dane and George K.
Arthur.
Princess Neola, portrayer of Indian characters for the screen, has been added to the
east of "Rose-Marie," the Metro-GoldwynMayer film which William Nigh is directDirector Frank O'Connor is ready to
start work on a six-reel comedy at the Fox
Films studio on the West Coast. In the
picture are Sammy Cohen and Ted McNamara. Supporting players Avill be Elinor
Flynn, a new Fox discovery. Jack Pennick,
John Batton, E. H. Callvery, John Steppling, Marie Shotwell, Frances Dade and
John Hilliard. No title has been announced.
Ralph Inee has completed exteriors for
"Coney Island" and is noM' in Chicago, en
route to the Coast, shooting scenes for
"Chicago After Midnight," which follows
"Coney Island." On the other side of the
continent Jerome Storm is directing
"Ranger of the North," starring Ranger,
the dog actor.
B. F. Zeidman, editor-in-chief of all of
Paramount 's Westerns, will in addition
serve in the same capacity for Richard
Dix's starring pictures. He is already
working on preliminary steps towards the
filming of the star's "The Gay Defender."
James Bradbury has filled the
cated by Ford Sterling in Bebe
"She's a Sheik." Other players
the Daniels picture recently are
Allister and A. W. Fremont.

place vaDaniels'
added to
Paul McClarence

Badger is to direct the fai'ce, which has
Richard Arlen and William Powell as featured players.
Sterling Pictures has already set the
production wheels in motion on "Pretty
Clothes," the second of the Sterling pic-

Picture

News

tures for the new season. Peggy Gaddis is
ing.
the author of the story of "Pretty
Clothes;" the continuity was prepared by
Frances Guihan. Joe Rock has begun castFord Sterling has been relieved of his
role in "She's a Sheik" to be in readiness
to play the part of Gus Eisman, the button
king,
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
Louise inBrooks
will be seen as Dorothy,
Lorelei's girl friend in Paramount 's picturization of the Anita Loos story. The
Lorelie has not yet been decided upon.

"Lightning," a Tiffany production, has
been completed and is now in the course of
editing and titling.
Afred Rabach has been engaged as director for "The Devil Dancer," Gilda Gray's
first starring vehicle
for Samuel Goldwvn.
Rabach
has just finished "The
for
F B 0.

Coward"

"Gun Gospel," Ken Maynard's next picture for First National, is to be started
within the next few days. Maynard has
just completed "The Red Raiders."
Upon the completion of "Broadway
After Midnight," Bud Barsky will place
"The King of Clowns," an adaptation of
Charles De Vry's play, into work with
James Kirkward in the starring role.
"The Girl God Forgot" will also be started
shortly by Barsky, who is producing for
Krelbar Pictures.
Two sisters will play the leading feminine roles opposite Lupino Lane in his
next comedy for Educational. They are
Charlene and Minniella Aber, ingenues who
first appeared in pictures in child roles.
Alan Hale has again temporarily deserted
the megaphone for reappearance before the
camera. He will play an important role in
"The Wreck of the Hesperus," one of the
Pathe-De Mille specials. Virginia Bradford and Frank Marion are also cast.
Johnny Mack Brown, a football player,
will make his cinema bow as the masculine
lead in "The Fair Co-ed," Marion Davies'
forthcoming vehicle for Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer.
Jules White, brother of Jack White, has
been signed by Educational to direct Cameo
comedies. The first to be put into work
will star Phil Dunham.
Fox Films has acquired the right to
screen "Tuning in on Lincoln High," a
juvenile novel by Joseph Goliomb. The
story has been selected to give an opportunity to the several newcomers whom Fox
Films has under contract.
Gotham has signed Claire Windsor for a
picture to go into work at an early date
under the supervision of Sam Sax. The
star will probably play in Josephine
Quirk's "Blondes by Choice." However,
the Gotham scenarists already are engaged
in ferreting out a story for Miss Windsor.

For Your Theatre—
The Glamour of New York I
THE real PTcwr York at last, a theme your
patrons will love, a *'big" picture having a
rare combination of many charms — that is
what "East Side, West Side" means to you as
a buyer of entertainment.
FOX bid high for this best-seller among the
year's novels, gave Allan Dwan aU the leeway
he wanted in the making, gave him George
O'Brien, Virginia Valli, J. Farrell Macdonald
—and lots of others— waited for them to shoot
scenes all over New York City— in the air, in
the water, on the streets, on the roofs, and
(?(?

underground — and now brings to you THE
picture of New York life at last, all sides of
it! It is truly "East Side, West Side," the New
York of to-day for the theatres of the world!
Love story, fight story, adventure, big business,
little people's business, city building, manbuilding— ^just, in a word, that seething
maelstrom of human activities that
is New York. One of the two
FOX

DE LUXE

Specials for
this year. As fresh and alluring as a new bank-note!

EAST SIDE, WEST
A

WILLIAM

FOX

DE

LUXE

S

FECIAL

from Felix Riesenberg's Novel

ALLAN

DWAN

Production

I

NEW

YORK

as New Yorkers Know It!

Here^s the
Picture Epic of the Big City
WILLIAM FOX Presents

"EAST
SIDE,
WEST
SIDE"
with GEORGE
O'BRIEN
and VIRGINIA VALLI
FELIX RIESENBERG gives this intensely human
story of New York life in his novel, one of the
best sellers of this season. William Fox, with Allan
Dwan directing, has seized on this story for a production ofsize and quality, a de luxe special. George
O'Brien and Virginia Valli come together again
(as in "Paid to Love"). Dwan has done a good
job — "East Side, West Side" is a picture
well worth bidding for!
Cast
GEORGE O'BRIEN, VIRGINIA VALU
J. FARRELL MACDONALD
JUNE COLLYER, HOLMES
DORE

DAVIDSON,

SONIA NODALSKY,

HAROLD

-'

GARVEY

DAN WOLHEIM

GORDON Macrae, FRANK
FRANK ALLSWORTH

(You know what you are getting!)

DODGE

104
10 IMPERIAL

COMEDIES

8 FOX ANIMAL

COMEDIES

JOHN KEARNEY
JOHNNY

:V#--

DOOLEY

ISSUES

8 VAN BIBBER COMEDIES

LEVETT

JOHN MILTERN

Little
Ones
FOX
NEWS

HERBERT

EDWARD

26

FOX

VARIETIES
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situation Wanted
EXPERIENCED P R OJECTIONIST. Handle any
equipment. Experienced in
repairing and electical work.
Go anywhere. Luberne Kelly,
Mitchell, S. Dak.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
AT LIBERTY to connect
as circuit supervisor or theatre manager. Many years experience with those well
known in trade. Prefer New
York teritory. Box 125, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
MAINTENANCE MAN or
assistant house manager, experienced painter and decorator and in general upkeep
of theatre wishes to make
change. Best of references
from present employers. Box
15, Motion Picture News, New
York City.
MANAGER — Theatre or
circuit. Seventeen years practical experience. Pictures,
vaudeville, presentations,
publicity, public service, construction and equipment.
Married. Good personality.
Unquestionable references,
jharacter and ability. Go anywhere. Manager, Box 95, Motion Picture News, New York
City.

Wanted
AV ANTED for South Africa programmes about 10,000
ft. suitable for native and coloured halls. Westerns, railroads, comedies and serials.
State lowest price purchase
or hire to S, Hayden, 680 Salisbury House, London.

THEATRE CHAIN OPERATORS
having

a difficult operating or organization problem, may secure the services of a young man of forty, with an

VoumsCosmio

extensive knowledge of theatre operation, organization, sales promotion, exploitation. Twelve years experience
with metropolitan as well as small
town
The

picture-presentation
ville houses.

and

vaude-

Jmoo

Robwdb — Helcne CMtrllo
of Southern ardour jnd
^o^ht^n awh. la Dolo<«
Coi'tJIo't
(lorlooi por-

advertiser is seeking a new connection as general manager for a chain

— or as supervisor over a division of
chain theatres. He would also consider an offer to manage American
owned theatres in Germany. For

Added
Vemoa Comedy
Paramount Ntws

further particulars address: Box 135,
Motion Picture News, 729 7th Ave.,
New York City.

For Sale

|bfAINSTR££T
ITM.
' ALWAYS
COOL'
M

"OS
TEL
LO
DO
LO
MS

FOR SALE : Used posters,
photos, slides, banners and
all other kinds of accessories

'"the HEART OF

on any subject — features,
comedies, serials, save 60 per
cent. Write for price list.
Theatre Poster Supply Co. &
Sign Exchange, 327 East
Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

ARCAOU I

;^
^M

ikHEAHTof
MARYLAND

IVMARYLAND

-

APITOli
^

ATLANTA'S

riNE5T

THEATRE

-,--^
%1^^
y^^
CONTIN
^^UOUS
PERroBMANCE
DAILY

SALE: 1200 upholstered opera chairs ; price per
chair $2.50; in good serviceable condition. Can be seen
on request. Box 425, Motion
Picture News, New York City.
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MToJ MARYLAND"
JASON KOUAV*,
DAVID SEiaSCO'5

CLOTH BANNERS.—
$1.40, 3 X 10 feet, 3 colors, any
copy up to 15 words ; one day
service; sent anywhere; also
Bargain Paper Banners. Associated Advertisers, 111 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

"SIBYLLA BOWHAN
^CO
Ute &t»r„f.-Ro4c Mane"
HARRY STAKuV&DOROTHrauiNrr

4yitaphpiu
"^

. INTCRmVOHMHimKU.
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.H=:

Comcay

morris: MONKEY

SALESMAN

in each territory to handle
something new in motion
picture advertising needed
by every theatre. You
should easily make $100
weekly. Quick action will
put you next to the niftiest
idea in years. Wire address and telephone number to K. Woodward, 5 E.
Main Street, Uniontown, Pa.

MOVIE STARS

MIBBETT^HARTMAN
rKH^tat

WANTED

Offrtin^ -Books"

Scnsattonai EurcTpcanJu^
cr

NIGHT

go^

MUSIC *^ FVN.
Of
SONG

,.cO^^

Illustrating a itide variety of newspaper displays
which exploited first run showings of "The Heart
of Maryland'' (Warner Bros.) Especially effective are the ads of the Indiana (Indianapolis) and
the Strand (Birmingham) shoivn in the group
above. In addition to those are ads which were
used by the Imperial, Jacksonville; Arcadia,
Philadelphia; CapitKansa
ol, sAtlant
City.a, and Mainstreet,
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!oi?s 01? CurreptProductioDs
"Live News"
(Educational — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
A GOOD story forms the foundation for this
Tuxedo comedy, which is also strong in
laugh material and in acting, it having Johnny
Arthur in the role of a striving young reporter
and Anita Garvin as a Queen of the underworld.
This latter role is very ably portrayed by Miss
Garvin, who easily runs away with the picture ;
but Johnny is not far behind. A lot of notoriety
was attached to the feminine gangster who was
going to prison to serve her sentence. The paper
on which Arthur worked desired an interview
with her and sent him to cover the assignment.
It is not very long before the reporter has seen
his subject and is handcuffed to her by the
sheriff, who takes this means of safeguarding
the fair prisoner while washing his face. While
the sheriff is thus preoccupied, the female crook
gets away, dragging Johnny after her as if he
were a poodle. She brings him to a hotel and
makes him register as man and wife. Poor

Johnny cate
! He's in a terrible fix., wanting to
communi
with his paper and balked because
of the bit of steel that links him with this
tremagant. Eventually — it is the nature of such
things — he does get his paper on the wire, gets
the police on the scene in addition, and captures
the raging Amazon and her fat husband who
was always tagging after. There are some good
gags used in some of the scenes, the one where
Johnny applies shaving lather to the jowls of
a harmless Scotch terrier and frightens everyone
away from the telephone booth by the cry of
"Mad Dogi" being especially good. Fred
Spencer is the third member of the cast and
Charles Lamont directed ; he kept things going
in this one and consequently it has lots of pep.

"The Winning

Five"

(Universal — Two Reels)
(Revietved by Chester J. Smith)
QUITE a snappy and pleasing comedy is
this one of Universal's second Collegians
series. It fairly sparkles with the atmosphere
and humor of the campus, and is well done by
a competent cast. The basketball game as the
climax, with the hero absent until the last
minute or so, lends a good element of suspense.
Ed Benson and Don Trent, of the Calford
basketball team, are rivals for the affection of
June Maxwell, the college beauty. Trent frames
various ways to embarress Benson. During an
initiation he makes him visit the girls' dormitory and then takes June around where she can
see him. A break ensues. He makes Ed believe that the coming of the latter's uncle is to
break' up his romance with June. Ed masquerades as the girl and greets the uncle, who detains him until the all-important basketball
game is nearly over. He arrives in time to
win the game, however, and to square things
with uncle and the girl. It is a bright little
comedy, and should go well anywhere.

"Animal

Crackers"

(Bray — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
ASSUMING that an audience will be lenient
to the endeavors of a bunch of youngsters
to amuse we would say that the latest McDougall Alley Kids comedy will get by safely
in the neighborhood and similar type of house
where it is shown, even if it does possess an
abundance of flaws. Personally, we consider
the McDougall Kids to be patterned to too
great an extent after a more well known group
of child players, and that this similarity lends
an air of imitation to their vehicles which is
decidedly nut of place.
An obvious imitation is

a detraction in comedy production as in other
things.
The kids here decide to have a circus of their
own when they find they cannot see the real
stuff without paying. They are kicked out of
an empty house which they decide to utilize for
their circus, lose their motley collection of
dogs (make-believe elephants, lions, horses and
other animals), and share a general dismal feeling when they face the prospect of their talents
going to waste for want of a place wherein to
stage a show. But all their worries are
dispelled when one of the gang invites them into
his house, empty of older folk who have gone
to town shopping. There they put on their
show with an audience of boys and girls from
the neighborhood. A free-for-all finally comes
about and the interior of the house is literally
wrecked.

"Custard's Last Stand"
(Bray — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
QUITE unusual is it to see a comedy in
which all of the principals are in black
face. This one concerns some colored Southern
gen'men and, while it is hardly up to the
humorous calibre of the stories of colored folk
down South by Hugh Wiley and Octavus Roy
Cohen, and is but fair in audience appeal (a clue
to this type of comedy is the first word in its
title), it is of a different hue, at least. It will
not hurdle any of the movie-wise in winning
pleasant thoughts. A majority of the audiences
will probably view it with compassionate good
nature. As the scenes are laid in one of those
open air, ramshackle sort of restaurants, one
can readily perceive that possibilities for humor
lie in the mixing up of food stuffs and drinks,
the endeavors of a customer to hoodwink the
proprietor with bogus money, etc. The operator
of this southern feeding station is a huge fellow
and to him comes a shrimpy sort of darky to
big aman's
the with
winshim
shrimp
Thetried
a meal.
buy
bad
to fool
having
disfavor,
quarter; he gets punished with the job of washing the dishes and waiting on the heavier man.
A few old gags or wheezes are introduced
around this time and, while they are not exactly
new, they help to alleven the tedium. This
comedy cannot be graded as a top notcher ;
rather it is an average affair.

"Batter Up"
(Educational — Two Reels)
* (Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
A GOOFY hero who thinks he knows how
to pitch, a mischievous kid with hand
grenade, a dumbbell umpire and huge bats, are
all mixed up in the hilarious game of baseball
that is the climax of this Mermaid. George
Davis is the goof and the contest in which he
pitches will not be recognizable as the national
game ; it is not often that we see baseball nones
burlesqued ; in this one the goings on afford
plenty of amusement. Davis is possessed of a
real comedy face and plenty of talent for
comicalities. He is an adoring swain for pretty
Lucille Hutton, in whose eyes he shines resplendent when he volunteers to substitute for a
pitcher taken ill with fallen arches, and leads
the home town team to victory. In the ball
game every confounded thing happens, the most
amazing plays occur and seem to be legitimate.
The players use huge bats which look more like
battering rams than the regular ball clouter.
Kcwpie Morgan
is dolled
in a ball
player's
uniform
and looks
like aup Babe
Ruth.
The
whole game ends in a fiasco when the grenade
gets mixed up with the balls and is hit by Davis
with his bat. So ends a merry game which the
spectators should enjoy. It has plenty to commend it.

"Two

Arabian

Sights"

(Bray — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
A TRAVESTY on sheiks and desert shebas
that is not so good. Only mildly amusing,
thisa Sunkissed
Comedy
features
\'ictor
as
drummer who
peddles
his wares
uponPotel
the
African deserts using a disreputable auto as his
camel. There's a scarcity of really good gags,
most
of the
Vic's
miraculous
work comedy
upon theconsisting
harem of of
a desert
sheik upon whom he had stumbled. The sheik
is away searching the city's market for more
wives and during his absence the goofy Potel
transforms the colorless females from drabness
and listlessness to up-to-date bobbed haired
modernness. The sheik comes back raging mad
to find the secrecy of his harem disturbed and
catching the hapless Potel commands that his
head be cut off. At this critical moment the
turbaned one catches sight of his wives emerging from their tents regalled becoming costumes
and charmed with their change he orders the
execution deferred, even going so far as to
bestow his ugliest and most neglected wife as a
gift upon the released Victor. The final fadeout sees the drummer abandoning the scene with
his newly acquired wife pursuing him over the
desert sands. The Sun Kissed bathing girls
lend a great deal of feminine pulchritude to
these desert scenes. Even so, the comedy is
weak as a laugh getter. Insufficient direction is.
probably the cause of this detriment.

"With Love and Hisses"
(Pathe-Roach — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond

Ganly)

THE Hal Roach star comedy certainly has
quality in its cast. When three extra good
comedians like Stan Laurel, Jimmy Finlayson
and Oliver Hardy are in a cast you naturally
look for a higher grade of comedy than is to
be found in this opus of the training camp. This
trio is competent enough to put any gag over
with plenty of gust, but the humor here fails
to click because gag material is too weak.
Finlayson is a Don Juanish captain. Hardy a
hard-boiled sergeant and Laurel an atrociously
dumb rookie. The latter "doesn't know he's
supposed to know anything," but he certainly
gets the sergeant in dutch with the captain by
reason of his stupidity. It's the foolishness,
silliness of any particular comic that brings an
uproarious response from the general run of
audiences and Laurel possesses this "dumb"
quality the
in captain
large quantities.
a scene
where
is reviewing There's
his collection
of
ungainly recruits and his attention is attracted
by Laurel's unmilitary attitude. Stan doesn't
seem to know or care what it's all about and
assumes that "I won't play" attitude when
bawled ou. This is one of the good moments in
the film. There are others in the Pullman sequence and the incident where the awkward
squad have to walk back to camp clotheless.

"The Non-Stop Fright"
(Educational-Cartoon — One Reel)
FELIX the cat has a timely subject in this
Pat Sullivan animated cartoon, which offers some comedy well above the average for
late cartoon releases. Felix learns of a prize
for a non-stop flight to Timbuct«)o and he
hastily contrives himself an aeroplane, with
which he executes some funny maneuve>-s.
Clouds and sea impede his progress, but he successfully battles his way through them after
thrilling encounters with all sort of monsters.
There is considerably more humor to this one
than is usual to these cartoon subjects. — CHESTER J. SMITH.
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Hula
An

Old Timer But Saved By The '7t" Girl
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

T having been established that Clara Bow is the "IT" girl of
the screen what could be sweeter or neater than having her
demonstrate that appeal in a romance of the South Seas — one
of the type of pictures where the girls go native? Which means
they are decorated with beads and shredded ■w'theat costumes. As
a story it doesn't invite much praise, nor on the other hand does
it call for much censure. The piece just happens to be an ordinary
bit of screen fare — no better nor worse than dozens of its stripe.
Clara plays a sort of wild island rose in a plot which hinges on
a love triangle. She goes by the name of Hula and is the primitive
daughter of the aristocratic Calhouns. After considerable "giveand-take" she finally conquers a young engineer who is already
married. This is the single twist in a film which travels very
familiar ground in its incident and situations. The domestic riff
is hardly plausible — and had it been treated more convincingly it
would have uplifted the story.
The picture is nothing more or less than a vehicle to project
the leading "IT" girl of the screen. It has its moments. Miss
Bow sees to that. Her support is competent, particularly the portrayal effected by Clive Brook, who injects a deal of sincerity into
his acting.
Some of the sets are atmospheric enough.
The Cast: Clara Bow, Clive Brook, Arlette Marchal, Arnold
Kent.
Maude Romantic
Truax, Albert
Gran. EXPLOITATION
Director, J^ictor Flcrn'mg.
THEME:
drama
ANGLES:
with triangle tendencies. HeroMight tease the title. Play up
ine falls in love with married
Clara Bow as the "It Girl" of
the screen. An atmospheric proman and wins him after complications are eliminated.
logue would help.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Personality of star should attract
LIGHTS: Miss Bow's spirited
them. Suitable for average
acting. The atmospheric sethouses.
tings. Episode where heroine
gets her man.
The captions.
Produced and distributed by Famous Players.
Length, six reels.
Released. September, 1927.

Stills illustrating some of the{Warner
action depicted
in "The Desired W oman"
Bros.)

The Irresistible Lover
Don

Juan

in Modern

(Reviewed

Dress and Farce Mood

by Thomas

C. Kennedy)

A:\rODERNIZED and — owing to the lack of sufficient incident
to carry its story the allotted distance in celluloid footage —
somewhat devitalized Don Juan occupies the center of the
picture in this feature comedy from Universal. In its utter frankness as unpretentious farce, concerned solely with shooting straight
at the laugh, the picture has its most winning quality. The plot
of this episode — one could not accurately call it a "play" — concerns the embaiTassments of a wealthy idler, blessed, or cursed,
with many, many lady friends, whose loveless but affectionatepast tangles up the present, in which there are both love and affection. The picture takes its course through expository scenes in
Gray's bachelor apartment, where there is repetition, and more
repetition, brings him to a meeting with the "one and only girl,"'
and follows up to a time when a "climax" becomes absolutely
necessary, at which time the climax is conveniently introduced.
Norman Kerry as the hero to this reviewer seems badly miscast.
Kerry is altogether too robust, too substantial a figure, to beconyineing in comedy based on romance and love of this gushing,
juvenile
type.theLois
Moran
is engaging
as the policeman's daughter who Avins
heart
of this
rich Romeo.

The Cast: Norman Kerry, Lois Moran, Gertrude Astor,
Lee Moran, Myrtle Stedman, Phillips Smalley, Arthur Lake,
Walter James, George Pearce.
Directed by William Beaudinc.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
THEME: Farce involving a
rich Lothario deeply in love
Best seUing point is the cast,
which lists several well known
with a policeman's daughter,
and favored names.
and beset by his lady friends of
DRAWING POWER: Should
the days before he really
draw on strength of cast and
thought of love.
offering.
prove satisfactory as a routine
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The acting, and the
staging of the piece.
Another tale of a girl with a slim bank roll and Hollywood, is Sterling's
"Stranded."

Produced and Distributed by Universal.
Length, 6,958 feet. Released, December 14, 1927.
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The Desired Woman
A Stirring Tale of the Desert
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
ROMANCE that burns with desert heat, is the way the Warner press sheets describe this somewhat stirring, and also
somewhat depressing tale of the desert. It is a desert not
without its oasis, for Irene Rich, the star, weeps copiously
throughout. In fact, for a woman so much desired she has a
tough time of it. Judging by the actions of her hard-hearted
soldier husband, a role played well by William Russell, she is not
as much desired by him as she is by the youthful lieutenant,
played by William Collier, Jr. or the heat-crazed Lieutenant
Kellogg, as capably portrayed by John Miljan.
As a whole the story is fairly interesting, if not too convincing.
The screen reeks with sand and tears throughout the action and
is a little too depressing to be really entertaining. Miss Rich has
a part that does not show her to the best advantage. She seems
to'be somewhat out of her element in the coarse raiment of the
desert, and with her continuous depression one wonders slightly
why she is. so much desired.
William Collier, Jr., is a somewhat youngish lieutenant to be so
much enamoured of a woman who, in the role at least, is so much
his senior. He is also guilty at times of acting a little too strenuously.
The Cast: Irene Rich, William Riissell, William Collier, Jr.,
Douglas Gerrard, Jack Ackroyd, John Miljan. Richard Tucker.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES: bored
of the bydesert.
Soldier'srejects
wife,
surroundings,
The battle between the madman
love
of
two
young
lieutenants,
and the young lieutenant; the
wins freedom from hard hearted
terrific desert sandstorm; the
husband and finds happiness in
many dramatic climaxes; the
London marriage.
name of the star and the good
PRODUCTION
HIGHsupporting cast.
LIGHTS. The splendid desert
DRAWING POWER:
Should
scenes; the sandstorm on the
desert; the uprising of the
do fairly well.
Arabs.
THEME : Romantic
drama
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros.
Length, 6,408 feet. . Released August 27, 1927.

Clara Bow

'lis" her way through

the South Seas in her recent Para-

mount release "Hula."

Stranded

An Oft-Repeated Tale of Hollywood
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THIS is the oft-repeated tale of the small town girl on
whom the slim family bank roll is spent to make a star of
her in Hollj^wood. It is neither better nor ■vyorse than the
same screen stories that have gone before, nor does it vary any
in the telling. It is the stereotjrped story that has always been
more or less appealing because perhaps it rings of truth. Doubtless Hollywood is overrun with girls of the type portrayed.
Shirley Mason is the Sally Simpson of the story and she does
her work very acceptably, even though at times she tries too hard
to do it well. She has William Collier, Jr., as the small town
genius playing opposite her and it is he Avho makes her realize,
as he always insisted, that she was not made to star on the screen.
And so she returns to her home to wed him after he has put over
a profitable deal Avith the railroad on some property he has acJohn Miljan is th* villain, with access to the studios, who for a
quired.
consideration would make a star of the small-town girl.
The Cast : Shirley Mason, William Colliler, Jr., John Miljan,
Florence Turner, Gale Henry, Sfmnnon Day, Lucy Beaumont,
Rosa Gore.
THEME: Drama of the studios in which small town girl
tries for stardom in HoUjrwood,
only to meet disappointment
after disappointment. As she is
about to go to her ruin she is
induced to return home by her
sweetheart, who has suddenly
become rich through a real
estate transaction with the railroad.

Some

of the comedy

incidents(Universal)
which feature
.

"The

Irrisistible

Lover"

ferent studios in Hollywood;
scenes showing the actual shooting of pictures.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
The dangers a young girl encounters with the wrong people
in Hollywood : the fight between
the young lover and the villain:
the scenes in the dressing rooms.
DRAWING POWER: The
story seems to be a popular one
and should go fairly well.

PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS : The shots of the difProduced and distributed by Sterling [Productions.
Length, 5,404 feet. I^eleascd, September i, 1927.
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A Man's Past
Tensely Dramatic
and
Well Done
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THIS Universal Jewel with Conrad Veidt fairly teems with
drama that is very well acted and very well directed. It has
one climax after another that lends plenty of suspense and
as the action is fairly continuous it is bound to hold the closest attention from start to finish. Little time is lost in getting right into
the thick of the story, with a murder and near murder in the first
reel.
Conrad Veidt as the prisoner in the French garrison, where he
is held for ten years for humanely putting to death one of his
patients who was suffering an incurable malady, does some exceptionally good work both in the prison scenes and later when he
impersonates his closest friend, w'ho is a great surgeon.
There is a splendid climax when the hero, who is posing as the
brother of the girl he loves, is called upon to ask her hand for the
rival, who has recognized him as an escaped convict.
The Cast : Conrad Veidt, Barbara Bedford, Ian Keith,
Arthur Edmund Carciv, Charles Puffy, Corliss Palmer, Edzvard
Reinoch.
THEME : Romantic drama in
scenes; the colorful and dra^
matic prison scenes. The good
which a famed surgeon is senwork of the cast.
tenced to serve ten years for
humanely ending the life of an
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
incurable. He escapes, imperThe intensely dramatic story;
sonates his closest friend who is
the question of the justice in
a surgeon, cares for the friend
sentencing a reputable doctor
and sister, with whom he falls
for taking the life of a patient
in love. Recognized as an
suffering agony and incurable.
escaped convict by his rival, he
The prison scenes. The desert
saves the latter 's life through
scenes.
a delicate operation, is pardoned
DRAWING POWER: WiU
and wins the girl.
please them equally well in the
PRODUCTION
HIGHsmall as well as the largest
LIGHTS: The many dramatic
houses.
incidents; the beautiful desert
Produced and distributed by Universal.
Length 6,135 fc(^^- Released, December 18, 1927.

"Well acted and teems with drama," says the reviewer of Universar&
latest Irish-Jewish comedy, "The Life of Riley"

Swim, Girl, Swim
Just a Vehicle for Bebe Daniels
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

THEY'VE come a little late with this one. Had it been made
during the first mad rush of the Channel swimmers it would
have been more timely — and might possibly have served up
better entertainment. There is nothing in this picture which would
recommend declaring a holiday for it. Bebe Daniels has had far
more interesting material. Since ithe star has gone in for
different characterizations (those which make her out some sort of
an ugly duckling), it can't be accepted as anything other than a
vehicle.

Production stills from Rex Ingra m. s latest
for M-G-M, "The Garden of
Allahl which had its world
in Netv York last week
premiere

In "Swim, Girl, Swim" Bebe has another ugly duckling role —
who discards her old maidish modes and manners and develops the
necessary S. A. (particularly when the young men come around).
She wins the Channel s\vim and, guided by no less an authority
than Gertrude Edcrle (the real Channel conqueror), she- manages
later to win a college swimming contest.
The piece is acceptable if you don't take it too seriously. It's
the typical yarn of its kind — and doesn't vary from dozens of
others which have preceded it on the screen.
The Cast: Beebe Daniels, Gertrude Ederle, Josephine Dunn^
Wm. Austin, James Mock.
Director, Clarence Badger.
THEME : Romantic drama of
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Feature Miss Daniels in the
ugly duckling who develops personality at the opportune mogrease worn
by Channel
swimment and becomes exceedingly
mers. Use stills.
Play up
the
Channel accomplishments of
Gertrude Ederle, who appears ia
popular.
PRODUCTION
HIGHthe picture. Tease the title.
LIGHTS: The swimming episodes. The incident attendant
DRAWING POWER: The
title and popularity of star
upon the greasing of the swimshould draw good patronage.
mers. The characterization by
Suitable for all types of houses.
Miss Daniels. The atmosphere.
The acting by William Austin.
Produced ami distributed by Famous Players.
Length, six reels. Released, September, 1927.
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The Life of Riley
Slapstick

Comedy

(Reviewed

Has

Its Moments

by Laurence

Reid)

IF one is looking for obvious humor which springs from, slapstick then this picture is the spectator's spinach. The fun
isn't so spontaneous inasmuch as the high jinks furnish
evidence of being worked over considerably. The effort here is to
bring the laugh from deep down in the diaphragm. And, thanks
to the antics of George Sidney and Charlie Murray, it will tickle
the ribs of the majority.
There isn't very much of a story here. It looks as if the director
shot the sequences as the action progrevssed — ^'without benefit of
script. All of the old familiar gags are in evidence — and some
are still capable of rousing a chuckle. But the chuckles are gathered more from the "business" put over by George and Charlie
than from any monkey shines of the director.
The idea features the rivalry of a firentan and a policeman for
the heart of a rich -widow. The background is a small town —
with all of a small town's usual exaggerations. It smacks a good
deal of "Friendly Enemies" and also of the Irish- Jewish complications. The customary arguments and fights are projected — until
the men get together to combat the common enemy in the shape of
a slick promoter. The picture is acted breezily enough — ^and the
characterization is sound. But these comedy teams need stronger
material than what is being made for them these days.
The Cast : George Sidney, Charlie Murray, Sam Hardy,
Myrtle Stediiuin.
Director, William Beaudine.
THEME: Comedy-drama of the gags. The captions.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
rivals who quarrel constantly,
but who become reconciled to
Tease that title. Play up the
new comedy team and bill as a
fight a common enemy.
fun-maker, etc.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: SuitLIGHTS: The comedy of Sidable for average houses. Title
ney and Murray. The bickershould draw patronage.
ings of the two men.
Some of
Produced by E. M. Asher. Distributed by First National.
Length, six reels. Released, September, 1927.

Scenes from "A Marl's Past," one of the newest of Uniersals productions

The Garden of Allah
Beautiful Production But Lacks Drama and Movement
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THE

much-heralded picture of Rex Ingi-am's "The Garden of
Allah," does not come up to expectations. True it carries gorgeous backgrounds which have been collected along
the Riviera and in Africa, but its story and treatment fail in presenting anything that gi'ips the imagination. Probably because so
much is expected from the director one looks for a masterpiece
every time his name decoi'ates a film. To sum it up the picture is
a photographic delight, but lacks movement and novelty otherwise.
Mr. Ingram has labored many months over the Hichkens story,
but he has failed to catch the spirit of the original. The externals
are captured sure enough; it is the substance of the tale that is
missing. The plot of the young monk who relinquishes his religious vows through the call of the flesh — and whose conscience
leads him to confess his sin to his wife, Avith the result that she
sends him back to the monastery to do penance — this plot contains
strong dramatic fiber. But Ingram hasn't taken the best advantage of it.
Where the director triumphs is in the atmosphere and incident.
The episodes of the Arabs are finely executed. And he has guided
the players so that they feel their roles.
The Cast : Alice Terry, Ivan Petrovitch, Marcel Vibcrt.
Armand Dutertre, Mme. Paquerette, Michael Powell, Gerald
Ficldi)ig, Ben Padour.
Director, Rc.r Ingrain.
THEME : Drama
of monk
The tone and quality of film.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
who surrenders his religious
vows for the call of the flesh
Play up director and author —
only to return to them and pay
featuring as high class screen
version of celebrated novel.
penance when he realizes his
Play up Alice Terry. Feature
sin.
the settings.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: For
LIGHTS: The beautiful settings. The scenes with the
high class houses. Title and
Arabs. The fine acting by
fame of director should draw
them.
Petrovitch.
The renunciation.

I'animoutu's "Swim, Girl, Swim" is a typical Bebe Daniel vehicle.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr.
Length, ten reels. Released, September, 1927.
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"Smile,
Brother,
Smile" — First
National, Strand Theatre,
New
York
City
American: "Amusing . . . deft,
entertaining . . . hilarious situations. Mr. Mulhall is happily

emphatic protest of an excruciated
human world against self laceration, however, this picture is soirnpressive and so arousing that it is
to be wished that everyone should
see it. . . . the picture called forth

cast."
Journal: "Bright comedy, well
acted by Jack Mulhall and Dorothy
Mackaill. The picture is amusing,

most enthusiastic applause."
Uhr Abendblait : "This is a war
picture and yet not a war picture.
It is a cruel picture and a human
picture. It is a picture which has
a peculiar thrilling effect and
touches on hidden, deeply concealed
remembrances. . . . The director,
Raoul Walsh, has herein created a
masterpiece which is in no manner
impaired by a few little discrepancies here and there."
Berliner Bersen-Courier : "Just
at a time when a new Heidelberg
picture is.being turned out in Germany and mawkish sentimentality
and stupid beer humor is overflowing the movies, a picture comes
from America which is so true, so
to the point, so powerful that public which has long since grown
apathetic goes wild in applause.

the gags are funny."
Graphic: "Has plenty of pep and
is amusing. Snappy tempo holds
throughout."
Telegraph: "Don't miss the
laughs that are awaiting you at
the Strand in 'Smile, Brother,
Smile.' True comedy all the way
through. Mulhall is one of the
best of the screen comedy heroes.
fun."
Good
"Smile,
Brother,
Smile" — First
National, Olyraipia Theatre,
Boston
Advertiser: "John Francis Dillon's brilliant direction keeps the
whole affair moving at a hilarious
pace. He dresses it up, pokes sly
fun at it, and fairly keeps the film
spinning along."
Traveler: "For real entertainment you can't afford to miss
'Smile, Brother, Smile.' Another
delightful light comedy. Pep is the
keynote of this picture and it keeps
moving along at a fast rate with
the laughs coming often. John
Francis Dillon, First National's
star comedy director, shows himself to be original and expert in
constructing comedy situations."
Herald: "Delightful comedy,
splendidly played by Jack Mulhall
and Dorothy Mackail. . . . Miss
Mackaill contributes a characterization equal to Mulhall's expert
handling of his semi-farcical role."
Post: "Light comedy, splendidly
played.
Without a dull moment."
American: "Will afford you delightful entertainment."
"What
Price
Glory" — Fox
Tauentzien Palace, Germany
Berliner Tageblatt : "This picture is a great and genuine accomplishment. There is no fault to
be found with it. You must see
it and then think, think and think.
And it can never be thought out to
a finish."
Berliner Zeitimg am Mittag: "A
person may tliink what he will of
the advisability of war pictures,
this work (What Price Glory),
which had sensational success in
the United States as well as England, will, with its thrilling openness, fulfil in every way the aim
of its pacific tendency, throughout
the entire world. It might be objected to on principle that the full
cruelty of war cannot be even approximately reproduced in pictures,
and yet it must be recognized that
battle pictures like these bring the
entire insanity of wholesale murder
most vividly before one's eyes . . ."
• Berliner Morgenpost : "This Fox
picture (What Price Glory), is a
very great film treat. A war picture. Of course, there are a good
many people who object to this
stupid war playing on the screen
just the same as the bloody reality.
As a warning,
an accusation, an

■What Price Glory?'"

"The
Magic
Flame" — United
Artists, Million Dollar, Los
Angeles
Examiner : " 'The Magic Flame'
is the best picture Sainuel Goldwyn
has ever made. In it Ronald Colman is a player of exceptional ability, and Vilma Hanky is superlaTimes : " 'The Magic Flame' is
an event. Very good entertainment
and offers the finest acting in Ronald Colman's career. Vilma Banky
is Neu's:
radiantly "A
lovely."
picture of unusual
tive."
merit. The brilliant portrayals of
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky
make it a picture of beauty and
Record: "'The Magic Flame' is
asimplicity."
vivid romance. This is a program not to be missed. There is
no better pair than the ColmanHeraldinterest
: " 'The
Magic
Banky
team."
holds
to the
veryFlame'
end.
Ronald Colman's portrayal is well
defined and carefully drawn. Vilma
Banky is the personification of
eternal womanhood."

"Twelve
Miles and
Out"Detroit
— M-G-M,
Cleveland

"The

Cleveland Plain Dealer : "Here
is a rousing melodrama for you.
... A play laden to the gunwales
with excitement, romance and both
nervous and honest laughter. . . .
A better show than the legitimate
theatre offered. . . . The ending
is as sound as a dollar. . . Is a gem
for entertainment. . . . Torrence
and Gilbert swing through one
escapade after another, reaching
for the laughs as I have never seen
any pair do before. ... As perfectly as the most finicky fan can
demand. . . . Highly recom-

Telegraph: "Of the week's new
pictures,
'Themost
Desired
Women' It
is
by
far the
meritorious.
might rate well among productions
superior to the usual run of the
cargo. 'The Desired Woman' is a
most
desirable
Journal
: "Anphoto-drama."
intelligently handled bit of film entertainment. The
settings are very effective, the
Arabian revolts are colorful and al

Cleveland Neivs : "As fine a film
mended."
as
was ever screened. . . . Without qualification 'Twelves Miles
Out' is one splendid picture."
Detroit News: "Everything to
be desired in the way of movie entertainment, beautiful women,
sparkling subtitles, brawny fights,
and spell-binding intrigue."
Detroit Times :
"Somehow
'Twelve Miles Out' sneaked into
the Madison Theatre without anyone knowing of its goodness. At
any rate it is bound to stir a lot of
interest and draw attention to the
Madison during its stav."
"The

Swell-Head" — Columbia
State Lake,
Chicago
Tribune: "It has been well
staged and most intelligently directed by Mr. Graves, who, I hope,
will in the future shed the light of
his presence on films less few and
far between than they have been

in the past."
Herald and Examiner: "It's a
very well staged and fought. Bebusy, entertaining picture and you
oughta like it. The fight proper is
sides directing and sheiking, Mr.
Graves handles himself well in the
ring. And the contrast between the
crowded arena . . . and the
quiet home scene .• . . is very
dramatic.
The acting is excellent."

Desired Woman" — Warners, Hippodrome, N. Y.

of the actors do good work."
Telegram: "Michael Curtiz has
done a respectable job. The desert
scenes possess rare beauty."
Evening Sun : "Most interesting.
Mr. Curtiz has treated it with his
customary photographic skill. 'The
Desired Woman,' indeed, is exceptionally pleasing."
American:
"A highly interesting
story of the desert. The story has
a surprise ending, the players are
all well nigh perfect in their various roles, so, taken all in all, one
cannot go wrong by spending an
hour with 'The Desired Woman.' "
Daily News: "Well directed and
excellently acted. Irene Rich plays
Lady Diana and does her work
Morning World : "Some excellent trouping and a scenic panorama of desert stuff of extraordinary quality go into the making
of this Warner Bros, film starring
Irene Rich. Her Lady Diana is
one well."
of the most spirited and engaging performances in New York."
Herald-Tribune: "Michael Curtiz
has directed it with a feeling for
the pictorial values. The acting is
competent."
"Hula"
— Paramount, Paramoimt,
New York
Graphic: "The cinema situation
around 6th Avenue and 43rd Street
is considerably brighter this week,
the reason being that the current
celluloid entertainment provided the
Hippodrome patrons, is a noticeable improvement on past pictures,

which have unreeled at the Keith
Graphic: "Clara Bow, in the best
role of her career, occupies the featured film place at the Paramount
Theatre this week. ... It will
most certainly
screen
laurels
the value and
Brook's work
house.''
leading
men on

add
Bow's
and to
willClara
emphasize
importance of Clive
as one of the ablest
the Paramount pav-

American: "Clara Bow amusing
as Hula . . . the young lady truly
(lossesses an unique sense of humor.
. . . The story has an original
twist. . . . Miss Bow looks loveNeivs: "Clara Bow, that very
lier than ever."
vivacious
little lady who is simply
smothered with sex appeal, romps
all roll."
over Paramount screen this
week, in 'Hula,' her latest picture.
. . . 'Hula' ought to prove a
World : "The snappiest of all the
Paramount comediennes, Miss
Clara Bow, exhibits some easeful
knockout."
horseback riding, much spunk and
a pretty hot dance in the new film,
•Hula.'"
'Soft Cushions" — Paramount,
Oriental, Chicago
Evening Post : "The production
is comparable to Douglas Fair
banks' 'Thief of Bagdad' ... It
has the same fairy tale beauty,
whimsical humor and swift action.
. . . The settings are exquisite.
. . . it is a distinctive production
among screen comedy dramas and
is one of the best offerings of the
Daily News : " 'Soft Cushions,' a
story of the Orient, is a rich burlesque on some of the thing's the
Summer."
more
famous Doug (Douglas Fairbanks) has done."
Daily Journal : "I think you'll
like 'Soft Cushions.' "
"Underworld"
—
Paramount
Metropolitan,
L. A.
Times: "If the baby has to go
barefooted this winter, if the roof
leaks like a sieve, and even if the
lizzie needs gasoline, dig down into
the
see of
'Underworld.'
It isjeans
boundand
to go
be one
the significant pictures of
Examiner:
"It the
is a year."
corking crook
drama with enough story, thrilling
situations and enough background
to awaken any lethargic summer
audiences. . . . Evelyn Brent,
who has long been hiding her light
under a bushel of unworthy screen
plays, steps forth into a revealing
A''^zyj:"
'Underworld'" is a stark
role
in 'Underworld.'
drama of those strange people who
live in the shadow of the law — a
people who hav^e through circumstances been forced together against
their common enemy — the police.
. . . 'Underworld' moves with a
swiftness, a sureness of purpose and
Express: "Unheralded though
drama!''
plenty ofmay
with
'Underworld'
come — burst upon us is perhaps the phrase — it will
not depart aunsung.
deserves
run. .. . .. 'Underworld'
. some of
the finest acting seen on the screen
this year, plus an unusual story.
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KIXCY, general manager
HF.
• Publix Sacnger Theatres in
North and South Carolina, returned
to Greensboro, N. C, after spending ten days in Atlanta and New
Orleans. Mrs. Kincy accompanied
her husband to Selma, Ala., her
former home.
O. R. Brown, of Aranson &
Brown, Raleigh, N. C, spent several days in Charlotte lining up
bookings and purchasing new
equipment for the Strand Theatre
in Salisbury, N. C, which is to be
opened Labor Day.
Charles Roth, owner of the Palace Theatre, Greensboro, N. C,
visited Film Row Tuesday.
A. C. Bromberg, president of
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions,
with headquarters in Atlanta, is
covering the North and South
Carolina territory with H. H.
Everett, Charlotte branch manager
of this company.
W. P. White, manager Charlotte
office of National Theatre Supply
Co., is the proud possessor of a
new Studebaker car.
Charles Arrington, owner Cameo
and Palace Theatres, Rocky Mount,
N. C, and his wife, are spending
several days in Atlanta, Ga.

J. B. Seigneous, owner Carolinian Theatre, Orangeburg, S. C,
spent Tuesday in Charlotte.
George Dembow, district manager for Metro-Goldwyn-M^yer,
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is spending several days in the
Charlotte office.
n, owner Lyric and
Simpso
J. E.Theatr
es, Gastonia, N. C,
Ideal
was seen on Film Row last week.
E. F. Dardeen, manager Universal Film Exchange, returned last
Saturday from Bay St. Loliis, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Marcus are
spending several days in Charlotte.
H. J. Paradis, owner of a circuit of theatres in North Carolina, opened his new theatre in
Greenville, N. C, to big business
last Monday. This house is to be
named by the patrons, and until a
name is decided on is to be known
as the "Paradis."
R. W. Early, owner Strand
Theatre, Tryon, N. C, was in
Charlotte recently.
Mrs. Rufus Davis and little
Marilyn left last Thursday for a
visit to Nashville, Tenn., Mrs.
Davis' former home.
Frank Drew, former manager of
the local M-G-M branch, left last
Friday to assume his new duties in
the New York territory for this
company.
Walter Griffith, general manager

iiiimiiii: iiinmiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiink-

of the Holacher Delivery Service,
made a trip to Mt. Airy, N. C.,
and other points in that vicinity
during the week.
E. L. and Z. Beam, owners of
the Princess Theatre, Shelby,
N. C, purchased tearproof screen,
two Simplex machines, chairs and
other equipment from the National
Theatre Supply Co., and announces
that they are to open a new house
in Shelby, N. C, in the near future.
R. B. Wilbanks, manager Paramount Charlotte exchange, spent
last Sunday in Greenville, S. C,
attending the managers'* meeting
held by the Publix Theatres.
Colonel Fred Levy, well-known
theatrical man, has associated himself with Edgar Selwyn in the procomedy. duction of a pretentious musical
The Ideal Theatre at Beaver
Dam, Ky., owned by Marshall
Barnes, was destroyed by fire Monday, August 22.
Joseph Steurle, manager of the
Walnut Theatre, celebrated his
fifty-second birthday anniversary
last Thursday. Aside from acting
as manager
of the Walnut,
Mr.

Steurle is secretary of the Walnut
Street Amusement Company, the
Oakland Amusement Company, the
Broadway Theatre Company, the
Fourth Avenue Amusement Enterprises and the Rainbow Garden
Company.
R. T. Hill, of Tullahoma, Tenn.,
has sold his Strand Theatre at
Sparta,
Tenn., toTenn.
Cow'-an Oldham
of
McMinnville,
Robert P. Brown has assumed
management of the Regal Theatre
at Centerville, Tenn., formerly operated by T. W. Kenemer.
The many friends of Bruce
Aspley were grieved to learn of
the sudden death of his mother.
Mr. Aspley operates theatres in
Glasgow and Horse Cave, Ky.
Work of renovating the B. F.
Keith's National Theatre has been
completed and all is in readiness
for the resumption of entertainment next Sunday afternoon, Jack
Boswell, manager of the theatre,
reports.
Mose Klein, of the Lillian Theatre, Clarksville, Tenn., was in
Louisville last week.
Pat Dowling, of Christie Comedy
Studios, stopped off in Louisville
Monday. Air. Dowling is making
achanges.
tour of the Educational ExThe Francis Theatre, Dyersburg,
Tenn., has closed for an indefinite
period.
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DRYNESS has severed his
• connection with Greater
Features and is now filling Jack
Rich's former position as booker at
F B O. Frank Cassil is succeeding
Dryness at Greater Features.
K. Krueger, formerly manager
of Universal Theatre Circuit, has
been selected to fill the vacancy left
by Jack Hunter at the Campus
Theatre, Berkeley. Jack Hunter is
taking over the management of the
Goddard Theatre in Sacramento.
E. C. Cunningham, manager of
the Golden State Circuit's Opal
Theatre in Hollister, spent a few

days in San Francisco arranging
for his next month's bookings.
John Peters, manager of the
Granada Theatre in Oakland, is
the proud father of a brand new
baby girl.
W. G. Collins has been appointed
manager of the new Fruitvalc
Theatre in Oakland. Collins has
been identified with the Granada
Theatre in San Francisco and other
large theatres in the south.
Last week, Phil Weinstein, wellknown on San Francisco's Film
Row, took over the branch managership of the Columbia Film ex-

change, recently organized Pacific
Coast distributing company handling Columbia pictures.
For the past thirteen years Mr.
Weinstein has been connected with
Metro, and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in various capacities in San Francisco and along the Pacific Coast,
with the exception of the year and
a half he spent in France with the
A. E. F. He has been successively
film inspector, poster clerk, booker,
salesman, city salesman and office
manager, so his experience covers
a wide range of territory.
Mr. Weinstein
started in the

motion picture business in 1911
with the Novelty Film Company
as a film inspector, and when
Novelty merged with General Film
Company
a year
later,andMr.hasWeinstein decided
to stick
been
in the film business ever since.
R. A. McNeil, general manager
of the Golde State Circuit, visited
Monterey and Pacific Grove for a
short time.
Sam Ferlin, manager of the
Parkway Theatre in Oakland, is
back on the job again after a brief
illness. He was confined to his
home for nearly two weeks.

lanada
As

a move against a local moving picture theatre project,
the City Council of Quebec City,
has enacted a bylaw which phohibits the erection of any new theatres in Belvedere Ward, a ressidential section of the city.
Arrangements are complete for
the opening of the Auditorium
Theatre, Quebec, as a Keith-Albee
house, under the management of
Irving Sourkes, who was formerly
identified with film exchanges in
Eastern Canada for many years.
This theatre, which seats 1,800, will
ofTer a feature picture and short
film subjects along with five acts
of vaudeville.

The Sentry Safety Device, which
is attached to projection machines
for the purpose of electrically shutting off the light beam when a film
breaks or jams, has made such an
impression in Canada that all theatres of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., Toronto, 119 all told, are to
be fitted with the equipment, it is
announced.
The Sentry Device has already
been installed by Manager Harry
Dahn at the Capitol Theatre, Montreal, and by Manager George
Rotsky at the Palace Theatre, also
of Montreal, where it has worked
out satisfactorily.
Luigi Romanelli, director of the

orchestra at the Tivoli Theatre, a
downtown theatre of Toronto, has
gone to England for a vacation.
Mr. Romanelli has been with the
Tivoli for many years. Thomas
Daley is the manager.
The City Council, of Victoria,
B. C, has received details of a
second moving picture producing
proposition, this time from the
British Northwestern Development
Company,
Limited, Vancouver, B.
C. The company wants to establish a studio at Victoria. The proposalCommittee.
was referred to the Industrial
Wolf

Cohen, formerly a salesman attached to the St. John

branch, has been made manager of
the Winnipeg branch. William
Feldstein, formerly a salesman in
Toronto, has been made manager of
the St. John branch. Rich Wilson,
formerly a Calgary salesman, has
been made manager of the Calgary
branch, and Joseph Plottel, formerly a Winnipeg salesman, has been
made manager at Vancouver.
line with
the policy
of Wai*nerIn Bros,
to select
managers
from
the ranks of deserving salesmen,
four important promotions have
been made in the Canadian territory
under the supervision of Canadian
Sales Manager D. F. Lyon.
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OEATTLE'S Film Row last
kj week played host to a number
of visitors of considerable importance in the film world, including General Sales Manager James
Grainger, who spent several days
here with Branch Manager George
M. Ballentine at the local Fox office. Mr. Grainger was accompanied on his trip by Howard
Sheehan, Western division manager, and he was joined here for
a sales conference by Manager
James Lynn of the Fox exchange
in Portland. Following his visit,
he embarked for a few days" stay
in \'ancouver.
At the Pathe exchange, Manager
L. A. Samuelson played host to
District Manager R. S. Ballentyne,
who was in town on one of his infrequent trips. At the same time
he entertained Charles McDonald,
general manager of the producing
concern making Aesop's Fables
and Topics of the Day. A general
meeting of the entire sales stafif
was in order during the stay of the
visitors.
Ray Grombacher, of the Liberty
Theatre and other enterprises in
Spokane, spent a short time in Seattle last week, on his first visit
since his election as a trustee of
the M.P.T.O.A. at the recent national convention.
Ben F. Shearer, director of the
Interior Decorating Division of the
National Theatre Supply Company,
returned to his local office last week
from Los Angeles, where he and
his associate, A. M. Larson, looked
over the situation relative to a
branch office for their organization.
During his stay in the South Mr.
Shearer closed a contract for the

complete decorating job on the new
Warner Brothers Theatre in Hollywood.
Charles W. Harden, manager of
the United Artists exchange, last
week celebrated the opening of the
fall film season by blossoming out
in a brand new Chrysler Imperial
80 sedan. And then, not to be
outdone by the competitors. Cherry
Mallotte of Co-Operative exchange
purchased a new Studebaker Commander and proudly exhibited it on
Film Row.
Reports received last week from
Boise, Idaho, announced the dissolution of the Boise Theatre Company, which was composed of R.
.'\. Davis, George R. Allen and
Walter A. Mendenhall. Under the
new order of things, Messrs, Davis
and Allen now own the Majestic,
Strand and Rialto theatres, operating as the Majestic Amusement
Company, and M. R. Mendenhall
continues to manage the Pinney
Theatre as an independent house.
Maurice Saffle, until a short time
ago a sales representative for Carl
Steam's Warner Brothers exchange, last week returned to the
sales staff of Manager Ben Fish's
local Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
branch. He succeeds William
Rankin, who resigned a short time
ago.
Waldo Ives, energetic young exhibitf)r from the Mount Vernon
territory, spent a short time on
Film Row last week booking pictures for his chain for the coming
weeks. Mr. Ives has entirely recovered from his recent serious
illness, and is again on active duty
in the theatre field.

Art Bishell, manager of the
Cheerio Theatre, a local suburban
house, has been receiving the congratulations of his friends during
recent days upon his achievement
in winning third place in the nation-wide Universal "L^p the Ladder" drive for the first six months
of 1927. Mr. Bishell's check for
$100 was the only award in the
entire Western division, and speaks
well for his showmanship.
"Sherifif" Hickey, Western district manager for Metro-GoldwynMayer, spent a few days here last
week in conference with Branch
Manager
west salesBen
staff.Fish and the NorthVacationing theatre operators en
route to or from their chosen points
of recreation have been appearing
in this city in pleasing numbers recently. This week's crop included
Mr. and Mrs. William Ely of the
Hippodrome Theatre in Portland,
en route to Vancouver, B. C. ;
Merle Davis of the .Ansonia
.Amusement Company of Butte,
Montana, going home from California, and Ike Binnard, of Lewiston, Idaho, in Seattle on a combined business and pleasure trip.
A monster midnight show in Tacoma, Washington, to raise funds
for a Tacoma airplane in the coming New York-Spokane air derby,
was the idea planned last week by
Doug Kimberly of the Tacoma
Theatre Owners and Managers
Association.
Ray L. Brown, for many years
associated with the Pantages circuit in the Northwest, and more
recently connected with Johil Hamrick's Blue Mouse
Theatre,
last

week announced his association
with the Washington Theatrical
Enterprises, Inc., who are now
building new houses in this city
and Astoria, Oregon.
Al Raleigh, who resigned recently as manager of the Coliseum
Theatre in this city, spent a few
days here last week en route to
California, where he will again be
associated with the West Coast
Theatres. For the last few weeks
he has been handling a publicity
campaign in British Columbia for
Gene Dennis, West Coast's talented
Western Film Corporation, De
Luxe Feature Film Company, and
psychic.
Tiffany Exchange, all independent
distributors, moved this week to
the new Film Row at First avenue
and Battery street. Their new location, 2419 Second avenue, houses
Tiffany on the ground floor and
Western-DeLuxe will have the u\ystairs.
W. A. Taylor, associated with
the Simons Amusement Company
circuit at Missoula, Montana,
stopped off in this city for a short
visit last week, on his way to
\'ancouver,
cation trip. B. C, on a short vaLocal friends of Guy F. Navarre,
former Fox manager in this territory, were pleased last week to
learn of his appointment as manager of the United Artists exchange in Minneapolis. Until recently he has been with U. A. in
the Kansas City district.
Inspector Booker Savage of the
Pathe home office was a visitor at
branch
last Samuelson's
week.
Manageroffice
L. A.
local

Salt Lake City
CARL
A. PORTER, present
manager of the Victory Theatre, returned a few days ago from
a trip to Yermo, California, where
he met his family and drove back
to this city. Porter is taking an
active part in the rebuilding of the
new Capitol Theatre, formerly the
Orpheum, and reports the work
progressing very nicely. The new
organ has been completed and installation of seats will begin the
first of the week.
Russell F. Egner, Special Representative from the Metro-Cloldwyn-Mayer home office, is in this
city and a sales convention is being
held at the local exchange with
Manager L. C. Wingham and all
of the salesmen during his stay.
Egner expects to leave for the
Pacific Coast immediately thereafter.
The many friends of Chas. Dillard here are grieving his death
since receiving the word that he
succumbed after a valient struggle
for life in Denver a few days ago,
where he was assistant manager of
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office.
Dillard was associated in this capacity with the Metro-GoldwynMayer exchange of Salt Lake for
many years.

A good time was had by several
of the Universal office force here
over Sunday, including Manager
W. J. Heineman, sales representative, Tony Hartford, and E. S.
Winward, assistant manager, when
they went inot Northern Utah
chicken shooting and had such good
luck that they brought home the
limit.
Manager J. D. McNerney, of the
I'nited Artists office here, is leaving for Great Falls, Montana,- with
District Manager Kenneth Hodkinson, who is in this city. McNerney isbeing transferred to one
of the Pacific Coast offices within
a short time, it is stated.
It is announced that Hodkinson
is here to formally install Harrv
Stern as sales manager of the local
exchange. Stern comes to this city
directly from the Los Angeles oftice for United .Artists.
H. J. Siler, pioneer exhibitor of
Whitier, California, was in Salt
Lake City on his way to Michigan
a few days ago.
Ben F. Rosenberg, special representative for Fox, is expected
back to this office from Denver
within a short time.
Manager Chas. Walkej-, of the
Fo.x exchange here, is in Idaho for

a short time. J. L. Tidwell is
making the key towns of Southern
L'tah and Mell Mosher is in his
Montana section.
H. C. Gailey, exhibitor from
Kaysville, Utah, is visiting Exchange Row here.
.Adolph Worsten and Cyrus
\\'ard of the I sis .anil Oak Theatres at Preston, Idaho, are among
exhibitor visitors in this city.
Manager E. E. Harris, of the
Columbia office here, is making a
short trek into the Northern Utah
towns.
C. Borger. home office representative for Tiffany, spent a few
days in the Salt Lake office and
has left for Denver. Borger is
en route to New York from the
Pacific Coast.
C. M. Pace, of the Pace Theatre
at Delta, Utah, is in this city for
several days. Pace reports that
the ground has been broken at
Delta for a new theatre they are
liuilding there. This house will
have a seating capacity of eight
hundred, and is to be completed by
December. Motion pictures and
vaudeville will be shown here, it is
announced.
The American Theatre here
closed its first week of the new

policy and, according to Manager
Eddie Diamond, business has been
entirely satisfactory. The new
policy which was inaugurated August 24th is twenty-five cents admission, with children being admitted for "three for a quarter."
C. F. Montgomery, former manager of the American Theatre
here, passed through this city on
his trip to Dayton, Ohio. Mr. and
Mrs. Montgomery are traveling by
motor, it is stated.
Harry Lustig, western sales
manager for Warner Brothers, is
due here the latter part of the
week from Los Angeles. During
his stay a sales convention will be
held at the local office with Manforce. ager Dave Earquhar and the sales
Manager Earquhar expects to
leave for Montana within a short
time, it is reported. Salesman
George L. Cloward just returned
from a successful swing into
Southern Utah, and Ed. C. Mix,
Warner Brothers representative,
who was injured some time ag<i,
lias recovered sufficiently to make
his initial trip into Idaho since the
accident. Miss Channel, bookkeeper and cashier for Warner
Brothers, is back from a vacation.
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Detroit
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Wayne
with new
900 houses",
seats the
at Wayne,
Mich., and the Ramona, which accommodates 2,500, were opened by
the Koppin circuit, August Z7 and
29.
Miss Charlotte Kreinhrook,
switchboard operator in the W. S.
Butterfield offices during the past
six months, was killed recently
near Union City, Mich., while motoring with her sister and a friend.
Miss Kreinbrook, who was only 17
years old, died after the car in
which the)' were riding toppled into
a ditch.
Among the houses scheduled to
reopen this Fall are : The Palace,
Flint, vaudeville and picture theatre ;Orpheum, Pontiac, fab and
pictures ; Orpheum, Grand Rapids,
feature films and tap, and the
Capital, Lansing, pictures and
vaudeville. All are operated by
W. S. Butterfield.
No definite dates

have been

set

yet for the reopening ceremonies at
the Fox- Washington and Broadway-Strand. However, it is expected the former will be in operation soon and that Fox attractions will be booked there until the
new Fox Theatre doors are released in 1928.
Ben Weisman, formerly connected with the Iris, has taken over
the Warren Theatre.
Work has been started on the
new Wenonah Theatre at Bay City.
Pending litigation, the Greenwood has been locked. A. Cairns,
who formerly operated the Amo,
took over the house lately, but some
misunderstanding has developed.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Fismman, of
Standard, are back from a two
weeks' honeymoon, which they
spent in and around New York.
Harry Lloyd is touring around
the west side of the city at present as representative for Graphic.
Bill Kent, formerly in this terri-

tory for Fox and other exchanges,
is working for Pathe in Chicago.
His brother, Jim, is also there selling for Paramount.
Harry G. Clark, of the Ambassador Theatre, and son-in-law of
Henry S. Koppin, has just opened
another house, the Crown, o^i Tireman Avenue, which seats about
500.
A theatre-naming contest which
attracted considerable interest
around Marine City helped opening
business immensely. Harry Small,
the exhibitor, offered a six months'
pass to the winner. Many residents enrolled with suggestions.
A Warner exchange lost one of
its popular salesmen when Harry
Silverberg resigned August 22, to
become an exhibitnr. Harry took
over the Priscilla, and is already
contemplating changes in the way
of improvements and policy.
All Ruttenberg, the Iris manager,
recentlv arrived back to the city

koka.
after spending two weeks at MusAfter a six months' leave of absence to gain health, Grover C.
Ranck is again on the job as manager of the Majestic, Grand
Rapids.
Don Miller, well-known organist at the State, has been transferred to the Capitol, succeeding
Bob Clarke, who is reported as the
logical custodian for the organ at
the new Hollywood.
George Wilbur has taken over
the lease of the Dreamland, Saginaw, from Charles Carlisle, the
deal becoming effective August 25.
For many years Mr. Wilbur was
general manager of the Kleist Theatres in Pontiac.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Harlan Starr,
of Detroit, are mourning the loss
of their son, Billy, who died last
week from appendicitis at the age
of 11 years. Mr. Starr is manchange.
ager of Educational's Detroit ex-

Atlanta
HJ. S PURLIN, who has been
• operating a motion picture
theatre at Elba, Ala., for the past
two and a half years, has enlarged
and remodelled his house and will
open it September 2. The new
theatre has been christened the
Palace. The old house seated about
150 and in remodelling Mr. ,Spurlin put in a colored balcony and
increased the seating capacity to
about 300.
S. H. Borisky, of the American
Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn., visited Film Row this week.
Major J. W. Quillian, president
of Enterprise Corporation, returned
last Thursday from New Orleans,
where he had been on business.
J. W. Hanlon, Atlanta branch
manager of M-G-M, is making a
business tour into Florida.
John Ezell, Warner's Atlanta
branch manager, made a trip
through the Tennessee territory
last week with Salesman W. B.
Fulton.
H. G. Ballancc, southern division manager for Paramount, re-

Atlanta exchanges busily booking

turned last Wednesday night from
Miami, Florida.
Mrs. V. C. Sewell, member of
Enterprise Corporation personnel,
is back at her desk after a two
weeks' vacation in Savannah.
C. R. Beacham, branch manager
of First National's local exchange,
spent last week in Florida.
Carl Cape, of the Colonial Theatre, Buford, Ga., was a guest on
Film Row last week.
Willard C. Patterson, southern
manager for the Southeastern
Amusement Enterprises, and Mrs.
Patterson, editor of the Weekly
Film Review, spent last week in
New York City.
E. P. Hopkins, of the Colonial
Theatre, Lawrenceville, Ga., visited
Film Row last week.
W. H. Odom, of the Pastime
Theatre, Sandersyille, Ga., made a
buying trip to Atlanta exchanges
last week.

the new season's product.
C. H. Simpson, of the Princess
Theatre, Milen, Ga., was another
visitor to Atlanta.
Frank Burgis, of the Wallace
Theatre, Bradenton, Fla., spent
several days last week in Atlanta.
W. B. Frank, west coast representative for Pathe, passed
through Atlanta Wednesday en
route to New York after spending
several days in New Orleans.
W. W. Anderson, manager of
Pathe's Atlanta branch, made a
trip through the Alabama territory
this week.
Miss Mildred Matthews, of
F B O office, has returned from
her vacation at Virginia Beach.
W. G. Minder, southern sales
manager for Tiffany, spent last
week in Mississippi on business.
C. E. Daffnn, of the Daffin Theatre, Tallahassee, Fla., was a visitor
on Film Row last week.

Walter J. Brackin, of the Callahan and Strand Theatres, Bainbridge and Tifton, Ga., was seen in

Ralph B. Williams, district manager for Universal, left last week
for New York to attend a home

office conference and is not expected back for several days.
L. Stregler, of the Marvin Wyse
Theatres, Birmingham, Ala., is
visiting relatives in Vienna, Italy.
Taking advantage of the fine
weather,
the crucial
Merchants'
tion and the
series Convenbetween
the Birmingham Barons and New
Orleans Pelicans, of the Southern
baseball league, all of which took
place in the Magic City the past
week, many out-of-town exhibitors
were in Birmingham. Among them
were Louis Rosenbaum, of the
Muscle Shoals Theatres ; Mrs.
Rosenbaum and their son ; Ernest
F. Ingram, of Ashland ; George P.
Walker, of Attalla : John M. Johnson, of Jasper : John M. Miller,
of Cordova ; C. C. Siniard, formerly operator of the Comet, at
.Collingsville.
L. Stregler, of the Marvin Wise
Theatres, Birmingham, Ala., is
visitingtria.relatives
in X'ienna,
Several postcards
from Aushim
have
been
received
by
executives
on Film Row.

Ckiicago
Hl'.XRV

BENBARA, who recently took over the Ben Hur
Theatre, took advantage of the
lockout period to make extensive
improvements in this theatre, including the installation of a new
heating plant, a new canopy and
sign, putting in new projectors,
changing the pitch of the seats and
redecorating the house throughout,
so that when he reoix-ns it will be
one of the most up-to-date and attractive small houses in the city.
Fred (iilford of the Century,
Theatre is enjoying a brief vacation in Michigan, but expects to be

Henrietta Lewinski and Sylvia
Klinsky, the popular country bookers at National Screen Service
Chicago office, were both married
this week. The young ladies will
be back on the job after brief
honeymoons.
Frank Fisher and associates of
the Paramount Theatre Circuit
have purchased the Paramount
Theatre at Gladstone, Mich., and
have renamed it the Rialto.
-Aaron Saperstein is another exhibitor who utilized the days of the
uockout to redecorate the Garfield

Theatre on West Madison Street.
The Monroe Theatre will open
next Monday, after having been
closed for several weeks, with
"What Price Glory" and Movietone as the attractions. The house,
iiereafter, will be operated under
a new policy of extended runs for
big pictures, each picture being
booked in for from four to five
wcck-s. The admission price will
lie ,35 cents, mornings : 50 cents,
afternoons; 60 cents, evenings; 75
cents, Sundays and holidays.
Mrs. Mary Paul, of the River
back on the job within a few days.

Terrace Theatre, River Grove, was
a Chicago visitor this week.
Saxe's Upton Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., which seats over 2,000,
opened to the public Sunday night.
Jonas Perlberg, former manager
of the State Theatre, Hammond,
Ind., is now managing the Indiana Ball Room, which is located
on top of the Indiana Theatre, recently opened.
Cecil Maberry left this week for
a trip to his home office in New
York. He expects to return in a
week or ten days.
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IT is understood that the same
interests which have erected
the new Victory Theatre in Lowell
are to build a second new theatre
at once, but in a different part of
Lowell from that in which the
Victory is located.
The Wollaston Theatre, one of
Abe Spitz's theatres, which has
been running a season of stock,
will revert back to a policy of pictures and vaudeville within a few
weeks.
The Casino Theatre in New
Bedford, Mass., reopened Sunday
after having closed several weeks
for extensive redecoration.
Goldsteing Brothers will reopen
their theatre at Northampton this
week. During the past few weeks
the theatre has had many improvements made in it.
Goldstein Brothers' Westfield
Theatre will reopen this week.
Negotiations are under way for
the transfer of the Empire Theatre at Palmer, Mass., to the E. M.
Loew circuit. The latter circuit
has added a number of western
Massachusetts theatres to its circuit during the past few months.
Ed "Doc" Golden has organized
a new corporation, known as the
First Division Picture Corporation
of New England and has opened
an exchange at 19 Piedmont street,
Boston. This exchange takes the
place of the one formerly known
as the Golden Distributing Corporation.
The Palace Theatre at Manchester, N. H., which opened last
week, is this week starting its
regular policy of a single feature
and five acts of vaudeville.
Rev. Fr. McMahon, of Clinton,
who operated the motion picture
entertainments there for a considerable period, ceasing when he went
abroad, has just returned from a
six months' tour of Europe. While
in Europe he met and spent some
time with Gus Shafcr, formerly

THE Saxe interests have placed
Louis B. Christ in charge of
the Strand, Colonial, and Grand
theatres in Green Bay, Wis., to
succeed Earl Connelly, who was
drowned recently in a lake near
Green Bay. Christ was formerly
manager of the Pantages in Minneapolis and recently has been connected with a chain of theatres in
Detroit, Mich.
The Tiffany distributed Ernst
Lubitsch production "Passion," has
just been sold to 23 Universal
theatres located in Iowa, Nebraska,
Missouri and Kansas by Eph
Rosen, formerly manager of a
Minneapolis exchange. For the
last year Rosen has acted as branch
manager for Tiffany at Kansas
City.
The redecorating and building
of a new entrance to the Grand
Theatre at Northfield, Minn., will
be completed about the middle of
the month, according to E. Dilley.
Fred H. Knispcl, special rep-

well known in the Boston film district, who is now general manager
for Paramount-Metro-Ufa interests in Europe. He has been located on the Continent for the past
two" years.
H. O. Duke, general manager of
the physical department of Pathe,
and Mr. Drum, district representative of the physical handling department from the home office,
were both at the Boston exchange
of Pathe part of last week.
Bill Cuddy, comedy booker at
Pathe exchange, Boston, is back at
his desk after a vacation at Billerica, Mass.
Assistant Manager James A.
Curran, _ of Pathe, has returned
from his vacation, which was
passed at Nantasket.
Miss Mary Chisholm, Miss Ida
Rubin and Miss Rose Rubin, all
of the First National staff, have
returned from vacations, the former at Hyannis and other points
on Cape Cod and the two latter
from Lake Sunapee, N. H.
District Manager M. N. Wolf,
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, proved
an hospitable host to the entire
M-G-M staff and office force over
the week-end at his summer estate
at Swampscott, Mass.
The Egleston Square Theatre
contemplates a change of policy by
making Tuesday the odd day of a
four-times a week change of program instead of Sunday, planning
to run its Sunday program on
Mondr<j' as well.
A new theatre is to be built in
Market Square, Brighton district
of Boston, to seat about 1,400 persons. Plans are in preparation, but
the name of the owner is withheld.
William Harding, formerly manager of the Columbus Theatre at
Providence, is managing the Wollaston Theatre at Wollaston, Alass.
Arthur Votolato has taken over
the Star Theatre in Fall River and

plans to reopen the theatre within
a few weeks.
Miss Lucy Keefe, of Independent Films, Inc., is vacationing by
making a motor trip through New
York state and will spend some
time at Poughkeepsie before her
return.
Sales Manager Samuel Moscow,
of Independent Films, Inc., entertained the entire staff from the
Boston exchange at his summer
home at Hampton Beach, N. H.,
Friday evening.
A. W. Holbrook, of the Empire
Theatre, Palmer, visited Boston
during the week to make fall bookings for his theatre.
William O'Loughlin, salesman
for Fox in Vermont, had his Dodge
sedan stolen, but recovered it a
short time later in a most unusual
manner. He was in Enosburg
Falls, Vt., calling on a customer
when the car was taken. It had
disappeared when he went to get
it. Shortly afterwards customs
officers at St. Albans, Vt., saw the
car approaching the Canadian border. It seems that O'Loughlin
frequently stopped to chat with the
customs men and they recognized
his registration number. When the
car did not slow down as it neared
the boundary they thought
O'Loughlin was in the machine and
was bluffing. They stepped into
the roadway and ordered the machine to stop and were themselves
surprised to find two strange men
in the machine instead of O'Loughlin. They took the pair into custody and started to investigate and
a few minutes later received a telephone from the Enosburg Falls
police that the car had been stolen.
Last week was farewell week
for tlie Poll Players at the Palace
Theatre. Hartford, where a season
of stock has been operated. The
theatre will resume its regular pollicy of pictures and vaudeville next
week.

Allegation is also made that the
Atlantic Theatres Corp. has made
a lease of the Watertown Theatre
to the Melrose Operating Co., and
alleges there is danger of a sale
of the theatre being made. They
ask the court to order the mortgage
made by the Atlantic Theatres
Corp. to be cancelled and the
bonds secured thereby to be made
due and payable : that a receiver
be appointed and that Dangel be
enjoined from collecting the assets
or disposing of any of them.

resentative for Pathe-DeMille in
Minneapolis and Milwaukee, is
spending some time at the home
offices in New York, where a
meeting of the sales executives is
being held.
A permit for the building of a
theatre at 4944 Thirty-fourth avenue south has finally been granted
O. A. Lee. The community was
divided on the subject and there
has been quite a controversy concerning? An unofficial election resulted in favor of the theatre and
the permit has just been granted.
The building will be a one-story
brick
and
reinforced
concrete

structure. It will cost about $17,000 and will probably be ready for
opening about November 8.
Bids for the new Ironwood
Theatre were turned in by eight
contractors in Minneapolis, St.
Paul and Duluth. The figures submitted ran about $100,000. Contracts for excavating and interior
work will run the total up considerably. Last week General
Manager Al Picker spent several
days in the Twin Cities working
on the project.
The O. K. Theatre in Kerkhoven, Minn., has been sold by
Mrs. M. E. Chambers to John De-

Marce, who has increased his chain
to four in this way. He already
owned the Dreamland and Viking
at Benson and the Rialto at Murdock.
The Rex Theatre at Forestburg,
S. D., has been opened by Floyd
Case. The house was formerly
owned by Air. Kutil.
The Fargo Theatre at Fargo,
N. D., has been reopened after
being closed all summer with a
vaudeville and picture policy.
There will be five acts of vaudeville, three a day, with changes
twice a week.

EMPIRE

Joseph Morency, who operates
the Plaza Theatre at Salem, Mass.,
has broken into print as the man
who operates a 100 per cent family
affair theatre. Morency is owner
and manager, Mrs. Morency is organist, brother Louie is stage manager, brother Nap is house superintendent and Miss Elizabeth Fitz,
a niece, is cashier.
Suit in equity has been entered
at Boston by attorneys representing some of the bondholders of
the Atlantic Theatres Corporation,
the Melrose Operating Co., which
operates the Melrose (Mass.)
Theatre, the Coolidge Operating
Co., which operates the Coolidge
Theatre in Watertown, Mass., and
Edward M. Dangel of Brookline,
asking for the appointment of a
receiver.
'\
The bill alleges that in October,
1925, a mortgage was executed to
secure an issue of bonds, that the
property of the Coolidge Theatre
was represented to be free and
clear of all encumbrances and was
responsible for the payment of the
bonds and interest. The plaintiffs
state that Dangel has refused to
pay two coupons on these bonds and
further declines to pay the third
coupon until the other two are surrendered. The plaintiffs allege
that at the time the indenture of
trust was made there was a mortof $50,000 on the Coolidge
theatregageproperty.
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K ansas
COL. E. A. SCHILLER, vicepresident and general manager of Loew's. Inc., was in Kansas City this week inspecting the
$4,000,000 Midland Theatre of that
company. He was accompanied by
Joe Vogel, his assistant, and Emil
Mihiar, of the Thomas W. Lamb
firm of architects of New York.
The new theatre will seat 4,000
persons.
"The theatre will open early in
October," Mr. Schiller said, "although 1believe it is unwise to announce adefinite date. The purpose of my visit to Kansas City is
to speed up construction. We are
eager to begin the operation of the
Midland, which will be one of the
most elaborate and largest first-run
house of the Loew circuit."
Mrs. Ruth Dirk, secretary to VV.
E. Truog, Universal sales director,
has resigned and will move to
Wichita, Kas.
Capt. V. E. Sutton-Mattocks, of
the Mis.souri Theatre, Kansas City,
fell heir to some unsolicited and
unexpected publicity this week. A
newspaper reporter of the Kansas
City Star, noticing that the ropes
of the flagpole atop the theatre had
become so tangled that the flag
could not be flown properly, wrote
a story about it. An editorial, not
of criticism, but merely of good
natured fun, followed.
The result

ALTHOUGH
Rene Craven, local manager for Bond, has
been in this country for upwards
of ten years, she is now on the
road to becoming a naturalized
citizen, having applied for her
pajx^rs during the past week. Miss
Craven was born in England, coming first to Canada with her parents, and then later to .Mbany.
Bob Pierce, of llion, is back
from Michigan, where he had been
taking the baths. Mr. Kallett reports his health as having been
much improved.
Jim Spardio, owner of Shadowland in Ellenville, has a trotting
horse which run a purse of $2,000
at one of the fair stakes last week.
Frank Asher, of Rhinebeck, was
an exceptionally busy man last
week in connection with his duties
as treasurer of the Dutchess
County Fair.
Nate Robbins has decided to
name his new theatre in Utica the
"Uptown." The house will probably be in shape to open about
Thanksgiving time. Mr. Robbins
has been spending as much time as
possible this summer at his camp
at Old Forge.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Regan, who
run the Star at Greenwich, are
back home from an auto trip to
Montreal.
Although Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Milligan, owners of the Broadway
Theatre in Schuylerville, took an

was that Capt. Sutton-Mattocks
was "swamped" with offers — free
offers — from novice steeplejacks to
put the fl'agpole aright and an
abundance of publicity followed.
For its annual charities campaign
this year Kansas City civic and
charity organizations are planning
the production of a motion picture,
the cast for which is to be selected
in a few days. The picture will
he shown gratis at most down-town
theatres, telling the story of needy
families of the city.
Exhibitors of Kansas City are
having
a laugh Amusement
"up their sleeves"
this summer.
parks
have been having a difficult time of
it. As an inducement to attract more
patrons, Fairyland Park this week
is offering prizes for the best motion picture star costumes worn at
a dance to be staged at the park.
The fact that an amusement park,
which is trying to attract business
from the theatres, should use the
movies as a vehicle to increase its
business is causing a cynical siliile
on the face of more than one exhibitor.
Humor and cussing aplenty there
was as Kansas City exhibitors
trounced exchange representatives,
14 to 4, in a baseball game at
Muehlebach Field last week. Some
one "framed" Bill Warner of First
National
and procured
a negro

auto trip recently as a sort of vacation, they returned home so tired
that they have been spending the
last few days recuperating.
Now that the Saratoga races are
over, it will probably be an easier
matter to find Exhibitor Gillies,
owner of the Star Theatre in
Salem.
Lester Wolf, who was at one
time connected with the Metro exchange, is now manager of the
Regent in Syracuse, for the Kallet
boys, and also doing the hooking
for the other Kallet houses. Incidentally, the Kallets changed the
name of the Corn Hill theatre in
LItica to the Liberty.
Evans Linton showed himself a
chip of? the old block during the
last two weeks or so when he handled the Olympic in Utica while
his father was absent on a twoweeks' vacation in Maine.
The Men's Club at Chadwick's
will open early in September and
.'Mbany.
will
again book pictures out of
Byron Farley has succeeded Herman Mcckler as assistant to the
manager of the Mark Ritz in Albany. Mr. Meckler is now checking for the local Paramount exchange.
Moe Mark, of the Stanley corporation of America, wa.s in Albany for a day last week.
Harry Goldstein, local manager
for Paramount, indulged in a busi-

policeman to arrest Bill for holding stakes on the game, but the
negro
cop enough
couldn'tandhold
straight
face long
the a deal
was
off. Benny Taylor of L'niversal
was the lone star of the exchange
men, while the glory on the exhibitors' team was widely distributed.
A return game between the two
teams was planned for Friday.
The Mullikin Theatre, Springfield, Mo., has been re-opened by
S. E. Wilhoit, who recently purchased the theatre. The Midland
Theatre, Hutchinson, Kas., also
has been re-opened, after having
been redecorated. The Strand
Theatre, Emporia, Kas., has been
closed for new decorations. The
Rivoli Theatre, Girard, Kas., has
been redecorated, according to E.
L. Valentino, manager.
Among the out-of-town exhibitors in the Kansas City market this
week were : Ben Levy, Hippodrome,
Joplin, Mo. : Walter Wallace, Orpheum, Leavenworth, Kas. ; C. M.
Pattee, Pattee Theatre, Lawrence,
Kas. ; G. L. Hopper, Orpheum,
Topeka, Kas. ; Frank Weary, Farris Theatre, Richmond, Mo.
Art Gebaur, for seven years assistant manager at the Universal
branch at Kansas City, has resigned and entered the poster and
sign painting business with his
brother, C. E. Gebaur,
formerly

ness trip to Boston last week and
Mrs. Goldstein went along.
George Ryer, of the Albany
Theatre, has returned from a vacation spent in New York city.
Charles A. Smakwitz was an extremely busy boy last week, supervising the decorations of the Mark
Strand in Albany.
George Markell, of the Strand
in Pittsfield. was in Boston last
week, attending the wedding of his
sister. Mrs. Fredericks, owner of
the Capitol, in Pittsfield, was on
Albany's Film Row last week.
A. S. Thornton, of Williamstown, has made his annual installation of new seats at his theatre,
which caters to the college boys
almost exclusively. The house has
also been repainted and everything
is in readiness for the return of
the collegians.
A L900-seat house is being
erected in North Adams, and the
brick and steel work has just about
been completed. J. F. Sullivan is
erecting the house.
Mrs. G. M. Briggs, who runs the
Tyler theatre in Pittsfield, has built
for herself a beautiful new residence and has already moved
in.
William Kennedy, of Champlain,
is back from his camp at Chazy
landing, and the theatre is now
operating three nights to the week.
.\be VanDusen resigned last
week as booker at the F.B.O. exchange and has been succeeded by

of the Newman and Liberty theatres, Kansas City.
Mrs. June Medcalf, secretary of
the M.P.T.O. Kansas-Missouri, defor one week's vacation in
Southernparted Missouri.
C. A. Jones, Educational branch
manager, was hustling in the territory this week, as was Bill Warner, First National branch manL. E. Harned, Universal booker,
ager.
was another to leave film row for
a vacation this week.
J. A. Masters, F. B. O. branch
manager,
returnedthisfrom
tion in Colorado
week.a vacaBob Gary, Universal exploiteer,
w^as a one-day visitor, as was John
Plumb, former exploitation manager for Hooper & Jencks theatres
of Topeka, Kas.
Headquarters of the Kansas
State Censor Board will not be
moved from Kansas City, Kas., to
Topeka, Kas., the state capitol, it
was announced last week. It recently was announced that the city
hall was to be condemned. Censorship headquarters is in the city
hall. Arrangements were then
made to move the censors to Topeka, but it later was decided that
the city hall would not be condemned. Censorship headquarters
will be moved to some better building, however, it was announced.

Joseph Wilson, of New York city.
Morris Silverman, of the Rivoli
in Schenectady, announces that the
new organ being installed will not
be ready until some time in October.
George Adams, one time manager of the Pathe exchange in
.\lbany, and who is now handling
the company's branch in New
Haven, called on his many friends
in .\lbany last week.
There will be a special election
in Massena the latter part of this
month which will settle whether or
not Sunday movies will be held in
that village.
John Garry has completed the
work of re-seating the Clinton
Square theatre in .Albany. Joe
Saperstein, manager of HarmanusBleecker Hall in .\lbany, was in
New York during the week. Much
of the equipment has been removed
from the I'lagle Theatre in .Mbany,
and there is little to indicate that
the house will reopen.
Lightning struck a transformer
some blocks distant from the Rose
Theatre in Troy one night last
week, causing about $1,000 damage in theAn operator's
room
the
theatre.
audience of
1.500at persons, calmed by the presence of
two policemen, filed quietly from
the theatre, pausing only long
that couldto bereceive
used at"rain
some checks"
future
enough
show.
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Florid
THE
L)e Luxe shows of the
Tampa Theatre, Tampa, are
broadcasted daily now. Every
afternoon between 1 and 2 o'clock,
Edgar Ford's organ music is sent
on the air, and each evening between 7 and 8 o'clock the Symphony Orchestra is broadcasted. In
addition to this each Tuesday night,
starting at 11 o'clock, the station
gives a "John Ingram Hour," when
the orchestra go on the air under
the direction of their leader, John
Ingram.
Cecil A. Ross, owner of the New
Theatre, Apopka, spent Sunday and
Monday in Tampa. Mr. Ross gave
the show-shops the once over, and
expressed a wish that he could line
'em up and make 'em wait as he
had to do at the Tampa Sunday
night, where he stood in line for 45
minutes trying to get in to the 9
o'clock show.
Sulphur Springs, a suburb and
amusement resort just north of
Tampa, is to have a new theatre.
Construction has been started by
S. E. De Rosier on a lot directlv

MILWAL'KEE exchanges were
hosts to many out-of-town
exhibitors who came to the city
this week for the convention of
M. P. T. O. of W., and also for
the State Fair. C. L. Roser, of the
Al. Ringling Theatre of Baraboo,
was included among the out-oftown exhibitors. Exchanges also
welcomed Al. Robarge, of the Cosmo at Merrill and the Rex at
Minocqua; William \'an Dyke, of
the Bijou and V'audette Theatres at
Kaukauna ; Neil Duffy, of the
Elite Theatre at Appleton ; Mrs.
A. W. Negle, of the Crescent
Theatre at Shawano; Mrs. M. Gilman, of the Princess at Plymouth ;
John Hoett, of the Pastime
at

across from the amusement i)ark.
The building will be SO by 105 feet,
of brick and concrete. The contract for the building was awarded
to Paul Laveirently. a Tampa contractor. Sulphur Springs has one
house now, The Loop, which is
operated by Stewart Brothers.
The Victory, Tampa, which has
been closed all summer, will be reopened the 2nd of October. The
house has been newly decorated,
and will be ready for the big business, which is sure to come, for
super features will be used, each
given a full week, at popular prices.
George Peck, the genial manager,
who has been holding the fort at
the Strand all summer, and put it
over to the biggest summer business in it's history, will move, with
his stafif, over to the big house
about a week ahead.
Manager F. B. Adams, of the
Lyric at Waycross, Ga., called on
exchanges last week.
The Florida, at Haines City, has
been reconstructed
and is to be

Horicon ; Dan Kulassewicz, of the
Rex at Bessmer, Michigan ; R. F.
Leach, of the Opera House at
Hartford: Ray Pfeiffer, of the
Princess at Cliiltons E. M. Michaelson, of the Palace at Madison ;
Steve Dorec, of Racine ; Dan
Kelliher, of Lake Geneva and Elkhorn : H. J. Eagan, of the American at Wautoma; Joe Winniger, of
the Palace, at Waupaca ; Charles
Guelson, of the Badger Theatre at
Stoughton ; J. Rytkonnen, of the
\'ista and Star Theatres at Negaunee, Mich. ; William Gould, of the
Grand at Clintonville ; Miss S. McGee, of the Opera House at Evansville ; Neil Thompson, of the
Crystal
at Ft. Atkinson ; Earl

UMUm

opened shortly by C. C. Jordan,
formerly of the Casino, Kissimmee.
This is the theatre that had the
roof cave in during its construction.
The Euclid, a neighborhood
house of St. Petersburg, which has
been closed for several months, will
be opened about the middle of this
month by the owner of the building, Mr. Blaine.
Harry Griffin, manager of the
Spark's houses in St. Petersburg,
and his charming wife, are resting
up in the mountains around Hendersonville, North Carolina. Harry
left his yacht at home and made the
journey in his car. He says he
can't
train the "yat" to climb
mountains.

Stillwater, is spending a vacation
in Mexico. Oakley Leachman is
taking
his brother's place during
his absence.
Leo J. Doty, who succeeded Guy
FI. Navarre as branch manager of
United Artists Corp., in Kansas
City, made his initial visit last
week to the Oklahoma territory.
Mr. Doty is an old Universal man,
having been with them in Oklahoma City seven years previous to
going to Kansas City with United
Artists.
The Y. M. C. A. at TuLsa has
been having free pictures two
nights a week at the various city
parks during the month of August.
The
Mecca
Theatre
at Still-

COSTUMES

FOR HIRE

Week, begmnmg September 12.
C. P. Lester, manager Universal
exchange, returned this week from
a trip down state.
Hap Barnes, representative of
Liberty-Specialty, stopped in Jacksonville recently on his way down
state.
Earle E. Griggs, Universal exploiteer, has returned to Atlanta,
after spending a few days in the
Jacksonville territory.
J. H. Mcllvaine, of Jacksonville,
has been employed by UUniversal
as bookkeeper in the local exchange.
Marion Talley. of Lakeland, associated with E. J. Sparks Enterprises,
spent a few days in Jacksonville this week.

Frank Dowler, district manager
for Publix, has returned to his
Jacksonville office from a trip
down state.
Lukie Stein, manager of the
Palace at Valdosta, Ga., visited exchanges last week. Mr. Stein is
preparing
for
his
Anniversary

A. P. Talley, Jr., who has managed the Riverside Theatre in
Jacksonville since its opening, will
be transferred to West Palm Beach
next week to take charge of
Sparks' new Arcade Theatre. Mr.
Talley has made many warm
friends in Jacksonville.

Scott, new owner of the Opera
House at New Lisbon ; Parkis
Waterbury, of the Idle Hour at

The Weisners, Ed. and Max, of
Columbia Pictures entertained exhibitors and film men at a party
at the Wisconsin hotel on Tuesday
night. About twenty guests were

Jefferson.
Walter Beier of the Vital Exchange spent Wednesday in Chicago on business.
Bennie Judell of the Judell Pictures of Chicago was a Milwaukee
visitor early in the week.
Ed. Tunstall, former manager of
the Garden, expects to announce
his future affiliation shortly.
Sam Thirion. formerly manager
of the Bijou at Green Bay, has been
spending a few days in the city
visiting about at the exchanges.
Mr. Thirion hopes to have a new
theatre of his own very soon.

Oklahoma

DAVIDSON, formerly affiliated with the Rialto Theatre at Alva, Okla., has just purchased the Grand Theatre at
Kingfisher from R. Pappe.
M. L. Burr and W. F. Dumas
have purchased the Rex Theatre at
Spearman, Texas. Dumas and
Sturdevant formcrlv owned the
Rex.
The Cozy Theatre at Okmulgee,
Okla., has been purchased by the
Griffith Amusement Co., and will
operate in the future as a first run
house. This theatre was formerly
owned by W. C. Robertson and
showed second runs.
Claude Leachman, manager of
the Aggie and Mecca Theatres at
CIL

-^ i^

L. L. Ballard, United Artists
present.
representative, is breaking in his
fourth Chrysler.
Joe Imhof, M-G-M booker, is
driving a new Chevrolet coach.
S. A. Shirley, District Supervisor
for M-G-M, spent Tuesday in the
Milwaukee branch.
Sam Miller of the Fischer Theatres was in the city on Thursday
checking up tthe bookings of the
Wisconsin Fischer theatres.

City

water, which has been closed for
remodeling, will open Monday,
September 12th.

to
cost
aboutpicture
is to be
$7,500 theatre
ING
AMOV
built at Deanwood, Washington,
D. C, by the Deanwood Amusement Company, Inc., H. Harris,
president, according to plans now
under way.
N. L. Royster, secretary-treasurer of the
Owners' Association ofTheatre
North
Carolina,
has
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

his bid in with the city of Charlotte, N. C, for their Municipal
Theatre if they reconstruct it. If
that is not done, he plans to ora company
atre inganizethat
city. and build a thePlans are under way now by the
Knights of Pythias of Hopewell,
Va., to organize the Hopewell
Amusement Company, to build a
two-story building, with a moving
picture theatre on the first floor to
seat nearly 1.000 persons. Plans
are being drawn by Fred A.
Bishop, Petersburg and Richmond.
The orchestra at the Rivoli Theatre, Frank Price, Jr., manager,
has been increased by seven men,
beginning Monday, September 5.
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Central Penn
TWU
theatre corporations have
just been granted state charters at the Pennsylvania Capitol in
Harrisburg, one being the Shenandoah Theatres Inc., of Shenandoah, and the other the Hanover
Theatres Company,
of Hanover.
Te Shenandoah is capitalized at
$40,000 and the incorporators are
M. E. Comerford, treasurer, 207
Wyoming avenue, Scranton, 199
shares ; Frank C. Walker, 12 East
86th street. New York, one share,
and Louis Herman, 4614 Pine
street, Philadelphia,
199 shares.
Ijouis J. Appcll, of York, is
treasurer of the Hanover Theatres
Company, and he holds thirty
shares of stock. The others are
Fred C. Bitner, Hanover, 20 shares,
and Nathan Appell, York, thirty
shares.
Edward L. Melnicher, manager
of Loew's Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, has returned after spending
a vacation of two weeks at Camp

Kohut, Maine. During his absence
the theatre was managed by R. H.
Suits, of New York City, formerly manager of one of the Loew
theatres in New London, Conn. He
has been taking the places of
numerous managers of Loew theatres throughout eastern cities while
they have, been absent on summer
vacation trips.
Announcement is made by the
Wilnier & Vincent Theatre Company that the Majestic Theatre,
Harrisburg, which has been closed
all summer, will be reopened September 12.
The Appell Amusement Enterprises, whose headquarters are at
York, recently announced plans for
the erection of a costly theatre in
Hanover.
The Strand Theatre, of York,
during the week of August 22, celebrated the second anniversary of
its opening with a special bill.
The
Comerford
Amusement

Company, of Scranton, which controls a chain of 150 motion picture
or other theatres, reopened the
Gaiety, Wilkes- Barre, on August
29. in charge of Manager Rogers.
During the summer the theatre
underwent many interior improvements.
The Majestic Theatre, Johnstown, reopened on Labor Day
under the new management of the
Harris Amusement Company of
Pittsburgh, which recently acquired
the majority stock control. AL J.
Boyle, the former house manager,
will continue in charge. He is associated with the Harris interests
in the ownership of the house,
which has been beautifully remodeled in the last few weeks.
New rose velvet carpets have been
placed in the auditorium and an entire new decorative scheme has
been applied to the walls, ceilings,
proscenium, retiring room, lobbies
and foyer.
A new and costly or-

gan is soon to be installed, and a
new
duced.lighting system has been introOne hundred and fifty carrier
boys of the Harrisburg Telegraph
were guests of Edward J. Melnicher, managing director of
Loew's Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, recently. Mr. Melnicher was
himself a former newsboy and he
has a fellow feeling for the youngsters.
The Orpheum Theatre, York,
part of the chain of the Appelt
Amusement Enterprises, was opened on Labor Day for the season,
after having been closed for the
summer.
The film pictures of the recent
American Legion state convention
and parade in York, taken by C.
W. Hoffman, cameraman of the
Strand Theatre, of that city, were
featured in the program of the
Lion Theatre, Red Lion, York
county, on August 27.

rOUlS
BILL WARNER, manager of
First National's Kansas City
branch office, accompanied by W.
E. Callaway, drove an automobile
from Kansas City to St. Louis over
United States Route 40 in six hours
and thirty minutes. Crack passenger trains make the same run
in seven hours and thirty minutes.
The automobile route is 252 miles
between the two cities, which means
that Warner and Callaway averaged about 39 miles an hour.
Ned E. Dcpinet, general sales
manager for First National Pictures, Inc., was in St. Louis for
three days, and discussed the closing of several important booking
contracts with Harry Weiss,
branch manager.
Jack Weil, of Gotham Pictures,
is back from a business trip to
Chicago.

M. H. Herbel, district manager
for Universal Film Corporation
was another visitor of the past
week.
C. C. Pettijohn, of the home office of the Hays organization, spent
several hours in conference with
Harry Weiss, manager for First
National Pictures, after a brief
meeting of the Film Board of
Trade. Weiss was formerly president of the St. -Louis Film Board
of Trade. Later Pettijohn took a
Western train.
No definite date for the return
of Brooks Johns to the Missouri
has been set. If he will return, it
probably will be the latter part of
October.
Skouras Brothers are making a
change at their Missouri Theatre.
On Saturday, August 10, Jimmy
Hodges
will have charge of the

vaudeville gram.
end Hodges,
of thea theatre's
native proSt.
Louisan, has been touring recently
with a show of his own, and has
always been popular with St. Louis
theatre goers.
The departure of Don Albert as
conductor of Loew's State orchestra and producer of its stage shows
and presentations, probably will
mean the passing of the Sunday
Symphony shows that were such a
distinct feature of the Washington
Avenue house last Winter,
H. E. iNelson, owner of the Star
Theatre, Quincy, 111., plans to reopen his house on September 11.
He was in St. Louis arranging
bookings for the new season.
The St. Louis Times Radio
Movie Club has been temporarily
abandoned.
Bill Bishop,
Metro-

D enver

Goldwyn-Mayer
exploiteer, formed
the
club.
Oscar Dane, who operated the
Liberty Theatre, a stock burlesque
house, and the Oscar Dane Convention Entertainment Studio, 3627
Delmar Boulevard, St. Louis. Mo.,
is seriously ill at his home, 3754
Washington Boulevard St., Louis.
He is said to be suffering from
ulcers of the stomach.
The National Theatre Advertising Company, of St. Joseph, Mo.,
has obtained a charter to do business from Secretary of State Becker. It will have 3,000 shares of
stock of $10 value each.
Jake Rosenthal, proprietor of the
Majestic Theatre in Dubuque, la.,
visited with his brother. Barney
Rosenthal, president of Columbia
Pictures Corporation, during the
past week.

.fiE

a new neighborDENVER hoodhas
amusement house. Saturday night the new Hiawatha
first opened its doors to the general public. The new theatre is
distinctly Indian in design throughout. The walls are of a light
bronze tone. Around the upper
portion of the wall are designs
taken from Indian blankets, each
being an authentic Indian symbol.
Using Indian pottery, Ashworth
has installed an indirect lighting
system which is a novelty in itself.
The theatre contains 800 comfortable seats. It is in an excellent
location at Sixth and Downing and
is the cause for a sort of celebration in the neighborhood.
Denver is one of the twelve
large cities in the United States
which will use educational pictures
as a part of the school program
this year, according to word received from the Eastman
Kodak

Company this week. One of the
outstanding educational pictures
which will be sent is a history of
the cattle industry in the west.
Up to this time Denver has not
been affected by the controversy
now raging in Chicago and other
cities between theatre owners and
their employees. Everything thus
far seems to be in complete harmony here.
Word is received in Denver that
the Seibert Theatre, Seibert, Colorado, was completely destroyed by
fire Friday night, burning up several reels of film. The theatre was
operated by F. J. Flannigan.
M. J. Weisfeldt, western district
manager for Film Booking Offices,
is due to arrive in Denver Monday
from Salt Lake City. He will remain in Denver for an indefinite
period.
J. H. Ashby, First National
manager, is back at his desk after

spending a week's vacation on a
fishing trip up in the mountains
near Deckers.
Gordon Ashworth is using an
airplane to let the people know
about his new Hiawatha Theatre
out at Sixth and Downing. He will
fly over tiie city today dropping
circulars, numbered, which will
entitle finders to admission to the
new house and an airplane ride.
Ashworth is an ex-lieutenant,
learning to handle a plane during
the World War.

INe^w Orleans ,
the Liberty Theatre, IndeSA'i7'aTTADRTo7'maZger'''of
pendence, La., was severely burned

on the arms and hands when a roll
of film caught fire during the
showing of a motion picture before

a packed house. Through his leadership none of the patrons suffered
injuries. Children predominated
in the audience watching the picture. Some of them became panicstricken when the flames broke out
of the projection booth, but all left
the theatre in safety. The fire was
extinguished with onlv small damage being caused.
Part of the roll of blazing film
was dropped out of a window at
the rear and fell on the back of
an adjoining bank building, threatening that structure. An official of
the bank beat out the flames with
a wet blanket.
The Palace Theatre, which
formerly featured in addition to
motion pictures five acts of junior
Orpheum circuit vaudeville, reopened for the new season on September 3, after being closed all
summer. During that time the
house was remodeled.
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^r^HPl Upera House at Alansfield,
1 recently leased to W. N. Skirboll, H. R. Skirboll, of_ Cleveland ;
I. Lipson, of Cincinnati, and John
and Denny Harris, of Pittsburgh,
has undergone a complete change,
including a change of name. Henceforth itwill be known as the Madison Theatre. It gets its name
from the township in which it is
located. The house is being renovated and redecorated. New carpets are being laid, new furniture
purchased; new Simplex projection machines are being installed,
and a new 26- foot electric sign and
traction board is being erected over
a new 32- foot marquee, which is
being provided with 500 electric
lights. The house will open next
week with a combination policy of
feature photoplays and Keith
vaudeville. Ivan Francisci, one of
the leading musicians of Ohio, will
direct an instrumental quartet called
the Vienna Quartet. Messrs. Skirboll, Lipson and Harris have
gradually been acquiring theatres
for the past two years. Between
them they now control the Opera
House and Strand Theatres at
New Philadelphia ; Grand, Massilon ; Strand, Youngstown ; Majestic, Findlay; Sixth Street Theatre, Coshocton, and the Madison,
Mansfield. It is reported that they
are now negotiating for a site in
Gallon, Ohio, on which to build a
new motion picture theatre, plans
for which are said to be completed.
William Allrhan, engineer at
Loew's Theatre, Canton, did not
die as a result of an explosion in
the refrigerating system installed
in the house as reported several
weeks ago. Allman. it is explained,
fell off a ladder while doing some

MERTZ, exhibitor in
(^ • M.
northern Iowa, where he has
a number of theatres, recently
added another house to his string.
He bought the Opera House at
Winthrop, which is being remodelled and will be ready for
opening in two weeks. Winthrop
is an enterprising place of 800 and
has not had a motion picture house
for two years. The theatre will
show pictures on four days of the
week, while the house will be used
also for dances and local performances. Mr. Mertz, who makes
his headquarters at Waterloo, Iowa,
has the Burg Theatre at Fredericksburg. The manager of his
theatre there is Mrs. Muyr. At
Jessup, Iowa, the Grand Theatre
there has been under the management of George Burnett, who will
go to Winthrop to take the management of the theatre there when
it is ready for its opening. Miss
Mary Hess, who is cashier of the
Grand atjessup, will take charge
of the house there. Mr. Mertz has
also the theatre at Coggon, Iowa,
which is under the management of
Merle Maine. Mr. Mertz has had
considerable success in the opera-

repair work on the plant. He
struck his head in the fall, causing
concussion of the brain, from
which he later died. It had been
stated that Allman's death was
caused by escaping gas due to
faulty installation.
Eddie Catlin, for several years
head booker at the local First National exchange, is now in charge
of the booking department of the
Warner Bros. Cleveland office. J.
D. Mooney succeeds Catlin as First
National booker.
Edward Vanderhof, better known
as "Van," has graduated from an
inside to an outside job. After a
period of several years as Warner
Bros, head booker, he is now on
the road for Warner Bros.
Bob Mochrie, Pathe division
manager, has moved his headquarters from Pittsburgh to Cincinnati.
Mochrie has the Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and Indianapolis offices, and
Cincinnati is more centrally located
in relation to the three exchanges
than Pittsburgh.
M. B. Horwitz, general manager
of the Washington Circuit, spent
most of the week in New York
looking at the new pictures.
The Strand Theatre, Canton,
under the management of Joe Calla,
has discontinued its Summer policy, and is back again playing Vitaphone specialties.
Clarence Ernest has been appointed manager of the Imperial
Theatre, one of the new houses belonging to the Universal-Brody
circuit.
Scoville, Essick & Reiff last
week sold their Lucier theatre,
Cleveland,
to Meyer -Fine.
This

tion of theatres in the smaller
towns.
Mr. Beatty of the First National
office, where he acts as booker, is
now on his vacation. He spent
part of his time at the Iowa State
Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. George Meisner of
the Grand Theatre at Greenfield
were in at the Universal office.
Joe Gerbracht was another caller.
He flew down to the fair with his
brother in their seven-passenger
sedan air flyer.
Two new salesmen have been
added to the staff of Pathe.
Howard Gould, who comes from
Minneapolis, has been added to the
staff, while Low Morgans, who
was most recently with Famous
Players, will take the territory
covered by Sam Sosna, who is now
traveling for the First National
office.
F. S. Livermore, of Garner, was
a visitor in Film Row last week.
George Naler, manager of the
Universal office, was in Chicago
last week for conference with the
general
manager of the organization.
The Rex Theatre at Grand Junc-

was a personal transaction, and had
nothing to do with Variety Amusement Company, a theatre circuit
in which Fine is heavily interested.
Abe Chapman, Pathe district
representative, is spending several
weeks at the Pittsburgh Pathe office. He has just brought his Cincinnati visit to a close.
"Hank" Simmons, Pathe publicity man, was in New York last
week gleaning new ideas, which he
is preparing to spring on the unsuspecting exhibitor as soon as the
opportunity offers.
MaxTheatres,
Laronge,
thevacationLoew's
Ohio
Inc.,ofwas
ing in New York last week.
Sadie
Voss, department,
of the Loew's
Ohio
accounting
took
last week off to get married to Ray
Booth. Congratulations and best
wishes !
Virgil Moore and his band opens
an extended engagement at the
Park Theatre this week. The Park
is in the process of having its stage
enlarged so as to present combination vaudeville and feature picture
Sammy Kahn, of Chicago, is
programs.
now at the Allen Theatre in the
capacity of entertainer-at-large.
Kahn is introducing new methods
of playing host to visiting artists
who appear on the program. Angelo Vitale and his musicians will
continue to make their home at the
Allen, so Allen patrons will have
both quality and quantity on their
theatrical bill of fare.
Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., held
their annual golf tournament August 31st at the Spring Valley
Country Club. Twenty members
of the organization reported themselves present at the opening
of

tion, Iowa, was bought by W. B.
Frank. It was previously owned
by K. D. Wilcox.
The -Majestic Theatre at Seymour has changed hands. A.
Madison sold to Z. E. Hook.
Leona Mathews is the new
secretary and treasurer of the Des
Moines Film Board of Trade, a
popular young lady who is also
efficient and should prove of real
service to the board as a diplomat.
Miss Mathews was with A. H.
Blank, having served with this organization for seven or eight years
in various capacities. She was
most recently booker for the theatres of Blank's independent chain.
She follows at the Film Board office Miss Lytell, who came to take
the position temporarily after Mrs.
Mary Benjamin, who had been on
the board for some time, resigned
from service.
The biggest number of exhibitors that have ever been in were
here for the state fair in Des
Moines this year. Among the
prominent men from over the state
who were here and who called also
at the film exchanges were A. E.
Drury of Dows,
J. G. Fair and

the festivities, and remained until
closing time, which took place some
time after dinner, which was
served at Daniel's Inn. Bill
Haynes,
manager
of the
Theatre, walked
off with
the Allen
first prize,.
which was a leather jacket. His
son, Ronald, followed him with
second prize, namely, a mid-iron.
Then followed L. C. McDougall,
Allen stage, with third prize,
namely, a putter ; Kenneth Reid,
manager of the Doan Theatre, with
fourth prize, one dozen golf balls,
and Mickey McCafferty, State Theatre stage, with fifth prize, a half
dozen golf balls. For those to
whom the tournament was not so
profitable the day was voted 100
per cent enjoyable.
One of the big events of the day
was the baseball game between
Carvon's
and beat
Pank's
Maulers. Centipedes
The Centipedes
the
Maulers 24 to 14. The line-up was
as follows :
Carvon's Centipedes — M. A. Malaney, William Haynes, Roland
Haynes, L. A. Morris, Mickey
McCafferty, Tom Carvon, Tommy
Canton.
Pank's Maulers — Bonb Pank,
Kenneth Reid, Harland Fend, Wallace Allen, L. C. McDougall, Fred
Clary, Fred Coddington.
The Grand Theatre, Mingo Junction, changed hands last week,
when John Lisle and L. Mark sold
the house to L. W. Lisle.
Sam Barck and J. V. Wolcott,
both of Cleveland, last week purchased the Webber Theatre, Dover,
from the Standard Film Service
Company.
is Lisbon,
also interested in two Wolcott
houses in
O.,
namelq, the Opera House and the
Grand.

his family from Lorenz, F. F.
Madden of the Masonic Theatre
at What Cheer, Mr. and Mrs. H.
C. Holscher of the Crystal Theatre
at Earlville.
Belle Miller of the office of
First National, while on her vacation in Chicago, was taken suddenly ill and was operated upon at
St. Luke's Hospital there. A bum
appendix was her difficulty. She
will spend about a week yet convalescing at the Chicago hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Holscher
have taken over the theatre at
Earlville, Iowa. They bought the
house from E. J. Kuehnle and took
possession three weeks ago.
Visitors at the office of Famous
Players were Latta and Youngclass of the theatres at Perry,
Iowa. They have recently taken
over the Grand Theatre there and
will make it a business rival of
their other house, the Rex, recently
opened
up. while
The' Grand
now closed
changes Theatre
in equip-is
ment are made. Mr. Kramer of
Mt. Ayr and Mr. Robertson of
Mehrville were also callers at the
office of Famous
Players.
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Inquiries and
Comments
Limit of Reflector Arc
?I1AP in Richmond, Indiana,
who does not wish his name to
he given, wintes in and asks if
it is true that reflector arc
lamps, as used for motion pietrue projection, are limited to
a useful current of 25 amperes. He says
different people have told him the same
thing, hut that no one has yet heen able to
give him a satisfactory explanation as to
why this should be so.
He writes as follows:
''Dear Sir:
"Would you he so kind as to inform me
whether it is true tha;t r'eflector arc lamps
do not give appreciably more light when the
current is raised above 25 amperes ?
"I have been told this by several people
at different times, and just a few days ago
a salesman from the supply company with
whom we do business droi)ped in to see me
aiul he made the same statement. The
salesman claims that he recently visited the
factory which makes the lamps we are now
using, and while there saw a practical
demonstration which proved that very little
additional screen illumination is obtained
after the 25 ampere point is reached, so
that must settle the argument.
"When I asked him for an explanation
of why this should be so, he was unable to
give me one, and neither were any of the
other men who told m^ the same thing. So
I am writing to you lo see if you can explain this thing to me.
"I would also appreciate it if you did not
use my name in connection with this matter, as I would like to surprise this salesman some day."

Due

to Magnification

of Crater

Yes, Friend Richinoiul, it is true Ihat 25
amperes of current just about represents
the limit of the average reflector are lamp,
and this in turn is due to the fact that a
high magnification ratio is used in the lamp.
By this is meant that the mirror (in a lamp
using the elliptic mirror), or the mirror and
condenser lens combined (in a lamp used in
such a combination), will magnify the arc
crater six times and this, in combination
with the size of spot re(|uired to complelely
cover the film, will indicate the maximum
diameter of crater which can be used.
Let us take a practical exami)le in order
to illustrate this more clearly. Now it is
more than likely that the magnification
ratio of the I'cflector arc lamps you are
using is six — meaning that this laiu[) will

give an image (at the aperture), M-hich is
six times as large as the real crater.
In order to completely cover the film with
light, from corner to corner, a spot of about
ly2 inches diameter will be required on the
aperture.
The size of this spot, in turn, we know
to be six times as large as the crater of the
are, since we have just said that the arc
lamp will magnify the crater six times.
The size of the crater, accordingly, must
be ^ inch, because

6 X -25 =: 1.5 in.
Magnify

Crater

for

Economy

The reason for all this talk about "magnification" lies in the fact that it is possible to take a light source of small size
(such as the j4-iiich crater mentioned
above), which does not require much power
for its operation, and, by magnifying it the
proper number of times, obtain just as
much screen illumination as can be obtained
by using a much larger light source magnified but a smaller number of times.
As the magnification ratio is increased,
however, it is necessary to use a higher
"pick-up" angle in the condenser and since
glass condensers are strictly limited in this
way, the mirror arc can do on 25 amperes
what the old condenser systems require 8090 amperes for the same i^erformance.
The "pick-up" angle with the old planoconvex condenser system, for example, is
about 60 degrees, M^hereas that for the
mirror are is 120 degrees, as couunonly used.
This fact, in combination with the higher
magnification ratio of the mirror really exciency. plains its greatly superior operating effiIf no mirrors or condensers were available so that it was not possible to obtain
the effect of source nuignification, then a
light source larger than the size of the
aperture would be required so that when
the eye were placed in the position of the
objective lens, it would see the entire
aperture opening conii)lotely covered with
the arc crater.
Ihuler these conditions the smallest size
of crater which could be used would have
to be somewhat larger than the aperture
()I)ening and this crater would have to be
l)laced right up against the film. Of course,
this is an impracticable condition because
the crater could not be placed there in the
first place and, even if it could, the heat
would destroy the film instantly.
If the crater were placed, say, about four
iiu'hes behind the aperture, the size would
have to be such thai many humlreds of
amperes would be i-i'(|iiii-('(l to opei'ate it so
I hat this condition, too, l)ecomes im])rac-

ticable, not to mention the excessive cost
of operating such an arc.
Fortunately, no such conditions must be
met in practice — or rather, they are met in
a much simpler and less costly manner by
taking a small crater requiring little electrical energy and then increasing its
apparent size by magnifying, by means of
either lenses or mirrors, to give the same
effect
crater. as obtained from the much larger

Smaller Magnification can be Used
It is possible, of course, to extend this
line of reasoning still further and use even
smaller craters and correspondingly higher
magnification ratios. It is quite possible
to do this but it should be remembered that
a higher "pick-up" angle is also required
and, since the crater of electric arc operates over only 180 degrees (or over a
hemisphere), the "pickup" angle even
with mirrors is strictly limited. In fact,
140 degrees about represents the maximum
and while considerable light is still to be
found beyond this angle, it becomes rather
impracticable to attempt to use it.

Reflector Arc Mazda?
The question has also been asked quite
frequently. Friend Richmond, why the
Mazda lamp has not been used in connection with the reflector arc and the answer,
logically, is that the results produced are
less satisfactory than what can be obtained
with the present metluxls.
This is so for a number of reasons. In
the first place, the reflector arc is essentially a proposition for a light source having
but one side (such as an arc crater), and
the Mazda lamp, to he used effectively,
must make use of both sides of the filament.
In the second place, the loss in light,
which results from passing the light from
the filament to the mirror and then back to
the aperture is quite large, since the walls
of the lamp bulb interfere greatly with the
free passage of this light.

Effect of Increasing Crater Size
With any given magnification ratio, if
the crater is already of such a size that the
entire aperture is covered with light, no
appreciable increase iu screen illumination
will result if the crater is increased beyond
this (say to 30 amperes with present systems), because the aperture sport vnW grow
hu'ger. But this added light will not pass
tlirt)Ugh the ajMn'ture.
It is true that the brightiu'ss of the arc
will iiu-rease as the carbons are loaded to a
higher working density, and any increase
which results can be explained in this
manner.
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Golfers!
The fall Film Golf Tournament will be held on
Tuesday September 13th
At Bonnie Briar,
Larchmont, H Y.

Easy to get to - And a heautiful course
ALBEE TROPHY
FILM DAILY TROPHY
MOTION PICTURE NEWS CUP
and
the usual splendid array of
company and individual cups,
trophies and prizes.

Passthe-Public

yottJ^ THEATRE
^^^
E
Imprecision-iniTit

WITH)

f^ase ondSmortness/

.

GOLD SEAL TICKET
Register pjiODUCTS
Standard Box Office
Protection
l5Xi=!

N'EAR

OF

FAlTl-lFUL

SERVICE

lUliNfiincTlCKElMlEeiSlERCiOBNmiONi
and TICHBTS

SIGN THIS I

USED MWXnZVZA
TICKCTSABE SOLD

IfmufttlutrS'fSOlDSlAlllECISTEIIS

that Fit: •

JZ^ SE%^NTHA\fE\h,

Entry blank and mail it today ^
to any committee
member.
Here is my entry and ten dollars for the Fall Film Golf
Tournament:

The Committee

' w^^Im
M

r

Decorations for Cashier Booths, Theatres, Lobbies, Posts and
Proscenium Arches also potted Artificial Flowers with hanging vines to decorate brackets when electric fans are removed
illustrated in colors in our Seasonable Catalogue No, 7
Mailed Free on Request.

FRANK
61

,L

Barclay Street

NETSCHERT,

Inc.
New

York, N. Y.

^
I "f

Elmer Pearson, Pathe Exchange, 35 West 45th St.
Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 7th Ave.
FeHx Feist, M-G-M, 1540 Broadway
Don Mersereau, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway
Arthur Stebbins, 1540 Broadway
J. S. Dickerson, Motion Picture News, 729 7th Ave.
Jack AHcoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway
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Schine
Circuit
Opens
125 th
House; Others Recently Rebuilt
int'oriiierly
who were
1917 two
IXterested
sojourned
in Ohio
business
in amen
to New York and cast their lot of success
in the theatrical industry. These two men
wore J. Myer and Louis W. Schine. They
purchased a small theatre in Gloversville,
X. Y. Within two short years their coni[)any, which became known as Schine Enterprises, Inc., began to obtain outstanding
recognition throughout the entire film industry.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
or

f
MARKUS
FALLY
THE
AGENCY
LE
EVIL
VAUD

Ijuckatoanna 7876
1579 Broadway, New York City

PROGRAMS

STOCK

COVERS

PROGRAM
For

Moving Picture Houses

Joseph Hoover & Sons Company
M.iikcl

and

49th

COMPLETE

Sts.,

Philadelphia,

FILM LABORATORY

Quick Service on Announcement
Also Complete

SIDNEY
FILM
736

S. WABASH

Pa.

Trailers

Line of Lighting Equipment

STERN
LABORATORIES
AVE.

CHICAGO

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
« UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES

eeate, 30%; under 600. 70%: under 800. 8.1%:
250 15%.
Under 800,
over
theatres is i>ur
The most economical method of reaching
ADDRESSING SERVICE. $4 00 PER M UP Lisle if
throuKh
etc.
saved In postage,usually listed. eliminadesired. 30 toand50%duplicate
Lists of
theatres
tion of dead
Producers. DlBtrlbutors and Supply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING— ENCLOSING— MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
New York City
7S9 Slith Ave. at 4l8t St.
Phone. Pennsy
7484-7485

The
modern
is the
owned

new Schine Ohio, Sidney's most
and up-to-date theatre acquisition,
125th theatre in the great chain
and controlled by Schine Enterprises, Inc. In the ten short years of their
existence they have grown rapidly and
solidly until they now enjoy a high rank
among the theatre chain of the world.
Up until two years ago they reached a
total of 50 theatres and Schine Enterprises,
Inc., by which name the company is known,
took its place as one of the most powerful
independent theatre circuits in all America.
The number of theatres which have been
added and built since that time have
brought the total number of this chain to
well over the century mark.
Almost simultaneously with the tenth
anniversary of the origin of Schine Enterprises, Inc., of Gloversville, XL Y., the
Temple Theatre of Fairport, their latest
acquisition, opened its doors to the public.
A feM' years ago Schine Enterprises, Inc.,

operated a small theatre in Fairport, and,
since their lease expired, had planned the
time when they would give this ecmununity
a theatre structure for which they could be
justly proud. A brief talk was made by
Buddy Hooton, ^Master of Ceremonies, for
the occasion, who introduced the mayor.
The theatre is considered one of the finest to have been built recently in this part
of the state and cost approximately $175,000. It exemplifies the most modern ideas
in a' comfortable theatre construction. The
design of the building is along the plans of
Italian Kenaissance and is absolutely fireproof in every particular. Arrangement of
the opening was in charge of J. A. Carrier,
Managing Director of Theatres, for Schine
Enterprises, Inc.
Myer Schine, Pres. ; Louis W. Schine,
Gen. Mgr., and Max Milder, Booking Agent,
were present at the first show.
The Hippodrome Theatre, which was
really the fii'st up-to-date movie house thnt
Gloversville could boast of, was entirely
rebuilt and refinished, and opened its doors
to the public on September 5th, Labor Day,
as Fulton County's leading cathedral of
silent drama. This theatre holds a very
warm spot in the hearts of J. Myer and
Louis W. Schine, as it was with this theatre
that they founded the great chain of theatres now operated under the name of Schine
Enterprises, Inc., with houses in nearly
every important city in New York State.

Sentry Safety Control Corp.
Speeds Up Production
THE executive offices of the Sentry
Safety Control Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa., were recently removed
to 13th and Cherry Streets of that city.
Growth of factory production necessitated
closer liaison between factory executives
and the factory proper, and it was decided
to house the entire executive staff in one
of the factory units.
Two separate factories are now in operation, and both of them are in process of
enlargement in an effort to speed up production so that new business can be taken
care of almost immediately.
Commenting on some recently received
letters from exhibitors who had expressed
their appreciation of the device, Joseph E.
Cohen, chairman of the board, said :
"Nearly every week the ncAvspapers and
trade journals carry items of a projection
room blaze in some theatre, somewhere.
Usuallv these items are treated with incon-

sequential carelessness; they are reported
as a mere incident. Happilj-, they usually
are what they are reported to be — mere incidents. But in every one of them lurks
the possibility of real tragedy, and that is
what we aim to prevent with Sentry Safety
Control.
"In our view, 'Safety' is the fundamental requirement in theatre-operation.
Basically it is a moral requirement, but
time will show it to be as strong an
economic factor as it is a moral factor."
"Theatres which have installed the Sentry Safety Control are making capital out
of it by telling their patrons what a
marvelous safety quality it lends to their
While the main offices of the Corporation
are
in Philadeljihia, offices are also mainenjoyment."
tained in New York and Sentry service is
available at every branch of the National
Theatre Supply Company.
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
(S. B. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature
Arizona Whirlwind , The . .
Beloved Rogue, The
Birds of Prey
Blazing Days
Blind Alleys

Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
1
. Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet
..April 25
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet ..Mar.
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Picttues. . . 6008 feet
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6697 feet ..Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . Eicellent Pictures. .6612 feet . .April 1
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6435 feet ..AprU 1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet ..AprD 8
Casey at the Bat
W^eery-S.HoUoway16
Z. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet ..April
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet ..AprU 8
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi- Wal3
thall
Pathe-De Mille
7019 feet
. . June
Fourth Commandment,
The
B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J. Marlowe
Universal
6863 feet .Oct 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
6378 feet ,
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . .May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. Hill.F. B. 0
4501 feet.
Love Makes 'Em Wild
J. A.
Harron-S.
HousmanPhipps- Fox
6608 feet . [April' 16
26
AprU 29
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet . .Mar.
Man From Hardpan, The . .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
6814 feet .Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet . .AprU
1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . , M-G-M
7603 feet ,
June 253
Mysterious Rider, The
J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6967 feet ..Mar.
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts . Universal
6969 feet .Oct 16
Wight Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
6736 feet
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedf ord-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet . April 16
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
6000 feet . April 22
46
.May
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore- J. MulhaU . .First National
6734 feet '.Feb.'
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoiie
Wild West Pictures. . 4600 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . Columbia
6936 feet
Princess from Hoboken, The E. Burns-B. MahaSeyE. CUyton-L. Tellegen
Tiffany
6600 feet ,
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
6706 feet Mar. 11
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9623 feet . .AprU 1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet.
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
6490 feet
.May
6
Sea Tiger, The
SUls-M. Astor
First National
6623 feet
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7016 feet .Jan. 28
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet
Slide, KeUy, SUde
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
7866 feet .Mar.
.AprU 111
SonoraKid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro. .. F. B. 0
4665 feet
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. F. B. 0
4982 feet. .May 13
Venus of Venice The
C Talmadge-Moreno.First National
6324 feet
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer
Sterling Pictures .... 6 reels . . .
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet .June 24
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet.
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce. . Fox
4783 feet AprU 15
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820t eet
.AprU 1
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
6198 feet .Mar. 25

APRIL
Feature
Ain't Love
Fimny?
Afraid
to Love

Star
Distributed by
Alberta
Vaughn
F. Vidor-C.
Brook-N. F. B. 0
Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
BacksUge
CoUier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy . . Tiffany
Beauty Shoppers, The
M. Busch-W. Crane. .Tiffany . .
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. MackaiU-L. GrayCoUier,Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E Tarror_ ^.
, „
F.Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton. . . .Paramount
Fightmg Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De MiUe
Frisco SaUy Levy
S. O'NeU-C. DelaneyR. D'Arcy-T. Holtz. M-G-M
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Universal
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
_
Putti-T. Edeson
Pathe-De MUle
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
WaUier
Universal

Length
Reviewed
4746 feet
6169 feet . . AprU 22
4912 feet
5,784 feet
6669 feet . . July 22
6463 feet.. May
6
6901 feet . . AprU 29
6662 feet. .May

6

7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet. .May

6

6296 feet. .April 16
4415 feet. .AprU

1

6900 feet. .April 22
4387 feet
6036 feet . . July
1
6929 feet. .Mar. 26

Feature
Star
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. coni-P.
Reynolds-V.
Haver VarLong Pants
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley.
Lovers? . .
Novarro-Terry
Madame Wants No Children
M. Corda-H. Liedtke
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper

Distributed by
Pathe-De Mille
Paramount
Pathe-De Mille
First National
. Rayart
M-G-M
Fox ....

Length Reviewed
.AprU IS6
6668 feet . .May
7080 feet.
6200
6660
6264
6291

feet
feet. . April 8
feet
feet . .June 10
. . April 8
6415 feet

Warner Bros
6362
Mountains of Manhattan. .D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
6900
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed.Brownell.F. B. O
6051
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De MUle
5673
No Man's Law
RexEltz-B.
(Horse)-T.
Kent von Pathe-De MUle
6903
Paying the Price
M. Bonner-D.
Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Selman. Columbia Pictures ... 6568
Pleasure Before Business . P.O'Mallev-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures. . . 5559
Rambling Ranger, The .... Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Bufifalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De MiUe
4794
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J. Hall- Paramount
5306
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G .
BrienArthur-T. O' M-G-M6640
K.
See You in Jail
J. Mulhall-A. Day. ..First National
6800
Senorita
B. Powell
Daniels-J. Hall-W. Paramount
6634
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
WUd West Pict (S.R.) 4600
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
6718
Special Dehvery
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
6624
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe-De MiUe
4930
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
6774
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.EancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
6399
When Seconds Count
BiUy Sullivan
Rayart
4803
Whirlwind of Youth, The. .L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
6886

feet ,
feet .April 22
feet .June 3
feet!
feet .AprU 29
feet.
.June 10
feet .July 17
feet
feet
feet
feet .AprU 22
July
16
feet .May
feet . AprU
2
feet .May 20
feet
C
feet .May
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

.May 6
.Feb.
.April 18
16
.Mar. 2»

• July

1

feet.
.Juno 17

MAY

Feature
All Aboard
Babe Comes Home .
Broadway Nights . . . .
Broncho Buster, The .
California
Captain Salvation .

Star
Distributed by
. J. Hines-E. Murphy . First National
Babe Ruth-A. 0- NUsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
. L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
. Fred Humes
Universal
.T. tian-C.
McCoy-D.
Sebas-. . . M-G-M
Windsor

Length Reviewed
6300 feet
.AprU
1
6761 feet
8
6766 feet ...July
4687 feet .
July
8
4912 feet .. .July
8

.L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P. Starke-E.
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7396 feet .. .July
8
. Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
.May la
. I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621 feet .
.L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. PhUlips.Fox
6281 feet
Don Desperado
.L.Maloney-E.GUbert. Pathe-De Mille
5804 feet. .June
.May 106
Down the Stretch
.Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet.
.AprU 32
Eyes of the Totem, The . . W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
Cornwall
Pathe-De Mille
6228 feet . .May 13
.Bob
Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet .
Fighting Hombre The.
Griiming Guns
. J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet .
Heart of Salome
.May
6
. A. Rubens- W. Pidgeon-H. Herbert . . Fox
6617 feet .
Heart of the Yukon.
.A.Cornwall-J.Bowers. Pathe-De MUle
6562 feet. .May 27
HiUs of Peril
. B. Jones-G. Hale. . . . Fox
4943 feet . .June
.May 17
13
His First Flame. . . .
. H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De Mille
4660 feet . .May 20
Irish Hearts
. McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
6597 feet .
.May 27
Is Zat So?
. O'Brien-Perry- Lowe . Fox
6950 feet . .June
10
Love ThriU, The
. La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet .
Lost at the Front . . .
. C. Murray-C. SidneyN Kingston
First National
6255 feet . .June 17
5770 feel .
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. Ellis . . F. B. 0
Million Bid, A
D. Costello-W. Oland.Jiue 24
McGregor-Blythe. . Warner Bros
6310 feet .
Mother .
B Bennett-C. Kent.June
24
.Mar.
18
Kent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934
4727 feet.
feet.
.Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O. .
Outlaw Dog, The
.T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
Outlaws of Red River.
6327 feet. .April 8
Pirates of the Sky ....
.C. Hutchinson-W
.4828 feet.. .May
May 206
Hawley
Pathe-De MUle .
Poor Girls.
.D. Revier-E. BumsR. Stonehouse .... Co.umbia Pictures . . . 5428 feet .
Prairie King The.
.Hoot Gibson
Universal
6689 feet.
Rich But Honest..
.N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonald. . .Fox
6480 feet.
.R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures
Rich Men's Sons. . .
.May iti
.C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Rough House Rosie .
Gilmore
Paramovmt
6962 feet .
SUver Comes Thru .
.F. Thomson-E. Murphy. .June
3
SUver King (Horse) F. B. 0
6476 feet.
Sinews of Steel
. A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
6700
feet
.
Tiffany
Song of Steel
Splitting the Breeze . .
.Tom
Tyler Blinn- F. B. 0
4930 feet
."
Telephone Girl, The .
.L. BeUamy-Baxter
Gray-H.
. .Juno
"
Allison
Paramount
6466 feet. .May 27
Catch As Catch Can .
Climbers The
Cradle Snatchers ...

Motion

876
Feature
Tender Hour The

Feature

Star
Distributed by
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
Al WUson-E. Clair ... Universal
Three MUes Up
Tillie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
D. Gish-W. Rogers .. Paramount
Tip Toes
Warner Bros
Rin-Tin-Tin
Tracked bv the Police
L.Joy-A.Hale-C.Ray . Pathe-De Mille
Vanity
Pathe-De MiUe
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Yankee Clipper, The
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
G.O'Hara-S.Pahner F. B. 0
Tours to Command

Length
Reviewted
„.„„ , .
7400 feet
4041 feet .June 17
„.„.»»
<»
.June 17
10
6160 feet. June
6390 feet
5823 feet .May 13
6923 feet
7920 feet .July 1
6691 feet .AprU 15
4734 feet .Aug. 26

Star
JUNE Distributed by
. Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De MiUe
.La Plante-B. Washbum
Universal

Reviewed
Length
4336 feet . . June 3

Feature
Avenging Fangs ....
Beware of Widows . .

Black Diamond Express,
The
. M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
.Bob Custer
F. B. O
Bixlldog Pluck
Callahans and the Murphys
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
OUnstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The .
T. Mii-N. Joyce
Fox
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J. Novak . .SterUng Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. N.
de Putti-I.
Moskine-Universal
de Brulier
Dance Magic.
A. Traex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy.. .First National
Dearie
I. Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy
Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert .
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious . . . .
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy- J. Gadsen. M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands OB
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The . .K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Meddlin' Stranger The.
Wal^y Wales
Pathe-De MiUe
Men of Daring
Houe-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Ranghty But Nice .
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K. McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The .
E.O'Brien-A. Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
Secret Studio The . .
O. Borden-C. HollandM. Livingston
Fox
Silent Avenger, The .
Thunder (Dog)
Lumas
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty . . .
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livineston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound .
B. BIythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Tiffany
Squads Right
Sunset Derby, The .
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People,
Tiffany
Ten
Modem
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The .
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
Kerry
R.'ford-N.
Griffith-A.
Sheri- M-G-M
dan
Paramount
Westem Rover, The
Art Acord
Universal
What Happened to Father. W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany
Wedding Bills

Feature
Colleen
Cruel Truth, The
Death Valley
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike

5670 feet. .May

6

6803 feet

6126
4810
6252
.6700

,
, . «_
feet .. July 22
feet. .June 24
feet . . June
3
feet . .June 3

4612 feet,

.July

16

6688 feet, .Aug. 19
6897 feet.
5987 feet. . June 24
6684 feet .■juiy'22

5282 feet '.jm'eii
.July 1

4645 feet.
4773 feet .
6157 feet.
July 10
15
4576 feet. .June
6189 feet
.April 1
6620 feet ,
4710 feet , .July 22
.July 16
5614 feet,
.July
6870 feet.
6900 feet . .Jtme
6218 feet ,
.June
6412 feet .
.June
5182 feet , .Aug.
5000 feet, , Aug.
6500 feet.

16
24
17
10
6
6

6497 feet . . July 22
4926 feet . . July
4334 feet . . July

8
1

6517 feet. .June 24
6869 feet. .July 22
4404 feet
6667 feet . . July

1

Length
Reviewed
JULY Distributed by
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara.Fox
, H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures. . !!4766'fe'e't!!Aug. 12
.C. Nye-R.
Rae-R.
Wells
First Division Pict. . .5700 feet.. Aug. 12
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan-J. Bowers . . Columbia
F.Sterling-G.SidneyP rvnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (ten
B. Bronson
Paramount
tative)
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B.Love . Pathe-De MiUe
Heart of Maryland, The . . . D. Costello-J. Robards-H. CosteUo. . . Wamer Bros
Universal
Hero on Horseback, A . . . , Hoot Gibson
M.
de la Motte-McKid Sister, Tb*"
Gregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw The (tentative) .G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-I„ TeUegan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Manpower
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De MiUe
Prince of Headwaiters.The L.Stone-L. Tasbman . First National
Fred Humes
Universal
Range Courage
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. HaU-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rose of the Bowery
E. Murphy-J. WalkerC. Kent-M f Harris .A. C. A
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe-De MiUe
Al Wilson
Universal
Skybigh Saunders . . .

4108 f eet . . May

6

6 reels . . Dec.l2 '25
6 reels
Aug. 12
6617 feet. .Aug. 12

5482 feet. . Aug. 12
6 reels
4497 feet . . Aug. 26
4388 feet
6reels. . . .July 29
4662 feet. .Aug. 12

Star

Tartuff e, the Hypocrite . . . . E. Jannings-L. Dagover — W. Kraus. . .Ufa ....*.
Tired Business Man, The..Hitchcock-MetiaffeyGowland
Tiffany
Tom's Gang
T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Twelve MUes Out
J.GUbert-E.TorrenceJ.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De MiUe
White
Woman Pants
Who Willie
Did Not Care, J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National
The
L. Tashman-A. Rankin
Lumas

N ezv s

Length
Reviewed
S
7 reel= . . . .Aug.

7899 feet. .Aug.

6

6670 feet. .July 22
6409 feet. .Aug. 26
6000 feet

AUGUST
Feature
Adam and Evil

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
6 reels
Aug. 19
After Midnight
N. Shearer-L. Gray. . M-G-M
6312 feet. .Aug. 26
Beau Geste
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
Sept 11
Blood Ship, The
H. Bosworth-J. LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
6843 feet. .Aug.
6
Border Blackbirds
L. Maloney-E. GUbert
Pathe-De MiUe
6326 feet Sept. 9
Breed of Courage, The. . . .Ranger (Dog)- J. Morgan
F. B. O
4910 feet
Bugle CaU, The
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
Bush Leaguer, The
M. Blue-Hyams
Wamer Bros
6281 feet . . Sept. 9
Chain Lightning
B. Jones-D. EUis. . . .Fox
Country Doctor, The
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille
7500 feet . Sept. 9
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
WUson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Coward, The
W.Baxter-S.Lynn.. F. B. O
5093 feet
Desired Woman, The
I. Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Wamer Bros
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P Haver .Pathe-De MiUe
8000 feet . . Sept. 2
Fireman Save My ChUd . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Great MaU Robbery, The. .T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
6607 feet
Hard Boiled Hagerty
M. SiUs-M. O'Day . . First National
6 reels ... Sept. 9
Hidden Aces
C. Hutchinson-A. Calhoun
Patiie-De MUle
4620 feet . . Sept. 2
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook. . . .Paramount
Interf erin' Gent, The
Buffalo BiU, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
4864 feet . . Sept. 9
Lightning
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
6500 feet
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno.. Paramount
7180 feet. .Aug. 12
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
10400 f eet . . Mar. 18
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Wamer Bros
6435 feet . . May 20
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
5957 fete. Sept. 2
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease- J.
Mendez
F. B. O
6140 feet
Mendez
F. B. O
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. PoweU
Fox
6888 feet. Aug. 19
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. MUler.Universal
6909 feet . . Julv
1
Poor Nut, The
J. MuUiall-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National
6 reels
July 89
Ragtime
J. Bowers-M. de la
Motte
First Div
6700 feet . Sept. 9
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De MiUe
5844 feet
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian . Paramount
6368 feet . . June 24
Satin Woman, The
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
7000 feet. .Aug.
5
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
6 reels ... . Aug. 26
Singed
B. M.Sweet-W.
BaxterMcAUister
Fox
6790 feet . . July 22
Smile Brother Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
6 reels ... Sept. 9
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
7000 feet . . Sept. 2
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
7179 feet . . Aug. 26
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr. Sterling Pict
5400 feet
SweU Head, The
J. WaUter-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Three's a Crowd
H. ConneU
Langdon-G.
Mc- First National
5668 feet
Topsy and Eva
Duncan
Sisters-G.
Gowland-M.
Daw. United Artists
7 reels
Aug. 19
TumbUng River
T. Mix-D. Dwan. . . .Fox
4675 feet. .Aug. 26
Two Arabian Knights
W.L. Boyd-M.
WoUieim-I.AstorKeith. United Artists
Underworld
What Price Glory (road
show)
When a Man Loves (road
show)
White Pebbles

5868 feet

Picture

Distributed by

Feature
Angel of Broaday, The
Annie Laurie
Back to God's Country
Barbed Wire
Beautiful But Dumb

R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
McLaglen-Del RioLowe

7453 feet .. Sept.

Fox

11400 feet . . Dec.

J. tello-W.
Barrymore-D.
Oland CosWaUy Wales
Patiie-De MUle

SEPTEMBER
Distributed

9
4

10049 feet. .Feb.
4
4485 feet.. Aug. 19

by

Star
L. Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De MiUe
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
R. Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
P* Hanson
Negri-C. Brook-E. Paramount
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De MiUe
Big Parade The 'road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien. .M-G-M
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett. .Fox
Border Cavalier, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Broadway
Kid, The (tenta- George Jessel
tive)
Wamer Bros
CamiUe
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
MaryhaU-G. AstorUniversal
Certain Young Man, A. . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor. M-G-M
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
City Gone WUd, The
T. Meighan-M. MUlner-W. Standing. . .Paramount

Length

Reviewed

8730 feet. .May 27
5761 feet. .July 29
6961 feet

12550 feet .. Nov. 28
4427 feet
8700 feet . . May

6

7790 feet. . May 26
6536 feet. .May 13

September
Feature

16 ,

877

1927

Star

Distributed by

Length

Reviewed

Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M.GordonS. Lynn-R. LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. O
...6701 feet.. Aug.
College
B. Keaton-A. Com*
wall-G. Withers . . . United Artists
Drop Kick, The
R. Barthelmess - A.
Vaughan-B. Kent. .First National
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'BrienV. Valli-J. Fox
McDonald
Finnegan's Ball
B. MehafFey-Landis. .First Division Pict. . .6200 feet
First Auto The
B. 0!dfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson
Warner Bros
67671 eet. .July
Flying U Ranch, The
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Girl From Gay Paree, The . Sherman-BedfordMcGregor-Blythe. . Tiffany
Girl From Rio, The
Carmel Myers
Lumas
6900 feet
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De Mille
4750 feet
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G. Withers
F. B. O
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe.First National
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent . . . Universal
6862 feet
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . .Warner Bros
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M.
Alden
Fox
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
Mo jave Kid, The
B.lSteele-L. Gilmore . F. B. O
4912 feet . . Aug.
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount^ .,
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Warner Bros
7961 feet. .July
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
6170 feet
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
6415 feet . . Aug.
Perfect Gentleman, A
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
5626 feet
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
Rose of Kildare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chad- Lumas
wick
6000 feet
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. Mulhall-D. MackaiU
First National
6648 feet
Soda Water Cowboy, The.. Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Stark Love
Special Cast
Paramount
6000 feet. . Mar.
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Their Hour
Tiffany
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . Universal
4041 feet . . June
Turkish Delight
R.Schildkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De Mille
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox
We're All Gamblers
Meighan-M. Millner .Paramount

26

Alias the Deacon
American Beauty
Ben Hur (road show)
Beware of Married Men
Big Sneeze, The
Body and Soul
Boy Rider, The
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)

Distributed by
Star
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves. . .Universal
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Novarro-McAvoyBroason-F. X. Bushman-C. Myers. . . .M-G-M
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Buzz Barton
F. B. O

8

C. Talmadge-D.
Alvarado
First National
Florence Vidor
Paramount
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Crystal Cup, The
D. MackaiU-J. Mulhall
First National
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Forbidden Woman, The . . . Jetta Goudal
Pathe-De Mille
Gambler's Game, The
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
A. A.
Menjou-S.
Marchall O'HaraGingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl in the Pullman
Marie Prevost
Pathe-De Mille
Hold 'Em Yale
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
In Old Kentucky
M-G-M
Jake the Plumber
J. DeVarska-S. Lynh F. B. O
Jesse James
Fred Thomson
Paramount
Lingerie
Tiffany
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C Rogers. United Artists
Now We're in the Air .... W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Once and Forever
Patsy Ruth Miller . Tiffany
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries .Warner Bros
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Ranger of the North
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O
Rose of the Golden West..G. Roland-M. Astor.. First National
Rough Ridtri The (general
release*
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Boimd
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Shanghaied
P. R. MiUer-R. InceG. Astor
F. B. O
Shootin' Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane. . .Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur. M-G-M
Straight Shooting
Ted Wells
Universal
Way of All Flesh, The
E. Jaimings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith. . .Paramount

Becky
Dog of the Regiment, A . .
Finnegan's BaS (tentative)
Garden of Allah, The
Grass Widows
Judgment of the HiUs
Let 'Er Go Gallagher
Main Event, The
Mile-A-Minute Love
Quality Street
Sadie Thompson
Tempest
Thirteenth Hour, The
Women's Wares

Star

Distributed by

S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Ohnstead
M-G-M
. Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Warner Bros
A. Terry-I. Petrovich.M-G
Tiffany
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Junior Coughlan
F. B. O
Vera Reynolds
Pathe-De Mille.
R. Denny-B. Kent . . . Universal
M. Davies
M-G-M
G. Swanson
United Artists . . .
J. Barrymore-NissenWolheim
United Artists . . ,
Bonaparte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M
Brent-Lytell-L. Kent . Tiffany

Reviewed

4167 feet

-

Length Reviewed

..5700 feet.. Aug. 19

DECEMBER
12
8
5

11

10

Feature
Blue Danube, The
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

Star
Distributed by
Leatrice Joy
Pathe-De Mille.
Norman Shearer .... M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook
United Artists . . ,
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros
He's My Man
Phyllis Haver
Pathe-De Mille .
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day
M-G-M
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Power
William Boyd
Pathe-De Mille.
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros
Rip Van Winkle
Rudolph Schildkraut Pathe-De Mille .
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Wamer-NUsson-A. Joyce- Wol- United Artists . . ,
heim
Streets of Shanghai
Tiffany

Feature
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The
Ramona
Romance (tentative)

Length

Length

NOVEMBER
Feature

OCTOBER
Feature

Feature
Star
Distributed by
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love
Pathe-De Mille
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore .. Pathe-De Mille
Wolf's Trail
Dynamite (Dog)
Universal
Woman on Trail, The
Negri-Cortez
Paramount
Wreck of the Hesperus, The
Pathe-De Mille

Reviewed

West Point

JANUARY
Star
Distributed by
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
,
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists.
D. Del Rio-D. Alvarado
United Artists .
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
William Haines
M-G-M

6869 feet

Length Reviewed

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY

12000 feet. .Jan

16

Feature
Circus, The

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southem-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M
,

Length Reviewed

MARCH
Feature
Star
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast

Celebrated Woman, A
Cheating Cheaters

Distributed by
United Artists.

Length Reviewed

1
Coming

Attractions
Distributed by

6310 feet.. July 29
•

Feature
Ace High
Adventurer, The
Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf
Avenger, The
Back to Liberty
Bad LitUe Good Girl
Bamum (road show)
Beau Sabreur

Hoot
Universal
StarGibson
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
Al Wilson
F. B. O
L. Wilson-B. LytellW. V. Mong
Columbia
Bob Custer
F. B. O
G. Breese
Walsh-D. HaU-E. Excellent Pict
Chadwick
Wallace Beery
Paramount
E. Brent-G. CooperG. ry
Bancroft-N. Bee- Paramount

Reviewed

Beggar of Love

April

1

6999 feet. .Aug. 26
6166 feet . . Aug. 26
4206 feet.. Aug. 19
8486 feet. .July

8

P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Better 'Ole The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray.. . .Universal
Big Ditch, The
M-G-M
Big G»m, The
George Lewis
Universal
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Beimett . Fox
Blood Will Tell
B.Jones-K.Perry. . .Fox
Bowery Rose
P. lette
O'Malley-G.
Hu- Excellent Pict
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. NissenM. Busch-M. Loy. . Fox
Brides Will Be Brides. . ..Laura La Plante
Universal
Broadway Madness
M.Keith
de la Motte- D. Excellent Pict
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . .Universa.

Length

9481 feet. .Oct. 28

M 0 t io n

878
Feature
Call of the Heart
—
Cancelled Debt, The
Chinese Parrot, The

Star
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb-J. Alden ....
Rex Lease
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
J. Luden-S. Lynn
Jack Perrin

Distributed by

Length

Reviewed

Universal
Sterling Pict

Universal
City of Shadows, The
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Rayart
4747 fee
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
G. Sidney
Universal
Comrades
G. James-A. Sheridan.First Division
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De MiUe
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet . . Aug. 21
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks — A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O
Duke of Ladies, The
Lyon-Brian-Beranger First National
Eager Lips
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Enchantress, The (tentative)
Milton Sills
First National
Enemy, The
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . . M-G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destiny
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Fangs o Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe.Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) .6000 feet
Figures
Don't
Lie
E.
Ralston-R.
Arlen . . Paramount
Finders Keepers
Laura
La Plante
Universal
Fla^ Maker, The
Flymg Nut, The
Fortune Hunter The

C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J- S. Blackton (producers) . .
Glenn Tryon
Universal
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Four Flusher, The
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
Freckles
F. B. O
Galloping Fury
H. Gibson-S. Rand . . Universal
Gay Defender, The
R. Dix
Paramount
Gay Retreat, The
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
5 reels
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Paramount
,
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Gorilla, The
C. Murray-F. Kelsey. First National
Grand Army Man, The ... Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bemle Leams Her
Letters
R. Walling-F. Reicher Fox
Gun Gospel
K. Mayuard
First National
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-0. Caldwell
F. B. O
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Highschool Hero, The
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. . Fox
His Dog
J.Schildkraut-J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De MiUe
6788 feet
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E.Jannings-F.Wray. Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
Home Made
Johnny Hines
First National
Honeymoon Hate
Paramount
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F. B. O
Hot Heels
P. R. MQIer-G. Tryon Universal
I'll Tell the World
Colleen Moore
First National
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels . . . April 29
Irresistible Lover The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Jungle Rose
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13500 feet. April 29
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies Must Dress
Fox
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
7713 feet
'Also version of 11 reels)
Life's Crossroads
G. Hulette-M. Hamilton
Excellent Pict
Louisiana
Billie Dove
First National
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
''
Fox
(tentative)
Macushla
Madamoiselle
From Armentierea (English FiUn)
E. Brody-J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Man Crazy
Mulhall-Mackaill
First National
Man'E Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Man Who Laughs. The....C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
•
' "
M-G-M
Special Cast
Message to Garcia, A
Midnight
Rose of Ireland L. de Putti-K Harlan First
Universal
.'.
Mike
Donovan
National
Moon
Israel
M. Bennett-V.
Corda-A. Marchal
6680 feet
.'.
Mother of Machree
B.
McLag- F. B. 0
len-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Granee-J. Ralston-W. Heirs . . . . F. B. O
My Wife's Honor
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
.
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pict
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
No Place to Go
M. Astor-L. Hughes . First National
..."
Oh
I
What
a
Life
(tentative)
.Colleen
Moore
First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
12 reels. . .Dec. 18'.
Open Range
L. Chandler-B. Bronson
Paramount
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray . . .Fox

P i c t iir e

N e zv s

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Patent Leather Kid, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
12 reels
Aug. 26
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Publicity Madness ....... .L. Moran-E. Lowe . . . Fox
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict.
Ragtime
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
6700 feet
Red Hair
Clara Bow
Paramount
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures .... 6800 feet
Return of Boston Blackie. .Strongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict.
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romance of Old Spain, A . .E. Taylor-D.
Alvarado-M. Philbin. . . . United Artists
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Roulette
M. McAvoy
Warner Bros
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
Sally in Our Alley
S. Mason-A. B. Francis-R. Arlen
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds
B. Compson-E. Williams
First Division Pict
Serenade
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
Seventh Heaven
J . Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 f eet . . June 10
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Shepherd of the Hills, The.A. B. Francis
First National
Shield of HonorThe
R., Lewis-D. GulliverN. Hamilton
Universal
Silent Hero, The
Napoleon
(Dog)- R.
.Fraser-E. Murphy . Rayart
Show Boat
Universal
Silver Valley
Tom Mix
Fox
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
South Sea Love
F. B. O
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Speedy Smith
Billy Sullivan
Rayart (S. R.)
6005 feet
Steamboat Bill, Jr
Keaton-E. Torrence. . United Artists
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sunrise
Gaynor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Surrender
M. Phllbin-I. Moskine
Universal
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thanks For the Buggy Ride.Laura La Plante
Universal
Thirteenth Juror The
F. son
X. Bushman-Nils- Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance. C. Conklin
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K, Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . M-G-M
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Valley of the Giants
M. SiUs-D. Kenyon. . First National
Very Confidential
Madge Bellamy
Fox
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day. ..Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Your Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
loweMar- Universal
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. .. M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O.
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
12 reels . .Aug. 26
Wolf Fangs (tentative)
Fox
World's Illusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
P. Haver-S. HolmesB. Tennant-W. Mcdonald Excellent Pict
'..

Comedies
Title

and

Short

EDUCATIONAL

At Ease
LloydStar
Hamilton
Batter Up
George Davis
Brave Cowards
Dunham-Bradley
Bubbles of Geography
Hodge-Podge
Capers of a Camera
Hodge-Podge
Careless Hubby
Dunham-Bradley
Cry of Winter, The — Hot
Place, The
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Dead Easy
Bobby Vernon
Delving Into the Dictionary . Hodge-Podge
Dummies
Larry Semon
Felix the Cat in Art for
Heart's
Sake
"Sullivan
Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Jack From
All Trades
Sullivan Cartoon
Felix the Cat in 'Loco' Motive
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the TravelHog
"Sullivan Carton"
Flim Flam Films
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Follies of Fashion
Curiosities
Fox Tales
Fully Equipped
Lloyd-Murdock
Giddy Gobblers
Neal Burns

Subjects

Rel.

Date

Reviewed
.2Length
reels
Sept. 2
.2 reels
.1 reel
Aug. 19
.1 reel
Aug. 19
. 1 reel
Sept. 9
.1 reel
July
1
Sept. 2
Sept. 18 . .Ireel
July 17. . 2 reels .... Aug. 12
Sept. 11 . . 1 reel
.2 reels
Sept.
Sept.
July
Aug.
July
June

4.
11 ,
17
14
17 .
6.

July

10 . .Ireel
Ireel

June 26 . . 1
July 24 . .. 11
Sept. 18 . .1
Sept. 26 . .2
Sept. 25 .
Aug. 28. . 1
June 12 , .2

reel

Aug.

6

Sept.

9

July 29

reel
Sept. 2
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels. . . .June 24

September

16 ,

879

1927

Title
Goose Flesh
LloydStar
Hamilton
Half-Pint Hero, A
Lupino Lane
Her Husky Hero
Johnny Arthur
High Spots
AI St. John
His Better Half
Lloyd Hamilton
Hold Fast
Cliff Bowes
Holly-Nuts
Big Boy
Jack From All Trades
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Kid Tricks
"Big Boy"
Kilties
Dorothy Devore
Live News
Johnny Arthur
Lucky Dog
P. Dunham-L. Billetts
Meet the Folks
Jimmie Adams
Monty it the Mounted .... Lupino Lane
Movie Hound, The
Phil Dunham
Night Owls
Dunham-Bradley
No Cheating
Al St John
Non-Stop Fright, The
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Off Again
J. Lloyd-B. Boyd
Pick a Pet
Curioisities
Plumb Dumb
"Poodles" Hanneford
Poor
Fish — The
Ebbing
Tide
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Queens Wild
Beauchamp-Davis
Rver of Suds, The — MidOcean Sunset, A
.Bruce Scenic
Sure Cure
.Beauchamp-Davis
Tales of a Traveler
Hodge-Podge
Tenants of Marble Canyon,
'
The — A Picture Paradise . Bruce Scenic
Traveling at Home
Chriosities
Up In Arms
Dorothy Devore
W i d Wallops
B. Dooley-O Hasbrouck
Wise Guise
"Sullivan Cartoon"

F B

Rel. Date
June 19 .
Sept. 18 .
June
5.
July 31 .
July 31 .
July 31.
Aug. 28.
Aug. 7 .
July
3.
Aug. 28 .
Aug. 28 .
Sept. 11 .
July 10 .
July 24 .
July
3.
June 19 .
June 26 .
Aug. 21 .
Sept. 25.
July
3.
Aug. 21 ,
Aug. 21 .
June 5 .

Length
.22 reels.
reels
,2 reels.
.2 reels.
.2 reels.
1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels.
2 reels,.
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels.
.2 reels.
1 reel
1 reel
21 reel
reels
1 reel
. 1 teel
,2 reels

Reviewed
..July 1
. . Sept. 2
. .June 17
12
. ..Aug.
..Sept. 2
Aug.
5
Sept. 2
. . .July 29

. . .Aug. 5
. . .Aug. 12
July
July

29
22

July 22
Sept. 9

Ireel
Sept.
2 reels. . . .June
Aug.
July 10. 1 reel
July 10. .2 reels. . . .Aug.
July
June 26. 1 reel

9
24
12
5
29

June 12 . 1 reel
June
July 31. , 1 reel
Sept.
Sept.
,2
reels.
.
.
.July
June 26. , 1 reel
Sept. 4 .

24
9
21

O

Title
Star
Alice Cartoons (Released Twice a Month)
Beauty Parlor, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Beloved Rogue, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Bo's Guest
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Boys Will Be Girls
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Campus Romeos
"Fat Men"
Chin He Loved to Lift
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Fresh Hair Fiends
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Helen of Troy, N. Y
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
How High Is Up? (Fat Men) . Carr-Alexander-Ross
Kick in the Dark
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Krazy Kat Cartoons (released twice a month)
Last Nose of Summer
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Mickey's Circus
Mickey's Pals
New Faces for Old
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Nothing Doing
Charles Bowers
Permanent Rave, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Pickled Romance
Charles Bowers
Peter's Pan
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
She Troupes to Conquer... .Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Sock in Time, A
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Steamed Up
Charles Bowers
Tanks of the Wabash
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Toupay or Not To Pay
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Wanderers of the Waistline. .Karr-Ross-Alexander

Rel.

Date

Aug.
Oct.
June
Aug.
Tuly
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
July
Aug.
June
Sept.
Oct.
June
June
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.

.1Length
reel
.2 reels
3 . .2
5 . .2 reels
reels
19 . . 2 reels
24 . 2 reels
25 . .2 reels
14.
. 2 reels
21. .2
reels
31 . .2 reels
27 . .2 reels
3 . 1 reel
reels
17. .2
.2 reels
4 . .2 reels
3.
12 . .22 reels
reels
11 .
reels
10 . .2
.2
reels
13
,2 reels
28 .2 reels
19 .2 reels
5.
reels
13 . .2
10 . .2 reels
.2
reels
7.
11 . .2 reels

Reviewed

Rel.

Date
Oct.
Oct.

Length
1 reel
1 reel
2.1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
23 . . 2 reels

Star
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Ufa Oddity
Great Events
Ufa Oddity
. Ufa Oddity
Ufa Odd ty

Reviewed

June 19. .2 reels
July
1 reel
Aug.
7 .. 1 reel
1 reel
Sept. 25 .. 2 reels
June 26 .. 2 reels
July 24. 1 re<^l
Oct.
9 . 2 reels
July
3.2 reels
June 19. .2 reels
July
Aug. 28 . 2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels. . . .Sept.
1 reel
1 reel
Oct. 16.1 reel
1 reel
2 reels . . >
June 26 . . 21 reels.
reel
June
June 12 . .2' reels. . . .June
June
5.
Aug. 21 . 1 reel
July 31 . .21 reels
reel
Sept. 4
. 2 reels
July 17 , .1 reel
July
Tuly 10
Sept. 24 .2 reels
Sept. 18 . 1 reel
June 12. .1 reel
June
1 reel
July 24 . . 2 reels
July 10. .2 reels

Rel. Date
Length
Aug. 27 . . 1 reel
Nov.
5 .. 1 reel
April 7. .1 reel
Mar. 26 .1 reel
Oct. 22. .1 reel
Oct.
8.1 reel
1 reel .
Oct.
1 .. 2 reels
Nov. 19 . . 1 reel .
1 reel .
Mar
1 reel .

PARMIOUNT
Star
. Krazy Kat Cartoon
. .E. E. Horton
.. .. E.
Bobby
Vernon
E. Horton
. . Jimmie Adams
.Novelty
. . Novelty
.E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
E. E. Horton
Krazy Kat Cartoon
BUly Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon

PATHE-DE

15

16

2

24
24

16
17

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Title
An African Adventure
Assorted Babies
Atop the World
Chase, The
Death Traps
Dog Days
Falcon, The
Flag, The (Technicolor)
Fight For Life, A
Fishing With a Microscope.
Gritty Pups

Title
Aero Nuts
Behind the Counter.
Crazy to Fly
Dad's Choice
Doctor Quack
Elegy,
FantasyThe
Find the King
French Fried
Hot Heads
Hot Papa
Ko-Ko Chops Suey
Ko-Ko Explores
Ko-Ko Hops Oft
Ko-Ko's Kane
Ko-Ko Plays Pool
Ko-Ko the Knight
Ko-Ko the Kop
Loco Motifs
Moony Mariner, A
No Publicity
Rail Rode
Row, Sailor, Rowl
School Daze
Sealing Whacks
Short Socks
Short Tail, A
Tired Wheels
Topsey Turvey
Uncle Tom's Caboose
Web Feet
Wedding Wows

Title

FOX FILMS
Title
St.ir
Alhambra Romantic, The . . Variety
A Jierica Today
Variety
Argentina
Variety
Arkansas Traveler
Variety
Around Cape Horn
Variety
Capt. Kidd^s
Kittens
Cupid
and the
Clock (O.Animal Comedy
Henry)
S. Phipps-N. Stuart
Colorful Italy
Variety
Cup of Coffee, A
Variety
Desert Blooms, The
Variety
Fool and His Money
Tyles Brooks
Gentlemen Prefer Scotch
Glory That Was Greece. . . Variety
Her Blue Black Eyes
M. Casajuana-E. Clajrton
Her Silent Vow
"Helen and Warren"
Hot Potato, A (Van Bibber).. E. Foxe-K. Bates
Kangaroo's Kimona, The . . G. Carmeon, F. Bramley
Land of Evangeline
Variety
Lights and Shadows in Sicily.Variety
Mum's the Word
My Lady's Coat
Variety
My Old Kentucky Home . . , Variety
Northern Alaska
Variety
Over the Andes
Variety
Psyche and the Pskyscraper . "O. Henry"
Road to the Yukon
Variety
Roamin' Gladiator
"Animal Comedy"
Rumors for Rent
"Helen and Warren"
Salmon Run, The
Variety
Silk Legs
Sky Frontiers
Variety
Suite Homes
"O. Henry"
Snow Rambles
Variety
Twenty Legs Under the Sea .R. WaUing
Under Colorado Skies
Variety
Venders of the World
Variety
Whale Hunting
Variety
Why Blondes Leave Home
Wolf in Cheap Clothing, A. ."Animal Comedy"

Title
Star
Heavenly Bodies
Ufa Oddity
Hidden Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Jewels of Venus
Ufa Oddity
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddity
Lion Hunt, The
Ufa Oddity
Monarch of the Glen, The, .Ufa Oddity
Pathfinders, The
Ufa Oddity
Parasol Abt, The
Ufa Oddity
Pets and Pests
Ufa Oddity
Secrets of the Sea
Ufa Oddity
Soaring Wings
Ufa Oddity
Sting of Stings, The
Charlie Chase
Sugar Daddies
All Star Cast
TallyHo
Ufa Oddity
What Every Iceman Knows. Max Davidson
Winged Death
Ufa Oddity
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of
Mexico
Ufa Oddity
Yale vs. Harvard
Our Gang

Reviewed

Rel.

Date

,Length
1 reel
.. 11 reel
reel
.Ireel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
Dec. 31. . 1 reel
Jan. 28 . . 1 reel
Jan. 28. . 1 reel
Sept. 24 . .2 reels
Sept. 3 . .2 reels
Sept. 10 1 reel
.2 reels
Sept. 17 . . 1 reel
Dec. 3.
. 1 reel
.2 reels
Sept. 24
Sept.
Jan.
Dec.
Feb

10.
14 .
17.
25.

Length
Rel. Date . 1 reel . .
Aug. 13 , .2 reels.
.2 reels.
Sept. 17 . .2
reels.
Aug. 27 , . 2 reels .
Aug.
6
Oct. 15 . .2 reels.
.2 reels.
Sept. 3 .2 reels.
Aug. 27 .2 reels.
Oct.
1 . 1 reel . .
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.
Oct.

16
17
20
6
3
1
24
24
1
24
20
10
1
13
10
8
22
22
27
22

Reviewed
Dec.
Dec. 11
11
Oct.
9

;

Reviewed

. 1 reel . .
..11 reel.
reel. ..
.1 reel. .
. 1 reel. .
. 1 reel . .
. 1 reel . .
.2 reels.
.2 reels.
. 1 reel. .
.2 reels.
.1 reel. .
.1 reel. .
.2 reels.
.1
reel. ..
.1 reel.
.1 reel. .
. 1 reel . .
.1 reel. .
. 2 reels .

MILLE

Star

Rel.

Date

Ant Life As It Isn't
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Baby Brother
"Our Gang"
June
Big Reward, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Bully, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Chicken Feed
"Our Gang"
July
College Kiddo, The
Hurlock-Quillan
Aug.
Comrades in Work
Mabel Normand
Crimson Flash, The (Serial — Landis-E. Gilbert)
June
Cured in the Excitement. . . . Hurlock-Bevan
June
Cutting a Melon
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Died in the Wool
"Aesop Fables"
June
Dog's Day, A
"Aesop Fables"
June
Don't Tell Everything
Roach Stars
July
Eyes and Angles
Sportlight
July
Fiddlesticks
Harry Langdon
Flying Feet
Sportlight
June
Fluttering Hearts
Charley Chase
June
Glorious Fourth, The
"Our Gang"
July
Golf Nut, The
Bevan-Quillan-A. Bennett
Sept.
Hard Cider
"Aesop Fables"
June
Hawk of the Hills (Serial) . . Ray and Miller
Aug.
Hole in One, A
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Hook, Line and Sinker
"Aseop Fables"
Aug.
Human Fly, The
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
In and Out Again
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Love 'Em and Weep
M. Busch-Laurel-Finlayson . . . .June
Love Nest, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Love's Languid Lure
Ben Turpin
Aug.
Olympic Games
"Our Gang"
Sept.
One
Man
Dog,
A
"Aesop
Fables"
June
On the Hook
Sportlight
Aug.
Pioneer Instinct
Sportlight
June
Pride of Pikeville, The
Ben Turpin
June
Prowling Around France with
Will Rogers
Travelesque
Sept.
Red Hot Sands
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Riding
July
Roammg Highthe Emerald Isle "Aesop Fables"
with Will Rogers
Travelesque
Aug.
Sailors, Beware
Roach Stars
Sept.
Scents and Dog Sense
Sportlight
Aug.
Small-Town Sheriff, The . . . "Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Smith's Candy Shop
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Aug.
Smith's Cook
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Smith's Pony
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Sept.
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Subway Sally
"Aesop Fables"
July
Tackles and Touchdowns . . . Sportlight
Sept.
Taking Punishment
Sportlight
July
Weaker Sex, The
Rarebits
What Women Did For Me. .Charley Chase
Aug.
Why Girls Love Sailors
Roach Stars
July
With Love and Kisses
Roach Stars
Aug.
With Will Rogers Through
Switzerland & Bavaria . .. .Travelesque
June

7
26
3,
31
31
7
19
12
11
19
5
3,
10 .
12 .
19 .
31
4
12
28
21
28
26
18
12
17
29
11
26
21
26
5

Reviewed
. Length
1 reel
.2 reels
July
1
.1 reel
July
1
.. 21 reel
July 29
reels
.2 reels. . . .Aug.
6
. 2 reels
10 episodes. June 17
.2 reels. . . .June 24
.1 reel
Sept. 2
.1 reel
June 17
.1 reel
June 3
.2 reels. . . .July
1
. 1 reel
July 16
.1
.2
.2
.2

reel . . . .June 24
reels .... June 17
reels
July 29
reels

. 1 reel
June
10
Sept.
. 1 episodes.
reel
Aug.
.1 reel
.1 reel
.1 reel
. 2 reels .... June
. 1 reel
July
. 2 reels
Sept.
.2 reels
Sept.
. 1 reel
July
.1 reel
Sept.
.1 reel
.2 reels. . . .June
18 .1 reel
14 . .Ireel
Aug.
10 . . 1 reel
Sept.
21 .Ireel
23 . 2 reels
7 . 1 reel
.Ireel
Sept.
4
reels . . . .Aug.
21 .2
.2 reels
18 . 2 reels

17
122

24
16
2
2
1
2
3
12
9
2
12

July 22
24 .. 11 reel
reel
18 . 1 reel
24,
. 1 reel
14. . 2 reels
Aug. 16
12
17 , .2
.2 reels
reels. . . .July
28
26. .1 reel

July

1

STATE RIGHTS
.Dec. 11

Title
Animal Catchers
Beauty and the Beach
Big Pie Raid, The
Birth Mark

Star
Rel. Date
Length
McDougall Kids
Bray
2 reels
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clark
1 reel
McDougall Kids.. . .Bray
June 1. .2 reels. .
Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal
2 reels..

Reviewed
.
. .June 10

880
Title

Motion
Length
. r 2eels .
. 1 reel . .
Jtine 30.
June
1. .. 2 reels .

Rel.

Star

Custard's Last Stand
Derelects
Novelty.
.'
Deuce, Theof the Sea
McDougall. . Kids
Dream of the Sea, A (Bmo>
color)

Bray
Bray
Bray

Date

Film Dist.
Corp
Fresh and a Devil
Bray
God Made This Day For Me (Guest Jewel)
Aug.
Good Scouts
Bray
Great Guns
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Helpless Helper
Al Jay
Cranfield-Clarke
Henpecked in Morocco .... Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Heralds of the Spring
Nature Special
Bray
April
His Ticklish Predicament
Bray
Iron Derby, The
Bray
Isle of Sunken Gold, The
(Serial)
A. Stewart
Nat Levine
Here Comes the Bride
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
His Off-Day
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Hit and Win
Bray
Aug.
It's a Great Life
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
It's AU Wet
Bray
July
Jungle Belles
"Lantz Cartoon"
Bray
Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Laugh. . ."Fleischer Cartoon" Red Seal
Learn by Mail
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
Lift Your Face
Bray
Aug.
Little Feet
Novelty
June
Lost in a Pullman
Bray
Ma and the Auto (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
Memories
Color Classic
Tiffany
Nothing to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Orphans, The
McDougall Kids
Bray
Over There
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Perils of the Jungle (Serial)E. Gilbert-F. Merril . .Weiss Bros
Sappy Days
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
Scoop, The
Bray
July
Silence of the Snows (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
Sky Walkers
Novelty
June
Sophomore, The
G.O'Neil-L.Graydon.Hi-Mark
Spooky Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
Style Book
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
Two Arabian Sights
Bray
Water, Water Everywhere
Bray
June
When Red Bit the Dust. ... (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
July
When We Were Kids
(Guest Jewel)
A. C. A.. ..June
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
YeUow Dog, The (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema

1 reel
1..1
2
2
2
2
19. .1

Reviewed

May 97

reel
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel

10 episodes
1 reel
2 reels
20. .2 reels
1 reel
10. .2 reels
1 reel
June 10
1 reel
July 22
1 reel
10 .. 2 reels
1 reel
July 22
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
Sept. 9
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
10 episodes . Aug.
6
2 reels
20. .2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels
20. .2 reels
L.lreel
L.lreel
2 reels
1 reel

April 16

TIFFANY
Title
Star
Footing the Bill
Color Classic
Greanwhich
Village Romance, A
Color Classic
King of Sports . .
Color Clasyic
Love in the Jungle
Color Classic
Man Who Married the Moon Color Classic
Me and My Pal
Color Classic
Memories
Color Classic

Rel.

Sept 1
Sept. 15

Date

Length
1 reel

Reviewed

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reels

UNIVERSAL
Title
Star
Ah Gay Vienna
Charles F>uffy
Barrymore
Tommy
(Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Battle Scarred Hero, A
"The Gumps"
Blake of Scotland Yard (Serial) Hayden Stevenson
Buster Come On
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Frame-Up
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Handicap
Trimble and Dog
Buster's Initiation
Trimble and Dog
Cows Is Cows (Mustang) . . . Corbett & Holmes

Rel. Date
Length
...July 26. .Ireel

Reviewed
July 15

.... May 27
June 18 .. 22 reels
reels
Oct.
3
Aug. 15 10 episodes
Sept. 14 .2 reels. . . .Sept. 9
.2 reels. . . . May 20
June 6 .2 reels
July 16
Aug.
1
July
4 . 2 reels .... Jime 24
June 24
July
9 . 2 reels

. FWm takes audience
private life of butterflies who
abolt flame of Broadway, and
formance very well done.

into
play
perMiss

Shearer does splendid work. . . ."
Express: "Norma Shearer has
a part which gives her opportunity
to justify complimentary things
that are being said about her. Lawrence (]rcy makes firmer place for
himself in hearts of fans. . . .
Clever handling of story in genHerald: Norma Shearer fans
going to like her. Personality
radiates in full warmth.
eral."moves rapidly. Gwen I^e
Plot
scores in role of Mazie. . . .
Flavor of one who knows his
locales in picture."
Times: "Not even sweltering
day had any effect on box office.
Norma Shearer beautifully photoExaminer: "Norma Shearer an
adaptable
graphed." actress, surprising one ;
I.awrence Grey most acceptable
and Gwen Lee excellent."

News

Title
Rel. Date Length
Reviewed
Star
Crimson Colors
Lewis-Gulliver
Sept. 12. .2 reels. .
Dancing Fools
C. King-C. Doherty
Sept. 21.2 reels . .
Danger Ahead (Western) .. .Jack Perrin
Sept. 24 .2 reels. . , . .June 17
Daze of the West (Mustang) Fred Gilman
.".... .Sept. 3. .2 reels. . Sept. 2
Doctors Prefer Bnmetts .... Neely Edwards
June 20 . . 1 reel
Time S
Do or Diet
Charles Puffy
June 13. .1 reel
June 3
Fighting Texan, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Sept. 10. .2 reels
Aug. 19
George's Many Loves
Sid Saylor
Jvme 15 , . 2 reels .... May 27
George Steps Out
Sept. 28 . . 2 reels
Great Guns
Oswald Cartoon
1 reel
Gun Justice (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July
2. .2 reels. . . .June 10
Haunted Island, The (Serial)Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster
10 episodes
His Day of Days
Neely Edwards
Aug. 15 . . 1 reel
Home Trail, The (Mustang) . Fred Gilman
Jime 4 . . 2 reels .... May 13
Honest and Truly
Charles Fhiffy
Aug. 29. .2 reels
Horse Trader, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Aug. 20 . .2 reels
1
Jane's Relations
M. Marcel-E. McCartiiy
July 17 . .2 reels. . . .July
Jane's Sleuth
Dorety-Clair
Jtme 22. 2 reels. . . .June S
Aug. 19
Keeping in Trim
Sept. 7 . .2 reels
Man Tamer, The (Mustang) Edmund Cobb
Aug. 27 . ,2 reels
Mechanical Cow, The
Oswald Cartoon
Oct.
3 . , 1 reel
Monkey Shines
Ben Hall
Sept. 25 . . 1 reel
My Mistake
Charles King
June 29. 2 reels
June 10
2 reels
Newlyweds' Surprise
Snooktmis
Oct.
3.
Newlyweds' Troubles
Snookums
Sept. 5 . . 2 reels .... Aug. 19
Oh Taxi!
Sid Saylor
Aug. 10 .2 reels
July 22
Oh Teacher I
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 19 . 1 reel
Sept. 2
On Furlough
Sig Saylor
July 27 . .2 reels. .. .July 16
2
reels
On Special Duty (Western) . Fred Gilman
Oct.
8.
Pawns and Queens (Musreels. . . .Jtily 15
tang)
Edmund Cobb
Aug. 6. .21 reel
Penny Ante
Harry Mann
June 27 .
Phantom Outlaw, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July 16 .
Piperock Blaze, The (Tuttle
2 reels
June 24
Western)
Holmes & Corbett
Jtme 11 . 2 reels.
Plain Jane
Aug. 17 . . 2 reels . .May 20
Please Don't
Aug. 24. 2 reels .
Plumed Rider, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July 30. .2 reels. . . .July 16
May 20
Red Suspenders
Summerville & "Fanny"
June 6. .1 reel
Rest Cure, The (Tuttle Western;
Corbett and Holmes
Jime 26 . . 2 reels
Riding
Whirlwind,
The
(Western)
Newton House
Oct.
1 . . 2 reels
Roaring Gulch, The (Mustang)
Edmimd Cobb
July 17. .2 reels
Jtily 1
Rtm for His Money, A
Arthur Lake
Aug. 21 . .1 reel
Rushing Business
Aug. 31 . . 2 reels .... Aug. 12
Samson at Calford
Lewis Gulliver
.2 reels. . . .June 17
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial — F. X. Bushman Jr.)
10 episodes
Scrappin'tang)
Fool, The (Mus- Bob Curwood
Sept. 2
Sept. 17. . 2 reels
. 2 reels
Shady Rest
"The Gumps"
Silent Partner, The (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)
Mar. 19 . .2 reels
Feb. 26
Sleepy Time Pal, A
Neely Edwards
July 11.
June 24
Snookum's Asleep
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
July
6. ..21 reel
reels. . . June 24
reels. . . .July 16
Snookum's Clean Up
Snookums-Clair-Saylor
Aug.
3 . .2 reels
Society Breaks
Oct.
5.
Sodas and Shebas
Arthur Lake
Sept. 12 . .2 reels. . ..Sept. 9
Son of America, A
George K. Arthur
Aug.
8 . . 1 reel
Square Shooter, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Aug. 13 . . 2 reels .... July 23
Stop Snookums
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
June
1 . . 2 reels .... May IS
July 16
Surprised Honey
Neely Edwards
Aug.
1 . .Ireel
July
1
Tale of a Shirt, The
Jimmy Aubrey
July 17 . . 1 reel
.2
reels.
.
.
.May
20
That's No Excuse
Charles King
June 8 .
Sept. 2
Too Much Sleep
"The Gumps"
Sept. 19. . 2 reels
Trail of the Tiger, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
.2 reels. . . .Aug.
6
Trolley Troubles
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 6 . .1 reel
Aug. 19
Under the Bed
Charles Puffy
July
4.
. 1 reel
10
episodes June 24
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial) Wm. Desmond
What An Excuse
Charles King
July 13 . . 2 reels .... June 24
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Wallace MacDonald
June 6 . 102 episodes
reels
Winning Five, The
Lewis-Gulliver
Sept. 26 .

^erOpinionsonNeiuPict
"After
Midnight" — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Loew's State
Theatre, Los Angeles
Record: "Film absorbing. . . .
Proof of enormous drawing power
was seen yesterday when several
hundred people lined up outside
during hottest part of day waiting
for seats. . . . Oie of the best
I have seen. ... I do not
think there is a feminine star tonay who has greater possibilities
than Norma Shearer. In 'After
Midnight' she has a role that f^ts
her like a glove. . . . Fwen
Lee and Lawrence Gray both excellent. . . . Picture of absorbing interest — dramatic story,
good photography, and above all,
Norma Shearer."
News: "Plot steps right along,
Norma has opiKirtunity to wear
fine clothes, and bright light environment gives sparkle and speed
to film that makes it especially entertaining. . . . Battle between
two girls. Norma Shearer and
Gwen
Lee, poignantly
intriguing.

Picture

Rz'cning World: "Good picture,
with good acting and rather better
than good story. Worth seeing.
Barthelmess as Kid gives as good
performance as one could possibly
ask for. Manages to catch spirit of
East Side youngster, that is little
short of inspirational."
"Smile,
Brother,
Smile" — First
National, Loew's State Theatre, Los Angeles
Times: "Epic of traveling
salesman has arrived; is impression
of him that will be remembered.
It is entertainment. You'll find it
reason for smiles and also for
laughs. Hits rapid pace of mirth
Many good situBtions and well
drawn characters. Mulhall does
very ssympathetic portrayal, and is
responsible for many of laughs by
his adroit work. John Francis
Dillon directed and did an excellent
Examiner: "Charles R. Roge'^s
did no mean job when he decided
to glorify traveling salesman
in

^'^^ "^IL

motion
picture. atAudience
at L-ocw's
State laughed
every gag
and at
every situation. John Francis
Dillon has turned out pleasant little comedy. ' Is Mr. Mulhall's picture. He is excellent. Miss Mackaill gives performance that registers. \\"\\\ have a great following among the knights of the grip
and their friends."
"Hard-Boiled Haggerty"— First
National, Strand, New York
Post: "The best picture Mr.
Sills has played in for a long time.
Molly O'Day seems quite as pleasant as she did in 'The Patent
American: "Mr. Sills is well cast
as the hero. "He is always interKid.'
genial. .\n entertaining
Leatheresting and
picture and the Milton Sills fans
will undoubtedly like their idol in
this
type of ll'orld:
part."
Evening
"The airplane
World:
"Presents
a series of
scenes
are quite
remarkable."
thrilling and glamorous shots."
Roy Press
«

Printbrs

Clearly Reflected
at the box-office
If your patrons are enjoying faultless
screen quality you are projecting prints
on Eastman Positive made from originals
on Eastman Negative.
Always specify Eastman prints, and
look for the words ^^Eastman Kodak'' in
the transparent margin. For Eastman
screen quality is clearly reflected at the
box-office.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.

J

i

!i

Morgan

Posters

speak a universal language the world
over — be it Sydney or Shanghai —
Singapore or Syracuse.
They signify profitable bookings
and are recognized guides to good
entertainment.

'\Jfie Sian of Superior Quality and Service"
Qeneral Office: Cleveland, Ohio
Branch Offices: NEW YORK and LOS ANGELES
Plants: CLEVELAND ' NEW YORK CiTY - ELMHURST, LONG

ISLAND

September 23, 1927
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XXXVI

No.

l^B

^^^tKt'rfif as second-class matter April 22, 1926, at the Post Office at New
under act of March 3, 1?""
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Los Angeles

Weekly— $2.00 a

Neiv York

, car

York, .V. I^^|
^^H
^*

B>RICE

20 CENTS

Chicago

i

A BAD

DREAM

Every theatre owner has had a nightmare such
as is illustrated in the accompanying scene of
panic from fire.
The nightmare is bad enough; the reality
would be immeasurably worse.
Make both impossible by equipping your projection machines with the marvel among modern
safety developments— the SENTRY SAFETY
CONTROL — costs only a few cents a day.

\

the rules are changed
^Yes, football rules are changed this year. Goal posts moved back. More leeway for forward and
lateral passes. Greater rewards for enterprise and daring. Public demand changed the rules. Demand
for a faster, more dashing game. ^The same public demand is dominant in the motion picture
game. The rules are changed for 1927. Paramount and Paramount showmen, playing the game
with the new rules, are rolling up record scores. With smart, dazzling plays like "Chang", "Beau
Geste", "Way of All Flesh", "Underworld". With plunging hits like "Metropolis", "Barbed Wire",
"Firemen, Save My Child", '^^Hula", "Swim, Girl, Swim", "Rough Riders", "Service for Ladies".
With star players like Harold Lloyd, Clara Bow, Emil Jannings, Richard Dix, Daniels, Menjou,
Meighan, Negri, Fred Thomson, Beery-Hatton, Bancroft, Fields-Conklin, Vidor, Ralston, Zane Grey.
^Sweeping through for long runs. Kicking the opposition for a goal. Because they're different,
brighter, smarter. Paramount saw the rules had changed and developed its material accordingly.
Paramount has produced brilliant, consistent winners week after week.
^[By the time other producers get wise the old rules won't work, the
season will be over. Don't you be content with the old stuff* and a licking.
Play the new rules with Paramount's 100% Program and be a champ!

'em rave? RAVEHthat's the word!Cat"EXTR^
you hear
Do Martin
and thi
in the New York World. About "The
Hng Long.Run Special. "AMAZING!" says Fred Hall in the New
Cat and the Canary." "HAIR-RAISING!" says Dorothy Herzo]
"INSPIRED-MOST SUCCESSFUL! "says John S.Cohen inTh(
LAUGHS, AND PIERCING SCREAMS!" says Donald Tho
Telegram. "SCREAMING SUCCESS!" says Herbert Cruicksha
graph. "SHIVERS,THRILLS,AND HECTIC SCREECHES F
says Betty Colfax in the New York Graphic. All about "The
WE TOLD
you so!"
picture
UNIV
TO GRAB
RUSH YESSIR!
THEIR
YOU"WeBY told
TOLDshouts
RUNS that
This is Universal's year! The biggest of Super - Specials, Big
be specials in any other hands, Super-Shorts proven by PERFO
We'
The Big Gun Exhibitors are raving!
Critics are raving!

Sitting on Top of the World— Tha

ORDINARY !'' says Quinn
Canary*^^ UniversaPs startYork Times. About "The
in The New York Mirron
New York Sun/THRILLS,
mpson in The New York
nk in The New York TeleROM THE AUDIENCE r^
Cat
the Canary/'
The
YOU!and THE
BIG FIRST
ERSAL CONTRACTS!
Gun Jewels that would
RMANCE! The Big Gun
re raving!
No wonder —

Vs Universal!

iMMiOMOTjaxWaiBKWmMailBaMMlSMMMM^

10 The Collegians

m

Carl l^emmlejr's Junior Jewel 2 Reelers-

I

12 Snookums

Stem Brothers Junior Jewel 2 Reelers

ZtWinkler
Os^Wald-THE
RABBIT
Productions.LUCKY
1 Reelers

tZ New Gumps

Samuel Van Ronkel Prod. 2 Reelers

104
InternatlonaLNe'wsreel
Twice Each Week Every Week in

the
Year. Hearst Produced. Hearst Publicised

n Stern Brothers ComecUes
2 Reelers
13 Rube Goldberg's MIKE
13 R F Outcault's BUSTER
13 PopMomand's KEEPING
THE JONESES
13 DOIT
George McManus' LET

AND IKE
BROWNS
UP WITH
GEORGE

5 First Run Serials
including
Carl OF
Laemmle*s
Junior YARD
Jewel
Serial BLAKE
SCOTLAND
and THE SCARLET ARROW
THE HAUNTED ISLAND
THE VANISHING RIDER
THE TRAIL OF THE TIGER

Featurettes— 2 Reelers
5213 Actio
Stunt n
Westerns
13 Northwest Mounted Stories
13 Boy Wonder Sensations
13 Texas Ranger Stories

li

6 Octavus Roy Cohen -Charlie
Puffy Z Reelers
26 Snappy Comedies 1 Reelers

13 Harold Highbrows
13 Drugstore Cowboys with Arthur Lake

■fffll

— Universalis Brick and
Mortar Super Sliorts!
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TRACK
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SAM
WOOD. .. master
maker of giant comedies . . .
delivers another smacker
with big money spangles
all over it!
Authored by Byron Morgan
. . » greatest box-office writer
in the business. Four mighty
stars merging their comic
genius in monster laugh
upheaval!
THE WORLD IS
SPORT MAD AND
THIS SHOW HITS
'EM RIGHT ON
THE
W

BUTTON!
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HOW MUCH
MONEY III YOU
EXPECT TO MAKE
NEXT YEAR?

-h**

Whatever it is, it will he
more than you figured!
M-G-M

exhibitors are making the money this year !

PICTURES like "Tell it to the Marines," "Slide, Kelly, Slide"
"TWELVE Miles Out"
'ROOKIES/' "After Midnight" and the rest
ARE cleaning up. no mistake.
HOW about next year ?
WE'RE in a position to state that
M-G-M exhibitors will have
THEIR Biggest Year in '27''28.
A Star name on every picture you show!
WE'VE got that for next season.
AND our budget for stories and production is
PLENTY!

(continued)

IF you can't keep your house filled
WITH Chaney one week, Shearer the next,
GILBERT the next, and Garbo, Haines, etc., etc.
RIGHT down the line—
NOT to mention M-G-M's Great Specials —
THEN you'd better quit strutting your stuff
AS a showman.

ANY theatre is strongly intrenched with M-G-M's
BIG Parade of Stars plus
M-G-M's equally high quality program of
JUNIOR Features—
M-G-M offers you only those short subjects
THAT add drawing value and class value
TO your program.
HOUSE-fiUers, not time-fillers!
HAL Roach Comedies build patronage —
"OUR Gang," "Charley Chase," "Max Davidson,"
GREAT Events in Technicolor — M-G-M OdditiesTHOSE are the cream, boys !
AND M'G-M News will give other newsreels
SOMETHING to think about—
WE urge all exhibitors to
EXAMINE the facts of all products for '27-78.
TAKE your time, there's no hurry.
WE know that when all is said and done
YOU'LL go with the company that offers you
THE chance to make the most money
IN receipts!

In other words —

-G-

^n
*

*♦•

"All-Star"

Every Producer-Exhibitor
in the field

lias

signed

to

play

FOX

Did they do it because
of love of FOX?
No!

" .

Only a dollars and cents
consideration actuates these
men
The
and
the
else

- - - rivals in many ways.
qviality of FOX Pictures
prospective profits at
box-office - - - nothing
- - - convinced these

keen, clear-headed showmen
to book FOX for profits.

Dolores Del Rio

Victor McLaglen

in

Loves of CARMEN
EAST

SIDE WEST

SIDE

George O'Brien Virginia
PAID TO LOVE

Valli

George O'Brien
Virginia Valli
Blanche Sweet in

SINGED

Janet

2 GIRLS

Gaynor

THE JOY
Olive Borden
THE

in

WANTED

GAY

GIRL
Neil Hamilton

RETREAT

Sammy Cohen

Ted McNamara

PUBLICITY

MADNESS

Lois Moran

Edmund

Lowe

Phipps HERO
HIGH Sally
SCHOOL

VERY
Madge

CONFIDENTIAL

Bellamy

Mary

Duncan

PAJAMAS
Olire Borden
SILK HATS
Madge Bellamy
Edmund

THE

Victor McLaglen
Lowe

COMEDIAN

Greta

THE

Nissen

ESCAPE

Janet Gaynor

Charles

Farrell

HANGMAN'S
HOUSE
Victor McLaglen
Charles

Farrell

COME
NONE

TO MY

Virginia

Borden

BUT

THE

Madge Bellamy

Valli

HOUSE

Olive

BRAVE
Edmund

Lowii

SILK LEGS

Madge

Bellamy

LUNA
Victor

PARK

McLaglen

FRENCH

Greta

Nissen

ANKLES

Madge

Bellatny

BALAOO
Edmund

LADIES
'T

Virginia

\

DRESS

Valli
Lawrence
Earle Foxe

SUGAR
THE

Lowe

MUST

Mary Duncan

UNKNOWN
BEAUTY
Olive also
Borden

WHAT

PRICE

GLORY

Victor McLaglen Edmund
Dolores Del Rio

WHO

PLAYS

w

I

th

FOX

PROFITS

Gray

DADDIES

with

Lone

FOX
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proves the above
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for YOUTelegram

''MAGIC FLAME BREAKS
ALL RECORDS FOR SUNDAY.
PEOPLE STANDING IN LINE
UNTIL NINE O'CLOCK. TURN
BUSINESS."
Missouri
Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
AWAYi

Naturally—
Such a money'
maker is being
booked by the
country^s best
theatres.

from the
stage play
"KING HARLEQUIN"
RUDOLF

Get your date on
this one at ONCE/

LOTHAR

UNITED

ARTISTS

CORPORATION

"QJfi^

Everywhere you goyou
hear the same story

^4^

?

W^
^
N
Here's the First Six Reasons :
No.1

No.2

•^TteMILLION DOLLAR MYSTfftY"

"TUC SILENT 44CR.O"

No.3

Nb.4

"g&!CllUIS€o//teH£LLION"
yititk TomSantschi-EdnaMuypkij
Donald keith & Sheldon. Lewis

Of TWC STREETS"
A BOY
yiUh
JokHMfWdkev-Mickeij
Bennett
bettij7ranci5co S' Henrij Sedleij

v/Uk James Kirkwood -.Lilalee
Erin La Bissner £' Henry Sedley

I

. No.5

"!%eWMCCL OF DESTINY"

WiM Georgia Hale -Forrest Stanley
Ernest HiUiard GMissDupont

iiiiiiiiiiiii

MitkRobert Jrazer-Edna Murpkij
Ernest Milliard SNapoleonBonafiarte

No.6
'ALIGWT IN THE WINDOW
Yiitk HenrijB. Wallkall - Patricia Averi^
Henrij Sedleij d Enn LaBissner

^HEUE ATiE TWELVE OTHER liEASON? COMING

THAT

{WA\i£ UP "MYAkTS Um&A7ABL& &I&m&e.N"
Ifijoix hjoujerit signed yow^conJmct getin touch
luWi ttie RajLjoH Sxchonge irnjow^ tettiloty at once

RAYART
723 5£V£NTW AV£.
N£W YOflK.NY

PICTURES

CORPORATION

fORCIGN DISTRIBUTORS
kICWAAOUNT PICTURES

Short Feature Show

New
Spicefor
Your
VroqramsJ

RECENTLY we viewed a program of short subjects
which afforded a complete show in itself. The program consisted of a group of Educational Pictures presented byMr. E. W. Hammons at a private exhibition in
Wurlitzer Auditorium, New York City. This exhibition
came to us as renewed evidence of the splendid type of
entertainment which short subjects, of good quality and
proper selection, afford. This program as presented by
Mr. Hammons was a thoroughly good show — so good that
we believe it would be able to contend successfully
against the usual type of program offered by leading picture theatres.
This program had in a full measure the extremely
valuable element of variety. From the opening cartoon
novelty to the closing two-reel comedy the program
moved swiftly, without limp or pause. It contained a lot
of unfailing comedy, together with considerable material
of general interest. It would have offered stiff competition to any average program of the usual kind and we
have seen many programs built around even so-called
specials
which afforded considerably less real entertainment.
This exhibition also impressed us with the very fine
progress that is being made in the betterment of short
subject quality. The pictures individually and collectively reflect much credit upon the producers and

upon the distributor.

ExhibttoTs Hecald

Felix the Cat
in "The Non-Stop Fright"
"Laughable from beginning
to end." Today
— Motion Pictures

Outdoor Sketches
by Robert C. Bruce
"The Cry of
"The Hot
Winter"
Place"
"Beautifully and artistically photographed."
— M. P. World
Lloyd Hamilton
in "At Ease"
"Lloyd Hamilton at his best .... Book it
for an ace."
— Film Daily
Kinograms — News Reel
"All that could be desired in an up-to-date
news reel."
— M. P. World
Lupino Lane
in "A Half-Pint Hero"
"Screamingly funny."
— Motion Pictures Today

\ll Educational

exhibited representative

issues of their various series of offerings for the
1927-8 season. . . . Each was an excellent example
of its class, and promises well for Educational's
product for the new season.
_m. P. WORLD

THE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM-

"Holly-Nuts"
Curiosities — The Movie Side-show
"Photography is excellent . . . idea is novel
. . . incidents refreshing." — Film Daily

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES. Iiic.

Dorothy Devore
in "Up in Arms"

"Exceptionally fast and peppy."- M. P.World

v^W:>^2<itx«j»^
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Dhtnhutors

,

of America. Inc.

Will H. Hays. President

^1

The

Martin

IMBA
Johnson

African

DRAMATIC

Expedition

SCREEN

Corporation

announces

a

NARRATIVE

THE KING OF BEAST:
Produced

and

Photographed

by

MARTIN

and

OSA

JOHNSON

This production, now in preparation by Mr. Johnson with the
editorial assistance of Terry Ramsaye, presents an adventure
tale of thrills without parallel in screen achievement.
It is a drama of desperate realities, picturing indisputably wild
beasts of jungle and veldt and the wild savages of Africa in
the lives they live and the deaths they die—naked men against
tooth and claw.
''Simba" portrays, incidentally, the adventures of the famous
Mr. Johnson and his intrepidly courageous wife, Osa, on the
safaris by which they recorded this amazing story.
The story itself is interwoven with the high excitements of a
river crossing amid hundreds of hungry crocodiles, encounters
with the giant rhinoceros, native spearmen pursuing the great
hippopotamus. High climax is reached in the

MAD ELEPHANT STAMPEDE
IN THE
BURNING
JUNGLE
A Spectacle That Only Fate Could Hare Staged

And a supreme natural drama is presented in

THE LION WAR of
a LUMBWA TRIBE
A savage king and his warriors fighting for the hves of his tribe
and herds against an invading wave of murdering hons — a
story of wild black life^ a strange marriage^ barbaric society,
spears and desperation.
The Johnsons' cameras take you there, a-foot, alongside and
into the thick of it— a terrific adventure, tremendously told.

*'Simba" is the culminating achievement of a career of twenty
years on danger trails, in a life story going to the millions in
forthcoming issues of:
SATURDAY
AMERICAN

EVENING POST
MAGAZINE

COLLIER'S WEEKLY
LIBERTY

DELINEATOR
NEW YORK TIMES
GOOD

HOUSEKEEPING

Also in a syndicated series to 1,200 newspapers — and
pictorially in all the leading rotogravure sections.

Here is star and box office value, created by sheer force of fact
and personal attainment — automatic, genuine, inevitable.

It is presented with new elements of novelty of portrayal and
with a new screen technique.

MARTIN

JOHNSON

30 Church Street

AFRICAN

EXPEDITION

DANIEL POMEROY, President

CORP,

New York City
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The St^avfi^i^
The modern ocean liner
dangers and
eliminated the ocean
travel
certamties of
e
valuabl
most
transfers the
goes all over the u'orld with
utmost dependability.

1819

has
unand
carthe

Similarly, for the important
transfer of pictures from camera
has deto screen, Consolidated printin
g
veloped the greatest film
elimiworld,
the
in
laboratories
nated the dangers and uncertainties of former days and handles
the most valuable negatives and
the most difficult production
problems with absolute security
and dependability.

modern
From Consolidated's
pl;mts, the modern steamship
carries Certified Prints safely and
promptly to all parts of the world.
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NEW
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LOS ANGELES
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« 'The Fighting Eagle' IS a picture
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of delightful hero
Joseph McElliott. N. Y. Minor.

pictures
"One of the most delightful
trade of
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A
of the year.
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lovely
"A well-directed and pictorially
screen melodrama."
A', y. Herald-Tribune.

y.
tres."
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all Art
James, Motion Pictures Toda
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"It is thrilling fare."
M. M.

chron"Donald Crisp has handled thisRod L-a
and
icle with imagination
Rocque enters into the ^P'"* .l/f ,
delightful
young hussar officer m a
fashion."
., v t- ,
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Pathe Exchange, I
De'MiLLe STUoio pictures -pathe news
lember o( Motion Picture Producers aod Ditlribulort
ol America, Inc.
WILL H. HAYS, Prttidtnt .

ifi

Foreign Distributors Producer
WILLIAM M. V(

the different short
_
feature you have / ZZX \ i
been lookingfor/ ^^ ^

Pathe Review

firesenh

•woppfahp Mir i^v^
Trli!/ men wno would rather write
tne nation s songs tnan be its presi-

dent, tney re all nere in two one-reel
features, xlarry Von lilzer, W. (^.
rlandy, latner ol tne ijjues, and nis

HARRY VON TILZER
L WOLFE GILBERT
MABEL WAYNE
HARRY WOOD5
MILT ACER
JACK YELLEN
JESSE GREER

lamous orchestra, ixay xlenderson "who
composed the Jjlack xSottom, (jeorge

W C HANDY
JAMES HANLEY
IRVING MILLS

in a short subject in years — a real novelty
— -up-to-the-minute, jazzy, snappy,

JIMMY McHUGH
WINNIE LIGHTNER
JIMMY MONACO
PETE WENDLING
ALFRED BRYAN
HENRY BURR
RAY HENDERSON
BUD DE SILVA
LEW BROWN
ALJOLSON

irresistible, a romantic panorama

RAY

White and Ann x ennington, who originated the dance, and a score ol others (see
list), xlere s the biggest bet you ve had

right out ol the heart ol
itsell. And

lilted

tin pan alley

a special music cue synchron-

izing perfectly with the picture, that will

Monaco
liVt/rifl/irf

HERE'S THE
DISTINGUISHED C.iST

enable you to put on the dilierent show^
you have been looking lor. Lake our word

for it. GRAB

IT!

HENDERSON

GEORGE WHITE
ANN PENNINGTON
GEORGE GERSHWIN
PAUL WHITEMAN
CORTEZ

& PEGGY

.4N ARRAY
NEl'ER

OF TALENT
BEFORE

ASSEAIRLED
IS
PICTURE

Pa^e Exdian^e. Inc.
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"For once

''Clara Bow in 'Hula' sensational box office attraction.

at the box office. 'Hula' turn
ed the trick at the Granada,

Equaled 'It' records."
S. P. Skouras
St. Louis

San Francisco." — Variety:

"Metropolitan, Los Angeles,
had one of the biggest weeks

"'Hula' S. R. O. business at
Paramount

Theatre,

beaten

N. Y."

of the year with Clara Bow
in 'Hula.'" —Variety.

"Paramount has the right
idea with Bow. May be safely
played as often as Paramount
sends her to the screen."
— Variety

That's only the start of a
nation-wide clean-up!

why do they love her?
^ Clara Bow. Million candle power ^"^It" girl. Why does this flaming red-head get 16,000 fan letters
a month, world's record? Why does her name outside a theatre bring the whole town flocking?
Why? ^Because saucy, snappy Clara satisfies the cravings of the times for life, love, color, beauty.
Because she's the model for every knee-skirted flapper and boy between seventeen and seventy.
Because Paramount developed her shrewdly and stars her in the type of pictures that draw and
draw, q A smashing hit in "Hula". And "Red Hair" (Elinor Glyn) and "Get Your Man" (what a Bow
title !) and more coming. Only from Paramount a Clara Bow. Only from Paramount a Harold Lloyd,
Richard Dix, Emil Jannings, Beery-Hatton, Bebe Daniels, Meighan,
Menjou, Negri, Fred Thomson,

Bancroft, Ralston, Fields-Conklin,

Vidor, Zane Grey. ^ Only from Paramount the money stars of today !
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What Price Economy?
Hanging the Family Skeleton on the Front Porch Continues

By William A. Johnston
IT is proverbial with this business to in- an increase in rentals. A dozen big selling
dulge in bad publicity; we go right machines are sending forth two thousand
along, hanging the family skeleton on salesmen to get these rentals. It is do or die,
the front porch.
with them. Hollywood is spending a hunWhat, for instance, can be said in defence
dred and twenty millions a year. Some how,
of the account published recently in which some way, it must come back.
two producing executives are said to have
Two weeks ago, it would seem, the salesman had a good argument with the stubborn
signed up for salarv and bonus guarantees
exhibitor. Yes, there had been production
of $800,000 and $500,000 a year?
extravagance. But that was all changed
Most people, trade paper editors included, now.
have been laboring under the impression
Witness the many meetings held in Hollywood, all duly announced in the newspapers.
that after an orgy of extravagance the industry had gone in for downright economy. There had been a ten percent cut in the
We not only told ourselves so, but wt wages of carpenters, electricians, stage hands,
megaphoned the news to the wide world. stenographers, etc. !
As a matter of fact, stringent economies
And then, directly, comes the announcement of two colossal salaries!
have been put in force, notably in the selling
end, and in theatre management salaries.
One wonders what the Hollywood emAnd now^ we walk right back to the
ployees think about it.
roulette
and plunge
a millionaire's
ransom onwheel
the double
o.
In fact, what do all the employees, of all
the industry think about it? Why should
It's a gay old world!
anyone work for — no, not a $100.00 a week
The same week in which the bad pub- but for so little as $1000.00 a w^ek if the
licity appeared, we were in the throes of production end pays two employees what
what threatened to be a nation wide clos- virtually amounts to the yearly profits of
ing of theatres. The newspapers told of the large corporations.
seemingly outrageous demands made by the
Also, in the very same w^eek, in which the
operators in Chicago. But we can now announcement of these fabulous stipends
readily imagine the operators, stage hands appeared, the largest company in the indusand musicians telling themselves and each
try made public its earnings for the current
other that a business which can pay one man quarter. This company claims the huge
$800,000 a year can also pay them most sum of gross assets of over $147,000,000 and
anything they ask.
has a majority interest in the profits of a
H:
*
:!;
*
large chain of theatres. Yet its total net
Then there's the exhibitor. What is his profit for the quarter year was little more
reaction?
than the $1,300,000 total of the two salaries.
This year every distributor is asking for
{Continued on page 913)
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AND

PEOPLE

GREAT deal has been ^vrilteu about the "ves-men''
of Hollywood. They still occupy a fairly ffood position. But there is another individual now who is a
very important member of the film colony. He may have
been in existence before the ten-per-cent-cut-fiasco, but
since that worrisome era he has increased until today his
number is legion. He is the ''no-man." And Hollywood
in its present uncertain state of mintl as to the future is
of one opinion — that the "no-man" is a great fellow.
The duty of a "no-man" is to say no to anything that
will cost money. He is sometimes dignified by the title of
business manager and works along similar lines to the
free lance agent in this way: he sells the idea to several
people to handle their affairs, plan their expenditures and
keep their accounts straight. His selling argument to the
important personages is that he can reduce their expenses
and save them much money.
Thus, paying for economy
is the latest Hollywood wrinkle.
# # #
A

'T'HE "no-man" has breezed into Hollywood's life on tlie
■^ wings of a panic over the future — a feeling that as far as
huge salaries for stars, directxDrs, etc., are coneenied — well,
it won't be long now.
The ten per cent cut did not go through as planned. But
the idea of reducing salaries will be put into force in another
way. When a contract expires, the new one offered may not
call for as high a salary. But, what are you going to do about
it? No other company w^ill offer you a better one. As a matter
of fact, you will receive no offer at all if the company for
whom you have worked dasires you to continue in their employ. It's part of the agreement formulated by the producers,
according to reports. A sort of "that's what you will work for
or you won't work."
This has been denied, but the fact remains that contracts
have expired, and people who could be used by a number of
companies — and used to advantage — have received no offers
from these companies.
# # #
A NOTHER system is to take younger players, give them
long-term contracts at a low rate and build them up.
The "new faces" argument has been a great help on this
arrangement. As an instance: two of the younger players
who have made hits in recent pictures have received fiveyear contracts. A few months ago, one was getting $100 a
week; the other $75. Their present salaries are stated as
$150 and $100. Formerly, either of these players could
have stepped out after the hit they made and jumped
right into big money.
Now it's different; there is no place
to step.
# # *
A L CHRISTIE sees a new world in picture comedies. He
'^*' points out that plots have to be kept up to date and deal
with subjects that are interesting the public.
"We have found our best ideas lately right in the newspapers because the things people are reading in the papers
are the new things that people are talking about and are interested in," said Mr. Christie. "Airplanes are eveiy where. The
air is full of flying things as well as radio waves. While no
claim is made that aero-stuff in a movie comedy is something
new, as we have done them many times, yet for the current
season we make an air-thrill comedy with tlie latest stuff i'ri
stunts, and bring it out at the peak of interest in flying.

Tire
J^dirrors

FiJ

mdo

m

"Anotlier tiling people are reading in tlie newspapers is
all about flag sitters. So we are having Billy Dooley do his
stufl: as a champion flagpole sitter, which tricky position is
rich in comedy material. I wonder what will be next ; a couple
dancing from Maine to California, or a fellow sleeping for
a week in a basket on a radio aerial. Anyway, whatever it is,
the comic possibilities will be taken into consideration."
The influence of the feature on the comedy was also discussed by Mr. Christie: "The comedj^ has always had to fall
into step, more or less, wath the modern trend in feature pictures. A few years ago, when feature-length comedies first
became popular, the makers of the short two-reel comedies
took the hint and geared up their action in short comedy to
keep pace with, the feature. They had a job on their hands,
because to get laughs the funny stuff in the two-reeler had to
be just twice as fiumy as tlie high spots in the feature comedy
or it was passed up wdthout# a * giggle."
*
IIUGO RIESENFELD has returned to Broadway and
brought with him polished, pleasing picture entertainment. When the Colony reopened as a Universal
house last week under the managership of Dr. Riesenfeld,
it
offered individuality and charm — and skiUful showmanship.
The personality of this very able musician and showman permeated the program. And the whole theatre took
on an air of intimacy and hospitality which, unless we
are greatly mistaken, will make its mark at the box-office
in no uncertain terms.
The Riesenfeld method of conducting a house is the
much-talked-of "local touch" personified. The audience
is at once put at ease. It is in a warm, friendly atmosphere, and, because of this, participates directly in the
proceedings. Making the audience feel that it has an immanship.portant role to play in the program is the climax of show• • •
'y HE initial feature under the Riesenfeld regime at the Colony is "The Cat and the Canaiy, " Paul Leni's master
mystery picture for Universal. Reviewing it some weeks ago
in a cold projection room, we hazarded the thouglit that it is
the best mystery film ever made.
Further back than that, we heard about it last Spring in
Hollywood ; heard how Leni had, in an atmosphere of horror,
made furniture talk and hallways tell a stoiy.
Seeing it in the fine, intimate surrounding of the Colony,
with a typically effective Riesenfeld score, amply vindicates
cold projection room estimate
* *and* Hollywood forecast.
'T'HE wider meaning of the recent Chicago strike should
be fuUy understood by the industry. We wonder
whether it is. The Chicago picture theatres were closed
for several days. Tlie favorite entertainment of thousands
was denied them. What happened? Did any other form
of entertainment fill the void?
No. The great majority of picture fans did not go anywhere else. Legitimate theatres got some of them ; in fact,
were filled to their capacity, but this was anticipated. But,
of course, the legit houses could have accommodated only
a small percentage of the moviegoing thousands even ijf
the spoken drama were a wholly satisfactory substitute,
which it was not.
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Leo the M-G-M lion luis the. distinction oj heine; the first animal curried across the continent by aeroplane.
Louis B. Mayer is shown on
the left with AviiUor Martin Jensen. The other shots were taken as preparations for the flight tvere under way. Jensen is in the center. They
are due to leave Los Angeles for New York September llth.

Jackie Coogan, M-G-M's growing star, about to sacrifice a human in Roy
D'Arcy, portrayer of villainous roles.
Jackie's latest appearance is tn
"The Bugle Call'
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A black eye without a sock!
Monte Blue decorates Jim Jeffrie's, exheavyweight champion, in preparation for his role in Warner Bros. "One

^

^

This is how Louise Fazenda will appear in her next picture for Warner
Bros., entitled, "A Sailor's Sweetheart."

Edna

Murphy and lien Stearns, art director, look over a blueprint for

the set in the color series produced
Society byof Lars
Arts Moen for the I\'ort American
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Pictures and People-con^mw^^
In other words, the Chicago episode showed just what
a big part the motion picture plays in the lives of the
people.
This ought to be evidence aplenty of the soundness of
the motion picture. And, just as unerringly, it shows what
a heavy responsibility this* industry
carries.
* *

fact cannot be stressed too often. What, for instance, do you
suppose would happen if that forty per cent from abroad
Avere stopped?
Or seriously curtailed?
And remember : Europe is producing pictures on a scale unprecedented since the war. Taking "the foi-eign market" for
granted is poor policy for the American industry.

'T^HE Brooklyn Eagle, in an editorial entitled "City Life
■*• Without Movies," touches on an important point in this
connection. >Says The Eagle :
"Chicago has just gone through a strike of workers employed by motion picture theatres sufficiently effective to close
most of the movies for days. No doubt there are plenty of persons who fail to see anything alaiTtiing in a situation of this
kind, but that is a superficial view. To eliminate movies from
city life without putting something in their place would be
serious in the extreme.

What Price Economy: Editorial

"Much has been said about the demoralizing effect of motion
pictures, especially upon the young. Now and then some
youthful crime is traced directly to a picture in which acts
of violence have been suggested by scenes depicted on the
sci'een. Yet these are isolated cases. To balance things one
has to consider what the millions of persons who now spend
their time in the comparatively harmless movie theatres might
be doing if they lacked that diversion.
"That Satan finds mischief for idle hands is not an obsolete
maxim. Idle minds, as well as hands, easily become restless.
Lacking some form of popular diversion, the idle minds of
city people who live a more or less dull existence, despite the
high tension of modern civilization, would become a profound
problem. The movies are a logical provision for a human
weakness that has become more marked as life has become
more complex. In a carefully regimented existence the demand for some form of vicarious living is imperative. Nero
provided the masses with bread and circuses. Modern industrialism provides the ma.sses with bread, but that is not enough.
It remains for the movies to provide not only the thrills of
the circus but the emotional outlet for unromantic and undemonstrable city life."
* * *
TN view of so big a responsibility for the public welfare,
the leeches and the parasites; the politicians and bunkartists; all those who gamble with the fate of a great
medium of expression for their own selfish ends, should
be driven out of the industry.
That would be as constructive a piece of work as was
ever done in behalf of the
picture.
* motion
* *
A NNOUNCEMENT that 160 new theatres are being built
"^ in Europe this year shows definitely that expansion there
is under way. There will be more in the coming years.
Bear in mind that the Ameican picture industry right now
gets forty per cent of its total gross from abroad. Forty per
cent! The foreign relations of this industry are one of the
few matters of first-rate importance which concern it. This
Sept. 23, 1927
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{Continued from page 90!!)

A banker called my attention to the above
fact.
So one wonders just what all bankers think
about it.
And what the intelligent investing public
thinks about it.
I would say that both viewpoints are
highly important to an industry with 11,000,000 shares of stock owned by the public.
Perhaps the published report of these
salaries is a gross exaggeration.
Let us hope it is; very, very, gross.
But if so, a statement to this effect cannot
come forth too quickly.
*

*

*

*

And, another thing: if the contracts were
secret agreements and not destined for the
public ear and eye, and if such secret agreements prevail to a considerable degree in
the industry's high places, then the meetings
ought to be held in soundproof vaults and
the records left in the vaults.
*

*

*

*

The New York Times had an editorial on
"Wasted Movie Money," and The American
Mercury
an article persists
on "MadandMovie
Money."
If the madness
the news
gets
out of the asylums so carelessly there will be
a recoil from all quarters that will result in
some intelligent supervision of the movie
mad house.
That's certain.
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U. A. Completes Chain of
Twenty Theatres d Within
Original Plan Announced Year Ago Conclude
Time Specified
-president and genER,
Lou ANG
er of
managvice
United Artists
eral
Theatre Circuit, Inc., is back in New
York after a three months' tour of the
United States and announces the completion of organization and actual operation
of the planned twenty pre-release United
Artists theatres. This feat was acconiplished, as it was originally announced it
would be, within a single year.

Joseph M. Schcnck planned the United
Artists Circuit m May, 1926, and Anger
started negotiations in August of the same
year for property in several cities. According to Anger's statement there are now
seventeen United Artists theatres in operation in the United States and he will soon
announce three additional ones in as many
cities.
The feat was accomplished, according to
Anger, to the faith the public has in aligning its money behind Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Gloria Swanson, Douglas
Fairbanks, Joseph M. Schenck and other
oAvners. He cited as proof the fact that not
Artonly had the original issue ofofUnited
preferred
ists Theatre Circuit units
and common stock been over-subscribed,
local bond issues for
but all subsequent

**U" Wrongly Involved
in Fight Films Story
ict
STORIES of the Federal Distr
Attorney's investigation of the
illegal transportation of the
Dempsey-Sharkey fight pictures which
have been published currently in newspapers place Universal in the wrong
H. Cochrane, the Unilight, says R.
versal vice-president. The fact that
the Universal treasurer, E. H. Goldstein, visited the offices of the Assistant United States Attorney, seems to
lie the reason why Universal's name is
brought into the newspaper versions
of the investigation. The published
stories place a false interpretation
upon the visit of Mr. Goldstein, which
was of a purely cooperative nature,
and made solely to assure the Fedeial
s willingness
authorities of Universal'
to aid in the investigation and to
further inform them that Universal
has had nothing to do with the pictorial record of the fight in question.
As handlers of the International
News, the Laemmle organization distributed, in New York state only, the
newsreel issue containing pictures of
the fight. This distribution was entirely lawful; the International Newsreels distributed in states other than
New York did not contain episodes of
the pugilistic encounter.
Mr. Cochrane declares that an inaccurate inference is drawn from the
printed stories and the very fact that
these stories are in existence puts Universal in a defensive attitude; thus his
statement. "As wide and emphatic a
denial of this inference as possible"
is the request made by Mr. Cochrane.

theatre building also went over the top.
He declared that in Los Angeles the bond
issue was over-subscribed by $200,000 in
an hour and one-half.
Mr. Anger announced the complete list
of seventeen United Artists Theatres as
follows :
New York City — United Artists Rivoli.
In association with Publix Theatres.
New York City — ^United Artists Rialto.
In association with Publix Theatres.
Hollywood — Egyptian Theatre. In association with West Coast Theatres.
Baltimore, Md. — United Artists Valencia. In association with Leow's.
Chicago — Apollo Theatre. Only the four
walls were retained. Soon to open.
Los Angeles — United Artists Theatre.
Building nearing completion.
Detroit— United Artists Theatre. Well
advanced in construction; to open early in
the new season.
Baltimore, Md. — Loew's Century. In
association with Loew's.
Portland, Ore. — Majestic. In association
with West Coast Theatres.
Columbus,
Ohio — Locav 's - and - United
Artists' Ohio. In association with Loew's.
Seattle, Wash. — United Artists Theatre
(Coliseum).
In association
with
West
Coast.
Hollywood — Chinese. In association with
Sidney Grauman.
Pittsburgh — ^Loew 's-and-United Artists '
Penn. Just constructed and opened. In
association with Loew's.
Columbus,
Ohio — Loew 's - and - L^nited
Artists' Broad. In association with Loew's.
Seattle, Wash. — Liberty. In association
with West Coast.
Baltimore, Md. — ^Parkway. In association with Loew's.
Columbus, Ohio — Broadway. In association Avith Loew's.
Mr. Anger said that associations with
Publix, Loew's, West Coast and Sid Grauman in various theatres had been arranged
in
accordance of
withdecision
Mr. Schenck
's prior
announcement
to affiliate
in
various territories with principal theatre
owners in those sections.

Rise in Exports from United
States of Projectors
Exports of motion picture projectors
from the United States during the first six
months of 1927 totaled 1,420 valued at
$285,251, a gain of 446 from the 947 projectors valued at $272,559 exported during the
same period of 1926, according to the
Motion Picture Section of the Department
of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
Japan Avas the best market, buying 284
projectors Avith a value of $38,128, as compared to 29 projectors valued at $11,798 in
1926. Canada was second, buying 235 pro-
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jectors valued at $41,912 as against 2-1:7
projectors with a value of $38,166 in 1926.
Third leading market is the United Kingdom which shows a gain of 57 projectors
over 1926, importing 179 projectors valued
at $42,781 as against 122 projectors valued
at $44,589 in 1926. From point of revenue
the United Kingdom still remains our best
market.
During the entire year of 1926 there Avere
but 1943 projectors of all kinds exported.
According to the first six months' exports
for 1927, Avhich totaled 1,420 projectors,
total exports for 1927 may reach 2,500
projectors.

Protest Misrepresentation of
Church People to Hays
A protest against films depicting church
pastors as "weak-faced, sanctimonious,
pious frauds," boards of deacons and elders as "exaggerated aggregations of Pecksniffs," and congi-egations as "selected
groups of alabaster-faced spinsters and
Avidows, and grouches and men who are
utterly intolerant of any opinions not
sanctified by the board of steAvards, elders
or deacons" Avas sent to Will H. Haj's
September
by the Men's
Bible Class
of
the
Wallace 12Memorial
Presbyterian
Church,
Washington, D. C.
Expressing a lack of prejudice against
films in general, the letter of the Class
pungently criticised "deliberate screen
perversions" as a libellous ridicule which
ought to be resented.
The class Avill seek the cooperation of the
Ministerial Association of the District of
Columbia in its protest.

"Blue" Element Victorious
in Sutherland, low^a
A special election Avas held at Sutherland, loAva, to decide upon Sunday shows
with the result that the Blue Laws noAv
hold there. Although Manager Charles L.
Nott of the Sutherland Theatre paid the
cost of the election, which Avas a special
one presented to the toAvnsfolk by the city
council, he did not press the question very
hard and there Avas very little interest
expressed in the decision one way or the
other. The vote, however, was close with a
decision of 96 against the Sunday show and
93 for.
It is the contention of several that the
Sunday shoAvs Avould haA-e Avon out had a
greater effort been made by that side. Also
some doubt is noAV expressed as to Avhether
this decision Avill be accepted as final or
whether it will not soon be again contested.

Param't News Laboratory
in Atlanta Opened
Situated in the heart of Atlanta's film
roAV and directly opposite the Paramount
offices, the Paramount Ncavs laboratory in
Atlanta Avas this AA'eek opened under the
personal supervision of James B. Buchanan,
Southern representatives of the Paramount
NeAvs. Robert B. Strickland, former general manager of Graphic Film Corporation
of Atlanta, is laboratory manager, his assistants being Victor Lambert and Claude
Sulzer. The laboratory began functioning
this week, all equipment having been installed.
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Banker Succeeds McGuirk
Head of First National

As

Latter Will Devote Entire Time to Stanley Theatre Interests;
Negotiations for First National — Pat he — FB O Pool Reported
a meeting of the Board of Directors
of First National held September
14, John J. McGizirk resigned as
President, and Clifford B. Hawley, banker
and member of the executive committee of
the Stanley Companj', was elected to succeed him.
Mr. McGuirk, who continues as a member of the First National Board, will devote
all his time to the expansion of the Stanley
theatre interests.
Mr. Hawley, Avho has been a member of
the Stanley Board of Directors for 15 yeai-s,
is a partner in E. B. Smith & Co., Philadelphia and New York bankers, who have
been identified with all of the major moves
of Stanley.
First National is controlled by Stanley
and West Coast Theatres, Inc., through a
financial arrangement between E. B. Smith
& Co., representing Stanley, and Hayden,
Stone & Co., representing West Coast.
Mr. Hawley announced that he would resign from E. B. Smith & Co., to give all his
attention to First National. No changes
in the policy of the company are contemplated.
Previous to the announcement of the
election of Mr. Hawley, it had been widely
reported that Joseph P. Kennedy, PresiAT

dent of F B 0, would head First National.
This report arose from the discussions
which have been going on looking to the
pooling of First National, Pathe and F B 0,
together with their affiliated theatre interests.
Mr. Kennedy is a member of the Hayden,
Stone group through his participation in
the Richard Hoyt Syndicate, which controls
West Coast Theatres. Richard Hoyt is a
member of the First National Board.
It will be recalled that when the First
National-Pathe deal first came to lis(ht
months ago, it was reiwrted the post of
President had been tendered to S. R. Kent,
of Paramount, but it became evident later
that Mr. Kent would remain with Paramount.
It has been understood for some months
that Richard A. Rowland would retire as
First National General Manager at the expiration of his three-year contract in
August, 1928. Mr. Rowland is said to have
signified his intention of holding his post
of General Manager only for the duration
of the three-year contract, and tliat lie
would not seek a renewal of the agreement.
It is believed that he will not retire
wholly from the industry but after next
August desires to relieve himself of execu-

tive duties for any organization.
To many observers the proposed merger
seems to proceed from the theatre end
ratlier than from the i)roduction-di?tribution affiliations of the companies concerned,
except, of course, in the case of F B 0
which owns no theatres. First National is
owmed by the Stanley- West Coast gi'oup;
and Pathe 's big theatre affiliation is with
Keith-Albee.
These two circuits, it is understood, have
had a w^orking agreement for some time,
but the deal now in contemplation involves
a definite pooling of interests.
Some of the reports are to the effect taat
the production chief of the new First National group would be William Le Baron,
Avho is at present in charge of production
for F B 0.
On the theatre side, the contemplated
pooling of Stanley, allied with West Coast,
and K-A-Orpheum would bring 500 houses
into what would virtually amount to a single
circuit. According to the records of Motion Picture News, Stanley and West Coast
now have 426 theatres.
Thus would be created a gigantic national
theatre chain, fortified with feature production interests, including Cecil B. DeMille,
and the Pathe short subjects.

Trade Practice Conference Oct. 10
137 Delegates Will Vote at Parley with Trade Commission
on Ruling of Alleged Unfair Tactics
THE views of the various branches of
the motion picture industry regarding block booking, theatre ownership
by producers and other trade practices held
by the Federal Trade Commission as unfair
will be expressed October 10, that being the
date set by the commission for the trade
practice conference to be held in Ne^V York.
Commissioner Abram F. Myers, who has
taken great interest in the films cases before the commission since his appointment
to that body and who was an important
figure of the Department of Justice in the
film patents cases, has been selected to act
as chairman of the conference.
All branches of the industry are to be
represented at the conference. Exhibitor
representation has been arranged by the
theatre owning mem])ers of the zone boards
of arbitration in conjunction with the theatre owners' organizations in each zone.
Each of the 32 zones will have two delegates, one representing the chain theatres
and the other the independent operators of
from one to five theatres.
The producers will be represented by 36
agents, each of whom will have a vote. The

distributing branch of the business will be
given representation in the form of not
more than 32 proxies, and in addition there
will be one theatre manager representing
each of the five producers who are in the
theatre business. This will make a total of
137 voting delegates, which number, however, may be slightly increased by the date
of the meeting.
A large number of film officials and theatre owners are expected to attend the conference, in addition to the accredited delegates, but will, of course, exercise no voting
privileges.
In order to keep all branches of the industry separate and thus register the ideas
of each group separately, the commission
will require that all exhibitor delegates
shall be fre from any affiliation with producers or distributors.
With the present make-up of the conference, the exhibitors, with a little aid from
members of other groups, will be able to
provide a majority vote on any subject in
which they are interested, their 64 votes
needing
but five others to make
such

a majority. It is more than likely, however, .
that the exhibitors will not vote unanimously on any of the important subjects
which are to be brought up, in view of the
fact that in many instances the representatives of he chain theatres may hold different views from those of the independents.
Officials of the commission are highly
pleased over the response to their suggestion that the industry itself "clean house,"
which came as an aftermath to the long and
bitterly contested Paramount case in which
orders to cease the practices which will be
brought up at the conference were issued
by the commission July 9. If the conference agrees with the commission that the
practices it condemned in that case are
unfair, and goes on record to that effect,
and Paramount agrees to abide by the results of the conference and abandon such
practices, no further action will be required
with respect to the order of July 9. Similarly, itis anticipated, obedience of the respondents inthe West Coast Theatres cases
to the code of ethics to be drafted at the
conference next month, would result in the
commission's dropping the proceedings.

i
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Nation Pays Tribute to
Marcus Loew
All

Phases

of Film Activity Halt During Period
Burial Ceremonies

industry in all of
THE motiousn picture
its vario
phases was practically at
a standstill in the United States and
Canada for a brief period during Thursday
afternoon of last week while all paid reverent and affectionate homage to Marcus
Loew during funeral services in New York.
The Hays office received wires from all over
America and Canada saying that theatres
remained dark until after the funeral at
2 p.m., New York daylight saving time.
Prc^rams opened with "Lead, Kindly
Light," favorite hymn of the deceased.
Exchanges in all of the various cities
ceased operations temporarily and devoted
five minutes to silent prayer. In some instances the exchanges remained closed durng the entire afternoon of the funeral. An
impressive memorial service was held at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in Los Angeles with thousands of screen celebrities
and studio employees showing their respect
and esteem for Mr. Loew. Newspapers
throughout the country carried editorials
and film boards of trade passed resolutions
commending Mr. Loew and his successful
career. Condolences were received at the
family residence in Glen Cove, L. I., from
all parts of the Avorld.

A list of those sending floral tributes follows:
E. F. Albee, E. F. Albee Vaudeville Exchange,
American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers; Mr. and Mrs. T-ou Anger, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles K. Ash, Jack Alicoate, Nathan Appel, Andy
Anderson.
Edward Black, Nathan Burkan, Bert Boas, Joseph
Brennan, Louis Boas and Family, Balaban and Katz
(Chicago), Jesse Birn, Jerome B. Beatty, \V. S.
Butterfield, Mr. nd Mrs. Jacob Bershon, [Walter
Brownley, Mr. and Mrs. Louis F. Blumcnthal, Major
and Mrs. Edward Bowes, Boston Boys Reading Room,
Maurice Berkon, Mr. and Mrs. Gene Buck, J. E.
Brulatnur.
M. E. Comerford, Henry Chesterfield, George M.
Cohan, Jackie Coogan, Peter Clark, Charlie Chaplin,
Tom Connors, Aaron Cohen (Canada), Pat Casey,
William Hamlin Childs, Al Christie, Chas. Christie.
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Clark, Columbus (O.) Broad
Theatre.
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Desberg, Bebe and Phyllis
Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil B. De Mille, H. L.
Devine, and J. L. Devine; Arthur F. Driscoll, W. H.
Downes,
Dillon. Read and Co.
Employees of the Pembroke Estate, Employees of
Greeley Square Theatre, Judge Mitchell L. Erlanger,
Employees
of Loew's
Theatre,
Norfolk,
A. L. Erlanger,
EmployeesState
of Loew
Building,
N. Y. Va.
C; ;
European Employees of Marcus Loew, Employees of
Loew'sEnglander.
Vendrome, Nashville, Tenn?; Mr. and Mrs.
Ben
Isadora
Frey,
Feider
and
Shea,
F B O
Film

of

Corporation, First National Pictures Corporation,
Arthur Frederciks, Douglas Fairbanks, Edward N.
Fay. Leopold Friedman.
Mr. and Mrs. Henr>- Ginsberg, D. W. Griffith,
Antonio S. (jonzalez, Samuel Goldstein, Nate Goldstein (Springfield, Mass.), Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. John R. Golding, Griffiths
Grev.
William Randolph Hearst, Karl Hoblitzelle, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Hammerstein, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Hamnions,
E. H. Han, E. B. Hatrick.
Sir William Jury, J. B. Joel, Charles Jaffe, Mr. and
Mrs. .•Xaron Jones. William A. Johnston.
E. Kalisb, Mr. and Mrs. Marc Klaw, Mr. and Mrs.
.\lon7o Klaw, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene B. Kleine, Sydney
R. Kent, George R. Kent, Albert and Rita Kaufman,
Henry W. Kiel. Lionel H. Keent, Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Keaton, John H. Kunsky, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Klaw,
Keith's Theatre (Rochester, N. Y.) Ushers, KeithAlbee Agents Association, Felix E. Kahn, Louis Kuhn,
Studios, Knights of Pythias (6 D.), Samuel
Katz,
Carl Laemmle, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Lasky, Arthur
Lucas, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Levee, Robert Lynch,
Ernest Luz and office, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Ludzith,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Laronge, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Lubin, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Z. Leonard, Harold and
Mildred Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Al Littman, Herbert M.
Lauterman, David Levinson, Liberty National Bank
directors, Loew's Canton (O.) Theatre employees,
Loew-Metro Club, Inc., Loew's Theatres of Memphis
Tenn., Loew Construction Dept., Loew's Theatres,
Columbus (O.) Loew Theatres, Evansville, Ind., Loew's
LTnited Artists of Pa., Loew's Aldine Theatre, Pittsburgh, Loew's Temple Theatre (Birmingham, Ala.)
employees, Loew's Greater N. Y. Theatres' employees,
Loew's
Greater (New
N. Y.York)
Theatres'
managers,
State Theatre
backstage
and Loew's
ushers,
loew'sbus, O.)Projection department, Loew's Boys (ColumMrs. Jules Mastbaum, Marcus Loew Artist Representatives Assn., Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Martin, Mr.
and Mrs. Victor Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Meighan, Peter Magaro (Harrisburg, Pa.), William
Morris, William Morris, Jr., J. J. Murdock, S. H.
Meinhold, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Michaels, Mr. and
Mrs. B. S. Moss, Miss Adelaide Mundt. Music Publishers Protective Association, Magee and Hardwick,
Motion Pictures Producers and Distributors of America, Edward J. Mannix, Motion Picture Theatre Ownes of America, M. L. ilalevinsky, M-G-M News
Service Incorporated, M-G-M Minneapolis office,
M-G-M Milwaukee employees, M-G-M District Corpprlation af Washington, D. C, M-G-M Chicago
Branch staff, Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Mayer and
daughter, H. Clay Miner, John J. McQuirk.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Niblo, H. L. Nathanson (Canada), Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Nathanson (Toronto),
N. Y. Film Board of Trade.
Officers and Directors of Hast River Nhtional
Bank, Officers and directors of Mercantile Press
Corporation (St. Louis, Mo.), Dennis F. O'Brien,
Orpheum
Circuit of theatres.
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Proctor, Publix Theatres Corporation, Mary Pickford, F. F. Proctor theatres,
Daniel E. Pomeroy, Victor S. Perlman, Personnel of
Loew's State Theatre (New Orleans), Mr. and Mrs.
Poll, Pathe Exchange, Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Pantages and family, Mr. and Mrs. David Picker, Palisades Amusement Park Concessionaires, Pittsburgh
Theatre Managers Association.
E. V. Richards, Mr. and Mrs. Hal Roach, Regal
Films, Ltd., S. E. Rogers, H. Roth, and W. Roth,
Richard A. Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rapf,
Charles E. Resnick, Mr. and Mrs. J. Robert Rubin,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reinhardt.

Butterfield Circuit Acquires 17 F-M
Houses Located in Michigan
WITH
the annexing by the Butterfield Circuit of seventeen theatres
of the Fitzpatrick & McElroy chain in Michigan, the Butterfield
holdings were brought up to 75 theatres operating in 27 Michigan
cities.
The merger was effected by Kenneth S. Fitzpatrick and W. S.
Butterfield, presidents of the two circuits.
Butterfield is associated with
Paramount, and only Michigan houses were included in the deal.
The houses acquired by the Butterfield chain include the following: the
Croswell and Family at Adrian, Maltz and Lyric at Alpena, Liberty. Bell
and Bijou at Benton Harbor, -Colonial at Big Rapids, Lyric at Cadillac,
Lyric and Kozy at Indington, Lyric at Manistee, Caldwell at St. Joseph,
Lyric and Opera House at Traverse City, Riviera and Rex at Three Rivers.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy operate houses in Illinois, Wisconsin and
Indiana,, but they are not included in any way in the Butterfield deal.
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Charles M. Schwab, Winchell Smith, Ruth Sparks,
Shannon and Luchs, Julian Saenger, Olga Schenck and
Moses Schenck, Nathan Stern, Mr. and Mrs. Hunt
.Stromberg, Messrs. Chas. and Spiros Skouras, E. A.
.ScluUer ad family, Lillian W. Stern, Frank W.
Stores, Robert Stone, ilr. and Mrs. E. P. Strong,
Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Schulberg, Edward Sonnenschein,
Hugo Sonnenschein, Mr. and Jlrs. Nichols M.
Schenck, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Saunders, Stage
Crew of Grand Theatre
(Atlanta, Ga. ).
Tivoli Theatre, London, Sophie Tucker, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis
L'pright, Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Mrs. Thomas
A. H. (Atlanta),
Schwartz,
(leorge
W. Trendle,
Stanley Corp., Irving Thalberg and family, Mr. and
Mrs. George Weeks, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse T. Wilk,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Wolf, .Mrs. T. Wolfe and sons,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Wanger, Warner Bros.,
David Warfield, Sidney Wright, S. Wolf's sons, Mr.
and
Joseph
Vogel,
and Mrs.
NathanMrs.
Wilson,
Vounge
St. X'ariety,
Theatres Mr.
(Toronto),
Mr.
and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Henry Ziegler, Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Zittell.

Six

New
Firms
Secure
New York Charters

The first week of September brought the
incorporation of the following motion pictue companies in New York State at Albany: Willmac Poductions, Inc., $50,000,
William J. Wilson, Ivie MacCarthy, Sydney
A. Sanders, New York City, S-R Theatre
Corporation, capitalization not stated, E.
Patt Keiner, J. Guy Selmser, George V.
Lynch, Gloversville; Arepo Producing Company, Inc., capitalization not stated, Simon
Anhalt, Edmund J. Roberts, Samuel J.
Krangel, New York City; Northport
Amusement Corporation, $7,500, Henry
Liman, Maurice Feldman, Leslie Lester,
New York City; Lockport Enterprises,
Inc., Lockport, capitalization not stated,
Sam Dembow, Austin C. Keough, New York
City; J. Meyer Schine, Gloversville.

Gounselman
Promoted
Post of Supervisor

to

A contract by which he is bound to the
Fox Film company for two years and by
the terms of which he will work as supervisor in close association with Fox directors
in the preparation of their stories has been
assigned by William Counselman, newsthe comic paperman
strip.
and co-author of '"'Ella Cinders,"
Counselman has been working for Fox
Films for the past year and a half, and
during that time has written originals,
titled a number of productions and prepared the continuity for various Fox directors. He was chief comedy constructionist for Mumau during the filming of
"Sunrise."

Tiffany Starts First of Jack
London Sea Stories
Tiffany Production, Inc., now has in the
course of production "The Ghost Ship."
the first of four sea stories by the late Jack
London, ■\\''hich Tiffany has acquired. The
titles of the other three are "Storiay
Waters," "The Devil Skipper" and "Sea
Prowlers." A cast of well known screen
}>layers will be seen in "The Ghost Ship,"
reports M. H. Hoffman, Tiffany president.

"Over
the Andes"
New
Title of Fairbanks Film
The final title of Douglas Fairbanks'
production of the South American cowboy,
formerly called "The Gaucho," has been
definitely titled "Over the Andes." This
United .Vrtists picture will have its premiere at the Liberty Theatre in New York
Citv in the fall.
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Short Features Advertising Ass'n Disbanded

Short Features Advertising
THEAssocia
tion, Inc., at a meeting on
Friday, September 9, at the Hotel
Seymour, New York City, voted to disband its organization due to the
change of conditions in the short subject field. The members believe the
continuance of their activities in the
field of short subjects to be inadvisable
as the representation of distributors
in the organization has been lowered
because of the increase in the number
of distributors of the short feature.
The association was formed two and
one half years ago; it then represented
90 per cent of the short subject producers and distibutors.
The members present also believe
they achieved the objects for which the
association was founded : attention from
exhibitors and press and the practice
of devoting a reasonable proportion
of newspaper advertising space to ihe
short subject on the part of exhibitors.
Several of those present expressed
the hope that the Hays organization
would find it possible to carry on the
work thus far done by the association,
particularly that of "Laugh Month"
which has amply proved its worth.
P. A. Parsons of Pathe, President
of the association, presided at the
meeting.

Opening of New Orpheum
Gives Seattle 3,000 Seats
Seattle had 3,000 more first run seats
added to its downtown quota last week
when the New Orpheum Theatre threw
open its doors with an entirely new policy
of feature pictures and vaudeville, the first
time that such a type of show has been
attempted by the Orpheum circuit in the
Pacific Northwest.
Under the New Orpheum 's policy, there
will be two performances of vaudeville and
four feature pictures daily. On Sunday,
there will be three complete vaudeville
shows and the picture will be shown five
times.

Warner Bros. Finish "The
What theJazz
WarnerSinger"
Bros, regard as the
biggest cinematic achievement of their
organization — "The Jazz Singer" — was
completed this week at the Warner studio
in Hollywood after four months of work.
The last month of the production, which
stars Al Jolson, was devoted to the filming
and recording of the Vitaphone sequences.
The remainder of the time was taken up
with, shooting exteriors and in allowing
Director Alan Crosland and several of the
principals to make a location trip to New
York.

"The Jazz Singer" is to have its premiere this fall at the Warner Theatre in
New York City.

Michigan M.P.T.O. Meets
in Jackson Oct. 11 and 12
H. M. Richey, of the M. P. T. 0. of
Michigan, has sent out word that the
Michigan Convention will be held in Jackson October 11th and 12th. The show opens
on October 10th with a golf tournament.

Europe Is Busy Building
de Luxe Houses
160

New

Theatres
with Seating Capacity
Planned During Year

of 200,000

of anam extenthe midst
in buildi
ng progr
EUROPE sive is
theatre
that
"will add 160 houses with a total seating capacity of 200,000 during the current
year, according to late advices received in
Washington. These new houses are of the
de luxe type, which is rapidly supplant'ng
the simaller houses.
These new theatres, most of which are to
be used exclusively for motion picture
showing, are going up in nearly all parts
of Europe, though there is little construction work in Greece or Turkey.
Great Britain and Germany are showing
the most advancement in the erection of
new theatres. Germany is the real leader
with the reports showing that plans <ire
under way or building has been started on
about eighty new* houses, practically all of
sively. are to be used for pictures excluwhich

Finland proposes the construction of four
new ones, each to seat about 1,500. Holland
has built two new theatres during the yesr,
one in Hague seating 1,500 and the other
in Amsterdam, seating 1,750. In Italy five
new houses are contemplated with seats
ranging from 1,000 to 2,000 each.
Others of the European countries are well
supplied with theatres, but many of them
are undergoing improvements. Spain has
an abundance of theatres, in most of which
will be installed modern improvements.
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Jugo Slavia, Bulgaria and Poland are well equipped as to
numbers but improvements are planned for
many of the houses before the end of the

In Great Britain it is estimated tlat
twenty new houses will be in course of
construction during the present year and
that they will have an aggregate seating capacity of 50,000. Most of the new houses
will seat 2,500 and in some instances tbey
will go as high as 3,500.
Approximately sixteen houses are planned for Sweden, while Roumania proposes
the constraction of a number of theatres,
three of which will shortly be under way
at Bucharest, the capital. Each of these
houses will seat about 1,000. Four new ones
are to be built in Transylvania and others
are to be scattered in different sections of
the country.
Austria has issued licenses for the construction of eight theatres and applications
for three more are still under consideration.
These, as a rule, will be small houses to seat
not more than 400 each.

Tlic Paramount News staff in New York
City gave a testimonial dinner to
Sidney H. McKean, assignment editor of
Paramoimt News, at Joe Leoni's Restaurant:, 239 West 48th Street, New York
City, on Tuesday evening, Sept. 13.
Mr. McKean has occupied the Paramount
News assignment desk since last May. The
dinner was a token of esteem and affection
from the Paramount news staff.
Among those who gathered to do him
honor were: Lou Diamond, David Sussman,
Stanley White, Albert Richard, Gene Laroehe, C. T. Chapman, Les Roush, Emmanuel Cohen, Sidney Cohen, Fred Sykes, Ludvig Geiskop, Bill Park, Jake Coolidge, Robert Denton, Williard Vanderveei*, Urvine
Santone, Bill Clark, Douglas Dupont, Arnold Belcher, Henry De Siena, Bill Kuntz,
G. Bartone, . Ed. Nagle, Ray Fernstrom
Frank Fox, W. P. Gerecke, Harry Cuthbertson, Stephen Early, Edmund Bascomb^
Carl Wallon, Miles Gibbons and Harold
Flavin.

Fans Save Half Million
Through Tax Relief
ement has bfen
IALby announc
OFFIC
made
Hon. G. Howard FerguPrime
son,
Minister of Ontario,
that the amusement tax relief j-rovided in the amendment to rhe
Provincial Statutes passed at the
Provincial Legislature last Spring .vill
become effective Tuesday, November 1.
This means that the so-called war
tax on all theatre admission tickets
up to and including 25 cents will be
abolished outright. The estimate has
been made by Hon. J. D. Monteith,
Provincial Treasurer, that the tax
change will mean a saving to the people of $500,000 annually, based on the
amusement tax returns for 1926. The
amendment will exempt about 60 per
cent of Ontario theatre-goers from
amusement tax payment. Patrons of
62'/2 per cent of the theatres in Ontario will be relieved, it is also pointed
out ofllcially.
The exemption from the tax as applied to entertainments of a religio.is,
charitable or patriotic nature is to be
continued.

Paramount
News
Dinner
Tendered S. H. McKean

Epidemic Closes Theatres
of Many Ohio Towns
Many theatres in the state of Ohio are
reported closed for a two week quarantine
period for infantile paralysis. Among the
toAvns known to be closed are New Philadelphia, Powhatan, Newcomerstown, Dover,
Cadiz, Marion, Geneva and Findlay. While
the epidemic is not virulent, every precaution is being taken to stem it.

Orders City of Quebec to
Grant Building Permit
Some days ago the City of Quebec refused to permit the construction of a neighborhood moving picture theatre in Belvedere Ward, thus holding up the building
for which contracts had been let.
On Spetember 9 the city was ordered bj^
the court to issue the desired permit and,
at the same time, a writ of injunction was
granted which restrains the city from passing a by-law prohibiting the erection of
theatres.
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Pantages
Eastern
Invasion
Given
Impetus by Change of Policy
WITH
the return of Rodney Pantages to San Francisco following a
tour of the principal cities, it was indicated that the invasion of
Pantages in the east would be given considerable impetus because
of the circuit's change of policy, under which pictures predominate Pantages' bills.
The change in policy came with the closing of the 100 per cent contract
with Fox. and Pantages are now endeavoring to close with a number of
chains through which their pictures would be given first run consideration
in several eastern cities, as well as subsequent runs and showings in
suburban houses.
It is said negotiations are on between Pantages and the Miles holdings
in Detroit, and the Arthur S. Friend theatres in New England. The Miles
chain would give Pantages splendid representation in Detroit and suburban
houses. Included in the chain are the Miles, Ferry Field, Orpheuni.
Regent and Oriental. The Friend holdings are located in a number of
New England towns.

Colony Theatre Reopens
Broadway

Welcomes Return of Reisenfeld as Managing
Director — Policy Stresses Pictures

enthusiastic reception, reflecting a
tribute to a popular personality and
hearty endorsement of the presentations he arranged, greeted the return to
Broadway of Hugo Reisenfeld as managing
director of the B. S. Moss Colony Theatre,
now operated under lease by Universal, on
Friday night, September 3.
The presentations as well as the conduct
and atmosphere of the house in which they
were offered evidently fulfilled the greatest
expectations of patrons of the inaugural
and subsequent performances at the Colony.
Reisenfeld had established a large popular
following during his several years as mjtnaging director of the Rialto, Rivoli and
Criterion Theatres, and the applause which
marks his appearance on the conductor's
stand at the Colony makes it evident that
he has not been forgotten by his admirers,
though he has been absent from Broadway
for over a year.
The intimate air which he has developed,
and which fits so Well into the surroundings,
and the program which he built up around
Universal 's screen version of "The Cat and
the Canary" received the enthusiastic approval of public and the newspaper reviewers. His pronouncements in advance of the
Colony opening that he would place the
emphasis upon motion pictures with music
properly fitted into the important place it
rightfully ha^ earned for itself in the
cinema were not misleading, for the current
program at the Colony is "motion picture,"
with assistance but not attempted competition from a fine orchestra and divertissements.
Ax

The current program starts with an organ
prelude with a trio of feminine singers,
garbed as pages, who sing from the orchestra pit. Their song is a bit of prologue in
Avhich they announce that "Yes, we have
no prologue." This is followed by the
overture. The elevating orchestra platform
is used. At the conclusion of this "Classical Jazz" number presenting "When Day
Is Done," Reisenfeld faces about and introduces the following musical novelty, a
presentation
of an old instrument — the

Pipes of Pan, played by generations of
Roumanian gypsies, and heard on Broadway for the first time.
This interesting and generally pleasing
feature is followed by an amusing stage
presentation in which a Tony Sarg marionette plays a piano solo in the accepted
Paderewski manner, with an off-stage piano
rendering Rachmannioff 's "Prelude in C
Sharp Minor." This also is introduced by
Reisenfeld from the stand.
The Colony pictorial is the next offering,
about twelve minutes being devoted to this
feature. A special reel called "The Maestro" follows. This is a cartoon done especially for the Colony by Max Fleisher, in
which a versatile dog leads the orchestra
Next on the program is a stage feature
called "The New Ford." It is a ballet on
pantomime in the impressionistic or expressionistic style. At any rate the presentation alttempts to achieve an audi')le
and visual impression of a huge factory
swinging from idleness, during preparations to manufacture a new model automobile, into violent activity. There is a backdrop showing a veritable forest of smoke
stacks, with a factory exterior and a maze
of pulleys and belting fitted into the picture. Before this is a corps of a dozen or
so dancers clad in metal cloth costumes to
represent mechanical units of this amazing
scene. There are orchestral effects to accompany the action, and create in the
mind's eye an impression of automobiles
bustled into being from scraps of metal,
wood, and whatever else the new Ford w.'ll
have in its makeup. The number is winning a hand from Colony audiences, and
the newspaper critics mentioned it as of
special interest in their reviews of the show.
The presentation of the program is nicely
timed, and runs smoothly from its novel
opening up to the flashing on the screen of
the leader to the feature picture. The
orchestra is a well-balanced concert organization, and, under Reisenfeld 's direction,
makes a noteworthy addition to the Avorthwhile features allied with motion picture
l>resentations in New York.
His pictures

Picture

News

are scored in a most expert fashion, Reisenfeld's superiority in this field being most
noticeable in his accompaniment for the
newsreel scenes, which, of course, supply
the most obvious basis for comparison.
Another outstanding feature is the intimate note he has achieved. The ushers are
young women well schooled in their work,
and successful in being polite and efficient
without the pompous formality now so frequently encountered from house attendants
at the cinema palaces. The ushers wear
dressy frocks, uniform as to design, but of
different colors. Reisenfeld 's remarks from
the stand introducing some of the numbers
is another great factor in bringing the patron into a closer contact mth the theatre
and the show.

Production Progressing on
Two Fox Comedies
"A Silly Sailor," an Imperial, and
"Four Faces West," a Van Bibber, are two
new comedies on the Fox Films lot on
which production has been under way for
some time. In addition, four other two-reel
comedies for the fall season have been completed by Fox Films in advance of schedule.
The leading roles in the Van Bibber comedy are played by Tyler Brooks and Dione
Ellis. The cast includes Howard Truesdale,
Sidney Bracey, Albert Roecardi and Bob
Kortman. This subject, which Orville 0.
Dull is directing, is scheduled for release
on November
6.

Subcommittee
Named
on
T. O. G. G. Demands
At a meeting held at the Hays office last
week, a subcommittee was named to endeavor to find a solution on demands of
the Theater Owners of Commerce for allocation of product and revision of arbitration
The subcommittee is composed of Charles
procedure.
L. O'Reilly, J. Arthur Hirsh, J. J. Murdock, Joseph P. Kennedy and Nicholas M.
Schenck.

De Mille Spends $400,000 on Construction
at
the DIAT
De Mille
studio constr
is the uction
result of
E new
IMME
an expenditure of $400,000 by Cecil
B. De Mille to make up for the loss of
time due to the recent i?200,000 fire
and to avoid any delay in meeting release dates.
The De Mille studio will have Ihe
largest film studio stage in the world,
31.5 feet long, 143 feet wide, with 43,680
square feet. This stage is already half
constructed, the foundations having
been laid 48 hours after the ashes of
the burned stages had cooled. Expansion and new buildings, including offices for writers and directors, procuttingitems
and that
dressing
ronn-s,
are amongjection,the
the $400,000
will bring forth. What is claimed to
be the largest motor generator set
ever manufactured for a film studio
is now under construction in the East,
and will be delivered at the De Mille
studio within 90 days.
The construction work is under the
supervision of A. G. Volnick, a member
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, and assistant general manager
of the De Mille studio.
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"U"
to Merge
Chain
and Picture Corp.
NEGOTIATIONS have been taken
to consolidate Universal Pictures
Corp. and Universal Chain Theatres Co. The picture corporation directors voted to enter into an agreement under which their corporation
will guarantee for a period of Iwo
years, starting August 15, 1927, and
under certain conditions, dividends on
the first preferred stock of the theatre
company. This move was in consideration of the acquisition by the picture company from Carl Laemmle and
others of a substantial majority of the
management stock of the theatre company. The directors of Universal
Chain Theatres accepted the proposal.
Further details regarding the guaranty are to be mailed to stockholders
in connection with the payment of the
September dividend.
A further substantial improvement
in the theatre company's earnings was
intimated by Daniel Michalove, general manager of Universal Chain Theatres, who told directors of Universal
Pictures that the earnings of his company had
the summer.improved materially during

Fourteen F B O Releases
During October
Six feature length productions, including
two which played Broadway, and eight
short subjects, are scheduled for release by
FBO for the month of October. ' ' The Gingham Girl," with
Wilson
George K.
Arthur, will be Lois
released onand Octobe
r 2.
October 9 will inaugurate the distribution
of "Ranger of the North,"
g the
dog, Ranger. On October 16,starrin
"Jake the
Plumber," starring Jesse Devorska, will
be issued and on October 19, "Shanghaied," in which Ralph Ince is featured,
will be shown. ' ' The Boy Rider, ' ' the first
of "Buzz" Barton's Westerns, will be in
the exchanges on October 23, while
on October 30 another Western, "The Gambler's
Game," starring Tom Tyler, will culminate
the month's releases.
The short subjects include three one-reel
"Newslaffs" travesties, on the 2nd, 16th
and SOth respectively; "Mickey's Pals,"
on the 3rd; "The Beloved Rouge" on the
5th, "Tanks of the Wabash" on the 10th,
"New Faces For Old" on the 12th and
"She Troupes to Conquer" on the 19th.

Columbia
Studios
Reach
Production Peak
The studios of Columbia Pictures on the
West Coast have reached 'their highest
peak of activity for the new season. Seven
of the new pictures for the 1927-28 season
have been finished and several others —
"Isle of Forgotten Women," "Sav It
With Sables" and "The College Hero"—
are in M-ork.

Leo McGarey SupervisorDirector Roach Studios
Hal Roach has appointed Leo McCarey
supervising director of the Roach studios
where for the past four years M. McCarey
has been a comedy director. He takes up
his new position with an entire year's work
mapped out for him.
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Film Golfers in Tourney
Successful Event Is Again Won by Christy Diebel with
Best Gross Score
luck
ament
Dailyofgolf
Filmmatter
r, see(jnd
THEin the
fair tourn
weathe
only to that of Tex Rickard, held
good for the 13th semi-annual event held
Tuesday, Sept. 13th at Larchmont, N. Y.
A representative crowd of film people,
most of them dyed in the wool golfers,
fought for the large and small prizes offtred
and enjoyed thoroughly all the events.
The actual golf play Avas not all of the
big day. There were two meals, a certain
amount of convivialty, a putting contest,
acting for the camera, and a large amount
of reneiving of old friendships.
Prizes were offered for both morning and
afternoon rounds, with some specials thrown
in. For instance, Henry King received one
for being the best dressed golfer.
Nat. Rothstein officiated as master of
ceremonies Avith Jack Alicoate as an aMe
aid. The speeches were few, short and
mostly to the "I thank you" effect.
Christy Diebel, the Youngstown, 0., veteran again and again conquered in both the
low gross and exhibitor low gross, but he
took an eighty in the afternoon in spite of
a 34 for nine in the morning round.
A number of the old standbys were
absent detained elsewhere by business.
Among these were Elmer Pierson and Felix
Feist, both sending wires, however.
In the putting contest, Pat Campbell, the
firet man to go in action, nearly broke up
the match by trimming the cup with his
first ball. Five contestants finally achieved
a two and then rolled three times before
William Masse won with a two !
The official scorer, Bnice Gallup, announced the following winners during the
dinner :
Low net — Leg on the Film Daily cup and
the Ai-thur W. Stebbins trophy — Tom
Gerety. Score 68.
Low net runner-up (Pathe cup) — Jerome
Beatty. Score 70.
Second low net runner up (John J. McGuirk cup) — J. V. Ritchey, Jr.
Third low net runner ui> (J. P. Mulk-r

cup) — H. Jr.
S. Tierney. Score 72.
Ri'tchey,
LoAv gross (M. P. News cup) — J. V.
LoAV
gross runner up (Al Ruben)— Sumner Taylor.
Eagle (Jules Brulatour trophy) — Stearns.
Bii-die (FBO cup)— W. B. Frank.
Low exhibitor score (Jules Mastbiuim
Memorial Trophy)— Chris Deibel. Score 80.
Driving contest (Jack Cosman cup) — Cy
Fields. 2951/2 yards.
Runner 287upyards.
(Eastman Kodak) — N. C.
Stearns.
Putting contest. William Massce.
Boobv prize, H. Evsman.
Score 134.
MORNING ROUND— NINE HOLES
Low gi-oss (Morning Telegraph cup) —
Chris Deibel. Score 34.
Runner up (Columbia Trophy) — Ed Curtis. Score 36.
Low net (National Theatre Supply cup)
—Arthur W. Stebbins. Score 29.
Runner up (Hedwig M. P. Lab. Trophy)
—Paul Gulick. Score 30.
FLIGHT WINNERS
James Milligen, Tom Gerety. M. Halschek, M. McConnell, Ed Johnson, Irving
Stolzer, M. Bellows, J. V. Ritchey, Wm.
Frankel, Jerome Beatty, Al Grey, A. La
"Doc"
Spargo, Bob
Hines, John
Golden,
Nat Rothstein,
Billy Wolf,
Wilkinson,
H.
S. Tierney, Dave Chatkin, S. R. Burns, Raymond Pawley, J. S. Diekerson, Sy Fields,
M. Fisher, M. Cook.
R!UNNERS-UP IN FLIGHTS
S. S. Braunberg, Frank Pope, M. Brandon, Arthur G. Whyte, Lou Metzger, Arther Ebenstein, A. L. Pratchett, W. E. Raynor, Geo. Byrnes, Walter Futter, M. Wittendorf, M. McLaughlin, Wallace Ham,
Harry Brandt, M. McDonald, C. E. McCarthy, M. Steams, R. V. Anderson, Joe
Hornstein, Charles Moses, Wm. Evarts,
Eugene Walsh, Geo. Berry, Walter Wagner,
Stanley Waite, J. E. Storey, Geo. Blair, W.
B. Frank, H. Eysman, Abe Warner, M.
Schilt, Rex Beach, Ben Goetz, Ed^vard
Lieberman.

Stanley Company Acquires Three
New Houses Around Philadelphia
THREE

new theatres, each with a seating capacity of approximately

1,500, have been added to the Stanley Company's chain in and about
Philadelphia within the past few days. These bring the Stanley
total to 211 houses. The new Manor Theatre, located on Chester Pike, in
Norwood, is a consolidation of the Marcus Benn and Stanley Company
interests. The building is 138 x 82 feet, and is of English design, half
timbered, with gable roof. The interior of the main auditorium, lobby
and foyer is Spanish, with decorated ceiling and beams. A $50,000 Kimball
organ has been installed.
The other two theatres are the Egyptian in Bala and the Waverly in
Drexel Hill. Herbert Effinger is interested jointly with the Stanley Company in these houses. The Egyptian is a radical departure from the usual
design for theatre construction. It is of dinstinctly Egv'ptian character
throughout. Its dimensions are 147 x 185. It is generally conceded to be
one of the most unique motion picture theatres in the East.
The Waverlv, at Drexel Hill, occupies a plot 100 x 175, and is of Spanish design with wainscoting in buff and gray. It is Spanish in architecture and. in addition to the theatre, houses four stores. The houset<
will all be devoted to a straight picture policy.
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Theatre

Strike

Halted

Labor Troubles Rapidly Drawing to Close
ments Are Reached
STRIKE settlements have been effected
in most of the principal cities where
trouble loomed a week ago and the
situation has returned to normalcy. Los
Angeles, one of the storm centers, narrowly avei'ted a strike a few hours before
it was schedule<l to go into effect. A iicw
three year agrreement gi*anted wage increases to theatre unions, but only the musicians won their demand for a six-day
week, which was granted only providing
the musicians individually pay for a substitute. Wage increases of T^/2 P^r cent the
first year, 2^/2 per cent the second and none
the third were granted musicians.
Three hours after non-union operators
had been placed in the booths of three Publix houses, an Interstate house and a tabloid theatre in Houston, Texas, a wage settlement was reaxihed between the theatres,
union operators and stagehands. Union
operators immediately replaced the nonunion men.
Under the new scale granted in Houston,
operators at the Publix houses and the Interstate houses will receive $65 a week.
Stagehands at the Interstate ^\^ll receive
$65 a week and their assi.sitants $60. The
raise in salaries is approximately 12^^ per
cent.
Settlements have been reached with motion picture theatre machine operators m
St. Paul and Fargo, N. D., by the theatre
owners, represented by Theodore L. Hays
of the Finkelstein and Ruben organization
and in Fargo by Ben Friedman of ilie
American Amusement eonnpany.
In St. Paul the contract is the same as
last year in most cases but a slight increase
in wage scale was granted the workers in

Sterns Have 4 Months'
Comedy Supply
supply
FOUR
the
out ofof tvohas come
reelers months'
studios of Stern Bros., producers for Universal, and is now on hand
in exchanges for pre-viewing and prereleasing. Talking of the new product,
on which release dates have been set
clear up to .January, Julius Stern, the
president of Stern Bros., emphasizes
the fact that all of the new comedies
are based on popular newspaper comic
strips. In addition, twelve of the comedies are Junior Jewel releases.
The Stern release schedule for the
next four months follows : "The N(;'wlyweds' Troubles," Sept. 5; "The Newlyweds' Surprise," Oct. 3; "The Newly weds' Mistake," Nov. 7; "Rushing
Business," Aug. 31; "Keeping Trim,"
Sept. 7; "Buster, Come On," Sept. 14;
"Dancing Fools," Sept. 21; "George
Steps Out," Sept. 28; "Society Breaks'."
Oct. ,5; "Buster's Home Life," Oct. 12;
"All for Uncle," Oct. 19; "Picking on
George," Oct. 26; "Passing the
Joneses," Nov. 2; "A Disorderly Orderly," Nov. 9; "Buster, What's Next?",
Nov. 16; "Oh, Mabel," Nov. 23; "On
Deck," Nov. 30; "Showing Off," Dec. 7;
"Run, Buster," Dec. 14; "There's a
Will,"
Dec. 28.Dec. 21; and "Model George."

A

Picture

News

In and Out of Town

as Settle-

legitimate houses and in some of the suburban theatres.
Chicago's movie strike spread to Missouri towns, but thus far the unions have
been decidedly defeated in their efforts and
demands. At Springfield, Mo., a city of
65,000, operators, stage hands and musicians
demanded an increase of $5 weekly. The
exhibitors flatly refused. Then followed a
lockout, with the theatres being picketed.
As it became apparent that the exhibitore
did not intend to yield, the union demands
dwindled to $1.75 for two operators. That,
also, was refused by exhibitors.
As a result of the Springfield strike, tiieatres of that city are operating successfully
on a non-union basis under police protection.

Fox Films Releasing Eight
Features During October
Eight new feature productions will be
available at the Fox exchanges during the
month of October. The first releases, on
October 2, will be "Silver Valley," starring Tom Mix, and "Publicity Madness,"
co-featuring Lois Moran and Edmund
Lowe. October 9 is the day when Fox
Films offers "East Side, West Side," with
George O'Brien and Viginia Valli in the
leading roles. "St. Elmo," a John Gilbert
re-issue, is also set for this date. Bessie
Love is the feminine lead in the Gilbert
picture.
A comedy of youth entitled ' ' The High
School Hero," will be issued on October
16. Making his debut as a megaphone
wielder, David Butler has diected Sally
Phipps and Nick Stuart in the principal
roles. "Pajamas," the release for October
23, has Olive Borden as the star. Two pictures are scheduled for October 30. They
ae "Very Confidential," featuring Madge
Bellamy, and ' ' Truxton King, ' ' the second
John Gilbert re-issue for the month. Ruth
Clifford appears opposite Gilbert.

M-G-M Lion Flight Starts
Sept. 27 from California
The non-stop transcontinental airplane
flight, in which will participate Leo, the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lion, and Pilot Martin Jensen, has been set for next Saturday,
September 17, and the take-off will be from
some Southern California flying field yet
to be selected. B. F. Mahoney, builder of
Lindbergh's "The Spirit of St. Louis," is
the constructor of the M-G-M ship.
The plane is to land at Roosevelt Field,
New York, from where Leo will bo transported via truck to receive the plaudits of
Broadway, Manhattan. Jensen will return
to the Pacific Coast, where he is scheduled
to participate in the Spokane race.

Schottenfels Joins Staff of
Billboard
Clarence C. Schottenfels, well knovm
trade paper man, has joined the advertising
staff of The Billboard.

JAMES B. LOWE, who is the Uncle Tom
Universal's
Cabin,"
arrivedof in
New York"Uncle
from Tom's
Universal
City
De Grasse for the American Legion Convention in Paris and a tour of Europe.
WILLIAM
M. VOGEL,
general
manager
of Producers
International
Corporation,
foreign distributors of Cecil B. De Mille pictures, returned Monday, September 5, fiom
Europe, where he spent two months visiting his
company's offices in London, Paris, Berlin,
Stockholm, Brussels, Prague and Geneva.
JH. SEIDELMAN , assistant manager of
. the Paramount foreign department, returned to New York Friday, September 16, on
the Aquitania, folloiving a business trip lasting
several
company. months to the European otHces of his

ARRIVING in New York on they French
mornliner, The France, Wednesda
ing, September 14, from Havre, Henry Ginspresident
of Sterling Pictures, is again
berg,
at the home office following a stay of six
weeks abroad. Mr. Ginsberg was accompanied by his wife, the former Miss Mildred
Adler of New York.

Paramount
of last
Friday
returned
comedies,
E, producer
CHRISTI
AL Christie
from Europe accompanied by Eddie Sutherland,
director, Monte Brice, scenarist, and Harry
Rofor "Tillie's
manager
production
Exlwards, mance,"'
which Christie
for Parawill produce
mount. The quartet entrained for the Coast
the following day to get the picture under way.
MISS LIA TORA, the most beautiful jirl
in Brazil, and Olympio Guilherme, the
handsomest Brazilian, arrived in New York
Tuesday, September 20, aboard the S. S. Western World from Rio de Janeiro en route to
Holly^vood where they will begin working under
a long-term contract zvith Fox Films.
GIL BO AG, Gil da Gra/s husband and
manager, arrived in New York this
week on a hurried trip from Culver City,
where Miss Gray is finishing "The Devil
GEN
Y. CAMMACK,
Universal exchange
manager in Atlanta, arrived in New York
Dancer."
this week for a home office conference.

**Sunto Present
Fox
rise"onSept.23inN.Y.
^"^ UNRIS
a Moviet
record
ofand
'sa
Murnau
ion one
W.
^S
product
for
Films,
F. Fox
E,"
i iC^
ni,
speech by Benito Mussoli
premier
of Italy, will be presented by William
Fox at the Times Square Theatre in
New York, on the evening of Friday,
September 2.3.
"Sunrise," described as "a song of
two humans," is said by Fox to be the
most artistic and costly film that he has
ever produced. Its expense was twice
that of "What Price Glory," and thrice
that of "The Iron Horse."
The text of the other feature — the
Mussolini speech in which the premier
will be both seen and heard — has been
copyrighted by the Fox Film Corporation.
Following the premiere next Friday
night, performance will be given twice
a day, at 2:30 P.M. and 8:30 P. M.
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Newsreel Resume
Pathe News, Xo. 75, offers views of Atlantic City beauties ; French- American tennis matches ; British submarine tests ; a
game of auto pushball; pigeon feeding in
Venice; festival ending Turkish elections;
college boys battle; automobile conquering
Pikes Peak; blimps dropping aerial life
boats; Lipton Cup yacht races, and wrecking of smelter in California mine.
No. 76 details figures in many ocean hops ;
French winning tennis victory; Rapid City's
farewell to Coolidge; Gordon Bennett balloon race; Americans licking British poloists; new Miss America at Atlantic City;
legionnaires off for France, and Hagen winning Western Open title.
International News, Vol. 9, No. 74, opens
with scenes of international motorboat regatta; Dempsej' and Tunney training; theatre world tribute to Loew; Tilden beating
Cochet; beauty parade in Atlantic City;
motor drivers climbing Pikes Peak, and interesting personalities in the day's news.
No. 75 shows Second A. E. F. leaving for
France; Miss America at Atlantic CHy;
Coolidge on way to White House; bucking
motorcycles ; ballooners in distance contest ;
Shantungese quelling Chinese riot, and 'riMnphant Yankee polo team.
Fox News, Vol. 8, No. 101 presents ihe
French Avinners of Davis Tennis cup ; President ending Western vacation; 101-year
old grandmother in airplane; American p'llo
four defeating English; A. E. F, leaAnng for
France; ballooners contesting for Bennett
cup; Hagen winning Western open, and
new, unbobbed. Miss America.
No. 101 has an awe-inspiring close-up of
sea volcanoes off Galapgas Isle in Pacific;
five latest flyers missing in oceanic flgbts;
Tunney training; autos racing to summit of
Pikes Peak; dare devil jumping off bridge
])cneath Niagara Falls; more shots of Atlantic City girls.
Kinograms No. 5325 starts off with
France and America battling for Davis
Cup; Detroit's motor boat races; French
diplomats seeing parade of West Pointers;
judges deciding on Miss America; Tunney
at training camp; camera shots while speeding up Pikes Peak.
No. 5326 also has British-American p'jlo
game; winner of Atlantic City pageant;
balloons in annual Gordon Bennett ra'e;
Lacoste defeating Tilden and Coehet Johnston ;old grandmother experiencing her first
airplane ride; dare devil driving in dirt
track.
M-G-M News, Vol 1, No. 8 pictures U. S.
R. Texas leaving New York harbor; French
tilting gladiators; crowds at funeral of
Loew; scenes of latest trans-Atlantic flyers
to join missing; America's New beauty
queen; a baby, aged 5, who is gre>at di\er;
victorious speedboat in international cmtest; captive bears begging, and Tilden \Tjnning over Cochet.
Paramount New's, No. 13, depicts autos
climbing turns of Pikes Peak; West Point
honoring French visitors; girlish battle for
Miss America title; Chicago's reception to
Tunney; victims of recent air tragedi'-s;
youngsters' circus; clash of tennis rulers;
Brock-Schlee plane in England.

Changes at Indianapolis
First Run Situation Takes on Different
Opening of Fall Season
is undergoing many
APOLIS
INDIAN
in the first run field and there
changes
will be additional ones effected before
the Fall season is in full sway, according
to rumors that are going the rounds. Several houses have passed to new management within the past fcAV weeks.
The Palace, which for the past five years
has been operated by Keith interests under
the name of the United Theatres Corp.,
again became a Loew house on the 1st of
September. It was originally a Loew theatre, and has been closed since July 1st. No
plans for the re-opening have been announced, nor has the future policy. Before
closing it operated with five acts of vaudeville and a feature picture.
E. G. Sourbier, who operates in Indianapolis and at Toledo, Ohio, has purchased
from the Central Amusement Company, of
which Charles Olson is president, the Lyric
and Isis Theatres. The Lyric is a combination vaudeville and picture house and the
Isis is playing westerns and second run
features.
No change of policy has been

Aspect

With

announced for either house. The B. F.
Keith Theatre, occupied by the Stuart
Walker repertory company and playing
two-a-day, will reopen on a grind policy
September 18th.
The Berkell Players, another stock company, will move from English's Theatre, a
legitimate house, into the Colonial for a
Winter season of stock. The Colonial has
been operating as a picture house.
A number of changes have been announced for the Indiana, Circle and Ohio,
operated by the Circle Theatres Co. Starting September 10th all three houses
changed their openings from Sundays to
Satm'days. The concert orchestra was
moved back to the Circle from the Indiana,
and Charlie Davis and his jazz band, for
the past two seasons at the Ohio, moved
into the Indiana to work Avith the new Publix units booked. It is said that at least
twelve weeks of the season at English's
will be devoted to the showing of road
show films.

Fox Installs Movietones
End of to Accommodate
Production Being Rushed
Month
is reported as making rapid
Fox
progi-ess with the installation of
equipment to display the Movietone
subjects that will accompany pictures. It
is said that the houses in the chain Avill all
be equipped with the synchronization machines by the end of this month, and will
be ready to take on the regular service.
The company at the present time has s,ix
trucks in dilferent parts of the United
States and Europe searching out the best
Movietone subjects. These trucks have
been given roving assignments, and are
scouting material for Fox News, as well as
other Movietone releases.
Three theatres in the Fox chain are
already functioning with the Movietone, and
many others are anxiously Avaiting its installation. The Academy
of Music, on

"Student Prince"
Premiere at Astor, Sept. 21

Houses by

Fourteenth Street, Ncav York, is running
"What Price Glory" with full Movietone
accompaniment. The Terminal, in NeAvark,
has the same picture Avith the synchroni/i d
musical score, and at the Locust in Phihidelphia,
Heaven" is playing Avilh
the full "Seventh
score.
Within the next fcAV Aveeks the folloAving
houses in New York will display Movietone
in connection with either "What Price
Glory" or "Seventh Hea\^en:" Crotona,
Jap Garden, Folly, RidgcAvood, Nevoo,
Jamaica, Star and Audubon; the Washington, Detroit; the Liberty, Elizabeth, N. J.;
and the American, Paterson, N. J.
Included in the Movietone numbers ready
for release are four song numbers by Kaquel Meller, and subjects by Charles Sale,
Ben Bernie and his orchestra, and Gertrude
LaAvrence. Additions will be made to thche
larly.
as
rapidly, ^as possible so that the various
iiouses maj' have Movietone subjects regu-

4 i rr\ HE BIG PARADE" finally «ie-

I parts from the Astor in New
York after its record-breaking run of 97 weeks to give way, on
Wednesday evening, September 21. to
"The Student Prince." "The Big Parade" closed its run at the Astor on
September 16 so that the house could
be prepared for its Heidelbergian successor. Its stay of more than 22
months smashed every existing Broadway feature picture record. This first
of the big war pictures was seen by
more than 1,800,000 people, innumerable persons coming back to see it
again. The astounding total of more
than two million dollars was realized
during this period.

"The
Racing
Romeo"
a
Special on FBO Program
"The Racing Romeo," an automobile
story Avhich has "Red Grange and Jobyna
Ralston in the cast, AA'ill be released by
F B 0 as a special on their progTam of j)ictures for 1927-28. Sam Wood produced and
directed the story. Frank Lockhart, racetrack driver, schooled the players on hoAV
to burn up the roads, acted as technical
advisor and played a role in the picture as
Avell. Twelve seasoned speedAvay veterans
Avere engaged for the auto racing sequences.
The story is an original by Byron Morgan.
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Franklin
Signs Jolson
For West Coast House
presiLIN,Theatr
FRANK
HAROLD dent ofB.
es,
West
Coast
has signed Al Jolson to appear
on the stage of a motion picture theatre for the first time. He will be seen
for one week at the Metropolitan Theatre in Los Angeles, starting September 8th. It is said that Jolson for his
one week's work will receive the highest salary ever paid an artist for a
similar engagement.
Arrangements for the signing of
Jolson were made by Walter Meyers,
of the William Morris Agency, which
only recently established a Los Angeles office. It is said that Jolson will
not appear at any other theatre on
the coast, but will return to New York
soon after completion of his contract
at the Metropolitan.

S. Stone, M-G-M
Agent,
Killed in Auto Tragedy
Seymour Stone, M-G-M special representative, was killed last week when his
automobile fell over an embaiikraent. Stone
and Sam Berger, also a special representative for M-G-M. were on their way to
French Lick Springs from Cincinnati,
where both had been working. Near Carrolton, Ky., their automobile went over the
cmhankment, the gas tank exploding. Stone
was burned to death. Berger escaped with
his life, but a nervous breakdown is said
to have resulted from the accident. Stone
had been in temporary charge of the Cincinnati M-G-M exchange during the protracted illness of Carl Sonin, also the victim
of an automobile accident.

"Patent
Leather
Kid"
Opens at Woods, Chicago
On the night of September 18, "The
Patent Leather Kid," the First National
attraction, will open at The Woods Theatre,
Chicago, for an extended run. The following Monday was originally selected as the
date for the Chicago premiere, but instead
the !18th will start the run at The Woods.
It will show twice daily nt the $2 top scale
of ticket-.

Universal
Will Roadshow "Les Miserables"
OFFICIALS and sales executives of
Universal have decided to put
out "Les Miserables." the ITniversal Film de France, as a road-show
attraction. The film is now playing at
the Central in New York, and at (he
new Montmartre, in Brooklyn. Negotiations are now pending for a Shubert
house in Boston, which will probably
house the film for the first time outside of New York. Philadelphia, Washington and other principal cities will
then follow in the picture's wake.
The decision to release the attraction as a road shw is due to the
business done at the Central, where
"Les Miserables" opened on August 22.
Some time in October, it is thought,
"Uncle
Tom's Cabin" will replace it at
the
Central.

Production Activities Prevail at Universal City
When camera work started on four
Jewel productions and preparations were
completed for the start of several more,
this week saw the last half of the Universal schedule for the coming year begun in
earnest.
Hoot Gibson completed "The Rawhide
Kid" under the direction of Del Andrews
on Monday and on Tuesday started "Western Suffragettes" with Reaves Eason
directing. Georgia Hale is the feminine
lead in both films.
Reginald Denny commenced working on
"Watch My Speed," in which Fred IS^ewmeyer is directing both him and Barbara
Worth, leading lady. "Thanks for the
Buggy
Ride,"
a Laura
La Plante
vehicle,
was started
under
the direction
of William
Seiter with Glenn Tryon in the leading
male role. The week also witnessed the
starting of "The Symphony," Svend
Gade's story with Jean Hersholt starring
under the direction of F. Harmon Wight.
Marian Nixon and George Lewis are also
co-featured.

Roach Comedy and "Rarebits" Head Pathe Program
Ten reels, ranging from the serial and
the cartoon to the newsreel and the comedy,
compose the Pathe program of eight short
subjects for the week of September 25.
"Sailors, Beware!", a Hal Roach tworeeler, and "The Weaker Sex," one of the
new "Rarebits" subjects, are the principal
offerings for the week. In the Roach comedy are Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Anita
Garvin, Frank BroAvnlee, Lupe Valez and
Viola Richard. Hal Yates did the directing.
The "Rarebits" issue plays up the feminine in sport.
Other numbers on the Pathe list include
the Pathe Review, No. 39; "The Danger
Trail," fifth chapter of the Pathe serial,
"The Hawk of the Hills"; Topics of the
Day, No. 39; "The Human Fly," the
weekly Aesop Film Fable, and Numbers 80
and 81 of the news reel. The three items
in the Review are: "Burglar-Proof Jewelry," "Flowers of Hawaii" and "Words
and Music By
."

Two
Stories
Definitely
Set for Colleen Moore
With Marshall Neilan preparing for the
direction of Colleen Moore's final picture
for the current season's group, John McCormick, her producer, is already launching
plans for the cycle of screen stories in
which the star will be seen during the new
season. Two of these stories have been
definitely decided upon and one more will
be selected from several stories now under
consideration.
The first 1927-28 production, and probably the most important Moore vehicle on
the new schedule, will be "Lilac Time,"
Jane Cowl's stage success, which George
Fitzmaurice will direct. Winifred Dunn is
handling the screen adaptation. Following
"Lilac Time" will be "Baby Pace,"
adapted by Marna Tully from "Synthetic
Sin," the stage play by Frederic and Fanny
Hatton. Benjamin Glazer will prepare the
screen continuity.

Picture

News

"U" Rushing Building
of 2 Wisconsin Houses
by Universal
Theatrical
RAPID
headwayChain
is being
made
Enterprises, Inc., on the cjnstruction of the two new theatres being
built in the State of Wisconsin. The
steel skeleton for the $1,000,000 Racine
house is beginning to rear itself skywards while the evacuation for the
$600,000 Sheboygan house has been completed. Universal has also remodeled
the Gladstone Theatre, in Kansas City.
The house which has just opened has
been thoroughly remodeled, equipped
and brought up-to-date.

A

First National
Scenarists
Work on Nine Adaptations
Thirteen scenarists and continuity writers are engaged upon the screen adaptations of nine forthcoming First National
productions. More Avriting assignments
will be handed out by Al Rockett, West
Coast production manager, within a few
days.
Gerald Duffy is finishing the new Colleen
Moore picture, temporarily titled "Tell the
World," and Barney Glaser is at work on
the script of "The Barker." James
O'Donohue is advancing in his preparation
of the continuity for "The Noose" while
Bess Meredyth has been assigned to adapt
"Sailors' Wives." Philip Bartholomae is
now writing the screen adaptaion of "The
Butter and Egg Man," Mort Blumenstock
is
"Once Thereis Was
a Princess"
andadapting
John McDermott
working
on the
adaptation and
Went McGinty."

continuity for "Down

Pathe Buys Packard Story
as Prospective Serial
"The Devil's Mantle," a Liberty Magazine story by Frank L. Packard, has been
purchased by Pathe for serial adaptation
to follow the present serials underlined for
the 1927-28 season.

Two

German
Offers
Made Lars Moen

n compa
two TATI
Germa
this
New York
in nies
VES
ESEN
REPRof
week made propositions to Lars
Moen, producer of a series of s,color
films called Rainbow Production
to
make pictures abroad. Mr. Moen made
use of foreign photographic methods
in producing the series. One of these
German companies would make a feature in color with Mr. Moen the director. A detailed announcement concerning the young
will be issued
within produ
a fewcer's
days.plans
He
expects to leave for Berlin Wednesday,
Septe.mber 21, for an indefinite stay
abroad
The series of color pictures is now
in the cutting room, and it is expected
that they will be ready for screening
within the next two weeks. Two large
American distributing companies have
made bids for the distribution of the
productions, it is said.
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idiiMt^^ Ser vlceBm^ai^
"Joy Hour" Program Builds
Up Matinee Business
Manager AI Euttenberg:, of the Iris Theatre, Detroit, is one of several exhibitors in
that territory who are using a "joy hour"
program to increase matinee business
Saturdays and Sundays. The idea originated with Oscar Hanson, Pathe Short Subject Branch Manager at Detroit.
The plan provides for the sliowing of a
serial episode and a two-reel comedy ahead
of the regular matinee program. It is advertised as a special "joy hour," and Euttenberg and other managers report that it
is successful in attracting a greater number
of woman and children. It has the added
advantage of getting a larger number of
people into the theatre at an earlier hour
as well as increasing the average receipts
for these matinees.

Ask Public to Rate "Stark
Love" in Newspaper Ads

Newspaper ads that aroused general
curiosity for the picture "Stark Love"
were an effective feature of the exploitation
for that attraction at the Lyric Theatre in
Jackson, Tenn. Manager Emil Bernstecker
asked the public to decide whether "Stark
Love" was the best or worst picture of the
year. The ads, two columns wide, were
run under a big headline above the title of
the picture. Under the title were two columns headed "Best" and "Worst." The
names of local men who had seen the picture at a special preview were inserted
under the headings of these columns and
still further down the ad was the line
"Which side are you on? Will it be the
Best or Worst picture you have ever seen?"

Theatre
Party Exploits
"The Country Doctor"
A novel exploitation idea was

cai-ried out
with excellent results in conjunction Avith
the presentation of "The Countrv Doctor"
at Keith's Palace Theatre,
, by
means of a dinner and theatre Cleveland
partv for the
oldest doctors in that city. The affair was
sponsored by Manager John Eoval of the
Palace and the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The newspaper invited readers to send
in the names of the oldest practising physicians intheir neighborhood., Of thase, fourteen doctors were invited to a dinner in
their honor at the Statler Hotel, and a performance at the Palace. As many as 200
people sent in to the Plain Dealer the name
of the same docto'

Junior Leaguers Assist in
"Babe Gomes Home" Drive
J. G.
Theatre,
valuable
through
bership

Weigand, manager of the Columbia
Junction City, Kan., obtained some
publicity for "Babe Comes Home"
the Junior Baseball League mem^
of that city. Through the newspapers he invited all members of the Chamr
ber of Commerce team, the Boosters, Eotary, U. P. A. C, Lions and DeMolay teams,
to re}>ort to the theatre in uniform on Mon-

Another example of the interesting and attractive lobby displays arranged by W. H.
Corntcell, manager of the Liberty theatre, Marysville, Cal., is that shown above, which
exploited his presentation of ^'Tell It to the Marines"

"Chang"
Exploited Effectively
By Many Leading Showmen
picture
is a type
factalthat
OWING
of
run it and
out of tothethegener
screen attraction, "Chang" is a film
requiring somewhat out of the ordinary line
of exploitation, and from several parts of
the country come reports of ingenious and
effective campaigns planned and executed
by showmen well known for their resourcefulness in exploitation.
The ideas successfully used for the picture cover a wide range as a natural consequence of local conditions, such as community preferences, type of patronage
established for the theatre, and available
exploitation mediums.
Among the most effective campaigns recently staged for "Chang" are the drives
put on by Frank J. IVIiller, manager of the
Imperial Theatre, Augusta; Manager Sidney Dannenberg, of the Strand^ Birmingham; and Charles H. Amos, of the Florida
Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Two weeks in advance of his showing at
the Imperial, IManager Miller set in his
lobby an attractor consisting of large cutout the the
titleflower
"Chang."
Cardsout "letters
were spelling
placed around
boxes
in the lobby with this title; auto stickers
were used, then he painted the word in
white letters on sidewalks. He had a ballyhoo, a donkey led about the streets, also
featuring the title alone. These teasers
were sniped later with the line "coming
soon." The posting continued until the
town was blanketed with signs reading
"Chang." The result was an intense
public curiosity in the coming attraction —
an eager audience for the final messages in
which Miller told about the unusual feaof "Chang." theatregoers were told
The turesBirmingham

about "Chang" first by a trailer on the
screen of the Strand. Then Dannenberg
erected a lobby display, a model jungle
house centered in the lobby. One of the
windows framed a Travel Sign trailer, featuring copy which developed widespread interest in the coming attraction. There was
a lobby panel which read " 'Chang,' the
picture that has received more critical approval than any picture flashed on the
screen" — this including excerpts from reviews by newspaper critics in other cities.
Then there was a special advance showing
for an invited audience of about four hunlicity.
dred people, which brought excellent pubManager Amos consistently carried
through all his advertising his line "At
Last the Critics Agree on a Picture." This
angle was introduced in the house program.
Later it was publicized by programs distributed through the mail and inserted in
laundry packages, and later still in letters.
Under his headline Amos printed excerpts
from reviews by newspaper critics in the
large cities.

Replica of Tabloid Herald
for "Lovers?" Showing

Eeplicas of a tabloid newspaper were
distributed about the streets of Lockport
as an exploitation stunt for the showing
of "Lovers?" at the Palace theatre there.
Manager George T. Cruzen had 1,000 of
these papers circulated by boys, who harked
them as "extras," shouting the sensational
headline "Husband Killed in Tragic Love
Duel." The paper carried full information
Palace.
about the picture and the playdates at the
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Key City Reports
ISeiv York City
pictures made their appearFOUR new
ance on Broadway last week and,
with the exception of the Cokny
theatre's opening on Friday evening, when
Hugo Riesenfeld was welcomed back as
managing director of Universal 's first run
house, nothing very startling took place.
All other pictures, except two near the end
of their run, seemed firmly entrenched and
destined to remain in their respective theatres for some time.
The feature picture with the Riesenfeld
presentation at tJhe Colony is "The Cat and
the Canary," and this mystery melodrama
vfas enthusiastically received by both trade
and press; likewise the jarescntation numbers.
At the Roxy, "The Joy Girl" ran up a
gross of $118,399.10 for the week, which is
an exceptionally good return, on the Olive
Borden vehicle. "Seventh Heaven" followed in, and the first four days show
$76,236.82, indicating that the house will
have from $120,000 to $125,000 at the close
of this week. Inasmuch as the picture runs
a half hour longer than "\\Tiat Price
Glory," the latter 's record cannot very
well be equalled even though the Roxy is
open at 10:30 A. M. There's no crowd
around at that hour.
For the first time at popular prices in
New York City, "Ben Hur" goes into ;ts
second week at the Capitol with both matinee and evening performances well attended.
Several changes arc being made in tuis
theatre on stage and orchestra pit which
strengthens the report that a change of
policy in presentations will soon take place.
"Swim Girl Swim" at the Paramo ant
held up the average of that house wliile the
smaller Publix theatres, the Rivoli with
"Underworld," the Criterion with
"Wings" and the Rialto with "The Way
of AU Flesh," all did weU. The latter gees
out at'tci- a run of twelve weeks and equalJed
the record of "Variety." It M-ill be followed by United Artists' "The Magic
Flame."
First National's "Life of Riley" did
very well at the Strand although the presence of Ben Bernie and his orchestra undoubtedly had something to do with swelling the receipts of this house.
' ' The Patent Leather Kid ' ' continues sold
out at the Gl(»l)c and tlio big fellows — "The
King of Kings" at the Gaiety, "Les Miserables" at the Central, both did well. "The
Big Parade" leaves the Aslor this week
to be followed by "The Student Prince."
At the Embassy, "The Garden of Allah"
is playing to well filled houses and at the
Cameo, the same size as the Embassy,
"Chang" was held over. "Old San Francisco" continues at Warners.

Chicago
'pHEATRE attendance started off with
*■ great prospects for a big week, following the lockout and closing of the theatres
here for six days, but tapered off rapidly
as the week progressed, owing to the unseasonable torrid spell of weather which
slowed up business at all but a few of the
large de luxe houses. Adequate ventilating

systems again were a strong drawing card
and, combined with good shows, enabled tne
loop and outlying de luxe houses to play
to crowds during the week.
At the Chicago, "Twelve Miles Out" as
the screen feature, and a big stage bill including Publix production, "Young America," and Spitalny's "Rhythm and Expression," accounted for a big week. Norma
Talmadgc in "Camille" was the attraction
at the Roosevelt, where business was excellent. At the Oriental "Framed" was the
screen attraction, which, combined with one
of Paul Ash's sure fire shows, brought in
big business, which is a regular thing at
this theatre. "The Big Parade" was in its
last week at McViekers' and continued to
bring in the crowds.
"Beau Geste' held the screens at the
Tivoli on the southside and the Uptown on
the north, and both houses did satisfactory
business. At the Tivoli a big stage show,
starring the new stage leader Frankie Masters and his band, and other specialists,
completed the bill while the Uptown had
the popular Benny Kreuger and his band.
The Norshore with its new stage policy and
"Chang" as its feature, broke records for
this house. "The Missing Link," Charles
Kaley and his band, plus A^itaphone, played
to normal business at the Marbro, and the
same feattire ■with Benny Meroff and his
stage band, and Vitaphone went over big
at the Granada. "The Heart of Maryland"
and Verne Buck's band were the attraction
at the Sheridan, which had a satisfactory
box office report.
The Capitol enjoyed a normal week with
"The Heart of Maryland" on the screen,
Del Dolbridgc and a big stage show and
Vitaphone rounding out the entertainment.

Philadelphia
VY/'ITH
Van and
Schenck
main
^ ^ attraction
and Clara
Bow asin the
"Hula"
as a decidedly secondary offering, the Stanley Theatre played to very satisfactory
audiences. The main offerings were augmented by the dancing team of Carlos and
Valeria.
"What Price Glory," after its long ran
at the Fox-Locust, opened at the Fox Theatre with almost turnaway business. An
elaborate prologue entitled "Over There,"
presented by members of the Rcxy Gang,
and produced by S. L. Rothafel, created a
proper atmosphere for the picture.
"Beau Geste," a repeat at the Stanton
after a long ciigagoment at the Aldine, is
playing to good business.
Eniil .Tannings in "The Way of All
Flesh" at the Aldine is doing what is considered satisfactory l)usiiH'ss.
At the Arcadia W. C. Fields in "Running Wild," is pulling in a fair amount of
patronage.
The Karlton, with Tom Aleighan in
"We're
All Gamblers," is doing fairly
well.
The Globe, with "Foreign Devils," and
the Victoria, with Zane Grey's "Nevada"
and the Dempsey-Sharkey fight pictures,
enjoyed a good week.
The Fox-Locust has put in "Seventh
Heaven" for an extended run, and early

business indicates that it will probably hold
out for some weeks.

St. Louis
IN its second week at the Loew's State
Theatre, "The Big Parade" continued
to play to excellent business although, naturally, not up to the record-breaking proportions of the opening seven days. However, it wa.s probably the best repeat week
in the histoiy of this house, which was
opened to the public in August, 1924.
The Ambassador at Seventh and Locust
streets had on its screen "Smile, Brother,
Smile." Its cast was headed by Jack 3i[ulhall and Dorothy Mackaill. The management had prepared an extra stage show to
celebrate the first anniversary of this house,
which opened in August, 1926, and on the
whole it was a good week.
The Missouri Theatre offered as its aael
attraction of the week Gertrude Ederle and
Bebe Daniels in "Swim, Girl, Swim" and
the Siamese Twins on the stage. It was an
average week for the season.
The St. Louis Theatre had an excellent
film on its screen styled "Alias the Lone
Wolf" in which Bert Lytell had the
leading role.
It was a very good week for the neighborhood theatres M'ith airdomes. The
weather for a change was really warm —
more like a real August week than part of
September. However, the business of the
outlying houses was far from Avhat it should
have been. There is still much unemployment in St. Louis while thousands of men
and women, who should know better but
never wiU', have been journejring nightly
out to St. Louis county to give some fat
and sleek gamblers their hard earned wages
and in some instances life's savings to ?ee
a flock of hounds chase after a stuffed rabbit.
The dogs get somewhere even if they
never catch the rabbit, but the patrons of
the two tracks that are now open are merely
on the way— to want and i>overty.
So marked has been the trend to the
ti'acks leading clergymen and businessmen
have taken steps to wipe out the "racing

Boston
1 OSTON'S holiday week-end business
' was not up to expectations. Steady
growth in box office receipts during recent
weeks led to the belief that a record-breakevil."
ing week would be enjoyed, but holiday
business was only fair, making, all told, an
average week.
Only one reason for the week's showing
can be found — the weather. After a summer of almost continual rain, Boston
emerged from its wet blanket with a week
of the most ideal weather imaginable. The
result was that Boston was like a deserted
village over the week-end holiday.
The Metropolitan took the lead in the
opening observances of Paramount Week
with "Hula" as the feature, playing to
better than average audiences during the
entire week in spite of the general slump.
Jack Partington's presentation, "Way Out
West," was a real Westerner, and was
worthy of mention.
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Another theatre reporting good business
was Loew's State, where "The Big
Parade" was the feature. This was its
first appearance at popular prices.
Loew's Orpheum presented "Adam and
Evil," and the twin houses, Modern and
Beacon Theatres, had as their double feature, "Passion" and "The Black Diamond
Express." "The Way of All Flesh,"
shown earlier at the Metropolitan, was the
week's feature at the Fenway Theatre.
"The Bugle Call" and "Slaves of Beauty"
were the double features at the Bowdoin
Square. "Soft Cushions" was the film at
the Keith-Albee Boston Theatre.
Four Boston theatres showed "Beau
Geste" simultaneously, the Washington
Street Olympia, Capitol, Scollay Square
Olympia and the Central Square, playing
to better than average business.
In addition to the theatres showing
"Beau Geste" and the Metropolitan, Boston and Fenway Theatres, twenty-six other
theatres in the Boston territory participated in Paramount Week.

Detroit
BUSINESS continues to increase at the
downtown houses, practically all attractions drawing good crowds throughout
the week despite wann weather.
"Beau Greste," at the Adams, continues
as the favorite film. Excellent attendance
summed up the second week's showing.
These roadshow features with popular
prices bring movie-goers and others h-'re
to the box offices in exceedingly large numbers and this attraction is no exception. It
is being held over another week.
A heavy drop in the Madison's receipts
followed the second week's showing of "The
Magic Flame. " In a cooler house this (iim
would have done much better. During the
previous week when temperatures were
right, large throngs flocked through the
doors.
At the Michigan, Bebe Daniels in "Swim,
Girl, Swim" augmented by Lou Kosloff and
Ms symphonic syncopators in "Banjomania," went along nicely. Evening performances l)rought in ))ig money and nii^tinces
during this latter part of the week also
drew well.
"Slightly Used," with May McAvoy and
Conrad Nagel proved a good bet at tlie
State where Loew's vaudeville is also featured and Douglas McLean registered well
in "Soft Cushions." Both shows were far
better than those offered in these houses
last week.
The Miles did fairly with "Passion" and
vaudeville while the Cohen brothers, Ben
and Lou, of the Colonial reported averr.ge
on "Paid to Love."
Monte Blue's "The Bush Leaguer,"
showing in the Temple along with KeithAlbee vaudeville, was heavily patronized.

ness, which, according to those who pay to
enter, was what it deserved. "Smile,
Brother, Smile, ' ' an unusually good comedy,
rolled up a good box office record at the
State Theatre. "Moon of Israel" held up
well during its second week at the Cameo.
Reade's Hippodrome played to packed
houses with "The Blood Ship," a picture
with great entertainment value, and recommended by local newspaper critics. "Two
Girls Wanted" received its just rewards
with just fair business at Keith's East
10.5th St. "Potemkin, " the first feature
shown at the Little Theatre of the Movies,
praised by critics, was a decided success,
and taxed the cajjacity of the small playhouse every day. The Park reports just
fair business with a return engagement of
"When a Man Loves."
"Weather conditions last week were fair.
While the weather turned warm in the daytime, the evenings were cool. No special
legitimate stage attractions were offered as
competition. Neighborhood theatre give
conflicting reports. Some had a good week.
The majority claim that business is below
normal for this time of year.

Minneapolis
T AST week was a banner one for the
■'— ' mjoving picture theatres in Minneapolis
and St. Paul, as it always is during State
Fair week. This event always brings in
thousands of visitors from the Northwest,
and as the fair grounds nre situated midway between INlinneapolis and St. Paul, the
two cities divide the crowds about equally.
"Resurrection" did such a rush business
at the Strand that the picture has been held
over for a second week — probably the direct result of the Fair crnwd'^. Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton proved immensely nonular at the State, where they
held forth to large audiences in "Firemen.
Save My Child." "The Blood Shin" pulled
in bi£C crowds at the Lyric, and Clara Bow
in "Rough House Rosie" moved into the
Grand for a big week. Pnntages was featuring Tom Ttlix in "Tumbling River" and,
as usual with a ]Mix picture, was well rewarded at the boxoffiee.
"The Kid Sister" seemed to make a hit
with the Fair crowds at the HennepinOrpheum,
as did "For
Ladies Only"
at the
Seventh street.
Neighborhood
houses,
of
course, did not feel the effects of Fair
Week as strongly as did the down town theatres, but thev reported strong business just
the same. "Twelve Miles Out," "TiUie the
Toiler," "Rough House Rosie" and
"Lovers?" were some of the pictures shown
at the Loring, Lagoon, Rialto and Lyndale,
all of which found attendance good.
The weather Avas damp and rainy most
of the week, which kept do\vn the Fair
attendance, but helped the movies a great
deal.

Cleveland

Seattle

'T' HE week just concluded was very satis■*■ factory from a box office point of view.
The best pictures did the best business.
The mediocre pictures did good business.
None of the pictures shown first run last
week fell down.

HIGH gross for the week in this city
was established last week by the
Orpheum Theatre, which opened its fall
season in a beautiful, new theatre with an
entirely new policy of feature pictures and
Orpheum vaudeville at a new reduced price
scale. Top prices are now 75c, and run as
low as 2.5e for matinees. "The Fighting
Eagle" was the picture selected as the
opening' attraction, and met with more
popular approval than the stage program.
Two shows daily, with continuous on Sunday, resulted in an opening week's gross
that neared the .$25,000 mark.

"The Way of All Flesh," which opened
at the Stillman, did very well. There was
not a dissenting voice against the greatness
of this pictuie. The Palace had a constant
waiting line to see "Running Wild," which
pleased the vast army of farce Io\;ners.
"Adam and Evil" did not come up to
expectations at the Allen. It did fair busi-

Despite the competition of the Orpheum
opening, the Fifth Avenue Theatre maintained its usual high gross, reaching the
$20,000 level with "Hula" and a very
good Fanchon-Marco stage show. Eddie
Peabody's weekly novelties continue to
bring rounds of applause from every audience, and this little master of ceremonies
is a real box office attraction in his own
right.
Several big pictures in their second week
continued to draw large houses, aided to a
great extent by a remarkably dignified and
effective "Greater Movie Season" campaign put over by West Coast Theatres.
Among these pictures was "Camille" at
the United Artists Theatre, which held up
very satisfactorily until the end of its twoweeks' iiin.
At the Pantages Theatre, "What Price
Glory" in its second week continued to
play to large houses, although business was
noticeably lower than the first week. A
five-act vaudeville program augmented the
second week's engagement, which concluded
the run. It was the first showing in America at popular prices, the film never having
been road-showed in this territory.
"Beau Geste" at the Columbia Theatre
fared better than the two previous extended
run pictures, and went into a third week
this week at Manager Bender's house. The
film has been doing a very big business,
hanging uj) a gross that has not been
equalled in this house for a good many
weeks.
"The Missing Link" at Hamrick's Blue
Mouse was another film that has lasted
two weeks and is still going strong. The
Vitaphone subjects used on the same program were weak. One more week for this
picture here.
"Adam and Evil" at the Liberty Theatre and "The World at Her Feet" at the
Embassy were the two other new pictures
in town at the first-run houses. The firstnamed picture was only fairly successful
in its box ofiice appeal, although it met
with the approval of everyone that saw it.
The Embassy attraction
Albany was a good business-getter, and kept this popular little
house busy at nearly every performance.

FOR

the
first time
years, aN. picture is being
held in
overthree
in Albany,
Y.,

for a second week. "What Price Glory,"
playing at the Leland absolutely smashed
every attendance record in the history of
the city. From Monday until Saturday,
there was a wild scranible, and the jam
became so great on two or three nights that
Alec Sayles, house manager, stationed himself at the box office and refused to accept
the money that was being shoved through
the wicket. As a result "What Price
Glory" is being held over this week, and
may go into a third week. If the third
week becomes a possibility it will be the
first one in Albany's history.
While ' ' Camille ' ' drew well at the Mark
Strand, it could hardly be classed as being
in the running with "What Price Glory."
Norma Talmadge has always been the best
drawing female star at the Strand, but it
was necessary to use a mailing list of 10,000 persons to bring about a satisfactory
attendance during the Aveek when a comparison was drawn with the Leland. Mae
Murray,
playing
in "Altars
the Clinton
Square,
did not of
haveDesire"
so muchat
as a show with the others during the week.
The Mark Ritz, with "The Stolen Bride,"
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did a good business, although an Our Gang
comedy no doubt helped matters along, and
the house also got a portion of the overflow from the Leland.

In Schenectady and Troy, "Camille"
pulled well, although the attendance was
nothing phenomenal. Weather conditions
were ideal with cool weather prevailing.

Salt Lake City
A PORTION of the unusually heavy business enjoyed by all of the downtown
motion picture theatres during the past
week has been accredited to the Col. Lindbergh celebration which drew many people
here from the surrounding country. Brisk
fall weather has also sided in making theatre business exceptionally good.
This being the Tenth Annual Paramount
Week, "Beau Geste" was selected as the
production to be offered at the Paramount
Empress and, according to the new manager, Carl A. Porter, records of the house
were shattered. This picture is being shown
as an extended run.
At the Victory Theatre here, now under
the management of Ray Hendry, "Nevada"
has had a very successful run during the
past week.
"The Lone Eagle" at the American is
reported to have drawn exceedingly large
crowds.
"Passion" is reported to have been well
received at the Pantages Theatre in con/lection with the regular vaudeville bill.
"The Canyon of Light" drew the ever
waiting hosts of Tom Mix and Tony fans
from the child populace of the city and big
box office receipts were the result.
The second showing of Clara Bow in
"Rough House Rosie" at the Rialto did
capacity business.
Exploitation has been above the average
this week.

Central Pennsylvania
TWO

pictures that proved good moneymakers for Harrisburg theatres during
the week, and stood out above the others
in that and others respects, were "CamiUe"
at the Colonial, and "Mockery" at Loew's
Regent. Both started off with big crowds
on Monday, Labor Day, when they won
popular approval in a way that assured
good business for them throughout the
week.
At the Victoria the feature was "We're
All Gamblers, ' ' which did not draw so well,
critics declaring that Meighan has done
much better in other vehicles for his
talents. There was a Meighan picture at
the Grand, also, where the offering was
"Tin Gods," in which Renee Adoree also
star?"T'-a Romantic Age," was well liked at
the State, together with the vaudeville bill,
in the last three days of the week. The
li ew Rialto successfully offered ' ' The Block
Signal." Railroad plays of merit always
are popular in Harrisburg.
Rin-Tin-Tin, in "Hills of Kentucky,"
was at the National and did well notwithstanding itwas shown in a larger Harrisburg theatre a month or so before.
The fact that the week opened with a
holiday served to boost the total receipts.
Good weather conditions and the fact that
a great many persons began coming home
from sununer vacation trips at the beginning of the month also were important contributing facts.

Baltimore
DURING its second week at Loew's
Valencia beginning Monday, September 12, "The Big Parade" played to
crowded houses and alm'ost did the sa'ne
amount of business as during the first week,
even though it has been shown twice before here at a legitimate house at rood
show prices of admission.
Next in line was the business done "Service for Ladies" with Adolphe Menjou in
the starring role and Gertrude Ederle,
Helen Wainwright and June Epperson also
on the bill at Loew's Century. Business
there was excellent.
With the addition of seven men in the
orchestra at the Rivoli, and the policy of
again giving stage acts on the bill inaugurated during that week, "Naughty But
Nice," starring Colleen Moore went over
fine at that playhouse.
"Pleasure Before Business," proved a
very good
at Keith's
Hippodrome withdrawing
five actscard
of family
vaudeville;
"Moon of Israel" pulled them in strong
at the New Theatre as did "The Great Mail
Robbery" at Whitehurst's Garden, Mith
five acts of family vaudeville also.
"The Bush Leaguer," starring Monte
Blue, did not go over so well with the public at Warner's Metropolitan, the patronage being flat throughout the week. At
Ford's Theatre business on the third week
of "Old Ironsides," was just so-so. The
prices charged at this legitimate house
were 50 to $1.50 at night and 50 to $1 for
matinees.

San Francisco
DURING the past the San Francisco motion picture houses kept up their good
box office reports, generally speaking.
"Underworld" did fairly well as the
Granada Theatre, and the Fanchon and
Marco Idea was considered very good.
"The Life of Riley" drew well at the
Loew's Warfield Theatre, and there the
presentation act drew fairly well.
"The Big Parade" was held over for the
sixth week at the California Theatre, and
continued the big crowds it did the previous weeks. "Beau Geste" was continued
at the St. Francis Theatre at popular prices
and drawing big crowds only on certain
days, but not continually, as it was thought
it would draw.
"Ain't Love Grand?" and "That's My
Money," both shown at the Union Square
Theatre with vaudeville filled the house
comfortably. Frank Lacey continued the
Griffiths productions shown the previous
week and did well the seeond week also.
' ' Framed ' ' drew crowds to the Golden Gate
Theatre, which filled the house with vaudeville acts.
In the residential districts the Wigwam
did especially well with "The Unknown
Cavalier" and a musical comedy. The
Coliseum attracted many with "Cabaret,"
and the individual songsters who appear
on Saturdays and Sundays. The Casino
Theatre filled the theatre with "The Red
Kimona" and Henry Pincus, the manager
did better than he expected.

Milwaukee
THE re-opening of the Garden Theatre,
and the innovation of the Vitaphone
were the outstanding events in Milwaukee
theatrical news this week. "When a Man
Loves" was the feature. Crowds surged
about the front of the theatre on the open-
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ing night and continued to patronize the
theatre throughout the week. Unusually
warm weather over the double holiday
brought business slightly below par for
most of the theatres. Clara Bow in
"Hula" drew good business to the Wis^
consin in spite of adverse weather conditions. Business was fair at the Strand
where "Firemen, Save My Child" amused
the audiences. The re-issued "Covered
Wagon" struggled hard against competition in other houses and outside attractions,
and succeeded in winning some degree of
attention from the theatre going public.
"Metropolis" did only fair business at the
Alhambra. The Orpheum featured Rod La
Rocque in the "Fighting Eagle," which
was very favorably received.
Saxe's new Uptown on the northwest side
opened last Saturday with a seven unit
program
featuring
' ' The Poor
Nut, ' ' and
drew
excellent
patronage
throughout
the
week. "The Blood Ship" made its premiere in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee Theatre, where it was enthusiastically received.
Raymondin Griffith
in "Time
Love"
brought
good business
to thetoOriental,
while Johnny Hines in "All Aboard"
proved a good drawing card at the Modjeska and Tower Theatres.

Kansas City
O AIN, which routed unusually warm
* ^ September weather, coupled with a
strong lineup of pictures, caused box office
figures to soar this week in Kansas City.
At the Newman, Clara Bow in "Hula"
did a big business all week, the same applying to "Beau Geste" at the Royal, although the latter picture was booked to
run more than one week.
"When a Man Loves" was the feature
of the Vitaphone program at the Globe,
attendance being better than the previous
week. "Moon of Israel" appealed to church
goers and attracted good crowds for the
week. "Moon of Israel" appealed to churchtages did a good business.
in a"Three's
a Crowd"than
at
theHarry
Main Langdon
Street did
bigger business
the two previous weeks.

Oklahoma City
i 'OEAU GESTE" returned to Oklahoma
■D City for the first time at regular
prices and played to well filled seats at
every performance. The comments were all
good on this picture too. Some advance advertising was carried in the newspapers for
a week or so before the picture appeared,
and the results at the box-offico were very
satisfactory. It played at the Criterion.
"CamUle" also made a return trip last
week at regular prices and drew good
crowds, especially the first part of the week.
The comments on "Camille" were varied,
but it did very good business on the whole.
"Nevada" did a nice regular business at
the Capitol the first half of the week. These
better grade Westerns do well at this theatre. "Madame Pompadour" kept up this
theatre's average for the last half of the
week. Dorothy Gish was the main part of
the attraetioii of this picture.
"Alias the Lone Wolf" played the first
half of the week at tlie Liberty to pretty
fair business. Tom Mix finished the week
with "The Circus Ace." Mix goes over
well at the Liberty.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word for each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situation Wanted
MANAGER or assisttmt
manager, experienced, desires
to connect with vaudeville ;
picture theatre. Single, locate
anywhere. Moderate salary.
Address C. T. B., Motion Picture News, New York City.
PIANO

LEADER - CONDUCTOR at liberty. Porrcer
Publix man. Real showman,
worker, loyal, sober. All essentials : novelties, presentations, jazz, fine cueing. Exceptional library. Also capable vaudeville leader. Press
stuff, photos. Box 140, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
EXPERIENCED P R 0JECTIONIST. Handle any
equipment. Experienced in
repairing and electrical work.
Go anywhere. Luberne Kelly,
Mitchell, S. Dak.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
AT LIBERTY to connect
as circuit supeiwisor or theatre manager. Many years expeu-ience with those well
known in trade. Prefer New
York teritory. Box 125, Motion Picture News, New York
City.
MANAGER — Theatre or
circuit. Seventeen years practical experience. Pictures,
vaudeville, presentations,
publicity, public service, construction and equipment.
Married. Good personality.
Unquestionable references,
jharacter and ability. Go anywhere. Manager, Box 95, Motion Picture News, New York
City.

Another Great Show!

THEATRE CHAIN OPERATORS
having a difficult operating or organization problem, may secure the services of a young man of forty, with an
extensive knowledge of theatre operation, organization, sales promotion, exploitation. Twelve years experience
with metropolitan as well as small
town picture-presentation and vaudeville houses.
The advertiser is seeking a new connection as general manager for a chain
■ — or as supervisor over a division of
chain theatres. He would also consider an offer to manage American
owned theatres in Germany. For
further particulars address: Box 135.
Motion Picture News, 729 7th Ave.,
New York City.

Oaatmt MfwUryChills!
ThriUs! TheLaughs!
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ACTXPRICEX:

Wanted
WANTED— Used Posters.
Photos, Slides; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Po.ster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E.
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, O.
ORGANIST WANTED —
Feature organist in Middle
West deluxe neighborhood
movie theatre. No orchesira.
Almost daily changes. Evening work with one or two
matinees per week. New Wurlitzer. Style E. Union. Box
145, Motion Pictxire News,
New York City.

For Sale
FOR SALE : Used posters,
photos, slides, banners and
all other kinds of accessories
on any subject — features,
comedies, serials, save 60 per
cent. Write for price list.
Theatre Poster Supply Co. &
Sign Exchange, 327 East
Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
CLOTH BANNERS.—
$1.40, 3 X 10 feet, 3 colors, any
copy up to 15 words ; one day
service ; sent anywhere ; also
Bargain Paper Banners. Associated Advertisers, 111 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Mystery and thrills are graphically conveyed in
display ads featuring showings of ''The Cat and
the Canary^' (Universal) by means of silhouette
effects. A study of the displays reveals several
clever adaptations of stock illustration. Ads
shown exploited showings at the following theatres: Madison, Detroit Capitol, Atlanta; Aztec,
San Antonio; Eastnittn, Rochester; Capitol, Dallas.
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Briefs
Ealph Forbes will play oi>posite Renee
Adoree in "Rose Marie." Other roles in
this Metro-Golchvyn-Mayer film will be in
the hands of Lloyd Hamilton, Harry Carey
and Roy D'Arcy.
Marceline Day has signed a new contract
with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer upon the eve
of her initial work in "The Hypnotist."
Production has begun on "Broadway
After Midnight," a Krelbar picture which
Bud Barsky is personally supervising on
the West Coast. Priscilla Bonner, Cullen
Landis, Gareth Hughes and Barbara Tennent have the leading roles.
Florence Vidor will next do "HoneyHate," an adaptation
of a has
storybeen
by
A. M. moon
Williamson.
Luther Reed
assigned the direction tentatively.

opposite Bob Steel in FB. O's "The Bandit's Son," which Wallace Fox will direct.
Miss Sheridan last appeared with Bob Custer in "Galloping Thunder."
Shirley Dorman, who became a screen
I>layer through an introduction to Lois
Weber, this week signed a long term Paramount contract, awarded because of her
roles in "One Woman to Another" and
"The City Gone Wild."
Estelle Bradley, feminine lead for Lloyd
Hamilton and Lupino Lane, is seen as leading lady in the former's latest comedy for
Educational, "His Better Half."
Frank Strayer, director, has been chosen
to handle "Now We're in the Air," on
which Paramount will start production inside of a few days.

The Cast for FBO's "The Slingshot
Kid," starring Buzz Barton, now comprises
Jeanne Morgan, Arnold Gray, Jay Morley,
Frank Rice, Buck Conners and Wilson
Hummel. The story was written directly
for the screen by John Twist and Jean
Dupont.
Louis King is the director.

Neil Hamilton has been cast as leading
man to Esther Ralston in "The Glory
Girl," which will be placed into production
at the Paramount studio in the near futur.
Frank Tuttle has been chosen to do the
megaphoning.

Aggostino Borgaio has been given one of
the important roles in "Beau Sabreur,"
which Paramount is now filming at the
Lasky ranch in California.

Supporting players in the cast of Warner
Bros, vehicle for Dolores Costello, "The
College Widow," include William Collier,
Jr., the masculine lead, Anders Randolf,
the heavy, and Douglas Gerrard, Charles
Sellon, Big Boy Williams and Grace
Gordon.

Henry B. Walthall has joined the cast of
"The Hypnotist," a new Metro-GoldwynMayer vehicle for Lon Chaney.
Fay Wray has been cast for the leading
feminine role in Adolphe Menjou's new
Paramount vehicle, as yet untitled.
Alice White and Lucien Prival have been
added to the cast of "The Private Life of
Helen of Troy," now in production at the
First National Burbank studio.
Richard Arlen will be seen in the leading
male role opposite Bebe Daniels in "She's
a Sheik," the comedienne's new picture
for Paramount.
Audrey Ferris, former dancer at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre, has been chosen
for the chief feminine part in ' ' Sailor Izzy
Muqjhy, " George Jessel's forthcoming
Warner Bros, comedy soon to be started.
Fred Kohler will play the role of the
villain in George Bancroft's first stan'ing
picture for Paramount provided he finished
his role in the Paramount Western, "Open
James Murray, the young actor whom
King Vidor discovered, will have the male
lead in "In Old Kentucky," which John
M. Stahl is to direct for Metro-GoldwynMayer. Edward Martindel is the only other
player selected to date.
Mary Brian will play the ingenue lead in
the initial Paramount comedy co-starring
Chester Conklin and W. C. Fields as yet
untitled.
Ralph Cedar is to direct.
Ann Sheridan has been assigned to play

by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Neely stands
six feet one and one-half inches; he makes
his debut in "West Point," Avhich Edward
Sedgwick is directing.
Violet La Plante, younger sister of Laura
La Plante, has just completed a leading
role opposite Bob Curwood in ' ' The
Valiant Rider," a Universal short length
Western. Others in the cast are Jack
O'Brien and Buck Conners.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has signed Charlotte Greenwood, eccentric dancer and
actress, to play the leading role in ' ' Baby
Mine," now being filmed with Karl Dane
and George K. Arthur co-featured.
Claude King, stage and screen actor, has
been added to th« cast of "The Hypnotist,"
Lon Chaney 's new vehicle for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. King is the only English actor
singled out for mention in Shaw's "Prefaces to Great Plays." Andy McClellan has
also been added to Chaney 's support.
Josephine Dunn, Paramount player, has
been cast for a role in support of Bebe
Daniels in the star's latest comedy, "She's

Frank T. Daugherty, title-writer, has
been appointed assistant to Randolph Bartlett, film and title editor at F B 0. Daugherty is at present working on the titles of
"South Sea Love" and "The Slingshot
Helene Costello has been loaned by Warner Bros, to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for the
Kid." lead in the latter 's "In Old Kenfeminine
"The tucky. '' Comeback" is the temporary title
for Monte Blue's next picture for Warner
Bros., based on a story by Harvey Gates.
Lloyd Bacon will direct it.
William Austin, who has a featured role
in "Swim, Girl, Swim," Bebe Daniels'
vehicle has been signed to a long term contract by Paramount.

Rose Dione, French actress, has been
a Sheik."
added to the cast of "Bringing Up
Father," the Cosmopolitan film which will
be built around the strip by George McManus. Other additions to the cast include
Tenen Holtz and Bull Montana.
John Waters Avill direct Paramount 's first
comedy feature presenting W. C. Fields and
Chester Conklin. He will begin work on
the the
comedy
"Beau Sabreur" is
in
hands asofsoon
the as
cutters.
Dorothy Revier will play in another
First National film, "The Gorilla," before
returning to Columbia Pictures, to Avhom
she is under contract. First National asked
Columbia for a continuation of Miss Revier's services after her role in Richard
Barthelmess' "The Drop Kick."
John Barrymore's "Tempest" will be
directed by V. Tourjansky and not Frank
Lloyd, who has resigned from the post.
Tourjansky directed "Michael Strogoff. "
The new Barrymore vehicle goes into production on September 14 at the United
Artists' Hollywood plant.

Woi'k gets under way about October 15
on Gotham's "The Fruit of Divorce," in
which Percy Marmont mil star. The story
is an original by Leon De Costa. No director has as yet been assigned to preside
over the company.

Production is scheduled to start soon on
"The Gorilla," to be produced by Asher,
Small and Rogers for First National as
player's are rapidly being signed. Tully
Marshall is the latest to join the cast.

Gleen Tryon will play the featured supporting role in "Thanks for the Buggy
Ride," Laura La Plante's new starring
vehicle for Universal. Tryon is now completing "The Flying Nut." AVilliam A.
Seiter will direct the La Plante feature, and
will start Avithin a few davs' time.

Emile Shautard, director and character
actor, has been added to the cast of "Now
We're in the Air," which Frank Strayer is
directing for Paramount.

Neil Neely, Avho three years ago left a
Texas ranch where he was born and reared,
has been j)lnced under a long-term contract

The next First National vehicle for the
team of Jack Mulhall and Dorothy Mackaill
will be "Man Crazy," an adaptation of
"Clarissa of the Post Road," a story by
Grace Sartwell Mason. John Francis Dillon
will direct it.
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Cullen Landis, Avho first achieved prominence under James Cruze, will again work
under that director, having been cast for
the role opposite Marie Prevost in "On to
Reno," which picture marks the debut of
Cruze as an associate producer with Cecil
B. De Mille. Joseph Jackson did the story
and Walter Wood is supervising its
seenarization.
Richard Clendenin, one of the Ten National Collegiate stars selected by First National, has been «ast for an important role
in "No Place to Go," which Mervyn Le
Roy is directing with Mary Astor and
Lloyd Hughes in the leading roles. Loretta
Young, a new screen "find" of First National, also plays a part. This will be her
fourth assignment; she is only fifteen.
Eugenia Gilbert has been cast for the
leading feminine role in "By Whose
Hand?" Columbia's mystery feature which
will star Ricardo Cortez.
Lucille Hutton and "Kewpie" Morgan
are cast as the principal supporting players
in "Batter Up," an Educational-Mermaid
comedy in which George Davis is featured.
Matthew Betz, character actor, will portray the villain in "The Shepherd of the
Hills," the Harold Bell Wright story which
Charles R. Rogers is producing for First
National. Alec B. Francis will play the
title role in the picture.
Patsy Ruth Miller, who was recently
signed by Tiffany Productions, will play
the leading part in "Once and Forever,"
now in production. The complete cast has
not been assembled as yet. Johnny Harron
has also been signed for an important role.
Casting has begun on "Pretty Clothes,"
second Sterling production for the new
season. Charles Clary, Lloyd Whitlock and
Jack Mower have been allotted minor roles.
Fox writers are now busy on the 1927-28
schedule. Donald McGibney is doing
"Womanwide." James K. McGuinness
will soon finish "The Girl from Havana,"
and Harry 0. Hoyt is to write "Balaoo."
Reginald Morris is writing "Ladies Must
Dress," Seton I. Miller has just completed
"Wolf Fangs" and Randall H. Faye is
writing the continuity for a McNamaraCohen vehicle. Lambert Hillver is engaged
on "The Branded Sombrero.'" A H. Halperin is busy with a high school story,
Frances Agnes with "The Comedian,"
while Harold B. Lipsitz has finished
the continuity for "Silver Valley."
The latest word from the Chadwick
Studios announces that Betty Compson is
to be starred and Pauline Garon and Armand Kaliz featured in one of First Division's forthcoming features, "Temptations
of a Shopgirl." Raymond Glenn, William
Humphrey, Gladda James, Cora Williams,
John Webb Dillion, Jack Tanner, and William Curran are in the cast. This feature
is to be directed by Tom Terris with
Georges Benoit and Ted Tetzlaff cranking
the cameras.
Leila Hyams, Warner Bros, featured
player, has been loaned by that organization to Fox, for whom she will act as Buck
Jones' leading lady in "The Branded Sombrero." Miss Hyams has just completed

her latest Warner role as principal support
to Monte Blue in his forthcoming stellar
vehicle, "One Round Hogan."
Conrad Nagel has put his signature to a
contract with Warner Bros, to play in two
pictures. This followed the company's enthusiasm for his work in "Slightly Used"
starring May McAvoy, in which he appeared
as male lead. The first of the two additional films which Nagel will makie willl be
"The Girl from Chicago" soon to be
started with Ray Enright handling directorial duties. Following this the actor will
again be seen opposite May McAvoy in a
picture temporarily titled "If I Were
]\Iyrna Loy will have the principal lead
Single."
in Warners' production temporarily titled
"The Girl from Chicago," which is an
adaptation of Arthur Somers Roche's story,
"Business Is Best." The studio schedule
calls for this picture to be started early
next week with Ray Enright directing.
Conrad Nagel is playing the male lead and
other selections for the cast are now being
made.
Mystery surrounds the production in
which Columbia Pictures will present Conway Tearle. Beyond the fact that it is a
story of love and sacrifice, and that it is
scheduled as one of the eight specials, the
company is keeping even the name of the
new production a secret.
George B. Seitz has been selected to bring
the Tearle vehicle to the screen. This will
be Mr. Seitz 's second production for Columbia as he is also responsible for the
direction of "The Blood Ship."'
This week's addition to the list of important players being lined up for Columbia's "Perfect Thirty" is Gibson Gowland, who was signed bv Harry Cohn, vicepresident in charge of production, for a
prominent role in one of the company's
forthcoming specials.
Five more players were added to Columbia's "By Whose Hand?", now in its
second week of production, when Harry
Cohn, vice-president in charge of production for the company signed Tom Dugan,
William Scott, Lillianne Leighton, J.
Thornton Baston and Edgar Washington
Blue for prominent roles in the new feature. "By Whose Hand?" stars Ricardo
Cortez and features Eugenia Gilbert.
Because of his creditable performance in
"Rough House Rosie" starring Clara Bow,
Reed Howes has been selected for the
masculine lead of "Say It with Sables."
This production will star Claire Windsor
in one of the most pretentious offerings of
Columbia's 1927-28 program.
The first of a series of important roles
planned by Warner Bros, this season for
Helene Costello will be in support of Warner Oland in "Good Time Charley," a
production to be started early in September with Michael Curtiz as director. At
present Miss Costella is working on fhe
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot, where she was
loaned bv Warner Bros, for the lead in "In
Old Kentucky."
Thelma Todd will play opposite Richard
Dix in "The Gay Defender," the star's
next picture for Paramount.
This will be

the first big role for the blonde graduate of
Paramount 's school. Previously she had
bits
in "Firemen, Save My Child" and
"Nevada."
Al. W. Fremont, comedian, and Paul
McAllister have been signed to appear in
Bebe Daniels' newest Paramount picture,
"She's a Sheik." With the assignment of
these players the cast for the picture is
now complete. Clarence Badger will direct
the production, which goes before the
camera on Monday.
William Fairbanks, who has been starred
for a number of years in western film
productions, has been signed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer to play the role of "Buffalo Bill" Cody in "Wyoming," Tim McCoy's next western vehicle, it was announced last week by Irving G. Thalberg,
M-G-M executive.
James Cruze, who recently joined the
Pathe-De Mille force as an associate producer, has completed his organization and
cast, and is ready to start shooting on his
first picture, "On to Reno," with Marie
Prevost starred. In addition to Miss Prevost, the cast will include Cullen Landis,
as leading man, and Ned Sparks.
The original screen story from which will
evolve Max Reinhardt's first motion picture, to be released by United Artists, has
been written by Rudolph Kommer, Austrian
playwright and critic, and intimate of
Reinhardt for two decades.
Mary Brian will have the feminine lead
in "Side Show," the first W. C. FieldsChester Conklin comedy, which goes before
the cameras within the next fortnight.
Ralph Cedar is to direct the story, Avhich
shows Conklin as the suspicious sheriff of
a small town making life more bitter than
ever for the cynical owner of a defunct
carnival, played by Fields.
Lupino Lane will_ direct himself in the
next Lupino Lane Comedy to be put in
production at Educational Studios. The
star has had several years' directorial experience inEngland, where he was the head
of the Homeland Films prior to the war.
Lane occupies a unique position in filmland.
He is the only star before the screen who
is, or has been, pi-oducer, director, distributor and star. At the present time he owns
the controlling interest in several theatres
in London.
Two more prominent screen names have
been added to the cast of "The Gorilla,"
the Ralph Spence stage play which is being
filmed as a First National special.

Noah Beery has been named to play the
third important role in "Louisiana," a
George Fitzmaurice production for First
National Pictures, in which Billie Dove is to
be starred. Gilbert Roland will play the
masculine lead.
Hayden Stevenson has been added to the
cast of "Fires of Youth," John Gilbert's
new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer vehicle. Stevenson plays the role of a newspaper reporter,
a "buddy" of the hero in the local room
of a Washington newspaper. Stevenson, a
former stage actor, first won prominence
on the screen in the H. C. Witwer stories,
and has since played many notable roles.
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"Hook,
Line and Sinker"
(Pathe— One Reel)
AESOP said many years ago "Many a man's
ship is wrecked on a permanent wave,"
according to the httle grain of wisdom tacked
onto the end of this Aesop fable in fihn form.
But those who see the thing will say what
spoiled a day of pleasure for AI Falfa was not
the elements, fate nor even a blonde ; it was the
diaboHcal wickedness of Thomas Cat and his
small friend Milton Mouse, who conspired with
the fish in the lake and the worms in the earth
to make life miserable for poor Al. As Al was
fisherman, imbued with a fisherman's
an ardent
persi
stance and determination, he was easy prey
for their game of torment. They stole his bait,
they released the fish he caught and made life
in general miserable.
At length old Falfa catches a big one, but is
knocked into the ocean when a storm arises
with overpowering suddenness. Down in the
depths of the sea he encounters mermaids and
an octopus. This devil fish engages him in combat, but is tied up for a time by Al. However,
he ultimately gets loose and a terrible figure of
vengeance pursues the luckless man through the
water onto the shore, where the cat and mouse
join in the run for safety.
Cartoonist Terry has some good gags here.
The concerted efforts of Milton and Thomas to
fool the farmer are enjoyable. — RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Fully Equipped"
(Educational — One Reel)
burdened with an unHONEYMOONERS
welcome uncle just discharged from a
sanitarium for neurotics. With this pest around
things naturally did not harmonize with Jack
Lloyd and Edna Gregory, the young couple.
And the matter is aggravated considerably
as the uncle had a bandaged foot which seemed
to be a magnet for all sorts of heavy weights.
The young people are hard put to please their
irate guest and much of the comedy is taken up
with the various calamities that befall the old
man and his agonized grimaces of protest. A
doctor from the sanitarium arrives to examine
his erstwhile patient, only to depart in great
haste, the back and middle portion of his pants
afire and belching forth great quantities of
smoke, it having been ignited by constant kicks
from the uncle's foot, which in turn had been lit
by a lighted match. It is comedy of this sort that
extends throughout the Cameo comedy — the
ordinary kind which nevertheless pleases.
Henry Murdock has the role of the flustered
and persecuted uncle. Robert Dillon directed.
—RAYMOND
GANLY.

"Lost in a Pullman"
(Bray — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Raymond Ganly)
PERHAPS if the principal performer (named
Luke) had shown more ability and the
director had given his scenes the proper
semblance of nonsensicality, this Physical Culture comedy would be more impressive. It is
painfully interminable in desperate attempts to
produce laughs ; it has very little of gags.
Mawkish humor suitable as filler.
This Luke resides at the sea shore and arouses
the suspicions of a heavy fellow because the
latter's wife seems to be interested in him.
Ensue rough and tumble chases and continual
vexing of the villain by Luke. Returning home
by train, he encounters the same couple, and
more roughhouse, slapstick stuff comes to the
fore.
Luke is no sooner out of one scrape

than he's in another with the irritated husband;
the latter endeavors to put him away for good,
but Luke's luck in squeezing
tions holds until one juncture
there seems no escape ; then
discover that he has been

out of tight situaarises out of which
Luke wakes up to
dreaming all this,

that his neighbor's wife in the dream is none
other than his own wife, and that the aforementioned neighbor is not a rip snorting man, but
a timid, sissified fellow. The Pullman scenes
and pursuits through the cars are the most
amusing in the entire two reels.

"The Riding Whirlwind"
(Universal — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
NEWTON
HOUSE is featured in this Western, which depicts an exciting tale of pony
express riding, a relief from the usual story of
the cattle rustlers. It's a fairly good story, this
one, with plenty of clever riding and an abundance of suspense.
Billy Barnes lives with his widowed mother
and his older sister near a pony express station
and his idol is Chet Lane, daring pony express
rider. It is Billy's birthday. He is given an
unbroken horse by Elmer Hill, veteran Indian
fighter and boss of the pony express station.
There is an impending Indian uprising, delayed twenty-four hours by a new and liberal
treaty. The treaty arrives at the pony express
station, but Chet Lane is delayed. He has been
waylaid and wounded by Clyde Winslow, who
sees profit to himself if the Indians start an
uprising. Billy volunteers to carry the treaty
to the Indians and after many difficulties reaches
his destination in time to avert the disaster.
There are many exciting climaxes that should
satisfy the follower of the Westerns.

'Fox Tales"
(Educational-Mermaid — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by T. C. Kennedy)

LUCILLE HUTTON, Phil Dunham, Eva
Thatcher and Robert Graves are the
principals in this Jack White comedy directed
by Stephen Roberts. The scenes depict the
events resulting from a hall room boy's adventure into society, in which he poses as a prince.
His taxi driver, still lacking the fare due him,
acts as his military aide. The society matron's
daughter has an admirer, who, of course, is
jealous of the prince. The latter has his opportunity for revenge when all participate in a
fox hunt. The poser and his aids are thrown
from their mounts and continue the chase in an
abandoned automobile. "Fox Tales" is not
amusing nonsense. It is the sort of picture that
will happen even in the best regulated series,
but that is scarcely a reason for its finding its
way to the better programs of the best houses.
However good the intentions were, the result of
the production is a picture too dull and too
stupid to rate a spot on the well chosen program.

"Delving

into

the

Dictionary"

(Hodge-Podj!;e-Educational — One Reel )
DICTIONARY definitions are the vehicle
used by Lyman H. Howe to introduce
some of his novel scenes in this edition of
Hodge Podge. One or two droll ideas have
been evolved for cartoon presentation in conjunction with actual photographs. The idea is
carried out thus: we read the definition for
"sponge," which is "the porous elastic skeleton
of certain salt-water animals." Follow some
views of sponge gathering, and interpolated is a

cartoon
giving
slang
of "sponge"
in the form
of the
a chap
whoexpression
always passes
up the
luncheon and dinner check in favor of his friend
or acquaintance. A fair novelty. — T. C. KENNEDY.

"Lucky Dog"
(Educational-Cameo — One

Reel)

ASINGLE-REELER
with but
plenty
of action
and a chuckle or two,
on the
whole
routine stuff. The action occurs in and about
the house of a couple who have different notions
about dogs. The wife likes 'em and the husband
hates 'em. She insists upon owning a dog, so
husband engages a stage performer whose
specialty is impersonating a dog, to join him in
a plot to cure the wife of her liking for a doggie
pet. The husband gets jealous of the caresses
lavished by his wife on the new pet and it all
ends up in the usual chase. The cast is composed of Phil Dunham, Louise Billets and
George Atterbury.— T. C. KENNEDY.

"Back Home"
(Educational — One Reel)
THIS ties
is series
one inofthetheMovie
WalterSideshow.
Putter's ItCuriosishows
the usual number of interesting subjects that
may be seen "Back Home," away from the
big cities. There is Fishport, for instance, where
the natives are shown mending miles of fishing nets.
Log rolling is displayed as it is done expertly
in Timberville, while in Oshkosh activities of
the blind are picturized. There are various other
subjects of similar type as carried on in different parts of the country. As a novelty it
should be a good filler.— CHESTER J. SMITH.

"Felix

the

Cat

in

Wise

Guise"

(Educational — One Reel)
THIS animated cartoon subject is of the
usual order, cleverly executed, but lacking
much of the humor that characterized the earlier efforts of the cartoonists generally. It is
a little better than the usual run, at that.
Felix poses as the wise guy to impress his
sweetie and with a lot of luck he gets away
with it. He enters a swimming race and with
the assistance of a fish that propels him, succeeds in winning. At a fireworks display he gets
tangled up with a skyrocket and is carried skyward. He goes through many hair-raising
maneuvers, but eventually wins the girl — -CHESTER J. SMITH.

"A Dangerous Double"
(Universal — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
BOBthisCURWOOD
is the provides
featured player
in
featurette, which
a better
than usual story for a short western. Bob, a
stranger in the territory, dangerously resembles
an unknown bandit, for whom a reward of
§5,000 is offered. He is picked up by the sheriff
and posse, but makes his escape.
In his hurried getaway he conies upon Rose
Purcell, who is just returning with the payroll
for her ranch hands. He persuades her to hide
him in the house, insisting he is not the bandit
wanted. At the moment the real bandit enters
the house and after a desperate fight Bob captures him, turns him over to the sheriff as the
posse rides up, and receives the reward. It is
the usual case of love at first sight and the
reward enables Bob to wed the girl. There are
some gcxxl riding sequences, as well as a realistic fist fight and other exciting features.
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The Gay Retreat
Slapstick Comedy in a W^orld War Setting
(Reviewed by Thomas C. Kennedy)
IT is natural enough that the popularity of some of the elaborate
war dramas should bring along a feature comedy in a setting
of French villages and costumes of khaki. Of course, the producers of two-reelers have been doing it for some time, but, what
with a lot of elaborate war settings all ready for the call of
"action — camera," it is opportune for a feature-length rendition.
In this offering Ted McNamara — ^well remembered for his telling
work as the razz-dispensing private in "What Price Glory "^ard
Sammy Cohen, also prominent in that picture, have the burden of
the work as a pair of buddies battling their way through difficulties
behind and in front of the lines. It resolves itself into the IrishJewish species of comedy.
The six reels are filled out with a series of episodes and a quantity of slapstick gags, the majority of which seem to have the
makings of effective comedy fare for audiences of the small houses
where the elemental drama and slapstick comedy go over with the
proverbial bang. Under those conditions the disjointed condition
of the "plot" and the obviousness of the gags will not militate
against "The Gay Retreat."
The Cast : Gene Cameron, Betty Francisco, Judy King,
Sammy Cohen, Ted McNamara, Holmes Herbert, Jerr\ the
Giant. Directed by Ben Stoloff.
THEME : Farce comedy elaborately staged closing seabout a wealthy youth, who
quence.
walks in his sleep, and his
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
father's butler and chauffeur
Feature appearance of two
who go to war together. Quite
comedy characters of "What
by accident they become heroes,
Price Glory" seen in further
responsible for the capture of
funny adventures at the front.
a large number of Germans.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Is poLIGHTS :Performances of two
tential magnet for program
houses.
character
actors
and
rather
Produced and Distributed by Fox Films
Length. 5,524 frr^ Released. Sept. 25, 1927

Carefree abandon, feminine coquetry, love making and justification are
to be found in these excerpts from Tiffany s feature, ''''The Girl frorrt

The GayJoy
Paree." Girl
Cinderella Yarn — Not So Good
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
THEY
done handling
so well by
Borden
— not little
even
with haven't
Allan Dwan
the Olive
camera.
It ishere
a dressy
picture — ^decorative, in other words, but lacking any
semblance of a plot, which would earn it paeons of praise. With
Indian summer upon us it should go fairly w'ell because of its
Palm Beach background. The company shot it full of Florida
sunshine — with the result that the outdoor flavor does much to
overcome the weakness of the story.

A student's intensity and comic difficulties are shown in these stills from
"College," the United Artists feature.

It's the yarn of the chauffeur trying to double as his wealthy
young master and being caught at it — with the result that the
latter doubles 'as the chaulfeur so as to see if the girl loves him
for himself or for his wealth. There's a variation of it. The real
chauffeur is interested in a wealthy widow — which accounts for
his attempts to pose as the master. And that's about all there is
to it. The action never develops to any extent — the scenes being
given up to presenting the "glad" life of Palm Beach and environs in as favorable a light as possible.
Miss Borden photographs very easily — 'and she looks exceedingly
neat against the backgrounds. But there are no emotional opportunities for her. The other players don't take full advantage of
their scenes — ^and Marie Dressier 's comedy might have been better.
There is a flash of color photography which enhances the backgrounds here and there.
The Cast: Olive Borden, Neil Hamilton, Marie Dressier,
Jerry Miley, Mary Alden, . William Norris, Helen Chandler,
Peggy Kelly. Director, Allan Dzvan.
THEME : Romantic drama of
Play up Florida
atmosphere.
Bill as romantic picture of
wealthy youth who poses as his
youth and summertime — of how
chauffeur — with chauffeur posyouth finds way to love. Play
ing as his boss — both to see
how they fare in love stakes.
up Borden
feature
cast. personality — and
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING
POWER: For
LIGHTS : Romantic scenes.
smaller houses. If on first run
Settings. Color photography.
it needs strong support.
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
Produced and Distributed by Fox.
Length, six reels. Released, September, 1927.
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The Girl from Gay Paree
A

Fair Story But Not Convincing
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
LITTLE pasty is this Tiffany Gem that is mounted in a poor
A
setting. The s.tory appears to have possibilities, but it is
badly executed on the screen and the direction, apparently,
could stand a lot of improvement. From the time Barbara Bedford
tries to crawl on her hands and knees the length of a restaurant to
avoid payment of the bill the whole action is exaggerated, and
the various roles, thoiigh in competent hands, are over-acted.
As the story is unfolded one wonders whether it is a melodrama
or farce, and there is no way of drawing the distinction even at
its conclusion. It just doesn't hit .the bull's-eye. It has its moments when it is quite interesting, but just as it promises to get
somewhere someone throws a monkey wrench into the works by
overacting or poor direction.
There is no sympathy for Barbara Bedford, •w<ho as Mary Davis
is forced through hunger to impersonate Mme. Fanchon, the worst
woman in Paris, as the attraction in a night club where the latter
fails to appear. Miss Bedford's work is anything but convincing.
Both Malcolm IMcGregor and Lowell Sherman are guilty of much
over-acting, as is Betty Blythe in the role of the real Fanchon.
Perhaps it is not their fault. They have little material upon which
to work.
The Cast: Lowell Sherman, Barbara Bedford, Malcolm McGregor, Betty Blythe, Walter Hiers, Margaret Livingston,
Templar Saxe, Leo White.
LIGHTS: The lively scenes in
THEME: Drama of smallthe cabaret. The dramatic setown beauty with theatrical inquence in the Ryan apartment,
clinations, who is forced to accept place in night club as the
where Mary is compelled to defend her honor.
original worst woman in Paris
to keep from starving. Loved
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
by the young feature newspaper
The exceptionally-weU balanced
writer, she all but loses him as
cast. The night life sequences
she is compelled to pay attenin
a New York night club.
tions to club visitors, but in the
DRAWING POWER: May
end all is righted.
PRODUCTION
HIGHgo fairly well in smaller houses.
Produced and Distributed by Titfany Productions.
Length. 5,233 feet.
Released. Oct. i, 19.:

The war is burlesqued in the Fox Film Comedy, ''The Gay Retreat."

College

Laughs

A-Plenty
(Reviewed

In The

Keaton

by Laurence

Comedy

Re id)

BUSTER KEATOX g-oes collegiate in his new number and,
as usual, g-ets away with "murder." It is a lively piece —
one crammed with Buster's ideas of slapstick — and which
serves in making capital burlesque of college life. We are glad to
see Keaton in this kind of stuff because the campus offers a rich
field for the exploitation of his w'ell-stocked bag of tricks.
The Buster doesn't get into the class-room vei-y much. The fun
is directed more toAvard the athletic field. He makes a hit with
the dean, and fails to "click" with the girl until he goes in for
athletics. He is working his way through college by jerking sodas
at the local drug store — 'and ruins the clothes of some of the cash
customers. He goes in for baseball — ^and wrecks the team. On
the track he is a dud as a hurdler and pole-vaulter.
The number keeps moving from one gag to another — ^and the
Keaton pantomime is always effective in encouraging the laughs,
particularly when the episodes show signs of being resui-rected
from dead ones. The comedian has had funnier pieces — and
sadder ones. This is one of the in-betweens. It will do for any
screen, anywhere. The patron can't misinfcei-pret the star's manner of putting his stuff over.
The Cast : Biiston Keaton, Anne Cormvall, Flora Bromley,
Harold Goodzmn, Snits Edwards, Carl Harbaugh, Sam Crawford, Florence Turner. Director, James Home.
THEME:
Comedy with oldCaptions. Episode at fountain.
fashioned boy going to college
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
Tie up with sporting goods
and mussing things up generalstores. Use pennant display
ly when it comes to athletics.
for lobby. Use stills of Keaton
PRODUCTION
HIGHin athletic poses, etc.
LIGHTS: Buster's exploits on
diamond, football field, track
DRAWING
POWER:
and with crew. Romantic
name
will draw
them. Star's
Also
scenes.
Slapstick
and gags.
title. O. K. for any house.
Pleasant backgrounds, jeminine attire and pleasinn action on the part of
the principals jeature "The Joy Girl," a current release from Fox Films.

Produced by Joseph Schenck. Distributed by United Artist <;
Length, six reels. Released, September, 1927.
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SEATTLE, Washington, played
host to a number of men high
up in the film industry last week,
its vacation possibilities having
lured the magnates from their offices to the Pacific Northwest playgrounds.
First came Jesse L. Lasky, vicepresident and general manager of
Famous Players — Lasky corporation, who was en route to the lake
regions of British Columbia aboard
his private train. During his day's
visit here Mr. Laskj- was the guest
of Manager James Q. Clemmer of
the Fifth Avenue Theatre, where
the film man saw "Hula" for the
first time since its completion. He
was introduced to the theatre audiences from the stage by Eddie Peabody, master of ceremonies, formerly of the Metropolitan Theatre
in Los Angeles.
Next came A. L. Gore, vicepresident of the West Coast Theatres, Inc., who drove up from Los
Angeles with L. O. Lukan, western district manager for First National, to spend a short vacation at
Mr. Lukan's ranch a short distance
from Seattle. And then Mr. Gore
was joined in Seattle by John Dillon, representative of large Boston financial interests, who is associated with both West Coast and
First National.
The visitor's list was concluded
by the arrival of Jack Leo, vicepresident of Fox Film Corporation, who spent a short time at the
Fox branch office, in Seattle, en
route to his vacation in Los Angeles.
Elections of the Seattle Film
Board of Arbitration held last
week resulted in the selection of
these new film representatives :
Jack Bower of First National, Wallace Rucker of Educational, Carl
Stearn of Warner Brothers, L. A.
Samuclson of Pathe and D. C.
Millvvard of Tiffany, the last two
named being alternates. New exhibitor members are William Hartford of the Granada Theatre, H. T.
Moore of the Moore Amusement
Company of Tacoma, and R. R.
Pratsch, South Tacoma theatre
operator.
Jack Bower, incidentally, has
just returned from an extaided trip
into Eastern Washington, where he
conferred with Ray Grombacher of
the Liberty Theatre and Will
Starkey, of the Starkey Amusement Enterprises in Lewiston,
Idaho.
Universal's Northwest Theatrical

TH l{ Opera House at Castalia,
Iiiwa, has changed hands. This
theatre which was owned by Ed
Rodenkirk has been bought by the
Community Club of Castalia, is
the report turned in to the Des
Moines Film Board of Trade.
A new theatre opened at Sanborn,
Iowa, last week, when the Princess Theatre there had its opening.

last week on business in connection
with the Universal chain houses in
the Oregon territory.
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Enterprises, Inc., announced
through their offices in this city
last week the appointment of Mrs.
Don Geddes as manager of the
Ridgemont Theatre. Mrs. Geddes
has had many years of experience
in the theatre business, and her son
Freeman Geddes is now managing
Universal's Grey Goose Theatre on
Beacon Hill in this city.
Anthony Xydias and Floyd St.
John, owners of the Cooperative
Exchanges on the Pacific Coast,
visited their local branch last week
and conferred with Alanager Clarence M. Hill. After a few days
here they decided to return to San
Francisco, making a few stops with
Southern Washington and Oregon
exhibitors.
P. W. Strupler of Pullman,
Washington, was a recent visitor
in this city, and during his stay he
announced that the new 750-seat
Cordova Theatre in Pullman is
already under construction. It is
hoped to open the house late in
December.
Dave Frazer, manager of DeMille-Pathe productions at the local
Pathe branch, has recently renovated his office and has made it entirely enclosed.
B. Wallace Rucker, Educational
manager in this city, returned last
week from Great Falls, where he
conferred with William Steege,
who is buying the short subjects for
the Westco-Pacific Northwest theatres in the Montana territory.
Frank Pratt, formerly associated
with Mike Newman at the Columbia Theatre in this city and in
Portland, and more recently connected with the West Coast Theatres in California, arrived in Seattle
last week and is now associated
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the
salesFeatures
staff ofExchanges.
Jack Lannon's
Greater
The week before the Labor Day
holidays brought several out of
town exliibitors into Film Row. Included were William Armour of
Montesano, Elma and McCleary ;
John McGill of Port Orchard;
Walter Graham of Shelton and
Elma ; A. O. Jones of Burlington ;
C. A. Swanson of Everett ; E. W.
Groesbeck of Enumclaw and
Buckley ; and Charles Ervin of
Okanogan.
H. C. Robinson, connected with
the general offices of West Coast
Theatres in this city, last week was
named a trustee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Washington, succeeding Frank Edwards,
who resigned at the time he sold his
Winter Garden Theatre to the Universal Chain Theatres.
Si Danz, former owner of the
Hollywood Theatre, who sold out
recently, has also announced his
resignation as a trustee of the M.
P. T. O. W., but his successor has
not as yet been chosen.
Information received from Tacoma last week indicates that the
2,000 seat theatre now under construction at Second and Broadway,
owned by the Masonic lodge, has
been leased for operation by the
City Theatre Company. Th latter
organization is headed by Calvin
Heilig, well-known theatre man of
Portland and the Oregon territory.
The house opening is scheduled for
late October.
Louis Goldsmith, former owner
of the Society Theatre in Seattle,
has recently joined the sales staff

J. Lloyd Dearth, Pantages manager in the Northwest, and his
assistant, Ted Harris, were hosts
to a large group of newspaper and
theatre trade men one evening last
week at a special preview held at
the theatre after the last regular
performance.
Jake Millstein, assistant to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
western spent
division manager George Hickey,
a short time with Manager Ben
Fish at the local M-G-M exchange
last week. He is on a tour of the
Pacific Coast exchanges.
J. B. Munjar, Western sales manager of the Robert Morton Organ
Company, spent a day in Seattle
this niaweek,
office. en route to his CaliforGeorge Srigley, theatre owner of
White Center, announced last week
that he plans to invade the Seattle
suburban field with a modern new
show shop, plans for which are
now being drawn. The location of
the house has not as yet been made
public by Mr. Srigley.
Branch Manager George Ballentine of the local Fox office was host
last .week to Jack Leo, vice-president of the Fox Corporation, who
spent a few hours in Seattle en
route to the home office.

a Seatjust as
ago.
Robert

C. W. L. Johnson, who has recently been managing the Liberty
Theatre here for West Coast Theatres, Inc., left last week for Olympia, where he takes charge of the
three Wesco houses in that city.
He is succeeded at the Liberty by
B. Bernard, formerly at the United
Artists Theatre here.
More visitors to the new Film
Row this week included A. W.
Peccio of Orting, Lon Brown of
Snohomish and L. R. Dillingham
of Ritzville.
Ned Edris, former manager of
the Blue Mouse Theatre in Tacoma, and more recently head of Ed
Dolan's Centralia and Chehalis theatres, has returned to John Hamrick's house in Tacoma, reopened
recently with a new Vitaphone inEdris' position
Centralia hasstallation.
been
filled byin Cecil

Powers, "high guns" of the Armstrong-Powers Theatre Studios of
California, spent several days at
their local office with Manager
Henry Brashear last week.

Gwynn, formerly at the Liberty
Theatre in Olympia and the Rialto
Theatre in Bremerton.
Monte Blue, Warner Brothers
film star, and Mrs. Blue left Seattle
citv..

William Rankin, popular film
geles.
salesman of the Northwest territory, last week was appointed
to

Harry Percy and Lester Theurkauf of the Pathe-DeMille exchange in Portland, came to Seattle

last week after a two weeks' visit
with Mrs. Blue's parents in this

The theatre is owned by Fred
Kohrberg. The new theatre met at
once with popular appeal and the
opening nights the S. R. O. sign
was out, while the manager was
much gratified by the favorable
comments made upon the new
house. The theatre is equipped
with the newest in theatre furnishings and is a model small town the-

atre. This house was built on the
site of the old Princess Theatre
which was completely destroyed by
fire some time ago.
E. N. Neu will name his theatre
at Lake City, Iowa the Earle as the
result of a name contest. The
opening date of the new theatre has
been set as September IS. It is
not positive that the theatre will

be ready for opening on this date,
however.
A new front was built on the
Rialto Theatre at Boone, Iowa.
This theatre has been closed for
sometime while extensive repairs
have been made.

with
Johncircuit.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse
Theatre

of
Manager
Carl exchange.
Steam's local
Warner
Brothers
He
was
for
a
time
connected
with
city.
United Artists in the same capa-

Milburn Kenworthy, theatre operator of Moscow, Idaho, spent a
short time in this city last week
while he was en route to British
Columbia. His trip here was the
last lap of an extended motor vacation which covered the entire Pacific Coast as far south as Los An-

Francis X. Bushman was
tle visitor last week, looking
young as he did many years
William Armstrong and

Harvey Helscher has just purchased the Crystal Theatre at Earlville, Iowa.
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SEYMOUR STONE, one of the
most popular salesmen ever in
the film district, formerly with
Famous and later with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer exchanges here,
who was transferred to the Kentucky territory of the latter company a year ago, was burned to
death when his auto, crowded off
the road, overturned and caught fire
at Carrolton, Ky., Saturday night.
The remains were brought to his
home, 42 Brookvicw street, Dorchester, Mass., the following day
where services were held, attended
by delegations from all of the Boston exchanges. Owing to the badly
burned condition of the body, the
casket was not opened.
He is survived by a mother, six
brothers and three sisters.
The Emery Theatre, Providence,
R. I., has been renamed the Carlton and has reopened with a policy
of one feature, comedy, two news
reels, orchestra, organ and five acts
of vaudeville.
The Carlton was one of the former Emery circuit theatres purchased a year ago by the Fay Circuit and is one of the city's largest
picture theatres.
Knights of Pythias Hall at East
Hiram, Me., has been sold by Rankin & Berrtt to H. G. Wytham,
who operated Granville Hall at
Sebago Lake, Me. A policy of
straight pictures will be operated.
Monitor Hall at Hinsdale, N. H.,
has been purchased by Raymond C.
Hildreth from Mrs. W. S. Kimball.
The policy of straight pictures will
be continued.
The first important move in reorganization ofthe combined PatheProducers exchange in Boston was
made this week when a new system of booking was inaugurated.
Harry Smith, formerly booker for
Producers, will book all of Boston
and immediate vicinity and Rhode
Island for the combined exchange.
William Cuddy, formerly comedy
booker for Pathe, will book all of
Massachusetts except the Boston
territory. Herbert Higgins, formerly Pathe short subject booker,
will book all of Vermont and New
Hampshire. Miss Sadie Gotz becomes checker for the booking de-

partment while Miss Anne Considine and John Rice become chart
clerks.
William O'Brien, who covers
Maine for Pathe and who has been
at the Maine General Hospital for
several weeks, has been discharged
from the hospital and is back on
his territory again.
The Modern Theatre at Providence reopened Labor Day and
will play stock.
The Somerville Theatre, one of
Arthur Viano's houses, reopened
Labor Day with stock and plans to
continue stock through the season.
Frank McPhee is manager.
Gerald Swaebe, non-theatrical
salesman for Pathe, has returned
from
City. a business trip to New York
Carl Myscharell, who operates
the theatre at Harwichport, Mass.,
drove to Film Row during the week
in his brand new LaSalle.
W. J. Morgan, eastern division
manager for Pathe-DeMille products, was a visitor to the company's Boston exchange during the
week.
Murray Goldstein, booker at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange,
Boston, is mourning the loss of a
couple of perfectly good suits of
clothes in an unusual manner. Motoring through New Hampshire on
his vacation with Phil Fox, booker
at Independent Films, his suit case
bounced out of the rumble of his
roadster in Ossipee. Another auto
following stopped, picked up the
suitcase, turned about and disappeared before Goldstein could turn
around. Efforts to trail the machine were fruitless.
Opening of the new Community
Theatre at Dedham has been set
for Sept. 19. Originally it was
planned to open Labor Day but
delay in completing some of the
work resulted in the later date being set. Tom Gotshall of the
Bellevue Theatre, Roslindale, will
be in general charge of the new
theatre.
Miss Rose Blaney, who had been
associated with Pathe exchange
just two years, passed away at the
Massachusetts General Hospital,
Boston, following an operation for

appendicitis. She was one of the
Pathe inspectors.
While on a business trip to the
Boston exchange of Consolidated
Films, manager Samuel Davidson
of the New Haven exchange of the
same company had a spare wheel,
tire and tube stolen from his
Buick.
James Greco, owner and active
manager of the Rialto Theatre at
Worcester, is confined to his bed
by illness. His many friends are
looking for a speedy recovery.
Edward Splain, assistant cashier
of the Pathe-DeMille exchange, has
returned to duty after being seriously ill with the grippe.
"Dick" Sears, New England
cameraman for Pathe News, sailed
on Friday on the Scythia for the
Legion convention in Paris, accompanying the official
Massachusetts delegation.
He will
supply
Pathe News with the convention
films.
Martin Tuohy of the Fay forces
at Providence, who has been on a
six week's vacation, returned to his
desk in Providence this week.
Arlington Amusement Co., Boston, has incorporated, with 100
shares without par value. Incorporators are Willard T. Carleton,
George E. Clark of 455 Columbus
avenue, Boston, and Harry W.
Conant.
Patrons of the Bristol Theatre,
Bristol, Conn., were ordered to
leave the theatre by Assistant Manager Rich Tuesday night when the
most serious fire in recent years
demolished a grain mill and other
buildings, separated from the theatre by a 12-foot alleyway. The theatre was emptied of its 1,200 patrons in less than three minutes
without disorder or accident.
Messrs. Green and Eilenberg,
owners of the Granada, Mystic,
Fellsway and other suburban Boston theatres, have returned from a
motor trip through Maine.
Prompt work by firemen at a
four-alarm blaze in Boston saved
Waldron's Casino from fire damage Thursday night about an hour
after the close of the program.
John Farrell, night watchman at
the theatre, discovered
the blaze

and sounded the first alarm. Three
firemen were injured and damage
of §75,000 was done to the fivestory building adjoining and occupants of three nearby hotels were
forced to flee the dense smoke.
William D. Ascough, who has
been manager of the Allyn Theatre,
Hartford's newest picture theatre,
since its opening last sprong, has
resgined to enter another field of
business in Pennsylvania. Clarance
W. Seymour, president of the theatre company, is acting temporarily
as manager of the house and Edward A. Sarlin has been named
assistant manager. Mr. Sarlin is
a recent graduate of the dramatic
school at Yale University.
The Empire Theatre at Providence reopened Labor Day with
burlesque.
The Laurier, Rialto, Bijou and
Stadium Theatres at Woonsocket
have signed a new wage scale for
another year with the operators,
stage ha:ids and theatre employees
union. Some concessions are
granted in working conditions,
otherwise the agreement is the same
as was in force during 1925-6.
Donald Wrisley, organist at a
New Haven theatre, lost the ends
of two fingers and a thumb when
the blade of a large paper cutter
accidentally dropped on them. The
injury may prevent his playing the
organ again or of carrying on his
t^'ork as an expert rifle and revolver
iftstructor.
The State Theatre at Hartford
reopened Friday under the management of Mark Strand interests
which have taken a long lease of
the theatre. A policy of double
features has been inaugurated. The
theatre seats about 4,000. The
opening
charge inof charge
Al New-of
hall and was
Moe in Silver,
Mark Strand interests in New England. Four changes of program
weekly will be operated for the
present. J. H. Campbell is managing the theatre.
The Fall River Consolidated Enterprises, which is associated with
the Empire and other theatres, has
awarded all of the contracts for
the construction of a new theatre on
South Main Street.

D enver
YEGGS

robbed the Rialto theatre of Colorado Springs,
Colo., last Monday morning. Their
loot amounted to over $1,700.00
The robbers used electric drills to
break into the safe which contained
the money, a large amount of which
was in silver. Colorado Springs
police believe the work was done
by professional cracksmen who
were spending the holidays in
Colorado Springs. The Rialto
robbery was one of three robberies
early on the morning of Labor Day
which netted the yeggs about
$4,000.00 The Yeggs were met by
W. A. McAllister the janitor of
the theatre when he came to clean
lip about 5:15 a.m. They had just
finished their work and fled through

the back door when meeting McAlister. R. E. Slentz, manager of
the Rialto, seems to be having
tough luck with robbers of late.
It is believed that the same gang
robbed the Colorado theatre of
Pueblo, Colo., a few weeks ago.
Mr. Slentz was manager there at
the time and had just been transferred to the Rialto of Colorado
Springs, both being Publix theatres.
R. J. Morrison, one of the best
known salesmen in the Denver district, having worked the Wyoming
territory for First National since
August, 1923, has accepted an appointment as manager of the local
branch office of Fox Film Corp.
Mr. Morrison starts on his new du-

ties September 11th. The appointment was made by Ben Rosenberg,
district manager for Fox in Denver and Salt Lake City. Morrison
was
member
First This
National's
K. O.a Club
two oftimes.
is his
first experience in the managerial
field and his hundreds of friends
throughout the exhibitor field wish
him the best of success.
Buzz Briggs, well known theatre
manager, recently of the Rialto,
theatre, Colorado Springs, has accepted a position as sales representative for the local M-G M branch
office. He started on his new duties last week.
Jack Hurschman has arrived
from Los Angeles to start on his
old position as United Artists sales

representative in Denver. He succeeds Hugh Rennie, resigned.
R. J. Garland, Metro-GoldwynMayer branch manager, has left for
a two weeks' sales trip into New
Mexico where he will visit all the
larger cities before returning.
Hugh Braly, Paramount manager,
spentM. most of the past week on a
iN.
sales trip in and around Raton,
Harry Brooker, former Fox
manager and well known salesman,
has accepted a position as sales
representative for the Denver
branch of Universal.
Fred Bezold, manager of the
Lotus theatre, Sheridan, Wyo., spent
several days in Denver this week
visiting exchanges.
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Salt Lake City
construction being
WITH
rushed at top speed to complete the rebuilding of the old Orpheum theatre, recently renamed the
Capitol, plans are being made to
throw open the doors of what will
probably be Salt Lake's most beautoful and modern showplace. According to Manager George E. Carpenter, who is also secretary of the
Louis Marcus Enterprises, the
opening will take place about the
17th of September.
Louis Marcus has moved his
office from the Paramount exchange
to the Capitol Theatre.
Carl A. Porter, former manager
of the Victory Theatre, has been
appointed as manager of the Paramount Empress and will take
charge this week, since the transferring of Af anager George E. Carpenter to the managerial position at
the new Capitol. Morris Barton
will be assistant to Porter. Carpenter is spending a short vacation
previous to taking up his new duties
at the Capitol. He was presented
with a beautiful desk set by the
boys of the Paramount Empress,
upon leaving. David Edwards, for
some time with Carpenter at the
Paramount will continue to act as
Assistant Manager with him at
the Capitol.
Jack Proctor, formerly with
Loew's State Theatre in Los Angeles, isnow in charge of the publicity department for the Louis
Marcus Enterprises, it is announced.
Proctor came to this citv bv air-

WORK
on the State theatre,
Youngstown, is progressing,
at a rate which justifies its owners
in establishing the opening date as
January 1st. E. A. Runner and
his associates are building the theatre.
George Huepenbecker is back
with the Cleveland office of the
Standard Film Service Company.
He is covering the Toledo territory. Heupenbecker has been traveling out of the Detroit office.
Engraved invitations to all exhibitor and distributor friends were
issued for the formal opening of
the Madison theatre, Mansfield on
September 12th. This house, formerly known as the Opera House,
was recentlv taken over by Messrs.
William and Harry Skirboll, of
Cleveland; L. Lipson of Cincinnati
and John and Denny Harris of
Pittsburgh. Extensive alterations
were made in the house, both mechanically and artistically. It is
proposed to show a combination
vaudeville and picture policy. However, the house opened with a
straight picture program. It is said
that vaudeville will be introduced
about October 1st.
Maurice Safier, general manager
of extended run Warner Brothers'
pictures, was in Cleveland for a
few days last week on his swing
around the territory.
Mark Goldman, manager of Tif-

plane, bringing with him a small
pup for the son of Louis Marcus ;
this being the first pup to travel by
air mail.
Ray Hendry, who has taken over
the managerial duties at the Victory Theatre, is to be assisted by
Earl Baughman, who has been in
this position for some time past.
C. E. Carpenter, son of George
E. Carpenter here, will act as
Assistant Manager to Harry Ashton, manager of the Paramount
Theatre of Ogden.
Lawrence J. McGinley, in charge
of the Paramount Famous-Lasky
exchange in this city, has taken over
the office formerly occupied by
Louis Marcus, and is leaving right
away for the states of Idaho and
Montana in the interest of his product.
Miss Florence McWilliams, inspector of the Butte Paramount
office, was painfully injured while
at her work last week. She severed
two of her fingers from the right
hand.
F. J. O'Neill has entered the
employ of Paramount, checking
pictures on the road, it is announced.
Ben Ketchum, manager of the
Denhani Theatre of Denver, Colorado, which is associated with the
Wilkes Theatre of Salt Lake, is
visiting in this city and expects to
remain for several days.
Harry Lustig, Western Sales
Manager for Warner Brothers, is
in the local exchange,
conducting

for the exhibitors to call on him.
He's doing whatever calling is being done. Goldman is spending all
of his time on the road. He conies
in for the week-end only.
William Rosenthal, local United
Artist exchange manager, is a victim of hay fever, and left last Saturday for Mackinac Island to seek
relief. He'll be back next week.
Louis Leon has come on from
New York to join the local United
Artist sales force. No particular
territory has been assigned to him.
He will wander wherever there's
a call for United Artist pictures.
Cresson Smith, assistant general
sales manager for United Artists
was in town for four days last
week. Most of that time was taken
up making a trip around the territory with local exchange manager
William Rosenthal for the purpose of meeting the exhibitors personally.
Miss Estelle Goldberg, office
manager of the United Artist exchange, has returned from a twoweeks vacation trip in Detroit and
Chicago.

a sales conference with Manager
Dave Farquhar and the local representatives.
Lustig, who comes here from Los
Angeles, will leave for Denver,
within a few days, it is stated.
A. F. Hickox, Special Extended
Run Representative for Warner
Brothers, is to arrive at the Salt
Lake office this week from Los
Angeles.
Clyde Blasius of the Diana Theatre Company in Southern Utah,
was recently in Salt Lake booking
some of the latest pictures.
Special Representative Russell
Egner from the Metro-GoldwynMayer Home Office, spent several
days in this city recently and just
left for Los Angeles after conducting a sales meeting with the local
force.
George Hayes, formerly with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Denver,
is now on the sales force here and
is covering Idalio and Utah. Manager L. C. Wingham is headed into
the Montana tetrritory for a three
weeks' trip.
L. W. Weir, former District
Manager for Pathe, passed through
Salt Lake enroute to New York to
assume his new duties as Western
Division Sales Manager.
J. A. Epperson, manager of the
Pathe Short Subjects, is back from
tory.
a short trip into the Utah terriLee Stallings of the Richfield
Circuit of Kinema Theatres in
Southern Utah, is among exhibitor

Harry W. Dodge, manager of the
local Paramount exchange, vouches
for the truth of the statement that
last week was the biggest Paramount week in the Cleveland office
since Paramount Weeks were born
ten years ago. Dodge says the
Cleveland office exceeded in actual
revenue any of the preceeding anniversary weeks.
Frank Drew has returned into
the fold as manager of the Cleveland Metro-Goldwyn exchange.
Some three years ago. Drew was
manager of the local Fox exchange.
He has been in Detroit and Charlotte, North Carolina in the interim.
Cleveland being the home town of
the Drew family, the return was
hailed with delight by the general
community. Drew succeeds Arthur
Ehrlich, who resigned.
David Nolan has been placed in
charge of publicity for Keith's
Palace theatre. Nolan's first exploitation stunt was staged last
week.
Tom Carroll, manager of Loew's
State theatre, is back from a hurried vacation trip to Europe.
Car-

visitors who combined a business
tripseewith
to
Lindy.a trip into Salt Lake
Manager W. J. Heineman of the
local Universal office, went into
Idaho this week for a short stay.
W. F. Gordon of the Associated
First National exchange, left his
managerial duties for a sales trip
into Montana.
Kenneth Hodkinson, Division
Manager for United Artists, left
the local office this morning for Los
Angeles by airplane.
J. D. McNerney who has had
charge of the United Artists exchange here for some time, has
been transferred to the Seattle
Branch in the capacity of manager
and his many friends are bidding
him Good-Bye this week.
Harry Stern, newly appointed
manager here for United Artists,
is planning to make his initial trip
into Idaho and Montana within the
next week.
Bishop Thatcher of the Capitol
Theatre at Logan, Utah, is slowly
recovering from a prolonged illness, it is reported here.
C. M. Pace of the Pace theatre
at Delta, Utah, is visiting the local
exchange managers this week.
W. A. Mendenhall of the Majestic Theatre at Boise, Idaho, is
spending several days in this city,
as are the Peery Brothers of
Manager Chas. Walker is now in
Ogden.
Idaho with his Fox productions

roll was gone about six weeks, but,
oh boy, what he managed to accomplish in those six weeks !
Kenneth Reid, manager of the
Doan, states that starting September 10th, Saturday matinees will
again be featured regularly. The
Saturday matinees were discontinued over the smnnier.
Robert Cotton, Pathe division
manager, is spending two weeks at
his summer home. White Lake,
Michigan. He has substantiated his
fish stories with photographs of his
catches.
C. W. Sawin, Pathe district representative has been temporarily
taken out of his own territory,
namely Albany, Buffalo and New
Haven, and is now in Cleveland
assisting Abe Chapman, district
representative for the Cleveland territory, to install a new auditing
system.
Harry Charnas, president of the
Standard Film Service Company,
spent the week in New York.
Howard Morris, United Artists
salesman, is on a leave of absence.
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IT is reported that work is going
ahead on Alarks Brothers' new
Egyptian Theatre, Milwaukee and
Ashland, which will be a de luxe
house of two thousand seats. There
have been numerous delays in the
construction of this theatre.
The Apollo Theatre, which
United Artists took over some
months ago, and which is being completely redecorated and remodeled, may not open for some
weeks, as work on it has not proceeded with the speed hoped for.
This week a crew got to work on
the marquee and the interior improvements are well under way.
The Woods Theatre will again
offer the public a picture starting
September 18th when First National's "The Patent Leather Kid"
opens an indefinite run at this loop
house.
Another change in policy which
is being watched with interest is
that of the Ambassador Theatre,
which has installed a musical stock
show, which is combined with pictures, on a two change a week
schedule.
The Norshore's change in policy

^|''HE
which was
has
* been\'ictory,
closed Tampa,
all summer,
opened last week for the free shows
of the Prosperity Week celebration, which is the big thing in
Tampa last week. Governor Martin was the attraction one evening,
and other nights were given over
to pictures of Tampa of a few
years ago and now.
A corporation known as The
Booker T. Washington Amusement
Co., has been formed in Tampa and
a new negro theatre will be built
in the heart of the colored section.
The company have bought a lot at
corner of Kay street and Central
avenue with a frontage of 175 feet,
it is stated, and have plans drawn
for a house seating 1,300 people.
George Peck's friendly greeting
was missing last week at the
Strand, Tampa. Vacation the
cause. W. F. Rogers, his able
assistant, is keeping the home fires
burning and everything going
nicely,
Peck. but one can't help but miss

has proved A'^ery successful, the
band show with Al Kvale, Paul
Ash's former first lieutenant, as
conductor, broke all house records

eral days. Mr.
a swing around
fore returning
visit
a number
changes.

on Sunday, the day's box office receipts being almost as much as the
former weekly average at this
house.

Creswell Smith of United Artists,
who has been in Chicago for the
past ten days, was scheduled to return to his New York headquarters
this week. While here Mr. Smith

Floyd Brockell and W. D. Burford were scheduled for a trip to
New York this week and it is understood they are going east for
a conference with Sam Katz.
George Levine, formerly connected witth Warner Brothers,
Minneapolis exchange, is now covering central Illinois for Fox Film
Corporation. Paul C. Johnson of
this company, who formerly was
secretary to Manager Clyde Eckhardt, has been promoted to office
manager.
Manager C. C. Wallace of
United Artists is planning a trade
showing of "Two Arabian Nights"
at the 8th Street Theatre, sonie
time within the next two weeks.
Fred Quimby, short subject sales
manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
has been making his headquarters
at the Chicago exchange for sev-

Charles A. Sappal, president of
the Maceo Amusement Company,
is also taking a little rest doing a
few days' fishing down on the Kissimmee river. Charlie always
brings 'em back too.
Frank H. Young, manager of
the Maceo, Tampa, was the innocent victim in a bad automobile
smash-up this week. Frank was
driving along at a very moderate
rate, when another car dashed
around the corner and smashed head
on into a trolley car. The trolley
pushed
car into
Frank's Frank
Lincoln andthe
damaged
it badly.
was pretty well shaken up but suf
fered no serious injury.
Last week was "Paramount
Week" in Tampa. The Strand and
Tampa featured it in the down town
district, while the Cazin in West
Tampa and the Rivoli in Ybor City,
also played it up.
Mrs. Lillian Beagle, of Atlanta,
has succeeded Mrs. Mabel Ray as
head inspectress at the local Universal exchange. Mrs. Beagle has

Quimby is making
the circle and beto New York will
of the leading ex-

has worked with Manager W^allace
in closing a number of contracts
with important circuits.
Vice-president Jack G. Leo of
Fox Film Corporation, stopped oflf
en route to New York on Sunday
and spent a few hours with Manager Cb'de Eckhardt.
Earl Doebler is handling the publicity for "What Price Glory"
which opened up Saturday at the
redecorated Monroe Theatre to
record breaking business. Herbert
Hoffman has been engaged by Fox
Film Corporation to look after the
publicity and exploitation of "What
Price Glory" "Seventh Heaven"
and "The Loves of Carmen," in
this territory. "Glory," by the way,
opened its eighth day run at the
Terrace, Danville, and reports of

had years of experience, having
served about five years with Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions.
Tom Thornton, who has been
connected with Universal exchange,
has resigned his position as assistant
manager,
to travel for Norman Film
Company.
Among visitors to Jacksonville
exchanges last week were Y. W.
Williams, manager Rodeo Theatre,
Gainesville ; F. E. Williamson, of
Winter Haven and Ed Brown,
booker for E. J. Sparks EnterManager Scotty Chesnutt, of
prises.
Paramount exchange, has been ill
with a cold for a few days.
Frank Dowler, Publix district
manager, is spending this week in
his office.
A. P. Talley, former manager of
the Riverside Theatre, Jacksonville,
left last Monday for West Palm
Beach where he will be manager
of Sparks' new Arcade Theatre.
Publix managers in Florida held

the first three days indicate it will
break all house records.
Western Sales Director Herbel
of Universal was here for a conference with Roy Alexander and
Bill Brumberg this week.
Earl Villars, popular Danville
showman, has returned after an
auto tour of the east which took
him to a number of leading educational centers including Boston.
L. L. Pickard, who is building a
small up to date theatre in New
Rankin, Illinois, will open about
October 1st. It has been planned to
name it the New Rankin, but Mrs.
Pickard having presented the theatre man with an eight pound baby,
the theatre may be named after
the new infant.
Sam Ratus has sold the Palace
Theatre at Qiesterton, Indiana, to
H. L. Cooper and has purchased
the Gem at Hobart, Indiana, from
H. T. Comis.
Marks Brothers have engaged
Manager Faust to take charge at
the Granada, as successor to J. W.
Hill, iwho is now at the Aragon Ball
Room. Mr. Faust was formerly
manager of B & K, the Oriental.

a one day get-to-gether meeting on
Wednesday in Jacksonville. The
program for the day began with
a morning meeting in the Temple
Theatre, followed by a luncheon at
the Carling Hotel. During the
luncheon the visiting guests were
addressed by Mayor John Alsop,
Jr., who is a real showman and a
splendid orator. In the afternoon
three pictures were screened at the
Republic Theatre. "Underworld,"
"Elegie," a new version of "Grass."
Among those attending the convention were ; J. J. Fitzgibbons,
Eastern division manager ; Frank
Dowler, district manager ; W. L.
Whitehead, J. L. Marentette, W.
B. Lloyd, William Booth, Qiarlie
Amos, B. B. Garner, J. B. Carroll,
B. D. Hunter, A. R. Nininger,
George W. Benton, J. J. Judge, T.
W. \Villiams, C. T. Qiapin, Dixon
Williams, Guy Kenimer, Jess Clark,
Jim Newman, S. F. Williamson,
George Peck, Charlie Morrison, J.
N. Treece, A. T. Hays, Charles
Oswald, W. A. Klementz.

San F rancisco
THE
Imperial Theatre, which
under the past Publix Banner
dropped out of the first run class,
regained its position as one of the
city's leading theatres on Sept.
3rd. The new policy will bring pictures from all the producers and a
jazz stage band directed by Hermie
King, one of the founders of jazz
orchestration. Five days prior to
the opening the box office was
closed and a small army of deco-

rators and renovators put to work
on the theatre. Horton Kahn, who
has been connected with the California, Granada and St. Francis
Theatres for the past five years, is
managing the house for West
Coast Theatres, Inc.
Charles E. Kurtzman, manager
of Loew's Warfield Theatre, and
for several years connected with
motion picture houses in this city,
surprised his friends by going to

Reno and returning with his bride.
She is a local girl, whose name formerly was Jean Cauthorn and
whose father is connected with a
local publication. His friends wish
him and his bride a happy life.
A. J. Kennedy, exploiter for First
National in Seattle, was in this city
recently.
C. J. Crowley, Educational salesman, spent his vacation visiting his
parents in Westerly, R. I.

Geo. Boehm recently closed his
local residential theatre. The Rex,
and
sold all his equipment to W.
G. Preddy.
Miss Genevieve Sharbari has
been added to the Metro-GoldwynMayer force and is doing detail
work in the booking department
Mrs. Weiler, billing clerk at
First National, has returned from
Seattle where she was for two
weeks.
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MISS
RENEE
CRAVEN,
manager of the Bond Photo
exchange in Albany, N. Y., for the
past several months, will become
the bride of Edwin S. Young, of
Saugerties, N. Y., proprietor of a
silver fox farm, on October 26, the
marriage ceremony to take place at
All Saints Cathedral in Albany.
Dean Carver will officiate. The
wedding promises to be one of the
most prominent social events of the
fall season in the capital city. The
couple will leave immediately after
the ceremony on a two weeks' motor trip through Canada and in
next May will sail for Europe,
where they will spend several weeks
one of which will include a visit
to Miss Craven's birthplace in England.
When Harry Hellman opens his
new $100,000 theatre in Albany
about October 15, he will use an
organist from the Roxy theatre as
one of the feature attractions. There
will be a $22,000 organ installed in
Mr. Hellman's house and, following the opening, an organist will be
employed from New York City,
according to present plans. Mr.
Hellman and his son spent a portion of last week in New York
City. It has been decided to make
a twenty-cent admission charge, and
for the opening there will be a
first-run feature.
The

Rialto,

in Albany, was

re-

opened last week with Louis Cappa
at the helm. The house will be a
third run.
Among the visitors on Film Row
last week, booking new product,
were Mrs. George M. Briggs, who
operates the Tyler theatre in Pittsfield, Mass., as wll as another
house in Dalton. George Markell,
of the Strand in Pittsfield, was also
in town, as were Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Regan, of Greenwich. The
two "Henrys" of Hudson should
not be forgotten, Messrs Grossmand and Frieder.
Guy Graves is meeting with much
success in Schenectady these days
in the wa}' he is putting things over
at the Wedgeway theatre, where
five acts of vaudeville and a picture are provided for a 25 cent admission. The house is under the
direct management of Frank Breymaier, with Mr. Graves as general
supervisor over all of the Farley
houses. Few of Mr. Graves' friends
know that he was one time one of
the champion bicyclists of New
York state, and competed in many
a race. Mr. Graves was associated
for sixteen years with Proctor's,
before going with the Farley interests.
William E. Benton, of Saratoga
Springs, who has a number of
houses in northern New York, took
exception last week to the assessment made against his Capitol the-

atre in Whitehall. The village
assessors just about doubled the
assessment and Mr. Benton has now
carried the matter into the courts,
asking
ment. for a review of the assessBill Shirley is planning to reopen
the VanCurler in Schenectady the
latter part of this month and announces that he will install a VitaThese are vacation days for
phone.
some of the exhibitors in these
parts. Lew Fischer, of Fort Edward, is back home from several
days spent at the Thousand Islands,
while Exhibitor Carey, of Lee,
ATass., has returned from visiting
friends in Syracuse.
Claude Fish, owner of the
American in Schenectady, is busy
at the present time in superintending the erection of a new marquCe
in front of his theatre as well as a
new lobby floor.
C. H. Buckley, owner of the Leland and the Clinton Square theatres in Albany, will be at the ringside in Oiicago, for the DempseyTunney fight.
Moses Leventhal, who has been
manager of the Majestic, a Schine
house in Utica, and who was formerly connected with the Gaiety,
resigned last week. He has been
succeeded by Lee Bousquette, who
has been with the Schine organization for some time past in Gloversville, and more recently in Malone.

B. N. Griffin runs the Lyceum
theatre in Red Hook. Last week
when the power plant in that village was badly crippled by an electric storm, Mr. Griffin was selected
by the village fathers to serve on
a committee which will supervise
necessary repairs.
Dan Whelau has been installed
as the new doorman at the Strand
in Schenectady, succeeding James
Hogan who has been transferred,
in a like capacity, to the Wedgeway.
W. W. Farley is pretty buSy
these days between his theatre and
politics. The Democratic State
Convention is scheduled to be held
in Albany the latter part of this
month and Mr. Farley will be one
of the prominent ones on hand to
steer matters.
No action was taken last week on
the matter of Sunday movies in
Massena, owing to the absence of
Mayor Hawes.
Sam Aaron, manager of the Regent in Albany, enjoys the distinction of being the only manager in
the city who is also the orchestra.
In other words, Mr. Aaron manages the house and plays the piano.
Tony Veiller manager the Mark
Ritz in Albany. The first show to
be opened by his father. Bayard
Veiller, in twelve years, is scheduled for the Ritz in New York
City. If possible, the son will be
on hand to greet his father on the
opening night.

Atlanta
')-%^:,^pd^^.-:
WITH
thirty cases scheduled
for consideration and final
action, the Atlanta Joint Board of
Arbitration will hold its regular
monthly meeting next Tuesday.
John H. Candler has been appointed general manager of the
Graphic Film Corporation of Atlanta, succeeding Robert B. Strickland, who resigned recently to be
laboratory manager of the Paramount News' plant here.
Frank Harris, general representative of the Harold Lloyd Corporation, spent several days last week
in the Atlanta office of Paramount.
He is making a tour of the South
ern territory, meeting exhibitors
and familiarizing himself with conditions inthis section.
John W. Mangham, Jr., Atlanta
branch manager of Arthur C.
Bromberg Attractions, who has
been in tlie South Georgia and Florida territory for several weeks, is
expected back in Atlanta the first
of next week.
Alex Callen, South Georgia and
South Alabama salesman for Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions, left
early this week for the Qiarlotte
office, where he will be stationed
for a month during the absence of
G. E. Ebersole, North Carolina
salesman, who sailed September 5

for France to attend the American
Legion convention.
Friends of Randall Bryan, At
lanta branch Fox salesman, will
regret to learn of his illness during
the past week. Mr. Byron was in
his Tennessee territory and confined
to his bed in the Austin Hotel under rived
the inphysician's
care. He
Atlanta Thursday
and ar-is

COSTUMES

FOR HIRE

recuperating
in
Clarkston, at
Ga.his brother's home
S. T. Wil.son, R. G. Matthews
and M. Mitchell, Pathe Salesman,
came into the Atlanta office last
Tuesday to attend a sales conference.
J. A. Henley, auditor for First
National, is spending several days
in the Atlanta branch.
W. G. Minder, manager of Tiffany's Atlanta branch, spent last
week in the Alabama territory.
L. P. Austin, Liberty representative, is back from North Georgia.
Hank Hearn, manager of Liberty's Atlanta branch, returned last
week from a lengthy trip in Alabama.
Ira P. Stone, Atlanta branch
salesman for Universal, has been
transferred to Jacksonville branch
in the capacity
of booker
and

assistant to Manager
Lester.

Qiarles P.

W. C. Alexander, Alabama representative of National Theatre
Supply Company, returned to Birmingham the other day with the prediction that this is going to be a
great theatre building season.
Inter-State has assigned a new
musical director, who takes charge
of the Ritz orchestra this month.
The new Ensley Theatre, one of
the Wilby-Kennedy houses, of
which A. V. Summers is manager,
has been playing to crowded houses
since its recent opening.
A new Birmingham theatrical enterprise was announced the past
week. It is Magic Amusement
Company, Inc., of which Frank V.
Merritt is president ; Mrs. L. W.
Hunter, vice-president, and W. S.
Durham, secretary. Mr. Merritt
has long been connected with local
amusements, at present being general manager of the Marvin Wise
Enterprises, which controls the
Empire and other Birmingham
show houses.
It is reported that the Marvin
Wise interests have taken over the
Imperial, Bessemer, Ala., formerly
operated by John E. Merritt.
Recent visitors to Atlanta's film
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

row included A. Douglas, Universal auditor; Carl Cape, of the Colonial theatre, Buford, Ga. ; Mrs.
M. K. Ware, Princess theatre,
Thomson, Ga. ; George Hatcher,
Social theatre, Social Circle, Ga. ;
Victor Fernandez, Italian Club theatre, Ybor City, Fla. ; P. V. Kelly.
Ideal theatre, Ashburn, Ga. ; E. W.
Tolbert, Dixie theatre, Columbus ;
E. F. Boyd, Majestic theatre, Adel,
Ga. ; W. J. Brooks, Dekalb theatre,
Lithonia, Ga. ; Robert Newell,
owner of the Idle Hour theatre,
Monroe, Ga. ; Jas. Freemen, Rialto
theatre. Griffin, Ga. ; H. Brunet
and J. S. Wolfe, Pathe Home
Office; E. C. Hall, Del Rey thea
tre, Del Rey, Fla.; L. A. Steim,
Palace and Douglas theatres of
Valdosta and Macon ; O. C. Lam,
Elite theatre, Rome, Ga., and Hugh
V. Manning, of the Manning and
Wink circuit, Ettowah, Tenn.
Visitors to Birmingham included
John Ezell, Atlanta branch manager for Warner Bros. ; J. B. Francis, Star theatre, Tuscaloosa, Ala. ;
John M. Miller and John M. Johnson, Jasper: Fred M. Jack, assistantlanta
manager
of ;First
exchange
C. L.National's
Peavey, AtAtlanta FB O manager and H. D.
Hearn, of the Atlanta Libertv -Specialty office.
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Strand Theatre in Salisbury, after being remocleled
into an up-to-date house, has reopened to splendid business. This
theatre is under the supervision of
O. R. Brown, of Raleigh.
Otto Haas, owner of the Ottoway
Theatre, Charlotte, N. C, is now
visiting in Gernlany. He expects
to return about October 1st after
having been in his home country
for about two months.
Gus Mitchell of the Imperial
Theatre Newton, and M. F. Schnibben, of the Opera House. Florpnre.
S. C, were visitors along Film
Row this week.
W. P. White, manaser of the
Charlotte branch of the National
Theatre Supoly Company, left
Wednesday for a trip through
South Carolina.
Reynolds Wilbanks, manager of
the Paramount-Famous Lasky Corporation, snent Tuesday in Bladenboro, N. C.
Fd Pearce, who is on the road
handling two specials for M-G-M,
was in town last week.
Fd Heller, who was former
manager for Pathe in this territory, has taken charge of the new
Tiffany office recently opened in
Cliarlotte at 227 iN. Graham Street
THE

Picture

News

South East

The Auditorium Theatre, Winston-Salem, N. C, under the supervision of the Piedmont Amusement
Company, owned by A. F. Sams,
has a new Wurlitzer organ.*
The playhouse Theatre, in Selma,
N. C, operated by C. L. Massey,
has purchased from the Charlotte
branch of the National Theatre a
new pipe organ.
Harry Lucas, formerly of Savannah, Ga., has taken over the
managership of the Charlotte Theatre. The Charlotte is one of the
chain of houses operated by the
Sunset Amusement Company.
Among the visitors to Film Row
this week were L. L. Drake, of
Wadcsboro, George Hendrickson,
of Darlington, S. C, Earl Benbow
and P. A. Boone of Greensboro and
Mount Airy, respectively.
• E. Crowell, former booking manager for Paramount-Famous Lasky
Corporation, has been assigned to
a zone in Eastern North Carolina.
Fred J. Dolle, of Louisville, Ky.,
celebrated his forty-fifth birthday
on September 5th. In 1910 Mr.
Dolle turned his interests into motion picture house possibilities, and
in 1914 took over the management
of the Alamo Theatre soon after
its opening.
He is president of the

Broadway Amusement Enterprises,
president and general manager of
the Fourth Avenue Amusement
Company, and secretary treasurer
of Kirchdorfer-Hutchinson Co. He
is also president of the Louisville
Photoplay Association and president of the Motion Picture Thea
tre Owners of Kentucky. He is a
member of the Knights of Columbus, the Audabon Country Club
and the Elks Club.
Upon his return from New York
late Monday night, Lee L. Goldberg was surprise*! to find that his
new Paige automobile had taken a
tour of Kentucky and Tennessee.
The car was stolen from his garage
the first part of the week, but was
recovered by the police the day before Mr. Goldberg returned.
J. H. Stamper, of the Orpheum
Theatre, Lexington, Ky., made a
visit to Louisville last week to purchase booth equipment.
T. L. Wheelis, manager of the
Savoy Theatre, Princeton, Ky., extended to the high school and
graded school faculty an invitation
to be his guests at the Savoy Theatre Monday evening, September
4th.

City

Camden,

Tenn.,

has

a new pic-

ture show. W. E. Wesson perfected arrangements to use the
Benton County Courthouse, which
assures him of one of the best arranged auditoriums.
The Eastland Theatre. Maysville,
Ky., the Karlton Theatre, at
Whitesburg, Ky., and the Strand
Treatre, Collingwood, Tenn., have
clo.sed down.
Louisville has another new theatre. The Al-Jo Theatre, on Taylor
Boulevard and Longfield Avenue, built by A. Kernstern, opened
Saturday afternoon to large
crowds.
The Princess Theatre, Nashville,
will open its fall season Monday.
The show house with its new interior decorating will present for
the first time continuous daily performances.
Harry Sudekum, manager, announces arrangements with the
Keith headquarters of New York.
In conjunction with the vaudeville
acts a full length feature, a comedy,
new^reel and kindred features will
be shown.
H. G. Salyer, manager of the
Benham Theatre, Benham, Ky.,
was in Louisville the early part of
the v^^^ek.

K ansas
FOR twenty-two of thirty years
which the Orpheum theatre has
been in Kansas City, a large overhanging electric sign, which extends from one side of the street
to the other, spelling "Orpheum,"
has been unmolested by city legislation. This week, however. City
Manager H. F. AlcElroy ordered
Lawrence Lehman, general manager
of the Orpheum and Mainstreet
theatres, to remove the sign, asserting that it violated the city ordinance pertaining to signs and billboards. The sign was hung originally by Martin Lehman, father of
Lawrence Lehman.
For many years Fred Spear
hustled about over the streets of
Kansas City as publicity manager
for various theatres. Finally, after
several years at that capacity he

became assistant manager of the
Orpheum theatre.. This week he received his crowning when he was
informed that he had been made
manager of the theatre. Lawrence
Lehman, former manager, has been
made general manager of the Orpheum and Mainstreet theatres.
The holdings of the C. F. Mensing Amusement Company of
Leavenworth, Kas., have been purchased by Walter Wallace and
"Chuck' Townsend of Leavenworth
from C. F. Mensing. The Orpheum, Lyceum and Strand theatres of Leavenworth were involved
in the deal, the purchase price not
being announced. Both the new
purchasers have been associated
with Mr. Mensing in the operation
of his theatres.
The Gladstone
theatre, Kansas

t/ijufe:,,

THE

equipment of the Anderson Theatre Supply Company,
which was purchased by National
Theatre Supply Company recently,
was moved into the National headquarters last Saturday. C. P. Anderson, head of the Independent
company, will be manager of the
Oklahoma City office of National.
A. G. Smith, whom Mr. Anderson
succeeds, will be in charge of the
National office at Kansas City.
C. E. Truitt's new theatre at
McLean, Texas, will be ready for

City, has re-opened after having
been closed six weeks for repairs
and improvements, which included
a new Polar Air Cooling system
and a Wurlitzer pipe organ.
The Mullikin theatre, Springfield,
Mo., has been re-opened by S. E.
Wilhoit, new owner. H. H. Barrett
has leased the recently built Colonial theatre, Kansas City, for a
period of ten years.
The Liberty Hall theatre, Wathena, Kas., is being redecorated
and improved generally.
The Star theatre, Warrensburg,
Mo., also has closed for redecoration.
Bill Warner, First National
branch manager, was out in the
territory this week.
The
Gayety
theatre,
Kansas

Oklahoma

opening about October 1st, according to latest reports.
Hiram Dunkin is redecorating
and re-equipping the Columbia Theatre at Cushing, Okla., and getting
it ready to open some time the latter part of this month. The Columbia has been closed for .several
There is a rumor to the effect that
J. Binkley, a former manager of
Mr. Dunkins, is putting in another
theatre at Cushing.
C. M. Funk, who has the Royal
Theatre
at Guymon,
Okla., will

City, after several unsuccessful attempts to run pictures, has reopened as a Mutual Burlesque
house.
The Hall theatre, Columbia, Mo.,
has closed for improvements. A
new $12,000 Robert Morton pipe
organ is to be installed in the Regent theatre, Newton, Kas.
C. A. ("Red") Jones, manager of
the Educational branch at Kansas
City, and Russell Borg, assistant
manager, were out in the territory
this week hustling more business.
Mrs. Geneva Berwick, assistant
manager of the Economy Film
Company, was confined to her home
because of illness this week.
Miss Irene Kanather, bookkeeper
for the F. B. O. branch, departed
for a vacation of one week.

City

begin the erection of his new $30,000 theatre at Guymon in the next
two weeks. He has turned the plans
over to the engineering department
of the National Theatre Supply
Company for an 800 seat modern
theatre. This will be thoroughly
up to-date and will- have a large
modern stage.
The Griffith Amusement Company has purchased fifty per cent
of the stock in the three theatres
at Duncan, Okla. This deal was
completed last week and was effec-

tive September 1st. R. F. Wilbern,
who with his associates owned the
Ritz, Palace and Liberty Theatres
at Duncan, will be in charge of all
three theatres under the new reR. E. Griffith is spending a couple
of weeks at Twin Lakes, Colorado,
on a vacation with his family.
gime.
J. A. Mason, F. B. O. Salesman,
has returned home from a local
hospital where he underwent a
minor operation.
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MATTHIAS
RADIN, general
sales manager of Commonwealth Film Corporation, announces
that he has severed his connections
with this company after an association of nearly two years. Although negotiations have been completed on his future affiliations, no
further announcement is forthcoming at the present ime, except that .
he will be connected with one of
the biggest companies in an executive position.
Mr. Radin (better known as
"Matty") has been identified with
the motion picture industry since
1908, and is one of the best known
and best liked men in the business.
He has had a wide and varied experience in the handling of film,
being both an exhibitor and a salesman. He gave up his chain of theatres to join Universal where he
was connected with the Je^vel exchange and later became Supervisor of the Middle West Division.
Mr. Radin later operated the
Radin Picture Corporation which
he owned. He gave this up to join
the Capitol Film Exchange of
which he was part owner. During
this latter affiliation he introduced
Richard Talmadge on the screen,
and was responsible for the splendid publicity campaign that put him
over. Mr. Radin left the Capitol
Exchange to join Commonwealth.
Two more Pathe-De Mille salesmen have moved over to the main
salesroom at 1600 Broadway. They
are Messrs. Kenneth and Osborn,
in the past located on the 17th floor
of the Godfrey Building, 729 7th
Avenue. George Dillon, eastern
district manager, is the only one
who retains his office at the latter
address.
The new theatre under construction at Broadway and Canal street,
New York City, a Kutinsky project
it has been said, is now reported to
have recently changed hands. The
name of the new owner is not disclosed at the present time.

for all time. It is an old theatre
and has been opened and closed a
score of times. Now it is apparently going the way of all tlie old
tiiners.
Barr Brothers have reopened
their Palace theatre, 6th avenue and
56th street, Brooklyn, after that
house has been closed for the better part of the Summer.
Alax Levine, one of the owners
of the Coliseum theatre, 4th Avenue, Brooklyn, has returned to
town after a three weeks' vacation
spent in Chicago.
B. S. Moss' Flatbush theatre
opened for its Fall and Winter season on Labor Day.

Jos. Steinkritz's Regent theatre,
81st street, New York City, is said
to be about ready to close its doors

Jake Miller, the Fox twirler,
pitched a fine game with seven
strikeouts to his credit. Manager

George Gerhauser's Eden theatre, 5th Avenue and 8th St., Brooklyn, has reopened after having undergone a renovation.
Eugene Pulch, partner of Fred
Huebner, owners of the Shore
Road, Dyker and Electra theatres,
has
returned
a three weeks'
vacation
in thefrom
Northwest.
The Art theatre, formerly known
as the Atlantic Playhouse and located at 52nd Street and 6th Avenue, Brooklyn, is to be reopened
this week.
Loew's Metropolitan theatre, in
Brooklyn's downtown theatre section, will have some strong competition since the Keith-Albee opened
with pictures and vaudeville this
last Labor
Day. time
The asAlbee's
starts
the same
that ofshow
the
Metropolitan's
11.30 a. Amusement
m.
Two Consolidated
Company houses opened last week :
the Oxford, a straight picture house
at 183d and Jerome, and the Willis,
a picture and vaudeville theatre,
Willis Avenue, Bronx.
The motion picture baseball
championship was won for the
second successive year by Fox
Films when they clinched their
claim to the 1927 title by defeating the powerful Pathe team by a
7 to 1 score at Protectory Oval on
Saturday.

Ed Freedman of Fox shared hitling honors with his team-mate
Barney Wolf, each making two hits.
Katzofif scored the lone Pathe run
on a single in the last inning b)' J.
Crouse.
The final standing of movie baseball clubs is as follows : Fox, won
9 and lost 1 ; Pathe,- won 6 and lost
3 ; Warner Bros., won 6 and lost
3 ; First National, won 5 and lost
4 ; United Artists, won 2 and lost
8; Consolidated, won 0 and lost 10.
Eugene Zerner, accompanied by
Mrs. Zerner, recently left for a
two weeks' vacation. Mr. Zerner,
who in addition to being an exhibitor is secretary of the Brooklyn Al.
P. T. O., is expected back Monday,
September 19.
Loew's Canal Street Theatre
opened September 8.
Eddie Seider, of the firm of
Seider and Aloley and also connected with the Prudential Film
Delivery, will sign on the dotted
line Saturday, September 17th,
when he will be married to Miss
Clare Mannin. The couple will
spend their honeymoon in Canada.
Mr. Seider, although young in
years, has been identified with the
local film trade for several years.
The bride's home is in the Bronx.
Westchester and the Bronx will
soon have several thousand more
theatre seats when four more
houses at present under construction open their doors. On Allerton
Avenue, near White Plains road
and almost opposite Bolte Bros,
new Burke theatre, a new theatre
is fast nearing completion. It has a
particularly fine location nearby a
subway station and is said to be
ofwned by the former operator of
the Photoplay theatre, 99th street
and 3d Avenue.
Another theatre of 2,500 seats
is going up on Burnside Avenue,
near Rye Avenue. It is rather close
to Loew's Burnside and will probably give the latter some competition.
Jack Steinman's Metro, 183d and
Westchester,
is also about ready

for business. This house, built by
Mr. Steinman and his associates, is
said to be the last word in theatre
construction and has a seating capacity of about 2,000.
The fourth house in the section
named above that is almost completed, is located on Castle Hill
Avenue and is said to be a Cocalis
Miss Sylvia Goodman, who ably
project.the Prudential Film Delivery
assists
in the way of office duties, etc., has
returned from a vacation spent in
the Blue Ridge country.
Milt Kronacher, of the PatheDeMille exchange, has his Fall consignment of Kronacher pencils
which will be given to all deserving exhibitors.
Messrs. Schwartz and Gold have
onened their new Tiffany theatre,
Chester street, Brooklyn. This
house was formerly known as the
New Chester. It has been enlarged
and redecorated.
Another house to be reopened
after extensive repairs, etc., is Lee
Och's Costello theatre. Fort Washington .A.venue and lS9th Street,
New York City.
The Fox tennis team registered
four wins in six tennis matches
with the Pathe racket wielders last
week in an Inter-Chib Tournament.
Merle Johnston, Pathe Champion
player, defeated John Caines of
Fox, 6-1 : 6-1 ; R. H. Simonson,
Fox tennis champion, won from
Bockus of Pathe. 6-2 ; 6-1 ; Jack
Level of Pathe triumphed over his
Fox opponent. 6 4 ; 6-4 : in doubles.
Guy Fowler & Herbert Jaediker of
Fox defeated the Pathe combination, 6-3 : 6-1 ; Harrv Weiner. Fox
Films, won from Jones of Pathe.
6-1: 6-4; and Harlan Gluck, of
Fox, defeated the Pathe representative, Jones.
Richard L. Moss, formerlv of
the Warner Bros. Home Offices,
has been apnointed assistant manager, under J. J. Scholer. managing
director of the Oxford Theatre,
new Bronx house opening this
month.

St. L OUIS
ANOTHER
addition to the F.
B. O. sales staff is John Franconi who formerly was attached to
the F. B. O. office in Memphis,
Tenn.
Max Fader for 10 years contract
clerk for F B O in New York City
has been promoted to office manager of the St. Louis branch, Tom
McKean, local manager has announced.
Out - of - town exhibitors seen
along Picture Row during the week
included Tom Reed, Duquoin, 111. ;
Mrs. I. W. Rodgers, Cairo, 111.;
John Rees, Wellsville, Mo. ; Bob
Cluster, Johnson City, 111.
Helen Marlowe, daughter of
John Marlowe, well known Southern Illinois exhibitor who resides
in Herrin, has entirely recovered
from a recent operation for a throat

ailment, and has come to St. Louis
to attend Fontbonne College, one
of
the leading
Middle
West. girls' schools in the
Tom Ree of Duquoin, 111., has
moved into his liandsome new home
in the leading residential section of
that town. He confessed, however,
that he doesn't sleep any better,
nor do his meals tickle his palate
more pleasinglj' since he moved
into his new domicile.
W. W. Watts the well known
Springfield, 111., has occupied his
new palace on the outskirts of the
Illinois capital.
A. Mercer of Perryville, Mo.,
has taken over the Lyric at Ste.
Genevieve, Mo. His son will be
manager.
The Gayety Theatre, Springfield,
111., operated by W. W. Watts, has

deserted pictures and in the future
will give stock drama shows. Mr.
Watts' other houses, the Princess
and Vaudette will continue to show
Knedler & Spaulding hope to
pictures.
open their new house in Vandalia,
111., within the next few weeks.
Construction has been completed.
Dominick Fresena has taken over
the Rex and Lincoln theatres in
Charleston, 111. The Rex is being
entirely remodeled and will re-open
in October.
J. Clarke, owner of the Mattoon,
Mattoon, III., has purchased a La
Salle automobile.
G. E. McKean, district manager
for Fox Pictures, was under the
weather for several days.
C. E. Penrod, division manager
for F B O, passed through
St.

Louis on his way to New York to
attend a meeting of district manRube Finkelstein of Finkelstein
&agers.
Josephson, Kansas City, stopped
oflf in St. Louis while en route to
Nashville, Tenn.
An involuntary bankruptcy petition has been filed in the United
States District Court in St. Louis,
Mo., against the Lake Ozark Realty
Company, which operates an amusement park near Valley Park, St.
Louis County. The concern was
organized last year with $75,000
capital stock.
R. Wilkinson has resigned from
the local F. B. O. sales staff. He
traveled Northern Illinois. His
place is being filled by Julian King
who formerly was with United
Artists in Oklahoma.

Motion
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September 2, the new theatre, "El Lago," owned by the
Lake Amusement company and located at Thirty-fifth Avenue South
and Lake Street, Minneapolis, was
opened to the public. This is the
fifth in the Lake Amusement company's chain of theatres, four being on Lake Street and one in the
Midway district in St. Paul.
Ill health has forced George
Wiggins to resign as secretary of
the Alinneapolis Film Board of
Trade, a position which he has held
for nearly two and a half years.
Mrs. Mabel Uietz of Indianapolis,
who has just completed a course of
training for the work, will succeed Wiggins.
The Lyceum theatre at Moorhead, Minn., which has been operated for a number of years by William Brown, has just been leased
for a long term to the American
Amusement company, which is affiliated with Finkelstein and Ruben.
E. A. Phillips, who is in charge of
the Fargo interests for American
Amusements, announces that the
seating capacity of the theatre will
be increased from 400 to 600 and
that about $15,000 will be spent
ON

in altering and redocorating the
theatre. A new canopy and enlarged lobby will be included.
Chas. Lee Hyde of Pierre, S. D.,
has purchased the motion picture
theatre at Oneida and is planning
a number of alterations for the
theatre, which has been renamed
the Crystal. A second machine has
been added to the booth. This is
the first of a number of theatres
which Hyde is said to be planning
to purchase, his goal being a chain
of not less than ten theatres.
The new Falls theatre at River
Falls, Wis., which has been erected
by the Miner Amusement company,
was opened August 29th with a
delegation from the leading Minneapolis film exchanges present.
There are 467 seats in the theatre,
which has for its only opposition
the Princess, a smaller house operated by Ben Rosenberg.
The Minneapolis M-G-M branch
employes held their annual picnic
the last Saturday in August at
Orchard Lake, about 30 miles from
Minneapolis.
H. A. Drummond, who owns the
Princess and Lyceum theatres in
Thief River Falls, Minn., reports

that the show business slowed up
considerably the last part of
August when heavj' frost did
noticeable
dainage to crops in that
vicinity.
It is rumored that either F & R
or the affiliated company, American
Amusements, is to erect a new theatre in Fergus Falls, Mimi. At
present the McCarthy interests
operate all theatres there without
Motion pictures are again being
opposition.
shown at the M. B. A. lodge hall
in Rolls, N. D., every ♦Saturday
night by Bruce McPherson.
Ben Friedman, head of the American Amusement company, announces that work on the New
Broadway theatre in Albert Lea,
Minn., is progressing rapidly and
it is expected that the theatre will
be ready for the opening about the
last of the month.
A motion picture theatre has been
opened by Albert Johnson and
Arthur Oleson in the D. B. S. hall
at Askov, Minn. At present pictures will only be shown on Friday
evenings, but if business warrants
two shows a week will be given.
Plans for the erection of a new
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motion picture theatre at Mayville,
N. D., have been completed by
Charles Tolan. Construction will
begin
soon.
According
to H. L. Horton, the
new proprietor
of the Princess
atre at Lake Preston,
S. D., thethat
theatre is to be completely repaired
and redecorated ready for the fall
season.
The Community theatre at Burke,
S. D., has been sold by Hogrefe
and Quinn to M. Gehlsen, who recently disposed of the Moon theatre at Spencer, Neb.
Because of poor business the Lyceum theatre at Carpio, N. D., has
been forced to close. T. M. Morrissey, operator of the Lyceum at
Donnybrook, N. D., plans to reopen the Carpio theatre about the
first of October.
George McAIillan, who recently
lost his lease on the old Gem theatre and Opera House at McVille,
N. D., is building a new and upto-date theatre there. The new
building, which will be of fire proof
construction and have a seating
capacity of 300, is expected to be
ready for opening about the 15th
of October.

Central Penn
THE
bureau of Mines of the
United States Department of
Commerce on September 6 sent M.
F. Leopold, safety engineer, accompanied byWilliam F. Ahbe and
12 motion picture artists, to Oil
City, Pa., to film scenes pertaining
to the oil industry. The picture to
be produced is to be of six reels
and will be a complete picturization
of the industry from the inception,
including the striking of oil in the
first well to incidents of the present
day.
John Marinos has bought the
Globe theatre, Nanticoke, from Anthony F. Block.
The sale of another small theatre, just reported, is that of the
New Ridge photoplay house, Allentown, which has been bought for
$25,000 from Alfred Bibighaus by
M. H. Young. The new owner has
remodeled the house which he reopened on September L
Managers of more than a score
of theatres in the chain operated
throughout the country by the
Harris
Amusement
Company,
of

Pittsburgh, joined in sending congratulations and floral tributes to
M. J. Boyle, manager of the Majestic Theatre, Johnstown, which
reopened on Labor Day under Harris control, and which is now known
as the Harris-Majestic.
The recent negotiations that
brought about an adjustment of the
wage dispute between the picture
theatres of Harrisburg and the
members of the stage hands' and
projectionists' union, were conducted inbehalf of the employes by
Lawrence J. Katz, of Harrisburg,
secretary-treasurer of the union for
the district consisting of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia and District
of Columbia, and by the officers of
Harrisburg Local, No. 98, who are :
Arthur Cobb, president; William
S. McKay, Jr., secretary, and W.
A. Davis and Horace Gladfelter,
business agents.
E. Lyle Trenchard, manager of
the Grand theatre, operated by the
Stanley interests in Lancaster,
spent a two weeks' vacation cruis-

ing along the Atlantic coast in a
motorboat. He was accompanied by
his brother.
Mrs. George W. Vint, wife of
the manager of the Grand and Capitol theatres, Harrisburg, accompanied by her daughter. Miss Edith
Vint, sailed from New York City
on September 3, on board the
steamship Laconia, to spend several
months with relatives in England.
Captain John Brackbill Peoples,
pioneer motion picture exhibitor of
Lancaster, is dead at the age of
64. He conducted a number of
amusement parks in various parts
of Lancaster county, during his
young manhood, and later opened a
Penny Arcade in what is now the
heart of Lancaster's theatre district.
He was a warm personal friend of
the late motion picture producer,
Sigmund Lubin, of Philadelphia,
who induced Mr. Peoples to change
the arcade into a picture theatre.
This he did and the theatre today
is the Scenic, one of the largest in
Lancaster. Mr. Peoples was manager of the roof garden
on the

first Woolworth Building, which
was constructed by Frank W.
Woolworth whose first five and ten
cent store business venture was in
Lancaster.
George Fry, recently employed at
the Crystal ball room. White Rose
Park, York, has been appointed
doorman at the Strand theatre in
that city. He succeeds Chaster
Jones, resigned.
Cleon Miller, manager, has returned to the Capitol theatre, Lantion trip.caster, following a summer vacaThe funeral of John Harris, 81,
pioneer Pittsburgh motion picture
exhibitor, and founder of the big
Harris Amusement Company, took
place in Pittsburgh on September
5, a few hours after the death of
Marcus Loew, picture magnate, occurred in Glen Cove, L. I. Burial
was in Calvary Cemetery.
The Majestic theatre, Williamsport, announced that beginning the
week of September 12 showings
will be continuous from 1 p. m. to
lip. m. on Saturdays and holidays.

Pluladelpliia
WORD
has been received from
Brussels of the death of J.
Fred Hartman, for many years active in the theatrical and motion
picture industry in Philadelphia and
for the past few years private secretary for Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, who has large holdings in
the Stanley Company. Mr. Hartman, who was 64, left in July with
his wife for a tour through Europe

and while there was taken ill and
died before he could return to this
country. Tom Dougherty, former
manager of the Jumbo Theatre,
will probably succeed Mr. Hartman
tary.
as Mr. Nirdlinger's private secreSam Nirdlinger, manager of the
Garrick Theatre and a son of Fred
G. Nixon-Nirdlinger, has returned
to Philadelphia from a trip abroad

and has resumed his duties as manager of the Garrick Theatre.
Elaborate preparations are now
being made by the Stanley Company
of America for the opening of
"The King of Kings" at the Aldine
on October 3, 1927. The special
feature booked for the Stanley
Theatre the week of September
26th is the Russian Paveley-Oukrainsky Ballet.

Jack Rosenthal, who for many
years has been connected with the
Franklin Theatre Company, is now
acting as general manager of the
affairs of the recently-formed
Equity Theatres Corporation, which
includes a chain of about 25 houses.
Mr. Rosenthal has his office in the
Schaflf Building, at 15th & Race

Sts.
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Proposed
Construction
of New Theatres
ILLINOIS
East St. Louis — Owr^er, Harry Redmon.
Architects, Boler Bros. Co. Five stories. Plans
not yet completed.
Name, Majestic.
Park Ridge — Owner, Wm. H. Malone.
Architects, Cook & McCaughey. Two stories,
includes theatre, stores, .^hops, bowling alleys,
billiard hall and ball room. Seating capacity,
2,400. Cost, §450,000. Location, Prospect and
Park Aves.
To be completed in Fall.
INDIANA
Ehvood — Owner, Frank J. Rembusch, Shelby\Mlle. Seating capacity, 1,200. Contract
awarded to R. D. Smith, of Greentown.
Indianapolis — Owner, Albert B. Heady.
Brick. Seating capacity, 700. Cost about |75,000. Location 10th St. and Bosart Ave. Name,
Eastland.
To be completed in August.
Indianapolis — Owners, Fox Film Corp. Seating capacity, 5,000. 180 x 274. Location, Illinois St. and Kentucky Ave. Work to start
after Sept. \.
Muncie — Owners, Geo. S. Challis. Fireproof
building, to include theatre, ballroom and basement skating rink. Seating capacity, 2,300.
Cost, $750,000. Location, Jefferson and Adams
Sts. Construction to Start Sept. 1.
Plainfield— Owner, L. AI. Prewitt. Contracts
for steel, brick and excavating have been let.
Tell City — Contract let to Hess Construction
Co. Gray stucco with red tile trim. 105 x 40.
Seating capacity, 600. Fireproof. Cost, §12,000. Name, Irvin. Location, Washington St.
IOWA
Dubuque — Owners, Rosenthal Theatre Corp.
Theatre, hotel and business bldg. Seatmg capacity, 2,000. Location, Iowa St. To be completed in a year.
Grinnel — Theatre planned by St'-and Theatre
Co. Other details unknown.
NEBRASKA
Grand Island — Owners, World Realty Co.,
Omaha. Architect, J. T. Allan, of Omaha.
Cost, $150,000. Seating capacity, 1,500. 88 x
140.
PENNSYLVANIA
Chester — Owner, Stanley Co. of America.
Cost, $1,000,000. Location, 69th St. and Ashby
Road.
No construction plans.
Philadelphia — Owner, Frankford Amusement
Co. Seating capacity, 3,200. Location, Oxford
Circle and Roosevelt Boulevard. Name. Circle.
To open in about a year.
Philadelphia — Owner, Stanley Co. of America. Seating capacity, 5,000. Cost, $5,000,000.
Location, 20th and Market Sts. Ground broken.
Wilkesbarre — Owner, Comerford Amusement
Co., Scranton, Pa. Location, Dilley St. and
Wyoming Ave.
Work to begin June 1st.
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga — Promoters, Abe Solomon and
Sam Borisky.
Location, McCallie and Willow
Sts. Ground broken.
TEXAS
Broimsville — Owner, John J. Fanning. Theatre bldg. Cost, $200,000.
VIRGINIA
Richmond — Owner, Loew's, Inc., N. Y. City.
Architect, J. Eberson, N. Y. City. Type, brick,
steel and stone, reinforced concrete, plain foundation, elevators. Cost, $1,300,000. Location,
6th and Grace Sts. Noted April 2d.
WASHINGTON
Seattle — Owner, J. W. Brattam. Architect,
O. F. Nelson. Type, theatre, store, office and
apartment bldg. Seating capacity, 1,250. Fireproof. Location, 85th St. and Greenwood Ave.
Bids will be called on or about fune 1st.

All Ready for S. M. P. E.
Fall Meeting
Will

Be

Held at Lake Placid, N. Y., Sept.
Interesting Program Announced

to
appears
LLY s everyth
TICA
PRACbe
meeting
for theingFall
in readines
of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, which will be held September
26-29, 1927, at the Whiteface Inn, located
three miles from Lake Placid, N. Y.
Good automobile roads lead right up to
the Inn but when driving from the west
via Watertown, N. Y., don't fail to take
the St. Regis cutoff to Paul Smith's. When
driving north through Saratoga, take the
Chapel Pond road about twenty miles north
of Schroon Lake. This leads through
Keane and Keene Valley, past the Cascade
Lakes and is about twenty miles shorter
than the road via upper Jay; furthermore,
it leads through what is considered to be
the finest section of the Adirondacks.
Although it is not possible to announce
in advance, a detailed program of aiTangements with ample diversion will be provided. In the way of entei-tainment for
ladies, Mrs. Theiss will arrange card
parties, a boat trip around the lake, a hike,
a visit to the well known Lake Placid Club,
etc. There will also be dancing.
A special Movietone demonstration will
be given Monday evening by the Fox-Case
Corporation, and the Society feels that it
is extremely fortunate in being able to secure this interesting entertainment.
Those in charge of arrangements are : J.
I. Crabtree, chairman; William C. Hubbard
and H. T. Cowling, reception; Mrs. J. H.
Theiss, hostess; W. C. Kunzman and L. S.
Cozzens, registration; Max Meyer, entertainment; J. C. Kroesen, golf and sports;
P. A. McGuire, press ; G. E. Matthews, bulletin and announcements; C. E. Ives,
trade exhibits, and E. I. Sponable Avill attend to projection.
The program follows :
Mondav, September 26; 9:30, Registration; 10:30, Presidential Address by W. B.
Cook, Kodascope Libraries, Inc., New York,
X. Y.; New Business; Report of Arrangements, Papers, Publicity and Advertising,
and Membership Committees ; ' ' Report of
Progress in the Motion Picture Industry"
by Carl E. Egeler, National Lamp Works,
Cleveland, Ohio; "An Exhibitor's Problems in 1927" by Eric T. Clarke, Director
Eastman Theatre, Rochester, N. Y. ; "Micro-Cinematography inMedical Research"
by N. Rosenberger, Rockefeller Institute,
New York, N. Y.
12:30, Luncheon; 2:00, Papers: "Some
Psychological A.spects of Color Motion Pictures" by L. T. Troland, Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., Boston, Mass.; "Some
Technical Aspects of the Movietone" by E.
I. Sponable, Technical Directors, Fox-Case
Corp., New York, N. Y. ; "The Requirements of Correct Reproduction in the
Recording of Sound Motion Pictures" by
A. C. Hardy, Professor of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; "The Use
of Tachometers in Motion Picture Work"
by N. M. Trapnell, Weston Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J. ; 7 :00, Get-Together Dinner; 8:00, Motion picture entertainment in the Wigwajn.
Ladies
and

26-29;

friends are cordially invited. Movietone
demonstration. Courtesy Fox-Case Corp.,
XcAV I'ork, N. Y. ; Dancing afterwards.
Tuesday, September 27 : 9 :30, Papers :
"Experiments with Various Light Sources
and Panchromatic Emulsions" by A. C.
Downes, National Carbon Co., Cleveland,
Ohio ; Report of Standards and Nomenclature Committee; Announcements of now
apparatus by the following manufacturers :
Brenkert Light Projection Company, Detroit, Mich. ; Dworsky Film Machine Corporation, New York, N. Y. ; Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y. ; Edison Lamp
Works, Harrison, N. J. ; Hortner Electric
Company, Cleveland, Ohio; International
Projector Coi-poration, New York, N. Y. ;
Victor Animatograph Company, New York,
N. Y.
The above and other apparatus will be on
exhibition during the convention.
Open Forum — questions and suggestions
are invited regarding the welfare of the
Society and the motion picture industry.
12:30, Luncheon; 2:00, See program of
an-angements and bulletin board_ notices.
Wednesday, September 28 : 9 :3'0, Papers :
"Why Expert Knowledge and High Grade
Intelligence Is Essential in the Projection
Room" by F. H. Richardson, Moving Picture World, New York, N. Y.;(a) "An Improved Type of Arc Illumination and Condenser System for Motion Picture Projection;" (b) "Framing the Projected Picture
with Colored Bordere" by L. M. Townsend,
Supervisor of Projection, Eastman Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. "A Few Practical Needs
in the Field of Projection" by Arthur
Gray, Supervisor of Propection, Lancaster Theatre, Boston, Mass. "Some
Improvements in Laboratory Practice" by
V. A. Stewart, Fox Film Corporation, New
York, N. Y. "Lubrication of Motion Picture Film" by J. I. Crabtree and C. E. Ives,
Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
12 :30 : Luncheon ; 2 :00, Papers : " An Experiment inthe Development of Class Room
Films" by T. E. Finegan, Eastman Kod.ik
Company, Rochester, N. Y. "The Needs
of Trick Photographer" by Fred Waller,
Dolphin, Akwa Skee Company, Huntington,
N. Y. "Animated Technical DraAving" by
J. A. Norling, Loueks & Norling, Inc., New
Y^ork, N. Y. "Factors Affecting the Contrast of a Lens Image in the Motion Picture
Camera" by C. Tuttle, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y. " Narrow Casting ' ' by J. B. Taylor,
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.
Y. ; 7:00, Banqueit. Speaker to be announced later. Dancing afterwards.
Thursday, September 29: 9:30, Papers:
"Some Improvements in Laboratory Apparatus" by R. C. Hubbard, Consolidated
Film Industries, Inc., New York, N. Y.
"Acoustics in Motion Picture Theatres "
by F. R. Watson, University of Illinois.
"The Swelling and Shrinkage of Gelatin on
Processing Motion Picture Film" by S. E.
Sheppard, Research Laboratory, Eastman
(^Continued on page 944)
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Inquiries and
Comments
Present Limits of Screen Illumination
may be surprising to learn that
the limits of screen illumination
with the light sources at present
available have by no means been
reached and there is still room
for improvement in this respect.
Whether increased intensity of screen illumination over what is now being obtained
can be had in an economical manner is another question which must be answered in
the future and the answer, in turn, will
depend upon the trend of future construction.
One of the main conditions which necessitated the use of powerful projector systems in the early type of de luxe theatre
was the long throw, or projection distance,
which varied from 140 feet to 170 feet,
often going as high as 200 feet.
5^^^T

Trend Toivard Shorter Throws
The trend, in the modern de luxe house,
is toward somewhat reduced projection distances and extreme widths; the width in
some of the latest theatres being nearly
equal to the length.
Since the intensity of screen illumination
varies inversely as the square of the projection distance, even a slight reduction in
the throw raised the screen intensity considerably so that for the same picture
brightness it was not necessary to try to
work the projector system to the limit of
its capacity.
To offset this favorable condition, however, the level of illumination over the interior of the auditorium began to creep upward since colored illumination effects and
a low intensity of general illumination came
to be used in these super houses.
Wliatcvcr saving was effected bv shorten-

ing the projection distance, therefore, was
lost as a result of this general illumination
inside the theatre. There were no tears shed
because of this, however, since the patrons,
especially under these new conditions, have
less trouble in finding vacant seats and occupying them than is the case in an utterly
dark house.
As the level of general illumination in
the theatre creeps ever upward, some concern is naturally felt over the ability of
present projector systems to cojje with this
condition and offset it by again raising the
screen intensity.
Efforts along these lines have already
been made with but a limited measure of
success for the reason that the persons
making the effort did not know exactly what
1 liey were doing.

Higher Intensities

Possible

There is every indication for believing
that screen intensities higher than those
now being obtained can be had by using
the sources now available, since, especially
in the case of the high intensity arc, there
are certain discrepancies bet'Ween intensity
values as obtained and those which a study
of the problem indicates should be obtained.
Brightness measurements on all three
types of light sources now used for the
projection of motion pictures have been
made and have been published a number of
times. According to the tests already made,
the Mazda lamp for "movie" projection is
credited with a brightness of, roughly, 18,000 candlepower per square inch; the low
intensity arc Avith better than 100,000 c.p.
per sq. in.; and an average value of,
roughly, 300,000 c.p. per sq. in. has been
assigned to the high intensity arc.
The Mazda lamp system of projection,
particularly, has been thoroughly tested and
developed and the results it is capable of
producing upon the screen are quite well
known. These tests have verified theory to
such an extent that it is possible to accurately calculate what screen illumination
can be obtained under any given set of conditions without the necessity of testing the
system photometrically.

Now, when this same theory is applied
to the low intensity and high intensity arcs,
we find that the indicated results are considerably higher than those actually being
obtained, which means that cither the
brightness figures of these two sources are
capable of producing screen results better
than those ordinarily obtained in practice.
In the table below are given the calculated screen intensities for the various types
of light sources and the optic systems used
with them. The screen intensities are calculated for projection distances from 70 to
200 feet and are given in foot-candles.
The basis of calculation in each case is
that a half size projection lens of the proper focal length is entirely filled with light,
so that each system is working at its fullest capacity. It is also assumed that the
tionary.
screen is blank and that the shutter is staThus, we see that for a projection distance of 100 feet the upper limit for the
high intensity ai'C with condensers should
be 80 foot-candles; for the same lamp with
mirror arc, 83 foot-candles ; for the low intensity lamp with condensers, 28 foot-candles; for the low intensity lamp with mirror
arc, 28 foot-candles; and for Mazda, 4 footcandles.

Results

Not

as Shoivn

Needless to say, the intensities for all the
systems except the Mazda lamp are not
now being obtained in theatres, so that
there seems to be room for some improvement— assuming, of course, that the brightness figui'es as given out are correct.
There is also the probability that on the
shorter projection distances it is not possible to completely fill with light a half size
projection lens which Avould act to lower
the extremely high intensities shown for
these throws.
This much is tme : that the intensities
/J check up with
shown for the Mazda lamp
what is obtained in practice, so that if other
things do not act to prevent it, the same
(Continued on page 945)
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Clearly Reflected
' at the box-office
If your patrons are enjoying faultless
screen quality you are projecting prints
on Eastman Positive made from originals
on Eastman Negative.
Always specify Eastman prints, and
look for the words ^^Eastman Kodak'' in
the transparent margin. For Eastman
screen quality is clearly reflected at the
box-office.

EASTMAN

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COMPANY
N. Y.
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Rovner
& Handel
Open
House at Westmo'nt
New
Rovner & Handel, operating a chain of

theatres in Camden and the Western part
of New Jersey, recently opened a new theatre at Westnwnt. The total expendit'ire
was approximately $400,000. The theatre
has a seating capacity of 800 and parking
privileges for 800 cars are available.

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation
for

THE
FALLY
MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
1579 Broadway, New York City

STOCK

PROGRAMS

PROGRAM

COVERS
For

Moving Picture Houses
.loseph Hoover & Sons Company
M.iikcl

»

and

49fh

Sts.,

Philndelphia,

Pa.

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
18,138 U. S. THEATRES SHOWING PICTURES

Under 260 seats, 30%: under SOO, 70%; under 800, 85%:
over 800, 15%.
The most economical method of reaching theatres Is our
ADDRESSING SEUVICi:. $4 00 PER M UP. LIbU If
desired. 30 to R0% saved In postase. etc.. throuKh elimination of dead and duplicate theatres usually listed. Lists of
Producers. Distributors and Supply Dealers
MULTIGRAPHING— MIMEOGRAPHING
FOLDING — ENCLOSING — MAILING
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
719 Sixth Ave. at 41st St.
New York Clt7
Phone, Pennsy
7484-7485
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LAKGE crowds attended the opening of
the
Enslev Theatre
Theatre at
at Ensley,
Knslev. Ala.,
Ala
nn
the Ensley
on
Monday, Aug. 29. Built at a cost of $85,000,
this new motion picture house, one of the
handsomest suburban theatres in this section, is sponsored by the Wilby-Kennedy
interests. No expense was spared to make
it an outstanding exabiple of theatre architecture and comfort.
•
Located at Avenue E and 20th Street,
one of the most accessible and convenient
s{)ots in Ensley, the theatre is a model of
symmetry, of Spanish type, graceful and
impressive. A. V. Summers, one of the
most popular showmen in the South, is
manager.
Forming the southwest corner of the theatre is a huge tower of Spanish-Moorish
type in bright colors. The front is finished
Avith a red tile roof and cozy -windows with
shutters are a part of the projection room.
A steel marquee with interchangeable signs
on each end and "Ensley Theatre" on the
front, with many colored lamps, adds to
the attractiveness of the front.
The entrance on 20th Street, which leads
to the section reserved for colored patrons,
also has its marquee and electric signs.
Iridescent lights on the interior of the
tower flash off and on, illuminating the
tower in first one color and then another.
Three distinct types of lobbies make the
entrance to the theatre a most unique one.
The first lobby has the box-office and lobby
display frames done in highly colored willow. The second lobby is of Moorish design,
having a beautiful dome ceiling which is
high lighted to give a cool and pleasing
effect, while the innermost lobby is the
beauty spot of the theatre.
A fountain, which sprays water from a
lion's head and -with gold fish in the basin,
is the center of attraction. MiiTored walls
with Spanish designs make the room really
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Wilby- Kennedy
Circuit Open
New Theatre at Ensley, Ala.
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beautiful. The auditorium is a revelation
of decorative art. The pilasters have been
treated in a walnut with stencils in bright
colors predominating. The pilasters continue across the ceiling and down the far
wall, giving an old Itadian effect of logs
j>laeed across the ceiling.
The proscenium arch is made up of a
shaft of fruits done in their natural colors,
while basket-work of gold fonns the grill
for the organ. The theatre is well equipped
in every department, a feature being the
music, which is supplied by one of the latest
t\T>es of Robert IMorton organs. The ventilating system is Arctic Nu-Air.
The Ensley has a seating capacity of 863
— 688 in the main floor and a colored gallery
wdth 175 seats. The new house is one of a
chain of theatres operated in Alabama,
Georgia and North Carolina by the WilbyKennedy interests. It will draw its patronage from Ensley, Wylam and Fairfield, according to Manager Summers.

I All Ready
for g^^^^^j
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Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. "The
Structure of the Motion Picture Industry"
by William A. Johnston, Motion Picture
News, New York, N. Y. "Continuous
Silver Recovery from Fixing Solutions" ]>y
K. Hickman, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Gompanv, Rochester, N. Y.
12:30, Luncheon. 2:00, Pajjers : "The
Tungsten Situation in the Studio" by Peter
Mole, Mole-Richardson Corporation, Hollywood, Calif. "A Motion Picture Densiiometer" by J. G. Capstaff and R. A. Purdy,
Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. (a) "Some Camera
Pull-Down Mechanisms." (b) "A Spring
Driven 35 mm. Hand Camera" by A. S.
Newman, Newman-Sinclair, Inc., London,
England, (a) " Oil Spots on IMotion Picture
Films" by G. E. Matthews and J. I. Crabtree, Research Laboratory, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y. (b) "Note on a
Trial and EiTor Method of Preparing a
Motion Picture Sensitometer Tablet ' ' by C.
E. Ives and J. I. Crabtree, Reseai-ch Laboratory, Eastman Kodak Companv, Rochester, N. Y.
Butterfield Schedules 3 for October
The three new Butterfield houses sciicduled to open in October are the Ready at
Niles, Michigan, the Grand Theatre at
Grand Haven, and the State at East L;i,nsing. Opening dates will be announced in
the near future. Construction M'ork on Butterfield's Michigan Theatre at Ann iVi'bor
and Capitol Theatre at Flint is progressing
rapidly.
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Charter Granted for New
Virginia Theatre
The State Corporation Conmiission has
granted a charter to the Xewport Development Corporation for the erection of a one
thousand seat motion picture theatre -n-hich
will be located in Colonial Place, one of the
most attractive residential sections of Norfolk.
The company is headed by W. S. Wilder,
now in the motion picture producing business and Tidewater representative of the
International Newsreel Corporation. Mr.
Wilder, who for more than eighteen years
was connected with the Wells Amusement
Company in a managerial capacity, is a
showman of wide experience. Prior to the
sale of the Wells Interests to the Wilmer
and Vincent Corporation, he directed the
destinies of several of the biggest and best
houses in Norfolk, and Richmond. The theatre, which is t-o be known as the "Newport," will be of most attractive design,
according to the plans which have been submitted by a well-known firm of theatre
architects. Contracts for the building, which
will be of fireproof construction, call for
the completion of the structure January
1st, 1928.

Equipment
Manufacturers
Report Steady Demand
Equipment manufacturers continue to report a steady demand for their product,
which serves to prove to the contrary a few
rumored remarks forecasting a slight falling off in theatre building and general accessory trade for the 1927-28 season.
A recent communication from the Marr &

Colton Organ Company lists eleven sales
and installations of their instruments, while
the Vallen Electric Company, manufacturers of stage equipment, report that thirty
more houses have adopted their curtain controls and other stage devices.
These installations by no means are confined to any one or two sections of the
States but are well scattered through the
entire country and number some of the most
prominent theatres and theatre circuits in
the motion picture industry.
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method of calculation should also apply to
the other sources of light.
In further support of this, there are
strong indications that the high intensity
lamp with condensers is not being worked
to capacity, since the largest carbon developed so far, for motion picture projection,
is the 16 mm. size.
This same lamp when used on the mirror
arc principle on 60 amperes, gives considerably less illumination than would be expected of it and at least one manufacturer
of this type of lamp claims that it will
equal only the 120 ampere size of high intensity lamp with condensei-s.
Everji;hing considered, there seems to be
more than a strong chance of obtaining
higher screen intensities Avith present
sources. The question is, ^v\\\ such high illumination intensities be required in the future ?

T^e HENNEGAN Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Novelty Scenic Studios
340 West 4 1st Street
New York City
CONTINUALLY
DEVELOP
NEW
AND
NOVEL
IDEAS

DRAPERIES
MOTION
PICTURE SETTINGS
jOY PRESENTATION SETTINGS
SCENERY

A WHOLE

BUILDING WITH EXPERTS IN EACH DEPARTMENT DEVOTED TO THIS WORK

LET US SUBMIT IDEAS
AND ESTIMATE ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Novelty Scenic Studios

Motion
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"The

Chinese
Parrot" — Universal, London, England
Daily Mail : "Film full of suspense. Packed with clever touches
which raise it far above level of ordinary screen thrillers- Sojin a
marvelous actor."
film Renter: "Undoubtedly the
finest mystery drama produced.
Abounding in thrills. Ingeniously
presented with the aid of astounding photographic effects. No hesitation in recommending this to
every class of showman.
Faulkner's Film Review: ' 'Sound
mystery drama. Highest form of
screen entertainment.
Marvelous."
Neivs World : "Amazingly weird
mystery play. Extraordinarily able
character actor in Sojin. One of
the few pictures which really carries out its preliminary promise in
thrills."
Manchester Guardian : "Noteworthy. Ranking second to none.
Leni a genius for mystery dramas.
Bioscope: "Melodramatic mystery story with popular appeal.
Amazingly well acted. Produced
with originality and spectacular
effects. Will interest any audience."
Cinema : "A combination of direction, photography, staging, acting rarely excelled in any country.
Most original, entertaining, mystery melodrama ever made."
Westminster Gazette : "At last
a real thriller. Weird, enthralling,
masterful production. Acted in a
masterful manner."
"Lost at the Front" — First National, Fenway, Boston
Traz'clcr : "A war comedy that
is really entirely different. . . . Kept
the audience in an uproar. Lively
entertainment."
Advertiser: "Both stars are irresistibly funny. The film keeps
on its steady course of hilarious
inanity and is immensely mirthprovoking. It is absurd, impossible
— and funny."
Post : "Something different and
novel in war comedies. The laughs
are plentiful, it has a real plot and
the locale is new. Side-splitting
episodes. Alurray and Sidney make
a comical team. From the amount
of laughs, the picture could be
called a militarv 'McFadden's
"
Flats.'
Globe : "In 'Lost at the Front,'
the funny war photoplay, the
laughs arc plentiful, it has a good
plot and boasts two popular comedians. Audience delighted."
American : "Fulfils every
comedy requirement. The laughs
are hysterical."
"Mockery" New
— M-G-M,
York

Capitol,

World: "An effective, wellacted, interesting picture. . . .
Chaney's portrayal of the halfbaked brain struggling for comprehension but falling back into its
slough of hopeless stupidity and
misery is one of the best things he
has done."
Telegraph : "Excellent acting.
Melodrama will please Chancy
enthusiasts."
Nezvs : "Something interesting
in character study. ... a noteworthy piece of filmery."

Journal: "The role of Sergei,
a rural derelict with a hare-lip,
gives Lon Chaney an excellent
vehicle for his unique talent.
Barbara Bedford gives a thrilling
performance as a patriotic Russian
countess. The picture in general
shows every evidence of wise direction. Suspense in many of the
major situations is unusually well
maintained."
Graphic : "Qianey's brilliant flair
for make-up has good expression
in the character Sergei. . . . Careful directing and good acting."
Mirror : "Such are the strange
and unique talents of Lon Chaney
that he must have an unusual story
in order to display them. Chanev
is a Russian peasant — dull, animallike. Barbara Bedford is lovely.
Complete the comment with credit
to Charles Puffy, Ricardo Cortez
and Mack Swain."
"Twelve

MilesBoston
Out" — M-G-M,

Globe : "Stirring screen story of
love and strife. Plenty of love interest, but is in the main a tale of
bloodthirsty adventure. . . . The
picture has much to commend it,
and is a praiseworthy attempt to
show the workings of the rum-running profession. Unless one sees
this thrilling picture with its scenes
of lawlessness, its splendid acting
and remarkable cast, one cannot
realize fully why John Gilbert and
Ernest Torrence are rated so high
as red-blooded actors."
American: "Much better, though
quite different from original. . . .
During its six or seven lawless
though lively chapters John Gilbert
and Ernest Torrence rag each
other with the gay abandon of a
knockout comedy team, and near
the finish fall to fighting with the
fierceness of a pair of alley cats.
In a word, 'Twelve Miles Out' is
highly satisfactory entertainment.
_. . . You might go so far as to call
it an 'epic' of the bootlegger."
Post: "Full of action and interHerald : "This photoplay is built
of solid plot substance. ... A
good rollicking drama. It starts
off merrilv and grows graceest."
fullTraveler:
v. ..." "Fast and furious.
. . . John Gilbert has another
good motion picture to his credit.
. . . Uses up several reels. These
reels are amusing. Gilbert is delightful. . . . Torrence gives another of his perfect character
studies. Joan Crawford plays with
sincerity and warmth. The titles
by Joe Farnum are riotous."
"Adam

and Evil" — M-G-M, Los
Angeles
Times: "'Adam and Evil,' at
the Capitol, has scored beyond the
degree expected of an intimate
cornedy. Lest that be thought
equivocal praise, let it be known
that it is a hit of the first water.
The laughter heard in the theatre
has been far from intimate — it has
been cyclonic. Story, direction,
acting and titles are united with
such success that it is difficult to
place one element ahead of the
rest.
Certain it is that the com-

bination of Lew Cody and Aileen
Pringle in domestic farce is one
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's happiest inspirations, and the individual
responsible for the idea should be
singled out to lead the honor roll
at the studio."
"Hard-Boiled
Haggerty" — First
National, Strand, New York
Journal : "The flying scenes are
among the best that the screen has
ever given us. Molly O'Day is
worth the price of admission, and is
destined to be one of the screen's
Telegraph
: "Good
stuff,' the
as
the
thrilling
battles'airabove
clouds
finest." have come to be known."
Sun : "Will hold the interest of
an audience that worships Mr.
"The Devil's Saddle"— First National, Globe Theatre,
Philadelphia
Evening Ledger: "Thrilling ;ale
Sills."
of early West. More substantial
than most movie fare of type."
Daily Neivs: "If you like 'westerns' don't miss Maynard in 'The
Devil's Saddle.' Maynard does
some very remarkable riding. Real
Indians lend realistic atmosphere."
Inquirer: "Ken Maynard, one
of most daring of western stars, is
seen to splendid advantage. Exciting doings in which cowboys and
Indians clash."
Morning Ledger: "Thrilling tale.
Does not depend on conventional.
Maynard has role of fearless cowLadies" — First National, Uptowm Theatre,
Los Angeles
Record: "Story that most married people will chuckle over long
boy."
after they have seen screen depiction of it. Miss
. . Nilsson
. Stone's
excellent.
playsacting
wife

that you laugh so hard you perspire

andTimes:
cry, Murray
makes what
you cry."
"Heigh-ho,
f.tn!
. . . It's all too funny for
words; and if you happen to be
squeamish about looking at it, you
can close your eyes and mutter
under your breath to your heart's
content, for gentleman to your
right is howling with such unrestrained laughter that no one will
hear you, anyway. . . . Production excellent from technical

"Lonesom
e
standpoint."

Ladies" — First National, Karlton Theatre,
Philadelphia

Record: "Anna Q. Nilsson and
Lewis Stone engross attention in
most interesting domestic comedy.
Stone and Miss Nilsson excellently
cast. Jane Winton plays role of
the 'vamp' to perfection."
Morning Ledger: "Mirthful,
rapid and sure-fire film of love and
marriage in tliis hectic age. Anna
Q. Nilsson as radiant as always,
and as beautiful. Stone's performance highlight of story."
Inquirer: "Thread of humor
sustains interest in scrambled skein
of marriage relations in 'Lonesome
Ladies.' Stone and Miss Nilsson
well adapted to their roles."
"The Cat and
the City
Canary" — UniYork
versal,
Colony Theatre,
New
Times: "Play has been turned
into one of finest examples of motion picture art. There are scenes
in this piece that are amazing. . .
This is the first time that mystery
melodrama has been lifted into

"Lonesome

to perfection"
Herald: "One of most entertaining domestic comedies local
screen has presented. Not only
humorous, but very appealing."
Examiner: "Good entertainment.
Effective theme. Miss Nilsson ;ind
Stone team that is universally

"The Life of Riley"— First National, Loew's State Theatre,
Los Angeles
popular."
Record: "Wow! It's a Greater,
Greater Movie Season ! I'll wager
right here that plaster is cracked
in Loew's from all laughter caused
by team of Sidney and Murray.
. . . If aching of sides and slapping of unknown persons in front
of one is any criterion of what is
a success, then this comic fun has
all of past efforts of this pair surpassed in million ways."
News: "If you were one who
thought 'McFadden's Flats' was
just about the funniest comedy that
Murray has ever appeared in,
you're wrong. "The Life oi Riley"
is funniest picture Loew's State
has presented in some time. .
When we say laugh, we mean it,
and the finest thing about the picture is that, in spite of the fact

Herald-Tribune
: "Leni has direalms
of it with
art." proper
rected
feeling for
suspense and spooky atmosphere,
thereby turning work into imeresting and effective film play, full
of correct ingredients of its
World: "Leni has done extraordinary piece of filming. Artfully approached, brilliantly photographed, and its sequences deaiJng
school."
with
murderous hands, shadowed
bookcases which swallow up their
victims, and ghastly movements in
moonlight, come ofif with effect of
Daily Mirror: "Crackerj.^ck
mystery terror."
movie. Sweeps along
genuine
gathering
andcold
caus.'ng
bigger and momentum
greater creeps,
shivers and shriek urges. . . . Miss
La Plante varies tense restraint
with galloping terror that is most
Telegram : "Frank thriller and
an excellent one. . . . Colony swell
picture and best stage menu on
effective."
Sun : "Leni's pictorial treatment
of lights and shadows and fantastic
dissolves
raises. picture to distinctive
Broadwa\-."
realms. . . . Undoubtedly it is
most successful adaptation of m}'stry play that screen has yet ofTelegraph:
andMorning
cameramen
have made"Director
picture
remarkable, and far superior to
'The Bat.' or, for that matter, any
other mystery film recalled at rr.g-.
fered."
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FEATURE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures thai are coming.
(S. H. indicates State Bight release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Distributed by

Feature

Star
Length
Reviewed
Arizona Whirlwind , The ... Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet . . April 1
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
United Artists
9380 feet . . Mar. 2S
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Blazing Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramoimt
6697 feet . . Mar. 11
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . .Excellent Pictures. . .6512 feet. .April 1
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6435 feet . . April 1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet. .AprQ 8
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HoUowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet .. April 16
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4857 feet
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet . . April 8
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi-Walthall
Pathe-De Mille
7019 feet. .June 3
Fonrth Commandment,
The
B. Bennett-M. CarrR Agnew-J.
lowe Mar- Universal
6863 feet . . Oct. 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree . .M-G-M
6301 feet
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
6378 feet . . April 16
High Hat
Lyon-Brian-Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet . . May 13
Is That Nice?
G. O'Hara-D. H;i1...F. B. 0
4501 feet
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. Harron-S. PhippsA. Housman
Fox
6608 feet . . April 29
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet. .Mar. 25
Man From Hardpan, The . .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
5814 feet . . Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet . . April
1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet . . June
3
Mysterious Rider, The
J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
6957 feet . . Mar. 26
Mystery Club, The
M.Moore-E.Roberts. Universal
6969 feet. .Oct. 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
6736 feet . . April 16
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedf ord-L. Stone . First National
6040 feet .. April 22
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet . . May
6
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4500 feet
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet . . Feb.
4
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . . Columbia
6936 feet
Princess from Hoboken, The E. Burns-B. MahaffeyE. Clayton-L. Tellegen
Tiffany
6600 feet
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H.Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
5705 feet . . Mar. 11
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio. .United Artists
9623 feet. .April
1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B 0
5490 feet
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . . May
6
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7015 feet . . Jan. 28
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet
Slide, KeUy, Slide
W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
7865 feet . . April 1
Sonera Kid The
T. Tyler-F. Darro
F. B. 0
4566 feet. .Mar. 11
Tearin' Into Trouble
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
4483 feet
Terror of the Bar X
B. Custer-R. Blaine. . F. B. 0
4982 feet
Venus of Veoice The
C Talmadge-Moreno.First National
6324 feet . . May 13
Wanted — A Coward
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictiues .... 5 reels
What
Every Girl Should
Know
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
6281 feet.. June 24
When a Dog Loves
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
4390 eet
Whispering Sage
B. Jones-N. Joyce . . . Fox
4783 feet . . April 16
White Flannels
L. Dresser-J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
6820t eet . . April 1
White Gold
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille
6198 f eet . . Mar. 26

APRIL
Feature
Ain't Love
Funny?
Afraid
to Love

Star
Distributed by
Alberta
Vaughn
F. Vidor-C.
Brook-N. F. B. O

Length
Reviewed
.4745 feet

Trevor-J. Lee
Paramount
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
Collier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Percy. .Tiffany
Beauty Shoppers, The
M. Busch-W. Crane. .Tiffany
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . .Warner Bros
Children of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
Convoy
D. Mackaill-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E TarrorF. Darro
F. B. 0
Fashions for Women
E Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton. . . .Paramount
Fighting Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De MiUe
Frisco Sally Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyR.
D'Arcy-T.
Holtz.M-G-M
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Universal
Heart Thief, The
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal

6169 feet . . April 22
4912 feet

Arizona Bound
Backstage

6,784 feet
6669 feet . . July 22
5463 feet . . May
6
6901 feet . . April 29
6662 feet . . May

6

7724 feet . . May 20
4818 feet. .May

6

6296 feet. .April 16
4416 feet. .April

1

6900 feet.
4387
feet .April 22
6036 feet. . July
1
6929 feet. .Mar. 26

Feature
Star
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Little Adventuress, The. . .V. coni-P.
Reynolds-V.
Haver VarLong Pants
Harry Langdon
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley.
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
Madame Wants No Children
M. Corda-H. Liedtke
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper

Distributed by
Pathe-De Mille
Paramount
Pathe-De Mille
First National
. Rayart
M-G-M
Fox

Length
Reviewed
6668 feet . . April 16
7080 feet. .May
6
6200
6660
5264
5291

feet
feet. .April 8
feet
feet . . June 10

5415 feet.. April

Warner Bros
6352
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
5051
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De Mille
5573
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe-De Mille
6903
Paying the Price
M. Bonner-D.
Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Selman. Columbia Pictures ... 6558
Pleasure Before Business .P.O'MaUev-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .5559
Rambling Ranger, The .... Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
4794
Ritzy
B. Bronson-J. Hall- Paramount
6306
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G.
BrienArthur-T. O' M-G-M6640
K.
See You in Jail
J. Mulhall-A. Day. .. First National
5800
Senorita
B. Daniels-J. Hall-W.
Powell
Paramount
6634
Sinews of Steel
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
5700
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
WUd West Pict.(S.R.) 4500
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
6718
Special Delivery
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
5524
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe-De Mille
4930
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173
Three Hours
C. Griffith-J. Bowers . First National
5774
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.BancroftL. Hughes
Paramount
5399
When Seconds Count
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
4803
Whirlwind of Youth, The. .L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
6886

8

feet. .April 22
feet
feet
feet . . April 29
feet. .June 10
feet. .July 17
feet
feet
feet . . April 22
feet . . July
1
feet. .May
6
feet.. April 2
feet . . May 20
feet
feet
feet.. May

6

feet. .May
6
feet . . April 15
feet. .Feb. 18
feet . . Mar. 20
feet
feet
feet. .July
1
feet. .June 17

MAY
Feature
AH Aboard
Babe Comes Home
Broadway Nights
Broncho Buster, The
California

Star
Distributed by
. . J. Hines-E. Murphy . First National
Babe Ruth-A. Q. Nilsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
L. Wilson-S. Hardy ..First National
Fred Humes
Universal
T. tian-C.
McCoy-D.
Sebas- . M-G-M
Windsor..

Length
Reviewed
6300 feet . . April 1
6761 feet . . July
6765 feet. .July
4687 feet

4912 feet . .July
L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P
Starke-E
Torrence-M. Day. . M-G-M
7395 feet . . July
Catch As Catch Can
Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Climbers The
I. Rich-F. Stanley . . . Warner Bros
6621 feet . . May
Cradle Snatchers
L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. Phillips. Fox
6281 feet . . June
Don Desperado
L.Maloney-E.Gilbert.Pathe-De Mille
5804 feet . .May
Down the Stretch
Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet . . April
Eyes of the Totem, The . . . W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes-A.
Cornwall
Pathe-De Mille
6228 feet. .May
Fighting Hombre The
Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet
Grinning Guns
J. Hoxie-E. Gregory. . Universal
4689 feet . . May
Heart of Salome
A. Rubens- W. Pidgeon-H. Herbert. .Fox
5617 feet. .June
Heart of the Yukon
A.Cornwall-J.Bowers. Pathe-De Mille
6562 feet. .May
Hills of Peril
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
4943 feet.. May
His First Flame
H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De Mille
4660 feet . . May
Irish Hearts
McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
5597 feet . . June
Is Zat So?
O'Brien-Perry-Lowe. Fox
6950 feet.. May
Love Thrill, The
La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6038 feet . . June
Lost at the Front
C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
6265 feet . . June
Lure of the Night Club, The Viola Dana-R. Ellis . . F. B. 0
6770 feet
MiUion Bid, A
D. Costello-W. OlandMcGregor-Blythe. . Warnei Bros
6310 feet . . June
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet. .Mar.
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet.. April
Outlaws of Red River
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
6327 feet. .May
Pirates of the Sky
C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe-De Mille
4828 feet. .May
Poor Girls
D. Revier-E. BurnsR. Stonehouse .... CO'Umbia Pictures . . . 5428 feet
F'rairie King The
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5689 feet
Rich But Honest
N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonald. . Fox
5480 feet. .May
Rich Men's Sons
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures
Rough House Rosie
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
Gilmore
Paramount
6952 feet. .June
Silent Avenger, The
Thvmder (Dog)
Lumas
6690 feet
Silver Comes Thru
F. Thomson-E. MurphySUver King (Horse)F. B. 0
6476 feet. .Juno
Song of Steel
Tiffany
Splitting the Breeze
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
4930 feet
Telephone Girl, The
L. Gray-H. BlionBellamy-Bazter
Allison
Paramount
6465 feet.. May

8

Captain Salvation

8
U'
10
6
22
13
6
17
27
13
20
10
27
17
24
24
18
8
6
20

20
3
3
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Motion

948
Feature
Tender Hour The

Star
Distributed by
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . Universal
Tillie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Vanity
L.Joy-A. Hale-C.Ray . Pathe-De Mille
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Pathe-De Mille
World at Her Feet, The . . . Florence Vidor
Paramount
Tours to Command
G. O'Hara-S .Palmer F. B. 0

Length
Reviewed
7400 feet
4041 feet . .Jime 17
. .June 17
10
6160 feet
6390 feet ...May
.Jime 26
6823 feet ..July 1
5923 feet
16
7920 feet . .April 13
6691 feet . .Aug.
4734 feet

JUNE
Star

Distributed by

Cruel Truth, The
Death Valley
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike

Revievped

. Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille ...... 4336 feet . . June
.La burn.
Plante-B. Wash.Universal
6670 feet. .May

Black Diamond Express,
The
M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Bulldog Pluck
Callahans and the Murphys
The
S. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Olmstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The .
T. Mix-N. Joyce
Fox
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak . .Sterling Pict. (S. R.)
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe-De Mille
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-L MoskineN. de Brulier
Universal
Dance Magic .
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Stark e-S. Hardy.. .First National
Dearie
L Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert ,
W.Baxter-M. MUlner Paramount
Fast and Furious . . . .
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. Sills-N. Barr- N.
KingstonFirst National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy-J. Gadsen. M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Land Beyond Law, The . . .K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst Natiohal
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Meddlin' Stranger The.
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Mountains of Manhattan . D.Devore-C.Delaney. Lumas
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Naughty But Nice
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill. J
Pathe-De Mille
Romantic Age, The .
E.O'Brien-A.
Vaughn .Columbia Pictures
Rubber Heels
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray. . Paramount
Secret Studio The .
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.TeU-H.Herbert-M.
Li vingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Snowbound
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Tiffany
Squads Right
Sunset Derby, The .
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tale of a Vanishing People
Tiffany
Ten
Modem
Commandments
, Esther Ralston
Paramount
Time to Love
R. Griffith-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Trunk Mystery, The .
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Wedding Bills.
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Paramount
Art Acord
Universal
Western Rover, The
What Happened to Father. W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros
Wild Geese
Tiffany

Feature
Colleen

Length

3
6

6803 feet.

6126
4810
6262
.5700

4612 feet. .July

15

6688 feet. .Aug. 19
6897 feet. .June 24
5987 feet
6684 feet . . July 22
6282 feet . . July

1

4646 feet . . Ji^e 17
4773 feet
6157
4676
6169
6785

feet .
feet.
feet.
feet.

. July 16
.June 10
.April 1
.June 3

6620 feet . . July 22
4710 feet . . July 15
6614 feet . . July

16

6870 feet . . June 24
6218 feet. .June 17
6412 feet . . June 10
6182 feet . . Aug.

5

6000 feet . . Aug.
6600 feet

5

6497 feet .. July 22
4926 feet. .July
4334 feet . . July

8
1

6617 feet. .June 24
6869 feet . . July
4404 feet

22

6667 feet. .July

1

JULY Distributed by Length Reviewed
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen.McNamara . Fox
6301 feet
H.Hopper-C.Howard. Sterling Pictures
4700 feet. .Aug. 12
C. Nye-R.
Rae-R.
WeUs
First Division Pict. . .6700 feet. .Aug. 12
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
4108 feet. .May
6
J. Logan-J. Bowers . . Columbia
F. Sterling-G. SidneyP I vnn-C. Colbert .First National
Bob Custer
F. B. O

Galloping Thunder
Grounds for Marriage (tentative)
B. Bronson
Paramount
Harp in Hock, A
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B.Love. Pathe-De Mille
Heart of Maryland, The... D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello. . . Warner Bros
Hero on Horseback, A . . . . Hoot Gibson
Universal
Kid Sister, The
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw The (tentative) .G. Cooper-B. Jewel. .Paramount
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-L. Tellegan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Manpower
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Married AUve
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Prince of Headwaiters, The L.Stone-L.Tashman. First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal
Rolled Stockings
L. Brooks-J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rose of the Bowery
E. Murphy-J. WalkerC. Kent-M ! Harris A. C. A
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Skyhigh Saunders
Al Wilson
Universal

L. Tashman-A. Rankin
Lumas

6996 feet

AUGUST
Feature
Adam and Evil
After Midnight
Beau Geste

feet.
feet. .July 22
feet . .June 24
feet. .June 3
June 3

News

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Tartuffe, the Hypocrite.. . .E. Jannings-L. Dagover — W. Kraus. . . Ufa
7 reeU . . . .Aug.
6
Tired Business Man, The..Hitchcock-Meha£[eyGowland
Tiffany
Tom's Gang
T. Tyler-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.Torrence' J.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M
'..7899 feet.. Aug.
5
Two-Gun of the Tumbleweed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille
6670 feet. .July 29
White
6409 feet. .Aug. 26
Woman Pants
Who Willie
Did Not Care, J. Hines-L. Hymans. First National
The

Feature
Avenging Fangs . . .
Beware of Widows.

Picture

Blood Ship, The
Border Blackbirds
Breed of Courage, The
Bugle CaU, The

Star
Distributed by
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
N. Shearer-L. Gray . . M-G-M
N. Beery-Cohnan-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
H.Bosworth-J.LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille
Ranger (Dog)-J. Morgan
F. B. O
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor. ..M-G-M
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille

Bush Leaguer, The
Chain Lightning
Country Doctor, The
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Coward, The
W. Baxter-S. Lynn. . F. B. O
Desired Woman, The
L Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P. Haver .Pathe-De Mille
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. . Paramount
Great MaU Robbery, The..T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Hard Boiled Haggerty
M. Sills-M. O'Day. . First National
Hidden Aces
C. Hutchinson-A. Calhoun
Pathe-De Mille
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
Interf erin' Gent, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Lightning
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno.. Paramount
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease- J.
Mendez
F. B. O
Mendez
F. B. O
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. PoweU
Fox
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
Poor Nut, The
J. MulhaU-J. WintonJ. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National
Ragtime
J. Bowers-M. de la
Motte
First Div
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Rose of KUdare, The
O'MaUey-H.
Chadwick-H. B. Walthall.Lumas
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian . Paramount
Satin Woman, The
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
Service For Ladies
Adolphe Menjou. . . .Paramount
Singed
B. Sweet-W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Smile Brother Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean. . .Paramount
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Three's a Crowd
H. Langdon-G.
McConnell
First National
Topsy and Eva
Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw. United Artists
Tumbling River
T. Mix-D. Dwan. . . .Fox
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-I. Keith . United Artists
Underworid
R. Cortez-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
What Price Glory (road
show)
When a Man Loves (road
show)
White Pebbles

McLaglen-Del RioLowe

Fox

J. Barrymore-D. CosteUo-W. Oland
Wally Wales
Pathe-De MiUe

Length

Reviewed

6 reels..
6312 feet ..Aug. 19
..Aug. 26
..Sept 11
6843 feet . . Aug.
6
6326 feet . . Sept.

9

4910 feet
6281 feet .Sept.
6333 feet
7600 feet

9

6093 feet.
6408 feet
.Sept."
.Sept. 169
8000 feet . .Sept.
2
6607 feet . . Sept.
7446 feet
. .Sept.
4620 feet ..Sept.
6 reels . . . . Sept.
4864 feet t
...May
.Aug.
6500 feet
7180 feet
10400 feet
6435 feet ..Mar.
. . Sept.
6967 fete

9
2
16
9
12
18
20

a

6140 feet
6888 feet
6909 feet
6 reels. .
6700 feet

. .Aug.
1
...Julv
-July
. . Sept.

29
199

6844 feet
6875 feet
6368 feet
7000 feet .Jime
. Aug. 246
6 reels. .
.Aug. 26
6790 feet
6 reels . . .July
.Sept. 229
7000 feet .Sept. 2
7179 feet
.Aug. 26
6668 feet
7 reels. . .Aug. 19
4676 feet
.Aug. 26
7463 feet

.Sept.

11400 feet .Dec.

9
4

10049 feet .Feb.
4
4485 feet
.Aug. 19

SEPTEMBER
6868 feet
6477 feet
6 reels . . Dec.l2 '26
6 reels .... Aug. 12
6617 feet. .Aug. 12

6482 feet. .Aug. 12
6 reels
4497 feet. .Aug. 26
4388 feet
6 reels. . . .July 29
4662 feet . . Aug. 13

Distributed by
Length Reviewed
V. Star
Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De Mille
6 reels . .
Angel of Broaday, The
L. Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De MiUe
Annie Laurie
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
8730 feet .May ST
Back to God's Country
R. Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
6761 feet
Barbed Wire
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
6961 feet .July 29
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien . . M-G-M
12660 feet. .Nov. 28
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett. .Fox
Border Cavalier, The
Fred Humes
Universal
4427 feet ,
Born to Battle
Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
6 reels. .
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
6
Francis-G. Roland . First National
8700 feet .May
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Miaryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7790 feet .
.Maya*
Certain Young Man, A. . . .Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
6536 feet .May is
City Gone WUd, The
T. Meighan-M. Millner-W. Standing. . .Paramount
Feature
Almost Human

September
Feature

949

23 , 1927
Star

Distributed by

Length

Reviewed

Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS. Lynn-R. LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. 0
5701 feet.. Aug.
College
B. Keaton-A. Cornwall-G. Withers . . . United Artists
Drop Kick, The
R. Barthelmess - A.
Vaughan-B. Kent. . First National
East Side, West Side
G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonaldValli-J. Fox
Finnegan's Ball
B. Mehaffey-Landis. .First Division Pict . . . 6200 feet
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson .... Warner Bros
6767( eet . . July
Flying U Ranch, The
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
Foreign Devils
Tim McCoy
M-G-M
Girl From Gay Paree, The . Sherman-BedfordMcGregor-BIythe. . Tiffany
Girl From Rio, The
Carmel Myers
Lumas
6990 feet
Glory Girl, The
E. Ralston-R. Arlen. . Paramount
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G. Withers
F. B. O
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe. First National
6720 feet .... Sept.
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent. ..Universal
5862 feet
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . .Warner Bros
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N. Hamilton-M.
Alden
Fox
6162 feet
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
8300 feet
Mojave Kid, The
B. Steele-L. Gilmore . F. B. O
4912 feet . . Aug.
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . ParamountJ, j
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Gland
Warner Bros
7961 feet. .July
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. Jeffries Warner Bros
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Elty
Paramount
Out All Night
R. Denny-M. Nixon . Universal
6170 feet
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
5415 feet . . Aug.
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
6280 feet
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
Smile, Brother, Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
6548 feet
Soda Water Cowboy, The. . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Stark Love
Special Cast
Paramount
6000 feet. . Mar.
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr. .Sterling Pict
5400 feet . . Sept.
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
6124 feet . . Sept.
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Their Hour
Tiffany
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair. ..Universal
4041 feet. .June
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon. . Fox
We're All Gamblers
Meighan-M. Millner .Paramount

26

Alias the Deacon
American Beauty
Ben Hur (road show)
Beware of Married Men
Big Sneeze, The
Blondes By Choice
Body and Soul
Boy Rider, The
Breakfast Before Sunrise
(tentative)

Distributed by
Star
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves . . . Universal
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
Novarro-McAvoyBroQSon-F. X. Bushman-C. Myers .... M-G-M
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
W. Beery-F. SterlingZ. Pitts
Paramount
Claire Windsor
Lumas
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Buzz Barton
F. B. O

C. Talmadge-D.
Alvarado
First National
Broadway Kid, The (tentative)
George Jessel
Warner Bros
Celebrated Woman, A
Florence Vidor
Paramount
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K. Harlan
Universal
Combat
G. Walsh-G. Hulette Pathe-De Mille
Crystal Cup, The
D. MackaiU-J. Mulhall
First National
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Forbidden Woman, The. . .J. Goudal-V.Varconi. Pathe-De Mille
Gambler's
Game, The
The
TomGrifiSth-Fairbanks,
Tyler
F. B. O
Garden
of Eden,
C.
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
A. A.
Menjou-S.
Marchall O'HaraGingham Girl, The
L. Wilson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Girl in the Pullman
Marie Prevost
Pathe-De Mille
Grandma's Boy (re-issue) . .Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De Mille
Hold
Yale
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De MiUe
In
Old 'Em
Kentucky
M-G-M
Take
the
Plumber
J.
DeVarska-S.
Lynn
F.
B. O
Jesse James
Fred Thomson
Paramount
Lingerie
Tiffany
My Best Girl
M.Pickford-C Rogers-United Artists
Now We're in the Air .... W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Obligin' Buckaroo, The .... Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
Once and Forever
Patsy Ruth Miller. . . Tiffany
Private Life of Helen of Troy,
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Ranger of the North
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O
Ride 'Em High
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Rose of the Golden West . . G. Roland-M. Astor. . First National
Rough RidtTo The (general
release!
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrell
Paramount
Shanghai Bound
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Shanghaied
P. R. MiUer-R. InceG. Astor
F. B. O
Shootin' Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane. . .Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Spring Fever
Wm. Haines- J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur . M-G-M
Straight Shooting
Ted Wells
Universal

Leng^th

Star
Distributed by
R.Schildkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De Mille
E. Jannings-L. Dagover-B. Bennett-P.
Haver-D. Keith. . .Paramount
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love
Pathe-De Mille
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore . . Pathe-De Mille
Wolf's Trail
Dynamite (Dog)
Universal
Woman on Trail, The
Negri-Cortez
Paramount
Wreck of the Hesperus, TheA. Hale-V. Bradford . Pathe-De Mille

Feature

16

Becky
Cheer Leader, The
Dog of the Regiment, A . .
Finnegan's Ball (tentative)
Garden of Allah, The
Grass Widows
Judgment of the HUls
Let 'Er Go Gallagher
Main Event, The
Mile-A-Minute Love
Quality Street
Sadie Thompsoa
Tempest
Thirteenth Hour, The

12

Women's Wares

Star

11
16
16
10

Distributed by

S. G.O'Neil-O.
Olmstead Moore- M-G-M
Lumas
. Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Warner Bros
A. Terry-I. Petrovich M-G
Tiffany
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Junior Coughian
F. B. O
Vera Reynolds
Pathe-De Mille
R. Denny-B. Kent . . . Universal
M. Davies
M-G-M
G. Swanson
United Artist?
J. Wolheim
Barrymore-Nissen- United Artists
Bonaparte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M
Brent-Lytell-L. Kent . Tiffany

Reviewed

8486 feet. .July
4167 feet

Length Reviewed

10 reels . . . Sept. 16
5700 feet. .Aug. 19

Feature
Blue Danube, The
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

Star
Distributed by
Leatrice Joy
Pathe-De Mille
Norman Shearer
M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook
United Artists
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros
Fruit of Divorce
Percy Marmont
Lumas
Good-Time Charley
Warner Oland
Warner Bros
He's My Man
Phyllis Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day
M-G-M
Irresistible Lover, The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Man's Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmann
Universal
Power
William Boyd
Pathe-De Mille
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros
Rip Van Winkle
Rudolph Schildkraut Pathe-De Mille
SorreU and Son
H. B. Wamer-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wol- United Artists
heim
Streets of Shanghai
Tiffany

Length Reviewed

6958 feet . . Sept. 16
6135 feet . . Sept. 16

Reviewed

6869 feet

12000 feet . . Jan.

16

Feature
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The
Ramona
Romance (tentative)
United States Smith
West Point

6987 feet

JANUARY
Star
Distributed by
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists .
D. Del Rio-D. Alvarado
United Artists .
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
Lumas
William Haines
M-G-M

Length Reviewed

FEBRUARY
Feature
Bare Knees
Circus, The

Star

Distributed by
Lumas

Length Reviewed

C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Gaucho, The
D. Fairbanks-E. Southem-L. Valez
United Artists .
Napoleon (French Film) . . . Special Cast
M-G-M

5623 feet
6 reels

MARCH
.'.'.'.'

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast
United Artists.
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Man Higher Up, The
Lumas

Length Reviewed

6310 feet. .July 29
4750 feet
'

Coming

....'.'.'..'

Attractions
Distributed by

Feature
Ace High
Adventurer, The

5 reels

Air Raiders, The
Alias the Lone Wolf
5 reels

Avenger, The
Back to Liberty
April

1

Bad Little Good Girl
Bamum (road show)
Beau Sabreur

5999 feet. .Aug. 26
Beggar of Love
7 reels . . . .Aug. 26
4251 feet. .Aug. 19

8

DECEMBER

8

S

Length
6 reels

NOVEMBER

8

OCTOBER
Feature

Feature
Turkish Delight
Way of All Flesh, The

Better 'Ole The
Betty's a Lady
Big Ditch, The
Big Gun, The

Hoot Gibson
Universal
T. Star
McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
Al Wilson
F. B. O
L. Wilson-B. LytellW. V. Mong
Columbia
Bob Custer
F. B. O
G. Walsh-D. HaU-E.
Breese
Excellent Pict
Chadwick
Wallace Beery
Paramount
E. Brent-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
J. Ralston-C. Ray
Universal
M-G-M
George Lewis
Universal

Length

Reviewed

9481 feet.. Oct. 23

Motion

950
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood Will Tell
B.Jones-K.Perry. . Fox
Bowery Rose
P. lette
O'Malley-G. Hu- Excellent Pict
Branded
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. NissenM.Busch-M. Loy..Fox
Brides Will Be Brides .... Laura La Plante
Universal
Broadway After Midnight
Kulbar Pictures
Broadway Madness
M. de la Motte- D.
Keith
Excellent Pict
Buck Privates
de Putti-McGregor . . TJniversa.
Call of the Heart
Dynamite (Dog)-£.
Cobb- J. Alden .... Universal
Cancelled Debt, The
Rex Lease
Sterling Pict
Chicago After Midnight
F. B. O
Chinese Parrot, The
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
City of Shadows, The
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Code of the Range
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4747 fee
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The
G. Sidney
Universal
College Widow, The
D. Costello-CoUier, Jr
Comrades
G. James-A. Sheridan.First Division
Coney Island
F. B. O
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D. Sebastian M-G-M
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Desert Pirate, The
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De MiUe
Don Juan (road show)
John Barrymore
Warner Bros
10018 feet . . Aug. 21
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks — A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O
Driftin' Sands
Bob Steele
F. B. O
Drums of Love
E. Taylor-D.
Alvarado-M. Philbin.. . .United Artists
Eager Lips
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
Enemy, The
L. Gish-R. Forbes . ..M-G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J.Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destiny
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
8 reels
Fangs o Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker-J Marlowe.Bischoff Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
Figures
Lie
E.
Ralston-R.
Arlen . . Universal
Paramount
Finders Don't
Keepers
Laura
La Plante
Flag Maker, The
Flying Nut, The
Fortune Hunter The

C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J. S. Blackton (producers) . .
Glenn Tryon
Universal
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Four Flusher, The
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
Freckles
F. B. O
Galloping Fury
H. Gibson-S. Rand . . Universal
Garden of Eden, The
C. Gnffith-C. Ray-L.
' Sherman
United Artists
Gay Defender, The
R. Dix
Paramount
Gay Retreat, The
G. Cameron-S. Cohen>T. McNamara
Fox
6 reels
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. L. Brooks-F. Sterling. Paramount
Get Set — Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Girl From Chicago, The . . . C. Nagel-M. Ley .... Warner Bros
Gorilla, The
C. Murray-F. Kelsey . First National
Grand Army Man, The . . .Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand Flapper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Poxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bemle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling-F. Reicher Fox
Gun Gospel
K. Mayuard
First National
Ham and Eggs
Fazenda-H. ConklinT. Wilson
Warner Bros
Harvester The
N. Kingston-0. Caldwell
F. B. O
Highschool Hero, The
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. . Fox
His Dog
J.Schildkraut- J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De MiUe
6788 feet
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray .Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
Home Made
Johnny Hines
First National
Honeymoon Hate
Paramount
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F. B. O
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
If I Were Single
May McAvoy
Warner Bros
I'll Tell the World
Colleen Moore
First National
In the First Degree
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels . . . April 29
Isle of Forgotten Women . . Tearle-Sebastian .... Columbia
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Jungle Rose
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13600 feet. April 29
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies Must Dress
Fox
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
MackaiU-MuLhall
First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
7713 feet
(Also version of 11 reels)
Life's Crossroads
G. Hulette-M. Hamilton
Excellent Pict
Louisiana
B. Dove-M. Astor . . . First National
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
Sebastian
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is
Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
Madamoiselle From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart . . . M-G-M
Man Crazy
Mulhall-Mackaill
First National
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Rose
L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
Moon of Israel
M. Corda-A. Marchal
F. B. 0
6680 feet

Picture

Feature
Mother Machree

Star
Distributed by
B. Bennett-V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
Motor Maniac, The
"Red"Grange-J. Ralston-W. Heirs . . . . F. B. O
My Wife's Honor
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. Dwyer .... Excellent Pict
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros.
No Place to Go
M. Astor-L. Hughes. First National
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
On to Reno
M. Prevost-C. LandisPathe-De Mille
Open Range
L. Chandler-B. Bronson
Paramount
Ordeal, The
Garbo-Chaney
M-G-M
Pajamas
O. Borden-L. Gray . . . Fox
Patent Leather Kid, The
(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
O'Day
First National
Perfect Gentleman, A
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Publicity Madness
L. Moran-E. Lowe . . . Fox
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict.
Racing Romeo, The
"Red" Grange
F. B. O
Ragtime
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
Rager of the North
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O
Red Hair
Clara Bow
Paramount
Red Signals
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams . . . Sterling Pictures
Return of Boston Blackie. . Slirongheart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict.
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romantic Rogue, The
Reed Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose- Marie
Renee Adoree
M-G-M
Roulette
M. McAvoy
Warner Bros
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O

Length

News
Reviewed

12 reels. . .Dec. 18

12 reels
6626 feet

Aug. 26

6700 feet
6800 feet

Sally in Our Alley

S. Mason-A. B. Francis-R. Arlen
Columbia Pictures
B. Compson-E.
liamsWil- First Division Pict
Adolphe Menjou .... Paramount
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
11,000 f eet . . June 10
Sheiks and Shebas
Junior Stars
Paramount
Shepherd of the Hills, The.A. B. Francis
First National
She's a Sheik
B. Daniels-R. Arlem
W. Powell
Paramount
Shield of HonorThe
R., Lewis-D. GulliverN. Hamilton
Universal
Silent Hero, The
Napoleon
(Dog)- R.
Fraser-E. Murphy . Rayart
Show Boat
Universal
Silver Slave, The
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Silver Valley
Tom Mix
Fox
Small Bachelor, The
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
South Sea Love
F. B. O
Span of Life, The
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Speed Boy, The
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Speedy Smith
Billy Sullivan
Rayart (S. R.)
6006 feet
Steamboat Bill, Jr
Keaton-E. Torrence. . United Artists
Stronger Will The
Excellent Pict.
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Sunrise
Gajmor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
Surrender
M. Philbin-I. Moskine
Universal
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
Thanks For the Buggy Ride. Laura La Plante
Universal
Thirteenth Juror The
F. X. Bushman-Nilsson
Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance. C. Conklin
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . M-G-M
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Valley of the Giants
M. SiUs-D. Kenyon. . First National
Very Confidential
Madge Bellamy
Fox
Victory
George Bancroft
Paramount
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day. . .Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Your Friend? (tentative)
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex (Horse)-J.
lowe Mar- Universal

Say It With Diamonds
Serenade
Seventh Heaven

Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. .. M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O.
Wings
C.
Wizard (road
of theshow)
Saddle
BuzzBow-B.
BartonRogers . . . Paramount
F. B. O
Wolf Fangs (tentative)
Fox
Worid's lUusion, The
M-G-M
Your Wife and Mine
P. Haver-S. HolmesB. Tennant-W.
Mcdonald
Excellent Pict

Comedies
Title
At Ease
Batter Up

and

12 reels . .

.Aug. 26

Short Subjects

EDUCATIONAL

St.ir
Lloyd Hamilton .
George Davis . . .

Rel. Date
Length
...Sept. 4.. 2 reels
. . . Sept. 11 . . 2 reels

Reviewed
Sept. 2
Sept. 16

September

23 ,

19 27

951

Title
Star
Brave Cowards
Dunham-Bradley
Bubbles of Geography
Hodge-Podge
Burning Timber — Rough
Country
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Capers of a Camera
Hodge-Podge
Careless Hubby
Dunham-Bradley
Cry of Winter, The — Hot
Place, The
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Dead Easy
Bobby Vernon
Delving Into the Dictionary . Hodge-Podge
Dummies
Larry Semon
Eats for Two
Dunham-Thompson
Felix the Cat in Art for
Heart's
Sake
"Sullivan
Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Daze and
Knights
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Jack From
All Trades
Sullivan Cartoon
Felix the Cat in 'Loco' Motive
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in No Fuelin' . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix
the
Cat
Switches
Witches
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the TravelHog
"Sullivan Carton"
Flim Flam Fihns
"Sullivan Cartoon"
FolUes of Fashion
Curiosities
For Men Only
Curiosities
Fox Tales
Fully Equipped
Lloyd-Murdock
Giddy Gobblers
Neal Bums
Goose Flesh
Lloyd Hamilton
Half-Pint Hero, A
Lupino Lane
Here and There in Travel
Land
Hodge-Podge
Her Husky Hero
Johnny Arthur
High Spots
Al St. John
His Better Half
Lloyd Hamilton
Hold Fast
Cliff Bowes
Holly-Nuts
Big Boy
Jack From All Trades
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Kid Tricks
"Big Boy"
Kilties
Dorothy Devore
Live News
Johnny Arthur
Lucky Dog
P. Dunham-L. Billetts
Meet the Folks
Jimmie Adams
Monty jf the Mounted .... Lupino Lane
Movie Hound, The
Phil Dunham
New Wrinkles
Lloyd Hamilton
Night Owls
Dunham-Bradley
No Cheating
Al St John
Non-Stop Fright, The
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Ofif Again
J. Lloyd-B. Boyd
Pick a Pet
Curioisities
Plumb Dumb
"Poodles" Hanneford
Poor
Fish— The
Ebbing
Tide
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Queens Wild
Beauchamp-Davis
Rver of Suds, The — MidOcean Sunset, A
Bruce Scenic
Seeing Stars
George Davis
She's a Boy
"Big Boy"
Shooting Wild
Jack Lloyd
Stunt Man
Larry Semon
Sure Cure
Beauchamp-Davis
Tales of a Traveler
Hodge-Podge
Tenants of Marble Canyon,
The — A Picture Paradise . Bruce Scenic
Traveling at Home
Chriosities
Up In Arms
Dorothy Devore
Wi d Wallops
B. Dooley-O Hasbrouck
Wise Guise
"Sullivan Cartoon"

F B

Rel.

Date
July 17 .
Aug. 14.
Oct. 23 .
July 17 .
June 5 .

Length
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed
Aug. 19
Aug. 19
Sept.
July

Sept. 2
Sept. 18 . 1 reel
July 17. 21 reels
reel .... Aug. 12
Sept. 11 .
2 reels
Oct.
9 . 1 reel
July

10 . 1 reel
1 reel

Aug.

5

Oct. 30 .

.Ireel
June 26. 11 reel
reel
Oct. 16 .

9
29

2. .1 reel.

Oct.

Ireel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels.
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels.
.2 reels.
.2 reels.
1 reel
.2 reels
1 reel
.2 reels.
2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
2 reels.
.2 reels.
1 reel
.2 reels
. 1 reel
,2 reels
Ireel
. 1 reel
.1 teel
.2 reels

July
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
June
June
Sept.

24 .
18 .
25 .
30 .
25 .
28.
12.
19 .
18 .

Oct.
June
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
July
Oct.
Aug.
Sept.
July
July
July
Oct.
June
June
Aug.
Sept.
July
Aug.
Aug.
June

16.
6.
31.
31 .
31.
28.
7.
3.
9.
28 .
11,
10.
24 .
3.
30 .
19.
26.
21 .
25.
3.
21.
21. . 1 reel
6 . .2 reels.
10. . 1 reel
16 . .2 reels
2 reles
2.
23. . 1 reel
23 . 2 reels
10. .2 reels.
26. 1 reel

July
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
July
June

Sept.
July

Sept.

2

. . .June 24
. . .July 1
Sept. 2
. . .June 17
. . .Aug. 12
.. .Sept. 2
Aug.
6
Sept. 2
. . .July 29
Sept. 16
. . .Aug. 6
. . .Aug. 12
July 29
July 22
Sept. 16
July 22
Sept. 9
Sept. 9
. . .June 24
Aug. 12

. . .Aug. 5
July 29

June 24
June 12 . 1 reel
Sept. 9
July 31. .Ireel
Sept. 2
June 26. .2 reels. . ..July 1
Sept. 4 . . 1 reel

0

Title
Star
Alice Cartoons (Released Twice a Month)
Beauty Parlor, The
Eason-HiU-Cooke-Guard
Beloved Rogue, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Bo's Guest
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Boys Will Be Girls
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Campus Romeos
"Fat Men"
Chin He Loved to Lift
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Fresh Hair Fiends
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Helen of Troy, N. Y
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
How High Is Up? (Fat Men) , Carr-Alexander-Ross
Kick in the Dark
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Krazy Kat Cartoons (released twice a month)
Last Nose of Summer
Eason-HiU-Cooke-Guard
Mickey's Circus
Mickey's Pals
New Faces for Old
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Nothing Doing
Charles Bowers
Permanent Rave, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Pickled Romance
Charles Bowers
Peter's Pan
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
She Troupes to Conquer... .Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Sock in Time, A
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Steamed Up
Charles Bowers
Tanks of the Wabash
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Toupay or Not To Pay
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Wanderers of the Waistline , .Karr-Ross-Alexander

Rel.

Date

Aug.
Oct.
June
Aug.
Tuly
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
July
Aug.
June
Sept.
Oct.
June
June
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.

Length
,1 reel, .

Reviewed

3. .2 reels.
reels.
5 . ,2
,2 reels,
19 .
24 , .2. 2 reels.
reels .
25 ,
14, ,2 reels.
reels.
21, ,2 reels
.
31 , .2
, 2 reels .
27. .2
reels. .
3 . .1 reel,
17, .2 reels.
.2 reels.
4, ,2 reels.
3,
12 , ,2 reels.
11 . ,2 reels,
reels.
10. .2
13 ,2 reels.
,
2
reels .
28 ,2 reels.
19 ,2 reels.
5.
13 , ,2 reels.
10, ,2 reels.
7 , .2 reels.
11 . .2 reels.

FOX FILMS
"Title
Star
Alhambra Romantic, The , , Variety
A tnerica Today
Variety
Argentina
Variety
Arkansas Traveler
Variety
Around Cape Horn
Variety
Capt. Kidd's
Kittens
Cupid
and the
Clock (O.Animal Comedy
Henry)
S. Phipps-N. Stuart
Colorful Italy
Variety
Cup of Coffee, A
Variety
Desert Blooms, The
Variety
Fool and His Money
Tyles Brooks
Gentlemen Prefer Scotch
Glory That Was Greece
Variety
Her Blue Black Eyes
M. Casajuana-E. Clayton
Her Silent Vow
"Helen and Warren"
HotPotato, A (Van Bibber).. E. Foxe-K. Bates
Kangaroo's Kimona, The . . G. Carmeon, F. Bramley

Rel.

Date
Oct.

'. .Oct.
June
Aug.
Sept.
June
July
Oct.
July
June
Aug.

Length
Reviewed
1 reel
1 reel
2 , . 1 reel
1 reel
!1 reel !].!!!!!!!!!
23. .2 reels ".
.
19.. 2 reels
July 16
1 reel
7 .. 1 reel
1 reel
25 ., 2 reels
26 2 reels
..
24. ,1 reel
9 , 2 reels
3 ,, 2 reels
19.. 2 reels
July 16
28 . . 2 reels

Title
Star
Land of Evangeline
Variety
Lights and Shadows in Sicily.Variety
Mum's the Word
My Lady's Coat
Variety
My Old Kentucky Home . . . Variety
Northern Alaska
Variety
Over the Andes
Variety
Psyche and the Pskyscraper."0. Henry"
Road to the Yukon
Variety
Roamin' Gladiator
"Animal Comedy"
Rumors for Rent
"Helen and Warren"
Sahnon Run, The
Variety
Silk Legs
Sky Frontiers
Variety
Suite Homes
"O. Henry"
Snow Rambles
Variety
Twenty Legs Under the Sea .R. Walling
Under Colorado Skies
Variety
Venders of the World
Variety
Whale
HuntingLeave Home Variety
',"
Why Blondes
Wolf in Cheap Clothing, A. ."Animal Comedy"

Rel.

Date

Oct.
June
June
June
Aug.
July
Sept.
July
July
Sept.
Sept.
June
July
July

Length
Reviewed
1 reel
1 reel
2 reels. . . .Sept. 3
1 reel
1 reel
16 .. 1 reel
1 reel
2 reels
26.. 1 reel
June 24
12 . . 2 reels
5 .. 2 reels ... . June 24
21. .1 reel
31. .2 reels
4.1 reel
17 . , 2 reels
10. .1 reel
July 16
24 . . 2 reels
18 . . 1 reel
12. .1 reel
June 17
24 .. 21 reel
reels
10. .2 reels

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Rel. Date

Title
Star
An African Adventure
Ufa Oddity
Assorted Babies
Ufa Oddity
Atop the World
Ufa Oddity
Chase, The
Ufa Oddity
Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Dog Days
Ufa Oddity
Falcon, The
Ufa Oddity
Flag, The (Technicolor) .... Great Events
Fight For Life, A
Ufa Oddity
Fishing With a Microscope. . Ufa Oddity
Gritty Pups
Ufa Odd ty
Heavenly Bodies
Ufa Oddity
Hidden Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Jewels of Venus
Ufa Oddity
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddity
Lion Hunt, The
Ufa Oddity
Monarch of the Glen, The. .Ufa Oddity
Pathfinders, The
Ufa Oddity
Parasol Abt, The
Ufa Oddity
Pets and Pests
Ufa Oddity
Secrets of the Sea
Ufa Oddity
Soaring Wings
Ufa Oddity
Sting of Stings, The
Charlie Chase
Sugar Daddies
AU Star Cast
TaUyHo
Ufa Oddity
What Every Iceman Knows.Max Davidson
Winged Death
Ufa Oddity
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of
Mexico
Ufa Oddity
Yale vs. Harvard
Our Gang

1 reel
Aug. 27 . ,,Length
Nov. 6 . . 11 reel
reel
April 7 . . 1 reel
Mar. 26 . .
Oct. 22. ,, 11 reel
Oct.
8. , reel
,,21 reel
reels
Oct.
1 . , 1 reel
Nov. 19.,
Ireel
, 1 reel
Mar.
1 reel
, 1 reel
Sept. 10 . , 1 reel
Jan. 14. .Ireel
reel
Dec. 17 . ,, 11 reel
Feb 25. , 1 reel
, 1 reel
Dec. 31. , 1 reel
Jan. 28. . 1 reel
Jan. 28.
1 reel
Sept. 24. .,2
reels
Sept. 3.
Sept. 10 . ,2 reels
, 1 reel
Sept. 17 . .2 reels
Dec.
3. .Ireel
Sept. 24.

Reviewed

Dec. 11

Dec. 11
Dec. 11
Oct.
9

. 1.2 reel
reels

PARAMOUNT
Title
Aero Nuts
Behind the Counter
Crazy to Fly
Dad's Choice
Doctor Quack
Elegy, The
Fantasy
Find the King
French Fried
Hot Heads
Hot Papa
Ko-Ko Chops Suey
Ko-Ko Explores
Ko-Ko Hops Off
Ko-Ko's Kane
Ko-Ko Plays Pool
Ko-Ko the Knight
Ko-Ko the Kop
Loco Motifs
Moony Mariner, A
No Publicity
Rail Rode
Row, Sailor, Rowl
School Daze
Sealing Whacks
Short Socks
Short Tail, A
Tired Wheels
Topsey Turvey
Uncle Tom's Caboose
Web Feet
Wedding Wows

Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Bobby Vernon
E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Novelty
Novelty
E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
E. E. Horton
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon

PATHE-DE

Rel. Date
Length
Aug. 13 . . 1 reel . .
,2 reels.
Sept. 17. .2 reels.
,2 reels.
Aug. 27. , 2 reels .
Aug.
6.
Oct. 15 .
,2 reels.
Sept. 3 . ,2 reels.
Aug. 27 , .2 reels.
Oct.
1. .2 reels.
.1 reel. .
Oct. 15 . . 1 reel . .
Sept. 17. . 1 reel, .
Aug. 20 .1 reel. .
Aug.
6 . ,1 reel. .
Sept
3 ,1 reel. .
Oct.
1 , .,11 reel
reel, , .
Sept. 24 ,
Sept. 24, , 2 reels .
Aug.
1.
reels. .
Sept. 24. .,21 reel.
Aug. 20 .2 reels.
Sept. 10 , 1 reel , .
Aug.
1 , ,1 reel, .
Aug. 13 . .2
reels.
Sept. 10 .1 reel. .
Oct.
8 , . 1 reel . .
reel. .
Oct. 22 , ,1
,1 reel. .
Oct. 22
Aug. 27 ,1 reel. .
Oct. 22 . .2 reels.

Reviewed

MILLE

Title
Star
All Bull and a Yard Wide . . , "Aesop Fables"
Ant Life As It Isn't
"Aesop Fables"
Baby Brother
"Our Gang"
Big Reward, The
"Aesop Fables"
Big Tent, The
"Aesop Fables"
Bully, The
"Aesop Fables"
Chicken Feed
"Our Gang"
College Kiddo, The
Hurlock-Quillan
Comrades in Work
Mabel Normand
Crimson Flash, The (Serial— Landis-E. Gilbert)
Cured in the Excitement, . . . Hurlock-Bevan
Cutting a Melon
"Aesop Fables"
Daddy Boy
Ben Turpin
Died in the Wool
"Aesop Fables"
Dog's Day, A
"Aesop Fables"
Don't Tell Everything
Roach Stars
Eyes and Angles
Sportlight
Fiddlesticks
Harry Langdon
Flying Feet
Sportlight
Fluttering Hearts
Charley Chase
From Soup to Nuts
Rarebits
Glorious Fourth, The
"Our Gang"
Gold Digger of Weepah, A
Golf Nut, The
Bevan-Quillan-A. Bennett
Hard Cider
"Aesop Fables"
Hawk of the Hills (Serial) . .Ray and Miller

Rel.

Date
,1Length
reel
Reviewed
Oct.
9.
Aug.
7 . . 1 reel
June 26 . ,2 reels
July
1
1 reel
July
1
July
3 . .,1
reel
Oct. 23 ,
July 29
July 31 . .1 reel
reels
July 31 . .2
.2 reels. . . .Aug. 16
Aug.
7 . .2
reels
June 19, 10 episodes. June 17
June 12 . .2 reels. . . .June 24
Sept. 2
Sept. 11 . .Ireel
Oct. 23 . .2 reels
June 17
June 19 . .1 reel
June 3
June
5 , .1 reel
July
3. .2 reels. .. .July
1
July 10, .1 reel
July 16
...
June 12 , ..21 reel
..
June 19 , .1 reels.
reel. . .
Oct. 23 ,
, . June 17
July 24
29
.June
July 31, .2
.2 reels
reels
Otc.
2 , .2
reels
Sept. 4 .
June 17
June 12 , . 1 reel
Aug. 28. 10 episodes. Sept. ^2

Motion

952
Title
Rel. Date
Star
Hole in One, A
"Aesop Fables"
„ 21.
Aug.
Hook, Line and Sinker
"Aseop Fables"
Aug. 28 .
Human Fly, The
"Aesop Fables"
Sept. 25 .
In and Out Again
"Aesop Fables"
Sept. 18 .
Lindy's Cat
"Aesop Fables"
Oct. 16.
Love 'Em and Weep
M. Busch-Laurel-Finlayson.. . .June 12.
Love Nest, The
"Aesop Fables"
July 17 .
Love's
Aug. 29.
Mark Languid
of the Lure
Frog, The Ben Turpin
(Serial)
M. Morris-D. Reed
Now I'll Tell One
Oct.
9.
Olympic Games
"Our Gang"
Sept. 11 .
One Man Dog, A
"Aesop Fables"
June 26.
On the Hook
Sportlight
Aug. 21 .
Outwitting Time
Spotlight
Oct.
2.
Pioneer Instinct
Sportlight
June 26 .
Pride of Pikeville, The
Ben Turpin
June
6.
Prowling Around France with
Will Rogers
Travelesque
Sept. 18.
Red Hot Sands
"Aesop Fables".
Aug. 14.
Riding High
"Aesop Fables"
July 10.
River of Doubt, The
"Aesop Fables"
Oct.
2.
Roaming the Emerald Isle
with Will Rogers
Travelesque
Aug. 21 .
Sailors, Beware
Roach Stars
Sept. 23 .
Scents and Dog Sense
Sportlight
Aug. 23.
7.
Should
Second
Husbands
Come First?
Oct 16.
Small-Town Sheriff, The . . . "Aesop Fables"
Sept . 214.
Smith's Candy Shop
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Aug.
Smith's Cook
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Oct.
Smith's Pony
Hiatt-McKee-Jackson
Sept. 18.
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Subway Sally
"Aesop Fables"
July 24.
Tackles and Touchdowns . . . Sportlight
Sept. 18 .
Taking I>unishment
Sportlight
July 24 .
Their Second Honeymoon . . Baird-Holmes
Oct. 16 .
Up the Ladder
Sportlight
Oct.
6.
Weaker Sex, The
Rarebits
Sept. 25 .
What Women Did For Me . .Charley Chase
Aug. 14 .
Why Girls Love Sailors
Roach Stars
July 17.
With Love and Hisses
Roach Stars
Aug. 28 .
With WiU Rogers Through
Switzerland & Bavaria . .. .Travelesque
June 26 .

Length
Reviewed
1 reel
Aug. 12
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
. 1 reel
2 reels. . . .June 24
1 reel
July 15
2 reels. . . .Sept. 2
. 10 episodes
.2 reels
2 reels .... Sept.
1 reel
July
1 reel
Sept.
. 1 reel
, 1 reel
.2 reels. . . .June
.1
11
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel

. 1 reel
. 2 reels
. 1 reel

2
1
2
3

Aug. 12
Sept.

9

.2 reels
.Ireel
Sept. 2
.2 reels. . . .Aug. 12
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
2
,2
.2

reel
July
reel
reel
reels
teel
reel
reels. . . .Aug.
reels. . . .July
reels
Sept.

.Ireel

July

22

12
15
16
1

STATE RIGHTS
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Animal Catchers
McDougall Kids
Bray
2 reels
Sept. 16
Beauty and the Beach
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clark
1 reel
Big Pie Raid, The
McDougall Kids
Bray
June 1..2 reels
June 10
Berth Mark
Tarbell-Finch-Shaw Red Seal
2 reels
Custard's Last Stand
Bray
2 reels .... Sept. 16
Derelects of the Sea
Novelty
Bray
June 30 . . 1 reel
Deuce, The
McDougaU Kids
Bray
June 1. .2 reels
Dream of the Sea, A (Binocolor)
Film Dist.
„
.
Corp
ireel
May 27
Fresh and a Devil
Bray
God Made This Day For Me (Guest Jewel)
Aug.
1..1 reel
Good Scouts
Bray
2 reels
Great Guns
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Helpless Helper
Al Jay
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Henpecked in Morocco
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Heralds of the Spring
Nature Special
Bray
April 19.. 1 reel
His Ticklish Predicament
Bray
Iron Derby, The
Bray
Isle of Sunken Gold, The
(Serial)
A. Stewart
Nat Levine
10 episodes
Here Comes the Bride
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
His Off-Day
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Hit and Win
Bray
Aug. 20. .2 reels
It's a Great Life
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
It's All Wet
Bray
July 10.. 2 reels
Jungle Belles
"Lantz Cartoon". ... Bray
Ireel
June 10
Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Laugh..."Fleischer Cartoon" Red Seal
1 reel
July 22
Learn by Mail
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
Lift Your Face
Bray
Aug. 10 . . 2 reels
Little Feet
Novelty
June
Ireel
July 22
Lost in a I>ullman
Bray
2 reels
Ma and the Auto (Guest Jewel)
Am.Tiffany
Cinema.
.1Ireel
reel
. .'. Sept.
.... 9
Memories
Color Classic
Nothing to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Orphans, The
McDougaU Kids
Bray
2 reels
Over There
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Perils of the Jungle (Serial) E. Gilbert-F. Merril . .Weiss Bros
10 episodes . Aug.
6
Sappy Days
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Scoop, The
Bray
July 20. .2 reels
Silence of the Snows (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
Sky Walkers
Novelty
June
1 reel
Sophomore, The
G.O'Neil-L.Graydon.Hi-Mark
Spooky Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Style Book
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
Two Arabian Sights
Bray
2 reels
Sept. 16
Water, Water Everjrwhere
Bray
June 20 2 reels
When Red Bit the Dust. ... (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
July
1. .1 reel
When We Were Kids
(Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
June 1. .1 reel
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
YeUow Dog, The (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
April 15

TIFFANY
Title
Stn
Comrades
Color Classic
_
Footing the Bill
Color Classic
Gieenwhich
Village Romance, A
Color Classic
King of Sports
Color Clasyic
Love in the Jungle
Color Classic
Man Who Married the Moon Color Classic
Me and My Pal
Color Classic
Memories
Color Classic

Rel.

Date

Length
Reviewed
Ireel...
1 reel...

.-

Ireel
1 reel.
1 reel . . .
1 reel . . .
! .... .1 reel. ..
Sept. 16
1 reels

Sept 1

..

Picture

News

UNIVERSAL

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Reviewed
1 reel
July 16
Ah Gay Vienna
Charles Puffy
July 25 . .Length
All For Uncle Tommy
Oct. 19 . .2 reels
Barrymore
(Mus- C. King-C. Doherty
.2 reels. . .
tang)
Fred Oilman
June 18 . .2 reels. . .
May 27
Battle Scarred Hero, A
"The Gumps"
Oct.
3.
Blake of Scotland Yard (Serial) Hayden Stevenson
Aug. 15 . 10
episodes
reels.
...
Buster Come On
Trimble and Dog
Sept. 14. .2
. 2 reels . . . . Sept. 9
Buster's Frame-Up
Trimble and Dog
June 6 . . 2 reels . . .
Buster's Handicap
Trimble and Dog
Aug.
1 . . 2 reels . . . May 20
Buster's Home Life
Trimble and Dog
Oct. 12 . . 2 reels . . .
Buster's Initiation
Trimble and Dog
July
4 . .2 reels. . . July 16
Buster, What's Next?
Trimble and Dog
Nov. 16 . .2 reels. . .
Cows Is Cows (Mustang) .. .Corbett & Holmes
July
9. .2 reels. . .
3.
Crimson Colors
Lewis-GulUver
Sept. 12.
June 24
Dancing Ahead
Fools..(Western)
^
C. King-C. Doherty
Sept. 21,
15. . 2 reels . . . June 24
Danger
"^
■■
- .JackPerrin
17
Sept. 24. .2 reels. . . .June
Sept. 2
Dangerous
Double,
The
. 2 reels
(Western)
Bob Curwood
Oct.
Sept. 2
. 2 reels
Daze of the West (Mustang) Fred Oilman
Sept
.2 reels
Dazzling Co-Eds
Lewis-Sullivan
Oct. 10.
9.
.2 reels
Disorderly Orderly, A
Sid Saylor
Nov.
June 3
Doctors Prefer Bnmetts .... Neely Edwards
June 20 . .1 reel
Do or Diet
Charles Puffy
June 13 . .1 reel
June 3
Fighting Texan, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Sept. 10 . .2 reels. . . .Aug. 19
. 2 reels .... May 27
George's Many Loves
Sid Saylor
June 15 . .2 reels
George Steps Out
Sid Saylor
Sept. 28.
Great Guns
Oswald Cartoon
Oct. 17 . .1 reel
Gim Justice (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
July
2. .2 reels. . . .June 10
10 episodes
Haunted Island, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster
His Day of Days
Neely Edwards
Aug. 16 . .1 reel
Home Trail, The (Mustang) . Fred Oilman
June
4 . . 2 reels .... May 13
Honest and Truly
Charles Puffy
Aug. 29 . . 2 reels
Horse Trader, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Aug. 20 . ,2 reels. . .
Jane's Relations
M. Marcel-E. McCarthy
July 17 . ,2 reels . . , .July
Jane's Sleuth
Dorety-Clair
June 22. 2 reels . . .
Keeping in Trim
"Keeping
reels .... Aug. 19
Series Up With Joneses"
Sept. 7 . .22 reels
Man Tamer, The (Mustang) Edmund Cobb
Aug. 27 . 1 reel
.June
Mechanical Cow, The
Oswald Cartoon
Oct.
3.
reels
Model George
Sid Saylor
Dec. 28 . ,2
Monkey Shines
Ben Hall
Sept. 25. , 1 reel
My Mistake
Charles King
June 29. 2 reels
June 10
2 reels
Newlyweds' Mistake, The . .Snookums
Nov. 7 . 2 reels
Newly weds' Surprise
Snookums
Oct.
3.
.... Aug. 19
Newlyweds' Troubles
Snookums
Sept. 5 . ..22 reels
reels
Oh! Mabel
C. King-C. Doherty
Nov. 23. . 2 reels .... July 22
Oh Taxi !
Sid Saylor
Aug. 10
On Deck
Sid Saylor
Nov. 30 2 reels
Oh Teacher!
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 19. . 1 reel
Sept. 2
On Furlough
Sig Saylor
July 27. . 2 reels .... July 16
On Special Duty (Western) . Fred Gihnan
Oct.
8. 2 reels
Passing the Joneses
"Keeping
Series Up with the Joneses' Nov.
Pawns and Queens (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Aug.
Penny Ante
Harry Mann
June
Phantom Outlaw, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
July
Picking on George
Sid Saylor
Oct.
Piperock Blaze, The (Tuttle
Western)
Holmes & Corbett
June
Plain Jane
Aug.
Please Don't
Aug.
Plumed Rider, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
July
Red Suspenders
Summerville & "Fanny"
June
Rest Cure, The (Tuttle Western)
Corbett and Holmes
June
Riding
Whirlwind,
The
(Western)
Newton House
Oct.
Roaring Gulch, The (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
July
Run Buster !
Trimble and Dog
Dec.
Run for His Money, A
Arthur Lake
Aug.
Rushing Business
Sid Saylor
Aug.
Samson at Calford
Lewis Gulliver
Saxophobia
Arthur Lake
Oct.
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial — F. X. Bushman Jr.)
Scrappin' Fool, The (Mustang)
Bob Curwood
Sept.
Shady Rest
"The Gumps"
Showing Off
"Keeping
Up
With
the
Joneses"
Series
Dec.
Silent Partner, The (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)
Mar.
Sleepy Time Pal, A
Neely Edwards
July
Snookum's Asleep
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
July
Snookum's Clean Up
Snookums-Clair-Saylor
Aug.
Society Breaks
"Keeping
Up
With
Joneses"
Series
Oct.
Sodas and Shebas
Arthur Lake
Sept.
Son of America, A
George K. Arthur
Aug.
South of Northern
Lights
(Western)
Jack Perrin
Oct
Square Shooter, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Aug.
Stop Snookums
Snookums-Clair-DooIey
June
Surprised Honey
Neely Edwards
Aug.
Tale of a Shirt, The
Jimmy Aubrey
July
That's No Excuse
Charles King
June
There's a Will
C. King-C. Doherty
Dec.
Too Much
"TheJackGumps"
Sept.
Trail
of the Sleep
Tiger, The (Serial)
Daugherty
Trolley Troubles
Oswald Cartoon
Sept.
Under the Bed
Charles Puffy
July
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial) Wm. Desmond
What An Excuse
Charles King
July
When Greek Meets Greek. . "The Gumps"
Oct.
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Wallace MacDonald
June
Winning Five, The
Lewis-Gulliver
Sept.

2 . .2 reels.
reels. .. .July
6. .21 reel
27 .
16. 2 reels. .
26 . .2 reels. ,

16

11 . ..22 reels
reels .. .. .June 24
17 . .2 reels. . . May 20
24 .
.2 reels. . . . July U6
30.
May 20
6 . .1 reel
25. .2 reels
1 . .2 reels
17. .2
July
.2 reels
14 .
21 . .1 reel
31 . .2 reels. . . .Aug.
.2 reels. . . .June
10 . .1 reel
10 episodes
.2 reels. .
, .Sept
17.
. 2 reels . .
7. . 2 reels
19 . .2 reels
Feb.
11 . 1 reel
6 . .2 reels. . . .June
Jime
July
3 . .2 reels
5 . .2 reels.
12. , 2 reels . .
8 . . 1 reel. . ..Sept.
22 . . 2 reels .
.2
.2
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
13 10
.2
17 .2
6 10
26
.2

13
1
1
17
8
21
19
5
4

reels
July
reels. . . .May
reel
July
reel
July
reels.
reels . . .May
reels
Sept.
reels. . . .Aug.
reel
Aug.
reel
June
episodes
reels
June
reels

1
12
17

2

25
24
24
16

9
22
13
15
1
20
2
6
19
24
24

episodes
reels. . . .Sept. 16

Poor Projection
Is Too Expensive
"If you could just figure out exactly how much
poor projection costs the average theatre, you
wouldn't have to say anything more about the
advantages of good projection."
This suggestion was made by a theatre owner who ten
months ago took over two theatres that hadn't paid
a real profit in years, and put them on an unusually

ex Projec
EVER
is^'
builtSimpl
to meet
the tor
exacting requirements of the
finest theatres in the world.
Finishings and mountings
may vary, but fundamentally
there is only one Simplex.
Its character cannot change.
The standards of excellence
which have made the Simplex
the representative of engineering progress and efficiency in
its field are necessarily built
into every projector. Now as
always, the Simplex gives to
every theatre the most economical and the finest brojection possible.

good paying basis. "The fact is," he continued, "the
public has learned how good projection improves
the show and it will not patronize a theatre that
makes mediocre presentations. The trend of the
moving picture business is proof of that. You can
figure the cost of repairs and replacements, but there
is no way of estimating in advance just how much
business you are losing by presenting pictures in a
manner that does not compare favorably with
average standards."
There is no question about it. Every successful
theatre owner today is giving very careful attention
to projection—for good projection is only good
business. If your projection is below standard make
the necessary improvements now, whether it necessitates installing new projectors or merely replacing
worn parts. But profit from the experience of
hundreds of other exhibitors and buy a tried and
proven machine, or buy replacement parts from the
manufacturer of your present machine. You'll save
money
in the long run.
SIMPLEX

SIMPLEX

DIVISION

INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTION CO.
90 Gold St., New York City

PROJECTORS
FOR BETTER
PROJECTION

wmimmi
^Select^d as ail adde
musicattraction in
Grand
Fordham
N.Y.

B'waij

86tl^St.

Astor
N.Y.

J^v) £>eJCu-Ke Jheedros
" equipped/

koWr ynwrvon

full in&rmaiioii
I
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foteit MBfrtNiOr^an
Got
^.agro Los Angeles SanFrancisco
J9l4 SoVermont

l68Gdden Gate

^\ unrivalled,matchless
As^an outstanding
'musical attraction Robert Morton Su—
-prc'znacy
is evident
its selection
bij the in
Nations most successfull Showmen.
Robert Morton Organs
are built in Styles and Sixes
to suit- every type of —
theatre, lar^e ot small.

Lpew's
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— you^ll never know the actual
')
capacity of your theI atr
e until
you*ve played **The Big Parade*^
and ''Ben-Hur:'

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The Life of the Party

A. XXXVI

No. 13^

AprU 22?
.^...^.^^ „.
under act of March 3, 1879

Published Weekly— $2.00 a Year

Los Angeles

New York

PRICE

20 CENTS

Chicago
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The reputation of the
Wurlitzer Organ has
been built up to the
highest possible standard by unsurpassed
performance, year in
and year out. It is
recognized as the supreme achievement
in organ construction.
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Attractive catalog upon request
New York
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Detroit
Philadelphia
Buffalo
San Francisco Los Angeles St. Louis
Kansas City
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1
hat

W

IS a

spedcaiya?l
tofl Is it anything without
known

a well-

star in it? Many companies

still seem to think so, and add insult to injury hy labeling groups of
obscure players ^'all-star casts." Not
Paramount ! When

ive say "special",

we speak Webster's language. ^^ Special: distinguished by some vmusual
cpiality; uncommon;
marked

extraordinary;

bv superior excellence, importance, power." ^ Casts must be

super-fine. Witness ^^Beau Geste" —
Ronald Colman, Noah Beery, Alice
Joyce, Mary Brian, Victor McLaglan,
William Powell and others. Look at

w

hat

to-day?

is a special

^^Way of all Flesh"— Eniil Jaiiiiiiigs,
Belle Bennett, Phyllis Haver/^Rough
Riders"— Charles Farrell, Noah
Beery, Mary Astor, George Bancroft.
■^^Underworld"- George Bancroft,
Clive Brook, Evelyn Brent, Larry
Senion.

^ And

even

more!

Para-

mount specials must he based upon
powerful ideas keyed to the spirit

c^v.UNDERWORLD

^^

of modern

times and readily ex-

ploitable! "Gentlemen

Prefer

Blondes," with world sales as a novel
of 600,000. "Metropolis," startling
glimpse

c^BEAU

SABREUR^^

of

tomorrow's

universe.

??

Beau Sabreur," sequel to "Beau
Geste," a "natural." "Chang," like
no picture ever made and already
established as a box office sensation. "Jesse James," Fred Thomson

TILLIE S PUNCTURED

ROMANCE

as

the

most

romantic

outlaM^

in

w

hat

is

a special

to-day?

American history, with a "Covered
Wagon" caUbre production. ^'Tillie's
Punctured Romance," 1928 style.
"Covered Wagon" re-issue after two
years after an initial circulation of
only nine months. ^ 20 de-luxe Paramount specials in the 10096 Program! All-star casts that really are
"all-star"!

Strong,

colorful, ultra-

modern ideas attuned to this new
Book Jacket by Ralph Barton.

world,

these

changing

times!

Courtesy, Boni «<^- Liveright

No

wonder they're rolling up historymaking grosses all over the couutry,
in cities large and small! No wonder
shrewd

showmen

are

flocking

to

Paramount as never before in Paramount history! *i Specials that give
a new significance to the word! Guar
anteed specials— tried and proven at
the

box-office

in

advance.

Para-

c-"^^ STARK

LOVE

.-^-^3

mount

specials — cream of the new

season's product. " Distinguished,
extraordinary, marked by superior
excellence," as Webster's says. flThe
showmanship

brains and vast re-

sources of the only studio in Hollywood awake to the new era in pictures are being lavished upon them.
More are coming!

More <•*• specials
r)r>

that will be ^^ special" in every sense
of the word! Miss one of them and
you

pass

up

the

biggest

grosses

1927-8 will see!

SECOND

THOMSON

SPECIAL

^ In addition to the new-era starring pictures of Harold Lloyd, Clara Bow,
Richard Dix, Emil Jannings, Bebc Daniels, Pola Negri, Thomas

Meighan,

Beery-Hatton, Esther Ralston, Florence Vidor, Adolphe IMenjou, George
Bancroft, Fields-Conklin, Conklin-Bancroft, Fred Thomson, Zane Grey.

^^V^^^^'^^y

for showmen

of today

Ir^^^"^

^tm

J^ARAMOl

^Bjg^

r\.

CO L U N B I
PICTURE/

/

ot"-,.'

THE BEST BOX-OFFICE

-VALUE IN YHE
INDUSTRY

^-i-

V

oAnother Surefire
'Box-office Hit!

^ ▼

I

directed by Sdward H. Griffith

From the Story by Louis Joseph Vance

WHAT
NEW

YORK

THE FILM CRITICS SATS

SUN

MORNING

JOHN S. COHEN, JR.
Most entertaining photoplay of the week.
Situations offer excitement and suspettse.

NEW

YORK

MORDAUNT

TIMES
HALL

Quite
^especially to those who devour diverting,
detective stories.

EVENING
.

BETTY

GRAPHIC
COLFAX

"HERB"

TELEGRAPH

CRUIKSHANK

GEORGE

WORLD

GERHARD

Is a better than average crook story. Well
done by a capable cast.

high priced rhapsodies that don't mean anything.
If I were a showman, I'd hesitate in booking
these million-dollar citrons as long as there are
any of these Columbia peaches around.

Best thing on program. Denouement a surprise. Rapid pace from beginning to eiid. Not
a single extraneous scene. Please stay for the
picture when you visit the Hippodrome.

EW YORK AMERICAN
GINA CA

,

Holds interest. Will afford a pleasurable hour.

adaptation.

EVENING

Must look to Columbia for good pictures.
"Alias the Lone Wolf" finest of the cinema fare
dished up this week. Entertainment all the way
through. Will deservedly make more money for
showmen throughout the country than a lot of

Well presented and capably acted.
Will interest all. An excellent
.

I

NNON

NEW

YORK 'HERALD

HARRIETTE

UNDERHILL

TRIBUNE

qJJn
n'S™
j^^ q^;^,^

jj^^^^j .^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^_
mosphere ... is to be congratulated.

PETE HARRISON:
Will do honor to any big distributor's
program.

Shirley nason
ARLEN

LANG

Joseph p. resents
•' Kennedy f,
■

SH

SINCE
THE

ARMISTKI

World-Wide upheaval of Newspaper and Magazine Publicity! Thousands of Pages of Roto and Syndicate Features!
Terrific Ballyhoo on 5,000,000 Radios! All America and
Europe Merging Its Chorus of Acclaim as the American
Legion Tears Jolly Old Paris Loose from Its Hinges!
SPECIAL TRAILERS!
SPECIAL SHOWMEN'S PAPER!
SPECIAL
LEGION TIE-*UPS!
SPECIAL MONSTER CAMPAIGN BOOK!
EVERYTHING
SETS
EVERYTHING POISED!
FOR THE GRAND MOP-UPS

AL COOKE
and
KIT GUARD
in

All America is watching the
Legion Convention !
All America will welcome
home the returning Legionnaires !
All America will rush to
Theatres to see the unforgettable scenes of the
colossal CARNIVAL OF
COMRADESHIP . . .
WATCH
FOJR
FURTHER
DETAILS OF THE
GIANT FBO EXPLOITATION
SWEEP. . . .

^

2
^

fi^%y^
Cad/^aemmle

The Girl With "IT"
at Her Zippiest Best!
^TT Bubbling, effervescent, peppy CLARA BOW in
^U a title and a picture that fit her like a one-piece
bathing suit!
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N ORMA
TALMADG
''CANILLE''' did record tur
business all week in blistering he
Main Street, Kansas City —
CarroUton

wrote

is
Philip Scheuer of Los Angeles Timt§&^^
FOR THE LOYE OF NIKE'^ is
declared— '''TNE LIFE OF RILEY
knock-out and a real box-office bet" —
too funny for words" —

Wdt

l£/FIRST

NATIONAL led all others in
bookings for Greater Movie Season on
Pacific Coast —

ROBERT KANE signed Alan Dwan
to direct his 5 productions for First National this year — including one by Ben
Hecht, another by Elinor Glyn!

it all goei to fhow you itl( ^^^m

STARS!
We challenge any one
in this industry to
deny these facts:
1 — STARS

DRAW BUSINESS

— you knoiv it from experience — you knoiv
that a good name on your marquee is what
you require to draiv patrons!

2 — M-G-M

HAS THE STARS!

— no one can deny the fact that ^^The Big
Parade of Stars^^ contains more Money
Names than the product of any company,
har none!

3 — ni-G-M IS THE STAR MAKER!
— you have ivatched M-Q-M build stars —
M-Q-M^s Big Specials produced at great
expense help build the names that you cash in
on— M'Q-M developed John Qilbert, Norma

y^i

(continued)

«!!i^'
^iiyi?

^.if

SYD
,
CHAPLIN

Q.
^ULIAM

(continued)

Shearer, Lon Chaney, Syd Chaplin, Lillian
Qish, Marion Davies, RamonNovarro,William
Haines, Jackie Coogan, Qreta Qarbo, DaneArthur, Cody-Pringle, Tim McCoy and others.

4

l-G-M WILL MAKE OTHER STARS!
—in^27-^28 M'Q-M^s star-developing activities
continue, thus assuring M-Q-M exhibitors
new personalities all the time.

5

M-G-M'S

BIG PARADE

OF STARS

has eliminated competition and brought more
new accounts to M-Q-M than ever before in
its history. This is 1927 -1928' s Best Buy:
THE SPECIALS
THE

GARDEN OF ALLAH (Rex Ingram)
THE COSSACKS (John Gilbert)
THE CROWD (King Vidor)
ROSE-MARIE
NAPOLEON
MLLE. FROM ARMENTIERES
IN OLD KENTUCKY
BODY AND SOUL

THE STAR HITS
3
4
3
1
1

CHANEYS
HAINES
DAVIES
NOVARRO
GISH

2 GILBERTS
3 SHEARERS
1 SYD CHAPLIN

2 GARBOS
6 McCOYS

QUALITY

2
3
3
2
S

COOGANS
CODY-PRINGLES
DANE- ARTHURS
DOG STAR
COSMOPOLITANS

SHORTS

HAL ROACH COMEDIES OUR GANG— MAX DAVIDSON— CHARLEY CHASE— ALL STAR
M-G-M NEWS— Tu ICC- Weekly— The New Neu-sreel M-G-M GREAT EVENTS— Ent.re/y in Technicolor
M-G-M ODDITIES— Produced all over the world by UFA

There^s no product to even Compare !

METRO

- GOLDWYN

It's the Year of The Big Parade
^♦'^

- MAYER
and Ben - Hur

*ir*
♦LSEwk

• ♦*

r^^

l@i

PATHE

sets ifas, tpacel
eou»
,

Demonstrates class in every
department with dazzling
array of Specials • Features
Shorts • News Keel * Comedies •Westerns • Novelties

<^ DOCYOR.

With RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT,
JUNIOR COGHLAN, VIRGINIA BRADFORD
and FRANK MARION
Directed by RUPERT

The superior box-office value of PatheDeMille Features
is evidenced in the fact that they have been picked
from the field by the biggest showmen in the country.
Among those who have signed for these great features
are: The Stanley Circuit, The B. F. Keith Circuit, The
Orpheum Circuit, The West Coast Theatres Circuit, The
North American Theatres Circuit, The Stanley-Fabian
Circuit, The Butterfield Circuit, The Universal Chain
Theatres Circuit, The Stanley - Crandall Circuit, The
W, P. Gray Circuit, The Co-operative Booking Circuit,
The Ike Libson Circuit, The Bolte Circuit, The Grobe
and Knobel Circuit, The Brandt Circuit, The Consolidated
Circuit, The Springer Circuit, The Joelson Circuit, The
Joelson-Suchmann Circuit,
and hundreds of other
NEWS

LEADS

JULIAN

Acclaimed
by critics
"WA
Y
and publicDO
greatest
WN
rural classic since

BIG SHOWMEN BOOK
PATHE-DEMILLE FEATURES SOLID

PAmi

^

f^i^st.run theatres.

f**1

/«

RODLAROCaUE
EAST."

i

THE FICHTINC
EA6LE
With PHYLLIS
:.Jii A DONALD

HAVER

CRISP PRODUCTION

Established as greatest male star on screen.

LEATRICE

lOy

tn

THE AHGEL
BROADWAT
OF
T>irected by LOIS WEBER.
With VICTOR VARCONI,
MAY ROBSON
CLARENCE BURTON

and

Rated at preview greatest picture of her career.

t-/fn analysis of number and
variety of subjects covered
reveals that Pathe News
leads. For instance, the following isa comparison of
the September 3rd issues of
six aiflferent news reels:
Tathe News . .
2nd News Reel .
ird News Reel.
Ath News Reel .
5th News Reel .
6th News Reel .

29
13
12
11
10
8

Pathe News covers more
than twice as many subjects
in one issue as its nearest
competitor — with the lowest registering only eight
as against Pathe News'
twenty-nine.

Sensational twenty-four sheet poster on "THE

WRECK

OF THE

HESPERUS'

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
DE MiLkE

STUDIO

PICTURES

-

PATHE' NEWS

Pathe' westerns - patheserials - Pathecomeoies

1

'*Monty Banks is a real
comedian, one of the best
we have. You see him
once, and you come back
to see him again."
HAROLD

WEIGHT

Holli/wooi) Fiiinoifiaph

He's a Big Bet— and Wise Showmen
are Cleaning up Big isjith Him
If you haven't played a Monty Banks
before -^ START NOW with "FLYING LUCK" - Here's your chance to
make a genuine ten-strike. A riotous,
thrill comedy on AVI ATION -^ the
first BIG SPECIAL COMEDY on this
live subject. ITS A GOLD
GRAB IT QUICK.

Virected

by

MINE -

■~—
'Exchange,
Pa€he
Inc.
®3 —
Di HiLLt

STUDIO

Pictures

- paths i

Member of Motion Pic

PATMK WElTtNNS

- PATH^SUIALS

- PATnlCONCOIK*

KEN

with lARZKN,

THE

M jIf^N a. R
the While

RED

Wonder

Hone

RAIDERS

in
WW

—backed by Something NEW in Exploitation— the KEN MAYNARD CLUBS!— Special
accessories .... Prizes for leaders— the KEN MAYNARD LARIAT, and the KEN MAYNARD
BUTTON for every member! Wonderful opportunity for immediate extra profits
and repeat business. Write for complete outline of plan and FREE publicity aids.

Presented by Charles R. Rogers
From the story by Marion Jackson

Directed by Albert Roilell
Supervised by Harry J. Brown

a GreatCUiS (PECIAL For

I FiiUT msriOMAn yeadi

It's great to know the coniidence tlnai; a contract, \or C^^hiAj^aJUxrrLcd
6lct. uaSD gives you --like ax\ insuranc^e policy for your 5how.
TTiere'^ never amiss sxr\oTig them. Whether it's Larry SoxnoxS you're
showing, in one of hi5 daredevil comedies --or one of his fellow comedy
stars-- or a short novelty- -or the new-S reel Kino grams -- you know
that (^^Aix^xiticrnxd 6^ictuAjD ^\\\ always help you put the program over in
a pinch, and that they'll always make a good show better.
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES ]TlC.
MEMBER,

MOTION

PICTURE

,^MJ'04^Ut..jj^<^*^A^
President.
AND DISTRIBUTORS
OF AMERICA, Inc.

PRODUCELPS

WJL L

V NA Y:S, J'jgs iden tr.

CONSTANCE
n

''Breakfast

TALNADCE
at

Sunr

i$ e

I L
» 1

Directed by Hal St. Clair

ROSE OF THE GOLDEN

WEST

with

Roland

Mary

Astor — Gilbert

A Geor£e Fitzmauri<e SPECIAL

n

First great epic of America's land of romance, CALIFORNIA. —
Lavish color — a million dollars worth of Beauty. — Spanish nights —
i«i
Spanish love.

O
with

PLACE
Nary

DOVE

Perfect t\illoh%f-up on the sensational box-office success of "The
STOLEN BRIDE". Cashes in on the greatest Star Discovery of 1927.

Joseph M. Schcnck gives you Connie's best! Sparkling rontaiice —
flashing fun — Frenchy as champagne!

((

LIE

lit '^American Beauty '' with Lloyd Hughes

"T HE

CRYSTAL

with Dorothy

Na<kaill-iack

C U P"

Mulhall

From the best -selling Gertrude Atherton novel, duplicating the
tremendous success of "Black Oxen". A daringly different theme
baring the secret soul of the modern girl.

TO

Astor — Lloyd

GO

1»

Hughes

Gorgeous, tempting Mary Astor in an early-Eve costume with
hand-some Lloyd Hughes on a trial honeymoon on a desert isle! —
their first of 4 from First National this year.

Ail set for another BIG MONTU in

I

ICAGO

r I c K

SCANDAL
Windy City Fans in Turmoil!

September

^^^

PeuraP
cried,hour
t»^««.
ope
s bet
.Viet Kid ^^dl
, lber
^^„
*
^ugled,
ence
Patenl l-ea

Only 3^181
persons
were able to
^ef seats at
$1.10 Rin^side
for

niendous --^J^ompletely ^^^ ^r^^t three tbousand.
^^^ ^^^ conBdeut
^^-^!:r:eturneda-V^^^^^^^

r:^o:^^^°^':ttw'. ..^oEPit^^x^

Sensational Roadshow

Opening of

PATEHT LEATHER Kl
at Woods

Theatref famous Ciiicatfo Letf it House

Thousands turned away!> > ■
lust like New York....
irs the Bitf TiD-off on

FIRST NATIONAL

fori927-»2S
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Population and Pictures
No Need of Worry About Saturation Points in Picture Patronage

By Wiiiiam A. Johnston
IN all the discussions about the future of
the industry too little attention is paid
to the march of population. Those who
think that the increase of possible picture
patrons is limited, in some mysterious way,
are due for a rude awakening.
The only limits that can be placed will
come from the mistakes of the industry itself;
the failure to create new patronage by what
we do or fail to do — not from any decrease in
numbers of people.
*
*
*
*
Decrease?
Listen to this from a noted sociologist,
Edward Alsworth Ross, of the University of
Wisconsin, writing in the September Century Magazine:
"During the last sixteen years we have
registered in this country about forty-one
million births and twenty-two million deaths.
We can rapidly grow without immigration,
for we fill each year nearly twice as many
cradles as coffins!"
If immigration figures were added, this
two-to-one ratio would, of course, be stepped
up considerably.* *
*
*
But in any view of the long future, the
whole world must be considered as the field
of the motion picture; in fact, of the American motion picture itself, because our foreign market is rapidly broadening and will
continue to broaden, if we deliver the goods.
Taking the world view. Prof. Ross reaches
these amazing conclusions:
*Tn the pre-war period mankind increased
at a rate which would double it in sixty years.
In other words, as many members may be

added to the human family from 1910 to
1970 as in all the 1500 to 2000 generations
during which our race has been spreading
over this planet. Each day about 100,000 die
and 150,000 are born. Each sun sets on 50,000 more. Certainly never before in the life
of our race were births 50 per cent above
deaths. For this we have to thank the recent
developments which have beaten off famine
and pestilence.
"Doubling in sixty years means that the
population will have increased tenfold in
two centuries and one hundredfold in four
centuries. At this rate even if humanity's
food problem were solved once and for all
by the fall of the nitrogen of the atmosphere
in the form of a constant rain of manna,
there would be only a square yard of arable
land to a person a thousand years hence.
"At a date no more distant from us than
is the capture of Jerusalem by the Crusaders,
humanity would be justified in hanging out
on our planet the sign Standing Room
*

*

*

*

We leave to the sociologists the discussion
as toly!how
this tremendous mass of people is
On "
to be fed, and turn to our own problem.
Jesse L. Lasky, speaking the other day in
Los Angeles, declared that attendance at
picture houses has increased 22 to 25 per
cent in the first six months of 1927.
This is highly encouraging. It means,
among other things, that a new generation
of picturegoers is beginning to make itself
felt. It also must mean that business, stimulated by the building of large theatres in
(Contimted

on page

981)
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Will
General Pershing welcomes the "Ambassador-nt-Large"
and "A Texas Steer" company
on location in Washington,
It ivill be a First National release

Meet yiddie Mcl'hail, Mrs. Newlywed of the
"Newlytieds and Their Baby" series done bv
Si em HroJiers for Universal release

Rogers
D. C.

Joseph

P ic t u r e

N ezvs

M. Schenck, United Artists chief, is appointed to the CaliHe is shown
fornia Hightvay Commission by Governor C. C. Young.
on the extreme right taking oath of office

,'ltiyart offers the newest thing in diningettes.
Johnny
Walker
is demonstrating
it to Betty
Francisco in "A Boy of the Streets"

Another record broken. Richard Dix, ivhile
filming "Shatighai Bound," for Paramount,
landed this 310 pound sea ba.ss at Catalina

V
All nations are represented in this ^^international" contest, which features the Fox Imperial comedy, "Twenty Legs Under the Sea"

A producer interviews his star. Larry Moen making a series of Rainbow comedies, gets the dope from Edna Murphy

M-G-M P\rivs icas all ready for American Legion Paris ikiiv-how and
will soon display the result.
(World Wide Photos)

September

30 ,

1927
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PICTURES

Inside
Slants
on the
Industry

AND

PEOPLE

THE

election of Nicholas M. Sclienck to the Presidency
of Loew's and M-G-M was a foregone conclusion.
For several years he has been in active executive
charge of these two corporations. One of the ablest men
in the industry, Mr. Schenck does his work in a very effective manner. He does not ballyhoo himself; is not a publicity seeker; prefers to let results speak for themselves
and for him. And they speak.
As the successor to Marcus Loew, universally beloved
and universally mourned, Mr. Sclienck carries forward
the direction of the big Loew interests on the foundations
laid broad and deep by their creator.
* « *
L-I AL ROACH takes an optimistic view of tlie short subjectpresentation situation. In an interview with The News
this week, he said :
"When the craze for presentation fii'st swept across the
country several people asked me what would become of the
short comedies, since the theatres were using stage acts to
the exclusion of short comedies. I told them, and I believed it
firmly at the time, that I thought it was the best thing for
the short comedies that ever liappened, because I felt that the
more the exhibitor learned to talk about other features on his
program belsides the feature picture the more he would consider the value of other things besides the feature picture as
a drawing attraction.
"Presentation has not hurt the short comedy business. Indeed, there are many cases where it has helped it. Not long
since I received a visit from an executive of a large theatre
circuit which has been building up the stage end of the program until it became top heavy. His organization is finding
itself up against the difficulty of getting sufficient talent for
the shows which are circuited. He asked me what kind of
product I was making for the coming season, because he had
about decided to cut his stage shows in half, thus reducing
production costs and requiring only half the amount of talent
he formerly needed, and devoting the time thus cut out of tlie
stage number to a short comedy."
w

w

-tF

P^ROM Hollywood comes the report that Famous Players
has bought the Clara Bow contract from B. P. Schulberg for $100,000.
The star's salary, under the new arrangement, issaid to be $1,500 a week.
# # #
QENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD, president of the Radio
Coi'poration of America, at a luncheon attended by leading radio distributors at the Mayfair Hotel, St. Louis, on
September 12 promised that within a very short time, comparatively speaking, it will be possible to broadcast talking
movies by means of radio.
General Harbord said that the transmission of radio movies
will follow the perfection of radio technique in transmitting
photographs through space, the development of television with
telephone service and the synchronization of music and voice
with screen pantomime.

"Remarkable progress has been made in the perfection of
a new system of synchronizing
sight with sound on the motion
picture screen," General Harbord continued. "The Radio
Corporation of America is now making plans to develop this
system on a commercial basis.
"The new system of employing the technique of radio re-

Tie
jKlirrors
Filmdom

production, brings nearer the day also when current pei'sonalities will not only be sho^vn on the screen but also be heard by
tlie audience.. The picture of an important event will be
accompanied by all the stirring sounds that emanate from a
great mass of people — a parade will be sho^^^l Avith the musie
of tlie bands and the cheering of the spectators."
A NNOUNCEMENT by Major Edward Bowes, managing
director of the Capitol theatre. New York, that following the current engagement of "Tlie Big Parade,"
there would be a weekly feature of the revue type at the
Capitol brings official confirmation of reports that another
of the big Broadway cinemas is to adopt the vaudeville
style of presentation.
It is plain from the announcement that the Capitol,
hitherto devoting its presentation program to the more
classical forms of music and the dance, is to incline
strongly in the direction of "jazz" if it does ;ioi eventually
adopt it entirely, for the first revue offering is to be called
"Otldities" and will have as its principal Pat Rooney,
Marion Bent and Pat Rooney III, for years vaudeville
headliners specializing in comedy, songs and clog dancing.
* * #

'I ""HE Capitol orchestra under the direction of David Mendoza, the ballet corps and singing ensemble is to be retained, according to the announcement. "The high principles
of public entertainment will be kept intact and used as the
basis of a more stated.
elaborate and brilliant type of program," the
announcement
This policy change on the part of the Capitol comes at a
time when there is more or less widespread discussion as to the
popular appeal of the revue style of presentation in conjunction with pictures. Consequently it must be considered an
authoritative and weighty vote in favor of stage revues, particularly as regards their appeal to the public, for Major
Bowes stat&s that the new policy is for the purpose of injecting "a popular element of entertainment."
The Capitol presentations will employ a stage band, specially organized for the presentation of jazz and popular
music, specialty artists appearing as guest performers in each
revue, the Chester Hale girls and a chorus of voices.
Early in the year the Capitol's orchestra was
to
full symphony strength, or thereabouts, and with enlarged
this added
instrumental resources the Capitol set itself more firmly than
ever in the direction of standard musical compositions. A well
established clientele, beliep>^ed by that time to be well
acquainted with some of the higher forms of music, was
thought to be ready for another forward step in the direction
of the classical. The divertissements featuring the Chester
Hale girls, a pony ballet, and popular songs rendered by one
or more of the vocal artists of the theatre, were about the only
concessions to the reputed avid taste of the patrons for a dash
of vaudeville witli their pictures.
That, however, evidently has not proved sufficient to the
demand for the popular element of entertainment.
^ ^ ^
Y^ITH
the Capitol presenting revues, there remains
among
the weekly change thatres on Broadway only
one with what might be called a "vaudevilleless policy,"
this being the recently reopened Colony, of which Hugo
Riesenfeld is the managing director.

Motion

980

Picture

News

Distinctive scerips and locations, ivhicfi may give some idea of llie beauty in the Tiffany production of "Once and Forever^'

The Dempsey-Tiinney jiy,ht was one reason this First fSalionid comedy
triumvirate came eastward. Another was that they have business in
New York.
They are Producer C. C Burr, Johnny Mines and director
Charles Mines

Babe Ruth is doing some of his slugging with Marold Lloyd now. He
ivas signed
for aarerole
in the
Paramount
while
the Yanks
in I\eiv
Yorklatter's
both new
have comedy
been busyformaking
scenes and
for
the forthcoming film. In fact, Harold was so occupied with his work
that he changed his mind about seeing his friends, Tunney and Dempsey,

fight

M^
«._

«-.jjaEi .*•

TheRapf,
author
of M-G-M\s
"Tea and
for Three,"
Oicen Moore,
Aileen Pringle,
Marry
Dorothy
Sebastian
R. G. Leonard
on location
off Catalina

•Our idea of the right way to discuss forthcoming scenes between director and)
star.
Mary Aster is doing just " that with Mervyn Le Roy in First National'li
"!\o Place to Go."

John S. H oody, who has been appointed eastern
representative for Hal Roach
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Pictures and People
\ N interesting social note from Paris, as told in a copy-^* riglited dispatch to The Neiv York Times, reveals that
Ben Blumenthal, of the Export and Import Fibn Co., gave
a tea in honor of Mayor Walker and Mrs. Walker the other
day. The Prefect of the Paris police and ]VIme. Chiappe were
present.
The Mayor's prowess as a dancer was demonstrated at the
tea so successfully that when lie tripped the light fantastic
toe with Barbara Blumenthal, young daughter of his host,
other couples withdrew and amid loud applause left the floor
to the Mayor and his partner.
"Maybe I will need a job as 'hoofer' after the next election," The Times quotes the Mayor as saying.
But his legion of friends in the picture business don't think
lie will. They believe he will go right on being Mayor for a
second term.
\\7 ITH the great increase in the number of college students since the War, it would seem to be about
time to revise the Hollywood idea of college pictures. They
are all cut out of the same pattern.
On this point, the New York World made these remarks
editorially recently: "The movies, of late, seem to have
turned unanimously to the campus as a background for
their stories. One after another the student films appear,
bearing such titles as 'College,' 'The Drop Kick,' 'One
Minute to Play,' and so on. Moreover, they all follow
pretty much the same pattern, which is the same pattern
as the one invented by Burt L. Standish for the adventures
of Frank Merriwell at Yale. That is, there is the admirable
hero, the dissolute villain, later to be reclaimed by the
magic of a good manly handshake; the girl, the plot, the
hoaxes at the expense of the freshmen, and, of course, the
inevitable football game or race."
« * #
Y/\/HERE are the independent press agents of yesterday?
A friend brought it to our attention the other day :
* ' What are they doing now ? " he said. ' ' Reich enbach with his
spectacular campaigns, Bert Adler with his producers, Robert
Edgar Long with his stars, Pete Smith with his score of
Hollywood clients, Fred Baer with his theatre accounts in and
aromid New York, Harry Wilson on the Coast, Capt. Harry
nice in Chicago, Merritt Crawford and Herman Holland in
New York? Some of these men had staffs of assistants and
elaborate offices. Today almost all are in jobs. Some are out
of the business. " " Times change and men change with them, ' '
in the words of the old Latin proverb.
* * *
A CCORDEVG to statistics compiled by a Los Angeles
'^ newspaper, extras used in the studios last month
were: Paramount, 291; FB O, 66; Fox, 341; M-G-M, 11;
United Artists, 106; Universal, 253; Warner, 181. Total,
1,249. There are 15,000 extras registered with the Central Casting Bureau.
Sept. 30, 1927

■Continued

AA/" E have sion,
remarked
more than byonethisoccathat there editorially,
is too little onrecognition
industry of its advertising men. In some quarters this has
amounted to reducing the advertising man to a rubber
stamp, which is all wrong, because advertising is a profession and it requires expert knowledge.
Of course, any man on the street can tell you exactly
how to run a publication, whether it be a trade paper or a
newspaper. Everybody also thinks he knows all about
advertising, how it should be written and where it should
be placed.
But the fact remains that successful advertising men
are not made overnight. Neither does it follow that because a man has been and is a successful executive in some
other branch of the industry he is qualified as an advertising expert.
It seems to us that advertising managers should be advertising managers in fact as well as in name. There is
plenty of ability; but it is not being given the chance to
function properly, except in a few instances.

Population and Pictures
By Wm. A. Johnston
{Contirmed from page 977)

crowded centers of population, has taken a
leap forward.
But more important than either of these
factors is this: the saturation point in patronage has not been reached, or anywhere near
it. On the contrary, looking at Prof. Ross'
figures and remembering that entertainment
is a vital necessity, it is difficult to see how
the saturation point can ever be reached.
We need have no worry about saturation
points. Nor need anybody in the industry
trouble himself about what's going to happen a thousand years hence.
The opportunity for the motion picture,
here and now, through the mere increase in
population, if nothing else, is unlimited. All
we have to do is to live up to the opportunity.
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& R. Affiliate With
Publix, Paramount

Join Working Agreement for Twenty-five-Year Period
in Minneapolis Territory
R almost a year of rumors, the
AFTE
authenticity of which had for the
most part been denied, Finkolstein
n officials announced in MinneapoRubi
and
lis last week their affiliation with Publix
and Paramount.
M. L. Finkelstein in making the story
nt of
public referred to it as an agi-eeme
"man-iage" of the firms. Under the terms
the pact is for twenty-five years, and binds
the producers to give F. & R. first call on
all of their product in the Northwest. It
also assures Paramount a ready market
for their pictures in the 135 F. & R. theatres.

Another item in the tenns of agreement,
gives F. & R. the operation of the Minneapolis Theatre, now in construction at
Ninth Street and La Salle Avenue, in Minneapolis. This is a $2,000,000 house, and
was being buill as a Publix Theatre, having
been leased to Famous Players-Lasky by
the Minneapolis Theatre Corporation on a
twenty-five-year basis involving a total
rental of $4,000,000.
Edward R. Ruben, in discussing the
merger, said:
"This deal, which we have just concluded, is similar to deals that have been
made in the south, on the west coast, and in

Defu

Producing;
Two
Films Finished

producing orDEFU PICTUgaRES,
nization ofthe First NationalDeutsche Film Union consolidation, has officially announced ten of
its 15 films to be produced for the
coming season. In addition, there will
be five specials, the title of which are
undecided upon. Two pictures have
already been finished. The Defu program is being made under the supervision of Friederich Zelnik at <he
Staaker Studios.
The finished pictures are "Alpine
Tragedy" and "Dancing Vienna." The
first, directed by Robert Land has
Lucy Doraine and Wladimir Gaidarow.
The second, featuring Lya Mara and
Ben Lyon, and a sequel to "The B!ue
Danube," was directed by Mr. elnik.
In production or cutting rooms are:
"The Hamper," in which Max Reichman is directing Paul Wegener und
Mary Johnson; "Train de Luxe," by
Arthur Ilarment, Mr. Schoenfelder directing; and "Fremont, Jr. and Rissier,
Sr." by Alphonse Daudet, being produced by A. W. Sandberg with Lucy
Doraine and Karina Bell in the leading roles.
Other pictures which go into work
soon
include:
by w;th
Leo
Fall, which
Mr. "Die
ZelnikKaiserin,"
will direct
Lya Mara starring; "Manage," by Dr.
Walter Angel, to be directed by R. W.
Sandberg; "Frau Sorge," from Sudermann's play, to feature Mary Carr;
and "The Beaver Coat" and "Therese
Ra(|uin" by Emil Zola.

other sections of the country. It will mean
that, being assured of a constant source of
films for our theatres, we can go ahead with
our building program, which will mean new
theatres throughout our circuit.
"These theatres, the first of their tjrpe
to be eon.structed in the northwest, will be
the last word in playhouse construction, and
will be period in design, mainly French,
Spanish,
Moorish
and near
The first
of these
new Eastern."
theatres to be
opened in the northwest will be The
Chateau, at Rochester, Minn. This house,
which ^dll be ready for business about October 1, is modeled after a. fourteenth century
French chateau.
Finkelstein and Ruben operates its 13.5
theatres in 30 cities located in Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and North Dakota, including 14
theatres in Minneapolis and 18 in St. Paul.
The Minneapolis, the new Publix Theatre, will probably be opened in the Spring.
All the concrete has been poured and all
the steel has been placed in position.

A.

S. G. Roster
Includes
More Than 250 Names

The largest assembling of motion picture
cameramen in the history of the industry
took place Tuesday night, September 6, in
the auditorium of the Hollywood Chamber
of Commierce, when 130 active operatives
were initiated into the American Society
of Cinematographers.
The occasion Avas a banquet tendered the
new members by the A. S. C, and was
significant in that it marked the beginning
of an epoch wherein this organization, because of the recent influx of new members,
is able to function as a 100 per cent body,
the new roster representing practically the
entire membership of the industry.
Daniel B. Clark, president of the A. S. C,
administered the obligation to the assemhlage, including the old guard, and the
new members were instructed in the Society's code of ethics and ritual by the
three vice-presidents, John W. Boyle,
Victor Milner, and Frank B. Good.
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Tax Revision Hearings
Will Begin October 31
at
enacted tax
revision
the beproposed
on to
NGS bill
HEARI
the next session of Congress
will begin October 3L it has been announced by the Ways and Means Committee of the House, Washington, D. C.
In all probability, admission taxes
will be considered at the session on
November 10, when miscellaneous taxes
are listed.
The schedule of hearings calls for
general statements October 31 and
November 1, and hearings on the corporation income tax November 2, individual income tax November 3,
Board of Tax Appeals and general administrative features November 4 and
5, excise and stamp taxes November 7,
estate tax November 8 and 9, and miscellaneous taxes November 10. The
ing.
hearings
be House
in the Office
committee's
own room will
in the
BuildPersons desiring to be heard, it is
announced, should apply to the clerk
of the committee at least one day prior
to the date of the hearing in order to
be assigned time on the calendar for
that day. Briefs may be submitted in
lieu of oral testimony, or to augment
oral arguments, it is stated.

European Cities Plan 160
New Picture Theatres
About 160 new theatres with a total seating capacity of 200,000, are said to be
planned by various European cities, according to information received at the
Motion Picture Section of the Department
of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
Great Britain and Germany, in particular, are rapidly building. German cities
plan about 80 new houses; Great Britain
proposes to construct 20 theatres, with a
capacity of 50,000 seats. The De Luxe
type of theatre is supplanting the smaller
house, too. The average seating of the
British houses will be 2,500, and some will
have as many as 3,500 seats.
Sweden will build about 16 theatres this
year, Roumania 11 and Austria about ten.
Three of the RoTimanian theatres are
planned for Bucharest, the capital, each
theatre to seat over 1,000. Four are expected to go up in Transylvania, and the
remainder will be scattered in other Roumanian sections. Austrian provincial authorities have granted licenses for eight
houses
and
three more are under advisement.
Finland Avill construct four new thatres
in 1P27, each seating around 1,500 people.

Moving
Picture
Club
to
Choose Home Site Sept. 28
Al Lielitman, temporary president of the
]\ioving Picture Club of New York, has
called a meeting of the organizei's and charter members of the club for Wednesday
evening, September 28, at 7 o'clock, at the
Astor Hotel. This meeting is called for the
purpose of taking definite action on a real
estate proposition looking toward a home
for the new club. Four of them have been
under consideration by the real estate committee. It will be up to the charter members to decide between the various propositions; their time limit for charter members
is September 30th.

Universal
Opens
Rivoli
in Indianapolis
Universal opened its new Rivoli Theatre,
at Tenth and Dearborn Streets, Indian""U" apolis,
chain.
recently, with "Painting the Town."
This is the first of a string of houses Universal will build in this territory, according
to an announcement made some time ago
by Dan Michalove, general manager of the
The Rivoli costs approximately
and seats 1,500. It was designed
Dietz. W. W. Grist, Jr., formerly
of Universal 's Broadway Strand,
has been assigned to this house.

!?300.000
by H. Z.
manager
Detroit,

The Most Useful Book
WE

ARE PUBUSHING IN OCTOBER WHAT, FROM MY
EXPERIENCE AT AN EDITOR'S DESK, I BELIEVE
TO BE THE MOST USEFUL BOOK EVER PUT OUT IN
THIS FIELD.

I refer to ''Motion Picture News' Booking Quide and
Studio Directory.^'
Heretofore the volume has been well known as "The Booking Guide." Thousands of exhibitors use it constantly. Now,
"The Studio Directory" has been added.
The new volume can and will be used, every week, by most
every exhibitor and every newspaper that carries a photoplay
* * * *
department.
Here is its usefvdness:
The exhibitor or photoplay editor consults an index; finds
any picture released in the past six months; gets a synopsis of
the story, the names of the director and cast, and reference to
further material in the files of his Motion Picture News.
He turns to another index and is directed to the biographies
of the director and members of the cast.
He has, in other words, all the material he needs to prepare
for any newspaper a story of popular and local interest.
Press sheets may be lost or not easily at hand; the picture
may arrive unexpectedly. But whatever the situation the
volume is constantly at hand to give, instantly, all the publicity material any picture needs.
This vohime is an ever ready, every week Publicity Encyclopaedia on ciu'rent motion pictures.
It is the constant press agent of pictiu'es and people.
It is the Who's Who
of* motion
picture
publicity.
*
*
*
The number of theatres equipped to use press sheets and
other advertising service is somewhat limited.
But there are few exhibitors who cannot use the "Booking
Guide and Studio Directory," and few newspapers who cannot
use a reader from its pages.
"^y^ ^7?-^-^ ~
7^-— -
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Fox
Attends
President
ing
Washington Open
Assemblage with

New House Dedicated Before Brilliant
Splendid Program
such as
ERING of notables
GATH
never before has been present at the
ted
opening of a theatre in the Unitio
n
States witnessed the formal dedica
new
the
of
ber
19,
tem
Sep
ht,
nig
day
Mon
Fox Theatre in the National Press Building, Washington.
President and Mrs. Coohdge, members ot
the Cabinet and high officials of theofGovthe
ernment service, leading members
sevand
,
leaders
society
diplomatic corps,
eral hundred membei-s of the National
Press Club and their gue-sts comprised the
audience before which the initial performance was presented.
The initial offering by Roxy, who led the
''Glow Worm" scene,
orchestra during the
was received with enthusiasm, although the
film, "Paid to Love," did not rouse the
local critics to cheers, but, anyway, the performance, excellent though it was, proved
secondary to the theatre itself. Nothing
has ever been seen in Washington to parallel the Fox Theatre. And a great tril)ute
must be paid to those in charge of the house
— so far as could be seen, absolutely nothing
remained to be done, the last brushful of
paint had been applied, the last electric
bulb was in its socket, the last piece of
furniture was in its place, when the doors
were opened.
A description of the house is impossible
for a newspaper man who was one of the
vast audience. One writer who has conversed with the head of nearly every reigning house in Europe, and some no longer
reigning, declared that it was like a palace,
but added that he had seen no European
palace anywhere nearly as gorgeous.
Upon entering the house, one is on the
level of the loge seats. An oval well in
the center of the foyer, over which are hung
magnificent chandeliers, is broken by two
grand staircases leading downward to the
orchestra floor, while other staircases on the
.sides lead upward to the mezzanine and
balcony iloors, the latter way, way up, yet
affording from every seat a clear view not
only of the stage, but of the orchestra pit.
A

as well, with its elevator which carries the
entire orchestra of 50 pieces, the grand
organ, and the orchestratheleader.
house is red, the
The color scheme of
and the furniture covfloor being carpeted Except
for a few crystal
ered in that color.
are confixtures
chandeliers, the electric
cealed in mammoth yellow shades, which
are many feet in length, vertically. Lounges
and smoking rooms are provided on evei-y
floor for both men and women. The projection room, as the rest of the theatre, is
the last word in equipment.
If the comment of the first-night audience is any criterion, both Roxy and William Fox, who came to Washington for the
opening, cannot but be well pleased with
the admiration which theii- latest effort in
theatre building has excited.
The presidential party occupied the first
box in the house on the left, facing the
stage. The national colors and the presidential flag adorned the box.
Notables included in the audience w^ere :
The President and Mrs. Coolidge; the
Amibassador of Argentina and Mme. Pueyrredon; Dr. Herman Velarde, the Ambassador of Peru; the Ambassador of Mexico
and Senora de Tellez; the Ambassador of
France and Mme. Claudel; the Minister of
Switzerland and Mme. Peter; the Minister
of Finland ; the Minister of Honduras and
Senora de Bogran; the Minister of Egypt
and Mme. Samy Pasha; Mr. Simeon Radeff,
Minister of Bulgaria, and Mme. Radewa;
the Minister of Venezuela and Senora de
Grisanti; the Minister of Persia; the
Minister of the Dominion of Canada and
Mrs. Massey; the Minister of Salvador and
Senora de Lima; Robert Silvercruys, Belgian Charge d 'Affaires ; Senor Don Mariano
de Amoedo, Charge d 'Affaires of Spain;
Senor Don Juan Barberis, Charge d 'Affaires of Ecuador; Charge d 'Affaires of
Paraguay and Mme. Ranirez; Mr. Alexis
H. G. 0. Lundh, Chtu-ge d 'Affaires of Norway; the Charge d 'Affaires of Bolivia and
Senora de la Barra; the Chai-ge d 'Affaires
of Czechoslovakia
and Mme.
Lipa; Dr.
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Mikas Bagdonas, Charge d 'Affaires of
d'Lithuania;
Affaires
of Mr.
Haiti;Raoul
Mr. Lizaire,
and Mrs. Charge
Thigenori
Togo, Japanese Legation; Mr. Michael
Wright, Third Secretary, Embassy of Great
Britain; Mr. and Mrs. Bo Hasselrot, Attache, Swedish Legation; Mr. and Mrs.
Juan B. Chevalier, Secretary, Panama Legation and Mrs. Jose M. Coronado, First Secretary of Colombian Legation.
The Cabinet was represented by Secretary of War Dwight F. Davis, AttorneyGeneral John G. Sargent, Postmaster General Harry Stewart New, Secretary of Navy
Curtis D\\'ight Wilbur, Secretary of Interior Hubert Work, Secretary of Agriculture William Marion Jardine, Secretary of
Commerce Herbert Hoover, Secretary of
Labor James John Davis.
The Fox official delegation, headed by
Mr. and Mrs. William Fox and W. R. Sheehan, included the following: John Zanft,
Saul E. Rogers, James R. Grainger, Truman Talley, and John J. Spurgeon.

Universal
Pictures
Corp.
Declares Dividend
The Board of Directors of the Universal
Pictures Company, Inc., have declared a
quarterly dividend of two per cent per
share to be paid on the outstanding First
PrefeiTed Stock of that company on October 1. Stockholdei-s of record at the close
of business on September 26 will partici-

Gzeckoslovakian
pate.

Distributors in Deal With Sterling

sterling Pictures' foreign department
has concluded a sale providing for the distribution by the Helios Film Company, of
Berlin, Germany, of "Brooding Eyes,"
"The Phantom Express," and "Wreckage," in the country of Czechoslovakia.

FBO Not Considering Any Merger,
Declares Joseph P. Kennedy
A

SWEEPING denial that FBO is or has boon considering any merger
with other companies was issued this week by Joseph P. Kennedy.
President of the company.
It had been reported that FBO was to
l)e [)art of the proposed First National-Pathe pool.
Mr. Kennedys statement follows:
"All rumors and statements to the effect that FBO is or has been considering any merger or consolidation with other picture companies are
incorrect.
"Nobody has discussed the terms or conditions of any such consolidation with authority from the owners of FBO. My attention, and that oi'
the FBO organization, is entirely taken up in making and distributing good
pictures at prices which will show a profit to the exhibitors and to ourselves."

!\iciiolas Scheiirk, nt'ivly elected president
Loew's, Inc., and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

of
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s ''Best Brains'
ry'
ust
Ind
for Trade Parley

Film Boards of Trade and M.P. T. 0,A. Cooperating With Trade
Commission Officials; Selection of Exhibitor
Delegates Being Made
the industry's
ORGANI
tion in of
sentaION
the Trade Practice
repreZAT
,
Conference to be held by the Federal Trade Commission in New York beginning October 10, is going forward rapidly.
A letter has been sent to the secretaries
of the Film Boards of Trade by M. Markham Flannery, director of Trade Practice
Conferences of the Federal Trade Commission, requesting them to act as the medium
through which the Commission "may quickly and conveniently communicate with unaffiliated or independent exhibitors." The
exhibitor delegates, 64 in number, two to
each zone, are to be selected by the exhibitor members of the Arbitration Boards,
in conjunction with the local exhibitors'
organizations, where these exist.
Letters have also been sent to the officers
and members of all state and regional
bodies in the M. P. T. 0. A., by R. F. Woodhull, President, and M. J. 0 'Toole, secretary, urging them to co-operate in securing
the best possible exhibitor representation.
The letter states that national officers of
the M. P. T. 0. A. have been in touch wdth
Mr. Flannery, and they are giving him their
co-operation "so that this Conference may
be properly and thoroughly organized, and
that there may be in this assembly on that
day the best brains within the industry."
The heads of all the large producing and
distributing companies will personally rei>resent their respective organizations, says
the letter, which adds : ' ' Two exhibitors

will be selected by the exhibitor members
of your Arbitration Board in co-operation
with your organization. This practice will
be carried out in each of the thirty-two film
zones in accordance with instructioms sent
from Washington."

ISot a Debating Society
Use of the machinery of the Film Boards
of Trade is being made by Mr. Flannery
through the courtesy of C. C. Pettijohn, it
is stated in the letter sent by the former to
the secretaries.
The coming Conference will not be "a
debating society," neither will it be "a
voting contest," it was explained this week
to the trade press by Mr. Pettijohn.
The purpose of the conference, Mr. Flannery states in his letter, "is to give all concerned an opportunity to participate in deliberations which are expected to result in
efficiently eliminating from the industry
any practices which may be determined to
be unfair.
"In other words, as experts in their
line, men actively engaged in the industry
are asked to define for the Commission such
practices as they consider unfair, and to
assist in the formation of rules of business
conduct intended to eliminate, on a given
date, practices Avhich the industry may
recognize as bad."
Flannery
's letter
to the : Film Board
of Mr.
Trade
Secretaries
continues
"Since there are move than 30,000 mov-

ing picture theatres in the United States,
it would be impracticable to call all owners
into a single conference. In order that the
unaffiliated or independent exhibitors may
be fairly and adequately represented, two
delegates will be selected from each of the
32 geogi-aphical zones into which the moving picture industry in the United States
has been divided for commercial purposes.
Such delegates, representing each zone respectively, are to be selected by the three
exhibitor members of the Arbitration
Board, working in conjunction with the
local exhibitors' organization, if any.
Neither delegate is to have any affiliation
whatever with producers or distributors.
One must represent chains of theatres consisting of groups of five or more, and the
other delegate is to be selected from among
owners of one theatre or less than five.
"As soon as these delegates are selected
in accordance Avith the plan above outlined,
the three exhibitor members of the Arbitration Board and the president and secretai'A'
of the local association should make immediate certification to the Federal Trade
Commission of the names of the delegates
so selected.
"The selection of delegates will not bar
any exhibitor from attending the Conference, or from being heard on any subject
pertinent to the purpose of the Conference;
but the voting Avill be restricted to the
certified delegates.
(Continued on page 986)

Loew's
Heads
Schenck
Nicholas
Former Vice-president Succeeds Deceased Marcus Loew

p:

to Presidency; Will of Latter Is Filed

the regular meeting of the board
of directors of LoeAv's, Inc., held
during the week in the offices of the
company, at 1540 BroadAvay, New York,
Nicholas M. Schenck Avas elected to the
presidency, after serving for the past three
years as executive vice-president. Arthur
M. LocAv was elected first Adce-president.
Two new members Avere added to the
executive committee, elected l)y the board of
directors. They are David Bernstein and
Arthur M. Locav. Nicholas M. Schenck and
William H. Childs Avere already members
of the executive committee, vnih David
Warfield as alternate mem])er. The vacancy
on the board of directors caused by the
death of Marcus Loew Avas filled by the
election of J. Robert Rubin.
AT

The board of directors of Loew's, Inc.,
now stands as follows:

Nicholas M. Schenck, Charles M. SchAvab,
William Hamlin Childs, William C. Durant,
Daniel E. Pomeroy, William L. Phillips,
David Warfield, Lee Schubert, David Loew,
David Bernstein, Arthur M. Loew and J.
Robei't Rubin.
Leopold Friedman, personal comisel for
Marcus Loew, made knoAvn the details of
the Avill of Marcus Locav, deceased president and founder of Locav's, Inc., and
Metro-GokhvjTi-Mayer pictures. The last
Avill wa,s dated May 7, 1912. Since the
making of that will Mr. Loew is said to
have divided large portions of his estate
among Ms immediate family. No definite
sums nor properties Avere detailed in the
last will. It Avill probably be several
months before a detailed statement of the
estate Avill be aA^ailable.
The executors of the estate were given
as Caroline LoeAv, AvidoAV of the deceased.

and David Bernstein, treasurer of LoeAv's,
Inc., and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures.
According to the terms of the last Avill,
tAventy-five per cent of the estate goes to
the Avife, fifteen per cent to the son, David
Loew, and fifteen per cent to the son,
Arthur M. Loew. In addition to this, forty
per cent of all the possessions of Mr. Loew
Avill provide a trust fund, the income of
which will go to the AvidoAv. Upon her
death the principal Avill go to the sons,
Arthur and David.
A trust fund of five per cent of the estate
was provided, the income of which will go
to Mrs. Fannie Spring, sister of Mrs. Looav.
Upon her death, the principal of this fund
Avill go to Mr. Loew, brother, Henry Loew,
his half-brother, Joseph Sichel, and his
nephcAv, Morton Spring, in equal shares.
The Avill was filed last Saturday in Surrogate's Court, NeAV York Citv.
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Paramount Earnings Jump
First Two

Quarters of 1927 Show Big Increase Over
Those of Past Two Years

■7~r~T
^^'^5vkoo

ITTTTTT:
* ' c?Q ^o

major films more than its usual program,
which are responsible for the inventorv of

37S414
57i590
-574:617
\£::^s::.
In outlining the reasons for the improved
conditions at Paramount, the Wall Street
Journal says:
"Parnmount now has three outstanding
films on Broadway
for their preliminary
showings:
'Underworld,' 'The Way of All
Flesh,' and 'Wings,' all of which have been
well received.

to
In addition
this
a.mbitious
an unof April 1. program,
65 as production
■g5'485,7
usual amount of real estate expansion and
theatre building was done.
All of this was
responsible for the increase in bank loans
to $12,717,811 as of April 1, 1927, besides
an increase in other current liabilities. Now
that these films held in inventory over the
summer have been released, and the newly
acquired properties are turning in profits,

"In addition, three ma.i'or films have been there will be a substantial
reduction
in
released to theatres all over the country —
hank loans and accounts payable.
'Beau Geste,' 'Rough Riders' and 'Chang.' "Foreign business in the first six months
Paramount
is consequently
in strongest of this year Avas approximately 15 per cent
position ever from the standpoint of prof- ahead of the same period a year ago."

Seek Industry's "Best Brains" for
Trade Parley
{Continued from page 985)
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and suggest. In making out this proxy,
tio form is required. Just write what you
want to say in a letter.

All of these films have been
fii-st and second quarters of the itablo releases.
THE
year and a half, and are
last
the
in
made
in
increases
year 1927 show decided
iparamount's earninjjs over the same responsible for the heaxj inventories carperiods of the past two years, according to ried over into this year.
an analysis
made
by the Wall
Street "Films are carried in inventory at their
Journal, which points out reasons for these initial cost, 75 per cent of which is allocated
increased
earnings.
It is predicted
that against rentals from the United States and
the earnings for the third quarter of the Canada,
and 25 per cent against
foreign
current year will be 100 per cent greater rentals.
Within
the first three
months
than those of the same period last year.
after a picture is released 65 per cent of
The comparative earnings given by the the inventory allocated to America is writJournal
for the past three years
are as ten off and, by the end of the first year, 95
follow:
per cent of this allocation is written off.
Films are written down to $1 at the end of
1925
1926
1927
The 25 per
$1,355,808 two years from date of release.
$1,649,689
$2,067,273
1st quar
2nd quar
1,456,051
937,818
695,724 cent allocated to foreign countries is writ3rd quar
1.052,829
1,408,330 ten off on a similar basis.
4th quar
1,960,477
2,258,190 "Paramount last year made five or six
.Total

n

^

"It is requested that you communicate
this plan to all exhibitors in your zone, and,
if objection is raised thereto bv unaffiliated
exhibitors, that you immediately communicate the same to the Commission, giving the name and address of the ob.iector
and a statement of the grounds thereof. A
franked envelope, requiring no postage, is
enclosed for your convenience in making
reply. Your cooperation will be appreelated."
WoodhulVs
Letter

a given time, discuss our trade practices,
and decide upon formulas which vdW take
the place of procedure which may be agreed
are unnecessary and unfair. In our opinion, this will afford a great opportunity to
all concerned. Much good wnll be acconiplished if the representatives thus assem'bled, in cooperation with representatives of the United States Government, sincerelv openly and frankly discuss their own
problems not only within their o-\\ti
branches,
but
between
the
different

The letter sent bv Messrs. Woodhull and
O 'Toole to exhibitors savs, in part:
"With its tremendous importance in
mind, we suggest that you safeguard the
interests of the motion picture exhibitors
in your vicinity by using your best efforts
in a sincere endeavor to have your representation at this conference of the highest
type, and that particular attention be given
to the fact that they should be men capable
of comprehending the many diversified
problems of the exhibitor part of our business.

^'•'■^"''hes of the business.
"This is an opportunity for the industry
*" '^^"■'i**' ^^s own Bill of Rights,
"The Government does not provide for
the. expenses of anybody attending this
conference and, if you find that it is impossible for the two independent exhibitors
selected in your zone to attend such conference, the president and secretary of the
IMotion Pictui-e Ownei's of America will be
glad to represent the independent exhibitors
in your zone by proxy if these proxies are
accompanied by definite instructions to us

"This hearing is not in the nature of a with such suggestions as you may care to
prosecution or an investigation of our busi- make with reference to any trade practice,
ness.
It means definitely that the United Upon receipt of any such proxies we will
States Government has asked the leaders of endeavor to the best of our ability to preall branches of the business to a.ssemble at sent your instructions, as you may direct

"It may be that upon some subject about
which there is a controversy we will desire
to communicate with you by long distance
telephone or telegraph in order to get your
vie\\'point and your definite instiiictions.
In sending your letter will you please indicate to us to whom we should telephone or
wire in such emergency, giving the telephone number and correct telegraphic address?
"Definite instructions for the selection
of the two delegates in your zone have been
sent from Washington by the Federal Trade
Commission for delivery to the exhibitor
members of your Arbitration Board. The
Commission decided on representation according to these business divisions or zones.
We suggest you get in touch with the exhibitor members of your local Arbitration
Board and read Mr. Plannery's letter as
soon as vou receive this one."

Closing of Illinois Houses
Due Because of Strike
The collapse of the joint conference of
Illinois union mine leaders and coal operators in Chicago on September 14 has spread
gloom throughout the Southern Illinois coal
fields, the motion picture theatres of which
are served out of St. Louis, and the inhabitants are preparing for the worst Winter
in the history of the district.
The mines have been idle since April ].
A

few, notably in the Belleview sub-district, have signed new agreements with the
miners, but comparatively few of the many
thousands of coal dealers in the State are
working, and probably will not secure employment unless they desert the coal fields
for many months to come.
It is probable that many of the theatres
in the coal fields will be forced to suspend
operations indefinitely, since they cannot
continue to operate at a heavy loss. Some
of the exhibitors have been taking a weekly
loss in the hope that a settlement of the
meeting.would be effected at the Chicago
strike

First National
Renews
White and Kent Contracts
First National has renewed the options
on contracts of Alice White and Larry
Kent. The latter has been east for the
leading role opposite Colleen More in
her next starring vehicle, tentativelv titled
"Tell the World."

U. A. Names Supervisor
of Film Service
aporhas
supervis
been
pointed
of
SerSON
DENI
e, Film
enanc
and
Maint
a newly
CARL vice
created exhibitors' service department
of United Artists. He will make his
headquarters in New York, where he
will establish a reclamation plant and
film depot to keep prints going to exhibitors in perfect condition. For
eight years he functioned similarly for
Paramount-Lasky.
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Ontario Treasurer O'Ks
Standing of M. P.
G closely upon the ofFOLLOWIN
ficial expression of approval for
motion pictures generally in the
Province of Quebec by Mr. Justice
Boyer following the holding of a R;>yal
Commission, a similar attitude toward
moving pictures has been designated
in the Province of Ontario by Hon.
J. D. Monteith, Provincial Treasurer
of Ontario.
After a four weeks' inquiry as a result of complaints from certain sections of the community, Hon. Dr. Monteith issued a report on Sept. 16 at
Toronto in which he gave a clean bill
of health to motion pictures.
His conclusion was as follows:
"The survey might well warrant the
assumption that in no place in Canada
or elsewhere is the moving picture
theatre-going public so well safeguarded and protected and nowhere
are films of a higher order or of a less
objectionable type."
Praise is extended to the Ontario
Board of Moving Picture Censors in
a clause of the report.

Many Competitors in MidWest Golf Tournament
The Midwest Film Golf Tournament,
played at the Olympia Fields, Chicaj?o,
brought out 35 competitors, who battled for
30 prizes, Asher Levy, of the Orpheum Circuit, walking away with the trophy for low
gross and prizes fo rthe most birdies and
pars. Mo and Benny Lasker did a brother
act in the same foursome and each won a
trophy.

Among those who carried home prizes for
their various feats of skill were Arthur
Mayer, Bob Lucas, Dale Leiheit, Aaron
Jones, Avinner of low net, Hari-y Graham.

"Ben-Hur" Heads October
M-G-M Releases
Headed by "Ben Hur," set for October
8, the feature release schedule for M-G-M
for the month of October presents five unusually strong features.
Pictures to be released, in addition to
"Ben Hur," comprise "Body and Soul,"
"In Old Kentucky," "The Fair Co-ed,"
and "Spring Fever."

Fox to Produce "What
Price Glory" Sequel
A

SEQUEL
to "What
PricebyGlory"
is now being
written
Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson and will be produced as an
original motion picture storv by Fox
Films.
The further affairs and adventures
of Flagg and Quirt will be laid in
civilian life in New York City after the
World War days. The picture will
again reunite all members of the picture cast of "What Price Golry."
Raoul Walsh will direct the new production.
Military aspect and attire will be
discarded in the sequel picture, which
has been given the title "The CockEyed World."

Connecticut
Exhibitors
Ask Tax Cut
Smaller Exhibitors Will Be Forced Out
Unless Relief Is Granted
of what is claimed to be
As ana result
excessive tax against smialler
theatres in Connecticut, many of
those affected are planning to go before
Governor Trumbull with their gi'ievances,
as a last measure before being forced out
of business. The new tax, effective July
1st, is now due and, if it must be met, it
is claimed that many houses, particularly
g capacity under T.'iO, will be
with seatin
forced
to close.
Under the ne^v law a tax of $15 weekly
is imposed on all theatres having a seating
capacity up to 750. Those between 750 and
1,200 are taxed $20 weekly. All theatres
over 1,200 must pay $40 weekly, which is
the maximum.
The smaller theatre owners declare the
tax assessed them is excessive, and out of
proportion to that charged against the largest houses, which have three or four times
the seating capacity, and can much better
take care of this overhead.
It is said that because of the new law
many
of those theatres having
seating
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capacities slightly over 750 have reduced
the number of their seats to come under the
smallest tax. This, they contended, was
the only way they could continue in business, and, at that, it cut their profits to a
minimum.
In advancing their arguments against the
tax the smallest theatre owners contend
that many houses operating in the neighborhoods that tried to keep going so at a
loss whereas some of the largest houses
played to as many as 9,000 admissions in a
day. The latter, they say, can afford to pay
the excessive tax.
It is the contention of the smaller
houses that, unless the Governor comes to
their assistance by reducing or eliminating
the tax, the majority of them will be taxed
out of business. They have already taken
up their problem with State Tax Commissioner Blodgett, who declares he is powerless to intervene. The only hope for the
little fellow is an appeal to the Governor,
and there is concerted action on now to
iro before him.

New
Keith-Albee
Houses
Building
Program
Contemplates
Thirty
Theatres
in
Cities from Coast to Coast
housesby cony new
thirtduring
the year
the
about templated
WITH
Keith-Albee, Orpheum, Proctor
and Moss chains, Keith-Albee and their
afBliated companies are entering upon a
gigantic expansion program which will
function from coast to coast.
The first of the new houses to open on
Monday is the G. F. Proctor, at New
Rochelle, with a seating capacity of 3,000.
This will be followed in the near future
with other openings in the east of the new
Auditorium, in Quebec, on September 22;
the Keith-Albee White Plains, in October;
the B. S. Moss Madison, in Brooklyn; the
Keith-Albee Chester, in the Bronx; and the
B. S. Moss Kenmore, in Brooklyn.
Openings of other new houses now under
consti-uction have not yet been determined,
but the following are nearing completion:
the B. F. Keith Memorial, in Boston; the
E. F. Albee Fountain Square, in Cincinnati; the E. F. Albee Huntington, in
West Virginia; and the Keith-Albee, in
Rochester.
According to the Albee, plans for many
new houses are contemplated, though work
on them is not yet under way. New theatres are proposed for Flushing, Detroit,
Toledo, Cleveland and Philadelphia. In addition, in Baltimore, Fred Sclianberger is
erecting one and remodeling another vaudeville and picture theatre.
The Moss building program is also an
extensive one, with houses being planned
or under way at many points. Among these
are the Putnam, at Richmond Hill; the
Bristol and Concord, in Brooklyn; and the

Marlboro, at 207th Street and Broadway,
in New York.
Not only is definite activity under way in
the east, but there are also extensive building operations assuming shape over the
Orpheum circuit in the west. A new Orpheum theatre is ready for opening in Seattle,
while others will be completed before the
end of the season in Vancouver, Omaha,
Memphis, Madison, Wis., Springfield, Illinois, and Davenport, Iowa.

Ralph
Block
Associate
Producer to De Mille
Ralph Block, formerly dramatic critic of
the New York Tribune, and more recently
with Paramount as editor-in-chief, has resigned from Pai-amount and has joined Cecil
B. DeMille as an associate producer. Mr.
Block has already moved into his new offices at the DeMille studio, and will produce
several pictures on the current DeMille program for Pathe release.
Mr. Block has had eight years in the
motion picture business, in sales, advertising and production. He started with the
original Goldwyn Corporation.

Sheboygan Name of New
Universal Theatre
The new theatre Universal is now erecting in Sheboygan, Wisconsin, has been
named the SMboygan, according to thnouncement received from Dan Michalove,
general manager of the Universal Chain.
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A Close-up of C. B. Hawley
By William A. Johnston

A

FEW words about
G. B. Hawley, the
new president of
First National. These
are but first impressions,
but since Mr. Hawley
looks like a man who will
wear extremely well,
they will probably be as
applicable later on as
now.
He is a healthy, ruddy,
vigorous type of the
American business man;
genuine, companionable,
likable, frank and firm.
He comes into the business to stay. He has severed active connections
with his banking firm.
Clifford B. Hawley
He comes in, however,
with his eyes open. He has been associated closely with
the Mastbaum interests for fifteen years;
He says he knows little or nothing about production and
distribution and the industry in general. A shrewd guess,
however, is that he knows quite a bit.
He plans nothing revolutionary. Yet another shrewd
guess is that out of his knowledge of successful theatre operation and his wide knowledge of those many other industries which so closely parallel this, he has some pretty
clear ideas of what may eventually be done to solidify the
industrial machine of motion pictures.
A man who has held his prominent position with a large
investment bank has had an invaluable experience with
other businesses. We need more such men in this industry
so that eventually it will take the economic form of other
large industries and less of the helter-skelter, day-by-day
pattern of the theatrical business.
Mr. Hawley is a downtown man. By that I mean a banking man.
He therefore has a deep respect for property, for property values and rights. He is therefore a conserver. Also
he respects others, their experience and abilities.
His business life has been that of a constructionist.
He builds soundly to make sound money, but in a large
and permanent way and not merely for money's sake. He
is not a dollar grabber.
First National, always having been owned by theatre
men, has been run largely by an executive committee of
the Board. In casting about for some one man to replace
the committee control, the First National people finally
selected Mr. Hawley.
And their choice seems a wise one.

Picture

News

Albany
Grants
Charters
to Nevy Companies
Motion picture companies incorporating
at Albany, New York state, during the past
week included the following, according to
records in the secretary of state's ofdce:
Lyceum Enterprises, Inc., Monticello, $10,UOU, Thomas Riley, Chai-les Mazzucco,
Michael Mazzucco, New York City; Diana
Theatres, Inc., capitalization not stated,
Pi-ank D. White, Henrietta Schoenfeld,
Mary E. Mockers, Buffalo; International
Theatres Development, Inc., $500,000, Royal
Dickinson, William Guggenheim, H. McRay Webster, New York City; National
Reel Corporation, capitalization not stated,
Fi-ank M. Huber, Edmund II. Cox, Sidney
Pepper, New York City; Public Safety Pictures, Inc., capitalization not stated, Elsie
Cohen, Ii-ving S. Strouse, Joseph F. Driseoll, New York City; Night Producing Company, Inc., capitalization not stated, Simon
Anhalt, Edmund J. Roberts, Samuel J.
Krangel, New York City.

Wolfson-Meyer Acquire
Two Mobile Theatres
A new theatre operating group entered
Mobile, Ala., last week when Wolfson and
Meyer, of Miami, Fla., acquired two theatres— the Bijou and the Empire. Wolfson
and Meyer, of which Sidney Meyer is the
prime factor, are joint owners with Universal of the Capitol Theatre in Miami, but
the partnership exists only at Miami.
The Bijou has been renamed the Capitol.
It is understood that Loew vaudeville will
be booked into one of the houses. Fox and
Pathe product, it is stated, also has been
booked. Ralph DeBruler is to be manager
of the houses, and is expected to arrive
about October 1 to take up his duties.
The theatres were formerly under the
managerial direction of Miss Marguerite
Luckel.

Geo. Mooser Joins M-G-M
As Special Representative
George Mooser, a prominent theatrical
figure for many yeai*s, has joined the International Department of Metro-GoldwynMayer.
Mr. Mooser became a reporter on the
San Francisco Examiner, opened and operated a vaudeville chain in California.
Thereatfer, he came East and joined the
New York American under William Randolph Hearst.
He is now en route for India where he
will be sj>ecial representative of MetroGoldj^vn-IMayer to cooperate with Madan
Theatres, Ltd., in their exploitation of the
M-G-JI product.

Eddy
General
Manager
Harry Langdon Corp.
Don Eddy, director of publicity and advertising for Harry Langdon since the
comedian joiiu'd the First National organization, has been appointed general manager of the Harry Langdon Corporation,
following the resignation of William H.
.Tenner. Mr. Eddy is at present in New
York, but soon Avill return to the Coast.
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Exports
Totalled
27,903,405 Feet

picture exports in July
MOTION
totaled 27,903,405 feet valued at
$741,831, an increase of approximately 1,800,000 feet over the
same month last year, but $90,000 iess
in value, but 5,000,000 feet and $98,000
more than the shipments for June of
this year, according to statistics compiled by the Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C.
Exports by classes during July were:
Positives, 20,427,892 feet valued at
$493,983; negatives, 748,270 feet valued
at $94,473; raw stock, 5,382,746 feet
valued at $136,124, and shipments to
non-contiguous territories, 1,344,497
feet valued at $17,251.

First National to Continue
McGuirk Drives
The resignation of John J. McGuirk as
president of First National will cause no
change in the plans of the company's sales
department for the McGuirk Month sales
drive, according to Ned E. Depinet, general
sales manager, who has instructed his
branch managers to proceed with the compaign with unabated enthusiasm.
The standing of exchanges and districts
in the first week of the McGuirk Month
sales campaign was completely upset at the
end of the second week. Portland fell back
to seventh place nationally and to third place
in its district. The Albany exchange captured first place in its district and for the
country at large. The Western district won
second and third places, with the Des
Moines exchange a shade ahead of the
Seattle branch. Pittsburgh leads the
Southern district.

Yugoslavian
Theatres
Total 273
Yugoslavia, with 12,000,000 inhabitants,
boasts 273 motion picture theatres, with
86,630 seats, or an average of 317 seats per
theatre and one house to every 44,000
people, say's a teport from George H.
Canty, Paris, to the Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
Belgrade, the capital, with 112,000 population, possesses eight picture theatres,
with a total capacity of 6,100 seats, or one
seat for every 18 people. Strangely for
Europe, every theatre contains at least
400 seats. Six average from 500 to 1,000
seats, while one exceeds 1,000 seats in
capacity. The capacity for houses in Belgrade averages 737 seats.
Zagreb, the second city of importance in
Yugoslavia, with a population of 108,000
people, has 6 theatres with approximately
5,150 seats, or an average of 850 seats
per theatre.

Goldwyn Selects New Title
for Golman-Banky Film
Samuel Goldwyn will name the forthcoming Colman-Banky feature "The Flower of
Spain," instead of "Leatherface," as already announced. Fred Niblo will direct the
production, scheduled to begin within the
next two weeks.

Mayer Not Backing Tiffany
M, H. Hoffman Brands Report Published in Hollywood
as Ridiculous; Spikes Other Coast Rumors
woodr to
in Holly
the RT,
effect publi
thatshed
Louis
B. Maye
is
REPO
financially backing Tiffany Productions, Inc., was bi-anded this week as
ridiculous by M. ny.
H. Hoffman, vice-presiof
dent the compa
He also denied that John M. Stahl is to
become director-general for Tiffany. Mr.
Hoffman's statement said, in part:
"Outside of the rapid strides made by
the Tiffany Company and, thei-efore, its
natural expansion and development, there
have been no 'shakeups' of any kind in
the company, nor are there any changes
being made.
"New financial backing by Louis B.
Mayer or anyone else is ridiculous.
Mt*.
A

L. A. Young, president of the company
from its inception, has always backed the
company and will continue to do so.
"Mr. M. H. Hoffman has always been,
and still is, in full executive charge.
"Regarding a studio, the Tiffany company has been on the look-out for a studio
site for some time, and will build or buy
a studio very shortly. So that is nothing
new.
"As to John M. Stahl becoming DirectorGeneral — not a bad idea — ^wc like the suggestion; but unfortunately that illustrious
gentleman is under contract with MetroGoldwjm-Mayer — and, besides, it takes two
to make a bai^ain. He has not been asked
nor has he said 'Yes.' "

Joe Brandt Off to Europe
Columbia Chief Will Make Distribution and Reciprocal
Arrangements Abroad
JOE BRANDT, president of Columbia
Pictures, is off on a three months'
tour of Europe for the purpose of extending his company's distribution abroad,
and to make reciprocal arrangements for
the distribution of foreign pictures in
America. His itinerary covers the important countries of Europe, with length
stops in London, Hague, Brussels, Paris,
Barcelona, Rome, Milan, Vienna, Prague,
agen, Stockholm and ChrisBerlin,
tiania. Copenh
Brandt, together with Jack and Harry
Cohn, the guiding heads of Columbia, feel
they have built up a strong distributing
organization in the United States, and that
they can build an equally strong one in the
foreign market.
Discussing his trip before sailing on the
Olympic, on September 16th, Brandt said :
"With many foreign countries embarking on a broad-gauge schedule of picture
piHiduetion, I look forward to the making of
many worth-while pictures that audiences

in the United States will be glad to see.
Wherever possible, we plan to establish direct representation for Columbia pictures
and, to further that end, will enter into
reciprocal arrangements with foreign producers to serve as their distributors in the
United States.
"I sincerely believe that much of the
success for the future distribution of foreign-made pictures will eventually fall upon
the shoulders of independent producers in
America. American producers who have
established their own companies in Great
Britain, for example, cannot, or will not,
absorb the number of pictures which the
quota will bring about. This means that
many worth-wliile British pictures will
never be distributed in the United States,
unless American independent producers,
through their sources of distribution, pro- '
vide the outlet.
<
"I feel that a definite business relation- i
ship with British producers and European;
producers is a vital necessity."

M-G-M Reported in Broadcasting Deal
for National Distribution of Programs
is to enter extensively into radio broadMETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
casting as a business, according to a story published in the New
York Sun, the plan being the sale of radio programs. The story,
unconfirmed by M-G-M officials, is to the effect that contracts for land wires
for a nation-wide hook-up involving from $1,000,000 to $3,000,000 annually,
are being negotiated with the American Telephone and Telegraph ComAccording to the Sun, New York City will have the central broadcasting
pany.
station, while other stations will receive the programs by land wire in a
coast-to-coast hook-up.
WHN is named as the main distributing station.
It is said that theatre acts in different localities suitable for radio programs will be sent to New York by land wire and from there relayed
throughout the country. The story says the plan will go into effect by
February of next year. The new venture will be launched by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as a separate business enterprise.
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Eighty Per Cent of New Seasons Product Is Announced as Already Completed

than eighty per cent of Universal's production for the 192728 season has already been completed, according to announcement from
that company, with all but eight of the remaining pictures now under way.
As things now stand, five of the seven
specials have been completed, together with
twenty-one of the thirty-three big features,
two of the four Reginald Denny productions and twenty of the twenty-two Westem features. Of those remaining, two of
the specials are in production, four of the
big features, one Western feature and one
Reginald Denny production.
These eight pictures, now in the making,
are: "The Man Who Laughs," "The
Cohens and Kellys in Paris," "Finders
Keepers," "The Wild West Show," "No.
13 Washington Square," "Thanks for the
Buggy
Ride,"
and a Ted
Wells "Good
Western.Morning, Judge,"
MORE

6; "The Irresistible Lover," December 4;
"Paris or Bust," December 25; "Alias the
Deacon," January 22; "Buck Privates,"
March 4; "Surrender," April 22; and
"Hot Heels," July 22.

Paramount Has Sixteen in
Work and in Preparation
Cameras are grinding away at the Paramount studio in Hollywood, and electrical
crews are running three shifts, because of
the production activity there. Six pictures
are under way and ten are scheduled for
immediate start. Seven are now in the
cutting rooms for final edition. In work
are "Now We're In the Air," "She's a
Sheik," "The Spotlight," "Honeymoon
Hate," "The Gay Defender," and "The

A number of title changes have been
made since the year's lineup was announced. The Glenn Tryon- William Craft
feature, originally "The Flying Nut," has
been changed to "Paris or Bust." The
Charles Ray- James Gleason story, "Kid
Gloves," has been changed to "The Count
of Ten."
Along with the change of titles also
come a number of changes in releases
dates. There are eight of these features
whose releases have been changed. They
are: "Buck Privates," "The Small Bachelor," "Alias the Deacon," "The Irresistible Lover," "The Chinese Parrot,"
"Surrender," "Paris or Bust" and "Hot
Heels."
The new release dates for these eight are
as follows: "The Chinese Parrot," October 23; "The Small Bachelor," November

Side
Show."Arzner is preparing to direct
Dorothy
Clara Bow. Pola Negri is soon to start a
new film. Adolphe Menjou next week starts
"Serenade," the cast is nearing completion
for "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." Gary
Cooper will play the load in "The Legion
of the Condemned"; Emil Jannings is
ready to work in his third Paramount

G. R. Allison, Atlanta
Showman, Dies

Robert Kane has signed Allan Dwan to
direct five productions for First National,
which will be made at the First National
Studios at Burbank. Ben Hecht, author, has
been engaged to write the first story to be
produced by the new producing combination. Following the Ben Hecht story, he
has arranged with Elinor Glyn for a present-day romance, which will be the second
of the five pictures directed by Mr. Dwan.
The alliance of Mr. Kane and Mr. Dwan
reunites the producer and the director, as
a few years ago they worked together over
a considerable period.

ALLISON,
GEORGE ROBERT
manager of the Atlanta exchange of Fox Films and
dean of the Atlanta film fraternity,
died at the Patterson Hotel, Valdosta,
Georgia, early Monday morning, September 19, following an attack of acute
indigestion. In company with his salesman, I»aul S. Bryan, Mr. Allison left
Atlanta last week for a trip through
important Florida points. Returning
from Tampa he reached Valdosta Sunday afternoon, when he was seized
with acute indigestion.
As soon as the news of his death
was received in Atlanta the Film
Board of Trade called a special meeting and named a committee to act at
its discretion in rendering every possible service to Mrs. Allison and in
arranging proper tribute for their
president.
Funeral services for the deceased
were held at 11 o'clock, Wednesday,
from All Saints' Episcopal Church
with interment in West View Cemetery, Atlanta. All film exchanges were
cloied from II to 1 in respect to his
mc.nory.

picture.
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton will
soon be under way in "The Big Game
Hunt"; easting is on for "Under the Tonto
Rim"; "Honky Tonk" is being scenarized
and "Abie's Irish Rose" will be in production within three or four weeks.

Kane
Signs Allan
Dwan
to Direct Five Pictures

G.

De

Mille

Personally

Directing "Chicago"

With Cecil B. DeMille personally directing, in association with Frank Urson, "Chicago," the screen version of the stage play,
has just gone into production at the DeMille
studio. Mr. Urson was slated as director,
but Mr. DeMille felt that the production is
so important that he will take charge of the
first 100 scenes at least.
Phyllis Haver, Victor Varconi, T. Roy
Barnes, Julia Fayc, Robert Edoscm, and
others are in the cast.

Picture

News

Film
Commission
for Australia

As a result of numerous requests to the
Commonwealth Government, the Federal
Parliamentary Committee, appointed to
inquire into the moving picture industry in
Australia, was recently constituted a Royal
Commission, say advices from Trade Commissioner Elmer G. Pauly, Melbourne, to
the Department of Commerce, Washington,
D. C.
The Royal Commission is empowered to
inquire into and report on the moving picture industry and, without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, to inquire particularly into :
(a) the importation, production, distribution, and exhibition of moving
picture films;
(b) the incidence and effect of the Customs Tariff upon the importation of
such films and the sufficiency or
Customs
; of existing duties of
otherwise
(c) the sufficiency or otherwise of the
existing income tax law of the Commonwealth in relation to persons,
firms and companies engaged in the
industry; and
(d) in connection with any or all of the
foregoing matters, the income,
profits expenditure and losses of
such persons, firms and companies
derived from, or incurred in connection with, the industry, and the
amount of capital invested in the

Tiffany
Three
''
industry.Completes
for New Season
Tiffany has finished three of the 24 feature pictures to be delivered by Tiffany for
1927-1928. Prints of these pictures are now
at the various Tiffany exchanges and will
be released shortly.
The Tiffany pictures completed were:
"The Girl From Gay Paree," "Women's
Wares," and "Once And Forever."
Two pictures are now in the course of
production, "The Ghost Ship" and "Night

Leni
Paul
"The Man

"U's"
Starts
Who Laughs"

Paul Leni this week started production
Life."
on a screen version of "L 'Homme Qui
Rit," better known in English as "The
Man Who Laughs," the novel by Hugo.
The title role will be played by Conrad
Veidt, while the character of Dea will be
interpreted by Mary Philbin. George Seigmann will have the part of Jardquanonne,
and Torben Meyers will be seen in the role
of Comprachico.

Elm Co. Taken Over by
New England Theatres
The Elm Amusement Co. has been taken
over by Jake Lourie and the New England
Theatres Operating Co. Announcement
that negotiations were under way for the
transfer Avas recently made in these columns. The transfer includes the theatres
of the former company in Milford, Marlboro, East Boston and North Attleboro, all
in Massachusetts.
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M. P. P. D. A. Fetes
Better Business Bureaus

In and Out of Town

conin New
in session
ference nowwith
the annual
IN connection
, York City participated in by the
managers of the 43 Better Business
Bureaus of the country, an informal
luncheon was tendered to the bureau
managers at the Princeton Club, Tuesday, September 20, by J. Homer Platten, treasurer of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,
Inc. The dinner was given as an indication of the appreciation of the motion picture industry for the co-opera->
tion being given by the Bureaus in
protecting the good will of exhibitors,
producers and distributors by preventing fraud and untruthful advertising
or other unfair competition.

T RVING BRISKIN, of Sterling's New
1 York office, is on the first leg of his seasonal tour of exchanges which will take him
to Washington, Atlanta, Dallas, Denver,
Minneapolis, Omaha, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Milwaukee and Chicago.
JESSE J. GOLDBURG, president of First
«i Division Distributors, Inc., returns East
late this month to the New York office from
the West Coast studio where he has been surveying the production activities of the Ormont
and Chadvvick producing units.
CLAUDE EZELL, Warner Bros.' central
sales manager, is makmg a complete round
of visits to the Warner branches wider his
supervision. He left Netu York three weeks
ago directly for Neiv Orleans and has made
shops at Dallas, Oklahoma City and St. Louis.
He IS now in Omaha and will also visit Kansas City, Chicago and Minneapolis.

Rapid Pace Set for PatheDe Mille Production

PAT DOWLING, Christie representative,
has left the neighborhood of New York
for Hollywood where he will remain at the
Christie plant
JUDD ROGERS, vice-president of Gotham,
is at present traveling through the Middle
West
in behalf of his firm's new product. He
will cover
Minneapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis
and Omaha and will probably arrive back at
the home office shortly.
HERBERT
BRENON, producer-director
arrived in New York Sunday, September
\^th, from Los Angeles, bringing zmth him a
print of the United Artist picture, "Sorrell and
Son," his first independent production.
AS. KIRKPATRICK, assistant general
• manager of Educational, accompanied
by Mrs. Kirkpatrick, returned from Europe
Monday, September 19th, on the American
Trader. Mr. Kirkpatrick was abroad one
month, spent mostly in Paris and London.
■pRED
•'■ sales QUIMBY,
manager, is M-G-M
making ashort
tour subject
of exchange centers throughout the Middle West.
He is not expected back in New York
before the 24th of this month.
BEN LYON, First National player, left New
York Wednesday, September 21, on the
Twentieth Century en route to California, where
he will join the Robert Kane producing unit.
IE. CHADWICK. producing for First
• Division Distributors, Inc., is on his
way from Hollywood and will stop off at
Chicago to see the Dempsey-Tunney fight.
He brings with him a print of "Temptations
of a Shop Girl," his latest feature.
ROBERT HILL, Universal director, arrived
in New York City several days ago from
Universal City to make special scenes for his
next production for the Laemmle organization,
"The Dough Girl."

New Oslo Theatre Largest
in Northern Europe
The City of Oslo, Norway, will soon add
another moving picture theatre to its list
of amusement places, as the "CoUesseum, "
said to be the largest moving picture house
in Northern Europe, is nearing completion,
reports Commercial Attache H. Sorensen,
Oslo, to the Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C.

Bruce

Gallup

Bruce
Gallup
Elected
to
Presidency of A. M. P. A.
The A. M. P. A. elections, held Monday
of this week, resulted in the elevation to
the A. M. P. A. presidency of Bruce Gallup.
The vice-president post was assigned
Lon Young, while James Zabin became secretary, and George Harvey treasurer. The
new board of directors consists of C. W.
Barrell, Al Selig, Fred Baer. Walter Eberhardt and Tom Wiley. .Jacques Kopfstein
was appointed councilor to the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, while Jerome Beatty assumed the position of trustee.
In the absence of Walter Eberhardt, Mel
Shauer presided over the meeting, a feature
of which was the speech of acceptance by
Mr. Gallup. A former president, Arthur
James, invited the new president to a luncheon of his predecessors, which will be
staged next week.

Sax

Scouts
Talk
Independent Merger

of

Rumors that Gotham would merge with
any other independent organization or
that Gotham productions would be released
by any other than its OAvn distributing organization,, are emphatically denied by Sam
Sax, president of Gotham.
' ' That Gotham will merge with any independent company is absolutely untrue,"
said Mr. Sax. "There has been talk of
mergers before and the reports seem to persist, but never in the history of this oi*ganization has a merger been further from
our minds."

"College
Widow"
Closes
W. B. 1926-27 Schedule
"The College Widow," starring Dolores
Costello, is announced by Warner Bros, as
the last picture to complete their schedule
of 26 Warner Winners for 1926-1927. It
will bring that season's line-up to a close
when it is released to exhibitors on October 15.

That a fast production pace will be hit
up at the Pathe-De Mille studios is indicated in the statement released by Pathe
that seven pictures will be in work during
the next three weeks. "We are picking up
speed towards a new record for our plant,"
comments General Manager William
Sistrom.
These new pictures are "The Main
Event," "The Forbidden Woman," "The
West Pointer," "The Angel of Broadway," "My Friend From India," "Chicago," "Rip Van Winkle" and "The Blue
Danube." To maintain the production pace
set for the De Mille studio, $400,000 worth
of new construction sets have been built.
"The Main Event" has three weeks
more of production. Assembling is being
finished on "The Angel of Broadway,"
"The Forbidden Woman" and "The
Wreck of the Hesperus." "Chicago" goes
into production within one week. "My
Friend From India" started the day after
Labor Day and "Rip Van Winkle" follows closely on its heels. "The Blue Danube" is to start early next month. James
Cruze expects to start his second production for De Mille at once after having completed "On to Reno." Cecil B. De Mille 's
personally directed picture will take its
place in the production schedule early in
the fall.

"The
Chaplin Completing od
Circus" at Hollywo
Charlie Chaplin has resumed the diiection of "The Circus," his first picture for
United Artists since "The Gold Rush." A
big tent has once more been erected within
thei studio and the director-comedian is
putting Mema Kennedy, Harry Crocker,
Henry Bergman, George Davis, Betty Morrissey, Jhnny Rand, Tiny Sanfrod, Allan
Garcia and others through their paces.
Rollie Totheroh, Jack Wilson and Mark
Marlatt are focussing the cameras. United
1928.
Artists will release "The Circus" in Max oh,

La

Rocque

and

Leatrice

Rod
and Leatrice
Joy will be
Danube"
in "Blue
JoyLa Rocque
co-starred in the coming Pathe-DeMille
special "The Blue Danube," which will be
directed by Paul Sloane from a story by
John Farrow, young Australian poet.
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News

The Universal to Open
October 9th
T H ECHAIN
ER
RISES,
L L
UNIV
ICASA
ATR
ENTERP
Inc., has set the opening date
for Universal's new $1,500,000 Brooklyn Theatre, the Universal, on Sunday
evening, October 9th. This will be an
invitation premiere at which leading
civic and social celebrities are expected
to attend.
Arthur Brilant has been appointed
managing director of the Universal,
which isto the
first "atmospheric"
type
theatre
be constructed
in New York.

Eight

F

B O Pictures
the Making

No. 76, Vol. 9, of International News
shows the polo games at Meadow Brook,
L. L, airplane scenes of Mt. Wilson and
personalities in daily press, such as Coolidge, Walker and Foch. Other highlights
include Floi-ida blockade against alien
smuggling, annual reunion of Civil War
vets,
and den
anti-aircraft.gun test at Fort
Til
In No. 77 the highlights are motorboat
races for president's cup, start of plane
derby at Roosevelt Field, L. I., broncho

in

Plans for the fall production schedule at
the F B 0 Studios in Hollywood indicate
that there will be no let-up from activity.
Eight pictures are in work and will be completed at the end of September.
Within the past few days, three pictures
have been started. They are: "Coney
Island," "Red Riders of Canada," and
"The Little Buekaroo." Five films in
preparation are: "Freckles," "The Renegade," "When the Law Rides," "The
Swift Shadow," and "Her Summer Hero."
Completing the east for "Coney Island,"
Rudy Cameron has been signed to play the
leading masculine role, and William Irving
and Eugene Strong have been chosen for
important parts.

Lloyd

Decides
to Work
Rather Than Play

Harold Lloyd's plans to arrange his
shooting schedule in Ncav York to permit
him to attend the Tunney-Dempsey fracas
in Chicago went too far astray to suit the
bespectacled comedian, so that he abandoned his plans at attend the fight.
The four days intended for the fight
were used instead in the filming of the
horse car sequence which is to be the most
amusing episode of his new picture.

Gotham Productions Now
Ahead of Schedule
With "Blondes By Choice" now nearing
completion, and "The Cheer Leader" and
"The Fruit of Divorce" getting under way
within the next month, Gotham is ahead of
its schedule, which calls for completion of
the series by July 1st. It is expected that
the product will have been completed by the
end of April, including "Hell Shi]) Bronson."

Harry Beaumont to Direct
New Novarro Vehicle
Ramon Novarro will next be starred as
the young ruler of a mythical European
kingdom of modern times. M-G-M is about
ready to start production on this picture.
Harry Beaumont will direct from an original story by A. P. Younger. Renee Adoree
will play the feminine lead in this film.
Other selections for the supporting cast of
the new film includes Roy D'Arcy, Jacquelin Gadson and Dorothy Cummings.

Chas. Van Zandt

Ghas.
Van
Zandt
New
Educational Treasurer
At a special meeting of the board of directors of Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., this week, Charles Van Zandt was
elected treasurer and comptroller of Educational to succeed the late John W. Toone.
Mr. Van Zandt comes to Educational
from the presidency of the Rex-Watson
Corporation, manufacturers, of Canastota,
N. Y., of which he has been the head for
two years. Mr. Van Zandt was comptroller
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
in 1917 and 1918, occupying this important
position at the time of the consolidation of
Paramount Corporation with Famous
Players-Lasky. Mr. Van Zandt left Famous
Players-Lasky early in 1919 to become
comptroller of the Olonite Company, of
Passaic, N. J., and later became general
manager of the Wilkinson Manufacturing
Company, of Binghamton, before his election to the presidency of the Rex- Watson
Corporation.

"Jazz Singer" World Premiere on Oct. 6th
Thursday evening, October 6th, is announced by Warner Bros, as the date for
the world premiere of Al Jolson in "The
Jazz Singer," which will take place at the
Warner Theatre, New York, at a top admission price of five dollars. The picture
will then settle down to an indefinite ensageiiicnt in that house.

Gharley
Bowers
on
Educational Program
HAVING
forsaken Charley
Long Island
for
Los Angeles,
Bowers,
his technical assistants and the
machinery necessary for Bowers' mystifying process, will henceforth be seen
working at the Educational studios
making a series of six Charley Bowers
comedies for the Educational comedy
program. The Bowers unit will occupy
a separate building and in about thi-ee
weeks' time, when the equipmnt is
ready, will start at once on the production of his first for the Hammons
organization.

busting
protectionin ofWestern
sea fowl,round-up,
parachuteCanada's
jumper
inflating rubber boat during descent and
futurity races at Belmont Park.
Paramount News, No. 15, presents spectacular views of New York air defenses at
Fort Tilden, Irish pilot testing plane in
which he was forced back while setting off
for America, w^ould-be conquerors of English Channel, mustering of old Civil War
veterans, and trial spin of new "amphibian" plane at Curtiss Field. A novel scene
is new lifeboat system on He de France.
No. 16 shows champion rifle marksmen at
Camp Perry, 0., Mexican crowds acclaiming Obregon, Tilden losing national title
for second year to La Coste, the take-offs of
transcontinental air derby to Spokane. Also
featured are Anita Peabody winning $100,000 futurity stakes, motorcycle stunts and
shots of Miss America and McAdoo.
Highspots in Pathe News, No. 77, are,
Irish plane hopping off for U. S., classical
music and its effect on monkeys, London's
motorcycle football, Coolidge's return to
the White House. Other noteAvorthy incidents are drive of Northern Chinese southward, Poloists retaining international cup,
Ragoon mourning loss of her high priest.
No. 78 offers cowboy riders in Pendleton round-up, legionnaires honoring St.
Mihiel heroes, La Coste whipping Tilden,
Britain's royalty at gathering of Scottish
clans, and Roosevelt Field hopoffs. Coolidges viemng speedboat races is another
item.
Kinograms News, No. 5327, has, among
other subjects, the trial flight of new Sikoi-sky amphibian, American poloists defeating British, American mothers honoring
French heroes, Coolidges back again at
White House, G. A. R. vets in annual parade, Germans,
church services. 160,000 . strong, attending
In No. 5328 are shots of start from
Roosevelt Field of airplane contestants in
air derby, Ruth Elder plane given new tryout, workmen fixing seats for Soldier Field
fistic battle, Fort Tilden 's artillery in
action, speedy filly winning Belmont Park
futurity. La Coste turning back Tilden
from victory, Jap wrestlers' annual tournament. President and Mrs. Coolidge seeing
motorboat races.

Vol. 1, No. 10, of M-G-M News shows
N. Y.'s anti-aircraft guns in action, British
losing in polo matches, Europe's latest
restaurant plane, Buffalo riding at Ellensburg rodeo, and flashes of the participants
in Chicago battle at Soldier Field.
No. 11 has N. Y. fire fighting practicing,
boats racing for president's cup, N. Y. to
Spokane air derby, M-G-M 's flying lion,
work of Rockefeller Foundation in Orient,
and futurity races at Belmont Park.
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spotty, if not a
again
BUSINE
that, last week in
worse-wasthan
littleSS
New York City. The only houses
that did exceptional business were those
with offerings that had previously demonstrated strong drawing power.
The Roxy again led the procession with
a gross of $123,003.40 for "7th Heaven"
and the first four days of this week show
$70,098, indicating another week over the
$100,000 mark. One less show per day cut
figures which would have been considerably
higher.
"Soft Cushions" helped keep up the
Paramount 's average and the other Publix
theatres registered strong with "Wings"
and "Underworld." "The Way of All
Flesh" also showed strength in its last
•week at tlie Rialto and this film was followed by U. A.'s "The Magic Flame." At
the
Capitol,
Hur" upintoitsthesecond
and
final week was"Ben
not quite
first. The
"Big Parade" went in. The Keaton picture, "College," at the Strand, also felt the
spotty conditions but managed a comfortable showing.
One of the best showings for the week,
considering the size of the house, was "The
Cat and the Canary" and the Riesenfeld
program at the Colony, and of course, "The
Patent Leather Kid" continues strong at
the Globe. The usual Cameo customers patronized "Tartuffe," a Jannings film, and
"The King of Kings," "Les Miserables"
and "Old San Francisco," all registered
satisfactory business. ' ' Shanghied ' ' pleased
the IIipj)odrome audiences.

Chicago
/CHICAGO last week suffered under a
^^ heat wave which made a new high
record for September, forced the closing of
public schools and drove thousands of
regular movie pati-ons to the beaches and
out door spots in an effort to find relief.
Theatre owners suffered doubly from the
heat and from very poor box office reports,
business being probably fifty per cent off
normal in the smaller houses and at least
twenty-five per cent below average in the
lai-ge de luxe theatres.
The extraordinary conditions affected
even such regular business getters as the
Chicago, where "Hula" was the screen attraction and Lester Allen in a stage fantasy, "Non Stop to Mars," business being
decidedly off. The same was true at McVickers, where "The Way of All Flesh"
was the offering, which, by the way, was
eulogized by press critics. "Camille" at
the Roosevelt, showed a decided drop in
business from its previous week, and the
Oriental was also somewhat off with "We
Are All Gamblers" as the screen feature
and Paul Ash's show, "Midnight Merries"
on the stage. "What Price Glory," plus
Movietone, which had started with a record
breaking Saturday and Sunday at the Monroe, also feU off during the week as the heat
wave reached its peak.

City

Reports

The new Avalon on the far south side,
fared somewhat better, with "The Blood
Ship" on the screen and Buddy Fisher and
his band on the stage, pulling fair business.
The Capitol was well below normal with
"Becky" as its screen feature, Del Delbridge and liis baud, and Vitaphone rounding out the bill.
Poor business would summarize the reports from the Tivoli, which had as its screen
attraction, "Twelve Miles Out," and Benny
Kreuger and his band on the stage; the
Uptown with a strong show including ' ' The
Stolen Bride" Frankie Masters and his
band and other stage features; The Sheridan with "Service for Ladies," Verne
Buck's band; the Marbro with "The
Country Doctor," Benny Meroff's
band and Blossom Seeley as an addedstage
attraction; and the Granada where the
same feature was offered and Charles
Kaley held the stage.

St. Louis
CT. LOUIS the past week sweltered in the
^ hottest weather of the year— the thermometer exceeded 90 degrees on everj' day
of tlie week — and as a result the business
of all the first run picture palaces was off
despite their excellent cooling systems. The
only exception to this was the St. Louis
Theatre, Grand and Del mar boulevards
which had Lew Cody in person as a special
master of ceremonies for its vaudeville
show.
On the screen of the St. Louis was Virginia Valli and George O'Brien in "Paid
to Love." Frankly, Cody and not the picture was the big drawing card. However,
while the plot of the picture was light it
was entertaining.
At Loew's State Theatre "Ben Hur"
was credited with an attendance for the
week of 81,237 persons. This was about
20,000 below the mark claimed for "The
Big Parade' during the first seven days it
was on the screen of the Washington avenue house. However, "Ben Hur" was held
over for a second week — being the fourth
picture in tlie history of the house to hold
that distinction.
At the Ambassador, Seventh and Locust
streets, with "The Way of All Flesh" on
the screen and a fairly good stage show
had a very good week, but not as good as
it would have had if the weather had been
more moderate.

"Hard Boiled Haggerty," which was the
screen attraction at the Missouri Theatre
,
did not do so well'. From Monday to Friday business was off decidedly, especially
at matinees.

"Old Ironsides" which closed its road
show engagement at the American Theatre,
Seventh and Market streets, has not set any
record since it opened its St. Louis engagement.
While the first run houses were affected
adversely by the hot weather the reverse
was true of the airdomes of the city. All
had a very big week despite quiet industrial conditions.

Boston
WITHand the
opening
the opening
public schools
on the
eve ofof the
of the
colleges, Boston's theatres steadied down
this week to a good run of business, in contrast to the spotty business of the previous
week. Lasit minute vacationists have apparently returned to town for the winter. Day by day attendance during the
week was on a more even keel than it has
been for some weeks past.
"Swim, Girl, Swim" at the Metropolitan
drew well, as all comedy feature films have
been doing in Boston for months. John
Mui-ray Anderson's spectacle, "Joy Bells"
was the presentation. Windsor McKay
also proved a big drawing oard for the
kiddies.
Because of the record houses which
packed Loew's State last week, resulting in
many being turned away, "The Big Parade" was held over for a second week,
something which has happened with less
than half a dozen films in the history of the
theatre. To Avind up its run this week an
extra showing of the film was given every
day at 11.30 a. m. This was the first time
the film has been shown at popular prices
in Boston and all previous film records at
the theatre have been shattered.
"Alias the Lone Wolf" at Loew's Orpheum was another good box office attraction, mystery films coming very close in
popularity to the comedy features.
Keith- Albee's Boston had one of its best
weeks in several months with "Cheating
Cheaters" as the feature.
Other houses reporting a good week's
business are the Modern and Beacon with
their twin biUs, "Singed" and "Tracked
by the Police;" Scollay Square Olympia
with "The Way of All Flesh"; Fenway
with "Service for Ladies," both of which
films were shown recently at the Metropolitan; "Smile, Brother, Smile" at the Exeter; "The Missing Link" at the University;
"The Stolen Bride" at the Washington
Street
Olympia and "After Midnight" at
the Bowdoin,
the latter also having Wanda
Hawley in person appearing on the stage.
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Detroit
one or two exceptions, all atWITH
tractions drew big attendance to the
downtown motion picture houses this week,
despite sultry weather.
At the Michigan, Tom Meighan was listed
in "We're All Gamblers" and nice business
resulted. A stage show was also featured
on the bill.
The biggest money maker here this summer, "Beau Geste," held up strongly during a third week at the Adams. It is expected to go Avell for at least anothea:
weekly session.
Vincent Lopez and Reginald Denny
brought good-sized crowds to the Capitol,
the latter being presented in "Out All
Night." The Madison did just as well, however, with "The Road to Romance." Both
features did better than "Tumbling River,"
at the Colonial, or "The Last Outlaw"
which the Miles offered along with mudeville although the last two proved okay to
the patronage.
The State had "Three's A Crowd" drawing nicely but "What Price Glory" was a
stronger feature and the Fox- Washington
manager, Charles Cohen, is greatly pleased
"Painting the Town" pulled in good
throngs at the Regent during the early part
of the week.
Some competition was noticed from the
legitimate houses which have just opened
with a number of musical and stage produc
tions. On the whole, this was offset by the
cooler conditions prevailing at the picture
theatres.

Seattle
the Labor Day holiday to help
WITH
matters out, and a full list of big
-goers, the
productions to greet the movie
first run houses in this city last week
up big totals in their gross busichalked
ness columns.

h Avenue Theatre, "UnderAt the Fift
world" played for the first four days to
d
tremendous houses, nearing the house recor
for attendance. The last three days were
sHghtly lower, but the grand total for the
week was exceptionally large. FanchonMarco's "Hello, Lindbergh!", idea was the
weakest that they have presented m some
time, but Eddie Peabody held up the stage
end of the show by a magnificent "Rhapsody in Blue" specialty.
At the United Artists Theatre, "Chang"
opened up to capacity houses and played to
very large business for the entire week.
The picture was given an extensive publicity campaign, and was also aided by charity matinees staged by Manager Perutz.a
Fine business for the entire week, with
second week following.
Two pictures played their third and final
week to very satisfactory business. These
were "The Missing Link" and Vitaphone
at Hamrick's Blue Mouse, and "Beau
Geste" at Bob Bender's Columbia Theatre. The Chaplin film at the Blue Mouse
was almost as strong a box office film as
"The Better 'Ole," which established a
here. And "Beau Geste"
comedyup record
surprisingly well in the face of
held
strong competition and the fact that it was
a second run picture.
"Smile, Brother, Smile" at the Liberty
Theatre was just a fair box ofiice bet. This
house has had the worst of the deal in
policy during recent months, and is just
getting back on its feet. The week's gross

showed a slight improvement over past attractions.
' 'Rubber Heels" at the Embassy Theatre,
with Bull Montana appearing in person, did
for the week's run.
business
a very good
is presenting some very
Joe Danz
Mannjrf'r
crcflitablo programs at this small house, and
business is showiner results.
At the two vaudeville houses, average
program attractions were presented. The
New Orpheum plaved to very bis? business,
but this was a result of a new theatre and
not the picture or vnndeville nrnorrnm. The
picture was "The P,eiuvenation of Aunt
Mary" and it held no interest for a majority of the nudienees. The vaudeville was
just
as bad.
Pants
sres did a verv pleasing business
with "The Secret Studio." Olive Borden's
tvpe of film is good box office material at
this house, and a pretty stron? vaudeville
prosrnm rounded out a nice bill.
The weakest picture o*" the first run attractions was "Old Ironsides" which
plaved its first week at roa,d show prices
at the Metropolitan Theatre. Business was
practically negligible after the first two
days. The road show film seems to be
doomed in this city; audiences are entirely
■walling to wait until the average big film
comes back to their Javorite picture theatre at regular prices.
Los

Angeles

DURING the past week Al Jolson kept
the Metropolitan Theatre packed to
the doors at every performance, scoring a
big hit in his first engagement in a motion
picture theatre at "popular prices." The
picture, "Out All Night" was well received
and provided great entertainment with its
funny gags and situations.
Loew's State was popular with a triple
program. Harry Langdon in "Three's A
Crowd," Gene Dennis, the girl psychic and
the Fanchon & Marco "Peaeoek Idea" all
combined in satisfying the patrons.
"King of Kings" at Grauman's Chinese
Theatre played to fairly good business during its eighteenth week.
The last minute rush to see the Fox production of "Seventh Heaven" at the Carthay Circle Theatre, is now on, as this picture is to close in just three weeks.
The Million Dollar did a good business
with Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky in,
"The Magic Flame."
"Mockery" as second run at Grauman's
Egyptian Theatre again pleased a number
of fans as did "The Big Parade" at the
Criterion in its last week in the down^wn
theatre.
Kansas

City

week of unusually hot
ANOTHER
weather failed to produce any decrease
in attendance in first run houses this week,
although it is doubtful what might have
happened had there not been a strong lineup of pictures.
At the Newman Norma Shearer in "After
Midnight" drew good all week, being
slightly above the average, which also can
be said of "Beau Geste" at the Royal.
"The Cat and the Canary" at the Liberty
did a prosperous week. So did "What Price
Glory" at the Pantages. "When A Man
Loves," with John Barrjonore, held up
well at the Globe, while Norma Talmadge
in "Camille' at the Mainstreet did a big
business.

Picture

News

Cleveland
unprecendented and unseasonable hot
spell that lasted all of last week threw
the movie business altogether off. The cooling plants which are installed in most of
the first-run houses did much to overcome
the difficulties, but even so, the pictures
did not get the support they would have
received under normal conditions. Under
the circumstances, the houses that reported
fair business would have done big business.
As it was, none of them got a big break.
"The Way of All Flesh" did as well as
any picture in town during its second week
at the StiUman. And "Carmen" did excellently weU at Keith's Palace, considering
AN

the terrific heat. "Hard Boiled Haggerty,^' '~
got by with a fair record. "Breakfast at
Sunrise" was well liked by Allen patrons,
and was given the support of those who survived the heat. "The Life of Riley" did
fairly well at the Cameo, which specializes
in comedy features. The Park reports fair
business with "The Black Diamond Express." "The Circus Ace" drew good
crowds at Reade's Hippodrome where the
combination of Tom Mix and "Scooping
Cupid" a Cleveland-made movie, with a
Cleveland cast, proved an irresistible combination. "Three's a Crowd" was just
moderately successful at Keith's East 105th
St. and "His First Flame" made a fair
showing
the Circle.
"Potemkin"
closed
its second atweek
at the Little
Theatre of
the
Movies with satisfactory results. This was
the first attraction of the Little Theatre of
the Movies, and local interest in its program
and policy was keen. Neighborhood thea^
tres had a bad week. No film attraction
was strong enough to pull the people in.
Legitimate theatre competition included
"Pygmalion" at the Hanna by the Theatre
Guild Acting Company, "Abie's Irish
Rose" at the Colonial, and "The Butter
and Egg Man" at the Ohio.

San Francisco
T^HE weather together with the advertis^ ing campaigns helped to keep the big
business in the local motion picture houses
here. "Beau Geste" at the St, Francis
Theatre, the third week, drew very well
and it was kept over for a fourth week.
Norma Talmadge in "Camille" at the California Theatre, went over very big, in fact
bigger than contemplated. Special music
was shown with this picture.
Bebe Daniels, always a favorite with local
onlookers, went over well with "Swim,
Girl, Swim," the stage act, "Seasons,"
helping to fill the house. "Firemen, Save My
Child," drew many to the Granada Theatre and proved popular together with the
stage act, "Diversities."
The Thomas Meighan picture, "We're
AU Gamblers," filled the Imperial Theatre,
which now is producing high class pictures
at popular prices and it now is seen it will
pay. "Framed," shown at the Golden Gate
Theatre, together with the six acts vaudeville, fiUed the house in the evenings. "The
Satin Woman" at the Pantages Theatre
together with the vaudeville acts also fiUed
that house.
"Red Signals" as the feature picture,
together with "The Racers" as the comedy
and Abraham Lincoln produced on the
stage, together with other acts, filled the
Union Square Theatre. "Little Annie
Rooney," crowded the Cameo Theatre and
all were more than pleased to see it at
low prices.
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Minneapolis

BUSINESS quieted down a bit in MinneaI>olis after State Fair Week, and
some rather unseasonable weather which
broke a 19 year heat record for September
helped to keep the crowds from the theatres. The beaches, of which Minneapolis
ce, seemed to oft'er
has a ^eat
greater
solace abundan
to the perspiring city than
,
did the theatres although the houses that
were artificially cooled did not suffer a great
deal.
Clara Bow, for example, did a healthy
business at the State in "Hula." A stage
attraction titled "Hawaiian Nights"
boasted 14 entertainers, and helped out this
film considerably.
"Resurrection,"
which
held
over for a second
week at the Strand,
showed to fair crowds, and Douglas McLean
in "Soft Cushions" at the Lyric did the
same. The Hennepin-Orpheum gave Rod
La Rocque's "Fighting Eagle" the benefit
of some good advertising, and this picture
undoubtedly helped business at that house.
The neighborhood houses were somewhat
affected by the hot weather. Some of the
pictures shown at the Loring, Lagoon, Rialto
and Lyndale included "Man Power,"
"Twelve Miles Out, ' ' "Painting the Town"
and "Rolled Stockings."
The Metropolitan, Minneapolis' only
legitimate house which features road shows,
opened this week with Mitzi in "The
Madcap," and provided the movies with
some competition. The Minneapolis baseball team, winding up its last home stand
in the American association, also proved
something of a counter attraction.

Milwaukee
Rummer staged a comeback this week,
*^ sending the thenmometer up near the
hundred mark and theatre managers' hopes
for a big week to zero. The weather was
entirely to blame for the stage was all set
with strong attractions at the theatres and
business should have been booming.
This was Anniversary Week at the Alhambra theatre, and Reginald Denny in
"Out All Night" headed a fine bill. Business was just fair. The Garden is closing
its second week of "When a Man Loves"
and Vitaphone, and Ls exploiting a third
week. Business at the Garden was good.
The Wisconsin offered Lon Chaney in
"Mockery," and here too, business was
just fair. "We're AU Gamblers" was the
attraction at the Strand. "What Price
Glory" put up a good fight against the torrid wave and succeeded in attracting a fair
share of patronage.
Neighborhood theatres also reported business below what was expected and managers
here too attribute the falling off of patronage to the intense heat. The Oriental featured "Prince of Headwaiters" and drew
fairly good houses. The Uptown showed
' ' Barbed Wire ' ' to very good crowds. ' ' The
Stolen Bride" playing at both the Modjeska
and Tower brought in moderately good business. The Milwaukee found John Gilbert
drew the usual good patronage to see
"Twelve Miles Out."

Atlanta

'

/^ REATER movie season opened last
^^ week with a splendid array of showings in Atlanta theatres, bringing box-ofSce
results worthy of furnishing encouragement

to producers and bespeaking a keen appreciation of theatre-goers for good pictures.
Topping the list, "What Price Glory"
wrote a new chapter in the box-ofiice receipts at the Erlanger, breaking a brilliant
record previously established by "The Big
Parade" in its first week, both playing to
road show prices.
Laura LaPlante in "The Cat and the
Canary" brought an outstanding crowd to
the Capitol all week.
Gene
Keith's
records
played

Austin, appearing in person at
Georgia smashed all box-office
of that theatre. Thomas Meighan
on the screen in "We're AU

The Howard drew average attendance
''
Gamblers.
with
Bebe Daniels in "Swim, Girl, Swim,"
opening the new season with a one minute
after twelve performance Monday morning.
"Annie Laurie," featuring Lillian Gish
at Loew's Grand won approval of local critics as ranking topmiost in the career of
this star. Miss Gish gained stronger admirers in her work as Annie Laurie, drawing a good week's business.
"Camille" and Norma Talmadge played
at the Metropolitan to full matinees and
average evening performances.
The Rialto enjoyed an increased week
over the previous first split-week bill showing Richard Dix in "Quicksands" the first
pai-t and "The Covered Wagon," the latter.
"Battling Dangers," "Flying Mail,"
and "Long Loop on the Pecos" divided
honors about equally for a good week at the
Tudor.
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The New Alamo showed two first run
pictui-es "The Whispering Sage" and
"Rich Men's Sons" with two second run
features.

Baltimore
\ LL first run moving picture theatres in
■^* Baltimore started off well Monday,
September 12, as it was a legal holiday.
Defenders' Day in Maryland.
"The Cat and the Canary" proved one
of the biggest drawing cards that the New
Theatre has had for some time and business
there throughout the week was very big.
Patronage gi-ew as the week waned. There
was a stage act on the same bill.
For its third week at Loew's Valencia
"The Big Parade" still continued to pull
them in strong and business done for the
entire six days was heavy.
While the patronage at Loew's Century
was tremendous for Buster Keaton's latest
starring vehicle "College," Harry Langdon,
the other prominent comedian, in "Three's
a Crowd" at the RivoU with the Biltmore
Boys on the same program, did not go over
so well and business at the latter theatre
throughout the week declined.
"The Desired Woman," starring Irene
Rich with Vitaphone presentations also
offered, proved an excellent drawing card
at Warnei's' Metropolitan with a steady
business of a high average during the week.
"Rich Men's Sons," with Shirley Mason
and Ralph Graves, on a bill with five acts
of vaudeville, went over fine with the audience at Keith's Hippodrome and each day
brought very good attendance.
At Whitehurst's Garden Theatre, "Back
to God's Country," and five acts of vaudeville, only proved a fair drawing card.

Tale of a Broadway madcap who
thought a small
town would be hell
and found it heaven
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"First Auto" Parade Scores
for Detroit Theatre
A campaign staged for "The First Auto"
in Detroit under the supervision of Louis
Braver of Warner Bros., attracted widespread notice to the showing of that picture at the Madison theatre, where the picture played a two weeks' engagement.
The Detroit Automobile Dealers Association and the Detroit Automobile Club
cooperated with this Kunsky-Publix house
in the framing of a big street ballyhoo in
the form of a parade of old cars. Prizes
were offered which brought out scores of
entries claiming to have the first auto.
A direct tie-up with automobile manufacturers was achieved through the medium
of General Motors who issued special bulletins to idl their Detroit factories including those where the Cadillac, La Salle and
Chevrolet are manufactured. These bulletins apprised the employees of the special
angles of interest to them in "The First
Auto."

Fall Style Revue Staged at
Chattanooga Tivoli
Through cooperation with a leading
ready-to-wear store, Manager E R. Rogers
of the Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, offei'ed
a Fall Fashion Revue in connection M'ith
his presentation of "After Midnight." The
stage show was built up into an entertainment of wide popular appeal and is credited
with having attracted a large portion of
the business recorded during the engagement.
The merchants undertook the entire expense of the production and staging of the
revue and in addition gave the event wide
publicity through notices in the store and
newspaper advertising. Engraved announcement cards were distributed from house to
house.
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Effective use of a 24-sheet cnlitut for lobby display purposes is shown above in the
photo of an arrangement tcith which "Taxi! Taxi!" (Universal) was exploited as the
American theatre, Denver.

Variety

of Exploitation

Ideas

Sell "Big Parade" in Memphis

nnd
s emplo
of stunt
age yed
WIDEthe range
thorough
cover
accomplished through the use of ma.iy
publicity mediums distinguished the powerful exploitation campaign executed by
^more, manager of Loew's
Howaerd King
Palac theatre, in the interests of the fivst
showing at popular prices of "The Big Parade" in Memphis.
The eanapaign included extensive use of
posters, a tie-up with the recruiting servlt^e,
newsboys pai-ade, eloborate lobby decorations, and the use of accessories.
Accessories used in the campaign consisted of forty-eight caps, stenciled with
the title of the picture and distribu^^ed
among newsboys: eight oil paintings, which
Not as big as Ring| were used in the lobby before the opening
and then in various store windows. One
ling's but better.
i
special banner w'hich ran the. full length of
It's a big harmonica f the marquee, and was illuminated by ^he
I'egular electric sign.
contest. 5
Also thei-e was a large papier m.ache soldier, standing with rifle and bayonet at the
WHEN?
i
ready. "Allied" flags were hung all about
this soldier, who was placed in the lobby,
Saturday June 11
and a spray of these flags was used to deco.Say, children, get those old French harp.s in tune and be
rate the marquee.
there, "Johnny on the Spot". VVin yourself a fine M.
The entire front of another theatre, on
Horier instrument. Instruments on display at Applegate's Drug .Stqre.
the Main Street, and now closed, was used
CONTEST.TO BE HELD AT GAIETY THEATRE
under management of A. P. Kniss.
Entries open to any
for the construction of a large and elaboboy Mr.
or girl
under 18 years old. F'or further information
sec
Knis?.
rate shadow box display. Two similar disjUlUttW»»K«KKK»»»»»3LK.'>3«X««««»»tVICOOtMOOi>>>>1>.»»«OOia
plays were used in two vacant stores, both
in the immediate vicinity of the theatre.
One of the forms of exploiting harmonA local ordinance forbids the placing of
ica contents in conjunction ivith Educaadvertising matter on telephone or light
tiftnal's "tiiR Boy" comedies. The
poles, but this was overcome by the cothrotvaway shown above has been effecoperation of the Army Recruiting service.
tively used in several cities.

Town

News

The recruiting officer went to the city authorities and informed them that he wculd
like to use all telephone, trolley and electric
light
poles to advertise
"The Big
in
connection
with recruiting.
As Parade"
a result
cards with the following copy were placed,
tied or tacked to every available spot,
' ' You '11 want to join the army after seeing
'The Big Parade' at Loew's Palace TheaIn order to get a parade with music on
the downtown streets on the opening day,
a tie-up was effected with the newspapers,
whereby all the newsboys of the city were
invited
to attend the opening performance
in a body.
Antre."
elaborate window display was placed
in one of the department stores. The papier
mache soldiex', previously used in the foyer,
and a spray of "allied" flags was used as
a background for the studio model and
seven large paintings of M-G-M stars.
, A short trailer was used seven weeks in
advance of opening date. Three de luxe
trailers were used together.
The local unit of the national guard,
115th Field Artillei-y was in summer encampment and scheduled to return to Memphis
during
the first was
week'sextended
run of to
the them
picture. An invitation
to march direct from the station to the
theatre for a special showing. This was
impossible, due to the time of arrival. However, the commanding officer informed his
men of the invitation and ui'ged them to
individually see the picture. No passes
were extended.
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
RATES: 10 cents a word fer each insertion, in advance
except Employment Wanted, on which rate is 5 cents

Situation Wanted
ORGANISTS AND SINGERS, thoroughly tramed and
experienced theatre work.
Men and women now ready
for good positions. Union or
nonunion. Write salary, and
other data. Address Chicago
Musical College, 64 E. Van
Buren, Chicago.
HELP

WANTED: Experienced feature and novelty
organist; combination house;
union. Position now available. For particulars, wi'ite
to Feeley Theatre, Hazleton,
Pa.
SUPERIOR ORGANIST
desires a change. Must have
a new and modem organ.
Union. Organist, Box 178,
Meadville, Perm.
EXPERIENCED P R OJECTIONIST. Handle any
equipment. Experienced in
repairing and electrical work.
Go anywhere. Luberne Kelly,
Mitchell, S. Dak.
ORGANISTS, thoroughly
trained and experienced in
theatre playing. Men and
women now ready for good
positions. Union or nonunion.
Write salary, and other data.
Address Chicago Musical College, 64 E. Van Buren, Chicago.
MANAGER — Theatre or
circuit. Seventeen years practical experience. Pictures,
vaudeville, presentations,
publicity, public service, construction and equipment.
Married. Good personality.
Unquestionable references,
jharacter and ability. Go anywhere. Manager, Box 95, Motion Picture News, New York
City.

AT LIBERTY

to connect

as circuit supervisor or theatre manager. Many years experience with those well
known in trade. Prefer New
York territory. Box 125, MoCity. tion Picture News, New York
RESPONSIBLE MAN desires position as operator, or
operator and cleaning of
theatre. Over 32 years' experience with Mass. special
license. Prefer the N. E.
states. Salary reasonable.
Best references. Independent,
Box 150, Motion Picture
News, New York City.

Wanted
WANTED— Used Posters.
Photos, Slides; Banners, and
Accessories of all kinds.
Must be in good condition.
Will allow liberal credit. Theatre Poster Supply Company
and Sign Exchange, 327 E.
Sixth Street, Cincinnati, 0.

For Sale
FOR SALE: The most
beautiful 500-seat moving
picture theatre in Florida.
Price $8,500. Summer population 25,000. Winter population 40,000. Long lease.
Finest equipment. Must sell
account other business. Cash
or terms. Address, Post Office Box 1348, Daytona
Beach, Fla.
FOR SALE : Used posters,
photos, slides, banners and
all other kinds of accessories
on any subject — features,
comedies, serials, save 60 per
cent. Write for price list.
Theatre Poster Supply Co. &
Sign Exchange, 327 East
Sixth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
FOR

SALE: 1200 upholstered opera chairs ; price per
chair $2.50 ; in good serviceable condition. Can be seen
on request. Box 425, Motion
Picture News, New York City.

Newspaper displays which exploited the first presentations at popular prices of '^'^The Big Parade^'
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer) are reproduced in the layout above. Advertising capital naturally was made
of the now famous title and the record-breaking
road show engagements of the tvar romance. The
ads illustrated were used by the following theatres:
Capitol, New York; Kirby theatre, Houston; Pontages, Spokane; New Hollywood, Petrosky, Mich.
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"The

Stunt

Man"

(Educational — Two Reels)

{Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
LARRY SEMON has a lively comedy in this
one, as two-reel comedies go. As usual they
crammed it full of action, some of it good and
some only fair, but the general average is more
than passable. As the title implies, it is made up
largely of stunt stuff and it is well done.
Semon is the stunt man who is trying to
prove to the girl he is a real film hero, as she
has declared that is the type she would marry.
Among other things he does a jump out of a
second story window and a lot of aeroplane
stuff, which is all-popular in these comedies
just now. He has some good gag material when
he gets aloft in a radio guided plane and learns
there is a dummy in the driver's seat. The
plane is about to be blown up from the ground,
and the parachute fails to open as he descends.
There is an unique ending to the story, too,
for when Larry approaches the girl as the well
established hero she has expressed herself in
favor of, she flatly turns down his proposal of
marriage. There is an abundance of good comedy in the two reels.

"Buster's
Home
Life"
(Universal — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
BUSTER, Mary Jane, Tige and the pet monkey provide a world of action in this Buster Brown comedy, which has its humorous incidents, most of which are provided by Tige and
the monkey. The latter, to cover up some indiscretions of Buster and his gang while they are
left in the keeping of the maid, is fitted with a
pair of huge shoes, in which he cuts some funny
capers.
All in all they make life fairly miserable for
Hannah, the maid, when she refuses to let the
dog into the house. Block and tackle are employed and the kids and their pets are hoisted
in through a second story window. They play
havoc with the furniture and generally mess up
the place, for which Hannah is blamed upon the
return of Mrs. Brown.

"On Special Duty"
(Universal— Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
STORY well above the average is this western featurette, with Fred Oilman in the
feature role. Oilman in the role of Dave Higsby,
Texas ranger, is apparently of the blow-hard
type, who enjoys recounting his achievements to
an admiring audience on the porch of the local
hostelry. While he is doing this Jack Hardy
strolls in. This Jack Hardy is not a nice kind
of guy ; in fact he's the villain. A false move
of his, and Higsby mistrusts him. Each is in
love with the daughter of the hotel proprietor.
And each despises the other.
Hardy accuses Higsby of being a false alarm
and challenges him to ride what has been an
untamable bronc. Higsby accepts the challenge
and succeeds, but as he is doing so Hardy and
his gang get away with the $30,000 bankroll
in the hotel safe. Higsby gives chase and after
some exciting riding knocks off one bandit after
another until he catches up with Hardy. A
desperate battle ensues, with the usual result
that Higsby recovers the bankroll, turns Hardy
over to the sheriff and wins the girl.

A

"The Newlyweds' Surprise"
(Universal — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THE
trials and tribulations of a pair of
newlyweds in trying to locate living quarters when burdened with a new offspring are
visualized in this lively comedy, whose only

fault is the usual one of trying to crowd too
much action and comedy into two reels. It
would be a better picture if toned down a bit by
eliminating some of the rougher knockout stuff.
Apartment house keepers do have objections
to babies and the newlyweds have considerable
difficulty in parking the attractive Snookums.
They succeed eventually by sneaking Snookums
in in a parrot cage at the same time an old
maid is parking her pet parrot in the same apartment house. Of course the cages change hands
and the old maid gets the one with Snookums
in it, while the newlyweds get the real parrot
cage. There is wild confusion when the mistakes are discovered and up to that point there
is the chance for a good story. Then they mix
up everyone in the apartment house in a freefor-all fight in the hallway and everyone in the
course of the ensuing melee gets knocked horizontal at least once. Otherwise there is some
good comedy in the picture.

"Society
Breaks"
(Universal — Two Reels)

and oft'ers him a large sum for the return of
the saxy, so Arthur's entire family gives chase
to_ the junk man. The saxy is recovered, and
vvith the proceeds Arthur purchases a man
sized saxy. There is not a great deal to enthuse
over in this one.— CHESTER J. SMITH.

"The Human Fly"
(Pathe-Cartoon — One Reel)
"^"OTHINO more than a series of animated
-'■^ drawings, is this one of the Aesop's Film
Fables series. There is little of comedy to it
and nothing in the way of a story. It shows
the subject flying about in airplane stunts with
various devices attached for propulsion. One
of the latter is an electric fan. Al Falfa is
plunged through barns and in and out of all
sorts of obstacles. It's hard to get a chuckle
out of any of it.— CHESTER J. SMITH.

"A Battle Scared Hero"
(Universal-Gump — Two Reels)
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
THIS is just another rough and tumble comedy in the Keeping Up with the Joneses
series. It depends entirely upon slapstick and
knockout stuff for its humor and it exaggerates
too much in all directions. At that, it more or
less accurately portrays the comic strip from
which it is moulded and that probably is its
main objective. As these comic strips seem much
appreciated, so too will a picture of this type.
The McGinnises go to a social affair at the
Joneses, and Aloysius, having trouble with his
feet, removes his pumps before starting to dance.
He gets into disfavor and retires to the kitchen,
where he is appreciated by the serving maid for
his ability as a Oiarlestoner. He feigns illness
when discovered by the Mrs., but fails to make
good and is subjected to the usual beating at the
hands of his better half.

T IKE many of the other short comedies of
■'— ^ the day aeroplane antics figure largely in
this one of the Andy Oump series. Whoever
started this aeroplane rage in an effort to develop laughs should be sharply reprimanded.
A
few of them succeeded, but enough is plenty.
Andy is the victim in this one, which, as usual,
is shot to pieces in flight, and, also as usual, the
parachute fails to open with Andy
Otherwise the tale has to do with an airplane
gun which Andy has invented and which he is
about to demonstrate to a committee in his home.
Immediately before the demonstration and unknown to Andy, Billy Butts loads the gun. The
committee arrives and the demonstration proves
disastrous as the gun explodes, bringing down
Min, who at the moment was in the act of taking
a bath.

"Sailors, Beware!"
(Pathe-Roach — Two Reels)

"A Gold Digger of Weepah"
(Sennett Pathe — Two Reels)

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
HERE
is a two-reeler which, if patterned
after, should serve to popularize the short
comedy field. It has a pretty nifty little story
with plenty of opportunity, for slapstick comedy,
which, however, is largely eliminated to the
betterment of the picture. There's a bit of
slapstick here and there, but it is of a better
type than usual and is really humorous. The
action of the story and its situations make for
most of the comedy, however, and Stan Laurel
in the featured role puts it over in great shape.
Stan is the hard boiled taxi driver. He carries Anita Oarvin and her midget husband, disguised as an infant, to an outgoing steamer. Stan
and his taxi, unknowingly is hoisted on the
steamer. In the course of the trip the midget
purloins a number of valuable jewels and hides
them in his teddy bear. Eventually Stan reveals
the "baby" as a hairy-chested midget when, on
instructions from the ship captain he is ordered
to give him a bath. The stolen property is returned and the crooked pair are shown up,
after an abundance of good wholesome comedy
that would be appreciated in any house.

"Saxophobia"

(Universal — One

Reel)

THE saxophone wins over the ukulele in this
short comedy in which Arthur Lake is
featured. It is the usual riotous comedy of this
juvenile
Mary Marsh
has madeseries.
a hit Arthur's
with his rival
uke, with
so Arthur
pawns
his flivver and buys a saxophone. His father
will not tolerate it, so Arthur throws it out
the window and into the cart of a junk man.
The

pawnbroker hastens

to Arthur's house

(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)

THE recent gold rush situation in Weepah
provides the atmosphere for this rough and
tumble Sennett comedy, which is good for a
number of laughs. The cast is a good one, including Billy Bevan, Alma Bennett, Johnny
Burke, Matty Kemp and Andy Clyde.
Billy, whose past would not bear too close
inspection, is now a temperence advocate, happily wedded to a 300 pounder, who is intensely
jealous of him. The gold rush brings Alma,
an old sweetheart of Billy's, and now a successful "gold digger." Alma and Billy become
involved in all sorts of compromising situations, brought about by a sackful of rattle
snakes brought by a prospector. Billy all but
loses his home as some hilarious complications
develop, but it all ends happily.

"The River of Doubt"
(Fables-Pathe— One Reel)
THERE

is some better material in this cartoon subject than has characterized the
majority of recent issues. A touch of lively
comedy here and there brings recollections of
some of the earlier efforts of these cartoonists.

It's a jungle picture along the Amazon, where
the dinosaur's neck is used as a spring beard
by monkeys and birds, and the young birds are
fed hippos by their adoring parents.
Thomas Cat and old Al Falfa inv.^de this
jungle for photographic purposes. They are
attacked by the wild cats and various denizens
and have a real lively time of it, with Al getting the worst of it. This is the best of these
subjects
SMITH. shown for some time. — CHESTER J.
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The Cruise of the HeUon
Stirring Melodrama on the High Seas
(Reviewed by Thomas C. Kennedy)
to
4 4rT^ HE CRUISE OF THE HELION" is well equipped
I score as first-rate screen entertainment with all adherents of the action type of play — and that almost covers
A
the whole world of picturegoers. It is not difiicult to assign the
spectator's interest, and
reason for the picture's ability to hold the
here and there to carry it to emotional peaks. There has been no
other than those of
effects
any
achieve
or
contrive
to
effort
."
"
It is the simple and ever"action," "suspense and "romance
availing fonnula of taking the best elements of the action picture —
of which the serial is the purest form — and doing it in a more
finished style, but doing it without apologies and -w-ith confidence
in the soudnness of the materials. To be sure, it is surface conflict— no deep character searching here — but for that same reason
it is dramatic action and stoiy telling of the kind that captures
the interest and stirs the emotions. The cast is a capable one.
Donald Keith, Edna Murphy, Tom Santschi, Sheldon Lewis and
Francis Ford are among the principals. The story deals with the
exciting adventures of a young idler aboard a ship on which his
father has sent him to make a man of himself. There is a love
affair between the boy and the daughter of the skipper, and together they fight off the mutinous crew led by the brutal first mate
after the death of the captain.
The Cast : Donald Keith, Edna Murphy, Toni Santschi.
Sheldon Lewis, Sailor Sharkey, Martin Turner. Story by
George Pyper.
Directed by Duke Worne.
THEME: Melodrama which LIGHTS: Action and realism
reaches its climax aboard a sailof characters. The fights between hero and mutinous crew.
ing vessel. A crew in mutiny
seeks to steal a valuable cargo,
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
and are defeated after a stirring
Feature as thriUing adventure
struggle by a young ne-'er-dostory of the sea, strong in love
well out to make good and the
interest, action and suspense.
daughter of the murdered skipStress names in cast.
per.
DRAWING POWER:
Good.
PRODUCTION
HIGHProduced by Rayart.
S. R. Distribution.
Length, 6,089 A''''-

Released, September 10, \q2~.

Interesting highlights from "Slightly Used," a release from the studios
of Warner Bros.

The Drop Kick
Stereotyped

Production lone, and phototmiphy of a high order are found in "The
Magic Flame," Samuel Goldwyn's latest production for United Artists.

Just Another
Story Makes
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

Picture

exCOLLEGE stories are usually sure-fire inasmuch as they
wouldn't be acploit a lot of unbelievable antics awhich
campus. A collegiate
cepted in any atmosphere outside
get away with them merely becan cut up all sort of didoes andmed
to seeing him behave unlike
cause the customers are accusto
the rest of the so-called human race. The college pictures seldom
fail on the screen because of this reason. Yet here comes Richard
Barthelmess in as poor a college story as has ever been shot in
celluloid. Which is a pity considering the talents of the star.
Here we have Dick saving the game for dear old Alma Mater —
and does it by kicking a field goal in the last minute of play.
Naturally, these college stories coming along so rapidly eliminate
any value of suspense. You know what is coming here every
minute. The value of novelty (the saving not of campus yarns)
is entirely absent. The collegiates in "The Drop Kick" cannot be
called original — and the plot presents the tried and true formula of
rivalry between the colleges. The characters are stereotyped.
There is the Nice Girl who makes the hero do his stuff on the
field — and there is the College Widow, too.
Barthelmess needs better stories. After "The Patent Leather
Kid" it seems a shame to find him in something which doesn't
measure up to his stature as an actor. He extracts everything
possible from the picture. Which goes for everyone in the cast.
The Cast : Richard Barthelmess, Dorothy Rcvier, Barbara
Kent, Hedda Hopper, John Stainbaugh, Eugene Strong, James
Bradbury, Jr., Mayme Kelso. Director, Millard Webb.
THEME:
Romance
of col- EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
lege life — with football hero
Feature title and star. Bill as
picture of youth and romance.
winning game at crucial moment
— and also winning girl.
DRAWING POWER: Title
should draw them during Fall
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS : Football atmosphere.
because of football games. Star
College backgrounds. Romantic
should bring them in. 0. K. for
appeal. Acting.
average houses.
Produced and distributed by First National.
Length, six reels. Released, September, 1927.
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Slightly Used
Light Story, Fairly Interesting
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
A FAIRLY pleasing story and one somewhat off the beaten
paths is this rather light tale that takes a little too long in
the tellingf. It has its amusing situations and is logically
conceived and well acted by a good cast, headed by May McAvoy
and Conrad Nagel.
May McAvoy is Cynthia Mai-tiii, eldest of three daughters of a
stern male parent, and she is adored by her old maid aunt, with
prospects of herself becoming an old maid. Her tendencies are
that way. The stern parent has decreed that the younger
daughters shall not marry until after Cynthia has taken the step.
So Cynthia conceives herself a husband from the news columns of
a daily paper. He has just departed with an expedition for
Nicaragua.
She makes the announcement to the family.
Unfortunately Cynthia then falls in love with a friend of the
sisters' boy friends. So she inserts an article in the newspaper
announcing the death of Major John Smith in Nicaragua. He sees
it, returns and finds who is responsible for it.
The Cast : May McAvoy, Conrad Nagel, Robert Agneiv,
Audrey Ferris, Anders Randolf, Eugenie Besserer, Arthur
Rankin, Datnd Mir, Sally Eilcrs, Jack Santoro.
THEME:
Farce comedy in
daring himself. The meeting of
the girl and her father when
which eldest daughter of three
she announces her marriage.
feins marriage so that her sisEXPLOITATION ANGLES:
ters may marry. The announced
husband later returns from
The names of the leading playNicaragua. They fall in love
ers should serve as an attracand aU ends happily.
tion. The question of the justification of the elder daughter
PRODUCTION
HIGHannouncing her marriage to
LIGHTS: The many comedy
help her sisters. The all around
twists and complications when
the announced husband returns
good work of the cast.
and confronts the young
DRAWING POWER: Nothing extraordinary about it, but
"wife." The climax when he
should go fairly well.
insists upon his rights when deProduced and Distributed by Warner Bros.
Length, 6,412 feet. Rel^cased, Sept. 3, 1927.

"The Cruise of the Helion" is a story of the sea and primeval passions.
Rayart Pictures is releasing it.

The Magic Flame
A Fine Production In Which Nothing Much
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)

A tale of college, athletics and young blood is "The Drop Kick," a neui
First National production.

Happens

THERE'S an old-fashioned picture on view hero — one which
employs a dual role, a deal of sentiment and some preposterous melodrama. Its plot doesn't tell much — the idea
hardly being substantial enough to cai-ry on for nearly two hours.
It tells the story of a beautiful ti-apoze artist who is placed in a
triangle situation. She is desired by two men — one a clown in her
own troupe (a circus outfit) and a young prince who is heir to
the throne of a mythical kingdom through which the circus passes.
Before the picture reaches its conclusion the spectator who anticipated moving scenes is sure to be disappointed. It becomes
somewhat jerky in its action because it doesn't get away from
the beaten track of its story. The picture is a sort of fairy tale —
magnificently produced in every way.
The pictu7-e is finely acted by Vilma Banky as the fair trapezist
and Ronald Colman in the dual role of clown and prince. He acts
with creditable restraint — and occasionally shows emotional fire
Avhen the scene calls for pathos. The minor parts are capably filled,
too. A newcomer, Shii-ley Palmer, sho^vs good screen personality
— and talent, too. And there is Gustave von Seyffcrtitz whose
character acting is worthy of mention. Henry King did as well as
possible by a story that isn't so hot.
The Cast: Ronald Colman, Vilma Banky, Augustine Borgato, Gustave von Seyffertits, Harvey Clarke, Shirley Palmer,
Cosmo Kyrle Bellew, George Davis. Director, Henry King.
THEME:
Romantic
drama
Backgrounds.
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
of love triangle with trapezist
wooed by circus clown and
Should draw through personalities of stars. Should be advertised for its tone and quality.
prince.
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: Circus atmosphere.
Play up Banky and Colman.
DRAWING POWER: Names
Play of pathos. Introduction of
of stars should attract them.
prince. Dual performance by
Suitable for high class houses
Colman. Scene where clown is
everywhere.
recognized as king. Captions.
Produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Di^tnbutcd by United Artists.
Length, about eight reels. Released, September, \<)2y.
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The Boy Rider
Deep and Exciting Melodrama
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
melodrama of the type that sets the customers
deep
FOR real
cheering as the posse rides up, this one wfould be hard to beat.
It has all the necessary elements. First of all there is the
fourteen-year-old boy-star, Buzz Barton, wlho seems to have all the
accomplishments of the older Western stai's, and to be just as
heroic. There is a generous mixture of intrigue, love and adventure, with incidents of the dramatic type following one another so
closely that the suspense is almost continuous.
Of course, the story cannot be taken too seriously. It is one of
those inipossible Western tales where injustice is about to ruin
the hero and the villain is about to triumph, only to have the atmosphere suddenly clear into a happy ending for all but the villain.
This young Buzz Barton seems destined for extreme popularity
wherever the Western has an appeal. And his pinto pony will
share his popularity with him. They are a good team for this
kind of stuff. The youngster seems as skilled in the saddle as
any of them. He has a pleasing screen personality, the mannerisms of a real cowboy, and he has not yet reached the point where
he tries too hard to act.
Tlic Cast: Buzz Barton, Lorraine Eason, Sam Nelson, David
Dunbar, Frank Rice, IVilliam Ryno.
THEME : Western melodrama terrific battle with the bandit
of boy who escapes guardian,
gang. The suspense and the swift
action.
member of bandit gang, meets
up with former partner of his
EXPLOITATION
ANGLES:
dad and the two become pals.
The age and skill of the boy
They aid in capturing the
her. You can safely bill it as
bandit gang, who are bent on
a Western replete with thrills.
destroying
the girl and her
The terrific struggle on the
brink of the cliif to save the girl.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Good
LIGHTS :The wild riding of the
wherever the Western is liked.
boy-star to save the girl. The
Produced and Distributed by F B O.
Length, 4,858 feet.
Released, October 23, 1927.

Light satiric comedy

is toParamount
be found feature.
in "One

Woman

to Another,"

rt

Lightning
An

A dog's intelligence is thea Warner
means ofBros,
righting
a wrong in "Jaivs of Steel"
release.

Improbable Tale, But Interesting
(Reviewed by Chester J. Smith)
A PECULIAR mixture of big city night life and Western is
this tale that revolves partly around an intelligent horse,
a couple of cowboys and a couple of show girls. It goes
into the field of all three of them for its action, and it comfis out
with plenty of it.
The horse is first seen in his environment, when he triumphs
over a vicious outlaw horse. The girls are next displayed at their
night club, or whatever it is, in Chicago, and there they meet the
cowboys, who fall hard for theim One of the girls is on the square
and the other is not. The latter gets the roll of the cowboys, who
return disappointed to their Western range. Then, to bring the
quartet together again, the girls get an engagement in Salt Lake
City, to whicli point they must go by airplane to be on time. The
plane is forced down on the desert where the boys are sheltered.
The girls wander into the cam'p of the boys and, after being
u{)braided for their Chicago actions, are faced with the threat of
sei-ving as the cowboys' squaws. They make their escape, only to
run into a fierce desert sandstorm in wlhich both are overcome,
but are rescued with the assistance of Lightning, who has finally
been conquered by Cuth Stewart. The cast is an exceptionally
good one, and the roles are well enacted, particularly that of
Jobyna Ralston, as one of the show girls.
The Cast : Jobyna Ralston, Margaret LiiAngston, Robert
Fraccr, Guian Willianis. Pat Harmon.
THEME:
Western in which
The airplane
sequences.
The
photography.
two show girls meet two cowEXPLOITATION ANGLES:
boys, deceive them, are punished
The battle between the wild
when later they meet on the
horses. The Zane Grey story
desert, but are saved in a terrific
from which the production was
sandstorm and all ends happily.
made.
The sandstorm.
DRAWING POWER: Should
PRODUCTION
HIGHLIGHTS: The sand storm on
go weU in any but the largest
houses.
the desert. The cabaret scenes.
Produced and Distributed by Tiffany Productions, Inc.
Length, 6,049 f^'^^- Released, September i, 1927.
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One Woman

Picture

News

to Another

Very Draggy and Misses Its Points
(Reviewed

by Laurence

Reid)

nothing much to boast about in Florence Vidor's
E'S
THERnew
picture. The star does her best to be convincing. That
she succeeds is proof that she knows a scene when she sees
it and what to do with it Avhen it is given her. The chief error hero
is its length. The plot drags aimlessly along to seven reels when
it could be compressed into a two-reeler. Therefore you can be sure
it is well padded. The characters make entrances and exits without going anywhere in particular. Miss Vidor has a deal of charm
— and she seldom fails to be sincere in her pictures, but not since
"The Grand Duchess and the Waiter" has she had anything which
can be catalogued as a smash.
In this picture she plays a homey t5T)e of woman who fearing
that she will lose her .man to a fair upstart proceeds to play the
youngster's game and compromise. And thats all there is to it.
There were possibilities to the story which haven't been realized.
The effort to become satiric and a wee bit devilish doesn't click because it is executed so obviously and clumsily.
The central figure is supposed to represent a high order of intelligence but her playful by-play smacks of the adolescent age.
Had the time-worn situation been touched up more with light
comedy satire it might have released better entertainment. The
cast is competent without distinguishing itself.
The Cast: Florence Vidor, Theodore Von Eltz, Marie Shotwell, Shirley Dorman, Hedda Hopper, Roy Stewart, Joyce Coad.
Director, Frank Tut tie.
THEME : Drama of girl who
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
realizes her fiance is slipping
Tease title and exploit star as
sincere and talented. Go after
away from her and takes up task
of winning him back.
feminine patronage.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Suitable for neighborhood houses or
LIGHTS : Settings. Sincerity
those which have large feminine
of star's performance. Climax.
Captions.
patronage.
Produced and distributed by Paramount.
Length, seven reels. Released, September, 1927.

Determination

is written all over the face of the

Western

lad whom

F B O is featuring in "The Boy Rider."

Jaws of Steel

Gripping and Replete with Action
(Reviewed

by Chester J. Smith)

N'S legion of friends will like this latest picture
R IN-TIN-TI
of the dog-star, though he is not called upon for as much
in the line of heroics as usual. He has a role similar to that

A story by Zone Grey supplies the plot of Tiffany's "Lightning," scenes
from ivhich are shou^n above.

of the dog in Jack London's "Call of the Wild," and it is hard to
conceive of an animal playing to better advantage.
It is deep melodrama froin start to finish, but they never let the
action lag, and while at times it is too improbable to be convincing, it is nevertheless always interesting. Rinty first is seen as the
puppy pet of the little girl who is crossing the- desert with her
parents, who are to locate on a newly acquired mining claim. The
dog is bounced out of the wagon and proceeds to run wild.
Rinty is next seen as the "killer," charged with the murder
of several persons, and having a price on his head. Jason Robards,
as the father of the little girl, heads the posse that would do away
with the wild dog. Meantime Rinty returns and miakes friends
with the little girl, who falls ill from loneliness when Rinty again
disappears. Only the return of the dog can save the little girl's
life, according to the doctor. Rinty is run down and wounded,
but is spared because of a. message he carries.
The Cast : Rin-Tin-Tin, Jason Robards, Helen Ferguson,
Mary Louise Miller, Jack Curtis, Robert Perry, George
Connors.
"killer."
The desert scenes.
THEME: Melodrama of pet
EXPLOITATION ANGLES:
puppy which is lost on the
desert and turns wild. Wanted
The dog-star needs little exas a killer, he returns to the
ploitation, but this one can safedesert cottage in time to save
ly be billed as a real thriller.
"The many dramatic incidents of
the baby's life, as the father is
out seeking the reward that
the picture. The terrific chase
Rinty.
of the whole countryside after
goes with the dog's death.
PRODUCTION
HIGHDRAWING POWER: Should
LIGHTS: The battle between
the "killer" and the villain.
be good wherever the dog-star
The chase and wounding of the
is appreciated.
Length, 5,569 feet. Released, September 10, 1927.
Produced and Distributed by Warner Bros.
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midl Neivsfrom Corresponds
of the
ECKMAN
HENRY
sales depatment of MetroGkildwn-Mayer exchange, Boston,
former office manager of the exchange and a brother of Sam Eckman, has been transferred to the
sales department of the New York
office. Samuel Eckman, district
supervisor, has been made foreign
representative and left for Europe
on Friday.
General Sales Manager James
R. Grainger of Fox Films was in
Boston over the week end, returning to New York City.
Miss Catherine Nagle has been
appointed to the booking department at the Fox exchange, Boston.
George Milling, assistant shipper
at the Fox exchange, has resigned
to become shipper for Consolidated
exchange at Boston.
Thomas Jennings, salesman for
Fox in the Western Massachusetts
territory, is back at work after a
week's illness from bronchitis.
Victor Coronni, assistant poster
clerk at the Fox exchange, is back
at his desk after a week's illness.
Albert Desautelles of the Majestic Theatre, Holyoke, has returned
fom a combination vacation and
business trip to Chicago.
Fraternity Hall at Baldwinville,
Mass., formerly owned and operated
by Shaw & Morris, has been taken
over by Fred Sharby.
Joseph Rapolus of the Majestic
Theatre at Easthampton has taken
over Recreation Hall in that town.
James Greco, the popular owner
and manager of the Rialto at Worcester, Mass., who has been seriously illfor several weeks and confined to his bed, has so far recovered as to be able to be out for a
few hours daily.
George Markell, of the Strand
Theatre, Pittsfield, has acquired the
Star Theatre in that city and will
operate both houses.
Miss Mary Chisholm, billing
clerk at First National exchange,
Boston, has resigned.
Louis Stern has been appointed
salesman for Red Seal pictures in
the Southern Massachusetts territory, succeeding Mark King, resigned. Stern was formerly with
the Royal Films.
Davis Yulis, owner of the Strand
Theatre at Oakland Beach, R. I.,
is also to manage the playhouse.
A. Lambert, formerly of the
Strand Theatre at Oakland Beach,
R. I., is now in charge at the
Scenic Theatre at the same place.
John Level, editor of the Pathe
Sun, paid a brief visit to the Boston exchange of Pathe en route to
the Legion convention at Paris.
Harry Smith of the camera force
of Pathe in New York City, is
substituting in the New England
territory for "Dick" Sears, who is
covering the Legion convention in
Paris for Pathe.

New England
weeks' illness and will soon be back
on his territory again.
William Snyder, salesman in
New Hampshire and Vermont for
Pathe, was married Sunday at
Jamaica Plain, Mass., to Miss
Keaveney. They are now on a motor trip through New York State.
Al Bevin, manager for Fatmous
Players exchange in Portland, Me.,
paid a visit to Boston during the
week in his new Packard. Bevin
is one of the real live wires of the
New Elngland territory and looks
like a winnerdrive.
of the first quarter's
Paramount
Jack Gubbins, a member of the
sales force at the Paramount exchange, underwent an operation for
tonsils and adenoids duing the
week but was back on the job within two days.
Al Foy has reopened his theatre,
the Green Theatre, in Cliftondale,
Mass., after extensive redecoration
of the interior and complete remodelling of the exterior. He has installed a new lighting system for
the exteriors which is winning
much
favorable
comment.
The Auditorium Theatre, Maiden, will reopen Sept. 26th with
stock.
District Manager Thomas Bailey
of Famous Players, who came to
the New England field from California, issetting an example to his
staff as a "go-getter." Coming from
a state where distance means nothing, he makes motor trips after
business which, for distance in this
teirritory, are little short of phenomenal.
Silas Bunce, who operates the
Ideal Theatre at Milford, Mass., is
making a reputation in another line
beside that of manager. He is constructing acottage himself at Medway which is the envy of all of
those friends who have seen it.
David Sullivan, travelling auditor from Warner Brothers at New
York City, has been at the Boston
exchange of that company during
the week.
Announcement is made of the
engagement of Miss Frances
Cznaretski, bookkeeper at ■ Famous
Players, to George O'Donnell. The
wedding is to take place next
month.
Norman Fitz, formerly manager
of the Mystic Theatre at Maiden,
has been appointed manager of the
Strand, South Boston, where he
succeeds D. Messing, resigned.

William O'Brien, who covers
Maine for Pathe, has been discharged from the Maine General
Hospital at Portland after several

The Mystic Theatre, Maiden, reopened Monday, Sept. 19. The theatre will play one feature a full
week and will eliminate vaudeville.
Formerly the theatre operated with
a feature and vaudeville with two
changes weekly. It is one of the
theatres of the Green & Eilenberg-

COSTUMES

FOR HIRE

Ramsdell Brothers theatres. The
circuit operates the Mystic, Granada and Orpheum in Maiden, each
with a different policy, the Orpheum having a double feature
straight picture policy with three
changes of program weekly while
the Granada operates a feature and
vaudeville with two changes
weekly.
The Medford Theatre at Medford, Mass., which is operated by
George Hackett, will reopen Sept.
26. The house has been completely
redecorated, remodelled inside, reseated and otherwise improved. A
new marquee and large illuminated
sign have been added to the exterior.
Miss Virginia Tickel, who joined
the Paramount staff a week ago,
having transferred from the Southern Enterprises at Atlanta, was
painfully injured in Boston while
day.
on her way to the exchange TuesE. J. Fitzwilliam has succeeded
in "Chryslerizing" the sales force
at Paramount exchange. He has
just sold to Sales Manager Kenneth
Robinson a Chrysler sedan. Branch
Manager William Erb a similar
sedan, and to Salesmen Charles
Mecklenburg, Greenfield Stevens,
Edward Ruff and Thomas Duane
latest type Chryslers.
The Humboldt Theatre on Humboldt Ave., Dorchester, owned by
David Brandt, opens Sept. 23.
There will be a single feature, five
acts of vaudeville and a seven piece
orchestra, with four changes of
program weekly.
J. J. McDonald, travelling auditor from Paramount-Famous Players New York office, has been at
the Boston exchange during the
week.
The Washington Street Theatre,
Boston, which has been extensively
remodelled, plans to reopen Saturday, Oct. 1st.
Frank Ross, city salesman at the
Pathe exchange, Boston, arrived
at the office during the week with
a box of cigars for distribution because of the arival of his first heir,
a girl.
Jack Jennings, Pathe salesman in
the Cape and Rhode Island territory, is on his vacation.
Branch Manager R. C. Cropper
of the Pathe-DeMille exchange has
closed his summer home at Hull
and returned to his town house in
Brookline.
The Empire Theatre at Palmer,
Mass., will reopen the first of the
month. Frank Lenehan will manbuying.
age the
_
theatre and is doing the

"The new Alcazar Theatre at
Ludlow, Mass., is soon to open.
Joe Rapolus is the new owner.
PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

Thomas Conlon, Pathe-DeMille
salesman in Western Massachusetts,
was slightly injured in Boston this
week when struck by an auto in
front of the exchange.
District Feature Sales Manager
L. J. Hacking of the Pathe-DeMille exchange has returned from
several days in New York City.
Frank Lydon, who operates the
Olympia and Imperial Theatres at
South Boston and the Hamilton in
Dorchester, is seriously ill at his
home. During the illness of Mr.
Lydon, booking for his circuit is
being done by Charles Wilson of
the Hamilton Theatre.
Moe Silver of the Mark Strand
Circuit New England offices, is in
New Hampshire for a short stay
on account of hay fever.
General Manager M. F. O'Brien
of the Green-Eilenburg circuit, has
returned from a vacation trip to
Toronto. While on the trip, Mrs.
O'Brien became seriously ill and
they returned at once to his home
in Arlington.
much
improved.Mrs. O'Brien is now
John Gary, for the past eight
years manager at the Liberty Theatre in Providence, has resigned.
He is succeeded by Thomas Dooly,
formerly of the Gem and Palace
Theatres in Arctic, R. I.
The Wollaston Theatre at Wollaston, Mass., will go into stock
starting Sept. 26.
Al Locatelli, who operates a chain
of theatres in Cambridge and Arlington, has returned from a vacation spent at Falmouth Heights,
Mass.
Nate Hockbery, who controls
Loring Hall in Needham and ^e
Millville Theatre in Millville,
Mass., has taken over the new
Braintree Theatre in Braintree,
Mass.
The Strand Theatre, Maiden,
Mass., has adopted a new policy
of continuous performances on Saturdays and holidays from 1.45 to
10.45 p. m. with a 25 cent top until 5 p. m. and 40 cents thereafter.
The Empire Theatre at Palmer,
Mass., for which the Loew interests
were recently negotiating, has been
taken over by Arthur W. Holbrook.
William Massee of the Idle Hour
at Three Rivers, Mass., was one
of
week's welcome visitors to
FilmtheRow.
Timothy O 'Toole, office manager
for Independent Films, Inc., Boston, returns this week from a vacation in New York.
George McCarthy, treasurer of
the Plymouth Theatre, Boston,
passed a^vay during the week at his
home.
Miss Lillian Carllsmith of the
Capitol Theatre, Old Orchard, Me.,
passed away at her home in that
town during the week.
Miss Mary Trainor, of Independent Films, Inc., Boston, is vacationing inNorthern New York and
will make her headquarters at
Niagara Falls.

BROOKS

1437 Broadway
Tel. 5580 Penn.
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Des Moines
JIM McGIVERN, who used to be
with Universal here, was a visitor at the office last week. He is
now with Universal at Indianapolis.
Mr. McGivern was called to Des
Moines by the serious illness of his
mother. Mr. McGivern is a brother
of Mrs. Mary Benjamin, formerly
secretary and treasurer of the Des
Moines Film Board of Trade.
Theatres which have temporarily
or indefinitely closed are the Plaza
theatre at Dundee, Iowa, and the
Opera House at Arlington. Mr.
C. W. Lawrence has the Dundee
house and A. R. Baird is owner of
the Arlington Opera House.
Stanley and Cecil, who have been
in partnership at the Rialto theatre at Bedford for some years,
have decided to dissolve partnership, with one of the owners taking
over the interests of the other.
The deal has not yet been consummated.
Manager Shea of the F.B.O.
exchange and the one who awarded
the prizes in the gold tournament
of the Film Board of Trade, of
Des Moines, made public announcement of the winners as follows :
E. H. John.son, exhibitor at Audubon, was the champion, defeating
Bobby Mitchell of the Paramount
office at Omaha. In the consolation match the winner was Mr.
Morris, exhibitor at Eagle Grove,
while Jimmy Wynn of Educational
office at Des Moines, lost to him.
Harvey Graham of Bloomfield was
winner of the second flight, with
Pearl Robbins of the Famous
Players sales staff in Des Moines

as runnerup. In the third flight,
McCullough, Paramount salesman,
was winner, with Manager Bill
Copeland of the same office as
runnerup. In the fourth flight, the
winner was Milt Frankel. United
Artists salesman, and Harry Cohen,
salesman for F.B.O. , won second
place in this flight. Clyde Pratt,
salesman for First National, was
winner over Abe Frankel, owner
of Riverview Amusement Park and
the Casino Theatre in Des Moines,
as well as a number of theatres
over the state. This was the first
time that Abe Frankel, who is one
of the veteran showmen of Iowa,
had ever played golf, and heartiest
congratulations were extended to
him on his success in the tournament. Mr. Frankel has been bit by
the golf bug BAD, and if anyone
wants to sell him pictures now they
must meet him on the golf course.
Another unusual event of the
match is the fact that Mr. Johnson,
winner of the championship flight,
is also a veteran in years, and he
surprised the betters on the match
in winning out over the youngsters.
He won a golf cup and a wrist
watch as prizes.
Two salesmen have been added
to the staff of F.B.O. Harry
Frankel, formerly salesman for
Pathe, is now covering the northern part of the state for F.B.O ,
while Howard Gould, who also
comes from the Pathe office here,
is now selling the southern territory for F.B.O.
William Beale, for the past eight
years with Pathe as office manager

and booker, has been secured by the
F.B.O. exchange for the same position at that office. Miss Ollie
Reese, who had been secretary to
the branch manager, is now the
cashier for the exchange.
Visitors in Film Row last week
were Mr. Eddy of Indianola ; Mr.
Mathews of the Elmore theatre at
Buffalo Center, making one of his
rare visits ; Mr. Morris of Eagle
Grove; Mr. Curtis of Redfield;
Mr. Pettit of Winterset.
M. Beatty, booker of the First
National office, has returned from
his vacation trip.
A number of pictures scheduled
for the fall season are running
against some unusual competition
in the long heat spell which has hit
Des Moines and the state, making
records unusual for September in
high temperature registers. However, the continued warm weather
put lovra corn beyond danger from
frost and this spells prosperity for
all kinds of business almost immediately.
The Majestic was one of the A.
H. Blank houses.
The Plaza and the Rialto at
Waterloo have been closed while
repairs have been made in both theatres. Quite complete changes
were made in both houses, making
them both up-to-date in equipment
and changing the complete scheme
of decoration. The theatres are
now open to the public.
Ep. Smith has bought the Majestic theatre at Fort Dodge and is
now operating it under the new
name of the Polka Dot. Mr. Smith

New York & New
CHARLES
ROSENZWEIG,
for the last five years manager
of the F.B.O. exchange in New
York, will, in the future, supervise the F.B.O. exchanges in Albany and Buffalo, in addition to his
duties as manager of the New
York exchange, according to an annoimcement by Lee Marcus, general sales manager of the company.
Mr. Rosenzweig's new appointment in no wise affects the positions of Harry Wineberg, manager
of the Albany exchange, and H. T.
Dixon, in charge of the Buffalo
office.
The latest legitimate house in
New York City to join the ranks
of the "Little Theatre" movement
is the Edyth Totten theatre, 247
West 48th street, where a Vilma
Banky film will open Friday evening, Sept. 23.
Invitations are out for the reopening of the new City theatre,
530 Bergenline avenue. Union City,
N. J., on Friday evening of this
week. This house has been entirely
rebuilt by its owners, Edward
Madden and Louis Simon, who
have spared no expense in the way
of making the City a strictly upto-date theatre.
After
an absence
of over a

month from New York's film curb,
the well known Louis Goldberg
once again made his appearance
this week among the heavy traffic
around the entrance of 729 7th
avenue. Since Mr. Goldberg's departure from the Mayer & Schneider circuit, for whom he did all
booking, his duties as circuit manager for Steiner & Blinderman
have kept him down on the East
Side most of the time.
David J. Lusting, another well
known theatre manager, was also
a "Curb" visitor on Tuesday.
The young daughter of Nathan
Mass, proprietor of the Lincoln
theatre, Lincoln place and Bedford
avenue, died suddenly last Saturday after a short illness. The local
film trade offers its sympathy.
Leonia, N. J., has at last graduated from a thriving Jersey commimity into a full fledged town
that has its own movie, for on
September 29, the Leonia theatre,
a house of ten or twelve hundred
seating capacity, will open its doors
to a public which has had to seek
its entertainment elsewhere in the
past. L. Shoen is the builder,
owner
and operator.
On the 50th street and Seventh
avenue corner of the Winter Garden building a new store has made

was formerly an exhibitor at Newton, Iowa, and has been for a number of terms the executive secretary of the M.P.T.O.A. of Iowa.
Fred Hinds will continue the operation of the Cresco theatre at
Cresco, Iowa. Frank Wewerka,
who had negotiated with Mr.
Hinds for the ownership of the
theatre at Cresco with the plan that
Mr. Wewerka should assume the
lease of the theatre building which
has yet two years to run, failed to
conclude the deal.
H. J. Cramer at Chariton, Iowa,
opened his new theatre to the public last week. The theatre was
christened the Ritz and is listed as
one of the finest of the smaller theatres of the state.
Jimmy Shea, manager, with the
sales staff of F.B.O., Bill Seymour,
Harry Cohen, Ed Ballentyne, Tim
Eashman, Bill Naismith and Harry
Cohen attended a meeting at
Omaha in which conference was
held with E. B. Derr, treasurer
for F.B.O., from the home office.
The World Theatre at Sioux
City is again open to the public.
The theatre was reopened last
week after having been closed during the summer months for extensive repairs and redecoration.
New scenery has been added to the
stage, which has been enlarged, and
the seating arrangement of the
house has been improved and increased.
E. P. Smith has bought the
Majestic theatre at Messenger,
Iowa.

Jersey

its appearance with a big sign over
the door reading — "Nuts" — ^thus
guaranteeing to some in that locality rations for the coming winter.
Met Al Brandt, another of the
Brandt Brothers of Brooklyn, last
Tuesday in the building at 735 7th
avenue. Al says that their Duffield
theatre, in the downtown shopping
section of Brooklyn, has recently
installed a new Wurlitzer organ.
Also that their Terminal theatre,
9th street and Fourth avenue, same
boro, is experimenting with a new
jazz orchestra number on the stage,
much to the delight of Fourth avenue citizens.
It is reported that Keith's may
put their Riviera theatre, St.
Johns place, Brooklyn, on the market if the right figures come along.
Some East New York, or perhaps more correctly, Brownsville,
exhibitors may have cause for
worry when Loew's new theatre
mider construction on Pitkin avenue is completed. Buildings are
being razed in preparation for the
site, which is said to be one recently abandoned by Publix.
M. L. Meyer, better known as
"Mat," has joined the ranks of
Commonwealth's local sales organization after four years' asso-

ciation with the Pathe-Associated
(now Pathe-DeMille) exchange.
Mr. Meyer has a faithful following among exhibitors in Brooklyn.
Phil Meyer, brother of M. L.
and long associated with the PatheAssociated exchange as New York
sales manager, is doing very nicely
in the same capacity for Jack Bellexchange.
man, of Hollywood Pictures' local
Not all supply companies are located in the neighborhood of the
film exchanges. There is one over
in the Brownsville section of
Brooklyn which has at its helm Al
Brandt and S. Berkowitz, both well
known among the trade.
Sam Perry, Englewood, New
Jersey, exhibitor, is having his
troubles these days with some of
the help. Sam would not renew
his contract under certain specified
conditions and the help walked out
—vises.
mostly musicians, Mr. Perry adThe first kind words ever expressed by Al Moley n connection
with Brooklyn's National League
players were spoken when Dazzy
Vance trimmed the Pirates early
this week. It's hardly necessary
to state that Al is the fast working
booker at the Prudential Film delivery offices.
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Central Penn
DETAILS of an interview that
was granted to him by Benito
Mussolini, Premier of Italy, in
Palacco Chigi, in Rome, on July
25, are told by Peter Magaro,
veteran motion picture theatre owner, of Harrisburg, Pa., who has
just returned from a trip of several
months abroad. With him at the
time of the interview was Mr. Magaro's . daughter. Miss Elizabethd
Magaro The meeting was arrange
by United States Ambassador
Henry P. Fletcher, a personal
friend of Mr. Magaro, whose boyhood home was in Greencaste,
Pa., near Harrisburg.
The theatre man said the ruler
of Italy rose from his seat and
advanced half way across the room
to greet the visitors, and smiled
broadly at them. He started to address them in perfect English, but
when he learned that Mr. Magaro
was a native-born Italian, the conversation was continued in that
language.
"He impressed me as the Roosevelt of Italy," said Mr. Magaro.
"There is not the pomp and ceremony about him that one would
expect. He listens with all the
seriousness of a man used to grappling with big problems, but he
waxes into broad smiles as he begins speaking of himself."
Air. Magaro, who established the

first motion picture theatre in Harrisburg about a quarter of a century
ago, is a former member-large of
the executive committtee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. In Alay, 1925, the Loew
interests bought the Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, from Mr. Magaro,
and have since been conducting it
as Loew's Regent.
Peg Glase, cameraman of the
Franklin Theatre Company, which
operates nine theatres in Reading,
accompanied an excursion of 3,000
Reading poor children, who were
the guests of the Reading Times,
on an excursion up the Hudson
River, from New York City, late
in August. Four special trains took
the children to and from New
York, and the river trip was made
on board three steamboats. Movies
were taken at varioits points of interest during the trip, and the pictures were shown afterward in
some of the Reading theatres
through the cooperation of Manager John H. Cook, representing
the Franklin company.
The orchestra that played all
summer in the open air theatre in
Rolling Green Amusement Park,
near Sunbury, has been engaged
for the Fall and Winter season to
play in the Victoria picture theatre in that city. The arrangement
was made in behalf of the Victoria

Denver
BROS.' new theaBACHECHI
tre in Albuquerque has been
named the "Kimo." The theatre is
rapidly nearing completion — in fact
only the finishing touches need be
put on before the gala opening,
which is scheduled for Monday,
September 19th, 1927. The new
house is replete with Indian decorations and designs.
Harry Huffman has again sprung
something new in the way of decorative-features atthe Aladdin theatre, at least as far as Denver fans
are concerned. Mr. Huffman has
placed a few score twinkling stars
in the blue skv ceiling of the theatre.
Normand B. Bosley has accepted
a position as assistant manager of
the local branch of Universal. Mr.
Bosley comes from the Los Angeles
branch of Universal. He succeeds
Chas. Gillen, resigned.
The Denver Film Board of Trade
and Board of Arbitration has resumed regular weekly meetings.
During the summer months meetings were held every other week.
A. V. E. Wessels, owner and
manager of the Alden theatre,
Steamboat Springs, Colo., arrived
in Denver last Thursday to transact business with exchanges.
The Midwest Theatres Company
and the offices of Max Schubach
have moved from 202 McMann
Building to Suite 631 Denham
Bldg., at 18th and California. The

Midwest Theatres Company owns
and operates a chain of theatres in
the Denver territory.
Denver's new Roxy theatre being
built by J. S. Sanbouren at 44th
and Yates Streets is beginning to
look like a real theatre. It is being
constructed at a cost of $100,000
and will be finished about October
15th.
Tom Kirby, one of the old timers,
now operating the Elks theatre
of Worland, Wyo., is in Denver
visiting film row.
R. W. Dettman, a new-comer
among exhibitors, has purchased
the .American theatre of Culbertson, Xeb.. from Mrs. W. H. Burt.
Mr. Dettman's home is in Imperial,
N'eb., where he has operated an
electrical equipment and radio store
for some time. His brother owns
the theatre in Imperial. He was a
Denver visitor this week, getting
acquainted with exchange managers
and bookers.
A. G.ager,Edwards,
Producers' S.manleft for Deadwood,
D.,
Tuesday night to spend a few days
visiting exhibitors in that district.
Mrs. Frank Kelley, manager of
the Empress iJieatre, Salida, Colo.,
spent the week in Denver spending
most of her time visiting film row.
Able Davis, manager of Tiffany,
returned from Salt Lake City
Thursday after an absence of two
weeks.

by Grant F. Treon, the house manager, who announced that the music
programs to be given in connection
with the pictures in the coming
season will be much improved.
November 1 is the date set tentatively for the opening of the new
Capitol Theatre which the Comerford Amusement Comnany, of
Scranton, is erecting in Pottsville.
The building, which is to cost about
^500,000, has been under construction since last Fall. It is a threestory brick, concrete and steel
structure, and will have a seating
capacity of 2,700.
William H. Wentz, owner of the
Majestic Theatre, Catasauqua, had
a cameraman shoot pictures of the
recent carnival local children held
on the municipal playgrounds.
Gemmell & Billmeyer, of York,
have been chosen as the architects
for the new $200,000 theatre to be
erected in Hanover by Fred G. Bitner, of the latter city, in association with the Nathan Appell Enterprises, of York. The site has been
cleared of old buildings, and the
excavation work has begun. The
theatre will be known as the State
and provision will be made for two
stores in the building.
Arthur Snyder, former manager
of the Scenic Theatre, York, but
now manager of a chain of theatres operated by his brother, Henry

Snyder, with headquarters in Philadelphia, returned to York to spend
a week-end, renewing old acquaintances, early in September.
Construction work is expected to
start this Fall on a new theatre,
which a group of Easton, Pa., capitalists, headed by Clayton Buss, an
experienced theatre man, propose
to erect on the site of Nos. 44 to 54
North Third Street, in that city.
Two

of the properties that belonged to Paris Brothers and Paul
M. Thomas, respectively, are reported already to have been acquired by the Buss group, which is
understood to be negotiating for
the third property, owned by Ralph
R. Pittinger. The proiKrties ha\>o
a total frontage of 90 feet, and extend back 240 feet. Plans for the
theatre are under preparation.
In the same city the Wilmer &
Vincent theatre company have for
some time contemplated the erection of a large theatre, capable of
seating 3,100 persons. The structure will include a four-story ofTice
building in the front, the entrance
to the theatre to be through the
first floor of this part of the edifice.
The leases on the properties covering the proposed site will expire
between April 1 and July 1, and it
is anticipated that construction
work will begin shortly after the
latter date.
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JOE SAPERSTEIN, manager
of Harmanus-Bleecker Hall,
had a range finder in front of his
theatre during the week, which he
explained to friends, enabled him
to locate his enemies, even though
they might be miles away. The
apparatus is part of a collection
of war material used for exploitation purposes. Mr. Saperstein has
resumed his amateur nights, which
proved so profitable last winter.
When Bill Smalley of Cooperstown hits Albany, as he does about
once or twice a month, buying for
his chain of theatres, he works far
into the night, with the result that
he is rarely, if ever, up and around
much before noon when he is in
the capital city. Mr. Smalley paid
a visit to Albany last week and
bought much of the new fall product.
Once more the film boys are
chasing Rill Shirley, of Schenectady, who has decided to re-enter
the theatre business and will reopen the Van Curler, either the
latter part of this month or the
fore part of October.
Mrs. C. H. Buckley, wife of the
manager of the Leland Theatre in
Albany, was almost as busy as her
husband during the latter part of
the past week, for she was one of
several women who handled the
municipal flower show. Incidentally, Mr. Buckley himself took a
day off on Thursday and attended
an Elks' clambake at Cohoes.
The American theatre in Canton,
a Papayanakos house, has been
completely redecorated and refurnished throughout. A new heating
plant has been installed and a new
lighting arrangement has also been
placed.
Now that the Dutchess
County

Fair is over, F. L. Asher, who runs
the Star theatre at Rhinebeck, is
dividing his time between his coal
business and his theatre. According
to Mr. Asher, the fair was one of
the most successful in man yycars.
Louis A. Freiberg, one time resident of Omaha, but who has been
employed as the booker at the local
F"ox exchange, resigned during the
past week to become a salesman for
F. B. O. out of this city. Abe Van
Dusen, recent booker at the F. B. O.
exchange, has taken Mr. Freiberg's place at the Fox offices.
Bert Griffin, proprietor of the
tlieatre in Red Hook, endeavored
to tell the film salesmen last week
that the detour around his village,
while good roads construction was
under way, will injure his business,
and that prices should be lowered
to him. Just how well he was able
to convince the film salesmen is a
question.
Herman S. Vineberg, who was
one time manager of the Mark
Strand and also of the Albany theatre in Albany, was named last
week as manager of the Palace theatre in Pittsfield. He succeeds Fred
W. Homans. Mr. Vineberg has
had about fifteen years' experience
with theatres and, in addition to
houses in Albany, he also served
with theatres in both Troy and
Schenectady.
Andy Smith, one of the officials
of First National, stopped over in
Albany on Monday, while enroute
to Montreal.
No agreement has yet been
reached between the theatre owners of Albany and members of the
union, which are demanding more
wages and certain changes in working conditions.
Moe
Mark
and Walter
Haves,

of the Stanley Corporation of
America,
in Utica'progress
during the
past
weekwere
inspecting
on
the new million dollar theatre which
is being erected in that city but
which will not be in shape to open
for a number of months yet.
Harry Lazarus, owner of the
Broadway and Auditorium theatres
in Kingston, was a real honest to
goodness actor this week, appearing
as one of the principals in the
"Kiwanis Kapers," which held
forth for three days at the Broadway. Mr. Lazarus is using only
western pictures at his Auditorium
theatre.
While it is not generally known
among exhibitors, the fact nevertheless remains that Alec Sayles,
of Albany, is one of the best growers of roses in the capital city. The
garden
Mr. Sayles'
home
mass ofat roses
that are
stillis ina
bloom.
Tony Veiller, manager of the
Ritz in Albany, made a flying trip
to New York last week.
Film exchanges in Albany received notice during the week that
the Parker theatre in Edmeston,
had changed hands. The exchanges
also received word to the effect
that Firemen's Hall in Woodstock
would operate t hroughout the winter.
Uly S. Hill made a short business trip to New York city during
the week. C. W. Sawin, district
representative for Pathe, is in
Albany installing a new office system.
Julius Boxhorn, who conducts
the orchestra at the Mark Strand in
Albany, made a stop at the State
Capitol last week, but it was not
for the purpose of calling on Gevernor Al Smith. While Mr. Rox-
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horn is a good musician, he is far
from a mechanic and so when his
car suddenly stopped at the Capitol
he was left stranded high and dry.
Give John Garry a hammer and
a chisel and he is happy at the
Clinton Square theatre, in Albany.
All of which means that Mr. Garry
spent a pleasant week assisting the
carpenters
in the lobby.in laying the new floor
Film salesmen declare that they
should be equipped with an airplane and field glasses whenever
they start out to sell Lew Fischer,
of Fort Edward. Mr. Fischer travels between the four villages in
which his houses are located and
never seems to be at home.
Without taking the trouble to
notify his brother until after the
ceremony was over, Leon Herman,
a salesman connected with the Universal exchange here, was married
in New York City last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman returned to
Albany the fore part of the week
and have been spending much of
their time since in locating an
apartment.
Motion pictures are being used in
quite a number of instances this
fall at night shows conducted along
with county fairs. The pictures are
attracting large crowds and the
innovation is apparently successful.
Julius Berinstein, owner of the
Colonial and Hudson theatres in
Albany, is spending about one-half
of his time these days with his theatre and the other half in polishing
his car. Apparently he is more inclined to talk automobile than theatre.
Milton Caplon has succeeded
Murray Ross as salesman at the
local Pathe exchange.

St, Louis
THE Empire Theatre building,
including the picture show
with all of its furniture and equipment in Adrian, Mo., was destroyed
by fire early on September 15. The
loss was placed at $7,500, and is
partly covered by insurance.
Dr. John O'Connell, 2549 Woodson Road, Overland, Mo., has decided to postpone, until next Spring,
the construction of the theatre and
store building he plans to erect at
the Woodson Road and the Creve
Coeur Street car tracks in Overland. The building will be 2-story,
50 by 120, and 43 by 70 feet.
It has been learned that the promoters of the theatre building for
South Grand Boulevard, the plans
for which were prepared by Clarence E. Stevens, 5323 South Grand
Boulevard, have decided to abandon the project. The preliminary
sketches contemplated a building
two-story and basement, 120 by 120
feet, to cost about $75,000.
A film made up of shots of the
preparation of Col. Charles A.
Lindbergh
for his historic trans-

Atlantic flight from New York to
Paris in the Spirit of St. Louis,
his take-off from New York and
his reception in Europe, etc., has
been presented to Mayor Victor J.
Miller, of St. Louis, by the International News Reel Association
with the proviso that he is to allow
its exhibition for any charity he
chose.
A $25,000 dance pavilion in the
Rock Springs Park, Alton, 111., was
destroyed by fire early on September 16.
John B. Basso has purchased the
Opera House, Athens, 111., from
L. E. Schaeffer.
The Eagle Theatre. Edgewood,
111., has been sold by Harry Muilberger to Orville Donaldson.
M. E. Hixon has sold the Gein
Theatre, Mountain View, Ark., to
Sherber Brown.
Dr. James Stewart, secretary of
the Missouri State Board of
Health, has recommended the closing of public schools, picture shows
and other places
in Keytcsville,

Mo., where children gather, to
check an outbreak of infantile
paralysis. His recommendation is
that the closing order be effective
until two weeks after the last case
is reported. About twenty-five
cases of the disease, with six deaths,
have been reported from Keytesville. The town's population is
about 900 persons.
Swifton, Ark., has a new theatre,
the Colonial, of which O. S. Snow
is the proprietor.
The Princess Theatre, Harrishurg. Ark., has been purchased hv
G. W. Daniels. Childers & Mailin
were
house. formerly the owners of this
The Manito Community Opera
House Corporation has purchased
the Opera House, Manito, III.,
from M. L. Roberts.
The Princess Theatre, Piedmont,
Mo., has been transferred by C.
N. Sawyer to C. L. Bennett.
The Palace Theatre, Jonesboro,
.•\rk., has 'been sold by Preston
Hatcher to the Palace Theatre
Corporation.

The Kinema Theatre, Tallula,
III., has been bought by Joe Beck
from L. E. Schaeffer.
The Gayety Theatre, Fourteenth
Street and Locust Boulevard, St.
Louis, closed its doors the night of
September 17. It had been attempting to get by with the Lazone
Players, a stock burlesque company,
but could not buck the intense heat
and other unfavorable conditions.
Benny Rodgers, of Gotham Pictures Corporation, was a visitor of
the week, calling on Jack Weil,
who handles Gotham Pictures in
this territory.
Tom Reed of Duquoin, 111., and
John Marlowe of Herrin, 111., were
among the out-of-town exhibitors
seen along picture row this week.
The picture show at Cassville,
Mo., was closed for a short time
because of an epidemic of diphtheria in the town, but was later
allowed to re-open, with the proviso
that children of grade school age
and younger shall not be permitted
to attend. The grade school has
been closed.
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Seattle
As

a result of a decision made
by the general offices of West
Coast Theatres in this city last
week, the Colonial Theatre, in Tacoma, has been changed from its
former 25c two - pictures - a - week
policy into a 50c theatre booking
long-run features. This means a
■change for the Rialto Theatre,
which will bring the latter house
the leading program pictures for
a week's engagement, augmenting
the policy of the neighboring
Broadway Theatre, with its films
and stage revues.
D. C Alillward, president of the
De. Luxe-Tiffany exchange, last
week was receiving the congratulations of local film and theatre men
upon the handsome projection room
that is a part of the new Tiffany
quarters at 2419 Second Avenue.
The room is reputed to be one of
the finest in any exchange in the
nation, and has carpeted floor,
roomy and fully equipped booth,
decorated walls and extremely comfortable divan chairs.
Mrs. Robert W. Bender, wife of
the popular managing director of
the Columbia Theatre, this week, is
■en route to Seattle after a three
weeks' trip to Atlantic City as the
official chaperone of "Miss Seattle"
and "Miss Spokane" in the Atlantic
City Bathing Beauty Pageant. On
the way to the Pageant two weeks
ago, the party stopped off for a
weeks' booking at Universal's
Rialto Theatre in Washington, D.
C, which is now managed by Frank
Steffy, for many years director of
the Coliseum Theatre in this city.
Reports received from Bellingham last week indicate that the
Grand Theatre, newly remodeled,
will be ready for its Fall opening
within the next few weeks. The
house has been entirely reseated
and remodeled, and will open under
the management of Loren D. Wahl
with a first-run picture policy.
The
second
units of Seattle's

new film row, at Second Avenue
and Battery Street, was completed
early in September, and is already
housing Tiffany Production at 2419
Second Avenue, Universal Film
Company at 2421 Second Avenue,
Cooperative Exchanges at 2417
Second Avenue, and Educational at
2415 Second. A special exhibitor's
booking alcove and salesmen's
private office is a distinctive feature
of Manager
Wallace
cational office,
which Rucker's
is among Eduthe
most complete on the new row.
Herschel Stuart, general manager of the West Coast Theatres in
the Pacific Northwest, last week,
was host to Harold B. Franklin,
president of West Coast ; Mike
Gore, vice-president; and a number of other West Coast executives
who came to the city on a business
deal. The visiting party spent several days here prior to their return
to Los Angeles.
Harold B. Windus, for the last
several seasons head organist at the
Pantages Theatre in this city, last
week was appointed to the same
position at the New Orpheum
Theatre by Manager Carl Reiter.
\\. the new house Mr. Windus presides at the console of a rising
Wurlitzer.
Two screen comedians made personal appearances in the Pacific
Northwest during the last two
weeks, and were particularly successful as box office cards, according to reports. Bull Montana, en
route to the state named in his
honor, was featured in a snappy
monologue at Manager Joe Danz's
Embassy Theatre, in Seattle. And
Snub Pollard, featured comedian,
appeared at picture theatres in
Aberdeen, Washington, and Vancouver, B. C, in conjunction with
a new vaudeville tour.
E. J. Potter, former manger of
the Clinton and Moreland Theatres in Portland, Oregon, announced in this city last week that
his Temple
Theatre
in Lewiston,

Idaho, will be ready for opening
the latter part of September.
Exhibitors and film men of the
Pacific Northwest were shocked
last week to hear of the death of
the son of R. R. Pratch, showman
of South Tacoma, in an automobile
accident. A resolution of sympathy
was passed by the members of the
Film Board of Arbitration at a
meeting the following day.
Roy N. Peacock, western purchasing agent for the National
Theatre Supply Company, spent a
few days in this city last week with
Ben F. Shearer, manager of the
Pacific Coast territory for the National company. Mr. Peacock was
en route to his San Francisco headqarters after a visit to the home
office in Chicago.
The Grand Theatre, in Salem,
Oregon, operated by West Coast
Theatres and George Guthrie, was
scheduled to reopen for the Fall
and Winter season next week
under the management of Al
Krause, according to reports made
public recently.
L. O. Lukan, popular western
district manager for First National,
arrived in town last week for a
brief visit. After his usual business conferences with Manager
Jack Bower and the First National
sales staff, Mr. Lukan struck out
for his Summer camp near this
city, where he was to fish and rest
for a short time.
P. W. Strupler, building the new
Cordova Theatre, at Pullman
Washington, announced last week
that the house will be ready to open
about the first of the coming yeac.
It will be entirely Spanish in design, and will seat about 750 persons.
John Danz, prominent Northwest
showman, this week is receiving
the congratulations of his friends
in behalf of the daring aquatic stunt
performed by his two children,
Dorothy, 11, and Billy, 15. Together last week these two young-

sters made a long distance swim
across Lake Washington.
Carl E. Anderson, of the Liberty,
Princess and Orpheum Theatres in
Kalispell, Montana, spent a short
time here last week for the first
time in many months. It is reported that Mr. Anderson is interested ingetting! a house in Seattle
for the McDaniels & Anderson
theatre firm.
John C. Ragland, head of Columbia exchanges on the Pacific
Coast, visited
E. Boswell's local
exchange
this D.week.
Several changes in ownership of
theatres in the Pacific Northwest
were amiounced in Seattle, Washington, last week.
They include
the following
:
Sale ofat J.
G. Maddux's
Liberty
Theatre
Dayton,
Washington,
to
L. L. Bascom, former owner of
the Tyler Theatre at Tyler, Minnesota.
Sale of the lease on the Roseway
Theatre, Portland, Oregon, to
West Coast Theatres, by H. J.
Updegraff, owner of the house.
Sale of the Sherry Theatre at
LaGrande, Oregon, by H. G. Trull
to Francis Greulich, formerly associated with the Rivoli Theatre at
Pendleton, Oregon.
Sale of the Liberty Theatre
at Toledo, Oregon, by F. W. Jones
to W. J. Haight.
Sale of the Woodstock Theatre
in
Portland,
by Ed Pearson
to Merriam
V. Hansen.
The house
will
be renamed the Vay Theatre.
Leasing of the Hollywood Theatre at Salem, Oregon, by F. M.
Mills and J. W. Martin, from John
Williamson.
Sale of the Palace Theatre at
Amity, Oregon, by A. L. Burr to
Paul Clienoweth.
Leasing of the Elsinore, Oregon
and Capitol Theatres in Salem,
Oregon,
by from
the West
CoastGuthrie,
Theatres, Inc.,
George
who will retire and retain a small
interest in the houses.

Salt Lake City
JOHN RUGAR of the Egyptian,
Orpheum and American theatres of Park City, Utah, returned
from a vacation trip of three
weeks' duration along the Pacific
Coast.
Special Home Office Representative Russell Egner of the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Corporation, who
was in this city a short time ago.
is expected to return here from the
Pacific Coast within a week or ten
days, it is stated.
Local Manager L. C. Wingham
left for the Montana territory upon
conclusion of a sales conference
held at the Salt Lake office recently.
A sales meeting of the entire
Pathe-DeMille organization is to be
conducted this week with R. S.
Ballantyne, District Manager, offi-

ciating. Ballantyne arrived from
New York, Sept. 13th, leaving for
San Francisco the latter part of
the week. The sales meeting will
be
by Manager
Al O'Keefe
of attended
the DeMille
Productions,
J. A.
Epperson, manager of the Pathe
Short Subjects, and sales representatives T. S. Wilson, Jack Connors, Lon Hoss, and Salesman McElhinney of the Butte, Montana
branch.

EMPIRE

Charlie Hamal, former sales
representative out of the local
Pathe exchange, resigned from this
position last week. Inspector
Booker L. L. Savage is still visiting the Salt Lake Branch installing a new booking system.
After having just returned from
the Idaho Branch, Chas. Walker,
who has charge of the Fox office in
this city, is leaving shortly for the
Wyoming territory.

E. E. Davis of the Cleveland
Theatre at Cleveland, Utah, is in
Salt Lake visiting the various exchange managers.
R. L. Wicker of the Delta Theatre at Delta, is signing up some
of the newer pictures this week at
the local film mart.
Jack Hirschman, well known in
film circles here, is in this city from
Denver for a few days, accompanied by Mrs. Hirschman.
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South East
ERNEST NEIMAN, formerly
salesman for Universal excliange, left last Sunday for Atlanta, where he expects to spend
several days.
R. B. Wilbanks, manager local
Paramount exchange, made a flying trip to the Eastern part of
North Carolina last week.
(jeorge Ebersole, salesman for
Bromberg Attractions, left last
Thursday for France with the
American Legion and expects to be
away for several weeks. L. A. CalIcn, Jr., salesman out of the Atlanta branch, is covering the Charlotte territory during Mr. Ebersole's absence.
Jack Collins, special sales representative for the National Carbon
Company, spent several days last
week in the Charlotte office of National Theatre Supply Company.
E. D. Turner, president Carolina
Theatres, Inc., left last Saturday
for Asheville, N. C, where he expects to spend several days.
Harry Lucas returned to Charlotte last week to take charge of
the Charlotte Theatre. Mr. Lucas
w.^s in charge of this house several

months ago, but was transferred to
Savannah, Ga.,
F. E. Manley, manager Omar
Theatre, Spartanburg, S. C, was
in Qiarlotte last Tuesday.
The Ottoway Theatre, Qiarlotte,
was closed for a short time last
week when a jewelry store next
door caught fire. The theatre was
not damaged in any way but the
smoke was so dense that the manager thought it best to close for
the time being.
W. P. White, manager Charlotte
branch National Theatre Supply
Company, is spending several days
in the South Carolina territory.
H. K. Codell, owner Grand Theatre, St. Paul. N. C, and Wanoca
Theatre, Wallace, N. C, spent last
Monday on Film Row.
Ralph Morrow, division manager
DeMille Division, Pathe, Inc.,
spent last Sunday in Charlotte, enroute to the Atlanta office.
A. L. Cook, owner Maiden Theatre, Maiden, N. C., spent last
Tuesday in Charlotte.
The Strand Theatre, Qiarlotte,
is being remodeled and repainted,
inside and out, preparatory to the

opening of the new musical comedy season. This house features
second run pictures in addition to
stage attractions.
The opening of the new Princess
Theatre at Cleveland, Tenn., took
place September 5. It is one of
the newest and finest additions to
the
Crescent
Company's
circuit.
R. D.Amusement
Page is manager.
Dr. W. T. Hayes, Dreamland
Theatre, Providence, Ky., has gone
to his home town, Princeton, Ind.,
for a \isit.
H. S. Bowman, of the local First
National office, attended the races
at Dade Park, Ky., on Labor Day,
in company with Mr. and Mrs. A.
L. Veatch, of the Princess Theatre,
Morganfield, Ky. Exhibitors also
seen at the track were John Long,
Temple Theatre, Earlington, Ky. ;
F. M. Holeman, Garrick Theatre,
Madisonville, Ky. and Edgar Duntown, can,
Ky. Allendean Theatre, UnionTlie Colonial Theatre at Carfinitely. thage, Tenn., has been closed indeA reunion of former Loew officials was held in Nashville, Tenn.,

last week, when Earl Fain, former manager of the Vendome Theatre, and Mr. Vincent, former assistant manager of that house,
were in Nashville, enroute to
Houston, Texas, to attend the
opening
of Loew's
newest theatre
in the Lone
Star State.
Floyd tional
Brown,
manager
First Naexchange
in Indianapolis,
Ind., was in Louisville last week.
The board of education at Maysville, Ky., announced that the
graded schools would not be opened
until September 12, due to numerous cases of infantile paralysis in
Kentucky. It is also reported that
the schools in Lexington, Ky., will
not open until September 20. That
the theatres will remain closed for
the same period, is also reported.
Selma F. Goldberg, little daughter of Lee L. Goldberg, manager
of Big Feature Rights Corporation,
who underwent an operation for
appendicitis Friday morning at St.
Joseph's
Infirmary,
is reported well
on the road
to recovery.
Colonel Fred Levy is back at
his dejsk after sper^ding several
months in Atlantic Citv

Florida
THE

Victory, Tampa, has advanced their opening date to
Sept. 24 instead of October 2, as
reported in this column. Super
features will be used, a full week
for each, which is something new
for Tampa, and at popular prices.
Mrs. J. H. McLaughlin, in charge
of the Victory box office, is enjoying a two weeks' vacation right
at home just resting up. Mrs. Mac
has been handling the box office at
the Strand this summer while the
Victory was closed.
J. T. Hussey comes to Tampa
from Miami, where he made a
mighty fine showing, to take the
management of the Strand. Mr.
Hussey is a go getter and the
Strand is fortunate in securing his
services.
John E. Campbell, the movie
maker of Port Tampa City, put
over a nifty reel of local stuf?
during the "Prosperity Week." The
pictures were so good that Manager Carroll, of the Tampa, grabbed
them for that house.
The Dixie, a colored house in
Avon Park, has been re-opened by
Will Stringer, and he reports very
satisfactory business.
The little city of Homestead,
which lays claim to being the southernmost city on the American continent, is having a merry "Blue
Sunday" war. According to reports, Rev. C. N. Walker, of the
Baptist church, and Rev. J. D.
Murray, of the Methoclist Episcopal Oiurch South, joined hands to
put the indigo over in the town and
J. W. English, who operates the
lone movie of the city, the Semi-

nole, was arrested for operating on
the Sabbath and fined $50 by
Mayor Livingston. Now Mr. EnglisJi don't choose to stand for this
and has appealed the case and has
notified the world that if his appeal should fail and he be forced
to close, he will make it his business to see that every other business operating on Sunday shall
feel the sting of the "blue" laws.
N. V. Darley, manager of the
Rivoli in Ybor City, returned
Thursday from a week's visit in Atlanta, where he has been arranging
his winter bookings. Mr. Darley
made quite a hit this summer by
offering 'on certain days a "Two
For One" stunt.
C. P. Lester, manager Universal
exchange, spent last week in his
office, familiarizing the new assistant manager, Ira Stone, with his
duties.
Frank Dowler, Publix district
manager, and J. J. Fitzgibbons,
Eastern division manager, made a
trip down state last week and returned Tuesday. Mr. Fi'zgibhons
left Thursday
for New York.
Neal Blount, manager of the Palace Theatre at Fort Meade, called
on exchanges last week.
Miss Pearl Sadler, chief accountant at Paramount exchange, has
been
out of her office for two weeks'
vacation.
Charles Osborne, booker for Publix district office, was in Atlanta
last week.
Patrons of the Riverside Theatre, Jacksonville, will have their

own community news reel beginning
Monday, according to announcement
by Jesse L. Clark, in charge of E.
J. Sparks
theatredistrict,
operations in Enterprises'
the Jacksonville
and Charles Miller, manager of the
Five Points playhouse. Ne^vs reel
men here this week began filming
events of interest, with Mayor
John T. Alsop, Jr., co-operating in
the first "shots" taken.
Fred Lake has been placed in
charge of the Rialto Theatre, Jacksonville, succeeding B. Warren, who
resigned. "Red" Barrett has taken
Mr. Lake's place as assistant to
Mr. Clark at the Imperial.

E. J. Sparks, who, with Mrs.
Sparks, has been traveling in Europe for the past two months,
writes from Paris that he expects
to sail for New York September
21. He is timing his arrival to coincide with the opening of his newest theatre enterprise in West
Palm Beach, Fla.
Mr. Sparks is founder and head
of the P. J. Sparks Enterprises,
with headquarters in Jacksonville.
Shortly before sailing for Europe,
he pooled his Jacksonville houses,
as well as his holdings in several
other important Florida towns,
with the secondary Publix houses.

Oklahoma City
O J. D.WIDSON, who recently
0« purchased the Grand Theatre
at Kingfisher, Okla., from Mrs. R.
Jersak, has renamed his new purchase The Rialto.
A Mr. Watson is reported to
have purchased the Konowa Theatre at Konawa, Okla., from Coleman Robinson.
Dale Wilson is reported to have
sold his Liberty Theatre at
Valliant, Okla., to A. J. Bedford.
C. K. I.^wis, formerly of Okemah, Okla., is opening a shcnv in
Carter's Camp, Okla.
Funeral services were held Thursday, in Dallas, for Wilbur Griffith
who died from diphtheria. The
boy was the son of R. E. Griffith,

of

the

Grilhth

Amusement

Com-

pany here.was received this weekWord
end of the transfer of A. A. Renfro from the Oklahoma City office
of Pathe to the Kansas City office.
Mr. Renfro has been manager of
the Short Subject Department of
Pathe here; his new position will
be as Special Representative. Mr.
Renfro lias been in Oklahoma City
about six months, having come here
from Kansas City, where he was a
salesman for Pathe.
Hoe Hagen, owner of the Rex
Theatre building at Cromwell,
Okla., has purchased this theatre
from the Griffith Amusement Co.,
it was announced this week.
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Atlanta
AT

its regular monthly meeting,
held last Tuesday, the Atlanta

Joint Board of Arbitration considered and disposed of twentyeight cases.
R. A. Morrow, southern division
manager for Pathe, who visited the
Atlanta branch Monday and Tuesday, coming direct from New York,
reorganized the sales force in the
local office, which resulted in the
elimination of two salesmen.
The salesmen's "blocks" remain
unchanged, Sam Wilson, covering
Georgia with short subjects and
features combined ; O. K. Burgeois,
Alabama; H. R. Kistler, East coast
Florida; B. A. Wallace, West
Coast Florida, W. B. Vanderburg,
North Georgia and Tennessee; and
Duncan, special representaL. J.
tive to the branch feature manager,
Frank Howard, and M. Mitchell,
acting as special representative to
Branch Manager W. W. Anderson
on covering all short subjects.
The new Franklin Theatre, operated by the Joe Steed Amusement
Company, of Ensley, Ala., reopened
its doors last Thursday with appropriate ceremonies. Messrs. Steed
and Andrews have given the public of Ensley one of the most beautiful theatres in the dsitrict, the
house being completely remodeled
and handsomely decorated.
Harvey O. Orr, of Kokomo, Ind.,
a showman
years'lastexperience, arrivedofin many
Anniston
week
and immediately took charge of the
Lyric Theatre, having bought it
from E. R. Collins. Mr. Orr an-

nounces that he will put in his own
dramatic stock company in the
Lyric, alternating with the best erf
pictures,
accompanied by good music.
F. K. Ricksecker, Southern Sales
manager of the Robert Morton
Organ Company, stopped over in
Atlanta for a few hours last Monday while on his way from Florida
to New York.
Miss Nell Scott, of First National, will be the feted guest at
several social functions planned by
her friends in honor of her approaching marriage to Mr. R. K.
Jordan, which will take place Saturday afternoon, September 24, at
3 o'clock.
"A new star has come to our organization to stay," Atlanta
reports abranch,
member of Paramount
proud father of a seven pound
daughter born Wednesday. September 14th. The parent in question
is none other than Paul Wilson,
booker, native of California, but by
choice a citizen of Atlanta. He is
receiving congratulations of his
friends along Film Row.
Wednesday afternoon, September 14th, marked an auspicious occasion for the Atlanta branch of
M-G-M when the M-G-M club
sponsored an outing at the Black
Rock Country Club, all members
leaving the local exchange at 2 :30
in the afternoon.
Al Short, who, since July 2, has
been directing the stage orchestra
at the Howard Theatre, has just
signed a three months' contract to

continue his directorial work at this
house, according to announcement
this week by Ernest Morrison,
manager of the Howard.
Miss Irma Reeves, of First National personnel, is away on her
vacation.
Miss Fannie Groodinsky, secretary to manager Ben. Y. Cammack
of Universal, is on her vacation
this week.
Ralph B. Williams, southern division manager of Universal, spent
last week in New York.
Joseph Klein. Home Office representative for W^arner Bros., was
visitor to the Atlanta Branch several days this week.
George P. Allison, manager of
Fox Atlanta branch, made a trip
through south Georgia last week.
Ben Y. Cammack, Universal Atlanta branch manager, spent last
week in New York.
T. E. Dillard, formerly manager
of United Artists Atlanta branch,
is now connected with E.ltabran
Atlanta office in the capacity of
office manager.
Scott Chesnutt, manager of
Paramount exchange, Jacksonville,
Fla., visited Atlanta last week.
Bob Matthews, formerly connected with Pathe, has entered Liberty organization and will travel
the Tennessee territory.
J. H. Butner, manager of Atlanta branch of Educational, left
last week for a trip into Florida.
Colonel Thos. E. Orr, ot Marshall County Enterprises, announces
that the new project at Gunters-

ville. Ala., will begin construction
the coming Spring and states that
he intends to have one of the most
completely
theatres in equipped
Alabama and
put up-to-date
up there.
Colonel Orr also is now adding a
large marquee to the Princess, his
Albertville theatre.
George P. Walker, of Attalla
visited Auburn, Ala., the past week,
accompanying his son, George, Jr.,
to Alabama Polytechnic Institute,
where he matriculates.
R. C. Allen, of the Dixie,
Athens, Ala., states that work will
begin on his new house within 60
days.
H. B. Cagle, formerly active in
the show business in Albany-Decataken over
colored ittheatretur,in has
Decatur
and arenamed
the
Galax.
Recent
visitors
to Atlanta's
row
included
Frank
Merritt, film
of
Marvin Wise Theatres, Birmingham; S. H. Boriskey, Community
Theatres, Inc., Chattanooga ; T. F.
Thompson, Palace Theatre, Cedartown, Ga. ; R. E., and Nathan Martin, Martin Theatres, Inc., Columbus ;J. W. Peck, of Birmingham
and Sylacauga, Ala. ; Eddie Watson, Strand theatre, Montevallo,
Ala. ; W. H. Odom, Pastime theatre, Sandersville, Ga. ; J. A. Long,
Grand theatre, Cedartown ; Charles
Oswald, PubHx booker of Jacksonville ;M. G. Weaver, Cricket
theatre, Collinsville, Ala. ; Mrs. J.
W. Cramer. Rainbow theatre, OpeHka, Ala., and R. E. Edfield,
Dreamland theatre, Augusta, Ga.

Canada
ARRIVING at the Bedford
Theatre, 3301 Yonge Street,
Toronto, Ontario, on September 15,
Jack Laver, manager, made the discovery that yeggmen had ruined a
perfectly good safe, but had been
unable to open it, during the previous night. The sum of $500 in the
safe was untouched.
The robbers gained entry through
an exit door. The combination
handle was smashed ofif and the
safe was rolled over on its side.
The theatre is a handsome suburban
house operated by Famous Players.
Because of the serious illness of
his wife in the Western Hospital,
Toronto, William Bach, general
sales manager of British First National, has been detained in the
Dominion several weeks after he
had planned to return to London;
England.
Mr. Bach is famed throughout
Canadian film circles, having been
with Canadian Universal at
Toronto for years, after which he
became Canadian district manager
for First National. His promotion
to the British office took place
about 18 months ago. Mr. and
Mrs. Bach had been visiting many
friends in their old home city.
The
Griffin
Theatre,
at St.

Catharines, Ontario, is now on a
six-day a week policy, after having
been opened on Saturdays only for
more than two months. The fullweek policy was resumed with the
presentation of "Firemen, Save My
Child," by Manager G. J. Forhan.
The Grover Theatre, on Danforth Avenue, Toronto, is being
opened as a suburban house, to
serve a rapidly-growing residential
district. This house is being opened
by the B. & F. Theatre Circuit of
Toronto, which is affiliated with
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
The proprietors of this circuit are
Sam Bloom and Sam Fine, veteran
local exhibitors, who are now conducting a chain of Toronto neighborhood houses under the auspices
of Famous Players.
The Grover makes the 120th
theatre operated, leased or owned
by Famous Players in Canada.
At the annual election of officers
of the Toronto Film Board of
Trade, Frank Myers, Toronto
manager for Warner Bros., was
elected president for 1927-28. The
vice-president is Barney D.
Murphy, manager of the Toronto
branch of the F B O of Canada,
who was re-elected. The secretarytreasurer is Harry Law, manager

of the Toronto branch of Canadian
Universal.
Reports showed that a number
of business disputes had been settled by arbitration but it was
pointed out that comparatively few
hearings had been conducted because of the generally satisfactory
situation to be found in the Ontario theatre field.
After the painting and carpentering crews of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., under the direction
of David Stewart, Toronto, foreman, had finished $5,000 worth of
work in the Grand Theatre. London. Ontario, this veteran housewas re-opened by Manager Minhinnick.
Manager Harry Dahn of the
Capitol Theatre. Montreal, Quebec, had a birthday party when the
theatre observed the completion of
seven years of service. The Capitol, one of the largest in Eastern
Canada, is owned by Famous Players.
H. M. Thomas. Vancouver, B.
C, Western Division manager of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.,
was visiting the Toronto headquarters of the company during the
week of September 11 to arrange
details in connection with the fall

programmes
theatres.

in Western

Canadian

Two paragraphs appeared in
these columns in the issues of September 9and 16 to the effect that
Messrs. Moisan and Tanguay, proprietors of the Victoria theatre,
Quebec, had been denied a building permit for a new theatre in
Belvedere Ward. This was in error,
and to quote Mr. Moisan : "A bylaw
v^-as passed prohibiting the building of any new theatre in Belvedere
Ward but only after we had our
permit and only for the future.
This does not afTect us in any way
in the building of our new house,
which will be called the Cartier,
and which will cater to neighborhood trade. The Victoria will continue as a first run theatre."
Luigi Romanelli, conductor of
the Tivoli Theatre orchestra, Toronto, for years, received a noisy
welcome on his return from a tour
of Europe. The members of the
orchestra dressed in carnival costume and escorted him from the
railway station to his home in a
motor truck. A blaring concert
was played on the front lawn and
the musicians finally paraded him
through the house and eventually
out on the roof.
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Cleveland
J. HIEIILE, for
EDWARD
the past five years manager of
tlie Ilippodrome and Putnam theatres at Marietta for the Cambridge
and Marietta Amusement Company, has resigned his position and
taken over the management of the
Auditorium and Alhambra theatres
at Newark, Ohio, for the newly
organized Midland Theatres Company, of which G. E. Hayward is
president. It is the intention of
the new company to build a $175,000 show house in Newark in the
near future. George Fenberg, who
for the past eleven years has had
the lease on the Auditorium and
.Mhambra theatres in Newark, will
take a much needed rest and try
to regain his health, which has been
poor for the past two years. Fred
K. Johnson, manager of the Colonial and Strand theatres in Cambridge, has been appointed managing director for the four houses
in the two cities controlled by the
Cambridge and Marietta Amusement Company. He will handle
the Hippodrome and Putnam of
Marietta from Cambridge. A resident manager will be installed at
Marietta who will work under
Jolinson. Mr. Hiehle tooK charge
of the Newark houses on September 15th, but he will not move to
his new location until next spring.
Mrs. L. B. Yoerns is greatly improving her Bedford theatre, Bedford. She is increasing the seating
capacity of the house, adding 400
seats. A new and complete stage
is being installed, and when completed, Mrs. Yoerns will offer
vaudeville two days a week in addition to her regular picture program. Complete interior decorations and changes in exterior elevation are also being done, so that
the Bedford will be able to compete with any neighborhood house
in the outlying districts.
G. F. Hammond is president of
the Downtown Amusement Company of Youngstown, which was
recently taken over by the Princess
theatre from the Renner Realty
Company. Morris Weintraub was
the former lessee and manager of
the Princess.
The Knickerbocker theatre, Akron, closed for the past five years,
has been reopened.
G. D. Alex-

ander, a new recruit in the exhibition field, will run the house.
F. A. Kelly, former owner and
manager of the Lincoln theatre,
Massillon, is now associated wlib
Lemotto Smith, and general manager of the houses operated by the
Smith Amusement Company. This
includes two houses in Alliance,
four in Warren and one m Huntington, West Virginia. Kelly sold
his Lincoln theatre to the Schine
Enterprises.
E. M. Booth has been appointed
manager of the Metro-Goldwyn
exchaijge in Cincinnati. Booth succeeds Carl Sonin, who is laid up
with injuries sustained last summer in an automobile accident.
The Film Bldg. register was
brought out and dusted last week,
after a summer of comparative inactivity. Among those who signed
it were Charles Menches of the
Liberty theatre, Akron ; Wowra
Smith, Majestic and Nixon theatres, Akron ; Max Federhar, Rialto
and Regent theatres, Akron.
Lewfirm
Thompson,
known
local
circles, andwell
former
man-in'
ager of the Cleveland Universal
exchange, is now with the local Fox
sales staff.
The new picture house at Lorain
avenue and West 117th street being
built by Variety Amusement Company, will be completed for Thanksgiving. The name of the house
has not been definitely determined
upon.
It'll be either the Variety
or
the Roosevelt.
George Folbert's new Elmira
theatre, Lorain avenue and West
105th street, will be completed
about October 1st. The house will
have 1,000 seats and will be managed by M. C. Barth. Earth owns
and manages the Cozy theatre also.
George Armstrong, manager of
the Cleveland office of the National Theatre Supply Company,
left Monday for a long vacation,
where he will not be able to talk
theatre decorations or equipment to
anybody. Armstrong is ill from
overwork, and he will stay away
until he has completely recovered.
J. C. office,
Brown, and
of the
company's
home
formerly
of
Savannah, Georgia, will doable for
Armstrong in the Qeveland office
until Armstrong returns.

The Amphion theatre. West 25th
street, underwent an operation last
week. It had its marquee removed.
The city is widening West 25th
street and the marquee of the theatre had to be sacrificed 1o public
improvement.
George Lefko, city salesman for
F B O, is open to dinner engagements. His wife has gone to California for the winter.
William N. Skirboll, ivho carries the double caption of manager
of the Columbia exchange and
president of the Film Board of
Trade, was in New York last week.
Ray Johnson, of Rayart Pictures, stopped ofT here for a day
last week on his way to points
west. Security Pictures, headed by
Lee Chapman and Fred Schram,
distributed
Rayart product in this
territory.
J. S. Beck, formerly of the State
theatre, Urichsville, is building a
new motion picture theatre in
Dover. The structure is two stories
high, and will contain two stores
and four office suites in addition
to a 625-seat theatre. The entire
structure is of Spanish design, and
the interior decorations are being
carried out in Spanish. Stage
equipment is being installed, not
for large vaudeville acts, but sufficiently large to take care of
presentation numbers. The house
is scheduled
to be finished December 1st.
The whole membership of the
local National Theatre Supply
Company and their families had a
picnic last Saturday at the lake
shore summer home of Miss Zita
Flory, of the office force. There
were thirty-five guests present.
Games, swimming, and eating were
all indulged in and everybody had a
fine time.
The picnic of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Associated
died of aenemia. Some time ago
there was talk of an outing, but it
never materialized. Now the State
Convention is too near for the local
to plan an outing.
The Colonial-Strand employees,
at Cambridge, Ohio, were recently
entertained by Manager and Mrs.
F. IC. Johnson with a big picnic and
outing at Rock Hill Park, six
miles from the citv. A most ex-

cellent dinner was served by Mrs.
Johnson, with lemonade and iced
watermelon as the afternoon menu.
Races and horse shoe pitching for
prizes took up the afternoon, with
the Strand employees copping most
of them. There were over 30 in
the gathering.
D. Sidney has arrived in Cleveland to take charge of the local
office of the Ad-Vance Trailer
Service Corporation. He is located
at 219 Film Exchange Bldg.
The Circle theatre, novv in the
Loew circuit, went Chinese last
week. Lanterns and umbrellas
decorated the marquee. Inside,
Chinese hangings, lanterns and incense created more atmosphere.
Al Green, in command of the
State theatre orchestra, has just returned from an automobile trip.
Green believes in the slogan, "See
.\merica First." Only he is even
more specific, and spent his vacation time exploring the byways of
Ohio.
The auditing department of
Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., has
moved to large and spacious quarters on the fourth floor of the State
Theatre Bldg., quite distinct from
the other departments of the organization.
Ernest H. Hunt, organist at
Loew's State theatre, is trying his
talent as a camper in the wilds of
Canada.
George Rider, who has been
managing the Liberty theatre, has
been transferred to the management of the Mall. Both are units
of the Loew's Ohio Theatres organization.
Philip Spitalny and His Boys
opened
an engagement
at Reade's
Hippodrome
last Sunday
with a
rousing cheer and an unmistakable
welcome. Phil and His Boys have
been playing in Boston all summer.
Max Marcus, manager-owner of
the U . S. Theatre, has been in
poor been
health.
That's
has
not
around
the why
Film heBldg.
much of late.
The Rialto, belonging to the
S'coville Essick and Reiff circuit,
is on its winter schedule, and is
playing daily matinees once again.
Martin Brown, of the New
Lorain theatre, and his new Buick
are vacationing together on the
state highways.

Detroit
DIFFERENCES between the
musicians and exhibitors here
have been settled by arbitration.
Under the new wage scale agreement, the musicians receive an increase ranging from two to five
dollars per man, depending on the
size of the house and hours. There
is no dispute with the operators'
organization this season as the present wage plan does not expire until
next year.
A permanent injunction restraining the Lewin
Development
Co.,

from calling their theatre at Linwood and Philadelphia streets the
Orient was rendered by Judge Fred
S. Lamb, August 18, in a decision
recorded at the Detroit circuit
court. It was granted on a petition
filed by Charles H. Miles Theatre
Corporation, April 19. The plaintiffs in the suit set forth that they
were the owners of a large downtown theatre being erected on West
.•\danis which they had named the
Oriental and contended the similarity of names would mislead the

public. Incidental!}- the Orient was
leased to Lester Briggs last week
and he has already decided to call
it the Oriole.
Gus Greening, general manager
of the Joe Cosco circuit in Detroit, has announced the appointment of Carl Edwards as manager
of the De Luxe and Max Chetkin as manager of the Gratiot. For
a number of years Mr. Edwards
was at the Oakman Boulevard and

Mr. Chetkin formerly operated his
own theatre in the east.
Jess Fishman, general manager
of Standard Film Service, visited
in this city last week.
Clare Townsend, special Michigan representative for the Favorite Film Co., is recovering from a
serious automobile accident.
Ray G. Colvin, manager at the
National Theatre Supply Co.,
branch, recently returned from a
two weeks' vacation.
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Kansas City
B. NICHOLS, manager of the Bonaventure
Theatre of Kansas City, who was
arrested recently on a fugitive warrant charging him with making a
false statement to an Atchison,
Kans., bank, was discharged this
week after a hearing on a writ of
habeas corpus in the circuit court
at Kansas City. Judge Ralph S.
Latshaw ruled that Nichols has
been illegally held on account of
fault>' requisition papers.
Enough fire" is "enough" for
Hansen Smith of Kansas City,
owner of the New Grand Theatre,
Mexico, Mo., which recently was
destroyed by fire. The theatre will
be re-built, only this time it will be
a fire-proof garage instead of a
theatre, according to Smith.
JAMES

"Horribly hot! Awful! Whew!"
That virtually was the extent of
an interview obtained by Kansas
City newspapers from Lew Cody,
screen star, as he passed through
Kansas City on his way to St.
Louis to open an Orpheum engagement.

A new theatre in Fulton, Mo.,
now under construction will be
operated by Barney Dubinsky after
November 1. The Tivoli and Columbia Theatres of Kansas City,
and the Princess and Dunbar Theatres of Kansas City, Kans., have
been purchased by E. S. Sutter,
George Ellis, James L. Constance
and Guy Shriner from James
Kopulos for $60,000.
The Apollo Theatre, Universal
suburban house of Kansas City, has
re-opened after extensive remodeling. The interior has been recast
along Spanish lines, and new seats
have been installed. The Madrid
Theatre, Kansas City suburban
theatre, entered the presentation
field this week with a sketch, "Lincoln Memories," starring George
Billings. The presentation policy
is not permanent, however.
A charter to do business has been
granted by Secretary of State
Charles U. Becker of Missouri, to
the National Theatre Advertising
Company of St. Joseph, Mo. The
incorporators are : D. R. Bellomy,

C. E. McCandless and A. J.
Brumswig, all of St. Joseph.
John Plumb has been succeeded
as publicity manager of the Hooper
& Jencks theatres in Topeka, Kans.,
by J. Earl Hayes, former managing director of the Jayhawk Theatre, Topeka.
The second baseball game — "combat de blood" — between exchange
representatives and exhibitors in
"washed
by
aKansas
hard City
rain was
in the
third out"
inning
with the exhibitors leading 6 to 3.
The contest was scheduled to be
played off next Saturday, providing
the weather is more favorable.
Bob Withers, Enterprise branch
manager, and Eph Rosen, Tiffany
branch manager, were out in the
territory hustling business this
week.
Mrs. June Medcalf, secretary of
the M. P. T. O. Kansas-Missouri,
returned from a vacation in Southern Missouri.
Ed Safier, special representative
for Warner Bros., was a Kansas
Citv visitor.

Guy Bradford, formerly of St.
Louis, has joined the Fox sales
staff.
The Pathe branch office has arranged along booking desk where
exhibitors can sit down and "talk
it over" with the booker.
Bill Warner, First National
branch manager, is telling movie
row this week that he drove his
car from St. Louis to Kansas City,
a distance of 256 miles, in 6 hours
and 30 minutes, beating the fastest
passenger train by more than an
hour.
All forced
Kansasto City
havebeen
worktheatres
the cooling
systems overtime this week, due to
unusually hot weather.
Arthur H. Cole, Paramount
branch manager, and J. H. Levering, film veteran, have contributed
their services in the making of a
film titled, "The Man Who Didn't
Care," which will be shown at the
Newman Theatre in conjunction
with the annual charity drive in
Kansas City. A pre-view of the
picture was held at the Newman.

Milwaukee
BROUKZEL. formerly
MR.
. associated with the Detroit
branch of M-G-M, is now traveling
northern Wisconsin territory for
FBO.
Louise Rossa, manager of the
Dougles Theatre at Racine, was a
Milwaukee visitor during the past
week.
A m'arriage of interest to Milwaukee film folks took place on
Sept. 19 when A. L. Geyer, manager of the Owl theatre at Pewaukee, and Miss Erma Pecor of the
local First National office were
married.
H. S. Wales of the Rialto theatre at Sharon was in the city on
Thursday on business.
Harold Koehler has recently
been appointed booker of the
Pathe exchange. Oscar Caspari of
that office has been transferred to
the sales control department.
A. C. Accola of the Bonham theatre at Prairie du Sac again flew
to Milwaukee on business. He has
promised his friends in the exchanges a trip up just as soon as
they gain enough confidence in him
as a pilot.
F. M. DiLorenzo, manager of the
Tiffany exchange, is driving about
in a new Paige sedan.
Exhibitor Phipps of the Cozy
theatre at Iron River was in the
city on Tuesday signing up the new
product for his theatre.
Tom McConnell has joined the
sales force of the local Fox branch
and has been assigned to cover
southern Wisconsin. Mr. McConnell was formerly on the staff of
M-G-M's Indianapolis branch.
The Pathe office force enjoyed
a picnic at Cedar Lake on Saturdav last. The entire staff met at the

exchange and was driven out in
cars of the various members. It
will be a long time before they forget the good time they had at that
Charles Guelson of the Badger
picnic.
theatre at Stoughton came to Milwaukee this week to visit the exchanges and straighten out some of
his business affairs.
Charles Washicheck, manager of
the Pearl, Grace. Layton Park, and
Rivoli theatres returned from an
extended trip through the west on
Wednesday.
A. C. Wilson, traveling auditor,
who has been spending the past
three weeks in the Fox exchange
left on Saturday for Memphis.
A new $10,000 Kilgen organ has
been installed in the Classic theatre at Watertown, of which Bryant
Draginis is manager. A new canopy
has also been added to the theatre.
' William VanDyke, manager of
the Bijou and Vaudette- theatres at
KaKukauna, was a recent Film
Row visitor.
The Columbia theatre, under direction of Sam Ludwig, has been
redecorated and remodeled.
Harold Sliter, son of manager F.
G. Sliter of the Fox exchange, has
been promoted from the accessory
department, where he has been for
the past year, to position as checker
for shows in Wisconsin and upper
Michigan.
Harvey Hanson of the Palace
•theatre at Antigo was in the city
recently and visited several exchanges while here.
The bowling league is getting
under way. A preliminary meeting has been called for Tuesday.
It is contemplated to increase the
league from four teams to six.

"Dad" Walcott of the Majestic
theatre at Racine stopped off at
day.
exchanges for a brief visit on TuesClyde Eckhardt, district manager
for Fox, spent Wednesday in the
Milwaukee branch.
A. H. McLoughlin, Mid-west division manager for Tiffany and R.
Flothow, special representative
from New York of the Third Dimension pictures, were in the city
on Thursday, at which tune they

gave a special screening under the
auspices of the Tiffany exchange
of the Third Dimension pictures
for exhibitors of the city.
Art Roberts, formerly with F
B O, is now associated with the
Fox exchange traveling southern
Wisconsin territory.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Gilman and
child of Plymouth were in the city
early in the week. Mr. Gilman is
manager of the Princess theatre
at Plvmouth.

Minneapolis
ated in North
by
theatre,lisoperLogan Minneapo
THE New
W. A. Steffes, president of the
Twin Cities Theatre Owners Association, has been reopened after
having been closed all summer
while extensive alterations were in
progress. Mr. Steffes has added a
balcony seating 300 and this brings
the seating capacity of the house
close to 1,000.
F & R have reopened the Grand
theatre at Northfield, Minn., after
completing extensive alterations.
The theatre will remain under the
active management of E. Dilley
although it was recently added to
the F & R chain.
The Minneapolis branch office of
Universal had a two day visit last
week from Lou Metzger, sales manager of the company. Metzger is
on a tour of important exchanges
of the company.
Saturday vaudeville, which was
discontinued
during
the summer

months, has been resumed at the
Park theatre, Brainerd, Minn.
The Colonial theatre at Watertown, S. D., which was recently
purchased by Finkelstein and Ruben, has been completely remodeled and just reopened.
The Alhambra theatre company
is reported to be considering the
erection of a i.ew $30,000 theatre
at Garrison, N. D.
The Orpheum theatre at Ryder,
N. D., has been reopened by Earle
Fredeen, after having been closed
since last fall. A new heating
plant has been installed and a
number of other changes made.
The Garrick theatre in Mimieapolis, which has been closed all
summer, reopens this week with
"Beau Geste," the picture which
was road-showed in Minneapolis
last w inter at the Metropolitan. The
Garrick is an F & R house in the
loop district.
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/^ Optics, Electricity, Practical Ideas & Advice

Inquiries and
Comments
Port

Masks

and Changeover
Shutters

IIARLES

H. HOWELL,
projectionist at the Everett Theatre,
Middleton,
Del., evidently
has
been studying some back numbers of the department because
he now comes foi-^vard with a suggesition
for some trouble on which Robert Block of
Philadelphia wrote in early in the year.
Block, at that time, complained of stray
light which was being projected to the top
of the pi-oscenium arch and attributed it to
some fault in the projection lens of his
Powers Projector. He was using Mazda
equipment, althtnigh this has nothing to
do with the problem.
The suggestion we made when answering
Block's letter was -that he place his eye in
the path of the beam of stray light and
sight back along it to the projector in order
to see just where this light was coming
from. After that it would be simply a matter of eliminating it.

An

Obvious Remedy

Friend Howell now coines forward with
a perfectly simple remedy, and one which
should have been obvious to anyone giving
thought to the problem.
Tt is as follows:
"Dear Sir: I was looking over the February numbers of Motion Picture News,
and saw where Robert G. Block of Philadelphia was having trouble with stray light
being projected to the front of the theatre.
"He can easily eliminate this if he will
close up the port opening in the front wall,
leaving just space enough for the main
beam of light being projected to the screen.
"In my own projection room, I covered
the port opening with a piece of cardboard
and then mai'ked on it the outline of the
light beam. After cutting out this hole, I
used that cardboard in making one of tin,
which T placed in the port to cover up the
excess opening.
"I am using the same equijiment as Mr.
Block, and I find that one of these masks on
e;ich port hole solved this problem very
satisfactorilv.
Charles H. Howell."
Which goes to show that there is such a
thing as getting too close to a thing to see
it clearly. Howell, instead of looking for
the source of the trouble as we did, simply
took steps to render the stray light ineffective.
Evidently Block, also, like oui-selves, ^^as
too close to see this simple renu;dy.

Other

Ways

of

Masking

Howell's suggestion immediately recalls
a number of other ways, probably more
effective, of doing the same thing.
Where changeover devices as, for example, the Strong Magnetic Changeover, is
used, it is common to place them on the
front wall of the projection room .so that
they cover the port opening.
The projector beam is then passed
through the aperture of the device and the
suiTounding framework to mask out any
stray light. As a matter of fact, they did
the job of nuiking only too well because,
frequently, the S^^-in. diameter opening in
the old changeovei' was too small to accommodate the full beam, so that sometimes appreciable light was lost on this fram^ework.
This model has since been abandoned and
replaced with another which, in addition to
certain minor mechanical improvements,
has an aperture which measui'es, if we recall correctly, 5 inches in diameter so that
there is little likelihood of light loss being
encountered in this respect;
There is, however, grealt danger of this
aperture being too large, at least for use
on motionpicture projectors, where the
beam ordinarily is relatively small. Any
excess opening in this changeover, therefore, immediaitely opens the likelihood of
stray light being passed.
Such changeover devices are called upon
to meet a variety of conditions, ranging
from motion picture projection to that of
elTects a,s obtained from the Brenkert Effect
Machine. Where the diameter of the beam
from a motion picture projector is approximately 21/2 in. in diameter with a half-size
lens, the useful bearh. from an effect projector may be as large as 4 in. in diameter
(for special 4-in. diameter projection
lenses), so that one device will seldom meet
all conditions.

Iris

Shutter

for

Masking

There is a simple way of overcoming this
difficulty, and that is to mount an iris shutter (of, say, 4y2-in. size) on the front wall,
after which the size of the opening can be
regulated to meet each condition of projection.
Such slinttei's cost in the neighborhood of
$15. 00 each and, while this may seem like
an expensive iiu'thod of obtaining a comparatively simple result, still the flexibility
of these devices is something to be considered. It is also possible to obtain secondhand shutters for the same purpose, since
they need not be in first-class mechnnicnl
condition for this service.
Frequent attempts have been made to use
iris shuttei-s for changeover purjioses, but
there are a number of objectives to their
use in this manner.

Their opening and closing action, for one
thing, is relatively slow, and they are sometimes inclined to join. It Ls also difficult
to close them light tight unless they are
closed tightly so as to wedge the blades together. All in all, they are not satisfaetoiw
for quick changeover work.

Home-made

Shutters

^No small number of projectionists take
great delight in making shutters to conform
with their own ideas, and the Mriter recently inspected what was intended to be a
combination mask and changeover shutter
constructed on the principle of an iris with
the exception that it had but 4 or 5 blades
so mounted as to give an extremely quick
opening and closing action on a slight operating movement.
The intention was to place one over each
port opening and join both together with
an arm long enough to stretch from one
projector port to the other. Opening one
shutter (by hand) automaticnlly closes the
other and vice versa.
Other projectionists will strip changeover
shutters from double dissolving stereopticon lanterns and effect projectors which
have become badly battered from rough or
long usage and impress them into motion
picture ser\'ice, although just how satisfactory these results are is a matter of opinion
and depends, to a large extent, up(m who is
doing the work.
In view of the fact that magnetic changeover devices are available, it is truly remarkable how many projectionists prefer
to make their own hand-operated shuttere,
claiming that while the electric types are
all right up to a certain point, still the
manual t^'pes are thoroughly satisfactoi-y.
Just w'hy this is so, we ar^ at a loss to
understand, unless it be that the hand-operat^^l shuttea"s are always positive in their
action. The electric tj']>es, on the other
hand, are certainly moi-e flexible and, indeed, all projectors can be inter-connected
so that no matter where the projectionist
may stand the closing of switch will open
one machine and close another.
In this conneotion, a new form of electric
shutter has appeared recently which has
both electric and manual conti-ols so that
this device should be able to remove all
objections.
(Georgia Tlieaire to be Rebuilt
Now Theatre
that (r»)rtat()wsky
new
Albany
has opened,Brothers'
their Liberty
Theatre, which has been operated at the
corner of Broad and Jackson Streets, Albany, Ga., for several years, is to be completely renovated iimnediately. During the
next two or three weeks the Liberty will
be closed while decorators, })aintcrs and
other artisa.ns are at work.

September

3.0^.
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Stanley-Crandell Open New 4,000
Seat Baltimore Theatre
THE Stanley Theatre, built on the site
of the olci Academy of Music, North
How(ard Street near Franklin, here, costing
about $2,500,000, will be opened Fi-iday
ber 23, at 8:30 o'clock for
night, Septem
guests and the public.
invited
This house was built by the StanleyCrandell Company, Washington, D. C, a
subsidiary company of the Stanley Coinpany of America. The playhouse is of concrete, brick and steel, arid is of fireproof
construction throughout.
It was designed by the Hoffiiian-Henon
Company, of Philadelphia. The auditorium
of the stiiicture measures 120 by 2.50 feet,
and the general design is along Romanesque
lines arranged to meet modern conditions.
The seating capacity is 4,000.
The officers of the Stanley-Crandell Company are: Hai-ry M. Crandell, executive
vice-president; Joseph P. Morgan, general
manager; John J. Payette, supervisor of
theatres; Guy Wonders, formerly manager
of the Rivoli, here, assistant to 1s\y. Payette, and Bernard Depkin, Jr., resident
manager of the Stanley.
The music at the playhouse will be furnished by an orchestra of thirty-five solo
artists conducted by' the lula Brothers,
Felice S., formerly conductor of music at
the Rivoli, and Robert Paul, who conducted the Park Symphony orchestra during the past year.
The concert master will be Max Rosen-

STOCK

PROGRAMS

PROGRAM

COVERS
For

Moving Picture Houses
Joseph Hoover
M,iikcl

and

-igth

G> Sons Company
Sts.,

Phil.idelphia,

Pa.

stein, and
cellist.

Jules

Sims

will

be the

Standard

VAUDEVILLE

concert

Motion Picture Presentation

Roland Toner was the construction superintendent for the Hoffman-Henon Com-

THE
FALLY
VAUDEVILLE

pany.

Skouras'
Granada
To
Subsequent Run

Be

MARKUS
AGENCY

Lackavoanna

7876

1579 Broadway, New York City

The Granada is the luuue selected for the
theatre on Gravois Avenue at Ellenwood
Avenue, St. Louis, which will be opened by
the St. Louis Amusement Company Avithin
a very few weeks.
The new house will seait about 2,000 per
sons, and A\"'ill be among the largest of the
outlying thea.tres operated by Skouras
Brothers and Harry Koplar.
It is planned to use this house as a subsequent run picture palace. It will get the
big features immediately after the Missouri
and Ambassador, the big first-run houses of
Skouras Brothers Enterprises.
There will be a 10-piece orchestra in the
pit "\vhile( aitmosphei-ic presentations and
high-class vaudeville acts Avill also be featured on the program.

for

The feature pictui-e will be changed twice
weekly, similar to the an-angement at tlir
West End Lvric and L\Tic Skvdome.

Efficiency Makes Economy
Says, H. J. Yates
"Efficiency makes economy and ecoiidiuy
helps the entire industry — and our factories
are highly efficient," says Herbert J. Yates,
president of the Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
"The efficiency which Consolidated has
introduced into the laboratory business
needs no exposition. It is apparent in the
appearance and equipment of our seven
iriodern

REACH THE THEATRE BY MAIL THRU OUR
^ UP-TO-DATE MAILING LIST SERVICE
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FEATURE

RELEASE

Picture

News

CHART

Productions are Listed Alphabetically and by Months in which Released in order that the Exhibitor may
have a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are coming.
(S. R. indicates State Right release.)
Refer to THE MOTION PICTURE NEWS BOOKING GUIDE for Productions Listed Prior to March

MARCH
Feature
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Arizona Whirlwind , The . . .Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
4134 feet . .April 261
Beloved Rogue, The
John Barrymore
Dnited Artists
9380 feet ..Mar.
Birds of Prey
Priscilla Dean
Columbia Pictures. . . 6008 feet
Blazine Days
Fred Humes
Universal
4639 feet
Blind Alleys
Meighan-Brent-Nissen
Paramount
6697 feet ..Mar. 11
Broncho Twister The
T. Mix-H. Costello . . Fox
6436 feet . . April 1
Cabaret
G. Gray-T. Moore-C.
Conklin-M.Palmer.Paramount
6947 feet . .April 8
Casey at the Bat
W.Beery-S.HollowayZ. Pitts
Paramount
6040 feet
Enchanted Island
H. B. Walthall
Tiffany
4867 feet ..April 15
Evening Clothes
A. Menjou-L. BrooksV. Valli-N. Beery . .Paramount
6287 feet ..AprU 8
Fashions for Women
£ Ralston-E. Hanson-R. Hatton . . . .Paramount
6296 feet ..AprU 15
Fighting Love
Goudal-Varconi-Wal3
thaU
Pathe-De Mille
7019 feet
. .June
Fourth Commandment,
The
B. Bennett-M. Carr•
R Agnew-J. Marlowe
Universal
6863 feet .Oct 30
Heaven on Earth
C. Nagel-R. Adoree. .M-G-M
6301 feet
Hey Hey Cowboy
H. Gibson-K. Key . . . Universal
6378 feet
High Hat
Lyon-Brian- Hardy . . . First National
6190 feet .May 13
Is That Nice?
G. 0*Hara-D. H.1I...F. B. 0
4501 feet.
Love Makes 'Em Wild. . . .J. A.
Harron-S.
HousmanPhipps- Fox
6508 feet. !April' is
Love of Sunya, The
Gloria Swanson
United Artists
7311 feet .April
. Mar. 29
26
Man From Hardpan, The. .L. Maloney-E.GilbertPathe-De Mille
6814 feet .Mar. 11
Moulders of Men
C. Tearle-M. Morris F. B. 0
6442 feet . .April 1
Mr. Wu
Chaney-AdoreeForbes-Dresser . . . M-G-M
7603 feet
Mar. 253
Mysterious Rider, The. . . . J. Holt-B. Jewel
Paramount
8967 feet .June
Mystery Club, The
M. Moore-E.Roberts . Universal
6969 feet .Oct 16
Night Bride, The
M. Prevost-H. FordR. Edeson
Pathe-De Mille
6736 feet
April 16
Notorious Lady, The
B. Bedford-L. Stone .First National
6040 feet. .April
22
One Chance in a Million. . . Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
5000 feet ,
.May
Orchids and Ermine
C. Moore-J. Mulhall . .First National
6734 feet '.Feb.'
46
Outlaw's Paradise
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pictures. . 4600 feet ,
Perch of the Devil
P. O'Malley-Busch . . Universal
6807 feet
Price of Honor, The
Revier-McGregor. . . Columbia
5936 feet
Princess from Hoboken, The E. Burns-B. MahaSeyE. Clayton-L. Tellegen
Tiffany
5419 feet .
Princess on Broadway, The.P. Garon-J. WalkerD.Dwan-H. Miller. .Pathe-De Mille
6705 feet . Mar. 11
Resurrection
La Rocque-Del Rio . . United Artists
9623 feet . .AprU
1
Riders of the West
Ben Wilson
Rayart
4834 feet.
Saddle Jumpers
Dick Hatton
Rayart
4482 feet.
Salvation Jane
V. Dana
F. B O
6490 feet ,
6
Sea Tiger, The
Sills-M. Astor
First National
5623 feet . .May
Sensation Seekers, The
B. Dove-H. Gordon. . Universal
7016 feet , .Jan. 28
Set Free
Art Acord
Universal
4634 feet.
Slide, Kelly. Slide
Sonora Kid The
Tearin' Into Trouble
Telephone Girl, The
Terror of the Bar X
Venus of Venice The
Wanted ^A Coward
What
Every Girl Should
Know
When a Dog Loves
Whispering Sage
White Flannels
White Gold

W.Haines-S. O'NeilH. Carey-K. Dane . . . M-G-M
T. Tyler-F. Darro. . . .F. B. 0
W. Wales-O. Hasbrouck
Pathe-De Mille
L. Gray-H. BUnnBellamy-Baxter
Allison
Paramount
B. Custer-R. Blaine.. F B. 0
C Talmadge-Moreno.First National
L. Rich-R. Frazer. . . . Sterling Pictures ....
P. R. Miller-I. Keith. Warner Bros
Ranger (Dog)
F. B 0
B. Jones-N. Joyce, , Fox
L. Dresser- J. RobardsV. B. Faire
Warner Bros
J. Goudal-G .BancroftK. Thomson
Pathe-De Mille

7866 feet .April 1
4665 feet .Mar. 11
4483 feet
6465 feet . .May 17
4982 feet.
6324 feet .
6 reels . . .
feet !.June
May'
eet .
feet.
f eet
.AprU
6198 feet ..April'
Mar.

6281
4390
4783
6820

is
24
1
ie
26

APRIL
Feature

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
.4746 feet
Ain't Love Funny?
Alberta Vaughn
F. B. O
Afraid to Love
F. Vidor-C. Brook-N.
Trevor- J. Lee
Paramount
6169 feet . . AprU 22
Arizona Bound
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . .Paramount
4912 feet
Backstage
CoUier Jr.-Bedford-A.
Vaughn-E. Perty . . Tiffany
6,784 feet
Beauty Shoppers, The
M. Busch-W. Crane. .Tiffany
6669 feet. . July 22
Bitter Apples
M. Blue-M. Loy
Warner Bros
6463 feet . . May
6
Broadway Drifter, A
G. Walsh-D. Hall. . ExceUent Pictures. . .5512 feet. April 1
Brute The
M. Blue-L. Hyams. . Warner Bros
6901 feet.. AprU 29
ChUdren of Divorce
Bow-Ralston-CooperE. Hanson
Paramount
6662 feet. .May
6
ConTo;
D. MackaUl-L. GrayCollier, Jr.-L. Sherman-I. Keith
First National
7724 feet . . May 20
Cyclone of the Range
Tom Tyler-E TarrorF. Darro
F. B. 0
4818 feet .. May
6
Fighting Comeback, The.. .B. Roosevelt-C. Horton
Pathe-De MiUe
4415 feet. .AprU 1
Frisco SaUy Levy
S. O'Neil-C. DelaneyR. D'Arcy-T. Holtz.M-G-M
6900 feet. .April 22
Hard Fists
Art Acord
Universal
4887 feet

Feature
Heart Thief, The

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
J. Schildkraut-L. de
Putti-T. Edeson
Pathe-De MiUe.
6036 feet.. July
1
Held By the Law
M. De La Motte-J.
Walker
Universal
6929 feet , . Mar. 26
Horse Shoes
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
6668 feet ,
Knockout Reilly
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
7080 feet . .AprU 16
.May
6
Little Adventuress, The. .'.V. coni-P.
Reynolds-V.
Haver Var- Pathe-De Mille
6200 feet.
Long Pants
Harry Langdon
First National
6650 feet .
Lost Limited, The
R. Howes-D. Farley. . Rayart
6264 feet . .April S
Lovers?
Novarro-Terry
M-G-M
6291 feet
Madame Wants No Chil.June io
dren
M. Corda-H. Liedtke Fox
6416 feet , .April 8
Matinee Ladies
McAvoy-McGregorHopper
Warner Bros
6362 feet .
Naughty Nannette
V. Dana-Ed. Brownell.F. B. O
5061 feet .April tS
No Control
P. Haver-H. Ford . . . Pathe-De Mille
6573 feet.
No Man's Law
Rex (Horse)-T. von
Eltz-B. Kent
Pathe-De Mille
6903 feet,
.April 2»
Paying the Price
M. Bonner-D.
Carr-P. Bonner-M.
Selman, Columbia Pictures ... 6658 feet.
Pleasure Before Business .P.O'Mallev-V.B.FaireColumbia Pictures.. .5559 feet .June 10
Ramblmg Ranger, The
Jack Hoxie
Universal
4439 feet. .May
Red Clay
W. Desmond-M. DayUniversal
4626 feet July 17
Ridin' Rowdy, The
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
4794 feet ,
Ritzy
B. Bronson- J. Hall- Paramount
6306 feet .April 2»
Rookies
K. Dane-M. Day-G .
July
1
BrienArthur-T. O' M-G-M6640 feet.
K.
See You in Jail
J. Mulhall-A. Day . . . First National
6800 feet
.April
Senorita
B. Daniels-J. Hall-W.
Powell
Paramoimt
6634 feet . .May 20
Sinews of Steel
A. Vaughn-G. Glass .Lumas
5700 feet .
Smoking Guns
Al Hoxie
Wild West Pict(S.R.)4500 feet.
Somewhere in Sonora
K. Maynard-K. Collins
First National
6718 feet . .May
6
Special Delivery
E. Cantor- Wm. Powell-J. Ralston
Paramount
5624 feet. .May 6
Spuds
L. Semon-D. Dwan . . Pathe-De Mille
4930 feet .
Taxi, Taxi
Horton-Nixon
Universal
7173 feet. .Feb. 18
Three Hours
C. Griffith- J. Bowers . First National
6774 feet . April 15
Thunderbolt's Tracks
Jack Perrin
Rayart
4846 feet .
Too Many Crooks
M.Davis-G.Bancroft.Mar. 28L. Hughes
Paramount
6399 feet . July
1
When Seconds Count
Billy Sullivan
Rayart
4803 feet .
Whirlwind of Touth, The . . L. Moran-D. KeithL. Kent
Paramount
6886 feet.

MAY

.June IT

Star
Di.stributed by
Length
Reviewed
Feature
All Aboard
.
J.
Hines-E.
Murphy
.
First
National
6300
f
eet
.
. AprU
1
Babe Comes Home .
.BabeRuth-A. Q. NUsson-L. Fazenda. . . . First National
6761 feet . . July
ft
Broadway Nights .
. L. Wilson-S. Hardy . . First National
6765 feet . . July
8
Broncho Buster, The .
.Fred Humes
Universal
4687 feet
California
.T. McCoy-D. Sebastian-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
4912 feet . . July
8
Captain Salvation.
.L. Hanson-G. Fawcett-P
Starke-E
Torrence-M. Day ,M-G-M
7396 feet. .July
8
Catch As Catch Can .
. Wm. Fairbanks
Lumas
Climbers The
.
I.
Rich-F.
Stanley
.
.
.
Warner
Bros
6621
feet
.
.
May
18
Cradle Snatchers. . .
.L. Fazenda-J. F. McDonald-D. PhUlips.Fox
6281 feet. .June 10
Don Desperado
.
L.Maloney-E.GUbert. Pathe-De Mille
6804 feet . .May
6
Down the Stretch
. Agnew-Nixon
Universal
6910 feet . . April 22
Eyes of the Totem, The . . W. Hawley-T. Santschi-G. Hughes- A.
Cornwall
Pathe-De MUle
6228 feet I... . May
May 1»
.Bob Custer
F. B. 0
4624 feet
Fighting Hombre The .
Grinning Guns
6
.
J.
Hoxie-E.
Gregory.
.
Universal
4689
feet
Heart of Salome
t..May
. A. Rubens- W. Pidgeon-H. Herbert . . Fox
6617 feet I...May
.May 17
Heart of the Yukon .
2T
.A.Cornwall-J.Bowers. Pathe-De MiUe
6662 feet
HiUs of PerU
...May
.June 18
.B.
Jones-G.
Hale
Fox
4943
feet
His First Flame
20
. H. Langdon-R. Hiat. . Pathe-De MiUe
4660 feet
Irish Hearts
. McAvoy-Robards
Warner Bros
6597 feet
27
Is Zat So?
. O'Brien-Perry-Lowe . Fox
6960 feet
Love ThriU, The
. La Plante-T. Moore .Universal
6286 feet . .June
Lost at the Front . . .
.C. Murray-C. SidneyN. Kingston
First National
6256 feet . .June 17
Lure of the Night Club. The Viola Dana-R. ElUs . . F. B. 0
6770 feet
Million Bid, A
10
D. Costello-W. OlandMcGregor-Blythe, . Wame. Bros
6310 feet . ..June
June 24
Mother
B Bennett-C. KentKent-M. J. Scott. .F. B 0
6934 feet. .Mar. 18
Outlaw Dog, The
Ranger
(Dog)
F. B. 0
4727 feet. April 8
Outlaws of Red River.
T. Mix-M. Daw
Fox
6327 feet. .May
6
Pirates of the Sky ....
C. Hutchinson-W
Hawley
Pathe-De
MUle
4828
feet.
.May
30'
Poor Girls .
D. Revier-E. BumsR. Stonehouse .... Co.umbia Pictures . . . 6428 feet ..May
Prairie Bang The.
Hoot Gibson
Universal
6689 feet
Rich But Honest..
N. Nash-C. HollandJ. F. McDonald.. Fox
6480 feet
Rich Men's Sons . . .
R. Graves-S. Mason .Columbia Pictures ... 5854 feet
Rough House Rosie .
C. Bow-R. Howes-D.
3
Gilmore
Paramount
6962 feet
She's My Baby
M. Harris-R. Agnew. Sterling Pict
6249 feet
SUent Avenger, The .
Thunder (Dog)
Lumas
6690 feet . .June SO
SUver Comes Thru . .
F. Thomson-E. MurphySUver King (Horse)F. B. 0
6476 feet. . Junj 24^

1015
September

3 0,

1927

Distributed by
Star
B. Blythe-Agnew-L.
Rich-G. Fawcett. . . Tiffany
Splitting the Breeze
Tom Tyler
F. B. 0
lenaer Hour The
Lyon-Dove-A. B. Francis-M. Love
First National
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . Universal
TiUie the Toiler
Davies-M. Moore-G.
K. Arthur
M-G-M
Tip Toes
D. Gish-W. Rogers. .Paramount
Tracked by the Police
Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Vanity
LJoy-A.Hale-C.Ray . Pathe-De Mille
Yankee Clipper, The
W. Boyd-E. Fair
Pathe-De Mille
Wedding BiUs
R. Griffith-A. Sheridan
Paramount
Winning Oar, The
George Walsh
Excellent Pict
World at Her Feet. The ... Florence Vidor
Paramount
Yours to Command
G.O'Hara-S Palmer F. B. 0
Feature
Snowbound

Feature
Avenging Fangs ...
Beware of Widows .

Cruel Truth, The
Devil's Saddle, The
Fighting Three, The
For Ladies Only
For the Love of Mike

Reviewed
5182 feet . .Aug.
6
4930 feet.
7400 feet
4041 feet .June
.June
6160 feet
6390 feet .June
5823 feet
5923 feet
7920 feet
July
.April
6869 feet ! May'
6691 feet .July
4734 feet .Aug.

17
10

151
is
22
26

JULY Distributed by
Star
Bellamy-MacDonaldCohen,McNamara . Fox
H.Hopper-C. Howard. Sterling Pictures
K. Maynard-K.
lins Col- First National

J. Hoxie-Hasbrouck. .Universal
J. Logan-J. Bowers . . Columbia
F. Steriing-G. SidneyP Trnn-C. Colbert .First National
Heart of Maryland, The . . . D. Costello-J. Robards-H. Costello.. .Warner Bros
Hero on Horseback, A. . . .Hoot Gibson
Universal
Kid Sister, The
M. de la Motte-McGregor-A. Christie Columbia
Last Outlaw The
G. Cooper-B. Jewel . . Paramount
Lightning
J. Ralston-R. FraserM. Livingston
Tiffany
Little Firebrand, The
E. Thomton-L. Tellegan
Pathe-De Mille
Lonesome Ladies
A. T. Nilsson-L. Stone First National
Manpower
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramount
Married Alive
Livingston-M. Moore
Tellegan-C. Adams Fox
Nest, The
P. Frederick-H. Herbert-R. D wyer .... Excellent Pict
On Ze Boulevard
L. Cody-R. AdoreeR. D'Arcy-D.
Sebastian M-G-M
Phantom
Buster, The The Buddy
Roosevelt.'.
Mille
Prince of Headwaiters,
L.Stone-L.
Tashman . ..Pathe-De
First National
Range Courage
Fred Humes
Universal
Skedaddle Gold
Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Tartuffe, the Hypocrite.. . .E. Jannings-L. Dagover — W. Kraus.. .Ufa
Ten
Modem
Commandments
Esther Ralston
Paramount
Tom's
Gang
T.
Tyler-S.
Lynn
F.
Twelve Miles Out
J.Gilbert-E.Torrence- B. O
J.Crawford-B.Compson-E. Percy
M-G-M

feet . .July 22
feet.
feet . .June 24
feet . .June 3
June 3

4512 feet. .July

15

6588 feet. .Aug. 19
.5897 feet. .June 24
5907 feet
5684 feet . . July 22
6282 feet , . July
4545
4773
6157
4575
6159
5785

1

feet. . JiJie 17
feet
feet . . July 15
feet . . June 10
f eet . . April 1
feet . . Jime
3

6620 feet . . July
4710 feet . . July

22
16

6249 feet . . July 29
6614 feet. .July

16

6870 feet. .June 24
6218 feet . .June 17
6412 feet . . June 10
6000 feet . Aug.
6500 feet
4723 feet

5

4926 feet. .July

8

5607 feet
4334 feet . . July

1

6617 feet. . June 24
4404 feet
5667 feet . . July

Length

1

Reviewed

5301 feet
6167 feet. .Aug. 12
4108 feet . . May

Star
Distributed by
L. Cody-A. Pringle-G.
Lee
M-G-M
After Midnight
N. Shearer-L. Gray. .M-G-M
Beau Geste
N. Beery-Colman-N.
Hamilton-Forbes . . Paramount
Blood Ship, The
H. Bos worth- J. LoganR. Arlen
Columbia
Border Blackbirds
L. Maloney-E. Gilbert
Pathe-De Mille
Breed of Courage, The .... Ranger (Dog)-J. Morgan
F. B. O
Bugle Call, The
J. Coogan-H. Rawlinson-C. Windsor . . . M-G-M
Bush Leaguer, The
M. Blue-Hyams
Warner Bros
Chain Lightning
B. Jones-D. Ellis
Fox
Country Doctor, The
R. Schildkraut
Pathe-De Mille
Covered Wagon, The (Reissue)
Wilson-Kerrigan-Torrence
Paramount
Feature
Adam and Evil

5803 feet.
6126
4810
5252
5515

Distributed by
Feature
Two-Gun of the TumbleStar
weed
Leo Maloney
Pathe-De Mille .
White
Pants
Willie
J.
Hines-L.
Hymans. First National.. .
Woman Who Did Not Care,
The
L. Tashman-A. Rankin
Lumas

6

J. Arthur-C.
ray Mur- First National
Ragtime
J. Bowers-M. de la
Motte
First Div
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary,
The
M. Robson-H. FordP. Haver
Pathe-De Mille
Rose of KUdare, The
O'Malley-H.
Chadwick-H. B. Walthall.Lumas
Rose of the Bowery
E. Murphy-J. WalkerC. Kent-M Harris .A. C. A
Running Wild
W.C.Fields-M.Brian . Paramount
Satin Woman, The
Mrs. W. Reid
Lumas
Service for Ladies
A. Menjou-lC. Carver. Paramount
Singed
B. Sweet-W. BaxterM. McAllister
Fox
Smile Brother Smile
J. Mulhall-D. Mackaill
First National
Soft Cushions
Douglas MacLean . . . Paramount
Stolen Bride, The
B. Dove-L. Hughes . . First National
Stranded
S. Mason-Collier, Jr. Sterling Pict
Swell Head, The
J. Walker-E. Gilbert .Columbia Pictures
Three's a Crowd
H. Connell
Langdon-G. Mc- First National
Topsy and Eva
Duncan Sisters-G.
Gowland-M. Daw. United Artists
Tumbling River
T. Mix-D. Dwan
Fox
Two Arabian Knights
W. Boyd-M. AstorL. Wolheim-I. Keith. United Artists
Underworld
C. Brook-E. Brent-G.
Bancroft
Paramount
What Price Glory (road
show)
McLaglen-Del RioLowe
Fox
When a Man Loves (road
show)
J. Barrymore-D. Costello-W. Oland
Warner Bros
White Pebbles
WaUy Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Your Wife and Mine
P. Haver-S. HolmesB. Tennant-W. Mcdonald Excellent Pict

• Aug.
Reviewed

6793 feet . . Aug.
6312 feet.
9879 feet
11
6843 feet . ..Sept
Aug. 6
5326 feet.
.Sept. »
4910 feet
6281 feet . . Sept.
5333 feet
7500 feet. Sept.

9
9

feet
feet
.Sept. 16
feet
feet
feet .Sept. 2
feet
feet . . Sept.
feet . . Sept.
feet. Sept.
feet . . Sept.
feet. .Aug.
feet. .Mar.
feet . . May
feet. .Sept.
feet

9
p^
'2
16
9
12
18
20
2

feet. .Aug. 19
feet . . Julv
1

6897 f eet . . July 29
6700 feet. .Sept.

9

5844 feet
6875 feet
5446
6368
7000
6170

feet
feet . . June 24
feet. .Aug.
6
feet . . Aug. 26

6790 feet. .July 22
6 reels . .
6838 feet .Sept. 29
7179 feet
5443 feet . Aug.
Sept. 26
16
5668 feet
7456 feet. .Aug. 19
4675 feet. .Aug. 26
7453 feet. .Sept.

9

11400 feet. .Dec.

4

10049 feet . . Feb.
4
4485 feet. .Aug. 19>

SEPTEMBER

6049 feet
4615 feetDec.l2 '25
6 reels
Aug. 12
6617 feet. .Aug. 12

feet.. Aug. 12
feet
feet . . Aug. 26
feet
feet . . Aug. 12
6

6497 feet. .July 22

7899 feet. .Aug.

Length

W.Baxter-S.Lynn.. F. B. O
6093
L Rich-W.
RussellW. Collier, Jr
Warner Bros
6408
Face Value
J. Mower-F. Ridgeway
Sterling Pict
4393
Fighting Eagle, The
La Rocque-P Haver .Pathe-De Mille
8000
Fireman Save My Child . . . W. Beery-R. Hatton. , Paramount
5399
Great Mail Robbery. The..T. Van Eltz-J. Morgan
F. B. O
6507
Hard Boiled Haggerty
M. Sills-M. O'Day. . First National
7446
Hidden Aces
C. Hutchinson-A. Calhoun
Pathe-De Mille
4620
Hula
C. Bow-C. Brook
Paramount
5862
Interferin' Gent, The
Buffalo BiU, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
4864
Madame Pompadour
D. Gish-A. Moreno.. Paramount
7180
Metropolis
Special Cast
Paramount
8039
Missing Link, The
S. Chaplin-R. Hiatt. . .Warner Bros
6435
Mockery
L. Chaney-R. Cortez .
B. Bedford
M-G-M
6957
Not for Publication
R. Ince-R. Lease-J.
Mendez
F. B. O
6140
Paid to Love
G. O'Brien-V. ValliW. Powell
Fox
6888
Painting the Town
G. Tryon-P. R. Miller.Universal
5909
Poor Nut. The
J. Mulhall-J. Winton-

Feature
Almost Human

6477 feet
6032 feet

6063 feet.. Aug.

.5996 feet.

Coward, The
Desired Woman, The

6868 feet
5551 feet

5482
4497
4497
4388
4662

Length
Reviewed
.5670 feet. .July 22
.6409 feet. .Aug. 26

AUGUST

17

JUNE Distributed by Length Reviewed
Star
.Sandow (Dog) ^. . . . . Pathe-De Mille. . . . .4335 feet. .June 3
.La Plante-B. Washbum
Universal .
6670 feet.. May
6

Black Diamond Express,
The
M. Blue-E. Murphy. .Warner Bros
Callahans and the Murphys
The
's. O'Neil-M. DresslerL. Gray-G.
Ohnstead
M-G-M
Circus Ace, The .
T. Mix-N. Joyce
Fox
Claw The
Kerry- Windsor
Universal
Closed Gates
J. Harron-J Novak . .Sterling Pict
Clown, The
D. Revier-J. WalkerW. V. Mong
Columbia Pictures
Code of the Cow Country,
The
Buddy Roosevelt
Pathe-De Mille
Dance Magic
A. Truex-B. Lyon-P.
Starke-S. Hardy.. .First National
Dearie.
L Rich-Wm. Collier,
Jr.-E. Murphy. . . .Warner Bros
Drums of the Desert .
W.Baxter-M. Millner Paramount
Fast and Furious . . . .
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
Framed
M. SiUs-N. Barr- N.
Kingston
First National
Frontiersman, The
T. McCoy- J. Gadsen. M-G-M
Good as Gold
Buck Jones
Fox
Hands Off
Fred Humes
Universal
Land Beyond Law, The . . .K. Maynard-D. DwanFirst National
Pathe-De Mille
Meddlin' Stranger The . . Wally Wales
Men of Daring
Hoxie-E. Gregory-F.
Ford
Universal
Mountains of Manhattan . D.Devore-C.Delaney.Lumas
Naughty But Nice
C. Moore-D. Reed-H.
Cooley-K.McGuire First National
Pals in Peril
Buffalo Bill, J
Pathe-De Mille
Rolled Stockings.
L. Brooks-J. Hall-R.
Arlen
Paramount
Rubber Heels .
Ed. Wynn-T. ToddC. Conklin-L. Gray.. Paramount
Secret Studio The .
O. Borden-C. HoUandM. Livingston
Fox
Simple Sis
. L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slaves of Beauty
O.Tell-H.Herbert-M.
Livingston-E. Foxe.Fox
Sunset Derby, The
M. Astor-W. Collier,
Jr.-R. Lewis
First National
Tiffany
Tale of a Vanishing People
Thumbs Down
C. Hale-L. Boyd
Sterling Pict
Time to Love
R. Griffiih-V. Veronina-W. Powell
Paramount
Tired Business Man, The.. Hitchcock-MehaffeyGow and-Ouimby. .Tiffany
Trunk Mystery, The .
Hutchinson-Calhoun .Pathe-De Mille
Unknown, The
L. Chaney-J. Crawford-N. Kerry
M-G-M
Art Acord
Universal
Western Rover, The
What Happened to Father. . W. Oland-F. Fairbanks
Warner Bros

Feature
Colleen

Length

5

Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
V. Reynolds-K. Thomson-C. McDowell. . Pathe-De Mille
6 reels
Angel of Broaday, The
L. Joy-V. Varconi
Pathe-De Mille
Annie Laurie
L. Gish-N. Kerry
M-G-M
8730 feet. .May IT
Back to God's Country. . . .R. Adoree-R. Frazer. .Universal
6761 feet. .July 28
Barbed Wire
P. Negri-C. Brook-E.
Hanson
Paramount
6961 feet
Big Parade The (road
Gilbert-Adoree-K.
show)
Dane-T. O'Brien. .M-G-M
12650 feet. .Nov. 28
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett. .Fox
Border Cavalier, The
Fred Humes
Universal
4427 feet
Bora to Battle
Bill Cody
Pathe-De Mille
5 reels
Broadway Madness
M.Keith
de la Motte- D. Excellent Pict
Camille
N. Talmadge-A. B.
Francis-G. Roland . First National
9692 feet . . May
••
Cancelled Debt, The
R. Lease-C. Stevens. .Sterling Pict
5200 feet
Cat and the Canary, The. . .L. La Plante-F. Stanley-C.
H a 1 e - T.
Maryhall-G. AstorUniversal
7790 feet . . May 29
Certain Young Man, A . . . . Novarro-Adoree-W.
Marshall-G. Astor .M-G-M
Chang (Jungle Film)
Special Cast
Paramount
6636 feet. .May IS
Clancy's Kosher Wedding .G. Sidney-M. GordonS. Lynn-R. LeaseW. Armstrong
F. B. 0
6701 feet .. Aug. 26-

Motion

1016
Star
Distributed by
Length
Reviewed
B. Keaton-A. Comwall-G. Withers... United Artists
6362 feet Sept. 23
Drop Kick, The
R. Barthelmess - D.
Revier-B. Kent
First National
6802 feet
Figtires Don't Lie
E. Ralston-R. Arlen . . Paramount
Finnegan's Ball
B. Mehaffey-Landis. First Division Pict.. .6200 feet
First Auto The
B. Oldfield-P. R. Miller-R. Simpson
Warner Bros
67671 eet . . July
8
Flying U Ranch, The
Tyler-N. Lane
F. B. O
Gay Retreat, The
G. Cameron-S. CohenT. McNamara
Fox
6624 feet Sept. 23
Girl From Gay Paree, The . Sherman-BedfordMcGregor-Blythe. . Tiffany
5233 feet Sept. 23
Girl From Rio, The
Carmel Myers
Lumas
6990 feet
In a Moment of Temptation C. Stevens-C. KeefeK. Guard-G. Withers
F. B. O
Jaws of Steel
Rin-Tin-Tin-H.
Ferguson-J. Robards . .Warner Bros
Joy Girl, The
O. Borden-J. McDonald-N. Hatnilton-M.
Alden
Fox
6162 feet. .Sept. 23
Life of Riley, The
C. Murray-G. SidneyS. Hardy-J. Marlowe. First National
6712 feet
Sept. 16
Lone Eagle, The
R. Keene-B. Kent. . .Universal
6862 feet
Loves of Carmen
Del Rio-McLaglen-D.
Alvarado
Fox
Magic Flame, The
Colman-Banky
United Artists
8300 feet
Mojave Kid, The
B. Steele-L. Gilmore.F. B. O
4912 feet. .Aug. 12
Nevada
G. Cooper-T. Todd . . Paramount
6258 feet
Old San Francisco
D. Costello-C. E. MackW. Oland
Wamtr Bros
7961 feet.. July
8
One Round Hogan
M. Blue-J. J. JeffriesL. Hyams
Warner Bros
One Woman to Another . . . F. Vidor-Von Eltz
Paramount
4022 feet
Out All Night
R.Denny-M. Nixon. Universal
6170 feet
Painted Ponies
H. Gibson-E. Claire. . Universal
6416 feet . . Aug.
5
Red Raiders
K. Maynard-A. Drew
First National
6280 feet
Rush Hour, The
M. Prevost-H. Ford. .Pathe-De Mille
Sailor's Sweetheart, A
L. Fazenda-C. Cook. .Warner Bros
Slightly Used
M. McAvoy-C. NagelB. Agnew
Warner Bros
6412 feet
SmQe, Brother, Smile
J. kaill
Mulhall-D. Mac- First National
6648 feet
Feature
CoUeee

Soda Water Cowboy, The. . Wally Wales
Pathe-De Mille
Stark Love
Special Cast
Paramount
Swim, Girl, Swim
B. Daniels-G. Ederle .Paramount
Tell It to Sweeney
Conklin-BancroftBrian-Luden
Paramount
Their Hour
Tiffany
Three Miles Up
Al Wilson-E. Clair . . . U iversal
Two Girls Wanted
J. Gaynor-G. Tryon.Fox
We're All Gamblers
Meighan-M. Millner.Paramoimt

6203 feet . . Mar. 11
6124 feet . . Sept. 16
4041 feet. .June 10
5935 feet

OCTOBER
Feature
Alias the Deacon
American Beauty
Back to Liberty
Ben Hur (road show)
Beware of Married Men
Blondes By Choice
Body and Soul
Boy Rider, The
Breakfast at Sunrise

Star
Distributed by
J. Hersholt-J. Marlowe-R. Graves. . .Universal
B. Dove-L. HughesV. L. Corbin
First National
G. Breese
Walsh-D. Hall-E. Excellent Pict
Novarro-McAvoyBronson-F. X. Bushman-C. Myers
M-G-M
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
Claire Windsor
Lumas
A. Pringle-L. Barrymore-N. Kerry .... M-G-M
Buzz Barton
F. B. O
C. Talmadge-D. Alvarado
First National

Broadway Kid, The (tentative)
George Jessel
Warner Bros
Celebrated Woman, A
Florence Vidor
Paramount
Cheating Cheaters
B. Compson-K.
Harlan
Universal
Combat
G. Walsh-G. Hulette Pathe-De Mille
Crystal Cup, The
D. hall
Mackaill-J. Mul- First National
Death VaUey

Length

Reviewed

6869 feet

13000 feet. .Jan.

16

6987 feet

C.

L. WUson-G. K. Arthur
F. B. O
Marie Prevost
Pathe-De Mille
. .Harold Lloyd
Pathe-De Mille
S. Phipps-N. Stuart. . Fox
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
J. Murray-H. Costello M-G-M
J. DeVarska-S. Lynn F. B. O
Fred Thomson
Paramount
Tiffany
M.Pickford-C Rogers. United Artists
M. Astor-L. Hughes . First National
. W. Beery-R. Hatton . Paramount
Buffalo Bill, Jr
Pathe-De Mille
P. R. Miller-J. Harron. Tiffany
O . Borden-L. Gray . . . Fox
J. Ralston-J. WalkerG. Astor
Sterling Pict
Publicity Madness
L. Moran-E. Lowe . . . Fox
Ranger of the North
Ranger (Dog)
F. B. O
Ride 'Em High
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Rose of the Golden West..G. Roland-M. Astor.. First National
Rou^h Ridt.r» The (general
release)
F. Hopper-N. BeeryBancroft-M. AstorMack-Farrcll
Paramount
Shanghai Botmd
R. Dix-M. Brian
Paramoimt
Shanghaied
P. R. MiUer-R. InceG. Astor
F. B. O
Shootin' Irons
J. Luden-S. Blane . . . Paramount
Silk Stockings
L. La. Plante-O. Harlan-J. Harron
Universal
Silver VaUey
Tom Mix
Fox

Girl in the Pullman
Grandma's Boy (re-issue)
Highschool Hero, The
Hold 'Em Yale
In Old Kentucky
Take the Plumber
Jesse James
Lingerie
My Best Girl
No Place to Go
Now We're in the Air . . .
Obligin' Buckaroo, The
Once and Forever
Pajamas
Pretty Clothes

Feature
Spring Fever
Straight Shooting
Turkish Dehght
Very Confidential
Way of All Flesh, The

Star
Distributed by
Wm. Haines-J. Crawford-G. K. Arthur. M-G-M
Ted Wells
Universal
R.Schildkraut-J.Faye Pathe-De Mille
Madge Bellamy
Fox
E. Jaimings-L. Dagover-B. Beimett-P.
Haver-D. Keith. . .Paramount
West Pointer, The
W. Boyd-B. Love
Pathe-De Mille
Wise Wife, The
P. Haver-T. Moore . . Pathe-De Mille
Wolf's Trail
Dynamite (Dog)
Universal
Woman on Trail, The
Negri-Cortez
Paramount
Wreck of the Hesperus, TheA. Hale-V. Bradford . Pathe-De Mille

Length

News
Reviewed

4261 feet. .Aug. 19
6 reels
8486 feet. .July

6310 feet.. July 29
4760 feet

NOVEMBER
Feature
Becky

Star
Distributed by
S. O'Neil-O. MooreG. Olmstead
M-G-M
Bowery Rose
P. O'Malley-G.
lette Hu- Excellent Pict
Cheer Leader, The
Lumas
Dog of the Regiment, A . . . Rin-Tin-Tin
Warner Bros
Finnegan's BaU (tentative)
Warner Bros
French Dressing
B. Lyon-C. Colbert . . . First National
Garden of Allah, The
A. Terry-I. Petrovich .M-G
Gorilla, The
C. Murray-F. KelseyD. Revier-T.
shall Mar- First National
Grass Widows
Tiffany
Judgment of the Hills
V. Valli-F. Darro
F. B. O
Let 'Er Go Gallagher
Junior Coughlan
F. B. O
Main Event, The
Vera Reynolds
Pathe-De Mille
Mile-A-Minute
Love of Troy,R. Denny-B. Kent . . . Universal
Private
Life of Helen
The
M. Corda-L. Stone-M.
O'Day
First National
Quality Street
M. Davies
M-G-M
Sadie Thompson
G. Swanson
United Artists
Skyhigh Saunders
AI Wilson
Universal
Tempest
J. Wolheim
Barrymore-Nissen- United Artists
Thirteenth Hour, The
Women's Wares

Length Reviewed

8200 feet . . Sept. 16

6700 feet .. Aug. 19

Bonaparte (Dog)-J.
Gadsen-L.
Barrymore
M-G-M
Brent-Lytell-L. Kent . Tiffany

DECEMBER
Feature
Blue Danube, The
Bridal Night, The
Buttons

Star
Distributed by
Leatrice Joy
Pathe-De Mille
Norman Shearer
M-G-M
Coogan-Hanson-Olmstead
M-G-M
Devil Dancer, The
G. Gray-C. Brook. ... United Artists
Five and Ten Cent Annie . . Louise Fazenda
Warner Bros
Fruit of Divorce
Percy Marmont
Lumas
Good-Time Charley
W. Oland-H. Costello Warner Bros
Gun Gospel
K. Mayuard
First National
He's My Man
Phyllis Haver
Pathe-De MUle
Home Made
Johnny Hines
First National
Hypnotist, The
L. Chaney-C. NagelM. Day-WalthaU . . M-G-M
Irresistible Lover, The .... Norman Kerry
Universal
Lovelorn, The
M-G-M
Man and the Moment, The
Fitst National
Man't Past, A
C. Veidt-I. Keith-G.
Siegmaim
Universal
Power
William Boyd
Pathe-De Mille
Rebecca O'Brien
May McAvoy
Warner Bros
Rip Van Winkle
Rudolph Schildkraut .Pathe-De Mille
Sorrell and Son
H. B. Wamer-Nilsson-A. Joyce- Wol- United Artists
heim
Streets of Shanghai
Tiffany
Valley of the Giants
M. Sills-D. Kenyon. . First National

Length Reviewed

6968 feet. . Sept. 16

6136 feet. .Sept. 16

JANUARY
Star
Distributed by
Length Reviewed
Ken Maynard
First National
Greta Garbo
M-G-M
John Gilbert
M-G-M
N. Talmadge-G. Roland-N. Beery
United Artists
Louisiana
B. Dove-M. Astor-N.
Beery
First National
Man Crazy
Mulhall-Mackaill
First National
Noose, The
Richard Barthelmess. First National
Ramona
D. Del Rio-D. Alvarado
United Artists
Romance (tentative)
R. Novarro-M. DayR. D. D'Arcy
M-G-M
Shepherdof the Hills, The. .A. B. Francis-M. BetzFirst National
Frazer-E. Murphy . Rayart (.S. R.)
Texas Steer, A
W.
Rogers-L.
Fazenda-A. Rork .... Sam E. Rork (producer)
United States Smith
Lumas
West Point
William Haines
M-G-M
Feature
Caravan Trail, The
Divine Woman, The
Fires of Youth
Dove, The

FEBRUARY

Feature
Star
Distributed by
Bare Knees
Lumas
Down Went McGinty
Charlie Murray
First National
Napoleon (French Film). . .Special Cast
M-G-M
Over the Andes
D. Fairbanks-E. Southern-L. Valez
United Artists
Passion Island
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
Sailors' Wives
Astor-Hughes ....... .First National

6 reels

6 reels

Length Reviewed

7 reels

MARCH
April

1

6999 feet. .Aug. 26
7 reels . . . .Aug, 26

8

4167 feet

6623 feet
6 reels

Nye-R.
Rae-R.
Wells
First Division Pict. . .6700 feet. .Aug. 12
East Side, West Side. . . . .G. F.O'Brien-V.
McDonaldVaUi-J. Fox
Fair Co-ed, The
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Forbidden Woman, The ... J. Goudal- V. Varconi . Pathe-De Mille
Gambler's Game, The
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-Fairbanks,
Jr
United Artists
Gentleman of Paris, A
A. A.
Menjou-S.
Marchall O'HaraGingham Girl, The

Picture

Feature
Circus, The

Star
Distributed by
C. Chaplin-M. Kennedy
United Artists .
Darling of the Gods, The. .Special Cast
United Artists.
Harold Teen
First National .
Hell Ship Bronson
Mrs. Wallace Reid. . .Lumas
Man Higher Up, The
Lumas
Once There Was a Princess Billie Dove
First National.

Length Reviewed

S e pte m b e r

3 0.

Feature
Pair of Sixes, A
Red Signals
Royal American, The

1017

19 ^

St;ir
Distributed by
Johnny Hines
First National . . . .
W. McDonald-E. Novak-E. Williams... Sterling Kctures.
Ken Maynard
First National . . . ,

Length

Reviewed

.5032 feet.

Harp in Hock, A
Harvester The

APRIL

Distributed by
Star
A. Calhoun-G. HughesB. Washburn
Sterling Pict

Feature
In the First Degree

Coming

Star
Distributed by
Hoot Gibspn
Universal
T. McCoy-D. Sebastian
M-G-M
Air Raiders, The
Al Wilson
F. B. O
Alias the Lone Wolf
L. Wilson-B. LytellW. V. Mong
Columbia
Avenger, The
Bob Custer
F. B. O
Baby Mine
G. K. Arthur-K. Dane. M-G-M
Bad Little Good Girl
Chadwick
Balaoo
E. Lowe-G. G. Katsonaros
Fox Films
Bandit's Son, The
B. Steele-A. Sheridan F. B. O
Baraum (road show)
Wallace Beery
Paramount
Beau Sabreur
E. Brent-G. CooperG. Bancroft-N. Beery
Paramount
Beggar of Love
P. Negri-K. ThomsonJ. Hersholt
Paramount
Better 'Die The
Syd Chaplin
Warner Bros
Betty's a Lady
J. Ralston-C. Ray. . . . Universal
Big Gun, The
George Lewis
Universal
Big Sneeze, The
W. Z.Beery-F.
Sterling- Paramount
Pitts
Black Ivory (road show) . . . M. Blue
Warner Bros
Blackjack
B. Jones-B. Bennett . Fox
Blood Will Tell
B.Jones-K.Perry. . .Fox
Boy of the Streets, A
J. Walker-B.
Francisco-M. Bennett. Rayart fS. R.) . . .
Branded Sombrero, The . . B. Jones-L. Hyams
Fox Films
Bride of the Night
C. Farrel-G. NissenM. Busch-M. Loy. . Fox
Universal
Brides Will Be Brides. . . Laura La Plante
Broadway After Midnight. P. Bonner-C. LandisG.
Hughes-B.
Tennant
Krelbar Pictures .
Buck Privates
By Whose Hand?
Call of the Heart
Cancelled Debt. The
Chicago After Midnight
Chinese Parrot, The
City of Shadows, The
Code of the Range
Cohens and the Kellys in
Paris, The

Length

Reviewed

5428 feet.

Attractions

Feature
Ace High
Adventurer, The

de Putti-McGregor . . Universa.
R. Cortez-E. Gilbert. . Columbia
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb- J. Alden .... Universal
Rex Lease
Sterling Pict
F. B. O
M. Nixon-H Bosworth
Universal
J. Luden-S. Lynn
F. B. O
Jack Perrin
Rayart (S. R.) ....

Feature
Ham and Eggs

Length

Reviewed

.9481 feet.. Oct.

23

Star
Distributed by
Fazenda-H.
T. Wilson Conklin- Warner Bros
Schildkraut-CoghlanM.Robson-B.Love . Pathe-De Mille
N. Kingston-O. CaldweU
F. B. O
J.Schildkraut-J.FayeR. Edeson-S. RandPathe-De Mille

Mine
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
F. B. O
Lure of the South Seas The
First Division Pict
Macushla (tentative)
Fox
MadamoiseUe From Armentieres (English Film)
E. Brody-J. Stuart ... M-G-M
Man Who Laughs, The
C. Veidt-M. Philbin. . Universal
Message to Garcia, A
Special Cast
M-G-M
Midnight Dollar
Rose
Million
.Mystery, L. de Putti-K Harlan Universal
J. Kirkwood-L. Lee . . Rayart (S. R.)
M. Corda-A. Marchal F. B. 0
B. Bennett- V. McLaglen-N. Hamilton-E.
Clayton
Fox
My Wife's Honor
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
Naughty Marietta
Marion Davies
M-G-M
Noah's Ark (road show) . . . Special Cast
Warner Bros
Old Ironsides (road show) . Special Cast
Paramount
On to Reno
M. Prevost-C. LandisPathe-De Mille
Open Range
L. Chandler-B. Bronson
Paramount
Ordeal,
M-G-M
Patent The
Leather Kid, The Garbo-Chaney

G. Sidney-J. F. McDonald-V. GordonK. Price
Universal
College Hero, The
Columbia
College Widow, The
D. Costello-CoUier, Jr.. Warner Bros
Comeback, The (tentative) . Monte Blue
Warner Bros
Comrades
G. James-A. Shi^ridan.First Division
Coney Island
F. B. O
Cossacks, The
John Gilbert
M-G-M
Crimson Hour, The
L. de Putti-I. MoskineN de Brulier
Universal
Crowd, The
J. Murray-E. Boardman-D Sebastian M-G-M
Cruise of the Helion, The.E. Murphy-D. KeithT. Santschin
Rayart ( S. R.)
Deer Drive, The
W. Baxter
Paramount
Desert Pirate, The
Tom Tyler
F. B. O
Dirty Work
Johnny Burke
Pathe-De Mille
Don Juan (road show) .... John Barrymore
Warner Bros
1CK)18 feet . . Aug. 21
Down Grade, The
Wm. Fairbanks — A.
Calhoun
Lumas
Down Our Way
V. Valli-F. Darro-O.
Caldwell
F. B. O
Drif tin' Sands
Bob Steele
F. B. O
Drums of Love
E. Taylor-D.
Alvarado-M. Philbin. . . . United Artists
Eager Lips
P. Garon-B. BlytheG. James
First Division
Empty Saddle, The
Fred Humes
Universal
v
Enemy, The
L. Gish-R. Forbes . . . M-G-M
Eternal Silence, The
Bushman, Jr.-N. Hamilton-J. Marlowe. . .Universal
Fangs of Destiny
Dynamite (Dog)-E.
Cobb
Universal
6 reels
Fangs o Fury
Sandow (Dog)
Pathe-De Mille
Fangs of Justice
Silverstreak (Dog)-J.
Walker- J Marlowe. BischoS Prod. (S.R.) . 6000 feet
Finders Keepers
Laura La Plante
Universal
Flag Maker, The
C. Ray-B. Love
G. K. Spoor-J. S. Blackton (producers) . .
Flying Nut, The
Glenn Tryon
Universal
Fortune Hunter The
S. Chaplin-C.
Horton-H. Costello
Warner Bros
Four Flusher, The
G. Lewis-M. Nixon . . Universal
Freckles
F. B. O
Galloping Fury
H. Gibson-S. Rand . . Universal
Garden of Eden, The
C. Griffith-C. Ray-L.
Sherman
United Artists
Gay Defender, The
R. Dix-T. Todd
Paramount
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. L. Brooks-F. SterUng.Paramount
Get Set— Go
George O'Hara
F. B. O
Ghost Ship, The
Tiffany
Girl From Chicago, The . . . C. Nagel-M. Loy .... Warner Bros
Grand Army Man, The . . . Alec. B. Francis
Fox
Grand FUpper The
H. Herbert-O. Tell-E.
Foxe-M.Livingston Fox
Grandma Bernle Learns Her
Letters
R. Walling-F. Reicher Fox

Reviewed

His Dog
6788 feet
Hitting for Heaven (tentative)
E. Jannings-F. Wray . Paramount
Holy Terror, A
B. Jones-G. Hale
Fox
Honeymoon Hate
Florence Vidor
Paramount
Hook and Ladder, No. 9
F. B. O
Hot Heels
P. R. Miller-G. Tryon Universal
If I Were Single (tentative). May McAvoy
Warner Bros
I'll Tell the World
Colleen Moore
First National
Irish Destiny
D.O'Shea-P.O'Rorke Dr. I. J. Eppel
7 reels . . .April 29
Isle of Forgotten Women . . Tearle-Sebastian .... Columbia
Jazz Singer, The (Vitaphone)
Al Jolson-W. OlandMcAvoy
Warner Bros
blatt-McAvoy
Warner Bros
Jenny Lind
M-G-M
Jungle Rose
Dolores Del Rio
Fox
King of Kings, The
Special Cast
Pathe-De Mille
13500 feet. April 29
Ladies at Ease
P. Garon
First Division
Ladies of Leisure
Tiffany
Ladies Must Dress
Fox
Ladies Must Love
Rod La Rocque
Pathe-De Mille
Lady Be Good
Mackaill-Mulhall
First National
Lady Bird The
Compson-McGregor . First Division Pict. . . 6400 feet
Les Miserables
Special Cast
Universal
7713 feet
(Also version of 11 reels)
Life's Crossroads
G. Hulette-M. Hamilton
Excellent Pict
Light in the Window, A. ., H.
B.
Walthall-P.
Avery
Raj'art (S.R.)
Lilac Time
Colleen Moore
First National
Love
G. Garbo-J. GilbertL. BarrymoreD.
M-G-M
Love Me and the World Is Sebastian

The
Moon of Israel
Mother Machree

.4747 feet.

Length

(road show)
R. Barthelmess-M.
■*
O'Day
First National
Perfect Gentleman, A
Monty Banks
Pathe-De Mille
Phantom Buster, The
Buddy Roosevelt .... Pathe-De Mille
Quality
Gardner James
Inspiration Pict.
Racing Romeo, The
"Red" ston
Grange-J. Ral- F. B. O
Ragtime
Del La Motte-Bowers First Division
Rawhide Kid, The
H. Gibson-G. Hale . Universal
Red Hair
Clara Bow
Paramount
Return of Boston Blackie. . Sr,rongbeart (Dog)-C.
Palmer
First Division Pict
Ridin' Like Fury
Hoot Gibson
Universal
Romantic Rogue,
Age, TheThe
E.O'Brien-A.Vaughn
.Columbia
Pictures
Romantic
Reed
Howes
Rayart
Romeo and Juliet
N. Kerry-M. Philbin .Universal
Rose-Marie
R. Adoree-R. Forbes . M-G-M
Roulette
M. McAvoy
Warner Bros
Saddle and Spurs
"Buzz" Barton-L.
Eason
F. B. O
Sailor Izzy Murphy
G. Jessel-A. Ferris.
Warner Bros
Sally in Our Alley
S. Mason-A. B. Francis-R. Arlen
Columbia Pictures
Say It With Diamonds
B. Compson-£.
liamsWil- First Division Pict
Say It With Sables
Serenade
Seventh Heaven
Sheiks and Shebas
She's a Sheik
Shield of HonorThe
Silent Hero, The
Show Boat
Side Show
Silver Slave, The
S hngshot Kid, The
Small Bachelor, The
Song of Steel
South Sea Love
Span of Life, The
Speed Boy, The
Speedy Smith
aquads Right
Steamboat Bill, Jr
Stronger Will The
Student Prince, The (In
Heidelberg)
Sunrise
Surrender

C. Windsor-R. Howes. Columbia
Adolphe Menjou. . . .Paramount
J. Gaynor-C. FarrellD. Butler-G. Brockwell
Fox
Junior Stars
Paramount
B. Daniels-R. Arlen
W. Powell
Paramount
R., Lewis-D. GulliverN. Hamilton
Universal
Napoleon
(Dog)- R.
Fraser-E. Murphy . Rayart (S. R.)
Universal
Fields-Conklin-Brian. Paramount
Irene Rich
Warner Bros
"Buzz"
Barton - J.
Morgan
F. B. O
Beranger-O. HarlanB. Kent-C.
Geraghty
Universal
Tififany
F. B. O
Lon Chaney
M-G-M
Dick Talmadge
Universal
Billy SulUvan
Rayart (S. R.)
Tiffany
Keaton-E. Torrence. . United Artists
Excellent Pict
R. Novarro-ShearerJ. Hersholt
M-G-M
Gaynor-G.
LivingstonO'Brien- Fox
M. Philbin-I. Moskine
Universal

6680 feet
,

12 reels. . .Dec. 18

12 reels
5626 feet

Aug. 26

6700 feet

11,000 f eet . . June 10

6006 feet
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Feature
f jnil(rj, The

Star
Distributed by
T. Hersholt-Nixon-G.
Lewis
Universal
Tea for Three
L. Cody-A. Pringle-O.
Moore-D.Sebastian .M-G-M
Temptations of a Shopgirl. .B. Compson-GaronA. Kaliz
First Division. . .
Thanks For the Buggy Ride.L. La Plante .-G .
Tyron
Universal
Thirteenth Juror The
F. X. Bushman-Nilssoii
Universal
Thunder Riders
Ted Wells
Universal
Tillie's Punctual Romance. C. Conklin
Paramount
Times Square
Tiffany
Trail of '98
K Dane-P. Starke-R.
Forbes-Del Rio . . . .M-G-M
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Special Cast
Universal
Victory
George Bancroft
Paramount
Viennese Lovers
Philbin-Hersholt-R.
Keane
Universal
Waiter from the Ritz, The.R. Griffith-A. Day. . .Paramount
War Birds
M-G-M
Watch My Speed
R. Denny-B. Worth . .Universal
We Americans
Universal
Wedding March, The (road
show)
von Stroheim
Paramount
Western Suffragettes
H. Gibson-G. Hale. . . Universal
Wheels of Destiny, The . . . G. Hale-E. HilUard . . Rayart (S. R.) . . .
White Eagle, The
Buck Jones
Fox
Who's Your Friend? (tentative) . . ■.
R. Dix-W. Powell . . . Paramount
Wild Beauty
Rex rHorse)-J. Marlowe
Universal
Wild Geese
Tiffany
Wind, The
L. Gish-L. Hanson. .. M-G-M
Windjammers of Gloucester
The
F. B. O.
Wings (road show)
C. Bow-B. Rogers . . . Paramount
Wizard of the Saddle
Buzz Barton
F. B. O
Wolf Fangs (tentative)
Fox
World's Illusion, The
M-G-M
Wyoming
T. McCoy- W. FairM-G-M
,rf*^.kbanks
*
i
^>^t0mam'

Comedies

Motion

.^
Length

Title
Star
Tenants of Marble Canyon,
The^A Picture Paradise . Bruce Scenic
Traveling at Home
Chriosities
Up In Arms
Dorothy Devore
Wi d Wallops
^.B. Dooley-O Hasbrouck
Wise Guise
"Sullivan Cartoon"

Reviewed

F B 0

12 reels . . . .Aug. 26
,

EDUCATIONAL
Star
At Ease
Lloyd Hamilton
Back Home
Curiosities
Batter Up
George Davis
Brave Cowards
Dunham-Bradley
Bubbles of Geography
Hodge-Podge
Burning Timber — Rough
Country
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Capers ofa Camera
Hodge-Podge
Careless Hubby
Dunham-Bradley
Cry of Winter, The — Hot
Place, The
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Dead Easy
Bobby Vernon
Delving Into the Dictionary . Hodge-Podge
Dummies
Larry Semon
Eats for Two
Dunham-Thompson
Felix the Cat in Art for
Heart's
Sake
"Sullivan
Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Daze and
Knights
"SuUivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in Jack From
►•• All Trades
Sullivan Cartoon
Felix the Cat in 'Loco' Motive
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in No Fuelin'. "Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix
the
Cat
Switches
Witches
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Felix the Cat in the TravelHog
"Sullivan Carton"
Felix the Cat in Wise Guise . "Sullivan Cartoon"
Flim Flam Films
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Follies of Fashion
Curiosities
For Men Only
Curiosities
Fox Tales
Hutton-Dunham
Fully Equipped
Lloyd-Murdock
Giddy Gobblers
Neal Burns
Goose Flesh
Lloyd Hamilton
Half-Pint Hero, A
Lupino Lane
Here and There in Travel
Land
Hodge-Podge
Her Husky Hero
Johnny Arthur
High Spots
Al St. John
His Better Half
Lloyd Hamilton
Hold Fast
Cliff Bowes
Holly-Nuts
Big Boy
Jack From All Trades
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Kid Tricks
"Big Boy"
Kilties
Dorothy Devore
Live News
Johnny Arthur
Lucky Dog
P. Dunham-L. Billetts
Meet the Folks
Jimmie Adams
Monty jf the Mounted .... Lupino Lane
Movie Hound, The
Phil Dunham
New Wrinkles
Lloyd Hamilton
Night Owls
Dunham-Bradley
No Cheating
Al St John
Non-Stop Fright, The
"Sullivan Cartoon"
Off Again
J. Lloyd-B. Boyd
Pick a Pet
Curioisities
Plumb Dumb
"Poodles" Hanneford
Poor
Fish — The
Ebbing
Tide
Bruce Outdoor Sketches
Oueens Wild
Beauchamp-Davis
R ver of Suds, The — MidOcean Simset, A
Bruce Scenic
Seeing Stars
George Davis
She's a Bo V
"Big Boy"
Shooting Wild
Jack Lloyd
Stunt Man
Larry Seraon
Sure Cure
Beauchamp-Davis
Tales of a Traveler .

FOX FILMS

Title

and Short Subjects

Title

Title
Star
Alice Cartoons (Released Twice a Month)
Beauty Parlor, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Beloved Rogue, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Bo's Guest
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Boys Will Be Girls
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Campus Romeos
"Fat Men"
Chin He Loved to Lift
Eason-HiU-Cooke-Guard
Fresh Hair Fiends
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Helen of Troy, N. Y
Eason-HiU-Cooke-Guard
How High Is Up? (Fat Men) . Carr-Alexander-Ross
Kick in the Dark
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Krazy Kat Cartoons (released twice a month)
Last Nose of Summer
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Mickey's Circus
Mickey's Pals
New Face.s for Old
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Nothing Doing
Charles Bowers
Permanent Rave, The
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Pickled Romance
Charles Bowers
Peter's Pan
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
She Troupes to Conquer... .Eason-HiU-Cooke-Guard
Sock in Time, A
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Steamed Up
Charles Bowers
Tanks of the Wabash
Karr-Ross-Alexander
Toupay or Not To Pay
Eason-Hill-Cooke-Guard
Wanderers of the Waistline. .Karr-Ross-Alexander

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Sept. 2
Sept. 4. . 2 reels
.1 reel
Sept. 23
Sept. 11 . .2 reels. . . .Sept. 16
Aug. 19
July 17 . . 1 reel
Aug. 19
Aug. 14 . . 1 reel
Oct. 23 . . 2 reels
Sept. 9
July 17 . .Ireel
July
1
June 6 . . 1 reel
Sept. 2
Sept. 18 . .Ireel
July 17. .2 reels. . . .Aug. 12
Sept. 23
Sept. 11. .1 reel
. 2 reels
.1
reel
Oct.
9.
Jtily 10. .Ireel
Oct. 30 . . 1 reel
.Ireel
June 26 . . 1 reel
Oct. 16. .1 reel
Oct.
S. .1 reel

Aug.

6

Sept.

9

July 29

Sept. 2
July 24. .Ireel
.1 reel
Sept. 23
. 1 reel
Sept. 18 . . 1 reel
Sept. 26.
Oct. 30 . .1 reel
Sept. 25 . .2 reels. . . .Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Aug. 28. .1 reel
June 12. .2 reels. . . .June 24
June 19 , .2 reels . . .July 1
Sept. 2
Sept. 18. . 2 reels
. 1 reel
Oct. 16.
June 5 . .2 reels. . . June 17
July 31. .2 reels. . . .Aug. 12
July 31.
31. .2 reels. .. .Sept. 2
.1 reel
Aug.
6
July
.2 reels
Sept. 2
Aug. 28 .1
reel
Aug. 7.
.2 reels. . . .July 29
July 93 .2
reels
Oct.
Sept. 16
Aug. 28 .2 reels
Sept. 23
Sept. 11 .1 reel
July 10 .2 reels. . . .Aug. 5
July 24 . 2 reels . . . .Aug. 12
July
3 . 1 reel
Oct. 30 . 2 reels
July 29
June 19 1 reel
June 26 .2 reels
July 22
.1
reel
Sept.
16
Aug. 21 . 1 reel
Sept. 25
July 22
July
3 .1 teel
Aug. 21 .2 reels. .. .Sept. 9
Sept.
Aug. 21 Ireel
June 6 .2 reels. . . .June
Aug.
July 10 .1 reel
Oct. 16 .2 reels
.2 reles
Oct.
2 . 1 reel
Oct. 23 .2
reels
Oct. 23
July 10 .2 reels. . . .Aug.
. 1 reel
July

6
29

News

Date

Reviewed

June 24
Sept. 9
Sept. 2
June 26. .2 reels. . . .July
1
Sept. 4 . . 1 reel

Rel. Date
Aug.
Oct.
June
Aug.
Tuly
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
July
Aug.
June
Sept.
Oct.
June
June
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.

Rel.

Henry)
S. Phipps-N. Stuart
Desert Blooms, The
Variety
Exploring
Norway
VarietyBrooks
Fool
and His
Money
Tyles
Gentlemen Prefer Scotch
Glory That Was Greece. . . .Variety
Her Blue Black Eyes
M. Casajuana-E. Clayton
Her Silent Vow
"Helen and Warren"
HotPotato, A (Van Bibber).. E. Foxe-K. Bates
Kangaroo's Kimona, The. .G. Carmeon, F. Bramley
Lights and Shadows in Sicily .Variety
Lords of the Back Fence. . . . Variety
Moose Country, The
Variety
Mum's the Word
Northern Alaska Today
Variety
Over the Andes
Variety
Psyche
Pskyscraper . Variety
"O. Henry"
Road to and
the the
Yukon

June

METRO-GOLD

Aug.
Sept.
June
July
Oct.
July
June
Aug.
No v.
Jan.
Nov.
Oct.
June
June
Oct.
June
Aug.
July
Sept.
: . . . Dec.
July
July
Sept.
Sept.
June
July
July

Length
.1 reel. .

reels .
3 . . 2 reels.
.2 reels.
S . .2
19 .
reels . . ,
24 . . 22 reels
25 .
reels.
14. .2
.2 reels.
21. .2 reels .
31. .2 reels.
27.
reels. .
3 . . 21 reel
.2 reels.
17 .
.2 reels.
4. .2
reels. ,
3 . .2 reels.
12 .
11. .2 reels.
reels.
10. .2
.2 reels.
13 .
.
2
reels .
28 .
19. . 2 reels .
6 . . 2 reels .
13 . . 2 reels .
10. .2 reels.
7 . . 2 reels .
11 . . 2 reels .

Date

Oct.
Jan.
Dec.
Oct.

Roamin' Gladiator
"Animal Comedy"
Romatic Alhambira, Tha . . . Variety
Rumors for Rent
"Helen and Warren"
Salmon Rim, The
Variety
Silk Legs
Sky Frontiers
Variety
Solitude
Variety
Suite Homes
"O. Henry"
Snow Rambles
Variety
Twenty Legs Under the Sea .R. Walling
Under Colorado Skies
Variety
Venders of the World
Variety
Why Blondes Leave Home
Wolf in Cheap Clothing, A. ."Animal Comedy"

Length

June 12. .1 reel
July 31. .1 reel

Star
Argentina, The Rich
Variety
Arkansas Traveler
Variety
Art Treasures of the Vatican .Variety
Capt.
Kittens
Cupid Kidd's
and the
Clock (O.Animal Comedy

Reviewed

Lengrth

. 1 reel . .
2. . 1 reel . . . Reviewed
18.
26 .1 reel. .
23. . 2 reels . .
. .July 16
19. .2
..11 reels..
reel
reel

'7 ..22 reels
reels
25.
26 . .1 reel
24. 2 reels
9 . . 2 reels
3.
19. ..22 reels
reels
28. . 1 reel
27 . . .1 reel
22 . .1 reel
13
.2 reels. ..
reel
16 . ..11 reel
. 2 reels
26. .1
.2 reel
reels
12 . . 1 reel
30 .
6 . ..12 reels
reel ....
21 .
31. . 2 reels
4 . . .1
.1 reel
reel
11 .2 reels
17. . 1 reel
10 .
24 . .2 reels
18 .1 reel
12 . .1 reel
reels
24. .. 22 reels
10.

July 16

.Sept.

1

2

June 24
June 24

July

16

June 17

WYN-MAYER

Title
Star
An African Adventure
Ufa Oddity
Assorted Babies
Ufa Oddity
Atop the Worid
Ufa Oddity
Chase, The
Ufa Oddity
Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Dog Days
Ufa Oddity
Falcon, The
Ufa Oddity
Flag, The (Technicolor) .... Great Events
Fight For Life, A
Ufa Oddity
Fishing With a Microscope. . Ufa Oddity
Gritty Pups
Ufa Odd ty
Heavenly Bodies
Ufa Oddity
Hidden Death Traps
Ufa Oddity
Jewels of Venus
Ufa Oddity
Jungle Round-Up, A
Ufa Oddity
Lion Hunt, The
Ufa Oddity
Monarch of the Glen, The. .Ufa Oddity
Pathfinders, The
Ufa Oddity
Parasol Abt, The
Ufa Oddity
Pets and Pests
Ufa Oddity
Secrets of the Sea
Ufa Oddity
Soaring Wings
Ufa Oddity
Sting of Stings, The
Charlie Chase
Sugar Daddies
All Star Cast
TallyHo
Ufa Oddity
What Every Iceman Knows. Max Davidson
Winged Death
Ufa Oddity
Wonders of the Blue Gulf of
Mexico
Ufa Oddity
Yale vs. Harvard
Our Gang

9
24
12

Rel.

Picture

Rel. Date
Aug. 27.
Nov. 5.
April 7.
Mar. 26
Oct. 22.
Oct.
8.

. Length
1 reel
. 1 reel
.. 11 reel
reel
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1
reel
.2 reels
Oct.
1.
.
1
reel
Nov. 19.
.1 reel
Mar. ... . 1 reel
. 1 reel
.1 reel
Sept. 10. .1 reel
Jan. 14. .Ireel
Dec. 17. . 1 reel
Feb 26. , 1 reel
, 1 reel
Dec. 31. .. 11 reel
reel
Jan. 28 .
Jan. 28 . . 1 reel
1 reel
Sept. 24. ..2
reels
Sept. 3 . .2 reels
Sept. 10
, 1 reels
reel
.2
Sept. 17 .
Dec.
3. .Ireel
, 1 reel
.2 reels
Sept. 24

Reviewed

Dec. 11

\
Dec 11
Dec. 11
Oct.
9

PARAMOUNT
Title
Aero Nuts
Behind the Counter
Crazy to Fly
Dad's Choice
Doctor Quack
Elegy, The

Star
Krazy Kat Cartoon
E. E. Horton
Bobby Vernon
E. E. Horton
Jimmie Adams
Novelty

Rel. Date
Length
Aug. 13 . . 1 reel . .
2 reels .
Sept. 17. .2 reels.
2 reels .
Aug. 27. .2 reels.
Aug. 6

Reviewed

J

S epte m ber

30 ,

Title
Fantasy
Find the King
French Fried
Hot Heads
Hot Papa
Ko-Ko Chops Suey
Ko-Eo Eiplores
Ko-Ko Hops Off
Ko-Ko's Kane
Ko-Ko Plays Pool
Ko-Ko the Knight
Ko-Ko the Kop
Loco Motifs
Moony Mariner, A
No Publicity
Rail Rode
Row, Sailor, Rowl
School Daze
Sealing Whacks
Short Socks
Short Tail, A
Tired Wheels
Topsey Turvey
Uncle Tom's Caboose
Web Feet
Wedding Wows
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19 27
Rel. Date
Length
...Oct. 16.
2 reels .
Sept. 3 . 2 reels .
.
reels .
Aug. 27 . 22 reels.
Oct.
1.
. 1 reel. .
Oct. 16 . , 1 reel . .
Sept. 17 . . 1 reel. .
reel . .
Aug. 20. .. 11 reel.
.
Aug.
6.
Sept
3 . . 1 reel. .
Oct.
1 . . 1 reel . .
Sept. 24 . . 1 reel . .
Sept. 24 . .2 reels.
Aug.
1. .2 reels.
Sept. 24 . . 1 reel. .
Aug. 20 . .2 reels.
Sept. 10 . . 1 reel. .
Aug.
1 . . 1 reel . .
Aug. 13 . .2 reels.
reel . .
Sept. 10 . .. 11 reel.
.
Oct.
8.
Oct. 22 . , 1 reel . .
. 1 reel . .
Oct. 22 .
Aug. 27 . . 1 reel . .
Oct. 22. . 2 reels .

Star
Novelty
E. E. Horton
Jinunie Adams
Jack Duffy
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Inkwell Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
E. E. Horton
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Billy Dooley
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon
Novelty
Krazy Kat Cartodn
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Krazy Kat Cartoon
Bobby Vernon

Reviewed

PATHE-DE MILLE
Title

Star

Rel.

Date

All Bull and a Yard Wide . . . "Aesop Fables"
Oct.
Ant Life As It Isn't
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Baby Brother
"Our Gang"
June
Big Reward. The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Big Tent, The
"Aesop Fables"
Oct.
Bully, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Chicken Feed
"Our Gang"
July
College Kiddo, The
Hurlock-Quillan
Aug.
Comrades in Work
Mabel Normand
Crimson Flash, The (Serial— Landis-E. Gilbert)
June
Cured in the Excitement. . . . Hurlock-Bevan
Jime
Cutting a Melon
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Daddy Boy
Ben Turpin
Oct.
Died in the Wool
"Aesop Fables"
June
Dog's Day, A
"Aesop Fables"
June
Don't Tell Everything
Roach Stars
July
Eyes and Angles
Sportlight
July
Fiddlesticks
Harry Langdon
Flying
Feet Hearts
Sportlight
June
Fluttering
Charley Chase '
June
From Soup to Nuts
Rarebits
Oct.
Glorious Fourth, The
"Our Gang"
July
Gold Digger of Weepah, A
Oct.
Golf Nut, The
Bevan-Quillan-A. Bennett
Sept.
Hard Cider
"Aesop Fables"
June
Hawk of the Hills (Serial) . . Ray and Miller
Aug.
Hole in One, A
"Aesop Fables"
Aug.
Hook, Line and Sinker
"Aseop Fables"
Aug.
Human Fly, The
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
In and Out Again
"Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Lindy's Cat
"Aesop Fables"
Oct.
Love 'Em and Weep
M. Busch-Laurel-Finlayson . . . .June
Love Nest, The
"Aesop Fables"
July
Love's
Aug.
Mark Languid
of the Lure
Frog, The Ben Turpin
(Serial)
M. Morris-D. Reed
Now I'll Tell One
Oct.
Olympic Games
"Our Gang"
Sept.
One
Man
Dog,
A
"Aesop
Fables"
June
On the Hook
Sportlight
Aug.
Outwitting Time
Spotlight
Oct.
Pioneer Instinct
Sportlight
June
Pride of Pikeville. The
Ben Turpin
June
Prowling Around France with
Will Rogers
Travelesque
Sept.
Red Hot Sands
"Aesop Fables". ,
Aug.
Riding High
"Aesop Fables"
July
River of Doubt, The
"Aesop Fables"
Oct.
Roaming the Emerald Isle
with Will Rogers
Travelesque
Aug.
Sailors, Beware
Roach Stars
Sept.
Scents and Dog Sense
Sportlight
Aug.
Should
Second
Husbands
Come First?
Oct.
Small-Town Sheriff, The . . . "Aesop Fables"
Sept.
Smith's Candy Shop
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Aug.
Smith's Cook
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Oct.
Smith's Pony
Hiatt-McKee- Jackson
Sept.
Soldier Man
Harry Langdon
Subway Sally
"Aesop Fables"
July
Tackles and Touchdowns . . . Sportlight
Sept.
Taking Punishment
Sportlight
July
Their Second Honeymoon . . Baird-Holmes
Oct.
Up the Ladder
Sportlight
Oct.
Weaker Sex, The
Rarebits
Sept.
What Women Did For Me. .Charley Chase
Aug.
Why Girls Love Sailors
Roach Stars
July
With Love and Hisses
Roach Stars
Aug.
With Will Rogers Through
Switzerland & Bavaria . .. .Travelesque
June

Length
Reviewed
. 1 reel
9 . . 1 reel
7.
1
26 . . 2 reels .... July
July
1
3. ..11 reel
reel
23 .
July 29
31 . .. 21 reel
reels
31 . .2 reels. . . .Aug.
6
7.
. 2 reels
19. 10 episodes. June 17
12 . .2 reels. . . .June 24
Sept. 2
11 . .2Ireel
reels
23.
June 17
19. .1 reel
June 3
6 . .1 reel
3. .2 reels. . . .July 1
10. .1 reel
July 16
. 1 reel .... June
12.
19 . . 2 reels .... June
23 . .1 reel
reels
July
31. .2
2 , .2 reels
4. .2 reels
June
12 . . 1 reel
28 . 10 episodes. Sept.
.1
reel
Aug.
21 .
Sept.
28 . .1
.1 reel
reel
26 . . 1 reel
18 . . 1 reel
16 .
12. .2 reels. . . .June
July
17 . . 1 reel
Sept.
29. . 2 reels
.10 episodes
9 . .2 reels
11 . .2 reels. .. .Sept.
. 1 reel
July
26.
Sept.
21. .Ireel
2 . .1 reel
26 . . 1 reel
6 . . 2 reels .... June
18 .
14.
10 .
2.

.1
.1
.1
.1

reel
reel
reel
reel

24
17
29
17
122
23

24
15
2
2
1
2
3

Aug. 12

Sept. 9
21. .Ireel
23 . . 2 reels
7 . . 1 reel
23. .2 reels
Sept. 2
4. .Ireel
.... Aug. 12
21 ..22 reels
reels
16. .2 reels
18 .
24 . .1
18 . . 1
24 . . 1
16 . .2
6 . .1
25. . 1
14. .2
17 . .2
28 , .2

reel
July
reel
reel
reels
teel
reel
reels
Aug.
reels. . . .July
reels. . . .Sept.

26 . .1 reel

July

22

12
16
16
1

STATE RIGHTS
Title
Star
Animal Catchers
McDougall Kids
Bear Escape, A
Parker-Reavis
Beauty and the Beach
Sketchograf
Big Pie Raid, The
McDougall Kids
Berth Mark
Tarbell-Finch-Shaw
Bobbed Hair and Bandits .. .Sid Smith
Custard's Last Stand
Derelects o the Sea
Novelty
Deuce, The
McDougall Kids
Dream of the Sea, A (Binocolor)
Fresh and a Devil
God Made This Day For Me (Guest Jewel) .
Good Scouts
Great Guns
Tommy Albert . .
Helpless Helper
Al Jay
Henpecked in Morocco... .Tommy Albert. .
Heralds of the Spring
Nature Special.

Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Bray
2 reels .... Sept. 16
Capitol Prod
2 reels .... Aug.
1
Cranfield-Clark
1 reel
Bray
June 1. .2 reels. . . .June 10
Red Soal
2 reels
Capitol Pord . Aug. 1 2 reel
Bray
2 reels .... Sept. 16
Bray
June 30 . . 1 reel
Bray
June 1 . . 2 reels
Film Dist.
. 1 reel
May 27
.Bray.
Corp . . .
Aug.
1.
.Bray
.Cranfield-Clarke
. Cranfield-Clarke
. Cranfield-Clarke
.Bray
April 19.

.1
2
2
2
2
.1

reel. .
reels.
reels.
reels .
reels .
reel..

Title
Star
Rel. Date Length
Reviewed
His Ticklish Predicament
Bray
Iron Derby, The
Bray
Isle of Sunken Gold, The
(Serial)
A. Stewart
Nat Levine
10 episodes
Here Comes the Bride .... Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
His Off-Day
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Hit and Win
Bray
Aug. 20.. 2 reels
It's a Great Life
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
It's All Wet
Bray
July 10.. 2 reels
Jungle Belles
"Lantz Cartoon"
Bray
1 reel
June 10
Ko-Ko Makes 'Em Laugh.. ."Fleischer Cartoon" Red Seal
1 reel
July 22
Learn by Mail
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
Lift Your Face
Bray
Aug. 10. .2 reels
Little Feet
Novelty
June
1 reel
July 22
Lost in a FHillman
Bray
2 reels
Sept. 23
Lunches and Punches
Sid Smith
Capitol Prod
2 reels .... Sept. 1
Ma and the Auto (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
Memories
Color Classic
Tiffany
1 reel
Sept. 9
Nothing to Live For
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Orphans, The
McDougall Kids
Bray
2 reels
Over There
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Perils of the Jimgle (Serial) E. Gilbert-F. Merril . .Weiss Bros
10 episodes. Aug.
6
Sappy Days
Tommy Albert
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Scoop, The
Bray
July 20 .. 2 reels
She Beast, The
Sid Smith
Capitol Prod
2 reels
July
1
Silence of the Snows (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
1 reel
Sky Walkers
Novelty
June .... 1 reel
Sophomore, The
G.O'Neil-L.Graydon.Hi-Mark
Spooky Money
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Style Book
Sketchograf
Cranfield-Clarke
1 reel
Two Arabian Sights
Bray
2 reels .... Sept. 16
Uncle Tom's Habit
Parker-Reavis
Capital F'rod
2 reels .... Sept. 1
Water, Water Everjrwhere
Bray
June 20 . . 2 reels
When Redskins Bit the Dust. (Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
July
1. .1 reel
When We Were Kids
(Guest Jewel)
A. C. A
June 1..1 reel
Who's Who
Al Joy
Cranfield-Clarke
2 reels
Yellow Dog, The (Guest Jewel)
Am. Cinema
1 reel
April 15

TIFFANY
Title
Star
Comrades
Color Classic
Footing the Bill
Color Classic
Gieenwhich
Village Romance, A
Color Classic
King of Sports
Color Clasyic
Love in the Jungle
Color Classic
Man Who Married the Moon Color Classic
Me and My Pal
Color Classic
Memories
Color Classic
;

Rel.

Sept 1
Sept. 15

Date

Length
1 reel
1 reel

Reviewed

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reels

UNIVERSAL
Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
Reviewed
Ah Gay Vienna
Charles Puffy
July 25 . . 1 reel
July IS
All For Uncle
C. King-C. Doherty
Oct. 19 . . 2 reels
Barrymore
Tommy
(Mustang)
Fred Gilman
June 18 . . 2 reels
May 27
Battle Scarred Hero, A
"The Gumps"
Oct.
3 . . 2 reels
Blake of Scotland Yard (Serial) Hayden Stevenson
Aug. 15 . 10 episodes
Buster Come On
Trimbla, Turner and Dog
Sept. 14. .2 reels . . .Sept. 9
Buster's Frame-Up
Trimble, Turner and Dog
June 6.2 reels .... May 20
Buster's Handicap
Trimble, Turner and Dog
Aug.
1 .. 2 reels ... . July IS
Buster's Home Life
Trimble, Turner and Dog
Oct. 12 . . 2 reels
Buster's Initiation
Trimble, Turner and Dog
July
4.2 reels .... Jime 24
Buster, What's Next?
Trimble, Turner and Dog
Nov. 16 . . 2 reels
Cows Is Cows (Mustang) . . . Corbett & Holmes
July
9 . . 2 reels
June 24
Crimson Colors
Lewis-GulUver
Sept. 12. .2 reels. . . .June 17
Dancing Fools
C. King-C. Doherty
Sept. 21 . . 2 reels
Sept. 2
Danger Ahead (Western) . . . Jack Perrin
Sspt. 24 . . 2 reels .... Sept. 2
Dangerous
Double,
A
(Western)
Bob Curwood
Oct. 15.2 reels
Sept. 23
Daze of the West (Mustang) Fred Gilman
Sept. 3 . .2 reels
Dazzling Co-Eds
Lewis-Sullivan
Oct. 10 . . 2 reels
Disorderly Orderly, A
Sid Saylor
Nov.
9.2 reels
Doctors Prefer Brunetts. .. .Neely Edwards
June 20. .1 reel
June 3
Do or Diet
Charles Puffy
Jime 13. .1 reel
June 3
Fighting Texan, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Sept. 10 .. 2 reels
Aug. 19
George's Many Loves
Sid Saylor
June 15.2 reels .... May 27
George Steps Out
Sid Saylor
Sept. 28 . . 2 reels
Great Guns
Oswald Cartoon
Oct. 17 . . 1 reel
Gun Justice (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July
2. .2 reels
June 10
Haunted Island, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty-Helen Foster
10 episodes
His Day of Days
Neely Edwards
Aug. 15 . . 1 reel
Home Trail, The (Mustang) . Fred Gilman
June 4.2 reels
May 13
Honest and Truly
Charles Puffy
Aug. 29 . . 2 reels
Horse Trader, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
Aug. 20. .2 reels
Jane's Relations
M. Marcel-E. McCarthy
July 17 . . 2 reels
July
1
Jane's Sleuth
Dorety-Clair
June 22. .2 reels
June 3
Keeping in Trim
Long-Adams- Laymon-McPhaU . Sept. 7 .. 2 reels ... . Aug. 19
Man Tamer, The (Mustang) Edmund Cobb
Aug. 27. .2 reels
Mechanical Cow, The
Oswald Cartoon
Oct.
3 . . 1 reel
Model George
Sid Saylor
Dec. 28 . . 2 reels
Monkey Shines
Ben Hall
Sept. 25. .1 reel
My Mistake
Charles King
June 29. .2 reels
June 10
Newly weds' Mistake The. . . Snookums-Bartlett-McPhail . . . Nov.
7.2 reels
Newlyweds' Surprise
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhail . . . Oct.
3.2 reels
Newly weds' Troubles
Snookums-Bartlett-McPhail. . .Sept. 5.2 reels
Aug. 19
Oh ! Mabel
C. King-C. Doherty
Nov. 23 .. 2 reels
Oh Taxi I
Sid Saylor
Aug. 10 . . 2 reels
July 22
On Deck
Sid Saylor
Nov. 30 2 reels
Oh Teacher!
Oswald Cartoon
Sept. 19. .1 reel
Sept. 2
On Furiough
Sig Saylor
July 27. .2 reels
July 16
On Special Duty (Western) . Fred Gilman
Oct.
8.2 reels
Passing the Joneses
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhail.Nov.
2. .2 reels
Pawns and Queens (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Aug. 6 . . 2 reels
July 16
Penny Ante
Harry Mann
June 27. .1 reel
Phantom Outlaw, The (Mustang)
Fred Gilman
July 16. .2 reels
June 24
Picking on George
Sid Saylor
Oct. 26 . . 2 reels
Piperock Blaze, The (Tuttle
Western)
Holmes & Corbett
June 11. .2 reels
May 20
Plain Jane
Aug. 17 . . 2 reels
Please Don't
Aug. 24. .2 reels
Plumed Rider, The (Mustang)
Fred Gihnan
July 30 . . 2 reels .... July IS
Red Suspenders
Summerville & "Fanny"
June 6 .. 1 reel
May 20
Rest Cure, The (Tuttle Westem;
Corbett and Holmes
June 26. .2 reels
Riding
Whirlwind,
The
(Western)
Newton House
Oct.
1..2 reels
Sept. 23

Motion

1020
Star
Till.
Roaring Gulch, The (Mustang)
Edmund Cobb
Run Buster !
Trimble, Turner and Dog
Run for His Money, A
Arthur Lake
Rushing Business
Sid Saylor
Samson at Calford
Lewis Gulliver
Saxophobia
Arthur Lake
Scarlet Arrow, The (Serial— F. X. Bushman Jr.)
Scrappin'tang)
Fool, The (Mus- Bob Curwood

Rel.

Date

July
Dec.
Aug.
Aug.
Oct.

Length

Reviewed

.2 reels
July
1
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels. . . .Aug. 12
.2 reels. . . .June 17
10 . .1 reel
10 episodes

17.
14
21.
31.

Sept. 17 . .2
.2
Shady Rest
"The Gumps"
Showing Off
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhail .Dec.
7 . .2
Silent Partner, The (Mustang-Edmund Cobb)
Mar. 19 . .2
Sleepy Time Pal, A
Neely Edwards
July 11 . .1
Snookum's Asleep
Snookums-Clair-Dooley
July
6. .2
Snookura's Clean Up
Snookums-Clair-Saylor
Aug.
3 . .2
Society Breaks
Long-Adams-Laymon-McPhail Oct.
6 .2
Sodas and Shebas
Arthur Lake
Sept. 12 . .2
Son of America, A
George K. Arthur
Aug.
8. .1

reels.
reels
reels
reels.
reel
reels.
reels.
reels
reels
reel

.. .Sept.

2

. . Feb.
June
. . .June
. . .July

25
24
24
16

Sept.

9

Title
Star
South of Northern
Lights
(Western)
Jack Perrin
Square Shooter, The (Mustang)
Fred Oilman
Stop Snookums
'Snookums-CIafr-DooIey
Surprised
Honey
Neely
Edwards
Tale of a Shirt, The
Jimmy Aubrey
That's No Excuse
Charles King
There's a Will
C. King-C. Doherty
Too Much Sleep
"The Gumps"
Trail of the Tiger, The (Serial) Jack Daugherty
Trolley Troubles
Oswald Cartoon
Under the Bed
Charles Puffy
ValiantRider, The (Western). Bob Curwood
Vanishing Rider, The (Serial) Wm. Desmond
~^^M
What An Excuse
Charles King
When Greek Meets Greek. . "The Gumps"
Whispering Smith Rides (Serial) Wallace MacDonald
Winning Five, The
Lewis-Gulliver

Picture
Rel.

Date

Length

News
Reviewed

Oct. 22. .2 reels.
Aug.
June
Aug.
July
June
Dec.
Sept.
Sept.
July

13
11
17
8
21
19
6
4

. 2 reels .... July
.2 reels. . . .May
.1 reel
July
.1 reel
July
..22 reels
....
May
reels
.2 reels. . . .Sept.
.2 reels. . . .Aug.
.1 reel
Aug.
reels
.. 12 reel
June

22
13
15
1
20
2
5
19
24

10 episodes
. 2 reels
reels .... June 24
July 13 .2
Oct. 17 10 episodes
June
6
Sept. 16
Sept. 26 . 2 reels

er Opinions onNewPict
"The Garden of Allah"— MetroGoldwyn, Embassy Theatre,
New York City
American : "At least two reasons
why you should put 'Garden of
Allah' on your 'must see' list. One
is' sitnplj' awe-inspiring and breathtaking shots of desert and heart of
Algiers, other splendid acting of
Petrovich. . . . Beautiful Inng
shots of minarets, approaching of
caravan, glorious oasis in derert
and Garden of Allah itself. Audience applauded spontajieou;-.!y,
which is praise enough from allegedly hard-boiled first-nighters."
Telegram : "Ingram may safely
be said to have scored anothei triumph. . . . An extraordinarily
beautiful spectacle.'
Brooklyn Eagle : "Ingram has
brought degree of magnificence to
its arid scenes of love on Saliara.
I'ine camera effects and great d'i'al
of brilliant direction."
World : "Fascinating and neverchanging Orient and effect t'.iat
magnetic atmosphere had on v. ill
powers of two central characters
in their almost fanatically religous
struggle with their own hearts' desires."
Sun : "Achieves beauty rare in
filmdom. . . . Garden of palms,
shifting, swirling sandf, of monasteries and monks, dancing girls and
romantic passion. An achievement
of which Ingram may feel proud."
Telegram : "Perhaps desert-flower love story of 'Garden of Allah'
is most human, most realistic prrtrayal of soul-searing passion of
man for maid that was ever transmuted into celluloid through genius
of man. Contains passion flowers

Ingram has utilized all atmospheric
appeal of Northern Africa."
Graphic: "Distinguished by tmusually beautiful photography and
excellent direction, this film interpretation of well-remembered legitimate production arrives on screen
without having lost anything of
original beauty and having acquiied
grandeur of atmosphere. . . .
Spectacle picture amazingly well

"Shanghai
Bound" — Paramount,
done,"
Metropolitan Theatre, Los
Angeles
Record : ' "Wild entertainment
containing breath-taking romantic
sequences. Piece travels fast and
is indeed amusing."
Herald: "If Dix keeps up at this
pace, Dempsey, Tunney and all the
rest had 'oetter look to their
Daily —A^ezvs:
"Score another suc"
laurels.
cess for Luther Reed — 'Shanghai
Bound' now playing to crowded
houses at Metropolitan. Scenerv
delighaful and action fast. ..."
Examiner : "Dix energetic rind
capable hero — Mary Brian winsome— Dix's Yangtse romatice full
of adventure."

City

"College" — TJnited Artists, Mark
Strand
Theatre, New York
Daily Nexvs: "In Buster's 'College' he tried for everything — and
made laughs. Scores, hundreds,
thousands of them. Comedian a

of poignant beauty."
Herald: "Beautiful and tasteful
production, replete with atmosphere
and pictorial loveliness — superb
desert landscapes, imposing grc.;pings of Mohametans at prayer and

riot in tliis one. . . . Buster's best
in many moons."
Sun : "Gags come thick and fast
. . . much to delight of audience.
.\udience, as though it were one
spectator, emitted guffaw that topped all previous laughs. .'\s funny
if not funnier than most of Keaton
films that have come to town since

at play."
Times: "This latest film from
expert. Memorable shadow achievements is subject of rare beauty,
with enchanting scenes under Al-

'Navigator.' '-'
Graphic: "Buster's best contribution to cinema in two years. . . .
Much better than any of recent
Keaton efforts. Good entertain-

gerian skies."
Daily Nezvs: "A beautiful thing
and playing of Alice Terry and
Petrovich generally excellent. . . .
Too much praise cannot be bestowed on photography. Desert
scenes are far and away most beautiful that we have ever gazed rp-

ment and well worth seeing."
Evening World: "Very funiiv ;
as funny, in fact, as any that has
come to this theatre for some time.
Crammed full of gags. . . . most
amusing. People in roars of
laughter. Best of Keaton releases
for some time. Full of fun and

Journal: "Hichens novel transon."
formed into colorful motion picture. With eye for pictorial beauty.

packed with lot of 'belly laughs.' "
Herald-Tribune: "Keaton's funniest picture. You're almost •jure
to enjoy 'College.' "

American: "Keaton's film offers
many laughs . . . highly amusMorning
"Anticsfinish.
hilarious . .Telegraph:
. whirlwind
Sends audience out laughing merrily. Original and srrprismg."
Telegram : "Genuinely funny
. . ing."
. currently driving Strand audiences into alarming degrees of
apoplexy. Generous supply of

"The Life of Riley"— First Nalaughs."
York
City
tional,
Strand Theatre,
New
Times: "Another cheery pictorial subject tickled risibles of
audience at Strand. Boisterous but
frequently ingenious strip of fun,
handled with no little imagination.
American: "Sidney and Murray
bring laughs Sidney invariably
gives good performance. Maimerism are so perfect that they appear
natural.
. . . Hardy funny."
Mirror: "Hearty movie humor.
Will give a good time to many."
Evening World: "Murray and
Sidney . . . those hardy perennials who blossom all year round
. . . furnish much material for
humor and sentiment. Sidney one
of
very best Murray
of Hollywood's
low
comedians.
has popular
appeal. If you are a Sidney-Murray enthusiast go to see picture."
"Shanghaied"— F B O, Hippodrome, New York City
Daily Nezvs: "Best role of Patsy
Ruth Miller's career. If all her
free lance efforts prove as profitable as this one Miss Miller will
have reached in no time at all pinnacle of screen success, which
might have been hers already if she
had been awarded suitable parts up
to this time. For first time in her
screen career, Pat is tantalizingly
pretty. Patsy's performance is so
fiery and full of pep that tlie Hippodrome's fare is much bettor than
average screen stuff.
American : "Thrilling moments
and one finds oneself quite absorbed. Incidentally, this romance
provides Miss Miller with opportunity to portray type of character
which is distinct departure from
saccharine heroine she is usually
called upon to enact."
Morning
Telegraph
: "Miss
Mil-is
ler attractive
and alert.
Ince
.S"i(»i.- "Treat for kiddies. Miss
Miller makes
you believe in her
vigorous."

pligh'., So sincerely and capably
does
she play."
Journal:
"Patsy Ruth Miller
does best acting she's done in long
Ji'orld: "Mr. Ince does very
well as hard boiled Captain."
Graphic: "Miss Miller has never
had a part which has shown her
to such advantage."
time."
"White Gold"— Pathe-De Mille,
Capitol Theatre, London,
England
Daily Chronicle: "A film that
everybody should see, for it is
something entirely new in cinematography. Clearly a masterpiece
because characterization is perfect."
Sundayterpiece Pictorial:
masof simplicity "A
and film
sincerity.
Is pure gold and a milestone in
cinematography."
"The

Stolen

Bride"— First National, Olympia Theatre,
Boston

Globe: "Thrilling romance combining adventure, love and military
service . . . shown in vivid illustrations of different incidents
woven into interesting story."
Advertiser: "Billie Dove . . .
gorgeous. Gorgeous film to match
her screen values. Especially gorgeous are costumes. Fair sex will
rave over this production. Picture
has fascinating Old World flavor.
Vivid, alluring views of pre-war
life/'t).?r;
of Vienna
and Budapest."
"Beauteous
Billie Dove
and handsome Lloyd Hughes are
teamed again. Elaborate and gorgeous continental
settings."
Transcript:
"Miss
Dove very
lovely to look upon, and, as always,
her talents lend themselves easily
to working of her director. She
is inspired to very honest and
creditable efforts. Is given benefit
of careful photography as picture
is swiftly moved from sequence
and mof)d to moo<l by camera
technique which smacks of continental "Hungarian
upbringing."
Traveler:
rhapsody.
Miss Dove has opportunitv to wear
some gorgeous clothes and no one
can display gowns to niore adBillie."
charming remarkable
vantage than
Herald:
"Direction
in some ways. Shows great promise for future of Korda. Story
romantic. . . . Picture different
••
from average."

Printers

Clearly Reflected
at the box-office
If your patrons are enjoying faultless
screen quality you are projecting prints
on Eastman Positive made from originals
on Eastman Negative.
Always specify Eastman prints, and
look for the words ^^Eastman Kodak'' in
the transparent margin. For Eastman
screen quality is clearly reflected at the
box-office.

EASTMAN
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for Producer and Exhibitor*
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Recognized as Guides
to Filmdom's best Prod^
uct, they are making
new box-office records
for many current
successes.
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Qeneral Office: Cleveland, Ohio
Branch Offices: NEW YORK and LOS ANGELES
Plants: CLEVELAND • NEW YORK CiTY • ELMHURST, LONG
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